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WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low in 50s. Tomorrow: Fair,
tligh in 70s.
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Atelier supports
transit system

.

By Richard Crabb
tr

ATCHER ADDED

Mayor Robert Atcher of
Schaumburg, Republican can-

didate for Cook County Clerk
in the Nov. 3 election, came
out strongly this weekend for
mass transportation districts in
the suburbs subsidized by suburban municipalities and local
commerce and industry.

"Whether we like it or not,"

Atcher told Thd Day, "the
suburbs are due for increased
urbanization which inevitably
will require some form of mass
transportation.

' zanornes.-Imram.
Saluting a memorial in honor of the service men who have died
(Or our country is VFW Post 1337 Commander George Bruck.

05. ,:::.Wo., -

'4

no* .

;The. battle for public funds
for private schools in Illinois is
.nded. It has only begun.
This will be a major issue in
the November election and in
I.

the legislature when it meets
seven months from now for its

the Schlickman COMmission
report and recommendations
are available. -The Commission is working under the di-

past week. The House had approved aid and the votes were
"there" for it in the Senate.

rection of Rep. Eugene F.
Schlickman (R -3d Dist.) of Ar-

but the'leaders of the Catholic
Diocese in Chicago refused to
accept the aid in the manner it

lington Heights.

1971 general session.

There will be no action by
the General Assembly until

PRIVATE

SCHOOLS

could have had public aid this

The Governor was willing.

was offded by senate leaders.
These facts emerged yesterday as members of the legisla-

ture from the northwest suburbs summarized for The Day

SUBURB
out too well.

A, week later

the

It has been two -and -a -half
since

dis-

the

appearance of Mr. & Mrs. Edward Andrews both 62 of 738
S. Vail St., Arlington Heights,
and there still is not a single
clue as to what has happened
to them.
Police said

yesterday all

they could do now is wait and
hope for something to break.
Andrews and his wife Steptstnia were last seen getting

into their car May 14 after a
cocktail party at the Sheraton Chicago Hotel.
A search for the car they got
into that night has proven
fruitless. Police are keeping

close tabs on the Andrews'
checking accounts and credit

cards which have not been

used

since

their

dis-

Stephania's brother, John B.
Rynak, 56, Lake Forest, told
police he found out that Andrews had been married at
least fcur or five times before
his present marriage to Rynak's sister.

Mr. and Mrs. Rynak and
their two children were at the
Andrews home Thursday caring for the place. Ryank's children mowed the lawn. 'A Day
photographer was told Mrs
Rynak that he could not take
any pictures because she said
she felt there had been too
much publicity.

MRS. ROSMOND GLEASON, mother of Andrews' two
adopted children, Barbara, 20
and Gerald, 24, (he is cur-

rently in the Army station in
North Carolina), said she was

appearance.

his "fourth or fifth wife, I'm

., POLICE HAVE LEARNED
much about the couple,
but nothing has led to a
'elbe as their whereabouts.

not sure." Andrews' first marriage was annulled; the others
ended in divorce, she said.

Mrs. Gleason said of het
former husband, "He wasn't

Meetings

the type to neglect his job. He
would always call in even if he

Mount Prospect Youth

late."

were going to be just a little

Commission, -Village Hall;
8 p.m.

School District 57

Andrews disappearance, there have been
two reports of persons saying

Board, Lincoln School 700

they saw the couple. The first

W. Lincoln, Mount Pros. pect; 8 p.m.

School District

,59

Board, Dan Cook Schi I,
c, Elk
217,Chelmsford

'coye Village; 8 .m.

Since

the

report was by Ted Regelin,
manager of the Gateway
Theatre in Chicago who called
and told police he saw the pic-

ture and story in the

news-

about the missing
couple, and he was sure_ that_
papers

of them were in his
theatre May 21.
The most recent report
(Continued on page 2)
both

Accidental
gunshot
victim fair
A 26 -year -old Des Plaines
man was reported in fair condition in intensive care yesterday at Northv'vest Community
Hospital after he suffered a
gunshot blast Saturday afternoon at a friend's house. The
shot went through his right
hand and imbedded itself in his
stomach.

Walter Brown of 512 E. Algonquin Rd., Arlington
Heights, told police his friend
Herbert Biederman who lives
Dr., Des
Ambelside
on
Plaines, came over to his house

Saturday with a .25 caliber
automatic pistol and asked

him if he could fix the gun
which had jammed.
Police said Brown success-

fully put a complete shells
through the chamber and it
jammed. "As I was handing
the gun back to Biederman,"
Brown said, "it went off and
went through Biederman's
hand and the gunshot lodged
itself in his stomach."
Police said Brown took Biederman to the Hospital for the
gunshot_wound. _

rising nearby," said At-

are

cher who recently was cited as

one of the most outstanding
and progressive mayors in the
nation.

"One of the reasons these
jobs arc unfilled is because so
many people who need the

palities help solve this problem

without Education Committee in our industrial development,
which will have an adverse efrecommendation.
The Catholic Diocese in fect on our tax base and mean

Chicago publicly promised to
(Continued on page 2)

eventual

higher

real

that 17 northwest suburbs finance a study of a regional
mass transportation district,
revealed that 9 of the 17 have
or condinow definitely

that

mass -transportation also will
be needed to help reduce subtraffic congestion,

urban

which is getting worse every
year, and to cut down on air
pollution from auto exhaust
He suggested that suburban
mass transportation systems be
established on a regional basis
as a cooperative effort of suburban municipalities, businessmen, and bus companies.

this year.

share of the cost.

Atcher, who first gained
fame as an entertainer and
country and western singer,
has been mayor of Schaum-

HE PREDICTED the other
eight suburbs will agree to co-

burg, fastest growing city in Illinois, since 1959.

tionally agreed to pay their

fumes.

operate soon, which will enable the study to begin later

Woman charged with

"Since some form of subsidy may be requried, those
who wilt benefit most from

aggravated assault
was

pocket and told him, "I've got
a gun here and I'm ready to use

should help subsidize it," At-

found guilty of aggravated assault in Des Plaines Mis-

cher noted.

demeanor court Friday, but

suburban mass transportation

A Chicago woman

Judge Marvin Peters delayed

"SUBURBAN MUNICIPALITIES should be willing
to pay their share because we
invited business and industry
out in the first place and must
help solve the problems in addition to enjoying the benefits."

Atcher, who has proposed

Gripe
Of The
Day
Mothers who wear anklets when you go shopping

with theni.
An embarrassed teen-ager

estate

taxes for the individual property owners."

sentencing pending a pre -sentence investigation.
Phil Fiffles, owner of the

Sugar Bowl restaurant, 1492
Miner, told the court that
Blanche Reale, 421 Armitage,
Chicago, came into the tavern
April 18, ordered a drink and
was served. However, a short

it."
Fiffles said he gave her another drink to appease her and
called police. Police Officer Joseph Slonina answered the call
and found the small gun in the
woman's coat pocket. She told

him she carried it for proteclion. He said it was not loaded.
The woman was sent to Luther-

an General Psychiatric division for a week, at the request
of her doctor.

time pater she got into an alter-

Mrs. Reale testified that she

cation with the waitress and

was meeting a friend in Des

Fifties said he talked to -her un-- Plaines who was to take her to'
til she settled down. He told the see her psychiatrist in another
bartender "no more drinks" town. She said she had the gun
for her and when she was re- with her because she wanted to
fused another drink, Fiffles show it to her doctor. She said
said, Mrs. Reale stormed into she put her hand in her pocket
the restaurant portion of the to get some change to call her
business, where Fiffles was
friend and the gun "just came
helping to handle the luncheon out." She denied pulling the

crowd, and demanded to be

gun on Fiffles or threatening

served. When he told her to sit
down, Fiffles added, she pulled

him.
Sentencing was set for July

a small revolver out of her

17.

Storm raises roofs; brings
mixed menu to suburbs
50 m.p.h.," by a weather bu-

By Ben Clarke

Senate

Couple's disappearance
a mystery after 2% weeks

ithe suburbs while relief roles

land bill directly to the floor there's likely to be a slowdown

in the Copeland bill, passed the
House by a margin of 14 votes
in mid -May.

Education Committee turned

weeks now

bring the House -passed Cope-

services" type of public aid to
private schools, as embodied

Hindsight is better than foresight only when things don't work

mately 50,000 job openings in

down a similar bill offered by
said Atcher who also is Reits own Sen. Robert E. Cherry
publican candidate for Cook
of Chicago.
Immediately there was a county clerk.
"Unless suburban municimovement in the senate to

THE "PURCHASE of the

gibet

help

work have no means of getting
to the I..aces of employment',"

the major developments of the
spring meeting of the General
Assembly which ended in
Springfield Friday evening.

SIMON

"WE ALSO MUST

The ceremony took place Saturday at Lions Park as part of the suburban commerce and inMemorial Day Parade. (Additional photos by Dan Balas on Page dustry transport needed em16)
ployes to the available jobs.
We have right now approxi-

Battle for aid to private
schools just beginning

'

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 Pages

The

mixed

weather
the
,struck

that
"menu"
Northwest suburban area intermittently and with a
pattern Friday
haphazard
afternoon, damaged townhouse buildings in a ISO

unit complex in Des Plaines
high winds,
hail hit the area.
as

rain

and

Damage to the buildings,
which contain either six or

reau spokesman.

"It was generally from the
west, air mass stuff," said the
spokesman.

Weather bureau predictions
earlier in the day had included
a "50 per cent chance of rain
and thunderstorms."

IT WAS THE SECOND
time in a little more than a year

that storms had struck almost

eight

in the same spot.

of 1371 Howard, husband of

nado" by the weather bureau,
a building was damaged early
in 1969 on Pine St., at a loca-

two-story townhouses,
was estimated at from $5,000
to $10,000 by Kenneth Blaese,

'the manager of the units, part

of the First Federal Townhouses building project.

The units lie between Howard and Fargo, and Pine and
'Chestnut.
No injuries were reported.

THE MAJOR DAMAGE,
as viewed wMiip minutes after
the initial windstorm at about

2:15 p.m., appeared to be to
roofs of the buildings, where
the winds rolled up the outer

roofing paper covering and
dropped it into building courtyards.
As it fell into the courtyards, the roofing in some

places snapped power lines,
cutting off the electricity to at
least two of the buildings.
Lieut. Charles Provenzano,
of the Des Plaines fire depart-

ment, who commanded the
firemen who responded to the
call at the First Federal
'Townshouses, with an am-

bulance and a pumper, had
men remove the torn

his

roofing from the roof.

In a storm called a "tor-

tion just to the west of

the

buildings damaged Friday.
Other damage done to these
buildings included
broken

windows, storm doors ripped
from their hinges and an auto
window smashed by a flying
garbage can.
Mrs. Daniel

Esposito,

of

1365 Howard, was painting in

the basement, and her four
children were on the first floor

of their townhouse when the
storm broke.

SHE CALLED

to her
Josephine, 9, to
close the second -floor bed-

daughter

room window.
Josephine did so and as she
began descending the stairs to

the first floor, winds blew in
window she had just
closed, showering glass fragments throughout the room.
About Vi mile east of the
First Federal Townhouses
complex, across Mannheim
Rd., the unpredictable winds
struck again.
the

THE INTENSITY of the
storm, apparently a surprise to

AT 1960 ILLINOIS a 10 -

the

U. S. Weather Bureau
headquarters in downtwon

inch branch was ripped from a
,tree on the parkway, and

Chicago, had been identified

dropped across the rear of a
1970 model car belonging to
Robert S, Torres of Glen El-

as

"heavy

thunderstorms,

heavy rains, small hail and
6ome winds gusting up to 40 to

Lieutenant Charles Provenzano, of the Des Plaines fire department, watches as his men put up
ladders to reach the roof in the First Federal Townhouses complex in southwest Des Plaines, where
high winds peeled the roofing cover from two buildings and damaged five others. Firemen found
the roof intact, but ripped the roofing material free where it hung down into courtyards, striking
power lines, (Photo by Dan Balas)

lyn.

Lumpp's neighbor, William
' Benton, who lives just across
the street at 1955 Illinois saw
dress, when the accident oc- the big branch fall across Torres' car.
curred.
Benton was standing in the
Frank Lumpp, who lives in front doorway of his home mothe 1960 Illinois house said the tioning to his wife, Judy, to rewinds "sounded like jets going main in their auto parked on
over,:' and he didn't hear the the street in front of their
house, until the storm subbranch fall.

Torres' was taping wallboard in a building under construction, just north of the ad-

sided.

THE BRANCH knocked
out the rear window of the car
and half of the windshield.

4

'

the Lumpp home 'as it fell
northwestward to strike Torres' car, but that damage did
not appear extensive.
A block north and just to the

west of where the tree -damaged car was hit, a tree almost

two feet in diameter lav in the
street,

leaving only one car

width clearance.
Elsewhere in

the

area,

smaller branches were down,
and leaves rested on lawns and

THE BRANCH also'
dipped-a_cornerof the roof of

streets, but no further heavy
damage could be seen.

.
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Pastors meeting

Monday lune 1 1970

Battle for aid to private
Won.. d frt. Poe, II

urail

stisr

Sehlickman

nem tell

rt. dm. Feb I FILM star
The Ii uo hnmvuttud 310U
Ol10 in this two at. tr Iffitli al

RI THURSDAY Mss 21
when Cue lahn Gr dim (R aJ

pen etc

Diet 1

at
B irringten
flounced that he could not sup-

schnoh

In

Ilhcoit

.NVr would be unwise to
made up of both House and

important amendments.
This was the opinion of

most members' of the senate
even until late in the day hot

GRAHAM POINTED out

The stumNing block came
over the amendments. A nut -

yesterday that waiting for the
Schlickman Commislion report will not delay the muting
M public funds to private

jerky of the senate did not

schools.

Monday.

think the Copeland bill passed
by the House would:a:Inds Supreme Court Ma

They wanted amendments
that would channel the public
Contain of private schools
through the state superinten.

dent of public instruction or
the public school districts and
only to those private schools
which demonstrated need.

claimed that there 'amid to no
action in the legislature on
public aid to private schools

through
spring.

the

W. Touhy. was placed on six
months supervision in Des
Plaines Misdemeanor court

Friday. and ordered to pay

legislature this

Rep. Dm id Rance tit -3d
Diet, of moom pewee.,

Medical and dental expenses
fora 16.year.old boy.
According to the chore,

points to another reason why
the hid for public funds forme

Greensmn hit David Sinner.
280 Beau Dr.. in Me face on

vete schools failed in the Imes.

May 2.

causing

Marten,.

above his right cyc, a hloodk
erne, three chipped and one
broken tooth, and a bruise on

atone this Pat
'Our mail Inks been heavy
the past 10 dam on this issue

the left side of his nose.

Day by Day

TheProspectlieights

construction, if a bond issue m-

School Dist. 23 hoard is sched-

wives approval in the referen-

uled to review a timetable for
the proposed addition to MacArthur Junior High Se1001, at
tonight% committee meeting

than vote.
The 1971 completion date is
specified es Aug. 9.

simian of the board, that shows
an Aug 9. 1971 completion

The timetable. submitted to
the district by Ben he Bork°n,
president of the architectural
firm of Alexander, Bolton,
Westphal and De Young, Inc,
ofloliet. sets Aug.24.for board
authorization for taking con -

cessful at

Arlington Heights. was entertaining guar at a party celebrating his 9th birthday. It was
lot of fon and even the sod.
den thunderstorm did not diminish the fun very much. The
kith gathered in the pt rage and
ontinue() t heirwhooni no it up.
Suddenly it bolt from the
blue bit the tree in 1,0111 of the

Mivewey, treveled :dung the
driveway. loWard the gerage.
rrele along the iron euide for
the mirage door and hit the
concrete floor with a bong that
was too loud to he described.

Arlington Heights Rd nrea Visitor and Terry Friel from
hod their little plastic boats af- Sacred Han.
loat in one large lake star

puddle in a field genes the COStING ATIRACIION
rand. If ever there was a mos-

quito bacteria breeding spot
The -much mentioned Priest.
that eta it.
Father Gregory Baum will be
the speaker for a special adult
The four little boys who religious education program at
were there on Saturday after. St. James Prish Ceer.
Arntday.
noon didn't mind a hit.
lington Heights Sun
June
21.

The program. prepered by
the St. Jame Adult Education

Standing closest to the sport

was Ricky's cousin. Scott Di
Gilie. who leaped just a little

HAPPINESS IS

faster than the lightning.
He and the others were 1.111.

hurt . but very frightened.

Dr. and Mrs. Le Vont, parents of the Nrthday boy were
still looking the next day al the
spot in wonder that no one Was

killed. The wall of the garage

lad ermeed and NU of con.
crete front the floor woe imbedded in the wooden wall.

Happiness is a pair of proud ban parishes in alount Prior

went, Ray and lam La

ne

from Wheeling High School,

This month she will gradu-

devastating ex

in New York City.

from the University of THE CHURCH BULLETIN

ing been on the Dean's List for
Thought provoker copied
four years. Her graduation right out of 0 Catholic Church

There were tau many people

who did not bother to fly their
fag for the Memorial Day. het
:1 hippy return lo the ones who

against any background is still

ins of (American) Catholic
50110011 inevitable. And strange
as it
may sound, it will

Greg Rodriquix won the not he a loss to the Catholic

one of the world% prettiest

jackpot at the kindergurten
class of Kensiegton School in

sights.

Arcadia.
Farms in Long Grove was cote
at

wded and the min held buck
until the end of the second half

on Memorial Day.
11 nos a different scene for
the city bred cowpokes who
seemed thrilled by the swift excitement of the different
Cvents.

will he followed shortly by her Sunday bulletin is the followwedding to Timothy Beck. of ing. u'lihe financial burden
Mount Prospect. in SI. Ray- and the unavailability of ark,
mond Church.
quote personnel make the clos-

LUCKY GREG

did. The red. white and blue

Rodeo

the School for Social Research

Denver with a record of har-

THE HOLIDAY

The

peel. Arlington Heights. Roll-

Bondi of N. Lancaster.
ing Meadows and Palatine.
Mount Prospect, haw had b
Father Bourn is on leave
continuing pride in the aca- from his teaching nt
L Midemic ochievements of their chael College in Tomato. Capretty daughter, leaMe. Jeanie nada. After fictirine at Bane
greduated four years ago us College Biblical Institute. he
number one in a data of 535
bc on his way to studies at

ate

It wa
perience.

Committee, is being sponsorial
by all of the Northwest sabot --

Arlington Heights which he
uttered.

Church. I wish a study could
be made to discover hot determinine in later years were

With all District 50 teachers
hack in school. salary talks still
continue between Teachers'
Council represeneftives and
the

board's

protessional
gotiaturs. Several meetings ora
schhduled later his week,'

Dave Robert. head of the
teachers' soli, Wan, told Thc
Day Mot "we have a mandate
from the teaChers to try loge, a

contract before June 12. the
last day of schmd. We're hoping that now out the amount
agate
known tulks will
move ahead

Robert said he wanted to.
emphasize Mot in last Wain.
day's ltraCh-cnt. -no teacher
Oft my
I
unsupervised.

Our 'prime, cement was to
approach this teaches, con.
cept in such a manner as not to

endanger the safety

JnLA

of chik

WEDNESDAY, a
Lumber of District 59 teachers
ftCISSeS and spent the afternoon talking to parents about
clew aiXos. -Teachers fed that
staff ratios for the coming Year

arc probem.

Robert told The Day, folly
teachers who walked out fully
IrIp0Cled that their action

would result in their not getting paid for Wednesday afternoon. It seems that this will be

the extent of action taken by
the hoard."
Micheal Hem, board president, could not be 'ached for
comment .on Robert's statements.

1.05T WEEK'S teach -out

the world, the flesh and the deHe soon the right to lute vil.. It is signed by someone
care of aweless nibble Mister. who gives As name as Rev.
over the holiday weekend. George Barry Ford. Oh, well.
You've gut to be lucky to got a we parachials might not

may he discussed by the board
when it meets tonight at Daniel

Dist. 21 after a pariodot
90 days has elapsed from the
first uttempt to pew the bond
ISOM on the Men unpaid alo nce due us.

the
but

flesh
and
the
devil
we did learn how to

Cook .School, 71

l

Chelmsford

In.. Elk Grove Village Wear
St.

Alexius Hospitul). The
meeting, schedukd for 8 p.m.,
tis open to the public.

Mystery
(Conti... db.. race II
ame Friday night when a Des
Plaines man told police he saw

the Andrews couple el the
Foremost Liquor store in the
Cumberland .shopping center
in Dm Plaines.

POLICE TALKED to one
of the store managers. James

Flom, who said he did not
think the couple looked Ike
the Andrews. Horn said he
cashed o S63 chic V. from a man

who lived in Cleveland. Ohio
Police said the check was cash-

ed al the Des Plaines National

Bank and they will check the
n ame of the man today.
Arlington Heights dace.

linos brought a picture of the
Andrews couple to the more
and all the employes raid the
couple

in

drews,

Altbatieh the police are pmt sure 1110 Int report was another thief they checked every
lead in the hopes or finding the
missing

couple.

One week alter the couple
disnepeared an all points bulletin ems put out mon the

country alerting all local, stale
no federal police to he on the
look out.

ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

state aid was not pawed by the
legislature.
Two crucial voles by Senate

paneled facilities for Me distrim
is emphasized by the adminisnation and the school board,

AN ADDITION to MacArthur has been suggested as
the solution to more immediate
classroom needs, with further
expansion proposed for some

where in the northwest qua drat of the district.
The opening of Eisenhower
chanemery school last September relieved a great deal of mes-

e, on facilities of the district,
but the proposed MacArthur
expansion

called necessary

is

by the administration if the
quality of instruction is to be
maintained and class scheduling to he most efficient.
Three edocatioml fund lax
rate to
in a row have
been defestod, and district officials hope the wend will be reapprove a building bonds issue.

$1,100 in photo
equipment stolen
from DAY office

$ 976

United DeSoto

f k' $1840

IA Ilk 1141L*c

THE COPELANDbill and the
he
Madjevich ',toucher" plan
remain in e sub.committec of
the Senate Education Committee. A report on these two
11110 is not due till November.
However,
subcommittee
members hove been instructed

to work closely with the Ele.
mentary and Secondary Nonpublic Schools Study Commisonheaded by
Slot, Top. Eugene Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights).

A bill authorizing this commission to spend 051,000 for
the fiscal year

1970-71 was

passed by the legislature last
week. "This is significantly
less than the amount given to
other, similar commissions in
other states," mid Schlick-

"IT'S IMPORTANT to re-

Police said a pay photo.
Illinois House members
greet= diecovered both doors ' took no action on 0 bill sponto he photography labor - sored by Sen. Harris Powell
dory and supply room brok- (R-Napervillc) that would
en into.
have provided state money to'
The door to the supply room public school districts under
was torn open after thc bur- certain situations where nonglars removed the pins on the public schools had closed. The
hinges, police said. The photo- bill, therefore, died.
graphy lab door was punched
Though Gov. Ogilvie plans
open after burglarssawed a to call a special session of the
lob in the door,
legislature in mid -June, it is
Several months ago the pho- now known whether state aid
tography lab was broken into
sdionpublic schools will be
end a photo enlarger valued at
cnussed at that time.
S350 was taken. Both times the
Day office was burglarized

I
-

PuMished
ph H

Correction

doily,

newspapers on page one which

mred Hi Cone% Des .ines,

showed Mrs. Edward Andrews,
of Arlington !Heights, who has

6001.5.

been missing along with hut
husband since May 14, also
Mowed Mn. Mame Graff and
her son Raymond.
The caption identified Ray -1
mend as Mrs.
Tsa husband. He is her son. he Day
egrets the error.

uhe voucher plan had "picked
p two more votes" from sena-

Put lemonade and 2 juice
cans of the wine into blender

nanc

wiches, cake or petit fours with

Lentainer, cover and procesa

mints suffice for almost any

Monti' frothy and well blend-

shOwer.

ed. Empty into punch bowl.

To You

z

Charge Credit Carde

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

A light punch, finger sand-

"Aes.
s much

us I was for the
concept of nonpublic schools
enjoying state nipped," Kem
Icy said, "I feel very strongly

Cupid's
punch,
Maud
Ham Mousse ond Trousseau'
Tate are suggested by the Os-

that some. of he legislature
raised darn good questions
about the present Nadel

Send

pared in an electric blender.

disappointed that Mite aid did not
come through."
Archdiocese officials could
not be reached for comment.
The next step in the Catho-

Army lune 19.
An August

wedding

Catholic School Board. Public
school officials and parents are

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fisk
of Mount Prospect announce
Ile engagement of their
daughter. Beverhe. to John D.

waiting to make planstha

Everyone
should have

onentreve!;!:ve"nrn'em Olen

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

OPEN MIMS. R FRI. MIES.

flotoCiossslus "Mk,

student at the Oak Park School

awr High School, attended

.

.

lowa State University, where

he was affiliated with Delta

senior at Loyola Medical
School in Meywood.
The couple plans a fall wedding.

*mesh i

pital more comfortable.
Medi-Cash pays you cash.

Use it for whatever you
need.

is announced by her

Upsilon fraternity.
The wedding is planned for

Symanski is the son of Mr. and

The lune 5 meeting of the
Northwest Suburban Chapter
1613. of Pnrent5 Without honors, Inc will have a program
presented by our Teen Club.
The teens will present a play,

fil. III.
Mint Stungis was a member

High School graduate, is

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy:
Arlington Heights, all..

Iwl

Sy.manski

MA degree in Rubsian
Roberta Soon

high until crumbed. 05 109

ftheerate at least one hour be
12
fore
serving. Metes

into a bowl. Repeat until the

serving..

Make a few mounds of cream

wthe top and garnish with
adandn

sections. Re

an

00000000.01-006060151.000011006M86P0062
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Bassinet set

nut Av., Prospect Heights,
who attends Robert Frost
School, yvas one of several who

Proud grandparents Mr.
ofDeDeLynn Van Kampen
and Mrs. Robert Bremner of. May 4 are bee grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van
Prospect Heights annotonte
the birth of a grandson, Ross
Kampen of Mount Prospect.

received an ward citation.

Aaron Bremner, born April 21

The. postear contest, highlighting art work and toffeine

to Mr.

and

Mrs.

Thomas

Iowa
Sloe where he majors in biolo-

damns, was for students

The wedding is planned for
August et St. Mark Lutheran
Church in Mount Prospect

from the National Safety
Council and the Walt Disney

Bremner in Liberty, Mo. First
child fox the Ample, the infant
boy weighed 6 pounds 14
ounces at birth. Maternal
graedparents are Mr. and Mn.
Robert Baran of Liberty.

'organization.

Happily announcing the make-

fratunity, is a senior

will receive his,

tory at Illinois that same evening. He will he conweimioned

a

Sigma Kappa sorority.
Her a member of

June 20.

tainer, cover and process at

of remaining whipped cram

be provided by the Wens.

Marilyn More, 1705 Chest-

education at Iowa State University. She A affiliated with

B.S. degree from the Univer.
shy of Illinois. Veleta , on

cup of whipped cream into filling. Spread between layers of
cake and spread top with part

Northern Illinois Oa Co.

sophomore majoring in special

editor for two yens Shc hits
continued her edUcation in
jeumalisni end will receive e

1 teaspoon vanilla eared
Heat oven to
Lthe bottoms et thricedegenett
layer cake pans with wax paper. Lightly grease was paper.
Break seven 00 eight graham
crackers into the blender con-

hes ttrmounced the names of
honorable mention award winners in its recent school Safely
Paster Contest.

Iowa.
Miss Haut, a 1968 Prospect

,first graduating class in June,
1966. She was on the staff of
"The Lair" yearbook as copy

croon into the blender conWiner, cover and process at
low until whipped. Fold IS

Paul Piesler. A live combo will

Poster
contest
winner

Mn. Russell Hart of Dealt,

of Wheeling High School's

container and set aside. Put the

fermance will be directed by

Bevedie Fisk

Allen liart, son of Mr. and

at low until orange

s grated. Remove frorn

"Some Winners Finish Liar;
by John Roberts. The per-

August.

Mrs. Richard Haut of Meant
Prospect. Her fiance if Terry

Mrs. Paul I- Symanaki of ful-

2 thin ships orange peel
1
package instant vanilla

PWP to meet

The engagement of their
daughter, Roberta Susan-hes
been announced by Mr. and

Oren.. NIL and Mrs. Alex G.
Swegis of Prospect Heights.

elementary grades 1-4.
Judges
included experts

De De is the first child for Mr.
and Mrs. Darryl Van Kampen,
who live in DelYalb. She
weighed 9 pounds 2 minces at

chowski of Mount Prospect?
Their little girls are named
Madonna Lynn, 41/2; Miehdle
Louise,
royne,

3,
15

and Melissa La months, But this

time it's a boy and his name is

Materas

Thomas John. He was born
May I1

pounds

H

Me Mr. Mod Mrs. De. Tunks
of Arlington Heights.

ounces. Grandparents are Mr.

another "M.L." for
Mr. and Mm Thames By-

Mount Prospect and Mr. and
Mn, John Fink of Des Plaines.

Is it

end Mrs.

J.

Bychowski o:

State farm
is all you need
to know about
insurance.

For its final meeting of the
the Mount Prospect
Junior Woman's Club met at
Lord's Resmurant in Wheel-

Kenneth Guenther, American
Citimnshim Mn. Russell Van

ing

Kampen, bowling; tdre. Bruee
Ranger, bridge: Mrs Thomas
Mrs. G.
Button home If

install

officers and
awards. Honored
guests were Mrs. Benjamin
A
ski , 1th District
o

I

a

season.

10

tares

I

IFP/C president( Mrs. Roy B.

Sow, 7th District Junioto director, and Mrs. Daniel Wanner, Northern Regional Junior
director.
ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

m.o.:1,1,d. oily horse.

facllittes

0

son,

stamps:

10111, publicity: Mrs. John Dis-

orbs, revns, and Mrs. Keith
Vernon and Mrs. Robert Bo-

nis

gen, ways and means co -chain
men.

Mrs. Clarence

Serving thc 7th Diatrict a.
retains and chairman of Veterans Service
Vietnam; Mrs. Edward Vet- and Civil Defense for the soDawedcyzki,

Mhoor, youth.

president of the dub, Mrs.
Jack

Piper presented her newly elected officers as follow.
Mrs. Gilbert Spencer, first

Edward Wegner, historian and
parliamentary adviser; Mrs.
Kenneth Kapps, mimeograph,

vice president( Mrs. Donal
Demski, second vice presi-

Mrs. Gene Baba, pressbook;
Mrs. Russell Van Kampen,
typist; Mrs. Robert Peterson,
social, Mrs. Donald Dcmski,
membership; Mrs. Richard
Berkshire Shell Oil contest,
and Mrs. Roy Stobe,ry

dent: Mrs. Byrd Pollard, cor-

BC.

259-6030. 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
...

and Mrs, Richard Patehin,Senior Citizens; Mrs. Jan Han-

Mrs. Walter Sierkierski, philanthropy; Mrs. Phillip Allen,
program; Mrs. Robert Pao:

and year' s Mrs. Byrd Pollard.
Kenneth Bloat Will
rve as hospitality. represent.

Mrs,

$193
(1

William Gastineau, literature
and drama; Mrs. Ralph Berry

'pedal comMince chairmen Will be: Mrs.

Serving her second Worn as

responding secretary', Mrs.
Burney Waken, recording secand
Mrs. John
Thebau t, treasurer.

retary,

Installation of new officers for the 117041 club year, was the r
main business of the evening When the Mount Prospect Juidor

W.mmn'sChh held itsrmmtbammet.Mrs.Roy B.Sove,direclor
of the 71h District Juniors, assisted by Mrs. Robert Petersen, is
.

Alexius Hospital in Elk

Ealing
De cups milk

MP Juniors end season with awards, installation

...........m............

,

ft cum crushed ice
Mix lemonade and wine to-

The engagement of Miss
Elaine Stasis to Michael

l Call or Stop In
'

College. She is presently en,plOyid as a registered nursekt
Grove Village.
Stanley, a raduate of St. M-

ptAR 00sUpNTT

for

-

of Prospect High School, is

tar hi dm

free brochure

seine

of

cred Heart of Mary High
School and Harper Junior

of Mersin, end will he graduated June 20. Her fiance is a

Rhine Meng*

engagement

t juice can semi -dry white

Bair daughter, Bernadette; to
'.Joseph R. Stanley III, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. StenIcy of Mount Prospect.
Miss Fenero attended Sa-

Chulik, son of Mr. mid Mils.
Zahn Cheek of Lorain.Olio.
Mi. Fisk, a 1967 graduate

r.'"

a "sick
income"

'Spatial Rotes Prevail -in June.

CIS -6369

=moo the

is

planned.

Seidel Pates

CHARGE DI
Soy now and

Mr. and Mrs..Kahn M. Ferrero of Arlington Heights an -

second lieutenant in the U.S.

lk school crvis is up to th

make your stay in the hos-

.

centrated lemonade, thawed

wet

fh

MINTON CT.

Ice Mold Ring:
1 6 -ounce an frozen con-

terrifically

Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

COUNTRY STORE

CUPID'S PUNCH

June romances galore

dren.

together. Turn into prepared
pans and bake 30 minutes
Cool layers in pans upside

fedess

a teaspoon baking powder
H teaspoon salt
6 egg whites
1% cups sugar
6 egg yolks

All three of these recipes
can be quickly and rally Pre-

vices -that of educating chil-

Using a wire whisk, gently fold

1,4 cups melee.

lha bride-to-be,

secrets or get open and aboveboard cense tutional public aid
for their essentially public ser-

ker

crumbs

and prizes. Dont forget, ask

want to protect their financial

add graham cracker mixture.

Put milk, orange peel and
instant pudding into Osterimr
blender container. cover and

1. cups graham

plan menu, decorations, gamm

they want We Catholic
school system ---whether they

beat in 1/2 cup sugar continuo
to beat to stiff peak stage. Bat
ugg yolks in smaller bowl until
thick and light. Gradually beat
In the remaining sugar and vanilla extract. Pour egg yolk
mixture over egg whites, then

TROUSSEAU TORTE

tort

a response, make guest rot,,

er

And a State Farm Medi.eash
Plan is it, Extra Income tot

at

Beat egg whites to soft peeks

with rotary beater; gradthdlY

pudding foie
IM cups heavy cream
I can (31/2 ounces) monderin orange sections, drained

dace weeks in advance, sek for

Keeley,

"that the Catholic schools are
going to have to decide wheth-

1m

invitations

owder and salt. Sot reside,

ing wine and Soda. Stir well
and serve in punch cups.
Yields 25 fourounce servings.

excellent blenders for a shower

archT

"I THINK," said

over ice ring and add remain-

ter Manufacturing Co. All are

schatools).

I c,

We Come

soak

sweet

chilled

great family vacation!

4

the gifts are found, opened and

quarts

blender container, cover and
process et high until finely
process far
chappcd.
lts. Add .to
remaining Repent
thumbs, together with baking

rf7,,TIstro7,i "f=t=:,7t.'tiZtf

Hii the trail for

ridingrou; all

De

Mettle.

PH: 253-5678

Winter Park, Colorado

4

centrated pink lemonade, partially thawed
2 quarts rose wine

or to follow the string to each
gift. It takes time, so after ell
Winked, it is time for refresh -

He suggested that Catholic

AT BEAUTIFUL

6-cyl.

Punch:
2 12.ounce cans frozen com

are collected in the rem
where the party is being held.
This allows the guest of Ifonx

authorities could have done
more about disclosing fi-

Selmer.. Mar 15 mot o

vg,

udkes

kite string attached to it. All

brides

tors..

GUEST RANCH

Mega

available.

for

tailed for both the voucher
plan and purehme-oeservices,

eaters

Patterns
to choose
from
Famous Lines

Each guest is asked to buy
gift fora certain room. it helps
R Color schemes are included
on invitations, but mynah are

The gift then has a piece of

charge (or, bypass the Senate
Education Committee) had

11.

wad, home tleidered. Our on
Won US. mai ref.. $17.05
Imsm 1100
months
HemaMemel ea, 10 cents

ing room in the home of tbe

month

desired quantity is obtained.
Put ball the walnuts into the
-

.00ntrol to high, remove cover
and use rubber spatula to help
guide ice to processing blades.
When contents are a smooth,
enowy consistency, spoon info
e two -quart ring mold. Set in
freezer while Processing et raining liquid and ica. Spoon
on top of contents in mold and
freeze until firrn.

hestess.

KEELEY POINTED out
though motions to die

Mon. y

Rd., /Anglo, Heights, 10 60005,

guest of honor the fun of finding a gift for each room in her
future home. Each is careedly
eencealed in the correspond-

that

Plan.

Brooch of.

home shower can give the

.

to receive suite aid.

v.by 010 Poblion.

01. 60556

The picture in Wednesday's

and Gov. Ogilvie had backed
the
"purchase-ofserviceee
plan as their choice of method

gather in a Recoup nr dine.
Pour hell IMO blender eonMiner and add 4 cape of
crashed ice. Cover and men

AN: ALL AROUND the

is the

the parents rather than the religious power
The Chicago Archdiocese

See me today Inc the facts
about a low-cest Medi-Cash

OE PROSPECT OAT

there were no signs of forced entry. police said.

Workers had backed the voucher plan 7because it favored

Board reaches some decisions.,

man.

exNed iture of $75.0.."

equipment

June

.

grade whisols.

stus of

Feet.

24,000

Schumacher
Imperial

entire Senate,

valued at $1,100 was stolen
Saturday night from the
Mount Prospect Day office at
117 S. Mitin Si.. Mount Pros-

Photography

them all
James Seeman

killed chances to
Ming state aid bills before the
members

alize," he continued, "that we
me NOT being given ion additional $51,500---wc ore gating
only an additional 125,000
over what was originally appropriated, for a total two

WALLCOVERING

Thibaut

would curtail services in ev-

Junior High, the need for ex-

"aww9 tit

Von Luit

Board said two weeks ago that

ery Catholic grade school if

the dare Friday

night did nob resemble the An-

Thoueh no specific plans
have beam worked out, the

in the vicinity of MacArthur

The Bright,
The Bold,
The Beautiful
We have

PLUGS 'N' POINTS

makes,

fees accrued and due on that
date."
As home building continues

strange bunny staying far the haw warded off the world,
weekend.

the Catholic School
Board and to istaand together
behind the decisions the Board

versed in a fall referendurn to

Catholic schools to ward off

ADD CONGRATULATIONS read, rite and rithrnetic.

8-cyl.

prerviiing prime rote for our
company would he due from

Dist. 59 teachers back;
wage talks continuing

Congratulations to all of

this montlPs graduates. espeThe storm had hardly ended cially freidns like Jimmy Hartwhen kids from
Buffalo igan from Elnihune College.
Gnwe's %Whitehall Awnue. Tommy Covington from St.

the Iss attempted

passel,. interest at the then

posed timetable. bids woliki he
"IN THE EVENT you do
opened Sept. 14. It suggests. n ot proceed with the project
Oct. 10 as a tuferendum date,
prior to March I, 1972, we
and Nov. I us the date to hegin
would expect full payment of

By Catherine O'Donnell
ANIAGE

dent Edwat tirodrhy, `In the
event the bond bdie is not sues

ACCORDING TO the pro.

Ricky LeVe. of Grove St.,

Borkori said, in his May Cl
tenor tr. Ida 20 Superinten-

date.

drafts. bid,

`Bolt from the blue'

back

MacArthur timetable

211,

truckdrink who resides at 51111

Setae:Limn io--efeweien rec.
einnientlatio., .5csn.1 provide
fund. to p-aste saluvls mom
quickie thin a hill rushed

County: and 20 giatle schools
and fifer high schools in Lake
County.

LAST WEEK, principals of
the 422 Archdioase grade
schools voted umnimously to

School 1.s d. to review

for battery
Sheldon Greenstein.

high schools
in Chicago: Is 23.10 and 20
high schools in suburban Cook

pictured is Richard Storer, senior lieutenant governor, of 1680 Wick°, Des Plaines.

Supervision

we BILL atone on the

Keeley said that the AFLCIO and the United Auto

The Archdiocese includes

deeded.

"The Schlickman Commis.
zipn will make a necommenda.
don that has already been carefully studied to its con.

stitutionalitt

CARDINAL CODY, whose
Chicago Diocese providw the
total support for aunroximalely three dozen school in Chi.
ago's "inner city" rejected the
restrictions vehkh the Senate
amendments would haw intIt was when [hie impasse developed that Sen. Graham pro-

Graham.

did not approve state aid.

262 grade and

views in the fall donjon. On

AFIX10 -

an

union with representetion in
60 of the Archdioceses 422

school problem.

Newly elected 1970.71 District Officers of the Chicagoland Toastmasters are congratulated by
International Director Loring Dalton (right). Among the new officers are Keimeth F. EljorkquIst,
administrative lieutenant governor, 1584 Perry, Des Plainesdefth Curt McKlm, &Mid governor 159
Beantsvood, Elk Grove Village (second from left) and Lyle Allison, secretary (second from right), Not

Federation.

lic schools -faced with financial difficulties this fall be the Illinois legislature

still likely to be in control of

Nay. 3 every member of both
Mc House and Senate will etc

of the Archdiocesan Teechas-

noon to make plans for Catho-

This evening. Me Catholic
School Board will meet in executive session to discuss the

BOTH SIDES in this highly
emotional issue will now have
the opportunity as pros their

-Any bill pissed this spring

were

tore is not likely to be changed
by the fall election. Even if the
Democrats take over the
House. a possibility widely
nceded, the Republicans are
the Senate.

would immediately he challenged and carried to the II ends Supreme Court.' said

Archthomet.

eoucher

sehtdoltd to mut thu After-

The balance in the legisla-

itrcommendation..

It the future on the
plan W. Rob en keel, stall rkprisintatise
mono

Clecago

-

Showers, flowers and
bridal receptions

L1/2PRI 551M. at mpoint

Catholic p Mors from the

Me year. the nwil from those
opposed is greater than the
mail for public aid: -

move before the recommendation of this
commission.

Senate memhers, gives us

Be Ian Bac

Eatherthe meta r, run
me for id to meta- echoole
irle the
m um 1 o
tally, since the beginning of

explained Graham

portrt "any of the public aid to
private schools bills renew before In." he also ackaowlcdged that he especial lo see the
Copeland hill pass with game

on schI.bo1s future

and it hos bow running about
20 I egetmte public ad to pri
1501 whorls keener report

Commmion muted its report
end neommend mons whirh

dm its school melon down

The day's prospects

shmen as sheinstalft Mrs. -John Theabault as heaserer.

Following installation cam.
monks conducted by Mn,
Sow. Mrs. Spencer introduced
department chairmen: Mn..

Serving

as

ti

ve on the 7th District Junior

01

Board. Mrs. Lloyd &junior&
will he 7th District Junior
Project chairmari and. Mrs.

Richard Coleman, 7th District
Junior hostess.
The Mount Prospect 1l111101.

Woman's Club, a part of the
Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs,willresume regular
meetings in September, the

X -Ray 0,10 chairman.

second Wednesday evening of

Board committee chairmen
for the 1970-71 year wig be:

each month. For more info,

Mrs Jack Piper, president of the Mount Primped Junior Woman's Club and Mrs. Beithenth
Ademowsid, 7th District president, enjoy a light moment at the Juniors' recent Installation lad

radon, all Mrs.. Doom

Awards Banquet marking the end of the 1969-10 year for the dub. Mrs. Piper coutinues is president

Mrs: :Lee Haver, hospitality;

392-7175..

,1

no

for 1870-71.

.

ristlOMKON.M.4.1,

One day at a time

/Dap Pubticattono

Daddy look at the big air
plane."

Join, Stanton, f.iihn cat/ itchli.10,,

the

11010.

cooked
11.10.11thealnsen. Circ./Yr...dem

hamburgers

Dort his half-filled honk of

and more fed up. There mum
be something we con do."
`Yen h.
know. Every time
we finally get the baby asleep

beer. ll felt good to rel:a in the

.

Made after having all the
lawn. His eyes were almost

adequately express Her Wows.

as if some members of the administration or the faculty

end my husband. We are nu payers in this community. I
haw never met anyone on this

board. the administration or
faculty except perhaps two
men I met when hiswere at
our local high ero001. I do ma

know them

personally.
such 1 want to give you the impression. of a taxpayer suppor-

were Wing much more in
their own tnterest than in the
interest of the school. I could

not MI which it was but the
controversy grew with the demands of some or he faculty
for more rimer and what looked to me like the attitude that
once they were hired they were

ter who is completely without
communications with this

entitled to a lifetime job to do
as they please without my ec-

school except fm the public
news media. which I do follow

ounting to the hoard.
TO PERSONS who work in

close)y.

industry and other

hly husband and I ore pan
ocelot mut army of home owners with very
very moderate income. facing
soon.

life. where you must either car-

ry out the policies of the boss
or lose your job, this is m attitude that made ME: begin to

we have 10 children in this
school. and none growing u0
ft such we have tiMhing
personally

gain

from

0111105 of

doubt if

were putting my

I

in the right place.
What these controversies IMO

tItOney

point in the direction of 50Ine
personnel who were working
to set up a power structure in
the school that was under-

their home as suggested by one

mining the board and the community who employs them.
You know that opinions are
greatly divided as to whether
the no should have been lowered for the. students from
Kent State. Many ,people feel
that the young
National
GUarromen who were protecting the university buildings
from the vandals are far More

dictate the administration .of

to he pitied. They are fa.cing
punishment brought on by the
violence of the students. This
is why the reactions of this
community were so strong
when a few irresponsible students took it a. their right to
lower the U.S. flag to half staff
Without consent. That Bag was

meeker. Just as my husband's
place of hum inefi is not his
home. He has no more right to

his place of employment than
the personnel of these buildings have to dictate here. This

college is a public haat& it
belongs to the public.

This college hm no endowments, its sole income is from

=mond tui don. The more the
individuals of this arta are

willing to contribute the lee 0
will cost the students and the
more you can grow. I would be
much happier if I could feel

my money is being mall° in,'
prove the college instead of defending lawsuits.

I am concerned for the future of this institution. The
people
things

blind. The
ham noticed many

are

not

this

limed with repeated cries of

wheal. Because we consider

foul by the faculty, even to the

important to our
society we voted for and supported it from its mu t because
we felt it was needed and were

point of a lawsuit against the
college' and o member of the

be honored and respected. not

used by individuals to display

mhohave seen too. You area
young college not yet complete. Many people have with-

board filed by a member of the

their personal feelings.

drawn their support because of

education

faculty who had not been offered another contract. and
this was supported by other

proud to be part of building
it.

The vast majority of tax-

payers am in similar circum-

school personnel, I concluded
that at least sonic members of

young

the farolty were only slightly

stances

they are

or

people starting their families

policies of the board we had

on whom the present taxes are

real burden. Mth number of

W ected.

Unden our archaic court

t families who have members in
this school is small compared

system this wit might be eh and that individual mud
will benefit. But the dis

to the total tax list. Therefore.

most of thorn have no more
contact with the school than I

Like Will Rogers. .1
know only what I read in the
have.

Lust week the students at
this school had a &maestro.
don. It may have gone unnodced by them but in March the
taxpayers had a demonunition

in =intoning the

interested

uss to n M many

coffee

convinced me thitt if.
it is upheld many others like
me will be less inclined to
port educational institutions
where the personnel have life
tenure regardless of performance) so thatne teachers gain
H the school Moss and a loss to

of their own. Their massager all leachers in the long rink
was loud and clear --- they
Not we were deluged with
would not dig doepor to supthe fact that the students felt
- Pon his school!! Have you they were not being heard and
it was
ever liaised "WHY?"
to put a sly

an

My httshand and I had never
failed to support a school bond
until the March referendum
and I ant here to tell you why.

Jest on the board so that they
would be represented. This

plishd because of

themmplency of the voters.

the school with
the assumption that it would
heto

THIS nffturfY is

detri-

de information they have re-

mental to the support of blob
school as demonstrated ythe

ceived the satne way I have. I

brought by a citizen lo

R
the last

a school bond issue.

what I learn of the activities of
the board, administration:faculty and students.

To the teacher whom the
faculty has elected as their sen-

ate leader, the me chosen by
the faculty to rcprment them
to the people. who has cram-

terired us as a "consevative
population who doesn't support

the

school

and

never

would say that we arc
Ira rgely a conservative population but We embrace:ill idea.
has,"

live together in
comparative peace Never has
a school been better supported
by its taxpayers than this.
logics and

Although 1 persomlly don't

know those members of the
lohn Birch Society, they ploy
ame taxes and tuition as
theIlliberal, As for catering to
the John Birch Society you ma
teacher are obligated to give
Those studentsthe same consideration as the others. It is
the

persons

hut the reactions were immediate in the coffee klatches.

such statements m were made
last week that make many of us

connived the plans for this

and people began to wakc up to

college. -Hwy worked with all
their heart, soul. energy. night

the importance or their vote

doubt the value or higher edu-

cation.. did not have to goo

that wasn't cast.

college to learn that the people

and day. opentling their money

AGAIN THE victory of a
few resulted M the loss of

in

dents at this college are not lib-

much support for the school.

eral. conservatives, black or

Very few people arc CO111011161
have a 21 -year -old student
who is here still being edu-

white,

SEVER.%
group

years

of ded eated

apf

to promote it They gained the
support of the community and

we elected our first Board of
Trustees end Harper College
was horn.

Few of us realize the ire.
mendous time. work. and responsibility that went into the
organizmion of tt new college.
but they produced for es a college that every manner of this

community can point to with
pride. The youth of this area

othersrtunities that many
otenvy. Through it all the
boon/ was responsive in the
wishes of the voters who supported thern. We in turn had
complete confidence in them.
Eventually there began to
come

to

Our mention the

newspaper accounts of dim
agreements between the board,

the administration. the
andas

To the eye faultyfacty
f

FULL -DAY

making decisions on
spending the millions of dollars in the hands of the board
and planning the education of
cated.

other students.

Al the last trustee election
we were treated to the spec.
Ureic of some of the candidates

soliciting fund, Boot members

do not know the story behind
the story. I must decide lo give

or withhold my topped by

board meeting, 215
voters can swing Inc results in

this community and suhut

basically

human

beings.

' SOMEHOW the idea has
been instilled into tome student. and personnel that Ibis
college belongs to limn. I
would be the first to say that
there should he school spirit
and school pride among them.

We built it for the use of the
students and for their benefit.
H owever, this

of the faculty :end openly using
the school and facilities to

school 6 not

WE HAVE no other way.to
gauge this college which can
only go two ways - grow m decline. Without public support
you can't grow. There will be
other students after these who
will need education. I personally did not withhold my support for this last referendum
because I absolutely could not
find the money, but bee se I
felt this school was
t using
the money I pay to the beet of
its ability: so why give more?
I have talked to many other
taxpeyers like me. I ant sum

That if you can work out your
problems, it all the Hemet.
get behind the board and coop-

erate instmd of dividing you
can regain our support. But if
you flaunt the things we he
supporting community have
provided for you in our faces

Fines collected for the yd

reviewd.
I. Charles Percy has been a
Council tin
Foreign Relations. Former
F.B.I. Agent Dan Smoot in his

member of

documented book "The 'nob.
thk Government" says that
the aim ol the Coined on Foreign Relations is the same as
Me ultimate ahn of Inter.

Communism - "to
socialist

system and' mike the United
Slues an official part of it."

Editor:
Inasmuch as I am a student
at Northwestern Uniwrsity as
well as a 14-yeur resident of
Wheeling. 1 feel it my duty to

the war in Southeast Agit,

and all of which had nothing to

(The previous statements were

do with the original intentiong
for the strike.

release by the New Univ.,-

want to bye a voice in the investment of university funds
except that they he used and
invested in the university.

the hanicadxpe WIN

-ref-mornent
0of
immune

Lstly. in deference lo the
newly estahlished grade of
.17 it was elected to he a

action to ralirect

to a

done by an activist mmonty,

THIRDLY, students don't

relate my views on campus unn:st from -my side of the barricade."
First the original memo.

traffiaround the university to
prevent injury to students Ind letting stopped motorists to in-

student" to be

form the.public of
reasons
for student onion on the uni-

planatory pamphlet accompanying he official transcripts.

versity.

as "pasted with credit (Spring
Quarter 1069-70 onlyr and
was intended for these students wishing to continue their
activities in the proust aguinst

Secondly. the burning olds,

Traffic Institute Building was
prior to the student strikes, had
nothing te do with ROTC. was

grade 'Nolely the advicec of the

in en ex-

Communist Party. Ralph Holstein. for thelllinoist Fair Employment Practices Commis3. Since becoming senator.
Charles Prey has favored the

Make as many four letter or mord words Out of
these letters OS you can. In additiOn. find the word
using all seven of these letters,

vertisement the Republican
Party Cheimen of Cook

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

\

would permit construction of
post office.

BEIIREL SAID It doesn't
which commercial
classification the iced has, as
descriptions of permissible
uses for C-2 and C.3 toning

matter

districts include the phrase,
whatever is permissible

C -I districts."
Post office arc specifically

included in the listing of acceptable uses in Cl- districts.
As the mayor pointed out. if
the post office decides to build
on the Gallon St, site, only two

controls ere available to the
city.

"hogwash" Aid. Chuck Bo-

PLANS FOR THE facility

lek's (3d) charge at the May IR

must receive city officials' approval before mnstructiOn can
begin, and it Can CIO,. down
operations at the Hie if they
te a nuisance for the

performing 6 to move the

after the building is built and

mail,"

in use.

Behrcl

said.

"The

.4J1 ttalimmvinig

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribOte should
Ni Mrs. Helen Becker,C1. 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the poneding week.

MONDAY
Profited Heigh. School District 13 Board of

Ql

Education, MacArthur Junior High School,.

Dear Mr. DeLottiset
I was divorced several months age. My ca-hobeand wanted
'and needed his freedom for another life, except the decree went
in my favor and" ile. My question cOnCerie the three children.
After eyeprvititation they are upset and confused.
The girl, in her teens, feels betrayed and refuses to go out with
her friends, since she Reis they arc mlking behind her back about

her divorced parents. The older boy Wks of going into service
after e
sitatioach
vin,
just for peace of mind. The youngest child
seems to have adjusted best, due to the fact that for several years

Dear Mr. DeLoude:
We are In the 60s and retiring. Will we have trouble selling our
home and where will we relocate? I am concerned about my
husband's health What do yoU see for In?
Golden Age, Elk Grove Village
Dear Golden Age,:
I am not feeling any make problems here. I feel you will
eventually sell your home and move to n southern stale. I am
feeling okay 1010 your husband) health.

before the divorce their father ignored and mistreated all of
than, but there arc no memories of happier times for the young -

Deer Mr. DeLouise:
Is there a possibility that I will be fortunate lo go cementite m
Do yont sec any hope Ibis situation will end on its own m tolll
a long trip within the year? If so, will it be a pleasure trip or
court action become necessary?
Unhappy. Arlington Heights perhaps o honeymoon trip? Do you see a change of addrets for
me. I mean selling my home and establishing a new residency?
Deer Unhappy:
Hopeful, Rolling Meadows
I feel you should talk this out with your husband, who must
have some concern for your children or he wouldn't visit them.
The problem seems to he between you and your husband. I sug- Dear Hopeful:
gest a tnice between you for the children's sake. If this doesn't
I do feel a trip for you, but not within this year. I am not
wort, though, I feel it will if you give It an honest try, seek your however, feeling a honeymoon trip at hats time. I feel you will sell
lawyer's advice.
your home, Mit not for some time to come,

your passbook savings earn more

where interest is compounded

DAILY

Mount Prospect School District 57, Board
TUESDAY
Mount Prmpect Boys Basehell, Board Meeting.. Mount Promo. Community Center, 7:30
p.m.
to

Prospective Waist -Away; Friedrich, Futter-.
al Home. 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Mend en, 3410 p.m.

Randy Thomas Heft), 341 Strafford, Arlington Heights, gene,
Randy
al manager of Glen Ellyn Storage Corp., needles Silver Plaque

Hoard Meeting. VFW, 8 p.m.
River Trails School Distric126, Board of Edo cation, Paik View School, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Fire
on Departmeek Women's
liary, Fire
No.2, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Art League, 8 RM.

await and congratulations from Leon Hough, vice president,
Aero Mayflower Tomsit Co., in recognition of the suburban
firm's outstanding sales achievemeM in 1969. Glen Ellyn Stor-

1

age was honored for increasing Mayflower long.dIstance moving
rings 10 per cent or more during 1969 and
hansit Co.
ring up record sal. of $86,738,595.

River Trails Chapter, Women, American
O.R.T. Board Meeting, 8,15 p.m. For information. call 197-5040.
Camay Chords Chepter, Sweet Adelines. International. 8:15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

Cm, Fire Girls, training for new leaders.

Certificates of Deposit Interest Rates

South Church 9111.tn. to 2 p.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center.
Kingswood Methodist Church. Buffalo Grove.

ssi, sit

London Junior High library. Wheeling High

tiso as

School. 7:30 p.m.
PrOspeet Moose 660, VFW Hall. it pm.

IN THE

THURSDAY

Extendemers of Mot. Prospeck Drop in

ik3a4LCUA &VOA.

Center. Community Presbyterian Clutch. 10:30
0.1101030m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 CIO, Drop M Center. Pioneer nark, Arlington Heights. 10:30 u.m.

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)
3 LINES - 5 DAYS

of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road

to 3 pm.

Camp Fire Girls, leaders' luncheon. Corradoh Restaurant. I um.

(Acres% I ram liandhurtri

2554800

Mount Prospect Library Beard, staff room of

1.3.90

I

Village Hall. 8 um.

FRIDAY
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect

Community Center, 8 p.m
Parents Without Partners, Knights of Colunibus Hall. II:15 p.m.

ORGAN

PIANO

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want
Ads are so handy for many things and

.s.,,,,,,,inesanellesidleePsalcownespicssffinnsageladci."7

only The Day reaches so many northwest

UNWANTED HAIR n

Learn the fast -fun

suburban people for such o low cost.

"Group" method!

Canyilinseinsec KW Iness -mon

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

Cool Pore Air Process
Before you start treotrnerPs:Or

111.1.

$150
(limited offer)

University Trained Staff

Ask Mrs. Chapman what the,
Medical Profession -hos mit

OF

soy about Permanent Hoitil
Removal.

RENTAL $5

lancheemmhearsaldinnew fa. melehrwiem

Mt. Prospect Music Center

RANDHURST

Mailed INFOIMAPON, CALL OR Wage
IMIST OHL 01114 salt

255-7200 OR 296-6640

GEORG1ANN CHAPMAN
Registered Norse

EtZ:;1===,

392-4975
'The only Results
ore Happy Ones"

St. (Rt. 83) 0 Busse Av. (South of Central)
p

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson

Per month, plus cartage

'WE PIERCE EARS, ALSO

We-gls: is omitt, wedding pan, eminssemenss: Mew

NOW...

deferred savings income
and income plans available
to meet your needs.
See or call any of cur
Customer Service officers.

Vera k,

REMOVED FOREVER
SI

Use Handy Order Blank

SPECIAL HIGHER INTEREST
RATES AVAILABLE ON $100,000
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

Learn to
Play

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

tow- *Pe tatty PAY a Candles

1000 Busse Rd. Elk Greve Value.

Dear Mrs. GA
I feel eventually you will be living with your lady friend, with.
in the next year and a half. I don't feel you will ever be in want.
Everyone seems pre -occupied with money these days. Security
comes from within.

-w.

St. Raymond, Woman's Club, Spring Fling..
Arlington Park Towers. social. I 1:30 no, lunch.
12130 pm
Woman's American Far -Acres O.R.T., Jack

Werlding Cote
liquor Service
Bridal Pining, Silver Candelabra,

"W!PeAdleAk Zvut. 956-1170

Will I ever feel secure where I will not worry about money? Do
you see ma selling my home? I am thinking about moving in with
a widowed lady friend. Do you Weise it?
Mrs. G., Bensenville

10:3011.04 to 3 0.01.

1114.

an

la determine whether or not
present zoning district

the

flone I - 6)

VFW Prospect Post 1337, Ladies Midday,

only

p;' Package Wedding Plan"
'

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

of events

Tomorrow
Is Today

to check the city's zoning code

A TRUCK TERMINAL Ls
But the department is not;
not permitted under the won- likely to design n building
t.% classification 102/ of the. which would not conform to
Oakton St. si1 e.
city codes, and the nuisance
"The real servid they am would only exist, if at all, only

Calendar

I have been maimed for 10 year. We both worked but for some
mason could not get ahead. My life has been miserable. Never a
vacation. Now I am a widow and still in the same predicament.

Attorney Robert DiLeonardi

Mayor Behrel also termed

its facil-

Page 3

Dear kir DeLoune

ing Ald. Bolek had asked City

neighbors,

Meeting. Administration Building, 8,15 p.m.

Day Want Ms

)o Helps You On

04

North Drive-Int Arlington Heighis Rood at

cost of peace and quiet for. the
neighbors?"

ities.

much Iligher than any Mher

THE
MIGHTY
MITEI

locadon," Rehm! asked, "how

"truck terminal" at

amp of Cook County. This, we
believe, is directly attributeble

the things that lost my support.
If you want more help from the
voters then each of you should
work to see that no adverse so don of yours reaching us
through the news media muses
further loss of support. 161 on
rico instead a college we can be

ZappOne a `04

ibI

Downtown
Arlington Heights

Inverness,
Prospect.
Schaumburg,

Panes
praised in dollars per square
foot. The Oakum St. site is val(
cad higher .per square foot
then roc other, making the to ted value greater, despite the
mini equate .00tage at Lee St.

7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Molest Prospect Community Center, 7.45 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPERSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 um.

I have touched on a few of

""-

OA.

Mitten,
W hen they're talking

THE DIFFERENCE
comb
is

City Council meeting that the
post once is really running a

You're
welcome

Burton Chotiner
Assistant Administrator
Northwest Community
Hospital

The $20,000 would split the
difference of $40,000 between
the appraised values of the
eites. The original offer was
for an even exchange, and
was rejected by the post office.

can they measure the dollar

520,062.

members of my community.
William otter

-

trade the Oakton St. site for the
Lee St. site plus $20,000.

don't know what

actions were taken to fdlow

Please cowed our special
thanks to Mr. Comm for all of

Answer on Comte Pace

I

clear the reasons for which the

According to he Cook
County Depertment of Public
Health. our immunization percentage of pre-schoolers mu

How are you going to move the
mail without trucks?", he said.
At the May 18 council meet-

A LETTER FROM the post
office department in Washinggood it will do," he sold.
len, D.C., indicates its lawyers
have advised it not to accept
The Lee St. property h opt the compromise offer because
praised for S40,000 less than such ac6on would leave the
the Oakum St. property., even department open to criminal
though the Lee St. site is bos- charges of selling government
cr.
property without adequate

"But

dent. but just wish to make

his efforts.

dailies.
Yours for Clod. Family and
Country.
Phil R. Dowd

;

1

partment is not willing to accept a compromise offer la

Hoffman

Mount

S I 5 .7 2

trucking operation is *mondery la delivering the mail.

about 411 or 50 or 60 years at a

$1.367;
;

Forest Av.

I

Peter.
30 good. 37 excellent

Tribune" on April R. MM. de.
tailing Percy's wildly leftist ac.

S

$31,7631

St. for a 12,000 Rome foot
larger parcel at Lee St. and

Bemuse of this difference in
appraisals, the post office de-

are: Do Ca.. the

0361900; Elk Grow
Village,
Emma,

Des Plaines Mayor Herbert
H. Behrel said yesterday. he
would ftgive it one mare try"
by letter to convice post office
department officials to ex change their land on Oakton

wish to say that
neither condone nor protest
the actions of my fellow sou.
I

to the suppon of your news -

County ran in the `Chicago

Municipal District

port on the Rubella Immuniration program.

BRAMHEc

far lefl on almost every con.

linois. most left senator -- obtain u copy of he full page ad-

Again

committee. I would Ike tit
thank you for your outstanding cooperation and sup.

HIDEAWORD

sion.

ceivabk issue.
For those of you resters that
wish a mom detailed look at Il-

school floosie's:0

On behalf of the steering

of IW,I. endorsed an active

and known number of the

ably Council as reported by the
'Many Northwestern." the

Editor:

2. Charles Percy. in October

By Featuring Zappi'&

BANK

Palatine.
S10.647.50, Rolling Meadon s, S 1, 6 9 1 t Wheeling,

By Carroll Saloum

Monday tune 11970

i hra ry. 7:30 p.m
Mount P0050101 Lions Club, Board meeting.

that could only he

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

S663:

the

I rustee obligated to the interefi
of the students and the faculty
members who supported him.
All these things seem to me to

DAILI 9 to 6
FRI 9118 SAT '614

They mounts. of fines collamed by the Circuit Court for
the 24 Municipal District
through April are: Arlington
.Heights. $32.713601 Buffalo

111,292.

Ine.

lack of ethics cannot be condoned. To arl Outsider looking
in

dated court system. Most 0111
was in the form of traffic fines.

"Hey. that Sounds sensible.
Should I we my ear'plugs?"

ically call on us at referendum

happy to uphold. A Harper
College that belongs tom all.
Mrs. C. Pointer

through the county's consoli-

Student presents reasons for action at NU

senior senator from
the facts listed below should be

oneovoild

.by each of the 124 municipalcities which channel their eases

Grove,

may at the event censure of
Senator Percy. In an effon to
clarify the air on our RIAtedu

a

paid as a result of arrests made

Si

Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor, Mr. and Mrs. John 1):
Drinisin reviewed their dis-

create

Mimed 'George
Franks, who lives in Wood'
Dak, is chairman of the
"O'H re Area Nitro: Abatement Council." They've held
meetings. but they'll he holding more, Let's go to the next
meeting and find out what we
can do to help."

there is no law against this, the

6 -DAY BANKING

Main Office:

1

guy

als we hold Mao sac will co.
time our demonstrations at
the polls when you period-

Very Special Day

One N. Dunton

"My God." said Bill, holding his lead. "I don't think

1

:has been turned over to subs.
ban communities this year
through April.
The money represents lines

"

and deride standards and mor-

campaign. In spite of the fact

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

1111

FIRST they're
trying to stop the expansion of
O'Hare. Chicago
hos
commitment for :Iliaready
oterrunway above the live they have
now. After t hors completed.
they want to build several

Nanning more

Percy called
Illinois most
left senator

the Harper Colkge board of trustees May, lg. Mrs. Pointer
belie...anthill the report of the meeting in The Day did not

Wool, for no one ben mpelf

-WELL,

.........

by Mrs. C Potwar of Mama, Prosper, at Me regular meeting of

minder it looked very much

the line.

put up with."

°O.K., what do I dor

Behrel sees little hope in
changing post office site

Matthew b. Danaher, clerk
. of the Circuit Court of Cook
:County. has amounted that
:51,055,969 in fines cottoned,

and expect someone else to de
your job, you will probably
have more noise than you can

'A

planes? They're beginning to
ruin the whole summer. There
seems lo he dozens of them all

If you get off your duff and
busy, maybe you won't
hare to listen to more nolsw. If
you keep lying on that couch,
get

-What do they propose to
do akin a?" asked Bill.

to do about those air-

Bill eased himself down in
the lounge Chair and drank

iN a condensation of am prepared remarks made

I want to make it clear that I

ing

sures on the patio.

Explains 'disappointment' with Harper College
he

the

Traffic fines
given to
suburbs

could possibly Irve .h more

noise and pollution..

ugain. Bill looked at his neigh hie and said. "What are we w-

already
on

up. But that's wily I came over.
?ham's an organization celled
"The O'Hare Area Boise
Abatement
Council" thet
needs our help. All of its members have the saute ambient
Qu end I do. Everyorw seems
M getting awfully tired ofjet

FINALLY, it win quiet

orld. and tha maw just the heginning of sumrucr food plea-

R. 0.1101s. (7nstlinion Dinah.

Letters to the Editor

They'd

a et flies over and wakes her

spotted

bring a couple more bottles of
beer out for them.
Bill and the neighbor begun
to talk, Suddenly. Bill quit
what he woe crying. He knew
his neighbor. sitting right next
to him. couldn't hear a word.

"I said look at the Ng airplena"
It was finally beginning to
fed like summer. The whole
family was outdoors most of

Monday, June 1,1970

his

he

THE DAY

By Ron Swans

He inked one of the kids to'

"Whet did you say, son?

-- Marshall Meld 111

Milken J. aledaboh..tleiweine Editor

-

we 0 000.00.00,

neighbor coming to join him.

closed se hen

That @ketone above m is reeking so much noise, I can't hair

'Honor them gaud dream by ohm. jetdrrnsfy &realm:
the pore 'yJhaaloor and iimMertnal integrity"

Pogo 4

we., MN ff.,

cts440.6.

for details ... colt 259-1300

Moon!.

rogue el, Id

ti:l4earantrait Er7f6000

anon non. ineelOvoreurev eterouroa,
ht
smitioa IMMISO
vein Mew

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

I

A

Monday June I 1970
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BASEBALL SCHOOL

20
109

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
yourcommunity...CALL ONE NOW!

Auto Po Is en I A net

107

awo toi is ammo

10,

rAtcoskroa,ust,st,tosalte.

112

agionteln1 s Pet Sal
s Went

Judy

Prld

255-7200

10

tiohlsint ..

Coini

Budding 8 Remodeling
AIR

CONDITIONING

larElex=o1"4T11= iZI
samble Ca11392 1975

NEED MORE ROOM?

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Estoblished, Reliable

Itgh

FoneitoeeRjoe

,L 7-:47%7::=,
'GOAL'

EDMOND

048.90 I

CALL .9.1500

Cent AVM

FOR FREE ESTI.TE

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

350 1303

'L7tedecT,V13/a

4750

t;ltk.24.15e:

Home Improvement
am. Porter te.atted by MP rn.

CL 93517

Ax"dT915'3Vx"

'11

Dawn,

Ssoet& Septic Work

.,j7drrn'orukro',ZZ'

Dorothy,

D & I CONTRACTORS

s'srcrtli:Jm;;J::Xeirrj's,
_StuSitsjSreos.sturaoto

Cernew
YEDYNCONCHTE

cor41:4=1..

Merlin Nelsen., 3.50.10,.

Sheet Metal Work

Horne Maintenance

Phone Today!

Art Services

529.6617

W22-02 0

0

FIG911 BACK,

lily

I

541-1037

CALL 562 1.15

RNVESitq
ZeseigU1e.1:'
gLioge itooss787WEilx/SX=

HOUSE NEED PAINTING?

W000 pie!;,, areI PS LttC by
mate XE .562

Service

CEMENT WORK

FREE ESTIMATES

RESTAURANTS.

967-9742

.OFFICES.

.PRI

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

CALLS

299-8540

WAHLQUIST

593.7200

qErOZ,TeToT2ng

"x9'1

CL

50

Instructions

li=ji,Wirot=ndwo'jrni

,1 t2r:L1:

TUTOR

da"nf'g D:=7ever.
'tlier7rredn'Tnre7.!

Landscaping
coil 439.5526

ARL. HTS. DAT,CARE CENTER

MER1ON OLUE SOD

"P/122'. M2173e.r1=1Sl'ex

494369

824.5440
B24 5464

FREE

ECHO PILL RANCH DAY CANIP

gEt'Junnoar"
Dog Service

DECORATING

13

r

=Z757'7305
Day Camps

aws
II

Yob,

824 7222 ex 394 5216

VI.

'77
Victory ES.,

.8.2000

POODLE GROOMING
Sr 1411

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY...se pick

437 4870

DECORATORS
Seto Enlerpni.

ESTIMATES CALL 394.3427

QUALIFIED

ELECTRICIAN

Industrial a Rnidentiol

weed ken

FREE ESTIMATES

Wire

392 0244

:/g7==.135 00
switches, els Co11837 2617
AARON

Licensed.

ELECTRIC

PROWDZ=VIZERE

001 OIl;

SOD DEPOT

FREE ESTIMATES 796 8255

CHAIN LINK FENCE

I. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING

Lauritz Jensen

Ynstorn cralimonship at modes -

town Care
..ilflfes. all fealties or voco.
''C"C=RATIVE

Hoer Refinishing

223.03S2 if

Lawn Mower Repairs
I in.., 1.24.A.5

529.211

FINDING

jt_

----s--1.

Sanding 6 refinishing. Ramon able rates,free estimates. 20 yrs.

smarten...ft Sd2d7

goon won cleaned,olisned.
722-2284 free.. anytime.

Ned

Williams

MONTH

COMPANY

crt

w

243-1400

ItTrtr,tt,S=!?ne7u:
the

t

6001960rARAL1M-PCDEVIE

fracturing

Complete fringe

bole., PP,

773-2020

Ell CUTLER -

pre, or oture for on sieN
394-44SO

ti .06

P

90-0152,

Plastering
Smug Jobs My Spe,ialty
DAN

PRY'Srtr" '""2S.S

10E

17=

3822

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

RealEstate/CLASSIFIED

=

71 .Apts. and Rooms 20 11011

re74:,nZ°A174 ;..,r;

preporeNne mods for maw.. &perm. steam
IslOEl

11gFilditrad poodIa!=a7=;:2. /Aid

tore own tronspodaeon to le

new plans, lienamille.

14 -To Rent (patents
DES PLAINES

P001. 3215.35,6152
13 -To Rent Furnished Apart9ents-

Ill/

bd

b

pal

h

ROLE REAL ESTATE

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
24To Rent Apartments

PROTECTOSEAL
Elk Grove Village

302.9060

299-6700

Golf mill 1,,eo

DES PLAINES

COMPANY

RANCHETTES

243-1400

STOCIirtiE11

939.0533

Aorstne./Goll.'
WI PROSPECT

Your

To Work In

pro -

Professional

Our New Warehouse

5700 W. TOUHY AVE
CHICAGO, ILL. 60648

REALTOR

tkurkietlietta.hatriT
meson..

PALATIW/POWNO. MEADOWS

Excellent Pay and Benefits. Nigh School Diploma

ABDIC K.0100

By Canny Dick

A paper !erect is the main spe-

cial equipment needed Tar toThe target is simply a piece of

plain paper cut to the shape of
the pointed end 01 061 board.
Mark scoring areas on it as in
Figure I, then pin the paper to
the ironing board cover. Be sure
treat; smoothly.
Each player requker one

.-

W. TOURY AVE CHICAGO, ILL. 00148

morsgagemenyi

7I -To Rent, Stores, Of flees

HOWARD SPP000& CO.

07100/ 0141141I1A 7800001.1

C=7,6:=_';

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

Sr Equivalent. Related Eapeiriance Preferred.

AA GCE GOWAN

14,4

Vacant

Commercial

PAYROLL TIME KEEPER

60KBORIGIQ,40-PCDEVE

"" .758Ttlr""

"tLIg4r5749'''

MT. PROSPECT

Randwood Apartments

Consoct Him Tod,

CI%

Hie Rent Office Space

110111MESUINDS

WM Of MAIM
COMPUTER

"riZIR'L'O=N%

XEROX

..

it,

(L,a1;t1.41!R

co.

4N

=,

of the board (Figure 2) so carefully that it will not roll off to the
Poor, but will come to a stop in

one of the scoring areas. The
point-veiloe of that area Or his

Ryer, aerate
isessei...to Yam

i

Young Hobby Club

board.

392.6817

WOLF AND OAKTON

S Olinn/Orn''''"JVI 0000

Residential

1340 Bryn Mawr
Itasca, N.

MA; nrdeFinelien.

25102ployment Agencies -Women

ENGINEER

HAMMER,
INC.

Ezgine,lialbe Hands

OPPeytani1g N "hat yo1/11 gad or 6.13. Olek boding

STATIONARY

ond

'cicu'iWOIrOV1'71e*r:Zn'tTe

oved pow, vim, at Ciadmsoll rade.

Appb

is

';'M1oPnVe
o high

inquiries

STRIKE

PLANT ENGINEERING
DRAFTSMAN

Departments

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

tz.volc,z,rzbgg
Tvwx"

Timberlane

I

day's pme, aside hamgrs ironing

17TA1l?igrirOV'"E°

Remirand dampen

NANO

$525

K ILI N

PROTECT OSEAL

26 -Help Wanted Women

1,,

=R7rAV

"PS

LITsn'Zn'oCnntL

Suburban Small Engine
y

BEN

SERVICE CO.

call

4

)t.

AN IRONING BOARD GAME!

Piano Tuning Servites

Paired. On Mikvankee Ave. S. of
Fuclid/take Uae. neW le Tawny

283 &doff Rd -Palatine

efueeNrenPle.
394-4450

CONFINING.
DOROTHY SISSON 299-2261, EN. 211

vearff4' To:^,=''W

ENGINEERING

hl

289-1088

WEST CARDEN CENTER

bridge.1124.31.

development of standard data with watch and
board In media, and shoat metal operations,

,Aikin. Free bur from manna. Dm Notoes.

- Fly Free!

9

R & M DECORATING

Sawn /Mowers shorpeNed and re 011D PALTINOSNI

A-14loor Punching Semen.
enonornieaLmine is tow.

Pm. fNmetes

ENTERPRISES

no ans. 3.0763

RECEPTION

'ts=d1r1s7rot !root= tin"'

Apply in Naborhood

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

Apply In Person

tef,1=1:gs'gx,:m .)

PEOPLE

CL 9-0495

Pets

7:VW:MY"

Energetic Rmo Study Engineers, eopeoteeandir

Be start your application by phone, sell

296-6640

Lear' PI: Plaines
Eves& Sat. by Appt.

to join us in our new Bensenville plant

LANCELOT

.Y. ANIMAL SHELTER 2705 N

CARPENTER

940

ENGINEERS

free: 656-9922, Men -Fri 0061.6pm. Or Sat.
9em-1 pm.

o KEY PUNCH OPRS. 029-059

LA Salle Personnel

TIME STUDY

Ewe! opponenity emPloyer

OR

Arlington Heights

o SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST
o BUYER'S SECRETARY
FINANCIAL SECRETARY
o ACCT'S. REC. BOOKKEEPER
O COPY COMPILERS
0 FILE CLERKS

298-2770

@Illinois [;iell

255-7200

PlielYielSePPleIgnilles available on be....

roallremoren

-WO

Moll Cloth..

aiideZEEL117-1,..1"klt"

26Help Wanted Men

HANG-UP

ADS

SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

ARE

VUER 5

CONTRACTORS

laga=sti

60E@ORBRAaVO-PDETE

VAI7:14712.7.1==t7.1't
oornions to Poling. BONN

Mt. Prospect

IMENDIATE OPENINGS

MONTH

Arengut's
BUS DRIVERS

302-5230

rholionoNy paeans WAIA010

COMPUTER CENTRE

'n'o`kriZt=oVio:.ggr

Decorators

358-3172

Kw wo nem ode%

WANT ADS
CAN DO IT!

J.,. Pmnt a mho,

CALL 297-2266

35.5020

.....

Randhumt Center

GALS II

JUNE GRADUATES

We'll give it to you straight

2r)08'8°O';'3U.793'9 /

WANT

WAN.

mreinE,Esp..

Fencing

aeeorA person or phOlw,...PP,
394-4450

A challenging position.

MIJCZn

Too Mem

603 F. PROSPECT AVE.

WELOINGANDGENERAL REPAIR

RICH FERTILIZED BLACIESOIL

Pulverised

$600

800E. Northwest.,

DAY

;tr:

Welding

BONS ISOME REPAIRS

Electrical Work

custodians

ACCOUNTANT

Des Plaines

50.6y/spat

SECRETARY

:ttlirilgahlositands

ro'tc!:rucZn:r?r,i71,1=

Dial a Day
Want Ad Todayi

E. Lindquist 93.0706

CREATIVE

ig!'3's71"o7°'

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

Saturday, June 6,
1:30 p.m.
Piepenbrink Movers Inc.
3831 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

EtycelInnt laming sal... complete fringe ImnsAlts

Traeger/exterior

lOeeleaOe

DO YOU SEW???

ljeleZg?UlWAS6rVTTNTE

j38nSiqrte,':2TIL2',

TYPISTS
a TRANSCRIBERS

EXECTUIVE

Engine Lathe Hands

CALL MR. PEDERSEN
764.11
or
362.7900

Wallpapering
gw: 6 fabrics

397-31,
r

29 7.2B8 0

form Snd we

In ierriow vv.

ore on Aeon., company, we Amm many lob op
pePlUnIAseemlahlo on both Mc

building

you

Ca11298.9646 or 027 0441

COUTURIER designing and sq.

d

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.

e gTENOS

White Collar Girls

DECORATING

NES LANDSCAPING.

tIlICK

ADS

soong=g,=oor?su

RUSSELL

299.1696

Dressmaking.5ewing

Upholstering

WANT

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

VICE CALL CL5-3057

Dog Training

To Work For You

Econo/Quality

lArEngtVe.PranR

SPRING CLEAN..

Put Day Wont Ads

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

4"s:innZi%rti,=.

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255 2570

COMPUTER
OPERATIONS
$650 FREE

:ND

Our*
friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained
especially
to help

"'S'93741'

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

NO STENO

mn

NerbaPa roe

1

CALL 259-4999

Vgr1:41r:nr°'

$600.00

Hes

583-3838

SCHEDULER

grtng yayry,,

Exec. See PERSONNEL

298-2770

STEAL

Hewing Aid Repair Ser

pULL A

'RON EIDS.P PV.. Inc

296-1102

940 lee St.

027-6528

nave mean day g got

CAN!

`e';,

L'Z'ernts°,2tAn'=,

MATH AND KARATE

Child Care

Woltman Const. Co

.

OFTI4E

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

EXPERIENCED

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

.

OUT

FREE ESTIMATES

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Bicycles 0 Repairs

7366333
BROWN. BLOW

.:

RABBIT

ACg1,11141,3L, ACCEPTED
De'slea

Co11827.8203

CALL 3,9,74

To; kpoinfing

259-0552

DAY OR NITE

N'agSYT'IVN

EXPERT WOW.- ZETENIZES

LAWN MAIM,

593-7208

Auto Service

me M.

.

ailing on ark towers

La Salle Personnel
,ow em4'.

PRODUCTION

HAND-WASW D.

ALL SOAs0NS
CONSTRUCTION

RosZar DODGE

teed.roll 494f e

..

tsX

ACE

Des Heine

Tole old iob and stun o new future with Gahm.

IP 4.3

clothes. Average skills are line.
Juno grad will fill the bill. ree.

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience

Wails ond MOOG

THEM.

VAIE HOMES, CHURCHES, F.
CEILINGS

.PASsble Young mon will do CAN.
PINT. sommstas gueronX

DICK,. SERVICE

PULIMAINTOIANCE

EXPERT BODY WORK

x19'67L'I'r""'

To Rent Houses ....

Tile

Brad's Maintenance

A. I

Billie,
or Kay

73
76

re=r/11'"
Age open. Pim

9. 024":191008.3

Em. by Appointment

Lettie,

79
78

Real BUY I MSS !roper,

CUSTOM DECORATING

FrainVOtr=g1953

COrMERCIAL ARTIST -ADAW.1

Building 8 Remodeling

Sow., Gewts
, Runt Apartments

Tailoring

,xys.ysx,

Boating

110
48

358.3405
FULLY INSURED

WINKELMAN'S

E'E:21rS'ionc'S'ER'S/IOI"S

a N3842

Murals

COMPLETE

F

APOLLO

COMPLETE ADV SERVICE

Auto Body Repair

On

14 -Personals

Gladys,

Sump Pump

EXITRIONINTERIOR

296-3376 for interview

EFEE

:NOLA'

APPLY IN PERSON

PRODUCTS

BLUE GROSS

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

.0 Leo St

Linda,

''.70id.5fae<r/PcrxrAINT SE.
8.1.6736

CHICAGO ALMOND

COPCTACT JARS. LERMAN

24Nelp Wanted Men

35.7206

dolor will

Ns pleasant yo

FASTENER CO.

Jan,

PRODUCTS CO

Pato fences
Residemial.Cornmeraal
pnytnist Installation

coeitiee &amity Pad &IMP Napalm *heck..

HOUSEKEEPER

Palatine, III.

359-4113

health 6 molt., medico, .4.4"

COUNSELOR

297-6010

298-2770

WAREHOUSE
AUCTION SALE

H

ILiciyE4T,n3lEirtj2lia

M'hantgraWf;?O'il

V'Z'0w:PcVrOr,14n:

Chicago

20 TO dies Sales

NI NI

BABY DOCTOR

ugh

$10,000+ Car, Bonus

Rental plan. 392.9750

Secretarial Services

Painting 0 Decorat ng

YMCA DAY CAMP

AMA AVM end

WORN CALL 297.9635

Jo,
CaN

ALTERATIONS, HEMMING

°

WWITI?PiAR VET.% itLR

w

6

S

Hearing Aids

Lj3.1i5"'Sat's1=2'

f 'modeling of arn

)JSrI )LL

15

E07erretal t`t!'

CROWE:. WAITRESS

$120 WEER

'2,rinX14: `,"03rWc.;1%;

3.63u3'11'"

\

R,R ROOFING

sofas 37,11 CorPsi me.. 6
,IVR/9116M

GRADS

Wk.., Poodle wearing blue

Roofing

HEARING Al. FOR RENT

Ailra lions

Full.,

p<

Carpet Cleaning

Accounting

RECENT COLLEGE

LIO,SVIoVS, Tchito,Loy

RetiSo;:PI:jj.'

MAKERS

Brass Rail

CL 5.1621

nets wonted Men

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

$560 MONTH

FOUND: Para.! flew into win -

'827-4637

MIASO RY

BRICK

FOREMAN

In
mo;ed Pock'ann
modern lead plant. No start.

TOP SALARY

Help Wanted

A""wt:g.r

Gutters

mato e

lo

26-14elp Wanted Women

WAI:E'SSES

SECRETARY

TOOL and DIE

PAIVALATIONS.

23-Emplogent Agencies -Men

MEYERS

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

oor 'ngs

Restaurant

w mon
nnIn Wn.ded Won.

vzczna.747--

Hearn... misc.

BEGINNER

RECEPTION

392.395.

SUMMER WORK

,

505-0507

you

PLUMBING HEATING. Padding,

Harczttgive-In

Full Time
STORE ROOM MAN.

25 -Employment Agencies- Women
26 -Help Warded Wornen

STUDENTS

HARCZAk1CS, DRIVE-IN

In-

26-Empleyment Agencies- Women

Man and wile to clean offices.

EVENINGS

MPWnLd dIndavor,

help
Plumbing

2411elp Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

Meadows industrial Park

13Lest and Found

Masonry

'M:WriroyhttjsliTg.s.tij

for 01,6616°GL

outs 14.Ca/1439-5176.
JEAN ADDINGTON

25

x.,ENTRAL

,n.

sulated Siding. If interested Call Mr. Moore.

can't

296-6640

OR

86=,77.LLI:T6

steady
, 296.7209

Vinyl Aluminum

24-flelp Woofed Men

I

Too looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

OF

30

sooTTIastlri:,

Monday,Juric 1,1970

24 -Help Wanted Men

OSTOOIAN

will carne to yogiYherno'Nr
Ings and Toter
VT.

101

I

.....

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

moo.

J"g'prr.1.ic5h16-Z, VerVe
frern'Chicogo. Write I.V. amebs

24-11elpWagled Men

IRosiness Sovicei

fiBusiness Personals

643usinessPersonals

nnlAnnq

V'

E,

CA AIANIA PA

,,

-sNrea
e
ro grow

seeraieeem rooks

marbie drops off the board

399,730

s.o.,

nIefts onItI s=s2on,
CALL 439-so2m

Timberlake Village

34RealEstateHouses

,ra27'::trr,r.

legle me It you Nee the dole lemma Women and skiffs.
you
- end If yea e reedy ve pane NI ems Naar

8BReal EstateVasent

159-1350

MOUNT PROSPECT

An equal opportunity employer (M/F)

1

P.Ins-OT owbner, 3 or 9 isclirndi

...Nati, for one elite ioila.log:

°Merge 1,205' 537.7029
90Investment Property

yd 03.500.'296.390'11

Draftsman Trainee
Production Expediter
Dispatcher
Peking Clerk
Cost Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Tab Operator
.TImekeeper

Circuit fester Trainee
Teletype Repairman

iMT. PROSPECT COUNTRY CLUB,

Assembler
Mochine Operator

AIX

Punch Press Operator

Westgate Apts.

FIGURE

Telephone Insfoller Trainee

'

it ass Tan lIng a better future with Onanorel Boa.

INTERVIEWING:

euce yrs are an expo.. emporia **ease mony
lobapporninniesavoob, on 135.1.11n.

Monday the, Friday 8:30 AM. to 4:30 P.M.

marble. The object is for him to

TOMORROW: Handmade Book.

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

roll the marble from the wide end

mark that won't lose Its place!

400N. Wolf Road

Anglle parron or phone faunal*,

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

394-4450

GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS
400 N. Well Road

Narthlake, Ill.

PC111:341E

ArBitglenliIghts
6,4 A

..... m4m n me. mm

z"Vdttori:n*

oPPer .n.506.0690

Southern Florida
093,950 Prospect Hts.209-2191

894-4560

Blt.in Breoldass Bor
358 0781

Let

ettuotoPPortan,YentRIoYer

9114ohile Homes

E:rrs

oret

.500 Need sat move. 199911176
280 N. Westgate

,allng from Central Alr to fence.
2534300

Vat!..TarniVAZT),

Noriltloke, III.

Orl=""...1-7510

11 ,ued,

"aueeeZ4Z.T/Wrodow

Vi, PseWoered

60 rdca[EIV_Ian

,

ITisTiVEZZasio'=/

:IVIlltnotIFIne

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

'A'N'tY221MMS

tty'a:ct /slalx/.

Engine Ladle Hands

The first contestant to earn a
U.101750 points wins the game.
Be sure to get Mother's per-

1st

hd

New Elegant Elevator Bldg.
1

the player scores nothing, of
course, and the next player
shoots.

Rdg

S

split, 2, baths,

MT. PROSPECT

Material Handler
Ploter's &riper
Inspector

mission to list her ironing board.

LAND INVESTMENT

178%,t-ZOTVP,119drx

score for that turn. It is then the
next player's turn.

If

88=0"=1; 10-6

3000 River Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

own oils.. Nelms of

MLS,

FULLY CARPETED,

en Central to Westgate 6 1 blk
Ron WestgeM.

home

furnace

carpel new

air yend. 2994.401.

Loke Zurich, rm. frame rpncb,
on

beautifully

landscaped ,

acre lot, 2 car on. gar, redwood
'fenced back yords GRAl orlotng
lincl'd.3.21.00.411141,1.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Page 8

Monday Nee 11970
2641e1p Wanted lemon

PeNl=off

2641e1p Warded W01110

dues. Good
and

rec.

molly

hall,

COUNTER GIRLS WANTED imme

do

dialley. Midnight to AM
to midnight. Excellent

Pool,

playground.

'MOP'

none

6 7.6

Plus

Will Train

M tt.M00 orNO I-4340

ZaVe,r22Y7257.

DES PLAINES
PARK DISTRICT

IMMEDIATE OPENING
With Mohawk Carpet Distributors

APPLY IN PERSON

nn.

253.5760

SECRETARY

CALL MISS MICHALSKI -437-6621

MISCO-SHAWNEE, INC.

orb

west

Ford

...Solo -6,5,6.10 AM., PM

'65 Wee, 209 hi pad, spd.
'Gloss ha ad, ArA.M. Foe cond.

one Rd., Rolling Meadows

SPOO.

e

945595

NEW CARPET.

ces

dii;rIr

APPLY

°TiVg3v7=P
Mt. Pro'ped,

Call or Visit

3 PM to 10 PM

272-1000
1657 Sherrner Rd. E.

Northbrook, Ill.

T.R.W. CREDIT
DATA CORP.

"

Call era.;
HALOGEN

IMON.

°,,k,:07rFTO'rperoe
s,

Church, Dundee Rd.'W.O1 Go,
view Sera Buhl. Gr. To donate.

MAVERICK

pleoSe.

call Mom or 437.47,5

724.6006

clothing: toys; dishe

rs.CAre,rq 2 dr. !rola RA. 4,1L,

34410s and Antques

g02 E. Talbot, Art...
blk.orl Dryden, Olive

rsn71°X.,d4 ot'

9oaCab

O'n'Ine'n'actr.p9Tglei
M rare WS. P/B. Good Sod,

378oatsand Marine Supplies

0

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

P/B. Bee after.

EXC. SALARY

E & B Carpet Mills

Sanford Chemical Co.

Caa.Sonlord

RAWLS

Elkto'sn'iZge

ROAV"'''..

FOR

OWCENASS..H

50

Pie

am

roof Loaded ware. B24.7231

"rn

'anrt'gretIOL'

fits

A.H. ROBINS CO.

AN ARMSTRONG
SUBSIDIARY

GENERAL OFFICE

be.

men

Pointroem

rslonhZkv,e.te,k::,ord

cot.

e4
PRICE!

_25 ,117,0

WANT TO BUY 2 or 3

NORWOODS

LOW

MISeIry

ydrro1Cllano

42.Wanted To Buy

T."7.1=.7.",,%:°Z

ASK FOR

can
1200. 537.7h0s.

775-8500

GENERAL OFFICE

9995

1969 Cornar.327. Excellent con

'""'"'"'dLYST
.

1

IrGIV
43.400

",E°,"."..tnirTiNr°

Strafford Arl Hts

Chicago

INSULATOR

BOOR SNAG. CARPET SINS

Ed Surek

V"'ZK;%=.!,;,:M,

RECEPTIONIST

1969 Comoro, fully equipped,
541.2530

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

SECRETARIES

DEMO:

5...23 all day Bo. 6 5..

RUGS

1 V64 Thunderbird, white with red

DES PLAINES

29,2106

94.0ogs,Pets & Equipment

439-1611

101N STOCK
Example:

Ashland A"` Park

'69 Galaxie 5005

Ridge, 023.5505

to d 30 5 doss a week

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647.0015 or 647.0016

RN's & LPN's

SECRETARY
immediate position open
for secretary in Des
Plaines soles office. Vari-

Lovable dinen

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARIES

All

Nzv

ThONT ALMS,,FIECNS

rs

Weather,.

437-51611

company benefits.

249-1051

"" "'""

L',=`,1"="27 ""'"'

ong tbled re

BRB-000

Old English She.,

s.....

....

block

min.

ry

$1695

'67 CHEVY

NW tu.58ce00relli

SECRETARY

537

'' T'

Need a dependable vkl
peal woe an
shorthand skIlls. An busmen Peffem
'PdiPid.

ual wire wives public m.e and con work well

pook

RECEPTIONIST -

Mo0O.

HOUSEMEN

ss

NOB Cost

7.c.1

AND MAIDS

est off en

$1695
'67 OLDS
CUTLASS
driving

es,

$1

$1595

Good

29,6470 af t 4

'66 MUSTANG

p

BP.

Lice

Wed moratoria d000s orrh some

$995

no. SOBSor 6.50.5150 ea.

CI 3.003
w

°

7d1 rtVg 'Ire"

'66 LTD
4 door hardtop, with full lac-

, equipment This ca.,
orot rest

"f10.

2530030

4395

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY
520, formic° kit lb, hgr 2 bar
stools 33 eo. 25,1205

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

nirO=r4.'d
U

527-0300

Wm. A. Duguid Co.
625-1156

Beginner
Reception

SC

I_

$3.22

STOCK RECORDS

5E1`a=1"0:4=ztv.,..*:=

NO FEE

FL 9-3200
erson

IN.5,00 5 ,

7.1"1"'
5541ms6af Instruments

BEN FRAN K Li IV'

COOK COUNTY

en. o7s

:5:117.1',sz.

eve

di':ra:B7EhFt"
ai=d

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts,13.
439-0923

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND °AXTN
PLAINES
AN EQUALOOPPORTUNITY

EMPLODESYER

Call 97.7315

ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH CORP.

Large Starel. Sleeps 6.
folly ed.prcpe,

CAMPER FOR RENT

al.50. Belt Vibrator, h55. Stif fel
amp, 515. 255-72,3

COPY READERS

Gd. con, Some rectly
en over.
hauled. ENV
each. 253.4461

"
doors. 52,

"UOVnsk.gSrtt

. Only II doors

Duffylvons

ia°116VIni.OFrei'

Browning 12 gouger automerc

345.0500
Ext. 594

for Ao APPOMM4M

JEWEL
FOOD STORES

hlfer...24y1
pPlaid
2
choir 615. 619 gold ,

...to start your
application by
phone. Call
656-992

Mr. Prospect

1955W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

2534600

'

G0

:I

';r70'.2

Tile Oar

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
3E140399
"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
THE FINEST SERVICE."

White,

lull

Convertible,

this

car

$1695
10 Wagons to
Choose from

BONUS MOTORS hos

70 Cars for $995

Example:
'69 Ford Wagon
Full Power,. conditioning.

less than

$2095

;

COMPLETE

'64 euldcSpocial

0' Monitor travel trailer.
Sleeps 6, reor both, pas -oleo. re-

INSURANCE
AND

.. stove.. 3,243301

FINANCING

'64 ILMMOM
.64 Ford Truck, 6 6,4 Po Ton.
Utilily.
body. Pipe rock Trager

AVAILABLE

M1A064533260

CMPING' MU, FOR RENT

duck pc. S10. each.

nar.old tree R.Sa-SISS
lop.

Gd.

cond.

th°`:.

prn.

dim -Wake., conlemp design.
Glass

Campers

tni.°,:°:1.1.1°.3nT'
...I 1.

Zenith Stereo Phonon AM.M ro.

Call Mr. Na, or
Miss Klippen

102Aute Trailers

'63 0116011

ors

365.

111Neo.1

Mull sell. 196015' Travel Troller.
Sleeps 5.

ssan.66671

we
BEST BUY

FAIRLANR

34 ...Nos Tee Buff.

en.Gd.conol.5660or Mist

...mamma

110SpertsCam

333 N Hrc,R1.

35.4.0166

Illinois Bell

rErrrre:::11.'nrr.:rt:1"2
engine fnm. ,ssr,

nnnry. nr,
mile west of Gory Ave. on North

-

-

I

'0 COW, CONVEET1101

104 -Recreational Yelicles

own. suo0or tronnZa

BONUS MOTORS

Maps convert. Tame
cond. New clutch I. honor.
Bee offer 39,7M0ab 6 pm

leit-6127

00 3.; 500
-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, June I. 1970

Preciate.

DON'T EAU.
HIGH PRICE

OO, W tan, low

odro.

$279

1024ruchsjrailurs

1,6, Ford F

ower,

'65 FORD GALAXIE

.."07,7,.

Ilr"',11g1P
7 8;:
,rv1711,

ion
117 Sfmarson

$495
'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

41

Cali Personnel Deportment

PARKER PERSONNEL

CL 5.7141

shoS gun, light weight model,

-

'

fct,t"un. ,,x0ottte.

BARRINGTON

IMPORT MOTORS

FORA

""'"""'gh-130

P

1

left. Close...

$135 WEEK -FREE

Balarnozoo Guitar 6
Dual pick op....Ewell cond.

4,15.:FE
Frigidaire commercial washers.

Experienced -FUIllime

VETERINARIAN

Serving Chicago's Northares.uhurlis

Gibson

CL3.15g2

MEnuoMarorrowneropioror

COMPTOMETER

ASSIST

ea or 5.01 El

Or""i;plead
3125 132,6,56 after 6 pm

503-5400

Part Time - Early Maiming

OPERATORS

,

$695
'65 FAIRLANE

N.P. Pe. Eg;hZi9slition 175

DOROTHY SISSON, 2994261, Ext. 211

Interesting trips

ohlise..cellant cowpony

824-2175

000

350.

BTU,

COM IN OR GAIL

GOOD PAY

you co., come In

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAM
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

.41

Conditio

Er.zzazvalgumvntrzth.g

9 AM to4PM
PIGMENT SERVICE

'65 FORD

CLERK

To drive summer
chartered work.

V

all

13,,pro

$795

OFF

24,12,

PER HOUR

'BUS

DRIVERS

h

CARPETING

ions. 535. Coll

.

'65 FORD SQUIRE

40% - 60%

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

F11

""'"=oo
new. 565 Coll

9P e1

p.

k

the...ley your summer
W/W

utch, re,. value

rol alb wor

TYPIST

F61

824 2255

Col,

t

FURNITURE SALE: Wing rrn,

3,2,36s;itipmweokdow.

Don Roth's Restaurant

Wht

350 hp. duel speed Holley

41-HomefornisMogsf creme

Groh,.

cos.. Gas Furn.

55 COUPE

OM

wooer. Sa0S. 253.1108

If

their disposal a leader in this field on the junior college level.
Frances altman, editor

clean. Gall

1,63 Buick Electra 4 dr. Pr, P/S.
Mr cond. Exc. cond. Original

WM.Sq75

daisy -sprinkled tunic top.
Young stylists at Harper are indictive of the hundreds of
students in American colleges who are studying in the design field.
New technology and the awakening to the bolder, brighter look has
created a greater interest in all areas of the design field.

coed.,

7.14:0'°ce 1109d13165
her 6

by Nancy Korecky. Arnie Kelly chose slacks accented by a

Wires.

aft. 5 pm,440,
29.317.

y.Nre'rnse" Prk

r'ItC

30-40.0riginal cost 5/15, sell for
350.250,5516

JUNE GRADS -CALL US FIRST

weekend day

?

32Miscellanerms Merchandise

CLEANING

ppo

sacrifice

eyelet embroidered over -skirt, accessorized with matching parasol
and sandals.
Slack ensembles remain a favorite, in crepe with print accessories by Phyllis Hartman or styled with a striped sleeveless tunic

'67 LTD

AM/FM,

Must

1.

Must sell .6B VW, air

co ine

Nancy Janssen created her gingham skirt and blouse with an

"L e'774

p.m.

5 50.256.3672

supplres.1.20.2.-1646

e,

NCR OPERATOR

PUP. Mole,

Beautiful

7i:Ore":0:Z"

Eat. 257

pppi,

60. 253.30,7 aft

'4 MG Midget Mark

215519 Warnellten Sr Women
NEED SECOND INCOME, Earn

!P.

35.169

653>.a797, 537-4)13

ALBERTO-CULVER CO.

Call

windo=rec

5100. 2gg.4636

'''graZik"Ittre

- Centex Executive Plaza

botrn,dy
side wide.

Ocoyors,

Tiny v., Poo. PPPP,

Schou.

section.

5th Annual Sale
I day only

le EI/O96171.12.7, tee.'

CA. TET/KRESSI LK

occaes.nd

Nor San., ewrow tnsdmd

Tomorrow's fashions are reflected in these costumes, designed
and created by fashion design students at Harper College.
Under the direction of designer -instructor Elizabeth Gialdini of
Palatine, Harper College's fashion curriculum is the first in Illinois
to offer an associate degree.

Area art students and future designers are fortunate to have at

IP=

er 6

Positions 100%
ree

ety of duties. Good typing skills and 06, shorthand required. Good

ALL SNIP.

Fashion happenings at Harper

'69 W/Weguick sole.

$125 WEEKLY ry
"Ig2er names

SURE

3.3473 off saw PM.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Pe

am, 500,

Foirlone

1.owner, veo clean. Perfect 2nd
car. Offee.298-20/2

Good skills and several

Yeors

S

cond C1.514229
eve,AM,
16.1

Small modern office. Molar medical a. Ille in..., 35

SAFE

'66 Dodge Dart GT Convert. low
mi.
Arr. Wicellant

re. Moots or

SECRETARY

Pickwick House

64 Old,.

Counety Lane. Des Plaines

296-6106

THAT IS

IMO. 20,596
a.

10 N. Northwest Ho, Palatine

SECRETARY

s.

CAR

316Morriage&HarageSale

%-aroge

"VOZO.?

VACATION

1964 VOLKSWAGEN

=W M, new arm SI

Pe

CHICAGO
WAITRESS,

11241etomciades For Lie
Pieta chicken or beef buffet low
amm

BEAUTY SHOP
4394,06
Rd.

6.46

A

70 Greg 255 7667

cond,ns 6 pay. Contact Mr. or

Re

.7.8695, oh. 6 prn.

DISPLAY CO.

DRIVE

sale MI, Bike Includes
rakes OMB pop clutch choln
sao
Lerylloot condition

g 3pm

Beauty Operator

MAINTENANCE

SOUS.

AV 5005 or 437 5OO6

a

GOLF COURSE

Harcsoks Drive In

Pula, plus ...Iron

5

1114loterg6le5 and Scooter,

12Mscellarooun Widurdoe

or

cams grit, mist

,38900

Mother s helper,
0:30,30 or live in.

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

DAYS

roe

Expenenced beautician wonted

for right girk

Melo Walled Women

261162 Wooled Women

I

is

Photographs by Dolores Hough

FLLATIMI

"
ETD DS

ern
I

K0T2 SHOES

Lommismas

I

BIT '0 TROPICS GROVE BEAUTY SALON

wassaw /

TtiE DAY

JOIN THE
BIG LEAGUE
OF SAVINGS

Diversity is

handbag requisite

With new fashion horizons
ahead, reflected in the variety
of lengths, Walborn comes out
with a strong expression of

OSCO DELAINE'S RESTAURANT
WALGREENS GROVE MALL BARBER SHOP FLYNN SUPPLY CO

a collectin whe reat divercoonlitutted partnership with whatever costume the bag is car sity permiots a

Grove
Beauty
Salon

YOU PICK THE COLOM

uk rkOdeent.vmw...
Implreamt w.w ie dune
weldreildwineepscuitesae

5134150

Since

it is created by HUM; Walborn
for summer '70. Perfect reflection of this softness is cr
cheted Limy, interpreted in
pouch., poufs and drawstrings, but witli each bag get ling its own very individual
Lamp. One such pouffy crush
of a bag is melon -shaped and
wears a pair of soft crocheted

EXOTIC

handles for carrying by hand
or slipping over the wrist. Another drawsopward into a neat
belted closure of shiny patent

970 Grove Mall Elk Grove
439-5151

the scene via its longer
drawstrings that double as
shoulder strappery.
on

HILDE WALBORG to

SHOP

Kanekelon WIGS

first for that 'just right'
Swim Suit. Pictured
Suit by Robby Len
$1790

Ballet

32 Gallon

PANTY -HOSE

TRASH CAN

Ilse,,g,?,1..,7c; $119

Reg. 55.97 SA 87

'V

SALE PRICE

Box of Daytime

32 Quart
Plastic Insulated

PAMPERS

COOLER

SALE 95'
PRICE

Phone 437-5656
Grove Mall

For the
busy man

67c

Reg. $9.44 $644
SALE PRICE

SUPER 40

GREEN LAWN

TAMPAX

GRASS SEED

Reg. $1.59 $1

09

SAW PRICE

5 LBS.
Reg. $1.29

07c

SALE PRICE

Midi]

Limn E

now

la

1850
HOURS:
Tue. Owe Sat.

Size 4 to 14
Washable
Reg. $12.00

Coll For

439-3130

Reg. $8.00

want a more dramatic effect
Ey massing tfie flowers into

flow °pea

Now Es/
"*"iv''''Zi.`",:i.w...11.:1":"
Sed.eiareSiS0

Topknots spell

fashion story

neck, according to Seventeen
Magazine. The basic require-

der length or longer, which is

Flynn
Supply Co.

you make the
appointment
we'll take
the time!

DO IT YOURSELF

GROVE MALL
UAR3ER SHOP
6 Barbers Haintyling Razor Gutting
957 Grove Malls Phone 437-9700

Home Improvement Center

Carpeting
Oaite Carpet Tile

Vanities

Counter Tops
Floor 8 Wall Tile

Draperies
Cabinets
1023 GROVE MALL
593.5050

twisted into the ..knot" for a
small -headed, sleek look.
The basic topknot sweepaall

straighten

SAVE!
SAVE!

NEWLY OPENED

Cocktail Lounge
Superb Food at Good
PrHes. You're invited

to join us for Sunday
breakfast or brunch.

FREE

CARD & GST SHOP

find just the
right gift and card
for...

1GALLON FREE WITH'
PURCHASE OF 4 GALLONS

the sides and rim with brick
and cover the bottom with 12
inches of gravel so therein will
run out. The pit can be used for

cooking or just as a gathering

and a few largegtones and cactus placed at their base.

place for singing around the

You can also make some
useful and sturdy outdoor ta-

To keep...your backyard a
swinging place this summer,

camp fire.

tinued popularity of the pante

soil and the skirt and shirt
combos demands still another
look for handbag accompaniment.

So Walborn pro-

vides this via such shapery ns
the vagabond. thc envelope.
the satchel and the carry -al].
all of them given: wide variety
of treatment.
Saddle leather and gilt in the
form of nailheads. saddle bits.
giant balls and luggage locks,
provide a truly casual look as
does the juxtaposition of straw
with wood used as handles and

on

a

buckled

patent

houlder strap, or the chunky
the box, lapped over with
hiny patent lid and closure
ap, this shine reiterated in a
raided gilt handle.
The shiniest bag of all -and

intended more for day than
ark carrying - is Hildc Welorg's -chain mail" envelope
lightly over the
shoulder on a mini -length self
hat

slips

trap, In either gold or silver
inkage, this is a great young
im to partner with pants, to
turn

on

the

midi

length

of woven or highly polished
gilt clasps and handles.
al

There is a surprisingly cam.
feel, to wicker shaping,-

marked with saddle leather
trim. And in line with the new
love of animal life now rang,.

n the fashion scene is the
addition of tortoise touches to

wicker via lids, handles and
lock treatments, the tortoise

The shining black shoe Ls still a fashionfavoriN thisseason.Life

sometimes naturally dark. Wher times chicly and deliciously

Stride's single strap version of it adds a finishing touch with a
round gold sculptured buckle. Kea Shoe Store in the new Grove
Mall, Elk Grove, has it ie envy and white mlf or Nock patent,

pale.

$17.99.

fine fabrics

veil et cempbell, downtown Arlington Heights

bandings.

Shiny

Jagenbrings
When you
sew it you dictate
the length...
and the fit..
and the quality.

patent

"III. s a ma velour gloss when

Don't tease
If you want the fall you wear

to look as well

as

possible,

bles with drain or flue tiles. Set
the tile in a hole with the flange

why not suspend a hanging rat-

there are a feWsteps to follow.
First, don't tease your fall.

tan chair from a tree limb? It

Second, handle your fall with

end up. f=ill with sand almost
to the top. Then add lard con-

would be great fun for all your

care and brhsh very gunk

young -et -heed friends.

with e wide -bristled basalt

up,

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

gathering all

cure with a covered elastic
band. Brush tail smooth and
hold it with one hand; twist
loosely. Put the other hand's
index finger in front of the

1

I
I

Tr

Mal Billairs
Jo Bellairs
Harry Kelly

Josh Brady
1 Bomb Carlson
Radio (add more, to taste)
1

1

Set your radio dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music
to Jo & Interviews - add Bernie with News &
Sports and more Music with Kelly. Stir in Josh
Brady & top off with Old Time Radio.

band and wrap the twisted tail

around it, guiding gently with
your free fingers. Slip hairpins
close to the bottom as you go
around. Tuck ends under the
base of the knot and pin. Secure stragglers with smaller

A KitchofoTosfed Bo* from,

Soften a topknot with the

Crystal Lake, IA.

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE

GRADUATION

Prints

the ponytail under and 'pin; re-

A smart Summary
of Summery Wigs...

Give plants

Grove Paint
& Wallpaper
Art Supplies
Gloss

shaped like a bow. Loop half
peat, securing ends over the
first pin. Wrap with manmade
braids or a ribbon.

6th!

Tender care
House

plants

dal About once a week, take

l

each of your small plants to the

d insect eggs-and you BI
'iscourage the destructive Ira
-roads ofmd spider mttes.
fJ

.i'ss

never before such a WIDE VARIETY OF

NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit
YES!

FREE WIG CASE!
1,111.iott trzlol=t.): A Full Size Wig

HEELING
FREE Consultation by Professional StylicH -No Obliontion

brush. Your tender care will

liage will shine-free of dust

-4,`'

SYNTHETIC HAIR GOODSI

kitchen sink and spray gently
with tepid water. It's a beauty
treatment that not only improves appearances but also
prolongs their Byes, says the
Society of American Florists.
The leaves of plants too large
for moving to the kitchen can
be cleaned With a soft cloth or
pay handsome dividends. Fo-

959 GROVE MALL 439.9121

open Mm luwWw1.9-6,11wn Fri 9 9Set

Spring into summer sun days with
sensationally natural wig. We carry a
complete line of the finest European
wigs, wiglets, cascades and falls. Also

appreciate

good grooming, just as people

in fact, for any day!

850 on your AM radio dial

7:A

A topknot at the nape can be

OLYMPIC STRIll

No Cost
Checking

WIVS Radio

P ins.

tendrils. Curl the tendrils with
electric rollers.

Picture Frames
1019 Grove Mall. Elk Grove
593-5830
-

few open spaces. Flowers and
shrubs can vi planted in them
to add color and to soften the
effect of the concrete.
Another fun idea is to build
a fire pit in the middle of your
patio. It should be three feet
wide and two feet deep. Line

barest bangs and some fragile

Grove Shopping Center
Elk Grove 437-1777

vionatoun

sumnfer;don't completely fill
in your laid out area. Leave a

swinger, also in Pun tova cord,
with a .snap closing to secure
the contents within.
The casual approach to
clothes life as seen in the con-

hair in one place. Smooth
Sides, back and front, then se-

WELCOME

TO OURS-

a concrete Moak patio this

catch a ponytail atop your
head; bend from the WM.,
brushing hair forward; then

UNITED TIME ONLY!

SAVE!

wing

hair high on the crown. FUN,

OF ANY COLOR. ef (WOW

SAVE!

IF YOU are planning to add

pipeg with soil and a variety of
both all and short plants.
Another arrangement of octagonal drain pipes could hold
collection of cactus, sedum s,
Hairdos am looking up to, bromeliads and succulents. To
curry out a desert theme, they
topknots for spring.
The topknot itself ran land should be set in a bed of sand

ment is shiny hair that's shout -

in your

life...

flower bed had been planned,
purple and white alyssum bordered pink and lavender phlep,,,

anyplace from the crown of
the head to the nape of the

crew patching material up to
end on top of the edge tomes
an adhesive. Place an ltdinch

Next to the patio a beautiful

IF YOUR garden needs e
with a green hedge as back- focal point, you can make an
ground you might put M all interesting arrangement of
white snapdragons bordered' clay drainpipes or chimney
flues set vertically in a bed of
with red petunias.
Or you might have your ger- white stone chips. Fill the

$890
c90

allaCh the handle to the bag.
And almost totally covered
with fringe is
a
shoulder

diameter concrete stepping
son e on top of the tile and wait
until the patching material hes
hardened before using.

groups of colors. For instance,

Nower

Grove Mall

&rebore. I recall
body
pa to coyered by a lavender
men log with white fringe. The
white metal furniture had lavender floral covered cushions.

Whether you truly do have a
green thumb or are just drea-

Now

Appointments

den complement your put&

By Amy Freingen

Size 4 to 14
Washable
Reg. $6.98

$49°

Grove
Shopping
Center

hut with expandibility that
wears a deep border of matching fringe all acrosdthe bottom
end has giant sized laSSei5 to

Cultivate a green thumb
mer, here are some garden and
patio ideas you might like to at
least think about.
Flower beds of varied colors
can be charming, but if. you

Thurs. g Friday
Evenings

to fringe to give a fresh approach to handbag life. Almost ethnic in its mien is the
Pontova cord knapsack, slim

Potpourri

EXCLUSIVE STORE FOR CHILDREN

Exceptional Values
Spring Jackets

with free liners
Year guarantee!

portant in every warm weather
season. There is an urbanity to
rounded vanity boxes, to bar eels and to outsize attache
cases with the jeweler's touch

auerning of giant two-colored blocks and the whole as-

tasseling to give it mobility. the

bag moves into front position

AND

Reg. $26.00

f soft straw. its top and Bap a

the added flip of wood bead

safely secured via too top zipper concealed beneath the front flip.

SALE DATES - JUNE 1,2,3

Come to Country Miss

A MESH sophistication is
also brought to the Welber{
wicker collection that is se in

the better to accent the midi or
longuette skirt length. With

lightly over the shoulder one mid.long self strap. Slim in silhouette, it is surprisingly commodious within, keeps contents

LITTLE

a'wasting!

TYPICAL OF this is the
Jump rectangle of n bee, elmoat bizsy in feeling, its body

cord strawstring bag, its silhouette on the long lean side.

life

Time's

lit.

fashion mood is the crocheted

Smart girls are wearing shine on their shoulders by day and
dark. So Walborn storts a new decade of handbag fashion excitement with this nifty Hide envelope of "chain mall" that slips

your

Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed.& Sot.
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Thurs. g Fri. 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sun 10 A.M. M 4 P.M.

uny bright jersey or linen sal -

gleam of one color.

new handbag excitement m

masy expression of this gentled

brighten

Coupon Good for

Men. /lire Sun. - lune I, June 7th

erbderd motif, other times a

A particularly young and

Wig

$2 purchase & this coupon

skirt or just to bring a spark of

while others effect the look of
pleatings and drape via clever
manipulation of the straw.

Let a

2 ZEBRAS with every

IKOTZ

softer, softest

the s'oft bag comes on strong as

COMPLETE LINE OF
PET ACCESSORIES

MATCHED HANDBAGS
AVAILABLE

soft,

peorsfecgtly

seems to be the current wave,

TROPICAL FISH

1"
:am

i is used with crocheted straw,
sometimes worked in a check-

handbag fashion excitement in

LITTLE MISS AND MR. SHOP COUNTRY MISS GROVE PAINT ft WAUPAPER LYDA'S CARD & GIFT SHOP.

CLIP THIS COUPON

Monday, June 1, 1970

-

- Classic, Wig Shoppe
1007 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights 439-5460

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue et Dundee Rood
Wheeling, M. Phone: 537.0020
Member FAL C.

SHEBAT
Monday June I 1970

The bicycle has NJ a direct
influence on women's foshions

One of the walkaway current emcees stories that will

since the ilt,1 Americnn bikc

continue into spring and sum-

was manufactured in

1

Al that time it wsa877.
sca

mer is jeans for kids (as well an

four inches from the floor--

dalous for women to be anywhere but in the horn, When
They failed to wear the amount

sports clothes Mt of Amman

damental and more fun than

of clothing deemed proper -

fashions.

Also not lobe

bypassed are the jeans in
crowded

vertical stripes.

In

bright prima, colors.
In addilion.reans 00010 with
peace signs on hip pockets and

fangled

was

line during World War II. the

wanted as long as it was black.

vogue with the mcn.

bike once more became popular for getting around.
Women found slacks a nub

sim

to

bicycle

which

day bears her name.

. GRADUALLY in the 1900s
women began to show a bit
of independence in what they
wore and where ahoy wed,.
Fashion, were now taking their

cue from Paris and the women Of Paris had discovcmd
bike riding which -the; did in

OarCk

--

a very wide pair of knicluso

bock., stocking, with high

BEAUTY SALON

propser

while insisting that
people who wanted to buy his
ear ccud have any color they

Things are no longer that
Fashion is not only big business, ID a volatile industry Sc
well. General trends move

sance on a bike. So' shorter
version for slacks was specifically designed and called "pedal pushers.. The shortened

slowly. For example, them is
the gradual increase in the im-

of sortswear as
more and more wo me n have
have
portance

versions of these are today9
'Shorts."

and morep leisure
Bute specific fashions nrovre
But
very fast, often becoming a

BICYCLES
themsehos
have changed much in the last
several years
high-rise han-

"Ford," as best-sellers in rash 00 ate called. This can happen
within six weeks from the lime

dlebars. Thetway stick shifts.
elongated frank, for the dmg-

the item originates and it can

racer look. trami,tor radio.
headlights. banana Kea.
And as fashion has reamd its

chic head in automobile interiwith collar and tie and a soli or design. it also has come to
the bicycle. Goodyear new
felt hat. Gradually. knkker.
by a di- makes rubber lira in colors to
. re
beekess weplan-NI
match the color of the bike. to
vided sk irt so that women could
ride in comfort as volt as style,- uomplement a. to clash with it.

259-9219 or
253-9162
Ps9 daily

Wabated out in jou a few
statics.

4AC04, CLEANERS
11;1' 111.1) T2n1fili.NIT114?
SPOTTING TROUBLE
Are you seeing spots?

Clear swear often provides excellent first aid
for spots on clothing. Applied es soon as pos.

dine otter sunning, wales will freemen* me vent the spot from setting. It is usually best to
ovoid hot water and net to try to romave stains
from delicate fabric..
Also, you shouldn't try to remove unknown
stains or steins from unknown fabrics as cerain fabrics will be ruined by wahr.
Your best bet. Bring the stained garment to
us as soon as possible. Successful spot removal
is highly complex, end our professional skill will
insure shot it is done to the highest standards.
CL 5.6174
puosPEcK His

CL 5-4600
o 1,1pSne, eKKKo

Ddeuonsi no

always

be

er moon everything came up
purple. These again are

days, cycling, around town and

right fora meeting in this subtle
red, white and blue woven cot -

on jacket and dress of Jere!,
made from McCall's 2236 and
modeled by Mrs. Ken Ratelke
or Arlington Heights at a Jaycee

Witesfushion Pos.

RUGS
ALSO

Service Mester

cersol,=no4 a well
Visit eur new showrpm et

472 E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358-1500

Beauty tip
your

Ask him to help you pick
-

momnt in time. Fashion is
ARIES (March 2
191: You should find a neat little
nitch before week is over, An However. if you use your noggin
you will arc it nut for nocturnal nonsense. The novelty is nice, se
excess can leave you with a bad case of nerves. Not to mention it
neurosis.

out a dress or a pantsuit. Listen
to his comments on the clothes

you wear, then wear hit favorhes. He may also have Some
advice on your style
there
may be an aspect of your pi -tonality that doesn't Show
through in the way you dress,
but has tremendous appeal for

TAURUS (April 20 -May 201: Emotionally char...91 situation
Will looms. Probably involving mate or periner. Dummy -up if
given third degree. Reach root for that which is over. Have con.
fidence in your tomorrows. Present circumstancer not nearly as
rotten as it may appear to be.

GEMINI rotor 2I -June 201: Watch that fluent tongue of
yours during costing weak, Gent. Conceal your anger. You imp
ability to cut another clown to the ankles with your remit -sharp
wit. Saw your mots. As week mines. come pressures build and

you may he tempted to mak. family. Don't.

him. Let him helper.. a new
You

news.e

LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 221: Keep a light then on the gar pedal,
Libra. You tend to race when often times slow and easy would be
more fun. 00 fourth day you may have encounter wish one who
is about as flexible as a telephone pole. Stand your ground.

life? If you don't, you

hould.

CARPET

nd

came a bit shorter -- as high as

Oa you drew for the two in

OWEN

Incite, hundreds and hundreds
of items. each chosen by a boy, cach a challenge to the buyers' Mote and knowledge.
Fashion is what most woman want to wear at a particular

out Into the country. And the
bloomers - knickerbocker -divided Dirt costume mew into
the mannish tailored -suit and
shirtwaist. Skins gradually be-

CANCER (June 21 -Jule 221: Social relations should go swim.
mingly in week ahead, Moonbaby- and contacts should broaden

considerably. Domestic scene may bee bit tangled over week
end, but you'll disengage yourself with aplomb. On last day of
week seek companions hip from an intellectual equal.

110 Wily 23 -Aug. 2211 Don't allow work to pile up in week
ahead, Ira. You know how you frort when things get out of control On thind day you may find pencil at odds with the entire
universe. It will be due to circumstances beyond your control. By
end of week events will level off and you'll be your old smiling
self aptin.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 216 Your craving for freedom and
independence will be unushally strong in. week ahead. Scorp,

person is so intuitive, it is just that nt times, Sea, yen are downright transparent. Daily associate may try to cause you mental
anguish on last day of week. Ignore. Ignore.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 191: Minor changes in the
wind. Cap. Weekend could find you utterly confused. If so. stop
hack ten pace, and see if you can seek nut root cause. As week
draws to s clove you may meet one who will find you completely
fascinating. Unless you arc a glutton for punishment, watch me.
This person could lead you down the path of unranuitedlove.
AQUARIUS (Jul 20.Feb. 18): Home fires may need tending.
Aquarius. Olga suggests you poke around a bib If the ashes are
completely cold. then relax. After all, summer IS just around the

comer. ,y anything could happen.

WEX1927,.

lem. Before week is over single aura newcomer and offer friendship. The newcomer just could be that Nloonliaby we mentioned
last week. Check it out.

AM it you lose your wallet you'll have neither steak nor anything else. Last two days of week arc excellent to get together
with old and trusted chum. Thrash out mutual problem:

Ye

dotheS
created by big -name designerm.
Then their ideas percolated
down through various price

lines for different income Rods and, in a couple of years,

fashion could be found

the

men in bargain basemen.
This is no longer Mx. For
the most part now fashion is
simultaneous at all levels. And
it makes the job of the retailer
much

harder. High

fashion

was once a way of pretesting
fa.shion ideas. Now it Pit.

Capes are around because the

English "birds" latched on to
them.

Of course, there arc still
status fashions ---fashions that

started on the tap. When evernybody and her sister sported
a alligator bog, the new status

bag turned turtle. But in no
time espiesof turtle bap wet e
on the shelves. And they
moved.

On the other hand fashion
can come up from the bottom.
Look at flower power. It began

mstor. She wants fashion

with the hippies, what might
be turned an underground
fashion ---and now ifs appar-

now the right fashion at who.

ent at all levels.

ever price she's paying."

WHO STARTS fashion no
longer matters much. The im-

Now there's a new breed el

consumer phenomenon is the
result of modern c
nications,. new affluence and
education. The secretary in a
small town knows to the inch
how short Mrs. Nixon is wear-

ing her skirts or how meaty
pairs of fake eyelashes the lat.
BeOver girl wears. And, as
ltre

of affluence, a woman

can afford to buy new dresses

if the old ones haven't
worn ouL Because of educaeven

tion, customers are more in the
know.

portant thing if that the merchandise of a store must le in
fashion.

"The wrong things simply
Y

sell,"

Yunish

said.

"There's no market for mistakes even in o clearance sale."

Since fashion, must he right
even though they change So ra-

pidly. how can it Merchant tell

in January what women will
want for Easter?

HERE'S HOW

it works.

The buyer goes into the market
in advance of a
and sees

a series of "loOks.season
" His decifrom almost any direction.. sion on what to buy and what
The miniskirt stated with to bypass is based on his indiand now being vidual know-how.
worn by grandmothers as well.
In order to entablish a fee -

FASHION today can come

It

met basis for his decision.
small gust/titles of diffetent

"looks" are bought and put on

the selling floor as far in ad,
vance of a semon m possible.

The customer accepts or rejects by buying or ignoring the

merchandise. And the major
decisions for big buying are
then bated on these test reactions.

"What I would like to cmphmite is this," Yunich said,
The buyer hat a good sound
fashion reason for buying each

and every 'look' but it's the
customer who makes the ultb
mate decision."

..

IF A LOOK is um way-out

- for .Mance 0 won't be
bought by anyone except those

who believe the fashion map,
2incs 10 be gospel. So the wise

consumer should realize that
she can make the current fashion herself. She doesn't have to
ben member of the herd.

By Du Jure°

blood their skills to produce
ridescont lustre and some of

adults."

Unfortunately, they some them are
that. So don't
forget that YOU are the buying power. Toucan make rash -

ion what you want it to b.

irridescent

with one of rho famous Wed-

iridescent.

lustre was produced by over -

This particular type of
lustre began with the PelSial
and Mcsopomminns around
the Igth century and there are

some way fine specimens of
these product, still existing today. Most of thorn ham been
round in Spain.

The, pieces miry pry swII

the ones that inspired tae
Spanish to produce the beauwares.
Mal
iful
hc
Pieces like thesastA
ing created at Monism in Val ends today.
Sonetinm lustre of this
type

been

hus

mis.natned

n

England

being

They also make some beautiful
lugs decorated in purple lustre

mvood foliage patterns,

firing Prominent wort such
artists as Willie!, De Morgan
of Chelsea, Abraham Lomax
of Lancaster, Bernard Moore,
and the
famous of English irridescent lustre. Maw9
Ruby Reel

WHAT ABOUT modern
ustm-ware?

The modern lustre -wear of
today has reverted for the most

made by Wedgwood.

In actual production today

by the Stoke firmw known
a, Portmeition Pottenories Lad..
are jugs wh.h are straight reproductions of older museum
pieces. They beer the mark of
the maker and have modern-

antique. Remember that touch
and feel are very important.

Also Me trained eye. Go
a
museum and look 01 as much
lustre as you can. Then, go to

your favorite department sm.
and feet the line porcelarn,
bone china and the ironstone.
Remember that some lustre
ware has been relustred. Look

Styled bodies which could nev-

for marks, if there are any. A

no be taken for the, original.

safe recommendation is to boy
a modern Wedgwood piece, it

Bat. a few sharp dealers have
managed to remove the mark
end sail thcm as originals.

By Frances AllsoOKI

Bothwell said that the only
major hurdle is coeL It is very

pan on a PIORiel* wrYlie

Do you ever wonder whip
the kitchen of the future will

writton by Nelman-Mercus
food consultant Helm Corbin

likely that within the not 10

The computer also can be used

recommended cooking time.

years computer Prices will fell

Include? Very likely a corncob

to the range of ...Mile, be

for checkbook balancing, or

Colored lights flash an the
control panel when the meal is

children cameo -My it to house.
work lemons.

said.

enough knowledge and lints
Mat he can guard against the
purchase of modem lustre as

pieces in this all-over lustre sic

Some day - housework, cooking
all done by computer
In fact,

I can only hope than the
reader will have picked up

those producing notable picas
were Cantegalli in Italy- MARMOT in France and Zuohnty In
Hungary.

Honeywell's. Model III costs 010,600 today from Nelman-Marcus.

to recall the term used to describe them by a well-known
columnist --"comic boot* for

part to the traditional English
metallic type. Many ' floe

Metallic effects in lustre
no whet we have discussed
to slate. We have net touched upon what is perhaps the
finest lustre. and that is the

Menu magic Is performed by Honeywell's minlmomputer. In addition to kitchen tricks Ilan krep
Inc budget and write checks. By pushing timeple of buttons scientifically planned menus can be
obtained, with options for dieters and fussy eaters. Though someday every Idtches may have one,

Fashion magazines can be
helpful as guides, but too often
they are not. And for the woman who believes them to be her
bible of dress, it might be well

Modern lustre: antique or fake?

he

PISCES (Feb. 19-Murch 20): For pity's sake Pisces. will you
please bang on to your wallet? AND your keys? Much is at slake.

of customer. Site wants
fashion now . . . whatever the price.

Antique world

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 211: Forget phoney excuses
on first day of week, Saj. es for as business commitments am

VIRGO (Aug 23 -Sept. 221. Phoney pollee coming your way.

Don't let it turn your head. By mid -week a converution
with one whom you respect could yield new insight to old prob-

If it's old hat, it's not

fashion. But it seem.° me that
the wholestory from the crea-

olTnezve. tri.y:u,irdobbtlgations to family will keep you from flying
Simple-minded associate may drive you to
drink before week is Over. If so. have one on Olga,

cone:nowt One in authority will we thru you. Not that this

IT USED to start as high
fashion-expensive

Tieic

fashions, or "a look." h
fashion business b built on

mcinfOlk on outings on Slim

dressed

TAKE THE herdware look,
typified by the big industrial
eipper. It's on the wane but it
was clearly ban.efic fashion
when it
ega
Now every-

there's a new breed

Mil. fashion..

According to Yunish, fins

one's buying pantsuits. Anoth-

BMussu of the bicycle crate
proper that
women could accompany their

of elegance
You 11

Styles have changed drastically in bicycles and bike fashions. Bikes for the Seventies
are built for
menimum safety as well as comfort, fun and verstility, while the styles have moved beautifully
from
Turkish trousers Mauch ensembles as the see-through gypsy look.

it was deemed

.4 touch

lf 12;')

ting which Henry Ford could

boots or shoes, a simple shirt

2224 Algonquin Re.
Meudows

s,

:What basic cos

:I so

era/4-

ness was simpler in an era dar-

America's trensportation, the
bicycle became the by of chit-

And he sure to accessorize all

4C3P4.44.'

This is what David L. Yunleis, president of Macyb binge
York, had to say about who

were called -fast."
Buts ome women broke convention and tried the new-

knit punts as mill at denim..
looking leather hells and Meek,. sashes.

:1,1,91,19L9s,t,12 rahiltptrzr-

"The business of America is
(amines," But even big busi-

When the motor ear came

dnin. But with the ban on gaso-

*.°C.P....1.9Thetkned
"
is bought by the consumer is

as Calvin Coolidge once said,

into its own as the backbone of

another convention rad wore
the costume designed by Mrs.
Anwlin Bloomer which to ibis

of these jam; with imponmt-

Fashion is big business. And

ted undopinnings -- they

And when they did, they broke

knit penis at well as dentM,

en Went on

sorstarched petticoats and Re-

such

occasionally with fringe duos
the hide,. look for jeans -styled

By Helen Hennessy

FROM BIKE riding. wom-

for their older counterpartS).
During a period when less is
mom, what could henore fun-

new pair of jea? 'Moyle

Page IT.

and ankles were seen.

her sports. and
these activities demanded new
costumes. Hence was born the

In" D oc days.
M

Buying power dictates
the 'looks' of fashion

`Crazy wheels' make fashion

Walkaway
in jeans

THE DAY
Monday, June 1,1970

may be the collector's item of
the future.

menu magic and
computer cooking is already
obtainable on Honeywell's
Model 316 "kitchen cornea,
offered through NeimanMarcus for $10,600, including
a twomeek "how-to" course
in programming skills.

Although the mini -comp.er may sound like the ultimate

in household automation, T.
Paul Bothwell, vice-president
eed general manager of Honeywell Computer Control Di-

THE

HONEYWELL
kitchen computer comains
menu of 21 differenhentrees.

Two other space-age :mph.
antes are under development
in Concept It, an eXeitlog nem
design program in futuristic
concepts by Rohm and Ham

each having a numerical code.
When an entree is selected, its

number is typed Into the jeleprinter connected to the con,
puler. Typical selections of include an appetite, two
vegetables, salad, dessert and

Co.,

al

tie 111M11111111111111

exported Mare they
cm
ported other pieces of pottery
named maiolocia purely be-

rages,

erized

counter work arm.

stove

uses

program

I

111\11111):111S
ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday Meech Month
Town Hall, tower Level
of Rendherst
Rts 12 It 83, Mt. Prospect
11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION SOc
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt Prospect
409 Hardware

253-4601
101WDTPROsnCTAVENUL
MT PROSPECT

392.0383

ONE ADMISSION

FREE
WITH THIS AD

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
4*3S Milwaukee Ave
Wheeling

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Phone 537-1000

MIME 5 FLOWERS & GIFT,
Elm and Ivemreen Ht. Prospect

259.2210

It

ANTIOLIFS ARE

"'Ylu7PrZerir "

CHERIDIEDGICIS

Antique

Wheeling

r13:Ps,

21 4

sin

Majorcan ports along with it..

THE HISPANO-Moresque
lame ware was
golden.

1110,111i.
THE RED GAVEL

greenish

YE OLD CHINA

Shoters*THE

OPEN SAP.*SUN. ONLY

121400.55 P.M.

GLASS

PEPPERMINT STICK
REST.

IOG.,

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE
Antiques, furnishings, An Objects FURNITURE, CUT
Decor Pieees

AUCTIONS

Every Wed, Eve, 7130
575 Lee t. Des Plaines
829.5020

motaiftlly 'spared
WM a Floral Arrengsmpt

'MY' HOUSE
(ANEW SHOP IN
OUR LOCAL AREA,

OPEN DAILY I 11+9:30
SUN. BY APR
DINER DROWSE

vimon, looks beyondthe sug-

with cooking instructions. The
is popped into a slot near
the oven --- roast beef, for in-

st....The olcture then up -

nested use of the computer in
the kitchen and indicates that
the concept of a computerized
household is very realistic.
"The technology is already

,,,,trpre;

,ryssion

of when and bow," he said.

..,(Luk1

Tobe says

FOR THE

10lisdi.

combined the skill of *nicn
such to Do'toh: and Gubbia
and maimed such other lustre
hues as rutty red golden yellow and a bloish mother of
pearl. It was the Italian ladle
Thal bccutne much in demand
throughout the world.
By the 19th century when
lustre mane to England. artists,
chemists and cniflemen cam.

This is the year when the snake will challenge the
leopard in the fashionmena. It seems hard to believe.
but leOpard prints have been a tenaciods favorite for
some two decades. just about a reconl fur durability in
the fickle fashion world.
Printed snakeskin is suture and new for juniermited
shirldresses in Ban -Lon nylon or Arne] jersey. making

this clingy. slithery fabric semi just that much P.
slithery ---and wicked. The tones me all tawny, golden.
end subtle ---but just . dashing as leopard ever was.
Sometimes. real snakeskin is used as an accent -an
pockets yokes, or elbow patches. usually showinsup
a ehine against a linen -like knit. And the snakebell Mai
also appears on young Messes indicates that thesnake is
about to creep into the world of accessories- too.

Sylvia's Flowers
BRING A BREATH

It's new

'ELEGANT
Pine Furniture

Right MY( if you Mat it on

OF FRESH AIR

PRIM

&was

1925 E. PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE:

650 E. CENTRAL RD.
DES PLANES
PHONE:

255-2800

296-6360

OW 5-171/3
We are not

solves. es.

"i41 -2dtle Bit"

there's Probabh; a whole new
skirts and
hitch of the,
tops in the junior and misses
tpOrlawear departments. What

Mon. ,aPEL, 9-5

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN

CALL 255-7200

PENCIL
OBIT

FEDDERS
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

ext

BTU's

$55995*

Chez getolieque

Ika's MUNI 8.10111s/

Erra...ssarzzu .

intr.:moo.. trim

Coiffures

et $15.00
On ST.50

oammo

annumattftretwoe.

Iws we morns.
ns

presents

Anthony

There are tight long-sleeved
lewd -necked tops that are

of

and

296-5110

0011

S14.014*1
coc.D%I CI%
0,141
Vie,
VA.

36,000

they're elasticized,
smocked and pubkered.

puckered all ovG the place.
Skirts with wide -sometimes very wide -elasticized

Fri, nil 9 p,rh.

AND

they have in common 0 the
fad Mal

fn - kusbues
1692 River Rd . Des Plaines

PEN

SETS

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

down 10 your favoritestOre.
509 Dundee Elgin

1316 N. Arlington Heights Road
Doily 8 to 6
CI, 5.4680

e ter

JUST

Mimeo. the

Open every day
except Mon

MANS

copper

PROM

"MAPLE MANOR"

ANTIQUES ETC ETRA

1003 V. rutPotold Rd.
Prosped Heights

or

When the Italian, began to
produce fire irridescent they

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

253.9117

OTTER DOOM JUNE 2801

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES
83 ',lin Pass
rang
of le . Greve

cause it had FIO MOM. wus not.
lustre hut was shipped through

IL

a mixer center and 0

cand

TO11.

It's the year
of the snake

A see-through refrigerator
is Concept ilb second pro-,
tobEne. featuring three Sepen:
rate refrigeration cow.
partments, Plexiglas doors. a
dispenser for hot or cold Item,

manufacturer, Their comput-

ill:Alba.. This muy be due to
the lam Mat when Mc Spanish

ready.

cards containing a picture of
the dish to be prepared along '

wine.

Each meal item is refermeal by recipe page number
tomes, five cookbooks, than

Pennsylvania plastics

a

plastic panel along with the

smocked waists. A great Loch
of dremes are those in dark Indian -type cotton prints with
puckered tops and swingy
skirts, tiny gold bail button
loop closings. short puffed,

sleeves or very cut -in shout Mrs. from Benson & Partners.
Find those in the misses sports
Wolf department.

MITCHELL'S

Glenview
now to serve you

Chez geutitique Coiffures
(1 ormerle Bogen

1417 E. Palatine Road, Arlington Heights

259-9446

JEWELER

Graduating ?
Three Steps to Beauty at

Evergreen Shopping
Center
20 S. Evergreen,

MERLE nokmon
Phan.
259-2291

coSmericS
Connilimentar y Lesson.
By
Charline Adams

1070 Mn ProspedPleacs Mr. Pietpwt.

MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine,

PHONE: 359-4868

Arlington Heights
PHONE

394-0820

Tbe Om)
Page 14

On TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

,

On

Monday,June I, 1970

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

EXPLORE

TONIGHT

C8O FORTA AND
110 WORLD, SIRE

44 Continuous

News,
Spat

6:00
Nesrs
News
News

2

5
7

t

0:23

...II

32 News

Movie

"Hang Man:.

discussed by author
Lawrence Durrell,

Western

Summer Special

town

Feu Parker and Tina

Gilliam and IM

into crisp money.
Irene Dunn, Dean
Jagger and Richard

Louise.

World Action Sing ers aeguestsinasa-

Crenw.
5 Midnight Report

lute to summer.

7

Chicago Show

9

Flash Gordon

Movie

end Gene Barry.

It Tak.allief

44 Continuous
Weather,

News,

645

Bob Philbin
6:59

26 Famous Arnett;
Famous Writers
7:00

sequences

ter

Mayberry RFD
Rerun. Andy Tay-

Berle is guest.

II DIrectees

llase de Omit"
work of contempo-

9

Inv
MAY

A Os,

It wasn't a good day yester-

day aa Northwest Suburban
bike racer competed In the
Third Annual Old Town Cr.rhino
Mike Kilfoy had the' best
moo finish, a fourth in the
Midget race. Cousin Bryan
Kilfoy was fifth in the Inter-

1:00
Perspectives

News

erim in a Is trans-

manners

Rerun. Darla
helps her son in

are h.81 on a pessimistk user
ook. You can get o truer pie.

born sculptor.
26 Toth. Acevedo

,candy -selling con-

ture if you lean on the optim

Show

test.

9

Movie

The Honey.

Mery Griffin

2

Show
5 Tonight Show

Dick

7
Show
9

Bombe
buy is menaced by a

picked up a third in the Midg-

killer leopard while
aiding an Amerimn

mediates as Glen Berg, who is

eb and a fourth in the Interseven years old, finished the
'self --mile Midget course in
1

Johnny Sheffield and
Beverly Garland.

in the Intermediate two -mils
Kilroy,

MEM I kin ahead of Bryan

1030

7

on

the

2

2

2:50

11 Thirteen Aping
File

9

Five Minutes to

Live By

Sinarday marked the opening of Adington Park Race Track
for one of its shortest meetings in recent years, 72 days. A crowd
of 29,412 witnessed 'le Vega (Reuel] past Colonitio City 541 and

Ft. Hilarious 0) to win the second leg of the Governor's Cup in

ist.

CANCER dune

22.Jul.
231-A little Burning is definite-

you do. know

a

subjec

througlily. he wise and avois
talking about it.

duly 24.Atm.

23

Learning the in's and ouis of
new topic is your hest het when
it con
to preparing for a new
project.. Seek aid;
IRGO I Aug. 24.9071. 231.
Reality noes push a little

The Des Plaines Palk District held its annum! Junior
Olympics last week. Severe/
hundred boys and girls of
gnonmar school and junior
high school age competed in
more than 50 events covering

roughly again sour ideals at
this lime. Take care. hose.,
not to push back in the ante
manner.

L IBRA diem. 24 -Oct. 231.
The vise Libra ill give accu.
rule indication of his Belings

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

motive. hold yourself in check
when it eona to temptations.

Dreams
DOWN
1 Pizarro sought 1 Fake god
ACROSS

SAGI'll %RR S tNov. 23 Dec. +-_+I-face up to the day's

'I SPRAY

problem, and you'll not have
the same one to face again to.
morrow. Let sour imagination

MYSELF WM{
'DID -WORTH CF

rule anions.

i618'ASIDOR441"

CAPRICORN i23 -

AND HE \
FALLS A-.4..EEP

11,

AT TEN!..../

14 Miss Donne
15 Less costly

16 -fieurld

ve made.the

AQI. ARILS Dan. 21.Feb.
191.1f ylai arc wise. ytiu will
make an ellen to understand
another', pon of view. Other
opinion, count a lot.
P ISCES

,Feb.

21411 arch

211.Ni:dor problems become
minor when you face them rm.

ri: is sn: d( pt ha

12 Foes

your judgment.
Don't he alarmed should von
and

discover that
wrong decision.

5 Party_

11 Model

.20655:.

Jan. 201.1.ove con warp your
vision

_0d

two

18Verne
character
19 Tidbit fora
horse

20 Narrow inlet
22 Remainder
25 Ultimate

CAPTAIN EASY

listi.11j. Y. may well have

nMMWWWMAr

hear building mountains out
of molehills.
ARIES Mlarch 22.April.
201 -Assumptions are not Very
tale today. Base your decisions

2 eRornarnr

"31C'''''ne
f"a
Before
32 Taut(prefix)

43

,

El swinibti al en t o

A8n, Ler to PAreiLotime LuaLelis

ACME I DaAL- t 51
i RAN LE F
T$
LEGAL 1...d O t E
AYE
S 0 C3 0 MM
R A gm
SEA
AR

AT :iii

oE

AMA
S N

S

RA.

5 Slender bottle
Horn
8 Issue forth
9

Mature

10 Appear
11 Same family

(S'

13 Theater sign
11 Roman road
21 To the place
22

Gold-of

the South

t-CP,'MlEt.ACOHOT RAsei

e PALER
15,,,z..
NAZARETH R 1 TA
oRs-r-ro ATOP

23 EngVlisEh R $ E4D3 A

noblem n

m:of'fici-e

44 Sc erne degree

24 Greek portico
Tabs)
26 Swerve
95 Three -banded
27 Unravelarmadillo
arm
28 Continent
96 Bulwer29 Fasting period
Lytton
31 Church seats
heroine
34 Loud -voiced 98 Gaelic
person
49
36

5'5ig1

39 Avouch
Conclusion
.African Rand 90 Arrow poi on 53 Beverage

pics with a first in the fourth

swimming and diving: tennis,

gratrode .boys'

20.8.

25 -yard backstroke heal weM
to Julie Stenstrom of Forest in
22.2. Barb Lofgren of Cumber-

klike NieClark of St. Stephdn's
was second and Don Steffen
of West third.

land was second with Kathy
Franz. of Plainfield third and
LeAnne Larocca of Terrace

was first in 17.1. Roger Opfer
of Plainfield was second, Mike
Clark of St. Stephen's third
and

Rand

Roel 'of Forest

fourth.

IN THE FIFTH grade
25 -yard freestyle, Jeff Dockins

Answers to
Hideaword.
,womitt

came
care

hare

char

herb

acre

rhea

cream hamc amber mare
crab
harm arch
march
charm beam ahem mace
camber bare ache
chore brace acer
harm bear acme
hear
beach ream

NAVE YOU Bann 1
AVE BON A SEAT BELT
FOR NATIONAL SEAT

breach race
harem bream reach

mem

maser
each

47 Sever

CAMPUS CLATTER

BELT MONTH!

REALM'S $O HE
WONT GET PORT

MAME AN AUTO
ACCMENT

NO ,,,DURING
PROFESSOR AM'S
LECTURES:

52 Locator of
enemy
Position

54 - sought
the golden
fleece
55 Paddlers of
light boats
56 Mountain

nymph
57 Appraise

again
58 Peruse

South won the sixth grade race
in 19.6. edging Sue Bowersox
of West by .4 of a second. Tina
Volker of Forest was third and

In the sixth grade WY..
LOO -yard freestyle relay -Cumberland w
in 1:16.0. The
team consison
ted of Mark Erick-

son, Ken Brad!, Bill Kemple
Howie

place went to South, third to
Plainfield and fourth to South's
'B' team.

copped the top slot

Linda Iverson and Anna Rossi. South finished second in

mate Jim Acker was third.
Fourth place was captured by
Bobby Beebee rageou

The sixth gra

race saw
Dave Garfick of West top the
field in 14.4. Second through
fourth place went to Howie

Blintz or
Swoosh

Greg
of West, and Jim

Stenstrom of Forest, rapcctivaly.

In the girls division, fourth
grade, 25 -yard freestyle,
Kathy Franz of Plainfield was

first M 16.8. Runner-up was
Barb Lofgren of Cumberland
while Robin Anderson of
South was third. Rounding out

casco of Cumberland breeze to

Stress those aspects of the situ.
anon which are good.

and will preside at tomorrow's

banquet. The new president
for the coming year is Jack
McCarthy. Tom gastable Is
vice president. Marion Plemon

the number one spot in 14.6
nudging, second place Karen
Garrick of West by .8. Third
glace whs eobbed by Nancy
Parrotte of Maple and fourth
place went to Cathy Baranaki
of Terrabe.
Sae Bowers of West won the
sixth grade race in 14,8.

Berth's Joyce Slipke was me,
old, Forest's Tina Volker
third and Rebecca Peterson of
Plainfield fourth.

In the 25 -yard b.kstroke,
boys'. sixth grade division,
Howie Blink of Cumberland
finished- first in 18.9 while
Dave Garlick of West was second. Toting the show spot was

in the
25 -yard back-

fourth grade
stroke in 20.4. Taking the runner-up slot was Barb Lofgren

of Cumberland. Third place
went to Robin Anderson
South and fourth place to Julie
Stenstrom of Forest.
The 25 -yard breaststroke,
sixth garde boys' division saw

Jim Stentstrom of Forest win
in 19.6. Dave Garfick of West
was second, Grog Saroosh
thirdand Mike Curran of

Blintz.

Second

Prospect was right behind thq:',
younger Berg in the Midgets,
Notably missing from this rani':
wm Mount Prospect's Rich ,-'

Arlington Heights' Dennis Bllertson finished lhe 35 -mile

ram but didn't claim a pr.

againtt national and state title
holders and two Olympic team

races held at the Northbrook

track will begin June M. M.
Helen Kilfoy of Arlington
secretary

for

,

the

that

the

organi.tioa

is secretary and Rollo Koehler
h treasurer.

t,

A b°"4 of Diremaa 1.-

The girls' sixth grade team
victory of their male contemporaries in 1:27.5. Making up
the four -girl squad were Dar-

lene Koontz, Cheryl Gm.,
1:29.3.

FOREST WON the fifth
grade girls relay in 1:22.9.
Cindy Sham Elsie Loom
Tina Viten. and Sue Zucca.
Maple was second in
1,35.2.

South's fourth grade em,
consisting of Karen Licher.
Terry Brooks, Robin Andes and Cindy Romano, notered a win in 1:43.9.

In the 100 -yard medley relay, sixth grade division, the
team from Forest, made up of

with St. Stephen's Jim Albers
second. Third place was cop-

Jeff

ped by Jim Acker of Forest

Zuccarini, captured the topslot

fourth went to
Chase of St. Stephen.

Mike

Dockins,

Jamm

Sp
Bob

Jim Albers and Bob
1:15.1.

IN METER diving, boys'

ON THE FOURTH grade
level, Jay Dahl of Forest no,
ched his third victory of the

fourth

Olympics
Os in 25.7. Plainfield's
Roger
turned in another
Inc performance in winding up
second while Jack Breen of
South was third. Wayne Lem

Joe Striska, also of South was
second while Greg Call of SL
Emily's was Mird. FoOrth
place went to, Chuck LaTour
of South.
Glen Rollo of Plainfield was

of South was fourth.
Sue Bowersox picked up another win, this time in the girls.
grade
backstroke, sixth
grade division, winning in 19.6.

Second place went to Tina

Rick 0 for of Plainfield and

Voelker of Forest while third

fourth place was carted off by
Cumberland's Mark Erickson.
BOB ZIJCCARIM of Forest
emerged from the. pool vic-

was bagged by Irene Polack of

toriOus M the fifth grade test in

Ann DiFrancesca turned in

194. South's Dave Kende

an excellent time of 15.0 in

Maple. Rounding out the top
quintet in the event was Darlene Koontz of Cumberland.

Al,,,,wio's Karin Baranski

in 38.5. fill Giesed of Algonwin was first in the eighth

tamped the pole position in the
girlsl seventh grade 50 -yard
freestyle, winning in 31.2. See-

In the boys' seventh grade

and and third places went to

four and one-half.
Junior swimming memo-

Kim LaRocca of Algonquin
and Pat Sipple of Chippewa

passed the junior high school

50 -yard freestyle, Bob Nathey
of Algonquin was first in 34.5.
Jerry James of Chippewa was

grades,

second and teammate Mark

IN BOYS

grade

seventh

50 -yard butterfly, Kevin Stotts
of Algonquin was first in 36.7.
Schoolmate Doug Benton was

grade race in 14.0.

Yaskey third.

GLEN DAHLIIKEofAlgongain
0110

captured the number
position in the eighth
race,

kicking out the

On the eighth grade level: - . jams to finish 28.9. Ern
0101
Bill Kopke oftmmanuel Lo- Loska of Algonquin
therm was first in 33.3. The second and Immanuel Luthergirls seventh grade talist was en's NI Kopko third.

respectively.

riders who would like to try
their hand at bike racing. A1-5
though competitors must belong to the American Bicycle
and pay a small fee,the

Le

dudes Jew Derrick, Rith
,
a
club h. a num.
Norrbrook
Didernbur& Ede N.B.., Ian ter Cl bicycles which they
Ryder and Frcd Fast.

would let new riders train on.
The Northbrook track is used
for raining
Monday nights

and

One interest in bike racing has

picked up considerably in rc
cent years and says that the
Northbrook club has almost

50 -yard backstroke winner
was Brad Bonnivier of Alper

quin in 38.2. Runnerup was
Bob MathY, also Of Algonquin.
Scott Evans was third.

douT'dr."ConraebtTehr'Patit2;r-

0974 cfaor further information
about bike racing.

Augustana
graduation

Glen Dahlbke of Algonquin
added another ',tido to his list'

by winning the eighth grade
SHELLE CIESEL of Algonin the eighth
grade race, winning in 34 sec-

in 35,5.Ronald W.

contest

backstroke

quin was first

Sally Siben of Algonquin copped first gland in the seventh

ands flat..Therese Socha of

grade girls' race in 48.7. Nancy
Franklin gave Algonquin a

Chippewa was second and Sc.
ma Spiegler of Algonquin
third.

clean sweep in the event by
wianing the eighth grade heat
in 36.0. The runner-up was

The boys

seventh

Algonquin.

grade

lighted.

MRS. K1LFOY says that

-

Poppenhagen.

,

2128 Cherry Hill, Arlington.
Heights and Michael E. Se,
erns, Ill Basswood Dr., Elk
Grove Village, are among 324,
seniors at Augustana College.
Rock Island, Ill., who received
reared
al

the

110th

mencement convocation. May
24.

Last signup for midget football

from Cumberland matched the

South fourth.
The fifth grade race hod
Dave Kamin's 21.1 winning

and

Jean McNulty of St Stephen's

seagrade

KAREN GARFICE of West
was first in the fifth grade race
'in 19.1. Seconckplace went to
Kathy Baranski of Terrace.
Nancy Perrone of Maple was
third and Terry Sullivan of
Terrace founh.
Donna Watson of Plainfield

(var.)

difficulty
presently experiencing making friends should soon pork

Spring Sports Awards Banquet
to be held at the school tomow
rimy evening et 6.45,

°flats was ..1Letcd May gb

Elsie Lopes of Forest was
the fifth grade champ, noting
six points. Gwen Anderson
copped the number one spot
the sixth grade level with a

fourth.

fourth.

font` not on what you pre 311 -The

in the
girls' division, Joyce Slipke of

13.1. Forest's Bob Zuccarini
came in second while school-

on what you know to be the

37 Clamor
38 Plates, for
example
40 Outer garment
41 Double curve
42 Australian
ostrich
44 Principal

In the same event

of West came out on top in

THE FIFTH grade 25 -yard
freestyle saw Annette DiFran-

11 -May
you are

His time was

back -

THE FOURTH grade girls'

and

35 Taro root

TAIRLS lApril

lac.

25 -yard

Kathy Baranski.

Becky Peterson of Plainfield

33 Uneven, as

SUM.

Maple's Nancy Perrone took
the runner-up slot. Third
were
and
fourth
places

the areas of track and field,

Jotop quartet was Sue Sullivan of Terrace.

Win away

winnine the fifth mode rwe.

filled by Karen Garlick a.

division, Jay Dahl of Forest

THE BORN LOSER

races bemuse of the large number of entries. (Piton. by Linda
Hamilton)

Loska was fourth,
Jay Dahl of Forest captured
his second medal of the Olym-

In midget swimming, in the
25.yurd freestyle, fourth grade

wise. friends sill not read rnu
right.
tOcr. 24 -Nov.
221.Cioodness is not entirely.
relative. Regardless of in.

gave Zucearini a run for his
money, finiebing second and
as followed by Jeff Docking of West. Central's Andy

gymnastics and wrestling.

without further del.. OtherSCORPIO

the Memorial Day opener. The first split of the race was WON lar
King of the Castle. The field had 'to be divided into two sepanste

71a HL
Huh School
Booster Club would like to
remind its members of the

A nett slam of Booster Glob

Des Plaines sports winners -listed

EEK & MEEK

ly a dangerous thins radar. I

.

Little Mike Kilfoy of Mount::

would welcome any interested .

Meditation
t4

Joan Le.,

wasn't able to shift while going
uphill, losing precious time. .

says

Late Report

lent

from police in rouslog gangster caper.
With Ida Lupino and

'

Northbrook bike racing club,

1.40

a killer with s soft

final cone
age group.

Bryan had gear trouble and

banquet tomorrow
Huskie1Heights,

Reflections

Sierra"
"High
Humphrey Bogart is

that

in

third.
'member.
His brother Greg was fourth
The weekly Thursday night

Caveat

Movie

petition

Vehe, who was stung by a bed

fibu actress searching for her husband.

10:30

who raced his

A BROTHER team, for-- and unable to race.
merly of Arlington Heights,
IN THE SENIOR Division,

Leopard"
the jungle

of the News

32

mediates.

1:25

House."

heart
2 Doris Day Show

Editorial

"The Langdon
26 A Black's View

Cordoba,
suaessful
artist of the bullring.
32 Big Valley

9

II Antiques VII

'The Smugglers.An American woman
innocently hecomes involved with
gang of European

from

rough stone to
ished art by en 84y ea cold Spanieh-

10:00
News
News.

2
5

1 . News

min'sl

Shows creation of a

GENIINI May 22-Junc 21
Disregard those views whici

Bike racers place
in Old Town meet

It

12:55
News

9

berry with his family.
5 Movie

dor." A film portrait

Choice

SOME CHANCE FOR THE
PARKING METER?

1,

Friends

New

II Fact of the Mat.

Ira reams to May-

.

rary sculpture

1970

Some of My B.

5

State of Mind:.

Shirley Booth, Carol
Lynley and Michael
J. Pollard.
11 NET Journal
Rerun.
"Mato-

Re run. Milton

COULD YOU LET ME HAVE

Now

contraband.

Rowan and Marlin's Laugh4n
5

for Ise.rie5

June I,

12:30

"Palestine,

8:00

is featured.

BUGS BUNNY

9:30

II It's a Dog's Life
'Family Ties."
32 Truth or Con,

2

Sports

Your
Horoscope

Monday,

12:25

Sports

7

Page 15

mod

A film trip to Italy

26

liege A blossoming

Rawls.

Lou

J

covers backyard go-

Jeannie C. Riley, Stu

Seas

BACK IN YOUR CHAIR, MRS.

Frain usher set Arlington Park, and while the featured eighth race
was being run at the Saturday opening of the park, he dutifully
watched over the activites of the crowd.

t Grows on
Trees." A wife dis4

Mined by the law,

Rerun. The Blue;
Blue Danube."
26 Today's Racing

WILLING:AM-MX MIGHT
BREAK A HIP!

track this summer. Ohman, of Arlington Heights, 6 an AMY

11:35

Oral Robe.

32

de-

With Barry Sullivan

Lands

Cell -John Oilman, a hurdler for the Arlington High School -

1240

Robert Wagner is a
US. Marshal who
must buck the entire

Guns..
Barbara Stanwyck is
a lady outlaw leader
in old Arizona who is

Welcome telt
Rerun.
''Native

- 32 Of

,ften.-IMMLWa

77'4

track team during the spring, is watching over a different type of

Perry Moon
II Rook Bent
"Nunquam"

'Forty

My Wald and

7

dl Harvey

P

Angeles to San Fran -

9

Girl."
5

32

Comments

ed for murder. With

Rerun.

11:30

Rerun. Guests in-

elude Donald

fending a man want-

26 Quiz

2

Show

°Connor and Nan; hired Sr drive ary.
nner from Lai
7

11 TV College
Literature.

6:30
Gunsmoke

"The Widower."
32 The Prisoner

Burnett

9

6:15

r0,1vJEtt,sorA

Carol

2

Here's Lucy
Rerun. The family

2

Mike Douglas
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

1'4

Weather,
7,30

9

MWO

1.111

Arlington Park opens
for 72 racing days

1

first
place went to Jack Breen of
South with a six.and-a-helf.
grade

division,

Mc Mount Prospect MidgFootball Association will
hold its final registration on
Saturdm, at the Mount haspect Country Club from to
et

m. to 2 p.m.

Le took
took

the

girls

fourth

grade diving title with a six
while Teri Brooks of South
was seCond. Marianne Hein of
Forest fmisbed third.

in an one of two Saturdays,

expansion of the league with

sions will start shortly there-

the addition of a sixth system the Lions - has made it neces-

after and the league will begin
Play On Monday (Labor Day),
Sept. 7.and
continue for
seven consecutive
Sundays

All boys living in the Villah
of Mount Prospect or in the

sary for all senior players to

Mounl Prospect Park District

purchase their football pa.

eligible. providing they are
grade school students between

now on. New and osed
pants will be available for ale
at this registration with return.
Mg seniors and would-bmen-

the ages of 8 and 14. Dec. I.
1970 is the controlling date for
age (a boy who will
8 on or
before Dec. I, 1970 is classified as an 8

July 25or Aug. 8 at the Mount

theough Oct. 25. This will be
followed by the annual pag-

Prospect Country Club from

able et the sign-up date. Pros
w aive cheerleader mothers

eant and 011910 games.

and girls can call Mrs. Carol

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Practice ses-

ALL GIRL cheer leaders.
ages 8 through 14, are re-

Hopp - President of the Wom-

All boys who did not play in
1969 must be accompanied by

vide

their parent(s) on registration
day and must bring their birth
certificate as proof of age.

ment as in the past except for

all of their own equip-

Pmeims.s.

Bill Zadel. a 1961 graduate
of Prospect High School, will
he the gu.t school'spmrow
night at that hool Sprim
Sports' Awards Banquet sooneared by the Booster Clot.

'Lade! played football and.

All boys will have to weigh

Palatine Park District
soccer teams in tourney
The intermediate and midget teams of the Palatine Park

District Soccer program will
be engaged in finals of the

urday dt the Northbrook field.
Jim
Kinsella and Rill
Hughes head dp the park district sponsored activity which
started last fall and has gained

much popularity in

Mort

existence.

rm. TEAMS nudge

the intermediate confereMe in
which Palatine placed second:
Northbrook, Menomonee Boys
Club of Chicago, Morton
Grove and Palatine. In the
midget division, Morton
G r o v e , Menomonee Boys
Club of Chicago, Northbrook,
Skokie, Northwest Kickers
and Palatine compose the six-

squ ad league. Palatine

snatched the third place trophy during the regular'season
competition.
Hughes, coach of the Pala-

,* club, mid,

.very eon-

quested to also register this

Saturday. Registration will
con $4 fee each gid and an additional 52 for ear.h sister, pay-

en's Auxiliary (phone: 39253771 or Mrs. Lynne Bennett
Events

Director of Special

(phone: -3924619) for additional information.

All-American to speak

ors having first choice.
Parents are encormaged

brim helmets, shoulder pads,
pants and league authorized
football shoo no longer being
for sale to juniors and
bantam players who must pro-,

creed.ya)

Registration fee is 514 for
the first boy in the family plus
for each additional brother.

with on the fifth grade level "Stanley Cup" Championships
with a 3.5. Greg Sy
of of the North Suburban Young.
West look
viCtory on the men's 'Soccer League this Sat-

sixth grade level with a 14.5.
Steve Gall was second and
Will Richards third.

ALL BONN are assigned to
teams un the basis of age and
weight in one of three division,
bantam, junior or senior. The

fident that we will bring home
two cups after Saturday'.
san.

I'm happy with the

basketball for Prospect, play.
log with the number -two rankcd high
dolinghbebal team
in the state dur
the 1960-61
mason under coach Dick Kittsemen.

UPON
GRADUATION, din:duty,
Zadel, 'entered the United
Tomorrow's banquel will
WeanStles
Military Academy at start at 6:45 in the cafeteria.
Point.

e

earning

All-

Bob's Market was leading
the Greenbrier I4 -inch softball league as of last week

my expectations and I'm real
proud of them."

years, are involved.

and

136

boys

aged

6.12

spend much time into making
this program a success said

Bob's Market defeated Meyer Bros. Dairy, 8-3, last week
while second -place Bernaloh
Restaurant was pasting North -

they would like to express their

d. Pharmacy, 18-6.

thanks to the park district officials, to the boys who partici-

talks

and

Bob's Market in lead
with 10 points. Eight hewn

Both of these men who hme

The after -dinner

Amicrean honors as a fourth- awards presentations will be
year linemm on the football held in the Little Theater.

so far
this year; they have surpassed

s performances

team
Now working for the Quaka Oats Co., gadel has spent a
tour of duly With the marines
oversees and was a Marine
CorpG rscrititcr in the Chicago
arca upon his return from ac -

took

pated and especially to the parents for all of their help

steam out of Park -it Market,

through out thie IMOD.

23-14, and Meyer -Bros. laced

Insurance

day night and ors. Thursday.
Martinque Coiffures whipped I
last -pine Nelson Realtors. 23.
The

the

team

standings

find .1

Barnaby's.

Meyer].

Bros.. Northgate, Martinique:
and Reisler tied For second:
with six points, Park -it Market:

seventh with four pointand,
Nelson's scoreless in last,

",

T.
-

i

.

1

B ob's Market M first with 10
points,

IN OTHER league games,
Beisler

Park -it Market, 17-12,
The league leaders absorbed
a less at the hands of field
insurance, 17-16 on Wednes-

THE DAY.

Page16
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The Mount Prospect High School Band was among many in the MOunt Prospect Memorial Day Parade Saturday.

.

Tim Rosenow, 3, of 47 Judith Ann, Mount Prospect, demonstrates his support
for the Mount
Prospect Memorial Day Parade.

Members of the Lakota Princess Tribe, sponsored by the Northwest Suburban YMCA, and
their chief and medicine man, were among the groups who marched in the Mount
Prospect Memorial Day Parade.

The VFW Post 1337. Firing Squad fired a salute to those servicemen whohave died for our country. The service was held at
Lion's Park after the Memorial Day Parade.

Pahick Fitzgerald, 547 E. Lincoln, Mount Piospect, and his 7.month old daughter, Diane, were

among the spectators watching the parade:

ai 1tr &N

1.74----W VI' [919

WEATHER

ve

Tonight: Fair and cooler,

low near 50. Tomorrow:

aw,

Fair, pleasant, high In 70s.

Telephone

dAdwi v`vvc-

255-4400
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6 feet of water in some houses

2% -inch ra. soa
HE SAID the only village
streets closed off were in the
Cedar Glen subdivision off of

as fast," Mrs. Bentley said.
"It's starting to go down and
has drained off considerably,"

Algonquin Rd., where a dozen
were among the areas hardest houses and two apartment
hjt by flooding last night and buildings have been flooded.
early this morning, after heavy
rains brought more than 21/2
Mrs. Fred L. Miller, 505 N.
inches of water down on the Yale, Arlington Heights, said
Northwest suburbs in the past ,!ter street was flooded with 18

she said this morning. "We

By Bob Casey

.

.

Arlington Heights, Mount
Prospect and Prospect Heights

24 hours.

inches to 2 feet of water last
As the waters receded this night and this morning.
morning, residents with "This is a repeated condition
flooded basements alf streets that we've had for the past 17
started to clean up ter the years," Mrs. Miller said this
storm, which left up to six feet morning.
of water in some homes. Many
"We had a good scare last
water-logged Northwest sub- Friday with the rain, but last
urbanites told The Day the night there was no control any
flood was as bad or worse than place," she said.
the deluge that hit the area afDespite the fact that her
ter heavy rains in 1967.
house and many others on the
In Arlington Heights, public street are equipped with sump
works crews were busy this pump, flood gate control and
morning pumping out base- overhead plumbing, Mrs. Miller said, flooded basements
ments throughout the village..
; - "We've got flooding all over
were common.
town," said Public Works DiAs usual, Prospect Heights
rector Gene Willroth this probably got the worst of the
morning. "This is the first time deluge.
in the six years that I have
Mrs. George Bentley, 18 N.
been here that it's been this Wildwood, said her house had
general. Welve got flooded three feet of water in the family
basements in the southwest room, laundry room and downpart of town, in Surrey Ridge stairs bathroom this morning.
'

1'

and Surrey Ridge West, and
Berkley Square and North -

"IT CAME up very slowly

started to
point subdivisions.
come into our family room,"
"We've just got to wait and she said. "It started to go down
hope the rain stops." be said. and drain out when the rain
"We're pumping out all the stopped and then all of a sudbasements that we can right den about 3 o'clock this mornnow."
ing it just gushed in -a good
"There was a pretty high in- three feet of water."
tensity in this rain" said Will"Three years ago we had a
roth. "Right around midnight flood and it was bad but it
last night it really came down seemed like it was worse this
hard."
time because it didn't go down
last night and then

only have about 30 inches left
in our lower level."

Mrs. Bentley said flooding
problems in areas drained by
McDonald Creek have been
aggravated by a block culvert
under the Soo Line tracks between Rt. 83 and Wolf Rd.
David Creamer, Mount

Prospect, director of public
works, this morning said
flooded roads include the intersection of Linneman and 'Golf
and Lincoln and Meier Rds.

"It's up all over the place
and it's probably going to be
like this for the next two or
three days," Creamer said.
EXPLAINING why the flood
has been getting worse despite

a letup in the rain, Creamer
said, "When the interceptor
sewers back up, they back up
into the distribution system

and the water seeks its own
level. Then it starts going into
people's basements."
State, police reported flooding on Dundee Rd. near
Wheeling and Rt. 83 in Prospect Heights this morning.
Also flooded were Hintz Rd.
in the Arlington Heights area,
Rt. 53 near Golf Rd. in Rolling
Meadows, and Algonquin Rd.
near Hoffman Estates, police

Unable to get to school because of flooding, John, Dan and Steve Ludwigsen take a
boat ride in the 400 block of Dorset in Prospect Heights. Water completely covered

1405! 5 TILE 'CIAT

IZ=Ct=irE, 31

Gripe
Of The
Day
I'm the mother of the
groom and all my out of

en homes were flooded out in

town relatives expect to stay
at my house.
S.E.

Salt Creek. Many houses had
up to two feet of water in their
basements, one resident said.

J.*
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Industrial unit reviews program
By Ben Clarke
Members of the Mount
Prospect Industrial Development and Economic Commission last night reviewed material

covered at a meeting of

merchants and businessmen
last month to determine the di.,

Commission
Chairman
George Flaherty said that the

purpose of last night's meeting,

was to summarize the consensus of May meeting.

This would be the basis for
further study by the commis-

sion, so that definite recommendations for study by the

rection that the development Village Board may be formuof downtown Mount Prospect lated by the commission at its
should follow.

next meeting June 15.

New ways to solve

Catholic school money
problems to be discussed
,

Parish school board members, pastors. and principals

from
the Chicago Archdiocese
will meet later this week to discu$s the financial problems of
'Catholic schools and possible
,

directions their actions may
take.

is, the decision the

Catholic' School Board

looked at

by

the Catholic

school board:
I. Closing of Catholic grade

schools for October and September.

II. Massive shared time programs with public school districts.

III. Closing of some grade

,reached in executive session

levels in all grade schools.
"These are some of the pos-

Monday night.

sible directions we can go,"

The giant meeting, which

may be attended by more than

POOpeople, will be held as
soon as place and time can be
'arranged - possibly Friday
night..Those who are to attend
'will be notified by the Archdiocese.

..After the large meeting, regional meetings may be held in

the Archdiocese to further involve people in decision -making before a final step
is taken.
Still under consideration are
three alternatives previously

said Mrs. John Langdon, Catholic school board member.
"We are convinced that the
parish school boards do feel a
sense of unity about our problem."

The Catholic school board
heads

a school

system

in-

volving nearly 300,000 pupils
in

Chicago, suburban Cook

County, and Lake County.

Catholic schools are in financial difficulty because the
Illinois

Legislature

rejected

proppsals for state aid to nonpublic schools.

' t'W.Mof

stomas\
=
Whether or not you like air conditioning, It's got rid of paper

aEr

.

findings individually during

the next two weeks, Flaherty

ping.

said, and arrive at general
agreement for recommendations.
Commission members in

addition to Flaherty were William .1. Busse and William J.

Vandeven, who recently replaced "Bud" S. Himebaugh
on the commission. Absent
were Arthur Laudenklos and
Earle G. Miller.
Some suggested topics pro-'
posed by Flaherty and the other members were: foremost,
downtown parking; and sonic
type of new zoning district for
the downtown area that would
strike a compromise on building height limits, probably
about five or six stories.

The point was made by Flathat with downtown
acreage at a premium, (values
herty

are estimated at upwards of
$180,000 an acre), any builders would probably have to be
allowed a five or six story

building height, in order to realize a profit on their investment.
Downtown parking suf-

ficient for employes of businesses and customers of retail
and service establishments is,

and has been, considered almost a mandatory condition if
business in the downtown area
is to flourish.
mittee budget meeting, Village
Board Trustee George Reiter,
while the village's parking meter system was being discussed,

ation.
Reiter pointed out that it did

not seem feasible to continue

"to spreud out" on parking
lots, from an esthetic as well as
a financial viewpoint.

Possible suggestions made
last night were an annual stick-

.... - -

.

, :-..

_

anr.

Whether this could be appli-

near the Chicago and North
Western Railway station was
questioned as possibly being in
conflict with policy already set

between the railroad and the
village administration.
Busse, asked by Vandeven
what type of downtown he envisioned "five or ten years
from now," said he saw a retail

area, with some office buildings.

Busse said that some of the
businessmen at the commis-

sion's May meeting had termed the zoning requirements as
too stringent to bring businesses
to the downtown area.

He suggested that a change
in the two-story or 34 -foot
maximum (to the outside top
of buildings) height of buildings, and a lowering of setback
and sideyrird requirements
would help attract business
building.
Better lighting of downtown

Traffic is backed up for miles at Hintz Rd. and Route 83 because
of high water caused by heavy rain early this morning. Motorists,

Flaherty said that should
better lighting be included in
the commission's recommen-

By Ben Clarke

As trucking association officials and union representatives continue wage negotiations in the seven -weeks -old
truck strike, the "little men,"
whose wages are a key issue in
the dispute, (drivers office

workers; and dockmen) were
feeling the financial pressure
more and more.

The truck strike, which in

ficially went on strike when
union membership strike votes
were taken a week later.

NATIONALLY,

union -

bright

lighting

"like

Sleet" the result.
One item about

Heights couple who have been
missing since they left a cocktail party at the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel on May 14.
Since the disappearance of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Andrews,
both 62, of 738 S. Vail, Arling-

Rush

ton Heights, police have not

which

uncovered a single clue.
Police said all they can, do is

agreement of merchants and
businessmen downtown was

fee for Mount Prospect residents, in certain lots, so that

unanimous(. said Busse, was
"no one-way streets."

check and double-check everything in the hope of finding
a clue they may have missed.

"There wasn't much, to go

management agreement was
reached with an hourly wage
'package proposal that would
bring truck drivers an increase
of $1.10 an hours, during the

next three years.

Most drivers, with the exception of certain long haul
drivers who receive a higher
(Continued on page 2)

Administrative staff cuts
'in the works' for Dist. 59
There are, signs that Elk
Grove Dist. 59 may be trim-

resigned Monday to take a po-

ming its adminstratively-heavy
staff rolls.
Richard Vlasak, assistant

University.

superintendent for personnel.

Police to double check
river, lake for Andrews

Arlington Heights and Chifor state aid, which generally
amounts to 50 per cent of the cago police said yesterday that
cost, or the alternative'of "go- they are going to double-check
ing it alone," would be an im- the Chicago River and Lake
Michigan for an Arlington
portant consideration.

He said that he understood
there were recent instances in
which a community accepted.
state aid, and then found that
the "suggestions" of the state
became requirements, with too

because they had to move cautiously through the intersection, were
late getting to their destinations.

'Little men' feeling pressure
as truck strike (fl continues

the Chicago metropolitan area
members of three
streets, and particularly along involves
unions,
began
after union conNorthwest Hwy. was distracts expired March 31.
cussed. Vandeven noted that,
Many companies locked out
if only from a safety standpoint, such lighting may be a their drivers, most of whom ofreal necessity.

er plus payment of a meter

tti

,t,...

-.......-7,,.

t.,14.

cable for commuter parking

suggested that perhaps tiered
parking lots was the answer to

...,.........,-

-

dations, the course of applying

At a March 9 finance com-

-

- -...i.::-.7.--", tr.,4--t"-

residents could he assured a
preference in obtaining a parking space for downtown shop-

the downtown parking situ-

SIMON

.weights.

Commission members are
to review those summarized

wow. I."AI

said.
In Palatine, more than a doz-

the Winston Park area near

the street and flooded lawns halfway up to homes in the area.

on," said an Arlington Heights
detective, "all we can do is
wait for something to break."

sition with Northern Illinois
Acting Supt. Al Waltman
said that he will not fill the post
during the month he has left in
the head man's post.

THE NEWEST Dist. 59
principal, Ernest C. Bonhivert
of Frost School in Mount
Prospect, is apparently being
let go.

Waltman would say only
that such a shift "is in the

works." But he has scheduled
meetings with Frost parents,
teachers and parents who have
heard of the pending shift.
morning to talk to Police Chief
The men who will be princiL.W. Calderwood and his de- pals next year have been of
tectives. Police did not reveal fered their contracts. Bonhithe reason for the visit, but vert was notified in March that
strongly indicated it was in re- he would not be among them.
gard to the Andrews couple.
The FBI has circulated
RICHARD HESS, board
copies of the Andrews' finger- president, said he preferred
prints, according to Arlington not to comment when asked
Heights police, who could not who would will take Bonhisay where the FBI obtained the vert's place next year.

The Day learned yesterday
that an FBI agent planned to
be in Arlington Heights this

prints.

Bonhivert, who has 10 years,

of administrative experience,
was, named to the Frost post in
February, 1969. He has no
tenure in this district.
Apparently he is being let go

on the "last hired, first fired"
principle, though The Day has
learned that he was officially
told

that return of Dist.

59

teachers now on sabbatical necessitated the step.
BONHIVERT last spring
drew sharp criticism from referenda opponent Joseph Steckel..

Mount Prospect. Sleeker

said he sent home pro -referenda leaflets with children in violation of the state codes.
Vlasak, who joined Dist. 59
(Continued on page 2)
.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park
District, - 600 SeeGwun
Av.; 8 p.m.

TIIE DAY
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New Dist. 57 boundaries
mean transfers for 70

Tuesday June? 1970

en' feellng pressure
as tr ek strike (?) contin es
`Little

hound., kw the

1970 71
school +s tr that inshab. .

Ir

(Connmad from Pact II
rah- ram SS 10 sit hour now

Maeda of the board s adminrs

Liston

rinser this would num an in
5104 to S.20$

locked out or struck

was informed bt a keel offim
hot ha was out of lush It his

The unemployment com-

such employes an annual sala-

pensation board% downtown
Chkago office, said a spokesman. has received mplications
fro benefits from "several

510.816 as compared

th the present 08,5213.

METROPOLITAN

FOR

gosurnment food thumps

efits.

ly increase of 5'_ 706 -giving

Chicago arca union nbers.

thousand truck drivers," ad-

fed by Local., 775 and
of the
International

had been paid WI to any of

tape
710

BrOtherhood

of

these applicants.

Teamsters.

Miners Union, and indepen51.10..an-

dent. the national

THE SIX NIEDERT employes were presumably main-

them vigil to prevent

taining

hour incrase was not enough.

he possibility of any trucks

He baseeven been successful

in signing up a number of corn.
pain on thrse terms.

FENNER WAS joined in
his demands by Louis F. Wick.
chief negotiator for Local 705,

and William 10,C, secretary treasurer and negotiations nep.
reseal:olive
for
the
truk
loader and long distance haul-

driven by nem-union members
entering the Nieden firms
grounds past their camper trailers.
However. the Niedert Yard
was downed and no trucks en-

tered the grounds eluting the

45 nth.. that The Day re palter WaS MOO,.

One driver with more than
20 years se ova,: said. "I would

ers of Local 510.
lore.
asked why the
three Chicago area unions de -

jetil OS soonstrike was over

mended more, said 'Historicaly we've always negotiated

this buck.?

our OW11 C01 -111,1C1.-

Meanwhile, as contract ne
gotiations inch along, the individual union members. with
fen( exceptions, ar, finding

that seven weeks of no work
has brought then, close to financial disaster.

tomorrow. Ives seen MO mam
strikes. and we'll never make

You know the only ones
who make money during a
strike like this?" queried an-

other

"rod -timer." "The
union ngents. hoot WIA" he
we
said, ansring
his collegial,.
- ONE OF THF. DRIVERS
said son, members of Lamil

hour." a talk with six nonh.
wat aburban anal drivers of

ing from the Pioneer

Park

storage room at 500S. Ferman.

near the en-

lice the burglars entered the

trance of Nioden hlotor per
7377 S. Mount Prospect
Des Plaine,
They have been drivers for

Rd.,

Nkdert for varying periods of
service. some nien mow than
20 years.

THEY SAID THAT the
weekly benefit the union was
paying them was 515 a week.
scheduled to go up the following weeli flan week) to 525 per
union member per week.
None of the men was drawing
unemployment
compensation and it was likely

able none or them would be
able to receive such benefits
for unemployment at any roue
during the strike.
Mrs.

Lillian O'Connor, a

deputy with the Illinois Hnem.
woement Board, said that it
state

being decided in downIllinois. where drivers

have already returned to work,
whether there is to be a difference in treatment for those

dee. Arlington Heights.
Donald Johns
building
Heiman for the Arlington
Heights Park District. old po-

Charles

Hodlmair. Elk

Groin Township assessor has
announced that property own who have GiestiOnS about
JRCCS5111.1 of their properties.

can get first hand information
from assessment experts on
June 4. 5 and
On these dates. Mere will ha

employers.

suhation.

$35 stolen
from shop

out from Chicago for the com
Tan Nlobile hours are from

9 a.m.-t p.m. on June and
and 9 thm.-2 patient n.

cash register yesterday afterMount Prospect after they dh
vend the employe, attention
by dropping seal, money after
making

purchase.

The eploye told

Pollee

that the three Nectar. walked
into Ilse store, split up. and
tried to gel her mixed upaskins a lot ot questions.
One of the men made a pur-

chase, police said. and then
purposely dropped his change
in order for his other two accomplices to empty the cash
register while the employe
helped pick up the change.

Obituaries

A -Havel the h cold" show
today at Headhunt

began

Shopping Center and is sched-

uirsi to continue through Sunday.

The show will be oriented to
one geographical region each
day. Today the highlighted lo-

cale woo the Carribbcan. In
succession for the 1,1 of she
show will be India and Japan.
Hawaii. Mexico and South
America and Europe.

Des Plaines.

argued

Survivors are two children.
Coyle of Glenview and -Anita

step.

Prospect.

and nine grandchildren.

NocomsfullY

loft the

Mr, Zones proposed. her
resolution after another me,
more mildly worded, was roc-

Visitation will be until 10 ommended by School-Comtonight at Friedrichs Funeral
Home in Mount Prospect. Funeral Mass will be said tom°,

munity

Council

spokesman

'

Mrs. Virginia Behn, 2209
Goebert

in Ariington
Heights. was named "precinct
Rd.

times go begging for lack of
workers wining to drive long

captain of the year" Monday

distances to work.
The Niedert drivers seemed
to feel that she strike was hurt-

Republican Organization_
Presenting NIrs. Behn and
others honored wen: presented

ing them more than their em-

ployers. staling Mat his firm
and other trucking companies
have lease agree menis with

large

companies

whereby the trucking com.
co'
pony furnishes the trucks. and
the leasing firm the union drivSo. according to the striking

game room that leads into the
supply room through the outside door of the womep's rest

...in

by the Elk Gond Township

awards by Carl R. Hansen of
Mount PrOsPect. Elk Grew
Township Republican committee an.
M rs.m Hahn is precinct captain in Precinct 42 in Elk

Grove Township. She registered a larger precentage of
new members than any other
precinct captain.

Hansen congratulated hIrs.

Cathy Ward of Des Plaines
who served as chairman of the

attempt to gain entry

Bad shocks
common
on autos

of the pile of supplies that

The results of the Mount
Prospect Chamber of Com-

blocked thc window the
were trying to get

merce
vehick safely-checli
conducted Alay 2-3, showed

soldbon

."lats

in.

Johns.

that the Bern most often found

defective were the shock alh

Wins award
for citizenship

sorbers.

' Tom Johnson. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Johnson Jr..

Of the 413 cars inspected.
179 or 43.3 per cent had bad
shock absorbers. Wheel slip..
meet problems followed' with
31.9 of the total cited for bad

903 S. Waverly. ?doom Pr.
cwt. bas teen awarded the

alignment.

Wood Citizenship Award

el

considerable per centage of de -

Culver -Stockton College, Con-

fens were: steering and sus.

Boy, 5, hurt
in collision

A

Arlington
Heighb boy was injured yesterday in a rsowar accident on
Northwest Hwy, west of Dryden St.. Arlington Heights.
5 -year -old

Beginning -Wednesday. per-

orohnces representative of
the region will be given at 3
and 7 pm.. including the -blo-

rimha Chiapas." Chha fee term will be a mock-up of the
new Continental 747. which
will be displayed and explained by a Continental Airlines representatives.

A maker of Dutch wooden
shoes will demonstrate his
shoo -carving craft all day Saturday.

-You car, teach under
these conditions." Mrs. Zanca
said in exasperaticnt after another jet rokr forced her to rc.

1970 Elk Grose Township Re.
public -an membership drive.

WILLIAM
SCHNECK,
340 W. Norm. Court, Des
Plaines, was given a special
award for outstanding accomplishment in the membership
drive. Schneck, Deputy Committeeman

of

Des

Maple Drive. Mount Prospect.

ptain of Precinct 51, and

depot y committeeman of
kitten! Prospect South, was
named the top deputy committeeman. His arca turned in
the largest percentage of non
members.

The top precinct captains in
over-all percentages in each
arca were Warren MeGovney,
1319S. Sec Gwun, Mount Pros-

pect South; Virginia Schmitt,
1720

Estates

Drive, Mount
Prospect West; Esther Busse,

117 E School, Mount Prospect East: Marvel Jacobson,
1203 Dover Lane, Elk Grove

Village West, William Van-

Council has already gone On

record against the aiiport a.
pension- "

'

a spial award for signing up
ncw sustaining members. 5.1ernbers increase their
opportunity to bring good gov-

ernmet to their community
be bettenr

knowledge of govern-

mental and political activities," said Hansen. They can
become well informed through
newsletters and by attendance
at monthly meeting."
"The members can work in
their neighborhood, if they desire. becoming a precinct captain. a black worker, telephoning voters etc, or they

noise

Noise pollution' shpuld be
curtailed 24 hours a day and
particularly during school
hours, she declared.

Ihu

ths an,

not of Wa ho fr oil and nonh

CM. a new precinct captain.

en us

Fairview will be provided

Arlingon,prmpecl, Hersey,

education classes arc moved to

Wheeling, Elk Grove awl For -

the facility being constmeted
hy the Northwest Educational

of Ylew high wheals in Dis-

of to,

classes to another school in the

B.° dl.'re'has Pnlm..°18d;

Cooperative.
The board has already made

district.

sauerkraut, buttered corn. Sal -

and Plum Grove Rd. at 12:07
a.m. this morning. according

in Hoffman Estates, Scam.
bag and Elk Grove Village.

VLASAK REPORTEDLY

pie,

their three children live at 16
S, Maple Lb. Prospect

The residence of Mr. and
hcd with country antiques
.%°"1:H1.7mra"""7..,

Lig:
has ah ac Iii. antique wood

MacArthur, Muir, Ross god
Sullivan schools in District 23.
Spaghetti. french swsoned.
bread. surshine salad. Mail or
the day.eofec cake, nvillt,

vent

"'"' an '"

.and

home benefits the Galena His -l a sogic

seekers, in

1150. left a treasure, for this house is boated

with full view of Pilot Knob

carousal latar lobe placed Ina

park fashtmcd after the
mous Tivoli of Mom irk
lob horn, is an old con
sated brewery Moth in 1843.

Moorish fountains, Tiffany
windows, intermingled with
the deft band of the designer
creates a now atmosphere Eavorcd with the past. To see
theriginal antiques, many.

serg as models for her re-

The current owners, Robert

TICKETS FOR the tour are
available; $3 for adults, $1.50

abroad one of his Mississippi
Steamboats.

and Carol Dim, retained the
exterior of rough board and
batten. Warm yellow and exposed cedar beams soften the

formality of its Victorian and
&noire furnishings.
Towering pillars, proud
windows, cresting
cupolas
mark the 1652 Italian Oracle-

eted style house of river captain Orrin Smith. Crystal, sneer and gold chandliers spill
soft candlelight upon intricate

owns and operates tt fantastic antique reproduction industry in Chicago.
Jo Mead created the Johnny
Applcseed figure on display at
Randhurst.
She

On Prospect St. the gold -

policy toward political activity
provides a vehicle for both
participation in the decision

reproduces forma of

tryAere rttt
aeliyL,.b:tore

for children 6 to 12 yenta of
age. A bu s service starting at
Main St. headquarters is 50
cents.

Th

Historical

Soci,v

sponsoring the tournonprOfit organization. The museum on Bench St, is its headquarters. The group also supports and maintains the Grant

Leather Store, Old Firehouse
Number I and other Moline,
Tickets may be purchased
on Main St. at thc General
Grant Leather Store.
In case your American histOry is a little nisty, this is also

the home of nine Civil War
Generals, one President of the
United States and includes
web attractions as The Old
General Store, Old Market

Flame, Galena Gazette Mosconi and Printery, the Stock-

ades and dooms of antique
shops.

teeny copied Mu If it were not

indicated mimosa of today

Tours will be held -rain or
shine

making process and an opportunity to help elect Republican

candid... rifle main reason
for developing a strong local
organization is to deliver the
Republican vote -on Election
Day. Elk Grove Township had
93 per cent of the voters turn
out at the November, 1968
election with over 71 per cent

performance,"

its

Galena is nestled in the northwestern section of Illinois in the
land named Manitoulin by the Indians. One of the old churches.

the First Methodist, founded in 1829, is jest one of the man)
century old church., homes and public buildings that welcome
the history minded traveler. The annual events conducted by the

rotor.
THEATRE

$5.9.5

TOE

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

,

Pre -natal instruction

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN".
by Neil Simon

at St. Alexius
Stalling yesterday a new

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE
SAT. a SUN. MATINEE

For Children

said.

six

segments

covering con-

Library now comes
five periodical indexes
Patrons of the Schaumburg
Township Public I.ihrary may
now oMain magazine articles
that appear in five indexes for
periodicals that the library is
subscribing to for the first

ception through the first several months of Of,. Information included in the course
concerns pre-11:1,11cm, for the

The articles may he ohm,I1 -

Wednesday evenings. Open to
Iwo- husbands and wives. the
two-h.n.sv session, are bet on
six consecutive Monday or

mother, food
the
nursing mother. clothing

of no cost through the
d at
Canna SerialsServis,
The ?Art Index" contain m.

Sold, or ...ling. advertising. Winking and finance. general business, insuiance, labor

Ferenc. for American and for-

and management, marketing
and purchasing, office mem
agement,publicadministration,

Wednesday evenings at 7:30

Classes will Lk conducted
under the direction of Mrs. Elsie Taylor. R.N., maternity
floor nurse al St. Alexius.
- BASED ON the Red Cross
program for pre-nalul instructtion, the cootie is divided into

n

ncedsof the newbovn and tech -

Myths for bathing the baby.
(Noe session is devoted to
touring the St. Alesius maternity Iloor where head nuns explain their own areas. A Mord
the birth proems is ulso shown.

egn periodicals in fields of
archaeology. architecture art
history. arts and crafts. line
ans, graphic arts, industrial
design. interior decoration.

photograph and films, plan-

phasis is placed on 9001100

ning and landscape design and
related subjects.

register for Chillly the klonday
or the Wednesday night tonsions by culling St. Alt:trios
Hospital el 437-55E10,ml. 623.
from 9;00 a.m. to 3 p.m..
Monday thru Friday.

A cumulative subject index

to some 200 American and

Salds
Ensh

Rare breeds to be
exhibited at cat show

periodicals

the

of aeronautics. automation. 'chemistry. construction,.

electricity and electrical tam.
municationa
engineering,

the Bay Scouts of America in April, the Girl Scouts In May, Open
House in June and a Corn Boil in September. (Photos by Dolor.

Hanel)

.
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in the -Applied Science and

ff/#4.r:Y

Technology Index42.

The -904W, Periodicals

time.

Throughout the sours, cmand answer periods.
Interested porenthirsbemay

town that lime forgot include annual US. Grant pilgrim,. of

geology. metallurgy, Mdustril and mechanical arts, ma
chinery,physics,transportation,
and related subject, are found

of pm -natal classes will
be held at St Alexius Hosital
RIO W. Riesterfield
rand;
Grove Village on Monday and
series

from

$3.00

Index" relate, to periodicals in

Toes

contains listings of mom than
201/ periodicals covering all
phases of education and the
"Social Science and Rime. ides Index" listings from About 175 English and Amerian periodicals of a scholarly
nature in the humanities and
aocial sciences,

Eastern Airline
Alumnae to meet
"Timers," a fouhmonth-old kitten belonging to Dorothy
Ann Collette, Rock Fall, Ill., will be competing at the Archangel Society's Shorthair Championship Cat Show, June 6 at
Carpenters' Hall in Des Plaines. She h a member of the Rex
breed and has,short, curly, black -smoke fur. This will be her lea
Amuse kitten, hut she will remain to competition as an adulb

The monthly meth, of the
Midwest Chapter of Silverlinen will be held on June 3 at
O'Hare Paid at 7:31) caw Sil-

erliners

,

BEST
DECORATOR
MOORE'S

REGAL WALL SATIN®

For sheer beauty Satin
Impervo is tough to heat.
For ease of application
and for choice of smart
decorator colors there
is nonetiner. You get

Woman,: of Eastern Airlines. is
conducting a sale tot note paper

Fortner Eastern Airlines
stewardesses arc invited to join

to help meniaily retarded chit

Silverliners and may contact

sity of Illinois, poses with basket of daisies, symbolic of her
topic for the day, interior deeOrating. Attending the meeting of nearly 100 area women
at the Monad Prospect Community Center were Mrs. WOE
ter Frans, Hanover -Schaum-

can be washed.=
necessary

Benjamin©`

edly and tools clean easily

Mrs. Many Morgan at 543.
6566 for further information.

of Econoraks of the Univer-

stands hardline:Rs;

Moore....

In soapy water.

and candy sale.

Homemakers
from
the
northwrst area of CookCounty met recently. Mrs. Lucretia
Thomason, Extension Adviser

results everytime as it
brushes to a satin smooth,
lustrOus finish. With.

SATIN can be washed repeat-

,

Cook County Homemakers
meet in Mount Prospect

For Doors, Trim,
Cabinets, Walls in
Kitchens or Baths,
Children's Toys
and Furniture

protessionalicoking

brush. It's the paint that

for July and future social and
philanthropic awns include u
fashion show, rummage sale

the stewardess
rd

A family picnic is planned

INTERIOR

y,lu e2 1970

taxation, ipecifiebusinesses,in-

Muni., and trades.

dren at the Bonaparte School,

burg Homemaker Unit, Mrs.
John A000, Arlington Heights

Unit, and Mrs. William LoBon

i

Moore

°

paints

$ 59°
--.-

'Gal.

Li QUART

Mond,

PAINT

Nelgers

STORES

tew,owl roe $17.co

rsorithu

10 rein a

PHONE
500 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Prospect

cima of Elk Grove Unit.

$910

week. bohe stears,rst. ors of
so too fer,
Neresetond price.
ope.

abed
proudlyscarecP74nrovTde' (hec'nostal-

Rwirview Amusement Park

production., is well worth the
trip.

when

THE MOST outstanding of
the homes, in this writhes
opinion, belongs to Jo Mead
Men -

r,.'4opirfbotlfred,i0rota,A

nen

SHE IS authtnucally refur
lashing the horses from the old

he moil

Schneider

;hi irgeinTcsrilill'iP'"dn
was
built by Charles L. Butcher, a
dealer ,tnd manufacturer of

could 01.11V 1th loolsd

ers, gives good government its
best than
to flourish. Our

00016.

yrsto

1.1,0,4turnmt

Sailors who flocked to Galena
at its peak as the foremost city
in Illinois ham- became the
hams of Captain George

parquet floors.

son

.6-3a 'ilmmf
reserves.

THE remora oar
dale.

with old Chicago Post Olfise
boolc,o, St 1 outs iron for
ths timplmes and tha home

and. nfr7FIY0hRIvir17170'reek Re -

laria! Society and Ms met,

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 13th
Published

.

d.`"'g.
others comc from old stores

Heights.

DIE NEW Eas-r. 59 superintendent, Dr. F. A. Ereiti,
takes over July I.
He comes to a district with
Ithelementary schools and
four junior high schools:

town (Chicago) of the movie's
prone character. Ben Hecht could not provide it.
On the tour five outsthnding
restored homes are opened
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mrs. Donald Meyers offers the
1840 cottage completely fur-

hinter, cake,
chocolate cookies.
To he served Wednesday in

WORLD'S

works wonders In one coat
Dries in less than one hour
to a smooth finish without
lap marks. REGAL WALL

tion.
%fluid. his wife Marion and

wedge..

peanut

aj

At Northern. he will serve
OS
a memher of the 'senior
bloc staff.' leaching and
working with seniors preparing for careers in educa.

deft hand of Interior den
Mead has made tth brewery a home of beauty. Her love of antiques
'includes the preservation of the old American arts fast becoming extinct. She keeffi the Past
the
future.

they plan to have their Nibies
no At, Akatus.

consideration.

but withdrew his -name from

for suitable backgrounds because the home,

cup, tapicoa pudding. apple

F-

The finest interior latex wall
paint -REGAL WALL SATIN
puts decorating magic into
every stroke of your roller or

was at one time considered for
the acting superintendent's job

One of the five houses opened especially for the tour Is the 1843 brewery. The crumbling outer walls

were restored and they are many inches deep, the
wine collars 20 feet below ground are cold but the

Hall. Expectant couples arc in oiled to register whether or not

Thomas rmimed.

pal. he recently eased a doctorate in education.

c

chosen

or orange sunset. Ctncinnati
coffee bread .oul honer, milk.
Available desserts:
fruit

Lightning struck a 12.0110
volt power line at Illinois SR

red iS Ida

"Gaily. Gaily" was being
filmed the town of Galena was

broad
molded, cherry. diced peaches

Lightning cuts
power to homes

10
Commonwealth
Edison
spOkesman Edward Quinlan.
and cut power to 1,270 homes

lettuce

i

WHEN THE movie

ad (One choice, fruit Mice,
salad.

'olYt loge' nUn

cluding many in the East.

p.m. in the hospiters Stritch

Supt. Donald Thomas and was
appointed assistant superim
!cadent for personnel before

A former Chicago' princi-

t

than any other location. In-

To he served Wednesday in

airs 214:
Main dish bone choice):
nark cutlet bar-h-que in u bun.
ifwiener in a bun. Vegetabk

compkted firs inter. dscor

.

Sunset Park School.

addition library wince at some
futonre time_ when the special

Sand to the patio Ow nen Mr
mil Mrs Challis I altruco

Soot, annu Ws sponsor, an
opun home that history buffs boasts the form man0 brought
would thoroughly enjoy.
up the Mississippi to Galen.
Gale
has more authentic
AN INN that served the
p on of any
Ln
piers. natters, mitten and

Committees. Maximum participation on the pan of the vot-

Airs. Zanca noted that regu-

lotions now call for

hound up,s nudist's

in

ton,ff.rnh,7dnaTorharlogNn71
choose Galen I tor fin. wrsi end of lune 13 and 14
T h a Galan
HIS{01.1

can help on numerous staff

diver,. 500 Easy Street, Des
Plaines North; Gordon Rai, din. 1603 S. Harvard, Arlington Heights, Arlington -Meadows Area and Virginia Bchn.
Algonquin Rood Area.
oathss number voting Republiwilliarn Vandiver, sus also can in dm Gobernatorial
named °Rookie of the Year" Race. A larger membership
became of his fine record of will increase the likelihood of
topping h is goal by 108 per our continuing this kind of

trative spokesman for former

fices; 217 S. Pelingion

ning hours, I I p.m. to 7 a.m.

School -Community

Plaines

North. Arthur Stevens. 902

1Cfmrimied from Page I
in 1967. serwd as an adminis-

The audience at the meeting
in Dan Cook School. Elk
Grow Village, nodded in

lington Hoghts.

The

ESTHER BUSSE received

ham'.t

Dist. 59

Neroeah fride, by Pay Pule,.

agreement.

°ma Mho -nth,

and Hosrshos Mound

The gardensd hrrues de

1970 71 tsar or nuke tha
trans!, to Emma

Other Bean that showed a

peet.

abatement steps by airpthnes
and airports only during eve-

Burial will be in All

Cemetery in Irks Plaines.

have not been fending jobs in
other lines of work very
ful even in the northwest suburban area. whore jobs some-

Mrs. Howard Rairdin of A,

row at 10 a.m. at St. Raymond
Church in Mount Prospect.
Saints

THE STRIKING drivers

Jet noise helps fight
against airport expansion

Jet engine noise last night
George Dillon
helped propel Elk Grove Dist.
George S. Dillon Jr., 62. of 59 to a stronger nand against
213 N. Fairview, Mount Prow. mpansion of O'Hare airport.
lets interrupting at Mrs.
pea. died Sunday at Brookwood Convalescent Center in Judith liana of Des liaises

Savage of Mount

added.

`Travel the World' show
now open at Randhurst

Two nun and one notion.
all Negro. stole 535 from a
noon at Mork Norman Cos,
macs. 1070 Prospect Plaza,

Elk Grove Township
GOP hon rs top workers

children. and are the only sup.
pen of their families.? he

ti,. Mo. The award is pre- pension. 22 per cent: mar and
a tax rnobileof theCookCoun- sented annually m the man front lights. 20 per cent, and
ty Assessor's office at the Pure and atom. who haw been had tires. 17.7 per rent.
Oil Station. Golf and Elmhurst judged to ha the boost citizens of
About 15 per cent of the
Eds.. adjoining the Market
the college community.
ears did not have windshield
Place shopping center equipJohnson. a senior. ifa grad- wipers that were working
ped to answer any such quesante of Prospect High School
property and 10 per cent had
tions.
d is u biology major at Cul- faulty exhaust systems.
Property owners who want ver -Stockton where he has
Safety bells showed only a
aid with questions they have been active in tennis. student low 4 per cent of the total Ohl,
about their propeny must can govenment and Sigma Phi out them.
the Elk Grow Township asses- Epsilon Fraternity,
sor's Alto HE 7-0.111and indicate DB, permanent index
number to enable property records to be ordered and brought

HOWARD

-Rut what about those drivers who arc younger, bane

into the supply moon was
apparently thwarted because

Assessor's mobile
office to visit

drivers who were locked out
and for those who struck their
HOWEVER,

themselves

from the leases.

Local 705 the same .lay' made
obvious the extent of the financial hurt that most drivers
i
were experiencng.
The six men were sitting M a
camper -Hailer

not as bad.' said the old -tinter.

Niedert drivers. the snicking
companies with such agree.
mews still receive revenue

Burglars attempted to steal
supplies earl> ,caterday mon].

Carl R. Hansen. Elk Grove Township Republican committemars congratulates Arthur Stevens
of Mount Prospect on having been named lop deputy committeeman of 1970.1n the center from
left are: William Schneck of Des Plaines, airs. Virginia Behn of Arlington Heights and Mm Cathy
Ward of Des Plainrs, All were honored for outstanding service to the panty organimtion.IVin.
Bohn was named ?precinct committeeman of the year." (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

''If your wife is working, ills
supporting

s Dabs Haugh

tithe toll vou, winch nal In,

not love to Meth Main SE and
'additional room will he nettle
available at Busse School Mincrease the sin: of the library.

posed by their union local.

and
that

bow omitted Sopurintsralsnt
ru. S ildbutt sad
Its s ud till them students
who will bs m the math gr ids
non ts tr will b.. knsn an op
non to Amon It Busks for th,.

A, a nut!t ths students will. pm mthin tha hisendonu for

SOME OF THE YOUNGER drivers said they Were
ready to go hack to work, if
they got the "new rates" pro-

Burglary thwarted

to hold OUT for the 51.65 -an -

School r niter than Musa

with worked or ha had Sfit 0 or
more In the bank.

e

705 had been able to drive every day. by obtaining jobs with

ALTHOUGH JOYCE told
a Day reporter a little more
than a week ago that he had
visited 12 picket lines this
morning and they all told me

but

"And if your kids are grown

ding however that no benefits

and by the Chicano Truck

riot disithm, Ions for I tir
1,v, and Buss,. will now bs
Mato St !tontin dl studstns
lisim west of NI un old south
ol 1, ibull t St to I mime.

Ont. man had +pelted for

witting the rasa of 4 worker

would rsothe
compensation benploys

a

in

muse) sates

sr

weekly increase 01 004,0 year-

wof

Mal then.

Thu dthision nW Meade
had that nolb.r &not work

in wick!, thin from

on arm, of
annual wage it would be

ruled

should hy no diffaz nom moon

To the mine, cm truck
crsase

hos

to Fnnux Sthnol

onad with [bate union it fix

higher 1516+ In hour

Suprvmu Court do

on

chants lint will tr insfi r thous
70 Buds. Irons Bow %shoot

mompanim that had alnach

Rum, diputnunt end thu

and afar thrus )sars under the
proposed change would re
cent. S5 20 on hour

Galena - the town that time fforgot

ph, Donut 57 School
P irons old,,children to h.
Board has Ippro,td unHOvaIr eneltdrLd to F omen hays

CL5-5777

Mrs. Richard Blank, chair.
man of the Nlount Prospect
from
kit) admires the unusual centerpiece lard for the Cool.
County area meeting. On her
left is Mr. Norman Denying.
Homemakers

(second

also of Mount Prospect
Mi. Jean Rushton, Ahociate
Extension Adviser in home
economics in suburban Cook
County with the University of
er,

This is the new length.

-

In other words, take your choice. Because

CAM'S what fashion is all
about these days. Choice. You can be maxi in the morning, midi
at midday and mini by night. You can even be mini -dressed and
maid -coated. And of course, you don't have to skirt the issue at all.
You Cart simply be RillithpantS. Which can also he mini, midi, or
maxi. Now, see what we mean? The new length is no length except the one (or two or three) that turns you on.

Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service, announced her r.ignation as of June 30, She will
be married June 11 to Charles
Dawson. The couple will take
up residence in La Grange fol.
lowing a Hawaiian honey-

moon. Mrs. William G. Job, son represented the Palatine
unit of Homemakers.

44 W. Palatine Rood
Palatine
518-7350

28 S. Donlon Court

Arlington Heights
0.3-1766

Tliallnlidfabeseas

ap

b. (et

thsarrervves.
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They're weeping crocodile
tears in Elk Grove Township,

The elected officials have
decided that, having gotten

RE. Hutchinson, Vii-p-Presidenet

C.F. Nau,ddintating Nimetor

R. N. Pude, Ciriplation Dirretar

Themselves into a mess, they
be extricated by the

can

Gage process of mining off

Day by Day

payments to

ems madea motion to hold the
meeting in the evening. when
working people could...attend.
They also wanted the meeting
held in a larger hall. They lost

onhoth counts.

BEING GOOD Chinn;

needy

welwelfare
res

this loss made them n little
toted,

A many splendored thing

There
There wasn't a soul who
to mass last Sunday mQueen

elate suffering among the sick,
needy and helpless hen been

N.] him to bee very fair

of the Rosary Church

without fan fare and with no

treated is unreal. He has done

Grove

Village who

desire for public recognition.

didn't read the insert in the
weekly bulletin. If the latin
American Cootilmnity Orgun-

by lim and Ithootroorys They
walk! do this regardless of the

who'd read the pelinon
ornn
letter hrought forth enough
praise for the priest rand
insure

his place in heaven a

The people were out in the

said. 'The men of the parish
donated

saint. He's always praying for
us. I'm ashamed of myself because I speak a little Spanish

was pointed out if the trees and

"Did you know he was an

many
think.

most patriotic
man I've ever met. He was in

the sum unit. as Governor
the arm that the two didn't

borethat he recently returned

after 0 heart attain. I was

balk bng by telling the par-

also

ishioners, °Don't Worry. You
won't have trailers in your
back yard." The "petition"

upset

by former news-

paper accounts that indicated
that he wool/. tsar to minority

said that he also refused the
parking lot of the Church for

know

about

the

food and

clothes he gave for the asking.

hirs."

When we moved here, he cerise

The Latin American Community Organization for the
nor pert
group of people

und said that if the expense of

school for our kids was too
much to just send them anyway and pay when we could."

displaced from their sub -mod-

ern humes by circumstances

splendored

thing,

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.
Q -My son, 5, is hyperactive

and oftethvery irritable. The
doctor is giving him Ritalin.
How long will he have to take
it? Will he be able to get a normal education or will he have
to be in a special class?

A woman mid. "I remember how hard. he worked to

A -Most overactive children
outgrow. their restlessness between the ages of 10 and 12.
When the treatment with RitaIin is successful, the child is

usually able to get a normal
education. He will never be the

Scholarly type but he may do
very well in athletics. Later in
these persons often make
excellent salesmen.

burned to death, moved from
accusation, ane charges into
"demands." They warn the'
:instant removal" of the Pastor from thh area and they de-

build that church. I .was here
front the beginning eleven

1/24.

years ago. We used to hear him

said that

mand the appointment of a

soy mass in one of the liom
that was just built. Then sues
moved

crosseyed he would not outgrow it. My ophthalmologist.
say, that some infants have a

Latin American priest Re minPter to the needs of "our

to

where we

Higgins
sal

on

School
boxes.

tWent ale= You
if an infant was

say this from my heart I've

condition ca/led pseudostrabismus or false crosseyes and
that such children do out

n ever known anyone who has

it. PI...comment.

Through all those years and

etede."

I

They want th, 560.000 sent
to Project Renewal returned as
"reparation to oor community
for the failure of the Church to

done so much, so very much
for everyone.
don't see any
masons bellied this lone..

for d right. When an infant,

kelp poor people, which will
help purchase homes for our

Rita Gera, a parish mermber
and a past president of Neigh-

eyes are set very close together,
he may appear to be crosseyed

1

bors Al Work (HAW) an or..
eenimtion that works with mi.
n ority groups said that NAW

People."

THEY ALSO announced

had nothing to Jo with the

thin a promo march and rally
will be held in Elk Grove Village 'in lune by 5,000 Latins

"petition." "Father Morrison
is a nice ma," she odd.

Others who could possibly

people for housing std ...M-

shed some light on the reason-

oon these demands."

ing that produced the 'Voli-

THIS COLUMN writer read
the "petition" and leek off immediately to naeG the formid-

pastor. He was not

er.

o

tion" were hidden behind unlisted phone numbers. De la
Gann was not home.

at

the rectory but his housekeep-

gentle gray-haired wo-

AL KRASNOW, past presi-

dent of Heal Brith, mid that

men named Mew Drier vol-

he would ask his organisation
to draft a letter to Cardinal

unteered the information, "He

Cody. "In my opinion, I've

was very hurt. He is such

A -One other reader sent me

a similar letter. Your eye doe-

Q -What

Sherman's
causes

Is Shanwares or
disease?

What

it? What is the ben

the bulletin for everyone to see
and to judge for themselves."

A.This

disease

(Scheer -

is an inflammation of
the growth center of the verart's)

tebrae. The cause is unknown.
It may last several years but the

The

judge. They started collecting
signatures on another form to Editor:
Once again we boar from
send to Cardinal Cody and to
the supposedly intelligent
the Apostolic Delegate Revervoice of experience. 1 am reend Luigi Rairnondi M Washferring to the letter by Donald
ington, to "express publicly
Gravel of May 21, He advises
our respect and gratitude to
our friend, Reverend J. Ward young dissidents to he cool and
not raise their voib now, but
Morrison. "he has it says,
wait until they fall into the rut
"during the eleven year; he o f
mediocrity
middlc-age
has been Pastor of -the Queen

of the RoSary repeatedly demonstnned his concern for all of
the people of this community,

"His constanUairk to bile -

where it is "possible to analyze

alroem by looking at it from
directions." Mr.' 41.000Grau
there have been over
0
Amedianm who have traveled
al

majority of responsible cid-

Giving some aid to needy
families ems one ore few attributes.

TOWNSHIPS used to get

' pounded.

cause the league dsibandred at
the end of the school year. Via-

None of the dected officials
gg es t c d
tti ng expenditures. or salarcu ies, or any

such silly things as those, to
their operating money by
keeping? percent of taxes they
collected. Because of another
law suit, this moneY is now int-

THIS WAS the Intl all -conference team for the CPL, be-

'

solve the problem. Cutting aid

to needy families is their MI.
don. Dit(111 bet the Taxpayers

for Better Government in Elk
Grove Township aren't being
fooled.

tor will join the Suburban
Catholic League next fall after
taking the Ian Iwo CPI. baseball titles.

'.O'Donnell is on alkconferawe and Day All -Area repeater front last yen, while Smith
was an All -Area choice last
team Al VP last spring as Well
es all -conference.

ADAM

NeXataX000161

WENDY WARD
PROMISES AN
EXCITING SUMMER

Tomorrow
Is Today

about it, except that he was
consistently great. Many of his
performances were overlooked
because all of his games were
good. He was a fine team leader and was Me steadying intlu-

Consiefing of eight tcamS divoted into two hour -squad
lemma is open to both from.
15E8 years of age who live
within the boundaries of the

ence the imm needed in additiontobeingoutstandingdefer,
sively."

Dear Mr, DeLouise:
I am a married woman, 40 years old and have four wonderful
boys. In the past few years my husband hos darted drinking
heavily. He causes arguments in the house and generally we are
all upset by his behavior when drinking. He rants and raves about
every little thing, yelling nomense, even :It the them
year
great

old The following morning he is sorry and is his
old self again. He seems mixed up and childish,

Do you we him ever stopping
Or will
have peace in our home?

this and behaving
get worse? Will we

he

like

ever

.

half of

hits went for extra
buses. The junior receiver said

hc had a °disappointing seaho

sea -

in which he hit .446 and
cond file Day ell -urea tram

son

back

or,

other boy in my life?

if

not. will

there hero

Wondering, Arlington Heights

with a six week glamour program
just for you. You'll loom the elements

of good -grooming,

and

poise,

:""I'A'Y'lhilninPrigeFf'tehn'un a Low 'duildd

down?

Mrs. L.M.N., Da Plaines

time to keep up with natural
rate of growth.

does, I feel good with the results.

to Southemt Asia that have
been shipped honk in a box.

It is known fact that a military victory is now impossible
in Vietnam. What we are now
fighting for is a political victory, and they are just not to be

lint

lowest earned run averums in
the area and in the conference.

with well under one Ian per
to walks ratio is 2.-1, and hectic'
sauced gomcs.

player on the squad, and sold
the first team.
According to

Mike °Man

19 good, 24 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

amanyx, hampered by

slowdowns, has resultedtypes
in
cen-

Though some of the work
has proceed.' smoothly, van.
dalism, bad weather and
truck strike have all played inportant roles in the fourmonth extension of the cumSolon date.

beautifull pool and you

ter open to earl.. in

he

AHPD area.

"WE HAIM had an lathl
of vandalism these
sta works.' Stauffer said.

paamount

NOT ONLY will residents
be offered the services of an official 25 -yard competitive pool

and diving well, but a full battery of health facilites, in
fine

several

saunas

"Kids have been breaking in
here and having parties and
duinaging 0 lot of materials.",
Several of the setbacks have

10 runs and hatted 10 across.
"Switching between leading off and second M the Order

hassrbeen awarded a major ear-

different

list ran in yesterday's sport section of 'V 1,t Day.

The Mai training by experts
IS sr t weeks oi
excitement and o learn inn
experience for oll gods who
think young from age 4 to 60.

WENDY WARD-41AS A
PERSONAL GLAMOUR
PROGRAM FOR YOU:

In the boy,' eighth Stade
Greg Gyssler got a

Win in IBA. Ernie Loska man
second in 41.1, Bill Camp of
Chippewa came in third.
The seventh grade girls' Mee
sato Beth Bicklin of Algonquin
win in 42.3. Ellen Vanes of SE
Stephen's was second and Stacy VanDeVusse was third.
NANCY DISTANT of Algonquin won the eighth grade gill'
h eat in 39.4, Carol Cahill, also
of Algonquin, was second

while Sheik Giesle came in
third.
:In the seventh grade boys'
190 -yard freestyle, Mime-

*".1°

Zuccarini was
lira in 62.5, edging runner-up
Mike Voskey by 30 seconds.
Tony Scalfaro of Chippewa
Steve

cmin's

Wen

years old

SI S

e Crossroads 9 to 12 yr.
old

$20

Tenn 13.18 yours
old

$20

$30

was third.
Bill Same of Chippewa look

dab ire eagerly awaiting their
much needed move into the

Put a little spark in
your summer ...
Call Wendy Ward for
class details.

JUST SAY, "CHARGE -IT" WITH
HANDY WARDS CHARG-ALL

maw.,

Drag Gysler, Glen DAN.
and Nick Moore

won

in

2137.5.

Algonquin's .vcnth glade
Orb'. 100.yard medley relay
team won their specialty In.

It is probable that the

pie Park pool will become to
site for mast Mid -Suburban

struction for the low fec of
515,

ad place finisher Bill Kuenmfel of Cumberland and third
Place qualifier Phil Finisin of

Jeff Mitchell added en other first in the tanning

competitors in the eighth
grade tumbling event. Bee-

ALGONQUIN continued
its domination of the relays in
the seventh grade girls' 100 yard freestyle relay, winning
in 57.0. The four girls swimming legs M tilf victory were
Kim Arndt, Karen Baranski.
Kim LaRocca and Betty
EYa

T. eighth grade girh'
yard freestyle relay was won by

Algonqum in 57 seconds
flak
In
Swimming on that
were
Nancy Bismny, Nancy Franklin, Pat Colfax and Jill Giewl.
Tcants from Algonquin
Teamssecond
and

nein On
the agenda. Vlore than 300
bor., and girls competed in the
various events.

THE FOURTH grade girls.
50 -yard

dash

champ

sues

South's Thersa Ring, in raven
seconds dal. Cheryl Rosman
of Forest was second and

boys' Eve!, edging funMe-oP
Bemie Corr of Orchard Place.
Third pillee 005
by
Glenn Watson of Plainfield.

THE FOURTH Dade girls
softball throw champion wos
Mickey Wainscott of Forest.
Cathy Carstens of Forest was
second and Regina Now of
Cumberland
third.
Dave Cav Ms- of Pluinlickl
was the fourth grade he
Ghana, Phil Edwards finished
a strong second and Brace Peterson notched the show slot.

Debby Pabick of Si. Emily
was first on the fifth grade

Mill iced Nancy Perrone of

Forest

third.

The fourth grade boys winner was Maple's Dave Robin-

.DariceQuinett was second and
Foal's Cindy Schutt was
third.

Jim Winitcke of Central

Woe the filth grade boys 50 yard dash in 7.3. Bobby Bast
of Terrace was second.

CAROL PEACH of Smith
copped first in the sixth anode
girls heat in 7.0, Dawn
Myszka of Maple was second
and 'Jane Wyatt of Plainfield was third.
Scott Unger of Cumberland
wm first in the boys sixth grade
Kaitchuck of
Scott
race.
Plainfield was the runner -Up
with South's Bob Lump third.
In the fourth grade boys 75 yard dash, Dave Robinson of
Maple was first with Mike

English of Terra. second:
Bill Hanselmanti of PorMr
was third.

second place

Maple copped

while Terry Finninls of South
vim third.
Plainfield%

division.

Wachle of
and.

Phil

The

Lundahl

Dave

De-

South was se.
sixth grade girl

running broad julep cha mp
w s Donna Watson of
,Plainfield. Taking the honor

on the fifth grade level was

'1ENNIS ACTION saw Jim
Wirnhold of Algonquin cap first plum on the seventh
grade boys singles .level. Bob
Mackey of Iroquois was ser..and.

Karen Kau of Algonquin
copped the eighth pude girls
singles title. Second Place
went to Marcia Strykowski of
Algonquin. The eighth grade
!joys champ was Jim Lauffen
burger of Algonquin.
The seventh grade doubles
champions were Jim Wittbold
and

Bob

grabbed a first place finish in
the fourth grade 60 -pound
weight class. 70-poundcr Jack
Breen
tered

of South

also

winning,

South.

In the junior wrestling divisit), victories were recorded
h y Joim
Thielemann
of

Marty Brenner of
Floyd Doty of
Iroquois, John Duininells of

Iroquois,

Algonqiiin,

Iroquois, Ricardo Molina and
Bmd Boller of Iroquois in the
90 through 150 -pound weight
classes respectively.

intermediate first place fin.
lobes vvere won by Dave Lundahl. Mark Floocako, John

VE, 'THEATRE

found Jim Reiser of Cumberland easily triumphing over
teammate Watt Morton. Third

6RC

NOW

honors wen1 to Orchard's
Chester
Phillipps.
pinCC

ON OUR WIDE

who Clwed out in fine style,

Chippewa

second and SE
Stephen's third. The eighth
grade champ was Algon-

notching a first in his
pound weight clan.

BRILLIANT

quin with Chippewa second.

duced some fine wrestling, exhibitions,
Gary
isciuding
Krunsinary's victory in the
60 -pound division. Alike Seal faro recorded a win in the 75 pound bracket while Ray Sher-

Kuren Baranski of Algon-

second. Ellen Vane of St. Step -

bens swiped the third position.
In the boys half of .the

90 -

in te

were the champions
eighth grade tree ex ompetition.

TUMBLING HONORS in
the seventh grade girls contest

=COM
a

the top 11/0 -pounder.
'Sgv.ty-pound sixth

Wed, & Thur.

at 8:05 Only
Plus

A

of kings."
®

the victor after long hours of

Wed. &Thur.

competition. Second was Bob
Krusinski of Plainfield and

6:10810:10

by Karen Baranski of Algonquin while third dplace was
laimed by Kim Arndt of Al-

gonquin. Mike Yalta of
Chippewa earned' his second

every school day and on Satin days.

aV, arditt"

lee. ',N."'
ie

DIE FEE for each player.

,.."'"s. "ye "°.r'

is 515 with brothers admitted
which is refunded to each play -

110 end of
when his' unitorm is retdrned
clean conditto.
Al Carstens. head baseball
coach at Alai
West. will he

Royals hold
camps

Jerry then went on to earn
more laurels in the National

The

Baskeinall Assn,

Kansas

City Royah

Btocball Academy will hold a
tryout camp June 7-3 at Bradley University Mcinen Athlet-

Others echedukd to give at
thest one day of instruction at
camp are Univenity
11.
linois couches Hary Schmidt

k Field in Peoria at 10 a.m.
emh day.

The age limit is 16-22 and
the emphasis is on the athlete
who has natural ability but has

had huE or no exposure to
with particular attention Macedon running speed.

A new

restaurant
unlike
any
other. ''

Top
of the
Towers.

third was garnered by Mike
Tramcl of South.
Will Richards of South and
Dan Barringer of Central cop -

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyOnd it
Arlington Park Race Track,
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.

Your gone will take in a stunning '
Interior, a feast of color wherever
you look.

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for dancing. Starting
at 9:30, tbey blend musim
song end comedy aid turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.
In the Towers Lounge. Coos 73eaart
plays guitar and sings in seven languages.
A most entertaining
baeligrotind for cocktails.

"o dream

Stephens Ellen

St.

G

anthonygnn

gra-

dcrs battled it out to determine
their champion, and Jay Richards of Cumberland emerged

ItrOPAZ I

Vann. Second was wrapped up

went to

hour workout while the 19704
71 meson will find Anderson's
boys cramming at 4-6.30 p.m.

selecting

each team. In this way. each

Then. when you call for the menu,
another feast onion. Entrees
around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining.

REED

classing the field, triumphing

JEFF HEINZ grabbed the
top honors in thc 90 -pound
dam while Glenn Rollo was

0

Program

ry of Sr. Stephen's was second.

by Rick Wherry of Iroquois.
Bernadette Binder of. Chippewa rind Roy Chapman of

A

IN COLOR

Bob SO -pound division found
Bob Zuccarini easily out-

while he was followed dosely

pewa snatched the blue ribbon

SCREEN

'The fifth grade also pro-

over second place Ray Jensen
of Central, and third place Bill
Brabandt of Plainfield.

event Nlike Yockey of Chip-

.5° for

'Nothing .roslia like it anywhere.
category

class wins Don Fiore of Central

quin topped first Mace laurels
te seventh W1100 girls free
exercise event in the junior
gymnastic class, while her
1422111Mate Kin/ Arndt grubbed

Pro football dcaft,,slhen

U.S. 14

of Orchard.
80 -pound

n,

0.1.__'10. A

Mayer.

regisemend

a
first.' over
place finisher Todd Schroth

The

at 6 p.m.
Last year, all of the 120 boys
the pd.
who °I° °.
wavre placed on a squad. TM
purpose of the tryouts is to
fits playing
BL'afl,5 catch b."

Beller, Km Piot Todd Weidnor, Jerry Mims, Jeff Limn.
Lean Popowski and Marsh

Rounding out the Earth grade

cache

of Orchard Place.

IN MIDGE,' wrestling a.
little Larry Scalier

tion.

continued

posting a victory in the 100 -

sev-

CROSS-COUNTRY,

ning broad jump chump was
Rand Roel of Forest. Fifth
grade victor was PAT Hartley
of Plainfield. He barely edged
tured the top spot on the sixth
grade girls level. Sixth grade
boys champ was Bunk Corr

grade balance beam

action.' Gail Kneehole,
also from Chippewa. won the
eighth grade match. Colleen
Ritchie of Algonquin pulled in
second while Bernadette Bind=Wes third.

respectively. Mike Curran of

enth gilt& girls division, was
won
by
Algonquin. with

Iroquho is

Chris Clark of South cap-

eventevventh

in the BO and 90 pound classes.

THRU
THURSDAY

and Mike Bowels..

Debby Pacik of Sr.
The boys' fourth grade run-

Scott Reed of Forest.

Mak., Second

pla. went to Keith Reinke

middle Binder also registered
her second win of the day in
the girls' class.
Pam Bruerle captured first

ban YMCA in Des Plaines CVcry morning at 6:30 for a twn-

1

7. P.m. end MotidaY,Ime

camp director, catt give further information at 394-24k5.

pound COMOCtitiell 0011. SAW

South's Chris Clark copped
the tilk on the sixth grade girls - high jump. fourth grade boys
level in 10.3.. Runner-up hon- division. The sn, grade
ors went to Jean Salts, also of champ au Phil Lundahl of
South. and third wm cori- Plainfield. Mike Riche of Cenal off by Dianne Furmanski tral stalked off with the
of01001
Planfield.
first -place ribbon for sixth
grade
running high
Unger of Cuinberland
boys
pulled a win On the sixth grade

us wm. Sunda

The Cards traveled to the
pool at the Northwest Soho,

and Dick Campbell and
Y
High' School s Sherill Hanks.
the
Perot View's Bud all

of Iroquois.

2:19.0.

.0.

Utica

third went to John Schwartz

wassecond and Bobby Brust of
Terrace third.

Euch boy must attend two
subs
icruoff
Pk.' PPI's.a'l.e to bcoome
eligible to play. The three data
set for tryouts arc Saturday,

The camp is. cheduled from
Monday -through -Friday du,
ing that two-week period and
rumfrom 900-12:30 on each
of those 10 mornings. That
gives the pupil SO hours of in-

was the number one on the
fifth grade level. Scott Unger of Cumberland captured
the title on the sixth grade

Roy Chapman nthed in his
nuond blue ribbon of the
mont outclassing the other

6 p.m.

NCAA college division cage

South

that won the 100 -yard relay.
The squad, Steve Buccwinl,
Bill Parry. Kevin Stoltz and
Bill Bonnivier, finished in

:12.mx,,tiztd,=-.

June 22 -July 3.

boys doss, Rick Wbeery was
close behind lied second while

Nolo of Plainfield think
Orchard Place's Dave San
berg we the fifth grade hays'
eh am p In 10.1. Gary
Skoczymski of SE Stephen's

will give out team added lime
in the water at a much more
convenient hour than we have
been practicing at this year."

I

at
Amcncan Basketball
Forest View High School from.

Jerry Nona or the Chicago

Bulls will be one of the fmLured speakers at the All-

edging runner-up Jack Breen.
Jimmy Winski of Central

lin. Chippewa was second.
Algonquin also won the seventh grade boys' 200 -yarn
freestyle with the. ame quartet

Emily's in 10,2. Debby
Pabick was second and Cathy
St.

now, the time and place will be
convenient while second, 4

days with games starting at

running the show from his
commissioner's post. All fathers nrc encouraged to attend
SLOAN IS a former all it WHOM.' prOWOO1 meeting
in roam 104
stater at Mckcansboro (III.) tonight at 8
High School and an all-ameri- of the faculty cafeteria.
can at Evansville College, He
led the Purple Aces to two

ped the two first plate ribbons

South. The runner -Up war Sue
Meichert of Cumberland.
Bernie Corr of Orchanl
Place was first in the sixth
grade boys softball throw. Fin Wring second was Glenn Watson of Plainfield with Cumberland's Bob Nelson third.
FOUR-TH grade girls

ALGONQUIN'S EIGHTH
Wade team of Ernie Lanka,

Don Anderson is mffously
making plans for next year's
swim season; Ow first time a
District 214 school
have
the privilege of hosting. meet
in its own pool.

spend."
With the construction of the
Wheeling pool only two confemme teams will have their
oral 'water at which to prattice. ''This affectill be
on
mo-fold," Anderson mirk
"Pint, it will increase the
number of kids that will come
out for swimming beenuse
reol rut

Sloan on tap for
basketball p rograIl m

first place finish of the Marnoon by besting the con.
petition in the seventh grade

girls. race in 7.1. Teammate

sisted of Steve Zuccarini, Kevin Stoltz, Brad Bonniver and
B IB Parry. Second place went
to Algonquin.

be the fact that the new pool
will only be three and a half

FORCEPS JEFF Mikan

champ was Chris Clark of

lay, Algonquin captured the
lays' seventh grade division
ace in 2:37.2. The Nam con-

concern orarectswimfans might

was the fourth grade boys
standing broad jump champ.

captured first in the fifth grade

fax with Shelia Giese! third.
In the 200 -yard Medley. re-

AN UNDERSTANDABLE

THE FIFTH gratin girls

boys'

Eights grade girls' champ
was Pat Coln, of Ajgonquin.
The runner-up was Pam Col-

requests, but it is possible that
Hersey or Prospect might usc
the pool"

champ was Deice Quinett of

West was second by a hair and
Tom Engel of Terrace third.
Debby Pabick of St. Emily's

Greg Cryssler of Algonquin.

(Bruno) Waara (principal) a.
Mr. (Russ) Ards (athletic director) have not. yet remised

1:08.2. The squad comisted of

was first in the fifth grade

The eighth grade champ wm

1900

other bid from ;mother team to
at our pool, Mr.

work out

Karen Baranski, Kim Arndt,
Kim LaRocca and Beth Hick-

son in 7.3. Mark Sullivan of

Wherry of Iroquois second.

lane 2,

though Arlington is tentatively the only school to claim
practice rights. "Right now,"
Anderson said, "there
nO

1:nes sports Wilitters lisle

O 12.0. Carol Cahill of Algonquin was the eighth grade
damp in 1:20.3.
COMPETITION on
boys'

ins pool." Stouffer's man arc
currently busying themselves

'We just put these up a

SP/ RT

Esser

Dacron Nelson of

grade

seeping and complete the wad -

couple of weeks ago and kids

Tuesday,

LeaguesWitri meets next years,

done"
feet deep at each end while five
THE INTERIOR of of the feetdeepin the middle
building Mani!. OrdY a few "tothe usual pool depths."Tirne
mom minor tasks, to reach whe,'' AndersOn explained,
completion,two major out- "an m us held in our pool
door jobs still persist. "All we should be pretty fast --I conneed to finish
the outside alder this to be a fast pool. Its
work IS to finish the land - shallowness should have no af-

to the newly installed ceiling

been due to the malicious work

Page

doe high spot in the eighth
grade run-off in 103.4. The
seventh grade girls. vie.' was
Betty Evans of Algonquin in

seventh

will be able to be 100 papassel

new spacious offices at Olympm Pool, Arlington High
School head swimming coach

sity tennis letter at the Univer.
.city of lotwa in town City.

_

es
the

Jim

strike." Stouffer add,
this strike will dictate when we

with an outdoor shallow wad ing pool, similar to the ones at
Recreation or Piffle.' Parks.

Esser letters
of Arlington
Heights, a (Fnt-r tennis play Arlington High School,

TONY SCALPARO of Chippewa picked off the top slot in
the boys seventh grade
50 -yard breaststroke M 52.9.
Mike Bowersox of Algonquin.
was scond.

WARDS RANDHURST

breaking ceremonies finally
t k place after a three-month
delay. The tedious process of
at
the giant com-

Mahoney.

very impressive statistics. His
.325 akerage Included 22 bits.
all but two singles. He scored

schools. The lirst half of the

tV1()NT(..()1A ER

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans-

Make. many four letter
or more word, out of

that we have ben unable to
finish due to the truckng
"sod

long 10

0

7.:1,11,':27,YAT:P11

at

In addition, find the word
seven of these

should start filtering early this
wric initiated

will also be available. Coupled

Plaines Park
Sports Jamboree conducted

war the questions of Day reuders,in AD column. Letters should

using all
letters.

being held up the the trucker's
strike. "We've been little work

Mahoney believes that Sny-

leVelhadAlgonquidsflobMathey winning with Richard

Hideaword
LUOPTEC

mar being done: bath
pools are now filled and we

der WAS the most improved

Des

won on a battlefield. I wish
that the so-called "voice of experience" would wake up and
roll out of its bed of false patriotism end take a look at what's
going on.

very of the month. 'We're

and he gave 100 per cent every
dey. He has great natural ability and ia groat defensive play -

I amtaking a one year college course. although I am no longer
a tanager. Do you feel I wig be able to finish this course with
fairlygnod grades and will I athlete work later on? Do you see
my mother coming in the near future?
Mrs. Eli., Rolling Meadows

Des Plaines 60016.

cility for the opening day ac-

rids
complete the pool ofIke and the locker rooms arc

not allow more than 20 hits in

1/1

be signed, but names mill be omitted if the miter requests it.
Write to DeLoitise in rare of Day Publications, 722 Center St.,

optimistic tint his men
Won complete work before the

t

oh

While the workmen have

Won uit

ba1sN in 26 runs.MmhOeey

the fact that he bnttel m

mo-pane sliding doors )het will
run about 3275 apiece.?

fa-

la ne

Thc Arlington Heights Park

tenures is
e of the, finest him he hmonever coached. and

say. "We also lost twei% thc,

been losing valuable time loCalvandals,
totals, nmny of the mate-

year." The Vint or mentor
said, "Fi is attitude was terrific,

Des Mr. Delnuisc:

I feel it veal be a .nsidernble amount of gate 'before you finish
thlscollege course.but I do fcelgood with it. I do feelivorkforyou
and I are feeling your mother will canto.

work to the sik,

a.

thinks that

every menther of the family
will find pleasure at new

High

°617e
reedy

baseball dint
at Maine
West High School.
Eight
teems play two games on Sun -

rushes p 01 complegion
have been putting holes in
then" Stauffer went On to

17

'mg. ganies plus practice end
a tournament contest scheduled ror Aug. I. The campaign
will terminate with an All -Mar
game on Aug. 6.,m.
EACH TEAM normally
plays two games a weck,
pending on the wcaMer,mfgd

The season Matins on June
14 with the first round ending

Mike O'Donnell

Mike pettenuszo

Olympic Park.
Al Stauffer, heading up tbe

ganw allowed. His striksneds

This is the second part of the

up

Dear Mrs. Eli.:

I) dmdlinc

fora day of practice that Smith
was going to have a good

list of award winners in the

1 do feel there will be someone eLse coming Moe your life, or he

ey cards which mean a lot to him, They were lost, Do you Del
they ere in the house or someone took them? A member of my
family is hewing weight problem. Shah dtprensed. Will she trim

this s

was i 24 hits in 58 at-bau for
e .414 average, knocking live

SNYDER HAD one of the

self-confidence from experts. Each
student is given personal attention.
Let this summer be an unforgettable
one ...Wendy Word can help.

Hear Wondering:

Dear Mr. DeLouisc:
I would like to know if we will remain here or move back to
Chicago and buy an inCOnic building, something my husband

h

_

al Arlin

O'Donnell
Alike
made the 11,111d for the sand

to the neatest family service clinic. Help is there. Reach kw it.

him

Steve Smith

downhairs youth center. Park
.District officials are sure thin

By Torn Boon

culminating the week of July

27. Each team will play

Da Plait.. park District.

Arlin

team's power hitter ea nearly

baseman

.

lem. Confront him and by to work out o solution together:Coln
Met your pastor or your town's health department for direction

gel

couldn't do before. The way he
pitched at the end of
he should have a great mummer
(with the Logan Square legion
team)."

0

while driving 17 across, and he
also led the team in stolen

CO -CAPTAIN and

Dear Concerned:
Y011 should be concerned over your Inush.d's drinking prob-

.r II ever

abled Tim to pitch out of jems
when he got in theca which he

he was deserving of o place on

Concemed, Wheeling

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I we with this boy, for about one year. We broke up because
we were going to different schools and thought It would be better
if we still went out with each other but also with other people. We
reeky loved each other a lot. I didn't hear from him in a long
time. He asked me out for New Year's and we really had fun. He
aid he still loved me. I believed biro because he said he would
never lie to me.
Well, I have, gone out with him since. He calls about once a
I
him at a basketball game with another girl. I also
heard she was over at his house the next day. I know I'll never
brad him, we got along so good. I think
aged.
he hill loves me bat lust
doesn't want to get involved
Pte. tell me if

gained the confidence that en -

PEITENDELO WAS the

on July 3 and the ...round

Try out for the ?did -Teen Buseball League. The program,

"It's hard to my anything at the end of the smson. He

runs with 24 hits indicaea that
he hits well in the clutch. Putout= is also one of the finest
defensive catchers in'the area
with a strong arm.

Lion head baseball couch
Pal Mahoney "Knew from the

I

All boys who have gradff
pled from the 4-0 Baseball
Program are now eligible to

hits in 59 our. to the plate in chiding 20 singles one double,
tot triples and one home
run. He scored u dozen rum
bases.

registrakon
nears edit lm,/line

makes his RBI total more ins- Snyder always had the polespressive," said Mahoney, "He thil but did net squire ...got the key hits. O'Donnell fidence until this year. "He
was
hsreadily outstanding" was the stopper This year. and
according to NI ahoney.
we wed him for the biggam es

Pettenuath was Me

season,

Smith, this year's MVP, wus
the learn's leading hitter with a
.421 batting average'. The curly-haired senior rapped out 25

Dear Mrs. L.M.N.:
I de feel you'll be gettim that income building within the next
several yams and I do feel you'll leant to drive. I feel the cards
were lost and are in or around the house. I feel the woman you
speak of should contact a weight reduction organimtion. If she

(around 18 years of age) bony
growth ceases. The victim
should wear a brace, which
must be changed from time to

going on is needed'

the beginparishioners did

5d. You'll recall that some chi,

governments

child outgrows it by the time

`Long look wit what's

That was only
ning.

that the meeting hall was pock -

always wanted. Willi every learn to drive? My son 0011100 hock-

Letters To The Editor

can understand why this was
written but Father wanted it in

Rohlwing characterized this as
the action of "a sulastanthl

appears.

good man and he has done so

much for everyone. No one

voted a tax levy to defray the
con of running the township.
Township Supervisor William

held its township meeting in
the afternoon. You'll recall

money it needs to operate.

those assembled

may already he there. As...the hue YnnsPecdc of, f Os, he loss
a strong affection for you. I feel you will continue hearing from
but, u the bridge of the rose him but I don't feel anything lasting developing here. Eventually
doyen/nes, the condition di, 'your interest will turn elsewhere.

treatment?

to demonstrate the need of our

Al that afternoon lownstiip

actin

nomad adult?

li

Thal mow-balled Orono a tire in
which three children were

against

the

them Snyder was listed. hon.
arable mention.

Mid -Teen league

m®9

year in a row and had some

aet5K

He meer failed anyone. I even

the mobile homes while a local
Protestant Church granted

suit

said

Township
don't do much.

cachet Mike Peuenumo on
the first warn. while pitcher

the ad-

info: likee,,Mayont

IIw

organised an outfit called The
Taxpayers far Better Government in Elk Grove Township

beagles

bank

1 -ions also placed first basemen hlike O'Donnell and

than 20 families are
PfulentlY getting welfare aid.
Less

people.

restlessness

Kerner. Kerner never came to

9110 THING that upsets

mainst the township, or actual
suits ea.nst other townships.
Bankers listen to lawyers. The
present result is that Elk Grove
Township isn't getting the

Overactive
childrenvout

probably the

Father Morrison "reneged on
his pnimise of 52,000 to help
secure "mobile homes on SE
Alcides Hospital property" lifter he had promised that he
idsn so. He did a little

they thought it should. They

DOCTOR SAYS

during World War II? He is

THE METMON" said

stepped forward' to buy them.
Unfortunately for the township government the legal

shouldn't buy the warrants if
there arc potential law suits

them thought they were signing something about housing.
They didn't know.
As I started to say, love is

Army Chaplain who landed on
jaw about every one of those
islands in the South Pacific

to the widow of the drowned

which

fluently. He said that four of

help him. I meant 10 go but I
never did.

"compensation for the same in
the amount of 05.000 be paid

bank

Led by Victor Most Valu-

dine rid speaks Spanish

and re once asked to me to

shrubbery were removed or

many
Ferdinand,

Almius
pita! went to the People who
signed the letter. Brother Per -

said, "That man is a living

drowned in July of 1967. The
man who owned the pond, it
said.
donated the
"landscaping" for the new church.
The wrong "moral persuasion.' could be rectified. It

by

Brother
ministrator at

One member of the church

henband

only

able Player Steve Smith, the

came end dug and planted the
bushes and trees. They were

The entire parish buzzed
with talk of Fetter Morrison%

dent Ander, de la Gael and six
members accused Father Morn of giving bad advice to a

rile

thousands and thousands' of
Elk Grove Township citixens,
only d few will be affected.

=Randy important. Of the

tion" first? "I was sick," he

tures.

end green "peti-

mpink
signed' by LACO presi-

wen

The welfare moody is no,
nudly a relatively unall shard
of the total budget. To ththe
who receive it, howevel. it's

And how did Father Morri-

rain last night getting signa-

earth. in their hearts.

whose

son feel when he saw the "peti-

By George Halos

three players on the CPL all conference team and one en
the honorable mention list as
the Ian CP 1. all-star baseball
squad was announced Friday.'

mcM.

every day what they sty they
are, namely a true Christie, a
follower of Chriet."

on

Unfortunately, they tan
get the tax levy until 1971. So,
authorization was given to sell
Mx ant icmat ion warrants. The
Mount Prospect Score Hank

with their premise that everything didn't smell as
at its

You'll recall that Elk Grove

in and out of village govern-

people present.

depend on the Elk Grove ofliciah to make it even morn so.
In the process, they undoubt-

stitute a
them.

in contact with a lot of people

fact that Father Mormon is

little angry. They

a

so badly that they won't in-

heing

thing is a pack of lics. I say that
as an individual who has been

seek to destroy all he has done

parish -

is

irl-

sms." There Were. MOM 300

Thought it might he a good idea
to see if the courts didn't agree

their critics feel badly. In fact,
they hope the critics will feel

everything he possibly could
for the Mexican Americans. I
can only heel that the whole

"THERE ARE some in our
community who today would

imtion 1LACO) hoped
gain
friends with the "petition."
they failed.

Calling to various

man. This way he

Smith,
09DoRme A =EPL

By Ron Swans'

The whole matter seems
rather complex, but you can

edly hope to make sonic of

By Catherine O'Donnell

able

Petten
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William J. Kiedaisch.ltranoging Fairer

woman

A'aeakabwhaes,

Chicagoland Prep League
co -champion SE Vietor placed

John E. Stanton, Editor ccedhib/ister

ti

era

One day at a time

Marshall Field Ill

Elk

Race nvesquAl < s A

ftE klaZ

H01101 the owned dream ID a/1101,01mq, tleepona
the patter sintelam and while I Mal Mk hell).

in

PTO

A

Spend an evening at
Top of the Towers. There's
OJP

nothing quite like it anywhere.

O the
MRSAtArllaurtoraParleTowews

Chloann'onow maim:ben hotel.
AwIlMartaraHelstamIllInaln.
Trorwenorvaticartm m0190,4200.
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Marijn
g a narcotic easily
obt ined9 most often used
In one of his talks about

By Rick Goncher

has riven 1.700 per cent.

glue -sniffers. Robinson said,

(Second in o Series/

AN INYVNI1GATION by

Marijuana seems to be the
type of narcotk
met

iTo sit and talk with these kids
is heanbreaking Sixtecnmnd
17-yearolds that sniff glue
aren't even capable of riding a
bicycle. Their sense of balance

frequently used in our comma -

is

linked States. The survey did

grown. Mexico. and easter o

noses. and you can smell the
glue on their clothes and

Asia.

breath."

not show an estimated 250.000
drug addicts than are not
known by' the government.
Some addicts am us young as

MARIJUANA

nity. Marijuana mn be obtain
ed from three sources: 100011 y

destroyed.
Glue -sniffers
have cons on their mouths and

Right after World War II

THERE ARE pros

there was a shortage of rope i

Antrim so controlled grow .

and

cons as to whether marijuana

ing of marditana began in ou
country for the sole purpose° t'
making rope .-- its primary us
age. It was won discovered
that marijuana could he used
as a stimulant to get -high'
on. and people eveowhere
were finding this stuff. taking
it honk and entwine it in thei r

is hamlet All police coun-

hack yards.

even when they arc off drugs.
is the inability to say no."

"Even today. five miles ou
of Chimgo. Mere is marijuana
growing. and the city. slate and
federal governments are doing
everything they can to destros
it. But as fast as the govern
meat min destroy in 110 youth

ore finding areas where
marijuana grows wild.

he

and

they take the seeds and mad
their own narcotic field." mid
Arlington Heights juvenile officer Richard Robinson.

MARIJUANA

IDOKS

like shredded tea leaves or
green crushed blades of gnus.
The smell of marijuana closely
resembles oregano In herb that
is used for seasoning food/.
The symptoms of marijuana

use are a dilation of the eyes.
nervousnes. and an
appetite. Good and average
average
students become poor. and the
students
user's hygiene
habits full
apart.

Hashish is a form of rnarijun. It is produced by boiling
ustrijuana and scraping the
residue of the top which has
Ion times the potency of ordinary marijuana.

MANY DRUG ADDICIS sten

t on the mad towards

heroinou by
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sniffing glue. tor-

mntine, gasoline um. Doctors
agree
the side effects of
&noggin -mg are much mom
rapid than other narcotics. If a
user sniffs glue on the average
of once a week he is capable of
becoming blind and there is
'deterioration of the central
motor system in the brain.

wlors agree that marijuana is
definitely psychologically addicting to Me youths ',These

kids really almit know what
they are taking.- said Robin.
son. -The me.' capacity of a
15.00

19 -year -old at the Ante

when they arc using drugs.

the Federal Burvau of Narcot-

ics proved that there am between 75.000 and 85.000 hardcore heroin addicts in the

Illinois

of In.OBI) Supt. Mitchell Wore recently tenoned
Bureau

The theme this year is, "The
7011 New Frontiers...

Basic!a the mull rides and
games. the Jaycees will have a
dunk tank.

volved, 13 adults and 14 juveniles arrested. Already in 1970
there have been 32 cases, 93

that state narcotic agents confiscated marijuana. heroin,

persons

and LSD Yalt.d at more than
52.2 million during 1469.
`111E DRUG
ntem
continues in Illinois as does
throughout the nation. especially among the younger generation." Ware said. The

ion of the Arlington Heights
police on the basis of their

relatively. The most popular
drop axed by the .munger

alined on marijuana. and in
less than one year they woe

people appear to he marijuana.
I.SD and speed tmethedrinel."

300.dollarm-day he.
loin users. They gotthe money
insupport their habit by sell.

Ware's report shows that
493.701 grams of marijuana

long to get in Mb clinic. Ninety-nine per cent of the heroin
addicts in Lexington started on
marijuana.

Many people don't believe

anything you tall them until
they are presented with facts in

Hack and whim The per-

lay state writs during the last

What could he wrong with this

mar. He said the actual whole-

boy or girl? Doctors will loll

sale value of the purchases and
its for 1969 equalled

you the youth has taken some
son of narcotic stimulant, and

9495.01.
"However,' when you con -

if the youth does not tell the
doctor what he took (many
limes the youth himself does
not lawny) it is impossible to
help him.

Rolling Meadows
Board of Park Commissioners
met 'Thursday night in a five.

fua

On a national level. arrests
of adults and juveniles with the
possession and -or use of narcotics since 1965 to present

According to Park District
Director Dean Hallemd,Them

had been some controversy
over the original parking lout,
;Inesigo,

hich svasssirou,u

rihe

resirenctiorge'?arca Waled
by the projected parking kit.
The dispute centered basically around a long narrow em
tension of the parking lot from

the north side of the Wilding,
paralleling a series of nearby
residences.

live Dime!. Elk Grove High

upon by residents and board
members was to "compact"

Corp.; the

the parking lot on the north

School. Mcdinah Motor

Madinah Mini Bikes, the Guardsmen. Ncisei
Envoy
atom and
Bugle

Corp. The

Drill

Spun:nes

Team the Regal Valiant Drum
and Bugle Corps, the US, Mn.

rine Drum and Bugle Corps

and the Warriors Dn. and
Bugle Corps.

the Jared. will sponsor a
bike decorating contest and
winners will march in the parade Sunday Mono 28 at 130

include Armen and Busse
Realtors. B'nai Brith Lodge
2202. Business and Professionsal Women's Club, Elk

Grove Elks, Elk Grove Fire-

nedy Blvd. and will erd at the

and Me Newcomers Cluh,

shopping center.
Parade Chairman

Frank
Czamik W seeking additional
floats and marchtng units. Organizations may contact him
an 439-5072,

PRIZES FOR THE float
competition are 975 for first
playa; $50 for second place
and 625 for third place.
Floats will be judged under
the following point system:

Originality and ingenuity, 40
points; aptness and portrayal
ntheme, 40 points; floral arngement and use of the peo-

Honorary Grand Marshall
will be the Rev. J. Ward Maid -

son of Queen of the RoUny,
the Jaycee Man of the Year.

June 15 to August 7 for an

The Arlington Heights Plan
Commission will hold a special
hearing on the Tim -Battery &
Accessory fimility which may

.

24 for a six -week' session, and

eight -week laboratory courses.
Incoming
students
and
graduates
may enroll
in

Or may not be a part of the

courses for credit or for the
puMnit of a special merest

K -Mart development to be located on the northeast corner

without
credit.

earning

academic

.

of Algonquin Road and Golf
Road.

When the Village Board approved the KMart dote].
opium h sent the T -B -A rem
Okullendation back to the Plan
COmmission for ftirther study.

Radios can go anywhere.

board voted to hire Stephen C.

with the high school graduate
next fall to college or with the
college graduate to his or her
new apartment. Arvin In &stiles has introduced several

Maine West students

any

for summer school
through their counselors. No
registration may be completed'
UntiLlhe student has secured
the approval of his counselor

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

Pearson as superintendent of
F
for the park district.
Eason, who will be graduated

from Illinois State University
next week with a degree in

sign

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY
WANT AD! This large printed sign can

physical education, had appeared hefore the board earlier

in the meeting to prevent his
quulifications.
Other

were to purchase an

.

.

new radio and stereo units.
Police

evlh aeronautical

and standard
FM brisidcasts are features of
the new Arvin solid state nail-

AFC to leek in F2:1 stations. a
horizontal slide dial and

tibentl potable radio. It in-

static.

Fn

corporates eleven transistors
fur instant play and longer set
life.

Other Hamm are a chrome
30" swivel whin ,manna.

the meeting was adjourned.

Sal

I8
Ave.,Koenig,
gton

Heights, Illinois, is among six
additional Merit Scholarship
winners announced today by
the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
She
is
among more than 3,000 win-

A. B. Dick Foundation Merit
Scholarship. She plans to m.

and has paid his tuition fees.

Tuition for non -laboratory
courses will be $12 per half

Arvin's solid state portable
stereo phonograph feature
custom luggage styling, twin
speaker fined snugly over the
amplifier -phonograph and all

in architecture at the Uniaversity of filinois.

Her four-year schalanhip

weighing anly 14 pounds. It
plays all 'Toe records end rho
lightweight tracking tone arm
has crystal cartridge and dual

IDENT

SALE SIGN!

place %ethos

AROUND THE WORLD
in PA Day: would be Limn,
000 go
pude for a
sag on s Imp or tinningi the

leaked around ot If rou re
mom inclinad to 6011000 th
the world is rum his ostcr
son can put a glob, bameun
two papur plates taped to rap
uset
opea oyster shall

Pa. Corps floc ccntsrmace

soh the world war pvirl

court unslst of s snout math
ode of transportation Toy

GRADU1TION also mans
denim% of a stinabit. gift

boors no) airplusks trams
bnnou turylts Ind mo
torcyklks
Hen.

we

in our diluent
soutty most gr Ida rev already
-Haw

fu onus !den

post, the reputed Lraduation

fora worWh ploy depend

mune, pen

ink on the graduatu s eke

typtwrrars oatchm and csm
Dos Of coursc ohm sun tan
not h n)thoir own lup.,am or
phonovaph Theo_ era asp
at ill, ussful
they ndl Ix

Small globs maul shwa

stunk.. Ix
yore

oM is tabk f

Placeinats could he tat

oriel trt el ads cut from map
aloes Or small maps could In
ut.t.d its todoodual plasm at+

lc isms the family nest.
A more union II idea might
he to
k he graduate Ismail,

A Imp. pant, tibia canurnq,
can

moch.ln t tpun, togetherseveral

lark.. ever,

or tou ARP tenth% otit

vogues, distinctive sunglasses llial aloorb potentially harmful and
discomforting ultraviolet and 'Minted light rays.

could be dolls from different
cowries. Or you might give

77cartificale from an art gallery or even from un artist, if
you fuel the recipient would

your graduate the -world on a

enjoy making the selection.

them look by..p.m.ports or air
11111. broken

11 your dsughttr
Mss
collection, the centerpiece

pending on her need.

A meinber of the National
Honor Society, Miss Koenig is
an editor of the yearbook and
layout editor of the school
literary magazine. She help ed
design
sets
for four
school musicals. In 1969 she
received
ward in
Fair.

aer.ond place athe Scholastic Art

a

credit and $48 per full credit,
and for lab -courses it will be
S62 except for biology which
She
was selected
from
will he $72.
among Finalists qualifying for
All non -Maim West stn. awards sponsored by The A. B.
dents who want to attend Dist. Dick Foundation, which is en 207 summer school should
dowed by A. B. Dick Company
consult with their counselors 'of Chicago, manufacturers of
regarding the proper course to office duphcatingmopying
follow before registration.
equipment and electronic
Maine
West's
summer data -presentation systems,
school registration will be
The Merit Scholarship win open from 7:50 a.m. until 4:20 veers were chosen -Born among
p.m. Monday through Friday. 15,000 Finalists. All had
Additional information con. scored in the top half of one
cerning course offerings, cred- per cent of graudating high
its, foes, time schedules and school seniors in their stateson
room assignments may be ob- the Merit test and had meteothtidnd by telephouing Maine er requirements to becom fiWest 01 827.6176.
rang

andn

iT,,,eczvitcit;ye

a bars

0toi,i0tch,c1o7nOtinthdrcoittehi

match.

longer

Modish, deft designs leap in,timely into the mainstream

of oday s style, carrying with

the most dramatic is Adria].
al wirework that encircles the

body -hugging

to travel companion. It operates on either 110 -volt AC
with detachable line cord, ur

waist like an oversized bangle
bracelet. This sort of 5,11 is in
tubular, thin metal. worked
ronto big scrolls, loops or just
oks -piping Mat resembles

reception. Walnut wood -grain
fish caw has carrying handle
for easy portability. It weighs
about six pounds and carries a
suggested
retail
prim of
531.95.

sweater knits.
Meant Tor small figures, these
win: bracelet -Belts come in either shiny gold or silver.
mcIgni,g

II his jewelry
helter-skelter on

.

hoola-hoops sitting on your

itions such as the extreme

hipbone. A chaimfront closing
gives you a few inches of adjustability.

highrise.

wider legs. deeP
pleats, wider cuffs and waistbands, says tha Men's Fashion

This new metal mood in

Assn. Some even have the

hells strikm us as an expression

L,wan..106,

of frecform art. Here is a contemporary and amming addidon for an already existing hell

flo.rap...puicickrmdsoaynde. pi/cab.

robe styles from the

than

wardto

lop or in his bureau dowels.

lathers,

hmif ina

au.,

belts. Choose his gift belt from

For hini chose from a wide
std eu.
.m.geqn of rig

colorful
'"inbliiiid
with leather (Mere are wallets,

miff links and for the mod

her
009a, and ''''''''''' 00
OrrruBegoh).

tonch, welch four.

'''''''. '''

1..ig gips mean o kg. F., sltmtf afgles in waxy nem.

the mule
nonct,,ionitenbur.mas 1klylrmindgin.nide. j.nwti.

'ic..d 'd'ig"'" bdo ina pat"
novel

wenotv.i.leatherrhf.aste

pockets, as in the I930s, also
are showing up on new mita.

elry h. buckles will be greatly
appreciated.

prig.. , .....g.
The Perfect

Gift for

bual'i
Finally.

you can "lad
hand" hi. mit' aging of
eha

from sporty driving gloves that
are the delight of tenth sports car funs and pilots 9f the family sedan. to dressy wineskins.

NOW 111.61' French cuffs arwahyrinandstyrd' l'igkin 's

Graduate

available now at-

The Taang ash.° Shop
Specializing in

Hilltop
Book Store
22 5 Evergreen
Shopping Center

pl

Itwel Ice

Adington Heights
Phone 255-1300

;r111.11Orr

Sizes 3,5,7, 9,

THE CLASS
OF

'70
30 S. Evergreen Shopping Conte

Arlington Heights

So will you, when May open one of our suner-filkd
gift packages, Choose something bovines -like in
well -crafted leather, cheoU something sporting for

the long, lively mum, ahead. The gift with our
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SALES ARIERVICE

appreciate most.

MITCHELL'S

J. SVOI9DA SONS

Evergreen Shopping

°I537t's; ilig-677r*.Varl,0r

PHONE

394-0820

Flowers say it so well
and Sylvia says it best,

IMAIN
Musical Instruction

Arlington Heights
12 5. Denton, Arlington Heights
CL 5-2595 Open Mon. & Thurs. Eves.

RENTALS
REPAIRS

JEWELER
Center
20 5, Evergreen,

I

CONGRADULATES

WE GLADDEN GRADS

mime on the box Is theme

I

Open Thurs.. Fri. Evenings

and for her...

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ohliwt:coscof

e

and bracelets.

..,,on, w ow ng,,,,th.rm,

CARAVELLE'
by BULOVA

scattered
dresser

his

W.,

find an oeciision to wear a wig.

$29"

is

andsome
om

pies. eorcingo
11,h.cak.nge. ioarea, arohcratriin

,Tay want

lies hack,

vfoid1e0r

nowated

Arvin's portable solid state

initial-

baroque designs

been

as

radio -phonograph can quickly
be converted from table model

47-

and phone

255-y200
-6640

are back lie wilt need some ratra cuff links. Select from

Today's

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

Gold filled jewelry brans all

tite flourishes of a look that

as y

bracelet belt

"arrived"!

sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,
Mau. Prospect or Des Plaines.)

Jewelry offers
wide selection
and finish, so important to the

Give him a

tells him he's

1

gestion comes from American Optical Corp., maker of Sun -

jews,pc,..11;siolbi,

watch that

a 20 inch sign will attract

Commencement lime is here again, a happy occasion fur many

to think about a "little something gift. Why not make that little
something a pair of prescription -quality sunglasses? This gift sug-

doll

you msght mkt.

ti

painting or pax, of sculpture.
Hopefully It will no: something
Mc, 1.1n dos by+ enjoy and may
essn incn. ne tn value with -the
sou It NMI irs not too
your unt) atilt match theirs,
you san ala s 0vethemgift

imitations

CO la

.1 -

original work lot aan
- oil

will provide between $500 and

$1,500 per year 102,000 to
$6,000 over four years) de-

ind

the

attention to your sole and bring you
(limit

platter

wardrobe and the wire .belt
looks particularly right with

teries.

FREE

by piecing the glob,
on a lerge plate with grunry

he mad as a cuterpisce smth
colored stomp leech% to c ich

Great changes arc taking
place in metal belts, and one of

It also features direct drive
tuning of AM radio and builtin ferrite rod antenna fir best

15

rty

1

replaceable gapphire needles.

DC with fur "Et" cell bat-

the

Monday in a special session,

Barbara

squelch switch to eliminaM

or drive -way.

ice -re -

im-skating
rink of the sports complex at a
crot of $12,050; tO pay
940.000 worth of contracting
bills and to purchase two lots
in Waverly Park for 55,000.
After a motion to reconvene
surfacer for

.

easily be posted in front of your house

resolutions adopted

S illiest had been incumbent
as
treasurer.
Additionally,

Maine West

he table Ora globe could

Musical gifts are always appreciated

the

Reese succeeded KIM Schroeder in the vice presidency, and

for summer at

on K -Mart

Marching units that will
participate include the Chicago Mounties, Electro-Mo)

IN OTHER business,

ners named nationwide.
Miss Koenig, a senior at Sacred Heart of Mary High
School, has been awarded an

Still time to enroll

Hearing set

ny, 20 poi..

Musical gifts can go anywhere. I his natural walnut and brushed chrome coffee table stereo by
Electrohome Limited will make music for dm gout wherever he goes.

Got the World On a Stun,
eaukl ba demonstrated ha sus
pendia, a globe o a busy
string from your light tame

wcm sworn in.

jar

Students may still enroll for
the summer session at Maine
West High School according
te Eldon Burk, dean of bop at
the high school.
The summer program will
operate from June 15 to July

to n plinmni, a ga....71 par
n
g You could i.vee
meet song title as )our tskn
of point for not inm.. Ito

ing the elm., the off,

extra customers

Elected to office were: D.
Richard Martin. board presi-

th,

grndult.. In 1net the topti. of
nos worlds to tonquu n to
voria.
mu} est at god

to sell!

eqUiable for all, and still allows
fora safe

ber.

the

looking for just those items you intend

This

dent; Donald Reese, vies presi-

Junior Women's Club

potential cash buyers, many of whom are

n ed. "We feel;: noted HalleHalle -

complex," which 'a tentatively
scheduled to open in Novem-

agnitux

dant t lift. and the haulmng of
now wider cxperonces Nun

hesantli side

dent, and Bill Billings, treasurer, Martin took the chair from
Hal Conley, who had presided
over the board for five years.

ters.

Graduation

and of on, phut ot tht. au

your sale with a DAY

munities and reach more than 200,000

Hollered was re-appointed as secretary. Follow -

Arlington
accc'.'' Heights
mod. Pp projectedi° parking
red, "that this will be most girl named
bike traffic in°""m'
and out f"i"d
of the merit scholar

Grove Township Republican
Daugh-

worlds 1, now opsn

Mu or rho graduatt fniuds

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban com-

Dean

the building complex, and to
extend slightly the parking lot

men's 'Association, Lions, Elk
Job's

appliances and much more).

ANNOUNCE

Next: the other types of oar
codes and their symptom.,

side, and move it closer toward

The peony parade route begins at Claremont and Ridge,
continues dawn John F. Ken-

Organization,

meets in thor children., lives
with a pony or dinner tor role

Who not tidke sdvint lax of
thn retie mad, theme of

to sports complex parking
The

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic, (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

Mon turcnts

Rolling Meadows gives ok

centage of youths in our com- hour session to elect new ofmunity trying some type of fumrs and give the gomhead
narcotic in one form or anothnmiscd.purking lot plan
er is alarming, but there are no
r the sports complex currentaccurate facts as to how great ly under construction on Owl
it is. Every day. police are en- Drive.
tasunterining more and more situations which they find narcotics in the possession of
youths.

police run acrons a youth stap

were seized
and
another
.36.330 grams xere purchased

gran. selb for about SI each
LEXINGTON IS a hospital on the sheets. the combined
in Kentucky which attempts to retail value of marijuana con
rehabilitate
heroin
users.
There is a waiting list a mile

of our community know lust
what per of narcotics are in
common use and the identifying symptoms. Many times

t gift ideas tot' your grog)

high

school and grade school Ewa
ions. nurser. schools hrn
graduation programs Mod
mother% like to cclebratc suth

IT IS THE hope of this ar-

gering down the street. The
youth seems to he in a dare.
Police smell the mon breath
for alcohol but Mere is none.

older that a cigarret which
equals approximately .250

lune annually musts grub

t on from coats,

sts. and gehomile anests.

heroin addicts on his program.
These addicts all youngsters.

answer as to why their sons or
daughters got started on dregs.

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3 ...

records and study, that by the

t

for your grad
no Amy Fremgen

end of 1070 there will be an
estimated 50 eases. 279 per
involved. 252 adult article that the adults and youths

g marijuana and other nor.
mtk drugs.
Tne following neck Sunk.
and brought the parents of
these youngsters on his program. They were even more
tragic: they couldn't give any

SALE

involved. 84 adults
and 22 juveniles. It is the opin-

under age 30 continues to in.
crease both absolutely and

SO FAR, FLOAT entries
ON SATURDAY June 23,

were seven cases, 29 people in-

ge

Planworldly p

namotic arrests. In 1907, there

vestigation

THE SOLUTION agreed

Roads.

IN TIIE Arlington Heights
community, for example. statistics clearly show the rise in

The David Susskind television show 'wendy had nine

carnival pa rade slated
12th annual Elk Grove Village
Joycxe carnival and many parade, June 24-28 at the Grove
Shopping Center. Arlington
Heights and Beisterfteki Roads.

ing about big business."

re

150.to

Best wishes aid

YOU OWN

ports estimate that Americans
puff away $100 million worth
of marijuana annually. So you
can easily see that we're talk-

number of person arrested

Elk Grove 1 2th Jaycee
Plans arc being made for the

daubed by our agents amounted to slightly more than $2 mil-

lion.- Ware said. "Some re-

e

ere -s o

2LF

11./k,w.rar Call .1,...,537 08,19
735 W. DUNDEE, WHEELING

Sylvia's
Flowers
13 16 N. Arlington

Heights Rd.
Daily 8 to 6
CL 5.4680

avife

Page 8

Weller Creek bill

Tuesday rune 2 1970

OKdl by liegisilature
One Of ths bill, p issad in the

find hour, of th, spring s.
can of ths logirl iturt, was the
bill foe me -proving Waller

Cruk tram Mount Prcnput
Rd in the. &Luton of Illma 5
91

The bIll wgs sponsorad In

est wishes and gri sft gift ide s

Et' yagr

trai1

Reps, (12 ld Dist of hlount
prospect and in tho sanata by

the graduate who already owns

MULTIPLEX FM is par-

stereo salon is here and IS be.
coming increasingly popular.

ticulady popular in metropolian areas says an industry

The automobile lends itself
perfectly to stereo sounds be-

spokesman where sound waves

gramming a well, though.

cording so a major manufaetuner. Gibbs Spixial Products

To achieve u full conarre
hall effect. many stereo buffs

Corp., a subsidiary of Ham-

are

mond Corp.
Coming on strong is the cas.

with
unit. This Ti

seise

player. which has the

added -advantage of re:audios,

oiosic or wice.

and Hammond pioneered the
reverberation unit. which was
0rigthallY 'Is", I'd rho ....dd.
mni, orgem
Installation of an \ cis!.
track stereo player, radio. or
cassette playcerccorder in the
family on is easy enough for
the handyman to do himself in

we strong and FM stereo rs.
ception is dear and sharp.
Many small-town radio naions now offer FM stereo pro-.

eight -track stereo three player
is the leader in auto stereo ac-

adding

touch

a
a

ahoueso

etilosiNverberation units.

the

sailed

in-

'the side

.

''..-..

ins unit or
a=4"-nsn'talring thcm in

industry is expected to double
ou

e again.

As construction grows, so
does the need for MOM and

-

more qualified people to enter
all phases of the conseruction
industry, especially the managerial side.

To acquaint high school and

junior college graduates with
Into middle -management ca-

to pack travel case.

ionpieces aa Well e timepiecm.

the new car.

W...h.ork.

memberiel land appreciate&

..

The mien, ?WA.

Grooming gifts
are always good

help young adults "trawl orsily and wills the greatest menAble self-contidence," 'The
Seventeen Guide to Traver'
was recently puhlished by the
MaCmillan Co. 196.951.

What could be a more time.
ly rind appropriute gds than an

electric shaver. Everyone will
love the case and comfort of
shaving with an electric shaver
that makes ems, nicks and
scrapes a thing of the past.

kl..Y oodclsareaeailabln
cm0
0.edi.s. 0.8 or
double edge combs and with

an -onoffswitch.

This commonsense book
by Mary Scott Welch shows

One shaver for the ladies is
Inc -Ludy Sunbeam LS8"
with a buill-in light to
spotlight trouble spots often

how to make a summer abroad
as manageable. EIS a spring

missed. This neavest model has
specially designed cutting

(1111 '11.1c

jersder"Thanger"Spu=

alive
guide describes the mechanics

models without loss of corn -

travaling-Trom reservations
and confirmations to tipping

fell.

1.11t1111i3.1 1°

any irip, anywhere, anytime.

.0_ . -

the

sli

'4e of the

lar'' V

w

atch f

-

-in.. fim. .w" '

are sold watches. This spline
sees Sr many exciting gold ten -

""'

c°1'1'1"a1i°'
'"Co
Mrcl that then.
timepieces
arctruly up to the minuts in style
1111.1.

tiOnS

IMO, of ladiss lUtOMMG%

dn. *WA, wenbmations of

six, low, in looks with tit
tat praamon inperforin mat

dna., fusion eras

m

go or the. Wm am.r who Id., to
he. en ths balm

Going Joi'm Ike live -up.

Chicago.

there are Wither -encased tray 01 clocks. tie -cases. toilet kits.

Other topics covered in the

problems of she independent

traveler -how not to hitchike
money rnitiesecnient and torgain hum,nc ab,.0, whom ni
come, Ibm ,he -g, go wrong
from the local student °Tani,

folding slippem. Abe
leather minicar.: sets, leather.
hooked hair or clothes brushes.

Popular leall.rs range from
csdf. niorocco and pigskin to
dis-

tinctive embossed finishes in
favored muscadine colors.

if

New Chemplex
representatives
Roger

exec are welhorganiaed travel
kits, and pocket companions.
This inatelied set is in flannel

elial.

J.

DeHorn,

TRIMMERS
WOTISHLS

.-)'C'

'

IN EVERY JEWELRY STORE
Girard Eerregeur Is ono 01 1110 finest watches

Pat'Ututli'IV;g:s.'pirt5cit==hoeLd. Age:LT
polio comparatively
How thee, eon

hobtr,reed
clparavely new jewelers
L,'r1:;?
ofto
c
carry GP's,
soo

shy

-7.,,,,,s,

A. Man's 14K gold with Raman numeral dial.
$135
B. Man, 101< gald.filled self.wInding 907.30

C. Lady's 14K gold bracelet watch...5300
D. Lady'. 14K gold
5105

All

CALL:

rriwil 255 4595 ',11111
.-\
1411.W. Nrthwesr Hwy_ Arlingtn Heights
-

.

4_ uhil

- 4"....4?-CII1

.

.;

.

..

.

'

r

(

_

V5.8.enrigV
now ADDINGTON

'''..

.

,,ppr,

Co11662-0,122.

ione''''

SUPER -

,.

TrAIII..,..-Egr

Auto Service

r''''''''"*.r r''''. ''''''''

957-9742

Bicycles 13. Repairs

...Selman...

'''

WINKELMAN'S
C1.3.0349

c,.;:g.,?

L,0,,,,no.

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

SPRING CLEANUP

' r:nctida':

ill,

ive you

the

Soo a repoited.

Boat

Johnny

SAND

Eld

E

SOD

DECORATIVE

Upholstering
Eng, worsa,onsi,ip

sVPII:=1171::tVenr2St

1,,R4P=s,=:;0r

p,,, ,p,ozLo oLA.c,,,Lo.

,ILINE 22 SLILY 10 CL 5.0369

con...li
/0 ty

Big 8,1.1.00,525.00

255070

296-6484

=,,177,non will& CAR

Big 4 Yd. load415.110

RUSSELL

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

DECORATING

Dog Training

82,7588

P0001. 1 0GOING

SOD DEPOT

1

p".smukineSewere9

Coll after OW 392-0092.

COUTURIER designing and shnl.

1

297.3195

JA.M. 9 P.M.

537-4026.

CREATIVE

V7eE"e
I. KOTIK & SONS -

-

dhunt Loretta zss-osre

ic you SEW???

DECORATORS

'Your Personal Jeweler"

0

Arlington Heights
CL3-4690

13 E. Campbell, Arlington Heights
MASTER -CHARGE ACCEPTED HERE

AD

PrIr7ir'rm'rnr.

ROLLINOMFADOWS,

hems

",zow,17171:B=P,TET;0017NEMY"T'I'aVjSUN'BIL'OF71-10EaB'N'OP
SECTION ONE: That the following legally described proper, is hereBy AIMS)

ESTIMTESCALL39,3427

into ready

Section 35, Township 42 Nonls, Range 10, east of ,e Tile Pandora
Meridon,fiying east of and ad[oining the east 1,05 01 gill in Mum
Grovo Gran Sobdiumon noel Subdiuision recorded as Document Ha
1817SmOiin Cook Couon,Olinois.
5aould any section or prevision of thls OrdBsORKl.
SECrion TY' 0.

declared by a court of compete, [mace., to be invalid, such dons...hall
whole or ant Ptia thereof P.,
not oflon the validity 0 the ordinance cs

NAM 0
MINA gann.Wobor

Amad awl opprowel Xis NM Inc et Mer,1170

Published in the
DAYFUMIGATIONS,ING.

Toodayanne

IVO

rsaasemo,, ROA,

,

Fencing
COLORS. PORTABLE OR
. PERMANENT DOG RUNS.

y.,,,,,s3s

COLORS
PRIVACY

ALUMINUM

-.....
,..,

' ''..

R & M DECORATING

, ,,, on, ne.

no

BncWo=r0rronteed

Euclid/Lake Aye. next to Tollway

Free estirna.s

bridg. 02.140
Lewn ono,e _ outbaords.

35E1-3172

Dookado
Picket

Service

insfollation 6 Soles

'' ......k..
Av.,
tax..

NEED MORE ROOM?

:Rbom.PACIitions
0 ormers

Ri'Ges

'

-

pp,.

FULL MAINTENANCE

TX. 75 tug

7AVEAral; e`,WHI,Indr'

52,1211
'

co. i ...,...%Dr.11Z,2r...,...

,...-

online Luning Smokes

A W=D, Srt

rs'ACX"°.

LA

10

.

led

CALLS ACCEPTED:ANYTIME.
ISAY OR RITE

.

FINDING

-

.,..

K.S?

HAPPINESS
RIG141

HERE

n.,

FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,
STRIPPED

V/a)PZCZ

KAY'S ANIMAL ilisi.TSR 2705 N.
Arlington hes. Rd. Arl.

CEILINGS HANDWASHFD,

,t7,,ed
finished. 524,95

Be sure To get oereoe.ete

NERAL PARLORS, RESTROOMS.
WINDOWS WASHED.AVALLS Si

Floor Refinishing

Finished Easements
ENablished, Reliable

;.
392-8333

MAINTENANCE.
BECICPS Maintenance

BOBJAACKS FENCIN

PEOPLE

289-10138

Mamas

-

tir

or&odSONS

SPOONl
595-0478 665-4412

campus corps,

sttrZsrVirrUITZ.

RUSTIC RMING

CALL 014.0,60

"d'"

WELDING AND GENERAL REPAIR

CL 9-0495

.

WEST GARDEN CENTER
L

CALL 297-2266

An 6 WI

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION

Decorators

''"1-

fergeilAreMoNatieit

,,

.

Lauritz Jensen

,

Lawn Mower Repairs

.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
STEEL

---

r.....0re

''' 900' ' "0'10' ''`

10

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by
Waltman Cones. Co

2807 Sp won Oree.

.

ge3D,P2EILTIrre Eall,ESP;2506,

FINANCING AVAILABLE

BROWN., °LOME

.-

-

Law n

.

CHAIN LINK FENCFSVINYI.

=.,,,,,';,°::;,,'.-,';,,...

.

FREE ESTIMATES

wow iri

)20-5909

too large ornall.25,0094

0 no
'de,.
... pr,c7.2p-0...,",L. 'Ln.:.

Machine!

0
z

Licensed.

ELECTRIC

gross killer,

wire

ok

CONTRACTORS

SIGTION FOUR, Vas ordinonce shall be in full faro and effect from OM
ofter its passoge, approval end pulaktaann in pamphle fern as P.vldd km
law.

AA RON

eGusionn cro llinonitio

..
Loo,Lgoy.

Crab

--""--""",",,

CARPENTER

with o far
reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Soporific Quick
Cash -Making

That port of Lot 11 in Ihe Assessors DivItion of the Nor,west quad,' of

253 ism Arl Ms Reason°.
Electrical Work

-.c17,,r-----t,%i,..

cash

IVEIZnto'llIt'Ci7,',Vglenge'BitnorsT"'"

lesseassen

9-SiSOM,T,Th,Sot.
C-9:00 Fri.
9-12:00 Wad.

WANT
Convert usable
but
unneeded

WAS: Scanlon, Weer.. Masi% Madam ITrOrnoreli

2 N. Dunton Ave.

"CLIP; 'SW.IL'OrL PWrFTEE

ELECTIROAN

oll lame,

E..,

riXtZtt
fisias, '
,0,,,igVe,Td.,,,i,,,

FULL BASEMENT
Installed In Your crow! snore
HOUSES RAISED

RICK'S DECORATING

gLqcy o,

'

d*,:inOr!'AZn:nri::.

Coll 298.4640 on 827-Osat

Wallpapering

,''?.!'
'"'"
' "'''''''''.
won''. r "czroz:'IPog
PoPerie9
, w.11w.).0.
oto, Fre

MER=CBTEAKENargLBLUE

'olsi'n'erTr,r174OTR'es'.71=s

KNOWN
AS A

....'

6 top dressing,

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

CarRentw hy Harold Swenson

FAMILY

A37-2004
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Dog Service

PM inUKICATIONS. INC.

n

.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Soich En terpros'es

392-3229

593-5071

FREE ESTIMATES 296-1630

IO STONE

...AVEC

Da, Comps

upholstery.

Meyer

HU.

TOP SOIL

see=raT'reas

,

DAY

CASE ED 350-5359

For free est cull .09-5526

ARL. NTS. DAY CARE COSTER

Building 6 Remodeling

>-

°';'-'''"P'....

PAWDR°.....'AT'N.

Tr'ne'Zg!'7,Trelt:OT; 'olt.ci
824.7222 or 394.5216

-Tucks...ming

Child Core

uened ew.el" ewe ei."-

TueolonlonaR Into

392.3450

"P'aIre'ret
w
0004014o 'WTES

RON FOSTER RV, Inc.

Booting

Publhwelnik

CERAMIC& VINYL TILING

RE... EASRTWG-

Pe'r,.td.TatIti

ROLAND E, JOHNSON

WAHLQUIST

L,_SVALLiF2BIEOORS

`e I'd aS'I.

rrn

r

)37 W.

FWE ESTIMATES

1:e'r'.1381r7%;TorisaIar'.'1.

....

VICE. CANCL5-3057

ZY's!'Fre*Ers'ar=0(30V-

Coll 62,0203

DICK,. SERVICE

259.0552

..' ..
,,xv,,,,,,gazum.

593.7208

.

Cl 0-080
yule

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

WHOLESALE

OS. L CONCRETE

on men, wear.

"'er'1o'crnn

!ORION BLUE SOD

-"d"

Tailoring

,,

.

'''''''"'"

NTIN

and SERVICE

CL S10.12

Qualified college student.

CALL 259-4999

ALL SEASONS

SALES

main, HE,562

TUTOR

COSTRUCO

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

S'9R.).

't ertrrI'l l'' r-,..

1

MATH AND KARATE

2,74."MkT,DXft

s13)..e019

Some Pump

interior , Ofierlar
-

EXPERIENCED

CEMENT WORK

ANY CONDITION

MACHIK

35E-340

HOUSE NEED PAINTING)

I nstructioni

SCHAUMBURG, ILL

3594113
Sheet Metal Work
John, Sheet Moo, Air condS
furnaces 6 gutters,
n

no.

so

CUSTOM DECORATING

Wall woshing by machine.
Fast und economic,.

766,19s3. Speck) 011 10,0 Aor).

529.9E/ I

Schoumburg

MAKING

Loonono, p.m, e,en
work evenings

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED
CALL 562 1,5'

APOLS C

Nes...Rasa.,

0501010

fin -Rd.

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

eP

208 MOO Rd.

QUICK
CAM-

....,-==7,,
,
...cm'''.

EL:elF, end ,,,o7r ,PV.,,27

0900240

D & J CONTRACTORS
Complete sewer Rwater sew,

payojoo

-

ZANZake

1ST ON THE MOON
1St IN CEMENT
CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.
DRIVEWAYS
PATIOS

ROSELLE DODGE

BETTER

Coll us at 5,3-7,138

Sewer& Septic Work

FIbS QUALITY PAINT SER.

.

',=.7.7=

H
H

bookkeeping, clerical. etc. Real

,:',':',Z,`:=',',=:,'""'"""

Horne Moinrenonce

APOLLO

Murals

then the pan so ()colored to be Invalid.
SECTION THREE This ordince shall be and Is hereby ordered t be prheld
cay Of
00 rc9IoOO II pamphlet fnaorm by ender of 018.05 Council ofo

FLAHERTY JEWELERS

Reding

Secretarial Semites

Nnbegges 0...2

FIGHT DACKIII

Phone Luigi

541-1037

6Pmeseer

WHEREAS. the City Countll of the oryolaollino Meadows hos reuiewed oast
conducted o public hearing pursuant to notices required lay Statute, relating la
sea Lidn,
the proposed Pre.Annesation Agreement heiween the LoBawr)
Midwest Bank and Trust Company as Trustee uncle, Trus f 6603-13, of

Mc ENEELY PLBG. CO.

Let us do ,r sesseladol typing

NTRIOR-EXTERIOR
G. By school teacher.

ALUMINUM SIDING
FASCIA. SOFFIT
GUWERS. ROOFING
COUNTRYSIDE ALUMINUM
PRODUCTS CO

Pi*
Awe, mile..

52,6507

COMPLETE ADV. SERVICE

%MENGE MOATS

.

gentiefiremodeling ems.

"075TOVI'"

George Klein 392 0803

1

I

and

Est

WORK GUARANTEED, GUTTER

p
ppprppo
us do your home improvement

lioriclogionCommintia

Art Services

all

, coMdiciiadd

Neritoge Plumbing Co,
255.7606. free

7

European Pal., ALL WASHING.

350-7206

'flin° rC"reht0 1 e'Zorl; IDr'elfn'ariSe of tr041RY

A GIRARD PERREGAUX'

'

weekends. 209.3168

Coll, 392,50
Home Improvement

&

CONCRETE

ond McHenry at....

.WHFREAS, sold Special Zoning Commis,. hos submitted Its roped to am
st aromdm,a, 16/0
ne- 0,0,011 or inc cmmj or

2R,esd. r0,1n

350-6190,

Painting a Decorating
.

_

Content

SKIRTSARE SHORTER

'efte :

rItnVocar=s upon annesehm).!'t'e P.D.rn":7L'r

1

c 1 54l sea

,

NEAT CARPENTER

WHY YOU CAN'T BUY

'

,ppn.,

Window wca.g.

,

J

"We care about your children's safety!"

.'S

Fireplaces, flower hoses, interior

Small johs welcome.

.P'''..T.F"'
257-Tati" '0'7 dlIm,.

crt

""iiV=ZCOZPrebfutt:riohiiVr=i'ir7ri.til.,7

for you with. TrirnAWy. well help you snsriKe the hosh am nel.
figure eswie wilheut swish die's, pills, inns/1,n, r strenuous
exorcise. An we B..,rntne results ThlKs Daft,: you're vs., .
you'll ,ka ,ust a fiew an, nu ons Se a an A lw ysO r figural

Eop'etTeL, 'treTnlet

:ei'c'tt'ShViril.4Ortne;414.3;

MINFREAb, the Ciry Council of the Cay of RolEng Meadowi hoc reireotir

Tth! TO, If yeSu lied , check nyese ref the,ve 'here's still hope

1

HEARING AIDS KM x NT

scrubbed) waxed. Walls woshed.

WILL TOW CARS

in

It pays 0 adverhse
with Day Want Ads.

..

.

-1

392-9300

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF CARDS 8, GIFTS

LL7;.757,11=L7,O2' i'Z's
.1,3/CO3[15

ollege District No. 512, Counties of

Mad.

..O

no

H..... Aids

icq0041. woshing. Des P .

Ar'73T,ItT)''00

State of Illinois, that commencing-,

He will be responsible for

,..,,,,Ee,,,

CL 9.3517

the Board of Trustees of Junior

Dated at Palatine, Illinois, rile TM
op./ Mey,1970,
Board, Trustees °Hewer

2001 E. Davis

0

,t tour f,

c

Sabs).37,412, CorPB! m..9 1.

ASTEKATIONS 6 HEMMING

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

Hewn- formerly an cm -

Arlington Heights, Ill.

'

GII`P'Cle'n."

EmAG

A"VgarEnt'SENSTTIVRIL=g0r"

.

cainefrosVairs

PATIOS, STAIRS,

ge 0 01 0,01. wee Mama.

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FILISI.

woO:66=ieiTdo0,ge=1,uf7se7.mc,:.117,eiZs'ng

,

Alterations and general sewing

PUBLIC NOTICE

gin 04 Becird Room ;cord eat

Plumbing

0. ISOM
...

G utters
=1MFLO-SeOh less alumium'

52,42,

ICall AFT. Osna

Alterations

4111)

B48,016

ROOM ADDINCNS-RUMPUS

358-1303

EXPERT BODY WORK

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES, INC.

FORCED TO lily VIE NEXT DRESS SIZE?

ne;,n, Se7fineLLATog.gys,

ROOMS
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

COMPLETE

your children to school!

MMINIMIIMOODIIIMIDI100111211110MMID0101

437 6671 or 58.8 8700 eves.

6 REMODELING

Ceilings, walls 8. patching.
No loh too sawn.
E2).7510
RA ORTMAN

BRICK., MASONRY

s

;;,,,,;,

,L

no_nVO

,ses'ialise'VP'ols:'l.. ..laRSg, '-

.

at

stored, L/Eholst 537,75E

Balance to qualified.

1

SEEKS FREE LANCE- EV ENINGS
AND WEEKENDS.Coll 1127.29.17'

a, %Hee°,

255 3E2

EXPERT PLASTERING

ARU,,Hie'SOUR CHAIRS

COMMERCIAL RTISTAD MAN

231.1C NOTICE IS FURTHER HERR:-

amp)... My Special,

Aho Roof RePsiiria9
GRAB
827 0631
EDMOND

Repair, Re.Glue. Refinish

-

Amounting

Legal
Notice

Chemplex, he was with Fir.

"GRADE YOUR. FIGIJRE!"

WEDMORE ROOMY)

Asto Estly Repair

245

REVERS MASONRY
ALS TYPES.FREF ESTIMATES

BUIlliSUra Refinishing

00

N.Y., Dom

solos representative of ChemPlea Company, Rolling Mead-

Rejapfifie
Pittsburgh.

r'''''' ". '''''''D'

....

lifi

Foster Parent Plan, Inc., 352
Park Ave., South, New York,

TOmbN ,o1 a public i.1001

cher

ool

Vectronlc Nr Cleaner.. Furnaces.
Fireploses. Quality work. Rees.

tions are tax deductible.
For information write to

Moy we extend our sincere congratulations to each and
every graduate ... with health, happiness, and prosper.
ity in the years to come
. from the people who take

CAN'T GET INTO YOUR SUMMER CLOTHES?
O' WON'T DARE RUT ON A SWIMMING SUITT
itil NEW, UNWANTED BULGES II: YOUR KNITS? .

00

aria.,

central alficendilioning,
ocALL goL,o,ny

don. Adoption and contribu-

Kingman Lo., Hoffman Co.
later, has been appointed a

.

DAN KRYSH

SPECIAL pre.season

garde, independent organise -

Roselle ond
said college district
Algonquin Reads. Palatine, Slimly

Plastereng

. Masonry

i

53,12,14

rim, non-profit, non-propra-

sptett

,

A.I Floor PoffiRiqg Service.
lYseconemient.price Is law.

BM'S MOW raPAIR,

Pal
,-

296-6640.

oR

Floor Refinishing

Building &Remodeling

CEDIRM AIR CONDITIONING

pines, Vietnam, Bolivia, Brasil, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Peru. A child may be chosen
=cording to country, sex and

ployc relations representative
for Chcmplex. Prior 10,101164

GRADUATES!

would make an ideal traveling
companion for the new grade.

Air Conditioning

of trained local case worken.
PLANs purpose is to help
the child and family to become
self-supporting through improved health, nutrition mad
edueatio.1 opportunities.
Currently Foster Parente
Plan is operating in Hong
Kong, Korea, The Phillip -

cations in a seven-siato
western territory.

CONGRATULATIONS

available, any one of which

255-7200

0

v-.,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

.

for film and coating .appli-

NEEMEZnigEMENIEMIONINEM,LanaMMIIMEINERsissw,
_

family receives guid.ce and
counseling from the North
American Director md staff

the sale of polyethylene resins

plaid, hritcD1 with leather hy
Amity.

Many different models and

elggla0111110111111M1111111MINIMURWIl

and

Miss Byrom was charged
with failure to yield right-ofway on a left turn, rod Wires
was charged with weeding too
fast for conditions. Both are to
"appear in Schaumburg Traffic
Court Into 19.

ts.

..1

for,

called

printery
school education and in some
cases vocational training. The

and released.

is sure to he welcomed.

cowhide

when

AbBiUm Flospital where they
were treated for minor bajada

jevadry boxes and shoeshine
kiln.. fine quality attache cow

offered by reputable business people in
your community
CALL ONE NOW!

i

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Wires. 24 were taken to St.

Ideal for the future hininem

I 7-j tilt loll nn bn.rneiuluiiil
Ambassador
or consul, and ihe inguairneths movement. Raman numerals
thin
pare 1,1
on,. mark time oe 0 hark -textured

41,_
11

PLAN offers medical me

driven by Paula Byrom 15, of
317 Beach Dr., Schaumburg,
eastbound on Higgins.
Miss Byrom and Mrs. Patila

and

rugged

Higgins,' struck on man

on

Leather nensaorles Would
he in the lineup of every grad.

oil -lime traditional graduation
gift, a welch. This year make it
a Iiiiik-lestured, 14-karet gold
liolosn;Cteaaid en, non -it on.

ration to the

styles of electric shavers are

Phone CL 3.1839

Lakelawo Aurora westbound

Ilse elms win her sour 11111).
MICR yam prosevi her while that

interest excursions -what they
cost. what they cover, what to

STATIONERY

by Frederick Wires. 26, of 551

AN EXCLUSIVE GIFT
FOR THE GRADUATE

kJ

-

handbook include special

from BOtWarywbere, see,Vcrything group tours to
Nidually planned and special

%ell&&

Travel and grooming aids
are always a popular gift idea.

leather.

tithes open to you, adults

GRADUATES

Police said the auto driven

Leather gifts belong
in the grad lineup

the travel Berms now bound in

niques Ihrellell short forays
.and before you know it you'll
consider an African safari no
mnre intricate to arrange than
a bus trip to the state capital."
The book continues to ex.
amine the many travel possi.

REE N6

Saturday night inn twowar
cident at Higgins and Roselle
Rds., Hoffman Estates.

The young man who mey du
considerable traveling is likely
to appreciate one or more of

ment.

OUR

del
'l,

.

csi

age, and PLAN will try hard to
meet the specifications. Poster
Parents Plan is a non-secta-

Two pnnornimoriniOjared

lot the hans mothar an the.

Welch, -Develop your tech-

21E0101

Canons will be long enjoyed by the grmluate. With the Color.
pack II by Polaroid anyone can capture their travels and .special
happenings on, film,

Mid the mutant, axed

explores career opportunities
in construction management.
Each job description in the
handbook discusses traiMng
and experience requirements
job responsibilthers and relationships, salary potenlial and
opportunities for advance-

St.,

2 injured in
2 -car crash

seashell have been introdumd.

for the first toil. thoroughly.

l.aSalle
60601.

Paonnl

Mena isit one of nice chil-

Always popular, but more

about on -site trade jobs and.

N.

Foster

dren who
in a two mom
shack on the outskirts of Bogota with their parents. Her father is a laborer in p concrete

beauti fully.

dn'dIdr
'dd""d ....Pd..
de a rectangle. The seill-

-.

the

by

household goods earetUlly selected to meet the needs in

lecymodels or madly modern

1.1P3r.dr.d.d,..8 ....k.,it......

and asociation
he
The handbook..d".
contains a
comprehensive series of job
description, background nia-

taint. and study

*mud with the rest of her fane

imam of one year, provides a
monthly cash grant, soppk.IFICEllary new clothing and

patent than ever for the gay

h.nd

factory where ho earns about
$53 a month.
Stony Finished the first
grade of primary school which
she had to repeat. The timely

ter Parents P100, Inc.

i,hee, nirnoss, hosj, nugget and

The opening section of dh

end good gucomanship-Lhat
can be lmrned anti mastered
on a week's trip to a friend's
summer home, says author

as

peeled to he an additional cog
propriate of about $2504100.

and reap PLAN benefits, all

"m"F`''''
a ....W.' Ii.d. so now that modern nor
angles and curves achieved by

prom weekend anil Ism to ap1111'111

muinde, of the work IC

lombian gid through the Fos-

each area.

ialtuired that theme lets flush

In a)

Page 9
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afikb

flood control work on Wells].
Creek to Illinois 83 Tin.

adoption of the girl enabled

through PLAN for Ti mth-

rng hi: 'd
first job.

But technical advances have.
not been sacrilimd for design..

is a gift - end sound investment - that will h. long ..II

New guide
aids travelers
A now he -In fexpert advice
and practical intairmation Is

%owed was in the original

In CD

TRY

Ogilvie budget
Rep Regner plans to place/.
bill Info, tho usscloWy m
tanuitry that mill cum:elan. the

her to continue her education

tion

by the graduate talc -

For further information on
ly ignored by construction in- construction induatry educadustry recruiters, the Builders - tion and job recruitment
pm.
Association or Chicago Con- eras.C0111. the Builder,
struction-. It bw ban dis. Association of Chicago. 228

(Jo beautifully anon new job or away to college nest fall with
an hewn Hair -setter. It has a built,in mirror and isset in an easy

garded a, assured The smount

Correa, an eight -year -old Co.

dent Council, is financial, oot
legal and the child grows up
within his own family.
The $16 a month contribu-

lam

reers, which have been virnsal.

tribe -red to more than 100 high
school guidance
counselors

bullet., of Gov Ogilvie is re

rIo

The reponsiMity of the Pos-

1

Seveintie wadies arc fad,

jobs are booming
and by thc year 2000 will

The bill appropriate,
51200(0 for the work The

er Parents, in this case the Sm.

.

Ad

By 1975. the construction

cially adopted Maria Cristina

the bold stick figures, Arabia
and Gothic numbers replacing

Middle-managemefit ri.'"'"'"""""'"`iFace shapes are a graceful

COnstruction is big business
and growing bigger by tin day.

liam Cooper, in January finan-

graduale. Now both men and
from about $50t for sonic eight- 'women
likm to haw more than . the Roman numerals all make,
track players up to shoal
3150 one watch, one fur every day d..2.dh..d' of rime '11'4
.
or more f or combinations of
wear. another for more formal eds.'''.
eighl-tnick, cassette radios, or
amasions Many women even
Another UriefUl feature is
reverberation
units
And
like to have a.wardrohe of the electronic calendar watch.
much el el, cos
or a
d
Rent 0 'ng and e
cooped when the I cars l'r'adre'd
z.::,',,Nn c° - j!' "'me
M ho op.
iv b

hoeing

si,,EAK. Nem, he

Time is of the essence to the

Cost ref dere° equipent
is
m

inddiaddn
do' b'I a .'n'idd.
In
is inexpensive.

electronic in-

The Student Council of
Thom. Junior High School,
303 E. Thomas St., Arlington
Heights, represented by Wil-

41.11461114'. 4(4 itsuallY odd-

'e.

professional
reverbennion

strument that delays the sound
going to another speaker or set
of speakers, just so sounds in a

be installed in the car doors.
Fuller sounds ten be achieved
hy adding a set It tear speak-

stemma, to the time they
reach the listener's car. Gibbs

(R -.d

Dial.) of Barrington.

Watches make
a timely gift

walls of the Inc. They con even

the dine they lame the in-

plex or sterm FM.

a mr is a stereo. The trend to
making an auto into n mobile

cause its an enclosed, compact chamber. One type. she

mocert hali are detained farm

Graham

TN (0

Thomas Jr. High students
support foster child

Car stereo is a 'sonnerinvestment
Anahl,type is the multi-

John

Sen.

Share it with the family too
A 'Wand" investment for

House by Rsp bawd I

uh

hovel 1970

Tuesday

00
0 '4

-o

'

Tuning-Repaining
Used Piano Wowed
0,11,100
S90 -hair

HAVE YOUR PANO TUNED

---.E.,,,:9-2":..74,p.tzr,..,..,....

IN ,THE

ap

lr et., -tea& rt
Scan

=

244'l9 lilted Den

14 IhIp Wentenlen

29 -Employment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agenges ISc mi

25-Employmmt Agencies Ilamsn

15 -Employment Agencies Women

Si lielp Wanted Women

EVENINGS

,

...Soon convenience repre
MO 5356

Ho maggeDnuo In

MOKIREEKINO

far Ped1,1t;,770::;s office

YMCA DAY CAMP

DAYS
Will train.

C,,,LEA,1,011,1N.ADY.WgED=1;

$525 MOOVIO

COUOSTEOR

bush Planted Women

Vls*e'S:

,

much mist -

(

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

;

296-3370 for interview

RN's & LPN's

HOUSEKEEPER

CONTALTAS2SeHfCHT

of f ra me homes in your

POI and Erpurpmr,

441159,,Pets &Equipment

.38-10.0riginal COSI 5115, sell for
1550.25,5516

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

Doughboy ISMS' swimming pool,

I,

saluted Siding, If

625-1156

or

11211,56-422 'as Pet 522'
to

gsna

Z1"2":::7,`,Y;

'65L'
Two klftens 4 monMs old. fro° to
I. good O,m, GI occemprios
Invld, 259.7195

C

I

Gorman short hair Pointers, AKC,
wks gd. hunting Hock 5ES Le
3100 2994636

Clip

S1200, 2,9-05,6
'65 Olds 90.

Tiny toy Poodles, chocolate, AKC,

male 375, female POO. Paper
'spin.. 537.1894

I

253,760
'66 Dodge Dart GT Convert. lase
WAN,

ANL, Afb FansYM

'comb CL9,I229

Old English Sheepdog PuP.Mele,'
5 rno. ARC. Housebroken, shots,
supplies. 3250,196-1640

tolositCL3-51,

=VT?:

ertsdCoilrnrCasIgs.,,tore.

Idler /corned kittens

:MEE

Rung Oslo., rec. cabinet's
Pingcontcass,nicrnrose

Horczoks Drive -In

area to display our new

Vinyl Aluminum

5th Annual Sole
1 day only

Page II

0'''CALLS95.226.5

TYPIST

,

Tuesday lune 2 1970

31 -Rummage &GarageSa'a

i'MreWlraP5'570'17"5"17"'

CoMMA,mill A MN,

PORTATION .CL 3.0716

rAry Comp

27 Help YintalMen& Women
NE,ED nECONO INCOME, Earn

RECEPTION IS]'-

R.N. NEEDED

SEM CO.

Ern looking far a couple

Housewives 6 mothers Change
Yom 7Vono tiMe mta SSS Show
Boellne ic11;1:70,7No

S. nylons NM 0453

PETIPEDMAN PAST TWE

26 IleIp Wanted Women

26 11th p Wanted Women

CONTAMP,S4ER.N

Day Want Ads
Get Results

CLEANING

7961 VOLKSWAGEN, excel.,
condition, SgiLoocobest

WAITRESS,
13 Lost and Found

ea_ Estate

C_AASS

STOCK RECORDS

Will Train
APPLY IN PERSON

C75-1621

Don Roth's Restaurant

Pickwick House

*Commercial

*Vacant

girl, bike 06; 246 boYs bike
321, formica kitch SM. SW 2 hos
stools S3 ao 259,1205

ll'IgrOn'rett

FOUND, Small block and whic

Roll.

enzunvc, uson - lady -

773-2020

Mier

p.m

DES PLAINES

395-3610

CUTLER -

14 Personals

Gall 6711 Arno

RANCHETTES

ADS

UUCP=

Hts. new 6.P., hoilding, 2

COOK COUNTY

Your
Professional

Ills Rent, Stems, Offices

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

mcKsnloy,394.4379

REALTOR

inTsTetscldra=

MT. PROSPECT

EMPIX=17.4SSRVICE

Pro.soect.3Z5660

o ampos. wows,

SWIMMING POCA

6GW. al Wheeling led,

OV,Mrs'paref.WVIV"I'd"

394.5730

FASTENER CO.

IMMEDIATE OPECIING
With Mohawk Carpet Distributors

CoMPLD ER

after Opm S27.2311

HOME TYPING WAN,. od

583-3838

solo
s,

v

etc ett

t

astec 0 pm 358 2256 S.

Dial a Day
Want PdTaclay!

02 Wanted to Rent

255-7200

:1;d1R:11:114:73:-C
posol. Cob SHODS72 Mt

6 Mg

Cory, Club Golf COvrse.

T:L
CAMPER FOR RENT

209-1051

Largo Slam:aft, Sleeps 6.

Pan Time - Early Morning
Be A Blair Temporary
This Summed

/

86.11ealEslategouses

G4'5

Tom &Wed 307 259D

3150. Bolt Vibrator, 355. Sid,'

COPY READERS

MI Ogice SVIls

to N equipped, 49 51,

larnp,115. 255-7793

Rayeee 0eouty shop hoir dryer

359.61/0

Plymouth Span Fur, be,

'65

L'Zrld'ITel"""711''70.

METZ=

mile., 383 4 sod., 010, PES, PA
MARIEN DISCOUNT
FURNITUREAND BEDDING

824-4750, after 5 pm.

Etc. cond:1795 255-0092 after&

Will bargain. 824-7701

Suburban Noll Bank Bldg

68 Chevy Bel Al, de Soda.

White Collar Girls
395,,,,
Randhurst Center

Reasonable 52,2400

Mt Prospect

SECRETARY

1965 Mustang 289, 4 hank
Wspood Hues, yew good condi
3900, of ter 6,1.537.6719
1968. SQUARE BACK 1600,

Call Mt Na, nn

Mt.. Klpen

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

10(Y

able. 2551093

DAY NEWSPAPERS

1909 VOLVO, 2 door. Irepeta

FAISCO-SHAWHEE, MC.

90 Investm atProperty

RECENT COLLEGE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

83Real Estate.Vacent
5,5000

PLANT ENGINEERING
DRAFTSMAN

BTU, 3100. 537-leau oft. 7PM

'Wee

SECRETARY

WANT 70 ROST Compuler exec -

ADDRESSOGRAPH.
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

reg u red

after

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

439-7600

JUNE GOADS -CALLUS FIRST

GO-1171707rWe ZW/,

m 3943149

"7.13i:edam

GRADS

MT. PROSPECT

$10,000-cCam- Bon.

MT. PROSPECT COUNTRY CLUB,

Westgate Apts.

ErM.boT,M7LVti"

LAND INVESTMENT

31.Flummage&GarageSale

'63 Ford. WS. P/B. Good coot.
Best of er.
55.MUSIEEHESilEMERIS

'6070,700°5'PECT AVE:

298-2770
LA SALLE PERSONNEL

Awe* and Rowley..

MOUNT PROSPECT

Timberlake Village

Coll 439,4100

358-0761

Pecrearlon Rem

Canino

PAntItted
IL11'srinattsrald

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY
g

u

P.

9

Gd

wMk so ft.. um. es.

solool.

a613:71.

0rOW783r

(4) GIRL FRIDAYS.

development of standard data with watch and
board in machinery and sheet metal operations,

general office posiiions

to Min us in our new Benseneilk plant.

PROTECTOSEAL

EKCO

'

COMPANY

Young Hisaby Club

243-1400

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Rd.,

686-7740

rage Solo, lune 5 6 6, 9 to 5

hitch. 253-5760
CAMPING TRAILER

LOD

USED BOOK SALE,

mime dm Customer is Always No. 1

Boy

HOW TO WIN A TWO -CAR

ones ream Al [hes:Rico where this

DOUBLE DYNO RACE KIT!

column for boys and aids is pub-

By Canny Dick

building
STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE,

.

paperbacks 10c,

PAYROLL

June

56

TIME KEEPER

pools

drapes; TV's; wigs golf

6.

73

Keswick,

Elk

Girl to proaare time cards lot nem:toting de.
portmant. Figure work involves clerical eaten lotions of bonus rates using calculator. Light

ANNUAL GAR. 6 DRIVEWAY
SALE. Rain or Shine, 334 to 15.1

typing and good figure aptitude required. Mum
hoe:sawn transportation to brand now Plant in

197.5594

blks W., Potter
off Bollard, June 4,5,6. 9 AM.
Lyman, Des Pl.

Bennennilks.

9.5,

6,

Wheehng, III.

Kingswood

Dodge
Iportoble, 3125; color TV
(RCA combo, $65, older walnut
after 6 pm.
desk, lorge, 315;

417-03,

Neks

so

its

executive divi-

Poyroll

girl,

Ogg Of the 10 neatest and most
original in each separate oily.

ters of the alphabet, then prepare
an entry that is neat and origami
ih

Thie will be it pencil -and -paper
travel game called Zit Zingo,.

turing two super -f.1, long -rolling racing cars, two interlocking

rand new boil., oll
In donors amino.* ilmalars wwwlacoms la 1.1nois
Bell ler a geed Imre. We Imo openings for is a..

test, boys and girls, in which all
you have to do is supply two let-

you may become the winner of a
national grand prize, the exciting
new Double Dyno Racing set fea-

completely vat! Me

st moving

Talk about easy! Here's a con-

power launchers and a six -place
scoring gale. This is a racing setup in which the cars, each more

2

than seven inch. long, require

p.m...Mogan Henn%

no battedo, and no track, but will
run on any surface indoors or out
- carpeting, linoleum, cruces, as-

GOLF COURSE

MAINTENANCE

phalt, etc., and just a touch of
your finger is enough to get a race
started. The Oct is manufactured

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT
100% Free Positions

free: 656-9922, Mon -Fri 8am-apm, Or Sat.

9om-Ipm,

DES PLAINES

amen Owen

1,74160'

MT. PROSPECT

""mtz4..V1,-,Ir

W.13empsler 965.2100

-

by Model Products Corporation.

They've even included an antlspinout device so the cars always
run straight ahead!
The five sets to be given away

will be awarded for the contest
entries which prove. be the five
neatest and most original correct

"'er '7"
F

1101porlsCars

.65 HONDAS°
Verk goad condition, sea
774-3371

902 E. Talbot, Arl. NTS.

-

blk. of Dryden 6 Olive

CI turbo

no

3 deuces, feel

Ede

runs All 3 tor S125.7150 god.
882 3872

DON'T FALL
FOR A
HIGH PRICE

243-1400

Hondo CB 160. Mack per/. Mooy

rs?,0,1t. Mkna Dso. Cc, km

0 SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST
0 BUYER'S SECRETARY

BONUS MOTORS has
nf o r

$995

112Automohiles For Sale

0 FINANCIAL SECRETARY
0 ACCT'S. REC. BOOKKEEPER
0 COPY COMPILERS

NEW CARPET

VOLVO

0 FILE CLERKS
DOODLE WISH RA

MOO.

d

you take away mi Run, All need

Ming. low' di, Fe,

I

1

ideal to play while traveling on a
highway by auto, bus or gain. It's
peeled for vacation fun. Contest
entries winning these local
awerds wilt be entered automatically in the national compentiOn
for the five grand prize.s.
To enter the contest you need
only complete the word square in
ORE picture above, inserting the
correct letter in thcupper left corners° the word across the top will
be same as the word down the left
side. You then must insert another letter in the lower right square
so the word across the bottortmill
he the same as the word down the
right side.
When that has been done, clip

fABLO'Al'an'!.

SporEmon

11111otoreyclesand Scatets

COMPANY

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

V-13,

WeV.drrnVige

Methodist

call

PROTECTOSEAL

Local qualifying prizes also
will be awarded, one to eaehentry
which is selected by the judges as

Foe doing those easy things

$450 to $675

We'll give it to you straight

To start your application by phone, call

FOR RENT

103Auto Trailers & Campers

call 537,86 or 5371795

lished.

months pork maintenance. Ex-

1

Scout

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

297-6810

296.6106

1021Micks,Trailers

some of wawa mere

Mrs. Copp.

cellent fringe Ismilts. Start al
33.30 per hr. 40 hour week

Elestro 4 dr. Pig
E
d
Orgi

owner. 3995. 253.1208

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

537-1100

custodians

1963

CL3-1592

CD. OUTGOINGPSISONAIM
'61110rAPPVIM''''

We OW *ma. salaries and outstand. fringe WM,.
Coll For Immediate Consideration

537.066

Restaurant

375.

hdb

'o'f'ss'sne.d'ZotrtL'S's11-17:Ssn'57

HARCZAKS DRIVE-IN

Brass Rail

108 S. Geesge, Mk

d

leder and Senior secretaries with geed typing and !shorthand
willbe considered.

Energetic Time Study Engineers, experienced in

Full Time
STORE ROOM MAN.

oll 5 pm,2g6 S317.

OPENINGS

(3) SECRETARIES

ENGINEERS

BOYS 12

Wass.

3950.255.3672

L IMMEDIATE

TIME STUDY

24Help Wanted Men

DES PLAINES
PARK DISTRICT

527-0300

Midget Mork

AT O'HARE FIELD (where the action is)

W.J

a

blk

LANCELOT

plus.

64

Gar. Sale -6/4,5, 6, /0 AM, en

IRle 1 kl

Lez71,;:astgaie 6 1

/ OUPIILAIING MOWS

lhielmon

911410Ele Neches

mon. Dm. 537,3529

d

shorn.. AIN. An interesting perigee ler indivich
ool ohs 6.06w pubic contact and can work well
people. Varied wareterial dull.. .1-1 some
eccwoloiree work.

894-4560

!;`,."V,2".IN'

TOP SALARY

299-2206

Amid a dependable old wIlb geed .1 g

Tusks* COURT

TRE

392-5,149

CONN ORGAN, -

DES PLAINES

392.9209

IZZ=n,

'Zg"G'OrN°D;7;O1,111%"'

A66161.0

R047't

Sowherenarkla
752,50 prospect Hts 299.2191

.S.INCK MIRAN.
6.1011111 AVE [sTATS liiDMA

69 PAWLS

SECRETARY

71.17gr

oPPen 750.6 956 0690

c7'7...

One Sedan AO, fr.,. 6°6

CJUTETE

possible ...c.a.

vory Sow miles S1650.02,0206

593-5400

ing skills and fair shorthood -

CuLL

Power, all

Mr. Casper

ety of duties. Good typ-

-.i.Svg..E.'251`sl`.Sit.

GOO E. NW Hwy.. P.M

TRANSCRIBERS

WI _Msg.

259.1350

FURNITURE SALE Living rm,

192-9365 oft spm wookdelse

°P99
for secretary M Des
Plaines sales office. Vari-

best offer. 395,233 oN5

dition.Stick shift. 32100
253.5489

STENOS
o TYPISTS

775-8500

Mcdels Open gaily 10.6

ACE

Couch, almost new. Foam cush.

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience

mimeos,

FULLY CARPETED

299,6700

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

T.R.W. CREDIT
DATA CORP.

o

9040 Rent Office Space

"'Zn'ggi="9

Coll or Apply

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.
439-0923

REAL ESTATE PROBIEMS

Randwood Apartments

SECREARV

perfect S1,050.302,176

Pair of walnut end ,bles and
long walnut coffee. table.
296.7529

Interesting trips

1440 Rent Apartments

NO LAMM

23.1m5iosmeat Agencies -Mee

0'1°41'

arc minim

1411510H PLAN

iZTOTISAVZS

-

9 AM to 4 PM

acc.luly I, 6195 29,3051

Arl.

22.Situatiens Reeled Monte

To drive summer
chartered work.

439 0533

E510,3 E95
Mv3I be 18
or older. Call 13132-3072 after 5,30

;:rntin°,7=r4,73-ni=r,gzr

78

DRIVERS

.411lome Fmnishingsf Attune

:

GOOD PAY

7I -Till. and Rooms to Share

MAKERS

20.Auctim Sales

1. gent Dwane.. Property
le Rent F..rsisbud

Lake Zurich. 5 rm. Frame ranch,
on beautifully londscaped IA

-

TOOL and DIE

3831 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

6641ealEstate1limses

7610 Rent Houses

766,571

Sperlin9 Geod.

Aug. 1stboth, cold.,

Pool. 1235. 350-6552

A ond SHOOP SPYCIAtisi

1,30 p.m.
Piepenbrink Movers Inc.

2

'Ol'r6'enbd';gt

VA

1349 Bryn Mawr
Das a, III.

IMMTFAREHOUSE
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, June 6,

Mdwa. Sublet.

Large 3 bden.,

;

H.P. Tractor with Ggong Pn't

SCHOOL BUS

READ THE

HAMMER,
INC.
11.Business Soloists

7440 Rent Apartments

74 -To Rent Apartments

Sprint. hdrop.
wOPIIPLK

zr6

24

FEMALE
70-Rooms-Beard.Pouselmeging

'67

roc.. WA,
6...n0.3,265702.

r:,..noovrry'2:!11'^*

rw""z,:xt,rm"

11(1.Northwestlisvy, Polotine

*Residential

MUSTANG

Ch. lines $75 392 0565

CLERK

'6,1 RAMMER

as KEY PUNCH OPRS. 029-059

so,
Day or Nigh,

724-6006
Special price over 100 yds.

ly, address it to Cappy Dick's

Midweek Double Dyno Racer
Coolest at The Day and moil it
before midnight of day after so -

Print winners names AI be
published here and their awards

COMFIHOR

DOROTHY 21220.1,299-2261, be. 211

BEN FRANKLIINF

will be sent to their homes by

out the picture, p.te 'Iona sheet
of paper, print your name, age,

mail. Judges' decisions will be fi-

address and Zip Code number beneath it and decorate the entry in
any neat, original way with
paints, crayons or cutouts. Final -

Dkk's Property; norm will be re-

A

..to start your
application by
phone. Call
656-9922

nal. All entri. become Cappy.
turned.

TOMORROW: A novel deco.
ration for a potted plant leaf!.

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND OAKTON

Illinois Bell

-

5.091 ,,,,,

Typownier, podoble TV, Colonic,
dal lamp. lg. desk, old oak lurn.,

bookares, bicycles, tables, an.
1

21 Help Prank -Men & Women

INTERIOR
DECORATOR

2,1=rv:ATZ;nt.

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPIOVER

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

k pIN

:;:°.`TTZ1117d-Z,Vrrt

3143oalsandfdatina Supplies

R146,623.550
5, 6, 9 orn.6
pm, Honelymcm, power a, llad
tools, HO train sat con 6 a.m.

".sM2rcle'ne

Gar Sales June

series; redo, TN, 3 way can.
soles fan./ ctothiner hickcid

42 -Walled 10 104

CASH

In,

FOR ORIENTAL NG,

wswhorield
burp

Ii TODAY AT

'63 C111.11

tAs
'63 COMET CONVE111-161P

trot gun. Engraved. Etc. cond.
375 392-3251 after 6 PM

-

Harn0ten

312-529-4460

34Arts and Antilles

,Ilgue double-barreled ts cc.

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

Mr.

Galr °"r"'".274-5306.

BARRINGTON

IMPORT MOTORS

srls
Etuy

'63 MIRIAM
.tst,
WIWILIAIRYOUR

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899
"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE...

BONUS MOTORS
99.127

n Tv Today

SHORT_

a
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OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

/ GET OUT OF HERE WITH YOUR SYMPATHY \
AND PITY.' THAT'S JUST WHAT THIS GUY
WANTS -SOMEBODY TO HELP MAKE ME
II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII@Ili
LOOK LIKE A HEARTLESS BULLY! WX.1
HATE BEING WASHED AS MUCH AS
HE DOES, SO MAKE TRACKS OR
I'LL SEE THAT YOU GET SOME

7

ORDINARILY HE \

GOES STONEWHAT IF WE MADE
SAKE'S GAS PILLS
DISAPPEAR FOR
A FEW DAYS ?
THAT MIGHT move
MORE CHAIRS

OF THE SAME!

THAN A FIFTH

FACE WHEN WE TRY
THE QUESTIONS,
BUT TM PREDIC'TIN'
HE DROPS THE

MASK LIKE A BRIDEGROOM LOOKIN' AT
A SECOND HELPIN'

OF BISCUITS!

ACE

9
Mike
Show

GUYS
WOULDN'T
BELIEVE AN
EARTHQUAKE

sia With Love."
11 Bridge with Jean
Cox
26 Goya Theater of .

rr IN

AMORAL SUPPORT

MDRNItJb SAE
SAID -MAT IF

LUSTER FAVORS
DIRECT ACTION

,

5. &at 6rriF.44

A colwa
vv-%.

z...

MARK TRAIL

Rerun.

"The
Dates of Wrath."

Movie
"The Ballad of
Andy Crocker."
Andy
Crocker,
recently

Rerun. "An Eye
for an Eye."

*6

I'M GOING TO GIVE YOU YOUR
CAPSULES NOW, MRS. WILLINGHAM ,

-AND YOU MUST REST!

PLANE ...I
WONDER

the . repair shop he
owned with partners
is going under from
neglect. Lee Majors,

father Edward Ar-

projects for clearing
our air.
26 Today's Racing

Lamour.
11 The Quiet Furies

WERE COMES PETUNIA

TO CHRISTEN MY NEW

HELLO, PETUNIA! HOW

BOAT I NAMED AFTER/
HER

GEMINI (May 22 - June

Washington.

tion; Taiwan's Na-

44 Continuous

of the News

tional

32
The
mooners

WHAT'S

DO YOU LIKE IT?

EATIN'

6:55

HER?

26 Famous Artists;

LOVE IS
BEAUTIFUL!

21): Take care that you don't
jump the gun when it comes to
spreading the news of a good
thing. Let those who benefit
most know first.

CHUBBY

CANCER (June 22 -.July
23): Don't blame yourself for
difficulties in making new

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
needn't apologize for
being romantically involved.
Home affairs should go well
during this time of adjustment.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

ROZ

FOPULAR
GI2013F; "THE

SUNFLOWER

\

11-IE/RE PROT/ 1348..

CAVALLI

(1-152.Et 11--IAT

over a broad area of philosophical pursuits. You can come to
new and better conclusions

TO PLAY 77-1E112

you

Opera

stars

26 A Black's View

7

1:00
Perspectives

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

Movie
"Springfield
Rifle." Gary Cooper
joins up with outlaws

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

to determine who's

Live By

Famous Writers

his

7:00
5 Debbie Reynolds
Show
Rerun. Part 2.

26 Victor

"To and From Rus-

Sports

LATEST HIT...

1:30

young
tices.

appren-

44 Continuous
Weather,

9

Now is the time to cultivate

I

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Scrambler

8 Harvest
12 Mountain in
Crete
13 Ramble

-

Jan. 20): Make every effort to
be yourself --- even if you fear

14 Otiose

that the real you will not attract one whom you wish to

for secrecy to keep you, from
imparting necessary informa;
lion to another. Be open.

CAPTAIN EASY
BETTER NOT FOLLOW TOO
DON'T Wow,
CLOGE1EA5Y! WE DON'T WANT
POONER,arHit-t
LEEcH TO SPOTU5I
TIME I PON'TAIM
TO LOSE HIM:

EANYVHILEITIM HO ARRIVED, HOME FROM 5000

TO MAKE Sfigaj01 WHAT
DEAR ME!
YOU TORE UP
THAT PAGE WITH
THE FORMULA?

!MOUT THE mfm ,I. SENT TO
FIND YOU," MR.LEECHT

IF YOU MEAN THAT OLD COS
WHO TWISTED MY ARM' HE
WENT IN TH' SCHOOL ..L HOPE
THE JANITOR BOPS HIM WITH

'A BROOM:

Taurus this evening. Don't expect others to believe in your
good fortune completely, how-

colt
cult
coup
cote
couple
cute
clue

clout
clot
cept
coupe
clop
poet
pelt
pout

GETTIN' READY FOR AN
EXAM, EH 2.. WHY DON'T
YOU JUST WRITE THE
ANSWERS ON YOUR.
CUFF 1,

plot
lout
lope
lute
tole

Tw Aj
N

2 Hebrew

month

perch

7 -I -THOUGHT
I MAY AS WELL GET
SOMETHING MORE
PERMANENT

...I'LL PROBABLY BE TEACHING
THE SUBJECT SOME PAY.?

21

24

Social insects.

25

30

41 Malayan
34
gibbon
42 Coral island
36
45 Duller in
discourse
49 Pardon
51 Musical
42
syllable
49
52 Goddess of
discord
53 Far off (comb. 52
form)
55
54 Body part
55

...

R

N ?i

T

NSl_1A.0._

N

1)1111D

S S E M .5111 6n1.
S EPARATE
O `-r E
A
AN OER
EA
R AT
RR.AD

DOWN
1 Haze

parrot

CAMPUS CLATTER

pole
pule
puce

V

N
AIEMO

R J SON

(elec.)
3 Spanish
proceedings
province
19 Oriental dish 33 Notions
16 Repetition
23 False gods
38 Catches sight
18 Daniel Boone 4 Journeys
5 Surf noise
24 Flat circular
of
was one
plate
6 Exaggerate
40 Heavenly joy
20 Apportions
7 Three times = 25 Arrow poison 41 Solitude lover
21 Wrong
(comb. form) 26 Bamboolike 42 Range
(prefix)
8 Ceremonies
grass (pl.)
43 Gull -like bird
22 Pickpockets
9 Redact
27 Mathematical 44 Leave out
(slang)
10 Tropical plant
term
46 Actor's part
24 Telephone
28 Bullfight
11 Writing
47 Iroquoian
feature
cheers
implements
Indian
26 Was borne
17 Unit Of
29 Saucy
48 Knocks
27 Trim off
31 Court
intensity
50 Pigpen
branches
30 Inborn
2
3
4 5
6
8 9 10 11
7
32 Bird
34 Safe
12
13
14
35 Bookkeeper's
15
16
book of
17
accounts
26
36 New Zealand 18

37 Roman date
39 Direction
40 European

ever.

cope

S

a i
T

PE

H

1

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Dreams come true for

COUPLET

R

O

C.

timber tree

others in the mistaken notion
that you are,inferior to them.
You have talents and abilities
worth demonstrating.

Answers to
Hideaword

AT

form)

15 East Indian

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Don't keep away from

0

S

1 NER

A

L 01 N D

ACROSS
56 Belgian
stream
1 Feast day
(comb. form) 57 In the middle
(var.;.comb.
4 Horse's gait

Dec'. 22): The wise Sagittarius
will make overtures to another
in the settling of an argument.
Don't wait to be waited upon.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Don't allow your desire

CA

ORN

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

draw to your side.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): The unpredictable side of
your nature may cause a setback now when you least expect it. Be prepared to replan
your attack.

DE

THE BORN LOSER

calm.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

2:40

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

have

Don't sell

Hold yourself in
for quick action.

1:35

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5
7

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
readiness

Mery Griffin

2

Show

Show

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

News,

10:30

SEEDS..."

22): A time of testing for
Scorpio.

Editorial

2

Pears as the rough
causing the death of

Kenneth More, Mischa Auer.

Honey-

10:25

Peter

English fisherman
who is accused of

bounced around
from station to station. Lloyd Nolan,

...Bur WITH A NAME
LIKE THAT; HOW
CAN I HATE THEM?

about yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Intelligence is a prerequisite
for the successful completion
project
recently chosen.
yours short.

9

MORTY MEEKLE

23): Let your interests range

of the

News
News
News

7

EEK & MEEK

friends. The times are right for
you to be alone --- at least for
the time being.
You

al officer winds up as
the hero of a revolution after being

5

5

Movie

10:00

the Senators at

6:45
2 6 Bob Philbin
Sports

12:48

Editorial

9

"We Joined the
Navy." Young Nav-

2. News

"Peter Grimes."

12:30

9

11 NET Festival

BUGS BUNNY

Everyman

12:50

"I've Got a Splitt-

seum.

.5

Show

8.00
First Tuesday
Includes a look at
Chinese art collec-

Weather,

12:20
News

32 Password

ing Headache."

Mu-

9

people and events of
Nazi Germany.
26 Bill
Anderson

Nolan and Dorothy

Time

FOR WEDNESDAY

"Hitler and His
Henchmen." Albert
Speer, a member of
Adolf Hitler's inner
circle, describes the

white collar
With Lloyd

Palace

O'Brien, Brian Don levy, Natalie Wood.
5
Midnight Report.
7 Chicago Show

cial

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

News,

Your
Horoscope

CBS News Spe-

2

Movie

nold,
thief.

illustrates the
and future

9:30

"Johnny Apollo."
Tyrone Power turns
crook, resentful of

"To Clear the
Air." Deals with the
problem of air pollupresent

ease."

Agnes Moorehead,
Joey Heatherton.

ment

tion,

IF MARK

WAS IN ITT

ensues. Edmond

nam, returns home to

9

in the
Deranged
kidnaps girl

from lover and suspenseful police hunt

Show

after serving in Viet-

"Salk vs. Polio:
Victor Over Dis-

per."
7 Mod Squad

"A Cry
Night."

Canales

32 Men in Crisis

Djinn the Pied Pi-

12:00

Movie

2

man

26 Oscar

discharged

ried another man and

"Djinn-

11:35

32 News

cock

find his girl has mar-

Focus on EnvironTHAT PARK
SERVICE

_

Paul Harvey

Comments

"Dave Major and
the Minors."
7 Marcus
Welby,
M.D.
Rerun. "The
Vrahnas Demon."
9 Alfred
Hitch-

sey.
5 Julia

7

11:30

32

5

Jeannie
Rerun.

11:00
11 The Forsyte Saga

9:00
2 Repertoire
Workshop

troubled teen-ager.

11 PREMIERE:

DON'T TRY TO GET OUT OF
YOUR CHAIR AGAIN, MRS. WILLINGHAMIT'S VERY DANGEROUS!

is pres-

to

who loves butterflies.

Skelton

head and Shirley Bas-

hired gunman for a

I Dream of

Thaxter.
32 The Baron

Gov.

pardon a
convicted criminal

Rerun. Guests include Agnes Moore-

6:30
2 Lancer
Rerun. Lancer appears to become the

1

arms. With Phyllis

Show

6:15
26 Spanish Sports

_L_t

Red

2

culture in France.
32 The Ministers
44 Entertainment
Guide

THE
PAPER!

Drinkwater

7:30

A series on art and

YOU REAP

Rerun.

sured

Douglas

stealing government

and J.J.

the Week

11 PREMIERE:
French Chronicle

UNLESS

8:30

T h e Governor

2

X22 23

26

27

31
.

28

29

47

48

33

32
35

37

38

39
41

43

44

45

46

50

51

63

54

56

57

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
near 50. Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, warm; high in
'middle 60s.

Telephone

ame

2554400
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Start dragging today
V

drews' car in river

malma

By Rick Goncher
and Rick Lewis.

Arlington

Heights

the night
appeared.

police

believe they have discovered
where the auto carrying Mr.
and Mrs. Edward P. Andrews,
both 62, of Arlington Heights
plunged into the Chicago River on May 15 after the couple
had attended a cocktail party
at the Sheraton -Chicago Ho-

the

couple dis-

THE DETECTIVES talked

to the manager of the hotel,
and

he

remembered

the

couple's actions on May 15.
The manager told detectives
that Mr. and Mrs. Andrews got

leaving Andrews drove his car
into the right exit door; backed

up, and then drove southThe police, with the assis- bound in the northbound lane
tance of a Marine Patrol Unit - on the lower level of Michof the Chicago Police Dept., igan Avenue.
planned to search the Chicago
The manager said he ran out
River this morning at the after the car in an attempt to
Wacker Drive extenstion and stop.Andrews but lost sight of
lower Michigan Avenue.
the car when it passed Illinois

tives Ron Van Raalte and

Gene Deck went to the hotel
last night under the direction
of Lt. George Ekblad to try

left turn to avoid oncoming

Ave.

Last night, Van Raalte and
Deck drove down lower Mich-

igan Avenue until they came

to the Wacker Drive extenand re-enact as closely as pos- sion. At this point the detecsible the events that took place tives deduced that this could

The sergeant threw a

couple left the hotel garage
around 11:30 p.m., Friday,

five -

pronged grappling hook, attached to a rope, into the river.

May 14. The temperature was
50 degrees, Deck said, and it

On the third try the hook hit
cars.
what 'they all thought was a
"Because of the construc- metal object. The hook was.
tion of the road the best al- tossed out again, and it struck
ternative Andrews had would
be to turn left," said Deck.

in their car, and as they were

tel.

Arlington Heights Detec-

be the spot where Andrews realized he was on the wrong side
of the road, and made a sharp

was a clear night.
A few days after the
couple's disappearance, the
Chicago police checked all ac-

metal for the second time.

cident reports in the Chicago
area for May IS. They are still
keeping a constant check on

Police located the spot in
the river about seven feet from

DETECTIVES SAW, upon
turning left on Wacker, there
was. a steep dirt downgrade
leading to the Chicago. River
which had no protective barricades of any type.
Detectives searched the ce-

the dock. Sgt. Robinson estimated the depth of the water at
that spot at 10 to 15 feet.

the Chicago towing service

Because of the time, darkness and muddy water, a

The FBI got Andrews' fingerprints when Andrews was
involved with some govern-

and parking ticket violations.

search of the spot last night by
a Marine Patrol Boat was imment walk along the edge of possible. Robinson marked the
the river and found two marks spot on the dock where the
which led them to believe that metal object was struck. This
the Andrews' car went off at would be the starting point this
that point.
morning for the Chicago MaVan Raalte acid Deck con- rine Patrol Boat scuba divers.
.

ment work, but they do not
have any fingerprint identification of Mrs. Andrews,"
Deck said.
The detectives said 'they received calls from people at the

.

hotel that night who did not

tacted Sgt. Paul Anderson of
the Chicago Marine Patrol
DECK AND VAN RAALTE
Unit, who came back to the in *their re-enactment of the
river dock with the detectives. events said that the Andrews

personally know, the Andrews

but saw them either at the
cocktail party, lobby, or elevator.

Deluge causes severe flooding

VAN RAALTE and Deck
played a hunch that someone

at the hotel, May 15, might
know something that Chicago
police missed.

By Ben Clarke
The 21/2 -inch deluge that
struck the northwest suburban

area late Monday and early

,

Arlington 'Heights Detectives Gene Deck (left) amt Ron Via itaaltilistrilibilit }lie edge of die
thjetigo.River where they non Itglieve t hung° can yingMrsandMisAdward Anclrewsrof138 S.
:Fall, Arlington Heights, plunged on the night of May 15 after they drove away from a party at the
Elhetaton-Chicago Hotel, a few blocks to the north. With the assistance of a boat from the Marine
Patiol Unit of the Chicago Police Department, Deck and Van Raalte planned to return this
mooning to attempt recovery of the car and its contents from the river.

eed culvert improvement
or e ective lood relie
':-"Unttl the Soo Line Rail-

ifid culvert near the intersedion of Euclid and Wolf

personally to request them to
correct the situation

As a result John Guillou,

cls in Prospect Heights is
mproved no other improve-

chief engineer of the Division
of Waterways, directed a letter

: intnts on McDonald Creek

to the chief engineer of the Soo
Line May 20

Val1 have much effect for flood
teflef," said Jack Gilligan,

Dfilarman of the Mc Donald
Creek

Improvement

Com-

tittee of the Prospect Heights
DIP Town 'Sanitary District,
jPHOTSD)
i' Gdhgan said that his corn tee appealed to Governor
Pevie to contact the railroad

GUILLOU TOLD him that
the installation is inadequate
and made specific recommen-

dations on size and type of
structure that should be constructed at the location

"We recommend that Soo
Line replace the existing pipes

with a cross-sectional area of
225 sq ft , said Guillou
Gilligan said that this recommendation

would

mean

that a structure about five

times the capacity of the current facility be installed

IN ADDITION Guillou
stated in the letter, "While this

sectional area was doubtless
adequate for the time of installation, we feel it is very inadequate at the present time."

Gilligan said Tuesday that
he is still hopeful that a letter

will come directly from the

Accidental gunshot
fatal
to youth
;
:A

16 -year -old

Prospect

Heights youth died Monday
njglit at Holy Family Hospital
In Des PIM nes after suffering a

gun shot wound in the head
' while visiting a friend

= fronounced dead was Jef, I.*y S. Hilfman, of 7 S Lee

; Cook County Sheriff's Police' reported that Hilfman was
at 119 Bayberry Ln , Prospect
Heights, with two other youths
- when they discovered the gun
a drawer. One of his friends

Police reported that one of
the other youths was spinning
the gun "western style" when
the accident occurred Police
added that the boy apparently
cocked the revolver while he
was spinning it.
Hilfman is survived by his
parents Lee and Alice R.; two
sisters, Judy and Jeannie, and
his grandparents, Aleksandra

and Konstanty Basel of Chi-

cago and Mane Hilfman of
Chicago.

',,picked up the gun and was
holding it when it accidentally
distharged, and the bullet
s&pck Hilfman in the head.
:Policeldeclined to name the
otfter boys.. However, they said

akthree were student's at HerSey High School in Arlington
Heights. The gun belonged to
The father of one of the other
boys.
.

Visitation will be after 2 this

He added that State Rep.
Eugene

Schlickman

son mainly responsible for getting the state to take action on
the district's request

"Schlickman met with the

governor," he said"and the
great need for having thisportion of the creek improved "
The Soo Line structure has
been one of the major causes
for flooding along the creek,
said GiLligan

If the railroad does not take
action soon, many of the resi-

dents along the creek could
gave grounds for a law suit, he
said.

But, he added that legal action would probably be a last

afternoon at Lauterburg and
Oehler Funeral licime in Arlington Heights. Services will
be conducted by the Rev. Albert W. Weidlich at 11 a.m. to-

Gripe
Of The

morrow in the funeral home
chapel. Burial will be in Memory Gardens in Arlington
Heights.

SIMON

Malin

(R -Ar-

lington Heights) was the per-

resort.

* witissamr-

Day

- Into each life some rain must fall-and fail --and
1.;*.lt.0402v

said passes through the home of
Mrs. Shartin Majewski and

which is 21/2 blocks south of floods the backyards of the
the Lincoln -Meier Rd. inter- homes of the other five in the
section, ground water flow left ' group.
basements flooded up to six feet
Said Mrs. Grovak, "This is

Tuesday morning, caused severe flooding of Mount. Pros- deep.
pect homes through backup of
sanitary sewers in some secSIX HOUSEWIVES from
tidris, and also flooded homes the Elk Ridge Villa section, all
through ground' water runoff from South Tamarack Drive,
that left as much as 5 to 6 feet appeared at,last night's Village
of water in some basements.
Board meeting to complain of
Some of the worst flooding ground water drainage from
occurred in the Elk Ridge Villa
subdivision, south of Golf and

Arlington Heights that left
their yards and homes flooded.

east of Busse Road; the area
around Lincoln and Meier

Mrs. Janice Grovak, of the
1404 address, outlined the

Road; in Golfhurst; in some locations along Weller Creek and

problem the gioup wished
brought to the attention of village officials.
It is the flow of ground water

along William, Owen and Albert on the north side.
Village Engineer William from a dry ditch near Forest
McManamon said that on Jody View High School, which she

very old to the village and very

important to us as residents."
She said, ;that .the flooding has
been going on for three years in

the Elk Grove Villa subdivision.

STATING THAT the flooding was a "bad" problem and a
"frustrating" problem, Mrs.

Grovak said that she held a

Their hunch

paid off when they talked to
something should be done, and
soon, about the flooding prob- the manager of the hotel who
remembered 'the couple, but
lem.
did not know they were missShe referred to a "swale" in
ing

Arlington Heights to the west

until

the

Arlington

Heights Police talked to him
and the water that collected last
night.

there first before overflowing
Up until last night there had
and running through the. 1400 ", not' been a single clue as to
block of TarnarackDrive.
what happened to the couple,
and -the information as to what -

MAYOR ROBERT Telchert, who had met with the
group earlier in the day, said

direction the Andrews' car
went might possibly have been
that the depression referred to the key to their disappearanee.
where the water collected was a
dry ditch that had been dug sur-

smash

rounding Forest View to the
meeting Tuesday of both northwest of the Tamarck Dr.
Mount Prospect residents of area that flooded.

the subdivision and Arlington
He said that he believed that
Heights residents to the west in Mount Prospect had abciut
the area.
$6,000 set aside to use in coShe said that persons at the ope r a t i on with Arlington
meeting were in agreement that
(Continued on page 2)

windows

'

'

Eight windows valued at

$160 were broken by vandals
recently at Westbrook School,
105 S. Busse Rd., Mount Pros-

pect. Police said they found
metal washers lying near the
smashed windows.

Prospect Heights may be
declared a disaster area

By Bob Casey

During an inspection tour
this morning of flood damage
areas in Prospect Heights, a

representative of the Illinois
Civil Defense Agency said local officials will be told "within the next day or two" whether
the area will qualify for emergency federal or state aid.
John Fascia, mutual aid
coordinator for Cook County,
said he would make a report today by telephone to his agency's office in Springfield on the

to much of the Northwest suburbs. In Prospect Heights,
hardest hit by the flood waters,
several families were returning
to their homes for the first time
today to begin the clean up.

"IT WOULD have to

be

quite a severe amount of damage where the local community
just couldn't cope with it,"
Fascia said when asked how an
area can qualify for aid.
Schlickman said that be-

cause Prospect Heights is an
unincorporated area, it does
flood area and inspected sev- not have the ability to handle
local problems such as flood
eral damaged homes this morndamage
repairs. When Fascia
ing with State Rep. Eugene F. asked if Wheeling Township
Schlickman
(R -Arlington could help, Schlickman said loHeights) and Jack Gilligan of cal townships are hard-pressed
the Prospect Heights Old ToWn for funds after excess tax colSanitary District.
lection commission fees were
Fascia said that to qualify declared:Illegal, and that townfor emergency federal and state
don't have the authority
aid, Prospect Heights would ships
or the money to help with flood
have to be declared a disaster damage.

flood conditions. He toured

area by Governor Ogilvie.

"The first step 1 think would

"MY REPORTS will go to have to be to get the county
Springfield today," he said. government involved and see
13

,(

4/ 1

Packaged food that does
not accommodate the larger family.
J.M.N.

Meettng

SAYS
OK,

governor.

Ct., a cul-de-sac at the far west
boundaries of the village,

Mount *Prospect Plan
Commission study meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

"They will make a determina- what it could do," Fascia said.
tion at that time if the governor
should send a representative
GILLIGAN estimated that

from his staff to view this about 50 homes in Prospect

area."
"MY REPORTS will go to
Springfield today," he said.
"They will make a determination at that time if the governor

should send a representative
from his staff to view this

Heights have suffered moderate to severe flood damage. He

said he knew of two families
who have been unable to stay in
their houses since the flooding
started.

More than 21/2 inches of rain

The officials looked at several homes, including the residence of John Logan, 1014 W.
Wildwood, Prospect Heights,
where the high water line left
after receding floods was about
four feet up froni the floor on
Logan's family room wall.
Schlickman said insurance
companies stopped selling in-

Monday night and early Tuesday morning brought flooding

surance to families in flood prone Prospect Heights areas

area,"
Fascia declined to give an indication of whether his report
will recommend such a visit by
a representative of the governor, saying that he would have
to complete his tour and then
make a decision.

John Fascia, left, of the Midrib Civil Defense Agency, this morning toured flood -damaged areas
of Prospect Heights with JaCk Gilligan of the Prospect Heights Old Town Sanitary District, right,
and State Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman, (R -Arlington Heights), not shown.
after severe
efloodi
said most .of his furniture
and an estimated $20 worth of

food in a freezer were destroyed by the flood.
WHO

'

the Country Gardens area of
Prospect Heights, one of the
worst hit areas, said that he estimates about $40,000 damage
in that section alone.

For all of Prospect Heights

he estimated close
$100,000.

'to

At a 'meeting of PHOTSD,
Gilligan told the board that the
flooding would have been even
(Continued on page 2)
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Seek special meeting on
Elk Grove welfare clrses

Prospect Heights
(C011,11111i

thrown away or was lost and
(4) to keep the, records to re
port on th it -income lax

Ileml Pall II

made available to them as
part of emersday relief

In hi Prospect
arses tho

pxoplo

Heights

hay, bun

an

water and clean out
Mete Basvm0010 he .ma nod
nothing has been orktmad

muting to prosida funds for
the hunks loll 3,110Ill &nu
Il asuman, holp
t he threat of t mot 01011111
M township had mask 11 tea
possible to sail antaapalion
irnnts
inch would haws

homes when the a Mr has
nakhad within 10 It of the

snabkd ho towed. to I,16s

win banner an. unmet la

PBF

ink

P110101, Richard Schuld
sod 111 ct rho Procpu.t Heights
amebas ramasing 3 lot of run

nodal the help, he said. be.use

Engl. Heights

M. re IN Nook will

out oho funds

or

sIDLNT

111010

stall dly the writs group M
ersupitated thy 0066 tor lb.

meetsl
were

major problem arca

sibly federal loans moldbe

along the creek is at the Soo

agopublicly, bet to repair the dant-

Line Roi I road advert near the

elmge

intersection of Wolf Rd. and

Gigigan

smd that he told Ihd
people in flooded areas 111 not
to drink the water. 12110 make

a report to the district on all
damages (3) to rec....1,1u Um -

by taking photo -nil list mg everything that had to be

Euclid Av. he said.
The
Wolf -Euclid

tempo., foodf prevention
measure for that structure.

Heights to build a mention la.
sin

road way.

1312 address. gave the most
lively plea for help from the vilInge board.

trying to g

Day by Day

C'mon in, tile water's fine
By Catherine ODonneti
at Wooster Colkgc in Ohio

have ma

severe illness and made it pin
time to graduate with her class.

owners are anguished and astonished. Local 7000..01

oH cials am still handing Din
is a "once in a lifetime rain."
Actually who does remember this kind of freaky wmther
for the first day) of June which
wed to rhyme with moon and

school and at the sante time
gather young children pupils
who would like to learn to
speak

what to wear. Travelers from
the cast are reporting hot and
humid weather here.
In Arlington Heights. die

for

conversational

French

in the
home at 537 S.

otherone-hur sessions

basement

Pine, will

Heights.

Sloe will take youngsters in

Hashrook Retention Basin has
tamed into a full size lake and

the first through sixth gradu.
They will be to
through

woreactually

games and songs. "It should be

swimming in it yesterday. The
water is thd kind that anti-pollutioaists get frantU about

fun," she said. She hopes to
start on June 15. Classes will

be held., Monthly and Thom
day. l'he basement has taken

when it's Tested in Lake Eric.

on the look of the Len Bank.

WHO COULD RESIST/
Robert W. Boos of School
OW. 25 has announced 010
the district will cohost with
the Cook County auperintendent*, office a most exciting
over -the -horizon
look
into
fun

had invited 300 people to his
apartment for a
cocktail
brouhaha on

Saturday next

from 5 until 7 p.m His niece,
Hope Wood, volunteered to

She has been working with

French say, -Vivo la difference." Ellen will go to grad

turned off and furnaces turned
on. No one knows exactly

kids

her junior nd aenior yaws in
France. She missed her first
senior semester because of a

net us waitress and her friend,
Vince Garapalo just happened
to be on expert bartender.

something different and as we

spoon? Ai conditionerswere

teenage

The idea snow -balled through
e many a partments aad he
soddenly discovered that he

and spent hers ummer between

International House in Geneva for Me past three man.
Now she would like to try

the same fired phrases thot this

Ito completely decorated in
a French motif complete with
posters. "The younger the kids
are the faster they learn," she
said promising also that there
would be no usual sessions of
classroom drudgery. Repon

nil education as it is to-

dayrind will be in the 19705."

des all wan plait lo Ellen at

That sounds exciting enough
but he goes on to describe
wlm^s who and what will happen at the Saturday June 6
meeting to be hold at Thomas
Junior High.
lee writes. -Surely has
M been such an army of talent issembled. Dr. Don Delaya awn that throbs with vitality
and who has that fresh it

yomm

assn. their propny
work
in Mount Prospect," she said. . the project.
"Nat because I don't like you
This
from moo.
guys. buTlrv:Int loge horn,
pro., Rd. oElmhum

"SINCE JUNE 10,

away. The new

259.0841.

Just to make sure that there

will

be

free -flowing boom,
Rollie will have a champagne
fountain. He's already stoned
working on the snacks. Wldch
is not bad for a boy from Indianapolis where ID was producer and director of a chil-

1967

Nate of heavy Dimling in
Mount Prospect) have coiled
Mount Prospect and Adington
Heights, from the village engineer 10 100 Effie guy, who digs
the ditches."
"Nobody has done anything

10 wily, the problem. I'm had
their (At tiptoe Heights') rats.
(heir
water
:and their bull... and
.
.
.

She concluded. We made
the papers with the disaster in

1967. We'ra bagging the vilwould explore possible solutions to the matter, and referred it to Trustee Donald

ing.. party You can imagine."
he said. The scene will rival
that

from the

pect officials still have to get

Marx Brothers' "Night al the

signed mrmission Rr 83 vase -

should be the =hyfamous

Opera."

one

When

last

for bdnging in tic

thdcorctdkening and deepen-

The Prospect Heights Jay-

=es wham will hold garnge

ink Jun 1.0 from9
pact Heights.

Included in the sale will be
clothing, furniture and other
item s Anyone who has any of

these things to donate to the
sale should call 537-9227.
Proceeds of the sale will be

contributed to a community
projed or chanty not yet determined

heard

him" and would probably be
seven daysand
ie. this week. You see,
some Oren are gill Wing fun.
rehearsing

Pabashea

dad,

interchange.

bold which could nut,

View High
School Concert Band will hold
its annual Spring Concert at 8

p.m. tomorrow M the school
The group, directed by Fred

0.. Elliott, will playa variety*/
numbers to appeal to all tastes
in

music, including "Broad-

way Curtain Time,'"Concerto for Trumpets," "TWO Israeli
Dances,"
"Masque,"
and "Sebastian Ballet."
This will be the final concert

A Grits Ldp. lummox 6 il

at de hinds or the mot Mu 01
stah pro us msnts1 ha dth

ant. as

CIstrbrool

NO(111.1.51

Meetd

usd It S120 w n stulso Eton

Thos, Liana.. nand

de) Man rho huk 1Id 01 a
home belonetni, 10 Geo,.
Find= 01 1114 N Gibbons
Arltobton Elsojus
rather

funds from the townships until

told puke hr led ire atomic,

and

Hs doh

CM=
this

year when court chidcut off the revenue

Dist. 57 limits busing
costs to $50 a year
The

New television "dm" from Palatine ts Ferdinand (right),

than Codetermine a per student.:
amt.

Lincoln junior high student
living within the mile and a

J.C. Busenhart said drat the

half limit to 550 Per family Per

on the busing program and h
not their intention to make any

When the board initially.
the

polnicy

on

the

trans-

portatio program. it was determined Mat any students liv-

ing within the limit would be

pp Pool wit

district expects' to break even

kind of profit.
Hc explained that the same
service will he extended patoohial school students living in.

Desphe nIllaorS to the conttery, the Mount Prospect Park
131001811 Kopp Pool will open
an Saturday, June 13, as seised-

provided busing 000 a cost of

the ViCinly of the junior high.
and attending St. Raymond,

ukd. the park district's publl"Funn Tulk" promised

525 per semester.

School.

in its release Friday.

STUDENTS LIVING he Yon, amile and a i-og Of tbe
.90f.a1will .6k ()x hem tam.
funds am provided for

saw foe as the Lincoln stu-

Thew students will pay the

_Menus

Board members mid that

for 20 graduating seniors.
The Forest View Band
Boasters are winding op their

activies
ti
of this

school year

with a car wash in the north
parking lot

of Foreg View

High School, 2121 S Goebberg Rd., Arlington Heights. If
weather permits, the car smash

will be held Saturday from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Advance donations (tickets
sold by band members) are $1
or if sold on the lot, S1.50.

To tic served ThurstIrt hi
Arlington, Prospect, Elk
'Grove, Wheeling, 16.0001
View and Ilersey high
schools in District 2.14:

motion picture films are now
available for group ,e by tegMeted adults at the Prospect
Heights Public Library.

northern Cook, southeastern
Lake and northeastern Kan
counties. The immediate go

stock are "Kan-Tiki," "Trap
teal Africa," "Skyscraper,

System, a state -supported and

locally governed cooperative

honored
Thomas Viliander of 712

pun Italian Dead DIld

Russell, Mount Prospect, was
named as the recipient' Of the
Central Conference Covenant

milk.
Available dessert.,:
dessert.,:r, apricol halves. hlackberry gelotin, bunana cream pie. but te

ter cake. orange cookies.
To be served Thursday in

MacArthur, Mum Rosa nod
%Olson schools in District
23:

Men, Scholarship during the
1511011 honors and awards as.

sembly May 15 at North Park
College in Chicago.

films

Some

presently

$20°°

of South

Experts
in

LNA

REPAIRS
RE61013EUNG

No Job
Too BIG or small

Whrllna, Ill.

537.6020

at to go. paint hoe been delivered for the pools and will be
applied after the spring scrub

run out of necessary steel.

down.
"We have been 56513001 disE

Howeier, as the with publicadon notes, "new...lockers

Kopp Pool will be ready fm
owning although some work
will still be required"

agency which assists impoverished persons in the United

States and developing countries overseas to
ate and
carry out self-help protects
Which meet local need,

PERCIVAL JOINED CUP
in

1967 as a Mining offi-

ages, rosy apple sauce. tip-

DAILY 9 to 6
`tit 8 SAT. `tit 4

I

SUMMER
SPECIAL!

all

.

velopment refugee relief and
resettlement program during
this period and was responsible

Developing small refugee
restage industries, distributing
lief commodities, general
community development work
in both refugee and non -refugee villages and resettling and

relocating refugees aem Ws,
of his duties.

The Board of Directors of
the Arlington Heights Chantbet of Commence have
pressed, in a letter written by
Executive Secretary Harold
MI, their displeasure with
part of welfare reform bill
HR16311,
proposed

objecting to the
gurtanrecd family

income of up to $1,608 even
thriugh someone in the family
Is working.

IT WAS DURING Ibis period he met end married hik
wife.

His ramily moved to Des
Plaines from Chicago when he
was ten, and he attended West

School fora short time and

"We am not objecting te

those who am unable to work
and receive the money," said
Bell. ',We are just objecting to
he phase of the bill."
He said the board feels this

33.10 open the

gates

and

Central School.

would lead to future political

He graudated front Maine
West hi 1958 and went on to

hews. He said the phase of the
MI they object to would

`"*M

'triple our welfare roles and
The letter is addressed to
Smators Charles Percy and
Ralph Smith and Rep. Philip

Pierce named to
Honor Society
Shelley Pierce daughter of is

Mr. and Mrs. Arlie J. Pierce

Jr,, 812 W. 130000. Moe.%
Prospect. has been

at
honor society
Illinoiss Wesleyan University.
Bloomington.
Miss Pierce. a 1968 graduate of prospect High School. is
majoring in drama

Remember
Father's
Day,

June 21st

i

DACRON' AND
WORSTED
TROPICAL SUITS at Robert Hall
inflation -fighting voluntary -controlled
low prices!
comp. value $50 & $60

FOR

$2500

Light -as -Or blend of wrInkle-shunning
Dacron polyester and woe wonted,
Bawlessly tailored in handsome two sod
thee button single-breasted models with
Important fashion detailing! The outstanding patterns and colors you've admired
in higher -priced mils are here far you now
in sizes for regulars, shorts and longs.

SCOOTER -SKIRTS FOR
THE SHORTEST WAY
TO SUN -FUN FASHION

FROSTING

$2500

FROSTED

HUMAN HAIR

LOCKS

LOCKS

TO MATCH

ONLY

ONLY

$2500
AT

ROUSE OF HAIR
NM: 11096k' 6'

SORENTO'

99

.

JUNIOR SIZES 5 TO 13

EXTRA ADDED SAVING...

terrific
value

WITH PURCHASE OF

WATER CONDITIONER
STARTING

Vla

$27500

Phone 255.6010

. GRaNamatimmtmaan

Honolulu - Princess Kaielani
Kauai Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn
. Transfers. Sightseeing. In flight Men) Service

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

ti

',2,;:arconZ,70.0.
Phone - 265.7010

-

OPEN

9 30

,

TIL

HOFFMAN ESTATES
(Comer of Gall Rd.1 Block N. of Higgins

SOFTY, INC.
10 E. Rand Road
Mount Prospect, III. 60056

717 rdtr "

*Dalumt/151als:

(Near Randhurst)

HDDRS: Mon.

big selection of skirt -effect shorts in the
brief length that gives you leggy freedom and
I long -limbed look. Panel -fronts, wraps,
and button -trim styles
Polyeslevendcotton, and cottons... stripes, solids.Rorals,
embossed jacquards, piques.

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

REDEEMABLE AT B. 8 L. TEXACO RAND AND FOUNDRY
ROADS

:394-0550, BEAUTY SALON
CHARGE CARDS
LAYAWAY

010FOGGATOLOLINNSE

3995
4995

DUNDEE

DES PLAINES

4211

220 5, DUNDEE AVE.
Po

initiated

into Green Medallion souk -

Downtown
Arlington Heights

of Mount Prospect

'

,

Crane.

5Y

WWaWWllB

I

double welfare costs."

N

Member federal DepOSil InSlirante CorpOral.

i(Oelaalik ZWA.

50 MATCHING

(Downtown across from milroac,Foc33)

Guarantee iki come
plan disputed

Ht. worked Y. ho U S

Army for International De-

for community developMent
and resettlement activities In
half of a provindal area.

Geary, Pen.s d a round

6 -DAY BANKINO

.side down cake,

PLUS

Arlington Heights

cod engineer 005 smpbsed
by Bohltham Scut Co

1

ian Cooking,""Children With
out," "Mystery of Ston hence," "The Day Man Flew.'
"The Red Balloon" and "Dm
Abuse: The Chemical Tomb.'

North Drive: Arlington Heights Rood of Eustmcn

PLUS

-7 West Dovia

graduate sells
Mt at Ponnsylvaata Stab. and
hitching assistant et Mich
man Stati. Univerd)
U11161011),

BANK

BODY WAVE

WIGGERY

emit) and ear m met ckgrss
loom Purduk Univently

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

FULL -DAY

Main
One N. Donlon

1
SPECIALS!

$215°

HE WAS A RESIDENT
al Soullum Ilhoms

fallow

rcustvcd her h tchclor s degree
from Southern 1111001 inn

"This is Marshall McLuchan
"Bulldozed America," "Mal .1

2554E00

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wog Rd

strike. which included the spccialised steel haulers. it WE,
feared that the project Would

Collegs Adrwn Mich A
gr do= of M unit Wool oho

mg foods and nutrition al Adr

lite Big Surf," "Shoplifter,

,

$21

PLUMBING PRO,

the United States Agency for

and putt admmistranon from
PennssIvIma State louver
sin

French must, pork mm-

of

ID

2

TEARS

CALL OUR

Ism

TROPIC NALL.

FRENCH WITHOUT'
Everhart

nomad Voluntiter Sawa.

George00 is muttony ktels

"WillaimshurOt -

(Across from 0andluors0

but ifs for leachers only. Gee
whiz

is home from Geneva,
SWirterland and that country,
loss is Arlington Heights and
the
surrounding tertitery's
gain. Ellen aujored M French

Prtor to hos MN] aton with

daughter

11001) Urnveraily -tad I moo
air dear ke
sorriervation

ry" of a Patriot," "Ridin

200 E. Rand Road

&marten, etr- Wish I could
say, youbll come now, hear

Ellen

to Laos for two )eui5 The
IVS is a prwatt, organisation
mud. Ilke the Peact. Corps

Ed tits re assignment

The P..) s

!)The
Universe," "Appalachian Spring," "Valley of hGriffith

sightful exposure to me -kin -

Pine

Vientiane Lam and their sev
en month old Ion Eric will

winch began April I.
The.
Community Gavel raiment Foundation Inc., of
Norwalk, Conn., is eminent ling with the AID program.
CDF
an international

pen June 13

of the system is tu acquire 000

The North Suburban Libra,

System, of which the library is one of 29 memberS.

Salad (one choice): fruit
juice, tossed mind. cote
slaw. molded: tropical fruit.
fruit cocktail, lemon. sliced

CDT hew ta with the In.

THE TRAINING program
is opened under a new on
tract agreement with the gm'
emote. pf so,th
I

training dirketor in the

Pkrutal hts yak the for
me Bound,. Phu -hook of

Channel 32's Cartoon Town, which is televised between 4 and 5:30, Internal Development (AID),

of ,

choice): applesauce, baked

the North Suburban

bun. Vegetable lone

the

he
dsbn.c in
sducetion from %sebum II

earn

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

mans,
a900oforr ,

libraries

the

burryLi-

This new service sparovided

RORIE

Nawas

coordinator and aurae. to

-

organization of public lihrer
serves

Ferdinand, tamed after cortege diameter that loved Rimers and
wasn't the least bit ferocious. Ferdinand will be seen Thursday on

are installed, new pool beaters

different films, presently heir
.added at a rate of approx mately 50 films per month.

and 722 Cen, Das Plaines,

ng and he would make deity
f hors d'ouvres, caviar and
taff like that
He hadn't realized what a
friendly turf he was living in.

Because of the prolonged

Main dish tune choice):
neopolitan spaghetti. hamburger in 0 bun, wiener in a

fices, 2. 6. Arlinmen 1-3333,
Rd., M.D. liaishis. It 60005,

1.1111

day."

More than
16-rnrn
educational and booecreational

50,
Promast IR. 60056. Branch

A phone call to the pick Cla-

trid offices to confirinthelune
13 opening brought this rosponse, "Look at the copy of
Tun Talk. that came out lo-

800 films at library
available for group use.

dents, he added.

,be.1.

a

child -sloe papier =dm bun created by third -Schoen from Mrs.
Dorothy Ortman's
al Winston Churchill School. Here Linda
Dellamaria, 48 N. Rol:awing, Palatine, puts linishing touches an

ASST. SUPT. of business.

them abdeState las M ride the N.
=cording to Supt. Eric Soh-

He was training program
Norwalk offs, from 1969 un

leas ins, for his new as

-

District 57 School
Board voted Monday to limit
the transportation eon for

year.

weak ictrots, andtraming pro
gums thcro

S ukon
pcoplv to operato
and proonctal urban arttes of
that country

moment.
Mrs. Perdval and the baby
Will live
Viendane, Loos,
while he is in Vietnam.

returned to put it away, it was

soti.a

round led conducted field

visit in Des Plaints with his
plr ents and 3,Ier for a We.

down in the yard, and when he

lenges

Forest View High School
band concert is tomorrow
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One day at a time

s\\

01/1 them what you will. To

others, primitives. To still others. they arc known as collectibles. Whatever. .,they are
called, whole segments of the
community are after them.

the pretty little desk I picked
up. The slanted From folds
down and the inside hth slots
for letters and things, Its Ant
the nicest little desk Eve ever

the season for lobsters. I know.

I'll put it on the porch. Ill fill
It with del. le plant begonias
in it. Won't that be pmttyr

Sa-

"You won't believe the HP
gMns I gm. It was the best duoI'on ve ever been to. Thew

had the best stuff. The prices
were unbelievably low."

omngish and brown. Some
lucky women got It for only

'I'VE GOT to show you

about what I'm going to do
with it. Maybe well boil bits= in it. Except that this hat

sopw. they are antiques. To

"What did you buy.
rah,.

By Ron Swans

8145. I could have cried."
"Eli bet you bought same thing else. Sarah."

"Welk I did get a pr..nt for
my husband. It's a gag gin,
see of. You cank imagine how
surprised he was. If I can get it

"What else did yott hay. Sarah.*'
Sec these scales. I couldn't

-You already haw a desk.
' Swab. Where will you put this
one. What Itie son you make of

out of the hex. I'll show it to

believe I could buy them at
sueh a low price. It .has this
great big metal scoop on one

V Is the veneer coming off..

Food-
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trond ever do with a Gernun
rectal helmet with car nap,
and little brim?"
-Hall probably use it for
some masquerade pany. He

"Look at the shelf on the
bottom. It will make a very

rid. I just love these wales.?

'What did you buy. So-

"SARAH. WELL. really

is that my imagination.
useful bookshelf. If I don't use

rahr

the dek, one of the kid will

"WHAT ARE you going m

"One thing I got is this copper wash tub, You remember
seeing one like it at your
grandmother's. I'll bet. Isn't it

do with the scales, Sarah?"

surely want it, Of course, it
should proixibly be refinished.

"Well. I'm really nen sure.

nicer

`What are you going to do
with it. Sarah? It looks rather
beet ep.Does it leak? It hes an
awful lot of dents. The cover
doesn't seem to RI very well."

"I'VE BEEN thinking

Maybe I could put them on lop
f the roll-top desk and put ar.
Weinl dowers. or ivy. or
something in the metal scoop.

It will .really look like an antique then.'

I think I'll try that. Don't you
think it would look unissualr
"I like fresh flowers. myselL but maybe it's too early
for them now. Did you buy
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or Arlington
Des Plaines.
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heck as soon us he says O.K..
though. I just can't stay

I just missed. They
had a beautiful tamp with a

bargains

-Dear me. Sarah. Oh. me,
oh my.-

Tiffaey-type shade. le was all
boded glass. and it was sort of
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Dist. 21 OKs
"ALL DAY LONG, I get strikes-but in the EVENING

."

.

unanimously approved
the 1970.71 salary schedule. It
bers

cells for a beginning teacher
with a bachelor's degree and

Other provisions of the salary negotiation agreement i

clude group Mulch end accident insurance

paid

by

the

schoot board for all full time
employes of District
21.
Teachers who wish their de for payroll deductions.

W.ine5frini-ione 3,1570

C. F. Neu

in/Pub/A/a,

are approved by the mperin.
tandem of District 21.
Teachers who have a mos.

RADIO DISPATCHED
LATEST CADILLAC EQUIPMENT

A REGULAR teacher with

COMPLETE FIRST AID

M -ME

months ago. What can I du to
prevent

her one?

A -This Is a type of adrenal
tumor. A test for certain chem.

A Prevention depends on
recoition
gn
end
treatment of such predisposing
causes as high blood pressure,
the

e arly

research. or travel, once every'

SERVING THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS TOR e H CIF CENTI

four years.

bachelor's

I

1.13

high blood cholestrol level.
gout. diabetes, excel lac smok-

ing. obesity and chronic nervous
nsion. Anticoagulants
may be given if the stroke is

due to clotting in one of the
arteries of the brain.

school board members.

rata recurrence?

A - Roundworms are Mt

I am n housewife. 07. I
have her Rood pressure add

carried by animals. The ewe
this intestinal parasite may
contaminate the fingers or

hardening

fresh vegetables and

Q

01

the

Arteries.

to infestation. Piperazine. an old

Twice led week I started to
talk but my tongue felt thick
and I couldn't control my
speech. Could a stroke have

standby.

been the cmse?

Roth are gre.ription drugs.

is

still the drug of

choice. lbiabendaJote, a newdr drug, is also very effective.

A - libb could have been
to to a very mild stroke. but

Recurrence is prevented by
washing all fresh vegetables

other conditions involving the
speech center in the brain

thoroughly if they are to he ea-

ten raw and washing your
hands before each meal or

should be ruled out.

mad.
Q - Would a stroke cause

I

I

Q - What Is Somn used for?
le it habit-forming?

A No. It's the other way
around.

A - deb is a muscle re-

mu I find o ut

Q

wther
he

I

have a pheochro-

salary

schedule.

Look What You Get:

regular use is not advis-

able.

HIDEAWORD

1.12 kp. Jacobsen
Gear Tractor

Experience

perien. from the seventh to
the 10th year of outside experience. and a year of graduate assistantship will count as
one year of teaching experience.

FOR BIG AND TALL MEN
up to size 60
Remember Father's Day, Sun., June 21st

2.36 Inch Mower

Heavyweight cotton terry writ. 16

3.21 Inch Bellaire

using all seven of these letters.

Trimming Mower

YOU SAVE 5249.95 NOW

YOU GET ALL 3 FOR ONLY
It Purchmed tecmrseett

698

ATHLETIC SHIRTS Reiss
rib combed 0111.14

3 .$5

BRIEFS Potion embed
cotton knit, big sires. tongs

3.14099

3

G -K

810 P.M.
900 P.M.

D -F

A -C

cttachment
luded for loss than yea would normally pay for
the boner alone. If you don't think this is the bast

franor deal in town come

and me oil the

features of Mishit, le h.p. Jacobsen.

$6

AdmImione
All high school graduates ere eligi-

_3

A. for M.

EXTRA -LONG TIES

froM

LEATHER BELTS
Genuine calfskin,. to 50.

from

for

350

SEND IN YOUR NAME

1507 Road Road
Des Plaines

Charles B. Gray

250

.n.E.,n,,,,,sotax us 0s LA 22

BETTER,B,L)
.SERVICE"Pro,peoa

3-2831
ADDRESS

Registration

Mt Harper Campus) ..June 11-12
Classes Begin
Independence Day

June 15
July 4
July 6
August 6-7

Journalism
JNM 130 intro. to Journalism (3)

Lee-

01

DAYTIME COURSES

Division
of
Business

Lec-

01

MTWRF

71.50- 820

Bus 111 Intro. to Bus. Organ. (3)
1020-11:10
01
MTWRF

wish to attend.

How to Apply
A person planning tome% let mere
then two courses in the summer MS-

MR

01

MR

Science

BIO 120 Botany (4)
Lec- 01 MW
LAB 151 TR

500-1120
9100411:20

610 130 Microbiology (4)

1.10-

8110- 8:50

LAB
LAB

152 MR

1:00- 1:50

151

4:00- 4:50
9:00-11:50

1310 180 Histologys9 Embnyology (3)

LeoLAB
LAB

01

TF

151

TF
TF

152

TF

1320- 5000

'

4204 4:50
920-11:50
1:00- 3,50

Licensed Practical N11111119

PNR OEM Maternal/Child
Nursing (11)
820. 2S0
Lec- 01 MTWRF

820- 3:80

Dental Hygiene
OHS 150 Clinical Dhy & X -Ray (2)
LAB 151 MTRF
92041220
152

1:00- 400

MTRF

Physical Education -Women
PEW 133 Softball/Basketball (1)
Lac- 02 TR
7:50- 9:50

Division
of

Humanities

MTWRF

7:50-10:00

ART 121 Design I (3)
Lee- 01 MTWRF

10:10-12:20

01

W

10:10-11:10

TBA

01

MR

01

01

MR
MR

01

01

MR

TBA

MUS 298 Voice (4)

Lec-

01

MR

TBA

Division

11:20-12:20

MTH 102 Fund. of Math 11(3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
10:10-11:10

MTH 103 College Algebra (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
12:30- 1:30

Lee- 01

MTWRF

11120-12,20

Lec-

01

MWF
TR

,

9:00-1010
753-111:10

Chemistry
CHM 100 Introductory Chemistry (4)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
9:00-1110
CHM 121 General Chemistry I (4)
Lee- 01 MTWRF
9:00-11:10

Lec-

01

TR

MWF

PHY 102 Technical Physics II (4)
Leo- 01 MTWRF
12:30.1:30
TF
9:30-1110

TR

9:00-1110

Date Processing
DPR 101 Intro. to Data Proc. (3)

Lec-

01

MTW

12:30,1:45

LAB

151

9

12:30- 1:45

LAB

152

F

12:30- 1:45

Humanities
PHI 105 Intro, to Philosophy (3)
7:50- 8:50
Lee- 01 MTWRF

L.- 02

MTWRF
MTWRF

10:10-11:10
11:20-12:20

PHI 110 Logic (3)
Lac- 01 MTWRF

9:00-10:00

Lec-

03

Lec-

MTH 102 Fund. of Mathil (3)
Lec- 02 MW
13:80.9:15

02

T

161

R

520- 925
5:30.810

162

R

B:20-10:00

01

MW

6:30-10:40

DPR 108 Computer Prog. Lang. 1(5)
Lec- 01 MW
6:30-10:00
LAB 151 TR
6:30-10:00

Composition
ENG 099 Composition (3)

Lec- 02 TR

13030- 920

Lec- 04 MW

6190- 915

Lec-

03

6:30- 9:15

TR

Literature
LIT 115 Fiction (3)

Lec-

02

6:30- 9:15

TR

Reading
RDG 104 Reading AcceleeltiOn (2)

Leo-

01

MW

1320- BQO

Speech and Theatre
SPE 101 Fundamentals of
Speech (3)

Lec- 03 MW
Lec-

04

1328. 9115
13:30. 0,15

TR

Foreign Languages
SPA 101 Elementary Spanish (4)
01
MW
6:30- 9:30

Division
of
Engineering

01

Lec- 01

MTWR
MTWR

520- 7:55

820-1028

MCD 203 Strength of Material. (41

MCD 108 mfg. Proem/Materials (3)
Lec- 31 MTWR
520- 725

Lec-

01

MTWR

7145- 9150

1010-1120

Division
of
Health

Biological
Science

PSC 201 Amer, Govt. Org. &
Powers (31
MTWRF

LecLec-

01

10110-1120

01

MTWRF

-

MO

MTWRF

1120-1220

01

MTWRF

1220- 1,30

Psychology
PST 101 Intro. to Psychology (9)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
7:50- 8:50
Lec- 02 MTWRF
960-10:00

HST 112 Amer. History from 1865 (3)
Lec- 03 TR
5r30- 9:15

Leo-

01

6:30- 9:16

TR

Social and Political Science
PSC 201 American Government th)
Lec- 02 MW
6:30- 9:15

ANT 282 Comp. study of
Cultures (3)
01

TR

s,

820- 9:15

06

TR

13:30- 9:15

Sociology
SOC 101 intro. to Sociology (9)
Lee-- 09 MW
6:90- 9:15
SOC 205 Social Problems 131
Leo- 02 MW
6:30- 9111

Northam Illinois
University Extension Course
The following course from Northern
Illinois University will be held at
Harper College beginning June 16,
1970. For information on registednO
for Northern Illinois University Man aloe course, call the Oliice of Eye

Education 501.

Psychological Foundations of Education, 62041,40 P.M.. Tueaday &
Thursday. Room F319. 3 Cr. Instructor Dr.,Sheralan H. Fry

520- 9:15

BIO 140 General Zoology (4)..

Lec-

01

151

TR
MW

820- 9:00
620- ROO

Physical Education
PED 121 Tennis/Recreation

Gam. ID
Lec- 01

TR

520- 820

,PED 139 Softball/BasketballII

Lec- 01 MW

PSY 216 Child Psychology (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
9:00-10:00

PED 164 Tennis/Gymnastics Ill
Lec- 01 MW
520- 8:30

Leo-

MTWRF
MTWRF

History
HST 111 Amer. History 101865 (3)
Lac- 04 MW
6:30- 9:15

Lac- 02 MW

520- 8:30
RED 136 Golf/Volleyball (I)
Leo- 01 TR
6:30- 8:30

03
04

Division
of
Social
Science

010 101 Biology Survey (31

10:10-11:10
11:20-12:20

Lec-

PhyNcel Science
PHS 101 Phy. Science SuryeY (3)
Lec- 01 MW
6:30- 9:15

Telephone 359,4200, Extension, 901
and 233, or contact Northern Illinois
Extension, DeKalb, Illinois.

Biology

LAB

EDU 211 Psychology of
Education (3)

Lec-

'

ring end Continuing Education,

Social and Political Sciences

01

aao- 905

PSY 217 Adolescent Psychology (3)
Lec- 01 TR
8y30- 9:15

HST 141 West. Civ. to 1815 (4)
Of
MTWRF
9:00-10:00

Lee-

02 MW

MTH 105 AnalytleGeornetry (4)
Lec- 02 MW
8:30- 9:00

Lec-

Mechanical Design

13,00-1020

Leo-

PSY 101 intro. to pwraray (3)
Lac- 05 MW
5:30- 9:15

HST 112 Amer. History from 1865 (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
7:50--8:50
Leo- 02 MTWRF
12,35- 1,30

MW

620.9:15

MTH 104 Trigonometry (3)

Psychology

Lec- 01 MTWRF
Lec- 02 MTWRF

01

820- 925

.

MTH 109 College Algebra 131

Lec-

and
Related

Leo-

Law Enforcement
LAE 250 Police Field Service (3)

TR

Law EnfOrCOMegt
LAE 201 Criminal Ease I (3)

ELT 110 Intro. Electronic (2)

F

03

ENG 101 Composition (31

ELT 105 Electromechanical Draft IS)

Lec-

Lec-

6:30- 916

Chemistry
CHM 122 General Chemistry!' (4)
Lec- 01 MTWR
6:30- 9:00

History
HST 111 Amer. History to 1865 (3)
10:10.1110

Lac- 02 MW

GAO- 7:30

Division
of
Communications

ELT 101 Circuits I, Reerstive (41
Leo- 01 MTWR
520.7:55

9:00-10:00

MTH 095 Elementary Algebra PI

L.- 02 TR

Electronics

Secretarial Science

1121-12.20

Data Processing
DPR 101 intr. to Data Proc. (8) .

Technology

Division
of
Social
Science

Physical
Science

MTH 101 Fund. of Math I (3)

L.-

11:20-12:20
10:10-12:20

Division
of
Mathematics

Math

ENG 102 Composition (3)

MTH 105 Analytic Geometry (41
Lec- 01 MTRF
10:10-11:10
W
10:10-12:20

MTH 201 Calculus I (5)

6120- 9:15

TR

Music
BUS 103 Music Appreciation (3)
Lec- 01 TR
.6:30- 9:15

Secretarial Science
SEC 121 Elementary Typing (2)
Lec- 01 MW
820.10:00

'Lac-

ART 291 Ceramics (2)
CV

02

DPR 103 Keypunch (2)

ECO 201 Princ. of Economics I (3)
01
MTWRF
9:00:10:00

12204 120

Lec-

820- 9:13

MW

Mathematics

Lec-

MF

01

LAB
LAB

EDU 201 Intro. to Education 13)

01

Lea-

Of

Lec- 02 MTWRF

13204 9:15

EC() 201 Princ. of Economics I (S)

MUS 296 Piano (4)

Lec-

Lec- 02 TR

TBA
TBA

MR

13:30- 9115

BUS 245 Principles of Marketing (3)

MUS 284 Saxophone (4/

Lec-

MW

TBA

ART 261 Painting Techniques (2)
Lac- 01 MF
1010-11:10 11:20-12:30

Lec-

(3)

6:30- 5115

Lec-

MUS 280 Flute (4)

ANT 101 intro to Anthropology (31

SAC 1210,Elern,,ewn,tary Typii3O
ng(2),:io

Leo- 02 MW

Humanities
PHI 105 Intro. to Philosophy (31
6:30- 9:15
Lec- 04 MW

BUS 111 intro. to Bus. Organ. (3)

ART 225 Figure Drawing (9)
LOC- 01 MTWRF
7:504020
'

Art
ART 105 Art Appreciation (3)
6:30- 9:15
Lec- 03 MW

L.- 01

Lec-

ART 206 Print Making I (2)
Lee- 01 MR
9230-1020

EVENING COURSES.

BUS 102 Moe of AccAunting 11(81

MR

Physical Science
GEO 101 Physical Geology (4)

PNR 081 Pers./Voc.
Relationships (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF

Fine
Arts

TBA

01

Division
of
Humanities

SOC 205 Social Problems (3)
Lea- 01 MTWRF,
7:50- 8:50

MOS 198 Voice (2)

MTH 104 Plane Trigonometry (3)

MR
MR
MR

01

1010-11:10
11:20-12:20

Business AdMiniglrelion
BUS 101 Princ. of Accounting 1

MTH 101 Fund. of Math (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
7:50- 8:50

010 101 Biology SaN011 (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
920-1020

MTWRF
MTWRF.

TBA

MUD 184 Saxophone (2)

Lec-

02

TBA

Mathematics
MTH 095 Elementary Algebra (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
900-10:00

Biological

Lec-

Business Administration
BUS 101 Princ. of Accounting I (3)

01

01

Division
of
Business

TBA

Physical
Science

Division
of
Health

ART 110 Drawing I (3)

BUS 150 Business Math (0)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
11120-1220

nity. All classes are open to adults
who meet course perequhiltes and

9:00-10:00

MTWRF

Art
ART 105 Art Appreciation (3)
Leo- 01 MTWRF
9:00-10:00
Lec- 02 MTWRF
11:20-12:20

Non -graduates, 18 years of age or
Older, may be admitted if they demonstrate the capacity and maturity to
benefit from programs and Courses

courses designed to meet the needs
of adults within the college commu-

$6

Aids at 359-4200.

ble for admission to the college.

Harper offers "adult education"

Alva,

GER 101 Elementary German (4)
10:10-1110
Leo- 01 TWRF
M
1010-12:10

PED 102 Archery/Personal
Defense (1)
Lec- 01 MW
7:50- 9:50

Leo-

Offered by the college.

BOXER SHORTSConan

Foreign Languages
FRN 205 Intensive Oral Practice (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF
990.10:00

physical Education -Men

Classes volume
Final Exams

1970. A wide range of

9:00-10:00
10:10-1110

MTWRF
MTWRF

tion may be obtained from the Director of Placement and Student

1970 Summer

lta or to pursue courses for personal
or professional Improvement.

in-

02

tunities Is available. Further informa-

Telephone Registration ...M. 9-10

15;

MR

MUD 182 Clarinet (2)

Leo-

LAB

June 17 (1951 P.M.I-June 19 .. 192
June 22 -June 24 (1220 Noon) .. 40
Jane 24 (1201 P.M.)-,filne 28 .. 20
None
AlterJune 26

Schedule of Clams
William Rainey Hansel Cases will
begin classes for the summer term
of 1970.71 school year an Monday,

01

MUD 282 Clarinet (4)

programi, and employment oppor-

Summer Session (8 Weeks)

graduates as well as other adults
wlehing ether to earn college eme-

and a II inch trimming mower

Financial Aid
A comprehensive program of limners! aids, Including scholarships,
grants -In -aid, loans, educational opportunity grants, college work-study

June 15.../une 17112,001400n) .. 90

courses is being offered and should
be of interest to recent high school

Now through June 15 is the time re buy your
Jacobsen Tractor and ger a 36 inch rotary mower

3 for $5

- 7 -SHIRTS Combed cattenhnit,
bias 40 to 60, tolls 08 ton.

BOO P.M.

Textbooks, laboratory manuals, and
various supplies may be purchased
at the College Bookstore.

'

.

styes 461,80, talls 30 te no.

L.N

June

NOW ONLY...

poy..wn.
iadester

7:30 P.M.

Er:

31247.95

SHORTY PAJAMAS Dam.

0.S

Anyone registering after June 12 will
pay a late registration lee of $5.00.
Last day for late registration Is June
19. The fee for program changes at
student request Is $3.00.

SAVE $249.95

rim fricisi___,,ser
St AS

20 Seed. 26 excellent

Answer on Comic Page

432-6510

trar. Refunds will be made according
le the following schedule:

Men.ecotsse
Anitschomm

PERMANENT PRESS

LET US P.U1 YOU ON OUP MAILING UST

Deedield-Highland Perk

13

720 P.M.

Lec-

Lec-

01

10:10-12:20

MR

Speech and Theater

297.4200

C

Tuition refund requests should be
directed to the office of the Regis-

around: blue or sal..sizes
(4010 52),05 (54 to NM

Including olio -on styles.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these Mum as you can. In addition, find the word

D

iul
Refund Policy

T100013103Men.r

permanent press lose shorts.

LIAPTAR

Niles -Melee Township Community
College(bIlles-Maine High Schools)

E

'Attachment

PLUSH TERRY KIMONO

broadcloth,.

223.8193

June 11, 1970
1320 P.M. T -Z

laxant. It is not habit-forming.
but

College of Lake County
(Lake County Schools)

Evening registration le for students
unable to meet the above schedule.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS

to 60

729.2000

G

-

9:00-10:00

MTWRF

Biology

Gienbrook South High School

2:30 P.M. A

Wrvit #ait

sizeszi.o

gout or gouty arthritis?

new teachers will be on this

must be worn to protect the

roundworms, What is the ban
treatment and how can I pre,

A - SW. Low blood preraure
isnot a eauseof stroke hut may
be compatible with it.

BOTH TEACHERS who

spcharacterized by sudden
ells of dangerously high
blood pressure 1230.150 or

Q Do dogs or cats carry

have n stroke?

administrators and

districts.
One year's milk will be given for each two years ex-

with a low blood pressure to

Gienbrook North High School

Laboratory Fee .95.00

ner) head of one or both tibias.
It causes pain on walking and

0 - Is it posalhle fora person

A non-residenLls any student residing in Illinois but outside Junior College District 512.

Sehedule.

nostic test. Sometiroes
injection of histamine is given
before the urine test is made.
The disease is serious in that it

higher). Prompt removal of
Co tumor is the only cure.

and 224.

advance to the next step.

A-TMh is a noninfectious

knee from weight -bearing until thedisease has run its course
at the end of puberty.

serves high school districls211, 214,

lows:

F

01

SPE 101 Fundamentals of
Speech (3)

LecLec-

Junior College District 512 which

Fees------=Activity Fee ....05.00 (ell students)

have boon with District 21 and

ate bowing of the legs. A brace

Resident Tuition -$10.00 per
semester hour.
Non -Resident Tultfon-$32.76 per
'semester hour, Subject to change
without notice.

3:00,P,M. Students
unable to meet above

teachers.

is often as...ed with moder-

LIT 206 World Lit. to 1300 (3)
Lec-' 01 MTWRF
10:10-11:10

Evaluation will be made H.
fore a teacher is permitted to

ton hoard which is made up of

destruction of the medial (in-

TultIon

272-6400

10:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

credit in lull. up to six years.
will be given for those who
have taught in other school

NON Natecholaminest in the
urine is the most reliable diag-

L., 01

9:00-10:00

MOS 180 Flute (2)

Lee-

number is 359.42130.

3130 P.M.

10:00 A.M. H

has a step withheld may appeal

Q -What is Blown% disease.
Is there any cure foe it?

form. The Admissions Office phone

Nearby residents are requested to
consult officials between the hours
of 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. as folMI-MZ

Leo-

MUS 196 Piano (2)

back will pay the resident tuition.

3:110 P.M.

9:00-10:00

Literature
LIT 115 Fiction (3)

0-11

2:30 P.M.

MIME

MTWRF

500101 intro to Sociology (3)
LecLee-

MUS 165 Class Piano (2)

the Special Student Application

0431

LEE AT PERRY STREET, 13ESPLAINES 824-5155

01

L.- 01

Persons planning to enroll only in
the summer session for not more
than two 000rses must submit only

Prospective Harper students who
live outside the college district in

Oehler AMBULANCE SERVICE

MUS 101 Fund of Music Theory (3)

Lec-

June 11, 1970

TOO P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2,00 P.M.

Composition and Reading
ENG 099 Composition (3)

10:10-1110

Music

ENG 102 Composition (31
Lec- 01 MTWRF
9:00-10:00
10:10-11:10
Lec- 02 MTWRF

A resident is any student residing in

the basic salaryo157,500.

Ilse

nee a

Formal registration and payment of
fees is scheduled In the cafeteria at
Harper's new campus at Algonquin
and Roselle Roads. Students are r.
quested to adhere to the following
Mhedule to insure adequate midstance with their regiatration.

from that point are related to

a

scripts.

1120 A.M.
11:30 A.M.

CLEAN LINENS

PHI 115 Ethics (3)
Lec- 01 MTWRF

Lec-

4. American College Test (ACT)

Sociology

Division
of
Communications

ENG 101 Composition (3)
7:50-8:50
Lec- 01 MTWRF
1010-11:10
L00-0 02 MTWRF
11:00-12:20
Lec- 03 MTWRF

3, high school and college tran-

OXYGEN RESUSCITATOR

eighth. 12th and 16th steps on
the salary scale. a Professionni

Stroke possible even if pressure is low
mother:ma? Is it dangerous?
Can it be mired?

.0111 be cancelled.

2. college medical examination form
completed by a physician.

SK-SZ

However. any teacher who

Q I had slight stroke four

-students not paying by June 15th

fee.

tom A.M.

At the end of the, fourth.

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Students registering by phone must
report to the business office for fee
payment on or before June 15th to
retain their schedule. Schedules for

1. completed application form and

24 -HOUR SERVICE

on the index.

DOCTOR SAYS

course number and section number.

salary scale are bawd on an indot -In other words. increases

degree

-

or less. Registration by phone will
he available between the hours of
10,09 A.M. and 720 P.M. on June 9
and 10. To register by phone sit dents should call 359-2500, and be
ready to indicate the course title,

June 12,1970
9:00 A.M. K
9:30 A.M. 1,1

experience and

R. N. Poetz,('ini/M. Dtt.ow,r

ously or new students who have re :calved a letter of acceptance will be
:'allowed to register by phone II they
plan to carry eight semester hours

slon, or as a lull -time Rodent during:
the 1970-71 school year, Others provide the following:

non -college districts should contact
the high school of their residence for
information on the charge -back tuition. Students:approved for charge -

A teacher with four years'

R.E. Hutchinson. Plor-Prpsident

eniAinlr Dort on

District 21 plans to odd 50
new teachers to take care of an
expected 1.000 increase in en-

STEPS UPWARD on the

Page -I

William J. a:WM.1mb. -,Immeirmiellier

a bachelor's degree must lam.
six semester hours of credit every...ix years in courses which

trict 21 schools by September.

-- Marshall Field 111

John E. Stanton, Mir

experience to
receive
57.5W. lop $501 over inst
Scar) and a beginning teacher
with a madier's degree and no
experience to receive $8.750.

rollment. Supt Ken Gill said teds degree must show evihe believed he would have dence of professional growth.
8.500 children attending Dis- such as advanced sthooliee,

"Hem r the amine, dream by oboiytjenleerly
the paper qierdom em imellconal imegrie.."

1 A telephone registration will be
availahle June 9 and 10. Students
who have attended Harper previ-

920 A.M.
920 A.M.
1020 A.M.

AMBULANCE

Pendent% covered may wrong:

no

Map Pubticationg

Telephone
.,'Registration

Summer
Registration

teachers pact
Wheeling -Buffalo
Grove
District 21 mothers may well
be the first to know what their
salaries for fall will be.
Last Thursday. hoard mem-

Harper College Summer Schedule

Course Description:

The broad fields of psychology as
they relate to and provide lounge Bons for educational practice. A conanalysrs of the principal
areas. theories. experimentation and

conclusions in psycholegy with at million focused on such topics as
motivation, inlet! igence, learning.
personality. and ernOliona.

Complete Sales & Service of

JACCOSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

rZiri:=',itttrunt

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

William Rainey Harper College is located at the intersection of Algonquin (Route 62) and Roselle Roads
,in Palatine, Illinois. Office hours are 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. General information telephone: 359-4200. Telephone registration: 359-2500, 10 a.m. - 7 p.m., June 9 and 10 only.

THE DAY
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Rep. Chapman
to study campus
violence in state

Wednesday June J 1970

Tomorrow
Is Today

that

By Richard Crabb

The day's prospects

listoungthe most

important exercise M getting

to the hart of today's youth
probkno and in developing

Rep. Eugenia Chipman ID'

3d Di s I.). of Ariington

plans to resolve them.

Heiahle. will conduct a per-

.

sonal study of campus violence
in Illinois as in preparation for

GOY.. OGILVIE addressed
the conference and reported

:bear Mr. DeLouisei
I am divorced with two children. 9 and 12. I have a good job
gild 1 am having little (Wench! difficulty. 1 have just recently

her participation in the 1970
White House Conference on

that in all more than 7.000 citi-

sold my home and lam moving into an apartment. Do you think 1.
will he happy there?
I have also been having lunch with a very nice man. I feel very
strongly about him and I have reason to believe he feels the same.
We has talked about marriage in the Route hit he has certain

The White House Confer rem is held every 10 years although interum sessions are

ties right now which at times leave me dookful. Do you feel
anything will ever come of it.
I have promised my 12 -year -old son he could spend a few
weeks M California aficr school is out with relatives. Do you feel
thia trip is advisable oration's!! tell him he can't gout this time
Mrs. E.. Hoffman Estates
Deer Mrs. E.:
I feel the boy should get away fora time this rammer. It will be
a good change for both of you.1 don't reel you made a mistake by
Moving into an apartment. A house is a great responsibility for
woman alone. Concerning the man, I feel it will be a couple of
years before the des you spoke of will be dissolved. mail then,
enjoy the friendship.

Children and Youth.

held

levels

state

at

ences

"I will spend a pan of my
visiting university
campuses in /Wools where
there Ines lieen little trouble
pd where violence has Mince
ace this past spring, and to
In rn an much as i can about
summer

.

dren.

The 1960

conference

Children and Family Services.

Baaris, Hoban
in NIU group

I

Mininrators and students. We

, practically sweeping him off his feet. She is really working fast.
I'm sure you get the impression as to this whole problem. I'm

need to learn a great deal more

Two Arlington Heights students at Northern Illinois Uni-

versity at DeKalb ere part of
the newly farmed NIU Student

about The callus of these outbreaks of violence on the

THE ILLINOIS Committee
House

for the 1970 White
Conferenot met in

Springfield while the legislature was in session.
The conference emphasized

Development

Founda-

ti. The foundation's

func-

tion is nsi particimte in planning and carrying out the university's private fund-raising
efforts.
Among the group's 28 charter members arc Diana L.

Beans, manila, of 107N Wilshire, and Deborah L Hoban,
a freshman. of 500 N. Lincoln,

Group of 70 Miniature 011PaInthas

6.98

Group of 150 Pictures

6.98

Group of 100 Pictures

998

Group of 75 Pictures

19.98

Group of 50 Pictures

19.98

Group of 25 Pictures

34.98

.

SALE

"Easy on the glue,' commands Capt Joe Robert Galanh
silendy replies `Ave Ave Sir^ for lust one drop is all that Is

Joe Demme ended
over to Gregory School at the
request of Mn George tulle
Ho granddaughter, Mlles, rs
in her fourth grads cl.s and
Capt

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00

when The Day article

needed to place the foresail in its proper place

op-

prmoud about Capt toe he was

imediately commissioned to
instruct the students in the art
of model ship building It
seems appropriate that under
water

mobiles

encircle

the

threesome as (Inv busily asssmble link Santa Mario mod
el Dmid 7apfel and JoAnne

6 Modern and Contemporary

brought about the creation in
Illinois and other states the

approach

considering now, then to stand in his way will only jeopardise the
regent be has for you. Don't risk it.

improved foster care and treat-

REG.
198

398
498

Group of 150 Minintunts

of delinquents, help for
ippled children and prevention of the abuse of chil-

will serve,"

.reel a young lady and dated her only n few times. She is

Group of 500 Minloilies
Group of 500 Miniatures

cet'If violence.

of holding major
public hearing has great Uni-

FRAMED PICTURES

PRESIDENT
Theodore Roosevelt initiated
the conferences in 1909. the
conferences held once a decode have brought into existence, legislation providing for

creation of a Department of

1

Haugh

about

crs

will not seek a position. The

Dear Mother
I am hoping his problem will not result in an oker for you. It
seems your son is growing up - and you must let him. If he
chooses to merry this girl, and that is certainly what I fed he is

brought

place on the General Ameno
bly's new commission to study

said Mrs. Chapman. Ian

A Moiher

have

"SINCE

sentatives, is not seeking

If appoinied

ian Wolkey finds that it takes a sham weather eve to knowjast
how deep to cut It obviously lakes sincere concentration as lie
had to park ha bubble gum on his hand In order to really devote
his fun attention to his shipmaking. (Photos by Eleanor Rhea)

and wedding gifts! Following is just a sampling of what you'll find

lems.? reports Rep. Chapman.

REP. CHAPMAN, a member
of the Higher Education Committee of the House of Repre-

1 want to hold small conferences with university ad-

marriage? I hope not far various moon..

the

some of our greatest advu..
in dealing with youth prob-

must be taken to avoid a repetition," Rep. Chapman told
The Day yesterday.

worried Over this whole situation. Wdi this friendship lead to

in the

for

The first step in budding a model ship is to cartfolly take a
Bror blade and Wilde our the Nil from a piece of balsa wood.

by Dolores

"The White House confer-

frequently.

Gear Mr. DeLouisei
1 am writing to you out of desperation. My son hes recently

.

state are taking part

Voyage to shipbuilding adventur

35% TO 50% SAVINGS
ON WALL ACCESSORIES,
MANY ONE -OF -A -KIND!
A superb collection of pictures, mirrors, plagues, sconces, clocks, oil
paintings, picture frames. Showroom samples, our own display pieces,
reproductions, too. Buy now for summer -fall decorating, housewarming

White
House Conference scheduled
to lake place in December.

more

tarians.
,

in this

pmparations

IN ration and steps which

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
My mother he been recently divorced. I wonder inhere is any
awn in the near future! Do you sec any improvement in family
life? Do von sec any improvement in my school grades?
Sally 0.. Palatine
Deg Sally:
Give your mother a little time to get over her divorce Rye.
Nally she will find a new intere.st. I ant ftelhig your family life
will improve, but you must help in That direction, too. I do feel nit
.thiprevement in your grades.

zens, young and old.

1a.....-d1a.d

aR

Framed Genuine al PaInfings

75.00 to loom 40.00 to 65.00

Makomson with Cam Joe's

50 Fine An Reproductions

19.98 to 100.00 10.00 to 50,00

cloth soils

,

a...me are adding the tiny

FRAMED MIRRORS AND ACCESSORIES
-

Group of 100 Miniature Mirror's

498

Group at 30 Framed Mirrors

12.98

Group of 25 Framed Mirrors

12.98

Group of 6 Framed Mirrors

61,98

Group of 18 Assorted Battery Wall Clocks

59.98

Group of 50 Assorted Battery Wall Clocks

.24.98

Group of 12 Assorted Battery Woll Clocks

34.98

Group of 6 Console Tables

12,95

3.00
6.00
8.00
20.00
30.00
14.00
18,00
8.00

It

49

798, 4.00 pr.

Group of 8 pairs of Sconce.
Group of 15 Wrought Metal Flared Plaques

14.98

Group of 50 Novelty Wall Roque

998

6 Curio Cabinets

-11111;01

Tina Richards and John Bever wear idle of a happy adventure in model shipbuilding. The completed projects are destirold
for many ports Some will roll Into niches on bedroom shelves to
moor with other favorite things Some shipswnlsal Into memory
as a part of a happy father's remembrances on his special day
And one in particular will take special port of aid for Mn. Judo
who presented Capt Joe with a card of thanks, Westhe voyage a
success, Ask the children, ask the teacher, or better still, Mk
Copt Joe

10.00
6.00

35% Off
35% Off

large Assernnent of Ready -Made Fromes

Page7

Dear Mr DeLouise

Rapp'

m a 15 year -old boy and %town t had a gwitrand sim.coghth
grade 1 am aserweight but ten working out away no,ht Do 5ou

Zam

Iv havmg a std Ind losing! also low, haulm!! and hri MAIN
good ,nd pl. veal Do You sea traction m net

SPAGHETTI

Datum. Arimpon HoLins

r

"Wald the riggia&T says Caps, Joe. Celeste LoCaselo
painstakingly assembles the tiny Omar that must be glued and
lied in place to give the finished sailing vessel a truly smwottby
olleeamme.

gill(, .

RANDHURST

Dolores Haugh Womms Editor

DINNER

^ Dear Desperate

Yes, there will be o girl soon 1 ou re an the right rack Keep
worlang out and watch those in between meal mocks I feel
lea 11 grow out of the might problem with a hide self help I do
feel good with a sports career, but I'm also feeling football in
your ddure

tool

Wed Night. to 8 30 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT(

$2"

Do you think 1 II eser go for a Mad to Germany or let. any or
my sisters spin?

I feel you will go to Geramm wham Ike nest Ma yea,
a

er rho quettionf of Dal. readerc An than etli1111111 Later. tbatild

ba maned bile Odder Ma be mated tf the ante, 'rasa. re

Resident
Vacationers

Married in
Minnesota

lainIMINOS

e.g M Mount Priamst

tOSEPH DE LOUISE nottonallt Amnia imam xt11 one

I

Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Schumann of Mount Prospect pardetained in the charter of the

IA I

113 -foot

sailing ship "Mystic

Whaler" in the Virgin Islands.

Wnle to Deloace tot rare rtf Day Pubheattanw 722 Center St
De. Name 00016

Mr. and Mn, James E. Po.

Fourteen

ley of Mount Prospect an-

y to

1970

voyage.

The ship visited nine of the
American and British Islands.
The trip was climaxed by oar-

The double rim ceremony
took place on May 22, 1970, in

Byron, Minn. Attendants mix
Mr. and Mrs. fleece Seine.

and deluxe features make it a
great buy at a reasonable price:

las than 520.
The gnaw serving pitcher
COmes completely free for easy

add thorough cleaning. It

YESI

Is

safe in the dishwasher and has
large, easy.to-read coffee level
'numerals.

A shallow well of stainless
Reel makes cleaning of that
surface simple, too. A strength
selector dial lets you brew coffee to your particular taste,
and a positive temperature
Control in the vessel keeps cof-

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK -

fee at the right serving M.
mrature.
Choose it then charge d at Carson, Randhursti Elmhurst and Rand Roods in Mt. Prospect.
Shop Monday through Friday 10:00 to 910; Saturday 9:30 to 510.

Other deluxe features include a pop-up stainless Steel
pump and basket assembly,
snap tight top and comfortable
elastic handle.

ation Convention.

The club has contributed to
brain research,
re Search,

the

Mount

Prospect

Park District and the Fourth
dent has a scholarship waiting,

club. The proceeds of the An-

Veteran's Service, Mrs. R. 14.
Adams, chairman, arranged ia
potluck luncheon, followed by

an afternoon of wrds. The
hard-working Veteran's Service Department, under her direction, donated the followidg
Items to veterans' hospitals
during the past year: 84 pairs

held.

Geographic magazines.

By Phyllis Hillesheim

number one son.

Being a most disorganized

and soewhai
m
unmotherly
moaner, I need all the help I
can get. Thus, you eon find me

dishwasher in her house as she

and her children used these
times to discuss happenings of
the day. She thought her chilWren confided in
her mom
title busy near her.

their angel pilgrimage to the
Sloe graveysed oat to Haber-

Nancy Lee, Radian and Mary
McDermott, Twilighter,

On May I I, the final day of

Society has been remembered.

m Rolling Meadows.

that she would never have a

ora, as Betsy Jeffreys, Spectra,

District at the Illinois Feder-

the Prudentiel Immo:a Co.

me Was a mother's statement

hamp's Florists Memorial Day
to pay homage to the tale Bertha Ehard who Inspired the or.
ganizarion of the youth group.
Placing a wreath of flowers on
her grave are Mary Boyk,StarIlyAter, and Deirdre goer, Aur-

an

of unifies; I afghans, 34 panperback books, 40 Reader..
Dig.., and eight Nalkinil

One item that appealed to

Repo:scantlyes of the &Hut
Gbh of Mount Prospect made

received

pectations, enjoyable January
and wring luncheons were

of Magazines.

makes it appropriate for use

president,

and Fire Department funds,
the Mount Prospect Historical

one of endless grants of the

poring over the helpful hints
colUmns in each month's raft

It's a deluxe unit with rsste.
ful decorator styling that

past

One woman's hint another's disaster!

lohn Combs sin. ,meted by
by the Future Homemakers of M. Don Had and Mrs Lar
Atranca at Prospect High ner Peak The en onbkv to
Schools Little Theatre at 7 90 elude t samall ol sport ciMh
tonight
es formals
Loa. and suits
Admission will be 25 cents
Deny Say obBfeuts
for adults and 15 cents for lea
model the Gotha made in Ma dents. Children are free.

If you are one of the million
or sO women who believe coffee son be made properly only.
In glass coffee makers, there's
Sunbeam percolator on
the market that's just right for

tors, attended the Illinois Federation Banquet at the Sherman Hotel. Mrs. Kay Miller, a

education award from the 7th

colorful and picturesque carnivel week parade at Port
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thom.

Fashion from FHA

Mrs. Kenneth Pedro

Mrs. Donald Long, president, and her hoard of dim -

cheeks were sent to the Police

of July Parade. An Indian stu-

A fashion show will be given

wI th company, right at the dinner table. Twelve -cup capacity

been given mit,. foreign Ian page records were given to
the Mount Prospect Library,

&Wing and viewing of the

Schumann is employed by

pent, are pictured at the Nassau Beach Hotel, Nassau, where they
attended Redbook magazine', annual sales meeting recently Re Beer is travel manager for the magazine

State College to receive her degree in elementary education.

Perk up
a cup

The Mount Prospect Woman's Club has had a most fruit fig year. Scholarships have

tique Fair were beyond ex.

Mr and Mrs Paul DeBeer of 112 South Wapella, Mount Pros

The groom is employed at
IBM in Rochester where The
couple will make their home.
Jeanne will attend Winona

NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit

participants

Ellen, to
Kenneth H. Parker, son of Mr.
Jeanne

and Mn. Herbert Parker of Elgin, Minn.

0

other

2.8

MP clubwomen list
year's accomplishments

Joined the Schummns on the

nounce the marriage of their
deughter,

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Read
Whaling, M. Phones 537-0020
Member ED.I. C.

Wednes

00001100W_POOdUneenkPee as um

ond
FREE COCKTAIL

Dear Mr Dt.LOSIBC

Dear K M

HOd

SPIALL

MARVELOUS IDEA!

I

immediately chained and pod locked my dishwasher and Informed my children we would

have a wonderful discussion
hour over handwmhed dishes.
"I am an interested mother,

so confide!" said 1. Well, let
me tell you, we had conveneLion all right"I don't know why I have to

baby's diapers and her ehoro-

"No, you didn't!'

late chip cookies die/dhoti:a
equally.

The chain and padlock
clashed with my kitchen decor
anyway, so off they came.

ANOTHER suggestion that
really fired my imagination

was one regarding thc putting
away or clothes folded from
the dryer. One mother had labeled plastic baskets to hold
each person's clothing. Then
each one would pick up said
basket and put away his own
clothes. Wonderful!
I bought, labeled and situated each basket. Then I gave
my family the word about the

finding and carrying away of
their own goods.
carefully
I

"IT IS NOT my turn to dry,
1

did it LAST time!" yelled

The next morning 1 laid det,

three outfits for my son and
three outfits for my three -yews

old. That solved my problith
all

right. Na arguing gap

whet to wear.

Having made a seleetioh
from each pile, my son comb
out in black socks. brown plaid

red slacks, one orange skirl.
Over this she had on one yei-

had to take the later train and I

had to take the children

to

bus in all the confusion),

daughter,

idea!

days. The first day no one remembered where the clothes
wew and chaos reigned. Dad

fectly good machine

"I told Jan fid meet her in
half an hour, I'll never gel
done in time,. wailed my

rate outfits for a choice. Great

pants, and red striped shirl. n'
The little one came out attired

school. (They had missed the

is Just

Dec mother solved her pap..
Ica by laying out three ser-

folded and deposited the clothing M each proper bin.
hly optimism lasted two

do these dishes while that per-

standing there!"

MY SON has a small prob.
!elm getting dressed for whoa.
He simply does not care for the
clothes I select for him to wekr.

in one blue sock, one red sack,

ow blouse and om green
gweater. Scratch one more

helpful hint!

Hope

springs

etemal

though, and I think I hear the

The second day my three year -old rearranged the con -

mailman at the door. Since it is

tents of the baskets to suit her self. Dad's socks ended If with

new magazines,

fillet undies. brother's shorts
inimd T-shirts with mania' lag erie, sister's knee rocks with

the time of the month for the
I
have some
helpful hints columns to Medi.
This month for sure one Of
those items will be THE one M
organize my entirehousehold.

,s,..zommt,sTa,-Tmvizt pmiz

TIM DAY
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Universal Oil Products aids
in new housing project
Univarssl Oil Products Co
1

30
Algonquin
Phan<s
ene

Rd

...Ma ail, low loco= hots-

DOS

ma range.

or 261 COM

investxd In two national p en
or.rships to promote the can
Ornetion of low tnd and

14.1

Nationl Corporation
-1/4.=

01st ure in patriotism and in the.
economic well-being of this

for Hougng Partm.mhips and
IM. Nallonal Houong Partner

the primary aim of

month Tht, two ars federally
outhoriad proatoly orrot

when it so tight. he added, it
might stimulate the industry to

nodcompanto. lorintd weei
fi, ally to try to tnroura, in

do more in an area where

ere isxd building activity in rho

in this way, the $41,750,000

housing for
low income
groups, Williams explained

Williams

sarily be directed toward re-

many different kinds of ht

southwmt, where housing and
money are in short supply.
.Peopie are living in shacks be,

.cause they cant afford any-

than

rather

sit Your Friendly Kare Family Center Conveniently Located

430 N. ADDISON RD. AT IRVING PARK RD.
ADDISON

Of the 265 companica inand other corporadom,

901 W. DUNDEE RD. AT RTE 83

10 are utility companies, 3 as
labor unions, 74 are banks, 23
are insurance and title com-

apart -

mend.

NHCP and the National

WHEELING

panies, 7 are savings banks and
14 are savings and loan associations.

Housing Partnership were au thorized by Congress to ntobi-

1010 S. ELMHURST RD. AT GOLF RD.,
MT PROSPECT

OUR BUSINESS

J

Not all Advertised llama In All Iserar Due to Space Llmllntloni and ether Ceedllans Beyond Dar ca rrel

18c
OFF

Even 12 hours after the rains ceased Mark Swanson, 51105 Patricia Le , preepeet Heights, Tmds

Mkt

Motor Club offers driving tips
Cl*AAA suggests you re-

that you are stopping. At night
dim dashboard lights to make
it easier to notice light signals
given by cars ahead.

josko.

W hen passing, hr sure you

can see all of the vehicle you
have pawed in your rear-view

Roger Griffith of 521 9'
Mitchell, Arlington Heights,

SIRE the "feel' of brakes and
staving. This process should

mirror -then move back into
the traffic lane. In rainy
weather the cruising lanes of
multi -lane roads are likely to

was named as recipient of the
lunette L. E. Johnson Scholarship during annual awards and
honors ceremonies May 15 at
North Park College in Chi -

he repeated for each new drjv-

be more slippery than passing

fag,

Brady fastened. Secondly, adjustihe scot and mirrors to the
liriBer's comfort and pr,.

or during the trip.

."`

..f Opte on the road, keep pace

With traffic and roach yourself
to, anticipate stops and slowdowns by observing the move-

Seeing it believing!.

Enjoy the Beauty of

come alive to beautiful new accents of color

Flows on smoothly.

'Faro ahead. Always maintain at

Vas; one car length between
Near car and the one ahead for
lehry 10 miles of speed.

Of

v..41.n you must Mow down
kl with traffic behind

Reg
58
save 1.4 -oz.
59c BB.

SUMMER SAND

,,ht,

Completely fletrA elegant

NON CONSTIPATING
ANTACID

,..Kare

CHAMPION MAHOGANY

98

dill MEN'S BOYS' WEAR
5ag..- PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

41(13' PANEL

OWENS/CORNING

walls and A" In ceilings.

SAVE OM

LEVI

Men's and Ladle? In Many Styles

$371

STAPREST FEATURES.

Ej

OIL
100M, PURR PETROLEUM

$ 99

$495

t/1

TREATMENT
ADD TO YOUR

10,-(

OIL

SAVE 33%
C .

.

dl o

1

illaillz

di

1,000 SO.FT$99 00
REG $109.00 SAVE

,

rugged Sta-Prest snipes

and cards...Y. Tau,

.

.

..

1!!P'..

'

..

$7.50-$9.50

Wrought Iron
RAILING

:

Easily installed for both stair

and level locations. Sculptured top rail.

STA-PRESI:

lif

NUVO

LEVI'S'

Vg!.?:'
,Lii

The long, Ion tsars net -ing, durable hopsack tab sic, In great orlon. Sta-

na

gra%

TOILET
Gleaming vitreous china
finish. Clean, functional
styling, Super silent operation. Stain resistant.

$316'

REG. $26.79 SAVE $3,91.

a
T $474

i;-,.

WICKES

OW11121060 PANTS
TO CHOOSE FROM

Reg
99c
Save
40e

Treatment
Boys' Cotton

SG NO 354

Panasonic
Record Player
-

China LAVATORY
19"X17" size. Wall hung to
save you spade. Vitreous
china construction.
REG. $12.75 SAVE $2.87

88

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

ONLY

STREAMWOOD
3/11'mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837.6000

STUDS

,,110

T -Shirts Pc7c.

lck. MI a. 45 rpm speed, Fullmange AM

eceiver. Custom turntable. Ceramic cartridge

Sa2v0:
MAYFAIR -WHITE ONLY LARGE CLEAR VIEW LENS
FULL 260 -LB. DIAL EASY TO CLEAN VINYL

and

sappNre sty..

21" 4na.le on.,

fatPhOnS a. external speaker leek. Extern.,
power jack. Solid -State engineered. Complete
with e Panasonic "0" Hi...A LtetterieS.

Bathroom

$29 95 ID

STORE HOURS

a s 30
01 9 AtAloOPM

Sot g MORPH

.m.5...I PM

Rog 98c

Savo 32c

Batteries

65'
man Ihnnion

.

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS

ITH PRECISION WATER MOTOR COVERS UP TO 225050. FT

SOSwinger

Vinyl Garden
Garden HosesAvOA in 20 CT.

White Envelopes
OSCILLATING, TOUGH DEPENDABLE WORKER

711A

15 INCH -50 FOOT LENGTH SOFT, GUARANTEED 8 YEARS. REG. $ 97

GLENCREST REG 23e -SAVE lie

E

elP

9 VOLT TRANSISTOR

Eveready

A sure quality start for any
building or remodeling project. Dry, straight and precision triMmed.

8E8

WHITE
ONLY

a.xir

4-,

Portable, 2.speed battery pitono with AM radio
in Crimson Red, Harvest Gold. ar Midnight

CLOSEOUT

iil

812.00

Two

-12X15 REG. 159.80 530.80 SAVE 52420010

Reverse Trap

2.ELT.ION

dressed up Ina smart -leakProst of <aurae. Nobody but
tears makes %Asses,

LIMIT

0/02 REG. 535.88 523.88 SAVE STOOD

Ih:11./.':
...,

'....*

dnaite.

'

EXAMPLE OF SAVINGS

i: II Xi:

anion (stripes, blue d.nim, oure hite) and

.=.

SUPER CONcltarnaltP*

No seconds)

REG. 52.99

-

STP Oil

Perfect far pools, basements,
porches, etc. 12' rolls.

Lan SO. FT. $53.00

BELL BOTTOMS
scene with 1.11 bottoms,
iwa wa -- in preshrunk

C

1.65 VALUE

WHITE 100% COTTON, TAPE NECK
SIZES 4-12-3 TO POLY BAG

THICK X 15" WIDE

Lea. mokm the

12 Exposure Roll of $.2 38
Kodacolor Film for 40
Printed & Developed

Fifth

THE RACER'S EDGE

C

ir)(12"

All first quality!

REG $5.41 SAVE Sec

AVAILABLE POO In, 127,19, ene ORO KODACOLOMPILM.

17,

CARPETING

REG. $59.50
SAVE $6.50

$8.50

11 11111

LUXURIOUS INDOOR -OUTDOOR

ter,ep.,,

111111'

Tanning Butter

pictures... extra -with eyed

May 30

REG. 48c PC.
.;'.

Coppertone

All Types

sverf reg.. P6.1.

level ped here. You have some
to lee p, some to carry, soot to
swap, some to mail.
Why wait until you return home/
Haveyoorvacation snapshots..
kdopetl here. Fast service.

918.39 si One
o112 Fifths

Retail -$1.98 and up

of colour to mix or match.

3%" THICK X 15" WIDE

FORT OF THEIR CUT AND THE

'MAI&

ayex Sunglasse
Coupon Explret.,,,,,,,.

Durable 100% Olefin® pile fibers for
rugged, lasting dependability. Choice

and warmer in the winter. Use 3" in

REG. MI,

Champagne

4 -ate,

LIQUID -$119 SIZE

ANY

800 CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE IN OIL BASE

CARPET TILE

Keeps your house cooler in the summer

SLACKS AND JEANS ARE AT AGES MEN'S
--8 gOYS' STORE. ONE STOP FOR ALL THE
PANTS YOU NEED. 4001 LIKE THE COM-

AEROSOL REG. 51.36 -SAVE 37e

You get over $2 walls of wallet

ONE TO

ARM
film yen h ve

CONVENIENT, SELF -STICK

Fiberglas INSULATION

LEVI'S

poor

COLONY

COMPARE WITH MAALOX

$1.00 OFF

WIXCOTE0 ULTRA EXTERIOR
LATEX HOUSE PAINT 0106Arn
Dries in only 20 minutes.
Won't blister, crack or peel.
Tools come clean in soapy wale,

REG. $4.49
SAVE Slc

acm

ing thatches you an extra wallet

linaldroxal

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS Telephone 1110200 0,coso ..,..0

NORTHWEST -SUBURBS

Processing-unlousphotorinim.

IT= -171;S

REG. $3.98
SAVE 49c

THE PANT STORE OF THE

ALIVAL SIZE IAMB 3 .M1 5..110
1.1"
guests, a. count, roll o Komeolor

men! We have BONUS PHOTO

P)(13' PANEL

likW decor - accommodation to 550
aped t traditional polity food

Prieeds,

Nol In All reality

49

iiiii I 10%*&It'

pump your brakes several

brris. The aching taillights
will warn following drivers

Highly Weather resistant.

NOW The Pm. *drat,

ine ts of traffic two or more

us for BONUS PHOTO proces mg!

SUPER SUN IN OR

and texture.

t Dam available anywhere

Bring your Kodacolor film to

Reg. Save

OIL BASE HOUSE PAINT.Etto
Applies easily.

(00.05.
BtI.

$t 20 31c

WIXCOTE. ULTRA EXTERIOR

Nothing enhances a room more than paneling
and Wickes decorative panels make your walls

Sav0e

SPRAY -18c OFF LABEL

PAINT

Prefinished PANELING

Re g58

$1

Tablets
Dry Ban
Deodorant
Sun -In Hair
Lightener.,

-Y Wait?... at these pm ;000000N
Personalize your home with color'

S cholarship

vibw some important driving

FAST PAIN RELIEF

59

THE TIME! Thru June /3th.

lanes due to more accumulated
oil spatter.

HEALTH eir BEAUTY AIDS

'Excednn

gut It's "water, water everywhere," as hest.. in front of his home. (Photo by D. Balm)

&000e you take to the road
for a long automobile vacation
trip', the Chicago Motor

You get prescriptions because your doctor wants you to
have a medicine for a very specific need. When you
have your prescription filled you want to be sure the
pharmacist is accurate, that the pharmaceuticals are
fresh, and the prices reasonable. Kare offers you all
these things and a free record -keeping service of all
your prescriptions.

vesting money, 134 are indus1trial

will be on gaule family

homes,

--'Y

NHCP, said.

ing demands as it can. Emphasis

WELCOME HERE

Use private inVeStmenO and
mospN business shine in the
developinent
construction,
and management of low and
moderate income housing in

order to meet as

added, in

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

substantial volume, Carter L
Burgess, national chairman of

kept as flexible as possible, he

that the money will not neces-

"THERE ARE other areas
of this country, such as the

nueds can be pretty desperate.

abc."

country club neighborhoods.
There is no middle ground."'
The partnershim will be

the plan is to increase private

slum areas only.

BY PROVIDING money

ship 0111 begin opurations tho

plainest. 'There are some
areas where people have to live
either in these shacks or

struction.

will return dividends eventualIS
Hen E. Williams, public reI ttiOns director for HOP, said
ths company "regards it as a

MOome haulm;rase

thing

'Seed money" to attract an ad-

rlitional 92 billion for =woo.

While COP regards its conon es an investment which

panb, nmionatly 0111111 have

al-

pledged nationally will act aa

.

17 INCH REG 97

.

Camera

88

Reg.
1;16:1T.TV.VO

SAVE 40c

Paint Tray & Roller Set

Sava
$7

SUPPLIES
WHITE

:;:.

HARDWOOD PINS WITH STEEL COIL SPRING. REG. 49c -SAVE 10c

Sprinkler.:

x';50 Spring Clothesp

ACZAIre learT 4102:4017:17.m.ttemntnr"".

Alarm Clock

$-

Soon

01,

loyes

Sports Ch4,, let e

=kin
Bangs Ltd e m Wauconde is

nouns a busy place dunng
sunnier wsekends Not only

-

-

in Wauconda, made
doomtion of about $1,700togive the
daredevils the incentiM of
prize money,

say the least,"

Tom Moss and Rick Ealing,
both employed at the Rolling
Meadows Sports Chalet, 'decided to enter the fast-moving

ever, not everyone is eligible to
enter the circuit."You must

TOM DROVE their sleek

The Braves of the Rolling
Meadows National Major di of boys' baseball WA
two ballgames in the past fox

four for four and Schroeder
with Too doubler in two offs-

weeks, topping the Cubs, 5.4.
sad the Pirates, 6-5.
The Braves jumped on the
Cubs early, knocking Eric
Lindquist off the mound in the

homer.

fest inning. But Bruce Poore

errors

took over the bases loaded and
not outs and got out of the jam

the first, and each team scored

the third. But the Braves

in

took the lead in the fourth and
the game was called in the
fifth.

AGAINST THE

Pirates

Scott Sanders was the big gun,
on the mound and
thee
doubling in Mike Quinett
to
to tie the score_ Sanders scored

the winning run on Vic Aburainos solid hit.
In other Major League arum, the Cards whipped Me
Mete. 6-2, behind the three for -three perfect day of Bill
HOpkins. Mike Retzer also
provided a big blast with his
(hive -run triple. Scott Schroeder was the winning pitcher

with 15 strikeouts and only
three walks.

ne Cubs roared back

to

beat the Dodgers. 13-11, with
Mite 4°I -94n getting a humor.
The Giants won their second
game, handing the Mets another loss, 7-5. The Mets took a
lead, but the C alts fought

dal Mbata For the

by Buddy Wright.

ma Baker

ajaaam thaw, wit j jj,.ma
double in the fourth and Ted
Ty* had a three -run homer in
the fifth.

Cubs,

Kurt Koch slammed a Iwo.run

condo Imt weekend. The duo was sponsored by the Rolling
Meadows Sports Chalet. (Photo by J. Alm Cook)

A full slate of games M the

15400t fiberglass envy to the
wianePS circle in the Novice
competition while Rick picked

when the Braves loaded the

five Sox rms. but e Walter
doubled across two more. Ken
Cooper bailed the Indians out
with mo singles and a triple.

Maw in the last of the seventh
but were unable to score. The

Stenoconribute

It was the Tigers over the
Orioles, 3-1, as Ten, Moran
pitched

while

three -hitter

a

sffiking out 12 batsmen. Door
Bramlett was the big hero for
winners with a sixth loning, two -run single to Naha
Bramlett scored the third toe

THE TWINS bombed the
Yankees, .15-2, getting ex cellent pirching from Bill

Conway. Conway had a nohitter going until the fourth.
Dennid Peltier made two good

fielding plays from the shortstop position and contributed a
liarr aada'aLaTej"a,;.'jealmaaa'ratat.,

ter with a single, triple end
home run
Adding

to

fireworks

the

were Pete Till with four shigles, Tim Jacobson with two

mat

Senators.bick

inn

scorwl four

fuarla
Co.

Sox,

;U.,.

Bob

GraLK. Golden had a pair of
'mg'
THE INDIANS topped the
first -place Tigers, 8-3, behind
three innings of perfect pitch log by Ken Cooper. Jim Garb!,
ick stole two bases and a

Muted out by David Witt and
Mike Retzer, both three -forthree, Bill Hopkins who was

Ed Berjoski struck out 12

and walked one as the Yanks
skunked the Orioles, 6-0. Kevin Lavin had two siaglea for
the losing Orioles.

John lg.& limited

Twins to four hits and allowed

just one man to reach third
base aws inth,e

Optimists tip
Bank ers
The Des Plaines Northwest
little League opened Saturday

with n word of welcome by
League president Barney

the

tirtniros,,,bla.t0(ed

T a a-ig stick with a
wielded

twno'z-

run double. Bob

in

the other run with

oneadrove
of his

two singlea.

IN THE PONY League. the

Sox and Giants each took a
pair of wins home. The Sox

awards to Bob Pawelko, Jim

shut out the Yankees, 3-0, and
tripped the Cubs, 11-3. Adding
to the Cubs' woes, the Giants

Lefgren and Bill Mukai for

10-7.

Leubking and the presentation

winning the deals ale.

The first game saw Optimists beat Des Plaines National Bank, 12-2, behind the

pitching of Bob Nelson. The
losing hurler was John Lipp.

knocked them down,

The Giants also embarrassed
the Indians, 6-4.
For the Sox against the
Yanks, a pair
wild pitches
scored two
s, and the third
came across on a hit batman,an

error and Tony Orozoas

FREDERICK POST do
Brooks Realty by a

hared

Mere of 7-2 as Bill Kuempel
was the winning pitcher and
Mike Gavin was the loser.

In the third game, Builders
Architectural Products and
Clemons Standard were tied
after eight innings with Joey
Barak of Clemons working on
a no-hitter and Brett Carsello
of Builders allowing only two
safeties.

In Sunday's game, Brooks
Realty defeated Optimists by
9-7 in a pitching dual between
John Frekot of Brooks andlim
Lofgren of Optimists..

single. For

the

Jim

losers,

Brettncr had three singles.

The Sox battled back after
the Cubs took the lead with
four runs in the third. Jim
Macholl got the win, and although Todd Sander was saddled with the loss, he had three
singles.

Greg Zelinski aided

the winners with a double and
ingle.

The Cubs also took it on the
chin from the Giants. Although the Cubs worked out a
three -run lead but lost it in the.

bottom of the third as the Gian. batted around for four ter(lies. The Giants added three

Yanks' rum in the third Inn ing.

The Indians won a 2-0

belong to the .American PowOr
Boat Association before
gaining admittance in the
twee." Both he, and Ealing are

McHenry.
THE RACE course is set up
on an oval track which meas-

"Casually the

a specified time limit."

third win on a row, a it. affair

the Twins nipped the Athlec-

at the expense of the Sox. Chris
Jacobson struck out 17 batters

tics, 1-0, to keep a share of first

the Rolling Meadows Sports

Place. Steve ()relict' recorded
14 strikeouts while loser Rick

Chalet and must enter the lim-

Lobocki whiffed 12. Al Barn-

finbracket. These classes include the U -I, U -S, T and R as

ban -

run

The Ymke.nscmothered

Both boys arc sponsored by

ited or high performance reo

's

h ill provided the only real fins-'
works with a triple and a, opposed to unlimited or sport
single.
runabout category. Them diver-

Giants, 17-5, while playing ea
rorless ball. John Kelleher had
three

singles

t

Yanks, but
ha"
T, a" a homer

pace

the

hd

anth

e°

IN 111E NATIONAL Mito division, the Phillics and
the Cubs each notched pair
of vitories.
For the Phils, an early lead

speak at the Booster Club's
Spring Sports Banquet. After
an obscene of nine years from

Mike Tolam,

Scott Tremberth, Stu White
Torn Shine.

schoolboy basketball team in

ball amt 12-10. Mark Chris-

the state that same year. Zadel,

pitched the Phils to
their second win, a 7-2 job over
the Giants. Christensen got

whose parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Wel live in Mount
Prospect, then went no to the
United States Military Academy at West Point.

Sophomore baseball let's
were awaded to Jack Brink,
Brine Brower, Steven Claim,
Gus Esposito, Tom Ganes,
Jerry House, Brett Huske,
James Johannesen, Kenneth
Johnson. manager Richard
Herrmann, Michael Keane,

Warren King, Robert MacAskill, Daniel Matter, Kenneth

Peterson,

James

Pran-

dial. Scott Rochelle, Brien
Softy, Edward Thompson and
Dennis The.

nings while hitting two singles

Bolin had a pair of doubles and
a single and Terry Geegan had
two triples and a double.

THE SECOND Cub win of
the week, their fourth of the
mason,

was

another

13-10

jobber. Geegan went Moans
four including a borne run.
Bill Kasper hod a home run
and a double.

HE PLAYED football

at

the Academy md was named
to shout six All-Amerlcan
football teams in 1965. He
graduated with a class rank of
86 out of 600 cadets.

Bill spent four years with
the Marines and emerged as a
captain after spending six
months in Cuba and a year in
Vietnam. Zadel was -awarded
a
two bronze
purple
heart and thestars,
Vietnam Cross

Sarich

of Gallantry.
Those, receiving their varsity baseball letters last night
were Mike Borden, Dan Berryman, Chris Dabovich Jack

struggles homercd.

Fritsche, Roger Gum, Dave
Harbach. Mike Musial, Pete

It was the Astros over the
Pirates, 10-3, as Dan Dune
three hits and
onus walla

struck out nine batsmen. For the losers, Ray
The Pirates canacbaCk to
deftht the Braves, 12-7, Id

Jackson,

Dave

Don

Jones,

Glenn Brettner drove m and

blood the power of I3 hits to

Knee's Restaurant
Keefer's Pharmacy
Moran Furs
Carter's Music

331
3016
2816

Gasware

25
2211

271/2

Kirchoff lama=

only other action. Just about
everybody in the lineup contributed something to the of-

Mount Prospect Savings
Wellborn Shoes

grand slam home run for the
Senators, but the Twins roared

back with a sbarun sixth on a
three -run triple by Jeff Slaas-

19
18

Tern
Wheeling Trust
and Savings

Meeske's Supermarket2616
Ackerman's Matsuura 261/2
Illinois Range
20
Friedrich's Funeral
1915
Winkelman's Shell
IS
Boyle and Boyle Insurance

The Senators woo another
high -scoring affair later in the

171/2

Trapani Builders

14

Saks, Charles VandenBosch, lames Witt and
Robert Zimmanek.

Fresh-soph lettermen werc

PONY

BOYS BASEBALL

Team

OFFICIAL STANDINGS

Bray.

INSTRUCTIONAL
Team
Jets

Sort

-

Meteors
Comets
Astros
Zephyrs
Socket
Satellites

WLT
3
1
1

2

0

0
0
I

0
0

0

5

Giants
Twins (Sox)

4
2

Indians

I

Cubs
Yankees

I
I

1

2

,

'Indicts
T

Twins

0
0
0

Athletic

3

1

I

0

0

I

I

0

3

0

Team

0
0

1

0

Pia

I

0

Pirates

1

Sanas

x

1

0
0

Bray.

1

0

Giants

2
2
2

WLT

2

1

Sod

MINOR AMERICAN

2

2

2

Orioles

0

2

2

Tigers
Angels

2

0
0

0

2
2

Cardinals
Phillies

Yankees

4
4

0

0
0
0

3

1

I

I

WL

MINOR NATIONAL
Teams
Cubs
Dodgers

1.

T

4

0

0

2

I

0

W

er MVP award

MARK TRAIL

fore

1970

Charles Chemins, Chitties
Crompton, Richard Destro:,
Michael Gross, David Kim ball, Jeffrey Martine.), Craig
Matthews, Steven McMurry,

Meta

.

1

2
2
2

0
0
0

MAJOR AMERICAN
Team
Tigers
Sox,
Senators
Indians

Davis,

Save, John Waters, Joseph

limn

Hacker,

Paul

MacLennan,Steven Ma-

Norman

Skelnik,

Richard Urban and

Waishwela

gateau, lettermen were Tim.
lathy Carson, Arthur Haag
(next year's captain William

Hay, Thomas Neumann, Curt
Manning, Albert Marchetti,
Timothy Quill, Rick Robenthaw, James Schmidt, John
handed and Kim Walter.

FROSH-SOPH gaffe. receiving their awards were
Scott Anderson, Gary Davis,
William Freeman, Craig Gewartowski, Robert Ho
h,
Scott Januzik, Gregory Meyerhoff, Jeffrey Owen, Clyde

Peterson, Richard Reed,
Gregory Streit, Donald Tessa, Clay
Totten, George
Yankees

Twins
Orioles

1

I
1

2
2
2

1

Team

Mettler, Rick Voeks, Al Wei-

ters were Pail Ayers, Lance

chers and Al ZAsadny.

Varsity baseball letters were
presented to Paul Eliseo, Steve
Fisher, Bruce Frase, Rich

Track awards went to Mike

Boyett, Mark Hoye Jo Rick
Fosselman,
Douglas.
Steve Jackisch,

Adams, Mike Albanese, Stu

Schmidt, Scott Sch.

Osters,
Prosser,

1

0

2

2

0

GMn.

M'

Dodges

4' 0

rim Qua.

George Solomon.

SOPHOMORE LETTERS
went to Dave Adams, Bruce
Basak, Mark Basak, Tom Beo
get, Mitch Brandau, Paul
Buck, Dan Crane, Tad Dela.,

Bob Dietz, Jim Gosswiller,

Kip Kmnig, Jerry
Steve Kuebler,

Mark Leonhard, Steve Lea,

Tom Long, Rich Niemastyk,
Curt Ogurek, Randy Ream.,
Brad Smith, Bob Vercruysse,
Ron Vercruysse, John Weiler,
Steve Wieber and Dave Zero.

Picking up freshman nuwere Steve Arnicri,

morals

7
Dembinski,

Vince

Col burn,
n'
George

13' aBrian
v

Larry Friedrichs, Steve Grant,

0
0
9

gart and Mike Zakula.

Browder, Chris Carbine, Marion Carbine, Terry Castre,

The (Gary Angolf asvards
went to Gary Anderson, Mikc

Gregg Conley, Tom Crab,

Henry,

Bruce Copland, Mel Grimmer,
Scott Davis, Matt Dean, Neal

Klehr, Tom, Kate!, Kurt Miller, Mark Bucior, Gary Ewen,

Firth, Marty Friel.

Dennis

Charles Helfebower, Brent
Heunisch,
Walt
Hinrichs,

Mike Horvath, 'Jim Jenkins,
celhn g.
AKK

ben, Mike Sutton, Dean Tag

Bill

Hood,

Fitzpatr

Mike

Charles

Fleming, John Hoek, Greg
BOB FIJOG, Gary Gandell,
Greg Gawlik, Tom Gehr, Goo
don Halcrow, Geoff Halliday,
Gerald Happ, John Heidemann, Tim Hellyer, Jim
Heuer, Steve Hoestry, John

Hofer, Rich Holbrook, Larry

Hougendor, Ray Peterson and
Tom Schnell.

VARSITY TENNIS letter -Ow hone rs were Mike
Dunne, Bill Hutton, Dennis
Lacey, Rick Leadley, Rick

Inman, Glen Johnson,
John Jones, Jeff Katschuck,
Mark Kaull, Merritt Kelly,
Chris Kelsey, Kurt Kieffer,
Tim Koenig, John Kulla, Dave
Kuntz, Mark Langseth, Steve
Langseth, Jerry Lee, Dan Lie der,
Rich
Lynn, Robert

Liston, Bob Meyers, Gary Me.'
yers, Gary Myers, Steth Bloat
ram, Tom Ruprecht, Jeff See.
ger and Drake Williams.

McCarthy, Bill Milam, Terry
Moriarity, Dan Muccianti,

Randy Byrd, Ralph Carlson,
Mike Dodd, John Doeseckle,
Phil Ehlen, Mara Grotjahn,

Mike Muse,

Mike Myslinski, Toth Mich -

Ms, Gary Nissen, Rich Ohl.,
Han Pancram, Mare Pete
Bob Piatkowski, Terry
1.7,,a011, Mike
Pribilski, Jim

Sans, Balm Radke,

KEN HAHN,

Sjotchvn'KKoKar in'tel y' s,0'N0DTa

'2
r 4
0 4

Krewer,

I

0

Bailey, Jim Bergeson, Dan
Browder, Mike Bova. John

Mae Ryder, Terry Smith and

'Hoble
1

Perry,

Steve

Dodge, Casey Frankiewica,

LT

best after -dinner speakers the
school has enjoyed.

ter winners in baseball, track,
golf and one.

I

MAJOR NATIONAL

Bin Zadel cam home to
Prospect High School last
night to address the spring

satiny and Brian Zimmer.
Copping the varsity golf let-

Greg

Steve

Reeve, Mike Richardson, Tom
Richter.W,

ED RIEGER, John Rob',

tennis 'wads
won by Jim Aarons,

Frosh-soph
ere

Steve Alesch, Mike Baum,
Carl Biedeman, Dan Brabeek,

Greg

j
. -Shaw,

Scottsp
Dg

Mark Lewis, Matt Loriss, Don Spry, Steve Sucher, Gary
Les Lundberg, Bob Masao, Swanson, Phil Tarrant, Walt
((e.g, Mardi, Jim Marini, Lou .Tim, Frank Walsworth, Dave

-

7

Chicago Show ..

32 Posmont

9

News

5

1200
Ewen Forum

9

Moyle

Show

12126

News

12:50

9 Nem

ner's daughter has a
eerious arterial con-

5

Bob Philbin

26 A Black's View

queror."

of the News

dubbed
venture

32
The
moaners

!loner

English,
heroic rol-;,

for eel* ;

fan. Cameron Mitt
ehell, Rick Battaglia, r

7

7:00

The Courtship of
Eddie's Father
7

Rerun. "Who
Pulled the Blum
Right Out of the

2 GOTTA

Mery Griffin

2

IMO

Show

Des

9

Olga Assize!

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

Dick Caveat

Mule
-The Way of A

Show
Rerun. Guests are
CI e o r g e G o b e I ,
Jeannie C. Riley,

with' Gene Tierney
and Rory Calhoun

Merle Haggard and

trying to makca goof

Tommy Cash.

life on the pampas.

speetire

Si PREMIERE:
Frying Pans Mem

Gaucho.1870s

Meditadeo

DCWN -ID THE
EYE COCTO05

01.45585,
NASTY?

2045

Willa ME?

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Work out your owe'mahodi for coping with the parent
situation within the honk.
Others' plans may not suit.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Take care that you
don't begin to consider coworkers as puppets to be ma-

FINALLY,' AWARDS for
trainers

were

presented

to

Steve Bicouvaris, Barry Hueb-

nor, Bill Miller. John Munson
and Keith Faison.

THE BORN LOSER
sap,ataatas ISV NM* AUL/UND.,
WAIE,R-COOLF.,R

THAT

Opera heroine

14 Wind

Instrument
15 Alexander

AQUARIUS Gan. 21 - Feb.

CAPTAIN EASY
HERE'S ALL the CaaPalanal-5 I

gold.

NOW

ARIES (March 22 - Aprn
201: A tendency among co waiters to dispute your high

(dial.)
24 Liverlike

subs.,,,,

25 French

philosopher

he where you are MI

lead to argument. Seek
21): The Taurus who sets au
to achieve the impossible can
not hut disappoint himself an

32 Birthplace of

others. Set realistic goals.

35 Lamp flare

Henry IV
condensing

ring

plait
trail

trial
tarp

rep

rial
rail
ratal
aril
altar
alit

tail
tiara

lira
liar
lair
Iona(

36 Invests with
state dress
38 Relish
39 Pen tip

CAMPUS CLATTER
YeR05.14aW140E THE
WISE GOY THAT YELLED

rapt

'

33 Female sheep

PARTIAL
trip

E

12 : D

T0
P
S
REM S 5 R
0
ERI S TELE
0
IANTSA
MEsAT
NO

:AO RSEL
I

t ibutary

35 Diamond

5 Lithuanian
gold coin

22 Dark (var.;
comb, form)

37 Iroquoian

Indian

25 In eets
38 Enclosed autos
7 New
26 At endants
90 Renowned
Englanders
27 Constellation 41 Relaxation
8 Jesting
28 Mother -of42 Lath
9Kimono sashes pe I
43 Tin plate
10 Ground ivy
33 Hebrew
47 Egg (contlx.
11 Close
legendary
form)
16 Jots
an ester
98 Water (Fr.)
20 Rhine
39 Daniel- 99 Observe
6 Fuss

mountains
30 Compass point
31 Epoch

TAURUS (April 21 - May

part
prat
pair
pail
plat

RE

B A

29 European

avoid :ea an outcome.

Answers to
Hideaword

KE

1- OP

TE

4 Formal visitor 2 Fo mweight

23 To lamb

anent for the pursuit of a new

I KM

SEC

1--1

roorn
18 Kind of nut
19 Former
German color
21 Strikes

PISCES (Feb. 10 - March

DOWN
1 Hebrew deity
2 Turkish leader

holiday (2
words)

ceremonio

are closer to iliar
moment than ever have been.
Don't slacken your efforts.

00001

3 Jewish

17 Pueblo

ti on at this

to

4 Henry13

19): Goals set soe time ago

the rightness of your course of
action. These days are cx-'

53 Heating vessel
54 Wands
55 Take into

8 - Marshall

achievements --- but at the moMall a waste of time.

211. Seek to persuade others of

-

ACROSS
1 John

T
EAR
R O V ELJI D L E
SAL
T
A ION
TRA P P
METES
S
2t

I

12 Past

some attainable objective. It's
fun to dream of mighty

Erik Maseng, Bob Meiches.

Spinke, Ed Wieo and Ray Zub-

Answer to Previous Purrle

American Statesmen

nipulated
by
you.
Share
knowledge with others.
CAPRICORN ( Dec. 23 Jan. NM Narrow your sights to

John Hastings,
Rick Jordan, Bob Leadley,

Scott Miesfeldt, Dave Moo
ny, Eric Morrow, Charles Oldenburg,
Keith
Pinkowsly,
Brad Prasth, Al Peitz, August
Pusateri, Mike Ruck, Oily

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

udice.

90 Savage

41 Organic salts
44 Law of Dutch
East Indies
as

7

\

atom

apart

\

ST

AB

i

1.161
-k -"Y -F
(111 Air*:

45 Turkish
regiment
46 Fruit of a
sort (pl.)
50 Stated
51 Level
52 Scottish

explorer

111=1111 MEIN

®MIN EM MEM
MU .W11E=
21

22

24

25

26

29

a0

31

32
36

39
39

27

35
38

40

44
45

46 µ7

60

51

as,

Five Milletet 1.4
Live By
9

EITHER I NEED GLA55E5,012
MY ACMS5ARESHRININING.

DO NYJ NEED

...,

1:55

i

2

MORTY MEEKLE
WAWA WALK

r

1:50

in
Argentina
Set

.EEK & MEEK

Sept.

:

100

Show

Johnny Cads

7

Tonight Show

5
7

O'Connor.

Famous Writers

TH42.'S.Lii°,°Se72-orurR'Y'''"

Music Hell

Jo Anne Worley and
Mireille
Mathieu

26 Famous Arlistx

,

Caesar the Cot,

II Yoga for Health

Stars Dan Blocker,

with host

.

Noes

7 Nun

Rerun. Dr. Loch-

MOS

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct: 23):
If you are positive you arc on
the side of right, stand up for
your view. Take care, however, not to he ruled by prej-

Hale,

ichaud, John Scherpelz, Stoll
Schchell

9:30

plete.

Nichols, Mike Patton, Pat
Scharer. Steve Schwabe, Tom

James

For Mike Nieen's varsity

=ken settlers.
5 Midnight Report

20 Don Canute

Medical Center

quire surgery and delay ha upcoming
wedding.

Weather,

r,

reporter

vestigating Indian Id,

1003(1

if

however small. Don't put off
until tomorrow these details
which make the project com-

of the year bat night, with

Morales, Steve O'Malley,

2

Prod Macaysts

1040

44 Coatinuom
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

A JOB? THIS

'Grant
Let
The Civil War."

dition with may ts-

26

THAT LAZY
FELINE WITH

a

The Ex Teacher.
11 This Is the Life

HMO

6:55

Horoscope

26 Jim BowieShow
32 Menus Cobbvs.

2

Sports

Your

bank.

7 Room 222

-,

._..

VIRGO (Aug. 24

West, Tom While, Leon Za-

Grutzmacher, Tom Hart. Ken
Kennelly, Steve Koch, Rich
Kornelly, Rich Kreutzfeld.
Bob Leja, Bill Ludwigsen, Ken

-

....

E

23): A day for attaining a goal,

bulk, Bob Nargorny, Jim

beigeresented
n
to let-

4

Tail." Western with.

Washington.

Mows,

.1The Oregon

II World Pros

Parry Mason,

regarding your future.

Hersey had its final banquet
awards

"Me KINSONfi.

Mahe

9

In urban renewal.

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

11:35

32 News Mal
2

Drysdale

black takes a stubborn stand against
the lose of bb home

the Senators at

.

knowledge of Things past if you
wouId make the right d=iAoss

Hersey new rds given

Michael Lamle), Donald

han, Steven Manning, Rabert Meier, Charles Murdock,
Edward Pastirik, David Quillen, Steven Ristow, Norman
Schwartz, Raymond Seeber,

Young and Mark Young

CLEANEST

tE0 Ouly 24 - Aug( 23):

sports athletes and their par.
enta. Zadel, an All.Smte, AllSteven Ulrich, Norman Van - Amerimn football player who
DenBussche, William West, graduated from Prospect in
John Walker, Thom. White, 1961 proved to be one of the

kind. Thomas Klinker, How- T c r r ence Woods, Jeffrey

lingshead, Kenneth Kallberg,
David Km an, Timothy Krebs,
Michael Levon, Lee Lebenho.
for,

Grady,

Ronald Henkel, Douglas Hod-

Richard

Comments

Relyion yourself and your own

Partridge,
Karl PrinsIow, ang

and Larson, Timothy Loeffel,

4

.1

Rohn,

32 'Paul Harvei

CANCER (June 22 - July

inson, William

James Richards, William
THE HIGHLY -successful

2:3;

hies to get Shorty to
deposit money in his

"New Wine, for
Icarus" An elderly

"The Carolinas....
26 Today's Racing

5r3 04)10

-

H01-

ney: USA

3): Discretion is definitely the
better part of valor at this time.
The wise Cancer will keep his
opinion to himself.

Thomas Lindsay, Paul ParkPiper,

Nanny and the

hickens choose today to come
home to roost.

Richard Fox.
Jon Hardman, George Hay,
Richard Kelly, Robin Krause,
Cary

Rerun. 'The 3:13
Anivcs at Noon."'
7 Ktigelbert Hone

Then' Come

Johnson, Roger Mill r and Georgie

Rome

11 Wonderful Jour-

a -1:,
FOR BEINC, Tel

lig

well. Don't he surmised

Ellerthorpe,

Hammen, Douglas Harvey,
Jeremiah Higgins, Brian Hal-

Pirates
Braves
Cubs

I'

Robin

AS LK.,

LEAVES 11.1E
ROOM

mini who has lad his plow

Thomas Bennett, Thomas Beta
gen. Andrew Bias, Goerge
Borden, Anthony Bream,

Ruckstaetter, lames Sampson.

As soos

....e.

iI

11

no

M: An active day for the Go.

leuers

Clouser, James Dooley, Wil-

Cardinals

WET

track

NOW TAKE YOUR

GEMINI (May 22 - June

went to Robert Ackrtlann, lovid Beck, Jeffrey Bennett,

Dennis

John Scheible, Matthew Sopsoyk, Michael Soot, Robert

'

HNAP,

FOR WEDNESDAY

Alan Treece, John Wood and
Daniel Young.

Mark Buettner, Donald Bur ger, George Busse, Bea Can
roll, Dale Coberley Michael

Robert
je, Murphy,
aajaaai Charles

PERE ARE YOU
CAPSULES, MRS
WILLINGHAM!

now awaiting

kale,

viewer of his A111011
can
gastrononiiiI
heritage.
32 Man lo o Softeihe

seriouslyill

Rerun.
Rerun. Guests are
7(30

Row. nix As -

K

caught mom of the bat uses
Michigan played xhIs spring
and hlt about .330 in this, his
junior year.

maned

baby.

her

iba

Prof esattr

Donald Rogers, Terence Rattan, Ernest Soderlund, next

Frosh-soph

plock Show

7

Nelson,

Scott

16 Lois Carlos Ur-

Pan-

Ilee-Hew
Rerun. Guesu are
Jerry Lee Levels and
Conway Twitty.
5 The Virginian
Rerun. The Viralnian falls in love.

THE woN05 WART

Donald Petersen, Gary Reese,

captain

11 Italian

Rerun.

John Manning, Keith Ma- 16.0.4.4°. but he chose .9 /19
thews, team captain Jeffrey oncollege.Meissner.

year's

Bronson

2

Tom is also mama ptain.
'fire winner of the Ray Pleb-

TDM, 21,

11 NEE Jazz
"Lurlean
Hunt "sings old and new
Winds and blues.

2 Beverly
bMlee

Friday's majoris league drafting
seniors to see where he places.

James Dianke, James Dime,
John Endre, Toby Ewing, Michael Fisher, Scott Greer, Steven Hall,' Craig Kovar, James

a,

defeat the Me., 8-2. in the

fensive attack.
In the American Minors.
the Senator outlasted the,
Twins, 10-8, as ouch team put
over some "big -inning strategy.
Billy Suchecki had a

sity baseball mom thin spring.

44 Entertainment
Guide

against

Elko Sommer, Arte

Michigan MVP
ton Heights was named the
Most Valuable Player for the
University of Michigan var-

5

o6:2526

competitors.

.1970

Toot Lundstalt of Arling-

and Richard Egan.

OraMil

Iva 3.

Russell,
track team letterman were Thomas Schiesser, Bruce
William Allen, James Butz, Schreiber, Jeffrey Sorenson,
Thomas Cahsion, Steven Edward Spacapan, John Todd.

Dana Widger, Steven Wolski,
Michael Vincenzo, and managers Scott Firth, Robert hel-

League 1

McIntosh, Jeffrey Muradian,
manager Tony Heath, Christ-

iving

Sumner, Gregg Wendorf,

TWILIGHT GOLF

RBI's.

THE DODGERS con,

FRESHMEN

Smith, Edward Stack, Curtis

ST. RAYMOND'S

a triple. Mike Bellumini also
had five RBI's, four comMg
on a grand slam home run.
Struggles had the other woo
with a double and
homer. For the Braves, Ricky
Daher drove in three runswith
triple.

Chrysler runabout."
Both Tom and Rick plan to
(expand their racing activities
on the natioaal scene toward
the end of the racing mason.
Right now, though, they're
content to berth their local

Page 10

their numerals were Jame Altobelli, John Baehr. Mark
Blasco, Timothy Carroll, John
Cooper, Douglas Dederick,

Kenneth

runs with a single, double and

Varsity lettermen in tennis
were Steven Collins, Kevin

Wylena, Brian Yates and managers Douglas Klaus, George
Rodgers and Marvin Yount.

and a double.

The Cubs ousthd the Dodgers, 113-10, on 15 strike:am
Torn
pitcher Mike

boats," TOM said.
"We once put up a pretty good
135 -cube
a
fight against

to entutftbZ
while inkwming

pas.

thinner who is viedmixing his sister and

Mike Douglm

mid history of Tries..
Misoomm West de:

Smse

Mararrett builds a

Um among sons m a
Southern family and
their love for Debra
Paget. Elvis Presley

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

LINES REAP,' FOR 'ME F811
L-Aavais Naga',

powered

Scott Nye. Patrick Packard,

opher

periences since graduation.

played with the second -ranked

help from Mark Butler, who
snack our 11 men in fate ins

1111'

-We really get enjoyment
out of shutting down higher

News
News

7
9

Wednesday,

Lauren

Bill

ageni were Terry But Mid

as his told of his varied ex-

Tom Beyer. The Phils won the
tensen

Welnhofer.

Tom

again filled the Little Theater

Cthstensen, Jim Reese and

Below,

Schiele, Ron
Smoy,
Streng, Greg Sumner,

and Tom Schrieber. 11Mman-

Dave

Wayne

VanHom. John
VonBerg,
Kerry Walter and William

the school, Zadeas personality

Zadel was named All -State
in 1960-61 as a WO school
football player under Prospect
coach Bill Beckman and

by the Braves was wiped out by

Koehler, Dave Lundstedt, Jim
Perkins. Casey Rush, Warner
Thurnhoffer,

5

5,01P.

matter of seconds.

Prospect High School when he

can boy, can. hack to Prospect High School lot night to

CR00,4

SO1

He was drafted right cot of

Bill &del, the All-Ameri-

(Be

.

in tournament competition,
both boys were happy over the
performana of their craft.

Zade§ returns fora night

Ray Pettersen each collected
threehorn;
hi. and Tim Rife cashed.
.

fir licks

°1?.'-4T,gpT,V049`

Rerun

du Civil War yam
of conflicting poi,

6 00

Nens

11111(1

how many laps he completes In

In other Pony League ac tion, Scott Green of the Braves
pitched a four -hitter m beating
the Indians, 14-1. The Indians
eleg.
n't more until the sixth inGreen and teammate

your boat. After that, you just
push it as far as you think you

110.75 WHY

AS1,17

Emil on III,. nor

Hawaii Fhe-0

5

urns

Cool.mg

9 00

Love Ma Tcn

WOUL171,1 T IT

in

Tom coinued,
the
"but some -

Mike Malget struck out 14 batters. In another aefensive gem,

Walter. John Majik. hit a

have to know is how to handle

attain maxim speed

csok

%AN, Il.',FCA'N'TTX"'

Ind leststanca and a
mak cockpit the &Isar ean

Moyle

9

50 14...11,

THE MERtILTE'r=

imum

boat

THE INDIANS took their

8-0, the second Mai&

bringing home a wnner.
"Tao only thing you really
in

TONIGHT

tour cylinder 89 Laic lab
Evian& anat. With min

finish line wins."

acmes

PDaave
rBuArt:ehs

ROLLING MEADOWS

first

tines they judge the winner by

the

Tom was modest when
asked what skills are involved

thf!lul?rt angel away with"

game against the Orioles as

An

home run of the semon.

Vs:k T:mbatino;
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Dieting
can be
delightfu

0
the Northwest Suburbs'
most interesting antique shop.
It features a collection of
Antiques to be lived with, displayed in a charming, home setting.

At dessert time even the most strong-minded
dieter feels a bit wistful, like Oliver with his nose

pressed against the window of a sweetshop. It's
not really necessary to feel that way when such
delightfully light and low -calorie desserts as
Lemon and Light, Apricot -Lemon Souffle and,
Meringue Kisses top the menu.
All are made with sugar, which contains only
18 calories in each teaspoon. Sugar has a unique

by Nora Naughton
(Day FoodEditor)

pleasure factor-it satisfies hunger faster than
any other food.

THE MOST REALISTIC diet offers the kind
of food you really like-and the discipline you
need comes not in forcing down unpalatable

our Grand
Opening June 5, 6, 7,

Come to

,

food, but in reducing your intake.
Apply this same pleasure principle to desserts
and your dieting wcrries will all be mini -ones.

from 10 to 5 p.m. and

Snappy lemon treat

browse through another
century.

LEMON AND LIGHT
1 envelope unflavored gelatine
1Y4 cups cold water, divided
1/2 cup sugar

2 teaspoons grated lemon rind
1/4 cup lemonjuice
Whipped instant nonfat dry milk
SS cup gingersnap crumbs for parfaits, optional

Visit our Christmas
Room where you can see
a permanent display of
holiday items, croft
materials, Mme. Alexander
Dolls, and Munson Miniatures.

Sprinkle gelatine over 1/2 cup cold water in
saucepan. Place over low heat; stir constantly
until gelatine dissolves, about 3 minutes. Remove from heat; stir in sugar, remaining 44 cup
water, lemon rind and juice.
Chill, stirring occasionally, until consistency
ofoulmaten egg white. Fold into whipped. milk.
Spoon into iridividual dishes, 5 -cup bowl or parfait glasies with about one teaspoon gingersnap
crumbs between each layer.
Prepare whipped dry milk by whipping 1/2 cup
nonfat dry milk crystals with 1/2 cup ice water
until soft peaks form. Add two tablespoons lem-

Lemon and Light has the clean,
clear flavor of lemon combined with
mellow gingersnap crumbs. Great!

Free gifts, refreshments and
doorprizes will be given away
during our Grand Opening.
Enter.the drawings for a doll house,
a Mme. Alexander Doll, a beaded

A cheerful
souffle

flower kit, a creative crewel kit,

APRICOT -LEMON SOUFFLE
2 envelopes unflavored gelatine
1 cup sugar, divided
SS teaspoon salt
2 cans (pound each) apricot halves
6 eggs separated
3 teaspoons grated lemon rind

a Christmas tree ornament kit.

The Grand Prize is a collection of
12 whole famous Klehm peony plants.

FOOD
has its DAY
Wednesday,Ame 3, 1970

Right= Tiny Meringue Kisses look

smfullv nth, but clock in at only 18
calories each

1/4 cup lemon Juice

Mix together gelatine, Vs cup sugar and salt in
saucepan. Drain syrup from apricots into 2 -cup
;;measuring cup. Add water if necessary to make 2
t; cups. Beat together egg yolks and apricot syrup;
=stir into gelatine mixture. Place over low heat;
astir constantly until gelatine dissolves and mix111ture thickens slightly, about 5 minutes. Remove

No purchase necessary

During the Grand Opening of the Pink Peony
and through the month of June, stop in the

ifrom heat; stir in lemon rind and juice. Puree
apricots in electric blender or force through

greenhouse next door and see the exhibit
of select blooms from prize-winning

p* sieve. Stir into gelatine mixture. Chill, stirring
1. occasionally until mixture mounds slightly when
11 dropped from a spoon.

Beat egg whites until stiff but not dry; graduItilly add remaining
cup sugar and beat until
yhry stiff. Fold into chilled gelatine mixture.
Turn into 11/2 quart souffle dish with a 2 -inch
`..;:

Klehm Estate peonies. Orders are now

being taken for roots for fall planting.

sales yard

greenhouse

Caen Chill until firm, 3 or 4 hours. Remove
collar to serve. If desired, garnish with additional
apricot halves and mint sprigs.

gift shop

Nursery hours daily 8-8

Sat to 6,
Sun 9 30-5
Pink Peony hours daily 10-5

Algonquin (Route 62) At Arlington Hts Roads
Arlington Heights, Ill.
437-2880

Rich cooking
low in calories
whiteMLERINGUE KISSES

.1 teaspoon vanilla
54 teaspoon cream of tartar
y. teaspoon salt

v: k cup sugar
::Beat egg whites with vanilla, cream of tartar
1illhd salt until soft peaks form; gradually add
:,sugar and beat until very stiff. Turn meringue
pastry bag with plain or fluted tip. Pipe
gkiases about 11/2 inches in diameter onto
":.4611-cdvered baking sheet. Bike in 250 degree
Nfliee 35 to 40 minutes, until lightly browned.

on juice and beat until stiff. Fold in Vs cup sugar.

Coffee with a little sugar and a
mini -portion of Apricot Lemon
Souffle will keep you feeling cheerful
for hours

p..3
P

_
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10 to 12 Lb Size

THEY'RE BIG!

HEN
. TURKEYS

JU BO

Honeydew Melons

Farm Fresh

U &D.A. Choice Tenderay Swiss or

R UND
STE K

SALE PRICE!

I ED

Armour
Gold Band

EACH

CHICKEN

suusurrirgil

B

:EAMY

OR

Sold as
Steak Only

LB.
LB.

LB.

dk

1.

Juicy

Sugar 5...

RED RIPE

JUMBO
CANTALOUPES

Watermelons

3 Legged or 2 Breasted

GREEN

SLICED

FRESH
FRYERS

ONIONS

BACON

Half

PORK CHOPS

BRISKET
CORNED BEEF

t

t

CENTER CUT

Country Club

Quarter Pork Loin Sliced Into

Tender

3 -LB. CAN

PORK
CHOPS

CENTER CUT

HAM

HAM SLICES

L.

Pkg
LB

Bunch

LB

2 Lb Pkg $1 75

I

LB

Wilson Cara King

'

1

1st Eons Penn

Wilma

HAM STICKS

CANNED HAM

auk

5t
Wilma Slind

Lunchmeat

. . .

ON.

LB

Sausage
Itrepr

Ire

Ainchmeats.

39

bun Mom

holm

'"99C

4. .99° Wieners

Beef Pallier

Chefs Choice

Kroger FrOxen

Beech Nut Strained

Kroger

FRENCH FRIES

LEMONADE

BABY FOOD

Tomato Sauce

6-0z.

43/4-0z.

Bag

8-Vz.

Can

Jar

Can

SAVE
5c

Jumbo
Rolls

Everyday Discount Price

Paper Napkins

SAVE
12c

SAVE
3c

Everyday Discount Price

BANQUET
POT PIES

Everyday Discount Price

SAVE

SAVE

2e

2c

.Everyday Discount Price

Beldale

Everyday Discount

Chefs Pride

SHORTENING
3 -Lb.
Can

Price

Everyday Discount Price

SAVE
2c

Everyday Discount Price

SAVE
13e

Everyday Discount Price

'1

OFF BONUS COUPON)

Mouthwash

KROGER

Fast Acting

GALLON MILK

EXCEDRIN

Arlington Holui., Only

Cans

SAVE
30

Everyday Discount Price

Grape, Fruit Punch, Orange

PAPER PLATES 5 -Lb Bag Sugar

Everyday Dismount Prie

Belt Mini

16-0Z
BOTTLES

Boiled Ham

.

EL

$139'

Dolt I Wah SLIO or Moro Ponta.

Sungold

Spotlight Bean

SALTINES

WHITE BREAD

COFFEE

Pkg.
SAYE

SAVE
5c

SAVE
12e

12c

Discount Price

Everyday Discount Price

Everyday Discount Price

Zesta Crackers '47

390

1 -Lb.

16-01.
Loaf

Bag
3 Lb

SAVE

ee

SAVE
305

Everyday Discount Price

Pecan

CROINFGFEE

Everyday Discount Price

Orem, 10c Off Label

German

Chocolate uric r

Cake

79c

Everyday Discount Price

Kroger Sandwich or
I

WIENER BUNS

IM=

390

'54169c

Bag
$1 99

7e

Dresses 10c Off Label

100 Ct
Bottle

Everyday Discount Price

a A°

59°

. . .

Sungold

1 -Lb.

Everyday Discount Prices

(TN.
SAVE
6c

Pork Steak

iracle
hip ti

46-0z.

Cheez-its
24-0z,
Bottle

UV

tt LIM

Sunshinele

10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Dub Minty

SAVE 106

Keehler

SUNDAYS
Whe..1.ay, Mi Prohnnel

141/241z.
Can

Everyday

KROGER

WALL DECOR

FRUIT DRINKS

SAVE
12c

Everyday Discount Price

OPEN

MILNOT

PEPSI

rc

100-Ct.
Pkg.

Everyday Discount Price

SCOPE

Omar Meyer

/hike

Bag

SAVE
5c

Lb. Bag

Frew SPri

Bologna

2:4.. $139

59c Fillets am

. .

11-0z

Pkg
SAVE
12c

Aunt Bellies

Kroger

CHARCOAL POTATO CHIPS

60 Ct.

So Rich It Whips

Big Value

09

Perch
CookedM

BONUS
BUY

Yeps

5 -Lb

Fat

V Shrimp

Rd. or Sa Veiny rot or 1.1i

NM., 'Nor

TOWELS

99.

L..

LB

a-Ct
Pkgs.

Kroger Discount Price

THE DAY
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Have Bees Reduced...

Cook of The Day

Our Prices

-SALE DATEK

SM. Ileum

Lem..
(unellth

-

Ovollitinthnita

--VVAREND

.

US

FOOD MARKET

'

_

CASE

13e

MOOED RED LABEL
CREAMED CORN...303

15e

$3"

21c

$4"

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

5350

TOMATOES...303

'

MILK

COUNTRY DELIGHT

CERTIFIED RED LABEL
SLICED TELLOW CUNG

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

13c

PEAS...303
CERTIFIED RED LABEL

FRUIT COCKTAIL -303

23C

89c

CARTON

$290

I"

00

21c

045

17c

63"

.s p.oEn ic ui As

'S ROOT BEER
...
.7."

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

DELTA SUCED STRAWBERRIES...10
OZ.
190

FROZEN ORANGE JUICE -6 02....170
:0111WIRY DELIGHT LEMONADE...6
OZ.

l i3ONUS GRADE "A"
SPECIAL LARGE ALL

9c

49c.

GDADAL.

o ...

BANQUET ASST. COCAUNG

4'''

BAG5...5 02

COUNTRY DEUGHT BREAD...I LB..191

41C

D9z-

BETTY CROCKER CHEERIOS...10 1/2

oz.

BONUS
SPECIAL

PO RI )(I DI E

0r U01310

$5"

16c

WHITE EGGS
295

COUNTRY DEUGHT Ys 1 LOPT

$4"

7

lighters.

Let freeze. Add whole OF
FOR HER daughter's woo other fresh berries. Add
mullion (arty, Caro% saged small amount of watts. Freeze.
ham beef, and such make- Add additional 00101 10 cover

15c $715

as noodle pudding, fruit. Freeze until ready rouse.
chiffon fruit mold, a gold coast Makes about 5 quart, of
punch, accompmied by pizza punch -24-1/2 cup servinM
nibbles, and a communion
cake in the shape of a cross.
PIZZA NIBBLES
Whether you're having a com- V pound mild Italian sausage
munion or any other party. M.pound ground chuck
Carole thinks (ou'll like these m teaspoon salt
recipes.
Id teaspoon pepper
M teaspoon Oregoo.

NOODLE PUDDING

I pould
eoeked

wide

1)8 ounce) can tomato sauce
3 Brown 'n Serve club rolls
egg noodles, Moharella cheese, sliced to

Fry Italian mango (split

sugar,

milk.

and

Coltagg

Combine

with cooked noodles. Spann

gint::'711:

:ORB:RS ASST. STRAINED BABY

79c

11/2 hours at 350 degrees. sk.

90

into squares when cold. Re-

53c

U.S. CHOICE BEEF STEW

L B.

88c

STYL E

O
COUNTRYES.'

LB

LEGSNA

BIGCHICKENo

THE BEST GROUND SEEP IN TOWN:

.

59.

ROUND BEEF

GROUND CHUCK

CAUFORNIA

CAUFORNIA VALENCIA

BING CHERRIES ,B.49

ORANGES

FANCY GREEN PEPPERS

,,,,,ww,

171 J.:

, BORDEN'S &MAW NONMiff
CR WW1 co

,.

- CREMORA

10c OFF-

:c

-Et

Doz.

49c
6C

.

EACH

.

,

.

,

''

t

,

iii,it

i

ts,

FREE

--

,

I COMPLEXION SIZE
NEW CAMAY BAR SOAP-

-_:,-

-

o

4011111111SP0DPON

40

4,16 OZ-IAP

..;

...

88c..

EX. IMF CI:I'.

1119111

I, S MY S St 9TS A

GIANT SIZE DOWNY

E DODD'

AIWAREPOIA140003 flt.JUME MO -

45 1 111 1 1 1 1 IM, 1

,..
co

ro

OM Oi.

30c OFF

WITH tlitttCOIRON

,

1 112

.....

T.'

Scheniey

-

-

,0000 1.11VatniCoUSE W.f. MN.,
;ilk I 8 I 8 k 8 8 k 8 8 i kik 8 8 1 kit
Colonel Lee Straight

$298

,,,,,,

Schooley

BOURBON FIFTH 1$298
Bourbon 'County 60 Proof

FIFTH

$298

LIQUEUR

$298

$298

BONUS SPECIAL

.

SHIOkidCmil

FIFTH$359

_

.

6.c,A2Nosz.

PABST BLUE RIBBON

c

heat-and-1cm

i1/281/2.

I small (303) can fruit cook- Special dishes.

Here are two recipes 111110Inning the booklet's combined

B

'

Ingredient

Secret

Brewers

States

Assn.,

-

THE SECRETS are Maniapple juice. Add orange and mined in a colorful 4S -page
lemon juices and salt. Cool to red, booklet, just ittirmleced
room temperature. Gradually by the United States Brewers

... for good.

One-third Cop beer
I

FOOD MART

1/2 teaspoon poultry season.
ing
2

(IIM-ounce)

batter

packages

Mto

for 20 to 25 minute? or until

1/2 cup butter

IS cup brown sugar (dark)

PONDSloLA

49c '"

35C

is

MEATBALL
STROGANOFF
ON NOODLES
pounds

lean

Sondwlch SpTead

Legg
I IllbleSp0011 instant minced
.

'11 5easpoon colt
2 tablespoons Mortaring

Chuck
sSteak

_

104

'

sides in hot shortening. Drain

Including SUNDAYS & HOBDAYS

off excess fec. Sprinkle strop-

1035 50. ARL. HGTS. RD.
437.9.508

We marred» Right ta 1.1Mt CioarditIMmd Comet Moan Emm

The chili powder may be of your own manufacture, or Gebhardt's or Mexene (both TMl

jo

noff mix over meatballs, pour
for 10 minutes, Stirring occasionally. Fold is sour
cream. Reheat but do not boil,
. Serve meatballs over buttered
noodles. Makes 6 servings,
S'ime'rnier

7°.. 87

t:- 831

Game Hen

Fryers

L.870

01 0

Chuck ;1

'

111

Roast lJ

.970

0. ....s Is SI 01

Dairy Products

L'iirgrEgg;"

Beverages

.470

giro hoc

44:74_

RW0.40r, t

l0

1;;Ir
Chops

Boneless
Picnics

190

W '40

m 420 Folger's Coffee

Igrienine.-

'2" li;;;;°Toalties

itdit;ei;iiIr079Fam'anaCeifee

$1°9 O;Miie Juke

American Cheese': 39` Sonka Coffee

Margarine

19'

2: 20 'Instant Coffee

-

/Cool Whip

30'

products, incide,otally), and, if you wish you may

10c
Bakery Products

Caramel Corn

'X: 36° White Bread

Comics

`X: 36'

Wheat
33' Bread
Cinnamon Rolls 5°j 394

-

0/

paniment at serving time.

The torridness of the 'tang' is controlled by

your taste buds and how much Tabasco is allowable. We do hope youfind the flavor meld to your
liking, because it does wonderful things to these

Apricot Halves

frontier fence lost - although we were but All
NOCK. from the touchdown point. Just Call BOA
Lockyl
,

38'

Power

Iiir;Gger

Weer

$1"

loilefiKiller

62'

Saran Wrap

rt!'. 55'

12' IK;a11111nner

Kidney Beans

160 11;;;S Tomatoes

Boned ChIckent: 40' Iire;tieVfluik
'A':

Paper Towels

'Z 45' Toinato Sauce
IL*:

Cut Green Beans

To'nao"Ta'auc'e

2V liolsle'd Beef
21

b,

IV
t.°,

000

11'

Apple

^-* Sauce

56' rkviel;iiinso

580

70' 1:`
9A:'

355 Pork & Beans

9°

14'

Key:Buy
HUI Woks am Rolm h no. WArk

,sr hr. moony ntsigun Abeam

rt:14 Iikelie Beans
14' Chill Not Beans

43'

Oo 170

oeoolUo

'X' 23' iagleiVit

°::,7'30'

'L°: 250

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Wad. 'A -MR P.M. Thurs.-Fri. 9 A.m.-9 YM

Health &' Beauty Aids
or,

Pepsodent

68`

Daytime _840

We Discount Everything goeig EiZgt;riabiets.4,$1,0
:

Pampers

Quality, Courtesy, And Service!

04Noi

Pampers
DISPOSWIE MOORS

Prices

19,10. $114

Insect Spray

I

If 49 ani-phal's Sour

32' hunts Ketchup 't,r

Cold

$

I

IT 33 'gm -gams

tt*: 27' 111;disFe;per

FrZif Cocktail

Mr Orr - POWDERER

Oh, tOrnado damage to Mom's home - half a

Kraft

V: sr

MUER MIENS

'

meats.

-1 EluTlaile";'"

Dinner

SIZE

Gape Jong

Canned Foods

Pampers

/ /

1,

7

REV SELECTED CILIUM

": 29° Peanut 16ii;r

Cut Corn

$187
/

lidrza'cle Witte

Golden

To; 25' Ilialett Pears

salad oil 101 065 butter.

Let cool to room temperature and use as a
baste for either pork or beef whilst dove roast.
505, indoors or out, and as a sauce accom-

lfeyluier

'

Cinnamon Crisp rl. 44'

ZInsmaster Toast 2: 35'

405

DICORAtro - GOLD OR WA

Snacks And Cookies

Sticks

rell'ignon, Tinuezasc

35' Ii7re'en'"Gan'Tgati":30:

Eziare BEVERAGES

Vienna Fingers 'Z:40'

),

Velveeta
7

al -Margarine 2: 36' '
Ice Cream

PErita411

Kraft

Long White
Potatoes

tr.: 249

01.1 Lemonade

29' Welhade

Cream Cheese

'X' 291

i;;Itoiir---.7i 66°

88' Coffee

Lo.

4LICES TOW,

California

$1"

17° folger's Coffee

Longhorn Cheese

US NO 1 QUALITY

Frozen Foods

substitute a bottery.flavoted non -hydrogenated

1/2 cup hew

OPEN TAIL!. I AM. IIIMIONIGHT

Steaks

Grade A

Rib Roast

lolLJ9oa 0109 Beef Roust

Rib
Steak

'

,

v410 ow

14 34

,

VALO HIM - WHOLE RODIED

Standing

0

Sirloin
Steak

1

I cup (1/2 pint) daiiy sour

salts shape into Inch meatballs. Brown m.tballs on all

9U

45D Half Hams

one another.

..1,(gxcex ) envelope beef

Combine beef, egg, onion,

490 Beef Stew
F

ring well to introduce th.e friendly 0000050

ground

beef

POMO 510.013

253-9890.

2101.5051w Worcestershire sauce
1/2 teaspoon chili powder
3 to d dashes (or more) of Tabasco Tiot Sams
In a four -cup saucepot, melt the butter over
.ow heat. Stir in the brown 01500 00d Al vine.P.
Then add the remainder of the ingredients. Ulm

servings.

I1/2

400 W. CENTRAL RD.

I Mom garlic (pressed)
I tmspoon lemon juice
2 to 3 diem fresh lemon

Use remaining pe. as garnish around ring. Makes 6

.

Ample FREE Parki.9

1/2 teaspoon Accent

cornbread ring.

PEPSI COLA

Franka um._ ma. 85.
Allodkor,
md. III91

I cup cider vinegar
I small onion (mioced)

chicken and spoon chicken
mixture into the center of the

29c

OSCAR MAYER
Virforn maw- woo 750

LS cup Chili sauce

baking, heat
frozen chicken and cook peas
as directed on packages. Add
Wool of peas and pimiento to

WANZER

DIPS

and easy ... you'll need:

a

firm. Unmold on a Warm plat -

While ring

SHERBERT

dim demands sharing with yoR les simple: sty

gremed

preheated oven 01 400 dcgre.

,.1:01tifil

WANZER

well

a

ginch ring mold. Bake ie

\9111iLYMNIMII6In

041a6

being a very resourceful type individual, brake
out the freshly-batleried transistor radio and the
only station left on the air, KFYO, working al
mduced power from its own generator, told usue
Were in the middle of areal ripper of a tornado.
They were not kidding. To the time of abOut
1150 million worth of damage. the entrance to
the Panhandle had really put on a show, and 06.
dio.had proved its worth again by yeoman smoke
With exhausted but willing to serve personnel.
Riker II all this panoply, 1 had enjoyed an MO
ceilent barbecued pork that had a sauce like this

°I tgthird Cop milk

using beer, milk and egg. Stir
in poultry seasoning. Spoon

PANTRY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

AslIlo " as the saying gook when the lighh left

I (12-0unce) package corn
muffin mix

lm peas

OPEN

WANZER

39c

mile cleaner and certainly cooler than at !below. altitudes. We Were '49101Phill. television and

CHICKEN IN THE CORN

V4 cup chopped pimiento
Prepare corn muffin mix according to package directions,

MODESS

of them boor theltaproele where the air is a

Noodles.

OPEN
DAILY

7:

The day had been a pleasant one, as almost all

and Meatball Stroganoff on

We carry odor 3000 items far your selection

NABISCO

though my Leading Lady and loon Texans orig.
nay, we never put much stock M that quotation
until recently when we were visiting her' mother
. in Lubbock. That did it.

venience: Chicken in the Corn

frozen creamed chigken
I (10-00nce) ,package ha-

89c

You must bye heard it said; "When Terms
DO things, they do them in a BIG way:. AI -

535

Mom (Mr, Frank Mitchell of Lubbock),

Dissolve gelatin in hot pine-

a SA*

i, 719.BI

15
LOb

By Walt Newton

0

Faarimm of Bo,or and o!-

broad..

sr

0

8399

79 Picnics

Cold Cuts

Ground
Beef

39

77°

Sliced Bacon14 774 Rib Eye Steak

400 ..... Mom tit

10017

Vd cup drained and quartered ing tang. 10 10001. 1 delicate
Maraschino cherrio
flavor to fish and shellfish, a
&mummery cup) Miloot
buoyancy and shire to

7 -UP

Steak
$127

the Texas way

Fifth Av., New York, N.Y.

swim to meats, a I1101111,Watc,

.

T.Bone

Add decorative edging ana
any mligious symbols desired
Cake my be made on 0 tarps
cardboard covered with foil.

Pork, barbequed

To reeeive a free copy Zr

"The

tail, drained
The "secret ingredicm?
½ cup drained pineapple Lid- Beer.
bits
A classic ingredient In
I small con drained mandarin cookery, beer lends a subtle

SALE DATES:
THRU

All Meat Wieners
BONDED .bII:l INOECTED

Short Ribs

2 67' IltiniaVuUig; 2 33' ireDsilliZef Liver

Eagle Wieners

meals and for parties.

em into fmcina,gt, very

oranges

49 Slk'd BaconFit;

°

Smoked Horn

sides and tops, then join to thS

cross, one on either side and
slightly above center to form
the vertical portion of MB

-MO'S= /46

ROMEO

CUT the third 2 layer ca
strip im half, crosswise. Pros

BONDED BEEF -

Cooking' write to the United

eup mayonnaise

OA IN4PECIED

Steak

then die top.

000IOF

WE INVITE
COMPARISON!

Round

Pepper pot

aPPetifers. heor1/2

1/2 storing and serviRg

BOtiOtoIll - o

apnea

make even. Place 201 the 2 lay -

or cake strips end to end to
form horizontal portion. of
cross. loin with a little frost Mg. Frost sides ofjoined Strips,

Now, a new recipe booklet.
pineapple juice "IThe Secret Ingfedient in
(drained from lidhi0)
Cooking," 0010 000 important
45 cup orange Juke
Slop further. Its recipes begin
2 tablespoons lemon juice
with convenience foods and,
teaspoon salt
with 1000 1100 wizardry, turn

fAiZight

layer into 3 equal sized strips.
Frost 011r Sri of 3 and match
with second set, cutting to

addition, there's a handy, guide

gelatin
th
Cup

nil

about 2 pound confestioners
sugar. Cut each baked cake

breads, cakes and d.seris. In

I package (3 ounces) lemos homemakers.

J

Butter cream frosting, using

Mon. It includes more Man 00,heat

veniicronr,n
ceeiooa,i.
ds, faset,.

Do

MOUNT PROSPECT.

II

mum. Spoon 0(006 club roll
halo.. Top with small slice of

1.41nch square 10100 layers

entre. -- without that mod- senps. main dishes and entre..

CHIFFON PRUlT MOLD

3.44

FIFTH

100001,

CHIPSTERS 39c

Barton's Reserve

BLEND

mede

JUNE ills

W. 1111SICOUPON

GOODONLY AI WANNOUS1,000.T. Ma all

VODKA

,

INSTANT COME OZ. J/Ji

.....

GIN

1

FOLGER'S

,

lir OFF

,

tomato

apicas,

SHAPE OF CROSS)

would be impossible for busy

34c
COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN BREASTS
moo onge.3449 c
c
RBI. 40,,r. INSPECTED

Drain. Add

COMMUNION CAKE (IN

Mix -and -fix OrtsSOth, Marl,

to serve.

3'
,lbsET.TCHUCK STEAK CHOICE
U. S.

Andrea beamed happily as her Mother adjusted her Cell for her first communion costurtle. The elssi

was the first at St. Thomas a Becket Catholic Church In Prospect. Heights. The day eoMbineD
happiness with the serious message of the occasion -the acceptance of the Catholic faith by httle
girl.

Holds secrets
of beer cooking

Melt butter, odd to beaten
Add

_

Mozzarella cheese.
Broil at 450 degrees for
about 4 min.., or until
cheese II slightly browned,
Slice each roll half, crosswise.
Makes 10 nibbles,

half

!re'r°"al8

GIANT TIDE

S4V ui1tt

aheads

eggs.
cheese

COMET CLEANSER -In 02

to about 1/2 inch.

from easing) until about halt
small cattail lt/4 R0111110 era cooked, draining fat Add
Inge cheese
ground chuck and continue
Squad milk
cooking until 0000 010 done.

C

toiD MORE/

prepare decorated ice 0111325.

of a group of &Hart Star- Pour water into freezing tray

6 eggs, beaten
1/2.1/2 cup sugar

((MOWS CORN HAKES -1110237c

DEfERGENT...32

Cups) ginger ale

VT pound butter

36c

REF. BISCUITS

bottle (28 maw. ot VA

1

School, until their church is
Reconstitute each can of or built Andrea's sisters, Alison, angeMice with 2 cans of water.
6, and Jennifer, 4, will be in Cl, three cam of water for
future classes.
grapefruit. Add cherry
Serving as public relations Mix. Pour over decorated ice
chairman for Indian Grove cubes in punch howl. Add
P.T.A. is only one of Carole's ginger alchefore serving. To

extra jobs. She is also a Mader

PEACHES...303
:11C4EREKDRAVANUT "$

up

The congregation was newly formed last fall, and is now
meeting at Indian Grove
.

.

COMPARE EAGLE LOW PRICES IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT AND WE BELIEVE YOU'LL
SAVE ON YOUR WEEKLY FOOD BILL .
EAGLE BRINGS YOU
TRUE DISCOUNT
PRICING!

week. Andrea was in the first I 1101 (6 ounces) frozen grapeclass at St. Thomas a Becket Gull juice
Catholic Church of Prospect 1/2 cup maraschino cherry sin
Heights.

15c

WHOLE KERNEL CORN...303

mompr

who enjoyed the big event last ange Juice

04z.c. 281.

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

sr,

HECK & COMPARE EAGLE QUALITY!

I

Strong, Cook of the Day, a. Milnot. (to whip Milo., chill
cornplished it to the satisfac- milk, bowl and beater). Pour
lion of all.
into greased mold.
The occasion was the first
communion of the Strong's
COLD COAST PUNCH
old.! daughter, Andrea, 7, 2 cans (6 ounces ) frozen oo

SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE WITH WAREHOUSE PRICES!

GEMMED RED [ABEL
CUT GREEN BEANS...303

I

blond juice mixture into mayonnaise. Chill until (Manna
Trying to please four gene, begins to thicken. Whip Until
&lions of appetites is not an light and fluffy. Fold in
emy job, but Mrs. William drained fruits and whipped

LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE ZAIRE DEPT. STORE

ASST. FRUIT DRINKS

h

By Fern Schneider

1 300 NORTHWEST HWY PALATINE ILLINOIS
LOCATED IN ZAYRE STORE

HI -C.

41

WE BE

Big day for a little gir

um ch..

Mrs

ORO

3

1

!Overnight, 840
Pampers P..

Are Discounted Except On Fair -Traded And Government Controlled Items

.

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO.
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS

eagle

Kb Toothbrush

4044

sr

TAM. ROME

Copper's's*

iliii;11;;;

540

711`
0..

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1559 IRVING PK. RD.
HANOVER PARK

990
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Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Wednesday June 3 1970

YOUR. BEST BL

Potato Boxty is an

THE FOLKS AT JEWEL OFFER YOU

Irish treat

A SOFA BY DAY THAT SLEEPS TWO ADULTS BY NIGHT
ye

GRADE 'A'

can't make DM,,

Chicken Breasts

you'll never get a man."

This little Irish ditty Milo
Rises a potato pancake so pod

and so different, it may well
in you a heart. The original
Kish recipe calls for fresh gu
Woes, half of than mashed to
a fluff and half of them grated
You make a batter with them

LB

59C

wide display of the kind of foods you

ONLY!

You get approximately the

GRADE 'A' -

same /Cad. in 5ig,ime with
stant mashed and the frozen
hashed browns. With "bangers," sausage we would call
them, bacon. cold sudsy hew

33c

FiYingRaCkElens
LB

and a suitable companion, you
have the makings of a memo-

4
101

make Boxly is indeed a worth.
while bit of learning. You on
serve the pancakes for breakfast with
fruit preserves
aple syrup. If you e, irate
the buttermilk, you Will have a
dough that is smooth and

k-

ryers

Yon,

-t-"i

lPr

JUICY

workable to make this nom

opens to 68" long bed
After Sole $229.00
Choice of Colors

Bread, a favorite teatime treat
and a great favorite with

Although you mays hink or
potatoes from Idaho as baking

potatoes, you'll soon find out
howl good they are in all the
other
willstart with Beaty
and there

tato.

1'h cups boiling water

MODERN IN STAIN
DEFYING HERCULON

,Adik

HERCULON

Full Size Bed! 05995
After Sale $289.00

A

ier

11/2 cops instant
tat flakes

2 cups or more buttermilk
3 cups sifted flour

Bacon &lupine

OPENS TO FULL WIDTH BED
Pamper your gueos with luxurious comfort
when you turn living room, den or rec room
into Instant bedrooms !Orr everse the

Pet.

on* turn your awn bedroom, into on onto.*
Wing room! Nroehler Sleeproblounges how
mem. corer art built Into eve
ilomable
simian. SO priory and elms wall volth a Wool,
los SlamoOrboungol

Let frozen potatOcs

wring Oct any exec. wear.
Add boiling water to potato
flakes, stirring lightly with a
fork. Mix with hashed browns,
buttermilk and Dour sifted
with soda and salt. Drop Large

spoonfuls et batter into het

Blueberries

dripping% turning MCC. Se/so
with bacon and sausage, fruit
preserves or melted lamer.
sugar and a squaw of lemon.
Makes 12 cakes.

BOXTY BREAD
Follow Boxty recipe omit!tog buttermilk. Roll the dough
in

rounds the elm of a small

pieto and

cut into quarter, Fry
slowly on a griddle for liana
15 ninnitea. taming once so

that both sides are nice end

Solt ma pepper

brown.

SilltmeT

IRISHCOLCANNON

cabbage

I smell head cabbage, sepw
rated into leaves
2 leeks
I teaspoon basil

faded pillow

aliir

bock,

tceOi

Two-thirds cup milk
Ca cup butler or margarine
Chopped parsley

SWIVEL ROCKER
with soh 'Sleepy Hollow" onerelseel Imeelaid,

or maw. Makes 6 servings.

VeNehOusiceteColon

grain bainess there are standards, "Wesa
terms," that describe the highest quality rye grain
available. The grain used In RY-KING.
The fuss over getting such good rye is this.
RY-KING crispbread .2,g,!,....iiiror. j=nr,,fn9
gets its high nutritional values from using the whole
content of the grain.
The outer shell fA), bran (5), perikarp (C), the central
germ (D).and flour
kernel (E) and the aleurone layer (F). They're all there.

IN STOCK!

k

IMMEDIATE
I

DELIVERY!

None are removed

33c PV'

1 2A OZ

BONUS SPECIAL

Elea:P
Kapp
1

Eicotelaprd

RECUNDER
Sit, rel., recline

0Alotic action.
o,Yroy .
uttm

REG PRICE 76e

LAY -A -WAY

SAM HOURS

A smolt theme oto too,. pvt,
meter Note deo
Moon

maft THURS nMI 930 930
TOES WED fSAT 930 600

me,/,.
aret,enoto.,apart7,11.11.1

SUNDAYS 11 00 S00

259-5660

57C

Welaggemagareew

REG PRICE 62'

INTERIOR DECORATING,

CARPETING, DRAPERIES

DWELL S IMODET WRNS
AS USUAL OR USE YOUR

MIDWEST BANIMMID

Shells,
Macaroni
or Spaghetti
REG
PRICE

food. And that's a lot Of 'favorite food.

For any kind of brew...'

Wasa Ry-King : the lean, tan, healthy crispbread

0

from .Sw6den.

"Miracle
Food

Prices"

MAKE IT EASY ON
YOURSELF

. . .
RELY ON JEWEL'S
CHEF FOR QUICK I

AND TASTY SUMMER
MEALS!

Corned
A\ Beef

9c

13e

GOOD THROUGH
JUNE 10, 1970

BONUS SPECIAL

ONE SIZE

Panty

NEW

Hose
1

PAIR79c
REG P ICE 99.

find it goes well with their favorite

BUDGE/MIMS

FREE DELIVERY

Nit:ilers metes or

from England to Ethiopia to Ecuador

FOULD'S

Miracle
Whip
WhIP

est, and most experienced producer of

crispbread. People in 46 countries

G(Z)ET1HOR?910H

1,
/
guilt

JUNE 10 1970

KIkAFT

-6Y it. WASH RY-KING
is the world's larg-

MANY LOUNGE AND RECUNING CHAIRS IN STOCK FOR FATHERS DAY DELIVERY!

LB.

gage

GOOD THROUGH

BONUS SPECIAL

eye

PKG

6 SItiGLES

From snacks to
dinners. Cheeses, meats, even vegetables
and broths are enhanced when served on or with RY-KING.
,

with

t7IfEIET1H0,01U9700H

0E00

With a unique, light flavor,
crispbread goes with just about anything.

NAUGAHYDE

Hot Dogs

EA.

Cheese
Singles

.sare.o°

Floyd home iulted

"'Ver01'ccol:

JEWEL OR CORN KING

skeZt4,,,

KRAFT SLICED

of most breads or snacks. So the grain
must be good, through and through.

LOUNGE CHAIR

13,3c011

area°

BONUS SPECIAL

during milling as they are in the flours

LB.

Sited

Lekk,

Crunch Cake

by Wasa Ry-King

Just plain, honest grain, The whole grab of the
rye. Carefully selected from harvests all over
the world. Wasa FY -KING takes only the best. In the

KROEHLER

Sliced-Bacon

LOUISIANA

The Crispbread Primer

a little yeast, milk and salt. The.secret is no secret.

FROM

RATH - BLACKHAWK

Rath

. 076.141`AMN4a:1*-1;11.1KM

1.

It contains vitamins B,, B E, B,, niacin and
many others. All are necessary
cow.ae oii.iiii.wn for good health and
proper digestion to keep you trim and fit. Iron and other
rs"'"''''''''" ,minerals
abound. And proteins too. All are found in RY-KING in their
natural
state. Nothing is added except

BEST BUYS.

LB.

slot?

.

ground beef or chunks of ham

First of all, h stays fresh a long time. And without added chemical
preservatives. The people who invented it in the fourteenth
century only
made it twice a year on special "bread days." And it
lasted.

$9995

7

ts/1111IfkARIMIle.

milk, butter and Yegetnkk,
SeaSow H you like, center
the Colcannon with seated

Oakes

This is crispbread. Ifs been around for five hundred years and Is
better now than it ever was before.
It's used like bread:But it's nothing likethe soft, thick kind most
people are used to. So you
h
have to be clever. Understand it. Use it with Imagination. It
can do things some
breads can only dream about.

YOUR CHOICE

Pork Boast

Mg lightly wnh / fork. Add

SAVE 10 to 10 ON KROEHLER CHAIRS

OUNGE CHAIR

LB air

a
Rib Steak LB

PINT
CTN

chop vegetables line. Add boilleg Water to potatoes, whipp-

I boy leaf
2 cups Wien! Idaho potato

BONELESSAOLLED

VA-'4,0°J,7i.s

also,

leek, basil and bay Hein vm.
Or W cover eh.. 5 minutes.
Drain. Discard bay leaf and

wei l_w-11:dit-7

B.,ion

Rib Roast

FIRST OF THE SEASON -TASTY, FRESH

po-

1 teaspoon baking soda
2 IcasPooRG.A.

,trtligs)tto.'041

A combination of two forms of ready -to -use Idaho potato products make
this Irish Boxty simple.

U S.D.A. CHOICE
1ST THRU 5TH RIBS

LB.

be no main

DIMS W3XTY
I package (12munee) frozen hashed brown Idaho Do.

-. GEORGIA

Peaches

youngsters.

back.

the Good Life - AT JEWEL!

oleLB

rable meal. Knowing hoof to

$

Stop in today - please your
family with Jewel's selection of fine
foods Treat your family to more of

week is no exception' Choose fresh
frying chickens at stock -it -to your
freezer prices - plus a great assort -

GRADE 'A'-FRESH

FRESH

Idaho instant prodbets, the in-

CONTEMPORARY
in Nougahyde

ment of USDA Choice beef and
lamb, Government Inspected pork
and poultry as well as many ready

LB

drippings.

KROEHLER

ye !

to eat meats

know your family likes And this

-wwwegerw-,

Chicken Legs
S 5C

ill

If you're is Jewel shopper
you know how you can rely on the
folks at Jewel to always have a

usDAT,
MR& SATURDAYmIDAY,

GRADE 'A'

buttermilk, flour and haven
ing and fry them M hCOn

e

a is our Famil

enu

"Benny ort Site griddle, Batty in the pan.

If

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices" CO Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Pricis"

THE BIG
PLUS M
JEWEL

Macaroni

1/2 LB.

&

BeefwmiTomatoes
REG

'Be

LB

MICE

79e

REG PRICE $149

l/c LB

6 punnet, Personals
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Wednesdat June 1 1970

William K. Knudsen, 11 8,
[noel, Arlington lieigros,
was elected assistant counsel

E.

board of directors at their an
dead January awning. Knurl.

fen joined the company in
1960

and

graduated

from

Northwestern University with

BR degree in business ad.

non., Chicago. Fraun, has
been with Bell for 19 years
and is a member of the Amer.

icon Institute of Real State
Appraisers and the Society of
Real Emile Appmisea.

ministration. He was admitted
to the bar in 1965.

537,1246

tomtrattm

Aerie,
848-9010

Gutters

0

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

1

CUSTOMFLO SeorMfess

Alterations

free

255.7686,

luminum..

Hearing Aids
NEARING AIDS FOR RENT

arm remodeling of

European Painter,ALL WASHING

CL 9.3517

.

ro'rthe'O'd:r2T9r-1/.06'"

ree errimares.

COglnigrallIUM

.S QUALITY PAINT SER.

PRODUCTS CO.
1013 REFERENCES.

Horne Maintenance

RAI,. Installation
Rune lndayl
6387

COMPLETE AM/ SERVICE

541-1037

H

'VITO?"
cciumzu4

Dm Plaines. Dr. Esteban, ape
diarician from the Philip.
pines, was formerly associated

recently named chairman of

with Link Company of Mary
Hospital, University of British

the hoard and chief executive
officer at the financial in tier' ion by the hoard of direr tors. Wilson is president of Ills

Columbia in Canada, where he

Des Hann lions Ciro. iris:-

trained in pediatrics. Also, he

had a year of pnlialrie caw
diology at Cook County Hos.
Oaf Hy Esteban, married, fatiler of five, is certified by the

blellow
4mern
Board of Pediatrics
uld

cif the Amnion

Academy of Pediatrics.

Painting 6 Decorating, Inter./ ,

MERION OWE SOD

WAVAliga7g

WHOLESALE
WALTERS

or

393260

967.9742

Auto Service

593-7200

D6

ROLAND E

A,`,Ljgg:g.
Bicycles 8 Repairs

I

WIN KELMAN'S

Stat=s=335
Day Camps

cur

RANCH DAY CANM

?L172"21Uro roZ"'"

Alp 8 Mret load.525,00
Big 4 Yd.Lood-S15.00

255-2570 Guim

296,484

OfReer and department chair?MI. He is assistant profewar

of surgery at Loyola Unita,oily and a thoracic surgeon of

Ines Velcmm Adminis
nation Haspibd,

N. plant,

end

house.

keeping department. He h.
almost 30 years engineering
experience in tool designing
and making, plant superintendon, equipment research
and maintenance.

r-

Dressmaking -Sewing
:COUTURIER designing and s1W-

537.4826

0

dhurrt Le

a 255,0348

894-5361

.

Cunningham - Reilly Sporting
Goods in Arlington Heights and
Oak Park, was recently elected
president of the National Sport.
lo g Goods Association (N509).
Cunningham has been
the
sporting goods busIgess with INt

J. Eloockelberg,
Miner, Arlington
Heights, was recently appointed regional vice president of
the Federal Life Insurance
E.

Co.,Chicaga

Hoeckelberg

formerly director of
ageurtes Western Division of

STAILtZNE'rOVVVPNgES,

:"."7gi
satins

ESTIMATES CALL 391.3427

I

eon

FULL BASEMENT

QUALIFIED

ELECTRICIAN

CARPENTER

Fencing
CHAINrAITNCES.V,Ir 6

neT.

WRICANENFOrRLINS.

CHAIN LINK FENCE

Industry In 5949 and

1945 when they opened the Osk

joined the agency Staff of Fed.

Park More. In re

all Life in 1957.

opened
theirE119 second store in Arlington

Vila& Ang/rVIKagi
CALL 297-2266

WEST GARDEN CENTER

Attrra2t
Service
FULL

FS &MIS, 'Xi
76anrallt

DLO2 "2141 AVA?Irt

N

Room Additions
"Dainierd
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable

00

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

a> cn

-

.

I437-5161

Campus corps

Tp'etctrIrVer
De sure oge, our e,timale

FEIrLZT-A
LAWN MANI,
PLROWING,
NANCE,
'

I

.0 FALTINOSK1
Sanding Sr ref inirhIng. Reason.
able rates, free esIimares°20 vm.
experlence.C1,021.7

392-8333

1961.5 Ell

moos

so you've graduated...
what now?

5905 W. Dempster 9654400

SECRETARY

$120 WEEK

ankr:,

26414 Wanted Women

'AZ",

Girl to prepare time cords for accounting department. Figure work involves thricel calculations of bonus rotes using calculator. Light
typing and good figure aptitude required...,
hove own transportation to brand new Plant in

MIMS

prz

=7,471,ZZ

elfc,

Oh.

wbe
daltiob.

Van

INTERVIEWING:

345.0500

Monday thur Friday TOO A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

Rot. 594

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

JEWEL
SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

17 ndIn

COIl

Interesting trips
COOK COUNTY

la e,

compeer

GOOD PAY

Arlington Hts,
439-0923

FOOD STORES

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
400 N. Wolf Road

Northloke, W.

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

Banta man. a cam, -a...taverna went agars, make
raormen...t leem...egrew... ems elle.. a Shame el

may cr

243-1400

2441elp Wanted Men

TOOL and DIE
MAKERS

an yay

the now people
990 Leo M.
Der Plainer
Eves

c

No

Piano Tuning %rakes

ENGINEERING

FASTENER CO.

We haven great opening in our sales department

5 day week. 9 AM to 5 PM. Excellent salary and
company benefit program.
Apply in person or telephone Mrs. T. Santoro at

SERVICE CO.

$525 MONTH

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

RN's & LPN's
ALL SHIFTS

Good opportunity in extendcl

CONEWaSeHECHT

ir Temporary

e

This Summer)

4554500

Northlake,

Collar Girls

........

able while

wonIng rot appor

Agn

."'"P91.08130

An favor Opp. un6yEmplover

SECRETARY $435 - $600
'
GENERAL OFFICE $365 - $450
FIGURE CLERK $350 - $475
RECEPTIONIST $400 - $435

STENOGRAPHER $425 - $550
CUSTOMER SERVICE $390 - $450
TYPIST $390 - $500
FILE/MAIL CLERK $350 - $390

THE WORKSHOP
Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

I

Miss !forge

Mt. Prospect

Let Us Help You Find A Job With A Future.
Positions For Beginners And Exparieneed Personnel.

ii:.n,,,o.
dTo!'
,ia,I,ha

10750 W. Grand Ave.'

fee.

392-5230

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

Sono

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS
open.

400 N. Wolf Road

Na H.

Randhurst Center

MID SOUTHERN

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

facing.e.parring

TYPISTS

TRANSCRIBERS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

TYPIST

work, filing and typing of lams, bulletin, etc.

RECEPTION

Monday Wm friday 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

-

fora bright gel who con handle general office

age,, Coo.

INTERVIEWING:

ESE

Sot by An,.

Telephone Installer Trainee

melon so,hcr the

,

La Salle Personnel

&mann Comprialrold email Program which Whalen

Coll or Applv

FILE CLERK

298-2770

imparter

your tntl°b i,brpxl01ay0u, 04100,..

STENOS

MISCO-SHAWNEE, INC.

Machine °ponder
Material Handler
Platers Helper

CALL MISS MICHALSKI .437-0621

TOP SPOT FOR

Mumbler

Punch Press Operator

Previous Office Experience

Small madam orrice. Major medical and life insuranre. 35
hour workweek, Good Martino salory and profit shad.,

Circuit Tester Trainee
Teletype Repairmen
'

Summer Job oppoouniti.

SECRETARY
Shorthand and good gpinn necessary

for one 016.11*.

Draftsmen Trainee
Produrtion Expeditor
Dispatcher
Pricing Clod,
Cost Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Tab Operator
Tiinekeener

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

IMMEDIATE OPENING
With Mohawk Carpet Distributors

COMPANY

WIN new, time wee the dela Mm us, wie* end chili

583,38,18

t

PROTECTOSEAL

ureb4w.

00 W. Victoria

wok
chartered werk.

PAYROLL

SPOON & SONS

Ya

DRIVERS
To dove su

9 AM to 4 PM

tgee

Crsss0.4

Experienced - Full Time

FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS

BEGINNER

en

A Flom.. .Zater.

OPERATORS

DES PMINES

Bensenville.

iTR7'Z'

Ned Lr/ro'r7r""'42.601
CALLS ACCEP180:ANY1114
OAT OR NM
RW8540
R37208, ElfrX1%17501,1T"'
NM°. runing 6 repair. 965,0152.

"It will be paid boa

COMPTOMETER

437-3530

200(16.ra,,pErs71661.

n.

595:0478_ 645,4412
Dial a Day
Want Ad Today!

itArgatittnilrER

a61416136,

ZOL°Z;Ttrt=1*.

SanforGcoved Chemical co.

100% Free Positions

In Arlington Heights

*ME 00051

Pets

E03 SRN NEL, INC.

,c4==,

"FORD"

WELDING AND GENERAL TAIR

289-1088

rib

JUDY 8TALL0N0

-

TIME KEEPER

CL 9-0495

358-3172

Free

grigrigg/Tigh

Genres Executive Plaza

EMPLOYMENT

dg

Free ertimates

All Positions 100%

U'r/Urilh=i/ge

BUS DRIVERS

imfdilake Ave. nor lo Tollway
bridge. 82,6146

ety of duties. Good npNg dills and fair short.
hand required. Good

,P

RICK'S DECORATING

Decorators

orre'°07;gt=elc,1

g

PART TIME
Tce see, ing

_4,40 ma. m ready te pear a teg ems comer -w

R & M DECORATING

NO.III

EXC. SALARY

593.5953

Lauritz Jensen

Brad's Maintenance
cmiefficen
I

ion

CALI. MR. BROWN FOR
INTERVIEW

255-7200

lawn Mower Repairs

MAINTENANCE

Room PddAns

CD (71

to el

FREE ESTIMATES

COO'PERATIVE ENTERPRISES
223-0352 if no ans. 392.076

NEED MORE ROOM?

NJ

s

ME2nIZE.7orfLtrVtarlalle

MEE/Imam

cbsen haw..

caa
indana ammain

628-5909

Lawn Coop
Wm. all seasons m coca

CONTRACTORS
sfip at mode,.

rr-

inllividuols

9

Wire

switches,cC*11637-2617

IAM60.50

FernIrCingl

Surd

*Ter, InmPPosts, 220 V. outlets,

ea'fae m

DECORATORS

after the
senior prom..
what then?

$475

RECEP.

Immediate position open
for secretary in Des
Plaines sales office. Vari-

299-1051

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

$500

Welding

3,2 0244

Electrical Work

HOUSES RAISED

the Brat. He catered the We

since

partner Herbert Reilly

I. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING

DES PLAINES

AN MU. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CALL: TET/KRESSILK

une

CREATIVE

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND OAKION

company benefits.

call

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by
Waltman Cons?. Co
Robert

7AM.. 9 PM

REC. RMS. PCS., A.. ETC. FREE

SINCE .6

Wallpapering

;t1oD9

'92:52it.=%T

"Pgifne253'-n417'

297.3195

seloMs.'nrerRae.

FlifrETTa' TE'S.

2112

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

27nOrtZ

WiReAce-Fin

s

COOK

Alr

SOD DEPOT

299.1696

38.00040.aBwae 6.6313

1161 Cunningham, of 626 N.
Elmwood, Oak Park. partner In

APPLY VINANCEDIRECTOR

Victory E

DECORATING

827-7508

POODLE GROOMING

reed Coll 609.9344

0
0cn
a.-1

Maarten endue.. itmobosenw weenie le to tomb
hors neertwm law fun erne
ond toms
Pelage

gam -1 pm.

0190,/,

RUSSELL

PROMPT UMW ANYYIM'elE

Dog Training

LaGrange,

the

aggressive

CUSTOM UPNOLSTERMFree pi,

ROa

OWN TRANS.

PORTATION. CL 30716

537.8866

Per mo, All in office. No cloorla

AMERICAN UPHOLSTER/n

428.2000

rejall4VV'

SECRETARY

$10,9AM1.0

Earnings from S800 - 1100

Upholstering

aAlerrd. a.

Dog Service

A WEEK

MAINTENANCE

inierested in parmanenr sales
future. Age 21 througb

CUSTOM UnHOLSTRY

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

antra.

rr.

CLEANING LADY WANTED 1 DAY

free: 656.9912, Monad from.6pm. Or Sot.
SALESMAN INSIDE

-

KATO

recently became director of
plant and facilities al Northwest Community Hospital, He

Econo/Quality

IrMrIZ '394.00°0

DennAten

253-6980

To start your application by phone, call

se`4?5°o°71"

HUMU

cm FILL
GRAVEL
DECORATIVE
SOD
SeICO EnterprrSes
B27 2925. Aber OVA

TYPIST

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

re

. STONE

RECEPTIONIST-

1131,FRANKLIN°

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

437-4870

TOP SOIL

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, 80.211

Ed Surek
272-1000

16NalpWald Women

Equal opportunily employer

171Tk=
SAND

5905 W. Dempster 965,900

FULL OR PARTTIME
2911-6983 or 026-1386

296-3376 for interview

CALL ED 358-.5359

ART HTS. DAY CARE CENTER

EXCELLENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.

UNIFORMS AND LUNCH FURNISHED.
MERCHANDISE DISCOUNT.
COME IN OR CALL

Call or Visit

d

pstImIang 061Inglan 9101.M

CI. 3-0349

s starion.

traf.

1818161bul ear noc.

Northbrook, Ill.

salary and Xevw In IM1.lamr MI MrM..

TV Service

rrhand

8af ntn.
wan have saf eterfa is seeldng a dopand
d. "utde

'O'Sncret's

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

Illinois Bell

ork;ensitip

loon dssing

engineering

de°IFTyton'ree

""

1657 Shermer Rd. E.

HARCZAKS

ee:::='7379114

$2.25 PER HOUR TO START

SECRETARY
eedVd

626-1156

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

Building B. Remodeling

coponsibility for the $6.5 mil-

COUNSELOR

%Anointing

CAFETERIA CASHIER

MORTON GROVE

VITZ"

O.

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Cr)

Will gave

CA390.0074

44

More ibe Customer is Always No, 1

WELDER

Call 827.8283

0
04.D., an LGII staff member
du(e 1960, was previously an

EXPW=LL 1,'2nETAVIES

OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

WAHLQUIST

CUTLER -

HAMMER,
INC.

437-5005 or 437.5006

We'll give it to you straight

YMCA DAY CAMP

686-7740

000 Blesterlield Rd.

MO E. D evon
,74160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 Algonquin 437.5090

MEN

'3iore,

JOHNSON

100% Free Positions

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

392.3450

CONCRETE

BABY DOCTOR

Ra

'DUMAN
,,r2NALLS=L,OORS.

canna al

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT

S

custodians

DICK'S TILL SERVICE

NA770IVAL

pr.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

tr:eMn

building

$10,0004 Car* Bonus

NEW WAY PAINTING
Ea

Child Care

ilicem General Hospital med.
WI staff. Noble Correll,

nst!CejTMTr.5,3-2%Yrr

CONSTRUCTION

z

Fred Rah,

GRADS

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

or

leas,

$560 MONTH

1349 Bryn Mawr
Itasca, III.

259.0552

Landscaping

CEMENT WORK

ROSELLE DODGE

H

A caidliwascular and Ihoads surgeon veas meanly
elected president .of the la.

RECENT COLLEGE

!%0

I tt or Rnd 'HO employment.

hall

nj

DES -PLAINES

243-1400

298-2770

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

13

egmowsmigliIIIEED-pw

CL 5.3042

Tile

TUTOR

tea
ma peOare

773-2020

COMPANY

*610

EMMEro'nerSrIEVIr"

EXPERIENCED

CALL 259-4999

Beginner
Reception

SumpR.AP

prof esslonol job done by

MATH AND KARATE

ere (.9° henerrr P.M.

o

to join us in our now Bennanvilh plank

Instructioni

76A 1963 Spe

EXPERT BODY WORK

Division, und is active in the
Dm Plaines Redevelopment
Assn. He will continuo. pres.

o

S

0 NMSKPERIENCE REQUIRED
NEAT APRFARANCE,U1GOING PERSOPIAUTY

folor

'rty°f'srPitZ

WANT ADS

SCHEDULER

2110108ment Agencleslaen

Tailoring

Pe.

Co..., wo6 b,

COMPLETE

Cancer Society, area chairman
for the United States Treasury
Department's Savings Bond

CALL 562 1975

Wont

garage floom

surer of the Northwest %bur ban IAN of the American

Went rif the

7PR19

OUSE NEED PAINTING,

CO

SECRETARY

PRODUCTION

RECEPTION

development of standard data with watch and
board in machinery and sheet metal operations,

TABU

Auto Body Repair

0

FULLY INSURED

ALKS
SlEg5
REE ESTITIATE CALL

IMIST. ADMAN

TPw=1M7TAI

(o. Res Wilson, prnident of
the Des Plaines National Bank
January, 1966, was

IS 297-2729
CUSTOM DECORATING

COMMERCIAL

since

d

p

APOLLO

ng

gm°

PROTECTOSEAL

y,. .6.72,9

iho

FOR APPOINTMENT

PING WANTED: ad

fly 6

FIGHT 8ACKIII

29,777

en equoI opportunnyemProYen

ENGINEERS

table, misc.

Sheet Metal Work

/

Helprend ware, pallulion with

398-0240

39,3922

- Fly Free!

Wide range of /ler. 6 Mkpg 011-

359-411Y

=t:1=7n te7'1:larr'ned.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

Af.
Q.)

TRANSCRIBER

noi re, Call

TIME STUDY

l'Ilier=c;7rat;on.59!IXS"

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR

1NANCINGAVAILABLE

Resid=nounurclal

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

CAB IDO

D & 1 CONTRACTORS

894.6736

358-7206

F.A.A. P has opened an offur at 632 W. Algonquin Rd.,

COPYING /

Energetic Time Study Engineers, experienced in

HO

Al

MEDICAL

e.o.m.. kW., ,Prng re.

5100 0. MUM MIF. CHICAGO, ILL. 60698

'crrZTA'SVI

FASCIA, SOFFIT,

r.:nundallons

Needs women .b insurance

'''"1.02'ATED NEAR OrIVRr

Spa
040/007667rs'e;a;.^9

call

Sewer 8 Septic Work

ALUMINUM SIDING

KEDENCONCRIRE

Apply in Plaborhood

LL Off =PAW

;J

22 -Situations WanteRomel
wpi s

hone, gm,/
perform light of-

patrents,

AT O'HARE FIELD Iwhaema apfian iat

$450 to $675

6.R ROOFING

Secretarial Services

0

Insurance
Agency

$125 WEEKLY

3831 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

"roV7,27012',11"

Home Improvement

25

Eves 6 Sal. ley App..

4,rfocei orrenuniu.vievor

ROOFING AND REPAIRS ALL

Coll 392 4750

I®

Loot n'w 'ers Plaines

5700 W. TOUHY AVE
CHICAGO, ILL. 60641

Piepenbrink Movers Inc.

Roofing

an rlo answer

647.0015

Don Roth's Restaurant

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

1 :JO p.m.

7,7"'."'

Paint, ng 8. Decorating

CALL MRS. YAMICH
or 647-0016

Alen personob/e young worn.

a:ON eivarliniATI;

cagd"NA=2

Saturday, June 6, "

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

Carpet Cleaning

position in Trnall
ongeniol office. Hours. SMO

"Tig"'"

RECEPT108415`

-GENERAL OFFICE

°MR

WAREHOUSE
AUCTION SALE

Esi.

26 No101110114 Roan

16 Ilelp IVanted linen

nreresiing

290-2770

grom.3nnd brief resume lo Fmploymerd MrS011.

204011on Sales
350-6190,

0,1 Want to Learn
'iRtogrammingi

La Salle Personnel

ExcullioN els,,, salary or, complete Mugu Mit pro.

Free en. Roy Rood.
359,0993

PLUMBING HEATING, Roddrns

Page 21

Rd

900

296-6106

to 6 Ms once
week Teen Wed or Fro Local
upon 32506, CL 9 2939

oriumsonlyPleaseiwork.

$600 C.10:1711,

MAINTENANCE'

01811, 6 Ian.,
inanuleuurn,
ea pulnp end duplItallnp 'Radon. lea
nund a ganglia drationan to anturient out .MI el am

"EXTERIOR PAINTING" -

gore,

onVZTieri.nrs

C

ORK, EIRE.

BRICK AND STONE

CANE .6 RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

Eagle

EHECTUIVE

1970

1

26111118100114

CLEANING

NO STE110

MOLE COURSE

=::°.d.V

Women1 Wednesday June

26 Help WM64111050

Cloonstp woman

4975

259.8200 b2Mennd 4 PM

Mon.. p ork inetennence. sy.
cam° rings bane. 5,,, or

Para, I. wimu yoal find a,

8x74637

CRA0

Agent Agencies Women

15

...MS cabin°, ref 'MM..

rem, or rcoPP95E07

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

larErt:sritVurd

510000 earnIngi I °sty.°

AAA 1 Nearing Aid Repair Sem

BRICI=ONRY
All ,VArgolaces

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMMING

Dr. David P. Esteban, M.D.

1:

vIZ:tc?rjaa.79k27:757*
EDMOND

Accounting

'Froula,

Lir Mutual Trust Life Insms assistant vice president of Bell
gore Co., Chicago, by the Federal Savings and Loan

PLANT ENGINEERING
DRAFTSMAN

111usiness Services

of
807 S. Roosevelt, Arlington
Heights, has been appointed
Raymond

S*arAILOrIZIII2fro

14Persons11

Furniture Refinishing

Scup, 529-1756

e you teed of mot, 1110.,

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

DES PLAINES
PARK DISTRICT

REVERS MASONRY
Alt TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

H Aragon..

Ann Salesmen

Plastering

Masonry

RDIACRE cent,

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

caE

Small block and whIlo
High good
uoranFOUNDII Pretneg

86

Air

.

ArrANPARI

s. CL 3.3887

ewer". x53-595

255-7200 oR296-6640

I

-Ix_-D

54mployment Agencies Women

SECRETARY

CALL

ned:lished

Mendows Industrial Porl,
92 99,

1111111nd F0114

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Icol-price is low.

Coll

Pan

24 Help Wanted Pen

etozinel wife lo goon offices
PCH tem evotengs
Pollno

54,0507

parking lot, MI.

Floor Refinishing
0'.17100 Porto Service.

rfr.W.:L

sunded Siding. If inter.
erred Coll Mr. Moore.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people
your community... CALL ONE NOW!
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1970 OLDS
SS S
HOLIDAY
COUPE

CUT

CUT

CUTLASSES

IN STOCK

STOCK # 10914Z

STOOK # 10862Z

Automatic, Air Conditioned, Tinted Glass, Variratio, Power

Steering, Power Brakes, White Stripe Fiberglass Belted
Tires, Wheel Discs, Chrome Edge Door Guards, Deluxe
Radio, Remote Control Outside Mirror, Burnish Gold With

Air Conditioned, Tinted Glass, Variratio, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, White Stripe Fiberglass Belted Tires, Wheel
Discs, Chrome Edge Door Guards, Deluxe Radio, Remote
Control Outside Mirror, Aspen Green with Black Vinyl Top
and Green Interior.

ALL READY
FOR

White Vinyl Top.

$3333

1970 OLDS
SS S HOLIDAY
COUPE

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
rs '7

/,.

FOURTH WEEK

WINNER
OF LADENDORFS
"ESCAPE WEEKEND"
H. STONE
1701 SO WINTRHOP DRIVE
DES PLAINES, ILL.

RAND & CENTRAL ROAD

DES. PLAINES, ILL.

HOURS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:00 to 9:00
SATURDAY 9:00 to 5:00 CLOSED SUNDAY.

,

t

SHOP THE DAY AUTO CENTER FOR THE BEST NEW AND USED CARS IN THE AREA

CIGICACTDEVA*404#4CAICD 040 C)81CD
So...what does

* CD
John

MUFICH
mt. Prospect

The average dealer in the United States sells
about 500 cars in a year. John Mufich Buick
right here in Mt. Prospect is aiming to sell more
cars in this single campaign than the average
dealer sells in 2 years{ The average dealer must

make several hundred dollars profit per car to
stay in business. At John Mufich Buick on Rand

We're LONG on Le Sabres
and we can make you the
LONGEST DEALS NOW!
Right now a brand new Buick from John
Mufich Buick for less cash difference than
many models of the so-called low priced
three. That's why we say, if you can afford
any car, you can afford Buick from John
Mufich Buick.

Remember!
RE -SALE
is important too.

It means a greater return on your initial
investment. Buick is better by hundreds of
dollars than its direct competition because
Buick's the hot one now.

Further proof
that you can now
buy a new Buick

moan to you?
during this one important sale of the year we
are happy with a fractional that amount. 1000
is your -once -a -year savings opportunity and it
awaits you now at John Mufich Buick. Remember, operating costs and overhead is now profecied over 1000 instead of 25 or SO cars. This is
why we can save you the most money nowt

0

1000 means the best deal in Used Cars too!
1968 ELECTRA

4 -door sedan, factory air conditioning, power windows & power seats,
silver mist finish with black vinyl top & matching interior.

$2795

1970 ELECTRA
Sport coupe, aqua mist finish with black vinyl top, & matching custom
interior, factory air conditioning, plus many extras, extreme low miles.

FANTASTIC $AVING$

1968 LE SABRE
Sport coupe, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
factory air conditioning, charcoal finish with black vinyl roof.

$2395
1968 LE SABRE CUSTOM
"Convertible", automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
'light blue with white convertible top, clean.

$1995

1969 "AMX"

Sport coupe, flame red with white ralley stripes, matching vinyl buckets,
with console, 390 cu. in., V-8, automatic transmission, power steering,
mag wheels, like new.

$2195
1969 LE SABRE "DEMO"

Sport coupe, custom vinyl Interior, arctic white finish. Automate transmission, power steering, power brakes, factory air conditioning.

1968 LE SABRE

Nothing to buy. If you're 18 or over simply
come in and register. Mufich employees not

1969 OLDSMOBILE

eligible. Award will be mad* on the last

Cutlass Sport coupe, 4 -speed, chrome wheels, full foctory equipment,
dark brown finish.

$1995

$2295

.

for NO MORE
and often less

4 -door sedan, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
factory air conditioning. Starto blue finish.

than any other
car with like
equipment!

Opel and...BUICK ON RAND!

$1995

Gallons of Gas

NEVER TITLED!

4 -door, hard top, automatic transmission power steering, power brakes.
Arctic white finish with black vinyl roof and matching interior.

1966 AMBASSADOR

FREE! 1000

1968 ELECTRA
Sport coupe, aqua mist finish. With black vinyl top and matching interior,
fully equipped. Sharp I

$2895.

BUICK-OPEL PRICES CUT: AT THE FACTORY!

.WE CUTIHEM EVEN
DEEPER :DURING

1.000. TIME!

801 EAST RAND ROAD * PHONE

day -of our sale. You do not have to be on
hand to win.

WEATHER

APP

Tonight: Fair, low in low-

er SOs Tomorrow: Partly

Telephone

ave49

2554400

cloudy, high in 70s.

Your Home Newspaper
' 'Volume 5, Number 34

rag river
n vain for
ndrews' ear

tr1
.

By Rick Goncher
Arlington Heights_ and Chir

cago Police searched the bottom of the Chicago River near
Michigan Avenue and Wacker
Drive for three hours yester-

day afternoon but failed to
find the auto of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward P. Andrews of 738 A.
Vail, Arlington Heights, who
disappeared May 15.
Despite the failure yesterday, police still believe the Andrews auto may have plunged
into the river and that it could
have floated for some distance

Three Chicago police scuba divers prepare yesterday afternoon
to search the bottom of the Chicago River for the car of the missing
Andrews couple. The car the Andrews were in was believed to have
plunged off the dock near Wacker Dr. May 15, the night that Mr.

mid Mrs. Edward Andrews of 738 S. Vail, Arlington Heights,
disappeared after a cocktail party at the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel.
(Photo by Dan Balas)

wan: .(RArlingion

Heights).

told The Day last night that he

was not optimistic about the
possibility of Gov. Richard
Ogilvie declaring Prospect
Heights a disaster area.

Schlickman explained that
"certain federal funds" become available after the governor of a state, exercising his dis-

cretionary powers, declares a
region to be a "disaster area."
However, he said, to receive
this designation there generally
has to be loss of life or the complete destruction of homes.
WEDNESDAY, MORNING,

house Wednesday, bought for

which was badly
soaked by surrounding flood
waters, and others in equally
$65,000,

bad condition.

He noted that The Illinois
Division of Highways had sent

trucks out yesterday morning
clear

to

By Richard Crabb
(from Springfield)

Schlickman and John Gilligan,

The centrury took a

chairman of the McDonald
Creek Improvement com-

lation was needed that would
discard the age-old selling prin-

ciple of "caveat emptor," ("let
the buyer beware") and require
the seller of a home to guarantee that the house has no flooding problems.
HE SAID HE had seen one

Recreation
registration
set June 8
Registration for the Mount
Prospect Park District recreation program will be held June
8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the

park distridt office, 600 See
G'wun,' Mount Prospect.

full

day, the delegates held a long
and tense debate with the identical result; the grand jury was
approved for inclusion in the
1970 constitution exactly as it

Fascia said that he would

-

was by the delegates meeting in
1870, the year Illinois',. current
constitution was written.

Both in 1870 and yesterday
the convention came close to
abolishing the grand jury, but
in the end put the future of the
body in the hands of the General

Assembly.

Both

the

present 1870 and 1970 constitution include the language,
"the grand jury may )be abolished" by action of the legislature.

Delegates from the Northwest suburbs voted for the're-

tention of the use of grand
juries.

IN THE SHARP debate
which ended in retaining the
death penalty, the vote was
close, 54-50. Of the Con -Con
delegates from the northwest
suburbs, only John G. Woods
(3d Dist. delegates) from Arlington Heights voted tp retain

the death penalty. Voting to

No registration will be tak- abolish the death penalty were
en prior to that date.
' Mrs. Anne Evans (4th Dist.
Persons not able to get to the 'delegate) of Des Plaines. Mrs.
park office may phone in their Virginia Macdonald (3d Dist.
registration and mail the fee. delegate) of Arlington Heights,
The park office phone is 255- Mrs. Jeanette Mullen (32d'
5380.
Dist. delegate) of Barrington,:
All mk. programs, times
andleesia,re listed in the new Jeffrey Ladd (32d Dist. delegate) of Crystal Lake and Dr.
edition of "Fun -Talk," ' the
Clyde Parker (4th Dist. dele-,
district's newsletter.

SIMON

SUBURB\
\

municipalities would have to
look to the state for aid in solving their flooding problems,

adding that he didn't expect
word on the governor's decision for Prospect Heights until
Friday or later.

gate) of Lincolnwood.

turn here in Con -Con Wednes-

mittee of the Prospect Heights
Old Town Sanitary District.

would recommend:
Schlickman said he felt legis-

from

Rd., intersection.
Schlickman said he felt that

grand jury system

toured Prospect Heights with

office in Springfield. Schlickman said that 'Fascia gave no
indication to him of what he

debris

flows under the Euclid - Wolf

Con -Con retains

John Fascia, mutual aid coordinator for Cook County,

telephone his report of the
flooding he viewed to agency's

out

McDonald Creek where it

SAYS =
Why Cal we have good grammar AND good taste?

before sinking and May have
been carried farther away
since then by the current and
the turbulance created by passing ships.

Prospect Heights probably El. Rando
rezoning
won't be 'disaster area'
State Rep. Eugene Schlick-

01(d.

The Mount Prospect Plan
Commission last night voted
5-3 to recommend to the
Mount Prospect Village Board
the re -zoning from R -X (resi-

dential) to B-3 (business) for
the El Rando property at Rand
Road and Elmhurst Road.

The petition was held over
for a re -vote from the May 20
Plan Commission meeting
when only five commissioners

voted and the necessary five
"yes" votes for passage were
not received.
A representative of the property owner told the commission
that the current building at that
location is inadequate.
HE SAID THAT "the prop-

Woods voted to sustain the
death penally because he believed its retention will give a
restraining effect of lawless- erty use does not support the
ness

in Illinois.

The other value of the property."

A minority opinion has not
Northwest Suburb delegates
said they did not believe the yet been submitted by the three
death penalty has proven ef- commissioners opposing the
fective as a deterrent to law- zoning but is expected to be
prepared before the recomlessness.
WITH RESPECT to grand mendation is submitted to the

jury action, Con -Con on Village Board.
In other action, the commisWednesday voted into the
1970 constitution an entirely sion chairman directed Comnew section that will, in func- missioner William McBride to
tion, greatly reduce the need prepare a recommendation to
be sent to the board stating that
for grand jury action.
Con -Con provided for "a the commission will need funds
preliminary hearing" to be for professional help on revisheld promptly for anyone ing the current Village Plan.
He said that for the commischarged with a crime punish-

able by death or imprison- sion to make any alternative

ment. The preliminary hearing suggestions for the downtown
would not be held in case the business .area they will need
individual's act had been con- facts concerning the area that
can only be calculated by a prosidered by a grand jury.
Only in the event the grand fessional planner.
jury was in session before the - THE PLAN Commission is
holding of a "preliminary also planning to invite George
March, head of the Illinois Dihearing."
This entire week has been vision of Highways, to speak at

set aside for hearing the recommendations of the Bill of
Rights Committee, of which
Mrs. Macdonald of Arlington
Heights is the only woman
member.

MRS. MACDONALD. told
The Day at the end of Wednesday's session that she does not
now except the new Bill of
Rights to be completed this
week.

With only today and tomorrow remaining, most of the big
issues in the Bill of Rights article are yet to come before the
convention. These big issues
include the anti -lynching or
due process of law section, the

one of their study meetings
about the traffic situation on

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
detectives tried Monday night
to re-create the events that

happened the night the Andrews couple left a cocktail
party at the Sheraton -Chicago
Hotel two blocks north of the
river. Because of new informa-

tion given by the manager of
thehotel.as to thedirection
the._.
couple went, detectives traced
what they believe, was the
route taken by Andrews to an
open dock on the Chicago River.

tor -trailer truck at U.S. 41 and
Delaney Road in Gurnee.
Gurnee police reported that
the right to bear arms, the right
of public employes to organize ,Reiland's auto was southbound

and -bargain collectively and

on Delaney at a high rate of

others.

speed when it passed a stop sign

SCHEDULED FOR today at the intersection and crashed
into a truck driven by Jerome

Ereitbarth, 40, of Lake
Crystal, Minn.
E.

start to drift. Then again the

car could have sunk like a rock
and by now it could very well
be imbedded deep into the
mud."
The police also thought

The first two hours of the about the river's current and
search yesterday was spent by
the crew of a Chicago Marine
patrol boat casting a grappling
hook and dragging a 3 -foot long
rectangular
magnet
across the river bottom. Several times members of the crew
caught something on the
hooks but failed to pick anything up on the magnet.
Three Chicago police scuba
divers combed the bottom of

the river for an hour before
abandoning the search. Ar-

the huge freighters that travel
daily along the channel as possible factors of the car's drifting. "It could. happen anywhere," one crewman said.

clean-up and a check."
The commander in charge

A MARINE patrol crew
member said, "Any. numl?er of

things could have carried the
car off if it really did slide off

the bank at this spot. If the
windows were up, the car
would slowly submerge and

THE DIVERS TOLD the
reporters that lined the length
of the dock the visibility under
the water was about two feet
which in their estimation was
good. After the divers used up
most of the air in their tanks

and covered the entire area.

unless we are sure there is in the area for an extensive
something in the river" said search.
one crewman. "If the divers
are called to search, they have

there isn't the possibility of the
Andrews. car still being down
there."

it goes up to about 20

the search was halted.
While still speculating that
the Andrews car may be in the
doubt in the minds of some of Chicago River, police yesterthe crew members whether it day were uncertain if or where
was worth the task of sending they should search further in
divers into the river. "We the murky water, or if there is
don't usually send divers down suitable equipment available

Detective

Heights

sides
feet.

There seemed to be some

Gene Deck said, "We have
given upthe search in this area
but that doesn't. mean that

lington

Prospect Heights residents,

4. Water reservoir permit

successful last week in bringing

was issued May 18, 1970 a full
three and a half years after the
special use was granted.

a halt to construction on a reservoir in their area, have re.
quested that the Cook County
Board of Commissioners take
further action against other alleged violations by the builder.

A stop work order, was issued against Citizens Utility
Company by the Cook County
Building Commissioner for an

offset violation on the

mil-

lion -gallon reservoir at Lee

and Willow Rd.
The residents

to go to the hospital for a

of the search gave the "OK"
for the divers to search the riv-

Gripe
Of The
Day

er. The only things the three
divers found were some empty

beer cans and a large rock.
Abeat up wooden stool was
round earlier with the use of
grappling hooks.
A Chicago fireman said the
middle of the channel is about

Mothers who say they
are going to trim your hair

and wind up "scalping"
you.

J.M.B.

28 feet deep, and around the

A. CONSTRUCTION of
the reservoir began without a
building permit. Citizens was
cited on March 25, 1970, for a
violation and fined.
B. The zoning board of appeals recommended that the re-

servoir be approximately 50
feet in diameter. Actual diame-

ter is 75 ft. (a 50 per cent in-

crease over the recommenda-

HE ADDED, refering to the
above facts, that it wasn't until
5. The building permit spe- about two years after the councifices 30 ft. set back in both ty zoning hearing that any resifront and corner side yard, ac- dential homes were built in the
tual corner side yard offset is 22 area
ft.
Up until that time there were
A. The citizens committee only farms near the utility's
advised Commissioner Ray- property, he said.
mond J. Welsh of the deviation
He added that if Citizens had
and a verbal "stop order" was met their responsibility in comissued May 25, 1970."
pleting the structure within the
Harold Bornstein a member designated time of the special
of TAP said that a written stop use permit, the people would
order has now been posted at have known the structure was the site.
there when they brought their
tion).

homes.

formed

The TAP letter

a

stated,

group called TAP (Taxes and

"Therefote we, contend that

Promises)end have hired an at-

Citizens Ultility has not abided

torney to bring legal action
against Citizens Utility that
would lead to the removal of

by and has infact been in almost constant violation of the
recommendations put forth by
the zoning board of appeals of
Cook County and that the spe-

the structure.
IN A LETTER sent to each

cial use permit 'was null and

County Board member, the
TAP organization listed the

void when the building permits
were issued.
"CMZENS
UTILITY
now laced with the prospects of

following violations by the util-

ity included with a review of
facts:

having to provide greatly increased water services to vast

"1. On Sept. 23, 1966 a pub-

lic hearing was held to determine whether Citizens Utility
Company should be granted a

apartment complexes presently

being occupied, under con-

"special use permit" for the

Des Plaines
man killed
1326 Brown, Des Plaines, died
last night when his auto
slammed into the side of a trac-

times in a row.

special use.

A. As stated in the Cook
County zoning ordinance for
unincorporated areas, "a spe-

Thomas A. Reiland, 28, of

realistic when they thought
they hit a piece of metal two

months after granting of the

By Maureen McNassar

construction of a water reser-

in crash

A search of the river with a
grappling hook Monday night
made their hunch seem more

Seek further action against
builders of reservior

Rand Rd.
March's report is to include
what ideas the state has about
the road and its relation to the
business uses.

liberalizing of abortion, expansion of eminent domain,

are the sections of due process
of law and right of eminent domain..

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 Pages

Thursday, June 4, 1970

voir and community well in the
R4 single family residence district.
2. Nov. 28, 1966 special use
66-10 was granted.

I

reservoir, homeowners in the
area should not be asked to sub-

sidize that need through a substantial devaluation of their
property values and or be faced
with a monstrous neighborhood blight forevermore.

cial use permit... shall become
null and void unless work theron is substantially underway
within six months of the date of
the issuance of such permit by
the zoning administrator."
B. "In any case where a spe-

"There are sufficient and
suitable large tracts of undeveloped land available nearby al 1 ready classified 'as general resi-

dence district."
Bornsten said that the coun-

cial use has not been established within one year after the

date of granting thereof, then
without further action by the
Engineer peers from the cab of engine while a Mount Prospect
Zoning Board of Appeals or fireman searches for the cause of the fire which delayed a northBoard of Commissioners, the west bound Chicago & North Western Ry. train last night at the
special use authorization shall intersection of Main and Northwest Highway. The fire was
be null and void."
caused by an overheated genelator which ignited some oil, ac3. Community well (pump cording to firemen. An estimated 200 passengers aboard the train
house) permit was issued April

23, 1968 one year and five

struction and proposed, as well
as commercial interests in the
area hurriedly began unauthorized construction on the water
reservoir in March of 1970.
"If there is a need for a water

were delayed for about 15 minutes. No estimate of damage cost was
available last night. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

:Meeting
Mount Prospect Public
Library Board,
Busse; 7:30 p.m.

14

E.

THE DAY
Page 2

Thursday, June 4, 1970

el ARMIN to griffon
In sl
larded Off tent AinUMnito

Seek, action against
lamilders of reservlor

ma um 1 omPoge ll

Citizens in the Unincorporated
emu, showing opposition to the
structure.

ay building conentssioner aranged meeting on May 28

Bornstein said that during

hem both representatives of .

:TA P

and

Citizens

the on week he

,present.

RE SAID THAT at

Kenny Wihicki. of 6 N.1 -cc
in

Prospect
seas
nil announced nisei enet

Color of the tank and plan the
landscaping.
The utility company indicated that as soon as the stop

structure, he added.
The TAP representatives
wem not satisfied with the

*meeting and have now ors..
nised a campaign to get signaloves horn the more than
30,000 families serviced by

slur an.nanma do Goo Ds
onset coal

gain access to the channel.
Sh e work will be done ns a

contest

Poster contest
winner named

Judging tree experts from
the Natimmi Safety council

John Ochoa, of 2094 Pratt

Fair weather for art fair

Mines are dm to happen in Arlington Heights Sunday. June
7. beginning at ten in the a.m.

Sid is a menthes of the ArI i ng I o n
Heights Cultural
Commission, which with the
Countryside Art Center. is
kinking off a serious campaign

to win friends and influence
Peoplein the direction of
things cult ural--"culturar
being a word that is all things
like Irish step dancing in
basement aprt ment to the diamond horseshee at the Met.
Just one phase of the many -

faceted cultural scene will be
presented on Sunday and men
Tike Sid :ire Sop ng that n spark

will be kindled among people
who can make a village center
i reality.

AFTER A SLOW START
daringmhich the local Chamber of Commerce was duaght
temporarily specchiess with

the announcement that they
would be the ones who would
foot the bill the big ball started

rolling. Indirectly the C. of C.
never an organization moue
badt

winner,

a

has ce

acere pittance donation will be
cepted.
pittance. is the
ht000
name
of the amount a persons'

Tic kids ht Northwestern

financial status would dictate.
Its all for a good cause. It will
give the commission hohe.and
promise if the I tirnOtit is good.

nine -later word to pollution
fighters.

gaged in barricading Sheridan

Rd, and cracking a few store
windows or who were not in

Ouch the boys the principks of

freedom and dernocrney. ac.
cording to alike Dorosch.ser.
vice officer of the nOst.

WAA MUU wen busy tom.
that contain phosphates.

ONE THING Sid emphasolos television set which indi.mally was NOT donated.
Sid hopes that serious an Mitcionadot
come early so

One of dm major sources of

h

Stild990 her 3 BatterTo be served Eriday in Ar-

that they rnay have the NM selectio to choose from.
The. is one wish that every-

which ones to ignore on the

one has for the A, Fair and

Mrs. 0. Brown. who heeds

grocery shelves.

that is that the sun shine all day
from 10 to six on the four huge
striped hon. lf, and pitea fove
the expression. i should

rat

pollution in natural bodies of
water is the phosphate found
Cin
detergents. The Northnvironment have compiled a
list of products which 1511

'mgt., prospei

Gros.,
Wheelie, Hersey and Forwit
View high schools in District
Main dish (one choice): fish

licve

what a pollutor your
present brand is Ill you read
the list.) To get a copy write

PEP, 508 Glencoe, Palatine.

Vegetable (one choice): P.O.
round, buttered carrots.
Salad (one choice), fruit
juice. tossed salad, relish dish.

ELK GROVE STORY
Two charming young ladies
from Elk Grove Village were

THE PAL VILLAGE
Band, directed by John Christ-

is one group of music

le,

makers who will play music
for viewing. The viewing will
bedew: by people who are um -

ions to see what local artiim

Renne.
Claudia Burin.,
are

Stccks

and.

car. She stopped and looked at

brave. good-heartud soul picked
dit

up :old took it into the

emergency mom at St. Ale/tins
Hospital.

don't think it doesn't champ
Al soy rate. Sid and Me rte
hope that the paintings, ceram-

skunk? Site walked off into the

ics end the new metal sculp
lures, which will sell from al
most nothing to almost out o
sight, will provide eaoug
comment to keep people talk
rig long after Sunday's tents

night carrying the skunk with
her.

No one knows what happened hut the memory ling-

music for a festival. Roy .0
non has donated the tinklin
piano in the music scenes.

gone with the

ere folded and taken away.
Besides thc ban, a rock com-

bo called BHA fron, a Imo
high school wilt play counter
point to the Prospect Hig
School Jazz Concert Band
there will he enough ga

five -cent

815 Been Or.. Des Plaines will
represent Elk Grove High
School and John A. Schenck.

molded:

peaches.

reg sa5,-$4(k-,4.

NOW

representmive will be John C.
Moan, 405 S. I -Oka, Mount
Prospect :Ind Wheeling High
School's representative will Ile
Pat A. Gainey. 358 St. Mary's
Pkwy_ Buffalo Grove.

"It is a rich ettperience for
the boys who, upon their re-

turn, me this

experience in
personal leadership activities
and leadership activities in

IMO

Artz Clothing
phone:

creek foaling ahis

s

prin..

their school... potash said.

WY

mE

and the Wall Disney organize -

daily,

pahssnad

2

299-6754

so!, fa,
p,a/pae,

17 S.

Wie
way.

and

Northwest

Nicholus H. HolL ordained

Episcopal priest and hood.
director ebbs Chicago Center

III.

60036. Drench ob

/low 217 S. AdingranWI hu
Rd, MarginHeigh!. It 60005,
and 722 Ca., Des Plaines,
60016.

Jerry Wagner, of 1406
Beekthorn Dr.. in Prospect
Heights. has received an hon.
orabk mention for his entry in
Illinois Gas
the Northern
Company's
School
recent
Safety Poster Contest.

Subssaprien rows: 25 cam a

wank, homy desnacl. Our of
U.S.

vsn

mall raw. 617.00

MOO

ler

sia

complaints,i

Hawsslend an. . sue. a
Ser.

a

ies testing espert.
&Went, Performonce .1'
p.A'cnr!.:,,Iyi::

77,,,,t,.,,,,":71-biriii

d
an

A

H

ling..

Heigho, 33, Des
Haines, 31; Palatine. 21: and

Elk Drove Village, Hoffman

of the

,adageh .icaphalLthe blind men and

PARD'NER NOW THAT
PARENTS mom host
school C. Cook. asked for a

Grove lownahips), 17 per cent
ivc in Dist. 2.11 (Palatine and
Scf.6,05trcou,r1g1 iiteciewit,ystR6ps),;vanodr;

Randhurst Shopping Center tomorrow afternoon and evening. WIth six years of experience, the
Marimba Chiapas have achieved a large following among fans of Mexican and Guatemalan music.
Performers arcJesse Alvarado and hissons Mengel, l5 and Ricky,11.

Lions roduce Hadley s:c.hy,..7:s! ef,,,i,r1.
"In Touch with Light and find some of the Hadley stu-

Lett." is the title of a new

cly for the tirst time to the self-sulticient.

s e v c r a I academic subjects

Lion Don 'Hathaway, foam from fiftb grade through colthe Hadley School, said that lege level.
the film wr node hy a mama
Hathaway said that the

..a team
that t-,1,1 Mount Prospect Lions havc
United St
donated nkce than .0.000 to

around the

ey

-

Mount Prospect Lions ThursThe Hadley School offers
day in IM VFW Hall in Mount correspondence courses in
Prospect.

_
Mc school sime 1951, when

40015.

film, sponsored by the Mount
He said that they were 111m,
Prospect Lions Club, about ed in their osen environmentthe Hadley School for the -at their jobs or home -to show
Blind in W innctka.
dm many ways in which the
The I was shown publi- Wind students huve become

and

High School Dist, 224.

.

The "youngest marimba combo in the Coital States" 001 present Lado American MR. M

to

the institution during its 30th
anniversary.

The new film hm been ro&wed in conjunction with
Hadley School's Golden Anniversary, and wm paid for en -

timly by the Mount Prosect
lions.
In 1958, the Lions bought a
recording booth used for Ro-

to 5 p.m at the park district
A eel -cation program for offt. at 9B N. Elmhurst,
No registration will he takboys and girls from 2.(1 grade
through junior high leml will en by phone but additional Mho held daily from 9 n.m. to formation can be obteined by
calling the park office nt 394noon fora fee of $7.
per child,

inch.. 254E.
Other activities
archery for those nine years or
older on Tuesdays and Thumday at either 10 a.m. to 1 I a.m.
to
or 11
The fee 6
John Van Haften. M132

Manager

55.

Bobby Lo, in Mount Pros-

softballPef iws i
,Menkelow-pi
ms will be °WM., rot terns manager of Signode Corevenings and weekends. Pardeipams should register with

po,,,,

team of at least

pagan machinery for its ap-

USDA
CHOICE

Van Hellen worked. for
Ficaline Rphipes u a systems

sponsored n course on the preen

ning, intermediate and ad
Minced levels as well as diving
and life saying. The cost for 10

vention of blindness for the

lessons is $2.50 for park di

in March. 1960.

paring lessons and in

1963

nadc,

an

comes

de.

ave. third and fourih grade.
He said pare. had called the

pro, , it ,,,.

TIRE SCHOOL WAS Einstein School. Des Plaines, according M 0 letter sent Sparks
in response to
miler in-

JUDGE PROMISED
Sparks a further explained. at
Thursday's curriculum meet-

board in April's election, raid

The results will cover tea.
in all four Dist. 59 junior high
schools -Holmes and Dempster. Mount Prospect and
Grove and Lively. Elk Grove
Village.

if he had realized Cook parents
would object to Minkoffk

It will also include informs lion from the district's 16 ele-

gal advisor to Suite Supt. of

LEE & OAKTON - DES PLAINES

Public Instruction Ray Page.

000t CtM.

lington Heights, an unsuMess-

'°1:,7072""

Fri. 8 Sat. 11 AM. 11 PM
PH:827,524A

Ervin S. Poklacki of Arful modidate for Me sehool

transfer Cu would ham 'Bone

ahead with plans to petition
She bound to lot Low parents

"ir

'make

a

recomme ndation of

not curled

leant menther Harold Harvey, Des Plaines. invited par-

1671 E. Ookton St.

concerned about Dia.
59's financial shape to attend a
ents

Des Plaines
0th blocks ...lei., ad.

budget committee meeting set

OPEN: Mon Tees 10-6,
Wed 10.1, Thins Fri 10..9,
Sat Sun 10-5

fort p.m., next Tuesday. Har.

monl, Cook. Mark Hopkins,
Ridge. kopley, Salt Greek and

Grant Wood, Elk Gam Vil.

MEDITERRANEAN DINING ROOM
spectacular saVingh on this elegant mediterreneen dining
room. You must see it to believe III Carefully crafted end
finished to a light pecan finish. Price includes 54'. Interior
lighted china, oval table measures tr. x 62" with one 12"
leaf and 4 cane backside chairs.
COMPARE $fi19.95

On Sale

'

sr

es 42 X62" with one 12" leaf and Caplet -back tilde chairs.

M39

On Sale

Here is a fine authentic look-

Prospect, Brentwood. Devon.
shire. High Ridge Knolls and
Einstein. Doe Pluincs. dad Juliette Low. Arlington Heights.

Finished in dark oak with
top

TOM MCCABE, who Men filled himself as an Elk Grove

The Chicago Motor Club,
AAA
ands motorish to

neighbor of Walt -

have spring maintenance pet formed in order to insure safe.
mom trouble.free driving.

VELVET SPANISH SOFA
truly wady Spanish sofa In natural velvet by famous
Artistic. Notice rho heavy tufted backend arms, Wood

ing Spanish set aseitilhlffop
a price anyone can

carved apindie aides gluts It a truly authentic look.

air dresser. mirror. cheat
and full/quen bed
commas ShsRM eve $274

.

High

the Family

Restaurant

ITALIAN 4 -PC.

BEDROOMS
BY BROYHILL
Created and styled by amy-

l. for the people who want

MM

ea;

cherry. A ha" Maple
ple
dresser. mirror. cheat and

C"rgrEVAgtmsto $279

OCTAGON
DINETTES
Take a 08X42.. pitmen..

RECLINER BY

in formica avocado gain add

four hi -back chairs in NW

Si, You must really one
this fine Spanish designed
Si.

sofa I rorn the Castilla group
by famous Fox. Designed

sold at stands manned by Ar

°nut. $259

COMPARE 1399 .95

SPANISH S -PC.

CASTILLA BY FOX

A Chair, is a chair. Is doe
a Pontiac rcliner. It

In heavy wrought iron
iron !reales antl you have one of me

Of'tbnegres'
fabulous Carv, :here your

dollars mean scrneMing you

with intricate trimmings. The
loam
binalion c'o'erat'le b;'c'a

Vig'

FAMOUS PONTr

alt

$239

QUILTED SOFA -SLEEPER BY ARTISTIC
Here Is a contemporary soh by day and a full Mae bed
sleeping two at night. Covered In lovely butlinequith
you will find It attractive and practical. Full t oarn cosh 0.. COMPARE WHIM
ON SALE $229

lookst

tfl
FAMOUS SERTA
BEDDING SETS
Our lowest price ever
twin or full

Igtrg:ensake'L.r.P

A Gift
for every
Occasion
Visit our New

"The Dutch Boy'
The lays, rage in synthetic 50 .denier
madam!, Long loll sides with tapered
bock, flip over or turn Loder - gavel
Wash, brush, wear. Never lose. Its side.

"The Greek Girl"

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

C rousel's most popular short cote fash-

ENDS JUNE 9th

"Craft Corner"

A delightful stretch wig in 100%
m dactylic that hasn't a core in the
w rld. Wash it...let it dry... it never needs
re.sening.

*Decoupage Supplies

11
Censer dim& bride
Downtown basPleineu Ill,

927-2244

a

OPEN DAILY
'TIL 9 P.M.
Sat.'tjl 5:30

1593 ELLINWOOD STREET

Phone: 298-2299
2 BLOCKS EAST OF NORTHWESTERN STAMM

rOCker

. With o Key

Premium Tractor, with a. 12.6 euere
Inch engine, features a 25" windlonnel
eux.g caning unit that floats to avoid
sea/plos. The eut.s unit can he easily

ech.. trillion( tools. This Premium
tractor has a permanently lubricated
speed gear transmission, atm wide
traction tires, rack and pinion steering,
a loam rubber bucket seal and every,
Ming yds, could ever want Ina finals,
toe ll regularly sells for 1479.56

will

s'o're=rg,'Sg.,;g

black vinyl
be

!WW, both mattress and

°gig° s=a11,%°:,,

matching

lepeantra7

friends will be amazed when

size nod.

$72

print on the reverse

Drand nen .1070-1116 Two Quality

M39

SPANISH 4 -PC.
BEDROOM

augahode.

Their contribution wit
bc true work of art, lab
McDonald Hamburger, to by

ITALIAN DINING ROOM
Classic Italian dining room Ina medium frultwood finish.
Interior lighted °lemma! table MM. Price includes
COMPARESE19.115

lag: Forest View Elementary.
John Jay and Frost. Mount

.Tune-up auto

man's . called for cutting
down on cUstodians. crowing

li

mentary schools --Byrd. Clear-

vey is budget chairman.

Village

EACH

mg Sig.&

analyst he:

i!.sli,..i r,arrr.i.ky;:dri ,:',,,,':::1flih.snedra::owle",i0,:le10.;"'t,iy_

BOARD ATTY.
Pr'nk
Dist. 59 makes the test reHinm claimed it was ''intprop- sults available -on request:'
er end illegal. for the school The brenkdowns show results
hoard bargaining sessions ta grade by grade and building by
lake place in public, He eked huilding.
an opinion of N.E HU000, le-

Yon Choice

$1

-

school.

Mc oh. 59 school where, he

ing.

ON A RYE BUN

.

plic.g.

opened my eyes to a lew thin,
I hadn't known before."

Acting Sum. Al Wel tinatis let- graders together for math
ter she. IS. half -dray 'leech classes without regard to abiliour
-hen piece of propa- ty.
ganda I've seen since returnJudge told Thc Day he does
ing from Vietnam."
not think Einstein math tests
Several chimes
indicate 't serious problem."
an
a
clearer ex- He added that soh tests "are
planation for a possible in- of limited hclpfulnee hi-ascrease in elms size.
sessing a school's or a class
School officials who will be performance.
sitting down again tonight for
clost.d.door te.hers' salary
oaks tried tirsidestep the ones don.

SWISS

.

men.

te.hes in the dstrict. called from having this year, fourth

schools in District Mt

Starts like your car

1

Swimming in
arc
Wing offered for the begin

'end,

of steel and non-metallic strap -

better explanation of why their
iry
principal. Sol Minkoll of
Mathematics sprogram re
Mount Prospect, is being
transferred to Juliette I-ov, searcher Joseph Judge.
Glencoe, told Sparks some
School. Arlington Heights.
A new resident. whose wife complaints nary haw resulted

nwilIJ

11"413r.'".

experience. The group will be ymms
e made Monday
limited to 25 and the fee is S7 through Thursday from I p.m.

said,0.

Plutons school board member,
asked for the explanation at a
observers

,,...,

covcrel by High School District 214 (Wheeling and Elk

12.50 for all others in a family.
Registration for these pro -

t

p.m. curriculum cum-

II

Sasend den meow cue or

BEEF

.id.,,

D M. 59 school will he un-

mittee session.

YOU'VE TRIED OUR

hint during the "teach -in.

dren who have completed kindergarten or have had sinnlar

125 woman.

GEOGRAPHICAL
fairs; and the college concert. tribution of the gradation em choir and band under thd di- braces 36 suburban comm.
nities, including 12 towns and
motion of Robert Tillotson.
villages within Harper's 215
square mile ditrict. as well us.
communities outside the district.
Mount Prospmt leads the
clan with 90 graduates, Ar-

1

math scores is one Elk Drove

reminded

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

Clarence Schauer,
Harper
sfice-president of academie af.

guards
and
administrative
costs rather than teachers.

-Mcmcb, bard mooring .1.

ASK FOR ANOTHER FAVORITE

Other outicipants include Completed their course work
Rev. Mark KnuWon. pastor of in June and 54 will finish Chair
Chine of Pence Lutheran academic studies ia August.
The class has 14/ Men and
Church, HoMarin
Estates,

the grathades live in the area

By Mary Schlott

lion Program to be condeWed soy a swim team that will be
competing in the Northern
June 23 through Aug. Ie..
'A pre-primary playtime nolo Swim Conference. The
pmgram will be held for chit- fee is $5 for Me
child end

will conferhodegrees1 crth'
and cerOficates.
OF THE270 graduutes.2 In
trustees,

abo t math score rizt,..,).,

months.

Peet.

hh

foe

Testing expert to
answer queslions

kin. Meant

nuts and each entrant has

MeDo.ld Hamburger from

formal ceremonies May 3.

Mond,

SO FAR, there are 105 en
fottr-byeight-foot board to en
hibit on. The best thing of all i
the civic spirit shown b

The event will be held in a
'large, tent adjacent to the
Roselle Rd. entrance. It will
climax the Harper dedication
M ery
which began at

dirarrals Friday, by Day Pablo..

Places in
poster contest

Registration is now being tr.ct residents and S5 for non taken for the Prospect Heights desidents.
Park District summer mamaThe district Will again span -

-

ill

Estates and Rolling Mintdomi,

He is a student at Robert
Frost School in Mount Pros -

$3®-$35-$40

reg. $41 pr.

Permanent Press, Wool & Dacron
Sizes 32 to 42

tdd

Viator High School's

grape. Rolled wheat muffins
and butter, milk.

Arthur, Muir, Row and Sulli.

District (PHOTforSDIgo which is
rcaponxidlc for gong the
pre-

David A. McNabb, 319 N.
St.

i

Her7igincm'c'ttlyd 70'''won7"'San'ilatto'nrcui

Son. thro Thurs. 11 AM to 10 PM

P.
SORTCOATS

SLACKS

the capacity for to 10 sq, ft
of flow and when the earl
completed it should have a a-

Judging were experts from
National Safety Council

Maple St., Mount Prospect.

eon,.

Gilligan said that in that
arca Mc Ronald creek now has

the

suimyberry. slice
orange. pineappl.

Available desserts: groper,u segments, vanilla pudding. pineapple pie, chocolate
cake, rolled wheat cookies.
To be served Friday in Mac-

in
1.."

highlighted
:dozy slogans for students
in elementary grades -4.

Menus

Famous Makers - All Styles - All Colors

.

ered on.

PHOSPHATE
At one period in the lifetime
of ancient characters like myself. a phosphate WWI mentioned with a flavor in front of
it. It was, for insmoca. a glass
of seltser enter with a shot of
stmwberry and just great for
cool day.
That lovely taste treat lose

JAMES E. OTTINGES,

011SCM)Pirin7 P MESE
reg. $59-$.69-!79 NOW $49-$59-$69

IM poor animal and then the

They told her they were a
people hospital and couldn't
do much for des skunk -besides. who trusts a wounded

ere calling art this season. And

'S SUITS AT

Seems that a while back a
woman hit a skunk with her

Wm.

16110: ECts7h171.1c

late

School will he represented by

widen

T E X! HAM n

! through with some individual
donation, one of which was. t giggling away over a story they
unsolicited, plus the donation SWeur
tru, The young girls
of funds to pay for the lent that
will home the frankly fabulous
t Palatine Village Bend.

prepare

El e

the poster she entered. The

214:

PEEw. everY hom.ffe. =laps. beef liver, cheeseburger
have a list. (You'll never be- in a bun, wiener in a hon.

rain, the show will goon. Have
fen.

s

THE BOYS ARE placed in 7 N. Wheeling RO, Prospect
mythicel cities and countim Fleights wet attend for Hersey
and are told to set up law and High School. Prospect High

piling a long list of detergems

sized. There will he door prizes
and the li CM of those will be a

Schools are set up

the
for duties of their
office. whether't 6 executive,
mi Boys Stated a one. legislative or judicial.
preer
week program at the Fair
Thonms A Harris. 626 W.
Grounds in Springfield. The Sigwalt St, Arlington Height,
boys ore given a compressed will bar IIe boy sent from Arcourse in functional aspects of Enron High School. Forest
citizenship and the American View High SO11001 will be rep
form of governn,m.
omenled by Don M. lostrcbski.
The program endeavors to
103 Audrey I,n, Mot. Pros-

whilmstriped ice cream gorier
in the sky.
Now phosphate is a dirty

University who were not en-

through party
platforms, nominations, chillpaigning and elmtions.

one boy from each high school
in Di5trict 214,. to the 35th Anneat Premier Boys State.

By Catherine O'Donnell
cream eone to that rod and

governtnent

to

D76,11.1° rm.

Meant P.N..,

Legion sending 7 Dist. 214
juniors to Premier I oys State
Amerimn Legion Poe 20B.
Arlington Heights. H sponsoring seven high school juniora.

lingtonk prienicst women.
'We might have 7.1100
people.. someone told owner
Bill Kin pct. -Fine'. he ansevenzd. The entire day of fun
and browsing is free. but any

necessary

that portion, said Jack Gilligan, head of thc Mc Donald

Cow"1:

Boys chosen to attend the 35th Annual Premier Boys State point out their destimilien
Springfield, Ilk on v map held by Mike Dorosb, service officer of American Legion Post 208,
Arlington Heights. The boys are Pat Gainey, Wheeling High School; James Ottinger, Elk Grove
High School; and Thomas Harris, Arlington High School.

Day by Day

Sid Rosenfeld called to remind everyone that exciting

cause the channel is extremely

narrow at Boy Scour Park it

Enge 3

Registr Hon open
for summer program

.T. Harper College

so. clearing work lea 1.
became

THE DAY
Thursday, June 4, 1970

grad.- Mr Urban Projects, Inc., will
The Class of 1970 is the first
sting class of i 270 wiii partici- 'So the Waal° speaker.
graduating class to complete
paw in the community col.
Ronny C. win, Ham. an entire year on the per loge's first commencement on
per president,
its permanent campus tomer- Mines muml will preside. mama Harper campus. It is
of palatine, the second commen.ment m.
row at 2 p.m.

crew to go onto park land to do

ec

;,

Harper college to hold 1st
ciE nitmencement tomorrow

Previously the park district
had granted a perrnit for the

creek inmrdnement

Maggie Sra mek.of 716 Hol-

hotel manager
Av., Des PlaMes, was recently
appointed inanage of laud
services at the new O'Flareport
Hotel end Convention Center
south of the airport and noel to
Ifib TrUSrate Tollway.

1-4.

remove some of the trees on
the south side of the creek to

to 4 ft. to the 33 -ft. height.

locations in Prospect Heights.

to widen and deepen Mc

Pork in Prospect Heights.
The easement will allow the
Division of Waterways crew to

He explained that a slanted
roof and a venilator on top of
the roof will be adding from 3

Prospect Heights.

ty skeane for
ink
elementary grade.

ers 10 clear the creek at several

to

feet.

!fenny received an awnrd citeloon for the poster he entered.
The eotnest highlighted artstudents

the State of II-

casement

Donald Crook at Boy Scout

O'llareport

work and

part of the emergency project
now underway by state work-

Ilno

Conte sponsored by Northern
Illinois Gas Con piety.

School in

District Board has granted an

The Mount Prospect Park

r

and the Walt Disney organization.

A student at Ftoben Frost

dell oJI

r

Ykila

of the School Safety poster

order is lifted they intend to
continue with the exact same

seem and moth
An s of Mee.

that the tank will exceed the 33

0618 poote r

the

meeting the only concessions
offered by
were to allow the residents to choose she

g'receive nfor-

Motion on the building plans

wort 1

Grant easement to deepen
widen McDonald Creek

eddied &fend Ike Iseadeilen of the Ilabed Smart
1 proande e
,
In and and:

Mprnem

chaiv, Mae

the feels and

looks like leather

a

damp cloth. Exposed wood
style. Ileitis isin atrue
mustSpanish
for your

comfortable living room.
COMPARE SI.. ok skin

a. occasional lablas

it wipes

clean with the touch ot

$128

tOlgi=soos. $139

SPRING SPECIAL
Bring the Fatitii,y - There's
Something far Lueryone!

You G f All Chic
ALL THIS FOR ONLY

Mn,rwrrlr van menu.._

s eP

$49860
That's $130.00 off.

ter'"7

Des Plaines, 111.'827-6291

sur

Butterfly Shrimp Spatial
ta Beer from Around the World

and Friendly Seggkel.
1229S. Elmhurst Rd.

A111,11,

Des,Plaines

r

lnob:
n'Of
combination pf walnut fin -

3 -PC. STACK

TABLE SETS

tAti,i

Ro.11eeSS.thrith

ed.n raNy pasaanard

22 E. Northwest Hwy.

ca

Old World Recipe Bratwurst Sandwich

Ve.1.13

STAPLETON HARDWARE

CONTEMPORAPY
3 -PC, BAR SET
In, worm and black virgt.
BRASS FRAMED
PRINCESS BENCHES

EFailtad'h7:
cord upholstered cushion
COINYMEMens

including the foot rect. The
group includes two har
stools to match. You can fit
is

'a:CftgVvr,'07-icst.o%

Spanish design .0 !ermine
slate tops. Perfect tor when
guessCOMO. over or
TVsnacking.
courallESHSSOI Yl. $19

e.

$79

$8.00

BOLD LOW AND
COMFORTABLE
"RANCHERO CHAIR"
An artmctiva decorator styl-

HI BACK .
COLONIAL ROCKERS
Earn. American styling with
sotio maple IMMO. Here aqq

O'LlITOTakeorplyol

cbMinAtis

179

rIgg

able values.-

conssrtemoserstry $10.00

CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN BY
ARTISTIC

of

rang'etg:,

seat and hack cushions a.
solid on the ody. Seeing is
belleringl See It today,

ormeengss.psoesee $219

956-0565
Carry.Cluts, Too

:.1!)111.

CORVAIR SHOWROOM- 2670. GOLF RD., GLENVIEW, ILL.

1 MILE WEST OF HARLEM AVE. IN TALISMAN SHOPPING CENTER

729-6030 OPEN EVERY NITE UNTIL 10 PM, SATURDAY & SUNDAY 'TIL 6 PM

%PP

T.'. `NA NS. Ps 'NPOINO

One' day at a time

By Ron Swans

Sundey. June 7. is the date.

nudes thot may be shown In the

mont some of the people who

You won't wont to miss the
Cultural Day program nal 10
the library in downtown lirgagton Heights. It will be
worth your lime effort and

orl work. They always follow
this kind of migrant. Out here.

ore pktnnIng to spend your

ex job. so there's no reason
pod lots this year. 1 he:iinly

yet no coma

THERE ARE n lot of roil.
me you should attend this

ACTUALLT. this will he

event. There is, however. one
in particular.

only a small segment of the Iry

end for that you can he thankful. YOU,,,. perhaps. sem the
money you'd have to give the

Arlington Heights is one,.

It's an imminent One. though.
Anytime yon have a hundred

planal for Ohm! Center.

going to have Cultural
Center of tel kind or another.

kids and make a down pay.
mon MI 1 painting. Deem%

Whatever linle table may have
been made is still secret. But nu

many artists.

bun to xpend money on Ymil-

one common with the village
in any capacity doubts that it
will Salmon.

mu about the food bat that

Volt should. ma good citi-

happens no matier where you
Mere Besides. you won't have
Ill lnod them Sunday supper.
There inny he a few letters

ur another. this will he o preview. alheit emoteurish and
You pathubly should

protesting the maid and any

.91.1.1W the other segments

....another antique shop. But to
those who can recall the coon try store and 1:1111111ery1111112.10-

111ted 011 tho cornier of Algonquin and south Arlington

Heights Rd. suine 30 or

411

hero center that only hod :in-

Sam ego. it will bc a pleasant

sure to find something that es.
iwoinlli pleases You
The mason I say it's snioll

lets and movies.

restoration.

segment is simple. Although
them will he much more

soon -where

you're Onion

No matter. This is on item

house et the Charles Kkhm
Nursery has boon the yearlong task of Mrs. Carl Klehm
who lived in the been, from

Sec you Mk Sunday. DI ti
argued a, day :many In lei sona
culture rub off on you. II

110301, 1962.

wc were going
to call it the Pink House." mid
Mrs. Klehm, -but then we dis-

might not hurl o bit.

re, for culture. How uhout
you?

covered another Illinois antique shop by that name. -

MRS. ADELE Richards. a
Kkhm employe and an ardent

Letters to the Editor
Urges support for Dist. 59 teachers
Fditon
The
offered

"I just had the wildest dream. I was an astronaut, and
everything went wrong-I even splashed down in an
OIL SLICK!"

Give the children and their
recent ..Teach -Out"
by the District 59

teachers was not a wrike force

hut a sincere effort on their
part to inR tot the community
of the conditions Mot exist in
the district schools. Thew
teachers arc dedicated to our
children and they arc concerned about the elutes of our
children's educational opportunity.

ap Public/dim%

The present teacher.student

ratio is appalling. The admin.
ismarion and Board of Educe don apparently view ail Ibises
o fairy
tale situation. The
booed,, fact does not seem to
an particularly interested in
any presmtations by either
leachers or parents The teachers would naturally like to

-Bow r the or 'guardroom byahroys feeler.* &ember
'rewire %freedom eing inrollocenal integrity.- Marsh,d1 Field Ill

ham higher salaries hut their
main goal is It reduction or

Thursday, June 4, 1970

. have a leach.

class size

John E. Stanton. in/ihn ond

able" group with whom they

wage. j.

diunnebor

can

R.E. Hutchinson. rice-Preedrre

C. F. NauTiked,ine Meech"

R. N. Mintz,

Dir,rar

share

the

learning ex.

A

gredient to the solution of the
problems facing the district.
Common mime and bogie elk late that more teachers ore
needed and cut backs must be
made

5.1 gel sense heartburn

54101 man', mot is another man's poison. In many per -

Ph. of aspirin?

f

A-111 you derit ham peptic
ulcer or gall bladder disease.
you should be able to control
your heartburn by avoiding
Iho thing, that you have found

tiggramte h.- often greasy or

highly ,,cod foods Fit sloW-

IL developed two lumps in hi

brought about F.) the torrent
economic

those who

skimmed milk con be token

gimilly nnd found to be the result of a cal scratch. How con
togimis is this disease? Will i

freely and may even relieve it.

recur?

to eat baking powder?

A -Baking powder coming
baking soda, cream of tuner.
storch and sodium aluminum

ly. Chew your food thoroughIlMe or calcium phosphate.'
ly. Don't eat Mien you an on.
Lur;:n,
a nervous strain. If yini do
have a boot of hoot bole lake
one of the many antacids that
'he tearntl,t. 11,1 anylkinso.,
are an,
Those with coatbe poisonous if mken in too
ing action usually give the best
large at quantity.
rest*.
In ploce
could take

of asPrin. you

A - On =web disease
usually mild end of goes
I

5.100 harmful in any vow

- A short time ago my son.

tinnrcognized. It is caused b
an unidentified virus an
when the scratch is on. the
ankle or leg, it may cause
swelling of the lymph rodent
the groin. Incidentally, 0i
possible 10 5,1 the disease fron

the scratch of, pin or a thorn i
they are contaminated with th
virus. It is not contagious an
never Etat. It wilt not recur
The antibiotc, tetracycline
may shorten the 000,1001 th
divemo.

left to all 0th heavy hosts.
The killing or the four Kent

in

her preview letter. One
have difficulty dispuling the fact that we have
Men supporting various cor-

cry.. mid 10 learn again to

woukl

cherish the life of every indi-

mot. soimressive pwernments
in South Vietnam. that we are
protecting lucrative husinms
interests there. thut eve have
thifolinted forests. dotroyed
homm. tattle
procaine,
however imulvencntly. and

Block. Yellow. Red and Whim

Toe statement made by Mr.
D onald Grauel it,, letter to

tore stafFstudent ratios.

dle.

Twenty new classrooms GREAT! This provides space
for the children but who will
lead them in their educational

While I do not condone student violence. I do believe that
wc cannot tolerate deliberate

experience,

pons i

Why can't the District 59

put first things first "thin is
what we thought you would do
when we voted for you!

Marilyn T. McCauley
Robert Frost Parent

mane seems to prove that he
really betimes quite the oppo-

murder in retaliation by km 111 e.

poorly trained

guardsmen. Such wanton killing by them and hy policemen
In Mississippi and Georgia is

despicable! We would bobw
tboo enough justice remains in
our country so that people accused of criminal acte are first

brought to a fair trial tel executed without due process of

is

GOLDEN BEAR' 9-4, RESTAURANTS
.1051,ELMHURST ROAD / DES, PLAINES, limps

o matter of prioritio and loot.
logessentials in the proper
perspective.

District
must meet many
obligations. Mc first of which

100051Ohhbllkll66666Mbliglkn4hISWA116:00611VIXAMIPS
- f.^.FR.DERS.P.f.°11.931RWIT.D.DRIISMEPADZIFUnDID.

.

54 had heartburn for 00

years and no doctor could help

no. Then It,und that if !drink
black

coffee, Sank,

or

tea

without milk or crearn every
morning. I don't have huirtburn. Perhaps this will help

g

--

IDVE dolls." exclaimed
Mn,. Klehm during a remnt
tour of the house. Accordingly
11 intrimy of dolls are Iwiim of.
Annul. antique 011, :IS Well as
the moquisitcly costorned Madam Alexander collection in
the Christmas shop. A hued-

crafted gr., of egg hood and
corn husk dolls am displayedMere aiso. oneolod for

bOrn.

Klchm by an elderly Barring.
ton couple.
The c09 shop will be foamluring a wide selection of erewe] and needlecraft kits. min-

ony which hangs above du:en-

antique thread or seed cum

trance.
The

which in a collectork item.

loner ore being displayed in an

All of the display cases in

Mn,. Klehm along with Mrs.
Thelma Kempf. -rhe nark of
u good antique buyer andaeller

Mee able to port with the
treasures you buy," believes
Mrs. Richards. -Mrs. Klehm
in always thrilled when she
finds. Miff, but she in equellY
es happy when she finds n cm Omer who exioYa it on mach ot
she ekes.

The Klehno have person.
oily collected

several

truck

loads of antiques front sort.
10sonthme

'

NRITIIER, reproductions
of antiques nor modern colic.
tor's items will be carried in
'The Pink Peony" but re Mined in the nursery's yjft

(rag

FAST

SERVICE

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
CENTRAL & N.W. HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

Luta and a man mated Hettinger. Front 1911 or 1912 Wil-

Another feature of the
Klehm Nursery is the newly
liam Goebbert owned the constructed pink service barn.
house which at that time was Thocoroory offices will soon
located about where the large be moved to the upstairs of the
Riehm sign no, stands.
burn. Unique touches have
IN 1031 the how was bee0. given the interior, by
Moved tobits present location.
paneling the walls with boards
The grocory store was din
from old barns located in
Connected horn the house and
southern Illinois. One hun-

attached tope building at dr
south entrance of dm Within
property. Another small build-

dred year old hand-hewn steps
transported hem and reinstalled as the burn% central

ing wits moved later to another

staircase.

we

10111 01 the nursery.

01 11 Mn,. Klehais dream to
this building

MRS. KLEHM bee mIcHed

one day bring

draperies and accent pieces to

back to its original site and to
establish a small pioneer village. o replica of the comer as
.iluppoot'od'lOO years ago.
In the rout future she hopes

blood with the warm rustic 06
=sphere. of the unusual pending.
Weather -worn boards from

A year of restoration and antique collecting was conclude fomorro.v when Mrs. Carl Elam opals
the "Pink Peony", a 100 -year old home, once a country store. 01 ,000 named in honor of the mob

an old red barn have been used

to also build on the nursery

peonies grown by the Charles Eldon & Son Nursery, prominent in this area since 1852.

shop. The gill shop. green -

en, seems from the life of

to panel n large central mom
which will 5, available to the
public for auctings its soon as
all onalnution boo been com-

houses and the office are in.

Christ.

pleted.

grounds a small wayside chapel which will house four ditTer.

dime.

Page 5

Spend an evening at
Top of the Towers. There's
nothing quite hke it anywhere.

F2000.
Chlosestolunowoubuebetalhotel.

ArldpittonHeilKIPKIftetota

Palatine, president, Mrs.
James Foster, vice president;
Mrs. Robert Clapp, treasurer,
Mn,, Wilson Wadsworth, corresponding secretary; Mu.
Milan Miller, recording secre-

Award.

.

Beta Nu Chapter has
stowed on Mrs. Alfred Manley

ThuIn

PHI MIJ
Much good eating is in store
for the Northwest Suburbah

Phi Mu Al ltttlr on dune 6.0*
Chapter

Mrs. Ralph

Blass

president
presented

the award to Mrs. Manley who

hod moral it by completing a
difficult series of achkvemots fur the chapter.

day of II, anntml couples' palluck picnic and hailstone. It

will be held at 6.30 urn., rg
honk ot hit, 1111d MIS. Toni
Hillingsworth. 441: Eton Dr..
Barrington. with Mrs. R. W.
°henhouse Meo-hostew.

ESA.

wadarship-service

a

Reservations may he mode
organization for women. eniplotsins edmational and phi- by calling membership choirlamhrupic
occomplishmems man Mrs. Charles Way ut 259.
in attaining the First Pearl 9535, or president Mrs. J. F.
Koenen at 259.4514.

Award.

s'edra'a on
ce tt4o. 1910

Russell to join
geology outing

Oakbrook art auction
to benefit Loyola

1411 N.
Highland, Arlington Heights.'

A charity auction Jo benefit
new Loyola University
Medical Center. Maywood,
III.. will be held at the Indoor

He described the auction as
unique in two way...

national Sports Core. Inc..
Oak Brook. Itt.. June 7 to 12.

exhibited along with post -lm pressionist paintings.

Co-sponsors of the auction
will be the Loyola University
Medical Cenmr and the Internotional Sports Core. Inc..
headed by Paul Butler, wellknown Chicago area devel-

Letting will
be
enhunced
through the addition of carpet -

the

MP BPW hosts food consultant
Ruth Williams, Johnson
food and homemaking yen.
sultant will be the featured
speaker for the Mount Prospect Business end Profeshional

Woolens Club on June

II.

atttndtd Indiana State
University and Illinois In.
stitute of Technology and was
Stir

Tducationsi Director of the
Wesson 011 Co for 20 years.

Ili,

lectury

demonstration

moment 0,11 include many
gourmet ieleetions gathered
from her extensive travels

-FINE ARTS, furnishimP.
Tennis Cltsb, Polo Club and ram paintings. furninuc. pre Outdoor Pavilion of the Inter- Nous salver and hides will be

oper and entrepreneur.

-110 Indoor Tennis Club
ing and wall paneling.
assistant vice president added

conjunction with Trost.y. Ine.
Auction and Art Galleries of
Palm Bmch. Fla.. one of the
nation's leading an and auc-

that an impansive goal list

to
the

stuff members from Ito Uni- Mount Prospect Ham Eighth
versity of Illinois at Urbana - Annual Art Fair June 6,1117.
Champaign to leave lune 22
Oil and water color Faint for the unitursity's 12th an-. lugs. charcoal dr:ming...fotomud Geology Summer Field tureandnilother inistinwill be.
Camp in SMridan, Wyo.
During the time before their
mturn to the university on
Aug. 15 they will cover 6.500

miles, inaming and studying
the geology of the Northern
Middle West and the Black.
Hilb.

Awards and S2110 in prizes
bc prevented Sunday. lupe

The deadline for applying

lim display sp. is May
witnupplientions pnwereed tIn
fitst-mme.liest.semed

I -presumed. Wort shown will
be offered to the pu Wk. and all
proceeds will bd retain...I by in.
dividua I artists. Artists will
also be on _hand [II do charcoal

and petal portraits.
Admission to the art fair is
fro.

More information Inoy
obtained by writing Mrs. Ackge
Imchke, 1058 Mount I'
pool Plaza, hlount ProspeOl.
or by calling her at 255-06/14
during the day. or Itt 545-3124
evenings until %PIO

A low 5 preview mcktail

PROCEEDS FROM the
auction, one of the largest of
its kind, he held in Me Midwest. will he anal to further
medical education at the new
Loyola University Medical
CenMr.

William P. Moloney. assispresident.

Area artists in, inVitai
mhiNt their work at

has been compiled kw the ex-.
hibition and auction.

tion galleries.

vice

to Plaza Art Fair

THE LOYOLA University

The eV!, will be held in

tent

Artists invited

Susanne Russell,

is one of 49 students end eight

dent-

party. expected to draw large
number of Chicago and sober society
figures.
will
leunch the show. The schedule
ban

Saturday. June 6 - exhibilion. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday. June -exhibition.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and auction.

opment Loyola University
Medical Ceram said that over
500 objects d'art valued at SI
million will be exhibited and

2 p.m. to 5 pm.

auctioned.

p.m. each evening.

'

A%

for the remainder 01 the °huh
ty auction is:

-

Monday. June 8 through
Friday. June 12 - exhibition.
10 cm. to 2 p.m. and sale. 8

Among the members and guests attending the luncheon finele
do very successful year for the Northwest Chapter of the Ijonbe

Opera Gial of Chicago were Mrs. W. R. Impey of Arlington
Deights, Mrs. Robed Inytor, president, Mrs. Robert Kargacos

Happily ever after

of Mount Prospect and MI, Roberto Giansoldati 111 011, Plaint,
The luncheon held at Inverness Country Club tart month

Art fair

Shopping
to help
hospital
Save Tuesday,June 9111. IS

shopping day at any Dentin -

kW, Finer Foods Store and

Sensitivity in marriage

nlba
while house just east of the
Church of the Good Shepherd.
rid y'n'iYhti

Twenty-two adult students and

two teemigers toil be exhibhing their works.

thanks

They redly looked at each

In the unique relationship
of marriage the 'teem's.

ant.

the first

to experience." the Rev. Mr.
Wylie warned. "and unawam

thlt".1 narqu'iient'pe. Mod of dis-

lion. is physical as well as verbel. By facial expression end
body posture 00 100 dings to

covcry between two people.

others.

other: perhaps,
ma Oar

m.ps. for

Mini -Maid
winners

77,T,,_,2,q--dh-

If, when you check out, you
Mention that you wish to assist

Two send -finalists from the
Mon M in i-Maid contest epon-

Wylie concerning sensitivities

the hospital, a percentege of

soled by Carson Piric Scotth

'the proceeds will bedonated
Northwest Women's Mu-

Randhurst store have been nfl'
nounced. They are Cathy 0111,

ltiage:

including three northWcst sub-

.ffitIod

3, Olt, e Rdeaubgh,
Oil,.tero

Grove, and Cindy Schmitt, 4,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Schmitt, Arlington Heights.

urban stores 223 E. North'
001, Hwy., Palatine :3111 Xi, -

Char Rd., Rolling Meadows.
and 767 Gott Rd.. Dw Plaines.

Lyric season
ends on high note

June 7. Front Ill immto 3 p.m.

of the
Northwest Community DOspitalWittnen's Auxiliary.
receive the

'

The 'Audio An xahool al
Mount Prommt kld,d Id
Bonnie 1nduson myths the
public to ithed in VI 1 ur
od Omn 000,o ,00 Sunda,

13:1 :lid"; Ei

Dominick's storm are located throughout ChiMktdnd
°WEISAtAellowtomPorYTowero

pha International can give a

are: Mrs. Edward Buller of

their jewel pins.

Mn.

0,.

installed lb nen., officers. They

John Huebner and Mrs. "NMI. Zawacki were awarded

ing 525 to the mow In ally

A most entertaining
b.kground for cooktaile.

of Holbmn Emotes the. highest
honor that 111011110 51000 Al-

director.

case. he did. and that in just
grme
Again our sincere thanks
for the floc story.
F. H. Nixon
Publicity Chairman

In the Towers Lounge, Coos Emmet
playa guitar and singe in seven languages.

Alpha Nu CImpler recently

tary, and Mrs. James Dodd.,ducational

The Day regarding Prospect
Euro Tour 'Ott.
Moodily hy now you have
already heard the story of a
neighbor o.IIlia,g up u moth
of your meat ankle mai Mom-

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for danaing. Starting
at gb30, they blend music,
song and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a °upper club.

Sorority news
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA

servations must be in by Monday, Inn,0 by calling 153-2061

OP

Marthaand Jesus with the fush-

ems.,

Mrs. Thelma Kempf and Mm. Adele Richard, (left), both
isperieneed antique huffs trill assist Mn. Klelun In the "Pink
Peony". Shop also vat feature a year around Christmas bon.

other. t'r
Top
of the
Towers.

letters.

Crew:Wry. Succeeding owners
were lake Sigwalt,

Christ's visit with Mary and

rial article you ran for us in

such havoc. but as Americium
who claim such moral superi-

In addition. find the word
using all seven of these

rends general store a.

portray Christ's birth, lente
blessing the little children,

Editor:
My sincere thanks and up.
preciatien for the great picto-

blood bath. Without a douN.
the Viet Corm have kvn
Moody guilty el wreaking

these letter, a, you can.

Answer on Comic Page

mete Throughout the shop.

lawn: birds and flowers. The

Your gaze will take in a stunning
interior. a feast of color wherever
you look.

DRIVE-IN

COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTEMEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
SERVICE AS EARLY AS 7 A.M.

Noomiug pink monies for the praiser.
antique shop. Mrs. Kleine has
"She has teamed to appre'
mnial 0111 lila theta.: by using dine antiques." said Mn,.
pink artAkial pennies as ac- Richards, who will he assisting

lachne. pink house was LIMO
Busse who operated a

You're
welcome

Then, when you' call for the menu,
another feast begins. Entrees from
around the World, with the accent
always on fine dining.

23 good. 29 excellent

friends consider 101 ,0 expert
collector and ap-

with large full- antique

You'll enjoy a bird's eye sieve of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Rama Track.
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.

DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY WITH

Make as many four letter
more words out of

wife by selecting u deep green

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

Hideaword

or

his

ALTHOUGH MRS.

!Clam describes herself as
being modem minded, her

or 259 3498

by parents before the board
takes tone intelligent action?

LET THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND

CRANBEK

Cad Klehm surprised

ZttnI33UWIDillt,33V1IRSID,Kl033gii1J33...R42WKSWIlffIglidliff

others.

-

its earth fluor Mid with red
Nicks.

that gursts are welcome and re-

the most convenient
"DRIVE-IN" in town!

10

daYs.

of the period. The scenes w01

The origiml owner of The

abroad thlen Mader, Federation Chairman announces

needed.

this dem should not be taken

regularly for more than

the clistomers.

glass styles.

is

Mrs. Rodney Nonvell

ing in Vietnam to prevent',

and cruel us Communism.
So I plead with all those who
support views such us Mr.

handmaking and dressing
wood putty dolls in costumm

hibit only lamps and currently
contains 311 Waded and art

111 do this woukl he Ihe begin sting of Inte maluihy Rs on all.

1,11

ority... have no exouse.Cold.
unthinking.
-super-Americanism'' can henat m Godless

old parrot villa laughs with

any

havelOnle foresight manage to
survive. Sometimes il is sitniny

acetaminophen

prescription

of My

rnet shrub shed. The bare rooting shed now hos been Transformed into a year4tround
Christmas and hen[kraft shop.

Richland on tlw 1,9.be

restaurant
unlike

ITempra. Tylenol/. Although
no

Iraccdy

artist, an 80 -year -old lady who

in the greenhouse is 36 -year -

handcarved and painted the
sign depicting full-Noom pe-

entire Klehm family

TWO OF the scenes already

have been completed by the

on.. storage area and hoe stairs has been equipped to Ca-

video! A niericon - those on the

A new

crisis.
However.
are prudent and

is 101he children. Ourehildren
and their educational environment is a number one p6ority.
Overcrowded classrooms are
not an ideal media for the
learning process. By not nu ling this problem first the
school board is burying Us
heal in the sand. Stalling is not
going to MSOIVe the problem.
Will it take an all-out protest

The

ttati/j, of Elk °rove

for 00.

love

should at least put to rest the
tired old lk that we are remain-

the law.

immures

groin. They were mmoved ours

suns with beanie.. cream
will bring on an attack but

Lionel umfliett to show real

navi. wonlar and children.

self out of this mess,
For the sake of our children

and

nememakers in this time of ett-

ing one's fellowntah. the above

to your teachers - they arc talk-

dresses

he fame in Vietnam and Om-

that wc must certainly have
killed thousands of innocent

school board tighten its belt -

John

Malin 00010 to he es limited as
he:wooed Miss Rood of being

IS, editor on -111upday. May
21. hat he "feli no pity for the
students who were shot" was
for no. at leash the epitome of
callousness. While his Idler
mtols such virtues as respect-

provide

coned. Another family friend.

The events of the pest weeks
since the extension of the Vietn am
into Cambodia have

students. pniticularly.
has mckedhumc 01'11h:coldest.
cruelest responses imaginable.

name

wry has hyloidind Ind pat,

Mr. Gntuelk knindedge of Gomel ominises. to become

State

the

honor of the
many peonies the Klehrnittur.

We should all become peace makers
Editon

suggesting

"Pink Mony"

for
them. Considering the proem
teacher salary level in the disrict I cannot believe the district is in such dire straits that
it cannot come up with a sufficient tort to hire thc number
of teachers needed to relieve
the present and projected fu.
to

THINK THRIFT and pull it-

the

every lime I drink 'coffee [mot.
Inge juice or take aspirin.
What can do to get rid of all
don odd and what can Doke in

' non -essential

penditures

District 59 board members
and the acting suncrin[endent
the following letter,
Dear "Board Slemberi
Few individuals: businmses
or institutions are immune to

W. G. MIANDSTADT,MD.

nehsNiator

does not seem a necessary in.

parent was to write each of the

Control heartburn by eating habits

professional

mime, PARFNTS .- listen
ing about your children.
I support the teachers and
what they are trying to do. Nly
way 01 showing this support
and expressing my views as a

DOCTOR SAYS

many line teachers the considmotion that is due lo them.

with

has taken pan in remodeling 'The Pink Peony" am en - . eluded in Mrs. Klehmk dothe old hotwe which for the Mines including mahogany main.
pest five years wits used us an jewelery case. One room upOne of her favorite friends

'set

Remodeling and refurbishing the
100.year-old pink

tont shirt. and you have to st III

hoopla. and the whole thing
will he hoe with greater flourish. In will an art show which
has hem held in Arlington
Ileights for some lime
If you attended lost year. it

see whet the Cultural
Commission is doing. end
what it's planning. In one form
zen.

So. dimes no great Iota

ere a lot more PmPle In then.

of the Mum Cultural Center
will yet into the program as
time gem on. After all. you'd
item gel community support

or more ortists showing their
work. IS important. With that

BY Prances Allman
"The Pink Peony" will
,open hs doors this weekend
.;and to many it will he metely

difference will he that there

As far as I know, there
won't he any carnival rides.

go.

was the ('ountryside AR GallerY that did the whole thing.
They've always done o good

money. You'll eventually pity
for the Cullum! Center thoth

II is to be expectul.

self once in a while.
They w ill sell food and mg
drinks, the kids will pester

'Pink Peony' opens tomorrow
in 100 -year old pioneer home

forntleictwaisgsirMisinwii-1=tillee

this Saturday at 2 p.m. et Carlook State Sited store.

DUring a seminar conducted by the Rev. Mr. James
between a wedded couple. the
young people were shown how
not only to look at but into one
another.

'Sy and large, you will believe the non-verhel messages

before you will the verbal."
the Rev. Mr. Wylie suggested.

all communicating
all the time," soid thc Rev. Mr.
Wylie.

of thc people around tts.°

BY GEITING involved in
activites 01 tenev01 the Rev.
Mn. Wylie stated that human
beings may determine "what
they Want to have happen to
the
rather than let 'life juat

EXPERIENCE is the model of learning, the pastor went

OCCUr

on, explain!, its utility. FIrst,

hc said speaking of awareness.

identify the experience, find
out what is going on.
,FINALLY, each spolte.ly 'So ',Analyze it; come in closer
one sharing an experimmay touch with yourselr by distheir day with the other and al-. covering the meaning of the
ternately listening as the other experience.

*tabu

individual.
becoMe immune

Finally, project a new behavior if the mem-knee was a
bad 000 00 reinforce tit event
with repetition 11 10 was picas -

"Workingalkeepingitalive,"

CREATING an imaginary
window through which each
person was instructed to seek
himself, the minister explained
t hr relationships through

Part three involved segments attic person never to be

revealed to another. And. the
. Fourth area was that of the sub-

conscious, an accumulation of
experiences and perceptions.

THROUGH this diagram.
the Rev. Mr. Wylie illustrated
the change on individual goes
through in a love relatiorohip.
giving parts of oneself and retaining others in individuality.
"A relationship, to he anything with human beings. haS
to

Pe

personal,"

he

urged.

"Man is a being who is of and

for pelationships. Man does
not do well Ulm,"

own and others! eyes.
"Relationships
grown
One pane included tiling, through risk and tr.!. In risknown to himself and others, king we find when trust
the Ilan consisted of Ahings 110.t9 how wc grow and make
known to others but not to the ready far lifeh problems.
on

HerveyMn.

A

with classical selections. The Rivinia seasonal tickets were,also
mentioned by Mrs. E. Elseheid and00 imitation to all interekted
in opera Myh] for the fall sessions. If intermted cal 255-60911.
S.

Fourth Annual selection honors 37 players

Yankees lead
Prospect Heights

Fennie lands IIIPPD aquatic job

knocked off the Astros. 111-4.
on a four -hitter by Murk BatBob Schachner had nvo
home runs and Brian Myrtles
and Sdhaelges each had a
round -tripper.

Mc Yankees took sole pit-

The Day's '70 All-AreaBaseball Team

By.George Halm

Fenn

views the new posidon with enthusiasm.
a

In accordance with its new.
expanded program, the Mount
Prospect Park District has

hired an aquatic director to
help develop the new program
to its fullest.
With the addition of un ono

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

This year's Fourth Annual
Publications

Day

Orel hunch and one named
Honorable Mention. Wheel -

1.33 earned run average while
sporting n 30.13 record.

championsip team had four

In

hest -balanced

hitting

od pitching the arcs has seen
in recent years.
In the hitting department.
the combined averages of this
years edition of the infield hit
.351. The outlicidem nwra,,vt1
a .354. and so did the catdters.

Mid -Suburban

nun

All -Area

Baseball Tom Ratan. some

of the

the pitching department,

our hurlers combined for a

CHICAGOLAND PREP
League co.champion St. Vintor led the got with six ballplapas making the All -Area mad.
four an the lint team rind two
more on the Honorable Olen.
lion list Forest View's slug.

Lefo

t.

to the first squad.

and Maine West had three men

pressive figures of any pitcher
around. like Halbach. herded
didn't have a great record. 3-3,
but his tont finished wit h a 5-9
mark and was error -prone.

onto our team. Smith was the
Lions' MVP, Is dm leading hitter on our All -Area team with

.421 average. was All.Con-

ference and led the Lions in
stMen bases.

beginning of the season. He led
the league in strikeouts with 74

five players placed on

earned at least on man
man on our
elite lira. Elk Grove, which finished second in the MST,

the team with ftr making the

belonged to St. Viator this season. Mike makes a second appearance on The Day A II -Area

wowed up with four ballplay-

pitched

gers 0.00,

other voted to the Second.

Each of the other II toms

The Day cerage area

in

ers mentioned while Hersey
Conant

sported

threnode Arlington, Palatine and
Prospect had two each while
Fremd had one.
and

On our team, we picked a

tal of 25 players on the first
level and another
Sned Honorable

12

were

Mention.
een pitchers. nine infielders.
outfielders and two
wem selected.

isevenmehers

MIKE O'DONNELL

is

probably the finest fielding

first baseman around, and

innings agnimt
Fremd in one game and snuck
out 19 batsmen.

Nth with a .028 batting average, and he had

ence and All -Area then

MARK WICKLUND of

O'Donnell was tom captain

number one pitcher, Inn his

and All -Conference.

strong arm was also mu to use

and had

a
13

1.97

ERA. He

Fremd was another pitcher
who Minh make the All -Con.
brevet team but whose pitcl,
Inc dose rves our recognition.
Wicklunds 48. innings

pitched were second only to
Berdell, and his yarned run av-

erage we; an excellent 0.87.
He won seven games for the

his

I

lea dof f

RBI's from
possition.

.354 end scoring 12 runs.

second base, Ken was the fifth
Wading hitter in the League
ith a lofty .371 mark and was
voted All -Conference.

1970

Team

Forest View's Rich Olson

Mike Loseh
Elk Grove, inf

John Dyson
Wheeling. inf

3-1 strikeouts -to -walks ratio.

KEN DOPP, control artist
for Maine West, pitched a n.
hitter against Niles North on

just 97 pitches. He gagc up
only four earned run, this sect -

son in Rage play for a IA8
earned run average. Dapp was
selected to the A II Central Sub-

urban League squad.

M SE

All -Conference

this

year.

there as was St. Viutor's Mike
Pettenungo,

Team. Jim pitched

1970 DAY ALLARFA
I IRST BASEBALL TEAM

record and a I.27 ERA in seven games. He also played some
outfield for Arlington.

He used his maxlient speed to
steal home as the Falcons beat
Arlington, 1-0.

PITCHERS

STEVE SNYDER is St. Viator's contributi on to the First

tine has to lead the list of the
elite pitchers in The Day area.
His 3-2 record was
appointing, but he accom-

is
plished it with very little help
behind hint. His team won
only six conference games.
Hasbach's impressive reason

stems from the

the! he
gave up only two earned runs
In 3335 innings of work and
walked
while striking out
52. His earned runaverage was
the beet in the conference. a
I

fact

I

0.42.

to

a 4-2

drive for
place. Mike was
All -Conference this year and

opped
with o 5-1 record. Ha toiled 39
innings and had 42 strikeouts
with a 0.63 ERA.

INFIELDERS

RICH OLSON was the
number one man on Forest
Views heavey hitting crew.
Olson covers a lot of ground at
shortstop and covers even

more ground on offense. He
touched a total of 31 bases this

to lead the league in

ED aBUZZ" JOIINSON
of Forest View was second in
the Mid -Suburban League in
strikeouts with 67 curveball-

into our lineup, hitting .925

log

whiffs in 4796 innings.

for much of the season for

He had a 5-2 mooed and was

Conant, then dropping finally

named to the

10 .333 with 25 total bases. The

MIKE ARKUS hit, his way

Ng first baseman made the
coaches' All -Conference list.

MIKE BERDELL of Pro pees was overlooked for the.
A1

I -Conference

team

but

boasted some of the most Ira-'

MIKE LOSCH roomed the
shortstop area ably for Elk
Grove. His clutch hitting was a

hig factor in the Grenadiers'

thisn

All -Conference team.

Wilmette.

Minnie comes with a long
of impressive
to

mut&
fill the newly

Mount

-

.

THE MAIN manila for hiring the full -Sew man was the
fact that the park is moving to
the MI -round and year-round
program.
.1 will try [lb initiate a full
aquatic program for the Park
District," said Fennie. "It will
include beginning and in

Wat er

a- ri

swimming kssos.
Safety Insstructionn

DVSII. junior and senior lifesaving. ndalt instruction for
both men and women. scuba
classes and swim team. And if
we can find the right instructors. we will even include we ter hallet." he sold.

Slk

gram,. he said.

ALTHOUGH HE has

complete background in all
facets of aquatics. he has made
his mnrk 111011 impressively in
competive swimming.

Fermis.. a ft hr-yearKorean
veteran with the Marines, attended the University of Illinois. Since his graduation he
has compiled one of the finest
coaching mcords in the state

LEAGUE
FINAL BASEBALL
STANDINGS

Wheeling

II

O

Elk Grove 10
Forest View 9

O

Frcmd
Arlington
Paletine
Corrant
Hersey
Glenhord North

STEVE SMITH was another of the baseball -minded St.
Viator Lions to blast his way

his powerful hitting. Mike Lat-

ten 414 with 24 hits,

11

PLAYER
Olson, FV
Litsinger, BON
Cavalarro, FV

for

extra bases. He had live home
runs and his
in
28 runs. Hc
D as AllArea and All -Co licence
CATCHERS

Motel. Pr
Dave Hesbach
Palatine. p

Kennepp. H
Groot. W
Leach. EG

Arlington, p

Sheridan proved he gm real
tukc.charge guy. He fired up
his team and was an excellent
hitter. Es
reamed to respect his fine arm.

He VMS named All-Confer-

last and repeats on our AllArea team. He socked it teem
to the tune of .356.

TERRY LUNDQUIST of
Wheeling didn't have the high
batting average of his All-Arca

PETE CAVALARRO of
Forest Vicw was an All.Con.

fume. All -Area third base man last year who was asked to

he a catcher this season. Pete
responded with a fine season
and a .375 batting average.

I

=rind in the league, end on other All-Confernee rating

Bur/ Johnson
Forest View, p
Kenim.P

teamates, the only player on
themeam with less than :.300
average.

first

But

baseman

Lundquist led the Mid-Suhur.
ban in runs scored, runs batted
in, home runs and "slugging.

O

.786
.714
.643

O

.571

.357

Heights ham won letters

percentage. He was hod for

OUTFIELDERS

JOE JUNG of Maim West
is one of the finest fielders in
the state, rating as the Fourth
man on the Prep Sports Spacial's AII-State team, the lint
nnan

listed

on

the

played a whale of a game in

5

43

6

.372

11

5

75

3

259

.371

'9
4

45

6

.360
.356
.354

7
6

be,

'

.333
.333

5
2

324
.314
.313
.313

I

10

Ludwinsen. H
Hanks. Fr
Koehler. Pr
B. Adair, C
Hone], C
Adams, EG

,348
.341

4
4

larxembowski. W
Lundquist. W
Anclfiano. Pal
Kuykendell, A
Weiner, C
Ristau. EG
White. Pr
Richter. W
Horan, GBN
Galindo. FV
Eberle. Pal
Kellermeyer. C
Duir. Pal
KrMeckl, GEN
Molognik, Fr
Lundstedl. pr
Kocntopp. Ft/

BrodnatkAr

second

squad. Joe repeats as All -Conference and All -Area with his
.357 average. He led the Warriors in hits and RBI's and

40
40

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
0
4

26

211

8

37

1

41
41

2

9.261

4
4
4

43
47

2
3

40

I

4

44

2

4
4
4

4!
49
46
50
39

4

4
4
14
13

14
M

I

I

3
2
3

0
0

41

33.
34

47
39

14 .35

M 44

14 44
14 .10
14 49

3
1

I

9
8
10
10

.231

9

.225
.224
.222
.216
.214
.214
.207

.229

.227'
227

11

13

36

14

37

8
8

13

42

9

14

42

9

12

29
34

6
7'

13

206

Pat Lightner joining the slugg-

THE APACHES got a fol.
run homer from Kerry Farmtel and a three -run triple from
Tom Von Berg, but they we
ren't enough to catch the Rebels,whowon14-9.KeithKlick-

Berme struck out nine In the
Grophers' 19.8 win over the

ing parade in a 19-10 victory

ons to a 6-5 victory over the

over the Cadets.

Muskies in the North Blue Inte'mediate Division of the Ar-

three hits hut pulled out a
54 victory over the Colonels.
python Jim McDonald yielded
only one hit, a double by Robart Macke, to pick up the victory on the mound.
Ralph Pirtle bested Dave
Engwall
the Bullets toppled

STEVE JACOBSON had
three hits and Dave Sonderegs
ger drove in the decisive runs
as the Blades edged the Cow boys, 5-3. The Grizzlies got ex tra-base clouting from Tod

Famber and Mike Healy and
Healy hurled a four -hitter in
an 8-0 win over the Bruins.

The Cowboys withstood a
grandslam homer by Richard
Meyer in an eight -run first in ning and came back fora 13-9
triumph over the Hornets. The
Bruins received shaky hurling

from Mike Williams and Bill
Hansen but had enough. hit tins to nip the Blades, 10-9.
In the North Orange hum -mediate Division, Mark Ah-

tewr

had

k
ome

k

at

stole
pace

h

Boxers

09,-60

credit

its

rens,

the losers to just three hi.. one
of theme double by Engwall.

Gebhardt homered in a 24-1m

victory in the Panthers 18-10

attack as the Rifles outlasted
the Doves, 19-13. Greg Tobiasz capped the Mohawks' 13 -

vvin over the Trojans. In one of
better pitched games,
Mark Krysiak struck out 13 to

5 win over the Scouts with s

best Mike Walsh in the Larks

three -run homer.

2-1 win over the Bulls.

THE LEOPARDS.Onlets
W25 called after five innings

THE RIFLES got onehit
pitching from Gary Gebhardt
and Ricky Sanders in a 10-4
riump over e Stevee
Lyon out -pitched Da Harry
as the Mohawlcs also. toppled

10

the winners.
Rich Botefahr hurled a two -

the fifth to earn a 7-7 tie.

for one& only three hits by the
Rebels but they still managed a
13-3 win over the Blues. Greg

pair of doubles as the Bees shut

Brinkman, Tim Lapsys and
Ken Gardner got three hits

Johnson was charged with the
loss as the Aztecs nipped the
Redskins, 4-3.

hit o pair of homers for the apeice the Titans ripped the
Cites, while Jim Kelly, Dan Boxers, 7-3.
Kurt Larson and Phil AhPflfer and Jim Kelliner eonrens struck out 15 while corn.
noted for the Lancers.
The Patriots built up 10- bining for a no-hitter that led
the Badgers to a 14-1 blitzing
of the Stags. Paul Lundstedt
Comets demolished the Red- 'homered with the bases loaded
birds, 28-0, as Bob Singer hit and Bruce Poke. doubled
slam

and

three -run

homers and pitched 0 one -hi,

hitter and pitched in with a

10-6.

Mark

Henz

!tortured and Tim Riley, Car
Horn and Bob Rapp tripled i
the Chiefs 13-3 triumph eve
the Pioneer,.

Marh Hiavac hit 0 grandlant homer and added
double to pace the Redbirds to
a 9-4 victory over the Celtics
David Barbaro doubled inItwo

and Doug Harth picked
up ,the pitching win as th
Comets ripped the Patriots
11-4. Dan Peifer hit a grand
slam blast in a six -run first inning as the Lancers clobbered
the Bronco. 10-5.
In the North Red Inter
mediate Division, Jim Griffit
collected a double, two triples
19-5.

Then the Grizzlies continue
their hot hitting, with Mike

P

Mark Melanin,
Fremd, p

Gauge Solomon

Mike Pelicans.°

Hersey, of

SE Visitor, of

Joe Jung
Maine West, of

by

ger fondle Athletics.

ndopnmB

victories. Hey shut out the
Oriole., 05.0. on aim -hitter by
Bruce Balbier and a Immo run
by Duve
'Then the same Royal,

\

BRIAN HEFFERNAN
pitched and bit the Giants to a
5-1 win over the Reds. and Noa home run for
Haut
tyll'e

LANCER'S
Vin Rose
Speoal
with this

coupon

2'9

Fifth

BEER

365

Case of 24

12 oz de,

us.r

10110.

IMOWIr
IMO

Limo one coupon per person

Offer aspires Sun June lth

The Saving Is Yours!

06,106120.

GLENMORE

PEBBLE

FORD

Extra Dry

with the bases loaded as the
Sox clobbered the Apaches, victory. Todd Edwards go,

GIN

NP

HALF GALLON

Golf -Mill

Straight
Bourbon Whinke
86 Proof

289

649
HALF GALLON
SAVINGS

JUNE VALUES

SCOTCH
IMPORTED
FROM SCOTLAND

Grads

'Pepsi

G..

719

HALF

IrPOPI I
SOT

GALLON

The Saving Is Yours!

Dads

Newlyweds
._..,.,

,

-

-

PEPSI -COLA

The Solving Is Your&

Hall Gbiorn

ST. CROIX

OLD

8 '17. 75`

668OPTED

RUM

Kevin Chesney
Elk Grove, of

H. N. Arl ngton Iles. Road

Mike Masi&
Prospect, of

Scott
Wheeling,

elir'f

Phone: CL MCI

Fifth

CANADA DRY
GINGER ALE or
SPARKLING WATER

28-0s. Bottles

The Saving Is Yours!
American

NO DEPOSIT

COLD DUCK

2 45c

Delightfully good

for

149

75 Stores
Widest Selection and Values
FREE Parking For 7,000 Cars

GOLF -MILL SHOPPING

4
,

sion. the Royals

sAVINGSI

S

141P

Feed View inf

ulm hon.iine.re,diifhorJ6,eiw,,,i7.4nk

again as Jeff Berch and Tom
Amino
Me Arrows each
pitched We innings in an 8-0

Stew Snyder

money?Thars what we're here foe

1
S

;:itorYkohoiv.er.tdheskiAth..knicsm.

ers, 6-2. The Bombers then lost

--..

aod customer and Mend. Need

Keehn
Doug Keehn
Maine West, of

Rw-bin r. Intl Aa+la had two

299
Mike Berdell

People who are thinking about borrowing
molly should think about this: onlyCernmenclel
Credit gives yOu the Commercial Credit Card
with your loan. (lulu run Into an emergency
away from home, just show us your bard end
it can get you up tO 1500 cash on the spot.
If you repay within 30 days there's no charge
of any kind. Wherever you go you'll be
covered. Because we have over SOO offices
coast -to -coast. Our only payment is the
satisfaction of knowing we've helped.

Bob Kasper

A grand -slain homer by Joe
Breuer led the Pirates to 15-3

195

In the North Green Junior
Divison, Todd Edwards Immoral and doubled and Gerall Vend homered as the
Gophers bombed the comb.

and a homer as the Grizzlie
smashed the Hornets,

a

as Kent Szerubiku

out the Wolves, 4-0. Randy
Fritz earned the win and Pat

Jett O'HARA and Stem
neers,

and Bub Ciampbell picking up
the win on the hill.
The Tigers seorml in every
inning to heat the (Mau 10-4,

Offer

ter.

as the Drone's heat the Pio

Indians heat the Phillics. 5.2.
as Garry Miser got the win
and helped hi cause with two
hits. Jim Fitzpatrick hit in two
runs Mr the Indians.

12

ry

FALSTAFF

In the North Blue Junior
Division, Jim Fasth doubled

mediate Division, the Chiefs
won a real slugfest over the
Lancers, 12-11. Mark Henn

'In them inor division. the

In other pines, the Braves
to Me Twins by 0.2 with
Pusatcra going three for three

Htgh Life Beer

Owls, 3-2.

codgh

Pat Johnson a Terry Duch ner were the hitting sears for

before the Bullets could rally
for three runs in the bottom of

In the North White Inter-

Patera

Imo

MILLER

The Soving is YoursI

pitched David Grant as the
'

the Expos.

the Cubs. with Bob Bury

The Saving Is

INTHENORTHWhitelunior Division, Mick Duda out Redskins

Re iontlt;
chPrt"0.1t1a0ic071:01i1,71(d'gh.,:ir'14'1'hcP°' rEWrin'anagr

Winning Liquor Stores

9-8 win over the Rockets. Stephen Marwitx picked up the win
in relief as the Gulls edged the
Trojans, 8-7.
Brian Metzger and John
Krewer provided the power as
the Panthers smacked the
st11

thes

hyov_

ii,kcch.ir)litld,

oR,ISYOURS

0i0i01, the Larks got big hits
from Mark Krysiak, James
Bosworth, Scott Meyer, Chris
Fallon and Dave Brown in

wfocer ,ghe,t pftiv,cehlit

17-2 over the

1 ning

2

the Colonels 7-L Pirtle held

ing as the Leopards ripped the
Pythons. I1-4. Gillen picked
up 11 strikeouts while earning
the pitching victory.

Arrows.

triumph over the Stags.
In the North Red Junior DI-

Ron Funk and Gary

wEillin

W111110,

oo

,,....,

rr

back-

fine

ground and a fresh enthusiasm
Into his new position, svhieh be
begins this summer.

sixth inning to pace the Drag-

Chester smashed key doubles

39
32

12

Fennle brings

1970

homer in the bottom of the

.279
.277
.275
.273
.268
.265
261
.260
.256
.244
.242
.235
.234

4

recendy

named aquatic director for the
Mount Prospect Park District.

double and two singlesanil Jeff

grand

49

PART

Jim hLay.-

the win and o rash
hies by lion Jump. Bucala gob
Bury atd

17-3.

.289
.286
.282

I

ofge

Fennie, who was

June 4,

hp=

THE SECOND win for the
Yankees was a 12-5 trouncing

Tillman, Matthew Boyd fad

.308
.297
.293

2.293

Page 7

double

ran -,n oleo

Also Musial hit a two -run

run lead and held on for a 10-6
win over the Celtics. The

38

ate a

Flashing a Mg smile is GB

Thursday.'

strike-

b

NInsial blasts Dragons to victory

Tom Prentiss, Ken Gillen
and Jim Davis provided the
power with extrwbase slugg-

.415
.375
.375

32

Maly. FV
Voisin. Pal
Bocklmann. A
Geyer. A
Bruns. Fr

fourth in doubles wills his .297

at

standout, was u sophomore

2

Fennic is especially ampad
with the younger
people in the Park District.

Heights Buys Baseball League
games in the
opening week.

am safe in the water," he said,
The public is invited to
come and meet Fennie on
Wednesday, June In at
in
Park District Comma nity Center. Thc Mount Prosl
pool Sarin) Team Patients will
hot a reccptionand meeting
too
in which Fennie will
intraduced.

got her up to seventh in the

triples M the game and Tom

CUIM.Stockton College In
Canton, Mo.
Gastorf, a former Maine
West ate, was Senior pitcher
and Vette, a former Arlington

53

work," he said.

probably the best female swimImer to come from the Mate of
Illinois.

League,

14
14
14.
14

order to make the program

ior division of the Prospect

holder Frolic Wetzel. who is

!init. Heights Boys Baseball

pitcher.

IN ADDITION TO a long
list of accomplishment., Fennie brings enthusiasm and a
desire to make all facets of the
program work. "I will put in
all the extra hours have to in

session of first place in the ma-

"We will concentrate heavily
on beginning swimming. The
community is happier when
they know that their children
have learned how to swim and

Fennie was
of the three
coaches responsone
ible for the development of world record

1

gill Dot., of Des Plaine.
and John Vetter of Arlington

45

Madan:wk, F

tials.

THE PYTHONS managed

4

Mosbeeh. Pal

mers qualify for the Olympic

Mauer had a double.

3

Neuwirth. Fr.

won the CAAU girls chainpionsip and had three' swim-

win letters

Zeman. Pal
Rase. H

Sum. Pr

FENN1E CONSIDERS the
high point of his career so far
to be the 1967 season when he

1.0a for the Muskies. Mark Saley end Mark Holm rapped out

Solomon. H
Dyson. W

-clutch

high point trophy.

Area athletes

M. Arkus.0
Koper FV

table. Always 0 good hitter.

the CAA

Robert Runts was the winwing pitcher for the Dragons.
while Jack McLorane took the

Pauling. GEN
Chesney. FA
Meriden. W

void left by Wildcat Jack Bas -

petition in the Central AAU.
In 1963, his girls' team took

coached her from rage 1 I to

3 10

W

ed

DEAN SHERIDAN
to
Ow switch from outfield to
catcher last simmer to fill the

third in the state girls com-

1

T PCT,

7TAM

years. his Michigan Shores
outfit has taken second or

nation in the 1500 meters. then
aooew."
went to Carl Sutter at Lake

iilock Bolger starter her off
at Portage Park in Chicago."
says Fennie. 'Ind then

MID -SUBURBAN

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
HIFFING (25 AT BATS)

'

eno.

forgotten man when it came to
All-Confere
listings, Sny-

category as well as in hitting and doubles.

aches' 1161

real value was at second bpsc es
a
keystone man,

Team pitching staff. Another

der was the Lions'

catcher. Mike's strong throwing arm was complimented by

proven inveloble He was

View hit for .324 mark and
All.Conference laurels. but his

DAVE HASBACH of Pala-

Mike O'Donnell
St. Viator, lot

John didn't start last year be,
cause another All -Ana performer played at short then.
put since Mat time John has

JIM BOKELMANN of Arlington's Cardinals made both
All -Conference and All -State
poll as well as our own First

so Honorable Motion

Terry Lundquist
Wheeling, inf

JOHN DYSON was one of
the alickest fielding shortstops
in the Srev, Wheeling's lanky
Dyson also hit .313 foe the
mnnant-wi tieing
Wildcats.,

Hoe KASPER of Forest

fire -

balling pitcher Dave Haslateh.
Aron'ton's lint Bokelmann

Mike Mims
Conant, inf

Vikings, who had an eight -win

which was finally snapped late
this mason.

Honorable Mention in

Ken Kennepp
Hersey, inf

playedor some utEeld for St.
V
and alsoo starred as a

record. Mark ego had about a

second time All -Conference
and second timers round on our
All -Area team.
Palatine had an All -State

Fos, View- e

from the whole community.
we can develop a better pro-

MIKE PETTENUZZO

streak of 22 straight games

WHEELING'S
RIFLE armed power hiller Scott Dry
was named to the Fifth Team
Ali -State and is back for his

Dean Sheridan
Wheeling c

Fete Cavaliers,

swung the bat fora .323 mark
and was one of the best base
many, on the team,

Olson

had
compiled '0' two-year hitting

'

was

Maine West's top fielder. winring the Warriors' mythical
Golden 'Glove for his sureties.dedness. "PeeWee" Keehn

was named to the Third Tenni
All -Stem and reperm from our
All -Area Second Team last
men He was named AlIrCom
femme for his excellent fieldthg and league -leading .415
betting average_ Rich aim led
the league in doubles with se,
two -baggers.

'

manity and we can mach mom
people. Since wooed drawing

found one in Gil Fannie of

gram is allotted. furnishing the
proper equipment. leaching
many of the classes and coaching the park swim team.

td in thke. Diving catches in

cleanup hitter and led Me leant
in average at .357.

qualifications and

the right

eting of the money the pro-

Palatine sv hen he hit pro home
runs, scored five runs and has-

DOUG KEEHN

long and hard for a man with

His new dutio at

Crcorgeh big day was against

right ficidore his trademark.

PARK RECREATION director Paul Caldwell looked

Prospect will cover an entire
aquatic program. It will in dude hiring a full staff. budg-

GEORGE SOLOMON has

All -

fore.

created position of aquatic di.
rector. To take the new post.
Fannie is leaving similar job
at the Michigan Shores Club in
Wilmette.

this

a nice swing and used of to hit
.314 for Hersey this year.

park, the Park District will expand to a year -mum] program
and will also include some new
activities it has nevtv had be-

fications

switch front

All -Conference

closed dome over one of the
pools et Majorie Payne Kopp

list

catcher to outfielder. It didn't
hurt his hitting any :6 he halmade
year.

little Jung was Maine West's

en

First-Tenm last mar.

Second Team last year and

Staters. Joe was also All -Conference in the rough Central
Suburban League. The spunky

fI

NAND. who was All-Anin.

KEVIN CHESNEY of Elk
Grove. was another balipleyer

who made the

5.11

pitcher DWAYNE NELSON:
Arlington, quick outfielder,
JOHN KUTKENDALla
Palatine', speedy little center
fielder. CHRIS ANDRIANOt
A ilConfercnce
outfielder.
KEN KOFX1111,1, of Forest
Vkn, and St. Viatorh speedy,
defensive -minded MIKE ABL

ted .341. Kevin wun our

also no tiw

Second

BELIE: Wheeling's

Wheeling,

him

heat Hersey, and he bad to

at on. senior for hisjoh at

from our 1969 AI alsoteam
and MIS

Day

in right field. Scott made the
All -State list this year, hiding

center fielder supreme, repeats
RICO Olson

now.

lensive genius end third outfielder to make our team JIM

as

KEN KENNEPP is a ju-

Maine West's Joe Jung a

Ewa View, inf

BRUCE ERASE, Conant
speedster and All -Conference
ger

SCOTT DAY of Wheeling
was overshadowed last year by repeater Wally Wiener:
hoot alarm's on an undefeated
St. Viator slugger HILL
team, but he was All -Confer- MADDEN: Maine West's de.

teams to be released, that of the
Illinois Prep Sports Spedui.
which came out this week.

Save Smith

HOLLYWOOD:

and saw his batting average Elk Grove's nitchersturnedzoom to .372, fourth in the secondbasentan DAVE RIO league.
TAU: Hersey shortstop slug-

he

SIX OF OUR selections on
the First Team were also picked to the first of the All -State

St. View, Mr

Coneni pitcher
MIKE MUSIAL of Prospect was a surprise to many MACIX1NALD, :Ignition Elk
fin season. Once a catcher, Grove hurler, All -Conference
Mike switched to the outfield GORDON

Berdell pitched more innings
than any other hurler around.
going 53'h frames in ven
games although tabbed inse the
third man on the striff at the

make the First Team and aii

HONORABLE NIENTION

centerfield es West's MVP.

terrific oppounity. We're.
drawing loom Of entire com-

Foe the last eight or nine

CENTER
Golf Rd. and Milwaukee Ave,
Niles

DUCK

11110

Paelau5
ARLINGTON HIS.
1362 RAND ROAD
CA;Fi'MUO CARRY SPECIALS:

LIQUOR STORES

lodge Boole

ARLINGTON HIS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO
CICERO

ADDISON
LOMBARD

FOREST PA RR
MELROSE PARK

'
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Thursday, Jane 4.1970

THE DAY

Elk Grove
Twp. YGOP
officers

Thursday. June 4,1970

Fag, 8

John

Snyder.

Drive

in

Des

Mei) SantalMon

24-11elll8antalMen

arturiLTi

TEE STUN

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

Linda Hall. 176 W. Dulles in
D. Plaines. have beon elected
as new officers of the Elk

EMSEERES

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes In your
area to annoy our now

offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

930 Beau
Plaines and

Vinyl Aluminum

Energetic Time Study Engineers, experienced in

In-

development of standard data with watcli and
board in machinery ond sheet motel operations,

sulated Siding. If inter.
tasted Cc4,11;.2gore.

to loin us In our new Bensenville plant.

Grove Township. Young Republicans.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Snyder is the 1970 most He succeeds William
Gapped. 0.211 E. Lincoln Rd.

FOUND: Slarneso Comole

255-7200 OR 296-6640

dent.

call

13 -Lost and 11111

CALL

PROTECTOSEAL

Dorking for Ad. His. Cr COSBY

COMPANY

in Arlington Heights. Gwen
resigned the office after he was

elected Subterkin Anon Chair-

Air Conditioning

man of the Young Republi-

alt`

cans of Cmsk Comte.

Watch out
for children

Mike K unpick, a harper Junior College cemerienn, adjusts his mmera during filming atonday
of a documentary concerning social serVire enemies at Countryside Center for the Handicapped
In Palatine. the film will mainline niom aspects of Countryside. including the perforinance dthe
handieuppert children, the' roles of the speech therapist psycMdogist, vocational counselor, Hum,

ordlnetal and comprehensive cure.

and hall players.

Inds Men, di Boys Store

Amphetamines a act the eyes
five years ago suddenly has a

flashback of that -trip-out."

Amphetamines. commonly
referral to as speal. Lumens or

crystal. when taken..n cause
loss of weight. dilation and ir.
Motion 0( 1110 eyes.

'

Barhiturales. known to drug
usas as downers. ere recognizable hy signs of contraction of
lho er.5. The barbiturate user
becomes very docile and has

no initiative or willpower to
do anything except freak -out.
on

Persons

show

downers

symptoms like those of an al.
cobolic.
After the drug User ismotnes
lired of spsod and downers and

.:vrints to blast nff from nattily
;lin less time. he graduates to the
,dangerous and costly drug
'smack." or heroin.

-

:Symptoms of heroin laoare
!flora 104010,1.

There is a very small eon -

traction of the eyea. but the
.best way to spot a heroin addict

in by needle marks. A heroin
user. however. ail1 inject the
.1, fluid in every imaginable part
of his body to avoid detection.

.dHe or the will inject in the
forehead lindemeeth
',the tongue. fingernails and
toenails. Users will dven inject
Orion.

in the mud painlut pan of the
body When they pH thard.up"
--- in the veins oil,. wrist.

ALE. THIS ,,ands pretty
terrible and h may be bard to
believe that anything like this

is happening in our comm.
nity. You can ask any of the
mice counselors if it's into
1

and jou will find the same an -

Last hut net least. acid or
LSD. nem be mentioned. It is

What if this person was on the
expressway in his car going 70

mph. and suddenly got than
flashback. or got nirried and
had

11

child with a birth de-

Thrmity?

'1St) CAN'T be detected.

may worth ies
THE COURTS in our community understand the 11:0001-

ic problem and are very strict
with the apprehended drug
abuser.

,

The wernment and courts

there are no physical defects.
and it can he placed on anything --- Ion envelop,. finger-

soon to levy the hardest penal -

nail. piece of ppm, wmer.

a felony. Rohinson. in a telk he
gave Tuesday night. said.
-You 0111 00011 henan pusher

There is no limit 10 what this
drug can be attached to." said
Arlington Heights Juvenile
°Dicer Thailand Robinson.

Many of the illegal numics
youth k Using
are made in unsanitary. filthy

and nauseating underground
places known as -eland. int:
laboratories" usually found in

1.1.

T9l 11nd

ments and homes.
"Clandestine
laboratories
can be found almost anY-

4191,aadgbiT1119°. "11.11
the youth of our communitY
arc 10111100 the. Elimik'siines
made narcotics__ in their
mouths."

The types of narcotics and

run from the police and lidos
the chance of being shot rather
than Inca the penalty of death
which the court has the power
111 PIllion netting 101.

noi

The narmitics problem has

hnnn

Nlarijutha is now Mega in 102
moions. It wasn't too long ago

in only half alb°. countries.
This article tun shown you
all the tytds of narcotics. but it

is concerned mostly with the
nn,
inaninnnn
iron,
where MOST Of Ihe trouble

mom sins, In whin tote
DOCIOR Z1GAND -NI. archly
been ihe largest Men& Roy se-

Lebensohn. chief of psynhiatry.
SiNey alernorial
Hospital.
Washington. D.C., wrapped

the danger of pot up nicely
when

ant sorry the notion that it

"Although people who use
nwijuana do not experience
withdrawal symptoms when it
In removml, they are drawn to
is. and many users go back to
marijuana

narcotics. other thrill hail.
under 2.5 Iran,. Anything
over 2.5 prams i5 automat:an

between
30-60 YEARS
learn The fads about

Adlin F. Stevenson. state
treasurer and Democratic can-

didate for the U.S. Senate in
the Nov. 3 election. will campaign the week °finite II in the
north and northwest suburbs.

Adlai is doing a lot of listenirm." sass Thomas J. Sloe.
Thyof Fvanston. chairman of

The Chicago Motor Club.
AAA cautions drivers that
thick spring fog Ls not uncommon in early morning hours. If
you must drive in fog, be sure
to rednce speed end he nlen for

change. ..id the maple 1908 111.

If visibility is only a few
yards due to fog. find a.safe

highway signs. motorists and
pedestrians.

place -completely off the road par!.
OM fog lifts.

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive , , Be Sure
,

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

,

being used for now and add.
lional pant lines in the many
new styles, now in con,
tempos:try styling. A rod dual

Soo been increased. ineludine
the slim and husky sixes. tab.

numbs..
The store always has in
stock a excess 0111000 pairs
of punt. &.imim.

most all 00the author pant man-°
ufecturers arc represented

with such stand out brands as

Stevenson will heir Skokie.
Evanston and Des Plaines on

hiondor. He will be guest of

orbs.

is

elected in November bc will be

io a bester mit.n to seam
them as senator

Joseph Cesare, A*.
bind of help looting
Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way lo find out
aid atm pi, you - trillkod ota01rrt1DOWcialund Wear .110.0 DIAICO aid for 30 days at a MOtlemtc

30/60
AUTO INSURANCE

RIFIC
QUICK

COUPON GOOD ONLY Al

100 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect

MT. PROSPECT STORE

From June 4 thru 10

259-3022

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
05 I. CONCRETE

ZYLjglr'glig

roc,F, Esirmocres aS3-30.5O_,

Call Bk1-11283

WAHL&JIST

Bicycles & Repairs

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE
rfiTT:1i,V4i7o,'et'rdwoedds

259.0552

Landscaping

I

"I'm glad I
thought of

Another
Wife - Saving idea

from L-Nors!

,13,326D

POWER RAKING FERTILIZING

WEED SPRAYING PROMPT Sin
VICE CALL 0_5.305J

KNOWN
AS A

DAY

ROLAND E JOHNSON

PEN 1E1-2.8

Tuckpointing

HOME TYPING WANTED: ad -

OtSFN TUCKPOINTING

A,:rmcdok

SPRING CLEANUP

4,,

all ,

noon/c.c.

TV Service

CALL 298.5274.

We'll give it to you straight

jetr SERVICE 6 ROMs

CHUCK .101,1,S,L.:FIDSCAPING

custodians

255 I010

KIRUGLF I, DECORATING

de

D DECORATING

/

TOP SON

MMUS

SAND

STONE

UntetIVE

Dog Service

ROM FOSTER RV Inc

11)15 Elmhurst Rd Des PI

c""t/Itgr701//r"d

steady 5 reliable, On lost job 10

FREE ESTIMATES 196-1638

Econo/Quality

: 'S'NjD

y

Upholstering
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

817 2025,Alrat .61
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

RICH FERTILIZED BACKS011.

CUSTOM IIPHOLSTERY.Free

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

Victory E. Sirov,

418.2000

FAMILY

AD

L-Nors
USDA

BOX STORAGE
Keeps your

Convert usable
but
unneeded

garments

items

SAFE from Moths,

with a far
reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making

fire and theft.
Saves you closet.
Space too!

$495

Per
8 cal

I

into ready

cash

STORES

76i4750

7Th. Vellum. Oil.

CL 5-6174

fOt Ba & McDonald Rd).

TO

WE WIN

SERVE

QUANTITIES

MT. PROSPECT

CL 5-4600

662 E. Nertinvett Hwy.
7l1ToP

Dalho,

RUSSELL

4 Yd Load 315.00

Dog Training

DECORATING

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Dressmaking Sewing
COUTURIER designing and styl-

Call 198,4646 or 827.0441

296 7209

dellorsonassow it mokossrese

cams In re 1111nol,

gull kr a good long. W. lowapplangs far full 00

13 Employment AgenciesiMen

poodlons hi NIInglon HMO..

RICK'S DECORATING

827.7588

==.

SOD DEPOT

swerMiLtAciEhFitus

turn, 6

attics Finished De -

DO YOU SEW???

NEAT CARPENTER WOLK
STAIRS, WINDOWS, PORCHES,
REC. RMS. ROOM ADD, ETC FREE

I.

241

DECORATORS

°

ro'cl.';1Z,51';d:CL::s7
Indoorrial I. Dams
FREE ESTIMATES
39.. 0244

'S'OddFirt:':6ZnatZgn'"

000StS (*1500

am soot.

1011n0.,t

SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

Dial a Day
Want Ad Today!

255-7200

RLI7Ittl'Ar

Lauritz Jensen

Oases°

SINCE 1946

WEthING AND GENERAL REPAIR

II p1 il5g'r"ot0b1C:1000

Electrical Work

root BASEMENT

Decorators

CARPENTER

CONTRACTORS

GRADS

@Illinois Bell

000,000, Car+ Bonus

fount opportunity employer

Ise, sass jobs lor go

290-2770
LA SALLE PERSONNEL

"°L7slianastro`Z".

To start your application by phone, call
free: 656.9922, Mon -FA ftont-6pm. Or Sat.
9om-I pm.

2,7-31,S

Welding

ICOTVE to SONS
LANDSCAPING

RECENT COLLEGE

great co,

Wallpapering

CREATIVE

ESTIMATES CALL 394-3,7

.W4Nt

PIE221111.1112 SPECIALISTS

BENSENVILLE, III.

"'"'."'55U'5'Dor

r2145787Deri/:IrcIZ &

894.5341

way to keep
winter garments

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

714 W Irving Park Rd (RI 19)

F5VIFF/ OPPOPMMic os

building

CALL 3P,ODarl

393-3450

CL 5,3991

//r dFO!F.322 or 3.9.1.521.5

Ank. HT, DAV CARE CENTER

BETTER

BOX STORAGE

PUBLIC INVITED

MEATS Inc.

Elle Gumt.d.desites,

Remd Cross

22 Situations WanteWemen

ND/TAl:RpNTIFIG

inbas!' "71"ori'OE 'o"tni/

POODLEg2panING

Machine!

BENSENVILLE

491

Sdna

B

mad Coll 439 1344

'

tr4"

10101 01 TO'lltild UM17.E'CRIPCAA70.11L.603911

21-Sihiations5antedNen

WALTERS

24 S440

Oh Id C re

tRi

L-Nor's easy

Only

"7.1

Won...Doom

CALL ED 338 S359

Building & Remodeling

STEAK FRY

766-6750

t.L.

TIlE MAN

2.03,9

,0

from Melded loin sectith

PROM

An Equal OpportuniN Employer

Set. Enterprises

Yuu receives double steak count

It Saud PonT #008 Amnnrne 00

5700 W. TOUHY AVE
CHICAGO, ILL 60648

DICK, IntE SERVICE

RCP Ottecoro

WINKELMAN'S

OPENING TOR FIRST SESSION
1011.5.0369
dUNE

NOTHING TO PAY TILL JULY

BEEF HALF

"I

/mond on Douglas &Minor Sta.
Arlington Heights
Tickets Available at the Door!

593-7208

967 9742

MAKING

(Op InnIlla pro

WALIS=2L,OORS
FOUNDATIONS, FREE EST.

Dry Cr,r,po

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Conranred
gnD my Girl.

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

Free FrIlm0,03

ROSELLE DODGE

Booting

LB-

JUNE. 6

CEMENT WORK

Exce118000Migra01y and COMMele

'r"..cAPtraOrn'd
ion's;

Tile

TUTOR

SUPER-

3831 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

EXPERIENCED

MATH AND KARATE
CALL 259-4999

EXPERT BODY WORK

'Ortfirrererrlid:rnla7a:/r.."'"' .nd

Piepenb1;rkplrod ets Inc.

mote HE JoaS62

1 n s ro ct ions

COMPLETE

and save money too!

Saturday,June 6,

Tailoring

COMMERCIAL ARTIST AD MPH

lr-ni.in polo,

CDOILL

Entertainment and Domino After

Sump Puree
CL 5-3842

csom! Work by biro Pelamo.

11.1c. Dodo,

:707.4;= =V at WI VaPr
Pollonmemtrestnaliddual baring scam Flom ...earl.

WAREHOUSE
AUCTION SALE

"rXES'EC2':075

P,Z=i1ing=?3

assenawre whin was Ited al

Sheet Metal Work

PAINTER OR FIX M MAN

Auto Body Repair

JOHN LABIAK

Donation $.4.00 Per Person
Serving Fnam 7 to 9

Home Maintenance

=9VO77:=Td

Invites you t© try
his speciAtiesil

NO MONEY DOWN!

000

CAN DO IT!

359-4113

FIXDFIZT/MBLE

Murals

(Hermann from the Bakers Capitol, Austria)

Bensenville, Illinois

MIS1G

ratd"b7s"bedtAl71:'
DAY EtteLICATIONS, INC.

Resi:Vrormarcipl

OUR mister Donut BAKER

r555.A1SX

392-1250

Pounder:Rano

1.1,d,oinded. Fon Dorman

r_,cam,,..mv and Pow,

,

0°Z;

PLANT ENGINEERING
DRAFTSMAN

WANT ADS

3.58-7206

11

(Convenient Food Shopping Cen)er)

3ONLY
DAYS BEEF S ALE

766-6571

D & J CONTRACTORS

COUrantrdINUM

ReDile CONCRETE

SIV95

Sewer & Septic Word

ZIWIE

Cement

295 6484

and broader coverages.

Farmers Insurance Group

'MY '7O17:':r1dnainnaa

Cntr3V/esre'r

G. 1,U,150,M1,11,NG

pmferred risks and onOled
to big rate sayings plus new

Inc.

541-1037

purchase of 1 dozen
donuts - any kind

ehlmoeerceladhmoA

W080,4411 29,4635
A and 0. FLOOR SPECIALIST 9xI2

to

Mt. Prospect o 392-4750

714 W IRVING PARK ROAD

= INDUSTRIES'

211.Auction Sales

15c off

455.350(3
BRADLEY

Secretarial Services

LOCATION IN, OAK PARK. AURORA HINSDALE
Special Service For Shut ins - Horne Hearing Test & Demonstration

PACKAGE

APO, Noon

11040 KING AVE.

n'trEisair

COMPLETE ADV. SER,CE

SAVE THIS COUPON

MOLDING FOREMAN
SET-UP MAN TROUBLESHOOTER

WORD GUARANTEED GUTTER

Home Improvement

rva MAICO HEARING AID CENTER

Of Our New Location

Teacher

ern, 29,885

after

OZ,t4.Volid"'

SlareTilode=17;;.'7335

Mr4 NO 113PENING

Vaccaro.- Holidays
17 -Business Services

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMMING

.

1.S.00 Per Hour Ms r Modern Plant . Bono.,

Roofing

KARINGAIDS FOR RENT

tenralaTa

therc i5 noi urther obligation. Call today for roll information.

Solna grove you Draw,,

Legal
Notice

Painting & Decorating

NEW WORK REPAIR

392.4750

pi

R

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads,

Hearing Aids

Romp, Inuollolion

rental Hot, IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP -THE AID. THE FULL RENTAL COST IS AP.
PI lUll TO -VHF PU RC HAMS PRICE. If god your only invesinont is the rental chant, and

109 S. Main (Rt. 83)

PLUMBING HEATING, Roddin

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

Broomstick. Male & Kazoo'.

coffee at 3 p.m.
honor at
Monday M the home of 616
and Mrs. Donald blarlia 9271
the Rd. Later in the Week he
will 1w III several other anomunities In the northwest wh-

about. 50 that, MAR he

lite Skevonkon Citizens Committ. fur he North and
Northwest suhurhs.
-Stevenson cares about the
opinions. needs lied concerns
of suburban voters. He wants
its beer what they are thinking

TOP JOB
MOB:MAKER

14 Mounds

FRENCH -Professional

Levi's, [lugger, Farah,

The boys sixes in 6 to 12 has

024.1510

10E °INMAN

Plumbing

Carpet Cie..,

of thiispece will housed for the
Bell-flonom
nose Flair and

11

Fog means
caution

Yost said...People tend to for.
go warnings and probably the
article you write will be forgottoil before long. Attitudes
social,: with influence their aulions whether they are right or

is

PERMANENT JOBS AVAILABLE

Adlai to .campaign in N.W. suburbs June 8

the

serittes as a physical addletion."
And yet, as ',respect High
School Mice Counoslor Dick

space

OW MRIIHM

E":7E"IZAD"E"gir

Alterations

FARMERS NEW

SOMAS and can cause birth tie.

where a personwho

leaving

additional

243-1400
1

MEYERS

BRICK 6 MASONRY

A" "Cr tt9,1

=9016

ACCOUNTING SEDANCES

ROBERT O. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

Married menmen

mown that 000 4000 of LSD
I damages the taker's ehromobeen

after.

hospital because they want to
recapture the pleasurable feeling. This dependency is just as

Lives and °munitions can
be mined by just one puff or
Violators con receive up to a

is

nonaddictive has gained such
wide :anemone,

ties that can !tel.:MN:Fn.

S1.000 fine and one year in
prison for the passession of

consider

snid.

Sea. as some users insist. and I

af our youths and parents do
not math. the serious penal-

ane pill.

he

nstrijuana a serious problem
for our youth. It is not hnrm.

symptoms have been
ex.
plained. WIER about the penalties pall On 0101 abusers? Many

not delfts' by law us 11 narcotre. Any doctor will tell you that
LSD is very Unpredianblo.
1 More is no way one Ian moo o sure the ansuunl of potency in
2 a tali of LSD the nu of a
j mulchhead.
11
has been scientifically

formilies.
There have

ly considered a felony regard km of first offense mann. Nim
you answer this question: -Is 0

mtrtmcnt by adding

orbs.
The

Saba

255 381

DAN IONSH

r8.3/ 4631

BRICK AND STONE WORK. FIR,

Goiters

lection in the Northwest sub-

ORAL"

Nigb

ACCODIthael

Pants fter p..iitits after pants
I, the Palatine Shopping Plaza
bOo noW look. The store lies
tentodelI the Pant lo Joan
eon de-

Prospect
:arca 2S3-3PRD

CANE6 RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

which carries more pants &jeans then any store in the Northwest
suburbs hos added new pont &jean lin. to the department.

la the Palatine Pima Shopping Center. The plant department

hours mean room bike riders

Lie,.

Small Jobs My

531 1244

EDMOND

17d4V re=8"5Lt"

Rees.

E'SWE:=MIES

CbirraysZrzt.,0elmilt

tart:nvatiVseScotty 529 1754

Spring is the most dangerous time of year for school

A

les cconomicalguice Is law.

Furniture Refinishing

Plastering
FOUND!, Small mock and whit

-A -I Floor Polii.g SomIco.
729-2286 Free est anAilbe,

Shown in the picture above Ls Mr. George Jage inspecting the
new and expanded pant department of jape's MenN A Boys' Wear

children. Slow outdoor play

Zit;

Btit 5 NOME REPAIRS

Masonry

Floor Refinishing
Doors wax de,rndpolishod

FitejaNces. Qua,

social worker and administration. The movie hopes tri educate the viewer as to the services
well-copr'nVIdoltilytlllllIOl l011ily101iIItOlellllthIitllIIita handicapped 011111111 1111

t

Z°:.TeT

bliss Hall in the trim activities and program clubman for
the YRs. She 'is also "Miss
Cook County Young Republic:in'. for 1970.71.

(

By Rook

Building & Remodeling

FIND IN(i

1411111 Wanted Men

electronic
technicians....
DO YOU KNOW
I.C.'s?

CL 9-0495

oct
Incur.

;cd0,804.wr,,

R &M DECORATING

Nada SS

ass

ono

cuit. Technical ability in the oreas of solid state digital circuitry,

FREE ESTIMATES 296 8.255

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

Waltman Coast. Co

: =1=

CHAIN LINK FENCE

:A?.=

:Ixt,c42.-71,==
Pawl

CALL B24

Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

racarrtiZar

...ctn.., Engine

Service

InarallationItSol

DII6 Milwaukee Ave. Niles

82,456
Floor Refinishing

F011. MAINTENANCE
RESTAURANTS.
OFFICES,

.PRI-

1VdgEANATL'ORnilkiHRE136
WINDOWS WASHED,WALLS 5

FSCaVA54EYD4E
52,1111

FALTINOSKI

Sand.. a refloat,. Rosen able D. lr11maleD DO,
Om3namClS-414.7

NANCE.

CALLS ACCEPTED'ANYTIME
DAVOS RIR

ratana

SO3-7208

PRISISTICIAISS

HAPPINR

Please call or Come In
For More Information

R16141 -

255-1900

392-8333
Pets
NICE

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

IVn"ANIVAL "SjaLlgrOrj
Piano Tuning Services

PLOWING, LAWN 'MAINTEwwsd. 524 95

transistor circuits, and electronic control devices required. We offer
no excellent starling salary and a full line of company benefits plurthe
opportuntly for personal development.

campus corps

358-0134S

Brad's Maintenance

Roil

\Z.!'

"72:"8"07ancj0sZ"r:::rd"

MAINTENANCE

BOB ...MEDICI!.
NEED MORE ROOM?
ROSIn Additions
DOrmers

289-1088

358-3172

CALL 297-2266

Stockade

We now have excelknt opportunities In our Manufacturing Deph for
electronic technicians Assembly with a knowledge of integrated cir-

Ned

Williams

3,1-6817

HAVE YOURPEANO TUNE/
BY RAYPELEPSON

beer NAIR a rmanloOld.0152

HERE

IN THE

ap

1800 West Central Road
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
An Squat Opportunity Employer DIP

Thursday luny. 4 1970

Page 10

25 Employment Amer Women

261Ielp Wanted Women

I

26410p Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help 15Metl Women

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Ilelp Wanted Women

1fillelp 1111111 111011

161111p Wanted Women

31 Rummage HaregeSale

Thimployment Armes flamer

2431elp Wanted Mtn

$60000

SECT $650

BILIUEBIAVE OPEMOG
With Mohawk Carpet Distributors

Eves It Sat by ARAL

SECRETARY

WM No.

$500

ACCOUNTANT

Part Time

EMPLOYMENT

Top Pates

I 610Ve Free Positions

TRAINEE $ i 25 WE

0ESPLAINES

777 WI eel.ng Rd.,
Me. Prospect

192.5230

lomi
ve

Age

71

Grouatt

Per

rno.KIA alles No do

g..Is
gro* . no

to

dear. No Ravel'expense.

NO STENO

299.637G

A.H. ROB0MSCO.

SECRETARY

593.5053

$600 MONTH
GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

69 RAWLS ROA'On1a'a"Ioprnrl-""
299 2206

deg, lamer 37, Call after 6 pm.
437-8344

New Surplus Stare
BARGAINS!!!
ANNUAL GAR

DRIVEWAY

G

Ts=

207-3.1031

81 -Wanted to Rent

ires 7,7. 'eer73`ir"Z,t

291-2770

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

La Salle Temunnel

lg,1

Des Plaines
Eves A See by Appt.

900 Lee St,

PROSPECT

WELDER

390.5730

Timberlake Village
pool 5235 3.59 6452

RECEPTION

Pk.

A/C

Mcdon.

IO

0

July 1st call after 6,4259,01

$560 MONTH

litA at;

G at

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT
100. Free Positions

1967 BEELINE 21

EMPLOYMENT
. AGENCY NEEDS

DES PLAINES
297-7160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 Algonquin 937.5090

MORTON GROVE

de

5905 W Dempster 965.2400

ElensenNlle.

061tl,660

Mr.

Prospect, abler July

1,

I

re

16 Help Wantetl Women

243-1400

..s..

areltarn.392-7298

Your
Professional

253,6200

C

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

CAFETERIA CASHIER

- Fly Free!

WJ,tr,.'=".?gi

MT PROSPECT

burg

1955W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

UNIFORMS AND LUNCH FURNISHED.
MERCHANDISE DISCOUNT.

5.50.0 394-0453

CA"1.117

DUSTS

DEM

44.0ogs,PetslEquipment

mc7,it .1-2265

537

'68 Chevrolet Impala'

Boda,C=
gof
a

$1995

reowille, Illinois

437-2256
ATTER 5PM

A101 1

31,1hamage&CarageSale

16 Help Rental Women
G

q

5

6.7

1

incld 259 7195

RECEPTIONIST

r BRAND

'n1rn7P571en:i17;130,4,1
CAMPER FOR RENT
F

G

SALE -P H

Foe

Ily

trained 537.2694

NEW '69
CHRYSLER NEWPORT

CUSTOM 4DR HARDTOP

p 'pp d 439.5111

DoPt.

5,6, 7 10 4

come et too. Employment Deportment for debits.

'69

unip n

-VY41WAGOEIS,VDOORS,;7.....,
5

131

1

N

hd

Heolthy 6,,nstonate. 5125

910 PLYMOUTH FURY III

re.O'oconts.razt.,..
nssbosOss061-iTto
f944ol OptAtrioney Employer

hlIbby

All Office Skills

1

LEARN

yen° Beauty SIMP hnir 43,3`.
beg olfer.
choir. sas
8244750, cher 5 pm.

47111ome Furnishings -Furniture

rrese W/Driddler gm dger.

modg benses. VI, sepoosser

PART TIME

Chth

0.

NO PLYMOUTH FURY
2DR HARDTOP

(Operators/

RECEPTIONIST -

A tiny kitten that operant to be

prepared correctly. It will be neemsary only to stand the kiam en
theflat pallor large.wide leaf:

$2695

Reasonable 629-2400

SCHOOL BUS

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

-

827-9919
Eve., oPporimmuneksser

Draw the kitten (Figure I) on
white construction paper, making it a of that will Pt on aside,

PARTY 0151915
BOOKLET!

flat leaf of the plant. Leave small

Mothers! If you need new ideas
to entertain your children's scout
meetings or birthday pieties.
yeti ll find 45 good prim in Cappy

laps on the kitten's feet which
can be folded outward, enabling
the little creature to stand up.
The legs
he kitten should be
of equal length so that when they
are bent outward slightly, the figure will stand evenly.
The flaps shotild be colored to

match the green of the leaf on
which the figure will stand.
Do not glue thi kitten in

Wm. A. Duguid

central telephone company of Illinois

If the legs and flaps hoist

im.
b[sheen

9 AM to 4 PM

booklet. To get a copy, send 50

I

1

I

in coin, plus a self -ad,
dressed, stamped envelope to

P.0.13ox 42877. Evergreen Park.
III. 60642.

TOMORROW: A new stunt to
try with a paper towel tube!

PIG

2DR. H/T
359-6095

ing

dros

42.. $2850
$950

'25 FORD FALCON IIAGON

Moving. 65- stalnlest steel unit
wIltot plates, drawers, shelves,
for bar 6150, rotisserie,

ego Nettitg.

ll'O'/:1;..11=6sis.19.1.6627

°m elm suck

doors. $29.95 eo.Unly II doors
left. Cloneatall
0.119s6vens

C1.5.7141

PURTTTNNITDNOTIN

(Tg'.72'grg,',la

$t095

$1895

622 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 298-4220
OPEN WEEKDAYS

SPECIALS

4 000E

4 DOOR

..2. Fes an vas

$895
HoeKin

4 DOOR

16 CHEVROLET w6PALA
D(1.8111.

013 to 60, Or 10 pc,

orn. gils. $165; model home
furniture up.° 75, of f.

TRANSPORTATION

'63 FORD GALAXIE

gmn corey knife sharpener.
2]20622 Aft 5.30 PM

beds

'M FORD TORINO M.T.
CONVERTIBLE

hen others cant

74 Sr"k'in'g'
1170,
hideabds 3203 trundle beds

lariblismorbsinet.

$995

'67 THUNDERBIRD

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

Gar. Sale/one 5 6 6, 10 Ti13. 104
S. Hawthorne, Arl. HD. Antiques.

9-9

r

'65 HU SPECIAL
NI MUSTANG

od mita. no S. se rid

COOK COUNTY

69 Turd
Ai nand redo boot

4 COOR SEDAN

$2195

'62 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA

6 G 7. 1025 S. Van,

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts,
439-0923

91595

'168711EVROLETIMSCMHEI"95

MA FORD GALAXIE SOO

3 SEAT WAGON

Sbi::2I/b2 Warbtb., $2695

seen( Hob

Interesting trips

Cools

.44ri

'69 CHEVELLE
DOOR VT

GOOD PAY

Dick's "Birthday ('arty Slung.

CAPPY DICK BoOKLETS,

ee

DRIVERS

To drive summer
chartered work.

'M DODGE MONACO

69 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY

FEMALE

standing on a leaf of a potted

$3449

w'

2DR x7.

9895

ne=`1.21ZP

SOR HARDTOP

T TlefrEF$.RU11l1F.

Ler, Schaumburg 529 2902

$1950

'60 FORD RANCH MOM - 2 to choose

1910 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

°

24.48 ?Moo

easy to do, too.

Suburban Nall Dont( 14.
lemperory office personnel

---

By Copy Mk

'BB DODGE CORONET 440
2 DOOR HARDTOP

'

$3255

66 CAMARO COUPE

plant (Figure 21 ic fun 10 make.

BOO E. NW Hwy., Palatine

625-1156

1

at PLYMOUTH FURY III

ES OPEL RIOT CADET

4 DR

Centex Industrial Park

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summed

RiF:p!..

Glyn,. .yhe elle

Rdr, Rolling Meadows

ELTING OUT FURNITURE in

)1/

TYPIST

$2495

r''

AN TOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Come to CENTEL and EARN while you

Ideal pashas Ire rslimd postal elePaYea

FASTBACK 2 000R

Du$TEnPRICE

'

DES PLAINES

TIME ON YOUR HANDS?

tole Altatee

BARRACUDA SPORTS

lamp, 615.253.7793

r

Itasca , Ill.

ler Mk a..,. gem. In roc mural milling demitasse,

BRAND NEW '69

tB

214 E. Knob

-s,..eent bdoiSS Ma hes nod some pettot

BRAND NEW '69
PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY
2 DR. HARDTOP

6100. 299-4636

offer. 094-537o olt 5.

1349 Gram Mawr

POSTAL
CLERK

a:

awns

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS'CORP.
WOLF AND OAKTON

Mang

362-5260

Insurance
Agency

866

IA Olds

cabcene-

P. O. Boa 164

FULL OR PART TIME
SRO 6903 or 024,13134

COOK
Mori 9. in MT
HARCZAKS

$3595

02,326 ofi 6 pm

MIAs Ripe

24 -Help Wanted Men

THE

Gar. Sale -6,4, 5.6. 10 AM11-7 Pee

773-2020

13

19,6-6127

ter bar 535. 139x573

AILS

now loll Was interthannn

loop eiteerscornlocable
.le
ler appointment. Age

et DifieCCiNe'3,e, 0880

1NIV-$1a4.43

Wanted, comaine lord co loos,

gibe

392-5921

CUTLER -

DIVIIy

alto nns

FOR APPOINTMENT

HAMMER
INC.

.592655

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Mobile Homes

CALL 439-8020

FIRANKLIN'

"Otil"T

BONUS MOTORS

027.30'75. oft 5

June sky a, Yvon, 1072 volley

HOWARD SPROAT 8 CO.

PORTATION CL 3.0,6

5th Annual Sale
1 day only

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

DOROTHY SISSON 299-2261; Ext. 211

253 6900

WE WILL BUY YOUR
CLEAN CAR

HIGHLAND MEMORIAL PARK

PALATINE/ROI...MEADOWS

COME IN OR Cell

R N NEEDED

1.

g0000e00000eo.

259-8325

investments?

k7.

Station wanon

21Melp Vianted.16en & Women

nor...money,
EXCELLENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.

'60 Plymouth

BEST 011',

297,3495

Etn0 pong

a new home 2

60 -To Rent Office Space

orog0000cin0000

SS63T

LAKE LOTS

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

//in Rent, Stores, Ill ices

603 E. PROSPECT AVE

eloginsi hsehold

tall:

conspirer,*

Tirnberlane

MEN

"agag"

Call after Cvsm.
6,

FOOD STORES

t,m1.31,11=7"

676 3724

$2.25 PER HOUR TO START

Ty

a

92Macati11 Places

REALTOR

Apply in Naborhood

sleeps

CASH

MEMORIAL COUNSELORS

Coalltnad

283 N. Wampum

r

41.Wanted To Huy

894-4560

Med. 337.4457

Gm

Alr

xeean.

AND MAIDS

SowhomPbrldo
Inbmwr

$1395

63 Comet Convertible

Rebel Mark II S.,001 A2572

JEWEL

"Orldttf.61:74

299.671,

fi

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

typing and good figure aptitude requIred. Mast
have own transportation to brand new plum

COMPANY

Irt''i°1!?:St'Sfs,, .$495

.

LAND INVESTMENT

'68 Chevy Chevello

bor'W

REVI,707CAMPERS, INC.

345-0500
301nvestment Property

mamma 2.

25341597

3,2,6100

Westgate Apts.

ivrimmbtp Pool

'63 Chevy II
1,65

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER
SYCAMORE
STAITCRATE
KING OF THE ROAD

HOUSEMEN

Girl 10 prepare time cards for oat:mann de

PROTECTOSEAL

love

$1995

'62 i0.10/404E

II, Real Estate Vacant

2000 E. Devon

$525 MONTH

radio, hole, eeit

'I

103.5011Trailers &Campers

. CL 3 0447

call Personnel Dembreest

porno.. Figure work involves cloaca] calcu.
lotions of bonus rotes using calculator. light

BABY DOCTOR

14Chavy Cl
Nov.

nacelle°, conditiO,
P.

re°

MT. PROSPECT

TIME BEEPER

SERVICE CO.

$695
,Few,

3TBoats and Matte Supplies

tIsrner=

Tull brow, 637,500 629 6992.

=IT;Xggr

PAYROLL

ARLINGTON

son

walls.

ook. Troller
high. 253-5760
CAMPING' ERAILE3 FIDR ewe

esti...rad atesnan,'.'
Winston

686-7740

'68 Chevrolet
Beloit Station Wagon

$995

dr. Sedan,

miry body. Pipe

CARTONS.

Eat. 594

ENGINEERING

2

Plus freight and local luxe

b9.-"

39A-.1176

axe

renzatz,r6.1

SCHEDULER

efiA

AND INTO

1960 VW SQUARE BACK 1600,

Experienced - Full Time

438.0748

259 1350

'A/C ore. July 1.6195.207401

VILLAGE OF

RECEPTION

60 Cho, Bel Air

COMPTOMETER

Coll 439-4100

PRODUCTION

bbbe

'64 Buie to Seciol

259.1435 or 002,3072 00..5:10.

OPERATORS

Nra maraysounova

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

GET OUT OF
THE RAIN

hdtop.

Spent,

1111elp Wanted Men & Women

TENNIS COURT

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR

VOLKSWAGEN. excellent

Best of ler. Call 259.3130

DELIVERY HELP WANTED, mole or

landed. 647.500. 5370985

1441 Rent Apartments

e=elire in"r.

MAINTENANCE

1961

IC -Business Opportunities

NEED SECOND INCOME, Earn

MOUNT PROSPECT

662.111,22

.

$900. CL 3 3473 aft 500 PM

ZCizs. for

724-6006

.."itATED NEAR 0'317X"

UTG'sncT=0°OL

90

ANUTT APPEARANCE, OUTGOIT1GPSRSONASEN

$450 to $675

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

sltd.

ONE OF OUR
kb
FINE CARSII
tt
BONUS MOTORS hos

BEAUTY SMOP FOR RENT

86MealEstatelionses

AIR CONDITITED

ll,

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

"agggl"

act at- call AV 5500..1.517

'65 Mustang, 269 h. Po,

sp.

Vegan, las

71-Apts.121 Rooms to Share

tiCIEVFAIENCE REQUIRED

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

ENGINEER

500,

to sell. 537.11,15

NdgNr.Randlicro,

-

2-dr.

$125 WEEKLY
5.4000

Randwood Aparfinerds

AT O'HARE FIELD (where the action is)

STATIONARY

Zsifa;Or Z,34i°2-7 "

34.Arts and Antiques

CL 3-9131

253-2340

,5

.iCt'"finT" ""9'

e7=t,Wca

66.RealEstateMouses

fold°.

1960 DI Cnagiu :Marl ma d. ITT.

a

62 -Wanted to Rent

35,1467

HEIGHTS

ord

I -owner, ver, clean. Perfect and

'537.6771 after 6 PM.

101Truclw,Trailers
-3610

Ote.'"*Pit's

nd CL9.1229

mbo6 04
HI-hok new 1001 9.401. Seno or
b
C II Mike
If
353.5715.

v,
BP,'D'Cli'P'E'T

KO 0 EL S

$257.2

, 427 c

or best offer. 359.2624 alit,

MEN ©MPH'

GT 25 WEEK

door

Pes.

vji'';73075'::1::,`:Tf:1r,S57%4'"

PHONE MRS JAY

't d P

'6B Li

Loaded
253.5760

AskiTTB MO Coll Jim

MUSTANG G7

Empbwn
7011oorns,Board.Houseeeeping

Plymoulh SporT Tun, low

61200.299.0596

.

CONN OROAM.
Atabegony
392,9209

SECRETARY

035 PLAINES

ends In. body work.

Chevelle
Coupe

112Automebiles For Sale

TRCA combo, 66.50; older walnut

a Commercial

a Residential

.L1827,5939.

cond. Gest offor.
ar all day
Tues.& Wed.397.7590.

'65

°Mom Kolonntle00 Gabor A
or, Oval plek up. lace!! cond.

co11537 4786 or 537.1795

ciPPC.Mnbe,

EXECUTIVE

VP Old Cutlass, 4.dr., Ford top,
nal low
I ally oquIppod, exceptioRICEDly

392.9209

297.5594

eal Estate/CLASS

35

nx, hoe,. - $1200

SAVERS

or<L a966:671

ids on

SALESMAN INSIDE

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

TOP TWO

rw ors

rk].3411

0.3.1592

imosamo

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNCY EmPLOYER

tloroo tape, exc. cancle Moil toll,
1901510.2574377

55 -Musical Instruments

MEDICAL

Wheeling, In.

1,969 VW "poi, back rodlo,

1963 Oldsmobile Holiday 2 door.

USED 13004 SA1E, Boy Scout

299-1051

CALL MRS. YAMICH
647.0015 or 5470016

PlIC

67 0121s ago. bateau, VO

11146otorcycles and Scooters

Skobers 253,4292

CALL: TET/KRESSILI(

PRODUCTS INC.

White Collar Girls
Rondhurst Center

1611296.2/44.

company here( its.

EKCO

112 Automates for Sale

112,Putemoblles For Salo

TO

M601968, very low milooge,

48 Sporting Goods

ety of duties. Good typng skills and fair shorthand required. Good

353-E022

Mrs. Cappo

"FORD"

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

light Office Cleaning

537-1100

o TYPISTS
o TRANSCRIBERS

units In es,e"aea

Mem. gel]

Call For Immediate Consideration

o STENOS

o2et!"'VOlosso

seb MT Prospect.

mrnediote position open
or secretary in Des
Plaines sales office. Vari-

'''CONTAETMS,SeHECHT

muppOilem'aEcon Cou

We offer excellent SOWS. and eotoonegnerInge benefits.

Summer Job Opporrunities
Previous Office Experience

aus Pans
95

...ito samv¢ von,

I

11D.SPOTISCaT3

RN's &,LPN's

(4) GIRL FRIDAYS

June grad will fill the big Free.

to

U.CREIYARV

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

"

who. with Ilko new 178x15 Doc
wfwg 333

Mho. houtohold f
woMen dryer, ref TIgerator, din

259-7300

LIIISCO-SMA1,170E1,

both

like new Rulk Illvloro moo

4

pass 1

earner nose valor

V.rff

107.1111 Parts and Access.

ark, 1325

Virginia Dr, Palallne, Ian of bar
°r, lune 4 5 6 10-4 prn
Gar. Sale: Mine 4, 5. Soup

20

so

rdp

hob dryeri hl choir clothes
Moving Salm Winslan

Thursday, lune 4, 1970

BM Auto Trailers & Campers

long tiolnulZf;o4.31cln

George

Arlington HeighTs

CALL MISS MICHAISKI 437-6621

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

eV

gn

RCA SERVICE

(3) SECRETARIES

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

$120 WEE

239.13208 b

ells

COMPANY
Theo

BEGINNER

v,m"oa°smn6.9as

Cali 541.1400

La Salle Personnel

of m

,3TaO77;=rTrr
Call for .wo,.

zsl'az.VAAtat-'

298-2770

Ann: Salesmen

200

"34411nrY

SNCEIVARV
25,0776

SECRETARY

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVICWCRS

SECTY.

17 Home Furnmets Furniture

Palr of walnut end lob,. and

to Thu', Mno
g lo
P hdloaard,

Gor

Exec Sec PERSONNEL

sp.ellecellanome Merchandise

SAT. 9-5

CLOSED SUNDAYS

$125

FREE CREDIT CHECK
CALL HIPIIIILN40111.101111 FU Me
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

6:00
News
News
News
Mike Douglas

2
I WONDER WHAT
THE LAST PAY
TEACHERS I'LL BE
OF SCHOOL
ASSIGNED 10 WHEN
AND HE'S
WE GO BACK IN THE THINKING
FALL -AND WHAT
ABOUT GO',........_
HEW SUBJECTS
NG BACK
I'LL BE TAK)NG:
ALREADY!

r HE5 LUCKY.' HE'S ONLY
THINKING THREE MONTHS
AHEADITHE FIRST PAY
BACK NEXT SEMESTER
I'LL BE THINKING NINE
MONTHS AHEM', 70 THE

THIS
pLANLI.
WORK

you CLOWNS HAN.E A BETTER
SCRIPT GOIN'. THAN 1-1-1E

AFTERNOON SERIAL! JAKE
EVEN ASKED MRS. HOOPLE
IF SHE TOOK ANYTHING

DAY WE GETOUT -AGAIN!

ACT GOES
OVER!

OUTA HIS ROON !

2C)NT WORRY:

HEARS MY

STORY,
HE'D BITE
W

APPLE!

FANTAslicf

Movie
"Fanfare for a
Death Scene." An

American physicist,

Family Affair

carrying secret for-

Rerun. Buffy and
Jody "adopt" a

mula in his head, disappears and secret
agent is dispatched to
find him. Richard

2

runaway orphan boy.
5 Daniel Boone
Rerun. "The Traitor."
7 Animal World

and

vo-kirt A 1-lotisE-1
6-4

THEY'RE NOT
LISTENING, BUSTER,.

ual portrait of five

MARK TRAIL

New

"The

714E FOLLOWING MORNING
WALKING, HUN? YOU DO ONE
MORE THING LIKE.THAT AND
I'VE BEEN PRACTICING
ILL LOOK YOU IN YOUR
WALKING IN MY ROOM...AND

Room!

MRS. WILLINGHAM,

WHAT KIND OF

Hampshire

MEDICINE 15 IT ?

I DIPN'T SWALLOW MY
MEDICINE LAST NIGHT!

World

The White Sox vs.

Washington.
6:45

Philbin

26

6:55

Famous Writers
2

lloroscope

BUGS BUNNY

-

June

HERE'S YER CHANGE!

21): A dream from out of the

THE FOOD WAS GOOD
AND 7HE SERVICE
WAS EXCELLENT:

past holds special significance
for you at this time. Don't hold
another to a difficult promise.

II

I'M SO

THANKS, FUDDSYJ NOW 16
HAD ANOTHER NICKEL
COULD MAKE A PHONE

PLEASED
THAT
ALTHOUGH
IT'S AGAINST
MY PININCIPLES,

I'M GOING TO
LEAVE A

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): A thorough knowledge of
your subject will guard you

Portrait of the poet,

5

Memorandum
12:40

9 News

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

7'

44 Continuous

9

1:00

Of Cabbages and
Kings
1:10

Movie
"Breakthrough."
Saga of men training
for combat, their

News Weather,
Sports

10:30

L a Tremenda

days of fighting and
romancing. David
Brian, John Agar,
Frank Lovejoy.

Mery Griffin

2

Show
5 Tonight Show

Dick

7

Cavett

Show
9 Movie

1:30

"Trouble Along
t h e Way." John
Wayne leads football
team to victory while
romancing
Donna
Reed.

Show

Grew Up
Features "The Renunciation," 1909:

Dean Martin

Show

7

Reflections

2

2:30
Meditation

2

Late Report

2:25

11 The Toy That
9;00
5

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

26 A Black's View

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Vegas Notion."
11 Chieago Is
26 Ayuda (Help)

CALL!

5
7

12:30

his life and his work.

8:30
Dragnet
Rerun.
"N arco--Missing Hype."

Didn't Have the

Esther Williams, Jeff
Chandler.

T h e Creative
Person
"John
Ciardi."

5

Rerun.
Barbara
McNair is guest.
7 That Girl
Rerun. Part 1. "1

FOR TI1URSDA

GEMINI (May 22

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

wrecked in a storm.

11

Corte
44 Continuous
News, Weather,
Sports

26 Famous Artists;

Your

9

Jones
Rerun. Guests are
Claudine
Longet,
Little Richard and
the Ace Trucking
Company.
11 Speaking Freely

the Senators at
2 6 Bob
Sports

5
7

This is Tom

7

land when yacht is

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

rice Chevalier, Leslie
Caron and Horst
Buchholtz.

and
Work of Vivika
Heino, Potter."
32 Baseball

I DON'T KNOW
BUT IT MAKES
ME AWFULLY
DROWSY!

9:30
Alfred
Hitchcock

Marseilles, stars are
Charles Boyer, Mau-

craftsmen. Tonight:
TRIED 70 GET 114E OLD LADY

Hearings."

8:00
Movie

A series of pro-

12:00

Movie
"Raw Wind in
Eden." Melodrama
of clash and romance
on small isolated is2

Welch: The Army

32 Password

"Fanny." About a

grams offering a vis-

11:35

11 Making Things
Grow

young 'girl left with
child by adventure seeking sailor. Set in

Comments

32 Man in Crisis
"McCarthy
vs.

Burgess Mered-

American Craftsman

Paul Harvey

32 News

9

2

11:30

32

Show

ith.

11 PREMIERE:

The World of the

Hitch-

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

Egan, Dee Hartford

"Project Rhino."

11%1.0. I. Tu Cy 01 rot C.

Ellen."
9 Alfred
cock

9

6:30

32 The Champions

'Rerun. "Call Me

Spell."

26 Quiz

Species."
26 .Wrestling

Lynde and Glenn
Ash.
7 Paris 7000

Rerun.' "Sa-

6:25

"The' Battle," 1911;
"The Female of the

my Davis Jr., Paul

mantha's Secret

11 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

TWICE

SHE THREW) WAS A MINIATURE.
orsit.y MADE A SMALL LUMP!

70 EACH HIS OWN

Rerun. Guests are
Andy Griffith, Sam-

ONAXA.

IT'S A 0000 TAN& THE VASE

Sat

5
7
9

AFTER JAKE

IF YOUR

7:30
Ironside
Rerun. "Love My
Enemy."
7 Bewitched
5

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

3:00
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

77P.1

against error. You might be

EEK & MEEK

wise to look into adult education.

EEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Keep your approach to the op-

posite sex on a strictly businesslike level. This is not the
time to try to set the world on
fire.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

171

MR A CLUMSY MAN

FiRl

plans.
1.113RA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

I
f

e\

MORTY MEEKLE

Sept.

23): Matters which have been
completely unforeseen may
pop up today to surprise you
and cause you to change your

;.'

/

lk

LkrSGoovaz

AS .4.1
LAIEVRNTFUL DAY !

THEE'S NO SOCA THIAJG...

GEE, I WISH WE

ANC)

to

I*
..qtksmosOff17---

FEEL? FITYE-STEPDAY.

SWING.

'A :3(

. 1110

BUT MY DAD GOCONE
OF HIS "Y00112..E
AS YOLINGAS YOU

'..7..

.

114.

4-*

e

\
c

1

§

i

4111

.

Employment matters call for
your attention. Shelve domesproblems for the time
being: all's well in the long
tic

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

run.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Give another the benefit
of your thinking --- but only if
you can honestly say that

IIIS by NIA. I. 7 IA beg U I ,.'.011.

you've thought long and hard.

SACilITARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): There's a high pre -

!Muni on youth these days:
look your best and do what you

can to live up to another's image of you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): You can he the influential force behind another's success if you share
knowledge gained from past
experience.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

6-

THE BORN LOSER
r( SS VIAT..,PEORZ 013 THE STREET ARE

ACROSS
1 Going to

60030 TO EDYCOTT A Nelei-IBOR FOR NOT
TEN PM('HK 1.-A303!

MIK

ICS, THEY'RE

601130 10

16PORE

I

make

his decisions

accord-

ingly.

after with
a rope
15 Translation

/8"-i.\011

TURNIN' OFF TO A
FARMHOUSE:

the --

YOU MEAN YOU
DIDN'T GET THE

FORMULA?

DON'T BLAME MEI BULLARD:
DID YOU EVER TRY FISHING

SPITBALLS OUT OF A

LOADED' TRASH PRUAAc

ALL RIGHT, DIME'. THAT
UP TO YoU t IOU BETTER.

MEANS THE NEXT MOVE 15,

AGAIN-FAST:

tional strain may be in your
immediate future: prepare for
it by storing up the good.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Emulate another only to

Waydown

up your own vibrant, vital per-

38

sonality. First of all, he your-

39 Bridge
41 Droop

self. -

Al

17(A I.

hark
brace
Or

bank
bran
barn
beak

rack
race

reck
rank
rake
acre

CAMPUS CLATTER

AT

SA I D
ETN

25 Operatic solo

homes.
45 Lance
46 Blunt weapon

cosmetics
Rail birds
10 Cavity,
30 Notion
11 Widemouthed 31 It won't be
28

-now

14

15

16

acct.,
acne

cake
cane

'

46 _"Whoofisethine

32

49 Fencing

36

swords
53 Grampus
54 Quality of
being shrill
56 Pen and
57 "Be on

care
crab
crane

21

24

a

26

20

22

23

27

28

33

34

29

'Mk

60

38

39
42

46

43

47

month

56

57

159

60

,

40

51

52

41

44

45

48

53

nickname
and

31

35

54

49

50

55

58

59 Masculine

4-1 c MI 4 "Lk

30

37

your-"58
Hebrew

17

1119

18

Indians"

44 Suffix (pl.)

THEY SURE DON'T BUILD GIRLS
LIKE THEY DID WHEN WE WERE

N

nare
near
neck

7= --squad

RI NE

STERS

LA I

8 Anglo-Saxon 26 Certain

42 "- Little

I,,. U S. Po. 011

HERE BACK IN '29j
bake
bean
hack
hare
bear
heck
bane

6 Ascended

ON

1111111' *114

0
NEB

37 Blush

the degree that you do not give

brake

5-or miss

VA

A
AN

and -

START DOPING OUT THAT
FORMULA

these days. A period of emo-

mt tc

1 Javelin
2 Margarine
3 Diminutive of
gentleman
4 Portable chair

JOHN
B0

for fencing
47 English
composer
pitcher
48 Greek portico
16 Philippine
.33 Musteline
50 Within
23 Sorrowful
mammal
24
(comb. form)
Coolidge 20 municipality
Ranted
35 Having small 51 Habitat
27 Hostelries
apertures
plant form
29 Bribe
22 Cuts
40 Sea bird
52 Withered
32 Baltimore
24 Dove shed
43 Arboreal
..10
55 Devotee
34 Exaggerate
1
2 3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
36'Steal in
on
12
13

19 Harsher
21 Pay through

CAPTAIN EASY
LOOKI EASY: HE'.S

N

P
REPS

17 - and cakes 9 slaves
Criterions
18 A
loss

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Enjoy life to the fullest

Answers to
Hideaword

AM L
KOLA
SMI T E

61 Was borne
DOWN

12 Toward the
sheltered side
13 Rainbair
14 Pull along

141AM.

AGO

pepper

the -

5 - and the
tortoise
9 He and -

BOKOTT?

19): A day which definitely
fashions itself along the lines
of one of the best. Happiness
comes through a partnership
at this time.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21) The wise Pisces will know
which things to keep to himself
and which to share --- and will

Answer to Previous Puzzle

What's Missing?

'

61
4

-

ZA

A.^ 34, 4

ns

' ....'-,.tr"..3-aINiralov:20ivan-AJanara.44.0.;...w.kologewmay*

p

yid

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in
50s. Tomorrow:
Mostly sunny, high in
upper 70s.

Telephone

255-7460

low
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Masons' strike affects
many NW area project
By Ben Clarke and Maureen
MeNassar

many as 48,000 workers from

facilities and school projects in

lines. There had been no pre-

struction in Olympic Park
should still open on June 13 as
announced.
Charles Cronin, board pres-

other unions honored these

A number of recreational
the northwest suburban area

vious picketing.

many industrial

building near Chicago's

However, construction at
are being affected by the strike
of members of Cement Mason some buildings which are at
Local 705. The strike is caus- the cement finishing stage, as
ing the delay or shutdown of for example the giant Gateway
and

com-

merical building projects

Union Station, has been vir-

throughout the Chicago metropolitan area.
The strike of Local 502 that
began with expiration of its
contract Sunday removed its

Road building is beginning

tually at
Monday.

projects,

ishing for the main pool.

masons contract with- paving
contractors expired Dec. 31 although they did not go out on

including

strike until last Thursday, involving more $200 million in

the giant $7.5 million Woodfield Mall

shopping center
project at Illinois 53 and 58 in

highway construction.

In the northwest suburban
area projects of at least three

Schaumburg, which according to building association of-

park districts are being affect-

ficials could be at a halt by

ed.

tonight.

MEMBERS OF the Arlington Heights Park District

LATE YESTERDAY, Lo-

cal 502 picketing began at
various building sites and as

board learned last night that
the swimming pool under con-

The strike is a cause of far
greater concern for the River

Trails Park District, HICH
serves

Prospect Heights

residents, many of whom have

purchased season passes for
use at the olympic-size swim-

ming pool near Euclid and
Wolf Rds., originally , scheduled to open July 1.
Park Director Marvin
Weiss said that the "basic

pool" has been poured, but
lacks the decking which in-

cludes the pool gutter. Lack of
this precludes any opening of

Mayor Teiehert joins debate
team on 'student violence'
Mount

Prospect

Mayor

most students have to be

Robert Teichert was among

heard," he said.

the debaters at the St. Mark's
Gavel Club meeting last night

Mount Prospect and Gavel

THE OPPOSING team was

comprised of Prospect High
seniors

ments for this part of swimming pools.

lence asked how they ould
condone the war in Vietnam.

ideas to a head."
Nancy Floros spoke for the

MAYOR TEICHERT other team saying that they

chose to answer the question,

saying "No one really con-

of what he contended

dones wars."

were bauses for college stuHe said that with our govdents becoming disillusioned ernment made up of represenwith the government..
tatives elected by the people,
He said some of the reasons the majority rules and until a.
are: "I. American imperial- better system is developed it is
ism; 2. the war in Vietnam and
3. political suppression of minority ideas."

likely to remain that way.

"How would you run the

country?" asked Ursin, addressing the opposing team.

HE ADDED, "Students'are

open the first week in July.
But, he said, "It's really

told of expenses already incurred, including the hiring of
10 lifeguards for the 11 -week
swimming season and the sale
of season swimming passes for
which money would have to be
refunded should the strike
continue too long.
Weiss,

said that $3,000 in

pass receipts have been collected, the average season pass
sold is one for a family of four,
at $23.

The park director added
that it was the hope of the park
district administration to have
a pool income of from $20,000'
to $25,poo.
It is estimated, he said, that
. there are some 3,000 families

in the district. Of these families, he said, it was estimated
that about 1,000 would buy
season passes.

WEISS SAID that salaries
for

pool employes would
amount to more than $10,000,

and this. added' to other exPensei3, 6101,1
tln4Ook doei
not openAli' itirnmer, would
cost the district from $15,000
to $17,000.
Swimming pool operations
are usually expected to "break
even," he explained.
An encouraging note, however, was the fact that all materials for the pool's completion

are on the site, and as Weiss
put it, "all the crucial stuff is

here," so that should work be
resumed as soon as Friday, the

between July 12 or July 15.

WEISS SAID that perhaps

as many as 4,000 children

stand for a government ruled would be deprived of a swimby the majority where the mi- ming site should the strike
nority has a right to be heard ',drag on, and most certainly
but not necessarily obeyed.

She said that the opposition

had contradicted themselves
by saying they are not for violence and then saying that it is
alright in some cases.
The session was then opened
for questions from the floor.

some 200 youngsters who were
to start lessons July 6 will have
to wait.
The delay on the deck work,

Weiss said, will also prevent
the completion of work of oth-

er union members. He said
that the fence around the deck
area and the light poles to be

tired of getting double talk
the current administration. Violence has become
an effective means of getting
their ideas across," he said.
Bittler opened argument for
the other side saying that they
do not believe in suppressing
ideas but that "violence jeopardizes everyone's rights."
He added, "No system can
thrive on violence."

from

.

serves

4

AS THE ARGUMENTS

PAUL CALDWELL, recMrs. Thomas I. Fraser (left) and her daughter Gail, receive congratulations from James J. Handl;
reation director for the Mount chairman of the Harper Board, in advance of the Harper College commencement ceremonies thiS
Prospect Park District, said afternoon. Gail earned an A.A.S. in Nursing and Mrs. Fraser completed her first year In the Harper
that all of the cement work was nursing program. The Frasera live at 1635 Michelle and Hamill lives at 101 S. Haman, both in
completed at Kopp pool ad- Palatine.
High School, where a pool for-

around facility.
Caldwell said that all of the

Kopp, though there is some to
be done at Lions Park, where a

$500,000 addition

constructed that will make the
park a community center and

If

tained by the other side said,
"people, who can't vote must

the new headquarters for the by Mr. and Mrs. Edward P.
district.
Andrews of 738 S. Vail, ArCaldwell said that he did not
yet know, what the strike's effect will be on the completion
times of these two projects.
J.C. Busenhart, business
manager of Mount Prospect's

School District "57 said that
would -affeet-trinstmeiliarriof
the science wing at Lincoln Junior High School, where a 19 -

room, $1 million addition is
being built.

Late last week Rep. Schlickman made good and the group is seen with Gov. Ogilvie in his
Springfield office. The group also visited the legislature and Con -Con. Left to right are Carl
Neuhaus, Elaine Neuhaus, Bill Lavers, Ilene 'Hansen, Rep. Schlickman, Gov. Ogilvie, Andy

members are asking for a $2
hourly increase, including a
$1.75 an hour wage increase
and 25 cents an hour in fringe
benefits over a one-year contract.

THE BUILDERS' Assn.,
which represents some 170
general contractors that do

commerical, industrial and institutional building, are offering a $1 -an -hour increase the
first year, and another $1.10 an -hour increase the second
year, to take effect immediately after settlement is reached,
Said Robert Truckfis, director
Of public relations.
' This would include both
Salary and fringe benefits, he
said, the division of the package, between salary and fringe
benefits to be determined
when agreement is reached.
Under the recently expired
two-year contract, cement fin -

Tentative plans for a large
Archdiocese -wide meeting of
pastors, school principals, and

to Mrs. John Langdon,

Catholic School Board member. She mentioned the difficulty of trying to locate a meeting -place large enough to hold
over a thousand people.

Schlicliman and Frend Yonkers, all of Arlinghin Heights.
14,+.4",

Suspect in Des Plaines murder held
A suspect in the Feb. 27

she reportedly placed clothing
valued at. $51 in her shopping

murder of Miss Janice Bolyard

bag and tried to walk out of
Carson Pirie Scott & Co. in

Chemical Inc. building, Des
Plaines, is- being held by

$1,000 bond. She is to appear
in Mount Prospect Court June
25.

Heights police. The proof may
be difficult to obtain, they said,
because of the pollution in the
water, which limits visibility in
Sheraton -Chicago Hotel.
the river to a few inches.
The possibility of the U. S.
A search Wednesday of the - _Navy aiding in the search with
Chicago River at _Michigan..
Attu a marine
y,.
failed to reveal any sign of the Robert Pearson, of 1328 Joan
Andrews auto.
Dr., Palatine, last night.

disappeared the night of May
15 after leaving a party at the

Pearson, a Commander in

the answer lying in whose in- divers failed to find the auto on
terpretation one accepts.
Wednesday, police speculated
Herman Ecklund, president that the Andrews car may have
of Local 502, told The Day indeed plunged into the river,
yesterday that his union's but floated some distance be-

ing

One of the promises made to top winners at the recent Las Vegas Night benefit for Rep. Eugene
F. Schlickman (R -3d Dist) of Arlington Heights was that they would get to meet the Governor.

of Evanston in the DeSoto
McHenry

County

Police

according to Mayor Herbert
Behrel of Des Plaines.
Mark A. Smith, 19, charged

Lingenfelter, 17, of McHenry being held on the McHenry
on May 28, is a suspect in the Charge. McHenry police said
Des Plaines murder because he that they were also questioning
was working at the chemical Smith about the slaying of a
plant when Miss,Bolyard was third woman, Mrs. Jean Irene
strangled there.
Bianchi.
All three murdered women

Behrel said that although

Smith is a suspect, Des Plaines

police might not be able to
with the murder of Jean Ann! question him because- he 'is

were' strangled, Des Plaines
Police Chief Arthur Hintz was
Unavailable for comment last
night.

tive proof of the auto's location, according to Arlington

Tuesday,
Arlington
THE SCIENCE wing com- Heights Detectives Gene Deck the Naval Reserve, heads a Reprises six rooms, and Bus- and Ron Van Raalte traced the serve training unit at the Naval
in Chicago. His unit
enhart said that in addition route the Andrews auto took to Armory
there is still some cement work the river's edge, two blocks formerly trained aboard the
USS Parle, a destroyer escort
to be done in the library.
south of the hotel.
which left May 8 to join the
Which side of the bargaininactive fleet at Norfolk, Va.
ing table is delaying settlement
After the crew of a Chicago
of the strike is a moot question; Marine patrol boat and three

not worked out so far, accord-

"This is the only way that

OFFICIALS IN Chicago
are reluctant to search the river again unless they have posi-

lington Heights, when they

On

school board members have

use dissent to bring change."

petty theft and released on a

Arlington Heights Police
said yesterday that they plan to
check for clues once more
along the route believed taken

fore sinking. River currents
and the turbulance caused by
passing

ships

could

have

moved the car even farther
from. the point searched
Wednesday, police said.

Gripe
Of The

Arlington Heights' budding
cultural ambitions will blossom

into an art festival this weekend that will bring 100 artists
and an expected 7,000 or 8,000
fair -goers to the site of the pro-

Mrs. G.

torted by the nearness of the

gauge of community support
for cultural activities but will
expose local residents to the
works of many recognized

Chicago area artists.
Workman began

stripe tents this morning on the

provide the commission with a

Catholic School Board

Magnetic devices used for
detecting ,submarines which
are installed in Navy planes
stationed. at Glenview Naval
Air base are out too, Pearson
said, because even if a plane
could fly along the river, the
'magnetic detector would be
thrown off by the bridges
spanning the river and the steel
structure of nearby buildings.

Tolls

to drop
Aug: 1
At a press conference of the
Illinois State Tollway Authority yesterday, attended by Gov.
Ogilvie, it was announced that
toll rates will be reduced an average of 14 per cent, effective.
Aug. I
The Governor reading from

a prepared address, then extemporaneously commented
that in this day of rising prices

it was good to be able to an-

nounce that there are some
costs than are going down.

members will hold their regular

streets.

The festival, which is being
managed by Countryside Art
Center, 407 N. Vail, will run
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

PRIZES FOR THE ART-

an invitational exhibit featuring Chicago area professionals
and an art boutique, selling ceramics, jewelry, weaving and
paper macho.

Also in the festival will be
experimental filTs
shown throughout the day in
the Dunton room of the Arlington Heights Memorial Library, one block north of the
festival site. Included in the
festival will be displays of art
works from Harper College,
District 214 and District 25
several

students.

A DOOR PRIZE of a portable color television set, re-

meeting Monday at 4:30 p.m. ISTS, totaling $1,000 will be
at the Cardinal Stritch Center, awarded by a jury consisting of

freshments and musical entertainment from the Arlingtones, the Palatine Village

1920 W. Taylor, Chicago.
Catholic School Board

Band and the Prospect High.
Concert Jazz Band will all be

William Struvie, director of

the Allan Frumkin Gallery in
Chicago and Dennis Adrian,
members have not yet deter- assistant curator of the print
mined how to cope' with an and drawing department of the
estimated $12 million -plus Art Institute of Chicago.
deficit next fall, now that state
Four categories of art works
aid to non-public schools has will include general works by
been turned down by the legis- all artists, a special exhibit fealature.
turing technological themes,
Several plans being consid-

grade schools completely dur-

find out I missed it so much
that I now take it again.

sonar echoes would be dis-

The festival, sponsored by festival site, the downtown
the Arlington Heights Cultur- block bounded by Dunton,
al Commission, not only will James, Vail and Fremont

the Archdiocese, closing all

To stop the paper and

Great Lakes which could have
been utilized for such a search.
But I doubt if the Parle's submarine -detecting sonar would
have been effective in the shallow river," he said.
The Chicago River is 28 teet
deep at most and Pearson said

raising
posed cultural center Sunday brightly -colored red and white
afternoon.

ered are closing of one or more
grade levels in every elementary Catholic school throughout

Day

"THE PARLE was the last

operable Navy ship on the

river bed and its banks.

100 artists to display
work at village festival

Catholic School Board
to seek crisis solutions

the power of the vote as main-

Randhurst.
Mitts Cate was charged with

being

(Continued on page 2)

idea of "majority rules" and

Mount Prospect police after

is

4.

route of missing couple

cement work is finished at

John Birch Society.
Eaton in :answering to the t

Linda Cate, 20, of Munde-

Police again to check

merly used during summer
months only is being converted to a covered, year -

"radical left," the "silent ma-

lein, was arrested yesterday by

.1

joining the Dempster Junior

jority" and members of the

with. theft

of Mount

residents

Arlington Heights.

progressed the speakers eluded
to various factions of the

Charge
girl, 20,

--rimmi

will also have to be deHE SAID, "We were right ing
layed.
on target before the strike,"
The picture is more reasnoting that it had appeared suring for the Mount
Prospect
certain that the pool could
Park District, however, which

opposition's stand againsr-., takes violence to bring their, pool could still be completed

Marvin

McNeil, Mark Schilling and
Jim Eaton.
Opening statements from
Schilling included a description

said, `Twill not answer that. It
is a loaded question."
"Yes, it is ,a loaded question.
It involves all of society, and

grams."
ernment," he said, "is not to
Eaton then added that there just to protect a majority or a
are peaceful means of dissent minority but all of the people's
as well as violent.
rights."
"Violence is not really a
good way," he said, "But
IN SUMMARY EATON
sometimes it is the only effec- said that their group believes
tive means."
that everyone has the right of
Schilling questioning the dissent and "sometimes it

Club members, Nancy and Carol Floros and Bob Bittler.

School

IN RESPONSE Schilling

URSIN SAID that the
young. people have other options. They can take an active chats pretty big," said Teipart in getting representatives chert.
elected who have "Peace pro"The purpose of this gov-

in Mount. Prospect.
The mayor was a member of
the team opposing violent dissent in the hour and a half long
session on "Student Violence."
Other members of that team
included Ronald Ursin of

built into the deck area cannot
be installed.
In addition, plumbers' work
in installing drains in the deck-

the pool, said Weiss, because
of the stringent state require-

Prospect, a good portion of
bing," would require later fin- critical with ' us now," as he Des Plaines, and a small part of

standstill, since

to be affected also, because the

2,400 members from many
building

a

ident, told The Day that the
wading pool portion of the
pool complex would not be
ready, due to the masons'
strike, but added that "only
little things, like some cur-

(4.

ing September and October,
and asking for massive sharedtime programs with public
school districts. Problems ex-

ist with each one of these alternatives.
No definite course of action
has yet been decided.

part of the festivities.
There is no admission

charge to the art festival, but
fair -goers will be asked to donate money that will be used to
cover festival expenses and for
the commission's building
fund.

SIMON

SUM.'

itlk

SAYS =
Baseball on the decline? Not at all. Something has to interrupt
the commercials.

rl

,

THE DAY

Seek black cat
that bit girl, 6

Fnday tune 5 1970

Page 2

Legislatuire OKs '70-'71
he th clinics 11-mil.get
The Illinois General Arsem
bly rscvntlt posed the montal
heel& dvpartmvnt 1970 71

1c it

budget ostoring most of the
cuts originally proposed by

sod and the upped the molt il
health request by $162 nub lion and another $4.7 million
after protesu arose over men tal health cuts.

Ogden °Daman, pro

rned
mnot BIM Lento], to

posed a mental health budget

of $260 author Moe Dunn

Gov. Ogilvie.

keep pao
In

ereas of

rising eons and

plainvd that if help is needed in
bvttiog the ammal olim. al has

Louis
mount Prospac1 was h.an by
a black cat -bout 4 p m Thun

Ben locatvd the MOUnt Pros
poet polo, should M. nonfiod

dny

She added that Alt is m the
Trot grad. 01 Dom Ptrk
School and hor cl.Asmstoo will

602

S

In the Northwest suburbs,
the Northwest Mental Health
Clinic arid
and the Maine Town.
ship

Chicago.

Mental licUth Clinic in Ar-

ICY
To be served Monday in Ar

THE ORIGINAL BUDG-

Health

Center

mem budget. According to
Dour Buchholz, treasurer of
the Northwest Mental Health
Association,

MISS DUNN SAID this

ET provided additional funds

yens budget totals $2113.6
million, compared to a S290

which amounted only to an ex -

revenues from the state,

appropriation

ma S1.000 for each commit-.
oily clinic, she said, which

lest

The Guardsn on Drum and
Bugle Corps and the Cadets

march ana compete in Mich igen.

Cor ps . featuring children
from all de northwest suburbs.

Co

playing

and

marching Sunday in Roth
Annual Row Festival. with pa.
rile beginning at I:30 um.

emergency grants after excess
tax
collection mrnmission

funds from Maine Township

nixed in 1961. is directed by
Richard Ledig, 369 Cumber -

were stopped when the couns
declared the commisisions

Pkway..

Des

Plaines.

Children aged eight or older
ted to .11 Ledig at 027 -

e n:

The corps will Moo be in a
contest M Bolton,
Saturday
evening. June 13-14 they will

ter, which formerly received
no slate aid, has been using

The corps, which was orga-

land

1909 for an interview to join
the corps. No musical back -

The center has requested
operating funds op a contiu
nine basis from the state men.
tal health department.
ml

ground is necessary.

consist
choice.

Insurance Co. The award was accepted on behalf of the district represenmtives who were honored
for outstanding accomplishments in 1969. Pinkm is manager of the Irving Pa. office, at 9300 W.
Lawrence, Chicago.

strike
ECKLUND said thatce;

By Catherine O'Donnell: 7:07.70:7 tyim7ly
to

cago.

1.9m. Mr.1.6191.055 999)

Dempster Basketball

ducted that segment of the pro-

By Jeffrey R. Clarkson

The East, the West and the
Midwest will Win hands today

forgot to

Inge Theatre Inch production

of "Royal Gambit" will open
St 8 tonight at Hersey High

con-

School. There are some inter'refine tidbits about the casting.

gratulate one of the area's ni
cer kids. A good friend, Gary
Rizzo of South POMO in Arlington Heights, O maduating
this

month

front

High School and

The play, which deals with
Henry VIII, features his six
wives, each of whom comes

Prospect
it doesn't

ecru. as an individual. Two of
them are real life sisters. An
two wives arc actually
mother and daughter.

seem possible. Where have all
the years gone?

RALPH AND lACIGE

been

christened

for another of the wives who is

open by July first,

on

stage,

the

gals

real life wife of Henry,
himself. And for two nights

this weekend and two nights
nest weekend. the old own.

Russian icon they bought In
the Canadian city. It is silver

abate "as the 'eadsman bob 'or

The delay is caused by a

strike at the cement masons.So
far 33,000 worth of family soomn passes have been sold and
10 life guards have signed con -

If the pool does not

hair."

and gold set in a frame studded

open at all, Weiss said Om the

with finely cut amethysts.

RAVE NOTICES

There was nothing but rave

Fit for the partici,. in

ROVING IN ELK GROVE

Mrs. Robert Fleming of Elk

the Fine Arts Festival held by
the students of Dempster Ju-

Grove, a member of the Queen
of the Rosary Church, has lost

count of the number of signstures on the widely circulated
notice of faith and trust in the
church pastor, Ills Rev. J.

The guards will

be

paid

whether they guard or not be

awe of

met last week. The event start-

pass money will be returned,
he said. All of the subsequent
work on the pool depends on
the coinpletion of the cement
work, Sorry about that, kids.

'Pattern
For Espionage".
Narrators were Joy Huaton,

Cindy Vilma, Jmkic Frame,

nearly a thousand lines filled
with names, some of them of

District will lose
estimated
515,0110 to 517,000 for the
memo,.

nior High School in Mt. Pro,

ed with a style show called

Wand Morrison. "Them ore

the contracts. 1110

Karen

Dodds and Nancy
Hamilton.
A prep chorus led by teach cr D. Cox and conductor Miss
N. Cirrincione was accomponied by N. Corse. That was

IM Mr. and Mr, kind, "she
Yso we really haven't

counted each individuaL" Father Morrison was the objeet
des letter asking among other
things, his removal from the
church.
The leper listing acOusitlions and demands was written

to form the National Organiration to Insure a Sound -con.

Community
Organizations
headed by Anselmo de la Gar-

item,

HE REPORTED that the

hours per week).
Ecklund said

last night.
Case, speaking last night be-

came in Inglewood when he
Met with Goedike to discuss

fore representatives from the

similar problems. (Hempstead

nonMvest and west i.nburhs of
Chicago in a special executive

is adjacent to the John F. Ken -

a -half.

He mid that double

time pay is the rule for work on
Seturdevs, Sundays and halldays.

Truck fis said that a 10 per

meeting of NOISE, reported

near the L. Angeles Inter-

that executives will meet today
in a closed session to draw up

national Airport) The meet -

the by-laws, roles and regulations and corporation pa Once the corporation pepets are written and filed in
Washington D.C. Coto ex plained, the group will become
an official functioning body.
Included in the special closed
session today will be Coco.

BensenvilleMayorlolin

William: Goedik, mayor of

IM guideline that his associ-

Inglewood, Calif., vim preMdent; and Richfield Minn.

ation followed considering
wage increases, but added that

the current figure it tries to
'Slick to" is 15 per cent.
In general in the noitlovest
mburban area and the rest of
tM
o
me ropdnun
the generalism tole of,humh
for the antoMated increase in

Mayor Stanley W. Olson, tree surer.

LAST NIGHTS meeting at
Plenfimood

Palm in Ben.
senville
was
intended to
present to persons living in the
area the ideals and goals of the

,

ter Caso and his assistants sent

not inttn of invitation,

oo.
tisal conference was held in

Washington

D.C.

which

in

(dint

athn 1ilegeoirocd

mfgfight.
Indus rhi:s
indu

in ian g muan.1 edsas,ci I.

will

i s in the

PROGRESS

SOMEdroy,,,anyot

et

has

intr.,.

, hut thn iinnit,

through his past experiences in
Hempstead,
has come

ham J. Scott told the audience
that people can not wait to be
shocked into action such as in

5°

?of.

Ameiianhousing

market,

ernment join with citizens to
help regulate the aircraft in-

though the association which

dustry.

hr.`, i'Mgding.

Coon explained that Hempstead was the first city in the

who war. to enroll In
macrons to be bold k

""eTeLl1=

and

aOtehrre7Fuan'erailu'Hoburme!
nbgetoonHu ce,ig,,ht

allern.

the night, Ill. Atty. Gen. Wit,

rdh
Ilhh coy of
tie

where a tenmerature inversion

and pollution meant death for

,Atrelt' t" r,"`g` Zoo. 9u.... ut 9',

laTox'c711.:L'dos
onrior ow ass
hwtsvoitACeigh

Burial will be in Concordia
CemMcry in Forest Park.

riginlIteeSitI3HtiiHC.

iMmisees. Dia

DON'T

wee

Des Plaines 60016.

THIS

FULL -DAY

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

:,.
;;;n:,
4

OC

new beauty
Floors cleared as well
as you can

I

'sel

on Custom ,Drapery Cleaning

Complete inehollation, decorator folded, unMrs SOr per pleat, lined 55e per pleat. Deco rote folded and rehung lon per pleat.

Friday at RIO p.m. in the syna

f Mr. and Mrs. Jock Hor-

grow auditorium. 11800 Bal.
lord Rd.. Des Plaines. .These

nuns.

9243

Dee

Rd..

Plaines. will he called to ohe
foreh the tics day. Neil Ber-

youmpters have completed the
fiw-year course of Judaic
study and will he fin -malty

honored at this specie! con -

vocation. Rabbi Jay Kamen

Diane Doty. secretary: Iwo:
:

son: missions and social co

will preside at the serve=. Elie-

Arlington Heights, Morton Ormond

her Park contributed $15,600 to the drive. Pledges to date
have reached S26,223,000 or 95 per cent of the $21,50(1,000 goal --- the largest amount ever raised in

Angle campaign for the metropolitan area's voluntary human .01 services and 5 per cent mama=
thesinnunt contributed last rear.

mr Silverman. princeral. and
other synagogue officials will
also particimite in. the Liu

With schools about to moms
for the summer and ellIde1115
shout to begin summertime
jobs. raments are reminded by
Commerce Clearing 00500
Chicago: that they do not nee -

county !MC dependency exemptions for children who
earn morc than 5625. the dependency exemption amount
for 1970.

Harvey Berkowitz. 1720 Boni-

Bard!, of Mc amount of in-

able year. so long as the par.

BING.PRO

Murray Stevens, 2429 Barberry.

Northbrook. and David

Experts

Ml eaddw In., Des Plamm.
celeNutc their acceptance into

REPAIRS
REMODELING

the adult community at this
Sabbath servi. Slim:ha after will bc at 7,5 followed by the traditional ical

Too BIG or small

Wheeling
Plumbing Co

:

and Mousier-Havitolah.

The major Shavuot festival

rsN Wolf Rd
Wheeling III

will be observed Tuesday eve -

Mil , Buie 9. and Wednesday
and Thurntley. May 10 and II.
Both cloys of the holiday win

537-6020

Anizemantemmeni

'''""Ess

half of the childrenh support
for the taxable ycar.
To qualify as a student, the

CCH noted that dunes another "if- to this. No dependcncy

Doering mid Dr. Bryan Baker.
The gnaw is planning to hold:, 4'

mood at (linkman: Point on
Lake Geneva from June 12 to
14.

is sought. he either:
I4 Bill -time student lexcept

excinption

may

be

claimed for married children

tiling joint morns with their
sewn,.

Callers assn. t o hold
square dance June 23

dependent must, for each of
the months in the calendar
yam for which the exemption
-

exchange student temporarily
in the United Siates) at an
educational institution, or.

2-p ursuing a fullAime

The Chicago Area Callers
Association

is

sponsoring

a

"trail donee" at the Northwest
Area Boy. Scout Building.
1622 N. Rand ltd.. Arlington

course of institutional on -farm
training under the supervieion

Heights on June 23 from 11- 11

of an accredited agent of an
educational institution or of h
sate or political subdivision.

Annually square dances are
held throughout the nation as
kick-off events preceeding the

which is
Bing hold this year in Louis
nutional co my

ville. Ky.. lune 25 - 27..
Association square dance
callers and round dance lead will be panicimating in the
program. :to:rioting 10 Dr. Ben
Adana. Brookfield. chairmen.

and Mrs. Warren Buchholz.
Chicago, co-chairmm.

Not millions of Americans are milting to wand
with her in defense of our God-given hberher The
time has come to show the courage to keep our
schools open, to protect our public property, and to
stand up for our government and our way of hie
whether the encroachments on our freedom come
from without or within. Let us stand up x ah her and
be counted . . for freedom!
.
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ler Me ., exp. BawlerN

THIS AD IS
SPONSORED
AS A PUBLIC
SERVICE BY

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M D) or

I.

The syrimm,
auendunge
were Mr. rind hInt, Hervey

IS SHE
STANDING
ALONE?

`01.". o

Pl.

CMS COnlribute more thon one-

'

come they earn during the tax-

ercises.

The first ',double" Bar Mitzvah surto: at MTJC will he

lowship, Carl Sitwirand.

Dependency exemptions explained

°wits. sot of Mr. and Mrs.
he honored on the second day.
Both services begin at 9:30

cerns. Jane Compri:11. and fel-

Larry M. Smith (center), 635 E. SMrli, Palatine, dirmlor of personnel, Commercial Division
Hativiywell, and John McCord. (len), vice president, Midwest Area, Honeywell, acmpt a citation on
behalf of employes of the company for contributions to the Metropolitan Crusade of Mercy from J
Thmdore Forrester, or Cusade campaign director. Honeywell's IMO employes in plants at Chicago

Full-time students of any
age. it children under 19. ism
he claimed as dependents

er Dr., Mount Pnopect. will

OPTOMETRISTS prescriptions to be tilled
in the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

of our service Is marked by three characteristics:
The highest standard of service.
... Personal supervision of every detail to relieve
the wain of bereavement.

THE FOLLOWING

t

CONCERNED
FIRMS:

FLOWER and
GIFT S1101,

The costs of these services MUST be kept
within the means of every family.

;r4===
l'11:31"''" ''"

Lauterburg &
Oehler

Tale iloade

FUNERAL
HOME

001 GROPE

OUTSTANDING

503.6771

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

17 -pc. BET

gg

71rvovAll ROBERF

S7.7-amn

600 S. MILWAUKEE AVE.
WHEELING

FIELDALE & HIGGINS RDS,
HOFFMAN ESTATES

ckminG's
IN BOLLING MEADOWS

AND DRAPERY

MT. PROSPECT

15 GOLF ROSE
HOFFMAN ESTATES

1014 Mt. Prospect Plaza

SCHAUMBURG
1112.3650

Gleaming stainless steel blades stay sharp. -are solidly riveted
in hanGlinished genuine rosewood handles. 17..pc. set includes
two roast slicers, ham slicer, carving fork, French cook knife,

TELEPHONE 259-9456

sandwich knife, utility knife, citrus knife, paring knife and 8

OPEN DAILY, MONDAY THOU SATURDAY

TI10.5

For Camping

For Summer Cottages

steak knives. Ideal for kitchen or cook -outs.

255-6310
Oyer a Hell Nasty a/ Repeeled Service
ANL /1011111K1111111.233.5.1231A1.11.14111111.lar PROSPECT

CH1CAGOLAND'S LARGEST
PLOWER GARDEN GIFT CENTERS

0 NATIONAL SEUCTED MORTICIANS

t

iP17414 91:1F 74'lht) '4,147.4.1.1w4goa.V!,...as

-

Koelper. Ire:1,11W: publicity.
Sue Mot worship. Bill John-

Des

BANK

ARMSTRONG CLEANERS

CARPET

the Cominentamci, Sabbath service.

6 -DAY BANKING

Office:
Mum"N. Damon
One

o R""'LEss

sq.
foot
Per

For the first time, the syna,
goguc will also celebrate Bar
Mitzvah ceremonim et the kwival rites. Lee Hornung. son

ceive dimlornas at

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

a

2c per sq.'.

SAVINGS FOR YOU
10% DISCOUNT

School
(Hebrew department) will re-

,

ENAIIDNAIRESM8WDICtRES

CBOIANSEN, z

Religious

le observed with special worship services.

.

Write to DeLooise in care of Day Publiottions. 722 Cotter Sr.,

Second don. plena. po.d 7

Color added for

I

n e questions of Day renders in this column. Letters should

be sgned, kat nittngs will be milted if the writer requests i

MISS

gregation

Lenderman. son of 110, and
Mrs. 'key Lenderman, 0431

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, notionally known peyekk, will an -

CARPET CLEANED

'611ifq

-

Thirty students of the
Maine Township lowish rlon.

-'

were installed fur the 19711-71
you: Steve Bonnier. presklent:
Dave Judy. vice pooklenti

-7

lawn Us mall ram, ]Irma
wan PAO rer so, wek.

Wall-To-Wall Specials!!

Jewish School
to award diplomas

'

ducted the installation service
at which the Wowing oMcers

tine.

symptom.

44

week home delivered. Our el

®0.040®®40®40400®4040040040404040000

freshmen, will he served.

15Scvens.sonofhir.udhars.

.

lane Add111113. Lake

Louise. Virginia Lase, Picas ant Hill. Mitrion ForGon, Pad dock. Wood, Hunting Ridge.
end Grey N. Sunburn in Palm

tomb Ric

Imal

held Saturday 81 9:30 a.m. Bin-

I

Subearlplion roma 35 cows a

Xewselend pd p. 10 cents

superintendent and Mn.
tor during the open house.
Staff members will boon hand

I am feeling good with your mother selling her home and Ifni
a very close relationship between you. I do feel yew nervous
problem will he solved when you trout the cause rather than Ike
Dear M r. DeLottise:
We arc 72 and 69 your, old, thinking of selling our home a d
going to northern Wisconsin. Our health isn't bad. We have o c
place In the country, one in the city. in mind. Do you think it is a
good idea? Will we ever find our wood carvings?
E.G.. Pnapect Hein s
Dear E.G.:
I TIM feeling goad with the place in the city. Yon mutt remember the winters in northern Microcode we often very biller.
o
feel you will find your wood corvine".

Salk,

burg in Rolling Meadows. and
Parents, staff Members and Win,on Park. Winston

Done 11.1.E.:

-

ServiceshRo

Clifford Kaufmann tomormw

12,000 persons and Donor, Co.
where 7,000 of 14,000 persons
lucerne sick.
He sold that there must be a

was an original song dedicated

253-8020

'.

'""""al*'' '''';')''''':."4"fi

Dom

The feature of the program

13W. Campbell Arlington Hts.

Schaunohurg

in... el
apaleme

raicham

well be

Plum Grove and Carl had

to

widel

Ow case of London England

Mount

17

be could.

Neut. end of the meeting,

construction

skies is to have the IVderal gov-

redden's. of .the OW.

include the jumbo jet.

j°,).,...s9-9mS the past 1°5 years,
Per cent per year.
"la uscn

1_5°1.

751 COI

S. LoMs Sl., Mount PMSPRet.
died yesterday at Holy Family
Hospital in Des Plaines.
Survivors are her husband,

Central

District 15 Board of Edo.-

through work with other such people. Do you know of any such
organizations when: the development
psychic powers is stud-

Also, we are planning a trip to California. to there any chance of
dds Inking Mum without a drain on our bill paying?
G.T.M.. Stmannvood
Dear G.T.51.:
Trips to California, or enywhere elte, cost money. You mud
correct your tendency to spend mom than you make, a common
f
Mess days. Work out a budget and stick with
Resin
impulse buying. Set :Bide al small amount every wee!: for your
MP and go :Men you love bored enough, cher nod idorse WYmeet of your bins, to go. TM road to beekeeper.). Is paved with
impatience.
Dear Mr. DeLouisei
My his her mused away last year leaving my mother in a home
she wants to sell. Do you see this home sold loon and my mother
living with us? Also. 1 um taking pills for my nerves as I want to
fight this nervous trouble and gel better. Do you feel I will win
this battle?

and In

been node already he said. at 11 a.m. at St. Paul Lutheran
The Federal Aviation Admin- Church in Mount Prospect.

the featured guest speaker for

to the realization that the only
way to control the noise in the

,

tine

EAlifilizuR.UnilloolIi0rolI

tun Council of PTA and the

Jonas

Intend
Sunday

to the Church for d00001.
Immediately Ittllinving the
dinner Joyce Koehler eon -

Because a large number of
vishors arc expected, the open
house is necessarily limited to

12c74,

dinner

ullnier for eppetimrs. of
Nancy Moyers' for She salad
course. Bryan Coussen's for
the imin course and returned

Sunday.

Schools in the district are:
Kimball Hill, Cardinal Drive.

spoor

Mothode4
I ust

tho

evening. May 24..The group
d,711bled as the home of Steve

quake which struck that area

friemb arc invited to tusk Coo' Lo

II. 60202.
Over Me DeLoidsei
seen: to have a difficult time saving money and we always'
seem one jump eked of our bills. li there any remedy for no,

Lroan:mice

16111 year with District 15.
is

Unread
snoop cd

Das IN en, hold as

or are missing in the disastrous

.and by the Northwest Saber-

Fellowship and is located al 1100 Outer Av., Suite I, Evanston,

6 An

Obituaries
or.

.1

Rd., Palatine.
1110 open house

v

Unitod Mothothot ( hut oh 01

1

Palatine

tau, nook, no.
and Sin. of Ilk

T
truth

dent E. S. (Pad Castor has
hem planned for Sunday from _MM.
to 5
t the Adminis.
=ion Center 505 S. Quentin
Supt. Castqr is finishing his

Deer IS.:
There it such on neganizatIon. B Is caged Spiritual 'hauliers

.rne eased al e,

holds dinner

pro -

Mood a mown o
o in
tht tro W 1301110 ohioh
would
Lill thourvnds of
monk Peru is immvileuvly

have been
remember quite a few cases where my mother suspected awl:vas telenethic. I still don't know if have any
1:71

icd? 1 um 20.

mesa

from 23 stoics Durward; two daughters, Li!nit, ,..m.,- hail Runnion and Darlene Eby
ad
lob ti He sot thin in winctn of Pasadena, Calif., and a si6
M krin=eactfinitely was on ter, Ann C. Schroeder of
ount Pros
Visitation will. be after 2:30
Caso said, "Now, we fight

NOISE group.
Coo told the audience that

Truck fts mitt that with the

I have been interested in parapsychology since

very young and

lo.

Open house to honor
retiring Dist. 15 Supt.

Dear m r. D'

RFIAISEN

riche )0 it deems, etudromm..,
is the mos) rond.,,,,a, of ,111
bnsir mots,

ing occurred in Joy last year.
Then, in (October 1969. af-

Varble, secretary of the group,

cent yearly increase used lobe

road to walk together hut things will work out for Slae hest

C.1.101.111, COLLEGE 0151111CI53

so new
Scent told the crowd that the

naly Airport and Inglewood is

An open house in honor of
retiring District 11 mperinte.

ed. Mom. Haelm. fit 8000g

90.

signatures. Both documents
were addressed to the Apostok

Ralph Cusp,
N.Y., presiding

ilveuet .0o, by new Rel..,

reading by Kathy Hagan and
David Pratt called, I Am Mu -

eons indignation and plenty of

Mayor

Heartbroken. Rolling Meadows
Dear Heartbroken:
I feel you should not force this issue. t Teel goioil with mill
Intentions. You must quietly discuss all the ismes involved here,
nun as his future education rind his plans to support a wife at his
'Ming age. They must understand that to make their own decisions they must he resmioilde for all the consequences of those
decisions. Right now the situation loolo desperatt, Nit I feel it

taknts in obis area, but if I do I would like to deeelop them

WEN

end 794 Censer. Dee MOM.. iiL

Bach, Ravel and
and Hammerstein.

craft,

actual formulation for the idea

IIESAID THAT the finishers '`work a lot of overtime."
(More than 40 hours a week)
for which they get timmand-

Legal
Notice

ChicHo Sun rim s

known thousands wore killed

suburbs and pnicticted
considerable flooding..
west

think of your daughter's needs, and she must think of her name
.and the future of the imbomhill. VOU !WO a long and difficult

rho

adjacent to Bolivia and still un-

Dear Mr. DeLoui,e,
My 16-yeareld daughter is pregnant and unnstnied. The h y
has not left her, be has admitted the fact that he got her pregnant
'std has said he would merry her. My husband and I feel it would
be a mistake for them to marry. RI least now anyway. Am. ri
nt
about this? Will our daughter eventually moony? She has hurt us
terribly.

will torn out all right. But you :mot forget your men hum and

klancloy

doll

faculty member, M. Ricmcr.
The Dempster Stringed Or -

Miss P. Curtis conducted. The
Concert Chorus began with a

Ia, The parishioners are respending d LACO with right-

SubliAnd

14ces, 217 S. Mlingten

included
Rodgers

noise emanating from jet air-

/110 1.110511CI MY

followed by a film called, "I
Am Curious" sponsored by
Matra playing numbers that

bye°, of the Latin American

in Delegate in Washington and

Parks Director Marvin

the

Jacqueline

lake. One of the finest souvenirs you muld imagine wo the

said,

NO SWIhtMIN'

claim. Its even more difficult

tionship

Mac of Montreal and returned
in time for the local flood.
That big pond in their and ho

Educetion

Day

writer, Jan Bone, said it Wes
unbelievably well done.

Weiss at River Trails Distric
bad sad news last night
said that the new pool located
at the corner of Euclid and
Wolf Rds. would definitely no

IT TAKES HEAL 'concerttration to drop reality of ml..

LWge of Arlington Heights
left the warm and lovely cli-

but

gram

managers

join. However, the ordinance
cone.)
traveled through the cams to devised.
In the case of nitredem
the Supreme Court where it
was thrown out. Thus he do -don, the attorney general mid, 1.
is a need for reeducation us far r=
cided the only way MS
through natio.I legislation us the ecology of it is eon- ter., se
caned because the problem is of 5019. In ace
and with -e national group..

supervisor of the group said

groin. Other nal7aMo weic

Use

legal remedy for every wrong
but the necessary legal and
governmental 1001C most be

Wieling the noise from the

Hempstead,

yesterday.

of

soon.

Sullivan schools in District 23:
Hot dog, potato chips, crisp
green salad, fruit cup, milk.

notion to pass an ordinance re-

work
1.500 hour:137M weeks at 40

'We have made our offer. tied
are willing to negotiate at any
Michelle Riley, Cindy B. dm, on 411 term, too arcmd,
tomes. Co-ordinators were We haven't heard from them
Mrs. Roberta Schneider she since the contract expired."
Mrs. Kay Kleezewski. The
Treat -is, speaking for the
Dempster Jazz Band w. con - builders association. mid.
ducted by Mr. R. Falato.1, un- "We have told them the door is
fortunately did not sec the pro - open any time."

t
succumb.
I nearly

ROYAL GAMBIT
The Arlington Heights Vil-

500 in the franchise and will be
holding its grand opening f

Gr u opp sing jet noise
to form nation, 1 unit

Masons'
'slurs ore paid 06.46 an hour.
including 15.90 in wages end
the balance infringe benefits.

John Cardinal Cody in Chi-

Thin store is the newest of .:

To be served Monday in
MacArthur, Muir, Ross and

Bruno J. Pinkos (right) and Wrote Irene, of 611 Con Doh, Mount Prospect, nempt a citation
plaque from Geome W. Althoff, director of agencies for the Chicago region of the Prudential

trolled Environment to fight

the

be open 24 hours u day, 7 days
a week.

The entire week's menu will

--

Cleaning out the notebook

notes and letters that appear in the old notebook is always interesting. I'm often
Moved to hold on to Mem so
that they can grow up and become big stories but
ever

Offering a variety of 52
kinds of donuts, the shop will

214:

Wenger., I from Pepe II

The task of catching up with

Prospect.

Hersey high schools in District

said.

Day by Day

the

A new Dunkin Donuts Shop
d y
lay toe 20 W
Nonhwest Hwy. in Mount

Forest View, Wheeling and

ACCORDING TO A

In his Doc 11 195,9 col
umn in Day Publeattions he

Methodist
youth group

tic ir old oredratont in
of du.

In

sms this year in the north.

p

ex -

lington, Prospect, Elk Greve,

SPOKESMAN, the Maine
Township Mental Health Cen-

Bugle Corps to march

Mr, Thompson

9611

Northwest

the

lington Heights, the dials gets
about 50 per cent of its.gross

million

-

both rmeive hinds front the
sun mental health depart4

Her mother has asked that
residents in the area watch for
the cat and capture him if pas

ninon

I noun
o into tool ir autumn m Tho
D
saw two of his or:diatom
oonoo trut this wool
YIN

foresaw a period of heavy ruin-

Dunkin Donuts
Shop opens

.

The move ended fears that
locd community -run outpatients clinics would be left
-Wc did get 51.6 minion for
without sufficient state funds. state grants.in-ald for commu.
according to Roberta Dunn, a. nity cam centen and clinics,"
spokesman for the Mental she said, "and were jou de.
Health Association of Greater lighted."

lough DeLours

Tomorrow
Is Today

be asked to help in the search.

1211 Will have to begin a series
of rabies shots.

Page 3

2 predictions come true

at 253 1141

If do cat which has boon
seen regularly to the nuohbor
hood, is not found by Monday,

Mont lo ids

DeLouise sees

Kit Thompson sixyaarold
daughtvr of Mr red Mrs Carl
Thompson

hot stublvd the lo

would

GRIMY
Friday, lune 5 1970

4.e &w4 lox
IN THE HOLIDAY INN
3405 ALGONQUIN RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

Zappoit,613
IN THE HOLIDAY INN
1000 BUSSE RD.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

X., oth. as M to. rasa

One day at a time

Cornerstone ceremony set

By Ron Swans

lake lime to go over there if

slumped over the driving
wheel. A high school girl was

Ted asked. Meanwhile. he was

calmios the girl end got her

Along man who slopped to

valve
t. It can happen in
your own home, or in the

clambering frantically out of

buck into the car.

help' him.

mess district, or in your au
tomobile.
A neighbor wandered over.
He wanted to talk about whet
had happened to him. I kept
washing the ear. while I listen-

tamely distraught.

AS HE goad in the min. he
must have begun to wonder

Mb TED had 00 slop. He
didn't have to. really. hot it

about himself. He doesn't look

ghetto to bee victim of in-

the

door.

looked

She

ex--

would never haw entered his
mind to do anything else. He

.,

stemma to MAP.

This neighbor, Ted UNstrom by name, has a mopens-

The girl was crying. She

by for being at the right piece

Ironble of a, kind. though.

summered that sonwthing terrible had happened re her father. She didn't know what to

he's right Mere to help. That's
a comforting kind of neighbor

do. Ted clacked and determined that the man was still

to have.

living. He noted that them was
no visible phone close by.
Sr.
the pouring rein heattempted to tlag down a posing

at the right time. If there's

The other day ho was Miringot n ththehisiness district of
he Wing,. It was early momTg. It was raining heavily.

motorist. Thu police station
was only a few blocks awn),
and sonwone would surely

raffic was rather homy, Out
of the corner of hiceye, he saw

like Dracula. He's a bright eyed Swede with a lam Ilan
went} carries a big smile.
That morning it Mok a long
time to stop a car. though. He
wondered about Me people; as
he steed there end fruitlessly
waved 'Ileums,
Finally. a young nun
stopped. He listened to Ted's
names,. He amid. "Sure. I'll

Inn few mina., the polkas
werc then. An unettukance
came. The men% wife arrived.

There was no further need tar
Ted and he went on his way.

The Awana Youth Assn.

His only sorrow was that he

a parked car. A man was

It happens in the suburbs.
You don't have to live in the

will hold a cornerstone laying
ceremony at their new headquarters building, 3215 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Mead at 3 p.m.Bunday,
The new building will pro-

didn't get the name of the

BEFORE TIIIN time.

he

as the one who Runk charge
when crrondinother died TV111

vide 1,200 square feet of space

for the new offices and supply

door. The father was out or
sober working al
town. the

to

departments,

moved

be

from their present location at
7511 W. Belmont Ave., in Chicago. It will be ready for °cm-

school in the Loon Ted not everything Under control. calmed the children. found Mother. (mood Father. and helped
as he always dom.

Pancy in the fall.
The 5200,000

expansion

program will be funded mike-

ly by gifts and pledges from
churches and individuals interested in youth and their

He was there at the time of

the summer Meld when we
were gone. He kept those kids

naming the
Modal basement. He callml
the Edison Co. to shut off the
electricity.

problems. The children themselves will contribute $25,010

Every neighhorhood should
haw several Ted Lindstrom.
We do. All in one guy.

word meaning Approved
Workmen Are Not AsImmed,
taken from the Bible in 11

of ours

from

"SWANS" is

provides a. complete program

of original games and Bible

oilinms of the skin? What can
bc done for it?
.

and thighs and is clummerized
by patches of light brown pig-

monition.
ment

A-0MM nay Ma hereditary trait and it may be aggraby

nervou s

tension.

Even though the amount doll
is

not

increased

warm

in

weather, active sweating will
make the oiliness more noticeable. There is no drug you can

"Hannan A.. anginal damn hr always jealously krepiell

the poper'Oradon, a ndfnrellmmul inraolry."
-- Marshall Field 111
Page 4

Priday,lone 5,1970
5000 C. Stanton Lahti:rand Pohli.,lher

William J. Kiedaisch, Afronacine Editor

c.

take internally to control the
oil but 5 per cent sulfur in
nongremy cream will help to
dry your skin. Astringent pads
tint can he used when it is not
conveniont to wash with soap
end water are also:wadable.

Q -My doctor saya

R.E. Hutchinson, Vice -Pre

qatt.urta.,-amq, piromm

R. N. Puttz, C

have

I

ncerebiosis liboidica on my leg
and that there is no core for it.
Whitt do you Mink?
A -This disease is character-

ized by small nodules In the

Letters to the Editor
Letter inspires a dream
letting their hair grow,

anything to attract attention to

Lcwis. long heir and all. shout ing slogans and stomping on a

their. cease.

long -cherished AGNEW lua-

dream." inspired the follow-

clear.

hole.

While dreains are often unI

believe

I

son.

saw Mr.

Joseph A. Koerner

ing dream:.

You're welcome

The war in Indo-China. now

called the "eternal war" kid
finally bankrupted the mum
try. The only funds muilable

gapr.
The Camp Fire Girls and

Blue Birds of the Schaumburg
- with which to continue the war area wish to thank all the redwere soda security reserves.
dents far the tremendous sop It was decided that the best Port given our recant fund rausolution would be to draft only
°can6,
Barbara Hoffman!Sc Halm men over SO. There would be

no defmments for a, rector,
Fatalities suffere d in combat

w'uuri's'
w""'
Id

P
ould alleviate
the prob.
lam of over -crowded geriutric

they

mlituli0sr and w""id tier s°coal 'c°rit, rewrvea to tight
the war.

-nre bill was enacted ated ev.erwrae scented pleased except

*for the men over 50 und they
didn't really coum However.
when the first casualty lists
..were reported, a great hue and
'cry came from their ranks.

They began demonstrating in
,the streets. wearing pram synt-

Legal
Notice

candy sale
°
Pleased to announce the
Schaumburg girls sold over

Designer fashion show.
With this encouraging sup port from our businesses and
residents. the Camp Fire pro

gram is going very strong, in
the village of Schaumburg.
Assn.

We. also. wish to dunk all

Orb to Live in America's To morrow!.
Carolyn O'Hara
Publicity Chairman

and

hackers

wile willingly donated door
razes for our recent Mother-

Flowers for
the Graduate!

roue, Illinois held in the Manna,
)roton Building, 30,

Wem South

Mr.., Arlington Heght, Illinois on
Pursday.lune

Igao...op...

a

lovely arrangement

Tile to

that it doesn't show and since it

spray hut is generally
less successful for this pur-

doesn't affect your health, this

isn't too important T pigment does fade out in lime but
.

The Staalsen Construction
Co. Is the genend connector,
with Walter C Carbon. amhi-

Answer on

pose.

Summer
schedule set

mit Page

it may take many years.

A summer schedule of one
service a 10:30 am, will start
Sunday in North Shore Unitarian Church, 2100 Half Day
Rd., Deerfield, and continue

A -What can you put on a
ormill skin cancer to dry it up?
A -Although surgical
al as soon m the cancer is
covered is still considered
diecovered

Newly elected officers of SI. Mary's Men's Club are MD to right) Dick Cronin, president, John
Bombard Sr., vice prtisident; Art. Clem, recording secretary; Dick O'Cotmor, treasurer! Stan
Modlowski, corresponding secretary, and Rev. Gerald Dodge, spiritual moderator.

the best treatment by many
doctors, NOMC new drugs, ob-

tainable only on prescription,
have been used successfully.
these include 5-fluorouracil,

Over ISO men were in at=
Madmen at the May 26 kickoff meeting of St. Maryb
Mcnk Club which was held in
the school auditorium of St.
Maryb Catholic Church, Des

methotrexate and dichIormcelie acid. Other treatments
useful in properly selected
C6.163 include keening mad radioactive isotope..

came

0 -What
pitheBolna

and

eccrine

functions of the club, the high-

light of the meeting was the
election of new officers. Dick

sweat

nomn ia benign tumor of the
glands.
Their cause is
unknown. For the treatment

Cronin was elected president;
John Burchard Sr., vice presi-

see the preceding reamer.

dent; Dick O'Connor. treat. m; Art Clem, recording ...s-

tay, and Stan Shydlowski,
corresponding secretary.

Q - What is Slogren9 syndrome? Can it he eared?

The emcee, the Rev. Gerald'
Dodge who Will serve as spiritual moderator of the MM.

A This syndrome is chareyes, dry
arthritis. It is seen

dry

and
Chiefly
Chiefly in' omen who are past
40. Although there is no cure,
skillful treatment can make
the victim more comfortable.

the skin without damaging it.

The arthritis is treated in the

said the structure of the club
will he based on each member', participation in accordance with his individual Interests. Since there are only
four general meetings per year
an a quarterly basis, iL will be
up to the battery of I I action
teams to fulfill the goals of the
club.

same way as rheumatoid arth-

The teams' duties will range
from youth and athletic dativities to community affairs and

spirit t. education, which will
.gr&include

name tsreav
Me Jeclra noard of Newels, Cm. on p.m,
AI hold a public hearingoon the 23rd do, allum,11/70, op...PAIR* Council

a.

ONE OF the major preen:: lotions during the program
I was an illustrated discussion

Chambers, Munialpal Building, Des PlaNn, BMWs, len:* M fei.og

on

Cook County, Illinois; COMMON, KNOWN AS: INS MARGARET
nn
STREET,DESPLAMS,11,44OM.

MON.41107

T,M°41?atstf,%'17.41):=2:21.71,::

on the west side of
.t. Pearson' St. and south of

FLOWERS and GIFTS

Prairie Av., the possibility of a
'total parish complex was discussed, including a modern ads,' Ministration center and gym-

ro

lying between Des

pangrve r of Me SVa
ond me :her ofs met
Plaines

Petitioner: Citizens Bank and TrumCo., Trustee (WM NA

and w11/ M?me

JpporlunIty to b.

fIC:g1'1V0r142 Pt,Tr

News, Sports, feature,

Something for everyone!

Albert B.G.ndelach, Secnmry

Nona.. Ma

AYKIBLIWIONS,INC.

frida,June5,1,70
-

'

Father Dodge said that the
initial response and attitude of
: the membership exceeded Na
expectations. He said the re-

,ft

There's Local

today

through Sunday will be a public Bible talk. -Withstanding
the Pretsures &Our Day- at 3
p.m. Sunday in the Chicago
Assembly Hall, 'Nth and Ash-

land Sts Friday service. will

.

sults of the evening proved be1 yond a doubt that there are still
$ a great many people in today's
apathetic society who will pick

Page 5

Summer

nzzrzinr:te,:..h.N
KNOTT'S talk will stress

the value of implying Bibk
mantel to combat the presser es prevalent in our modern day

In quoting from his talk.
agree that we me living in a

Witnesses

tension" .d "though one is

IM circuit and district in au -

fa c i n g pressures, understanding the reason for the situation and following Bible

counsel brings much happi-

first cause
man's search . for ?first
cause" leads to both scientific
and spiritual answer, is included in the lesson -sermon to be
mid In all Christian Science
churches this Sunday.
Entitled "God the Only

Couse and Creator." the leson-sermon quotes from the
prophet Isaiah: "As the math
bringeth forth her bud. and ns
the garden causeth the things
that are sown in it to spring

fonh; so the Lord God will
came righteousnem and grebe

THE PUBLIC is invited to
attend services beginnings I I
a.m. at the First Church of
Christ, Scientist, 1275 MarPlaines.

Sunday

school also is held at this time

for students to the age of 20
and a nursery is available.

Heights

tice sessions" are behind

Hopkins. Jan Jarvis, Tina Ka
neen, Doug Rune,
Kelh
Kuite. Debbie Paulin. Pan
Potter, Dave Rudloff eu

chairman of the Youth Choir

Holly Hill, Robin Hill

the.

outstanding renditions which
add beauty to the regular worship services as Well as the spe-

cial programs.
The Youth Choir consists of
children under the high school

Chris,,,

Chancel

,

level. They are accompanied on the piano by Mn.
Robert Kuite. The follthving
age

Mothers, assisted by
Gearhardt and

James

Mrs.
Mrs.

Richard Lucia. Mrs. Richard

00,
mcnberof

Wadsworth is chairman of the
Chapel Choir Mothers, assisted by Mrs. Raymond Hopkins.
and
DonaldAIb'"K'"c7.Urotpiiedofadtt
Ruben

The Chapel Chair student
directors are Pam Potter and
during the year are: Earlee
Meiji Cameron. Debbie Pau Altars°, Ray Anderson. /in O librarian.
ce'rya'S'uhned a

ofokloc' hckirseenrvnitcrelbs

will receive choir awards at the
9:30 service.

65

Caron Dolman, Scott Batman, Julie Claus, Sandra Die-

well as at special program

Dirk ,CATnercoann, ,Dron Cam -

'

Deakins, Richard Gearhardt,
Mary Heller, Tammy Hinde,
Karen Hoffman, Anne Kuite,
Wendy Lehi, Susan Martin.
Shawn Ncsbit, Tara Nesbit,
Debbie Ohler, Lama Paulin,

DFociLinns,,i,,ErievEirogahai

Eunice

t

Save'

uz
C IGa

°GoilrsilinLey. on

r:

clad, Laurel Hoke. Gil Hor

,

Imo Horn, Ethel Huntm .

Robe. Rosenberg, Susan

;16: Mak' ST. "r
BAPTIST :

Martha Jarvis, Carrie Maz
-fir
trcgte
Martin

Rosenberg,

Laura
Spicer,
Geoffrey Stevens, Sharon Stevens, Katy Svoboda. Paul Svo-

Req.,

Ruth

loft,

boda, Amy Tuttle, Susan Van
Scoyoc, Janet Webster, Carol
Wetter and Barbara Wheatley.
The Chapel Choir consists
of the youth of the church who
are in high school. They sing
every Sunday at the 9:30 orn.

Is Your
0
0

for some

ter.

ening

insights on nuns
question.
It's an 36 111.611 notions

if

including:
00

9:30
10.30

B

m. wAWAr,

m

,Ok.

11201m

10.13mc

D FM

BIBLE

?Deem Hands

I

N'"AnZIC'e.sd

Se3amo.church.

Many today are using
this understanding faith
to find their way out
of poverty.
The Chlistian Science
:Bible Lesson this week
can give you some
practical and helpful
ideas on this subject.

You are invited to come
In to our Reading Room
and study it.
READING ROOM

8 E. Northwest Hwy.

far

Hours 10-5 Daily
Except Sun at HOlicluys
7-9 Thurs. & Fri. Eve.

CL 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell $
P Arlington Heights
$
Phone: 392-1712
Rooms esmusuntentatuala

,)

6:40, 8:00, 9:15,
1030, 11:45, 1.00,

God, the Only
Cause and Creator

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

STREET

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

Bunn., Schoe10:30 AM

chamonuoyarboomommodwi ihmeth

CL 5-0332

The Downtown Church
mlee6 Tine,.

STAFF

First Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 18551

161.1 the kindergarten department taught by Mrs. DeJ
-

mho, and the Junior

302 N. Pliz,ignton Heights

part -

Des Plaines, Ill.

'

Presntation of Bibln

'Proving God's Promise"
will be the subject for the

6:00
All Seniors ir Area Welcome . Gym 8301,..

Printery Departme nt (grades I

'Me Cost of Character.'

and 2) under the direction of
Mrs. Barbara Quinn, and the

MINISTERS: Pool Louis Stumpf D.D.

Leona. Haring, James D. Eby

Kindergarten thro
Youth &Adult Counseling

B14,001

Sunday's Sermon:
"Adulteresses or Church leaden Which Are Your friends,"

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
4 3 1 5. Arlineton 110. 11.11:,..,AArt.i.raln

Holy Family Mission

Sunday Worship- 8,00.0:15 & 10:45 A.M.

s 3-71

Moil.. Doll)
r:LOTY

evening

B'nei

Je-

old Freeman.
Saturday morning

Twenty.three high school
yeulh from Grace Evangelical

Church will attend
confirmation

Camp Augusta., Lake Gen-

Councilor Trent

eva, Wis., for one week begin-

16 Union With
The Don see'

ning Sunday afternoon, June

'10,00 A.M."

David

Brandon. son of Mr. and Ma.
Edward Brandon, will observe
his Bar Mitzvah at 11115 gervices.

Confirmation Exercises of
RIDE will take place this Sunday ot 10:10 a m As part of the
service, the confirmation class

11041111RIAMIUBBIBBRIBUSIBIRIIIIBMII

confirmation program will he:
.1

Trinity United Methodist

believe in the Holy Spirit

end

the

Holy

Christian

' 60S W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect
Dr. Robg,%Sirthew?

Church."
Leaders

for

the

"can:m-

ill-nation" program include
Susan Miller, Susan Plinske,
Mark Lowhieff and Steven
Richards, who arc senior high
students and members of the
church's Agape youth group.

. overall community

green. Arlington Hdights.

ing Wor Was It.

8r.°84°4

2 5 3.4 839 }I,

SoymeiettOriler of

01.

Rev. Albert W. Weidlich will
be the leader for the week's

will present a Memorial Lamp
to the congregation in remem-

T..1..ot

3 12-65 2-092 0.

The theme for the week long

H. sehriebee

C.13ovid %where've

,Cato tadd

special
at
program
a

First United
Methodist Church
ld Arlington Heights

Rey. Fleauve. Neuman
S

Wamhip Service

ib

Chureo":5 :30 t 11.00 AM

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
"LifersMost Imperative Prayer"
Rev. Harvey R. Neuman

Nurrery'Prorided

AMPI

AR

I

#

Ns.u.drse.ryy lahooreati: 99:1155.1tA.M11115,,A.,.118,.,

Hornell Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

Present
memorial lamp

Youth plan
confirmation

Minion Day Schaal

Church
1124.36S1

"Row Blind Genii,. Bar

sen.

(grades 6 to 71 taught by Mrs.
Linda Shirley.

Sunday Schaal 6
Bible Class: OBIS

Mr. A Nnms, gencipal

hyoo,iorroom

mint (grades 3 to 5) under the
direction of Mr, Sarah Jucob-

taken as all melons am free

This

MOUNT
PROSPECT

"""'"i"'"'""'

Parish Center

Cl=5

Me direction of Mr, Stay per

Junior High Department

bosh= Beth Elohim will hold
Ds sabbsin consecration Service for the Confirmation
Class of 5730. Rabbi Mark
Shapiro will conduct the service, assisted by Cantor Har-

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

'

Sunday Masses:

Arlington Heights,
Illinois

individual.

4

SPEAKS

70 YOU

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

In fact, the Bible is full
of instances of people
who were lifted out of
desperate need solely
through an understanding of God's loving
provision for every

Poston Albert A tucchi

THE
Luke IMIB

4

Itneeksr

/1604

m W.110

7,30 am. W.

Te1.4.17-35s3. 409-0412

But the Bible tells us
that God is good, and
that He is the only reel

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

7:110

fe

i

Some feel they are
"doomed" to poverty,
even that it is the will
of God.

Evening Services:

Christian Science Redo

Pastor

r

'The tomb of Bed"

listen this Sweden, to the
Series

0
g

Mooting Warship:

Income?"

re -

CHURCH
Sunday

Reef n

"What

Rev. Wa;demore. Streolen

ptc.kindergarten department (3 IG 4 years old) under

tims World Nazi holocaust dur-

4

Beth Heller, Diane Denrikson

No one
is meant
to five in
poverty

the

brance of the six million vic-

a.m.

the church organist. Countless
hours of dedication and prac-

7Discoeering Chris, Where

Knott's talk will tan one
hour. No contributions will be

and open to the public.

Tchhaeirmnrs''Mrcs.n°Mirart"ii7Ptho7

Koji Canner. ter. Or, Edward Hoffman is

You Arc" will be covered by

also at the First Church. of
Christ. Scientist. 401 S. Ever:

11

They are: Debra Beck. Do
Cameron,

TWO MAIN themes will be
covered by dosses for children
3 to IA years old.

up the challenge of becoming
re involved in the needs and
,:, prOblems of others, including
A, dame of the parish end dm

Services begin at

fn

Avl
This will be the first eummer
Bible school session for the
recently occupied building.
The free five-day program

Betty Adams.
pre-mgistration ismandutory and will be held from 3 to 4
nth. this Sunday. June 7, at the
church.

day will Ire W. M. Knott. district supervisor of Jehovah's

Man seeks

vides on Sunday, June 7. All
three choirs are directed by
Miss Ann Gordon, who is also

by attending at lent 75 per
Choir homersessifi with
of all practiem and per the Youth and Chapel choirs.

ce t

St. John
Lutheran Church

will be under the direction at

time of intense personal pinto
sure which produces unusual

in the norfinveit
arco. Knott has served in both

ceive choir awards on June 7 Tuttle, Sid Weber, Wdly WOO are those who have qualified nor and Louise Wolf.

service. Those who will

of songs. Bible stories. games.
handicraft. and refreshments

Kart said the 1121111161ilies.

Mn. 'Des

14:30 a.m.

Member, of the three choirs
the First Congregational
Chumh of Des Plaines will be
honored at the worship serat

School from 9 to 1130 am.
June 15 to 19 in their new
building at 1331 N. Belmont

start m 6;45 p.m.
Special guest speaker Sun-

to spring forth before n11 the
tuitions."

Minium.

Comics,

SUNDAY 10AM.-1PAI.

Elm St. a Evergreen Ave., Mt. Proved

Clam

school buildings and the nem
church, which is now being

SAT.MAL.S,MPIA

259-2210

maps,

lIn addition to the .intin8

stoat...1y residence

Petitioner. Edwin A.Johnson and gene 1. nisman

,ALIrre.r,c1 pain illould an

and

r.. redevelopment 00000...

Mr5soteZnIR
HOthiSOURINO

Clem. With the aid of

pointed out how Me parish
hopes le fit in with the city's

of the an, of Section 20,1,1-N, R42, E. of the

hefd

9:30 and

Evangelical Frec Church will
Daily Vacation Bible

problems of our time
The highlight of
Circuit
Assembly of Jehovah% Wit-

at

hold

Assembly will discuss

parish redevelopment" hArt

drawings

100. of the So. Ole

,

progrtuns

F. and direct work with underE privileged minority group.

BONING LEGAL NOTICE

of Me sW el Sec 21,
R-12, E. of fie 3rd Ds in Cook
rnt,IIInals, COMMON, KNOWN AS: 1S09 RIVER ROAD,
s Pla nes, Illinois; having
frontage of 105.. feet on Des
=Band enlending eamerlyto Humana

Mere, still tin. la aloof dim.

inter -faith

Friday. June 5.1970 -

are held

The Arlington

& VIEWS

on

nesses being

vices

Bible
school

NEWS

addition to an ex,
planation of the purposc awl

Cancer and an eccrine spiradc-

by

D

In

cadent..? Is there any cure?
A -A trichoepilhelioma is
relatively benign form of skin

through the Sunday before Labor Day.
Regular fall sod winter sm.-

Religion

Pl

oichoe-

A -This disease, progiessive
pigmentary dermatosis, is a
form of hemosiderosis, a condition in which iron is stored in

shames
laRood

number of dohs is expected to
double in dime years.

imhe

acterized

It is ususally limited to the legs

temporary relief.

oretion
rcpathroat can also be used to

=1n74mtr=attazaf,m.4s,!fp

of flowers will
be most appreciated.

Suffelen,
Published In Se

dis-

tribution of the lesion is such

Case 7116.5 (I roe aver Roble

P end of Education

neommaucanowsdK
rridenteneg, nA

the

taMor, Art Rorheim. At is
rale of growth the

IS gond. 19 excellent

13:10 P.M.

Commie., Count.. etc.
NOME IS HEREBY GIVEN Mat a
regular meeting of the Board of Edu
ketion of School Norio No.

it Is slowly getting

use. What do you Mink?

since

(TearisolL which
quires no prescription. gives

1117OlovZodealiednrocerr=edrTati:Vf=ra=rgerVn

Z'Ns"
AinDon Help. ,S nen

and

minntional basThere
are
s.

pmsent

ey
re-

keeping our events before the
public eye.

Schaumburg. Camp Fire Girls
"Develop Today's
strive to

merchants

Q4 am o s000r 30. My doctor rays I have Schamberes
diwasc and that it would deer
up in two or three years. gut I
bare had it since I was about

but,

Methyl-ccIlulose

using all seven of those letters.

is very grateful to the
and The Hey for

their places of business for onlocation selling of candy.
the

dine have diabetes. Controlling the diabetes Ones not
cure or prevent the disease and
no effective treatment hm yet

ere is no treat-

rids.
drops

these letters as you can. In addition. find the word

cA mmunity

Ramlle who so gladly opened

C eny,
d
A very special thanks to the
merchant, in Schaumburg and

scars. Most, but not all. v'

06

local

dubs were Organized in 1950
at the North Side Gospel Center in Chicago under the direction of the Rev. Lance Latham
end the present executive' dti-

Stn Mary's kickoff
draws 150 men

DRANIIYT

The Schaumburg Leaders

'We would appreciate having the continued support of
the Northwest Day in order to
inform our residents of the
Comp Fire Girls' program in

f Camp Fire

5,100 boxes

skin. They heal slowly, leaving

Inn found.

Editor:
Earl W. Lewis' letter to the
editor in which he shared with
us a "Walter Misty typc

the

church club on a non,luno2,226 clubs in 41 United States

Make as many four letter or metre words out of

Q What CRUM CUM i VC

Map Publicatton5

Architect's sketch shows the new Aerate, Youth Assn. headquarters which will be built at 3215
Algonquin, Holing Meadows. Comemlone laying ceremonies will be held at 3 p.m. Sunday.

and Canada. The MA four

W.G. BRANDSTAnT, M.D.

vated

for

achievements

HIDEAWORD

"I think it's only fair to tell you, ma'am-he's rated 'X'!"

Honor choir members
at 1st Congregational

aconstic

an

The Awana Youth Assn.
Mk:5C,

Oiliness of skin may be hereditary

Heller, Holly Hill, Marty Hink, Connie Hopkins, Fourth row: Kathy Kuite, Jan Jarvis, Don
Cameron, Dove Rudloff, Doug Kuite.

toward the building expenses.

Timothy. Chapter 2, verse 15.

DOCTOR SAYS

Members of the First Congregational Church of Des Plaines' Chapel Choir are (left to 0)5500
First row; Mi. Ann Gordon, organist director, Roby Webster, Debra Beck, Tina Kaneen, Debbie
Paulin, Robin Hill, Janice Hink, Ginger Reinhart. Second row; Matji Cameron, Cathy Badmen,
Pam P.m, Debbie Jahnke, Chris Schwarz, Diane Henrikson, Nancy Spicule, Third row: Beth

1814411441444.etelteteammig

SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. II:40 A.M.
Nur., Core mall Sens.%

THE DAY

Friday tune 5 1970

The day's prospects

Personal finance

How much resale appeal in home built-ins?

Mother of Central
still making history
town nos divided into three

by Dolores Haugh

Central School is closing
down.
be the last.

brary was started. A single

were 7 districts established.
In the village of Mount Pros-

handmade bookshelf holding
books donated by the Mount

barbel Tour written for the

As a landmark of the village
with hundreds of alumni interested in 'Banal day, it MMUS
fitting to recollect the early be-

Mont

Prospect

Historical

Society.

On the southeast corner of

Main and Central the 001 -

ginnings of the school.

room white schoolhouse was
built by William Wille a a cost

Prior to Central School, the
educational system of Mount
Prospect was limited. The

of 8700.'.

As the builder, he felt

the boys and girls should haven

Miss Dow, Mrs. Morse, R. F.
Clough, Mrs. Warner and Mr.

cloak room in which to hand
their Imam. The budget was

Pennoyer were among the early teachers.

not Oexible so he donated his
time and did the work hinnif.
John Pohlman. then a est'dent in the new building 'malls
that the children had to sit on

first public school building woo
erected in 1840 on Section 16
in
Elk Grove Township.
Cleans were held in the build-

of the Board of Trustees was
dated March, 1842.InJuly, the

bled to local residents. It was
wheeled out once a week. ac-

cdrding to Mrs. Roy Schlemmer. retired librarian.
When a nursery school was

..tarted

Mount Prospeet

in

Marion Baker held her first se.

sip. in the some little white
Lutheran Church anthemd in
the hall in 1911 to organize
their congregation.
Members of the Mount Pms-

pect Woman's Club, an out-

growth of the =them club

from

St.

Lutheran

Paul

Church, held their first meetings in the tiny hall.

The building was moved to

center of the village. It was in

fire.
The first record of a meeting

its present location. t Witte and
Thayer again
to become
Wiest". This time to house the

this building. also known l0
Community Hall, that the vil-

congregation of the St. John

lage charter was signed by the

Episcopal Church.

Mount Pros,. Improvement

"The original windows bed
been covered with siding.. ex -

Associafion members.

Silver
surprise

mu

lore

wooden nail kegs until the benches and desks arrived.
The schoolhouse became the

ing for only two semesters as
the building was destroyed by

Pres,/ Womm's Club cheu.

schoolhouse
Meths( members of St. Paul

classwork was accomplished in
the homes of the early settlers.

The Elk Grove Centennial
Book 11833,19331 olatcs the

In this building. the tam li-

school districts. By 1867 there
' peel District 57 began in 1894
or 1895, according to the Fib -

June graduation. 1970, will

plainest

When you buy a house to
you buy a lot more than
joe shelter. True. the hulk of
the cell is will In lumber.
Mich paint and glass. NM the

Itichen1
Lehmann, 'but we traloted the
long narrow w tinkers.
"Later aver the main :hutch

chines. it has a lot of parts.

was built we hail to decide if
the hoilding.was worth keeping, It was found to be sound
but in need of a newmot We

A furnace. lights. air conditioners. cooking unit,. laundry
equipmant. a vacuum cleaner
and a number of other items.

replaced it and cost was 17110.

large

the actual cost of the original

come built into. the house it fair.
The primary uttonion 10 ask

for living" and.

Res, Lehmann also added
that the bell in the steeple
which was added when it became 0 Church, is from an old,
Northwestern train.
lea probably the only main

Club.

Thrs new teams are being
added to the program this year

so Mere are more °Phonenide, for girls to be cheerleaders than in previous years.
Adding.' infernmtion troy

The ehecrimder workshops
will he held Aug. 24 and 25 ot

Lions Park School in Mount
Prospect.

Area students excel
Northwestern Universliy,
where 4.0 in the highest possible average. She has been

Mide the
sodiond

Dean's

quarter

to the dean's list for the
past five quarters. and has an
past
accumulative grade average of
3.67.

Business

Sflool at the University of 11I igois, Circle Campus.

Isuon

'For scholarship, character,

Mias Dorm in member of
KappAlpha Thelasorority.

to

Pferce, daughter of Me. and

Mrs. Arlie

J. Pierce,

Jr. of

Paper drive

ant Prospect, has been in.
l

in tiedtheGreen
G
Medallionit

scithomore honor society at 11.
lingis Wesleyan University.

The oldest Boy Scout Troop
in Mount Prospect, Troop 23,
will conduct a paper drive Sat.
urday in the area from Central
Avenue to Kensington and

Miss Pierce, a 1968 graduate
Of :Prospect High School, is
nano: ring indium.

from Main St. to Dale Av.,
Mount Frfispeet. All families

Miss Patricia J. Doran,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jailles

living within this area are
asked to place their old news-

E. Doran of Mount

Pflfidpect. achieved a perfect
4.1y grade average last quarter

,

papers at the curb by 9 a.m. on
SMuliday,June 6.

The number sees little ro
Adult' value in these 5250 to

the adaptability of in enli-pollotion system to all new au

5450 to 561111 to install.

5500 systems. largely due In
the poor quality of the components and the resulting lack

tomobiles.

s

homes no longer work. end

cluded.
The

tree gasoline. will nearly climb

for you' to sell.

fects.

that their owners show little interest in making misers.

nete automotive exhaust air

white

building

secondary

questkin

is

Electronic

mained in thine of the newly
erected height brick four room
structure in 1,27 known as
Central School serving as the
community hall.
The graduates of Central
have deep roots in 'the history

ere a big hit Especially erro
is with chandeliers and Will-

Air Plias --

-Ehiff is an electrified grid in-

Most of the large items are

re-

Dimmers arc cheap:coping

of Mount Prospect for the
mother school indeed woo and
is still making the scene in our
town.

Seven students attended the first public school in Mount Prospect, they ref on nail kegs and

Aff/M:YE
Friday,lune 5,1970

William Wine added cloak rooms at Ids own expense. The one -room schoolhouse served the school

dishict for 42 yeah and bons a list of Mount Prospect "firsts."

Local residents receive medals

I

t

Artist -Sculptor Trygve R.
velstad poses with Dolores

Prospect Day, ad Eleanor

Edward J. Keegan

Rives, Day feature writer and
photographer at the Pioneer
medal award ceremonim held
In Elgin to Mey. The Pioneer

Krogh. of 3031
Lynn Cl. in Arlington
Height's has been named elec-

of the Pioneer Memorial half
dollar. Among the foundation
°Ricers prment at the formal
presentation were Milton A.
Grow, vice president; James

.

trostatic products coordinator
'for the Charles Bruning Company. a division of the Addeo'sOgraph-Multigraph
Corp.,
Mount.Prospect.
In his new position. Krogh
responsible for norket
swapment and promotion of
such products as the Bruning
1200
Multifocus microfilm

Steffen, medal award chairman,

and Merrell Calame, chnmen
Mr.

and

A.

Mrs.

PAW Cunt Pool

Mr. and Mn,, Edward A.

J.

Skrzynski of Mount Prospect
announce the engagement of
their daughter. Nancy lean, to
Terence Stephen Holler, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Honer
of Mount Erospect.
Miss Skrgynaki.
graduate of Prospect

Lloda Sells

Pool Jr. of Mount Prospect announce the engagement of

their daughter, Carol Aim, to

Ideho in 1963, and then moved

sculptor's original modeh. On

She is now employed by Amer-

tan seimee.

with Bruning to Portland. Ors eon. for a year prior to his arrival in Me Chicago ono,

Godwin is presently Iwo
mum in the United States
Army. Upon completion of his
tour of duty he will resume his
Hines at East Carolina UMmalty in Greenville, NC.
An August wedding is

lage.

The couple plans to be martied in May of 1971.

planned.

'

reader

York city in 1935 from the

tine.

man at Crown Rheostat while
attending Harper Junior C01-

enlargement

of Forest View High SebOol
and attended Harper College.
ion Mineral Spirits Co., Pala-

employed as 0 junior drags-

variable

lip ter Cacgc to lee' She.
will receive an 1999O919 to upplied science degrce and sere

Miss Pool is 1 1968 graduate

in DeKal b. Her fiance is also a
1969 Prospect graduate. He is

clew up of the bronze
nounced by her parents, Mr.This
, shows
in lam-rcllef the
pingge.. nronnign bn Rovgin,

Mn, and Mrs. Elmer Godwin
of Wilson, N.C.

High
School, is currently attending
Northern Illinois University

engagement of their
daughter, Linda, is being an171c

and Mrs. Elmer Sails of Mount
Prospect. Linde is a 1161 gradirate of Prospect High School
and will graduate from Harper

Michael A. Godwin, ton of

1969

of the fund driver committee.

.

in 1968, he is now in the Air
Force at Biloxi, Miss., school
foe ale traffic control.
No date hes been set for the

conduct seminars on this
. equipment for customers.

lion, The medal woo struck by

the Medallic Alf Co. of New

the im
scription "To the men who
reverse

side is

have blazed the trails, who
Her farce, Edward Hon have conquered the soil, and
due of Des Plaines, is therm of 'who have built an em he in
Mr. end Mrs. Thomas Mom the land of the Mini".
The lo due. A graduate of Maine West

printer. He will also plan and

00, nregi,gint of the gonn,

the

0., rat
tag

arecelvrd the d.
v

Publiatlom Wt

February.

wedding.

He joined Bnining at Bon.

MP Dance Club
ends year dancing
The Mount Prospect Dance
Club will hold its final event of
the 1969-70 season, a dinnerdance at the Sheraton O'Hare

Mn, Dennb Brown. Mr. and

on Saturday, June 6.

in office are Mr. sad Mrs. Eric

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Giuntini
and Mr. and Mrs. Al Witt will
be greeting the. 85 member

UPW blend food, flowers
for luncheon success

couples.

Music will be pro-

aided by the Jerry Dittman Orchestra.

President couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom 0'130, announce
that the election of officers for
1970-71 will be held. Couples

nominated for office are Mr.
and Mrs. Al Beckstrom, NI is
and Mrs. Angelo Spcciale, Mr.
And Mrs. Ed Giuntini, Mr. and

A delectable menu and oub
entertainment at.

hated about 120 wornen to
the final program of the year
for the United Presbyterian
Women of Community Pres.
hyterian Church, Mount Pros-

certified as CKD have estaba J

Prospect will meet on June 10

in the Mount Prospect Coors
ninny Center at 12:45 p.m.

formerly of Mount Prospect

Theprogram will be an in-

Mrs. Sandeen, a master judge

terclub show of table settings
with its theme, "Love in
Bloom," planned by Mn. Roy
Lohse, program chairman.
The classifications include

for the National Council of
Garden Clubs, demonstrated
using

plants and flowers mentioned
k

ment to get more done than
with the conventional unit.
Amforge's high pressure
hydraulic presses that will he

1pK

In-

stallations.

JOE ELSMER from Munich, Germany, demonstrates the De eeeefte,nents 1101 RE -12 .3D Duplicator at the three-day grand opening this

for CKD certification are 10 week of the Cow Corp., which cleats in machines peculiar to
years successful experience in Midwest industry. The new corporation is at 2100 Lunmeier
the field backed by mo affida- Rd., Elk Grove Village.
vim of professional corn
persnee from architect, and
inthutry professionals, consumer references and work

mperience rule but able lo
prove ',even years successful
experiere ce. may qualify by
taking an additional exam-

'nation - written and oral - ho

fore CCKD examination
board.

M. F.

Buettner. Incumbent
couples nominated to eondnue

The Bridal Shower," "The
Party,'' "Our First
Breakfast," "The Newlyweds
Enterrsin."
li, .12 display. will he
Stag

3
'

Craig Cronquist. 1112 Mgwood. Mount Prospect. was

cy. intemst.and must hove oar -

ode of seven debaters recently

areas of forensic activity. Its
purpose, according to the Iraternity constitution, is "to
stimulate progress in and Mr they the interest of iota-col le-

initiated into Pi Kappa Delta
nationel

collegiate

forensic

fraternity at Illinois College in
Jacksonville.

In order to be initieled, a
student must show proticien-

,..waan,

speech activities
communication."

and

browse through.

gl/j9-

CAMPING, INC.
FAMILY CAMPFITTERS
510 South Fifth Ave.
Maywood, Illinois

"'''Wert2Eplaggrigg"-s

cations.

TWO ANNOUNCEMENTS

FROM

PAKTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

For Fall, 1970
Ookton Community College will operate classes during the academic year

Carl DeKonta

1970-1971.

reservations

are being taken for next sea-

So simple

son, which will start with
dance Oct. 16 at Tally -Ho
Country Club. Membership b
limited to 85 Mount Prospect
and surrounding area couples.
The club offers four dances
yea or various country clubs.

_

Start now
from June 1 to June 30

z

our plans
to fit your plans

Pick one of

For further information. all
Cl. 5-7752.

When it's all paid up, we'll
add 41/2% interest and you'll be on your way
$ 2.00
$ 3.00
$ 4.00
$ 5.00

moo

weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks

$100 plus interest
$150 plus interest
$200 plus interest
$250 plus interest
$500 plus interest

Applications are now being received
at the college office, 7900 N. Nagle
Avenue, Morton Grove.

Programs will he offered int

For Summer School
Oakton Community College will not
operate a summer session during
1970, District Residents who wish to
attend an Illinois Public Junior College

with tuition reimbursement may file
an authorization form at the college
office, 7900 No. Nagle Avenue, Morton Grove, during business hoirrs, not

Data Processing
General Business
Business Administration
General Science
General Studies

Liberal Arts
Mechanical Design
Middle Management
Office Skills
Pre -Engineering

later than five class days after the
commencement of the summer session

at the college the student desires to

The complete schedule of fall classes
will be published in the -near future.

attend.

Mimed flower Show Judges.

Guests are invited to view
the members' efforts. For in
formation call Mrs. William

Students who wish to attend other
THIS NOTICE SUPERCEDES

Balaz at 253-6235.
The hostesses. For the meet.
ing will be Mrs. Russell

THE BANK

Moore. Mn. Warren Purcell
and Mrs. Eel{ Nixon.
Arrangements displayed in

A FULL

the library during the month
of May were created by Mrs.
Arthur Jahnke and Mrs. Wil-

SERVICE

liam Balm.

4as, s

3 Floors of Camping Equipment Inside, with convenient showrooms to

licipated in one or more of the

glare

.

.1. a

there the naumestway hnthatrarl. s te700orsaireetaway trader.
loathe way to answer the call of the with and terse., creature comforts
Wong with you. With your nimble Gorsalryou can follow any avenue On eonta,.
turn on an impulse area stop on a whim ...enloy the good IIM in the most remote
hideaway. Perfect for any trim fora month, a weeh or a weekaund. And you can
pack along thearhole faroily _there's stretch -out room Well.

Sahlberg and Mr. and Mrs.
Membership

ing stringent federal anti -pollution regulations which are
anticipated for 1974.

Ni

sold here can be of almost any
ske to perform suctlopess
atione as forging, extruding,
piercing, drawing, molding,
trimming and other appli-

Cronquist joins debate group

The Gard= Club of Mount judgcd by guest National AS

extend a warm welcome to the
afternoon speaker, Mrs. Ralph
A. Sandeen of Milford, Si.,

Holy Land. Mrs. Holmes Was
In charge of the program and
Mrs. Henry Barker was &airman or the luncheon.

more compact and economical
press able to use fewer hydraulic lines and less equip-

than to build a press designed
for the job it is to perform.

Each depositor insured to $20,0001, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

old Hoak, hint), president,

In the Bible or found In the

degree similar to that of the interior designer. Individual.

not qualifying for
certification "by experience"
under the 10 -yen' minimum

vastly superior to me-

Mous proposals aimed mid meet-

We have a Vacation Club

Mrs. Al Witt and Mr. and Mn.

Table settings
topic for
Garden Club

standing

/mailmen's

The custom built press will
amble tile user to employ a

f

ers is

Can't keep it under our hat any longer!

WiRtMottomegemettelfelteeSIOMISPASeemetat,

unusual

Certification of en individual as CKD is a professional

tier

com-

engine

Logan said he believen development of the new conlyst
and a wide variety of contain-

(in a CORSAIR getaway traitor)

=end 'rdi7011ifirerrsatZ

MINIMUM

partments are generally filled
with air conditioning and oth-

engine start -rep.

SST LOST

censing and certification agenny of the American Institute of
Kitchen Dealers.

Merlyn

morial according to the design

he maintained with proper car -

Two of the four converters
were designed pritimrily for
the underside of American
whose

close to the engine
where exhaust gases are holiest particiderly just after -

represents a new trend in the
metalworking industry. At

CCKD functions as the li-

rcsidedtlil kitchen

Logan said the convener
and catalyst together should
cost no more than $35 to $70.

cars,

Catalytic converters operate nmre efficiently when positioned

depending on the car size.

bunion.

The custom designing by
Amforge Of hydraulic i Lei

planning and supervision of

coordinator

by engine as possihle.

engine envenoms, of

draulic presses.

their special competence through documented
proof of knowledge, ability
and experience in the design,

Named
products

modifications. and in

er foreign autos when they

sale of custom designed hy-

lished

Memorial Foundation of 11 liners.. founded for the par pow of encouraging the con
plefion of the Pioneer Me-

Nancy Jean Skraarsold

,

frame

pollutants. It will reduce nitrogen oxide emissions by 90 per
cent. carbon monoxide by 94.
per cent and hydrocarbons by
73 per cent. Efficiency would

Weldon Engineering Co.. .5
N. Broadway, Des Plaines. is
one of 14 companies reacted
M wide to represent Am forge, Inc., Chicago, in the

,

could he positioned :Is close to

smaller foreign vehicles with
no structural chanty,.

talled on a car burning !en-

custom
presses

Kitchens, 1628 W. Northwest
Hwy., Arlington Heights. has
received official certification
as Certified Kitchen Designer
(CKDS from the: Council of
Certified Kitchen Designers

Products. on the underside of
all domestic autos with soma
the

Each container noun hold

Make

Edward J. Keegan of Key

Page 6

ran. president of Union Oil

er accessories. The otha
Veneta were &sensed for the
.engine compartments dandi-

now catalyst which. when in-

of fidelity. He cites studies that

Recognized
by design group

pect. Mts. J.C. Holmm, deft)
vlerspresident and MIR Don.

rdeenttiavnirfie7Z7r

'ten despite the fact they cob

show many nystons in resale

at

list for-thE

in

tercom.

grassers. Ts assessed5M .s.rentfleksood'essossese

On dean's list
r`teroge Faun:oaf 818 South
Waverly, Mount Prospect,

The container could be installed. according to John Lo-

ie spotlights. they allow unfimbed dmonnive lighting ef-

The

Ruben Sennett at 392-5619 or
392-7525.

Universal Oil Products Co.
of Des Plaines has announced
that it has developed four
catalyst containers to improve

mounted slave units. The system con still be wed es an in-

ngs

.

to hove them in your home.

he obtained by calling Mrs.

Mr Thomas Uddenberg at

'

The appraiser sees the typibuyer being unwillto pay anything extra for
house equipped with these fl -

es anything.
in a society

Containers for anti -pollution

Heat of the system is a radio and phonograph usually
loaned in the family room.
Other rooms are then wired
into the system with

S1511. $21111 range, the unit is
a strong plus in a resale home.

and Mrs. Henry Miller May 2.

is 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. at the
Mount Prospect Country

most sales have been for health
reasons to those suffering from
allergies.

trolled by a small radio rose,
cr. The uni is turned on by a
pulse front's tiny transmitter
carried either in ear or pocket.
lhe door stops itself in either
its open or closed position and
halts onomatically if it touch.

small. may now

sic syste.

slow to see their value and

than -- and ham enthusiastically
when the time comes

Prospect. About 50 people Mended the party at the home of Mr.

trict. The fee is Sa and a parent
should he with a girl when she
registers. The registration time

Gauge Door Dolmens The openers consist of motorized lifting nmchanisni con-

people to worship." he con-

ter and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Riley, elso of Mount

the Mount Prospect Park Dis-

ance of four specialized units:

all ma-

you want them enough to pay

bell in the area that rolled

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Novak of Mount Prospect celebrated
their silver anniversary at a.surprise party given by their daugh-

1970, and must be residents of

new in home construction..but
have been heavily. tester) in Industry. Though they, work
well, homeowners have been

recently

tried to assem buyer accept-

whether anyone else will want

A

should be third grade through
eighth grade as of September.

gleanable,

am in resale value.
Packaged HI -FlInstanallons
-- These have the earmarki of
agood idea carried too far. The
built-in intercom has now been
translated Mon fulkhouse mu-

Electric Dimmers -- fthcom
tat controls on home lighting

ti

ested in being a cheerleader for
the Mount Prospect Midget
Foot hall program. Girls

ming, writing for a mortgage

shout el of. hod is whether

Haugh, Women's Editor of the

will be
registration for all girls inter-

at pu',
ps A professional milenders

some 830 to $60 in the average
home. The appraiser rem them
as being worth more than their

air within the house is circulated. The grid attracts dust
particles missed by commen
scrum filters.
Electronic filters are fairly

inamisingly
convenience-griented. the ap.
praiser sees a strong demand
for this item. With costs in the

Engaged

6,

and

Irse

Milled in a duct through which

The less common ones are still

modon house has been mem
rawly described as a -machine

Revered

,1124t,11.00000.0001/21/009.20000 .00.0 2DOOQUIPO0.01.22Q.1110

Cheerleaders
register Sat.

common enough by now to
have an mlehlithed 'colon in
the cyan of potential buyers

By Richard Putnam Print

Dolmas Naugh-Womans Editor

Saturday. lune
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BANK

49 Trust Company of Arlington Heights'
in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

'n"-*"

by H.

Federal Deposit

PREVIOUS NOTICES. IT IS
BASED UPON ACTION TAKEN
BY DISTRICT 535 BOARD OF
TRUSTEES JUNE 2, 1970.

Illinois public junior colleges with tui-

tion reimbursement must apply for
admission to Ookton Community College. (967-5120)

THE DAY
Page 8

Friday, June 5,1970

Village Theater production
of 'Royal Gambit'opens today
?lie doesn't play Henry
VIII... he is Henry Volt

to outlast hey' husband and

=web.

Director Joe Young see

That's what prey= audiences are saying above! the

"Royal Gambit" as more than
an absorbing historical drama.
His a commentary on the so.
cud conscience of man. he

performance of Kernel Cameron

the

Village Theatre

production of -Royal Gam-

tain of his actions would cause
reverberations or. centuries.

but he did whratf he wanted to
d0 regardless."
Whether viewed as gusty,
rambunctious entertainment.
or as an historical Insight

Not only does the versatile
actor, accord, too witnesses.

live ac life of the bawdy. tynonnical ruler down to the
slightest gesture, as the play

Performances.

stir ring,

Moron to,
romp through history. inn

nights. For reservations. call
Village Theatre box office.CL

'home it transcends an age.

Shaw.

9-32011.

Ionia to the situation of man.
...It's all there ... the drama of

servations arc not neceroary.

Children's "Theatre at Rand
and Euclid in Mount Proapect.

Lew Musil is the director of
lack and the Beanstalk."
information
Additional
concerning the Country Club
Children's Theatre may be obaimed by calling 259-5400.

dach of the six wives of King
Henry .

. as she faces her hus-

band and her fate. There is
Katerina plapal by Kay HawIcy. who is cast aside in favor
of the younger Anne Boleyn.
Oiled by Cathy Cameron.
Anney like Kathryn HOW-

Jack London gym,
Dundee. Wheeling.

Hoenincer. manages

1(1111

VIM

MEE
Goa

1111111111

RIM

The three lending roles in the upcoming Best Off Broac.)
players production of "Sweet Charity" ore (left to right) Linda
Divele of Palatine ns 1111100, Debbie Miller of Oak Park plays
Charity, and B. J. Swingle of Elk Grove is Nicky. The musical
will be presented Friday and Saturday, June 19, 20, 26, 27. Call
CL 3-7105 for tickets.

`LW to start at

Countiy Club June 10
"LUV," Murray SchisgalA

Mc Country Club Theatre on

Club Theatre are on Tumday
through Sunday at 8,30 p.m.,
with two performances on Sah
urday, at 7:30 p.m. and 10:50
p.m. There is also a Walnes-

Wednesday, June 10.

day matinee at 2 p.m. and Sun

threc-character

comedy

in

which the entire action takes

Crtain time is 8 am. in the

headed. lime Seymour. does

and

SusWay at 2 p.m. and will run

Acting classes at Mill Run

Show Iona, "Pop" and jam
will be featured in the concert
presented by the London JuCar High Stag: Band tonight.

d. played by Ly. jc.cn, is

labile still young. Polly JohnSan.
m Anna of Cleves, is
a
Awed to live. however. out
M sight Fate Parr, played by

formed every Saturday

tM

Tickets may be reserved by
calling CI. 5-7105.

W.

.

meted by Joseph Maielli. won
a first place award at the Oak
Lawn Jazz Festival end his
consistently taken top awards
at district and state contest,.

were

eon I no to woo your tasty Henry VIII, played by

Revere Cameron, plead, with warm Anne Boleyn lucent aside
.. once lie casts aside his present
her scruple, and marry

which opens tonight at Hersey High Monet and continues he
morrow and Eriday and Saturday. J.112 and 13. Tickets fur the.
contemporary -historical dmina may he reser.1 by calling the
Village Theatre hcA office, CL 0.3200. Student rates Frida,

`Acting classes have barb

ing experience and will Cover

scheduled at NI ill Run .Chil-

voice, diction. improvisation,
pantomime, creative dramet-

drank Theatre for Saturday
mornings during the summer
Harry Lee Roger,
director -producer of Tiffany
Productions at Mill Run
Theatre, announced.
These classes for ages 8
through 18 will he taught by
professional actors with teach-

NACU on a bridge, will open at

The Country Club

ire
in located at Euclid and Rand,
in Mount Prospect.

day evening performance at
7:30 p.m.

There are no performnces

ion, scenes. monolog, makeupmonths,"

and stag, direction.

Further information in regard to the sessions can be ob-

tained by phoning Loki Carlson at Mill Run Children's
Theatre 298-2170.

Neil

Lover dc, who plays Milt Man-

Simon's

candy,

v'Ile, and Norman Rice, who

'Come Blow Your Horn."

plays Harry .Berlin.

closes on Sunday, lull 7. at

at

Country

the Country Club Theatre.

' feature music that will he sung
during then ummer tour. Such
popular tunes as' Downtown.

The record will be on sale at
the door of the Bristol Theatre
Sunday and earlier the same

SCANDA HOUSE
The big eater will more than meet his match at the
Smada House Smorgasbord at Mount Prospect Masa.
This popular family dining center offers a wide range or
delicious dishes al popular Prices-and seconds, thirds
and fourths are free. Bring the entire family for a treat
to be lung remembered.

TRY THESE FINE

RESTAURANTS

If the ectoplasmic manilasutdon of Ludwig van Beethoven was hovering in the dim
recesses of Palatine High
School's Cuttling Hall last
week, it was in all likelihood a
gratified ghost by concert's

end. Only one composition

UNEXPECTED
GUESTS?

$1.95

at the

Zatome,'d,

WURIITZER ORGAN
loryourpleasum
Tuesdays thru Saturdays
from 8:00 p.m.

Don't Miss Floyd's- .

. .

Aged Steaks or Sea Food
luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily

ooens deily so

sabodsc ot 5 am.

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
1000 Bosse Rd. Elk Greve Village
k. -Q11-0

SlUA:

956-1170

go
IN HFIELDALE
OFFMAN

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

11/4 moles East of

Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

PH:885-8840

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE >2, CARPENTERSVIILE,

talent, the dedication and the
belief in their young musicians

there was no straming at 'ugh

of conductors David Reiser

notes. When they wanted, they

and

filled Cutting Hall with

the great
musician's instruments, but they never
one, but the grogram was of blmted, never sacrifiotd tone
such a variety and of such ex- for volume.
cellence as to he worthy of his
Their competence didn't
200th birthday.
cond from rehearsing for a
Instruments alternated with concert. Rather, it was a ad voices. The symphonic bend mination of continuing ind1interspersed its number with
vidual efforts to achieve must
dune of Ate mixed chorus, cal .ceilence. And the baggy
girls' chorus and the a capita results were graciously shared
choir.
.with those who attended.

if you've got a crowd to feed, and no

Heineman, who &mamma lad a mature facility with a dif-

Scull comer°, arranged his

their heads out of the sand, and

positions,

own

march off to their nearest high
school to hear a concert or see

see n science fair. It can be
quite .an experience. --Herb
Braden

hint in good stead. but his performance was too smooth and
too well-timed to be mere luck.

Johnston's cop was hilarious in
his imsniiling attempts to make

off with en antique piece of
nomography, and Jo Morrison
brought to her role of Valeska
Chauvel both humor and path -

time caused noticeable Minors among the audience.

He had obviously rehearsed
Supporting players were excellent, lending the play much

with as much enthusiasm as he

pre to his performance
He worked extremely well

banoqucly addled

gy. vitality and love of life

mensely

throughout the PheaSTIGI Run

of one Mickey Dokna. who

MISS PRIMPS is women -

esting comedy. Carl Stohnk
only Problem will be fitting all
the people who want to we it
into the Pheasant Run Play home. For reservations and
tickets call 584-I454 or dial

Dr. Gresham. James Paul was im-

with ingenue RelAcca Phillips.
The two of tMtin radiated ener-

It was an exhilarating evening. made all the mom pleas,
mit by the youthful high jinks

"Remains to Be Seen" is a
solidly funny, always inter-

of its color. Bill Morey was n
likeable. Hy &head. Gene Houk. Gerry Cas-

Moe Ken Hamilton and Jack
Berlinaki wets believeabk
kooks, ray, very Riney. J. J.

Playhouse all evening.

PAccoxowexecowX.X.Wwwwwricsca9XVIVISCIZIXOWSzoloWX.X.X.XMOM"NON9C9,9.9eNha9FXSICMCIOSSCIONIAMOICISCIMFOSCONC.B.S.:

DAY PUBLICATIONS
DON ROTH'S

cokEnd FunFare
Vibbei

a

RESTAURANT
COCK FAIL LOUNGE

OUR SINCERE WISHES -

Am you a steak and salad lover? If sp, you will find

the Northwest Suburbs fin. at Don Roth, in Wheeling. The popular steak house on Milwaukee Avenue
offers the hest in prime beef cooked In perfection. To
complement the perfect steak, the diner cm prepare his

awn salad to his exact specifications. TIC

dem

and

service also add to the enjoyment of the dinner.

FOR THE BEST DINING

SPECIALISTS IN

'The Drive -In

with the
Exceptional
MAN SANDWICH

'GUN SAUSAGE

S1111111111/1/4'

WAYNE
COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

the Dragotn

rot Ina Pike IN plod of fm
81339 W. DEMPSTER

RAND 8 DUNDEE RD.

DES PLAINES, ILL. x
o
tocarlees
298.4848

V1111W131

CL 5-2441

WITH
(Now Appearing The CHASERS FO(lR)
&

SHOW LOUNGE

ia,Nritr',,="'

LEON BERRY
'AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN MR',
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

,NIELSEN'S 827-/ 8'9
Moor Irmo ErHoreFietd

PALATINE, ILL
318-3232

DONNA DAY

259-9550

OPEN ALL DAY
MEMORIAL DAY

Rain, rain go away
and let us have
a swinging month!

208, American Legion, Arlington Heights.
The Zaki Labobsky Dance School of Wood
Dale will present various Yugoslavian and
Serbian dances. Other attractions will be
17 -year old singer -guitarist. Ned Peterson of
local coffee house fame, Gladys Peterson, a
Best Off Broadway player and Louis Peterson

who has appeared on the Joey Bishop and
Dave Parrowayshows.

GOOD FOOD, AND FUN TOO!

?IF IITH7R1

24

... designed to help you

600 S. Milwaukee..
Wheeling, Ill, .1;

tumour SERVICE
PHONE

:.

537 8866

,

Friday in The Day Newspapers

WS N. MANNHEMRD. ROSEMONT.

Fry of the season at the Merle Guild Post No.

ITAITAN SAUSAGE
ITAUAN BEEP
BEATWURST
HAMBURGER.
BAP BO RIBS
HOT DOGS

DINE -OUT
GUIDE
discover more dining
pleasure and fine entertainment in the Northwest
suburbs. Consult it every

ENJOY THE LATE SING-A.LONGS,

Seanda House

Hr. Prospect Planer

Menu!"

This is Your

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

Tomorrow evening will be the lost Steak

Ksmorgasbord

L.,--ekrnZLss
St. George

HA MM

(Coati) Atte inn

STEAK FRY

Cocktails

ITALIAN DISHES

Your Friends
at

IN THE AREA

COME ONE, COME ALL!

TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES,

Join

SAUSAMINN

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES

GIANT BURGERS

oiVVRamaramoM

play or view an art ext or

wavy. auburn hair. dark. wide set eyes in a pixie face, end a
delicately attractiee, long -limbed figure which. front time to

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

MONEY -FRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP
FISH N. CHIPS

253.3300

tennis& sight gap. and excellent staging.

dausly artractivc. with long.

clowned his way through all
sons of difficulties and dam
' pas. His ad lib abilities stood

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

Featuring

MT PROSPECT

tery -comedy. "Remains to Be
Sear with a wealth of delightful digressions and droll characters. At Pheasant Run. Director David Morrison en hawed it with rapid pacing.

GOO -

It included folk
songs, march, musical comm
dy numbers, religious conh

John Cunningham, student
conductor, transcribes! Leon and Bernstein's orchestra ars
companiment to "Chichester
Psalms," for two pianos.

sell Crouse filled their mys-

. expertly gliered. stumbled and

RESTAURANT

Special prices for Children

for food and fun

253 RAND RD.

birthday

tone.

usic.

Howard Lindsey and Rua -

nu m e

to
"Hallelujah"
(from -Mount Cl Olives") by

all

By Herb Braden

ly polished copper of the timpani, the brightly burnished
brass of the tubas. It radiated
into the audience with every

Location: 3905 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

I amity Place

FREE PARKING

those who sang and played. It
gleamed from the immaculate-

taw purity and Beauty of

BRASS RAIL

We Satisfy All Gemmel Food Lovers
Meet Your Friends et the Fleming Torah

It shone from the eyes of

rock number by the 5th Di-

is almost as low as eating at home,
and you're ,free to be with your

'11,1

(312)06-0600

attribute: Pride.

behold, id hmr...and to feel.
The next time the good
people of Palatine - or any oth.
ar community - become disturbed by the excesses of today's youth, they should' turn
off their television sets. pull

Clarinet sultan Steven

Pheasant Run's 'Remains to be Seen' exhilarating

people displayed a very special

pet solo was impressively easy,
beautifully articulated with

We're always
ready!

SERVING 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS

petenac and talent, the young

braced a broad spectrum, from
Away," a gentle

mgt. to. deat

Aribigton Helena Bads 60005

ridrerS,,9928MSSPaRa.N.NORNSCRNSSSNSSMSON,,,,......x.zoNescor.rm,

earl was a beautiful thing to

mansion,

Fninsese,John Is.cs, Donna Wass/meth, Dim Bausch, Debbie Vartek, Dan Rene
and Sue Pabnatier.TheChoraliers will present a concert on Sunday at 8 p.m. In the
Bristol Theatre at the school.

In :Addition to their cam-

KENT KELLER'S trunh

ing up. Drop in soon!

ze.4. Tasty Ample

Thomas Trimburny

THE PROGRAM em,

.guests instead of cooking and clean-

22225euth Arlington Heights Road

the

Standing ready to sing their may into the sky and to Europe for the summer owe

the Arlington Heights Chordiers. They axe from Jell to right, Ruth Nerlinger,
Mike Ford, Mary Tuomi, Ken Lidge, Karen Kirkland, Derrell Rowader, Debbie
Leydig, Jim Ryhski, Diane Wider, Director Jerome Pupley, Mike Clarke, Am

cooked with old-world care. The cost

For Reservations Phone 312-426-3046

Open for Luncheon
and Dinner daily
with the finest in
steaks and lobsters

THE ENTIRE program
amply evidenced the taste, the

were no false notes.

there

sound of their voices and their

time

food, Scanda Home is the answerl
Everyone will find a favorite at our
huge smorgasbord - and you'll be
proud to offer them our food that's

ENTERTAINMENT

Wedneaday, itiorsday, Friday, Saturday
ON

was as though the words came
from a single throat. When the
inCruinentalists
performed

FRIDAY

hooch fries and
oedsoleslaw

DON KOMAR

record cost is $3.50.

Zapor Has

wall prop

Sale Attie

Commission-Coun-

hride Art Center P.O. The

Dining...Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs
FISH FRY

eke

day at the Arlington Heights
Cultural

Beethoven birthday concert
at Pcilatine a thing of beauty

uC

EVERY THURSDAY

LI)

1st each of the countries.

an

Dining-Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs
LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

Mon chorm op, ngiseeh

expertly aequenced to keep the audience
on Its toes.
The musicians performed
extremely well together. When
the various choruses sang, it

DAY PUBLICATIONS

it

Those Were The Da, Going
Out of My Head and the min-

Beethoven.

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

WeekEnd FunFare

Aecompanied by dirmlor
BoMme PogsleY, the since m

above. well as others.

t hoven's
Beebr.

Additional information and
reservetions may be obleined
byNalling 25,5400.

a Ellen Manville; Frank

Performances

will try to add to their Panel
fund by selling a record they

at the theatre on Mondays.

Appearing in 9LUV" arc
Faith Quahius, who ploys the
role

troductioill nfiand several soloists
singing Try to Remember

made featuring the songs listed

Will leave JulY .5 for a vial W
Ike countries in Europe. They
will have at least one perform-

mertime,

concert is $1.50 for adults and
SI for students. In addition to
the concert the Choralien

from ''The Fantasticks," The
Fiddle and the Drum, and the
Joker. The second half will

`0111

Page 9

Admission for the Sunday

l'UNDAY'S concert will be
prmented in two parts. The
hell

finance their forthemoing
concert our of Eu-

W
to

Vidal, Liana Eailsback as Ursula and Torn Swingle as "Big
Daddy." The production will
be as bright and gay es sum-

formed at the Country Club

The childretis classic is per-

London stage
band to play

group effort to raise the money

icks, Nicky and Helene. Other
leads are held by Mike Anderson as Oscar, Alan Johnson as

through June 7. General ad mission is one dollar, and no

They Will return Aug. 19.

8 p.m. Called ''Auf Welders,
hen, Adieu," itwill be another

B. J. Swingle and Linda
Derek are Charity's sidek-

"Jack and the Be; suilk" is
the production now being per-

'bringing contemporary over

The Arlington High School
Ch9raliers
peeled their
fareWell concert SnndnY in the
Brktol Theatre at the school Cl

the capable direction of John

`Jack and Beanstalk'
at Country Club

High School. Thomev and lig
Rand in Arlington Heights. pr.
are June S. 5, 12. 13. Student or
rams are mailable Friday

sometimes -hesometimes -ribald

has lovely Debbie Miller of
Oak Park in the title role for
the production which will be

plunks dancing and BOB are

Hersey

RI

doesn't recognize two left Rut
on anyone. The music is under

This is onemusical that cg

dared ...an aged but not quite

The final Village Theatre
production 'of the roman.
"Royal Gambit" is an always-

director from Deerfield who

production will chase away the
rainy day doldrums. Tyler,
veteran and talented director,

Charity" promises
to be the big bouncy beautiful
show from curtain to curtain.

provide an unusual evening of
suburban drama.

helpless husband.

Off Broadway as their spring

"Sweet

"Royal Gambit" promises to

proceeds. 0/ ago almost int
per ceptibly until at the final
WM! his is broken and

proud of Carol Mack. Carol is
being touted as a supendence

presented on Friday and Solariday. June 19, 20, 26 and 27, in
the Hersey High School auditorium al 5:30 p.m.

mid. "Henrysensed that cer-

bit." which will Antral upon the
hoards this Friday night at
Hersey High School.

Arlington High Choraliers
to present farewell concert

`Sweet Charity'an
expected delight
Richard Tyler is certain that
"Sweet Charity." done by Best

THE DAY

Friday, June 5,1970

GOLF ANYONE?
Another swinging adventure will he Mondays Sixth Annual Three Sheeters Golf Tournament, to benefit Cystic Fibrosis. It's at the
Villa Olivia Country Club, Bartlett, III,

Tee -off any time after 6 a.m. Dinner and
prizes at 7:30 p.m. For information or reservations telephone Allen Douglas, 255-4178,

PRIZES AND DINNER TOO!

THE CHASERS FOUR

WITH SHARON ANDRE
The Chasers Four featuring Sharon Andre:::

will appear through June 13 at the Brass:::
Rail Cocktail Lounge in the Sheraton O'Hare:::

Commedy mixed with ballads and four-parf:::
harmony is their menu for a delightful eves::
nirag.

SINGING AND COMEDY
FOR A "SWING" EVEf

SWING

Something new is going on at the Earl of
Ipswich with Terry Crispin and the Some-

WITH THE

thing New, a now -type quartet. They can be

SOMETHING NEW...

heard Wednesday through Sunday from
8:30 p.m. till early morn.

.,_

16F1
,4..
"---

- :--'-'

THE DAY

Pap 10

Golden's double beat Des Plaines)
,0

Friday lone S 1970

Calendar of events

Johnny Mathis, an
all time great

(rune 8 121
Thismiland trop p.pm.d.o n puha,arotax ht

who

tocsdist
never sue

has

III George Halm

cumbel to "rook 'n roll"
brings Ms unique song

to Mount Prosmet Ch.*, 8 L mem,

Am orommuon w ohim to sonotbutt should
tall Mm, Fitkn 112.1.r.P L ,-740.Deedlint for
SUNDAY
PIM Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church.
Dm Plaines. 7:30 pan.

June 9 through Sunday,

MONDAY
Mount INospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard
Comity ChM. 1.1.15 p.m.

June 14,

enabled the Lions to beat the
36crs, 4-2, at Forest View yesterday.
Golden's double came with

Steve Smith and Mike Oede-

ma° aboard and gave the

mr. I u.ni.
Ra ndhorst Toastmaster, St.' Mark Ludieran
Church. 7:10 poi.

Lions a 3-2 lead. The Lions ral-

lied for four runs in the sixth
after trailing 2-0 throughout
most of the game.

Prospect Ileights School District 23. Board of

Education. MacArthur Junior High School.
`7311 pr:

pm

Smutre sent right hander Mike
Berdell to face the Dm Plaines

2.

southpaw. The two finished

Prospect Chapter De Molay, 1104 S. Arlington Height. Rd, Arlington I -Eights. 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Park District. Rudd Alai -

ins, Mount Prospect Community Center. It p.m.

Gene Clammy, Hun.
sedan song stylist and

TUESDAY
Northwest Philutelic ChM. Arlington I heights
Savinp A loam 7:3)1 p.m.
TOPS of We Evades. Bank of Rolling Mead-

pianist, headlines at the
Baker's Wife Lounge at
Pheasant Run 'through
June. Cherme3 who was
born in Budapest and
from the
C

mos. 7:10 p.m.

Prospective Waist -Away, Friedrich's Funer-

al Home. itto
15 pm.

His toad style

Baia° Grove Over 50 Club, trip to Shady
Lane Theater. Kingswood Methodist Church.

reminiscent of a yams

Duffel., Grove. i

Maurice Chevalier.

30
p.m.
Gorden Club of Mount I.reepeel. A/011111 Pres,

in the fourth inning and

is

The Salons won duces:lines
last week
thc South White

Intermediale division of the
Adinglon Heights Boys Base-

THURSDAY

ball League.

&Madman or Mount ProMa, DM, M

In the opener it von the Sol.
ons beating the Terriers. 11-4,

Center. Comminoty Presbyterian Chinch. 1030
te

on the pitching and hitting of
Jay Lemke) and Jerry Ernst.
Then the same Solons came
back to whin the Ramble., 13

Adington !kip. Over 50 Club Drop in Center and business meeting. Pioneer Purk. 10:311
Cees Bears who is the

mainstay in the Towers
Lounge at the Arlington
Park Towers Hotel, An
lington Heights, can bat

3. on another win by Ernat

with the help of an

be described as "one gab

Tile Gabor Brothers` Orchestro mourn* Podia A. eppeuras

tar in eight lagnagar.

hi the Windt...nun. Lounge elite Chien. Mario. biota Ile-

A 11,11000 import in gob

tel. The group will entertain Fuesday through &dun', nights

gOnquin Rd.. 8 Arn.

cot., only two year,

L

ROD E. Golf RR. 7:30

FRW Prospect Pmt 1337, business meeting.

VFW Hall. 8 pm.
Mount Prospect Chew auk Mount Prospect
Community Center. 8 p.m.

Hoar to

lounge.
entertains guests
the

olVER

8:20 p

Will Mercier Affair opened
May 5.

entertains with his selection of
jam and contemporary mode,
Reservations can be mad by culling 248-55t15.

a king evening at the Four
Torches. there's a bcauliful
dining room which features
Continental and American
cuisine.

So proprietors Andy Trills
and Jack McHugh immediateIY ieneived the contract to re-

tail Will Mercier and his
love rock" musician.... and
Will's fans will now he able 10
enjoy his fabulous soul sounds
through July 1. 1970.

Breakaway today.
(Post -time 1:30 Mon. thru Sat.)

41
...at &Aland Milwaukee RAs,
in Niles, Illinois

.

.

front 4 p.m. to 2 ,m. on Sun days.

no=hz * ratTOw

On &Imlay. and Mondays,
singer-pi:trust

Danny

Lang,

1JOHNANDMARY

Seeing is believing!.
210W The finest pninaie

$3.00

MATINEE

s,.;.:°°r.rr

ptl

MiseS

1$0°.
ar_.:::..,.o.
c°"''`"7:k a

Arlington Park.

\
WILLIAMS LI I UORS

ott)Nhere NOW*

For Picnics

The new MILL RUN THEATRE
'

Ill?a"Cen. Falai 6,9t

at Golf and Milwaukee Roark
in Niles,
Illinois

STARTS FRIDAY

III

IN TOWN!

This Program

INTRODUCING A BONANZA

12 oz CANS

BONUS!
Monday thru Thursday

WALTDIENEYta

KINGotthe
A

GRIZZUES

RIB EYE

MATHIS RAY CHARLES

imam. thunder am

SHOW '70

ORLAND SOMERVIllE

June 16 ohm 21

Joe 9 goo 14

-

44S, 7415,102S

o

mat IA._

s

101,

Set

110,1

hms..
. OW. rt414101

t1401 m00 se 1M Ens 0000 Ma 41 0 (40 40111415100001

Nos01148 nesse encloss el010
sisl cosi

Robert RYAN

Salad Lam Toast

instalt0 summer WM imo
0000 re Me Oder Yu SMatnianala

A

Mtn,.CTTY
myxerr

4./A.W.11:15

Saturdaya Sunday
4100, San, MO

Tutu!, a Theodor .0,

ode. 004 1004730 01E42170 ISOM 0111.01.

I.t..11.S1

Tender Rib Eye Steak Baked Potato

=NOM
UNDERWATER

Pas

Ilea:

.6 sue

Specielattoation to groups ... tall Lillian Catlin - 2981876

v.so

SPECIAL

PLUS

CArTAIN

sm.

...129
DINNER

F.M.W.M40,

sword, Sunday

Pepsi
24 :°,x,

12 PACK

,111110pUltit

III PEPSI

$199

1249 Elmhurst Road,
Des Plaines, Illinois

BEER

OFFER

24

CASE OF 24

or

-

$260

4 QUARTS

- spo

plus deposit
sole beer not iced

sole beer not iced

hortmonOokhinSt.

inlemqvingd.

an spertiol

phone: 437.8313

Starch. Mike Valentino, Greg
Volko, Jerry Vali., and manarms Dave NIclicar. Dave
Bowker and Gary Swedbell.

FRESHMAN "A" NUMERALS-Dave Blake, Stem
Dolphin. Lou Luiwki, lack
Lloyd. Mike McCaffixtY,Bill

fZz,Vnd GIN SALE
WHITE
SATIN

WALKER GIN
Y2 GALLON

MIXTEMATCH

I

THE SEALS rebounded to
whip the Buffalos, 0-4. on a
onmhitter by Gory Vcvang,
Dan Skarzymki Immoral and
Den Kenney had a triple for

Don Stebbins

home run end Iwo
doubles by Kenny Johnston.
and

a

Alex Jorpnam added two
doubles.

Then the Galore aimed a
13.0shutout win over the Seals

1/2 GALLON
11

1/2GALLoNs679

'ilip

o;3631911h

3

for

$ir

nOLIAgt,

win

a

3-2

thriller.

Tyk

and

Royals in the line) division
same. Ken Woeszenfeld oat
the winning pitcher and Peter

0
4

DES PLAINES 121

piny.
Rooftop. 3b

3

I

11

It

Covallaro. e
Olson. rf

it

I

0

0

3

0

I

May lb

1

Lao, 0,

00

11

Curdinell. ph

0
0
0
0

1/

0
p
0
0

0

0

11

LI

It

11

2

3

2

Chesney. If
Kasper. 2b

Goon*, cf

0
0

000

Johnson, p

I

I

23

W.O.Donnell. ss

h
I

Itrb

0

0
0

Player
Berdell
Johnson

I

I

'O'Keefe

1

00
1

II Per tv ao

7 3'0-2 2
5i0404-1 2 11
1M I 041 92

.W i nee r-Berdell: Loser Johnson; WP-O'Kecfm HBPBendel! (Cavalier.*

1

Bob

A
ckt
4:ei'sTknoi.,nM:Kreki''l'h"K''PhuilliC;i:','11-79.1

Mock. Don Reid, Terry
and

manager

Jim

Dick

K glly

Dunphey,

OMORE LETTERS -Curt

Mark Ennes, Ed Wojtowicz,

Anderson, Don Bohoc, Phil

Jeff Brown add Bruce Brod..JUNIOR LETTERS -Steve
Orms and manager Mike Er-

JUNIOR

CERTIEL

Guinn,
GATES --Doug
George LaVigne, Rich Leach,
paddy
paddy Read, Al Schrnanke
Bob Strebler,

SOPHOMORE LETIEILS,Stevetbalogh. Bill Goadhope,
Dean fiallota, Rill Bates, Scar

Kissomis.

SOMA-

Bosch, James Conley, Mark
Gonzales, AO Jones, Lary

ling.

Ward Winans,

blike Finley was the winning

pitcher. giving up only four
hits and striking OM nine.
Smart Remus pitched

no-

-

hiller and the Giants downed
the Pirates. 4-0. Remus has
now pitched 12 straight in-

ninp without

o

run being

scored against him.

Autos by 34. Marty Schulte
In the final same 01 the
pitched a thra-hiner against week, The,)Cars and the
the Orioles end helped himself Braves play ton 5-5 tic.

Des Plaines' Rich Olson slides safely into third rAlb a stolen base In the One Inning of a 43 latat
to Logan Square. Lion third baseman Mad. Rossi takes the lardy Ms.

ame-Northfield seniors play
B3 HU
i McCarty

Mike Vanier v.s the wia
ning pitcher when the squed
Ran

mi Moo. Erma'.

.

Nato by doubles from Mike
Sharp, and Neal Schwa, who
also had four RBIs.

3-1. Manny Nuccio wits the

Kenny

winning pitcher. allowing only
three hits, Iwo singles ...Kevin

with a double. Doubling for

Brawn,,,,,hich dr,,,, in the

Arthur rod Randy Stork.

only

er win during the week when
Dam Cireenhin doubled and
Da
Mitallim pitched them
to a 9.5 he
over Golf Moll
Bunk. The Bankers :.a.0 wen
edged 5-0 by Domestic Still -

,,

wore
double as Mike Bo-winners
0,
with
triple.

cav7o*pl.tcnIt 3edia wtwoi' 'hiv:terGand".

smelt out 14.

....

GOLF. MILL RANK
back W'th
win when they
edged Moot Prospect Bank.

Harold

blush
/,,,,, tun.,

with
blaltwithifilouble.Mount PIA ROM dropped another close nue
inn 523 loss to Goodman Furni-

Ulm. Goodman pitcher Bob
Pullinsi allowed only three hits
in getting his win and had help

Goodman scored another
victory in defoating Seemaning

many aspects of the
rnc
which ham proven invaluable
to successful mocha.
Coaches will have
from

of multiple defense in particuar.

John Jardine. the new Uni-

The program is spread over

ister for the program. At 9

the course of eight fin,,,s be-

o.m., former punter at the Uni-

which the program will bc re-

ginning
should

11.31) to O a.m, Saturday to reg-

at 8:30 A
end
versity of Miami Harvey Ratouch on everythg
of- ta will lecture on his special-

from speciality units to the

importance of

ty -the kicking pm:. Foster is
now Me hooting each et Hersey.

At 9:45 am., J. Gahm.
St rogietmtion fee enables

ad guest wcakers talk about

head pilot of St Viator's 1969
co-chompion 1.10111. will speak

on defense and the plifinsophy

MPPD bike racing
The
prospect
District
he "woi 1'1 nsponsorP
open
competition bicycle race 10-

morrow at Dempster Junior
High School for any grade or
high school student who wants
to enter.

recorded by Me boys and
in each clmsification.

TROPHIES WILL be given

it Net place and ribbons Mil

cessed for a lunch break.
A[
lunch, Jardine will
pick up Me mike again end talk

about offensive and defensive
drills and tactics.
At about 2,5 p.m., the MidSuburban ',ague', Football
Coach of the Year. Ralph

Lane, will explain how Ihe
pleg-actim passing mock
helped his 1 969 Conant griddem Win the MSL championship.

be awarded for second through
fifth place. The groupings are:
first and.second graders whose
race begins at 9 aon. and last,

Arlington High's dint She,
bra will terminate the program with spa. about Mine

to 10 a.m., third and fourth
graders (10-1

Sheehan carriers the training
responsibilities for the Cardin-

seventh

010 during the fall competition.
District 214 Superintendent

a.m.), fifth and
sixth graders (I Ia..-12
(1 2-1

and

eighth

graders

pm.), and high school

ing

techniques

for football.

Dr. Edward H. Gilbert will be

from 1-1:45
t Special trophies

on hand along with Athletic
Coordinator Howard Lester.

times in the race by a boy and

Handing out In
be Clinic Chairmen Bob Wal-

will be
awarded for the best overall

0-4,

with Mike

the

winners and John

Oberhausen doubled for Sem.
merlins.

JOHNSON

SPORTING

GOODS maintained fuel
plum in

the maim division

with two more wins last week.

Bob Mackin pitched a 011os
hitter for the Sponswn and

Ron Wadka Car. through
with o home nin and a double
us they downed Doinestic LAB ilex 7-0.

In another match it wm

The

three and Knight
Tube and Sti.,1 two as Lorry
Deschamps took the win and
Johnny Mendrolla doubled.
Knight Tube and Steel suf .
fered another close defent in a
5-4 loss to Talisman Village.
David MocArthur, Larry
Garrelson and Bob Chaniber.

Pink

being credited

the losers. were Dovid Mac-

Pc dm Signs took unoth-

dm. with Kerry Field being
credited with the win.
Field also had;: home run,
single and four RBIs and Paul
Piertnione Madded Mr Domes-

ic. For Golf Mill Bunk. Ralph
Menali dottNed and Russell
Kadins had two hits.

SHURE AMERICAN

Rheas.

Jay Potter's triple and Siem

Bakers two doubles. Keitit,
Palmgren had two doubles fey,
Production. Tom Pm had one::
and
Kwhitt had a dould_.,
and a single.

In the intermediate divisia

Coto and Sox remained Le
both Menu look two wins. Behind good
by Mark
Pnes. the Sox low ned the
Mins. 6.1.

American were Gary Thicher.

whom two hits drove in four
runs. Mindy Weingarten. fiorEric Scher. Jeff

die Shire.

Borah and Mark Kilter. For
the Braves, other hitters wore
Howard Matelot' and Bert Levinson,

Hom runs by Alan WaxHome
man of Corsair Furniture and
Bob Ivoinini and Mik, Rosenberg of Dash's Texaco highlighted a batting bathe that
saw Corvair floolly take Dash,
16-14. Pitcher Howard OS-

lrinsky was credited with the
win,

the winning pitcher, giving up, doubles to
a 12-1 victory
two hip, double and a home for oho Dggists over Who
non to Knight's Steve Jacobs.
Harrison. and in the final for
M
minor division for
IN ANOTHER cOntest,Tal- the

week. Glenview Com-

tryside

Nierchanto

downed

Pdllegrini Signs with pitcher Production Tool. 19 -IL.
lohnMuly gelling the win and..
Dcan Simmons was the wiv

They

were

I

tic-

tornx optin as they edged the
Reds, 5.4, with the win going
to pitcher Scott Richmond.

1

.

;
I

JOHN MALANTLS drove
in the tying run and Alden

singled.

salt doubled for the Droves.
Other hitters for Shore

I

pitching

lamed up on the mound to
Mike out 15 end allow only
three hits. Levy and Fred
Nachman each douNed for
the Americans and Ed Say.,

:

the first place tie between the

511001

lain all doubled for the VIIRIM DRUGS' pitcher
loo
lagasoad..Schorsingledin Gary Ohson chalked sp a win
run, Harrelson also was. and Brian Vorton MEd two

isman was nosed wit 2 by -I by

ning pitcher and primary poW,.
er at ths plane waS supplied kl.

strengthened its hold on first
place in the minor division by
ticketing the Breves. 8-1.
Sieve Levy and Murk Maher

rnaa inn mill11011

pri. Anyone unable to make ther of Arlington, Len Bun of
the morning cocoa can race ,,Hersey and Elk Groves Don
with the high wheelers:.

Fence.

Winkler getting the win, Jimmy Geishaker had a double
Ion

versity cor Wisconsin head
football mentor, 001 indulp
on offensive line play after

-

ly, have Terrell, Glen Thiel,
Mike Tot an Mike Wer-

shortstop

the lostn.

Nikodem, Larry fressl, Jeff
The races, which afford an
Rad and Dick Thompson, opportunity for exercise for all
FRESHMAN NUMERALS- participants, will also offer
-Fred Dahlke, Rick Doering, prizes for the best times
girth
Scott Gabriel, Pad Germano.
Stan Hilly, Joe Holl, T. J. Skel-

cellent fielding plays by Giant

ootball citn,tc next '''-,cg,°',,:fir-LenzwuliFIE-.
or coaches' group

Bockholz, Bill Joyce.
Martin. Don Martin.

C A T E'S. -John

that was highlighted by ex-

care pitched the nine to a 14-0
shut out over Sernmerling
Fence and was helped at the

game. Chris Caldwell was the
winning hurler and Rusty
Thomas had two triples, Ron

STIETNNYIS.n.

Hen, SENIOR COMET-

THE PIIILLIFS were also
a double winner, beating the
Orioles. 4-I, and nipping the

'DIE BRAVES won an exciting. 1-0 idecision in a prim

Bur arraINsT tho Mar-

taro, Todd onyinvitedmenmembearne,

Melone. John Placek,
Scott Vaughn and manager

no-hitter

and Dertren slammed :: double.

win.

Mill Bank. Neal &ham! had

forte.. end dropped a 5-1

LETTERS -

Fred

the Angel, as Dan

Robinson Drew

ning. Eric blalvik had 4 grand -

slam home- nun and Erase
doubled for the winners. with
Rick Palmer pieldng up the

7fi.:4-7:,,,,,:c000:k,E1,07,,ao7:::,...

VARSITY LETTERS -Gary Ahranwon, John Agg.
Phil Hausman. Wayne Meter
and Tom Schmidt. VARSITY
Coaches within an 80 -mile
CERTIFICATES -Tom Mose, radii's arc expected to take part
Ron Norberg, Gary Ross. Jan in the District 214 Coaches
Welker and Al Willem
Association Football Clinical
Elk Grove High this &mirky.

LETTERS -Rob

against

The Astro, came back to
°mks the Angels. 19-3, with
the help of a I 0.run thIrd in-

und Steve Miert supplied the
looting pond,.
Ions, the Wolves were not so

KenMERALS--Chuck
Feline)
Greg Jenkins. Mike March.
Greg
TRACT(tohn

eels. 12-0.

Glen Eisenhuth both doubled
for the losing Astro,

this one and in the lean -Mother

Walsh. FRESHMAN NU- the trainer.

SENIOR

4-3. and shutting nut the -Am

bantered 3. P. Erne and

Kiln. John Hine, Jim Hines rn!- week t161' Whi.C.-

GOLF

61

am by nipping the Orila.

test.

Bonk. .1-0. Mike Bucaro and
Billy Harrison each doubt.' In

dale.

McDonnell and Jeff Mayer.

In the Centol Major dividon. the Mos Mowed their

added throe singles in that con-

Lague
: se"n'i.ONr d'irv'insilianidplaLyite

' :r uirg'oh,'Lhwarin.,m'ArCZ

and manager Dave Martin -

Mike

a 14-5 victory as (like Lincoln
got the win and Peter doubled
in the 1I -ran first inning.

with the Wolvcrina
splitting a pair of 4isiOnS.
They opened with a 7E last-

Mike Robertson, Craig Stiles.
Swedborg, Paul Trousil,

Keefer.

IIIE TORNADOES sock-

division,

von. Mark Tesrner and Pal

ad

lusty hitting by Tom kloore.

Only Iwo games worn playa!
in the South Blue Intermediate

FRESHMAN
NUMER.
ALS-John Anderson, Bob
Arko, Ken Beach. Bill 'Black more, Jim Black, Kevin Cant well, Jeff Rosined. Barry
Giovanine, Mike Holzer, Rich
Jensen. Nick .I.ongobardi.litPark. Dan Poron. Jerry Pop
tors. Randy Schuman, Bob
Sloan, Bud Straumann, 1100
Wagner. Dave
Paul
Mork, Mike Wiese, Mike Tyk

.PrS0,,,,,EHBOoShir

winner over the Oaks on some

Martin had a twodn borne

Mike Quinn. Dove Rem.,

Gluck Will. and manage.

five

the Duns to a 6.3 win over the

Bob

mer, Steve
Schroeder.

in the South Blue Junior division. Sanchez also had thtcc
hits for the victors.
The Beavers were a 10-3

It wasa different story

runs M the fourth to beat the
Royal, 9-3, as Brat Panic got
De win on the mound and
Blair %Ansley Mimed Wm
triples. Cirk Huber also contributed a three -bagger.
A three.ron first frame led

.tanagers Charlie Mown and
Ron Lundin. SOPHOMORE
CERTIFICATES -Steve AnJerson. Don Dahlqui,t, Mike
Fanizza.

a

one-hiner 1 -or the Renner. and
sinick out nine. while Bob Weber. tripled for the losers,

Bill Chilton, Greg Kopriva,
Gary Mayer, Joc Murk,
Dale Steingraber. Bruce Son -

Slalom

.

to

rally by the Buf-

Mark Toberrn. pitohal

Rich Sales. Joel Soderberg and

Bob Butts doubled and
Den Bianchi homered for the
Phil,. while Stall Zukula

ed it to the Gems to the Mac of

fobs

Istaloyney. Ted 'Pranesks.
Tom Keyser. Ken Melune,
Brian McHugh. Bob Raising.

ter at the- Padres and enabled
the Gents to Inge a 4-0 shutout

and worn on to trounce the
Kin p. 15-1, with die help of
last -inning

June 5,
1970

with a triple.
Phil Lotx Was the winner
against the A5100, and he

Al Lallof and Andy Dickinson
and a good pitching performance by halo

three hits by Sc. Riede.
The Rangers withstood a

Page II
Friday,

Aduilicayk doubled and Toni
Maher chipped in with a twohogar.
Roy Sanctia spun a no-hit-

the Seals in that onc.
The gmrs scored seven runs
in 1110 first and second innings

Ed Johnson, Ed Katzman, Bill
Kidd, Gary Lesley. Tripp
a te.
Rich
McAuley,
Pankr,te.

Fleischmans

VODKA

$99

Den

MERALS-Jim Burke. Don
Drighmal, Greg 0:0k.
Bulits. Jock
Gonway. Mark
Marty
Egon. Bill Gorgon, Rich Hajt.

Alan Bar

$819 EUGENE'S
Gin or Vodka

No rarryouts

Dago,-lay Fledges. Rich
Hain. Randy -Esp.:rum. Stew

*W3;1125'HGAIIL'AN"'"ill'll

INTRODUCTORY

$105 $199 $395

NO TIPPING

SIRLOIN PIT®

Chuck Erdman, Greg Fink,

Novak. Joe O'Brein, Bob
Richter, John Rohde, Dale
Schoenbeck, Keith Same and

FAST SERVICE - COME AS YOU ARE -

BONANZA

Pier:lido. Randy Dom,

Millner. Tom Moeller. Riot

not iced

Oatnett

h

6 PACK

-Pete

Robert Sobieski, Choi.,

ginger ale

IN COLOR

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

BRILLIANT SCREEN

min'FaEntertainme)

boo.bitier by

Richard Mathis, Mike Kra-

Law. Rich Li -nimbi. Ron Meyers. Mike Pryor, Peter Sieoli.

FREE - FREE - FREE

$298fift $389quart
Hamm's BEER

'ON OUR WIDE

is rated "G"
(G....

JOHNNY

picnic shop.

BUY 3 - GET I FREE!
Haller's Deluxe ,
STRAIGHT BOURBON

10171:1

I 1,1,

A

hest the Ragas, 15.1. on

Charlie

and

SON-10131DRR LETTERS-

We have paper plates, cups, knives
&forks, charcoal, lighter, snacks and

CANADA DRY d'A7d.

/40sanvinra

u.s.14 a u.s.,15

3

made thb biggest splash. They

Olson and managers Bob Rod.
.1%11,.,0,,,,ber,rhard

/ 840 So Elmhurst Rd

Where the
great ones run.

&gaud., Jrrditionul quality food
MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS rctspuca 827.000 Chimp. pa. 70,590

mediate division. the Odors

Klein. Bob
Kolmistedt. Bruce Lighthall,
Mark Siekerntan. Ted Dipple,

Maly. Dennis O'Keefe. Rich

26 or no -deposit bathos

60<

SE"
YARSIBTAYL'IT'LELIBS-Ed
1Mdo. Ed Johnson. Bob Kapsa. Korn Koentopp, Bruce
Kratky. 00001- Norman. Ryan

ice. Make Williams your one -stop
STARTS RH JUNE INS

.

Bansfield, Roger Cardinal.
Pete Cavallaro. GainnoGn-

SAT.& SUN. MATINEE
For Children

mom available anywhere

"THE CHEYENNE
SOCIAL CLUB'

ANY ARTY

SPINNERS

WEDNESDAY

.171,11',1.=,°"_197436

NOW SNOWING

FOREST VIEW

by Neil Simon .

ONLY
from

in the month of June

$120

and

iNEAiRE

All Tisk.

4 p.m. to 4 nm., Mondays
through Saturdays

.

Marlin. If

helped his come with four hits
including a. home run and coy
hitting support from Stebbins
and Don Schmidt.

Forest View awards
spring monograms
/

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

55.95

SM. CladSHOM al 1:00 P.M.

AxtinGtoit

Considered an IN SPOT for
Chicago's prominent mangers
the Four Torches is open from

Snyder, cf
3
M. O'Donnell. lb 4
Smith.
2

Cavallaro

THE hINGS scored

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

THE:.TRE

For those who want to make

and helped his come with two
hits.
In the South Red Inter-

SPOTS

from e p.m, to midnight
with music and snags
00111 tie "old and new
worlds".

NAIM (Catholic Staley for the widowedk

It's been a -standing room
only" engagement: the Four
Torches, I 96II...N. Lincoln
Park West. since the talented

top, new out. Berdell hit

around.

5

Orirtiinc SUMMARY
ab r

Golden, c
ROW. 36

as Johnston hurled a perfect
game and struck out 15. He

until 2 a.m.

Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights,

Will Mercier Affair a must at Four Torches

drum pitched the Solute to a
0.4 triumph over the Barons

a Continental

Cees
Cees

11 -ran

third inning.
FINALLY, 11,E11'1' Howie

Melbas of Twks, Lauterburg
and Oehler, h p.m.
Harper College Bawd Medina, 12011 W. AlFRIDAY
Suburban Siesta, Peat Reformed Church.

LOGAN SQUARE NI

Golden also broke up the stepped to the plate, picked hit
knocked out in a ...run Lion sixth inning. (Photos by Mike no-hlita as he got an infield pitch. and set a long double to
when Johnson should have

4

Solons winners in three games

Arlington Heights, 12:311 pm.
Mount Prmpect Swim Team, Parent organization reception for Gil Cl:::::. new aquatic director. Mount Prospect Community Center. pm.

Doubley

me.

Player

right. bringing

Zr

11

213 -May. Pawnees. Golden: SB-Olson 121. May. Cav&Dorm &O'Donnell. Slice caw
allure:

3

single in the fourth. on a play

II

less. He finished with eight
suikeouts and walked only

Parma°. If

Imre.)

0

°Keefe, p
only. ph
Told.

.mn of the third. After KeCl,-aval laro with limn tch. Olson flied.
then Cavalie
stole scond.
Power -hitting Frank Cl,:

shoe safeties.

&Hart Gids, leaders' luncheon. Fritrel)t in

Mount Prospecl BOW, Dinner. Curousa Restaurant. P.m-

in the top

Totals

II

i

Kidd P

Rossi greeted him by singling
Golden hoinc.
For the rest of the coolest.
Berdeli held Des Plaines hit -

dell for another run in the ot-

gave up four hits overall, and
Berdell held Des Plaines to
Mike Golden of Logan Square logs out a fourth -inning infield
hit as Des Plaines pitcher Rua Johnson !Indies over to take the
late throw. This was 1111 first hit off Johnson, who wes hoer

the

as and brought Dennis
'O'Keefe to the mound, and

a

the second inning, although

Lions down in
of the third.

to

'Thal sentJohnson to the MO.

DES PLAINES got to sot'

hurler's book as Johnson held
Logan Square hitless until two

peer CCM-MI.1,N C:11,,, 12330 pm.

3 p.m
Nkomo, Prmpeet Lions Club, VFW Hall. 7

Olson

Both teams went scoreless in

It turned out to be quite

ce,

modern American mu

WEDNESDAY

Rich

plate and
knocked a doublc to right,

team yesterday.

Budapest Music Conservatory, blends a continental 10,101900 with

Comary Chords Chupler. Sweet Adeline, In.
xmotion:11. Si. John's United Church of Chrisi,

00110 brought Snyder acrins
the plate with a doable.
With Smith on third and
Pettenuzzo on second. Golden

up two strikeoub as he sent the

strikeout derby and both wen
named to the Day's All-Arca

walked with one out. Pelt.

stepped-

Gabino Galindo singled for
Des Plaine, Johnson rucked

first and second respectively in
the
Mid -Suburban League

Jimmy Durante being made an honorary manlier of the "Reef GeoiRe Murphy of Ealfurialflalso participated M tiw
3m9."3.
& Benders" Club. Judy ME., president def. and Diana Rise Jimmy bas been invited M 8101 Schimberg on his next
sip and
chof, secretary, loolli of ScIminninn, ore performing the core. bus promised to attend the next function to the fall.
monies a... presenting Jimmy with a le -gallon liat. semi.

along, thou

Drolet ph
Hate m

STEVE SNYDER ked off
with a single, and he Moved to
second when Steve Smith

Koe i°. led off by hitting a

brought him home with
sharp single to right.

THE GAME promised to
be pitcher's duel as Logan

Township District 214, Board Meeting. Administration Building. 8 p.m.
Adingion Heights Cbaporr SPEILSOSA,

go-ahead run with :, fine slide
tinder 3ber catcher Pete Cooallaro. Mark Rossi singled In
the other run.
Des Plaines took a 1-0 lead
in the first inning as Kent
slow roller that Lion shortstop
Willie O'Donnell conldn1
handle. Cavallaro bunted him

the

in the top of the sixth.

Square off Buzz ]oh

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Can.

Knights 4,-0111111in.

PEITENULLO BAITED

Des Plaines in the sixth Innnson ing

,cored

launh and neither thi.n
thrtatened in th fifth inninL
hut Logan Square Aut. alive

Mike Golden of Logan the firal nun in for the Lions
of with a douhle and scored the

er

Theater in the Golf Mill
Shopping Center for a
six day stay, Tuesday,

listing is Tuesikly of the preceding wok.

Mo run double b) catch

A

sty lines to The Mill Run

Naha turn

covered first but was late gut
ling there

and

Michael

I

Zweig

both triptcd. Fdr the Red,s4
John Glum [doled. Jerry Gia:

doubled and Michuel Maxim"

The Culs. took the first of
their two wins, 22-2, oar the I
Giants with Gary Silver get- i

ling the win. For the loser,

Steve Chase extended his hit- i
ling streak to vu, games.
i
The Cubs' second win was a ,
20.0 shutout or Me Astros. i
Glenn Pearson was the winning

Parson

I

was
the winning I
and he also
ai

pitcher
fill
double. Other double, went bit

t

by Chip Marhach and Dale i
'Anger. who had two plus a I

triple. Tont Pauhon had four

hits for four dips. The C
hum now scored 57 hms
their last four pmes.

THE ASTROS split for t
week, Letting their other germ
10.5. from thr. R... lohn
Cammer 01 in 0 is 1118 0 :nein!,

I

1

pitcher and it tht plats MAUI
Polizzi hod i tool, Dioill rid)
Scott To um: and him blotter 0
all doubltd WLsks h.nttp
r

l

had two deo bki tor ths Rids

The Glans ilmsliLd tIne
week by taking rho helmet -old
postponed cant. with the Met,

4-3. and th.

cantas
at th,

scheduled a...et wulbthe
team. 17-1

/

...IA -a,: Bt.

DAY PUBLICATIONS
Reaching 1110re.fiumlies

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

Buyer, s

Gide

-ur the greaternorthwest
- suburbs than any

other publication.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 197Q

Great
American
Homes
Great Homes of Yesterday

and Today Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

Ebenezer Church
Rincon, Georgia
Eight miles from this small Georgia town

is a

little-known 200 -year -old memento of Georgia's colonial past, of a long forgotten silk industry and of man's
search for religious freedom

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

only

MI.

Ebenezer, originally founded m 1738

The present church, with its 21 incti thick walls,

replaced an earlier wooden one erected shortly after
the town of New Ebenezer was established in.1736 on
the bands of the Savannah River.

Day Want Ads
3 LINES - 5 DAYS

It's the red bock Church The structure served tit

the center of the ngpy vanished comnftftutf=w

Although silk culture, declined in Georgia during the
1770's, the Salzburgers persisted and in 1772 they
shipped 482 pounds of raw silk, a sizeable shipment in
that period. The inventive settlers developed their own
ingenious reels and one was sent to England as a
model of what an efficient reel should be. The silk
culture was stopped during the American Revolution

Patterned after Savannah, New Ebenezer included a
church, parsonage, an academy -orphanage, public
storehouse and a market place as well as dwellings on
an area a quarter of a mile square.

Silk culture was introudced in the community shortly after the settlement was founded. Each Salzburger
was given a mulberry tree and two residents were

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

and it never was resumed.

In July of 1782, Ebenezer became the temporary
capital of Georgia and the legislature met in the town's

instructed in the art of reeling. By 1749, the silk
culture developed to a point where 762 pounds of

Ads are so handy for many things and
only The Day reaches so many northwest

church. From 1796 until 1799, the little settlement

cocoons yielded 50 pounds 13 ounces of spun silk.

served as the Effingham county seat.

Bell- Federal, Compounds Intepqt DaTly
All savings in by
the 10th earn from the 1st

suburban people for such a low cost.

UNE I
PRtHrfOUlt

Use Handy Order Blank

or

ADO/MESE

UNE 2

ONES MEOW

4705Prons

MEE

mane

Please Oa. my Day Wont Ad on

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

ANNUAL YIELD

CERTIFICATE
ACCOUNTS

can be Weaned
during first 10
days of any
quarter

(Day 55 Month)

ANNUAL RATE

a
779%

6J8

7.50%

.6.00

13/0
-

010

5.92%

5.75%.

5.39%.

5.25%

NAME

MIN. BALANCE

$100 '000

MIN. TERM

ONE icon

P

.5,000
,.

s

$17 ,ono

TWO YEARS

ORE YEAR

ADDRESS

ZIP

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn

more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.

Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a halt billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

PHONE

PASSBOOK
0 Payment Is Enclosed

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

f3.90

COY

CHECK
THIS SECTION

0 Arose BMW.

ACCOUNTS

can be added

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

255:72

OR

296-66g0

tait any -

Nina

5.1310

.

5.00%

$500

3 MONTHS

In the heart of Bell Town
Open from 0:45 P.M. to 600 P.M.
Monday thru Friday F16.1000

'NONE

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed interest. Compounded Daily (tha4iy)

Bell Federal Savings

and Loan AssOciation

Corner of Monroe and Clark Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMSER FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK

`00,3INI,

THEBAN
Page 14
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THE DAY

Arlington Heights leads property transfers
Greenkaf. hlargaret I. :MIL

Cook County Recorder Sid-

ney R. Ohm listed the following

real

estate

transfers

man to Arnold 3. loscfson.
S26: 1900 Fargo Av.. Donald
1. Hyenlell to Geoige N. Hakr. 525.50.

in

Maine and Wheeling townships For the week ending May

30. Price is inaliceNd by $1 in
to revenue stamps for each
S1.009 of market value.

DM PLAINES:

1186

Wolf Rd.. Ruth A. Fisher to

Harold F Ram to Arthur
Ilagedal, S21.50: 434 S. Dry-

Gideon Ekandahl. 927: 1756

Henault. $27, 17111 Mannheim

Rd.. (lurks H. Hubbell to Alphonse 3. They;. SIM 5t1, 1615

E.

Clarendon, Mel-

W.

Dr.,

TanglewoOd

3H

bourne L. Rid= to Kenneth

Building Corn. to John W.

p. Dutton, 552; 700 S. Bristol
Tn.. Richard A. Bertsch to Alexander J. Ross, $53, 1211 N.
Race. Robert M.

Chem E. Scott to Wilhelm

den.

Richard C. Decker to

William L).Geidl Jr., $311:912

N. Salem Av., Richard W.
Harris to .James R. MOrPhY.
19.00:4119 S. Cadyle Pl., Wil-

fred W. Book to Ronald Siturski. 933.

dow. James E. MoOre to James

I.. Hamlin,. S54: 818 N. Harvard. John T. Collins IrcJohn
F.Jones Jr., 571.
2415 E. Miner St.. Michael
Locigno. to Winston W. Wilmot. 325: 406 W. Hack berry

Dr.. 3H Building Corp: to

StrOluncicr,

532:

N.

1830

Vail, 3. G. Thomas emanate.
lion Co., Inc., to Daniel J.

Gerald

Daly,

P.

S22.50.

BUFFALO GROVE: 4411
Stones Ct., Microtel J. Fitzgerald to

106'). This year's permits ac.
106,

Although decreases were
in both categories, thc
homes for which permits were largest gap was in the nuather
issued in April. this year, de- of apartment units totaling
clined 55 per cent from figures 2,112 compared with 5.700 re -

The Real number of apart.
Ment units and single family

PROSPECT
HEIGHTS:
1111 E. Camp McDonald Rd.,

Welter T. Griffith to John R.
Clarke, $12.

iin

seen

William

A.

Fay,

$39.30.

WHEELING: 319 Maumon Dr.. Ronald F. Michalowski

rer'MMI:to"':eds''":y:'''ziihti'aftet'":11:"Esik'riant

Savings survey of new nuild -

10 Inn. P. Smith.

ins.

valued ut $181.044.578. uoanpared with lust year total of.

Tw o honmsite Natures
which are becoming sane in
Chicagiemd arc woods and
water. As the suburban manmen, spreads inexorably outward fr om the city, most of -the

2

Brasfield. 521.50; 140 Georgeno,Nted 01010

N. William M. Bennett 'A.

of

he

chad).
Rd.. N kolatts G. Simon to
J.

1''I'C5'A tall'P:0i I'11111to;t177"ar.dn'Ir;

r.'3label

with

Marion Cl.. Lee W. Herbst to
Richard D. Gill. 324.

7.609 in

4Ah

of nine. gd cumulative

'.1:'L,muntti.dorkuwthii'nhanuNhr..

AMM, 324.50:356

1969.

issued in the first four intmiltaf.

the

(r April, 1969.

S25: 149 E Stong SI., Jerome
R.
DMA;
Shirley.

0.171:::,

970

desirable hormones which arc

situated among trees and on
aroma or small lakes have

which h more than double this
year's permits of 6,073. Siso
ilarly. single family homes dc

10121

long since been taken.

clinad In m 0,007 in 1960 to
3.309 in the cumulative ton:

farm"Ilynnbnonnh"4eit 475d5111tioveng";
re,p,o,,r,le,c1,,,fm (he
thot,
km!. o r no

Page It

Wayne Oaks offers
woods and water

5:2:71.47,2r2r;r9:6,

MOUNT PROSPECT: 204

George P. Theile. $35.50: 403

Nen. to

Bell survey reveals
building permits decline

Woodlief, 543: 220 S. Burton.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS: Danford to John R. Kelley.
919 N, Kasper. Carroll C. 525, 7500 N. Cornell Rd.. IdwicHo. $47.50.
Kuhlman to Robert E. MiE Clarence1. Gurklis to G0mne
doll. Slhi 5 W. Fairview Av.. Mande, S47, I 57s6 N. Han-

S.

Howard As William H. An demon to Raymond A. Kron
cite!. $12. 1122 Dsth. Gertrude H. Shield: to Gump:

1310

Faday tune 5 1970

THE DEVELOPER

.

hornesites fronting on the yeama Access roads are of the cut-

has

layedout access roads SO that
the natural beauty of dm landscope is preserved.
HOmesites range from a half
'acre and up and are platted so

that ownership of

small
lakes is hold in common by the
the

century in Chicagoland. The
BralligIll Orgettlill11011 Is also
developing home:sins adjacent

de ac type so that no through
traffic disturbs the peaceful atmosphere of the development
and small children can play in

to golf Centre, at Indian lakes
Estates.

perfect safety.
Known as a prestige land de-

The company's main offices
are located at Irving Pork and

velmer for more than a half

Madinah Rd, Madinah, Ill.

However, Wayne Oak,
development of Thc Bronigar
OrpaniNition, located on Pair

month period of 1970.

mrcs tra. run norm or North

Av., has Mese features in abundance.

FACTS OF LIFE IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

RFAL

Arlington Heig ts

ESTATE

High Schools.

CHURCHES: All of the major denominations operate in the
Village. Most church. oiler Sunday schools. There area total
of 21 churches in the Village.
ofThe

INDEXparks

Let us show you today's top home values!
II

......i
-

a

i

4.1

..

a.',,----._
BEAUTIFUL CONVENIENT SCARSDALE

OUTSTANDING VALUE!
Beautiful 3 bedroom BRICK ranch. CorPered
Bring morn and dining area. Paneled geore

room and den 2 -car garage. Wooded lot.
Excellent financing,

$30,900'

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION -HURRY!!!

-

L, _iw

i

.01

SPACIOUS AND SHARP

bander:. floor plan for the large family -4
blg bedrooms (all on one floor) 21/2 baths,
Huge family room (25 tt 221, 2 me ganwae,
goad storage area. Close to grade school.
Prime Arlington Heights keelion.

$38,900

ROBERT L.

ISO S. Main

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MT. PROSPECT

255-8000

-_

NELSON
REAL ESTATE

a Sow

..`.'_.. OK

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY

1 to 5

1109 N. Dryden
Euclid to Dryden, North to home

.4p!

'

_,

,

-

_

-

-

,,

NEW LISTING

vantage of Mis top financing opportunity.
TNs 3 -bedroom ranch offers the conkmpo.
wry flair of o beamed ceiling living room
i

_

with corner

IN-LAW ARRANGEMENT

fireplace. family mon, and

patio overlooking wooded grounds.

Two separate sleeping areas in that well
planned, air conditioned Thieve!. large
Kitchen with built in oven and range.

$36,900

33175411

392.8100

McCABE

leeaita
253-8100

3 bedroom Bi-level offering large custom
kitchen, Bring room, dining room "I.", foyer

windstorm, hail. explodon and

ue of his home by subscribing
to an 'inflationary guard endorsement" to his policy. If he
does Mk., his insuranm coverage will be increased automatically every three months
al the rate of pne percent retire
original amount of insurence.

ment vidue of his house.

possibryl rilire and
pa rt o a
and
erage
insurance

us

eoot

THE .SBA MADE these

xhttendper

policy

crilsov

or

lln percent of value is reim-

residential-

sured at 80 percent of replacement value. assuming 20 per

ment cost in event of pullet

inois homes may be undernsured is found in a survey of

lire loss, in another stare. It

of thd va11.10

ill under

ground impro mots which
will escupe destruction. However. in some cases. insurance
ut 11/0 percent of value in advisable.

Homeowners

The "110, Policyholder
who Maintain, his insurance at
bursed at full repair or replace-

damage to his home. On the
Cher hood if he is insured at
less than that amount. he it:
compensated for damage only
at the non of replacement colt
less depreciation.

value of the Insurance policy
(as increased by any endorsements). Thus the homeowner
who wishes insurance at 100
percent of value should be SUM

$37,500

$35,900

that "Home of Distinction."
Northern Illinois Gas Co. is
currently offeong a special
brochure, "Homes of Distinction" which features many
different home plans. Each
style has been created by nationally known architects and
designers.

Homes of Distinction"
may help home buyers make
such important decisions as

how many bedrooms, how
many baths, and whether the
house should have one or Iwo
n once. Infarrnation on Mum-

urine of his home.

available fa SI. Anyone may

furniture.

Iever, the owner should be nun
het this arrangement will MDvidendequate compensation in
ease of loss. People woo
t
their house or apartment also
cen insure their personal pm:

sessions undertenants. poF

-

IRK

Today. treat fire and mended

coverage insurance
and
policies
homeowners'

ackage policies tarry a 150
eductible provision. 11 n101110

he policyholder area pay any
damage. of ssii or km himself.

cara t

kein-merl

. Apartment living creates a

60507.

Wheeling Parks
to buy fencing
After an executive meeting
bad night. Vilooeling Park Disofficials announced

trict

they'd be willing to pay for
ers.

I

OFFICES IN

r

ARLINGTON

9, r.12Z11 nik--"Thr

MOUNT PROSPECT
PALATINE

259 f. Rand Read Mk Prospect

rocket slide,radarscreen climb-

her and rocket swings, Mid

nd

spacious

recreationa1

areas quite
impractical Mr
builders. However, Profes,stri,u,olnflurr,,,,c,C,Lhutro9p1b,-,

many others. Much of this new
equpment is made of conototo,
although sonne alum,
num units have been designed

Ipiogrh,t, cozs,trubcIne,,indaurs,tryo,,,i-:_

motlimbin and crawling. Alall of these free -form

cornim the pace-ost obstacle
by providim
tot

lots for the kiddiesipp
and mm home

besfilwepas

for

the

tit the imagination of the chic-

dren. They con range us de 4113 . that take the form of an-

pieces are heavy in -one piece
and without moving pans.
This practically eliminates auThey
pervised
play and increases
safety.

- strum.,

vandalismlad

vanali

so

1810 E Northwent Hwy. Arlington Heights

In Minton

HorphIs 3 Eno)

6E. Northwest Hwy.

255-3535

253-2460

Kitchen with built-in appliances and goad
eating space, large condonable.. family
room, 3 bedrooms, lEa baths, anaehed gatage plus central air conditioning. Wilds rot.

$37,900
in Reel Rome

1111 S. Arlington Nts. Road

956-1500

Offices also in Prospect .., Palatine, Noffman.Schaumbrog

Zb t Dap

Georgelllusse
i; cL,-,.
REA 1:10 KS

12 East Busse Ave. (Next to the Library) Mt. Prospect, 111,.

259-0200
Member M.A.P. Multiple listing Service

The Village of Arlington Heights is governed by a seven member
Board of Trustees. Performing in advisory capacities to the Board of
Trustees are the Plan Commission, Zoning Board, and Zoning Board of
Appeals. These agencies work to develop policies and plans to guide
present and future development of the Village. The Board also appoints
special committees as the need arises to study particular problems and
make recommendations.- Environment hos played a strong role in the
developMent of Arlington Heights to its present eminence. The village is
located 22 miles northwest of the Chicago loop at an elevation of 120
feet above Lake Michigan. The Climate is temperate, averaging 50.1*F
with 32,72 inches of precipitation. Prevailing westerly winds hold air
pollution to a minimum.

scarce, one well -planned room

can oder adults about all the
exercise and play is
mw
handle. A sauna makes a popu-

lar addition to a small-scale
health club, gml equipment in
these miniature spas can be

gamic or as elaborate as the
budget allows, such as exercise

la

overcome arse.

bikes, rollers, vibrators, row in machines. etc.

For young
who ate,
A
recitatio:t'
attracted to Milli -family bow- center can
worth its
inn, recreatioml facilitim
in gold to a tenant who is secki
most important. So, the buit-. ing a place to work out, relax.

$41011
tiers who cannot provide suet,

dm) unwind.

g00/1oaa

Screen
the sound

.9a a, 'McCabe Hamel
Ivy lone, Mt. Prospect
Euclid la Lea, Sarah

la Ivy Ner, to Home

Enfold yourself in a sound
Pick

free-standing ggs
screen in bright red; hung little
colored boxes on it to hold
re c r d-cleaping materials,
screen.

a

batterie, new needles and so

The move was made to discourage youngsters from cm tine WRNS Ihc Eurgab Sublets
and ROseo Odell properties to
get to Fluskcy Pont subieti
lives at 994 Anthony and Or -

chranke gammmenship with

Tell at 9114.

listening.

on; andsput up some shelves to
amport the heavier equip

mord. A
low tab]
undo' ols Oct in rip nt can syn

al

AIR CONDITIONED

'41,500

9 TO 9

Serving Chicego'H Northwest Suburbs

Did You Know...
Q

split level in o lovely neighborhood -Cheery

packages which require link
land. but rnect the needs or
their renters, When space is

In./ammo Ireiefris (South)

.o

WANT TO FALL IN LOVEI
Then let us show you this well maintained

extras as tennis courts, lake or
swimming pooh are taming to,
health and exercise equipment

II

AI

-

oriented

But rising land costs make new

frge-form Maims which `KM

Illinois Gas Cm.
P.O. Box I90, Aurora, Ill.

space

Tor both children and adults.

name, address and a chock to

Northern

and

equipment including a space

receive me Sr sending Ma

H o me s of Distinction".

imals

greater demand for play space.

The tot lea are being
equipped with e new type
playground equipment the
Olt, be had in brightly colored

The home planning hook is

fences foe two property own-

cal family living, WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS,

i im

Ilan says "me", looking for

ing is also included.

Under a ',road form "HO'
policy. personal propcny. in-

Tot lots give apartments new appeal

n when Many people look

ata-many different kinds of
homes, looking for that one

the face wise of his policy is
the mine us the replacement

cad of the amount or insurance on the dwelling. How-

dIsposol and put everything included for

HURD si 41

In case of total loss. the rim

hility of the insolence cornFany never cam:do the Etre

clothing
and other contmto of the
house am insured up to 50 Mr -

-

Jorge work area. Many mores. Best location
in town.

n

creases in the replacement val-

cluding

room, BASEMENT, reasonable TAXES, bkIns,

McKAY -NEALIS

-

Menke, II home ahould be in-

To be adequMelY inured
against arc ot' other Was -

package-qui
MO/ POINY.

4.ta

.6 MODERN. ,CONVENIENT OFFICES OPEN .11.1,

253-7600

'

even one half of the replace-

other observations concerning
insurance

have

POLICYHOLDER

cur hedge lupin. Tomo in-

In urging homeowners to
examine their insurance pot.
leim and lo consult with their
8g0 is or brokers. the ISBA
slid replacement Value: of
properties

THE

A new home under construe.
[ion in Wayne Oak is sheltered
by giant trees on is Urchin elevated site. The access mad terminates in a culdhsac in front
alibis home.

REAL ESTATE

i`i REALTY

-

insur-

ING ROOM, extensively carpeted thru.out,
dramatic FIREPLACE M nice sized living

entrance, 2 full baths, family room plus

ITh LIME

homeowner's

radiance of nets are also found
in these gently roving hills.

Spring is the time many
people start planning a new
borne. Ws a fun time. It, the

ance should include protection wins, fire end lightning.

1

........

.4,1i.v t.,,,

The

These oaks are some of the
oldest and fine in the entire
Chicagoland areast . Many other

Gas booklet
defines homes
of distinction

homeowners carried
enough insurance to cover
11100

FOUR BEDROOMS, 2 patios, SEPARATE DIN -

.

$53,900

wooded Mal only one out of

WILLIAMSBURG COLONIAL

.Drastroolly reduced for quick salel Take ad-

,...--- -

Each building will ...me modete recreational heilitim with
meeting rooms, saunas and access to two Olympic size outdoor
pools. Designed to provide a gracious country dub atmosphere,
apartments will range Rom about 925,000 to 940,000. Prpopening
safes will begin M the site this monk. 'Those reserving apartmenls
prior to the grand opening to August may make up to 92,000 in

Showcase apartments open

ONLY.1O% DOWN!
r

.with rising construction Mark
:may he dangerously under /monad the Mirada State Bar

higher construction costs and
otKpr inflationary factors.
Kane indication that notny

5 OFFICES IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS
Arlington Heights. 392-3900 Palatine 358.5900
EN Grove Village 7/3-2000 fet. Prospeo 211.0000
Barrington 381.3.00

392-7150

'coverage to keep pace

Waled upward because of

Ask

BURBSWARNER

Illinois bbmconcro who
haven't increased their war -

.Asen. reminds.

------____P

REALTORSme

1235. Arlington lits..Rd.

'.5105,_--

-'

$49,950

eDRORWERRtR

Preserve to the north.

ISBA reminds homeowners
to review home coverage

HEM II gj ii: e,'"","7." --',--1.7.. .-.2 ,,' SW. -MR $ D r

Rr

""

This is the architect's concept of the new 526.4 million Brookwood Greens luxury condominiums to be built on a heavily wooded
site in west suburban Wood Dale. When completed the six -building
complex will total 720 smanmeMs. Brookwood Greens was designed by Robert 13, Brews 8: Associates, Park Ridge. The new
condominiums will he located on Wood Dale Rd., about one mile

'

g
-

RALPH MOLINE/LI

faa,o,,..,,A&-r.,...,

Itr^

,-.,

I

fireplace, 2i/2 baths. Formal dining, custom
St. Charles kitchen.Illed floor full basemen
Large kredleoped yard. Immediate posses-

I

A

'

4 BEDROOM COLONIAL
Convenient Pioneer Park beat,,. Walk to
pool and public and parochial schools. All
larew bedrooms. let floor family room with

MURIEL MAITLAND

MAKE YOUR MOVE WITH

I

it

na oaks.

north of Lake SC The property adjoins Elmhurst Country Club,
Brookwood Country Club on the -west and Sell Creek Forest savings.

J.

--

---"-Hfdraf,Eff. .; a:,
- -

d Bed Room Colonial 21/2 Baths, Attached
Garage, Foil Basement with finished Recceaeon Room. Fireplace, Kitchen %wen all
built-ins, S/S, Drags & Curtains & Carpeting -2 Air Conditioners -Full Price Reduced
to $42,500,

pork District maintains three large community
plus fifteen neighborhood parks a Wolof 100 acres.

TRANSPORTATION: The Chicago and North Western Railway
Co. operates 22 iroditioned commuter trains each wog,
on 33 minute schedule to Chicogo9 loop.

t' '-'.....,

Here, small brooks which
are tributaries of the nearby
Du Page River, flow through
the area and small lakes me
distributed among the tower-

!sine, ore 14 Elementary, 3 Junior Highs, and 5

SPRING IS FINDING AN ATTRACTIVE SHOWCASE IN THE SPACIOUS, PARK -LIKE
GROUNDS OF THREE FOUNTAINS APARTMENTS on Algonquin Road (RC 62) about a guar.
,ter.mile east of Rt. 53, in Rolling Meadows. The dInthrtive, well.built buildings of the development
are irregularly positioned through the twenty-five acres of the well -planned community. There is no
crowding and the architectural Orion of the buildings, drawn from the baronial estates of 18th
Century Europe, are selectively varied to assure utmost eyenppeet. The terrain, here, de gently
rolling, with many of the area's tall mature trees still standing to provide plenty of shade and an
'eye-catching "backdrop" or natural foliage. The grounds are carefully mainkined throughout the
Year - and the shrubbery around buildings and along walks and driveways is selected to lend
pleasing accents to the eommuntwamerall appeal. In addition, there are colorful fountains featuring
lassic center sculptures. The one and two bedroom apartments at Three Fountains stress modern
convenienceand luxury, with rentals starting in the 32011.peprnonth range. Model apartment may be
seen daily atTbreeFountainsfrom 9 a.m.M6 p.m. and on Sundays,from II am. to 6p.m.

4 BEDROOMS
Ix. BRICK AND FRAME COLONIAL

bole,

CC'

at

a,aaa I a.,

$41,500

1

Homes Designed For A Lot Of Living!

NEWSPAPERS

il

One of four magnificent new homes
in Arlington Heights.

$31,900µp

ARLINGTON DAY

PROSPECT DAY
DES PLAINES DAY NORTHWEST DAY

PLUS LOT
SEE OUR OTHER MODELS

Ranch.

In Arlington Heights
and thruout the
.

Northwest suburbs,
people rely on The Day
I.

emi/torts 34.5 Bedroom.
Sensdrie Tax Rolm
School District 155 and 47

Now -Budd Lehr
From $1500 Down

Wage The Velma.. I. emir.

We took our cue hem the Alm
and chore.. of Fromm

"Qua*

Buy Your Hommtte

ing..mantlpeneledloniy rea m

choreic. pos. sow tattoo

Pove4Sireeta

Half Acre Weaned
end Unwooded tots

is No yammer. rta nve,

rundrabiut modol keme iv en.
lingron Hwohis. In ens or Nur

This

Split Levet.

Controlled

Home,

In the Cursor:too our artldwor boo

Phone

(815) 459-2430

CRYSTAL LAKE

ESTATES
.
orthwest to11III131
1 5MIleNNerth .114
3

rowed from rho Woo.

cent,

odder, aloodures acer
m,1111111Willeeel

ek

modals mnu

...Igo wan th twinue el4wand
flea In coati...tot stantdeul de-

dor of
grosed

deka, cum: 0,0 IL, Cherbourg a
INN Fronoh Pooriarial vent ea

he
on

rat nosh cheat* in kraal,.
Road IRoUle

19310/,..0...0lio.d. Ton

sign:the Montotorka huge 4 -bed.

courtly living. Hee.
huge bedrooms.

cacao eit, nearer. svoitoe,
wpm, tolre Rand

Fnme al

a Fr,. Quo. lis Iamb
eew aeoewe,te nu.... Mae

I

elaborate, swing r,EH bare
oddect win he KohlerouN gede Foie

untquilogreed reel

apt, rommed a large led.I du.

Nees range Nat WOO

_

THREE-QUARTER ACRE
3 BEDROOM BRICK RANCH we, Filched Basement

ewe to taodsts to,wan ono block
North of Rand Rood. Open doily

POSITION
OPEN

leCABE

ri REALTY

MAp

01,:s:

259 E. Rand Road, Mount Prospect, III.

to

Mt' MORTON M. DEUTSCH 3 ASSOCIMES, 111C..2100 Non, Evergreen Ave., Arlington Height

.

and uv, g eem. room, nme0

SAGS

gltatetaitte

Fir -

CL 3-7600

Phone

DODO

moVeit=oon

1/1104040.6118.,

THE DAY
Paw. 16

THE DAY

Friday lune 5 1970

Friday lune 5 1970

Page 17
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Enjoy gardening

products removed
from market

by the inch

The Victorian gazebo returns
as the instant shade tree
for today's( backyard
'Ow newest answer to Norm backyards and treekm trams is a

revolutionary redwood prilen stru0urc called the 'Instant
.Shade Tree" by Designer Mare Askew °V Sacramento. Calif. No
green thumb is neceasary and no black and blue thumb if you get
a good landscape contractor to help you build your sec.
He can tell you about construction details and costs and like
Askew, he will probably recommend that you use redwood.
That's because redwood contains natural chemicals which make

it highly rests nt to decay. termites laid fire.

doesn't split.
check or warp in extremes of hot and cold either. And you can
bleach it. flaw it. paint it or forget
Already a 41-11 qua,non in the sweltering Sacramento Valley.

the Trees Invite you to mow into a shady magand six down
without losing the sense of being outdoor. There is on feeling of
having entered anything or of lacing enclmcd.

DESCENDENTS of the old Victorian gaming the structures
are usually round but may be oaths* according to desire and
ingenuity. The stylized -treetops'. arc Askew bruin children but
it is perlboly possible and pleasant to dream up your own. Use
the basic. design and take it Mont there.

A bhadc tree in the backyard is a traditional part of American
living. But American hying has become increasingly mobile and
that very mobility is approaching the proportions of a tradition.
For example. in 1967 one fifth of cur population switched
addresses tin California. the revolving door state, house -hopping

is only slightly less ehte than table-hopping at Sardi's Wen).
Designer Askew realizing the nomadic atavism in the American
soul al., realized the plight of families moving info new residential areas where the son:Wing chestnut. 10 alone 510 old apple
tree, wu absent.

wirietions now available not to montion shelter ideas yet undrempt of.
For starters, garden structures can be enormous or tiny,
simple or ornate, eldssical or modern. oriental or occidental.
They can express continuity with the architecture of the home

According to Stanley Ruchcsky. U. of 1. entomologist.
spring cankerworm. inThworms. .panwerms, mea-

and provide a transition from enclosed to open space.
They are a sheltered spot
a breeze deck, a focal point M a

luring worn, will prolsibly he
with us again shortly. There

riot of flowers. a cool reliefon from blistering sun. In brief, they
help you control your environment help you shape your outdoor
living.
Suggested construction plans for an Instant Shade Tree are
available from the California Redwood Assn., Department 1ST.
617 Montgomery M., San Francisco, Calif. 94111. For additiontil ideas, send 15 cam for the CRA color booklet .Redwood

are about 1,21111 different apecies that

groan to gruntnh
worms about m im.h long spin

More than 25

Powm

mowers will he in usc Ohm..
own Some accidents arc es.
primed. Ina must of Mom will
sign.

Power mow em loon tier
getting better and safer for
Todoy's
swel me tow
rarest ewer built. as well as providing t M stun ease in use and
the best perfemance.

n

GERANIUMS

66

of your having un accident

the sante time. throe decks gcn-

with the mower you now own.

mote winds of more than 45
m.p.h_ clearing gram' clip-

For exansdc

u

writs

to uso tools
modelacker..

hags to some

odels. making

fto use.

them
Wheel
height adjustments are easier

44c

$595

ISOTOX SPRAY

mower is sadto serve us a

accident)

PRIMERS REDUCE maning koblens for gasoline cm

constant. reminder?

giros. or electric `key start
deviw virtually eliminate

Never Et children or
uninstructed pesam °nil...

I. Before
nanver:

AND SPRAYER

well as long 1I Ie.

Never add fuel to a running

children, and pets - clear of the

pis -powered motor. Let it sit at

area while cutting your lawn.'

Rau 1(1 minutes if it does run
uut of pis.

bag.

ROSE FOOD
2 for

SALE

99`

POTTED ROSES

998

SAVE 40c

Your Choice

$333
Ready to Bloom

STOP
DECOR GARDEN

sume simple rules -- Sunbeam

C.

Clear fawn of sticks.

$375

stones. and other debris.
D. Adjust wheel heights; at.

unattended even for

greater .afei y than ever before.

tech gra, hag.

ger of

materially red.: the chance

F. Newer put hands or fern
into the discharge chore.

it

corning in contact

Following the sans rules will

E. Disengage clutch and -or

shift mower into "aaatrar if
IlagnalettrItatalMattnintalnalellattiMMI

26 Golf Rd., Shaumburg - Next to Lums

Phone: 529-6102

in use only during July and
August. However. more and
into the banded trees by strong more pool owners are finding
winds from infested trees near- wt that by adding heated wa-

by.

ter they Can add at least

III

engcmaili. for guntrol
n
iil
Iroes tour local our

recipe.'

panels mounted on the "outside walls" of the home).

bler. Pe.; Armco brush Id11.,
American Oil Co., Chicago;

THE LLD' disclosed that although public announcement
Ortho Weed -B -Gan spot wee- of the suspensions was made
der, Chevron Chemical Co.,
April 15, actual suspension
Ortho Division. Richmond, uotims wuce not mailed until
Calif.; Reddon, Dow Chem- April 20 --- in some cases as
ical Co., Midland, Mich.; Dulate as April' oThe suspenPont Oust weed killer, Ek. I.
sions were effective when reDupont De Nemours and Cm,
canted by manufacturers
in
Wilmington, Del.; GreenFteld maw claw two m roar gays n4
Crabgrass A Dandelion Killer.
Be the milk,

Mn mom h ndn in won or

Western Red Cedar Lumber
2x4.18c

a
1

a

2x6 -213c
4 x 4 - 30c

bled to choose flowers with
that attribute and another
didn't.

To help you

in choosing

for that prdeh
2plus," here i5 alist of annual

i

:4

2

Stop in for
your free
booklet
on decks

-theseacoro.0

Barden

blossoms

M

flowers

that

you can grow

from seeds this year, all of
them with that special charm teristic, fragrance.
Sweet alyssum 'and candy tuft arc two of the best Bonen
fo
t
cot Carnationsand

pinks, both members of the
i,,oire,pfaicmyiloyd,orare known for

I

t

Add
heliotrope,
mipog be, stodm and flowering

bac. tli

the

list and you'll

5®1

williams, melt
names indicative of their swett
and

1 scent; petunias and verbenas.,

HELLER Lumber Co.

Night sdented stock is delightful and there also are oth.
er flowers of whose delicate

24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

Mon. thru Fri. 7.30- 5; Settorday 7.30 - 130

sweet

odor you may not be aware.
Among them are -the has

-- not all of them but
392.4224

9

some varieties. Bells, o(Irtlwd

lounumuntmnimuunimanonmemommomumnononaknomminumunnnnuounonomummumnolli. or'"

mounted on the house, garage.
poles or trees. These should he

Now 53" to 54"

housetl in fixtures located 12
21.1 feet above the ground
and about 20 feet away from
the area being lighted. They

St. .913

should be aimed in such a manner that the light sources them-

BLACK OAK

selves are not directly visible.

EVanS GIME

Use at least two floodlampa
and aim them from different

JUAREZ
ASH

polka terraces, porches and
swimming ools.
These activities become as
pleaSurable outdoors as in he
home when imaginative lighting treatment is given to the
areas involved. Lighting
should be adjusted to the various densnds of the visual an
livid.. It can vary in cbarec-

are garden

It might be fragrance

laining outdoors in the Awe.
nine hours are popular activihaving

Ter from the st-rictly function
to the purely decorative.
Relatively high lighting ley.
eis are called for in such plows
'

,as the food preparation arc.
VIM Mille and the sports and
pmc area.
Ideally these seeing centers
should be surrounded hy

light of low intensity for km
sight -demanding

pUrplaits

--

conversation, dancing. relaxing.

PATIOS ANO parches also

can he places from which to
%tifw otherilighted exterior vie

Dimming equipment
high -low switches can be useod

lower the immediate illumi. 'notion level so that the scene
beyond can be enjoyed.

Your lighting design naterally will change with the Inca -

VW, Si. and character of the
Mea. Among the first pieces of
equipment to consider for use
:On porches and covered patios

are portable table and floor

Now.

directiOns to soften shadows.

Cr.
ANTIQUE
8'

WAS

IS

17w1

4"

1460

The same types of lamps
also mi n be effective in decora-

tive lighting. Here they arc
used for bringing out the beauty of tree., shrubbery, and other landscape features. Lowlevel "mushroom"
fixtures

are ideal for lighting flower
beds.

YOU'LL ENJOY

in lighting for after -dark eug
&or living. White light alone
in
your garden picture, but subtle
and fascinating effects can be
nature's

WINDSOR
WALNUT
n.S

901

atywast 9' n 7' Grade 0

OLD ENGLISH
OAK

9.

CHECKER OR
CHESS SET
WITH SELECTED WELDWOOD
PANELS PRICED FROM

$494

3" 2000 NATIONAL BRAND PANELS
AT MORE THAN 67% SAVINGS!

colors

attained with touches of colored light if used in combination
with white light,

Want to know more about
lighting for outdoor living?
Write for "Light Makes if Difference, . In Outdoor Live" Single copies are available free from the Inquiry Bureau, Dept. 230.5525, General
Electric Co., Neht
Park,
Cleveland, Ohio 44112.

AZTEC

Evans 7'6" Grade G

9"

OAK

2"

ANTIQUE
1565

WOODGLO
VIeldwood 9' x

3,,

OAK

21" 4"/

Grade.

VENETIAN

13.

16" 4^

39,

0' Gra. A

Rough 'o' Tumble

Weyernauser Grade

WALNUT

MEDITERRANEAN

OAK
S. Plpioad

Georgia Pacif lc Grade o Seim extr

BIRCH

R

399 WEYERHAUSER * EVANS * GEORGIA -PACIFIC * MASONITE
WAS IS WAS IS
REGENCY
SILVERMIST
17" 4"
4"
OAK
1 I" 39'
ASH

Grade

ex-

perimenting with oolor effects
displays

FREE!

Values to 5255°

. Cooking, dining. and mice-

ties .10, families

a garden
What makes

Nancy Evans

ASSORTED CLOSEOUTS

FOR OPEN areas functional lighting can be provided by
150 -watt PARTS flood lamps

By

-

Scent

you landscape with Western Wood.

w

%thronps to control that
worm hit.- Mon nestle Me b.

Creative lighting brings
added outdoor pleasure

B. Never leave a er.mk-typc
stutter in ..cockbd" position.
ready for the next mon.

A Wextern Wood patio is a party room, living room
nd playroom...all rolled info one. And your yard con
be fresh, unexpected space for family fun, too, when

d month I it

II

Mushroom unda Illutennele OIL flower betb, a. floodlight
Min, out 1hr beauty of thr ranee, making the outdoor patio
pleasant sttling for toted inn, in the .101 outing hours

gasoli n e -powered models.
Don't just shut it oft.

P

CAREFREE ROOMS WITHOUT WINDOWS

lea 1101. thas lat1P- th.

3. When finished mowing

IP

I

N.,

SS,

the lawn:
A . Disconnect
electric
cords or the sparkplug wire on

Set. 8:110 AM to 7.1)3 PM

Sun, 10 AMto 5:00PM

served for the very rich
In most parts of poolshnr
backyard swimming poo are

FOR DOMES

with hydronic (modern her
home heating systems,
it is not very difficult to add
heated wawr to the backyard
pool. (In a hydronic systenk
water is heated in a boiler and
pumped through finger -size
tubing to baseboard heating

incline. blow laterally or

for new dimensions in living!
iff

Thu waaM to

horizontally across inclines.
H. Always push your mower. Never pull it toward you.
I. Stop engine heron: mussing walks or drives.

Outdoor decks

I Shirk te.elltsodnaton, I block W. al artinatonateAst

Mon. thru Fri. 9:00 AM to 9,00 PM

recommend this would aim
impractical because the moths
and small larva may be blown

to that a backyard swimming
pool is no longer a luxury re,

Wilmington, Calif.

G. Don't mow up foe down

aler a nswt egeatrjPPe'R.

HARDI-GARDENS

Wecdone brush killer 64.

Amhara Redeem. Ina. Am-

Never leave running our

ggests you can use a new
rotary power mower with

BARK
3 on. ti Bag

helped to bring down the price

and wee d-Anomb.

Thontrion Chemicals Corp.

E. When emptying gram
shot off your mower.

than ewe.
Models like the one shown
have decks that totally enclose
the blade tip, reducing the dan-

ALUMINUM
GRASS

er

New techniques in swim- months to their swimming sea-

C. Keep feet and hands clear

openttion of your mower.
B. 'Fill gasoline engines.

39

trees 8 shrubs

ricultural Chemicals Corp..
Oak Brook, Ill.; Thompson.
Bramble Weedicide brush kill-

your power movntr.

your

of Node and discharge dune
when starting then
D. Keep everyone- adults.

With just minimum amp.anion' from you --- following

on to lout inch., buy

b irk

B.

A. Know the controls and

ROSES

5.98

starting

A. Never cut lawn while

stoning mobleon.
Handles and wheels ore
more raggedly designed. proriding extra Nsfely margins as

NICHOLS
PACKAGED

2. Operating your mower.

SALE

CRAB
6 fr.

om) lawn weed killer, Swift Age

THE LLSTINO, banished

mingPOOlconstruction and the

apin.
%on r. Ili t....ornm..ndt.d

ind glow. to th0 her sal tin udiann
ntll lo it our
tress W trm dof m I Ora im Mo.a or tour unxs + 1. tr.
hi itch and April II. moths On% toes that .111 be dtfo
;Amiga 11. nob. itw ingbd
ittd m.1 couple of wails will
and Lan
k did nut sain Spraying
. dusk 11u. km& moth is m ter dintsits& that ire an
wink, Ind sr inlg up tin. mt. Imigd with ihu u.hunrin on a
ohm- she. m
m
xith bmik
hon.°w nu a propert) and
HO Lip lit th.p081110.d
118.
slut toting Wm, probshl. ds
, Crudes and bri.vsg, of tin
good OA

yours is a elf -prop fled model.

Reg. 590

FLOWERING

about

grass towel. A dip can =wean

PERENNIALS

PLANTS

But the departMent "BIC
under bra from a corniumer
group because it failed to let
the public know specifically

Chemical Co., Kansas City.
Mo.; Acme poison ivy killer.
Sherwin Williams Chemical;
Division of Sherwin William
Co., Bound Brook, NJ.; At-

what produce were imolved.

use of plastic materials have

Division of Cook

Real -Kill

dinctions lot
ipplimon
ouno
.11 M. dropping on your In
the. sermon,. insbct sour
Instant of Olga Into
onus
gocoon in tin
a. oh Aaron n. dlt 1101 ell19,

WHY NOT post them right
in the area where yolir power

pings and chid neatly.

''
TOMATO

Real Kill spot weed killer,

ucts from retail store.

peso std. Ilk dm... is ow

with your fingers sr toes. At

121.111.111..1.111

4 in. Pot

man-

tie, NM ant ding

Observing simple rules
bring mower safety
les use. rather than poor de-

PLANTS

come atilt the trom.

national Minerals & Chemical
Corp., Skokie, ill.; Brush0-Cide brush killer, Monsanto
Co., St. Louis, Mo.

tn.,
tour trigs end farm mph is I 10 pc, unt
shrubs in. mot inom 3.t
ntltahl. pondu 1 olio. 111.1

-.-

called the "Instant Shade Tree."

9°a gtowt)(030

prom

the trunk or the Inc rano Wm
lu four feet off the ground.
However. this is impractical in

Union City, Calif.: brush kill-

er LV 2-2, Gulf Oil Corp..
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Du., Inter-

at the request of newsmen, in

If all trees within 20D feet
were mend as some poor&

Paul, Minn.; T&C brush end
blackberry killer,
General
Packaging & Chemical cont..

11

be avoMulde and due to care-

BEDDING

and winter'unIll the following
spring when it mans all over

101140

;EL

a heavily wooded arca such as
the north shore of Chicago be-

the

Ili has h 150 gong into full
down sin sillam !M..

weeks latcrl they min down to

the ground, pupas and live
out the remaining...met. fall

leaves is awe ghoul the time

Garden Shelters".

placing a band of sticky moteMil
as tanglefoot around

this

country and Canada.
Skeknonaation
of

garden shelter in the modern idiom-now it's

At431?-'613

toe knotn in

or Me es hatch and the little
troublemakers mike their unooring untworitom knows
very quickly. When they're
finished fading (three or four

addition,

ROUGH SAWN

OLIVE

OAK
Evans

8.

2"

1395

MAPLE

1570

Highway 41)

HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60035

HOURS 8 - 5:30 DAILY, SUNDAY 10-5

TELEPHONE 831-2800-

$95
(..;0

Weldwood
B

ST. STUDS

Now Just 39. each,
DECORATOR HARDWARE
DiSCOHT1NUED

TO. CHOICE -ITEMS
PRICE!
DECORATOR GLASS BEADS
?educed For Clearance From
S3 99

NOW 51.99!

.

T GRADE

Unfinished Hardwood Plywood
WAS 18.00

REDUCED TO 52.99

310

DOORS Size, to 2'8" x 6'8"
Prefinishod will, Vinyl
Reg. 11.98 Value

OtluchetforeThan,Q1cLurnber61find

LUMBERWOOD
1590 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD (Just West Of

to

U.S. Plywood

399

X 8' Grade 0

CANDEUGHT

In-

CO -0P 245, a brush killer

facturers were requested to recall existing stocks of the prod-

Pool costs decrease

Use pesticides safely
advises entomologist

ASKEW'S whimsical shade Tree is hardly noire in the Mame
of redwood garden structures. It is impossible to describe all the

g

April IS. In

Co,

concentrate, Farmers' Union
Central Exchange, Inc., .3k

THE SUSPENSION order

Read the label

And because the Trees are safe with, clearly visible interims,
parents nre relived of child -washing anxieties. After sundown,
hung with Japanese lanterns or lighted by candle sconces, the
Tom become ronsntic retreats or sophisticated 1,0.,/ tools.

the

far interstate bales of some
2.4,07 products for home and
other uses was announced

rewarding.

and Whatever else is important when a person is five or so.

Eli
Lilly and
dianapolis, Ind.

Depart-

turers. including some of the
nation's major chemical firms.

Choice of plants to grow in containers is almost without
limit, And Ma ready availability of plant foods that meet the
container -borne plant's eatra need for nutrition --- such as
Ortho-Gro, manufactured by the Ortho Division of Chevron
Chemical Co. -- makes container gardening as easy as it is

the house and yard. They arc particular,' "in" with the kinder Palen set providing an intriguing place to hide, play. emit. toy.

Agriculture

has made public

names of the 2,4,5T weed and
brush -killing chemicals it has
ordered removed from the
marker
llic lengthy list covered 273
products made by 92 manufac-

frequently, because you must compensate for restricted root
space by more frequent feeding and watering.
Because containers arc portable, there need -newer be a dull
season in the container garden. You can bring in new color
almost instantly.

cy overnight. Thus, he conjured up the Tree a perfect answer to
the barren backyard.
In many ways. the Trees are part of the family swell as pert of

HARDI-GARDENS

ment

You live closer to plants in containers then to the same
plants growing in beds or hordes. You visit them more

Designer Marc Askew has created the Victorian

,MgioJp ...d;1
ntrft?TghlZ="Ti`17'!wase

The

When aleck, balcony, courtyard or small patio is the measure of your garden space, consider co photon= of the container garden. 'There s something about growing plants in
pots, boxes, hanging baskets, that lures even beginners into
the higherlevels of gardening experience.
The commonest of plants lakes on a special importance
when it is individualized in a container.

-

NOW 54.99

sehie"?.% IlaceitTlfe.ent'Uyt
r ro'H

00110X6 SIT trot 5x01,

MOVIE

"How to panel any room.

THE DAY
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Elk Grove High graduates District 57 OKs changes

Begonias add beauty
ing eplash of color any time& out from the top and side,. As

Big nein from the botanic

contrast to the dark green of

sense be your guide when wa-

i.e. yott mat edd new botany

the shadowing leaves.

tering! Water well after plan-

of worse. for really extensive islands of color. you'll
Bumph.. directly frOrn nal to
Rower bed. The Mate mama

soil shows ,Iryners

versatile timer like the gel.

against walls and steps. bedded

moisture can cause decay.

Stitt

00011 .11 the 110111 door. Sieve

After tire' tubers have been
completely covered. with only
the sprout lips showing. place
the fiat in strong. but not direct
light. For your Belgian Be-

,

Belgian

ccent on color with

overlooked

spots

Begonias produce

0001mb. blooms - Gteltiag
Iron1

the

dmP

to the

smooth

camellia
form -they'll make the smallest space
yield the biggest dividends.

self-contained islands of white,
of diverse comers.

One of the most charming
to start "bunching
your begonias is in a window
garden. Whether you're n city.
suburban, or country dweller.
what more beautiful sight to
wake up to. than Mem lovely
flowers outside your bedroom
window? And a window gar
den outside your kitchen or
living room provides refresh-

many

to

the

- you use

rose

WHETHER YOU. decide

places

to grow these lovely dowers n

PM or use them outdoors as
bedding plants. start the ethers

in u mixture of lea finold and
sand, rtr peat moss and sand.
SRO sham sc'enlY Ill shniiew
hones such as nursery flats.

ting, but rot again until the
Oxon

and one pfil dried Manta,

faster growth, 65 to 75 deems
will do the trick.
Once the plants are shoot

and a complete krtilllea. Fora
really professional look. place

four inches high. its time to

inch. apart With all the leaves
facing the front of the bed.

the plants about eight to

ling is your preference. use
equal parts or good topsoil.

whir on he north side of the
home. along a bare 0011 Or

and if possible. rutted manure.

fence. HT up against your light
shade tree --. and transform a
simple spot into a glorious gar-

whole day through.

meal. which gives ow:Bent re.
00111, Its one tuber to a pot.

Too many trees
can spoil the view
By George F. Creed

planted too close together.

So many people nude the
misteke of planting too natay
trees en their propenies. And
often. it isn't because they
a desire to live in the
addsl of a small woods and
have ell their land constantly
shaded. More likely rig that
Ihey fail to realige that when

have

lhorpl.lrloiltuliI.lpkflg.11tey
will grow into very large trees
with widekspreading branches.

Then. as the trees approach
maturity they are reluctant to
have any of them removed either because of sentiowntal
masons or bemuse orexpense.

In determining how many
trees to plant on your propel

you rano take into consideration all trees on your neigh.
Irons' properties that arc close
I.. your property fines In addition, you should consider trees

THE SIZE of your property

A. of course. relevant to the
numbers or trees you can pram

on it. One other factor is lieu
kind of trees you plan. You can

plum many more. columnar
type trees. or those with nar-

If

you

plant

them

directly in the ground be sure
to keep them moot until they
become established,
*

"

5

Q. Last year sue crab apple

On he plan

LIKE ALI. heavy feeders.

tree tots loaded with blossoms

few. What could came this?
A. Borne crab apples are altermite bloomers, blooming

ANSWERS

The Aerifier, a potver-driven cultivator which promote
heelthier lawns by enabling
sir water and fertilizer to get

can

10 grass roots, is now available

voire for air, water and kr-

lo the homeowner either im a
purchase or rental basis.
The &eviller 1 iterafirsentips
out cylindrical cores tsoil
as
it
rolls across
your

KEY TO PLANTING

A SwEETGUSI
WASHJAGTOR Tacell

C PINK DOGWOOD
D WHITS PINE
E

WHITE ISOCAODOO

F

ZUNI CRABAPPLE

lawn. The holm tout arc left

The well -filled tool dbplays

and the first broth or warm
weather combine to Cradle an
awful temptation Succumb-

ing to that temptation restrits
in buying an assortment of swam tools that may strain the
budget without covering real
needs.

Even when buying basics.
care should he taken. Yon
need wrake. but make certain it

is a rake that suits TOIL Hell

each look Get one with the
mom eurnlimahle weight and
feel to it. Look fur balance.

or woody shrubs consider a
pruning saw.

FOR LAWN care, in addition to a nonce, you will need
a broom letvn rake and hand
trimming shears. Al edger
nurses for a neacr lawn hut in
the beginning yotgean sliee the

edge of the turf fairly well with
the eel& of your square sp.ide.
For Watering you will need a
hose fat least 511 le,. an ad-

justable .0,1,1,0 sprinkler and

a watering can. A Imo: rot is
not necessary. but consider one

Buy good onto-,t they will
last for years if they gee ca.

for the future-it makes taking

for.

hose very easy.

GET THE busies

before

you blow your whole budget
nonumeniirols. You will
need tools Mr digging. colligating. pruning. watering and
spraying. For "the lawn you
net

will need tools to cut and clean

care of and storing of your

ticular.

Beyond these, pick certain

Hama that will make your parjob casier. If we have a
big yard and do lots of gardening. iransplitaling and spread..
ing top,oil, get .1 good wheel-

barrow. A lertilizer spreader

PLAN

There ore hush type haksams

as well as the cller type with

OF mon

which 000 .011 111.1, feodliri,

Outdoor living is delightful
when it's comfort-

but only
able.

Gas infra -red radiant heaters now are adding months to
life in the great outdoors for an
ever-increasing
number of
families. Lee year calm or in-

longer by keeping thent clean.

les we ail fine hems -fun the
adVanced gardener who may

Wire brushing will keep thew
clean. Keep moving paralubricated. Keep metal edges sharp.

have developed a need for one

Or More of them and who al toady owns the basic tools.

FOR WORKING ttoot soil
gel at padin g fork toe
wag

Plant herbs
as a border

the soil) and a spade (for tent-

ing -and digging holes). Any
deep digging calls for
long -

Maned pointed showl. For
leveling the turned earth get an

iron rake. A hand PPM is
goad for setting eel Wall

OW,
For

cultivating

you will
need either a pronged GWEEVEN

ar or a hoe. You can get a
combination hoc that has a
wide blade on one side, a twin pointed blade on the other.
For pruning you will need a

Pair el (seeing slIcers, hedge

Gardeners who like the flip
yarn( various herbs in cooking

135 [sounds.

In addition to she self -pre.
palled Acrifier, another model

heaters. which may

be

Mutinied on a posh wall or
ceiling. An especially popular
installation is on the post of an
outdoor gunfight.

A minimum of two heaters
is usually installed to bracket
abeam, depends on how pro-

able, enabling the homeowner
In mow end serif,' at the same
time.

junct to outdoor living. It has
been Med extensively, how..., by industry to make otherwl. unbeatable aims comfortable to work it.

Michael. Hahn
John Merton Hahn
Dana A. Hatch

Marianne Holl
Michael L Holladay

patio.

Sandy A. Had.=
Clerk H. Horsey

lemesM. Haskell

ABOVE GROUND SWIMMING, POOL

Henry f..,ischke

Agee V. Christ

Sheri L Hofer

Cary R. [hyena
Gale A. Clork

Gerold lioffstetter

F d hi at Tr

, up

II Away

starting

ALL AROUND & 8'x12' SUN

1
NO CHIPPING
NO CRACKING
NO RUSTING
NO PEELING

DECK

'abrreeT:. "e'O'iteet':a 11TeZn 'Ir.Zeke'sr
1,8;.2°,1",ccuzl a:0,1th s

r'"d"

Sue L. Jos.
Paul Koszka
Daniel B. Jenkins
Cynthia A. Jensen
Floyd M. Johnson
Koren L. Johnson

Omsk,. Wow=
Maribeth Johnston
Gail E. Jones
Philip R. Jones
Steven C. Jones
Suzanne M. Jordak
Down M. Jorgensen
Sharon Jung

Nodoen G. Juries,.
Ricki S. Komberg
Vicki Lou Karnberg
Susan L Kandybe
Bill A. Kasallis
Alan 3.1toweno
Michael P. Wye
Bradley R. Keller

ONLY ALCOA
ALUMINUM POOL
MODEL, ON DISPLAY
IN CHICAGOLAND AREA

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN BELOW GROUND POOLS ALSO,
ANY SIZE OR SHAPE..,WE CAN ARRANGE FINANCING
OPEN EVERY EVENING TIL 9 PM

EILRICH POOL CONSTRUCTION, INC.
4N445 YORK ROAD BENSENVILLE, ILLINOIS 601,06
1 MILE SOUTH OF IRVING PK,

PHONE

766-4252

Ronald. Komi
Lynette N. Koval
Carole A. goner

Thornes *mold
Janet C.IMseger
Pamelad, Owit

Peggy A. Nelsen.

Richard...a

Off S. Gem

.';

D onna .I. Peeper

KarenM,Pekarek

Glenn C. Peter.
Kristine C. Peterson
Sondra N. Peterson
Eunice Phirsin

Michael. Cannock
Lloyd E. Mc Divin
RA I, L. Mo Dole
Leslie C. McDonald
John E. Mc Gill
Mars W. Mc Kenzie

Donna I Pall.

Pamela Goit Metcalf

Owen R. Porter
Susan L Potter
Gregory A. Powell
Emil J. Pratt
Michael R. Precin

looks L Meyer

lacquel. Purse

Michael R. Michela

Laura M. Guan
Christine Rabonini

Andel- Mdlenthin
John MMendygral Philip A. Mersin.

William K. Miedema
Wayne
Mikos
Micheal M. Mitnick

Michael P. Roder
Richard A. Redlein

Douglas R. Mitsuoko
Jesus Montemmor

A. gaffe!.

Tany A. Morris
Jan John Jr. Moser
Robert C. Mounsey
John May
Rita thry
Dennis A. Myhre
Joyce M. Nardi
Kathleen Nordiello

William Naylor
Lawrence. Nelson
Christine L Nemoff

.

Shalherg said mat only 500

board's previous smnd tO ea -

had been returned.

Thames Uftemeuther

noon,

he morning period. for
Bodes 1-3 from 11:45 a.m. to
tend

THE NOON DISMISSAL
FkuiSion FKFORYFI aroW oPlm-

watohn!re.:Evi:7V,Ielyl'e:ndt,ivneer.

Sham. P. Vegh
a

'hhr.ui er, :1',..1:":,' rt,,i) ar7) a: ca)rde hl ai'drnd7s1 Iht i PI: gh':)10,3thrwo

.

Mrs. Robert Fassek Of Mount

current school hours schedule.

dergarten chews wilt be at

the anon dis

BOARD MEMBEILS Alex
Casper and Mrs. Pat Kimbell

11:30 am.. grades 1-3 will he
dismissed al 11:45 a.m, and
grades 4, will he at noon:
Afternoon classes for all
students
in
kindergarten

),,,,, v,,,,,..,n

Prospect, but

missal see not changed at that

voted agalst the proposs

,.P'B":"rinnir:nd:d'iwr'eic,::ned:',[:,frd,r'n,"':',chin:gurr-:

.Ww..Witiselrl a n

Peter J. Hahn
Madeline S. Jester

James D. 12ahs

Gregory I. Kos
Randolph Lee

i 54
4,750 students in Dist.
get Rubella immunization
111-

nufffirt r

not receive. immunization in

On Samrday, May 23. 2,518
preschool age children re.

thee the Campenelli or Wim

Khool yOungsleui in the township were vaccinated."
Although the anti -rubella
campaign was initiated by the

Schaumburg.

1,1.10bnlicanHdealplas,,,tnh%coclintha;

Ltizg ,wheit,h,,,,,scahr,bioclarre,cfi,ildren

t u MI lie Health Co -or-

district was accom.
plished by Mrs. McClure and

By
the
adminstering
measles vaccine to preschool

the,r R,r1,,fiesilli.,p.ro.-

1,4.)he ythErcieimscsWhoml in,u,tsa).,)Mi_ros

c,hild,ren,,,,ain,dis hOopistdric.t pr.s.s.

1 on kvc1 is needed so prevent

mine Powell, and Mrs. Han-

Mrs. Mildred McClure. do

rash Wilson. The media) tram
consisted of Dr. A. DeRamos.

vent the transmission Of the
disease to expectant mothers
for the next lb., poor.

A total of 4,750 students

gene mode Welnield

Linda M. Wherry

gent. wg,
Gene S Wintz
Mork D. Wohlford

0::,,,,,nn.1wwir,ioietah7 5

"suu
Shari Nerehim
Gory W. Zielinski

Robert .I.Kruus
Robert Wgzynski

lotto:, Flinch

William R. Reeds
Babb' J. Kuhn
Reber. W. Kass.

William E. Flowers

John. lo Fem.

Daniell. Forewarn

Margarita M. lo Mont

Paul Ponsot

Barbara Re.
Ruth R. Rahlz
Janice E. Randle
Mark Sauerland
David E. Sauter
David J. Schott
Buffalo Grove

Ralph M. CMS
Howard H. Holm°
Donald C. Moffat
Ralph W. Schultz

Robert Gong

Michael Heap.
Gary Harris
Janine Diane Impel
Susan McDade
Kathleen E. Mehleck
Thomas C. Nyquisl

)

Barry Brian Christian
Robert A. Dahl
Susanloyce Davis
Raymond Garibaldi
Kathleen A. Jurtocee
Linda A. Henderson
Loris Ruth Hinckley
Sandra Kinnune

William Kohnke
Joyce Richmond
Patricia lean Stone
Daniel R. Tarkowski
Margaret Collette Weber
John H. Woodruff

Beverly Elaine OWnOnd
Daniel Owen

Lynda T. Peters.

)

Fred Remain)
Linda R. Seils
Christy A. Skuban
Jerry L. Sneakers,
Harvey D. Sters
Roger Streetz
Lowell A. Slrenfert

Gary L. Tolle
Bsebonoft,Tepelelt
Louie A. Velasco

Don. M. Wagner
Leslie H. Wuollette
Palatine

HoffmenEstates
Des Plaines

Raymond P. Bayer
Fred C. Bihder

Eberhard Becker
Patricia Ann Burger

ClandiugusanBudny
Michael W. Copeland
Charles T. Dalbec

SconCrakatt

Paul J. Day
Teddy Cl. Fought
Nancy L. Franzen
Mariano Si. Geanconteri
Barbara Lynn GOodey

Carol J. Donahue

Patricia A. Coolish
Richard Helmer
Kenneth J. Herman
Susan Blair Kirchoff
Peggy Jean Mattes

Tim Wand

Marian Adelle Anderson
Marilyn Kathleen Billings
Lawrence Barnette
Michael E. Brooke
Mary Alice Coulter
Katherine Eoff
Josephine R. Esposito
Mary K. Fern
Gail Fraser
Enricitrs G. Gaon
Sharon L. Cinte

John
rt-

LindeC. Henriksen
Gary AIM Habbard
Dennis Clones
Karme Klotz
Marlin G. McDonald
Terrence Moloznik

ing what percentage of pre-

''..

,...

The vaccine was given le local school districts Coca of
charge and the state of INnois
furnished the jet guns used in
administering the vaccine.

..;

.,

occur
about every five to eight years
Measles

epidemics

School

supested that perhaps tiered
parking lots was the answer to

the downtown

Members of the Mount Pros -

the downtown parking situ-

in

pet Industrial Development

ation.
Reiter pointed out that it did

Maximum Ito the outside top of

Economic Commission
this week reviewed material
covered a a meeting of merchants and Loam:omen last
month to determine the direction that the development of
downtown Mount Prospect
should follow.
and

Ruth H. Schreiner
Jeanne M, Schroeder
Witham Harlow Smith

Commission

chairman

Kurt Douglas Pigment, George Flaherty rsid that Ihe
purpose of the meeting won
14.1."0.16"
to summarize the consensus
Cathlaue

school had received them previolist,' rens 11101 family doetor. We have no way of know.

Harper College nursing student,, school nurses. widenleers horn the our.. club and
PTA volunteers.

'.

,)

Industrial economic unit
reviews meeting material
By tics Chute

Majorie C. Flavin
Charlotte E. Heine
COWItile.I.Jarilidll
Terry Peters

Many Conway Tumult
Carol Irene Vezina
Shirley A. Vilim

Dr.

to

7),,,'dit'::::,.*Iiw5k.17:5

Martin E. Christoffel
Path Ann Congreve
John De Mar
George Demetrion
Heather Marian Doyle
Claire Eltman
Gary G. Erdman
Marie Anderson Erickson
Susan Kay Fontana
Conrad Faust
David Furst

14

Mon Churchill Schools, Cook County Department of according to medical author-

:

Robert Paul Beaten
Donald H. Cannata

Sharon K. Cahn.

the

calved the immunisation al el-

Gerret Brian Auld

De. L. Gentry

Jerry J. Bienke

p.m.

'Many of Me students who did

Richard K. Soda

Thomas C. Andrew.
Susan M. Bartlett

I

were immunized against German measles during the week
of May IT In conjunction with
the anti -Rubella campaign in
the northwest suburrs.

William Paul Bohnhoff

Elk Grove Village

through fah grude will begin
ct

=hoots in School District 54

Pamela Ferrier Bate

Francois J.H. Sown=

Jay= K. Jeffers
Kathlyn Kehe
Gordan Noel /Tahoe

Morning dismissal for kin-

ceo.b.eytt,,Ss

&eye= Arnold

John RiPPiager
Coral Ritzenthaler

Mrs. Kimball said that she
believes the board is giving
into pressure from a minority
of the reside..

days:

Lawrence S. Skarda
Cynthia J. Skibinski
Josiah L. Smith
David P. Snellman

David Wayne Decal
Patricia W. Paul
Cathy Simonson
Michele A. Smith
Donald Stelzer
Patricia Tazelear
Linda E. Thielmen

Barbara Jean Rica

Bernadette Fen.,

At the option or the ndministnnion. dismissal may be
scheduled for 3 pan. on Mom

rector of special services for
School
District 54 said

Deborah I. Svolido
Sue G. Swanson
Tanya Swanson
David M. Swenson

Brenda C. Parsons
Joseph Raschillo

noon dismissal will he 00 .0,311
p.m. at ali sc hoots:

elementary

Debra L. Summers

Marie F. Mueting
Mark H. North

71 will be as Mllows: Clue.
an, and eller-

Donald M. Voight

tion Iltuddl by Board Member
Jack lioncheito to retain the

5,

will begin at

from

William A. Sutter

Susan K. Mon.

The main reuses given for
Mc noon dismissal was to have
a standar-M.)1 schedule Poe all
the elementary grades.
SCHOOL HOURS for 1970-

Bonie Wins.,

David. Reny

Martha Jeanne Myna
Paul C. Kaska
Ursula Kozinski
Terence Linger
Gordon Logsdon
Charles W. Matheson
John Severin Mattson

Roger L. Alm
Patricia Avigliano
Garry Allan Bartell
Catherine Regina Bieber
Robert H. Bollmann
Gladys Arleen Borman
Linda C. Carlann
Phyllis A. Carroll
Dale M. Colburn .
Patricia Courvoisier
Monty Daniels
Patrice A. Eisentraut

dismissal.

Linda .LVInschbusch

Judy lee Retzke
D avid R. Rise.

Thome HeRng
Meryl A. Hill

CASPER SAID that he was
surprised with the board's decision hoCiltoe I he survey to sells showed that NO residents
dont care to retaid the earlier

AJenann; ,r.,M,.. Wzrd ley

Mown Prospect
Arlington Heights

neat board meeting.
By-paming the survey results a vote was called an a mo-

retuining the current dismissal

Michael J. Shear,
Robert L Sheldon
Jahn l-Shemontki
Barber gemianowski

lona M. Stowell
GAIL Sidemen

from Wiliam Rainey Remo
Junior College.,

He added that final results
wand not he ready Unlit the

the petition are interested in

William Shah=

Claudio Stingley

Northwest area students

the 11)45 a.m. time and 37 hud
no opinion. he said.

dents then the Tel who signed

A petition with 200 signs Greg,, 04,0, ,,.anbrInt.T...45.

K aren J.Stolle

Cheryl D. Rizso
Nancy A. Roberts
Richard T. Rohn

OUT OF THE TOTAL.
240 had been in favor of noon
dismissal. while 207 voted for

hut survey mulls

She said

show that only 7 Mae resi-

Bersy G. Villars

Judith C. Walczak
Karon L Woldenmaier
Brendo G. Waldrop

tarry& Stiff
Patrick, Stinger

Denim Rom Rano
Linde C. Rapp
Christy Reed
Roods I. Read

were not available
Of the 1.577 questioneires
distributed to parents of the
elementary school children.

atTherdGe'

Edward L Schultz
Frank W. Schultz
Robes G. Schulz

AnneL Steinbock

D ennis R. Rambo
Soon T. Rand

om of kindergarten children

Sharon K. Trudah
Janice L. Turner
Christine L. Uklejo
John T. Unanomi

Donna S.
Dale R. Steffy

AnthoI. Raffaele

Lloyd R. Mare.
John. Morgan

brnt yei',.7ff'" d"d"g a' car-

Kris L. Tordson

K"'it n'N'r y'n'AMV7110:i e r s k i

Edward J. Sob=
John W. Spore,
John V. 5poseri
Snarl

Anthony& Rabioki

low the some schedule that he..

Charna A. Tringali

La Roy F. Schwerin

Eugene W. Pinder
Phillip Piscitello
Nancy E. Peethkow

Marianna Mc Nichols

Susan A.Takell
Nik.I.Toreich
Patrick M. Tompkins

Lona J. Schnell
Linda R. Schnell
Kip Scott Schroeder

Wendie S. Sebastian
Valerie K. Seifert
KOIhIesnA. Serge.
Bobby O. Severson

Angela D. Piernwrin.

McKisie

Lony R. Kosinski
Gerald R. Kook°

BenfithaTernandes
Sharon L Floaters

Saturdays 'Ti 4:30 p.m.'

Leonard B. Patinella
Michele M. Pearson

M.S. Petersen

Susan M. Evans

Itathrm A. Hering*

D oren T. Parks

Dennis B. Mc Andrew
Linda S. Mc Cann

MehlemM.Konnicki

Kathryn M Fleming

Patricia L Palersm
Rick A. Fonts.

Bernadette H. Maw

Manna. Lynn Evans

'

James W. Somata.
K athryn A. Semi=
Frank V. Scalene
Felicia M. Scomelli
Elizabeth Stemma
Robert E. Schaefer
Virginia M. Schallau
Barbaro I. Soberer
Wern M. Schillinger
Ronald J. Schira
Susan J. Schlemp
David L. Schlott
Glean Joy Schmidt
Steven E. Schmidt

Panel

Judith E. Pen

Kan Robert Erps
Glenn R. Estry

Ronald B. Fink
Joanne M. Fisher

Michael

Fred M. Moduli

Alan Ostrow

Catherine A. Semi*.

Showroom Hours,
Weekdays 8 to 5,30,
Mon. & Thurs. Nites'Til 9

CWAR. Parrish

James Ostler

desk F. Fazio

HE 7-2220

Bonnie I. leobeley
Carol A. Moier
lorry B. Molinowski
Kathryn E. Mork
Linda L Atartin

Kenneth E. g..=

Patrick J. Fairchild
Stephanie Foracy

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village

Christopher N. Papas

Mario A. Kezios
Greg A. King
Becky L Kirchway
Vicki J. Kleinert
James Klaisher
Paul A. Klinger
Sandra M. Koch
Philip W. Omen
Dory A. kehnke
Cheryl L. Nonishi

Jane Anne Friends=

JOHN F. GARLISCH&SONS

Donald. Lundgren
Sandra A. lundmon

Robert D. Duncan
Stephen Dwolakowski

Cathy A. Ellery

first time starting
Wash -out Port for easy cleaning

de Aon Omaha=
Judith A. Omahone
larte L Onarati

Marius Kesler

Jennifer L Bluth

StomOo on power propelled modal
Fohl.down handle for easy storage
Automatic choke on 4 cycle models for effortless,

Linda Ushko
Nancy E. long
Michael R. Losch
Guincey J. Lowing
Thad W. Lowry
Susan K. Luell

garners S. Natick..
Sandra. Dukewich

memo. M. Nert

Chades D. Edwards

Twist -grip control for Instant

!Wheal. &meshy

Piracy L. Olson
Wayne T. Olson
Donne
Olszewski
Dennis D. OM

W.A. Lipson

Margie Anne Neale
Marshall J. Moo
Shirley M. O'Brien

I.R.S. Eckhardt
Pot F. Edda.

FROM

Barbara Rocanski
Steven A. Ruggiero
David Sokoto
Gary Sokate
Charles C. Sokowirs

Leonard K. °kers..

Lou Anne Lipner

Potrida

David Rosso!

who are candidates for Perms

Deborah L lochimink
Martin Si. Jokubek

Marsha a. Donald
David g. Dotson
Davis P. Douthit

DECK

Waal.. Olson

Martin C. Rosenberg

Jeffery. Roth

ent opinion as well as teachers
OM were involved.

RESULTS Oh) A Mtflion oh
the survey were given by Superintendent Eric .Sahlbets al
IssI nighl's meeting but had
little effect on board action
He said that opinions of pr-

Richard W. Teeters

Eric B. Ram

'

Daryl, Domme

15"x30' OVAL -2' NON-SKID

Mark John Udder
Robe, W. Lindahl
Marguerite liotine

Andrea K. Horsley
Celeste A. Howes
Ken y IA Huffman
Susan A. Ingersoll
Angela D. Inzorello

Thomas E. Dimond
Karen A. Doherty
Kathryn A. Dolby

Job,'s You reversible replaceable Plat :1e yin Mice the emirs;
Ilda, too You pock more grass in the hag because 4 blades cut grass

D avid E. O'Hara

Barbaro A. Hooky

Diane V. Dillow.,

choke

Lynn Susan Leonardo
Janet K. Lewis

Undo C. Hob.
Leslie A. Hoek.

Joseph', Digengi

.01

Joy B. Leon..

Gordon S. Hollywood
Linda L Holmes

William R. Cook
Gail S. Cooper
Sandra L Copeland
Pall D. Crawford
John C. Crispe
Alan .I. Czarnecki
Pew P. Czarnecki
Bonnie J. Dahl
Angie C. gi Amite
Patricia A. Davison
Martin Robert Davis
Cobb S. Davis
Armes F. Dean
Ralph Delude
Gregory M. De Ode
Dennis. Ann Derby
losephine Di Comte
Anna S. Diem=

gives twice the cutting action,

Alan C Lemke

GentoeM.dn. Ralph
Patricia A. Ronrshke

Harper College graduates

David B. Hinckley

Sheryl S. Cook

JACOBSEN
4 -Blade Rotary Mower

Curtis A. Heiduk
William F. Helbig.
Linda L Hendrickson
Willard N. Henry
David Michael Hess
Richard W. Hilblem
Pamela Hildebrandt

Kevin, Chesney

Maureen A. Cannery

The new

Rhonda J. Howie
Thomas R. Heimberger
Christine J. Heirnos

Rob., Hilgers

Valerie. Clyde

-

Memos S. Hotzold
Coryn N. Hauser

Mike A. Cavanagh
Rick Chess,

Terrence C. Call
Suzanne M. Condon

ALCOA ALUMINUM

David E. Monsen
Kathleen M. Hansen
Lynn C. Hansen

PaulM. Hanson
Robert C. Hanson
Stove A. Flemish

Ann E. Caldwell
Michael A. Callahan
Jame, R. Comphouse
Tarry M. Cardwell
Gail d.Corone
Ledge A. Carroll
Chris M. Carroll
Linda A. Carsom
Mar1e5. Costialione

Mork EL Leininger

'

Donald Haohnunster

Teresa L Clours
D eborah V. Cliver

Although the principle has
been known for years, not until recently has infrawzd heating come into its own as an ad-

Onagers....

Harry O. Cating

o golf cart, working in a garage. or camping, and far melting ice and snow on walks and
driveways. Hand carte are
evadable for several of the
portable models.
Natural gas service ean be
extended from the house to
supply stationary infra -red

William V. Mormon

Charles E. Can=

which can be palled behind
garden tractors. 0 also avail-

portable mits. which use LP

tected the arca is.

Plant seeds of parsley in one

lb

width is 30 inches Weight is

INFRA.RED heaters may

square concrete blocks.
Set the blocks in any desired.

Hark. chives. dill. anise or ho.
rage in still others.

he

Mory A. Gusierrez

Kevin P. Etyma

Aeon, temperalltres.

people, between them. Spacing

them if the place is in full sun.
Herbs won't produce in shade.
Fill with ordinary garden
soil and add' no fertilizer.
Herbs grow best in pers. soil.

can

axed as u border or am very
pretty when polled individsully and set on a terrace or

Endo L Guanotani
Nancy L Guenio

Gary S. Brown
Robert 1.1howning
Amber, Brzycki
Dennis Butterfield

clothing -- even in helow-

might like to plant a tiny offground herb garden --- all in
pattern, anywhere you want

'shorties"

Pronclkd with a three
horsepower engine, the Aeri-

Cheri Lynn Grupe

MichelleJ, Brennen

the campsite without Navy

Make t. tools you by lam

Scrape off all dirt and mud.

rates.

),

the them, too. to keep warm at

tion to determine what you
Asparagus
knives, bulb
planters. seed sowers and sick-

rms.

Suwon M. Gross

Jeff .I. Boyer
Brenda IL Bragg
D imples A. Bremner

are bandleacontrolled. Overall

Hunters and fishermen now

gas, 0111 be used while riding in

fully need

OF the Ilion as with other sys-

Dmid M. Griffith

Chem.= Bowewski

spoons. Throttle and clutch

purchased from lawn slaraP
meat retailers in the Chicago lane arm, at a reasonablc-tohomemvricrs price. It Is also
available
from
equipment
rental firms at low hourly

Gloria J. Grognani
Louise A. Gmndt
William M. Grout
Pamela G. Green
Kevin W. Griffin

Wendy E. Bilhuber
Ellen M. Bleski
B arbaro Ann Blazek
ashen O. Beebe!
Lorry A. Ballmenn
Virginia A. Bonovieh

fier cultivates an 18 -inch
swath with 16 special aerifying

such us golf courses and sod
fume. the Acrificr can now he

Many families have found

for insectichs-anything from
ers.

than being spread over the hap

available

they can enjoy cookouts even
in Vilnius- with film -red hewers rsstalfed On their Patios.

Wait for
other masons for the frills
when you ore in a better posi-

hand jobs to big prtssure spray-

... storing these vital
ingredients and feeding them
directly Cu the roots rather

fra -red healers soared and they
are expected ro jump again this
year.

be stationary or portable. The

sensibly.

rhino,

PREVIOUSLY

only to large grass growers

Sharon A. Gosse

Belinda. Bich.

Gas heaters
lengthen season

makes 111011 0001 easier and
better. Take a look at sprayers

Invest

and establish
themselves more deeply. The
holm also serve as "Mee expand

Balsams make ideal borders

Irry
S'CALE

loosen the soil so grass roots

Mather. M. G...

Terry W. Mese

united they're the mot slats sling garden display ever.

Christine Si. Gleif
Richard G. Glen:

Arany& Bew

chins, your

Lawn Aerijier creates
reservoirs for grass roots

oussnopas AND

shears lit you have hedgok a
sharp knife. If you have trees

of vibrantworild
color.
be mar-

Ronald Gds.=

Gary N. Wiley

Christine K. Beck
Steven H. Bicker
Sheilah A. Bernard
Wendy L Berns
Debra L Benhold

year when you num your
forces. Remember( Divided
they furl to create interest,

ground. them are all sorts of
enticing possibilities. A num

lamb P. Bashes

Kathleen °lane',

Alcmene K. Wahan

garden will excite all qt., this

velous right under a tree or

These

By Mr. Fix

of lovelies. Since pots can be
planted
directly into the

the

Marcia M. Oieringer
Cathy Gildersleeve

Sunday A. Bay.

c here hic hunched wing.'
Whatever

Joseph C. Arsenaelt
Richard D. Ashby
Denim A. Augustine

Maryann Bateman
Carolyn Bove.

--- with leaves shaped like a

ciding where to put these boxes

to the homeowner for feeding and restoring twine lownt.

he able to develop naturally
without crowding onc amnia

gardening easier

With practical prohlems oat
Of the way. you oun enjoy de-

an ahem. bloomer.

quate. Note that the large tree
ut the east corner of the propene is well away from the tree
in the tree strip. Ihrth Imes will

Good tools make

every three 'weeks.

well One year and not to well
the next. You probably have

ber of large trees shown is ade-

very easily. You cen plant cut -

-

Sondra S. Owner

Anne H. Barnes
Chrismher Serrano°
Pamela S. Bost
Colleen T. Bateman

a

blooms uses up a lot of nutrients, CO once he pots are full
Of roots, apply liquid fertilizer

Pianist. Fox
Thomas A. Fox
Vicki Jean Froher
Sharon M. Franck
Anita H. Fran
Jeffrey L. Fosyslond

Connie J. Fruit.
John W. Fylpon .
Janice L. Golan
Katherine Gordynski
Richard J. Garibaldi
Colleen R. Gaynor

Cheryl Loot
Martha .I. Ammo

hlooms Train June up until the
November from kills them.
'The stars
your sesonlong spectacukir might he
cloud While Bullet, powder
pink Bo -Peep. or the mmt varied colored angel wrng vartetY

Joseph H. Laskowski

Caren. Fruitt

Jerry A. Ancona
Joy lean Anderson
Female G. Andrews
Joan F. Antioch
Beth A. Armstrong

than any other bull, providing

-

Until recently the Amite= was only available to forge grass
growers for we on golf courses and sod farms. New ff

B

Clifford E. Alb.
Sus. Altamore

o dazzling display of showy

complete and balanced dirs
Served et the proper irftervals.
Producing all those luxuriant

4r,

dicated and considering the
aim of the property lit num-

A.'ves. Pussy willows root

need

the Belgian Begonia needi a

the

Q. la it possible to grow pussy willows by cutting a slip and
placing it in soil?

Raymond F. Aiello

lkasent luxuriantly far longo

property
measures 75 feet by 1212 feet.
Under the conditions in.

trees just mentioned to not be.

plants

boxes. the rub is eight inches
between tubers.

them in water and then plant 'hot this year there arc very

them.

--- even

their elbow mom! In window

row heads, than you can hewed
spreading types.

in your tree lawn While the
long to you they am a pen of
your landsm, Your trees as
well as your neighbors' trees
and them on your tree lawn
will suffer it any or them am

rings dinmtly in the seller root

please

Motthew A. Adarticsyk

den Allow Oa,
Upkeep of the [Mahn Beatnik is pure delight. Not only
does il flourish where other
plants hardly 0,001.
it's
relatively free From dirislarre.
and bothered very little by insects. Best of
the Begonia

organic fertilircr - like fish-

will provide a refreshing glimpse of Nature OILS loveliest the

Arnold. Abraham

CONSIDER splashing your

box. or outdoor garden. If p01.

eta. a few tablespoonsful of
a

The graduates are:
Undo L Abernathy

10

its roots. The roots will shoot

1

The begonia will .also apple.

Alto. It

S. L Lemon

whether Power put. window

oh

window garden, advises the Belgian Begonias Growers

speaker.

Board approved school

D ebra Lynn Rolfe

Adrienne C. Nopedohl
Deborah L. Newhall
Undo M. Newman
aeaid S. NAM
Down C. Ninchneider
Michael E. Melon
D eborah A. Norfolk
Claudia F. Racers
Mary D. O'Brien

Randi Jo Lampert
Kathleen M. Laprirs

sufficient "living" 0010. and

tuber enough
to 2 inches) to develop

room t

Wtllinrnj. lo Mort

June I I. Sister M. Ann Ida
Cennon, president and profes-

indirect sunlight.

line, but if you'd like to

move them to their new home.

c

Wive their diplomas in Care Monies at 8 p.m., Thursday,

Betty I. Innen

perature of 60 to 65 degrees is
see

re -

sor of philosophy of Mundelein College, will he the guest

If 110110 soil is it prableill.
lighten it with some sand awl
rs-nt moss. Loosen the ground
about emht inches down and
nue the All!, 111/0111 half and
half, with six parts peat moss

gonias to pro per. they must
always be shielded from the
direct rays of the sun. A tem-

in school hours for '70-'71

Graduating seniors of Elk

Grove High school will

nes again are light. porous soil,

sand. i.r.ord or pea..,
One of the most charming places to "bunch Bombs" lob.

providing culling

with all plants. .let common

around your honc - banked

tI

shrub -..

day.
By concentrating your plan -

world this season is that haphazard scattering of blooms in
out and concentrated planting
Is lB - for gardens of glorious
color. Using a wonderfully

Page N

of the May meeting.

DM would be the basis for

Cr.*,

further ,tutly

Northwest Hwy. was discussed.-

Vend:von noted that. if only
from h selety standpoint. such,
lighting may be a real netwrsity.
Flaherty said that should

hell= lighting he included
the commission's recommendations.. th0 courw ot applying

Whether this could be snag-

far slaw flu. whleh generally

Whip, Board may he forma -

near Me Chimmo and North
Western Railway station was

amoume to 511 per cent of the'
COM, or the Hternattve of -going to alone," would be an lm',
portant consideration.
He mid that he tmderstood
there were recent instances ini

next two weeks. Flaherty said:
and arrive at a general agree for recommendations.
Commission rnemberi in ad'

Jo ham Mark Abate
Ted A. Adareshi
Peter T. Anderson
Joseph Crittenden
Thomas Day
Robert Hammon
Eleanore R. Hansen
Gary Mackey
Priscilla Mae Maxwell
Michabl Milbratz

enter lighting or downtown
streets. and particularly along

oble for commuter parking

ings individually during the,

Rol* Madam

ping.

help attract husmess

so that definite mem.

hued by the .01111m,io0 at ha
den, 15,
Commission members are to
review those .11mi:wired find -

Richard Ritter
Gregory C. Sehinitt
Reynolds 'Pepe

lots, from an esthetic to well us
a financial viewpoint.
Possible suggestions made
last night were an annual mi.
cker plus payment of a meter
fee for 0110117 Prostml rest.
dents in certain ois, so that
residents could he assured a
preference in ohtaining a perk.
ing spice for downtown shop.

tatildinglt height of buildings.
and a lowering of setback end
sidcyard requirements would

111c commis-

sion

Lorraine M. Redd=

not seem feasible to continue
"to spread ota" un parking

He sager:seed then 1 change
h
Iwo-mere of 34 -font

When to Flaherty cure William J. Busse and William J.
yandeven, who recently re placed "Bud" S. Himehaugh
an the commission. Absent

were Arthur Laud:Aka and

questiotaid as possibly bong in
conflict with policy already set

between the railroad and the
village administration.
B usse, asked by Vandeven
what tyre of downtown he envisioned "five or len years
from now." sajd he now a retail

which,' community accepted
slate aid. and then found that.
the "suggestions" of the state.

arca, with some office build-

became requirements. with too
bright lighting like Rush
Street" the nsiult.

B MW said that some of the
businessmen at the commis-

meet of merchants andbpsi-,

sion's May meeting hod termed
the coning reguimments as too
stringent to bring businesses 0

nessmen downtown was unenimous. said Busse, was "no oneway streets..

ing,

One hem about whichagmc.

Earle G. Miller,
Some suggested topics prOposed by Flaherty and the other

Pauline &Nelson

members were foremost.

American to begin

Coral L. Ritzenthaler
dOwnlown parking, and some
Locanneleanine Startle type of new zoning district for
Wendy Ann Taylor
the downtown area that wOuld
John Van Antwerp
Blatt a compromise on build Walter J. Zaremba
ins height limits. probably
Raymond W. Zographos about five or six stories.
The point was made by Fla-

O'Hare Airport carrier, will

and Honolulu, with deify non -, stop 707 Astrojez flights and'..

h erty that with downtown acres

start service Aug, I from Chi-

twice -a -week

age nt a premium. (values are

cago to Hawaii and the South -

tween Honolulu and Auldend.
New Zealand -once via Nadi.

Schaumburg

esti ma t ed at upwards Of

Lawrence E. Geisler
Donna Guenther
Russell Wallace Lau
VerlaJcan Longhand
Lynn Mueller
Mary Ann Parker
Louise Ruth Porter
William 3. Zeller

51110.000 an acre), any builders
would probably have to be
allowed a five or six story build -

log height, in order to realize a
profit on their inVestMent.
Downtown parking suf.

ficient for employ. of Wit-

Wheeling

David J. Carlson
Edward Federle
James R. Holt
Thomas McEnaney

Chicago -Hawaii
America n Airlines, al

Pacific. °flick's recently an -

Amirican Samoa.

Harvey G. Foster, American's Chicago vicepresident,

made

the

announcement
the airline
teethed 0100 Iwo -year agree -

shortly after

nesses and customers or retail
and service establishments is,
and has been, considered al moat n mandatory condition if
business in the downtown ants
is to flourish.

went with the Allied Pilots Association, representing 1.500
pilots who fly for American.
The Aug. inaugural flight
will come a year after American was granted its first route
1

At a March I finance con,

to the Pacill, and four twig

mediae budget meeting, Village

aller American filed an appEs

Ronald Rieger
LeRoy W. Schlegel

Bawd Trustee George Reitch
while the
Parking =-

ter said.

'

ter systentwas being discussed.

be-

Fiji, and 0000 11(1 Pugo Paso..

flounced.

Philip Morris

Ruth A. Therriault

frequencies

American will offer than
nonstop services weekly be,
Won Honolulu awl Fiji.
Service to Australis 0111 be
announced shortly.
FINICT'
said.

'American will not he satis-

fied to compete for existing'.
traMc between Chicago and
the

Pacific,"

Foster added,'

-but will visorously promote

new traffic.
The airline's Chicago resercation for Me authority. Fos-, vations office is prepered 10

American will link Chicago

accept booking, immediately
for the Facilic flights.
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I'm looking for o couple
of frame homes in your
orga to display our new

Vinyl Aluminum

- Fly Free!

PART TIME

title Warned

ENT,RAL

AIR

CONDIT. ING

Floor Refinishing

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY.
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORE
FOR YOU!

nem)P

Service
.ALL

iea

o.

ArATES

hate Refinishing

M ea.153-3996
Dr.. Repair%
255 3.2 MN Yorkshire Terrom.267,
a. grey. Aloff 'tiffs,'
9.7R1 MASTERING

.7 MN

GRA,

EDMOND

k REMODELING

BRICK 6 MASONRY

Nueddifiera.

10E OPHAN

sr.

n'Ig5niltnnlitr"

keen ting
ACCOUNTING SI

RON \

ICES

,

CA

Alterations

with Day Want Ads.

ELVEN=

Rental plan 392 4750
955,7606.

150.6190,

Ace

Sefto 0, wo. 2049141

00,,01.;Trall
894.6736

JOB REFERENCES.

Residentinliommereial
Prompt LatallaSen
Phone %daft
559.65117
39202e0

COMPLETE ADC/ SERVICE

541-1037

T Rem hIncellarseran.

Murals
"Vfrc:Tee
55,49. or 4

359-4113

!Home Maintenance

Sheet Metal Work

ar

9Z9,04441",n,499=1

RE E ESTIMATE CALL

APOLVSH'STVU'CiON

e, III
..,nosrr...r. romp,

Tailoring

esees tior

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

TUTOR

CALL 259-4999

EXPERT BODY WORK

erJ Fn

WIT7X5,WE=

RO3CEMAGE

11143190

SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

iTcl=3"0273r!'

or

WALTERS

FOUNDAALL TIONS FREE EST

529,9811

259.0152

Landscaping

CEMENT WORK.

439-22

EXPirMt1WgralirTES

..31Tra,"==-217i,

5

VICE CALL CLA3057

9

1,1,21,,AND E JOHNSON

We

specialize

Fa, 90/

Tuckpointing
21 Situations Wanted -Men

OrSEN TUCKPOINTING

WAI1LQL;rST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Guard desires

,

SPRING CLEAN.

Reliable

TV Service

'

yy

A

College

Zyytti!,y,rryt.,

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

CHDCrc JONES LANDS.=
537.1411

dent

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US...

255-7200

ARL HIS DAY CARE CENTER

SAND

t!

Lb.

POODLE GROOMING
29,1696

ieed Call 41.2344

u

DO YOU SEW???
for A

.

GTZI'5',V=TXTIES,
REC. RMS. ROOM AOD. ETC FREE
ESTIMATES CALL 394.3427

Inn°

RUSSELL

PROMPT DELIVER,' ANYWHERE

DECORATING

DECORATORS

SINCE TM

.re

ELECTIZI0IAN

lamimosis, 2. V,

6050

Nes
AARON

CARPENTER

C 1115

I

utles,
617

ELECTRIC

Licensed.

CONTRACTORS

Lauritz Jensen

APesz all season+ oh Yam

Decorators

N663.23
BROWN 6 BLOM

. PERMANENT DOG Rt.

515M557

FE7ETTV774,'=++

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Jokkt2j,:',Iro

:'troRrora-

Stockade

Sse-oms

L

Br, Plaines, Ill. 60016

hatelloties&Salff
1100 !ETA= FENCING
9116 Milwaukee Ave, Niles
827.7456

NEED MORE ROOM?

Room Additions
Dormers
'Floor Refinishing
Finished Basements
Mot Service
Established, Reliable mmat
.0.4
in.., 524..5
51,1211
ORANGE
j CONSTRUCTION CO. s d,noT,Fet ro'swasonI

I

FOCRAFIg=

able rwm,tr4eeernnwtsx 40 yn.

+I

en

bkbpp eft

RN's & LPN's
ALISHIFTS

Service
FULL MAINTENANtE

REPRESENTATIVE

SUPERVISOR

L

16

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

MANUFACTURING
ACCOUNTING

care.

CONTA,C,T=HECHT

gogy
Wort . inh after school ond Sa

....
At. poy
ow, .8-75.

FINDING

M.95

n

mo. anti we, v cl.on offices.
Part

Dial a Day
Want Ad Today!

lime

392-8333
Pets
PETS

FOR

X rag; el rLIFVE 5, 711:
WIN OZ'YTA EnrgM'' IVITANUM'SIT5LT 'SVOr

DRIVERS
menl

RCA SERVICE

To drive summer
chartered work.

COMPANY

9 AM to 4 PM

259-7300

re;

OlmrcerMohose

Insurance
Agency

.345-0500

TOP JOB
MOLDMAKER
NEW WORK - REPAIR

SALES ORDER
CLERK

evenings.

Rolling

'"a`i a 1771r.
Part Time
Light Office Cleaning

frG&I`1.7t.".`ligATZ'
NANCE.
CALES gCCEPOiEO

Ned

REEMEN=

Williams

392.12

HAVE ECM PIANO...ED

RNIIE

299.0540

Piano Tuning Services

FOOD STORES
1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

93.7200

BY RAY PETERSON

N.m wiling L npoir,50152.

TWE.91.0TwaftftEfti

E. H. Kriel

Aladdin Industries, Inc.

COPY COMPILERS
a BOOKKEEPER - ACCOUNTS RECEIV-

703 Murfreesboro Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37210

ABLE
(to manage master records on a computer)

Merchandise discount.
Promotion from within.
Free bus from down Town Des Plaines.
COMB INOR CALL

DOROTHY 8ISSON,299-2261,EN.211

so you've graduated...
what now?

APRly Now

11040 KING AVE.

Inri?4,rn' 041,

455-3500
BRADLEY
aINDUSTRIES

smtSsIgns.

BEN

0125 WEEK
PHONE MRS JAY

FIRAN K LI INF

297.2400

24 Help Wanted Men

WOLF AND OAKTON

electronic
technicians....

DES PLAINES

AN ...OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CAFETERIA CASHIER

1.`r:r4.7''.11.11t,Ty Ct..;

$2.25 PER HOUR TO START

ornmunitallons *mamas& ler'Trie

ptidea

DO YOU KNOW
I.C.'s?

s.°0

you. Marling ea
that siert- relearn.

esL
Ins

1.1

9 and Omer

EXCELLENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.
000,

moid based on

UNIFORMS AND LUNCH FURNISHED.
MERCHANDISE DISCOUNT.

oMe4apla, all me

%ner

BEN FRAN KLI

cults. Technical ability in the areas of solid slam dIgitof circuitry,
transistor circuits, and electronic caramel devices is required. We offer

an Mellen, starring solo, and a MI line of ...P.M benefits
the opponungy for personal development.

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

CHICAGO ALMOND

'2E96 TIT

Please call or Come In
For More Information

2554900

Monday Aar Friday 8:30 AM. to 4:30 P.M.

SALESMAN INSIDE

NATIONAL concern needs man

interested in permanent sales

future. Age 21 broaM1 os,
Earning...am $000 - 21200

1800 West Central Road
Mt. Prospect,
An Equal Oppcounily Employer MN

MOE

Summer lob Opportunities

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
400 N. Wolf Road

INTERVIEW

593.5953

Tab Operator
Tintekoaaor

Circuit Tester Trainee

Telelype Repair*.

Assembler
Machine Operator
Nosh evessOomosor
Material Handler
e Plate, Helper
Inspector
Telephone Installer Trainee

ilknparternn 6,6v

6g=7:3=917-

41ITLe. bon ihe

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8(30 A.M. to 4(30 P.M.

Previous Office Experience

STENOS

GENERA! TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

TYPISTS
TRANSCRIBERS

.

Northlake, III.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS

loom -

ve

CALLMP. BROWN FOR

Draftsman Traims
Produffien Expediter
Dispatcher
Pricing Clerv
Cost Clerk
General Clerk

Mur

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

Per mo. PO in office. No door io

door. No travel expense. Only
.90resSive individgals need

new, R you M1 the right iaerans. wiv,ason and wits
- end if you ore ffery
peff.e feu new mew may atm.,. ear elate fellowlellt

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

INTERVIEWING:

vvw e !ramps. n mak. .
row,.. own Nicest', Mr...0i ,

Right

B.kkeeper

pl.

WOLF AND OAKTON

Dap

and

kiaddiketooma=roverproceorn

WI now have excellent opporNnitles In our manufacturing Amnesty
Dept. for electronic technicians wfth a knowledge of integrated eh--

IN THE

dewlap*, e
sob.

M -P

o SECRETARIES (SHORTHAND)
EXPERIENCED PROOF READER

3I1 S. Arlington ...Road

R1614r

'

BEN FRANKLIN.

JEWEL

Arlington Hts, Is.
439-0923

mamba far pe

There aro manychallenaing job opportunities

Ent 594

COOK COUNTY

tkontioNinoad tecMuwerwia.d.

+.7 ....rested in a pod. that affea an enesallanai

Galen

GOOD PAY

2.5 years experience In Ns aleftrunIce manufachitinu adftd company u1111.0 standard angel, alld .11,2.11.81,10

We need Sharp

officeot. eisallsm

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
392-3921
FOR APPOINTMENT

"`

DOROTHY s'iMZT,2`261,.E.,./11

HERE

supewlelon of an Ned*
=1;11151=ntr:ritr:VIE*Dra:

FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS

Bays wanted ea. afternoon e

ADOPTION

r_

Tba warren Inwftes

686-7740.

Experienced - Full Time

3'72.5345

11

e mane... of

Ph= landaus me ie. d.b.a.
name comae
meow for an anon* individual
hot *
wtheranontottec.
ocemkeve.

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

OPERATORS

mmerfieid Rd.

one of ear saw,cmc. tome

"r.11=e4VEA=A0L6 FOR

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

24 Hein Wanted Men

SPOON a SONS1'
595-0478 665-4412

HAPPINESS
NICE

F

t

AT O'HARE FIELD (where the action is)

COMPTOMETER

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Interesting trips

Prflkffsgriso Med.

pal=cs

MAINTENANCE

e.kerveove

CAM 8,0465

or

p

289-1088

Interior

Brad's Maintenance

722 Center St.

part 3°5919C"

campus corps

CALL 297-2266

Room Addiaons

'

on wan%

+Aro..

Midge...1166

Taicia-magrz

tmh emWin

.

"Secure Your Future at SONY"
CALL MR. MESCERI TODAY 647-9784'

ITNTE=2ELErOUTGOITIGNERSONALITY

311 BUILDING

358.3172

by
Waltman Cons?. Co

central telephone company of Illinois

FUL170917ing.

MOLDING FOREMAN
SET-UP MAN TROUBLE SHOOTER

steady 6 *We. On lost lob 10

WELDINGAND GENERAL REPAIR

R & M DECORATING

5

CHAIN LINK FENCE

;irgrTlI'grgi cWal im(le,ane goPAID HOLID9ASS TVPAAPCIATTON lAND!

RECEPTIONIST

CL 9-0495

63

Lawn Mower Repairs
C'llITINST5R'T113EVR"

217 5. Arlington His, Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005

SECRETARY -

yrs, 296.7209

255-7200

oriionc;Frmiotle:

Fencing

Palma,

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

SONY HAS PERMANENT OPENINGS al our brand new Air,

C'0'15I.RATIVE ENTERPRISES

limanship

CUP & COMPLETE & MAIL TO

Residential

418 5.09

Lawn Care

a .

CALL 290.5274.

ra go out to

RICK'S DECORATING

ntelc'th'at°16jotio::7

sYs

a***°'

VIET

'

Wallpapering

Welding

tic

SSFSVo'u'LVFF'

Call 2.-4940 or 827.0441

CREATIVE

41. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING
N
ff. South

C.0elephae13111.29-

I

Llt:1

7 A.M.

FREE ESTIMATES

aims,

TYPING

297-305

industrial

ho

Ht5eINIE

Wide rung

Electrical Work

HOUSES RAISED

Txperts=nshlp

oo,

.1 1858, Arl

FOOL BASEMENT

Lin'e El

CUSTOm UPHOLSTERY -Free pick

Moiety E Shaw

Big 4.. Load 515.00

537.41326

255 0.13

st L

4..2000

1.11g1CFITRFIALUE

mama,

FOR

RADIO TECHNICIANS (Solid State)
TV BENCH TECHNICIANS

Mu* aPowenny

='"

PERMANENT JOBS AVAILABLE

Upholstering

SOD DEPOT
syl

COUTURIER desinni

MOS.00,

827.75.

Dressmaking -Sewing

INCENTIVE BONUS PAID WEEKLY

827-9919

299-1051

MT. PROSPECT
STATE BANK

departm

78

menu
Ideal for new Nwit. Mower he.

POODLES. SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

.+70'l+e Tonsra=""g *9+r'ati.

kir = clerical pas* in our eenard
INN 'sodden br oared pow =NEN,

NOW HIRING

peel. 752.25.113

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

RICH FERTILIZED BIACK SOIL

Dog Service

244Ielp Wanted Men

24.11elp Wanted Men

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

ft

°!!

cusrom UPHOLSTERY

Mho..

RP Ma

827 2975 encr ens,

255 2570

296-6640

SOD

Sem, Emerianses

.;',Tkr,unTroZ"'"

OR

Econo/Quality

MN

DECORATIVE

ECHO IMO RANCH DAY CAMP

Building 6 Remodeling

STONE

a GRAVEL

Day Camps

\'-1

&o&00 =ideal* has had rams PoaaM.a. WilwdenTe

352.535>

'",6zr,r7rd

MAUS

TOP SOIL

11 Lit

POSTAL
CLERK

111

Child Care
Booting

29 IlelpWanted Men

255 1030

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

243-1400

(Operators)

company
CAN! TET(KRESSILK

259-4000

""'0;°7172212 or 394.5216

WINKELMAN'S

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

benefits.

'Phone 253.2340

SECRETARY

place a low-cost, lestectIng Want Ad,

CALL 394.0074

450

zr'erE75 'O'iyezzr

Bicycles & Repairs

a Ward Ad.
Dial 255-7200 to

NEW WAY PAINTING

82,5464

593-7205
967-9702
. L CONCRETE

Coll 027-0203

way to pick up
some extra money
for your vacation?
Here's a great idea!
Sell the valuable but
Idle items around your
home for cash with

0701100100s

Pa

MATH AND KARATE

COMPLETE

COMPANY

09 of duties. Good typing skills and fair shorthand required. Good

Looking for enemy

EXPERIENCED

,g

P

PROTECTOSEAL

MM.. or 82.15.

SCHAUMBURG, ILL

Auto Body Repair

2'c','F2Irottnak:.

Plaines soles off ice. bed -

243-1400

Instructions

CO

Immediate position open
for secretary in Des

COMPANY

349 Bryn Mow.

SAL. and SERVICE
CL 5 5842

6 come.

d

Come to CENTEL and EARN while you
LEARN

PROTECTOSEAL

INC.

ENCY SUMP PUMPS

E

NEED PAINTING]

;b"

DR

FOR

Sump Pump

nin.'63.17.!"

call

cell

jHcLizi-t,
C146.001 DEC_ORATING

SECRETARY

'"Ogiggtr
AMY FINANCE DIRECTOR

TIME ON YOUR HANDS?

Coll 541-1400

!d1ss'Y

Bensenville,

773-2020

home care mode...7.27.
IT'E'AZII7A
FEF 'EL"NA,E'
FULLY INSURED C7.'56.3E1975

Si

01

rcm

typing and good figure aptitude required. Must
hove own inansportation to brand new plant in

FIGHT BACK.

APOLLO

COMMERCIAL ARTIST .ADMAr.

Schou.0.3

New

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

FINANCINGAVAI.BLE

to join Lein our new Bensenville plant.

EY:1E4F'

portment. Havre work involves clerical cal..
!aeons of bonus rates using colcolcitur. Light

Saturday, June 6,
1:30 P.mPiepenbrink Movers Inc.
3831 Industrial Ave,
Rolling Meadows

D &1CONTRACTORS
SFR

rellinb nigh

Energetic Time Study Engine., aePedeneed in
development of standard claw with watch and
board In machine', and sheet metal operations,

SECTY.

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Girl io prepare time cords for .61.11. de-

WAREHOUSE
AUCTION SALE

Sewer a Septic Work
ED S

TIME KEEPER

2041uction Sales

0,,i15EfEjiRin7:114n.

FORM CONCRETE

ENGINEERS

CALL MRS. YAMICH
or 647-0016

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

PAYROLL

-0993

Fl

t.t..1.1=6.91

Ittr

Tnn,

HMI Wanted Women

Pme

Secretarial Services

An Services

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

eri,,e,,=nel refinishing.

Home Improvement

Patio Fences

mine. OA

"EXTERIOR PAINTING.

au
,Z1J2+,,,.,21,1TER

Ift"."nob 'won,

TIME STUDY

MAINTENANCE

Roofing

II 3. 4750

C

017rrnZ:0

19901706

IN THE

MEN

Expert dressmaking A elleragang

"3'50'0Vr°

HFAx. N17+1,SorFMR,FeNT

AITERAZIONS 6 HEMMING

';0

625-1156

) WANT AD

26414 Wanted Women

wet

118usiness Services

Ert

MCENEELY Ri.8G. CO..
Painting & Decorating

SAW
YOUR

A.6.9. ROBINS CO.

'Ma owtiwy.,Palatim
LSuburban Noft Bank Bldg.

647-0015

Ss

sv

og

Hearing Aids

FFFF abed

DES PLAINES
297-7160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 Algonquin 437.5090
E. Down

529 4773

Carpet Cleo ing

Arliezmrlephls

100% Free Positions

IS Personals

It pays 10 advertise

Gutters

EMPLOYMENT

TRAINEE $125 WK

5945 W. Deawsler 9654400

ESRE

FE

l.evla

x01 Es. CA

4"E016

MPJS

!,PTO

1`.4=

OUR CHAIRS

Wm. A. Duguid Co.
.

HELLO,

MORTON GROVE

29 175

1-d".

-143Wpwarias

.09

"FORD"

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

tar on. NerNar.to war4

modem dike. so least flee wars of smarted

BLAIR

POINATION. CL 3.0716

,Ca11437-8675

p

mk kiter

rob

359 .6

253.6900

GENERAL OFFICE

ENGINEER

Coll and NG
Aboul Yours110 elf

A WEEK. OWN TRANS

Arl H

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

AtEIT,T,

CLEANING LADY WANTED 1

'D'OT1r*

STATIONARY

Roll. Md. Reward. 259.159

824 7510

1PlumbiRng

47.56671 or 88..00

253-2340

buff

LOST. rem. rnr, colrecelereek

Cell.ngs, walls 6 parching

MEYERS

Air

FOUNDII Small black and will.
retied
a
r...

Have rterml Will
Small MN My pp"

137 1244

WEDMORE ROOM?.

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

PaY

ph

CLEANING LADY

APPLY F1NANCEDIRECTOR

Plastering

Masonry

Al Floor

Ball HOME REPAIRS

Day n. No ht 359 1906

Men ta men.

c. C1.3-3.17

parYing lot. Arl.

TYPIST

R.N. NEEDED

V(74V=Ttlt3tit'..CO'ing;
Call,

STOg"

Dad

nI7,,.47.1jarif,1
Building& emodeling

Air Cmff nMning

retc.

0.

Melo Wanted Women

I

Be Aglow Temporary
This Summed

6 nylons, 397.0453

limpiralization, Ida ins.
,,,e,alus mho. ben*.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to had your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day hos a ready
audience for your me sage, everyday!

INuipmeni Mast.,

131ost and

5S/030

$450 to $675

WELDER

CALL

RECEPTIONIST -

HARCZAKS

A mothers. Chong°

sulated Skiing. If inter

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

,g%

=6714n..

Page 21
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26.11elp Waded thmen

Mart

COMPLETE r7Ratisrgg

In-

I

26 Help Wanted Women

26 1111 Wanted Women

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

for

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

a...,a ha.

Tenant

Friday lune 5 1970
21Employmeot Pgencre, Women

COOK

Apply in Nahothond

amt Lorene

ested Call Mr. Moore.
505-0507

177+

25Employment Agencies Women

'147ty°

i
AuinEarcil6
1

2441elp Wanted Men

BA

White Collar Girls
Rondhorst Center

2

Mt. P ospect

400 N. Wolf Road

Northlake, III.
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Pridzy June 5,970
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31 Rummage& GarageSale
28 Relp Wanted Women

Friday,June 5,1910

1111091 Fornabingsiorniture

111-Motarcycles and Scooters

31 Rummage &GarageSale

h
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g 523 2302

USED BOOK SAL, Boy Scout

TV
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Pe7.72inenat'IttS!' \ '14
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eal state/C_JASS Fl D
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rea good conclition.380

lionInp, vinyl tom= condi.,

774.3371

Ht..:do CB 160. Mock perf. MonY
3550 in it. Akking 3350. Call Jim
259.3321

°Vacant

°Commercial

oResidentio

17-Nelp Wanted -Men & glom

29,539

112Putomobiles For Sate

1900, after Mam 517 672,

NEED SECOND INCOME,
time Co11537.5292 of, 5 30

QUIVERY HELP WAntiffkmd or

t'n

CARPS P13321

, 712 E Northwest

1111loomsBrardniousebeeping

olA

now

New Surplus Store
BARGAINS!!!

POOL TABLE:Por

22.0 wmel2MM2W 22"B

0.3201.
71 Apts. and Rooms 11 2159

heuterold awn. new,.

500

Solt Wore: 55 OR a Ind.
Johnnoo W,er Softener
2.1107
FL 0,200

AND MAIDS

CAMPER ...RENT

BODES. SHAG CARPET 52 35

Fully eqmoped 43.114

Pod ,suils

;s171;2'

IF
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ems. lune Spec. 4 lessons S6
'529.7550

aer SOM

divoner good con.o
3711oots and Marine Supplies

Lem. 3 ladan,

2

Sub.

dryer

a::::7,rur!t7reri.
Etc, co. V000.359-2655

CASH

tires

lboot,..

Housei ul , term .. te. dishes..

Moe drupes 9,110* 515, new
055500o or e, 310,63 Chwe
Impale 3150, elec All., 55

'22l.

.2.3235.

b

Gar. Sole June 6 S. 7. 10 Do S.
5337.1,:nadole, E.G.V.Vdow re.

5.

LEn

iotIt,tc

2

200 and two.... from
,3211..:11

e

rr,,

Ho.

Nteongried turn. Rau.. dm,

5th Annual Sale
I day only

..

square danc

rocking
lamps. disheo. glasswese.
gd mdc.703 3:Schee, MI.
Ina

h

5000 BTU, II
dews os small

i3;:a.3210,

&Mewl on lel meow

bre,.

tube as in Figure 2.

he opposite end of the
tube on a hard surface, such as
the kitchen table. Arson -trill be
One

produced.

The plunger consists of rarer
erode paper napkin. Fold the napkin into a strip, wrap it snugly

0,awrs:
sim;:a0
..0
0--7,0tt?"" 0

156 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

boat of ten 39.74233 elia.

1143usines0 Opportunities

ft., Mos 6,

CORSAIR IPEOTRAVPUR
SYCAMORE

STARCRAFT

67 LTD

1963 Oldsmobile Holid.
vrai orod condition,

d.r.
SOSO

'65

Plymouth

Sport

;$'.Floirtdu
'04 Rambler
.1.1!1.11'11'""

Fuo, tom

BM BUY

OS, P/B, A/T. Rebuilt trona..

MUSTANG. Mee,

'62 PAIRIANB

;Wat'a.txr-

JSB.5725

111141oto Pads and ACCeSS:

radio,

Sunday, June 7,1-4 p.m.

CLEAN CAR!

BONUS MOTORS
296.6127

4

Rollos, ample parking.

Directions: Euclid to Rohlwing. South to Emerson.
West to Forest. North to house.

AV MIA.. ALL CMS

SO

- MAR

Chicagolands Largest
Lincoln-Mercury
Dealer

-r rtp

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CI. 5-5700
Chioago-SP 4-2121

If economy jars
Ice it for u.

On NT, ,m, an cond. Just

$1595

sr
kes it.

$895
66 LTD

apt, Ea,

$895
65 FORD SQUIRE

1795
'65 FORD

0

0

-'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

Idtk=17iletr'nV11%
inwrior.

$3195

OpAit koetd CAMPER

HEADQUARTERS

1279
68 FORD GALAXIE

Duster

makes it rooms

.ulh WilmliOuger

mom? Du .ler mokeso Extra
room for len, PhOLthierS and hips More
Extr a

11695

1).A.A0

10 Wagons to
Choose from
Example:
'69 Ford Wagon

^ Daal Coupe

head OZ., and bigger door Poom for o siholo
family. And an extra big trunk. Compare
minkears. Duster dusts 'am off.

to the

Duster

makes it wider.

Duster

$2095

'

Volt?1,174

COMPLETE

soon... Ronk.

INSURANCE

AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Duster is wider, higher, and longer than just about any
mmif car you can name. It hos I longer wheelbase,
Ma. And wa +ohs more. The mull/ A npoother rlde,
and more stable handling. Duster. It's blg enough

makes it quicker.
WA a choice of Cdifferent engines Prod the
super -economical 198 $1610 the coper.powerlul
340 0-8. Na rnini-cor can match Mon
Duster makes It.

but small enough.

Duster

makes it with a 5-year/50,000-mile power train warranty.
91 -Vacation Places

Por., to he at loos, 5 acres
oll winter sports, Eas
Freein

necr, of

170.11J
GMO HEADQUARTERS

IN PARK RIDGE

437-2256

s,Z2:iitrAnot

ATTER 5PM

Phone 394-2577
98-Moble fines

'65 Mt. Vernon 2 bee. mobil
hon. wall lo wall carpet new

1 urn. axe cond. 2000826,
Opm

a

PIO, gm ermine block. Mad
internal engine pads, water PUMP, intake manilold, tiammission case and .11
!Camel Imnsmission
torque converter, dtive Hall, eniverSal foinls, rear a.
dinermhal of Es 1970 %Mr
for 5 yeats or 50,150 miles and all utter puts lot 12 months ot 12.090 miles, Machete, 0222,5
2xcludirM an
Wes, nolmal delet,ation due to wear and eannsoe, normal maintenance SelViCea and parls used in connection MG

The Finest, Largest, Most Complete Line
of Recreational Vehicles in Illinois.

gedrable lake thilTe. frontage
on voo+
spring -led lake.

way

Chrysler Corporation riartants against diIO,I.innitolo,ote,tkeo,ltslailrtttttoiiead toner Mk,. 4115
WM repair Or realneWillout charge 101 parls ur labor at an aulMrited
Ouster. Noma. ELHga

DISCOVER - INSTANT VACATION

LAKE LOTS

RENTALS START AT $205

Easy to reach: Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr, north to model, or
Rand Rd. to V*
ligka
to model,

TIL SEPTEMBER

0495

Stock A70,1045. Poct. air
*e., art.- 'tem., Power

LAND INVESTMENT

tpons.

Open Doily: II AM6 PM

NO PAYMENTS

OANIUMMICCING

tho right.: for your summer

DELTA

US AND..

IN-LAWS?See this 8 room (4 BR) Raised Ranch
wino*, separate & comptee kitchen and baths_
Carpet &Drapes thruaut, lovely cabinets. R1/2 car

$895

'67 OLDS

in -

,':te'cli=n7a777100"'th fert::

'00 OM.
OtisMope iro

CUTLASS

894-4560

aloe lux.

DELIVERY

ower brakes, rod!.

1995

$695

TO -FIND

$38,000
- 2206 Forest Avenue, Palatine

INSTANT

e795

:Lwar:lake, p.os Neon.

655 Pionon o Dos Plaines

'65 FAIRLANE

lorenntrglk

ampe*ms

'64PONTIAC
WAGON

65 FORD

'69 CUSTOM

0 -Investment Property

New I, 2, 3, bedroom
luxury rental opts.
right in the' Village
of Arlington He ghts

COME SAVE!!

Midnito blue 4 speed radio

WE WILL BUY YOUR

or of few 537.1397

'68 MUSTANG

HOUSE

Ig15

t000tegots000peet

253 2225 .500

110 -Sports Cars

'64 CORVETTE

4 deo hard. migt full leo
ton

SEPrE7

HOLIDAY COUPE

5

5295

.W.t,t1:11.E2T,... $495

COME SEE -

Pudic:Shearer. SHARP,

65 Mustang
Convertible

.

'63 ate, It

HOLIDAY COUPE

.....
MOW'

CTdrrr'e'dsnrilT etsn, `to!.

$495

Ford Fairlone

1

ta'aohd3.'S'799'2'0500 92%00

u. so,
$695

Ibsen

'65 CHFVT.1L81.1....$995

GALAXIE 500
BONUS MOTORS has

$995

Tues NWed 337 7530

150 NEW CARS IN STOCK

ilOTORS
298-2006

9695

'63 ComotConvoniblo

U341110 Trailers & Campers

$3295

Q

THE FINEST SERVICE."

ecnnal%o'cl'y'Alr5w39'41.M'a

tagE

drat: 02. Fort. air

tow rdmi

000000006.

X

M2247209

air

Norwoodh

-THE oCTIZE DEALER

DON'T FALL
FOR A
HIGH PRICE!

'67 Comoro R5, V B, loo.ets,

ialos miw's. 338.5725

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

0

BEAUTY SHOPPOR 25111

wheel, wiM like now 17Bx15 pa.

Realtors

backward (Figure 3), et the some

sary, of course. to bold the tube
lightly with one hand while moving the plunger. However, when
lopping. avoid touching the tube
with your hands as this contest
itself will alter the tone produced.

5126.527-6056 after 6 pm

103 -Auto Trailers &Campers

...whams')

MLS

This tone can be changed by
moving the plunger forward or

time tapping. H will be neces-

IMPORT MOTORS

Names Bass Guitar, v., geed

0:760

tagney,

o '69 Galaxie 500 0

err 3075. 5

lL..,000 to or -10

OAillgBLE615

DON
HAGER

garage, lovely let with TREES.

hard surface can be altered. With
practice in MO,' itIE The plunger
back and forth, simple tunes can

Foci

'70 CUTLASS

COMPUTE$

20':Prer0rtlriVeag.,

plunger (Figure 11 to insert into
the tube. the tone produced by
the core when it is tapped err o

00-1043.
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t=obelm1,1trerorg17'

0 I. IN STOCK 0
0
Example:
0

BARRINGTON

'uggng°
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.255-4.5.Pr
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Contort Him Today

t

mmr.
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Join thorn in the
Country Club Set.
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Your

Many happy families
now live here.

in. Everything
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8 SALE 00
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Woods

Move right
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PRE001=1000rIlje
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READY
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COMMERCIAL
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I
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000000000
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be
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.

EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY NEEDS

To don.,

B2If Gr

co11537 .4706 or 537,95

'dB Chow Impala, auto. 227 SS
PM. P., 010, 101011 rad, 0001

112 -Automobiles For Sate

31filiscellanecus Merchandise

HOMO

sag NOPINWESy 1116.AP
Corner Northwest Highway
Greenwood and Bosse

Mon.. Fri. 94
Saturday 9-5
Phones: 11254871

Chicogo77441177
CLOSED SUNDAY

5. amines, tepails requited as a result ut eminent, ah,a, nediEenm..9,et Laihea
getteto fesetLa
antenance services. Mira* tepaits 21012.6ohLaine0 Irom selling dealer unless he rat 2.22 lo
INS IBM
o en mithorited Drys. M01011 Comoration dealer. OF Me owner is heading or has moved lo a different heal*,

Campers Starting at 9250 up to $17,900.
All Models in Stock in Air Conditioned Showroom
*tote model Chevy

- Brond New Open Road Camper, Cell... $2495.

OPEN ROAD USA
104 W. Irving Park Road (Just West of York) BENSENVILLE

595-0200

and cannot return Obis selling dealer.

OR WOOD
FORDING
333 N. HARLEM

RO .3-1500
DA III 9 to P.'

HRS:

Doily 10 to 9
Sat. & Sun. 10 to 5

*

SATURDAY 1 tis

SUNDAY 11 le 6

MAIM MOTORS INC

2020 East Northwest Hwy., Arlington Hts., III.
CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH
s

14%X-

*

CL 9-4455 Closed Sun,
IMPERIAL

'-""7-",,Irrol" c+,%."71,
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,OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

AIN'T SHE A
BEALTI!! SORTA
LIVENS UP THE
PLACE, DON'T

FOR YEARS TO
LOOK ON TH'
LAND ONE OF THOSE BULL'S FACE

BABIES-NOW HIS

IT ?

50 IT WAS
LEANDER

(FROM THE

CHUCK TRIED

WIFE WON'T EVEN

GIVE IT WALL

I MENTION NO

EITHER!

SPACE!

THAT TOOK PAY
ANTI -SMOG PILLS!

NAMES, BUT THIS
KID WAS SLIPPIN'
THAT BRAT COULD
SOMETHIN' INTO
OPEN THE LONDON
THE TANK. OF
VAULT WITH A USED
A LIMOUSINE
TOOTHPICK! WHEN I

I'M NOT SO
SURE HE <,
WILL,
)

OUT FRONT.'

V Today

SHORT RIBS.

CATCH HIM, I'LL...

7

RELAX, JAKE,
IT'S ATTY.

7 The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

Mike Douglas
11 Art and Man
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

CAR! AND )CU
WERE GONNA

LET HIM TRY

"Blondie's Anniversary." Dagwood
gives Blondie the

THEM, ANYWAY:

.2

5

7
.

32 Fishing

apge

'114106 IN FRONT OR BACK?

32 On Deck Circle

FAINTED

TROPHY WITHOUTA HOME

7:00
2

Tim Conway

7

Show

nates

MARK TRAIL

and Herbert set up a
restaurant in
the

Lucky Linda to win
the business of a
BEATS ME.
AE3eARD AND <ORM ON

FRooMPNER.

32 Movie
"My Son,

esino."

ther. Madeleine Carroll, Brian Aherne,
Louis Hayward.

his soft-hearted

Performed

5

Bracken's World
Rerun.

II Washington

Deal."

26 Luis Carlos Uribe Show
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
the Yankees at New
York.

I THOUGHT VER
VIOLIN LESSON WAS
TOMORROW:

FOR FRIDAY

I'VE GOTA JOB
SCHNOOGLES
DOWN TI -I'

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): New places, new people,
ideas; all come in force today

..

STREET;

IS:

is

Meditation

9

Jawan: The De-

fense of India

7

3:05
Reflections

9

3:10
News

11 Consultation
"Hernia" is discussed by Dr. Philip
Thorek.

"Package
,

7

9
12:00

Remake of "Morning Glory," retelling

Grayson. With Mery

the secret of Broad-

Griffin.

Go rd on , Melodic

Susan

2

Movie

Biography of opera
Struck."

"Stage

way -bound

Johnson; "Love and
the Bed," Sue Lyon,

star

Moore,

actress.

Strasberg,

5:15
Biography
"Theodore Roosevelt."
9

bert Marshall.
5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

9:30

Grace

played by Kathryn

Henry Fonda, Her-

Roger Perry.
9 Perry Mason

dio propagandist.
S Naine of the Game

Movie
"So This is Love."

Rerun. "Love and
Medium," Vivian Vance, George
Gobel; "Love and
the High School
F I o p -Out," Barry
the

man's notorious ra-

3:15

Love, American

Style

7:30
2 Hogan's Heroes
Rerun. The heroes
"cooperate"
with
Axis Annie, Ger-

HE'S GIVING ME A
DOLLAR 70 ANNOY
HIS NOISY
NEIGHBORS;

PLAYING AT MR.

fa-

9:00

Week in Review

BUGS BUNNY

2

2:10

takes advantage of

a company of

Brady Bunch

choo."

Horoscope

2:00
Late Report

11:00
7

Rerun. "Kat-

Your

2

2:05

My

Son," Drama of a no account son who

striking California
farm laborers.

gourmet's club.

Hyer, Fred Clark.

Blues

"The
Road to the Cradle."
11 NET Playhouse
"El Teatro Campby

Keaton, Martha

11 French Chef
26 Red Hot and

Rerun.

famous
French chef when he
a

Movie

in WW2 Italy. Buster

and Everett Sloane.

Here Come the

7

"War , Italian
Style.", Spy satire set

after wartime injury.
With Teresa Wright

Brides

Spud imperso-

12:50
News
1:00

lon Brando's film debut as an ex -GI trying to readjust to life

stranger and a pretty
heiress plan to elope.
Troy Donahue, Joey
Barry
Heat herton,
Sullivan.

7

Movie

9

Movie
"My -Blood Runs

Paul Harvey

Comments

Show

-Cold." Odd young

6:45

S5 .fAE ENbINE IN114AT

12:45

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5
7

8:00
2

Cromie Circle

32

"The Men." Mar-

Flying Nun
Rerun.
"Hector

and the Brass Bed."

V1,11E14

12:40

Show

Designer." Dorothy
Jeankins is featured.

Su Casa."

12:10

9

5:45
Short Subjects

and keep you busy moving
: your mind from one thought to
another.

CANCER (June 22 - July

EEK & MEEK

23): Look to your social position if you would do something
to enhance your position on

the employment scene. The
two go together.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
True friendship is hard to
come by at this time. You may
well be tested where character
is concerned; he prepared.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

MORTY MEEKLE
(FOIJCE DEPAJZTMENT?
I'D LJKE lO IeNOW

(FOR MY NEXT IMITATION...

WI -D' THE CIVIL

23): Make an effort to master

DEFENSE
SIRENS ARE

the minor points in the present
matter before you try to see the
picture entire. Let others lead
for the present.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
An unattainable goal is no goal
at all.
Make your aims a-

chievable; otherwise, you will
be wasting time and energy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Practical values will come
to your aid today in the event
that another calls upon you for
advice. Let your aim be hon-

ocic
Aki,AL1-1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Newcomers depend
greatly upon your good wishes
and intentions. Don't disappoint those who look to you
for their well-being.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

ACROSS
COME C0T FRU') BEHIND
ZFIAT

KT

VESX.THDRNAPPLE!

IT DID!
NS.

Jan. 20): An undirected endea-

vor may well turn out to be a
worthless endeavor. Seek and

accept .advice from one with
experience.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Take care that you don't

try too hard to impress your
personality on another. If you
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Everyday life can be con-

siderably sparked if you are
successful in meeting today's

aStICZOIA

6-5

CAPTAIN EASY
BUT...BUT ONE HO TO...TO WAIT FOR.
PIRATION TO WORK OUT SUCH

COMPLEX FORMULA: Z CAN'T-

OKAY...WELL TAKE YOU

AND YOU'D SETTER NOT TRY CALLING
THE COPS. MIZ5. QUINT...IF YOU EVER.
WANT TO SEE YOUR BOY AGAIN:

&12 THE KID ALONG

challenge. Small matters carry
the greatest weight.

WITH U5 TILLYOU
GET INSPIRED:

ARIES (March 22 - April

MAYBE IV

SETTER CUT
HER PHONE LINE
JUST IN CASE: .

4T

20): Take care not to divulge
indiscriminately the secrets a
friend has entrusted to you. If
you do, you will forfeit more
than you think.

tray
than

tardy
tarn
hard
hardy
hand

handy
hydra
hart

dart
dray
drat
darn
rant

le, of tet

Off.

43 -Fall month

fa -G

(ab.)
44 Andean

CAMPUS CLATTER
1166BA,11UNIA
1.11YA;TOOTSi
TWENTY-THREE

SKIDOO!

Boo: A, BOOLA
HEY DOPOrREBOP!
COME WIZ ME TO
7E CAS RANI

BANANAS
LIKE AN OLD
BANANAS

arty
nary
nard
yard
yarn

eurr-om;
OLD STAG,

THAT EXPLAINS
THE GENERATION GAPJ

YOU'RE NOT

THEY DON'T SPEAK ENGLISH

MY BAG./

ANY MORE!.

49 Bread
(comb. form)
47 That woman

49 Arbitrary
command.
51 Ocean
52 Fuss
53 Shine brightly.
54 Half -ems
55 Masculine

beings
56 Hardy
heroine
IM IN H141, 1..,

F A

R
R
c
IN

T

D

24 Consume food
water wheels
26 Explain again 38 Thespians
29 Terrified
39 Rock
30 Hindmost
41 Feminine
31 Bravura jazz
courtesy title
form (var.)
45 Ojibway
32 Aurora
religious

(Greek)
33 Flowers
36 Church
official
37 Undershot
5

group
46 Salt tree
47 Compass point
48 Pullet
50 Deputy (ab.)

6

7716

7

12

14

15

17

18

13
16

19

21

25

ES

NC

TOES ADAR
LES SALT
ROOt-

11

20

P

22

26

.

128

29

30

34

-

23

24

38

39

21

'

ruminants

/ THERE'S NO

S

E S A ED
GAL
NN S VA
OFt 0 L
0V
T PT E
E
EN
EA ST S A N
N
TE
S S

1

along a single channel of activ-

HYDRANT

I

for justice,
by fasting
40 Sacred song
42 Auricle

ity. You are in a good period
for moving rapidly ahead.

DOWN

I English
capital
5 - income 2 Assail
8 Income
persistently
11 Giver
3 Oliver (dim.)
12 Arab cloak
4 Time interval
13 Form of
5 Greek water
ute be"
nymphs
14 Hedge against 6 Black (poet.)
7 Spanish dance
16 Vase
8 Bovine
17 Of land own- 9 Arrange (ab.)
ership (var.) 10 Strange (var.;
18 Wanderer
comb. form)
20 Wife's dowry 11 Vacuum
21 Given
tube type
sustenance
15 Shaft -boring
22 Sheeplike
tool
25 Ensnares
19 Escaper
27 Celebes ox
21 Destiny
28 Greek letter 23 Not (prefix)
29 Passionate
31 Whipped
2
3
4
34 Driving
command
35 Seep slowly
36 Hindu appeals

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Organize your abilities

Answers to
Hideaword

LE
RE
DIiioN A E
TOTALESTERNE

1 Straight
depreciation

-

do, you may regret it.

DOG

THE BORN LOSER
LOSER

esty.
'

Answer 'to Previous Puzzle

1-Owning Property

6-5*

Lupe

10:30

"The Costume

High Chaparral
Rerun. "Mi Casa,

threat-

beast

Mery Griffin

2

.11 On Film

star.

Small

ter Houston,
Velez.

9

more trouble. Penny
Arthur
Singleton,
Lake.

Rerun. Broderick
Crawford is guest

Movie
"Konga."

large

which adds up to

6:30
Get Smart

5

ening London. Wal-

Of the News
3 2 T h 3 Honeymooners

anniversary

her

26 Quiz

News

monkey grows into

26 A Black's View

wrong package for
6:25

HE'S WAITING
DOWNSTAIRS
FOR `fr)LI

10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5
7
9

Movie

9

9

12:30

"Puppy

Rerun.
Love."

9

CRL)MWELLS

11 Black Journal
32 Password

Rerun. "The Powder."

31

82

33

35

36

37

40

41 U42

43

48
47

48

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

PLO

Ws

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in 60s.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny,
humid, high in 90s.

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 5, Number 36

Monday, June 8, 1970

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

14 Pages

I litrjj'll

Wheeling Dems oppose
township government
The Wheeling Township
Regular Democratic Organization

announced

yesterday

that it favors the abolishment
of township government and
work toward till end.

McCabe of Arlington Heights
made the announcement, reporting that the decision was
reached last week in a meeting

of the Democratic organization's officers and executive
committee.

DEMOCRATIC

MITTEMAN

COMJames

L.

The resolution stating the
organization's was offered by

Donald L. Norman of Arlington Heights, a candidate for
Cook County Commissioners.
After discussion, the resolution was passed unanimously.

"THE MAJOR REASON
that our organization has taken this position," McCabe re -

Barnett explains chemical
choice in Dutch Elm report
Mount Prospect village

and to prevent the spores of the

. manager, Virgil Barnett, has
completed the report on Dutch

fered,

fungus from being transmitted
to healthy trees.
THE EUROPEAN Elm

ination.

elm disease asked for by the village board. Each trustee received a copy of the 12 -page re-

bark beetles appear for a period

of up to about 20 days, some

port in which Barnett tells why

time during April, May, and

he favors Bidrin over meth-

or June. To be effective, treatment of trees should be during
this period.

oxychlor as the most effective
substitute for DDT in treating

chemical spray was allowed,

In 1965, a division of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) stipulated that

and then it became necessary,

Bidrin could only be used by

because of the state ban on
DDT, to find an effective sub-

"tree care specialists" who
have been trained in the appli-

stitute.
Barnett revealed in April

cation of Bidrin.

the disease.

UNTIL THIS year, DDT

that the village public works

department had under-

estimated the amount of methoxychlor needed to spray all of
the Mount Prospect elms.
ONLY ABOUT one-third of
the needed amount had been
purchased. The board was
asked whether more should be

purchased for the use in the
1970 spring season.

Mayor Teichert suggested
that the village elms be divided
for a three -method treatment;
three areas each receiving one
of three treatments: methoxychlor (using up the balance
of about 1,400 gallons), in-

THE SHELL Oil Co. of-

With

including an
the

ported, "is that our members
concluded,

after

levy a tax to meet the cost of
their services. This appears to

thoughtful

discussion, that the township
form of government, in most
areas, is providing services
which in general are already
being provided by the county
government. It was the feeling

do [tithing more than per-,

of our group that this results in
a substantial waste of tax dol-

time he introduced his resolu-

putuae a waste of tax dollars
and provide a duplicity of services.':'

NORMAN SAID

publican

"NOW WE HAVE seen the
Supreme Court declare the
commission which has been
collected by township collec-

prohibition of

DDT, a decision between Bidrin and methoxychlor became

important to Mount Prospect
this spring.

Methoxychlor is a more expensive chemical than Bidrin,
but apparently without blemish
regarding its efficiency and residual effects, according to a
USDA bulletin, no. 193, "The

Dutch Elm Disease and Its
Control," says Barnett's re-

fered training schools for this with village officials in his
purpose in 15 states and Ca- community on a Bidrin pronada. At the schools, "one full.'
.(Contimied on page 2)
day of free instruction was of-

governments

3 wrenches, $394 taken
from service station
Three expensive power

Dempster St., Mount Pros-

wrenches, $374 in receipts,
and $20 in coins were stolen

pect.

Police said entry was made

Friday from the K & W Sun- through the overhead pane
oco service station at 1740 glass door which the burglars
smashed with rocks.
The burglars took keys
found in the office desk which
opened the storage room, police said. The owner of the sta-

Garden tools
worth $1,125
are stolen

See page 6

ued

at

$1,125

were

Golf clubs,

stolen

recently from Dave Tree Experts Co. at 1801 Algonquin
Rd., Mount Prospect.
Police said the tools were

sweater taken

Towers Hotel June 27.

A golf club set and a sweater

stolen from trucks in the
fenced -in storage area near the

valued at a total of $640 were

company building. Police said

stolen
Saturday
afternoon
from an auto belonging to Stan

the locks on the truck com-

Ostrenga of Skokie at Old Or-

partments were broken off and
the tools removed.

chard Country Club, Mount
Prospect.

FOR GOV. OGILVIE;

principal speaker at a testimonial dinner honoring Mayor Rbhert 0. Atcher of
the
yet

that he may review the major
developments in state government of 1970 with special reference to the work of the legislature in its first annual ses-

vascular system of the elm trees

by a fungus that is carried particularly by the Elm bark
beetle.

The larvae of the beetle that
have developed in fungus -in-

sion.

Annual sessions were originally proposed
by
Gov.

Ogilvie during his campaign
for the office in the fall of
1968.

Displaying equipment which will be used in their new summer
jobs as patrolmen at the Corner of Shabonne and Rt. 83 are from
left: Steve Allen, 921 S. See Gwun; John Martin, 433 S. Elm-

hurst; and Dennis Cyrier, 908 S. Emerson Ct., all of Mount
\Prospect. Viewing the jacket, gloves and vest are Mayor Robert

Teichert and Police Chief Newell Esmond. The boys are Eagle
Scouts and members of Explorers Post 317 sponsored by the
Mount Prospect Civil Defense. They will work in shifts of 4 hrs.
and 15 min. each front 8:15 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Teachers will be watching
as closely as board members
when the Elk Grove Dist. 59
budget gets its first going-over

available before the 8 p.m.
public meeting in the administration center, 2123 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

Tuesday.

Heights.

school officials have said publicly how much money will be
available next year for teachers' salaries and other costs of
operating the district's 20

20,000 pupils,

SCHOOL OFFICIALS said
the draft document will not be

THE EXTRA AID will
the, school board determine whether it can keep its

Bailing of well

nearing finish
ressed through 100 feet of an
estimated 170 feet of sand,

7I

the

half -day

aimed,

they said, at telling parents
abou the possible change in
class size.

help

TEACHERS ARE

seeking

next

meeting

between

school officials and the Dist.

'

"teach -out"

have

59 Teachers Cohncil team set
for noon Thursday.

erage class size of 32.4, according to Asst. Supt. Richard

ing the change and staged a

sessions

Tuesday's meeting.
It was' necessary to close

been conducted weekly, with down this well when excess

to 29 pupils per teacher --a

Teachers have been protest-

told the Village Board at last

.

Bargaining

were told that their staffing ratio would have to be increased

Vlasak.

Des Plaines, will be in charge
of the 8 p.m. budget session.

being called by Gov. Ogilvie
for mid -June is expected to

year's level or increase it.
Earlier, school principals

cause of a state aid increase.

old Harvey of 200 Marshall,

Dist. 59 board member Har-

session

an increase in salaries in 1970- City Manager Virgil Barnett

change that would mean an av-

Dist. 59 will be among Il-

special

teacher -pupil ratio at this

Until now, they have ducked the question of how much
additional money will be available to Dist. 59 next year be-

linois school systems getting
the bonus voted for districts
enrolling between 10,000 and

schools.

The

Work on the bailing out of
Well II, on, the Mount Prospect Golf Course had prog-

Dist. 59 budget to get going-over
It will be the first time that

wants to be loving and rubs
against you.
J.B.

THE SUBJECT -OF
Ogilvie address has not

been announced. It is expected

caused by an infection of the

A wet soggy cat that

Arlington Park. The car of the
grand marshal, followed by the

parade. will move south on
Wilke Rd. to Campbell St., east

on Campbell to Dunton. north
on Dunton to Euclid and west

drum and bugle corps in the
June 27 parade along with
marching units that will include more than 500 members

of the Shriners in their colorful

uniforms.

The

national

champion drill team of the

School for termination.

The luncheon
honoring
Gov. _Ogilvie is scheduled for
noon. Anyone from the village
wishing to attend the luncheon
for Gov. Ogilvie may do so by
securing a. luncheon

ticket

($3.75) from L.A. Hansen. village manager.

stivioN--

susuas
SAYS
It's amazing how much

noise

majority.'

is being made by the 'silent

Schaumburg.

THE REPORT points out
Dutch elm disease is

Day

THE PARADE will being
II a.m., stepping off from

THE PARADE WILL on Euclid to Arlington High

it

will be his third address in the
village and at Arlington Towers Hotel this year. Earlier he
addressed the northern Illinois
district
Rotary convention
there. On April 28, he was the

that

Gripe
Of The

Jaycee

at

the village.

mation.

stroyed to eliminate the chance
of developing beetle larvae,

cees arc holding their Independence Day parade a week early
in order to be able to attract the
outstanding parade exhibits in
the northwest suburbs without

who will address the luncheon.

to he the largest ever held in

held by authorities that were
noted upon a cursory examination of literature and infor-

Infected wood must be de-

the parade.

The Arlington HeightS Jay-'

present three bands of the U.S.
armed forces. There will be 15

Independence
Day Parade, which is expected

The report is an outgrowth
of the differences in viewpoint

be treated in those areas where
trees are less than 50 feet apart.

Shriner's will also take part in

having to shre them with the
parades of nearby villages on
July 4.

J.
WALSH will preside over the
luncheon and program and
will introduce the governor.

nual

DAVID CREAMER, public works director, favored Teichert's suggested three-part
program, but Barnett, who said
he had looked into the potential
of Bidrin, questioned that
chemical's effectiveness and
possible toxicity.

fected through root systems.
Roots of infected trees should

have completed its work by
June 27.

MAYOR JOHN

It will be the second honor
extended to the governor in
Arlington Heights that day.
Earlier in the day he will be
grand marshal of the 3d An-

branches.

possible for the trees to be in-

By Richard Crabb

ton Heights at the Arlington

completely removing diseased

SAYS THE report: It is also

Ogilvie to speak, parade
Richard B. Ogilvie
will be honored at a luncheon
given by the Village of Arling-

The "sanitation program"
would consist' of pruning or

the spread of the beetle through
the use of insecticides.

Arlington Heights to host governor

Gov.

gram.

known to be effective against
the fungus, and adds that attempts to control the disease
have centered on controlling

Miss Mount Prospect Pageant contestants: Sally Yoder, (left) 411 S. Hi Lusi; Shelley Pierce
(center), 812 W. Busse; and Diane Fisher, (right), 410 S. Maple, were among the eight girls from
Mount Prospect who were honored Sunday at a mother -daughter tea at the Clifford McConville
residence at 905 Tamarack Ln., Mount Prospect, sponsored by wives of the Jaycees. The pageant
to be held June 20 at Prospect High School'is sponsored annually by the Mount Prospect Jaycees.

keys in the lock.

jection by Bidrin (a Shell Oil
product), or a sanitation pro-

fected trees carry spores of fungus on their bodies, with which
they infect healthy trees.
The 'report emphasizes that
there is no chemotherapy

617;7171

tion told police he found the
storage room open with the

Tree and garden tools val-

Kingman is 1st
Lundstedt to Cubs

LADENDORF OLDS

governments of Cook County."

port.

AN EVANSTON tree service contractor who worked

.

salaries and fees which are going to Republican Party members through the township

"Since then we have seen
township

Party. The public

would be shocked if citizens
were 'aware of the amount of

tors to be unconsitutional."
explained McCabe.
the

the

tion, "Township government
is merely a perputation of the
patronage system for the Re-

lars.

exam-

at

.

Bargainers tor the school

board have been negotiating
with the teachers' representatives on salary levels and some
other working
conditions.

They have said flatly that the
board will not negotiate on the
question of who should have a
say in deciding the staffing ratio.

sand was found in the water, in
a well installed less than a year

Mother, 2 children
hurt when hit by car
A Prospect Heights woman treated for minor injuries and
and her two children were in- released.
jured Friday afternoon when a
Gillespie was charged with
car hit the three as they were failure to yield -right-of-way to
walking across Euclid and a pedestrian and is to appear in
Maple Rds., Mount Prospect.
Mount Prospect Court July 8.
Police said the auto, driven
by Dennis C. Gillespie, 18, of
104

S.

School,

Prospect

Heights, was southbound on
Maple making a right turn
onto Euclid when it struck Patricia Bachara, 5 E. Hillside,
who was pushing her two children in a stroller across -Euclid
road.

Mrs. Bachara and her children Kurt, I, and Peter, 3,
were taken to, Holy Family
Hospital

where

they

were

$437, green
stamps taken
from gas station

dicated that perhaps there
were also worn parts that are at

S & H green stamps valued
at $125 plus $437 stolen yesterday from the Shell service

least partly covered by a warranty for replacement.
A maximum of $36,000 was
set aside for completion of the
bailing work, and Barnett said
at last Tuesday's meeting that

station on Rand and Central

"considerably less" than that

from a money changer and $50
from a coffee can.

figure had been spent.

Mount Prospect Fire
and l'olice Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park

District, 600 SeeGwun; 8
p.m.

Prospect Heights Park

'District, John Muir
School, Drake Ter. and
Oak"St.; 7:30 p.m.

School District

Board,

Lincoln

57

School,

700 W. Lincoln, Mount
Prospect; 8 p.m.

School District

Board,

Lincoln

57

School,

700 W. Lincoln, Mount

ago.

A vibration in the shaft in-

Meetings

Rds., Mount Prospect..
Police said the burglars entered the station through a
window, took $370 and stamps

from the office desk, and $17

Prospect; 8 p.m.

School District

23

Board, MacArthur Junior
High, 700 N. Schoenbeck
Rd.,

Prospect Heights;
7:30 p.m.
High School District

214 Board, .199 W. Kensington Rd., Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

Central at its peak
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Park board, Dist. 23
expected to sign
park land use p et

Barnett expl ins chemical
choice in Dutch Elm report
IC ontiocol from Paco

Bidrin protect the

Will

--

trees from Dutch elm disease?

gram. Me mom continues.
-presently doss not reom-

-Will it produce harmful ef(ems to

--Is

mend this product because of

trees?
hl

without "competent tree doc-

of its toxic effect on

SUET.. OIL Co., in a paper

tog

elm."
Two university

tors?"

prepared on the subjem, mainprofessors

tains that beeause of low in-

were contacted. One warned of

cidence of the disease in trees

the care needed in

applying

treated with Bidrin thy effec-

Ridrin to prevent harm tomes.
the other staled that controlled
testing had shown Bidrin to be
ineffective in the control of
Dutch elm disease and he ad-

tiveness of the insecticide was
proven. The research data was
collected from communities in
17 onus.

vised the

me of ..,hoxychlor.

beetles fed on treated twigs and

51.511 per cent on untreated
branches, according to Barnette report.

The Division of Forest In-

IN TWO local communities.

sect Resmrch of the USDA ten
tests after 1964. imposing con-

Harrington
and
Elmhurst.
here Bidrin was issedas a con.

trols missing in the Shell Oil
Company's Ms,

trol me m., its use was diss
in ouch case "more Dutch Elm

states

diseased trees were found in the

Bidrin treated trees than in the

nalc.

Roth communities reported

Bidrin as ineffective and ac.
tunny harmful to their trees.
Elmhurst reported Mu practically every Inc injected with
Bidrin lost foliage and many
were killed -and had hem removed.

THREE
explored

Barnett

by

were
eon-

cerning Ridrini

untreated treemores."

In ti

recent research

study the object was to deterndne Ire effectiveness of Bid-

rin as an inticide in keeping
the Europeansec Elm bark beetle
from 1i:edit, on twigs of
treated American dins

With 729 beetles used, it was
found that 40.42 per cent of the

"We can carry out normal
sanitation measure s foe the rest

Alfred Rateike

of this year and hope that even

. Alfred .I. Rateike. LP. of I

some residual activity of pre-

N. Willy St_ Mount Moshe..

vious DDT sprayings may help.

died Friday at Holy Febily

"We can plan positively for
next year.... The cast of usi
methoxychlor is great, but lam
sure that our citizens will want
to meet the cost."

Hospital in Dm Plaines.
Survivors are his wife. f
coo brothess. Raymond of El-

Day by Day

tural

Commission comNned

forces with the Countryside
Art Center yesterday after-

noon to lost the desire of the
city populace fora permanent
Wilding dedicated to culture.
The non wss hot and welcome
after the cold rainy smnig. The
tents were gay and colorful
and any idea of artists laboring

in attic rooms under leaking
skylights was dispelled by the
price tags On come of the an
works.

This column writer has only
a
smattering of deia vu.
=lista, cubism, mod. I must
confess that
was only fieldnous! in 11. New York MetroI

politan MM.. of Art when 1
mw the real mummies in the
Egyptology roorn or Cellini's
gold cup sitting on a mirror.
Huntington Hartford's place
down the street impressed me
ith its cleanlin
and color. I
knm

anciess
ent

the

copies

I

brought back front the Notional Museum in Taipei but only
because they pick up the colors
M a room. Despite the loot that

I've wondered around Washington Seuare. Sawalite. Old
Town. among others can still
only like what I can under-

stand-and not always all of
that.

YKSTERDAll, I GAVE
my first prim to a white end
Nock pointing by a casual gal
named Myrna Barnidge who
signed

her paintings Shen.
letters in my own

-Four
nue," she explained. Irides

it a more popular signature
Man the long married name"
Thepainting I thought was so
lovely was drat of an old woman drosseol in black. whoring a
red babuska, walking through
a

fold of snow peppered with

black barked trees.
II
was
called.

"Homeward". Myrna lives in Rolling
Mmdows and gave one a tin
can covered with contact lagers as a souvenir.
. Them wore others that I un-

I

She was awakened when the

Wt please don't block the side.

loud sound track started. It
showed an airplane landing at
night to sounds of a fog horn.

walk." II was all peaceful
enough. Then Haul Vogeny.
a member of the Board of Di-

A of of flashes and dots with
stripes jumped arOlirld to the

rectors of Community Concerts canna along.

noise of a siren that was like
whistling lea kettle with a cold.
During it. a inall Child in the
audience stafibd to cry and all
heads turned toward him as if

She pointed out that local
people who opposed low.income housing at St. Victor's
chipped in ten dollars each to
light that but not one of them

to say. -Shut up and listen to
the sirens." It was wild. inter-

had sent any money to

culture "Did you?"

esting and I'd never go again. 1
might Mune ono blind and deaf.

Bolas], "I.WaS IM busy clean.
ing raw sewage out of my base-

But it's all done in the num of
An and Culture and as I said.
I'm no critic.

ment to do anything" he an.

DIE CULTURAL CEN-

terspersing their own thoughts.

the

one

asked

Heights.

OK sale of boys

baseball decals
Vil-

Prospect

lage Board hots ,proved Sat.
urday. June
la. through

tassels

pendent thought." rho you,

of distinction for 270 Harper Col-

adult, Hog said, has a self -de-

and

At least 500 friends and
community
college students sal patiently
through. the second annual
commencement
erc
in g
relatives of the

ri-colored nal. damue yellow tent,
Associate in Arts Degrees
were awaded to 116 graduates
wearing white teasels and gray
gowns. IsiPywigla Associate
of Science anal 64 Associate of
Applied Science Degrees were
given to graduates wearing
gold tassels and gray gowns.

'thirty-two other graduates
received certificates for rem.
pletion of programs
architecture, data processing, engi-

Bill had a sign Mat read 'tees
address our problems first Human Rights, Housing,

with

He said that the two hoards
meMointly last Monday to die.

The agenda for the District
23 hoard meeting tonight includes consideration of the

stressed.

"IT

IS

'DIM wonderful

beyond

permanent

trustees.
glees.

conferred

the

Sullivan schools in District
clod, 23:

wally to youth. Has &scribed
the young adult as a person
with a mind ?capable of inde-

neinPiVal spring,
bow, jells, cookie, milk,'

aloft that read, ?Who needs it?
Cost of cultural center is 4-5
million IreaintenanCe and operation -taxpayers?) 5-6 mil-

Community Concert president
Dot Everhart who said was

"not down." Solash had to
leave to attend a family grad.
ation.

lion towards sewer constr.-

He left saying he wasn't sure

li on might help prevent 'Val s' front to rasing in sewage

whether he should leave the
signs with a price tag on them
for the exhibit. Everhart onplained later that during the
CC campaign 1,100 poses

other side suggested that the
land being used for the cultural
site would he a solution
to low-cost housing, at no exce

joined and

another

100

pense to taxpayers. The third
side called the site "our next

"straggled in" Inter to bring

white cultural elephant" "Local eitirenry." it read. "could

been.

the number up to wh.ere it hod
Bolas said later he is saving

the signs for the 'nest time,"
And some of you stayed home.

mitten Lloyd Norris, saitrycstarday that he hopes to have

dispatching for village

ALSO TO BE considered.
Could sentiment for central
iscue:bine prevail, is whether
d. village would lease -pay the
Motorola
or Allied Leasing
Co., a local lion whose representative, Roy Martin. has said
he can give the village a lower

monthly cost than the Motorain Co. for stn tame equipmonk
Norris said ho hopes that in
addition to his thme-man Coo
mince, Mayor Robert Tei-

chart. Village Manager Virgil
and Police Chief Newell Esmond will attend.
.

WEDNESDAY,

MACOMBER

;.Was the artist and she hod an-

.olher one called Foetus Tutus
'hat was memorable. A quiet

when

"Ntrksschool '
agreement was discussed. twiginally. with the pieviou
school board. NtinIC consid
the

motion nas given to possibl
sharing in the cads few land de
volopment.
But at this point. he said no

HARDWARE

on.

He explain.) that the par
boon] intends to proceed with
the planning on their own ant
that cost shearing will pnthably
depend on the school districts
linanneial situation.

present system. would not be
sold tsr discarded should' the
new equipment be approved

Rd. Arlington He,g

Mon,

.1 ...T.'
111. 005110

Salo;mia., n.. 35 .um 5
week. boons Agoura. 00 of

Nun US. moil nee, Mao u
1.0.7 com for. .4. wans.

Remo,' pries 10 emu
.mart

veus.

StateChapter of P.E.O.

and class hoards
She has also been an officer

of Chapter HN, P.E.O. in Ar-

ANY VIM

BUY ANY ONE at reg. 4.98
GET ANY SECOND GAL for 10

Martin, active in the limn
Civil Defense organisation,
egos

inside out ... and then
some!

said that the old

could be used for a hack -up
unit, in the event that the radio
equipment in the village hall

ORM 1 -way Rose and Flower Care MINNS Systemic.

gency.

349

10 pounds

;74731:

59 8

-

Select gelatin flavors in
FM your graduate with en school colors. Prepare first
easy afterraduation party layer according to package diwhich featu-gres a platter of rections, adding fruit, nuts or
chilled make -ahead Diploma marshmallows, when slightly
sandwiches with a variety of thickened. When first layer is
favorite fillums, a gelatin salad too. prepare and thicken the
mold, quick punch in school second layer and pour on lop.

154ALLON

Buss and Emerson Mount Pram...III Ckmrarook 9-4000

LAWN SPRAYER

roll bids.

Elliabel411;4.dnvailb,

ORMO lawn Spays delivers 15
Ph

RAMIRO CENTER Of IRE
NORTHWEST iliNithest

4111

oilers of melting you went to does
your plants tool les o dud to op.
as. attadi your garden lime. Water presivre does thematic

398

-

WEED -840N

Off1110 WmA6Gort kik weeds with.
out harming, desirable lawn
grosses Wesds sprayed with
Weed.11-Gon

'grow- *ameba to

Moth" by hormone edam Wins
and mats des. Wad seek reproduce.

198
Fit

included in booklet
from the Seven -Up Co.

7 -UP SHERBET PUNCH
2 quarts sherbet of color and
Raver desired
3 quarts 7 -Up
Let 11/2 quarts of the sherbet

soften in the punch bowl. Add
7 -Up gently. DO NOT STIR.

When
may

This light buffet can be assembled With little effort after
the ceremoniss, or previously.

tinted cream cheese or fruit.
If one of the school colors is

quart)

Set the table ahead of dote and

blue, you will not be able to

25.

voila! - Instant party.

find blue gelatin, so you might

DIPLOMA
SANDWICH ROLLS
Purchase a loaf of undiced

Mount Prospect State Bank

TThis easy punch is one of

colors, and a teen -pleasing
chocolate chip and date cake.

lded, the
garnished

salad

be
with
whipped cream or softened,

use instead a layer of cream
cheese tinted to shade of bloc
desired with food coloring between two 'arm of the other

FOR THIS layer, dissolve
lampoons of unflavored
gelatin in 2 tablespoons cold
water and stir until elem.
11/2

Blend

camm.

elude day care, summer s. sion, sheltered workshop and
evaluation services.

I

package

dirounce)

pin,

cream cheese with V. cup of

slightly flatten the slim.
Spread with softened butter or
margarine and soft fillings,
such as tuna salmi, egg salad,

milk and gelatin. Pour over the

rolling

lam or chihken salad, cream
eheme and jelly. Have mixture
creamy enough to spread with -

M( tearing the bread. Start at
long end of slice and roll up.
Cover with aluminum foil and
chill for two or three hours be. Pose swing. Tic with ribbon
in school colors.

firm bottom layer of gelatin.

Float rermining sherbet

punch. Serves approximately

a good flavor blend with
flavor gelatin, as is also

pineapple. A crunchy blend of
apples,

nuts and marshmal-

lows or celery is tmty in a 1110
On mold. Orange sections and
ants go woU with orange, and

berries with red flavors.

majors

in alumnae Woos
lion end her flan" ndl old°

ter Capons of Mount Prospect.

ate m musa
An Aug

brother and sisters are Peter. 6.
Patty. 5. bid Cathy, 2. The
children's grandparents arc

S

woddmx n

Mrs. Clifford
Smith of Zalieralic, Ohio,
have announced the engage and

MOE of their daughter, Susan,

to William Edward Zeman Jr..
f former
residents, Mt. and Mrs. Ze-

terry was horn May 9. His

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Capons of
Evergreen Park, Ilk. and Mr.

and Mts.. L. R. McFarland e;

La leche
to meet

I

The

problems

and

Columbus. Ohio,

Jill WS born at Lutheran General Hospital May I. Proud
I

grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.

Ray Wangin of Napoleon.
Ohio. and
Rackiewies
Mich.

Genrude

Mrs.

of

Muskegon.

DANNY 5011N Burke mis

horn May 11 at Northwest
Community Hospital weighing

pounds 71/2 ounces. Hen

E son of NIL and Slis. James
E. Burke of Mount Prospect.
He has a brother Jimmy, me 7.
and a sister. Shari -Lynn. age 5.
The children's grandparents

are Mr. and Mrs. John V. Rd -

diffi-

MAY 9 marked the birth
collies concerning braostfeed- date of their first child, a
ing will be discussed at the see- daugh ter, for Mr. and Mrs.
and in a series of four monthly Frederick

G. Gorman of
...tines of La Leche Leagee Mourn Prospect, They named
of Arlington Heights.
their 7 pound baby Diana LorTO meeting will be held to raim. She was born at St.
Sue and her fiance attend
=new sighs at 5,30 at the Ale XitIS Hospital. Her randOlio University in Athens.
home of Mrs. frank Tyas.. parents are Mo. John Garman
Obio. Sue is majoring in
LOc7iii,ot, Evergreen, Arlington of Waterloo. Bruce and Mr.
speech and theatre and will
and Mrs. L. Bruce Dent of
gradua,c in Jun.. moan isFurther information may be Niagara Falls. N.Y.
compledng his junior year in gegningd by gain. Mrs. RolEs the first baby for Mr,
hnd Shopped, 159-3784.
mechanical eattioatalatt
and Mrs Daniel C. Mickley,-

sin of Chicago and John J.
Mote of 00021 Raton. Fla.
Heather Gross. burn May
5 at Northwest Community
Hospital. is the second daugh-

ter for Mr. and Mrs. Terrence
R. Gross of Mount Prospect.
Heather. who weighed N
pounds I ounce. has a sister
Kimberly. 2
Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs..I. A. Gross of

Winnetka. and Mr. and Mra.
Gerald V. Lopes in faraway
Honolulu. Hawaii_

h. layer cake

pans, filling
half full.
Sprinkle single or and layer
with chocolate chips and nuts.
Bake at 350 degrees for 35 to
40 minutes. There will ,be batter left, enough
bake 10 to
S

cupcakes. Increase
or
to 375 degrees for

good place to repeat Sheolcolors
in choming the sherbet

cup cakes and bake 30 to 35
minutm.
flavor, For blue, an ice ring
Cool cake 10 minutia and
tinted blue, frozen in ring carefully invert on rack. Turn
mold, might be added.
back to top side in a few minutes, When single or top layer

COMMENCEMENT
CHIP CAKE

end cup cakes are cool, sift
powdered sugar lightly over

I package dates

the lop. If two layers horn been

I cup hot water
I teaspoon soda
1 cup shortening

Used, spread chocolate frost-

2cup sugar

...ruction paper or colored

linkupse

lime

P.Mer Of Med. Preen.. en-

.

NI' Of Mount Prospect. a 6
pound HIS ounce girl whom
they haul named Jill Louise.

ture, Pour into greased 8 -inch
round pan 12 inches deep) or

12

THIS PUNCH is another

When set, add the lop layer.

Different fruits may be used
in each layer. Banana or pears

(1/2

in &coo, on top of

set aside. Creem shortening,
add sugar and blend until fluffy. Add eggs, one at a time,
blending well. Add vanilla.
Combine dry ingredients and
add alternately with date mix-

.

MR. AND MRS. Bun L

Sullivan ot

planned

Jeanne Lorraine Doerr

Mr.

MATRICULATION MOLD

By Betty Nimbi

WITH A

dero0ae

county arca. Ito prop... in,

Bassinet set

Murton Heights.

.ORTHO protects roses

for purchase.

wwomo.snowavaoassounux.

Susan a mother is member

Salute your graduate
with special food buffet

rice - gat en essta gallon
tor a penny.

auiree

-

sho hots

After the ceremony ...

trim.

'

suoutt elos, norm.. paid at
me, erase.. nl. 45005a.

&hoot as well as the Future
Nurses Club, Flonic Ec Club

slice. only II inch thick and

of Rolling Meadows,

doe n and adults from a four -

Assn. and will provide pony

Center

nounce the birth of their son
Gram Lenone. who arrived
May 7 at Lutheran General
Maris,
Hospital weighing 9 pounds 3
The. couple graduated mOunces.
From West Suburban Hos1966 from Whaling High
School and will nIso graduaa pilalcomes news or the birth of
from Northern Illinois Um
Terry Cappas, 8 pound 15
any in lune 1970 kanna ounce son of, r. and Mrs Pe.

Term group of the church She.
his worked as a Caner Striper
as
Northwest Common,
Hospital for three and one half

been activy in d, moo de
partmont of Arington High

so it will not be to moist and
tear when sliced. Slice off
emas with a sharp kniM. CM

Vet,

Countryside Center serves

Parents

Diane Sue Soma

of her aurch ..hoir and of the

his been named , a reomont
of a 5500 scholarship to Col
tey tumor College Thy honor
was presemod by the Illmos

bakery bread, Buy a day ahead,

No plan or specificatton deposit

be green the

bar of the honor roll

P

16101 OR

to

scholiast, A ft -quoit teem

L Sendecor Arlington Helena

Buy an gallon at regular

b-flil,kekhr'salL

wee Oat eerier, oe. Men, D.
600to

sear Luis

Susan , one of five first-

SALE

InatgVe o"

echo

96 mentally, emotimadly. and
physically handicapped chit,

rides, games, hot dogs, hamburgers. raffle bake sale, an

Miss Sundeen honored
Miss Susan Sundom dau,,h

illE PROSPECT DAV
elaily,

northwest of the intersection
The fairs sponsored by the

and Mrs taints

Ur of Mr and Mn Gordon

The new radio equipment
contemplated comprises flaw
base station equipment, meluding ft different (morc d -

of the

to

438-8855.

Countryside

and Alm Fred B Doerr of
Mount Prospect H. fiance

BOWEN in ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
HANSEN in PALATINE

system seem more suitable.

accompanying pmts

I

Proceeds from this event
will be used for the benefit of
the center. For further infom
notion call Ralph Walborn:

p.m. on the center grounds, on
PlumGrove Rd., one. mile

of Routes 12 and 53.

Northern 1111000 Uatvintty
and is now employed by the
Norton Company in Dos
PI ones Broth at
Har
per humor College rfter grade
stung from Prospect and IS
now employed al Thompson
Induswcs
A M1/2 IS 1971 wedding in

flounced by her parents hoe

titled. -North Atlantic."

Published

ratendi.d

STORES

who also had a lovely seascape

ibrough Rat,. by

psi High School

Dnoo

5 pounds

hewn was the one called
Dutch Port" by Fran Souk.

lune 13 and 14, from

of Mount Prospect
Them graduated from Prot

type system tonight.
Perhaps more important no
dm agenda will be the decision'
between selecting Motorola or

Legal
Notice 1
or

Fair on Saturday and Sunday,

peel Donald as the son of Mr

auction, music and dancing.

The engagement of JoAnnone
Lomat, Doerr has boon

CWEE became inoperable in an on. --

Esmond and Barnett Vilna]

The Countryside Center for
die Handicapped will hold is
Third Annual Countryside

and Mrs Donald Brach 400

mot slatting has been deekkd

de -

Countryside fair June 13,14

The engagumnt of Dian,

will give their views on this

THE OLD CONSOLE and

The new school buibling was
considered to he unompassed
in this area

alised more alassrooms would
be nes:teary soon.

Sue Sinter and Donald John
Brach II is being announced
by her parent,, Mr and mot
Donald Sing of Mount Pow

dispatch police
radio central
system. Probably they

ficicnOantenna, a new console.
and IP new
On-car)
units.

Enrollment Went up to 410

Engaged

58.51111.

gland Ina wend -hoe garden.

an

don was needed.

SCHACKNER SAID den

win= Pl'ua"Lgscer LP=4",°0

Molor, Turbine, Col
one ober

years to come.

final general plans for nn

NOTICETO CONTRACTORS

: JUDITH

earls.

school population for many

School officials were looking to the future and again re-

abbe to take care of the local

was

cluded prelimerry dmigns and

view

ins
police.

a real glue.

Hided, his words semi&

Muskegon County. Mich.. to

The chairman of the Mount
Prospect Village Board's Pub-

damper on most extra curricular activities at the school because space was not available.

basketball games.

village

planned

Village Board to consider
police dispatching
By Ben Clarke

auditorium Oct divided into
two classrooms: This put a

population was increasing. Almost immediately after its
creation, the school was bursting at drs seams and an add -

functional. Es#

gave the commencement d dress.

beautiful.
Classrooms were painted in
soft pastels including rooms in
the old section of the building.
The whole building wore a new

growing then and its school

more

BUT THE

time, it was felt that it would be

Me amine. proposals in-

kern from dim, who are older amivities. and in community
would ours lives really One, soviets.
and if the human adventure is
"My thanks to all of you
to move creatively onward." and to the faculty and staff. for
Holt concluded.
contributing to these ad Robert E. Lahti. Harper vanees." Lahti said.
president. proudly conJames Hamill. u Palatine at.
gratulated the first class to re. torney recently elected chair mice degrees on the cominm man of the Harper board of
college's

both

THE NEW interior eau

As a result, in 1943, the new

Large windows were in every mom and were consideled

end

Above the Public School of Mount Prospect was erected in 1927 at the castor S25,000. The first
schoolhouse, now a part of Strobel Episcopal Church is seen at the right -of the picture. Below: In
1939 a huge gymnasium and two classrooms were added at o cost of $30,000.

ments.

The boys, for instance, used
the Arlington High School
gymnasium on Sawrdays

of the Chicvgo
P j ms,

To he served TueWay in
MacArthur, Muir, Rom and

good attendance at a meolingof

munity Concert subscription
list was down. Along came

for Manning at
dtes. ono reviewed.

reasonable

the

.

modern lavatories, various
storage rooms, a !ChM vault
and other building refine.

Again, more space was needed
almost at once.

The original building was
built by John Gohrs and the
lumber was purchased Born
Willi Lumber.
Herman Moehling, Marin
Busse and William Kirchhoff
made up the entire school
bard at rho time.

each addition and each refill.bishment, the building ems
considered to be more grand

Urban

what was hero done at the cul-

Pollution, all betiore culture.,
He held a triangle six sign

le..

00 nsako the oversized ise sue

joy to the community. With

At a preview:

g Assoc. Landscape Arch -

THE OLD schoolhouse has
beat sold and the current

teria with capacity of seating
250, a kitchen, boiler room.
three full length halls, four

tion could be constructed in
1939. Then, at a cost of
130,000. an auditorium and
two classrooms were added.

Bonding

time was $25,000, so special
errangcments had to b made

to their "schoolhouse". From
its start and through its groWing stages, it was a source of

°potent or the land al Eisen
bmrd
meeting a mailmen from Matz

power for the district at that

Prospectors pointed with pride

nary phurning foe Me doe bower and John Muir school

use
and mhatse, ' it
reached its present stage 'of
uselessness and decay.

Club now stands

confirmed in use until an addi-

eighth grade class will be De
last "Central grads."
For many years, Mount

Ile agnamient. Me park board
plans to proceed with prelim -

frightening rerun and woman of
the future present here with to terms of progress no -de in
today whom we must acknowl- educational planning, in class edge. receive.
nurture and room instruction. in student

oily

t

IF BOTH BOARDS xi n

complaints we've all had about
inconveniences, important ad vances svere made by Harper.
These .n he mensunid in

.

re

at John Muir School for their
vote and motile signing

'BUT PLEASE remember

II,

is signed

en to the park hentrofs meeting

post year." Lahti told the Class
of 1970.

Oriented to the future. the
young adult insist upon the
mlue of tomorrow. Holt said.
He is energetic, the priest

it

thing
it will then he takat mating

?You had to vol up with
some of the settling.in pains
that we ell shored during the

the approval of' t he world,"

II

egret:Intent.

THE SMALL schoolhouse

the Mount Prospect Country

NICHOLAS H. HOI.T, an

I

'lie Wald, and Safety Com-

earth."
Mrs. Vogeny said the Com-

Wlm.

added.

modern combination auditorium -gymnasium with shower
morns in the basement, a cafe-

power.

'china, owner of a farm where
it

It was quite an addition!
A vast modern wing included eight classrooms, a large

trict had exhausted its bonding

THE ENTIRE bond issue
was bought by Henry Men -

settled down and

The

IN 1946 they had blueprints
in the works, getting ready for
the giant of all additions to be
added in 1948.

pay their taxes. Also, the dis-

vamped several times. When it

Episcomlinn priest and associale .:1..irreertoorr

THEY RANGED FROM,
'If you had that gunk in your
basement you wouldn't care

Sewage Disposal. Tax Burden.

Dandy hos marching in a panide over the bodies of pale
green fallen soldiers' bodies.
With a faded American flag for

commissioner Dennis Schack -

tural center" to "l es the old his committee tonight, rut.. Allied for Inc leac-urchaSe
story of don't sent nun to the determination cm he made be
agreement on the radio equip.
moon while there poverty on mem
ludic
central dispatching ver- meta, should a local dispatch

15 years as he picketed the fair.

youngiters dress,I in red.
'Dhow' ntt Nue Yankee Doodle

facility.

c0s0 Ih plan. Az arrh.",le
.t
It.
will he

termination m "posers his
own destiny with to without

campus.

ing.

sale of decals fru the Baseball
Assn. for Roys. Inc.. throughout the village.

Menus

gold

"degree"'

neering fire science, law enforcement and practical nurs-

Wednesday. lune 24. for the

swend. The verbal duel in the
sun went on with passersby in-

TER can not expect to coast
into the hearts of the people.
Later. I stood beside Bill 13o lash of N h Forest who has
lived in Arlington Heights for

showing

chile and the Rev. Clifton] C.
Kaufmann tomorrow at 2 p.m.
at M.1,1 Lu Memo Church in
Mount Prospect.
Burial will be in St. John
Ce me t e r y in Arlington

Jho Mount

White
marked

ther.cbuld not or would not

agreement. acconling to Park

rper College

lege meditates last Fridley.

be conducted by the Rev. E. A.

All of the exhibits were inin-- not support a complete comteresting
resting in their own way and munity concert series."
great deal of time
hrowsing.-1 even got into the
BILL HAD PEOPLE popmovie portion in time to see. ping up to hint and saying.
"Now thinthe Buffalo's things like. "Why don't you
Gone". "Options". "Carou- -check your facts?" 'Tin an exser and anothm that look so- hibitor and agree with you.
lo, to get started that the "You've got courage to come
woman in the seal next to me here." And and auxiliary pofell asleep and started to more. liceman said. "You can picket

derstood and didn't like. For
Instance.

Prospect, and a sister. Loretta
Sutherland of Aurora.

lington Heights. Services will

By Catherine O'Donnell
The Arline!. Heights Cul-

gin and Lawrence of Mount

Visitation will be until 10
tonight at Lamerburs and
Oehler Funeral Home in Ar-

Hot sun, pinks, tempers

from

that could be constructed for
the village children.

was considered an outstanding

2.7 receive degrees

I

At one time, as many as 46
per cent of thc homeowners ei-

the Pros's. Heights nsidents
will be comidercd first when
the prograno are planned.

have lenatively ogress.]
the -parksschoor

'

land.

I

a

swelkd to its current sill, it

hygiene graduate Kohlyo Kehl, 1106 S. Wilke Rd., Arlington Relghts, Mrs. Kehe was among 270 Pot*
whmpuo received degrees in the colleges first graduation ceremonies an the new 218 -acre
WW1,"

OBITUARIES

was no moneyhavailable.

$28,000 and was thought to he
the best, most modern buikling

Because some tub the District

-en

s.

was built at a cost of about

Central School didn't always look like it dam today.
It started small with

23 residents belong to the Arlington Heights Pork District.

ho

Palstudailentsneea

However, the 1929 stock
market crnsh hit.!No addition
could be made. There simply

Board. tonight.
Negotiations have finally
reached a point wherethe two

is

insecticide for these reasons.
'That methoxychlor moved to
be too expensive for our use
this your is extremely Worm.

THE RESULTS show that

The present Central School
building began gs a smell four
room brick building in 1927. It

humble but proud beginning.
It has been enlarged and re-

Barnett concludes, "Toxic

continued and a change made
to methoxyritior, the moon

Mores

tettluitl

Heights Park District Booted
and the District 23 School

of the beetle On trees treated
with Bidrin was similar to trues
left untreated."

Commencement exercises at Harper College Friday brought two years or study to a close for dental

By

, 1970

n

ngreettlent will allow all red.
dents of School District 23 to

be signed by both the Prospect

highly churseeous to handle. Its
proper dosage is dependent
upon expert judgment.

Mo day,

A00000.11t0tULPUUSSesUg.109,SLO5S000

gsMicigate in park district program` at resident rates. said
Schakner.

concludes] from this and an additional test that the feeding

"THE VILLAGE manager
!Inds it impossible to recommend the use of this syiemic

A 'Great' in its heyday

dj
0110,001 Haugh.1,,muns Ed' or.

THE AUTHORS of the test

effects have been proven. It

Page 3

OTHER POINTS of the

A joint agreement for pank.
hood development and Luc of
school facilities is expected to

dangerous to handle

its ineffectiveness ass systemic
insecticide and because of tile

00011000.0000005011

ing between layers.

Cut a pennant from Imlay

flour

I tablmpoon cocoa
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 12 -ounce poekuge choco-late

cardboard. Again use school
colors. Print the name of the
graduate or his school on the
pennant and attach
with
Scotch tape to a wooden pick
or meat skewer fora base, b-

chips
SO cup mils

een in middle of cake. The sup

Confectioners' wpm

on toothpicks in contrasting

Cut each date in fivee or

alternated school colon.

four pieces. A.klt
hot water. Pour over

cakes hold smaller pennants
- de ecipe
and

o

Diploma sandwich. tied with ribbon In school
ss .

shimmering Jello mold, repeat the school colors theme for

'Moe punch with colorful sherbet, and a ,graduation party.

a

3Dap 10 ub ti atti o

`Comm 75' to release

One day at a time

A preliminary report

-. Marshall Field HI

'Timmy,

"I cont con the Doak,

small helpers, it can Lech=
'Can we help you wash the
cm, Daddy?'
"Sure, if you promise not to

Monday, June 8 1970
John E. Stanton, EdnorandPoNishes

.

Willien.l.Kkaalseh.doossine Editor

"Well

Asa citizen of Elk Grove dining 30 welfare agencies In
the township would more Man
adequately present the County
ate, I wish to reply to the ar- Welfare Program with the
tide that appeared M the May funds it needs to become effec20 issue of The Northwest Day five in its program. Isn't that a
which stated that the Demo- primary goal of good, efficient
crats had forced tax increases. government that it cos. less
lint fallacy of this statement for the tax payer ffi adminislies in the fact this babbling trative costs, and yet returns
about the most obsolete relic .more efficient service do the
of government --- township taxpayers. This would make
government --- shows a com- salaries more equitable for
plete lack of knowledge of who persons with professional creloudly voted in the tax levy.
dentials in social welfare work
To Marne the Democrats for
the new township tax levy,s a

charge of complete

polical

bigotry.
Whose
patronage
workers loaded the annual
meetings in the county? If the

'

residents that attended those
meetings, in hopes of partici.
paling in an open meeting,
wouId have been able to voice
their opinions without a
stacked deck, that to called
wonder-working tax levy
would have been voted down.
The responsibility of the
anger raised during those

-

'

-

meth,gs lies totally with those
officials of township hall and
backers. Residents had a

Totem?, you Bet oth of the

goportunity to observe
at close distance anarchy in
government.

The baste fundamentals of
gffiremment are;

I. The amount of money
used for administrative codes
induding salaries, office expenditures,
expense, offfi
ars' eetings, makes town-

the salaries are based on the 2
per cent of the total real estate
collected amounts to more

than the stated figure in the

ship government fiscally unsou nd . Streamlined, brief

have done so.

sae paying for township road
Gain
e. Here again this
department could be eliminated and the insurmountable

much to the success of our

hedge-podge could be serviced
by the county highway department on well
well defined roads,
thereby
out unnecessary jobs and equipment. Most

how!

of the larger projects are al-

graphs and articles on the May
3 fashion show. You did an excellent jab, and contributed

The Cheeric-Aids
Holy Family Hospital

selves. Compare that to the in-

treatment.

cumbents' extremely well put
ut piece, of literature and
signs. The Better Government
Assn. and League of Women
Vote ts studies are invalid
apparently in the view of those

cent studies have shown that
smokers rebreathe a certain

Three area residents are
mons 47 students at The Uni-

ersity of Chicago elected to
hi Beta Kappa, the nation's
Ides[

academic

bout

of

can.

Q

invites you to try

his specialties!

What awes mud°,

nd Bertrand Allen Rice. 280
Washington Blvd., Hoffman

terium commonly round in
water and soil. It will not invade healthy tissues but may
gain Foothold in a wound or

mitteoe or

th

p

-

best way to. get rid of them

LFDAILY 9 to 6

RI. 'nil 8 SAT `lil 4

'

BANK
Main Office:.

jugg.

One N. Dunton =UM

group no longer
p
f
f

ex-

The finance subcommittee
that

the

extended

school day was likely the most

economical of the fiva plans

ANY OF THE five plum

The preliminary report will

ethic.

A

recent

survey

made

through "Focus," a Diktrict
214 publication, indicated that
many citizens wished to condone the current nine -month

r- - - - - -

Mend for each subcommittee.

made it clear that feedback to
them from the community,

subcommittees

15c off

ecbool year.

HOWE V ER, MANY

students, and teachers shows

need for better clarification of
Bo committee's study and the
five plans being considered.

ities, human factors, and cur &Warn -scheduling -staffing.

purchase of I dozen
donuts - any kind

The subcommittees met say -

04ed

Mal times monthly and their

COUPON GOOD ONLY AT
MT. PROSPECT STORE

From June 4 thin 10

chairmen

700 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect

WliSter

Donut'

edssions

related the dietrends in bi-

and

monthly meeting, of the mum Wive committee.

259-3022

SPEAKERS explained au-

Simple

no dealership overhead. A
specially trained PLUGS 'N' POINTS
serviceman does the tuneop in your
driveway or garage - allowing us to
pass the Savings on to you. All work
is performed by qualified mechanics

51840
9 976
cylinder

-

on weekends for your nonvenience.

6 cylinder

In addition to
however,

-

Downtown!
Arlington Heights

North Drive-Im Arlington Heighis Rood at Eastman
ember...Deposit Insurance Como-Fon

the sports
the 50 Pc-

ffiPean and Japanese models

Thursday and Friday, lune 17,

Amid from noon 005 p.m. on

19; from 9:30 a.m, until

Don't be fooled by low quoted

prices which do

'Halcyon' iS
-Halcyon," the Harper
CoINge student magazine pubiished three Imo, neemthy,
recently
national recOgnicommunity

field

nal," published by the Arnettcan Association of Junior Col-

tepees need
AIDudi,m,A,vicsetdicn,,..Foinitzt:

"We've tried

to

zaidtz,,ntnwn

who

Heights

Fip, fatal
-

A seemingly harmless substance has become a
-

am
James
seaman
Thibaut
united DeSom
Sehoomother

cP

Pd°-

From Palatine: Kaska lee
Port" Motors (Jaguar, MO,
Austin, Fiat).

ntidcn alivin:a01

thane

parks. PAcms, ubabi result,AAn
,k1

999999ners M

ercise care when using self-de-

CALL OUR

in
REPAIRS
REMODELING

No Job
Too BIG or small

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
NS N Well Rd.
Wheding,111

537-6020

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights,111.

onomry

41,1

ARLINGTON !RIGHTS

o

..0,..emP-Prelmen,Pk,

I.onr ; Effie

PH: 253-5678

MINTON CT,
CL5-6369

OPEN iHUR5.8 WRITES ,

°^Y

have
people
assumed that

in-

correctly
tie
high School district will move
immediately to a four -quarter

plan wit

the

nexthin

two or

three years.
No decision has been made.
members

cominue to struggle on the formulation of a final recommen-

dation for the had later this

Porsche -Audi at O'Hart.
From Glenview, Agent
Volkswagen,
Tambourine
Motors (Renault) and Wigglesworth Imports (Volvo).
Staff members font most of
the dealerships will be unhand
every afternoon to answer

residue

ofhtv,arloop,Icongmemobo

killer of fish and wildlife. According to the National Park
Service, as many as 400 hoofed

animals died last year

as a rc
sult of eating the highly loxi

puestions and give information about the cars on display.

The show, like Randlinat,
will be open from lOo.m; until

Year.

vdTlin'filfiroletScraps contain a

csuarb5d e'dnry IOU rfii sitms. T'chreal's
scrap

blow into syearnsan
lakes and poison fish.
also

Tourself

You can
really let

2.36 Inch Mower

yourself go

3.21 Inch Bellaire

Attachment

Trimming Mower

go/

SAVE $249.95
anywhere your heart desires
ith a vacation loan from us.
You can get a whole lot more
vacation for just a little more
cash. Our easy -to -arrange
vacation loans may make
the difference. Come in today
fora vacation loan you can
.

YOU SAVE /49.95 NOW
YOU GET ALL 3 FOR ONLY

fit into your budget.,Whilc
you're here, open a Vacation
Club. Then you'll be all
tel for next summer.

ctimea separated

P

for economlcol

Pocobsen Tractor U

M

N ower Anoslanent $190

yrita Mower AIM

$

$1247.95

NOW ONLY...
Now through June 15 h the time to

ISOFT WATER RENTAL
0

Be ready for the summer miles

ahead whh o prone/1y tuned
ond smooth cunning.,

. Plus a

softeners

PHONE

a 9,3393

O ye ar

of many

boymower
yet
36 inch rotary
ottochment cod a 21 inch trimming mower included for less dial you would normally pay for
the node, alone. Ileou dose thin this is the hest
tractor deor in town come in
d see all the

Jacobsen Tractor and pet

P.:Ztrol1;:orlu,11,:,
reale,/

NEW fully automac
PER MONTH

cons

fidiii:5,.:I.:gas

NO installation chatirge

PLUMBING PRO,
Experts

'dr:erne, from the eonti y with
igng reputation for Val
Aulget agor, doing,' ris.

,ill, a moner tree thaig

CHARGE RI
any ncwond

Hartman
layout editor.

roan ranee Pnliry

your needs and budget ecells!

IS good. 24 excellent

Answer on Comic Page

up.lAriate

In,,,, Stare Farm Life. Inw'eat

COUNTRY STORE

coed Pancratz as editor for thc
1970-71 year.

Heightsna, jannk g i

Patterns
to choose
from
Famous Lines

Imperial
Biog.

Keith Wank, Palatine mudent enrolled in the law enforcement poga will ma

Z:Vgr:,1,:t.t:
1,17:,5i::°,9,5,,F:'0,Z:r5

24,000
Lu

Buickor

ors (Mercedes-Benz).
di) e
1n3de mM) .ark

See me for
your State Farm
money tree

them all

focus on

Arlinscrimg Other staff members
will be
Robert Yadon, Arlin ton
gton Toyota, Bill Cook

Set

11

parts is equal to or higher than

5,

Issue -oriented

terves," Pancrate said,
Recent issues have covered
subjects ranging front drugs
and student apathy lobe state
isarcl of higher education and
amens security.
The HelepOn staff put out
special edition featuring the
tlam.rypser
College dedication,

crated and financed

The Bright,
The Bold,
The Beautiful
We have

Gear Tractor

not

the quoted service price.

the

end
awnhir'inhatricno'niamtunHitoymeirt

cruisers, coupes and even pickOftmffit.c.kflc.rer,

by Me following local dealers:
From Arlington Heights:

founded

"114'

sedans,
wagons, four-wheel drive of the "Junior College Jour-

Opel, Porsche, Renault, Toyota, Volkswagen and Volvo.
The cars will be displayed

Led nom Harper June

It was the only student -pp-op -

tion among four college magazines featured in the May issue

Jaguar,

WALLCOVERING

1.12 h.p. Jacobsen

"E'LE11,411;0Teup=cti

include
parts. In :stony cases the price of

She handles the staffis detail

wok. uch as meeting minute.
correspondence. applications.

Sunday, June 21.

Harper magazine

a crossmcction
campers, station

will include

1"t

INCLUDED

their contribution to the gen-

5:30 pm. on Saturday, lune

18,

pmtsamors

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

LABOR AND TAX

deity to the needs of the howltul. its staff and patients. and

Look What You Get:

HOW IS OUR LOW PRICE POSSIBLE?

offers you a vacation tune-up
at the low, low price of:

)

Wednesday,

TO $40 FOR AN EXPERT TUNE UP!
Now! "PLUGS 'N' POINTS"

hope. (Volvo), dl from Glenview, and !precise -Audi at

From Elk Grove Tillage.
Some

The "Comm 75"
merous plans and theories during general public meetings of
the entire committee.

eign auto show, lobe held in
honoredtero
nczedZldhurst mall

cars,

'Comm 75" memhers bare

eight

Shopping Center's first for -

mfrarersEw'ilTb'es

: CHAIRMEN WERE
&re; transportation, physical
facilities, finance, institutional
impliffittons, community re mere., extracurricular activ-

cedes -Benz 600 limousine, will
be displayed at Randhursi

lam on

9:30

ing from the smallest Toyota
Corolla 'to a $25,000 Mer-

well represemed, according to
Richard B. McCarthy, promolion director of the Randhurst
Merchants Assn.

be an update of Me grouph efforts geared M generate as
much public reaction as pee -

for Parke -Davie Company.

hank accounts.

Scores of foreign cars, rang-

ing method, the transportation
group found.
The institutional implicarecommendations.

Mrs. Carl Freddy, 495 Cory

drilled joins the selection of

part Moton (Jaguar, MG, Austin, Flat) from Potation Nogent -honored employes chosen for
Volkswagen, Tambourine Motors (Renault), and Wigglesworth their caliber of work, sensi.

Foreign auto show set at Randhurst

served best by the present Nos-

tions' and the human factors
subcornmittccs did not make

dressings sales represented v

eral staffs morale.

ed school day and extended

terided school year.

The

O'Hare, from Elk Grove Village.

emphasized use of the extend-

and save money too!
SAVE THIS COUPON

will be exhibited in the enclosed Randhurst Moll. Deders particieating include: Arlington Toyota, Bill Cook Buick (Opel), Math

COMPLETE PRICE
ALL NEW PARTS,

5

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

ment is - does it serve the needs

letters.

persons. they may be an inher-

M 6 -DAY BANKING.,

The true test of any govern-

using all seven of these

mins are associated With aging.

and with pregnancy. In nom

day,

motors ustemedesalem), all from Arlington Heights; Rothe Im-

curriculumseheduling-staffing
subcommittee

and should be a first step in any
school year.

school

Flaps 850 Sport Racer, a thorns ennnamtwas, sumo cur
fana wig be on display at Rendherst Shopping Center's first
foreign auto show, June 17 through Ante 21. A wide nude of
cars, from the smallest Toyota to a Mercedes-Benz limousine,

The

summer school before moving
to a four -quarter plan.

Her husband, is s surgica

Hospital.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY $30

...

FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

all

mittees.

favor implementation of any
of five plans studied by the

,extended

'

A - The so-called spider

Would this be done by a plastic

Estates.

by other contracto..

of the people it purports to
serve at a ininimalc.1 andstill

Heights;

of the physical facilities, con,
wonky resources, and extracurricular activities subcom-

panded summer school, End
VWoos approaches to an ex-

A . The Pseudomonas ne-

.wataw's legs enlarge to form
wider veins" Can they Ire pre vented by taking vitamin,'

- There me several promi
nent capillaries on the surfac
of my now. Is electrolysis th

ready put out on bid to be done

perform realistically. As in
any rganization, when a com-

In addition find 11w mood

affect person's visksth.

tanley Charles Martens, 828
N. Vail, Arlington

plan was favored by members

reported

to -identified themselves U. a
study group to scrutinize any
sod all extended school opportunities,
The 75 persons then broke
buo eight subcommittees and
began digesting options of en

(Hermann from the Bakers Capitol, Austria)

manes- is !Weeny are for it

FOURQUARTER

recommenda
0on to the board of education
o later than November, 1970.
The recommendation could

tion, "Comm 75" members

ruginom is a pus -forming bac-

Q Dow zooid, cisme.

vented by diet or drugs.

vice.

morn
these let

level ef carbon monoxerous
ide. the silent ki Iler.

They are: Nancy Jo Kmari, 241 N. Wolf, Wheeling;

only performsa minimum ser-

or

amount of the air they ethic
a. that it may contain dan-

had trait. They can't he pr

oeicty.

ernment strengthen one governmental agency, County
Govemment, to that point
where it meets the needs of the
residents and eliminate a useless, obsolete duplication that

Make as many four letter

honorary

group

Ortwo board members, 28 cidmins, 18 teachers, 15 administrators, and 12 students to
study an extended school year.
Shortly after its organiza-

OUR VVIiSter Donut BAKER

A -The arhon monoxide ina
he boay ofd person who has
GOOD GOVERNMENT.
The hue and cry of the tax the smoke, especially if in- been taking antibiotics. 1Ordihaled. can cmse impaired vi- nrily. such pus -forming
's the acre to be eecksion. The smoke In the mhded germs
oned
re
They
staphylococci hold it
in check.)
ones that are continually asked air may irritate your conto ay more and more each junctiva.
If the infection is localized.
yearp. They should be given the
opportunity to voice their
0 - My head, 72, is sel- washing she wound with 1µv
opinion on whether or not they dom without a pipe in his cent acetic acid may be all that
wish to keep a duplicity or mouth. He has a habit of rub- Is needed. For a persistent ineliminate
county. This bing the hot pipe stem over his feetion. nitrofurazone. strep.
question mustnur
be answered in lips. Could this lead to cancer bmycin and tetracycline are
effective if they can be brought
of the lips,
each area of the state.
into contact with the to
Paul A. Sbanyfelt
A - Yes.

elimination of township gov-

GREFHIT

skin specialist

cause any lung damage, but re-

This is the real basis far the

Hideaword

erate cigarette smoking. over a
period of 20 years without era
inhaling, affect the lungs"

mrgeon or

funds that we worked for our-

Phi Beta Kappa

study

LATE LAST winter the district authorized the selection

M.G. BRANDSTADT,MD.
Q In whet way wood mod-

ing. In the long run, masking
cosmetics may be the best

array of hodge-podge and ill

own road maintenance and ere

Editor:
We would like M thank you
for the newspaper photo-

-

75"

THE

under consideration could be

FOR THE BEST DONUTS!

inhaling is a good trick if
you can do h. This shouldn't

organizational
supporters
township governkeeping
ment. Their well developed
studies and programs spell out

"Comm

She was mightily
A medics! staff secretary
and Elk Grove mother of four Floyd in November. 1966,.5
was recently named "employe a medical transcriber.

Recently, the subcommittee
Chairmen made reports out the
plans most likely to succeed
for their areas of involvemenL

whole committee over the past
six months.

700 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

A -Smoking cigarettes with -

3 elected to

Village residents support their

According to Richard

&dauber,

BE SURE YOU GO TO

A -These capillaries can
can be
removed with an
needle by a skin specialist but
new ones may keep on form-

4. The 'Township Roads and
Bridges Commission is in a dis-

are partially serviced by the
county highway department.

oily distribution soon after the
June 18 meeting.

Daddy?

part.

budget explanations such as 1 defined roadways. Here a
bam seen leave a great many piece, there a piece, and everyunanswered :medium
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lice to do this and he eh Id

fnen your bathing suit to your
clothes, that's when I'll wash
the car."
-POO you want us to help.

squirt the hose inside the car.
1-ook out. John, you'll
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machine wants to take over is
way off base. If that was a true
when the Active
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Chia
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stating that the Democratic
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school Neon to be Mphmewed); Nur-quarter year:
Valley View 45-15 (45 school
days followed by 15 vacation
days); and the trimester dhow

bapes to make

cerning township government
must be sidetracked. Any ab-

sessor's jobs should he01-

work. Here again nuke that office more functional
up to
date to meet the needs of the

have an idea.

chem., the

The argument of Republica& vs. Democra. con-

derstanding.

to pay them for their actual

7:30 p.m. discussion sesdon Thursday, June 18, al the

hose. While you're doing that,
I'm going over to Mr. Swans to

"Did anyone find the whisk
broom? I ham to clean out the

Penn' leg. It's all wet. Why did
you put your foot in the bock

1

this

The executive members of
the Committee of 75 will examine the preliminary mod

Why don't you all go in and
put on your bathing sulls:
Theo you can play with the

"Hey, Daddy I'm wet all
Tun's getting me all

"Tommy, get your foot out
of that bucket. Look at your

"Hey. P0Th shell I Nth the
hose on omv? Oops, there it
goes. Look out, everybody..

-Hey, kids.

be

later

month, officials said Imt Fri-

sponge and the hose."

point

over.

Cloddy??

ay."

ernment would be put on a ref erendurnmd left up to the rest dents to decide its fate.

handle the proble. with

die. would be under the jurisdiction of the county treasurer's office and he would have

read it from behind you."
"I can't' find the whisk
broom, Daddy."
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on shut it off. Don't point it at
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malion or creation, it is dim
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hose
Kathy, you get the
whisk broom so I can sweep ail
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andt.
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good,

Kathy.
soaked.

Look

Sorry about that, Kathy."
"Daddy, Tim got my dress
di wet. I'm soaked, Make ldm
stop, Daddy."

Honest we will."

R.N. Puna Candorion Dirertoi

Editor.

be

out,

Move, or you'll get

Daddy.

get yourselves all wet."

R.E.HutchInson, Vice -President

C. F. Neu, AcIts.rihing

wadi the wheels,
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dmsing the efforts of a District
214 group studying extending
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work. At least it is if 1110 done
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Our Vacation Loans

of your cat's

can

checli-115e.

take you anywhere!

features of this big 12 h.p. farebsen.

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

otion to buy

with
withFULL rental fee deducted

Each depositor insured to $20,000[Insurance Coren.,Ao

ONE phone call con answer
any questions

Charles Be Gray

FREE

AilinitottSoitklataeo.0
216 E. Northwest Hwy., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
(RENT-P4OFT)

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

1016. Bog of Kingsford Cha'rcool

with every order. Be ready for
those summer cookouts.

PLUGS

I

"EVERY SATE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospect CL 3-2831

POINTS CO

WOOD DALE, ILL.

(We accept Master -Charge Credit Cards)

A FULL
SERVICE
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THE
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& Trust Company of drl ngton Heights
in the Arlington Market Shop leg Center
900 EAST 'KENSINGTON ROAD TE EPHONE 255-7900
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Plaines, 4®

1_,(Kniros corrallei b y D
By Mike Imrem
D
Plaines spoed Pros.
peerm
s return to Arneil riCali Le-

gion baseball by handing the
Palominos a tough 4-3 Ninth
District loss in eight innings on
the Forest View High School

cr Thursday. The game was the
first of the season for the Palominos and their first since

dropping mg Of LegjOn Corn-

petition after the 1966 campaign.

FOR AWHILE it

looked

like Prospect was going to

field yesterday.

victory enabled the

make its opener a success. The

36ers to een their league
record at 1-I after a 4.2 defeat
to Logan Squam in their open-

and 3-2 but Des Plaines fought
back to tic the score both times

The

Palominos held lads of 2-0

and finally won it with a run in
the first extra inning.
The decisive tally came
lightning fast with nobody out
in the eighth, Kent Koontopp
lad off with a pop triple down
the right -field fumed Bob
Kasper drove hi
with a
line -drive base hit into the left field corner.
That was the easiest Des
Plaines had it all day bemuse
Prospect kept the pressure on

he way. The Palominos'
2-0 lend was fashioned in the
first inning when Tom Strang
opened the game with a badhop single to short and Nate
Thurnhoffer ripped a long opposite-field homer to rightall

starter Ron Sthoy helped their
ann.. Smoy opened the (rani.,

by walking Mike Lamb and
then unloadinga pair of wild
pitches that advanced him 10
third.
Keentopp coaxed another
free pass to pot runners on firn
and third and Losch scored on

THE J6
didn't have the
wrowy of the long ball when
they tied it 2-2 in the second,
but wild streak by Prospect

Koentopp with the tying can.
The game remained deadlocked until Prospect broke
through with a tally in the top
of the fifth. Mike Musial's secand straight single got things

ensued and he eventually.=
around on Greg Sumner's sac-

played his fly ball mto a double

000: hoot and Casey Rush's
linetdrive single to left.

around with a Clutch, two -out
double to center

DES PLAINES jumped
right buck in the bottom of the

don to some

A two -out single by reserve

fielding
plays, went two for three and
scored a can. Fret baseman
Frank May baited Olson
fine

outfielder Mike Garbus I across in the first with n long
Willie Hake home
horn third with the winning
run in the last inning to pm
Logan Square a 3-2 victory
brought

over Des Plaines Firday night
at St. Timor.
The game was nearly a carbon -copy of the game played

the previous night when the

Prospect was the first choice
Friday in the major
league Special Pham draft and
ed

will go to the San Francisco
Giants. Tort Lundetedt of Arlington HeigMs was also pick-

ed on the first round by Chieago's
The Cubs.
two bright major league
prospects were baficrymetes in
high school and each possesses

Angeles team, the Dodgers.
Tom sad he didn't sign then
becalm: rho had already signed

man in a position where he can

probably get what he wants in
the next few weeks. area baseball farm may out see a few

more familiar lbws in the maa buskethcll tender to Mich- jor leagues before toe long.
igan. "I don't really mon
That will be all right with a
know
Paced
Prospect
by Met, drafted me
basketball
then,- he said lust night, `he use I told them I wm going
to play college basketball..

cama

proached until his colic... -

BUT THIS time Torn

In high school and Lundstedt

son is over. and that won't
until Friday at the earliest.
Kingman is now a junior at the

very close of a major league ca.

rem. Luot night. a representa-

night calling

University of Southern California after tramferring from

nine at the Lundstedt home
and Torn said. "I haven't

Harper College.

signed yet, but we are getting
veryclose."
cited Own they arc!" he said.
Lundstedt said he
been happy to have been
IT 18NT often a coach sees
comeof his ballplayers from the
the fit choice of any mans or
sa
team drafted 00 readily
any crshoice by the Cubs and
by the major leagues.
got them bothlb

came up as his catcher.

FOR THE 6, Kingman.
who played basketball and
baseball on the same 1966 and
1967

Prospect

High School

teams as did Lundstedt. it was

be

ap-

THE USC club has made its

the third time around in the may into the NCAA wodd
draft. D:00, had mid "Na' to Milos of baseball at Omeha.
two previous offers. He was Neb., and is scheduled to play
drafted right out of high Friday et SP..
school in 1964 by the Los AnDuring the playoffs to degeles Angels as their second. termine who
who would mike the
-

round choide that session.

Dave was again mark. fur
major league duty us the first
choice by. Baltimore
the
January following his high
school graduation. Kingman

chose to wag again. and he
spun his time playing college
boll and
Alaska.

serni-pro

ball

in

Now it will he the Giants
who will have to try and mast
Kingnan's standards.

Dare was sought by just

Palatine earns
Midget soccer
championship
The Palatine Celtic Midget

team brought home sumer
league championship cup in
their first year of competition
over the weekend.

Although this is only their
first year of league play and
their first year of play anywhere, the Midgets. who arc
between tight and 13 years
old, proved themselves better
than any of the other teams in
the six year old league.

-

THE CELTICS made the finals by beating a tough North-

brook outfit 2-0 in tho semifinals.

Brian

Sculpino

and

Brad Byker scored the goals
for the Celts.

In the finals, Sculpino and
Byker again scored the goals as

the Celtics won the cup corn -

petition by an identical

2-0

wore over the Northwest
Kickers.
Palatine also did well on the
Intermediate (12-15 years old)
level, placing second. They
earned a berth in the finals by
Menomonee

beating

Club

of Chicago

Boys
in

the

semi-finals 3-2. They lost to a

fine Morton Grove unit 3-I in
the thuds.

was veld

finals

USC's Most Valuable Player.
Four teens from the Pacific 8
involved in
Conference
that district. and USC toppled

sr

is

tive of the Cubs spent the evee

It will make the Cubs glad to
know Mat Tom says
couldn't be by thee. about
being drafted by them.

IWO

TOM EXPECTS to gold a
farm team this sunnier if he
signs and then return to col-

straight From Santa Clam to

lege in the fall. But; he said, "If

gain a berth at Omaha.
Itave's success thia

year

I had a good summer and there
VMs a chance
could go to

seems to stem from the fact

spring training with the major

that hut summer he started hit -

league club, I'd drop out for
the second semester"

UCLA and

then

took

ling so well with Me Alaska
that Me USC

Goldranners
Gold

decided to loll practice
3o switch hin; froni pitcher to
outfielder in order to have his
bat in the lineup more often.

Klingimn played 13 games
in right field for USC and dim
W05 involved in a collision
with the center fielder. breaking his right arm and spraining
his right knee. Dave missed
Mint 30 games after the accident but returned with some of
theseason left and played
guledy again. hitting about
445.

LUNDSTEDT ALSO made

a SWildl, but his was from
basketball scholarship to the

and most valuable player.

TOM HAD BEEN waiting
to a major league team or to
finish his scaler year of ask

O

I

O

3

I
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May whiffed. but Mike Lovell

2

0

singled Cavallaro across. Zan -

Duch, If

der then got out of the inning
without further trouble and

Kasper, 2b
Cardinell, 0

Pleickhardt, If

five singles.

held Des Plaines scoreless for
the rest of the contest.
Hollywood, still breezing

But for six innings, the ballgame belonged to Hollywood,
who pitThed a two -hit shutout

along, took a 2-0 lead to the
mound to begin the bottom of
the seventh. Mike Pettenumo

for that duration and struck
eight Logan Square batters.
He baffled the Lions with a

got his first hit of the contest, a

which Mike Golden

balls until the seventh, when
he gave up three singles and
walked one batter.

Square pitchers Ken Martin
md Craig Zander performed

r b rbl
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2 0
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Smith; &Corbin; SKEW..
Golden, Zander;

Shortstop Rich Olson, in addi-

3

2

2

0

Kasper. 2h
2
0
Chesney. If
3
0
Ristau. p
3
0
Toads
27 4
PROSPECr (31

and Mark Rossi, but then gave
up ken,g to Hake. Soinewhat
sha
he walked Zander for
the second time in the game.

Peden.. had scored on

h
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Your
Horoscope

THE SCHOOL, for junior
high students in grades four
of the Chicago Bulls, head
coach Hary Schmidt and assistant coach Dick Campbell of
the University of Illinois and
Sherrill Hanks of Quincy High
School as guest humidors.

BUGS BUNNY

BUGSYS 5,1gp.

FOR TUESDAY

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21). Morning holds the key-

I WANT TO

I GOTTA

LOOK AT
THE HATS
THAT ARE
ON SALE:

WARN YA,
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THEY'RE
DISCONTINUE°

CARE...
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32 Of
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Bob Philltht
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well-being today. Don't neg-
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the say-sfy of a lame
Child, reputed to bc
a
firshclass tar.
George Nader. Cop
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Weather,
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The

Kid Next
Door Smokes Pot."
DOcomenriry
apecial focusing parents

mem, their parents
end civic leaders in
two locations: China
Lake, Calif., and
Now York City.

nightclub into a

tio's Laugh..

Charming and Tiny

II NET Journal
V) House in the
Jungle." A film trip
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Movie
i ' T h e Hidden
City." A girl about to
be sold escapes to the

Neves
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News
News

jungle where she
finds Bombe and to gather they try to

find her birthplace.
John n y Sheffield,

26 A Black's View
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late Report
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Show
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Show
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Johnny Wets

mare.
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Movie

Jim..
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Live By
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MORTY MEEKLE

lect those things which seem

anor.
-VIRGO (Aug, 24

-

Sept.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Don'he surprised at sudden
benefits.

Hake scampering hood from
third and ended the gem,

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
2'2):

HANSEN

in

';',,IrpEo

BOWEN4T,Tro.,,

unpredictable

An

Answer to Previous Puarle

day

Which may find you to tern
pramntally
e
inclined to cope
with it wisely, You would do
Mall to stick to routine.

THE BORN' LOSER

6 gamily
her
tt. )
10 Concealed
12 Northwestern

close difficulties this elation_ Do your best roc,ope.

OF THE

MONTH

-

Jan. 201: A chance to amour shouldn't
aim another
passed by as unimportant. You
render an exceptional service at this time.
t AQUARIUS Han, 21 Feb.
180: An adverse morning mot

11118412

CAREFREE ROOMS WITHOUT WINDOWS
A Western Wood patio is a party room, living room
and dlayroom...all rolled into one. And your yard can
be fresh, unexpected space for family fun, too, when

April

27 'Iruifsfhixb'asttle

2011 Keep an eye out for the
chance to improve your posi-

cry

proach higher-ups to speak in
year own behalf.
TAURUS (April 21 - May

73

OUTSTANDING

17 -pc. SET
For Camping

For Summer Cottages

Gleaming stainless steel blades stay sharp ...are solidly riveted
in handdinished genuine rosewood handles, 17.pc. set includes

two roast slicers, ham slicer, carving fork, French cook knife,
sandwich knife, utility knife, citrus knife, paring knife and 8
steak knives. Ideal for kitchen or cookouts.

Er

21 Pot-hsooldr(iceorrob.
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author,

--their elders.

Stop in for
your free
booklet
on decks

speech
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38 External
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CAMPUS CLATTER
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11 Figure of
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morning and you should bave
somethim excellent to show
for it this afternoon.

Vidal
MOM

8 Extinct bird

painter)

nadon to work for you this
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7 Made worse

18 - Horch
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Some of My Best
Friends

9
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32 Pantward

If Arnim.. VII

Bun Lancaster, Kirk
Douglas,
Scott.

Chicago Show
Flash Gordon

7

"I Walk10:00

swank establishment
and refuses to help
him when he's freed.

Midnight Report

7
9

cec.

Movie

6(55

5

II Fact al the NOP

Beer runner in prohibition era is caught
during a hijacking.
Hie partner builds up

;

-:

nett Borchers.

530

Mayberry RFD
Rerun. Mike finds

26 Famous Artisan

Rowan nod Map

12.:08

I MO'sle
"Flood lide." An

Syndicates:

ouTh new girl in town
has invited all the
boys to her party the
tame day as his party.
5
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32 News

vs. The
Chal-

8Kefou

MOO

2

Noel

by

Gerson.

"Law -Abiding

Rerun. Carol
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way of material goods with one
Ids tortunate than yourself.
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Paul Harvey
32
Comments

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

This tet the stage for Gar -

392-4224

Voltaire

of Jesse James." Aw
nonfat account of

and Hope Lange:

lels the murder case
he is trying.
32 The Prisoner

tress.. M the Wogs -

Underseas

7,00

((nether. Endear yourself with
natural charm.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23h
Home and family matters are

,CAPRICORN (Dec

Mon, the Fri. MO t St Saturday 7:30- 2:30

Benin. The ragslets are featured.
Perry MMOO

Eddie Alben.
9 Movie

to

Burnett

the annoyance it may cause.

bus's hit, which came with two
strikes on him. It brought

blink tkelerindnoten, thlmkW.of Adinmon Market

The

Tim are guests.

(June 22 - July
2.3): A day when warmth of
cheracter means more than.
anything else you could offer

Sham what you have in dm

24 N. Hickory, Arlinghoi Heights

"The True Story

5

STEP
THIS

snduable asset to your career.

Mamie their foibles in spite of

FELLER Lumber Co.

"Has
Shrike and the Chip-

I DON'T

dart not to overlook a most

to second to get Hake, Golden
broke for Me ph. and beat Me
throw home to tie the for

for new dimensions in living!

I
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note for today's success. Take

catcher Roger Cardinell fired
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Jennifer Jon. and

.

French judge

23R An above-cvcrage day for
the Virgo who allows other

second, and when Des Plaines
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and
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Sports
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der was up, Hake broke for

Western Red Cedar Lumber

count of 0- long and
unhappy love affair.
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Olivier,
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on Theodore Meisees novel, an so-

A film trip to TM,

Harbach. 2b
Perkins, 2b
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Hollywood
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7

Seas

Rush. ss

2
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Carol
Show
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whose own private
life curiously prat -
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Academy. Second of
two pare.
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noun on a robbery
Rerun. Lucy tries

Totem. cf

teas
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camp times

BUT THOSE DOGS..,
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nen% Lucy

Movie
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a
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Sports
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Grey
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David McCallum

happy with
what I hit (about .330). and
I'm been getting better all
I

HEROES ARE MA0E-NOT BORK,

MARK TRAIL

0

2

2

lives of famed outWorld of leagues
laws. Robert Wag. net, Jeffery Hunter,
.. Coustmu
Rerun. 'The Wa- A g nos Moorcheed

0

WITH RUNNERS on first
and second, Hollywood WMly struck out Fat Donalme

gse,(1,-

Acevedo

Show

110Unks,"

r
4110

Thurnhoftier. lb 3
Fritsche lb
I

26 Turin

Charlie Manna and
Muhammad Ali.
I I
Around me

Rerun

3
I

alhro. May. 3b-Koentopp,
HR-Thurnhoffer.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Winne ri7under;

way.
The big bats in fhe ballgame
belonged to
Des Plaines.

Konntopp. lb

E-Chosncy. Strang. &brie bee. Fritsche sb-Knsper. Har-

SaeGarbu

213 -May;

Hollywood; WP -Zander.

across in the fifth frame,
but he calmed down and held
them to One hit the rest of the

D

Schreiber. lb
White, c

Mike Dangle.

7

7

camped on third. While Zan -

Zander
with
mph three hits and pushed

0

Prospect
Des Plaines

Hake's single, and Golden was

greeted

I

ab

9

-

6:25

I)

32
10 3
SCORE BY INNINGS

3

four innings, giving up

walk while striking out four.

2

Smoy. p
Totals

Mary
Honywood, p
Totals

admirably. Martin pitched the

run on three hits a. a

I

followed with an infield'single.

fine mixture of curves and fast -

worry is keeping his hitting on
a per with his fielding, but he
says, "I hit well this year Ion
college).

ONE AT 'WE CROSSROADS.

,Sumner, of

Olson, as

single,

Lmch, ss

4
4

khaki rf
imbue rf

DES PLAINES 2)

Cavalier, 3b

held the potent Des Plaines
bans to seven safeties While
Hollywood held the Lions to

0
0
0
0

I

fifth inning, but after Kevin

plays. Logan Square pitching

I

0 0
I. I
0 I

3

Them
Strom 3b

Chesney fouled out, Pete Caveller° and Olson both singled.

Plaines

yol'AMT,

Id
0
0

It

0

Galindo, cf
Cavalier°. c
Olson. rf
May, lb

3

2
4

Des

geNtcOM'''va

IN THE STRE5,..000M
A nalltY

LEFT ANOTHER DEAD

I

2

The two squads again made
it close as a result of fine pitching and some sparkling fielding

in

2

Gulindo. cf

leagues right now, His only

through nine, has Jerry Sloan
for Friday's draft to see where
he stood, prepared to either go

Both pitchers settled gown to
the business of getting the hiltars out. Martin
ironically

Lendstedt may just have a
chance for that kind of spring.
Proud of his defense, Torn
says, 'Some people have told
me I could catch in the major

June 22 -July 3, says there has
been some confusion as to the
omore. But as a junior, Torn times of each session.
found it difficult to keep up
All 10 sessions, on Monday
with the overlapping practices
through Friday during that
deboth sports and made the uletwo-week period, are schedcision to switch his scholarfrom 9,30 -1.2.03fYin the
ship to baseball and to give up
morning. All other"Yeitorted
the hardcourt.
our
are incorrect.
This spring he was wrted the

varsity baseball warn captain

I

I

Chesney, cf

the

both were Jollied in the first
round.
think I'm mom ex-

3

single to left.
After Zander came on in the

Ont of reach of first baseman
Rank May and rightlielder
Mike Losch.

rst

MUST EE MORE WORMEO
IMRE PLATE
UMPIRE
UMPIRE WITH

6:00
News
News
News

drug. With Virginia

8:30
Doris Day Shear

lured.

2
5
7

2

1

University of Michigan to
baseball scholarship. Tom was
voted All -State in Illinois high
school basketball in 1967 and
swot to Michigan as a cagey.
He did well as the freshman
wands leading scorer and then
made the varsity as a soph-

Lundstedts,
the Kin no
and the wire seri
vices verifying the fact that

O'Donnell. lb
Smith. 2b

Haw

bus put an outside fastball into
the area behind first base, just

shine as Hollywood did, Logan

ball and now Slayton is keeping up with their every move.
Slayton spent much of Friday

won't

He

ning.

I

broke Hollywood's no-hitter
in the third inning with snit,

coached the two young cz-bottormates in high school base-

Giants.

Ken. Koentopp to end the in -

I

Winds

ALTHOUGH they did not

an excellent
for his speas
cialty. Kingman was a pitcher

o

O

then got Steve Smith to by out.

Bill Slayton. Slayton

coach

Meg double' to
'right. Martin then snuck out
powcrod

2

Plaines pitcher.
t Des Plaines starter and

haps sign this iveck and King-

Olson had walked with Iwo
out in the first inaing,and May

h rid

Snyder. at
Garbus. cf

Most of the game by Des

loser Gordy Hollywood. Gar-

enough to agrmmcnt to per-

double. the only extra -base hit
of the contest.

al,

Player

Playerro

Martin. p
Zander, p

with two out in the seventh

Owe Kingman of Mount

RARE
500.
N HE MIMICS
;LIT ATTY. ORMWEI-L,
RE

RUMWELL, HEEMOUGHT

ToRal PONT,

Imp

44
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05E HIS5 NERVE LOOKIN' AT

DIfil PLAINES (4)

LOGAN SQUARE03)

HOLLYWOOD got a pair
of strikeouts to start the lam
torn half of Me inning, and

Lions rallied to beat the 3fiers
after being handcuffed for

Lundstedt dose

UP MTH SkA LHAIMEPP.ROUNIE,

EN

19 R 000 AMUSE BUT

OUT ON '11-1E NORM Fan,.

the eighth.

By George Haire

With

skntldrir THE

MESSAGE -MO' IF I EVER
,IOUT OH THE FRaNT WA
AGAIN ME,. VERY.,EIS W

trol troubles in the second, did

G rbus wins LYOU g

along"

01-1-1,1E

1,1 BEI" WITH 1-17- So

u creditable job for Prospect
coach Dick Grigsby. Ron hod
a six -khan during the ingt0
!Won seven innings before
living up the winning can in

by Mike Imre.)

The Special Phase draft is
for ballplayers who have been
drafted once before and who
did not sign. Tom, like Dave.
was picked upon hit high
school graduation by a Los

rig*

36er

knocked down the final 10
men he faced, seven on mike outs to give him a total of 12 In
the game.

Mtge 6
Meinday,
Jane 8,
1970

run as Prospect pitcher Ron

about all of the major league
clubs amending to his father.
Arthur Kingman, 818 W.
Busse. Mount Prospect. The
cI ubs drew lots to determine
which tem. had hot choice in
the draft and the Giants won.
Kansas City was second, and
the senior Kingman rays that
Casey Stengel WAS palimony
intertatud in obtaining his son
for that team.
Kingman won't have to
Make 0 decision yet as to
whether he will sign with the

The

Plaines,

Left-- Mike Lmch crosses
Smoy stumbles trying to cover
on the play. A Smoy wild pitch
enabled Lmch to score. (Photo

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

ag

distance on the mound for Des

4/21;1,-;;IXED.,,,rEkl,,T,

search

in the Baltic, is lbw
I LSAT A BLAIN DRAGON

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

Smoy. aside from his can-

the plate with Dm Plaines' first

Kingman is 1st choice;
Cubs draft Lundstedt

OUT OUR WAY

Dave Ristau survived 19hlt Prospect attack to go the

fifth to tie it again. Pete Caw
ellen, reached second when
Musical and Mike Tolsien

single to left -center to knock in

single

,

imundul scientist en
for o rare

32 Dig Valley

the island of Gotland
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and Frank May drove Pete

Smoy's third wild pitch of the
inning. Kasper followed with

GARBUSS

riap

FN. 7

On TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

MEEEN

.

IHEDAY
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Look gorge.. ad.

Akin... HEIGHTS

Potpourri

Look
Bare sour
midriff for pool or

s,.-ast,

Just

patio In lids Mr Dino

When temps soar,

design featuring an orl

ental bodice top with
maaMoe Panesand

SAVE 25% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS

long saw overikIrt.

IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

Available at

take entertaining outdoors

Mary

Ague., Arlington,
Heights.

HI

ti

By Amy Freemen

eery ingredient.: in your free..
er and pantry. Here's a simple

'Summertime and the
ing is

liv-

easy." Or at least

it

should be, especially when the
temperature and the humidity
begin to soar. But even in summer we still like to see our
friends arra offer them refresh-

men.. So what we need now
are simple ideas for entertain-

few ideas.

Cold vichyssoise or jellied
madrilerte consomme cans
kept chilled in refrigerator;

,,,41411to,

goes. that we care.

4r4Ph-

- of -doors, and even spur of the
the
w

Choose a comfortable
serving style

mm

Friends or neighbors may
drop in for a drink and If

There are three types of beverage which la served and
mble

is
or ways of
footle-- family style,

se

the European style and the

TABLES, CHAIRS, LAWN UMBRELLAS,
DINING CANOPIES,
AND A COMPLETE LINE
OF GLASSWARE, CHINA, & SILVER

United Nwee
Rent
mew

ompromise. Buffet style
serving has become one of the
oo, popular wog, of serving
although it is not one of u.
formal methods.

By method, we mean the
manner in which plates are
placed on the table and dishes
served. As a general rule home
serving

means

dishes

arc

served from the left and removed from the left. This applies to everything except the

Prof L Nadimel Men AL 9-525111

CARPETING

refilled from
is

familiar

buffet

style.

rePean style is rarely used in
American homes except for
srietrY formal occasions nf of
course, if you have an oppor..

and main courses.

The conipromise style of
an adaptation of the
European manner and is considered by most Americans as

each guest in serving dishes.

*to Duna Aro Juno 05

Full Selection of fine
Carpeting in Stock

TRUCK STRIKE WILL NOT
DELAY YOUR CARPET ORDER
1005 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

BEAUTY SALON

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Ma Alas,. Rd
gain. al.dews
259-9214 or
253.9162

HOURS:Mon. thor Fri.0 te 9
Sac. 9 to 5 Closed Sunday

"dor

PHONE 956.1330

She Entertains
Entertaining graciously and math a certain tone of elegance is

what every hostess stoves to achieve Selecting the hostess
costume to complement the occasion has become as important
a part of entertaining today as the hors d'oeuvres or the menu
A feeling of serenity is set by the soft Onental blending of
pastel blues and greens in this Jumpsuit by Jebbe of California
Its wide flowing kimono styled legs and detailed sleeves reflect
a pleasant evening in the company of good friends
An ecstatic evening could be predicted for the electrifying
red, white and blue boldness of the Mr Z Jumpsuit Fitted for
ease and freedom of movement, its flare -legs give the appearance of a skirt when the wearer Is standing
Multiple roles can be played in the fitted pants suit of fawn
marked tan and white The tunic can be worn alone or cinched

oS sat

aperitif is an extremely

refreshing and soul -restoring

an

"aperitif (Fr.) or "aperitivo"

between

91.) is an alcoholic drink taken

sighweeing

haveming money

ANTIQUES

ter of pre -dinner drinks.

maters, Scorp. Aim just a hit lower .d you

THE RED GAVEL

4th Sunday of each Mends
Town Hall, Loner Lewd
of Randhont
.

Its, I2 IS, Wheaten,
II o.m.19 440 Ps'n
ADMISSION 500
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect
VAS Hardware

253-4601
lei

NO Minimum Balance
NO Activity Limit

WESIIKONICI WINO

440 5.MIlwa

Niulm Om

DOW

Phone 537-1000

SIN. 411=

DICK

12 NOON to 5 NIL
c..1.TONG GREW

Wrtra:44,,t,
Dwarfism
AUCTIONS

50, Wad. 5w 7.00

mAtuirnu""Gct,
ODIN DAILY II te CYO

SUN. lo AIPI.
DINE& BROWSE

1iNM.ENOE'
'MY' HOUSE

ONE ADMISSION

FREE

APL MANOR"
Herne of the

(A NEW SNOP IN

I

01111 LOCAL NUJ

WITH THIS AD

ANTIQUES ETCETRA
ope

'ELEGANT

Pine Furniture
arty Amer
Semites.
And

ANessorlesican

wernswMw.chw

1003 PIVP:tld Rd.
ANTIQUE SWOPE

TorsPest RHeight.ns

SUSSES FLOWERER G1FTs
flen ml Demme MI Res st
.

Warfare.

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

Moutlfully Wented
Mb e NNW Lnewernent

M.P.

504 Dundee Elgin
OW 5.1711
We

ear of home
Sun

on fen

" "4 .t. 2 IIe

AN1I0U55545

11 NI .. s Wies 15wlwxa1111.2re

019N SAT.A5LIN. ONLY

YE OLD CHINA A GLASS

1295020

253-9117

.

OLOSI104975

NMeis Ms. LW°9

575 Lee 51. - ON Neirm

392-0383

ONE New pedal..

Bee"_
',....../1............../
169iist-ettilelew
Mon. thru Sat. 9-5
Fri. HI

296-5110

.

HEELING

r\

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN

TRUST 8, SAVINGS
BANK;

CALL 255-7200

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road.
Wheeling, Ill. Phone: 537-0020
Member F.D.I. C.

41

walks

have created a demand for
them in this country, adding a
delightful mtegory to our ros-

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): You have the idea that although
a better chance to succeed. Emotions will be stirred by
you are not always right, you are seldom wrong. And you know mention of far away friend on third day. Perhaps it would be wise
what Ari? You are correct in thinking this. You have a keen mind to contact this person. If you are too lazy to write then teleand you have indomitable will. Together these qualities are hard phone. It will be money Well Spent. On last day avoid excesses of
to beat. In fact, practically impossible. Nevertheless, in week any Idttd. A tough task for Scarp, but important to fallow.
ahead you will meet one who will give you a real go.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 21): If you are wise Saj, you
TAURUS (April 20 -May 20): You are highly endowed, will double check your present relationship with partner or MeN.
Taurus, and as you know Venus, the Goddess of Love, is your Things may not be as peachy . they seem on the surface. loather
planet. Concerning this aspect of your life, week ahead will be words, know your own country heft,re you go abroad.
one of testing, of giving and of coming to grips with past mistakes. Forces will be strong to lead you afar. Think serisouly before
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-200. 19): You are by nature most
you capitulate to temptations.
trusang, Cap. You usually give yourniends benefit of doubtful
situations. However, there may be one with whom you can come
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): You could end up in a web of into daily contact who no longer merit your trust. Be alert in
your own spinning before week is over, Gem. Sticky mem. If you week ahead for signs. ou last two days of week relax and enjoy
see situation shaping up in this direction, don't hesitate to fly the family fun.
--coop. Time unfavorable for any toe -to -toe confrontations.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20.Feb. III: Do not cling to faded illusions
CANCER (June 21 -July 22), Dilly of a week coming up in week ahead, Aquarius. This is one of your failings. Let the
Moonsweetie. Lots of new contacts ltd Wings could get very remain the past. Nothing is sadder than an Aquarian hangingpast
exciting. When you have a bad week it Is rainy bad, but when you desperately to that which is over and done. After Libyans, on
you
have a goad one it's a dandy.
Aquarians have the most going for you as far as physical beauty.
Don't let June go to waste.
LEO Only 23 -Aug. 22): Heck of a week on the agenda, Leo.
May as well call the shots as they are. Olga figures that if you
PISCES (Feb. 194darel(30): Many of you Pisceans seem to
know in advance, you will be prepared. Be a good scout. Keep the think you are going to live forever. And you behave accorfingly.
lid on the pot, baby, and before week is over you may win a merit You tend to put off medical and dental check-ups
as long as
badge for .self-control."
possible. During coming week make appointment with dor Or
dentist. Then don't come up with phoney excuses to balk apVIRGO (Aug. 21 -Sept. 221: Don't be an old grouch in week pointment at last minute. Another famous Piscean trick.
Last
ahead, Virg, just bemuse everything doesn't go your way. After two days of week good for planning short trip.

Flea Market Sale

YES I

DAY PUBLICATIONS

pr The

popular drink in Europe.
Americans who find them crop

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21): Avoid being overly, optomiedn

CO RI 0000rit.WH0

Tilt ;Dap

00i.n.
What is an aperitif?
The dictionary nn,

INTIQUES MORE

Captunng a mood-the one that best expresses you, and

Model-Becky Kasaris

most have an iniporMot corn Stow attribute,. they are low

of it, a quick trip to the dictionary will help. But you
won't find the whole eery

all, you can't expect popsicle week -in and week -out, you know.
Double check financial accounts before 1.t day of week. Minor
error could cause you embarrassment.

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

aterthweei Sob orb.

lately and you feel a little out

several nn,nan,rinn of aperitif.

Your Weekly Horoscope

MY 111051.

SEM.

Many area light wino, or a
drink with a wifie base, but

LIBRA (SeM. 23.00. 22h Avoid that which is banal in week
ahead, Libra darling. Just a touch of glamour is due to come your
way before fourth day. Yummy. Before week is over, take time to
reflect and plan. Much is at stake, and you've allowed your
present situation to go from bad to worse. That's a no, no.

No Cost
Checking

retaining it throughout an evening, does not happen by chance
but is reached through careful forethought and planning The
true mark of a successful party is best measured by the hostess
who can say that she enjoyed the party along with her guests -

Photographs by LeRoy Meyer,
Flosses, gowns from Marge s Apparel
Farms/nags from Arimmon Furniture Co.
Peonies from Charles Klehm Nursery

100.

flowers.meaL Add to this that there are

1111P11"11111111.111r.
Ar"'Nt

at the waist with a matching tassel -tipped belt

frances altman, editor

GUI be sure everyone ebe

ions

Fresh flowers are usually

kitchen. A dinner menu is
elaborate including soup, fish

The other Toddi are pawed to

WITH
A CARPET ORDER
Ourtno

"ce'

be in a frenzy. If you have a
good time at your.party, you

If the word aperitif. keeps

popping up in cone

in whet she appetite before a

lanterns'lied with

relax if the hostess .appears to

What is an aperitif?

them baskets, bird caes or

requires servants as all the
food is served directly from the

The host generally serves
the meat dish after carving,
pawing each plate to a pest.

A $29.95,,VALUEM

Y

your guests enjoy themselves
and it is difficult for them to

forget your child's red wagon.
It will certainly be a Conversation piece as well as a holder

by hanging in front of

THE EUROPEAN method

table.

$995

Wenn and all the

advance. Your goal is Mat

If you need an extra table

Fora mom elegant outdoor
party, you can camouflage un.pleasant looking things like
meter boxes and electrical outlets

The key to easy entertaining
is to plan every detail and then
do as much work as possible in

fora tack yard party, don't

pared.

utility to dine abroad.

main course is served at the

Get a "Pretty Girl" Synthetic
Stretch Wig for only

ner. You won't have to run to
store, if you have read a

Eu-

a practical substitute.
The soup, salad and dessert
are generally carried from the
kitchen by the hostess; the

WITH A BONUS!

you're having e good time
you'd like them to sMy for din -

specialtherving

family style serving and
variation,

oc'n'thns'ahedaudri."

bare spell.

color add what-

on the shelf. You can always
add chopped onion dr celery);
potato salad (canned, can be
perked up by adding spices and
maphers who know how to a touch of mustard).
make houses sparkle. Turn the
hose on the driveway, walk,
For dessert have make steps and porch, Wet cement your -own sundaes. Just keep a
and bricks not only look cooler supply of vanilla ice cream in
tut are shiningly attractive. the freezer and several flavors
Have a welcome met handy, of sauces, chopped nuts and
though, for wiping wet feet.
cherries on your shelves. Be
Most of your entertaining sure to replace anything You
prob4bly will be informal, out- use and you'll always be pre-

,

knows it and 'goes through a

handy and f

.

being

advanteSe

moveable. Perhaps your child
could even pull it around offering canapes or cold drinks
to your guests.

ever few blossoms you are able
to come up with.

To make your home look as
inviting as possible, take a tip
from
architectural photo-

TAINLESS STEEL SERVING ACCESSORIE
At A Savings Of 25% To 50%

for extra food' along with the

est.

For those occasionS you
might keep a centerpiece of
plastic or
en 'leaves

hamburgers (individual patties
in freezer for, quick defrost big): buns or French bread (in

freezer); kidney bean salad
ing to take the heat off the (cans of kidney beans, jars of
hostess and yet show our pickle relish and saladdreasing

ni

I

menu that might give you a'

plentiful during the summer,
But as soon as you invite vies.
It seems as though your garden

THE DAY

11101)AV

Tobe says

Monday June 8 1970

Flowers set the stage
Flowers speak a lovely Ian-

gunge all their own. It 6 no
surprise, then, that decorating
with flowers is part of an
American homemaker's hen-

bye
Long ago in Jamestown and
Williamsburg, Va., gardenloving homemakers planted
foggloves, pansies, woodbine,
hollyhocks and Canterbury
bells.

It is no exaggeration io ay

that every housewife in adonMI America was skilled in the
art of arranging Bowers. And a
simple, inspired art it was.

THE

TRADITIONAL

Williamsburg
arrangement,
once agaio pope!, was the
cared bouquet for every season.
Luxuriance and ihe
Ault, natilmi "...f=°55`.

look" characterized the Williamsburg arrangement.

Flowers were hardly ever
placed on the table but displayed lavishly on sideboards.

chests and side tables. rresh
fruit end nut centerpieces were
used on the mble

Although fresh flowers arc
not terribly expensive° they

a

flower in an arrangement, out
its stem with a knife. Scissors

will pinch the stem and pre vent it from absorbing moistore.

The. stalks of flowers to be
placed loosely in vases or insailed into foam shook' be cut
on a slant. If they are out
evenly. they will ran against
the boom of the vase. cut off
front In :KIN mile water supply.

However, if the flowers ant
to Ito placed in needleholders.
the stems mitY Inc cut nee*.
The holder keeps sterns clear
of the bottom of the container,
allowing water to be absorbed.

VOIAL BE a rent friend to
flowers if you re -cut the stems
again sifter a few days. This rews

the

flosver's

life

and

you'llhave a longer lease on
cnjoymem Also, water should

C''"kwed ne'u!arlY'

Use rep water in your flower
containers, in order not to

shock the blossoms with ex ttomes m temperature.

WHEN IT COMES to en-

cere to insure longer Eft Ocre

terPieers. mini...ie. is your

should

receive

arc bawd* far the treatment

containers.

only limitation. If you have the

One

dress for fun in the sun, patio portion. or jtot leisure
hours at home.

ers, Soo. Lemons and grcen
leaves, or white grapes in

With a unore intimate group
at "Mailer table where there is
no room fora centerpiece dm
is menely decorative, you Min
cemerthe table with pert of the

of

candle.

Glenview

ticks ore all 4ifferent ways to
bring colorful interest to your

/

now to serve you

table,

drinks as proficient as the mon
experienced
salaried
mix.
ologist,

There is only one phase in
the creation of mixed drinks in
which the amateur cannot
hope to achieve instant Nina-

ity with the profissionol Mu-

man .- the ...ring of ingrediento
The old pros who toss emu.
patents together with the nonchalunce or a cordon Neu chef
got that way only after years of

trial end error.

HOME drink mixer
thoold 59E5funE

ingredients. varying
°1lthem. of
corse. to suit individual

oPPr0ainimelE two mole. of
w515, u Ill ahool .5555
stirrings is sufficient to blend
and chill x mixed beverage
'without too much dilution,

Chez gegradque affirms
(Boned, timers or ArtingroM

1417E Palatine Real', Arlington Heights

Properly proltao51

cordials, fruit tuiees. cream.
etcd the shaker should be

en not to dilute the drink undo -

across the top of the drink so
that the tip just touches the far

tames.In mixing
The roles for becoming a

good

mixer

arc

not

only

simple, but kw:

For stirred drinks, use ice
cubes. Ver most drinks that are

shaken, small cracked ice

is

preSTIRRED
ferable.

DRINKS Igenorally inixtUrea of liquor MY
wine. such as the ntortini or
Nlanhattant. should be stirred
thoroughly. but not too rapid-

drinks.

always

add the liquor last,
Drinks calling for sugar are

spoon.

an (usually labeled fi-X or so
perfinel, which is not quite as
ground

con-

as

fectioners' sugar lumally
X/.
cocktails should allays
strained

before

serving.

111.

he

In

same other mixed drinks the
inn in which the are blended

BTU's

%Au, o,o, Los. pc,'

MIVSTalem adOe0teyeur

:17:4= e

=I:

the BEAUTY PAM=
BUFFALO GROVE MALL
DUNDEE AND ARLINGTON HIS. RD.

eulld7 71;

Ain"'

PRIM

PHONE 394-3412

hve
a

Chaten6
620 E. CENTRAL RD.
DES RAINES

PHONE:PHONE:

1. 255-2800

296-6360

discovered

awning and curtains set off a coo place to dispense refreshments.

Pace setters

Adult games are back;
favorites given modern flavor

bothemomc

always

host, is How many bon*
shotild 1 have on hand?
At rule -of -thumb formula
calls for planning three drinks

Adult cremes have not lost
their appeal. In fact, they are
gaining supporters. The rising
Cost of a -night on the town
is credited with the upsurge of

for each guest for a normullength cocktail party, say from
5:30 to 7 p.m.
If you know that all of your
guests are moderate drinkers

THAT
ADD THAT

MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Ill.

PHONE: 359-4868

Sylvia's
Flowers
1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 5-4680
Daily 8 to 6

devotees of astrology. It mes

raid thing with you in the skip

the signs of The zodiac and
playing cards to "predict the

per's rok 11101.

future End answer questions."
'Scrabble"
soil highly
popular.
Its
makers
have
'

interest in games.

Accordimly he game makm me responding with game
bawds made of teak tel
imported prestige
genus. ttnd sophisticated think

recently introduced 1.3 new
brain teasers. "RSVP.7 is a
three-dimensional
'ant
game played on a two-sided
game board. and -Humble."

pluck Parker Brothers has introduced an entire new line of
gems aitfled at the adult.

another crossword -type gameuses addition. suhtraction. di n, luck and strategy.

your stork should be allotted

meet,
ere she
foreign editions or hlonopoly

liktORRA-BOARD"
is
Enrkers classic game of wits

to the various types of beve-

15101, The French. German,

which descends back to the an-

wood.

to be overstocked than to
let your party run dry. Generally, one fifth of liquor will

Financing Arranged'

New Luxurious
Custom Made
Draperies Lined

serve six persons.

JUST WHAT portion of
rage noun lan to serve

govred by

dent

Romans. Players hide
halls in closed fists. bluffing as
to the number. Its played on a
teak board. about 515.

thin;opt Italian version, or

stubmo

Parker classic were pi,
won't, vaitable in ops egg),

locM

sumption patterns and -or your
own knowledge of your mem'

try in very

quantities.

NEW VARIATIONS

of
old gums are stholm." a pro

personal preferences.

Scotch, Canadian whisky.

THESE GAMES mbstitute

American blended whiskey.
bourbon, gin, vodka and rum
usually 'come in fifths 125.6
ounces) or quarts (32 minces).
A fifth will make 17 drinks or
cocktails measured in a I IA
ouncejigger. A quart will serve
21 drinks
cocktails, mea-

vocative word game GM
which uses four plastic playing

the. streets tit- Paris.

Berlin.
Madrid and Rome for those of
Atlantic City, N.J.. JO used in

boards and four sets of letter
cards. -Five Thousand- is a
sporting game where Mayers
simply 0,11 dice until they

she Amyrieen yew., Fwd.,.
burrenc

is ohs substituted.

ANOTHER new parker
yet is Mind' (SO) 6
expected to win the heals of

felt lined (511/1. -Yacht Race"
is a game boaM version of tint

looking for c atom drape es

1

old new abrics, estyled.

174.1711otOte:1717n-t! sW71:e' 'esis.raerL
RoomyIneolotad ago '1st boat ond cold. W

a'Itoin.No.Stoin"

gate
us streaking and sun rat, yet
ge control so you can wash arias
ry
du. them. There's o glo bus w :Id al custom dnapdvia awaiting

Ina, sun I

minutes with one of
our wigs or wiglets.

eoilluee Vegan& kl re &doe

ly canapes for your cocktail
a:::
nore them for the peants.
iss,
The trouble here
ripm

MIN IMMUNE

rcw, c.for.bh,

wit It

dainty, fancy hog,
d'oeuvres; their tastes arc
t

more suited to hearty drinks

g,

ding

mat h.

guest to

"Please

lay these tiJ-

is

to buy at
BIG SAVINGS!

-

need we say more?

Not an inch of space is wasted when you have us

install a Quaker Maids Kitchen in your home...
not even usually unusable corners. Its our way of

giving you more kitchen for your dollar. So, enjoy
real kitchen convenience, plus lasting beauty and
charm. Come in or call us this week for an estimate

on installinga Quaker MaidsKitchen in your home.

Quaker Maid' Means Quality Made

Antique
- ,"'
Velvets
Upholstery
fabrics Plain
& Patterned
Scotchgarded
795 value

Many, many values
in all departments for

$795

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
We honor oil Midwest Bonk Conic

et

COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING

pFSIONINGINSTALI.MOWNG.

ARLINGTON.MW.WORMAMMUMT
on Arlisotan Heights Rood

21143 9.ArlInMon Heights led. 5 Arlington Heights C1.0.1115*
Mon, Thera & Eh 9 to 9, Tuft, Wed Sot 9 to 5

ut:en by the party planner set,

to 84 inches 96650

Reupholstering

SERVICE

OFF

94:

Division of:Key Plumbing Inc.

II

S

Telephone -259-3205.

Party rye

chopped liver.
Little pia. wedges, hot

with

the gentlemen in blind. too. A

who provrdes the ttil
""'"
of an excellent label goes up

rnn" n'nnhn'

'"`Innnthnr

The round. rich flavor of

To be "The Hostess with the

,

slices

kkaAlinkrci'
117"r*Msnoll
PLAN YOUR
drinks with

Mostar doesn't necessarily
imply that you must do the

Giant black and green oh.
iv

kg, crisp -broiled.

emostest.' footwork.
Dinner for the multitudes or for a foursome --- is cosiest
for the hostess when the food
fan is served buffet style.
Large quantities of puny foods
ren
in readinms on the
buffet table, worm ers or trives.

If you arc lucky enough to

PILLOWS

own

Smersklie Styles

For that summer hairstyle,
color or cut you want, call
us for an appointment soon.

Bunton, Arlington Ilts.

OPEN MON., THURSlif,1, 11 WED., FRI., SAT: 7-510,

'4SIIIMEMO.."

II

-geautiful

hair

gay
fi;:onsAhrnions-\

713 E. CENTRAL ARLINGTON HT

ik.,:77

an

electric

cook -and -

serve skillet, prepare the main
dish therein and serve directly
from the cooker.
Forget shout taking steps to
serving dishes. High styled and colorful electric
efil1

Ask for Bill Christopher. He's Great!

CIL 35219
osc INTERIORS

loosed on the new
geometrical Aape. the super ellipse. a shape mediating be mean square and a circle.

Otsve. steps

garnish.

ChioHne Adana

DECORATOR

Man. 6 FL 0.5 Toes:, Wed...um 11-S Sat.9.2

1620 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, III,

For your egg -head friends
Piet Hein has envied the -Super -Egg.- the extraordinarly

man pleased.

Devilled eggs with anchovy

Cornolirne4,,,, Lessons

1070 Mt Prospect Plaza MI. Prospect

Golden Dolphin
towels - rugs
GICIOLPHIN
50%-60% OFF

booklet by Piet Hein, the de signer, describes nearly SOMIA
er structures that can he
created,

"'" "Fri ho -

mg,

Big cold boiled shrimp and a
zesty dip,

coc.cT,cc

ON ALL

ways to put the pieces together
to form the cube. An enclosed

hastrileevies. ood

vandwichea.

MERLE flORffin
259-2241

.

l0 sn or fie sprits
straight or on the rocks. plus

tcrud brown bread.
Swiss aceu and hum linger

Three Steps to Beauty at
Phone

leasing games in the tradition
of "Instant Insanity." Seven
irregularly shaped pieces form
the -Soma" cube.
There are over a million

Iikc

A big wedge of sharp chedMir choose with wane of but-

gigaUating ?

20%

Custom

SHOP AT
HOME

vice of Ilfid Turkey Kentucky
Bourbon asked men to sped&
Ically check off the h,rs
d'oeuvres they most pmferred
and here are those which got

d,rs,t"

the

Yom

FURNITURE

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

u

version of

the fine taste.
A few top label liquors,
some shot glass= and old &shlotted glasses for those who

IN FACT, recent survey

Custom ma e s ipcoven

the time

the plastic

which is causing headaches
among enthusiasts of brain -

'an"

few huskier bites for the gendome=.

Quaker Maid Gives You Storage
Space ...And Lots Of It!

1$151

bons are usually drunk neat
withouta mixer

hits, they're so good" set out a

II

mysterious black boo and cov.
cred with a red lid. 53.
PARKER'S Danish Imparted carries include
ma wood edition of 'Soma.

knthnn
in an "1'64 bournnn
plunger. Connoisseur

Rather than urge a reluctant

you. Makenero cur as too dross l awn the ins.= NI. bohlrana the

Nov

-Pinpoint" irresistible. Game
cosists of three distinctively shaped forms placed inside a

It Nus happened to allof as:

allow light you need. Wit shin

in 250 fabrics
1 cushion chair 42"
2-3 cushion sofa

Persons who like to test
their ESP powers will find

Survey reveals
what pleases a man

Be Party Ready in

To Keep the Outside, Outside

Dice arc

ported wooden playing tray is

INSTANT HOSTESS

WEX1927,.

5.00M

score

game

sured the same way.

25% SAVINGS

11141r.11;111.;01111

canopy over an outdoor eating area. In the background, a matching overhead

question for a cocktail mny

With Roc -ion At A

_Bdtlet.S vain,

For outdoor eMermoung cotton canvas Is a favorite device for creating privacy
and protection on the terrace or patio. Here, it's used In smart stripes for a pitched

or plan your party to In longer. you should allow for more

CERTAIN SOMETHING

1425E PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The hostess should always
see
it that the coffee is excellento t and the host that liqueurs are of first quality.

in dreamy pastels.

drinks per person.
Remember, it is always het -

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

dramatic touch to any room setting. Peonies from Charles Klehm
NunAry.

rich, jewel tones, or romantic

The

remei

OF FRESH AIR

Coffee
hostess

hest made with powdered sus -

finely

CERT., Ala UORIUTIORUID

BRING A BREATH

a

Parisienne in sidewalk
cafe stripes, stately and regal in

How much
to serve?

saw

e ainlmmd

Large fall -blooming flowers such as thoe peonlm will add

and

colorful canvas.

a., to cool

side wall of the glass.
Hold so the tip of the spoon
meets the surface of the beve.

rage and pour slowly over

Imaginative new designs let
your outdoor setting be saucy

411

1n - today's scheme of things,
canvas belongs indoors, too.

nihine6

This can he done easily by
putting a spoon . bowl side up.

Thurs, 8 Fri,

Til 9.00
Sunday
Til 5:30

and discarding coda

AGAIN care shouldtakly. Melting ice will add fromTHE

FEDDERS

Lemons and oranges will
give Mere juice if soaked in

rid briskly. not rocked.

DAYS
300

ane,.

the beverage.

prints are splashed on tadais

r'tTL'ococrorirqn. al* the
clegaInce of decorating with

topper lurbed.

down the Inside edge of the
gloss so it slides to the top of

Even plaids, checks, and florint

oda it 0,0AV

installation Fero

TO FLOAT brandy or li-

from big bold bands of color to

small ribbons of various him.

90.,VAI 00001

$55995*

queue on top of a drink. pow it

Cotton Council. Now it rang=

that 'this sturdy fabric with its
firmhody and handling ease is
ideal for room dividers. ceiling
treatments, roller shades, canopied eating areas and play-

and chilled may he served with
the beverage.

moved on and dove finny'

,o 3/4 -ounce onion, por every
10 seconds it is shaken MIA Mg produces a cloudy. been-

wedding bond

JUST

ti -inch thick. after cutting off

cracker red.
It also has changed its
stripes, reports the National

Wonder-working chemical
finishes have made can
water-repellent, mildew-OsImant
and long -wearing.

mond

Wedding bond $235

36,000

5 shred

drink Sill he char,
IN SHAKING drinks. (asually Mom containing sugar.

oinmend

259-9446

warm' seater before squeezing.
Slice lemons and !Mtn
scross the sections. about

combination of the two. Todny

it runs the entire color spec,
rum from baby blue to fire-

Decorators

Pros give tips to
home mixologist
make the home dispenser of

let cane. practical now.
can,. has come a long way
wm seen only in drab
since
khaki.itdull green, or a striped

Anthony

beading enhances the U -neck and fitted bOdif P. By Morton Myles of
Malcolm Charles.

blend the ingredients and cool
them, not to dilute.
A melted is cube produces

and privacy to porches
or
give protection to doorways

ring material has the appeal of
canvas. Advances in textile
chemistry have resulted in new
dirt -shedding, sunfmt finishes
that make even white and pas -

EVERTGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

A romantic look for evening is captured lo this orange and white

ly. The purpose 01SM-tang is to

on the terrace ... add shade

No other outdoor d.ora-

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
20 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights

presents

menu. A colorful salad insolId Patteden bowl, a slab of
marble with a variety of different cheeses, or a decorative
cake flanked by very tall can,

Page I I

ca

Chez gewhigue
Coiffures

the rest Of yOUr COlor scheme.

gown of untutored cotton, worn by 1970 Maid of Cotton, Gayle
Thornton. A deep Inverted pleat shapes the skirt and while chalk

Sown simple pwaxdurxs
that an, wanderd practice with
gowning pmt ionals can

an outdoor room at poolside Or

Wedding band set $380

than mirror -embroidery.

crystal cent etc for instance.
And there's nothing more colorful than a bowl of polished
apples m even a few purple
eggplants if they complement

unobtrusive

Canva-s can add months of
pleasure to outdoor lining
arras. It can be used to dune

[mond

For daytime, with button -front midi skim in beige
poplin, wear an unbleached moil in shirt with placket
and culled long sleeves detailed in authentic utilise Ire

thane hunch of hothouse Row-

and windows.

things.

fed short sleeves deeply banded in white lace.

can be much more appealing

in

For "in" living outdoors
this summer, put colorful cottan canvas in your echeme of

Try a pretty white voile drawstring nocklino bloom
deeply embroidered with cross -ditching and pair it
with a colothd patchwork cotton skirt. short or lung.
For party time, with a polkmdotted cotton midi skirl
that is sashed and bothlied, wear tin embroidered white
eyelet batiste blouse with a scooped neckline and puf-

successful

hostess: for instance, put garden daisies in a large blue and
whim Spode teapot for an BM
mediate conversation piece at
summer luncheon.
Vegetables and fresh fruits

dies

rwlat.

kill

It's a peasanty summer in fashions. The Infantry girl
look with gypxy blouses and skirts is a charming way to

flowers, remember that they
are not very original unless
you are an expert arranger or
combine them with) unusual

8, 1970

Turn backyard dining
into a Parisienne affair

Country girl look

ddea that it should always be

of fresh arranimments,
BEFORE
PLACING

Mondayanne

buffet cookers. such as West

Bend's new Country Skillet,
have warming cycles. Food
stays hot, while guests cane,
joy an aperitif at their leisure
Or, the hostess can prepare
but hors d'oeuvres right at the

buffet able, with no trips to
the kitchen stove.
Meanwhile. the stillbusy
hostess is able to enjoy thespir

Red conversations while she
rits rid talks
note/elks.

.

55

Mi VII II
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23 -Employment AgenciesNen

6-Bustness Personals.

IR V LI Ne1 /A

BASEBALLz!B.1.10-11.

looking fora couple
of earns homes in your
area to display our new

ey Punch °aerato

flare. Age primMrough

35.

door. No tre.i ..peoso. ants

ial!?

545-0507

298-2770

DRIVE brond

1125
eder

TUTPIX,

Part Time
Light Office Cleaning

13.1011and Found

FOUND. Siomme Female 1possible recent rnoMed in Jewel

Fe1 Sol. hlt APO,

TRAVEL

f,:rif
Si 0

259.08 between I and 4 PM

Air Conditioning

ZboN:.;°a roof

CALL

PART TIME

255-7200 OR 296-6640

PART TIME
OR FULL TIME

Centex Industrial Pork

hassPogo

5Implopnent Agencies. Women

anew. Wipes

I

773-2020

14 Personals

lea

OD anion

HAMMER,
INC.

o'ro
PTTT8'FTT

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines
Mot

r

end Sca. 11
men

Reliable

cortege

ss

sedenr

22.Situalions Wanted -Women

want is someone thot
will work for Big St The
next step is up to you.

ad-

TED.

rtez=
CALL 298.5,4,

COOK
Sled 9 AM to fret

MANAGER

purch.s.

GRADS

ra

Avon coantenC3.

not as receptIonist for

ny. All company benefits plug 20. dleaunt on

392-1500 Ext. 211

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

WI EBOLDT'S

oge

MueiunIthinge...eornetS.IMmpete.druine.guiium...even hip things like pianos and organs...
ure in demand every dgy she yem..lust heallbe fley' ID not being playa in your home
doesn't mean they cant still mike bountiful
music! ind a happy new owner Sir she quiet
riDllitTlif instrument., in your home. How? Hs
letting the public know you have them for vale

in a Oily Want Ad.

irh

gl=

hour.

No

id

41?frtrir? este,.

`249.22B1, Fat 800

MAINTENANCE

WAHLQUIST

tgtr,,:gt1T.71.,17'

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

LEO'S
CL 3-7374
CUSTOM MORAN.

.go7":1rielncd

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR

BUSINESS PAgNS

so yoUve graduated...
what now?

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON

CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

9 5.

tg.Prir.reva

Carpentry by Horold Swenson
Work well both be proud of

fres& ear, by App..,

going. M Cot
k

u,Vew

for

SERVICE MANAGER

By Caney Dick

two envelopes when they are
opened and placed flat on the
table as in Figure 2. Spread glue

A wallet for boys, 10 herld important notes and papers, is today's fins -project. Completed, it
isshown in Figures 3 and 4.
Use two envelopes of identical
size. Cat the flap off one. Spread
glue on the entire inside surface
of the other Nap, Glue the two envelopes together as in Figure
with their open sides toward each

other, When the glue has dried
you Will s. that the envelopes
can be closed R&M,: covers of a

Over ore side of the cover and
with the envelopes open -side down on the table (again see Figure 2), place the Cover squarely
upon them.

STAIS, WINDOWS, ORCH.,
FC. RMS. ROOM ADD. ETC. FREE

M

Monday thin Friday 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M:

RESERVATION

lion is offered in Figure 3 where

book.
TheneXtstepistormake encore

AUTOMAT/C ELECTRIC

the owner's name has been pasted
on the cover after the Letters were

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

for the outside. Any plain paper
will do, but colored construction

clipped out of newspapers and

TOMORROW: Directions fo
making a wishbone cowbOyl

.z"tJ.LtrznIgzr

U19 -60.S0

Electrical Work

400 N. Wolf Rood

CONTRACTORS

te.
roo

0

Illinois Bell

nitryrudreTiVaggroi

the rearmen desk to most

Northlake,

ngernems, and se

hes,re

go.

TYPISTS
TRANSCRIBERS

39.880

QUALIFIED

DO, op.*,

FLELYIDGIAPT-VVW
addiRons,

Manage 4Hice. React

==auLeTe:
el
I

onto,..

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

END, Nwy. M.. Pron.

394.5660

RICK.S.CORATING

r"18-"esIi?geritro"

Do, E. ir,

4213-000

DECORATING

PERMANENT DOG RUNS.

CHAIN LINK FENC

Room Additions

Porch Rears

:AEN

,gt,

emerges. eell

'engtg,i1g17,5`,5:747

-

Eram,Lanarg
CALL 297-2266

NEED MORE ROOM?
.Room .Additions

Nee......BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

CL 9-0495

hg

a'rcr".

'8"27DV46 "'"'"

12.1="""
.1art',"

358-3172

anui it7c2

9116.8 k

289-1088

Masonry

ooskoiweo/
A

a
NI

82267.156

Floor Refinishing ,
.

campus corps

REVERS MASONRY
ALT YPESFREE ESTIMATES

l'1,1!.:5r="
p to

537.16264

chirnneys Repaired. Robot
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND
GRAy
827.4637

11
-

392-8333
Pets

Ad Floor Polishing Seremes

les economical -0.1s low.
Noma w.cleonedvellshed.

Do, Nmht 210. 1006

129.2286 Free est. anytime.

ATAIONY

BIRICtyp

MENeacRes

"r"i "6"1""r:n

116OCIIRS "P5

e

PretIrom.

'g1R7Ba7

KAMS ANIMAL SHELTER 02709 N.

400 N. Wall Road

Northlake, III.

PI.EASE CALL

Monday/hard :VAN

TO

5 PM

An Equal Opportunity Empfoyer

Ir "Sr

SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

PEOPLE.
ARE

FINDING

Satisfacti on guaranteed
Free estimates

0945

Post 6 Rail

IF MITEREST

.

R & M DECORATING

Lawn Mowers - Outboards.

283Kircho.d.Petetine

Stockade

Forei=tt

Decorators

Lawn Mower 6 MMI.131ke Prob.
,

Phone Npist. Company paid

E. Lindquist 439-070

GENfRAI TELFPHONE & EtECTRONICS

elventbaadl Wm/ he good dole -

REGISTERED

SECRETARIES

CALI. 562 1975

Lauritz Jensen

paired. On Anlb.rakee Ave. S. of
Euctilnloko Ave. next to Tollway
bridge. B24-6146

f

DICTAPHONE TYPISTS

"17`;51,55:

Per'XIMITrE RrglitN'O'rES
FULLY INSURED

Suburbon Small Engine

RUSTIL FENCING

Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

u irer= ryrhOns

Rai. town NininMance

le

Madero air

Hos irnmediare

WELDIN G AND GE NERAL RFRAIR

Interler aerior pawn°. eaPapering I. wake:ellen free

ENTERPRISES

1210352 If no am. 392.8763

WEST GARDEN CENT.

C"EONLgsK, XgtirpL

Monday shoe Friday 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

nditioned office.

Welding

RUSSELL

Aft Mae, oll seasons or voca-

Lawn Mower RePaire

Fencing

INTERVIEWING:

A,,,IW,EMAmnosmi,z

SECRETARIES

tttIettgItt.

wren

a TI

dentiel 6 commend°, 255.5105

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

ProsPect

23

Up

Lawn Cam
0004RATIVF

302.

Wallpapering

g

r1E2"j Icarelvr

White Collar Girls
Randhurst CenMr

CUSTOM uPHOLSTERMFree et,

428,5902

too lame o small 259,002e

ui
itdRieae.ly

In an

Mb. Paige
In Arlington Heights

outla.

FINANCING AVAIIABLE
FREE ESTIMATES. 296.11_

rounding., free fvevel aye-

S.D. Dimon

ea

STENOS

PI

417?1"8TE'',
kMERICAM UPHOLSRING

Sodding,

:t,:genn71.11327°-2617"'

Waltman Conan Co

2.12:1

11rXnping:14".un

g

, ri rah p.N lb

rt
too small. 253.47,2.

for

discuss

an especially attractive sugg.-

C

"ratr'VEgORular

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASS?.

$525 MO.

mimeo, hand our brochure:,

wish to put on the outside. These
can be applied with crayons, but

magazines.

TRAVEL

right. Comeonthanfll

INTERVIEWING:

e?s

College, A
Ishort.teren or long,

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience

Coll 298-16.16 or 827.61

Durevall contracting, hanging 6
taping. No job too large or too

TRAINEE

st"tlfOZ?tor?"aa'o!"tho
sgvCogo

Mr=1.1orIM

CAM,. 15,535e

117TSNrIt'rl'

Arlington His, III.
439-0923

Oradea.? A short

',ion,

'"'SrtgeS'Orl.cr

Econo/Quality

FULL BASEMENT
Installed In Your Crowl Steen.
HOUSES RAISED

656.9922

Punch Press Operator

u

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Upholstering

ESIIMATIES CA11398.27

(Top lob tip!)

Circuit Tenor Trainee
Teletype Repairman

to

PAINTING, DESORANNG

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

No shorthand

'SST!

Assembler
Machine Operator

pod

392,3850

SOD DEPOT

err

CARPENTER

ray qualify., one of the following:

the envelopes together again and

the pocket folder is completed,
except for any decorations you

F

Air -co d., dry

Material Handler
Plater's Helper
Inspector
Telephone Instalierlmlnee

COOK COUNTY

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

82,5E6

9
84,53/1

437-0800

Right melt vow Yam Pe deft !P.my mecca., and skills
- ond if you are may wpane
lime career - you

our .11

When the glue has dried, fold

etc.

SINCE 1946

Dispatcher
Pricing Clerk
Cost Clerk
Genetal Clerk
Bookkeeper
Tab Operator
Timekeeper

Big Yd. lod.115.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

einiSEKSFALui

ininnet8613 work

program.

paper Win in Ohs most Manatee,
Cilia piece exactly the size Of She

CL 5.3991

eig01,1.,,415.00

FMAT CARPENTER WORK

ELK GROVE

Draftsman Tisane

Interesting trips

g`,55;5t1t,iltt.

56 Service

NEW WAY PAINTING

Irld

ma'am., Teocner

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

airs,

vsmtvie,mea ono piee TO mote
prow. . ..ven awl. lifetime of

Production Expediter

GOOD PAY

Centex Encglive Plaza

zutoryour home or mine. Coll
after 7pre. xvvreeS

Secretary

Overhead Door Co.

PrIrrig:rde°,!,

that onef ... le*

All Positions 100% Free

PalitONN3L, Ina.

Tutoring
FRENCH

CONTACT MRS. D. KARAS

n, acv eMao,

If you're art. a mem

wire.

359.1459

POO Leet.'''''t'Plainit

i0°,

d

'fed awes sme

Pir.aarsja

"256,030

Fri"-f=trrgt:sEcttgi

EXPERT CARPENTER
CALL KEN AFTER 5 PM

298-2770

71,1

n

erve

9 AM.to 4 PM

CALL 394.0074

MOSKALA
DECORATI NG

U7,25 Mier O

299.1696

394..5

net

be caprao of warking

437-5161

RICH FERTILISED BLACK BOIL

ng. Reasonable prices. 3580013

Col otter SPM 392.8892

La Salle Personnel

If

h

DUMAN

To drive summer
chartered work.

Grove els. otic mon

Elk

<12.1tAss, STADION§

Seim Ent, rees.

255.2570

In W

11

Small congenial sales office in

.13,063

Tut kpointing

268 0S5.2

Expert dressmaking 6 alterations

tg.lAtiLt'

HUMUS
i STONE

TOP SOIL

POODLE GROOMING

to sblon ed by Gloda.

DRIVERS

No. 135
FREE ESTIMATES

leePerinS.alose3SEd 5.8

SAND

LINGERIE for the lady YOU ore,

SCHOOL BUS

OLSEN TUCKPOBTEING

CARE CENTER

Dressmaking -Sewing

sns

'14i'Ort.725313'4().

Young Hobby Club

392.32,

Building & Remodeling

rul:71

General Orlice....

BOYS!

mato. HE 76.4562

11f=d"Br:PPrrtr".?1V "r"r"
GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

FEMALE

EXP. SECTY.$120

WALLS,:;1_,,D,L,CtORS

Child Care

Meyer

"1lWew,5"

student, Call Jim for free es

g,.,:titggt1rtggIt,ggs

Johnny

a Equal oppappie enpe,

EXP=171=EINUTES

WINKELMAN'S

Coll

rAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

259-4000

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

HOUSE NEED PAINTING,

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

.g.110lohts
94
DuntATon
3-0880

HEIGHTS

C'i2:21;71

POCKET FOLDER FOR

529-6638

In

DES PLARJES

-

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Call 62743283

Dog Service

3530109600

N'artR56"="
P. mini:mime,

Interior, cabinet refinishing.

esilmoVoy

gIL,'Jgtrg,TN

243-1400

MEN

sZVICE

Tailoring

GET THE BEST

Boating

MT. PROSPECT
STATE BANK

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

Tile

ARL NTS,

.3
APPOINTMENT302922

FOR

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
3401.0 AND OAKTON

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"
ee

rotg,

"'°'"'

:5

ar

SENT

CONSTRUCTION
967-9742
593-720B

SoissanaL.

'EFcihl="7.7:

COMPANY

E.eIIent oPPormnity for a per.

orr 130pm. CL3.3721

7H"UCKJONES LANDSCAPING

PROTECTOSEAL

Xasont

tirr;I:rs"oPrOaretrn??61

st.., references. Karl pingel

roll

HOSPITAL

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

529 MI

Bicycles & Repairs

HOLY FAMILY

Al= Aye.

AINTING.1NT.. EXT. low prices,

'Auto Service

Insurance
Agency

to join us inane new Bensenville plant.

BIEN F' FRANKLIN'

Sump Pump

153.660/

7,11,°M,fr=g
OOAll

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

RN's & LPN's

development of standard dote with watch and
board in machinery and sheet metal operations,

Assist
Veterinarian
$135 Week

Free Estimates mp
359-4113

HOUSE PAINTING

ROSELLE DODGE
sci,aumburg

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPT.

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
27.20

per

FrrVIWr'1"..176.

ENGINEERS

DOROTHY SC1'5'57)4,792'261, Ext. 211

Sewer & Septic Work

ingsmeekeeds.

CEMENT WORK

Energetic Time Study Engineers, experienced in
ve,

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR

EXPERT BODY WORK

""r"CONTAATMLFIECHT

Wirg'dle'r

care products.p 227r627,

COMPLETE

297.3535, 7215 W. To

wane

Horns te4
Things

13

temporary of I ice porsonne

Sheet Metal Work

Sower and water line.

Auto Body Repair

For appl. call. 3S9-02.

253-2340

th

ark by Vito Pelagto.

t
ex.

Pe

"VazagY`^'"

GROUNDSKEEPER

vt,r;z=

965.7070

5B3.5147

Vona Beauty Counselor Fans 4

complete!

Suburban Nail Bonk Bldg.

WORK. CALL 292.x635

ED.S QUALIPI PAINT SFR.
Ba1.0736

FIGHT DAMP
home1p

to at NI etf Ily

Exte op

WORK GUARANI... GUTTER

D 8 J CONTRACTORS

COLLEGE 8 HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS

You

BLE

5:13

EXCELLENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.

UNIFORMS AND LUNCH FURNISHED.
MERCHANDISE DISCOUNT.

800 E. NW Hwy., Pala.

liCTOFPNragaRS ALL

ANON/ED./DS Co11027 2947

chiefs°.

AplelvPeron4elDovvrtalter 10.

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR

eg

TITZEt".1"CT.TEUVIT

ILIalma
?Or= 1:;1"F"PrrR7Gr

TIME STUDY
ACCOUNTANTS

,11PCI=Tf1f1..

Home Mom

I1i'gF;2Hamear

Ready,

SE?

Roofing

JOBVNG MCEILAS._

d

CAFETERIA CASHIER
S2 25 PER HOUR TO START

McENEELY PLUG. CO.

r.

H

MI Office SkilLongls

R7:4,TEit1:47'

AVA

"^d'AVP:ggen-

Be A Blair Tempo
This Summed
Short or

Veto

co,StilEgliFEL,
Art Services

WIEBOLDT'S

Pointing 8 Decorating

4.4716 alb

Murals

TRAINEE $125 WK

""'"'e
Excellent

Fre. by Appointmentaines

ork

W lk

CADY-

A NEW YOU, Try it on for an

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

-

23,Employment Agencies -Men

Pl

Pm,

bct.1.13

Plumbing

593-7208

1,0021E CONCRETE

V".°07' dtnes

FINANCI

SHOE DEPARTMENT

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

r Prop°

956-1430

lAim Mae.

299-5571

gl1111.571Z

3,0-5660

4

53743866

CLEAN MG

WELDER

oso Los SI.

623-969

For Wig Salon

kde7,

Pereonel oepanent
437-8500
HERST ALLEN CO.

0 Ergirg.7=Lt

NUMBING HEATING. Rodeltng

DAY OR NUE

rte

w

NO EH

e2,5 0

JOE ORTMAN

l

ading ma .. 37, hour

Tablent7LOC:1"

FREE ESTIMATES

t:id71;!d2'21711TOEIVrrqad.

vo, 296-7209

298-2770

°

Arl HIs.Apt. 315. Coll 437 8673

24 -Help Rental Men

510,000+ Car, Bonus

299.40
Coll, a7.2,5

ROBERTS CONCRETE

Home Improvement

243-1400

RECENT COLLEGE

Cement

dLL'47 P

COMPANY

newe 6 reliable. On last iob 10

WAXED, SNOW

CALLS ACCEPTED .

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Alterations and general myring
_

$650-750 MO.

vra,7,°,:re .1de:1:Zaps

I

r"A".

SECRETARY

PROTECTOSEAL

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

35

"hiPd"F"ler.

6

NANCE.

BEAUTICIANS
avral.l. di

en getting You a job.

h

'1Ittia11151T°

.

241nAhlg07411"a"1"12',

Apply Employment Office 1,1111 floor

720 5. MICHIGAN. CHICAGO

Cot ..hei some liold

Spec,olty

PRI-

WALLS

Is eon uorie.

GENERAL OFFICE

Light Weight?

IVO,

1-1

onti...01;:= Rolm

err

ARE YOU A

L'L°nnu

DAN KRY171r"r" Re""r''2,3 3622

PLOWING, LAWN MAIN.

HARCZAKS

296-1071

:atrervre"o7krte

Alterations

STRIPPED

l'TrOXA?I'Olj..CLC3r,r

EXECUTIVE

roll

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

WINDOWS WASHED

253-6900

Bensenville.

Call Bob Van.

lu

CLEANING LADY WANTED 1 DAY

Girl to prepare lime cards for accounting deportment Figure work involves clerical calculations of bonus rates using calculator. Light
'Vying and good figure aptitude required. Must
have own tranaperlation to brand new plant in

I

CUSTOMELO-Seamies

BY RAY PETERSON

Small mitt

greet

In ph. Period.

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

M

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Service
FULL MAINTENANCE
RESTAURANTS
OFFICES

Gutters

for Pediatrician's office

TIME KEEPER

$10,000 to $15,000 Plus?
Then why not call me. All

Accounting

Brad's Maintenance

YOUR CHAIRS

Eagle's Aerie,
B48-9016

as.

2=9=1"138.1

PAYROLL

Are' you willing ta put
forth the effort to earn

CANE.

Scans. 52,1754

hoboes & assoc.

will

;HELP

HOME TYPING W

jil°oyerleo, c:atf12

Ggpoi typinp

R581 670"

It's"e'dreZintrorfe'd
Williams
3916817

Ned

answer phone,

duties

100W. NorlDwa

Plastering

Maintenance

Fumit are Refinishing

GIRL FRIDAY

RN or EAR/.

INFEEilimm
weekends.. 3168

Carpet Cleaning

2fiftelp Wanted Women

@ Illinois Bell

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

65

g.=°,1,;5555",5551'.

Piano Tuning Services

weie ewer. 6 etc. Working

r?.)

CUSTOMER SERVICE
RECEPTIONIST

a.. 0PITPiTim8F

522.1211

pooZracoOTICZn'oneus

394.0880

public contact

IECUTLER -

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Rental plan. 392-8750

Masonry

flee

CLERK -- TYPIST

Wille, Inc.

Floor Refinishing

penenohl young wen.

Walk and perform Ron of.
lac exoedoem Over DI one.
Virgin, Smith, V.1.54155

an equal opporlunay employer

Building & Remodeling

RECEPTIONIST

a to

es.

259-7300

]1 r"'"
drys

NPMg

'Z-'2rafr

Arknoton 11,011.1.

MIRO Viudal MGM

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

el by

5125 WEEK

igrtg

.11

S9r

boles
Ord
VVg;
pommo omen,

COMPANY

Coll for details
LOST: Female co, multi -colored,

r.

l

RCA SERVICE

Va,tnrgraltr

Irwin

N000

arning:f bat year.

d company yy

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

$500-560

Attn: Salesmen

gr.

to 5:301,M. Mr. McFadden.

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

113,11LE Wed tor

SALES ORDER
CLERK

iNgittln

your community... CALL ONE NOW!

311 5 Arlington.... Rood

FOUND,' 5
1,1 ck and him
kinen. Prospect High Schaal
,ofoo. 253.3996

'.".a'

Des Plain

eTVaggT:=1,1',

31I BUILDING

593.5953

T.

. now pee.

940Ley D.

B

Pam II

HMO Wanted term

SECRETARY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

La Salle Personnel

-z155tr'

CAL I. ri3OR=N FOR

BUSINESSMENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

8U,Slittett3 Sal vie Dirteo

Cg.

ioToll PeT:f

need

aggressive individuals

1611elp Wanted Timm

e"t:rtl:or7iZerpe:g

rael7C?ngCL'afx

Per mo. All in office, No clorm

In-

sulated Siding. If interested Call Mr. Moore.

,amen

DRIVER

$550 s CAR

Earnings from MO - 11200

hip + the n

Monday Jum 8 070

S600.00-

SUMMER WORK

SALESMAN INSIDE
needs mon
NATIONAL conc

00 YOU KNOW DP,

Bibb Sec. PERSONNEL

STUDENTS

teed 1, paremz;n1.

"rdnt:11rnrargr3";"

HELP
Vinyl Aluminum

goys wonted each afternoon
Saturday, age 12 to 16. Guar.

BOYS 12 to 15

15Empbyment Agendas. Women

24Belp Wanted Men

24.110 Wanted Men

2 -I -Help Wanted Men

FULL TIME
our executive office for
girls with secretarial experience. Strong dere.'
and figure aptitude.
Light shorthand and
good

HAPPINESS
RI6r1-ti

HERE

IN TNT

Dap

NURSE

Immediate openings in

typing

skills

re-

Moder. eflieci Wiley requires services of R.N. in Medical Services Department. 371/2 hoer week, Excellent company benefits. Reunire at Mast 2 years
experie6se.

Contact our Empleyment Depanment tor late/View.

quired. Excellent fringe
benefits.

Fl 5-0500 EXT. 594
OFFICE PERSONNEL
DEPT.

JEWEL

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

FOOD STORES
1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

Kranigii3Colril=ittlIte
5,,Uol Oymavnle Meta.,

oi

Telephone13121529-7700

BOOM

0

Monday, June, 8, 1970

Page 14

26 Halp Wanted Woman

' 26 Help Wanted Woman

112Autemttlias For Sfa

102Trucits,Trellors

321',1Iscellanaous Morchandlso

26 Help Wanted Woman

-1

4'

261Iolp Wanted Women

Baby sitter wanted. 5 to 6 days a

264131p Vicntcd Woman

week, 7 AM to 5 PM. $25.30.
392.3160 aft. 6 PM.

EXC. SALARY

GENERAL OFFICE

Process orders, reception-

ist, typing and filing.
Great Hospitalization
plan with 2 weeks paid
vacation 1st year.

Interesting

position

In

CALL MRS. YAMICH
or 647-0016

437-3530
Call Mr. Sanford

Excellent opportunity for the all-around office girl in our

o ry..Dpickor,PnL.2.3,2,Ar I. Hts.

suburban sales office. Duties Include: various office, clerical &
phone assignments. Typing ability a must. Good starting salary
& fringe benefits with an excellent future for the right candidate.

to 4:30 - 5 days a week.

1945 Elk Grove

HOusekeoper. Top salary. Bono.
fits. Must love children. Write

small

congenial office. Hours: 8:30

Sanford Chemical Co.

GENERAL OFFICE

;

647-0015

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

RIEul,i Eta '-Nv
yd. DoLUXE PLUSH $3.95 so.

Day or Night

31 -Rummage &GarageSale

Ca130 nous:

$460

117 S. Emerson

Mt. Prospect 253-6600

GAR. SALE: Dishes, clothes,
books, misc. June 11 & 12. 122 W.
Suffield, Arl. Hts. (Berkley Sq.)

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Two sales executives have a need for one secretary to work in

Naborhood Sale. June 10-11, 9
to 3. 1602 W. Concord, Ad. Hts.
Greenbrier. Fum., sporting goods

R Eta BONS CO.
DES PLAINES

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

1

clothes, sun lamps, much misc.

Naborhood Sale: sliding glass
doors; typewriter; chairs; mowers; huge fan; trees; misc. June
9-10, 10am-3pm, 1215 N. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

2 Gigantic Sales
124 & 131 Cypress Dr. Pr. Hts.
June 12, 13, 14. 9 to 5
Sample fabrics, Turn. Misc.
1 blk. North Camp McDonald Rd.
I blk. West of Lee

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Modern facility located in Des Plaines has interesting work for

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

© WIRING 8 SOLDERING

South Bend Mill and bench lathe
9". Loaded with tooling
827,1326 aft 6 pm

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Carpet Aqua, one piece 12x24
and 11x6. 2 yrs. old. Like new.
Call after 6 PM 299-3487

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Folding legs - $100
537-8382

PHONE 297-5320

N®
OTT

TELECOMMICATIONS
DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
2000 S. Wolf Rd.

Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

mailer $795. 837-8012.

extras, eng/trans-new. Over
$550 in it. Asking $350. Call Jim

14' Lone Star, 30 H.P. Johnson,

259-9321

1968 GT Ford Torrino, less than
10,000 miles, auto., P/S, see btw

w/2 Tanks, 3,000 lb. capa., tilt
Rebel Mark II Sail boat //2572.
Customized for racing. Price inc.
Exc. cond. $1800. 359-2655

20' Old Town cruiser, 1969 100
h.p. Johnson, mint, extras & ex-

394.3618

Male student 22, needs room for
the summer. Arl. Hts. area.
CL 3-9131

yr. Arl Hts. Del.

bdrm.
loc. in Brandenberry Pk.
A/C., pool. $190 mo. 259-8246
1

I

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

MOUNT PROSPECT

Wanted: mature clean living lady

Timberlake Village

lady to share 2 bedrm apt. nr.
74 -To Rent Apartments
SUBLET

bedroom

2

tras. Low $30's. 392-6056 for appointment.

ranchette

299-6708

ing space in this lovely 5 rm.
gar.

(1/4 mile W. of Rte 83 ...
Between Dempster & Golf)

avail Mimed. 724-0168

landscaping,

Financing avail.
438-8748

SCHAUMBURG: 1 yr. old, 3 bdrm,

laundry rms, carpet, drapes,
built-in appl's, many extras. Assumable mtge. Fast possession.

tillestgate Ap2s.
New Elegant Elevator Bldg.

Mt. Pros. Birchwood Ter. Apts.
bedrm, pool, court yd, tennis ct.
Avail 7-1. 593.7167 aft 5.

OWNER. 529-8647.

1

FULLY CARPETED

I AND 2 BEDROOMS

util. July 1. 824-6219

Del. 2 bdrm. Htd. apt. Stove, re frig. inc. $185 mo. Mannheim
Touhy loc. No pets. UN 7-4537

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Lot in Arlington Heights.
426 S. Evergreen.
Call CL 5-4153

perfect $1,050. 392-7176
42 -Wanted To Buy

1,

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Large or small.
Gold
274-5300

Mr.

LAND INVESTMENT
Water front homesites.
Zoned single, family
and multiple.

Suburban Board of Realtors

bedrm., walk to train, Call after
6:30 pm. 392.7398

1 bdrm. modern apt. Avail.
July I. Nr. shopping. Elec. heat.
Pal.

Call eves. 676.3724

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

280 N. Westgate

Wanted: camping tent at least

.537-6773 after 6 PM.

9X12 or lrgr, w/stove, Irg cooler,
cots, screened dining tent.

1968 El Camino V8. 4 spd. P/T.

GET OUT OF
THE RAIN

Air shocks. R/H, low mi. W/W

297-3495.

tires. $1800. Call 392-9277

AND INTO

rafter 6pm 827-7311

1968 Ford Fairlane "500", 2-dr.,
hard top, fact. air, P/S, clean,

ONE OF OUR
FINE CARS!!!

5 puppies, Mother terrier, Father

$1575 or best offer 358-0094.

beagle, 6 weeks. 4 M;

BONUS7rMs 0f0TORS ha

'69 Javelin, like new, dark green,
vinyl top, stereo, $2500.

92 -Vacation Places

Adjacent to Mt. Pros. Shopping
Plaza...1 blk E. of Rand (Rte 12)
on Central to Westgate & I blk
-N. on Westgate.

ming pool & recreation Bldg.
mo. Avail.
359-4467

Aug.

1st

touniofilyiL10°
COMPUTE

225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village

'

I & 2 BR Apts - Reasonable
rentals include appliances,
cooking & heating gas, and
Swimming Pool. Convenien.
to train. Phone: 392-2772.

'66 GTO, full power, air condi-

Creative stitchery. Wall hangings. June Special. 4 lessons $6.
529-7580

88" sofa w/mtchg. chr., $60. Sm.
din. set, $10. Childs tble set $7

dren 827-4674
Scotties, 7 wks. AKC. Black beauties. $75 - $100. Call
259-8325

Min. Dachshund, 7 months, fe-

includes clippers,
sell -allergy. 894-6627

AFTER 5 PM

AI ME VAIIET RESOU

CALL 439-8020

'.

5000 B.T.U. Amana room air conditioner, good condition. $50.
259.9265

Small Refrigerator. Good condition. $35. Call 827-7806 after 4

36" stainless steel range hood,
21" self propelled lawn mower.

3 BDRMS.

Des Plaines or Pk. Ridge area,

SULiftilER VACATION SPECIAL!
r

WANT TO RENT: Computer exec-

FREE GOLF, SWIMMING,
SAUNAS, NEW TENNIS

iiiii *,

utive on temporary assignment
desires room in private home.
Call Mr. Sharp, Room 265, VE

827-8683). See Resident Mgr.
West/Milw. & 2 blks So./Golf.

a

-- COURT TROUT FISHING
(Stocked Pond)

5.4000
86 -Real Estate -Houses

$160

Immediately Available. Carpet and all Appliances
included.

Buffalo Gr. 4 bdrm Cedar Shake
2 story Col., cul-de-sac, fully
loaded. $47,500. 537-8985

.

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Des Pins, By Owner, 3 or 4 bdrm

Call for Appointment
358.7844

home, 11/2 ba, bsmnt, rec. rm.,
.fnd yd. $31,200 296-3901

.4 bdrm., 13rk. ranch, 11/2 car attach gar., V2 acre lot, 11/2 births,
full bsmt, $37,500. 529-6992.

MT. PROSPECT

Randwood Apartments'
Nr. Randhurst: Elegant 1 & 2
Bdrm. Apts in Elevator Bldg.

Des

AIR CONDITIONED ..

9. 5 30

259-1350

by owner, 3 bedrm

tri-level, att. gar. Nr. good
schools. $32,500. Low down payment possible. 824-1680.

FULLY CARPETED

SWIMMING POOL
Models Open Daily 10.6
500 Dogwood Lane, Mt. Prosp.
(1/2 blk W. of Wheeling Rd.
' Betwn. Euclid & Kensington)

PI.

,

Arl. Hts. 3 bdrm. ranch. Dry basement. Large rec. rm. Vacuum system. Good loc. $31,500. CL
5-2220

European plan room rates $16.00 per couple per night or

GE washer and electric dryer,
very good condition. $50 each.
2,9,5109

Girl's clothing, size 10, very good
cond., summer & winter, reasonable. 255.1093

Impala $150; elec skillet,

$5.

359-6095

5000 BTU window air cond., $45.
Boys Schwinn 26" bike, $15. 300
unpainted pickets, 15c ea. Wahl
dog clipper, $5. a 9-0362

.272-0622 Aft. 5:30 PM.
Auction. July 3 & 4.
Mt. Prospect Lions Club

Donations appreciated.
255-2500 or 255.7519 aft.6 PM
Colonial

Cross-Buck&

ffm512inia"tioFtolg

American plan as low as $19.50 per person per day. Special
rates for children under 8. Special rates for 3rd or 4th occupancy. Horseback riding, mini -bikes, Color TV in room, if

doors. $29.95 ea. Only 11 doors
left. Close-outll
puffy -Evans
CL 5-7141

CONVENTION FACILITIES TO SERVE 20 TO 200

Moving to new home & would
like to sell following items: air

desired.

EAST TROY 624-7374 MILWAUKEE 933-4181
CHICAGO 263-5884
2 hour drive north of Chicago. Take 194 to Wisc. 11 - North on
G to East Troy, 15 West, town line road, watch for signs.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

98 -Mobile Homes

Roll. Mdws. 2 bdrm. ranch. Exc.

'65 Mt. Vernon 2 bedrm mobile

cond. Must see to apprec.. By

home wall to wall carpet new

owner.

furnace air cond. 299-6826-0E1

60
-$00.259-8460-

-

Arl. Hts. 4 bedrm. tri-level. 21/2
baths. Panelled family room.
Basement. 2 car garage. Near
school, park, pool. $48,500.
259-7283
ri

4,

male $75, female $100. Paper
trained. 537-2894
SCHNAUZER, AKC, Shots, mole, 8
months old. $90. After 6pm.
537.8425

6pm
1968

2

bdrm

12'x60', see

mobile

anytime

home,

btw.
5pm-8pm. 593-6384 if no answer
call 485-0453

cond'er, 18,000 BTU, $190; couch

& chair,

$75;

like new dish-

washer (portable) $125; color TV
(RCA combo) $650; older walnut
desk, large, $75; Call after 6pm.
437-8344

New Surplus Store
BARGAINS!I1
Gov't. .& Factory Surplus
Open 7 days, 9 to 6
Delane Surplus Supply Co.
2815 Old Higgins Rd., Elk
Grove. 300 ft. s. from
Tou hy Ave. & Elmhurst pd.

dr., V-8,
gold a, white

$695
$695

radio,

$495

'59 Fiat Roadster
Red, the low priced
car for you

1966 Triumph convertible Spit

1967 Chovy Pick -Up

$495

Fire IV. Excellent
$1000. 296-2660.

condition.

'55 Chevy 2 dr. HT Bel Aire, very
clean -$275. Cam & racing parts
for 327. 259-2950
1966 MOB. Very good condition,
$1400. Call
253-1282

t/2 tab, 8 ft. box, V-8,
red & sharp. See itl
$1495

storage boxes

1969 VW square back, radio,

1961 Chevrolet
Belair. Good condition $50.
394-4176

358.9233

WE WILL BUY YOUR
CLEAN CAR

BONUS MOTORS
600 E. N.W. Hwy. Dos Plainos

'64 Rambler Station Wagon, 6

TAU

cylinder, auto. trans., luggage
rack. 392-8065.

OFF

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Call aft. 5, 824-8306

Gas range w/griddle; gas dryer.
Excellent condition. Moving.
894-9307

2 mo old Country English fern., to

sell: assorted living rm., dining
rm, den pcs. CL 3-8062

CA HMG
40% - 60%

'68 GTO, yellow w/block, buckets, 3-sp auto, P/S, P/B, stereo
tope, 350 hp. Dave. 253-3636

1967 Thunderbird Landau, full
power, all possible equipment,

E -B

'69 Grand

RALLEY SPORT

Prix, air-cond., all
power, accessy's, tilt wheel, vinyl
top, exc. tires 437-7236

'67 Camaro RS, V-8, buckets,
console, stick, new clUtch, exc.
eng. & body. Aft. 5 394.5124

'67 MG Midget convert.,

exc.

000000000(
'67 LTD
4 Dr. HT, Dark Blue, air cond.
Full power.

9 695
'65 FORD -

GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. HT, Black and White.

$995
'67 OLDS
CUTLASS
4 Dr. HT, fact. air cond. Just
the right car for your summer
driving pleasure.

'65 Mustang
Convertible

whitewalls.

$1195
Fun car, beautiful condition.
ROADSTER

'67 BUICK
WILDCAT

mile., 383, 4 spd., A/C, P/S, P/B,
Exc. cond. $795 255.0092 after 6

'67 Olds Cutlass Supreme V8, 4
spd., bucket seats, like new tires,
exc. cond. $1475 or best offer.

824-2175

'67 PONTIAC
CATAUNA

$1395

2 door hardtop, automatic,

358.5725

age. Call between 4:30 - 7 PM.
253.2245. $1500

3 pc blue sparkled Drum Set $50,
throne included

er.

'65 MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLE

$895
6 automatic, power steering,
radio.

'65 T -BIRD

LANDAU
$1395
Automatic, power steering,
power brakes, power win-

dows, factory air. This luxury
automobile has everything
you could ask fort

Radio & heater. SHARP.
'64 CORVETTE

$2195
Midnite blue, 4 speed, radio,
whitewalls.

w/case $1101 El Rey, CL 3.0180.

CONN ORGAN,
Mahogany finish. Like new.
392.9209

'64 PONTIAC
WAGON

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CARL
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Upright piano with lovely wood
carving. Fin. old mahogany. $150
or best offer. 392.2279

Norma 6 pc. drum set, 4 drums,

18" Paiste cymbal, 14" Paiste
Hi -hat, new foot pedal, $200 or
best offer. Call Mike,

BARRINGTON

253-5745.

IMPORT MOTORS

drum, case &

stand, new head 140; Ludwig
17" med. cymbal wistand $30.

V26 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

both in excellent cond. 437-9236

381-0899

66 -Business OpportunIties

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
BEAUTY SHOP FOR RENT
.

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

$795
'65 FORD
4 door, 6 cyl., auto. trans.,

$695
'65 FAIRLANE

$495
.'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

'68 FORD GAIMIE

2 dr., hdtp., v-8 automatic,

Specialll New Gretsch classic
guitar $137.50. Univox bass

tires, radio, heater.

'66 GRAND PRIX
$1295
Air, auto., power steering,

'65 CHEVY MAIU3U...4995

299-6878

V-8 automatic transmission,
power steering, whitewall

White, full
heater.

brakes, radio, whitewalls.

'66 MUSTANG GT
$995
4 speed, graduation gift.

1968 MUSTANG. Blue, radio,
heater, 6 cyl., 3 speed, low mile-

$895
'65 FORD SQUIRE

power steering, power

power brakes, radio & heat-

Pontiac Catalina Convert.
P/S, P/B, NT. Rebuilt trans. Like
new tires. Needs little body work.

55 -Musical Instruments

extras and ready to got

437.3451 or CL 3.9668.

'65

48 -Sporting Goods

'66 LTD
4 door hardtop, with full factory equipment. This car hos
everything. Come in and test

2 door, radio, stick, blue.

$1595
2 door hardtop, loaded with

'69 Olds Cutlass, 4-dr., hard top,
fully equipped, exceptionally low
mileage, like new. PRICED TO
SELL! 827-5939.

Distributor

$895

blue.

'67 ALPINE

Tues. & Wed. 397-7590.

'65 Plymouth Sport Fury, low

Full factory equipment.

$2095

Red, big 350 engine, 4 speed,
cord top, radio, heater,

cond. Best offer. Aft. 6 or all day
1963 Oldsmobile Holiday 2 door.
Very good condition, $350.
392-9209

TOON

Tilt wheel, power quick steering, power disc brakes.
'68 CAMARO

0
0

drive this car today.

'69 CAMARO Z28 ....$2595

very low miles $1650. 827-0206

6. 24 hour Phone Service.

846 S. Elmhurst Rd.,
Das Plaines,111. 439-9906

VILE

best offer. 394-4233 aft 5.

1. Closing out stock

Ludwig snare

SURRIIER

air cond., full power. $2700 or

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in your
home at no obligation.
5. Cash or Terms available.

Camping trailer, Puma, sleeps 7
heater, stove, sink, ice box, storage, new spare, $600 firm,
255-2515 after 6pm.

TO

'69 Chevy Caprice coupe, stereo,

Brand new carpeting made for

3 pc. double bedroom set, mahogany, good condition. $175.

Low Price!

9 595

Airdales. AKC. 6 wks. top blood
line. 5 male, 3 female. No shed.
Healthy & affectionate. $125.

Misc. household furnishings,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, din.ing rm. set 882-3848.

0

259.1435 or 882.3872 aft. 5:30.

1959 4 door Ford.
Needs work. Best offer.
827-3075 aft. 5.

sr:hti0

window defogger.
Ask for
Norwood's

296-6127

'64 Dodge "330", 4 -door, good
condition. Asking $400 as is.

392-2189

HT, #1125, auto.0

Ccoevers: body side mIdg.0

$1095g

sacrifice 2 black min.
poodles & 2 collies, AKC, very
reasonable. 537-0797, 537-4743

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr

Dr.

00000000000000000

stereo tape, exc. cond., Must sell,
only $1950.437-3377

0

Example:

2 '69 Galattie 500 0

0000000000000000,

oo ° 1965 Chevy Pick -Up 0
o utility body, beige in
0 color, sot -up for
0
0 plumber, carpenter,
0
etc. Ladder hooks, 10
0

0
0
0.

10 IN STOCK 0

0

VISIT OUR TRUCK DEPARTMENT

Poodles. AKC. Tiny toy puppies.
Also toy stud service. All colors.

296-7529

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

One Bedr. Apartments

Tiny toy Poodles, chocolate, AKC,

$995

'less than

tioning, vinyl top, good condition.
824-9696

long walnut coffee table.

Blk. formica dinette set. G.E. Re.
frig. 2 bxs. acoustical tile, 88 sq.
ft. New Corey knife sharpener.

1

man. Call aft. 5, 824-8306

patio, ranchettes: INSPECT TODAY, 9471 G. SUMAC. (Phone:

Two kittens 4 months old. Free to
a good home. All accessories
incld. 259-7195

Pair of walnut end tables and

chrs. 259-5190

(12 Miles northwest of Lake Geneva, Wisconsin)

bedrm. apt. for elderly gentle.

The comfort & convenience of
one flr. living, your own yard &

Cropped wormed, shots.489-0340

358-0782

Drexel chrs. 2 section sofa,
100". 2 lamp tbles. 4 lamps. 63"
china cab. 56" din. tble., 6 uphl.

Box 615, East Troy, Wisconsin, 53210

82 -Wanted to Rent

Golf Mill Area

3 mons. Salt & pepper,

Moving -must sell Whirlpool auto.

2

For a vocation that's near - yet away from home.

603 E. PROSPECT AVE.

must

Min. Schnauzers, AKC, champ
line,

358-5725

Must

Zenith AM -FM Stereo console &
mtchg. B&W TV. 7 Ft. floral sofa.
2 gold velvet occasional chairs.
392-9365 aft. 3 PM or weekends.

437-2256

92 -Vacation Places

i block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

.

0
0
0

Black male min., poodle, 5 yrs.,

Blue drapes 95x110" $15; new
guitar, complete, $10; '63 Chevy

Desirable lake shore frontage
on 900+ acre spring -fed lake.
Parcels to be at least 5 acres
with 100 ft. frontage. All water
sports + all winter sports. Easily available - 21/2 hrs. on Freeway in heart of Wisconsin
vacationland.

Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?

MI. PROSPECT

Timberlane

LAKE LOTS

Contact Him Today

80 -To Rent Office Space

F.,

(9, 12):ERD

4

537-5751

NOIJIRESIsSUIURRAi

1

s

0 0 0 000 00 0 4

'64 Rambler

Houseful of furniture, dishes, appliances, toys, clothing.

0 mortgage money?
253-6300

Roll. Mdws. Sublet. Spacious 2
bdrm. opt. Playground, swim-

DES PLAINES

The Branigar Organization.

o a new home?

L;c_

'68 Buick Riviera. P/S, P/B, A/C,
A/T. Very very clean.

o investments?

Des Pl. 3 bedrm tri-level duplex,
carpeted, stove, refrig., $235 mo.

$185

894-4560

parts. 259.1435 or 882-3872.

male, Black and tan, AKC $60
299-6396

CAMPER FOR RENT.

MOVING - must sell, riding mower; sm. refrig., misc. furniture;
Reasonable 529.2400

For Additional
Information Call:

All -Runt All need work on or

253-7958 before 2 PM.

Motorola FM stereo radio & hi-fi,
good cond. $75; 7 ft. pool table
$25. 437-5147 aft 5pm

Human hair wig & case, reddish
$25; Cabinet Singer sewing machine, best offer. 437.2144

Southern Florida

A member of the Northwest

Swimming Pool
Recreation Room
Private Lake
Air Conditioned

'64 Mercury 2 dr. stick. Good
cond. One Owner. $400. Call

017:te'r 'flsrtyr raol lost;

Rayetie Beauty shop hair dryer &
chair. $45 or best offer.
824-4750, after 5pm.

REALTOR

PLUS:

1

Buick '68, 2-dr., HT, blk, spotless,
1 owner, loaded w/extras. Priced
to sell. 537-8985.

CASH

'64 Ford Galaxie "500" w/390
C.I., Auto. trans. '58 Chevy, 348
C.I., turbo glide, 3 deuces, fuel
blocks, of fenhauser alum.
valve covers - more. '52 Chevy
Pick-up runs. All 3 for $125 or
$50 each. You take away.

1/4...12

offer. 894-5370 oft. 5.

90 -Investment Property

can solve your

Mt. Prospect, sublet July

in exc. cond., V8, 3 spd., runs

Pm.

2 dr., 6 auto., radio,
white, Like new

washer; twin beds camp., best

Your
Professional

Unique Floor Plan Offers:
Cheerful Kitch. w/window
Blt-in Breakfast Bar
Extra Spacious Rooms
Ldry & Lockers ea./Fir.
Complete Privacy/Sccur.
Huge Private Balconies

DES PLAINES, Deluxe 1 & 2 bdrm

opts. near downtown area. Incl.

'66 Mustang convert., body & top

P.M.

gar., central air, main fir tam. &

MT. PROSPECT

includ. refrig, stove, carpet., util.,
A/C occ. July I, $195. 297-8051

775-5336

$4000 Down

$23,500

2 bath ranch, bsmt, 2 car att.

Des Plaines, 2 bdrm. 2 yr old,

Just starting construction
Buy now for choice apts.

redwood fenced yd., 2 car att.

1444 S. Busse Rd., Mt. Prosp.

1

Beautiful

ranch.

Call 439-4100

Buffalo Grove, sublease
bedrm, carpeted, balcony, pool

FULL PRICE $22,900

or best offer. 359-2524 after 6

exc. cond. 392.5782.

'65 Chevy

359-5203

2 Bedrm. Condominiums

MUSTANG '67 Sprint, hdtop,
stick, radio, W/W, fact. warranty,

'64 Bonneville hdtop, V8, P/S,
P/B, vinyl top, $600 or best offer.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255-1107
FL 9-3200

NEW DE LUXE

Perfect starter home. Lots of liv-

RECREATION ROOM
SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURT

with yard and central air. Call

Des Plaines/3 Blocks from Town

21/2 car gar. & many more ex-

One Bedrm Apts from $176
Deluxe Facilities Include:
AIR CONDITIONING

Randhurst. 259-6438, 657-2223

Arl. Hts. Newly decorated, beautifully landscaped 7 room Colonial ranch. Built-ins, dishwasher,

Schiller Pk. area. 678.8090

'68 Limited Production, 427 cu. in
Mustang GT, with ram air, & high
rise moli quad, mint cond., $2750

'64 Buick Special
2ddr.,
Radio .

81 -Condominiums

with attch'd. workshop. Stove. Air
cond.
Patio with gas
grill.
$25,900. 537-4457

Sub.
Best

VOLKSWAGEN, excellent
condition, $350 or best offer.
253-6043

CL 3-0445

$25. CL 5.1359

$225 mo. 298-3268

answer call 485-0453

1961

'65 Chev SS, low mileage, excel!.
cond. BEST OFFER. Aft. 5 pm. call
253.1570.

Colonial Breakfast nook with 2
extra chairs, $100. Refrigerator,

I bdrm opt. Condominium, grnd.
fir., court side, lots of extras.

5pm-8pm, Coll 593-6384, if no

112 -Automobiles For Sate

trailor $425 - Phone 837-3936.

fawn, AKC, excellent with chil-

Evergreens, trees, shrubs, $1.00
to $3.98 ea. Thousands to choose
from. Faith Nursery, t/2 mile west
of Gary Ave. on North Ave.
Wheaton

Wheeling. 3 bdrm. brick ranch.
Corner lot. Heated 2 car garage

air cond.,
I owner,

Great Dane, female, 3 yr old

200 panels, 4x8 3/16" $3.40 ea.
200 panels, 4x7 3/16" $3.10 ea.
Slightly irregular brown tones.
DuffyEvans. CL 5-7141

2 bdrm. Deluxe apt., carpeted,
air-cond., appliances, July 1st,

1968 FORD,

P/S, P/B, snow tires,
It 595. 439-2525

$50,

Mt. Prospect room - lady - privi-1
leges. Call after 7 p.m.

after 8 p.m. 394-3149

827.3075, aft. 5.

equipped. 439.5114

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1969 VOLVO, 2 door. Impeccable condition, low miles. Call

$10. Good condition.
392-0425

.

74 -To Rent Apartments

774-3371

ar'n9RECNS

Formica kitchen table, oblong.

Large Starcraft. Sleeps 6. Fully

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

1968 VW SQUARE BACK 1600,

excellent condition,
Coll after 6pm. CL 3.5637

Hondo CB 160. Mech. pert. Many

44-Dogs,Pets & Equipment

POOL TABLE, 4'x8'

4 barrel,
4 -speed Hurst, very good cond.,
$900, after 6pm. 537-6729

'65 HONDA 50
Very good condition. $80

'69 Harley Davidson Sprint
$625. Call after 6 PM
439-6074

141/2' Correct Craft inboard, 85
HP, restored, sharp cond., w/tilt

tras, must sell. $2500 or offer.
537-1597

or wall store $40; wal. cab. celleret bar $35. 439-3573

COME IN OR CALL

17' Fibergl. Cat, twin Merc. 70's,
trailer, $1400 or best offer. see to
appreciate. 439-2006

ham Ln., Hoffman Ests. 894-6627

O CABINET ASSEMBLER

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ext. 211

HE 7-9010

METi6

1965 Mustang 289,

:111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

22' Coronet Cabin Cruiser, 1.0.,
camper top, trailer & hitch.

trailer & all acces. equipment.

20" port. fan. $10; AM/FM floor

Experienced or Will Train
Good starting salary with automatic increases.

Call 296-2744.
-

Moving: 65" stainless steel unit
w/hot plates, drawers, shelves,
perfect for bar $150; rotisserie,:
misc. hsehd items. 400 Notting.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

© ASSEMBLER

DES PLAINES

1969 Mustang, El cylinder, vinyl

at Mt. Prospect Lions Club Village

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

BEN FRANKLIN.

WOLF AND OAKTON

offer.

excel. cond. $2275. Aft. 5:30 pm.
call 945-3445.

There are many challenging job opportunities awaiting you at

13E1 FRAN

P/S, P/B. best
259-8790

cellent condition, radio, heater,.

299-2206

Merchandise discount.
Promotion from. within.
Free bus from down town Des Plaines.

A/T,

also sold on comm.

(An Equal Opportunity Employer)

In addition to our excellent benefit program
we also offer:

1964 Chevrolet Impala, 4, dr.,

wheels with like now J78x15 poliglas w/w's. 358-5725

fans, misc., child. & hshld. items

69 RAWLS ROAD

(to manage master records on a computer)

437.5739 after 6.

roof, P/S, auto., deluxe interior,

A.H.

o SECRETARIES (SHORTHAND)
®EXPERIENCED PROOF READER
o COPY COMPILERS
0 BOOKKEEPER - ACCTS RECEIVABLE

'65 MUSTANG, 289, 3 speed,
wide ovals, R/H, good condition.

MGB 1968, very low miledge, ex-

Please send your resume or call for an appointment.

We Need Snarip
Gallei

$550.

255-7519 aft. 6. Your antiques

a new modern office. At least five years of secretarial experience required. Excellent salary and company benefits.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

snow tiros, clean,
255.5257

P/B,

110 -Sports Cars

rect clients to executive offices,
answer push-button phone and
do some typing in spare time.

Illinois Be

'62 Pontiac Catalina, 2-dr, P/S,

Fair. July 3 & 4. 255-2500 or

will hire attractive girls to di-

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

P/B, AM/FMstoreo, wide ovals,

4 like new Buick Riviera mag

'Many antiques to be auctioned

Garage Sale: Juno 12 & 13. 217
Wayne Dr., Wheeling. Window

GZ-G-SZSM

Rapidly expanding service firm

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

34 -Arts and Antiques

on equal opportunity employer

Rocogirmisti.

724-6006

Special price over 100 yds.

CARL'S PIZZA
712 E. Northwest Hwy. Mt. P.

921-4681

396, excel. cond., 1.ownor, $1500
or offer. 537-1597

1967 BEELINE 21 ft., sleeps 6,
self-contained, includes Reese
hitch, elec. brakes, like new.
255-4597

please.

person.

1161 McCabe Ave, Elk Grove

537.4913
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

KODEL SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.

yd. Other fine carpets available. Cash only. No dealers

female, full or part time. Apply in

Feel Dash

'67LChov.Impala, convt., air, P/S,

By Installer

DELIVERY HELP WANTED, male or

Allis Chalmers Sales & Service

'69 Econolino Ford window von,
'V.0 engine, hoavy duty,

power,

radio,'

.$279
Convertible,

this
car is
loaded. Must be seen to appreciate.

$1695
10 Wagons to

Chooie from
Example:
'69 Ford Wagon
Full Power, air conditioning.,

$2095
COMPLETE

INSURANCE
AND

FINANCING
'AVAILABLE
rovhy

Arnu

DEVON

$795

NORWOOD FORD

Car,I

Automatic, power steering,
power brakes, radio, whitewalls. Like new.

'63 Olds Starfire
$895
Auto., power steering, power
brakes, Fact. Air.

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE ON' ALL CARS

BO -MAE'
MOTORS

298-2006
655 Pierson Des Plaines

tr'erri,
NORWOOD

FORD (Used Corsi

Kenn.dy Explessway

r

io su ur anites vie voting age,
By Richard Crabb

Constitutional Convention.

Solid support in the northwest suburbs for lowering the
voting age to 18, retention of
township government,
increased

state

aid

which make up the 3d Illinois

The mail study was conducted by Rep. Eugene R.
Schlickman (R -3d Dist.) of Arlington Heights.
Other results included overwhelming support for liberalizing the Illinois abortion
laws and removing sales taxes
from food and medicine.

to public

schools, stronger gun control
legislation and branch banking!

OPPOSITION TO PUB -

These were some of the results made public yesterday of

TIC aid to private schools and

a May survey taken in

CTA.

District that is also represented

in the legislature by Rep. David J. Regner (R -Mount Prospect), Rep. Eugenia Chapman
(D -Arlington Heights) and

Sen. John Graham (R -Barrington).

The eight townships

the

Wheeling, Schaumburg, PalaNorthfield, Maine,
Hanover, Elk Grove and Barrinaton.

) tine,

a subsidy from the state for the

northwest suburbs on key issues before the spring session
of the state legislature and the

are

Nearly 1,000 questionnaires were sent to citizens in
all eight of the townships

THERE ARE IN-

DICATIONS of a shift in citizen opinion on some key ques-

tions. It is the first sampling to

show so much voter strength
for lowering the voting age to
18, an indication that this feature of the Con -Con referendum may carry in the northwest suburbs by a significant

a onion

Nearly nine of every 10 respondents favored removing
sales

from food and

taxes

REP. SCHLICKMAN invited citizens to report what
form of public aid to private
schools they would prefer if

against, the margin was extremely close --46 to 42 with 12
per cent being still undecided.

such a law should be passed.

The two issues on which
citizens felt most strongly were
removing sales taxes from food
and medicine and liberalizing
the Illinois abortion laws.

sues (1) pollution control (2)
crime control and (3) advancement of education.

vate schools.

medicine, and 85 per cent favored more liberal state abortion laws.

margin.
While the vote on public aid
to non-public schools was

jects and extending tax credits
to families with children in pri-

The two forms most acceptable are paying salaries of certified teachers for private
schools on non -religious sub -

The study included a listing

The polling of public opinion is one of the series con-.

of eight subjects involved in
the bills filed with the legislature in its spring term. Citizens
were asked to list the issues in
the order of their importance.

ducted by Rep. Schlickman.
.

is in-

TAX REDUCTION, better
drug control and highway im-

valuable to a legislator. It gives
not only a guide on how voters
are thinking at a given time but

provements did not make the

done at intervals can reveal

big three.

Citizens of the
northwest suburbs listed as
"the most important" these is-

t Pro5pect 33ap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in
upper
60s.
Tomorrow:
Fair,
continued
warm,

"An opinion poll

how citizen thinking in the dist r i c t is changing," said
Schlickman.

Telephone

2554400

high in 80s.
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Police return
to river in
Andrews hunt

,

May

15

after

-

IOW

by Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. withdrawn from their bank
Andrews of 738 S. Vail who accounts.

MR. AND MRS. An-

leaving a party at the Chi-

drews have been missing for
Police are seeking to pro- three and one half weeks.
duce additional evidence to They were last seen leaving
support their belief that the a cocktail party at the
cago -Sheraton

Andrews

Hotel.

1969

Sheraton -Chicago

Oldsmobile

Hotel. A

plunged into the river after hotel employe told police he
making a left turn in an at- saw the couple's car going
southbound

Ire '

in

the northto avoid oncoming
traffic while driving the bound lanes on lower Michwrong way in a one-way lane igan Av.
Detectives
Gene
Deck
of lower Wacker near Michand Ron Van Raalte traced
igan Ave.

tempt

Chicago

officials

search the river again with-

out more positive proof of

which leads straight down
the auto's location.
Lending credence to the into the river.
Last Wednesday Chicago
theory that the car is in the
river is the fact that no clues and Arlington Heights poto
the
Andrews' where- lice searched the river for
abouts have been turned up three hours where the car
was
believed
to
have
despite an exhaustive search
found nothand that' the couple's credit plunged, and
ing. Arlington Heights po-

Find cat
that bit
2 persons

lice strongly believe that
this is where the Andrews'
car went even though the

The stray black cat that bit a
6 -year -old Kit Thompson, 602
S. Louis, Mount Prospect last

to the Andrews' home at
738
S.
Vail,
Arlington
Heights and obtained Mr.
and
Mrs. Andrews' hair
brushes, and took cleaning
slips from several items of
their clothing. Police said

Thursday, was caught early
yesterday in a trap set in a
neighbor's backyard.
Kit's father, Carl Thompson who was also bitten by the

cat Thursday while trying to
capture it, said that they had
gotten the traps from Kay's
Animal Shelter in Arlington
Heights and set them in places

where the cat had been seen
regularly.

search failed.

Las t night Arlington
Heights detectives and Mrs.
Andrews'

brother, John

B.

coffee

pot,

two glasses,
and other items that might
have been touched by the
Andrews.
'Vice said both of the
Andrews' dental charts are.
a

believed to be at the office
of Dr. Leonard Schultz in

He said that the animal is
now under observation and if Chicago.
after 10 days, from the time of
the bite the animal shows no
signs of sickness, both he and
Kit will be safe.

_AN

All items taken
from the home and fingerprints have been forwarded

Mrs. Eugenia Chapman, Democratic State representative from Arlington Heights, and State
Treasurer Adlai Stevenson HI answer questions by Democrats from the Northwest Suburbs at a
meeting yesterday at the Donald Martin home at 9271 Dee Rd., Des Plaines. The stop was one of
many Stevenson will make as he campaigns for the Senate.

Northwest Suburbs key
to Senate race: Stevenson
By Jeffrey R. Clarkson

The election for the United
States Senate seat of the late
Everett Dirksen, now temporarily filled by Republican

Sen. Ralph T. Smith "will be
won or lost in the suburbs,"
according to State Treasurer
Adlai Stevenson III at a meeting of Democrats yesterday in
Des Plaines.

The meeting in the home of

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Martin,
9271 Dee Rd., was sponsored
by the Stevenson for Senator

Citizens' Committee of the
North and Northwest Suburbs. The meeting was held for
persons who had pledged their
support to Stevenson as a

to the Chicago Crime Labo-

chance for them to get

ratory.

quainted with their candidate.

ment committee of the Old

Town Sanitary District

(PHOTSD), aided by last
torrential rains and

week's

flooding, apparently has paid
off again.
A crew from the Illinois Division of Waterways was
scheduled to arrive early this
afternoon Gilligan said, to remove trees and other debris

ac-

During the hour-long meeting, the state treasurer he told

want the country to get in-

more than 40 persons

About the Middle East, he
said that the United States

the

present that as he has been
traveling through the state, he
has begun to detect an attitude
of dissatisfaction by many per-

sons with the Republican administrations on state and nation levels.
satisfaction was arising

volved further in foreigh wars.
should work to maintain a mil-

itary equilibrium, but at the
same time the country should
work with other big suppliers

of armaments there to limit
arms.

HE SAID THAT the disbe-

Also the government should
work to demonstrate common
interests held by both factions.

cause of the failure of the Republican administrations to
STEVENSON SAID that
keep several important campaign promises such as a re- the Congress should have a
duction in taxes and crime (on greater influence in the nathe state level) and the end of 6011 government. He said he
crime, end of 'wars and pros- wou d back the Percy Resolution which calls for the definiperity (on the national level.)
Stevenson then listed some tion of presidential powers.
Congress must define the
of his personal political views.
First he said that he does not
(Continued on page 2)

from McDonald Creek where

from the crew's foreman. Paul

the creek emerges on the south

Hampton, who told him that
the crew would bring a drag -

side of Palatine Rd., midway

o e t ween Illinois 83 and
Schoenbeck Rd.

Gilligan said that he had re-

ceived a phone call Monday

line to clean out the debris.
Gilligan said that some 15 to

20 trees, as large as 12 to 18
inches in diameter, are to be

Sanitary officals laud Schlickman
Jack Gilligan, head of the
McDonald Creek Improvement Committee of the Prospect Heigths Old Town Sani-

was instrumental in getting
state Civil Defense officials to

the flooding during the first

night, told The Day that officals of the district have credited

Although the area has not
been received state funds for
the more recent problems, in
April, Schlickman supported a

rains this spiing.
Schlickman has also helped
the district -by intervening
directly to Gov. Ogilvie in getting him to direct that letter be
sent to the Soo Line Railroad.

State Rep. Eugene Schlickman

request of the district for emer-

The railroad has a culvert

(R -Arlington Heights) for getting action on creek problems.
He said that during last
week's flooding, Schlickman
was inspecting the area during
theifirst night of flooding and

gency funds in cleaning the

constructed on the creek near

creek.

the intersection of Wolf Rd.

Gilligan added that the
work done by the Illinois Division of Waterways crews was

and Euclid Av. which has become inadequate for handling

effective in limiting some of

Gilligan said that the Soo

tary District (PHOTSD) last

inspedt Prospect Heights.

nonpublic schools to ,remain
open next year.

the flow of water in that area.

Line culvert is the major prob-

cut down and their stumps removed from along the stream.
Gilligan said that PHOTSD
had received permission about
a month ago from the Prospect

Heights Park District, which
owns the land where the crew
will work , to come on the land.

On April 28, another crew
from the waterways division
completed a cleanup of several
bottlenecks along the Creek.

Early on -April 30 heavy

lem along the creek and that rains hit the northwest subuntil that situation is corrected urbs. Though in a previous
any other creek improvements - years rains of equal intensity
will have very little benefit.
had topped the creek's banks,
the cleanup work proved its
Although, the letter to the worth at that

Soo Line Railroad advising
that the structure was inadequate, did not come from
the governor himself, Gilligan
said the district is still hopeful
that Ogilvie will write a letter
personally.

time and no

flooding was reported.
The rains of last week, however, lasted longer and flowed

into a McDonald Creek that
overflowed because the Des
Plaines River, had backed up
into the creek.

Robert Clark, superintendent
of schools of the Chicago
Archdiocese, and by heads of
Catholic schools in
Springfield, Rockford, Joliet,

taxes to be used for the support
of the schools of their choice.

pils.

Heights), a member of the
House Education Committee.

THE
MEANWHILE,
Catholic School Board met
night to continue discussions on the financial crisis,
caused by a reported $12 million deficit.
Next steps, according to the

"THEY ARE INSISTENT
now that this pledge be .re-:

aid," it read, "has caused anger and resentment among par-

S.

schools.

deemed.

who. heads a state study commission on n6n-public
schools, does not believe

Neither does Rep. Eugenia
Chapman (D -Arlington

"Parents have accepted in :
good faith the pledge of your
administration to assist their :

Belleville, and Peoria dioCeses.
"Failure to obtain state

But Rep. Eugene Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights),

ject in the special session.

State crew to clean McDonald Creek bed
The persistence of John Gilligan, chairman of the
McDonald Creek Improve-

long-range proposals for the
Archdiocesan school system.
The telegram to Gov.
Ogilvie, was signed by Father

Ogilvie will include this sub-

Rynak of Lake Forest, went

prints have been taken from

By Jan Bone

In an "imperative" telegram to Governor Ogilvie asking him to place aid to nonpublic schools on the agenda for
next week's special session of
the state legislature, Catholic
school 'superintendents from
Illinois' six dioceses have said
that only one vote is needed to
pass such legislation.

what they believed was the
route of the Andrews' car to
the Chicago River right off
of the Wacker Dr. extension

police and fire
are
reluctant to

school
icia s maze
ew aid plea

t:

ton Heights police today were planning another survey of the area
preparatory to asking for a search of the rivet.
Police
planned
another cards have not been used
search along the route taken and no money has been
disappeared

ET k at ho1.is

,...,

tri

Still convinced that a missing Arlington Heights couple drove
off the lower level of Wacker Dr. into the Chicago River, Arling-

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

ents of parochial school pu-

"They want a share of their:

"We understand that only
one vote is needed for passage

"IT IS IMPERATIVE that
you place this issue on call for
the June special session of the
Illinois General Assembly.

of legislation.
"Surely this one vote can be
obtained."

DESPITE THE TELE-

"As leader of the Republican party in Illinois, you must

GRAM, though, both State
Reps. Schlickman and Chap-

convince party members of the
urgent need to pass emergency

man doubted that Gov. Ogilvie
would include state aid to non (Continued on page 2)

legislation which will enable

last

Board:

---Meetings this week in all
parishes of the Chicago Archdiocese to get responses to a
questionnaire.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
asks about interest in enrolling
Catholic school pupils as parttime public schoOl pupils.

Such share -time or dual enrollment programs might take
place during part of the day, or
for part of the school year.
Still unanswered: would
such instruction take place on
public or nonpublic school
premises?

OTHER QUESTIONS the
Board is asking include what
are the present alternatives in
Catholic school operation for
schools in the most serious financial situations, and to what

extent any Catholic parish is
able to help harder -pressed
parishes.
---June 18. Meeting of all
pastors with John Cardinal
Cody to discuss results of ques-

tionnaire.
---Six regionsL meetings of

SIMON

SUBURB \
SAYS=
School will soon be out; children's vacation starts and parents'
vacation ends.

Bd buys equipment
for Lincoln Jr,High
The Mount Prospect Dis-

trict 57 School Board last
night accepted $22,984 in bids
for library equipment for Lincoln Junior High School.

The major portion of the
equipment is to be purchased

from Contract Interiors who
bid $12,030 on all except 'hree
of the designated items.
Other items to be purchased
are chairs, display panels and
shelving.

ANOTHER ITEM to be included in the current construc-

tion is carpeting from Central
Rug and Carpet for $9,215.
bers with parish spokesmen to
Stage curtain bids, totaling
deal with immediate problems $8,065, for
Lincoln, Sunset
of the 1970-71 school year.
and Gregory schools were apIN ADDITION, the Catho- proved. Of that amount,
lic School Board will form a $3,175 is for. Lincoln.
The architect for the Linstudy commission of school
people and outside consultants coln project, Guy S. Fishto develop both short -and mann, told the board that of
the $146,700 authorized .to
purchase equipment for the
Catholic School Board mem-

Gripe
Of The

Day//
,( /,

'1

My sister feeding all of
my diet food to her guinea

G.BS.

school, $122,883 has been
commited.
The remainder constitutes a
substantial contingency 'fund,
he said.

HE SAID THAT $11,023
had been spent by the board in
specific plan changes since the
project began.

In other action on the Lincoln project the board accept-

ed a bid from Lee Construc-

tion Co. to install 60 feet of
6 -inch piping and a 48 -inch
catch basin at the site for $845.
Fishmann
recommended

that the basin be constructed
to handle the storm water run
off fronn-beiween the old portion of the school and the addition as well as from the roof.

Hypodermic

needle found
on cyclist
Mount Prospect Patrolman

Ted Gorski stopped a

Des

Plaines motorcyclist Saturday
night for having loud mufflers,
and a search of the man at the

station revealed that he was
carrying a hypodermic needle.
Police identified the man as
George W. Pennington, 26, of

2210 Webster Ln., who gave
his name as Douglas Welle. Lt.
Fred Hedlund found the

needle in Pennington's pants
pocket.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board special meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

.

-`r
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seek units for parade
Thu Arlington Hvights lay
hes ari sesking additional

Also shad to appear are the
Northwest Ordinance Band,
The Vanguard Drum and Bugle

to participate in their lune 27

ledePendcncc

Day

parade,

The executive board of the

and Bugle Corps,

a

Schaumburg Township censored the Harper College faculty and board for condoning
the recent forcible lowering of
Amen can flag to half mast

Shriner

ear, and Bill Frink and Bob
Kennedy or WIS-TV.
The parade, titled -Symbols
of Freedom." will begin at 930
a.m. at Arlington Park. Thep
rade route will move south

2820.

Already scheduled to take

during a student demonstra-

Wilke Rd. to Campbell St., cast

tion.
The action was unanimous.
"What particularly con-

.2 To march are thema Fifth Army on Campbell to Dunton. north

cerns our organization," Don-

part are Gov. Ogilvie, who is to
serve as grand marshal and two
armed forces
rching units.-

"

and

Marine
t and. The Guardsmen Drone
d Bugle Corps also will per.'
oral

the

`;feed outstanding
Young educagor
Mount Prospect Jaycees are

through twelfth grade levels
accepting nominations for the will be considered. Anyone
outstanding young educator of my send the nom told school
Mount Prospect, The search is addrem of nominees to the
pan of a nationwide Jaycee Mount Prospect laycerii, P.O.
program

spotlight

to

the

Box

Mhievements mil °Amnion

77,

Meant

Prospect,

61X/5b. Nominations will be
judged locally by a Pam, Of

of educators, mate and female,
lietween the ages of 21 and 35.
, -.Educators of the first

civic leaders. The local winner

will b, honored et a Jaycee
meeting and presented with
scholarship to cover expenses

Initiated
society

delegs1e

: -A Mount Prom. resident

real

out-

standing young educator pm.

is one of If Western Illinois goon Galin Bono, of Forest
University coeds
be inView High School was last
Rimed into the Bela Kappa year's as
Prospect 0.Y.G

eloper of Kans. Omicton and seas also selected ss

..

.

Phi, national honor society in
Greenfield. a senior majoring
in French.

"

'

b., Township.

"We are also disgusted with

trent in

pogrom.

the national 0.5.5

09.7t9N1s.

Illinois Boll Telephone

is

experimenting with an ekeIdeally -operated truck au(

pollution that confronts our
urea conms from vehicle ex-

Chicago.

The electrically -operated

linMs Bell in using the truck.

,

to years old Ian Au-

gust when ho Tiro, lilt decided that one al its helping hand projecu would be to send
gift packages to servicemen in

Vietnam.
There was a lol of fun and

'

excitement among the outgoing Junior misses as they

.

picked and chose various items
that they thought would be just
right. Linda, a pretty child

.

With a bubbling outlook on
life. added her own special
touch. On the card that sheen'

closed she wrote a message:
"Lots of love and good luck."
She added her name and ad The packages were almost
forgotten in the hustle and

bustle of going Park to Wind.
.sOr school in September. Then
Me Christmas holidays mina
and packages that had bran

en Vietnam were really
forgone.

1011t

That was why it was such a

mrprim when a -letter from
Vietnam mane to her home 00
Sunset Dr. It was Pomo young
mldier who must have been exracially nice. He wrote that he
wus "so happy because some-

one from my home slate had
I written to me."
He mid he had calY bait in

Vietnam three or four dom.
The letter was dated'Echruary

wonderful to talc the timequ to

write to a little girl."

she anred the letter immediately.swe
In March, the answer

lo Linda's letter arrived. It was

doted Folk 25, Pvt. John Di-

dier related that he -ma all

what safe and gives ma chance

fora breather. I've been anon
o few patrols and am still cu.

we will be our for three weeks.
Best go ---leave detail coming -

Linda waited o little while to
answer That letter. She rem

stoned that he would not reccin it while out in the boondocks. When she finally wrote,
she enclosed a clam picture of
herself and a picture of Csimo,
her poodle.
'Vie called the poodle

Coco. her father said, 'to -

great. My name is John Didier.

Linda mailed the leper late
in March.
On April 30 President Nixon appktred on television and
nnounced that Ns was sending American so/diers into
Cambodia. The Easterwoods
wondered about their adopted
soldier 111,0 was so near the
Cambodian border. They were

ant 21 years old. Ihn front

Rockford which is near the II.
lief.-Wisconsin border. I'm
in Bien Hoe near Saigon, waiting to be assigned. Study turd
and be nod I'll write again
when I have time.

"IT WAS SUCH boyish
handwriting." Linda's mother
said.

cause he is completely brown.
Even his eyes are brown."

sure that the President had said

-It was written just to someone her age." said her father,
William Eastenvood.
-We do not have sons and

the

1st Airborne Cavalry was

to bahe first dion in.

end

Cen, Des Maw., Ill,

60016.

Suboriptiee met. 35 nob s
rieuvend. Ow of

ono

- gene ux mai rem suma
rem am tar sa mean,.
Newsstand price. 10 nob a
copy.

Sefordthail posloge paid et
Mount Proirest /11 60011

mu -making powers

in Vietnam on 26 March 1970.
Please accept my deepest sympathy onto the loss of Pvt. Didier."

nderful boy. He was only

of

the

He

suggested

there

mhnt

should bc a joint Congression

government.

Joseph Corona, Moe,

For

Daher in the phone wook and
it was there all right. Thal
would be the senior. The boy

was junior. Maybe we'll all
drive down. I dont know.

ey. Because the ethos are stay-

ing very stable M population
opinion now, he said.
work must be done to sway the
and

tablished between the costs n1
certain articles of warfare and
certain necessary domestic

PdBrand.

subusbanitth in their thinking.

Armour family.

ticipatg in that activity, and
tITE look of moral fibre dis-

IIIE RESOLUTION reads
in part as follows:

"We also support per ight

city which it repr.ents."

Construction on 190,
ridge over to way slated
between

bridge are being PM into Place)

Golf Rd. and Algonquin Rd.,
including a mw Midge span
over the Northwest Tollway,
according to the State of Il-

The improvements to the
section of 1-90 will cost
$7,955,906 and work must be
completed by Dec. 1, MI.
Contractor for the job, whiCh
will be another link in the federal in
expremway matem, is Robert R. Anderson
Co. of Chicago.
Golfer man urged motorists
traveling in the are a dug
rin

linois division of highways.
Richard
H,
Gokerman,
chief engineer for the highway
division, said the existing
bridge carrying Illinois 53

over the Tollway will be r
moved and will be replaced
with a two -span girder bridge.

bituaries

STEVENSON INDICATED
that he was glad to have the
support of Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago because it
represents progress for HIM cal reform -minded persons.
Stevenson

cat year. He suggests pawns
exchange hem for U.S. Sav-

Albert Carlson

den.

Visitation will be until

explained

that

trying to bring about political

10

tonight at Nelson Funeral
Home in Park Ridge, Services
I

cautious,

am IVO and the Tollway will

will extend almost a mile in

Menus

Notice

A

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

.,es.ted

ROBERT 0. STENSLANO AND ASSOCIATES

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
Prospett 392-4750
Main (Rt. 83)i.

pal
woIlableVat one

is rated "G"
'

LOCATION IN: OAS PARK. AURORA. HINSDALE
Special Service For Shat -ins - Home Hearing Test 8 Demonstration

Wednesday

Thursday 8.20
PLUS

Tundeomneall,

antique tresue....
Tish then held up it Lowestoft plate.

the

Pees have supplied schools and

to make the decision as to

other groups sponsoring saygs programs during the Pall

p.m.:June 13. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
15

Buttes

afternoon

Conway Show to Introduce the Lake Forest Antiques shim. "Tish"

embassy in Paris and in Rome. She describes the Lake Forest show

as gm great Show because all the top antiques dealers from at
over the country to exhibit there."

tea

CAPTAIN

=BUM
CITY

Wednesday BO 5
Thursday 6130, 9:50

Metis well worth the trip to
11

Lake Forest Academy. 1500

l,aw au

she oats

mad too many articles, too many books, and has gone to Mo
fly parenthood classes. There have been mothers for a long
I doubt if any have lodes muck psychological trouble
ca,,rcutttieryoung as today's -emancipated. intellectual,
Today, we have diaper berViCe. disposakle diapers, disposable
s, pre -sterilized quick -heating disposable bottles, bottI4,

tamers, pre-inixed liquid and powdered formula, preparedxj

pet.fieeneasaceouseocseeeetteTtl'e ?PTO SI

baby food alliances, automatic washers and dryers. buggies withp.

conduct swimming classes in a
new way. Nicki
Dochler.

aquatic director, said. "In order to keep aquatics relevant
and u p -to -d.. an em
called

program

CMX will be instituted:.
This

n devel-

program

oped by specialists and prattitioncrs alike in an attempt to
stimulate a child's potential
growth in aquatics_ The pip:
g ram will emphasize the VS
vs

437
.

concept of 0100 Mid -Body and

Spirit.

pt's those articles, those books, those parenthood classes! If the

things for himself.
Spirit --- sensitivity by all
"Y" personnel in treating
etdldrcn m they would wish to
be Mated themselves --application of the Golden Rule.

All children must be registered according lo age groupings: 0.9 years. 10-11 years
and 12,1 years. All classes
will be limited in number
which will enhance the quality
of swim ins0,0011. All levels
of swimming will be aught in
After mom weeks, children
reforms
well
will be tested and report

MRS, PET}P-SON STATES:

"No, judging from my own experience and that of ma,'
friends, there is a good-sized group of Americans which:
comes home from the hospital almost totally unaware of

This program is currently
being wed by I b Metropolitan k
and

many

other

YMCAs

only let Mother Instinct do her thing and forget about all the -f

map with much enthusiasm

money -making articles, books, and classes.
Once we have forgotten all their so-called advice, see have only

and the children have become

much strong, sutinatters and
are moving through the programt a fester rate.

t;lt.

what a new baby really means. And I believe this is because
the troth is not presented frankly enough by those who do

I believe the real truth is hidden in each ant of us womelkifwcx

throughout the country. It has

:

Alla wins instructorswill i

to relax and to remember that our baby is not going to have the,
slightest idea if we are caring for him according to Spock or not.i
We ha ve only to forget our own systems and to rem ember

are motherslonger students with set

Ra

schedulethat
s,

no9.

undergo a special Aquatic Inlonger scot -atom, five days, week from mne to five.
stitutc in May where they will
we are full timemothers: we have one of the biggest Godham the new techniques of the y Gan responsibilities: we ask. for it: and, we arc going to Mg
program and will ter required . mothers for the hest of our Imes,
10 pass all levels themselves, i
What's more, dour children turn out to be "failures," we are
By this summer. the new progoing to be blamed and not the books. So, lett do our own thing.
gram will be ready to go into with Mother Instinct as our guide; there just may come the day
.c

effect.

home to parents *bout
their child's progress. A con.
tinuing record card will be
Mind -- um of problem sol- kept on each child for m long

Jj

women with college educations and xinteresting careers:. hail
not become so accustomed to those systemized and regulated
institutions, if they could forget who they have heard and teeth i
they could only learn to relax and to rely on Mother Instinct.

vies tnliniquot no method of as he or site swims at the
instruction and requiring the YMCA. Children will re-rc
child to Mink and discover Ister every seven weeks.

Body -- sustained swim- each age group.
ming in every lesson to develop endurance and physical fitness. The emphaSis will be on
endurance through mavenen
education.

For further information call
Northwest Suburban

he

YMCA, 300 E. Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. 296.3376.

when we get a welcome pat on the back for a job well done

LETS START THAT JOB with confidence --- confidence

jj

that sve arc endowed with the same instinct as every other mother
and that we have just as good a chance. success brabging upour,

children our way as any other mother has bringing up her chil4.
self-confidence, then.. can truly relax st- phys-;:
ically and psychologically. Then and only then will our sensitive k
Roderick McLennan ti babies ho able to relax boo-- and tholk when we will lam time La
111000n hcee rwloe

Dr.

.

Lavergne Moron, swimming instructor at the Northwest Suburban YMCA, minim "bobbing" to children who am beginning swimming lessons there.

By Lorraine 'Antihero

OTHER MEMBERS of the

tee, have registered with the

Members and guests of the

bureau since it opened its first

mph Braun, Mrs. E H. Cush -

Volunteer Service Bureau of

off in April. 1969. All regis-

ing. Mrs. Ethel Kolerus. Evtell Plunk. David Price Barry

tered volunteers ore members
of the htheati.
Anyone may bocome a reg-

Volunteers' by the Rev. Icon
Ida
president,
Wednesday evening.
The meeting was held in the

Proipect

teria.

BONUS!
Monday thru Thursday

..0129

High School cafe-

RefreshmentS Worm
served by the Church Women
United.
The Rev, Jay Walkington of
the First United Methodist

Church of Arlington Heigh.
gave the invocation.

SEVERAL musical selecincluding 'This Guys
in Love With You" "Promise. Promises" All "Spinning
tions,

dim Torres and Mrs. Dwighl
Widtue.

klembers of the staff am
Mrs. Esther RobchulL mem,
dye director; Mrs.- Roland
office: Mrs. Pat Sutherland.
Prospect Heights office, and
Mrs. Pat Young. Buffalo
Grove office.
Mrs. E El. Gilbert. a color dinator with 'the schools,
presented an orchid ,rsage to
Mrs. Dennis Moore, who resigned recently as executive di-

rector of the bureau. The
Moores am moving to Minnesota in Me near future.

Tender Rib Eye Steak Bolted Potato

Roy. Leon Haring, N. M..,

Salad Texas Theo

Dr..koderick McLennan. vice
president; lames klontgom-

warding

FAST SERVICE COME AS YOU ARE -

- NO TIPPING

ery,

treasurer: 91. Noma

B arn, recording secretary.
and Mrs. Lou Ann Blair. corresponding secretary.

BONANZI
SIRLOIN PIT.
No carryout.
on special

phone: 437-8313

Elected- to Pic board of directors for a three-year term
me Mrs. leermao Cry., Mrs.
John Edwards, and Dennis
Morgan. Office. reappointed
for thr00-Year Mrs. arc Mrs.
Bide.
Rand BeckemMrs. Lou Ann
Mrs. W. J. Mader and
Mrs. David P11116500.

istered VOI0riteer. Interested
persona should call the bureau

office. 192-6051,which is in
the John Hersey High Scheel.
1900 E. Thomas St, Arlington
Heights.

Becker of the Mount Prospect

Wheel," were presented by the
Town Criers from Forest View
High School.
Officers for the 1970-71
year were elected. They arc the

SPECIAL

takStroaf,brathhc.ave,,,,,,,,.

Haring, vice-president and
president, respectively, of Me

just arrived, do not believe it when you read that the fun three":

your first baby is on his way or if he has'i,

Northwest Volunteer Mom, :9 months with hint are going to be "sheer hell." He's your bundle:'

hoard of directors am Mrs. Jo -

.

NoMhyvest Cook County were
welcomed to the burean's first x Sheenbrod. Mrs. Karen Stan annual meeting and 'Salute to
Icy. Mrs. Robert Staley. An -

IN TOWN!

fief° and the R.. Mr. Leon

A. Milehell1.]

Northwest
volunteers honored
,

MEALTIME BARGAINS

i

onfer over the budget for the O of heaven on earth.
coming year's activities.

I

Satan,. OM

coil springs, infant seats, automatic infant swings, and so forth}
Not, with all those conveniences, how could anyone find taking

91.201.°1

care of their first baby -- their only child -- traumatic? Bu
woen do.

west Suburban YMCA will

'Phone: 253-5971

InnvinenOokten.

the first three months home with her baby? Most likely. she has

Page

W. Kennedy (R1.619 west).

This summer. the North-

;;iSURANCE

1249 Elmhurst Road.
Des Plaines, Illinois

WHATS WRONG WITH the mother who its 'wilds

ItessooTherThThrlierbrid1131110enneeThetiont

GRIMM
at our new location ..

After M. Peterson explained how difficult she had found The
first three months with her first child, she wrote:
"Well,
got through college all right. I worked for Ai
years
a far from undemanding job without fatting on my
face. By no nnems could I have been described as a lily
of the field. Also, I can cite instances of friends who were
just as wild-eyed
Both married in their late twenties
after good educations and interesting careers."
Does it take a college education to take care of a baby? No,

the show
the Ihrce-day
kcal roar.

perimental

,-

iaiamly

Nearly half a hundred deal - as she is known world-wide also held positions in the American

will represent

very important to bell parents with new-Ij:

horns." So. I read on. I was thoroughly disgusted to find outset ?
the end
great thing w
dgcocindedto.bewsrhi,ece
hill fora a coup le of months." 1 nn

Summer swimming lessons
to use experimental program

sidered."

-

must bee something

Over 6,002 people viskol

dealer's

viewpoint of the show -Trea.
sure Hunt ... Antimies 19710'
was Elinor Gordon of Pennsylvania. The known authority
on Chinese Export Porcelains

whether or not he wants state
aid to nonpublic schools con

28 years,

I

Architecture,
He rot
minded his
oncec.at aold
now was
new."
T1115 IS the ninth year of
the Lake Forest Academy Antiques Show sponsored by the
Letitia Baldrige, former White House social secretary for JacMothers Association Board. D
will open its doors June II queline Kennedy, author of the hest seller "Of Diamonds and
through June t?. I I a.m.. 10 Diplomats" and public relation consultant, appeared on the ,flos

on the C111,1,11CC.

Presenting

Although my two children are 2 and 3.yeen
the td le all'
Barbara Peterson's article. "Read this if you have a newbomat
" aughthop
sounds like there
t,e,:onth.e

ern

.6011 Society.

Ogilvie. "He's the one who loan

Robert RYAN

Issoltacertuse 'mous

hibasheothe
oar PLIMMATIdlONamc

told, it's my favorite period. I
think we all like the marvelous
simplicity of Queen ABM.
This pair of brass candlesticks
would he good on top of the
dining table or anywhert hi the

Brock Arms. distinguished

toddled and iMerioT
cr. concluded the press program with -Antigun in Mod-

director of the Chicago Hiss

"THE MONKEY IS en-

tirely on his back," said Mrs.
Chapman, referring to Gem

DINNER

t=274.1,4,"tra."
M tortefevnnesrseMm'

explained. 1.1alcohrf

Fi

and evening sandwiches will
he served daily in the firma!
gardens 1.. iing Reid Hall.
Admis .,i is 82 with homis
nal fma ml refreshments.
9,10s. Anthony N. Kansan,
of Mount Pisapect is serving

scholars and specialists included William J. hallick. assistant

Mffdodt

"Smirch. the Chase and the

West.
1.unchenn.

THE THEME of this year's
slum. -Past is Prologue tothe
Present" gemmed ideas at
the bitty 19 rams pariy in Chi.
cog°. A distinguished panel of

Editor's note: The Day published an article by Barbara Pelersong
Tuesday. May 26. Maas tilled, "Read this ifyou have a newborn4
at home" and told of some of her experiences during the 13,01...
Day calved' r.o.bRatairal
child.hy

gam a faseinming story of the

aim the East and Middle

-

joined the War Bond drill.
In addition to selling stamps
thready to eustomms, post of -

RIB EYE

IINDERNATATEIL

I.

She

Franklin told me. hut in MI5
I wouldn't have to bc

when you me the munificent
things. you will decide that
someday 'I will he able lo buy

An no additional topics can

WAIT

Bids ontithale Or. %lams Wise sit

-

Jim Conway asked. "Nam
ifs us. Tish. how In you know
if Queen Anne..."

Shc concluded with, -This
is a firm clam Antiques Show,
it is education. for rhea mend
you can always 'light on'
something for $7. or $30 end

be introduced.

INTRODUCING A BONANZA

This Program

6:40,10:00

LEGAL NOTICE TO RUN 0. DAY

ample of the 011ran Anne per.

ISM century between 11111 and

200 years old."

proclamation-ca-

nceled Later this week.

row 10 cents to 85, were part
of the Postal Savings Program
efore 1902 when post offices

BIGGEST

BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

(Great family

Legal .

wril, Stevenson said. Ac -

in." Camllesticks Tish described as a -magnificent ex-

piece of

Hating,

Entertainment)

to

his offici

6,94

organizations

Much work must be done by
the persons in the area if he is

hon., some with "goo tell

ting their cigarette money into

Both said that the topics the
General Assembly can dismus
will be limited to whatever the
governorsecides and .stares in

EMIRS

Way to growing up "It makes you wonder." her

United Nations.

front Malcolm Franklin, an apothraory chou wilh
handsome Imam finings mid

ers come front all over the
countryo exhihit here.
`We want to tell you,
people about how they can
nett collecting. One young
couple I know began by put-

green beans, cupcake, milk.

developed nations with sorne

cadcmy.

Ill's century hone morear nal
pestle

10 sec lho Muscling) the formal
gardens, even if you don't buy
anything II is a great show because all the top antique deal-

Sullivan schools in District 23:
Meat loaf, mashed potatoes,

passed her first plateau 011 her

as

tiques Shine.
Other items such as an early

ery year on your show. I
forward to talking oboist
this worthy AnliqUe1 Show.
every cant from which gam to
the boys
Schalership Fund for woo
thy
to attend this fine
school.... It is worth a trip out

MacArthur, Muir, Ross and

ON OUR WIDE

such

plates which will he shown al
the lake Form Academy An-

ON THE sans Tish said.

To be served Wednesday in

oway from the onus of charily
and begin to share the burden

Thirty-twoptipih are to be
the graduated this year by the

porcelain

cial session,

1040 5. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

bishop of Chicago, will address
graduates of Maryville Academy during commencement ex-

a the other nations through

English

Catholic

THE COMMERCE BUILDING

Sometimes it might seent like
on intrusion into a personal
grief. 1311 I think they should
know ---1
guns Linda has

the school gym,

the former villa of the Ogden J.

of

each direction from the intersection of the two highwaG.
Coltman') said at least one
Is
of traffic in each direction
(Continued fisno Page I )
will be maintained on existing
portions of 1-90 and that nor- public schools on next week's
mal traffic will continue co the agenda for the legislative spe-

NOW IHRU

of caring for odor under- ercises Thursday at 8 p.m. in

pair

the area, he said.

I

at Mmyville

-This tine is 18th century
117200 in the hlue and white
that women love. It 4,1.1014

Fon.

platter culled a "sharper"
(menthe early 1 nth century.
-When pewter was mode, it
wos always polished like silver.
I like it polished hener myself,
is a signed piece of the early

barrideading

buy and hold US. Savings

THURSDAY

the United States must get

The

Bonds," Blount said. The
stamps may aIso be redeemed
han cash at any pod office.
The stamps, tonging in value

Cardinal Cody

refer.. This sanction rere-

colors and design,. she con tit ued. showing a second Lowestoft 'date.

Academy Antique Show for
1970 to he held in Reid Hall.

a bowl waiting to g61

SWIM and private collectors

may change doily and heavy
equipment will be traveling in

haven total of eight ramps and

m. in the funeral home chapel. Interment will be private.

mnts an acknowledgement of
reform work, he added.

Lake

sod special consultant Dar mu.

table ....anywhere."

construction to be alerl and

The interchange to he built

"Dhere is no better way for
young people to save then to

mes of Chicago: four grandchildren, two aisters, Augusta I
Benson and Victoria Norton,
do brotherand sister in Swe-

wilh be. held tomorrow at

far many non he had been

ings Bonds.

Albert G. Carlson, Mk of
712 N. Russel, Mount Prorad0 died yesterday at St.
Village.
Survivors are two dough tars, Roth Vile:ander of Mown
Prospect and Eugenia Cre-

the

dining room.or on year coffee

years later, Ihey had this one
T1911 1.1INTINCED with
tripled. retaining Me exquisite the description of a dull pewter

The reason for her appear -

Readeir retputtaIl

to newhom article

un 18111 century antique. Ninny

al, on his show was 10 ins

-4, " it's a great show"

Blount M urging persons to

John Cardinal Cody, arch-

iI

dispassionately,

complete unfil/ed camp albums before the end of the Bs -

Alexius Hospital in Elk Grow

branches of government.

sales have been moving downward in recent years.

Finally, Stevenson said ,Ilat

mother said. "It really makes
you wonder."
You're right, Easterivoods,
it does --but thank God for the
Lindas of this world,

will dis-

post offices

ings Stamps after June 30, a.
cording to Postmaster General
Winston Blount.
The UN, Treasury Dept. is
ending the saying damp program to reduce administrative
costs and also because stamp

in -state and out-of-state mon-

instance,

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to fmd out what kind of help
a hearing
aid eon give you -widow a nunremendieure! Wean new MA1Co aid for 30 days at a moderate
rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST
IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge,
and
there is, further obligati,. Call today for full information.

fri

live lack of objectivity dim

nd build tip. They should stop
flourishing fists and start
nourishing discussion."

90

inun

of our nicest friends and one of

maims:

'Interstate

was

iroduced by lino Come.

abhoring the recent debasing
of the American flag by an 1.
responsible ininority of Her per College students, the at: -

U.S.

I I ITS IS on early 19th cen-

Foge 0

rea5.2.701,0...M.,......,...mosmoosm000900 ..... IWO/ 0,0,0,507

@how

tury EnglisSmucelain copy of

his May M TV show an 'One

rabble-rousers,
e sole aim is to tear down,
and

Posteffices to end

'Monte their candidate with

there should ben balance es-

Her father mid, "Linda had he would hue It me a cona birthday since she Butted frontation of the different

and I looked up the nettle John

stnimive of late.

excited beanoe
this represents the most ad van cad
technology."
Wakefield said.

al committee on priorities to
balance the priorities of the

The slate treasurer said that

writing. She's I I now, When
the letter came hack, she re'
fused to open her letter to the
solider. 'That belongs to him:
she told us. I travel a little and
the next time I get to Rock ford, Ent going to look up his
Parents. They might have
little comfort and pride in
knowing how thoughtful their
soli was. I was there last week

come more violent and de-

cording to Stevenson, it looks
as though the Republicans will

president he added. Also, them
must be "far better" representatives in Congress and the
Senate then there am now.

that Privet John Didier died

ew. though. We felt a ter.

pines of a jigsaw

MISS, IWO

through fed, by Day PublicaUm, Inc., 117 5. Moin, Movni
60056 Brooch oF
S. Arlin,on
att.ntee Hoded& wads,
woos,

(Cinitinueditain Page II

regret to inform you

ale loss. He must have been a

President

continue the sale of 1.1.S. Sav-

The note ihat accompanied
it rend. -The enclosed mail addrmed to Private John Didier
a being sent to the retain edI

was not supported by the vast
majority of these people.
'Regrettable as the incident
which triggered the action

All

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

YDS PROSPECT DAY

Prospect
Ness: 117

vraz the letter. Tint101 lost let-

dries.

and

who support
them We feel that this mtion

Baldriec

"THE REPUBLICAN Or ganization of Schaumburg
Township goes on record as

Stevenson: suburbs savings stamps sales
key to Senate race

green dude,

"We will be going out from
Carona: in a day or two and

-Dear Linda." he wrote, -I
:hat received your Christmas
mange teeny and boy it was
1

They did not have to long
to wonder. In Maya letter arrival from Vietnam. It was addressed to Linda. The handwriting was different. And 10

settkd Mom and 1 have three
maim in this country /whim!
mc.
presently in the province of Tay Ninh. somewhere
It was signed by a comnear the Cambodian harder. mending officer.
Im stationed with the HI Airborne Cavalry Division. "NOW WE ICNOW:. said
We've boon in landing zone. Mrs. Easterwood, "what parCaroline, in the Inding cones ents of boys in Vietnam must
the surrounding area is some- feel, Maybe we don't really

sidcred

is the main cause of poldnions
then pollution would undoubtedly be reduced, he said.

ter was enclosed,

Linda was delighted to have
her own soldier to write to and

missing

IF VEHICLE EXHAUST pack.

By Catherine O'Donnell
ho wasin Vietnam so I
guess vm were as pleased m
Linda," Id
d, 'We thought
that John Diclito was
ite

Illinois Bell
Charles L. Brown,
said

administrators.

taxpayers

may have been, by, um, it is
"WHILE PARTS of this the Thesicknt alone who may
demon said.
new system have been known ardor the half -staffing of the
Other advantogcs include
and in use fro years in other flag.
lower maintenance and open applications, this is the first
"The vast majority of Harating costs,
time we have been able to de - per area citizens support
If
experimental truck sign. produce and asseinbk procedure, and the college
proves successful. I don't them into an electrical drive board does wrong if it Blooms
think they
going to be any system that is praerical to Inn this fact,"
question as to our using it all the truck," .iceording to Dr.
the time, Anderson said. He Emest 11. Wakefield, Ines -TOTTEN OBSERVED
added that he believes other ident of Linear Alpha Co.
further that aladen protean
companies would follow II"It was like discovering throughout the nation have be-

truck rouses 110 pollution, said

we have really not known any -

faculty,
the

will he another step in our con tinning campaign to eliminate
environmental
pollution."

operating noise. The machine
makes only a slight hum, An-

Day by Day

Linthithisterwood is a nomher of a group of Camp Fire
Girls front Arlington Heights.

"Develop., still has o
way to go, but if the truck's
concept proves successful. il

telephone
installation
and
maintenance jobs, also reduces

at

Harper flies for all students,

Tish

"STUDENTS shetthl not
be mere followers and memoon of radicals, revolution-

Construction is scheduled Northwest Tollway except
to begin this week on section of when steel girders for the new

"BESIDES, THE flag

developed by the Linear Alpine

forming the company's daily

Mullins, of the Cook County
Air Pollution Control Bureau.

symbolic ends."

Co. Evmston.

THE ELECTRICAL mak,
which will he used In per.

About 50 per cent of the

provided force and violence
am not used to accomplish

operation for this tmck Was

created, he said.

will help reduce vehicle pollm
don in the northwest mania.

what-Minim

rades.

By D011101 111111

the mss lady -like WI. we

played by the Harper College
Board in officially condoning.
this use of force against them pressed wishes of the comm.

andons, marches, pademonstrations,

The coon., of electriral

publicity representative in Arlinmon Heights. This is the
main reason the truck was

tention that public reproentathres should relic. the major fry opinion of their con stittiency,

two-way street."

Bell 'Telephone doing part
C.N. Anderson, Illinois Bell

"We further deplore the use
of physical or coercive force to
debase national symbols,
And whereas it is our con-

represent,

test peacefully,. Totten said,
"ha we have no quarrel with
minorities who democratically
their points of view in
pr

ART::,:.V.Illeo

WIS,

against theywishes of the community the are supposed to

right of each individual to pro-

By Judy Ressler

institutions to paiticipate in
political activity as lndivid-

phiyed hy a small group of
Harper College faculty in par-

"Th resolution defends the

to a -educe air pollution

of faculty members of public

"If they speak calmly and
well listen,
e, ty, hope timy01 relate the
courtesy. Understanding is a

engineering at Northwestern University; Dr. Ernest H. Wakefield, president of Linear Alpha Co, and
John T. Tatter, Illinois Bell Vice president Who is co-ordinating details, f the experiment.

First plateau

'

the college hoard members
Who approved
the action

Off cgs check battery Ma of Illinois Bell Telephone's experimenl I electrically -opera. truck.
From eft are: Char. L. Brown, Illinois Bell president, Dr. Gordon J. Murphy, professor of electrical

Inn,. according to Albert J.

1970 Illinois state winner. As
do slam representative. gerthe
becomes the Illinois en -

.banic economics.
She is Janda Crain, of 1007

f

TOTTEN IS THE Republiwcommitteeman of Sch-

Local winners from
throughout Illinois will be eligible for a date ompetition,
which in turn will determine

resultant civil strife areWM to
result." he continued.

whoss,

for a summer course of study.

--.. Into honor

knee. Protestors must Tease
hot they are not the only ones
who can get uptight. The New
York construction workers are
a good illustration of that

tend must be
stopped, or polarization and

eyening, "is the use of physical
force and threats of violence to
debase our national symbol.

School.

is an extremely don-

neon," he said,'"for
ham breeds force and vio-

'The

ald L Tot. told The Day bat

on Dunt, to Euclid, and won
on Euclid to Arlington High

40,

°T1111

Republican Organimtan of

Corps, the Shorcliner Drum

Application blanks and more
information can be had from
Jaycee Frank Davis at 253.
'.'

Harrper on nag llowering

Umpats

floss, cars and marching units

"Tish" C al s rige
en si oroeo Lake Forest

burg GOP E. alp@

Arlington alts. Jaycees

TIIEDAY
111,9 1970

volunteers for their help and
said, "It has been the most reIn

my

When hip. Esther Rebell,
war introduced. she referred In

her new responsibility and
said.

"It's been

perience but

volunteers

assist

in

tom of youth, prOicipation of
senior citizens, new legislaSchool Districts 23, .25 and 57. Ban, and the pressing need of
The bureau's annunl report amides let enough vain..., "Nlany for are af- Rms. We approach Mc new
feeling volunteer bureaus towith expectations of
dayy-social movements, new rem and problems go
manpower thrusts. partici,- Wind in hand."

Over 50 Club plans

pleasant June calendar

many woys, including tutoring.
lecturing, contacting,
The Over SOCIabof Adieux
sewing. woodworking, helping tan Heights will continue
in the office, assisting as limeeting during the summer
Nary and nurses' aides.
.months at the regular meeting
sitting. visiting 51Mntins. and place, Pion. Park, 51X1S.
providing transportatiOn.
Ferrandez.
Forthcoming activities in
AGENCIES SERVED by dude Drop in Center Days on
the bureau are the American
June II Md July 3, and
Cancer
Society,
Arlington a business meeting al
p.m.
Heights Memorial Library. lone
A Saturday night perClcorthook School for the Re- ty will be held
20 from
larded Countryside School
7:30 p.m. to midnight.
for Ho:nin
Child Dn
Plans have been completed
velopment CentersHeadnut,
for luncheon and a puppet
Cook County Hospital, Ate show at Kunosholm Realm!Inman Heights Department DIM in Chicago on June 25.
of Heolth. Elk Grove Village The seniors will travel downCommunity Services, Girl men by bus, leavmg Pioneer
Scouts. 4-01, Illinois Youth
Park at I a.m. Reservations,
Commission, Juvenile Court at $5.20 per person (includes
Little City. lunch, show, tax. gratuities
of Cook
1

MRS. MOORE-thanked the

ertpurimme

The

Hospital, Opportunity Ceder,
High School District 214 and

grand exrather hectic
a

twomonths." She told the v01 -

vetoers. "You may bc giving
bat you me receiving far

Mayor John Wahh also
spoke a few words of encouragement to the group.

MORE THAN400 vole&

1

Lother9 Home for the Aged

and Maryville Academy.
Also assisted are the Northwest Suburban Special Educeduo Northwest Suburban
Cook County Health Service,
Health
Northwest Mental
Assn., Northwest Community

and transportation) nnist

he

made by June II, by calling
Mrs. McInnes at 255-1941.
A bus trip to the Ozarks next
October is now being ar-

ranged. C.1 Kay Gilday at
392-0034 for flaky inform.

Core
semions continue
to he held for the seniors each

Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 3
pan. at Pioneer Park. Bring
lunch; beveragesz arc furnithed.

This is a thing.

Pat Williams
to speak to
Fathers, Sons

A thing is a thing in wear with anything. 'With pants. lArith shirts.
With a suit. With a now midi skirt. With anything. Or just with you.
Furthermore, a Ming is a thing for the seventies. For the 11a11' instant
way of dressing. Where inner things go MIL into the world. and where

11w North Shore Christi,
Women's Club is holding

Fa -

ther-Son Banquet on Friday,
I 2, at 7 p.m.
will take
place at Scene House in the
Mount Prospect Plan.
The featured speaker will be
Pat William, general manager

of the Chicago Bulls bask.
ball team He is considered the

"Barnum of Basketball."

Tickets may be obtained
boa Joan Wilhelm, 299 3735. They may elm be
Waal at the door.

'

stereotyped ideas about clothes just aren't anymore. Sti have yourself

a thing. With sleeves. Or without. With neckline high or low. Have
it in any number of groovy colors. At our place. Where things are
really happening.

Palatine101

44 W. Palatine Road
FL 8.7350

20 S. Denton Court

Arlington Heighh.
CL 3-1766

*km, & Wiem v a r, v v o4oft°411110410°M,
THE DAY
Tuesday, June 9. 1970

One day at a time
It's the ones 'who don't Dy
very often who have to worry
about it. Especially those who

don't fly to Europe or

same

other continent. That includes
moat of OS. On the other hand,
for the few who do, it may be
very nice.

111AT'S not the end, of
come. The government says
that it may have to spend 1.3

n
across the Atlantic
in nvo and
indf hours.
For those who live within,30

may be one more big eniie end

lot more pollution. We could
easily do without both.
Right now, Cohgress is bay -

in. -a big debate. Should it

Other Congressmen say its
ton Much motley 10 spend. that

'than the SST. Then there's the.

pollution potential.

1150 WHOLE problem is
something like a family anwMot over money and desire,

:trent in Congress right now.

W

Pan of the argument,. of
course,

is

that the SST is

300 SSTs.

build Me two pre -production
sugersonie transports?

All this bemuse the British

on a touch larger scale.

needed to keep the American
healthy. Othaircraft industry.
necessary to avoid
era Say
further trouble in the belance
of payments dulled.

Many of you will recall the
'practise sonic
110111Cre.
booms during the pest few
years. If you're not intcraned
in having them start aguin.

On the other side, some
Compassmen say Hsu Mc

maybe you should sir down
and write your Congressman
immediately.
Othemise, boom boom.

to risk their money to build

sPend 290 million more to help

noise problem 'will never be

Help him learn

your child learn? Your child
begins to learn from the de, he
is horn and from then on. parelm are teachers whether they

riap Publication5

soon to start training for au
ditory mrception. Mather.
when she hathes. dresses. and

feeds her child. should talk to

-- Marshall Field 111

him.

Tuesday, June 9, 1970

John E. Stanton, Editor and Poblisher

R.E. Notchlrimn, Vic r.Presidenl

R. N. Dietz, Cireohnion D wren

Letters to the Editor

to good music. humming and
singing lullabies or nursery
rhymes, or just reciting poetry
are other ways of developing
auditory perception. Long he -

southwest

of DaNang since

Jan. I I, 1970. In his last letter
hese., a request and a poem.

mud.

TMs is the life we soldier
live,

And our mauls to the devil
we give.

And you pence boys beck

Hem is his request:
Mom, I'm sending

borne don't haec a care.
this

poem written by an Army sergeant. Would you please do us

.0 favor over here and ads the
paper to print this somewhere
where it will be noticed,

You don't know what it's
like over here.

You have 0 ball without
trying.
While over here menaredy-

tag

'

You burn your draft rade

A Man A Soldier

and march at dawn,

Take a man, make him a sot -

You put your sign on the

Put his kind alone 12,000

While House lawn,
You want tO ban the deadly

miles from home.

Empty his heart of all but
the blood.

bomb,

You say there's no war at
Vietnam.

We stand corrected
Editor:
For two years now, in an article appearing in the Prospect
Day informing people of the

Memorial Day

Parade.

the

names of Camp Fire Gins was
omitted in the article.

It seems that Camp Ben
Girls takes last place around
your office. Camp Fire Girls

aforesaid, in Coot Coon,

4. Interesting conserration.
slowed up and fed in short

Without too none distract:on, will help the child

she c itga chin WM
at Me Mid II Sec Et Tril.ff RIK Id. and PM MI of the
dammed ineerremers Wee thtewe en nod Pond. M Me
NM
linden WM of Me WM el sold nee. m In Cook
Comm
one,:,
v

sit TSB

And we're mopped to die

for you!

III hate you tlIl the day
die,.

vision have little practice in
listening for information without

visual image to help. If

clic,

He paid his price but what
did he buy/
He bought your life by losing his,
But what do you maewhot a
soldier gives

having o I romage of Ito feet on WEBSTER IANE ond o tem el
1137 fee, COMMON, KNOWN AS: 0094 WEBSTER LANE DID

about, and poetry, especially
poems with refrains that temps
the children to join in.
The above aids were given
to parents of some of the children attending Summer School
in Distiet 62 last summer.

PLAIN

Pernhows

DLINOIS

ono., newer., and dole M STewen Me Ka romer,

mES,

mom..

Intweded tam Mould mend end volt be Own 4e oppanunky te be

heard.

30HIHOSONIOOrAlelets

dithe

110 ClIg OF 06 PITHS

These were taken from "A
Parent's Guide to Learning
Problems" by Margaret Gulick.

Pohrshed in ihe

611.1.Cem4M&Eaciewry

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Tuesday,lune

ID70

adel° Ann Down

John R. Buckmiller

expensive a. can be fastened
us the tiny baby's crib.
Records and a good record
player are an excellent way of
de ve I o p i n g auditory perception for Me pre-school
child. There me many excellent records available.

Hi deaword

from our first help wanted

ad in Day Newspapers!

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as. you can.

In addition, find the word
of these

using all seven

letters.

Here's hoping you will do

not

mid p

Answer on Comte Page

:0,;nrs

Mrs. Gordon Hafer

publicity. We had our Council

day, May 29, edition you list
Wheeling's parade

as

termi-

nating at Heritage Park. We
went there -- by the time we
arrived at Amy,. Hall where,
in fact, the parade did end,
everything

was

over

but

speeches. Our liffie Brownie
was very disappointed that her

family did not see hit Marching -a long walk at best!
Just had to let you know
your information wm wrong
and made one little girl most
enhI5PPY.

Mrs. Robert Sell
(Editor's note: The Day re-

ceived the information from
the Wheeling Police Depart man.)

for publicity and picturm. No
Also whenever articles are
written by your office you
quote the late Miss Bertha
Ehard as the founder of the
E -Harts.

That's an untrue
statement. They area local organisation Ming her name as a
symbol.
Camp Fire Girls was founded in Mount Prospect some 45
years ago by Miss Bertha

Ehmd who organized the first
group and we now boast some
600 girls.
Would you please .stan
quoting the right statements in

your papers or I Will he inclined 10 go higher up in my
coMplaint.
Thank you.
Mrs, Donald Hecht

(01,4r

WEDNESDAY MATINEE $4.95
(Mclodes Luncheon/

THEATRE

hero

Kathryn need°. Sonsonis

Stephen H. Jackisch
Mark Robed Jacoby
Debra Ruth Jahnke

Don T.Mao,ianti
Charles R. Moeller, Jr.
Kathy S. Mueller

Adrian PeterJanoska
Susan EveJaskot
Jack Mork Jenkins
George Edward linnek
Jerry Allen Jobst
Catherine Ruth Johns
Jay Warren Johnson
Martin R. Johnson

Dozy E. Moeller
Lloyd Christian Muenzer

Peggy Lee Johnson
Richard R. Johnson

Timothy John Nagel
Alice Anne Nagomy
Gregory James Nelson
Lyn Roberta Newren
Deborah SeNiarkos
Judith Ann Nichols

Theodore Eugene Memo.
Mary Kay Modany
Leroy Eugene Morro, Jr.
Dole Rithard Mosher

Gregory Alan Mullins
John Pmeklin Munson
Gary Duke Murphy
MaryJane Murphy
Brun E. Myers
Gary R. Myers

Jan M. Jordan
Ellen Kathleen Kama!
Nancy Susan Todd KM
Daryl Lynn Kelly
Micheal Andrew Kemp
Clyde Alan Kossell
Sherri L Khtle
Kurt G. Kieffer

Thomas Rich. Nichols
William Patrick Name

Linda Karen Mad
D D nna Joan Kirkendall

Terri J. Kirkendall
Ted W. Klehr
Thomas Dale Klingner

Scott A. Harrington
David Bryan Harris
Debra J. Monts
Michael Francis Hon
Thomas Jeffrey Han

William Walter Han
D ouglas Edward Hoot
Thomas R. Henry

Jill Denise Crane
Jahn J. Daley
Kathleen Daniels

Raba E. Hartong
James buts Haughey
.Beverly Christ.. Hawkins
Kenneth William Hoyden

Chris.W. Dam.
Jame Noel Davie

John Dee Hazelwood
Wendy Sue Hedberg

Douglas -tames Dean

Ronald. Hembd

Men Eugene Dorf

Dam L Smith
o Monique Sod&
James D.

Elaine Kay Smith
George Peter Salomon

Jeannette Ann loss
Sheila Mae Lad
Kenneth Roger Laughlin
Martin Heil Lefebvre
Robe, Arthur Lehmann
RobertJames lejo

Illinois at Champaign -Urbane

who recently completed rceptirements leading to Fedenti

Authority MUMand certificates.
The students and ratings fey

Aviatationsion

'n
.

Which they worked are: Michael Herod Mount Prospe64
powerplant: Charles Nielsmin.
Palatine, powerplant: Robert'

Mc] let t e, Wheeling, Pryikerplant
Stephen

and airframe: and.
Spoeth. Arlingtdp

Heights, powerplant.

The U. of I. Institute Or
Aviation offers two years Of

Sandra H. TM.
Ann M. Tale
Debra A. Tare

the U. of 1. -Willard Airport SUL

Alan Carl Wm

campus.

Peter J. Thompson
Tim Timberlake
Randall C. Tobin
Steven Patrick Toned

Carol Patricia Tartaric,
Susan Kay Townsend
Ruth Susanne Trafford
Christine Jean Elizabeth Dian

Cynthia A.Tufe

idea

Jerome Allen Zienty
Susan Ann Timmerman
Debra A. Zukowski

Michael James Vann..

row

O rirty Lee Vine

Thomas Nksithew Vogel
Nancy Marie Vrechek
P ercy Michele Walsh

Janet E. Walter
Therese Ann Weimer

miles southwest of the matn

Many students who co
plete in
work continue

at the university f a foci

45th Brigade
to change
command
The 45th Artillery Brigade.
Air Defense Base in Arlington
Heights will have a change or

Gam a Elisabeth Vaughan
Julie Kay Vine

The program is operated

year academic degree.

Peggy Elizabeth Tornipseed
David Mark Ober
"
Anna Marie D. Valenti
Mistime! J. Valentino
Pamela Joy Vallely
.

technical training courses with
regular university courses. ;

Legal
Notice

COmmand ceremony wow for their Headquarters
Battery, according to SP -SC
C.A. Johnson of the public information department.
Taking over for Lt. Robert

DATIngrOg'STIT
MILINGIONVIOS,

School District Number R.S. will be

eg,;;21Z'"°"'"°'

H. Dick, who will

be dig charged from the service ,Will

be Capt. Carroll L. Nelson.
who has just returned from
tour (duty in Vietnam.

i111110111

'.'74N74`Al0sL0"

The ceremony wIll be at the
Nike Ban at 1.30 p.m

PUMMAIMIff. MC.
Tue sday June M70

DAV

Cereal Pfeifer
Laura M. Piorek
Janice Elaine Poppenhagen
Steven James nosier

Peter limier Poshenny
Richard William Powell
Medias AdainProsso
sally ley Prather
Michael Jerome Pribilski
Patricia Anne Pusatera
William K. Quinn
Michael R. Reiman
Derma lee Reredos

Constance lee °Mime,
Cathie Malaya!
Mari Christine Maloney
Jack Morgmf
Jay D. Marquette
Godley Lynn Munehmon

naniel Virgil R .....
Glen Thomas Rearms, Jr.
Ronald Michael Rebmann

Paul Jonathan Leonard Reckwerdt
Janice 1. Reed
Kathleen Miss R

Rich Martel

An. E. Morten

Janet EloinoRegan
Amnon, Body Poiht

Debra Kay Maybee
David W ayne Nkrynard

Lindsay LaRue McCall
MaryJarte McConhy

Susanne Marie Reiland
Partici° A. Relmana
Catherine R. Reis
Steven John Rompala
Geoffrey K. Renter
Linda Gale Richter
Keith Alan Riechers
James Michael Robichaud
Christine Marie Robinson
Geroge E. Roby
John Mork Rodger
Richard Dennis Rohde

II

Stephen John McCarthy
Michael F. McIntyre

Sisson. Meinken
Brom L Mesnard
Michael Anthony Memel
Catherine E. Metzler
Linda Dm Meyer
Robert Paid Meyer
Robert A. Meyers

D rew M. Michel.
GaryKeith Miller

Kathy Ann Wolf
Bonnie Joy Romano

NOTICE TO ONTRACTOR

Sealed bids for the encar
logo n

to find just the type of people we

of

=r,srrar
Awl. and Kg°,

INVEST IN HOSPITAL BONDS

were looking for and were able to get our business

1111E 7 i,9

AT

operating in just a few days. Our sincere thanks
to you
and your paper for the help you gave to us.

91/2%

SALE

Help improve your earnings with an attractive income, a secure investment, and serial

Now $2795*

Maturities to fit your specific needs. No

only

sales charge.

B. C. ZIEGLER AND COMPANY
4144344521 West Bend, Wis. 53095
Branch Mos Coos, lo Coast

fiAttro.° ""

Bug before June 30th -save up to 38%

so flattering it puts everybody in a mood far
fun. Gives you extra hours to enjoy your evenings, too.

t =1%1:Z:e=
boa

For months you've been waiting for the outdoor living season. Now make the most of it
with a beautiful new gaslight for your patio-

"tefi7yt7I/VPIres

What's so great about gaslight'? For one
thing, it doesn'tjust shine, it glom- so festive,

;,

of
dwuwill thry e lows
notifles
nance

her

BIlllnnf
accorSla
of

llinois,

ihat it will al firmarively Insuredrh

To

and save!

ihe Iowa, responsible hidoor wilhour
the around of are.
discrImlnalian

from

335.41 .Ilse.

$3.00

Chicago 40103 -Phone:SO.749S

Get action with Day Classified Ads ...
255-7200

Aviation at the University of

Carolyn Maw therm

Janet Lynn Peters
Barbara Ellen Petersen
H. Kendall Pemrson, Jr.

NOTICE TO CONT ACTORS

Cad or send this coupon today/

Pismo sod Information ...nib' ewers lull
expect to how I

a

right rowcave

reserves the
reohnIcalities and to

Choose yours now, while our special low
prices are in effect. Get one for the front lawn,
too...for beauty and protection.
Easy teems ate available. But the sale ends
June 30th, so see your dealer or .11 us today,

''Z'O'rnier''ge04; Cowell of.
City of La, RIalnes.

"14 tciR
Arbilwel In the
CI

Poblided hobs
POILICATONS

TwdeNJeaO, 1505
f;

Nancy Marie Simon
Craig H. Slogren
Cathy Ellen Skoczek
Amy Jo Slawik

Robert Charles %yolk

Four northwest suburban
Modena were anteing RI persons enrolled in the Institute of

Michelle Taylor
Michael John Thomas
MaryJacqueline Thompson

Spying Carol Sedlok
Raymond P. Seiler

Mary Hope Weaver
Robert Mathew Weber
Wayne W. WeLt&V.
Charles Donald Walssmueller
Catherine Ann Webb
Mar. ..on Westphal
Steven Charles Wheeler
Craig Allen Wimml
Charles Robert Witcher, Jr.
Jody Ann Wilford
Linda Mary Wilk
Susanne Lynn Will.
Drake Robed Williams
John Stephen Williams
Wendy Jeanne Williams
Susan Ann Willie
Marilyn Susan Willow
Donald Keith Winds
Linda Jean Widern

Parritla urn robe!

Glenn J. Swiekatun
Mitchell John Szymanski, Jr.

Thomas Alan San

program

homes L Watson

Kyle Bekaa W
Christine Wood
Cheryl L Wykel
Ilona Story Yuba

twined Lynn Swanson

Kim Diane Schubert
William Wallace Schubert
Stephen Allen Schuler
Linda Anne Schulze
Lynne Ellyn Schwabe
Denise More Sdnoods
D e leis J. Schwartz
Kathryn Courtney Scott
Robin Scott

4 complete
UI Flight

Amur :Lorrisst Ulsrwriters

Mt. Prospect,
Dunkin Donuts

fi

Jane Ann Soloman.

113 C. Silber

Donna Lee Poporano
Anialea Isabelle Parhad
Judith L Parsons
Rich ard Norio Midi
George E. Pavhovid
Susan Angela Pecora
Christina Perry

g

We were overwhelmed

Douglas. Schmidt
Michael R. Schmidt
Raymond J. Schmitt, Jr.
Jean Denise Scholten

Hs, L Shrive,

Anne Christine Rowan

Robert Paol Mackey
Carol June Mader

Dennla lame Horkins

Gerald W. Schaffer.
Robin Kaye Scherer
Kenneth William Scheme's
Kathy Schmermon
laora Ann Schlinker

Thomas H. Seleski
Barbara Ann Sesterhenn
Carol Anne Shockley
Brian Christopher Shannon
Glenn S. Shannon
Harry David Sharp
Patrice Kathleen Shaughnessy

Faith Debra OnerY
Steven Lee Owens
Robert . Palmer

Krisfie L LAMM

Craig Steven Hansen

John P. Sauter
Lauren S. Sawicki

Nanrynon Norton

Faith Christine O'Shea

Jo Ann Kohn
Steven Edward Krejci
Richard Erich Kreutzfeld
Valerie Kriernan
Kathryn Ann Kuntz

Josiah WilliornStanbry

Brendan D. O'Connell
Stein Ohrstrem
Vincent Martin O'Leary

Gary O'Reilly

Diana Mori...Knots.

Donald Lee Spry

.Dwane wk.

Rhard Alan Olson
Joe.,

Wain C. Lyn.,

Gwen Louise Hammer..

William Louis Stark
Cathy Elisabeth Hell
Juliana Lea Stewen
Nancy J. Stottlemins
Jack Byron Streith
Robert George Streit
Marcia Ann Strobel
David N. Stonier
Maria Kathleen Strohmeyer
Gary Martin Stronask
Shirley Ann Strzelecki
Micheal B. Sutton
Craig Arthur Swan
Gary Robert Swanson
Bony Lynn Swans.

Robert Jahn Moore
Gary David Morava

Nancy E. Louis

Virginia Charlotte Hall

Paul Joseph Sadowski

Janet A. Sallarski
Lesley Ann Salm

Mark Allan Lindstrom

Robert Edward Odenwald, Jr.
Dobbs L Grew.
Jeffery Richard Grinnell
Bruce Immo. Groarnan
Richard IL Gronclewski
Richard P. Gronmacher
Judith Gustafson
Nancy Louise Guthrie
Janet Mary Hole

Cynthia Diane Sowder
Cynthia J. Spangler
James P. Speakman
David William Spink

Navel H. Moinono
Nally A. Moore

!Beth Kirkland Lieu.

-

Timothy JohnResbem
Jean Carol Rodins
Thomas L Ruprecht
Robert°. Ruud
Michael A. Ryder
Daniel J. IhrlDr.,

Nanry Ann Hoffman
Marilyn Roth Hunt
E. William Hinton
Jos.. Mork Hyrczyk
John Henry Hyrayk
Susan Marie Iglewski
Gail Lee !monad!
Laurence William Inman

Margaret Susan liebenow

Rithard A. Cole
Jeffrey William Collins
Patricia Katherine Conrad
Craig Allen Cooper
Dennis M. Cornwell
Patricia One Cory
D aniel Anthony Cove& Ill
Kathleen Jean Cowing
David Arthur Crain

Manager

15.95

James H. Heuer, Jr.
^
Constance Joan Hoye,
Stephen George Hilbem
Carolyn Gail Hobbs
Christine M. Hofer

Sheryl Denise Lender

D onald E. Clossen

Vidor B. Crandall

Gomie Mitchell
Natalie Charlotte Mitchell
Nedra Dee Mitchell
Janet Eileen Mnishowicz
Jock Robert Moeller
Kenneth Game Mohr

Richard Andrew LaScola

land Mention

Eugene R. Cramer, Jo.

Swish Bryan Miller.

D eborah Lee Merin

Jill Ann gum

Mark Alan Glow.
Linda Loviso Glad
David loseph Good
Janet See Goodwin
Rene Ann Graumano
Debra M. Green

Sue Anne Herbert

Wendt Wee too"
Barbara Mae Lammenfeld
Stephen Craig Lan verb
Kathryn Mary Lan aye
Victor Michael LaPorte

Rea Noelle Geiger

Harry L. Clark
Paul Joseph Clark
Peggy Lynne Clark
Vickie O. Clerk
Marcia B. Clarke

elk

one showed up!

Christine Mary Fueyo
Mark Kiyoshi Fultarai
Sheryl Ann Fuller
Diane Marie Gains
Connie lee
inano
Gary Withers Garden
Michael Alan Gardiner
Joseph William Ceske
Gregory M. Gawlik

Kriffie L Gentry
Patricia Elaine Gibbon
Bradley Charles Gibson
Mabeth Giese
Steven b. GlovanoM

promised someone to be there

Editor:
On the front page of the Fri-

William Cimino. °in&

Bill Ever. Collohan
Mon H. Campbell

Sincerely,

Tire May 23 and your office

Hope Janis Freedman
Catherine A. Freisrouth

Gloria Martha °duke

What a pleasant surprise to completely staff
our store
from one ad placed in the Day Newspapers.

puirAggcqs

Linda R. fracas,
Donald Arthur Francis
Jahn Therms Franklin, Jr.

Barbara Monne Gobbed

Christensen
Russell A. Christensen, Jr.

We received 130 applicants

NARDLIO

Sandie Kay Fischer
Steven Charles Fisher
Lynda J. Fitzgerald
John M. Fitzpatrick
D aniel David Flavin
James Stephen Fletcher
Laurel K. Fluegel
Richard Jerome Fosselmon

Thomas Scott Gehr

John Manning Chorine
Richard Sam Cirrintione

kdenators know that children who we uncounsued to

lockThomesfienso

Katy Andrew Burgess
Kathy Cairo
John M. Calahan

Judith lee Childs

Day want ads are dynamite

'

John William

Robert Canon
Robed John Cecmnt
Milton Chen

mposell

25 good, la excellent
this favor for my eon.

Randy Allen Brenton

Dese Lorraine Carpenter
51.050

find out specific things,

And 1 hear the medic say
'This one's dead:.
Ids quite a prim he had to
pay
Not to live another day.
He had the guts to fight and

Mary Margo. Brannon

reach the tiny ears.

encourage

rected listening - listenim in to

When I hoar Main my bud.
lea bin arm a bloody shred,

Ann Marcia Wenenbath

the sound and rhythm will

the whole program seems too
dmnanding.

I

dy's cry;really

Kathleen RothBorgardt
Robert Alexander Borland
Jerry Alan Bonbon
mitheline Jo Bestrom
William Dale Bowes
Roben Lance goyim
Charles Edward wady
Lawrence Clifford Brendan

kmen Diane &mike

the message can be heard over
and over again.

Clifford A. Emory
Richard W. Enright
Nancy Diane Epsky
Janet K. Edinger
Mary Jeanne Ewen
Bony L Payola
Scan A. Fait
SWIG. Feige
Daniel T. Femur
Carol Ann Finney

Bruce E. BIM

chapters so there is something
to look forward to and to think

this way no

Jahn Joseph Durso
Kevin Gwyn,
David 7. Echols
Robert Scott Ehret
Lynn Ruth 090110
Paul Louis Eliseo
Michele Ann Ellis

Lawrence S. Birkemo
Diane V. Bista

adult's goodwill is taxed and

boxes that play lullabies are in-

And refuse to lift a pen,
You say there's nothing in it
for you,

Kathleen A. Anderson
ThomasJacksan Anderson
Tracy Lynn Andrews
Theodora lee Antrim
Debra Mae Arnold
Barbara Christine Aschoff
Franklin Aywaz
Diane Lynn Boll
Debra Lynn Bendel...,
Lama Ann Barfield
James William Barnes
Richard W. Barrett
Susan Tastable
Richard Henry Belzer
James Mike Bicouvaris
Koren Ann Bierdernon

Terri Lee Brown
Paul Bruck

Mat

William Michael Dunne, Jr.

Olson C. Bedew.

relsem

the telephone
themselves. In

Janice E. Dunn

Robert Ernst Breihan, Jr.

'"CELit

who assimilMes speech too
poorly.

years, and boy, do they get

Wrong route.

to recognise

early to good music. klusic

Use your drugs and have
your fun,

have been in Mount Prospect
as a wonderful girls' organism
thin about 45 years now. The
E -Harts have been here three

Learning
bird calls.

Suzan.. Duffy

James Michael Allan
Judith Lee Allen
Henry Allen Allergen
Nancy Jean Allmon

Robert John Campbell
Thomas C. Campbell
Daniel C. Connell
Caryn . Carlson
Deborah Lynn Carlson
Jeanne B. Came

Children should be

A Marine's view of draft protestors
Make him live in sweat and

3.

Michael Ernest Adorns
William Brandon Adams
Christopher Brent Akin
Sharon Lee Alderson
Jay Shawn Aldrich

5. Regular reading loud short Stories or storks with

Listening to Me radio.
Fathers cm do the same, If Children brought up on tele-

either or both parents can sing,
baby should be exposed early

Mal !he WI/s of the SW, or Sec 29,14,K Br.... e, doe Led
PM (all of Me sears:Inn! meows.... begs. drown en Mew
parallel to Nly and 01,111.N PIM el Ms EWN of zee. re

baseball game.

tincture.

2.

fore he understands the words.

Editor:
My son I. -Cpl. Allen Hafer
is serving with the 1st Mwines

or

vocabulary.
me belle,ext language patterns.
and listen more closely re their

Gail lynnStemayna
. Pamela Anne Denmonn
Jeannine M. DiSomma
Christopher S. °Moo
Nancy A. Dmisch
Laura Jean Doyle
Gregory L Dryonski

Nan, Lynn Bohnhoff

NW of the Ely 110 of IS *Der odes lay00,1 dye

the

tions... who won last night',

ensive

AIDS IN THE HOME.
Seeing, hearing. and feeling
TO STRENGTHEN
as the earliest developed aveAUDITORY SKILLS
nues of learning. Since lanI. Listening to some Of the
guage will be so i nmortant lo recanted announcenmls on

"""7/7,',1",`1:7!7=',,l',,,n":;;;;;:t17,:tt"

C. F. Neu, eldveriAing Dineen..

weather report, the ski condi- 'Mal I r

versation with adults have a

hove commencement exercises
se 13 p.m. Thursday. June 11 in
the gymnasium.
The graduates are:

Paul Robed Bodoodah

of She following described Iola almond...al

Ittlk early and take pan in con-

relive it or not.

him through life. it is never raw

William J. Kiedaisch, ll,lann,can Editor

Dird day d June, Imo et 8 PA. In the council Chambers. MonIc,Po

Request for a rTARIATION. hem 0. req.. WWI wir119 Is DO leer for each

When are yen doing to help

Page 4

ebninD Board Of Appeals, Cry of Des Plaines, wi.old a public hearings
sildlep.Des Plaines, 011eato rwalder rho following peilrions,

620DM.
Case 70.21rVAIYADIehilerlanel

By Esther l't Colton

Diane Clare Decker
Linda Diane Denier
Donna Mae DelRe
Andrea Jeanne Demurest
Rochelle C. DeMado

Linda L Bierman

Talk with a teacher
"When you're in MY tax bracket, son-you don't have
to worry about 'the quality of life'!"

The Hersey High School
graduating Class of 1970 will

we need other things worse

THAVS THE big WV'

billion to complete the planes.
Then, when they are ready for
regular production, the government may have to finance.
that. Total cost, five billion or
more. That's because private
money lenders may he afraid

miles of O'Hare, though, it

fly faster than sound over land.
WO no laws have been passed.

sians are working on an SST.
Own if Congress appropriates
ell the money, the AMerten6
Version will not be ready smut
1978, or litter.
Is it worn] it to 'beep up?'

that. andm the planes aro a long
way fro comp/etion,

The new supersonic trans-

Promises hew been
made her the SST would not
Solved.

end French, wonting jointly.
will have an SST flying Commercially by 1973. The Rus-

spent 76 million more than

port is supposed to get you

Hersey High names graduates

By Ron Swans

Back in 1963_ the federal
government committed itself
to helping develop the
the
The commitment was not a petted (0 exceed 750 million.
So far, the government has

Page 5

Tuusleydure

1(90

Northern Illinois Gas Company
Serving more than a million customers

An° ha ton oh
.01111 vitputilllas Whee

Cub Pack 96

ft

Wires annual
Olympics
Rolling Meadows Cub Pack
96 edged Packs 68, 2110 and

180 to notch the ltd Annual
Cob Scout Olympics at the,

right, and he advanced to sec -

A ms

Jonas E Salk grade school Sat -

The

victors

mucked

points to Pack 68's 40. Pao.

.4.\;

2110' 39, and Pack I800 38.11
obviously was one of the wildest finishes in Olympic history.

f-7.`

Winder from Arlington High
School, allowed only two balls
out of the infield with the help

'

of some fine fielding behind

him. The two
I

petition.
The Packs performed in the

L anding long jump, 30 -yard

jump and the I50 -yard May
which is comprised of an eight.

Arlington Heights first baseman Dave Armstrong stretches
for throw by third.acker John Brodnan to nip Wheeling' Jack

tempts.

and

four t h-onc.

The Rolling
Chief of Police
ewarded Pack 56 a trophy in

WETIro,e2e

Meadows

By Ccurge Hobs

a bed bounce over theshoulder
of Lopn Square shortstop

ph. of the city's mayor who
was out of town at the time of
the presentation. Thee ophy

will be on display at the City
Hall.

A two -hit shutout by pitcher
Norm Werd of Wilmette overshadowed o fine hurling effort

by Logan Square's Ken Muth as Wilmette beat the Limo,

OLYMPIC RESULTS

2-0, last night at St. Viator.

STANDING LONG

Except fora single in the
third and another in lye =lb,
Wad baffled the Logan

JUMP 01-yrth I. Armetrout.
68.5.4;2. Leggett.96: 3. Bhut-

an., 180-4. Johnson, 2809-0.: I. Pulford, 96, 4-315; 2.
MUM, 280-3. Pitts, 68, 4.
INO-10-yrd

Zimmerman.

1.

Germano, 96, 5-0; 2. Bowen;
280;3. Brenner, 180;4. Grahem, 68;

30 -YARD DASH (8 YR.):
I. Damhauser, 280,2. Havlik.
96;

Camodeca,

180:4.

Clark, 68; 9-y. I. Beyer, 96;
6. Zurawski, 180, 3. Marine,
68; 4. Logalbo, 280; laird I.
Wanton. 96; 2. Bicknace. 68;

3. Broderick, 280; 4. Drake,
180;

I 2-1 N C H SOFTBALL
THROW (8 YR.): I. Waling,

bitters with his fine
control, striking out seven hitSquare

ters end walking only one.

THE FIREBALLING left
bander is one of the finest

the second frame, nor did Mar-

single.

tin have any in the third. Martin got a single in the third to
break up the no.hitter, end

trouble in the Ed inning when

Martin again pitched a fine
game for Logan Spero, allowing only one earned run while
scattering seven hits. He
pitched hitless ball for three inninp and bad at shut out going

for five Innings.
crafty left bander
earned the praise of the Wilmatte coaches and players as
be struck out six batters with a
Thy

fine mixture of curves and fast.
balls. He also broke up Ward's

he made an error and Men
walked Brian Feldman. Catcher Pat Donahue picked Mick -

cc Allweiss off second, then
Merlin whiffed Werd and got
Howard Leach to fly out.
Weld sent the Lions back no
the bench in order in the hot tom of the first inning. then

Lopn Syllare made another
error behind Martin but he
shook it off and second.de out
in the top of the

Weld had no problems in

pitchers the Lions will fete all
summer. Wcrd is fresh MT of
the Arizona State freshman
baseball team, where he was a

regular winner, Arizona State
is generally recognized as the
finest baseball school in' the
country.
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Tuesday,
June%

Wcrd also helped Ids own

eludinginwith a pair of Nu,

1970

a triple that knocked
the second run acmes. The
other hit was a single that took

9-yrdI. Thies, 280, 90.0; 2.
Zurewski. 180; 3. Olson, 68; 4.
Ile 96,
96; 10-yrd I. Mich.

pliayellos f©

280. 107-6; 2. Millen 180;3.
Golbeck, 68, 4. Acres, 96;

SgYARD DASH (BYE*
By J. Alm Cook
Awl Sports Ed.

I. Swartz, 180; 2. Richardson.

280; 3. Tatlock, 68; 4. Gonzales, 90; gym I. Meyer, 180;
dron. 611 2. Oswald. 96; 3.
Quinlan, 280;4. Zimmerman,
180;

RUNIQNG LONG JUMP
(11-1/R.): I. Leggett, 96, 9-2; 2.

Tallock, 68, 3. Fiech, 190; 4.
Leggett, 96; 9-yr.: I. Howe,
68. 9-3; 2. Romano, 280; 3.
Camodcca, 180; 4. Miller. no;

'Lyra

I.

Stanek.

180,

11-

111/2 ; 2. Fitz. 96; 3. Marine,
68;4. Welch, 200;

Under the watchful eye of
Eta Plaines Boy,' timbal Associatiou Commissioner Al
Carstens and Treasurer Jim
Arndt, the managers of the
eight Mid -Teen teams drafted
their players for this year's
COnlpetitiOn last night.

ergren in the selection while
the Elks, managed by Wayne
Ambrose, drew from their
fourth pea.
Bantam Books, piloted by
Adam Warren, made their se lections from the fifth slat. and

were followed by the 1969
Mid -Teen champion Oplimtats of Bill Newport. Jon

parable to the system used an

Towne's Allen's bull club pick ed from the seventh poll while
Jom Bombicinosl Kunkel out -

pro football. Each head pilot

fit had to out until everyane

had a list of all applicants from
which to choose when his deswaled t
arrived. The
teams draftedimc in the reverse or
der of their 1969 finish.

else made their choice before

The procedure was cot.

ISO -YARD MOAT 019-10 YR.) I. 68-Gerlisch.
Krieman, Quads; 2. 280-Gorkowski, Metz, Kraemer; 3.

GLADSTONE,
managed
byEd
won a toss of the
with Bert Carlsotis Sell-

180-0 rancll. Camodeca,

ergren club

ham. Leggett.

draft first. Vic Hanson's Burchard Cleaners followed Sell-

Drake; 4. 96 -Waling. Kirk-

and clean! to

getting a shot at the roster.
Each manager was allowed
to "hold'. six players over
from last season's squad, and,

if he wished, he could make
nvo further selections or opdons in place of his first and

Old

Orchard's

Scratch

news for Friday night
night

w. higtdighted by a hole

i

one that wasn't. Long hitting
Mike Melchoirre of the Miles
and Miles Insurance Team
teed his ball on the back is of
the long 200 yard par three

,

on 4 inch from the cop and
also birdied number 14- The

tin pee up two coneccutive

The 18 -man ninon an as

Mark Ackerman, Mike Si.Jim Do -richer, Dan
Dowd, Richard Klecka, John
Kitrca, Don MeMahoh, Jack
Patti, Bill Priester, John Reilly, Eric Schmitz, Bob-Simek.

ME NEAR-1SO boys who
filled

out

applications par -

3

Dohlheinh If

it was unearned. Leach hit a

Rebarchak. rf
Cooper. c
Rossi, lb
Totals

fickler Mike Pettenuzzo had
trouble tracking, but o fine
throw should have held Leach
a triple. But cut-off man
Hake
Hake took Perienuzzo's throw
and threw it into the I.ogan
Square dugout, allowing
Leach to score.
Wend gave up another of in.

dell: when Pawners°
a fastball into leftficid for a long single, but he
stnoulcd on first

the
two

O

Wert p

3
3

3

LOGAN SQUAB

7

.7

29

Smith, 2b

0.

loge Seholarship.

rbl

h

Pettemazo, If
Rossi, 36

DRAM, rf
Donahue, c

3
2

He successfully competed
against top caliber cadets at

3
3

Lawrence University and
throughout the entire Air

0

points

John Keeley while Joe Lohr
and John Neubauer played to a
dead heat score and match.

Mike Graft fired a fine Alto

down Allan

Spinnello's 39. Bob Lee's team
lost out even though Bob sunk

score was offset by Dave Sotgardt's 37, while booming
Bill's, Hugo and Pautke did

Ilth from off the green for a
bird.
Wayne

Rolls and Rick
Krohn had knuckle cracker
most of the night. Rich Kronn

took a one up lead early and

Tim Boyle, Jim Buchholz,

Hank Milius, Andy Richardson, Jeff Smith, Scott Wagner
and Todd Wessell.

but his

exchange only two hol. and
played to a tie. Pautke won 2

ELKS
Bill Besenhofer, Colin C.arroll, Arnold. Drews, Ken GMmer, Km Romeo, Bill Heyse,

and Hugo won 6.
Al the moment we find only
three undefeated individuals
still swinging away.
n

Mike Kautz, George Kinser,
Dave LaBickas, Paul Locke,
Bill Schroeder, Dave Surterfield, Bob Tanner, Bruce

had to sink a 20 foot pun on 16
to salvage his strange par, but
Wayne Rolfs reached the long

Yom s, A. Omega and Ken

Terry, Rick Veith. Rick Wolf-

Yoder lead this department,
while the league's elite include

gram and Frank WoloWith.

18th par three with a 3 wood
and almost unbelievably sunk

Bob Kronn's average 37.75,
Mike Spinnello average 38.0
and Bill Kleiner with 38 plus.

about a 45 foot mai& up hill

13111

KUNKEL

Joe

Fred
Bombicino,
Campobasso, Chris Chirikas,
Andy Flambouras, Dan Ginonan, Keith Gunderson, Dave
Gutznier, Jim Hanselmann,
Joe Jung, Rick Kche, Tom

Prospect High Schhol, is now
completing his second year at
Lawrence University, where
he has played varsity football
and ranked a Conference Sec-

and on the Varsity Wrestling
Team, He is a member of the
Delta Tau Delta Fmternity m
Lawrence.

Provenzano,

Mark Skarning, Dennis Will-

District, Gil Penni°, will be inMoo

Craig Zaleski.

Bill Beam, Lany Born, Mike

The other run came in on an

error, so Bokelmann was rot
exactly rocked by any great
hitting explosion, and after
Ill fifth inning the only hit he

j

FOR INSTANCE,ontracti not too

j

.long ago a
ng company was widening Oakton S.
'in Elk Grove Village. At about
pm. the company mistakmly drove three metal stakes
into three Illinois Bell Telephone cables. At teal 3,000
cables were knocked out of
wry= costing Illinois Bell

allowed was a wasted single by
Sheridan in Me sixth.

Ariington Heights completed the scoring In ale half of
the 000 when Erase was sok
on a fielder's Choice, stole second and scampered all the way
home on a passed ball

j S1,070 for repair servicc only.
All United Air Lines phones

to the residents of the

Thc league is scheduled to
begin play Sunday with all
eight members partpadng In
twin double-header at Maine

Park District at a reception tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the Can

West.

swim team.

Manny Center Mven by the

Parent Ora:Mind= of the

BANTAM BOOKS

Doug Dalbke, Bob Dour-

was out of service at O'Hare

,

Da.

.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 161

Plays

r

h

Abinanti, et

3

Salm. 2b
Brudnan, 3b

2
I

2

0

bi
0
0
0

Frase, c

3

2

1

I

ah

I
1

I

0

Lundstedt, If
Armstrong. lb
Fitzgerald. rf
Boltelmann, p
Totals

.(kom Springlidd)
. p.n.
The special se
; vide suldidy funds for the
CTA. annOL1110,1 for midJune by Governor Ogilvie, is

I

0

0

expected to begin June 15.
Matters other than CTA

2

19

6

Player
Schweitzer, If

nb

r

Solomon. rf
Day, ss
Sheridan, cDyson,
"

Dist.) of Barrington and the
other state legislators who
were in Springfield Thursday.
In a special session. the

3.

Jenkins. 3b3 0

GOVernd, call must lrit the

Lundquist, lb

.. specific matters which the leg diatom may consider. The
June special session agenda is
include)
believed certain
matters besides heto1p for CIA,

P. PORTO, p

D. Eliseo.

O'Malley, ph
Weisen, cf
Totals

1

2
23

THE QUESTION of public

2 II -Sheridan;
SB-Salm,
Bradnan, Fres, Lundquist,
W i se n ;
HBP-Brodnan,
Lundstedt; Sac-Bokelmann

,

Wk to private schools is not ex.Sena
c
c
peek

leaders arc reported

half of the semi-final game

tine Midgets shut out Northbrook, 2-0, and then took the
championship by the same

his. teammates dominated play
in the second half. Brad Byker
kicked in the clincher with

score. The Intermediates made

about four minutes left to in-

agairrtt Nbrthbrook, and then

It to the final game in their sum the victory.
In the championship, it NO
tape before bowing to Mn-'
ton Oro, 3-1. Both Palatine again Brian Sculpino with the

to

have

Aerial cable is subject to
damages by sleet, wind, rain,

line,

44

teletype

commu-

nication lines and 30 carrier
systems from Chicago to the

ANOTHER INCIDENT in
arcs occurred in May
when 150 trunk lines were
knocked out of service. The
this

ca rrier

errant motor vehicles
squirrels, he said..

and

An underground cable

nordnvest suburbs.

system

between

O'Hare Airport and Palatine
was disconnected as well as

linking Des Plaines to
Arlington Heights. Lines to
Cobb

and from Barrington and Pala

,..

-,

\I

added. "And since more arid
more cable is going underground, the chances of cable
being damaged by construction equipment increase every'
year," Anderson said.

route as many calls . possible
through
Elgin
and
Men
worked overtime to splice the
cables together.

eddick,
Rpssible,

Illinois Bell employe, Sherry Rcddick tried to explain

ing to prevent such mishaps by.

repair broken cables as soon as
o
according 0 Sherry

of Illinois Bell.
Now Illinois Bell is atterapff

Mc urgency of this type of sltuanon. Sometimes hospitals,
fire and police services am put

hiring "cable patrolmen'. who
visit construction sites and
homes to locate buried able

by broken cables," she
said. "Illinois Bell sometimes
has to put out mobile unit m

for the diggers.

calk."

AN AERIAL CABLE Ls
not the answer in preventing

CALL

255-7200 OR 296-6640

U

These patrolmen am/
maps and electronic detecting

Building &R modeling

Air Conditioning
CONDITIONING

CENTRAL AIR

-

much expense and troUble to

persons can make emergency

, TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

is

ILLINOIS BELL and other
telephone companies go to

out

rl

protected by a tough polyethylenc covering, he added.
About 83.9 per cent of telephone wire is underground, he

tine were also out of service.
Illinois Bell at
to re-

Brikelmann
Eliseo
Sheridan

two per cent of their eolithdons for expenses, is expected

te be on the special session
agenda.

Authorization to take up the
appropriating of funds for the

ip h aver

Los -

laughter.

They and other radio great

team realty go. Len and Lance

into the game. Again Palatine
held a 1-0 halftime lead. man

Gackowski played welt coheirub.
Minims according to t

instant replay of the first game,
up popped Brad Byker with the
second goal and the Celtic

coach, and Randy Kuley and
Charles Marshland also drew

won theca= going away.
Goal keeper Mark Dirtrich
played well in both gam., pr serving the shut outs. Mike
Miller, Phil Sobey, captain
Steve .Sobey, Mike Jusa, Bill
Brownlow, Mike Sobey, King
Sculpino and de

THE PALATINE Intermediates got off to a slow Bart
against the experience of MOD.
ton Grove, and the Celtics

praise.

were hurt when a shot took a

bad bounce on goalie Mork
Dittrich, who played far both
tm ehediates.
Midgets and -the Inter-

f.

ly be held on the 15 and 16th
and then adjourned the fol.
lowng week, probably -until
lithe 23. At least three days

IS end 16. The annual VFW
begins

in

"Everything in this world
was saved by somebody, and

they find their way into the
world.. Moore said. Every
week his collection increases
by about 40 or 50 shows, he
added.

Moore, collection increas-

shows) from the 1930s. 1940s

es mainly by trading his tapes
with other collectors' tapes.
Collecting tapes is not an expensive hobby, he said, until

and 1950s are being heard over
Cryetal Lake's radio station

One

begins

buying different

tape recorders to copy other
pers0T1s. opts.

MOORE SAID HE began

0U

SPEC!

ROOMS
PUMBITTO

..

ELECTRICAL

kr.pvg.T.

AI, Coll 6..0922

'Pennsylvania,

a

suspense

'?'show, Amos and Andy anil a
Joe Penner Show.

All the old time radio Mows
toMike Moore. of Chi caws. "I get a kick out of hoar- sing them on the air again." he

"AND I WANT to share
'them with everybody else."
been
ly col-

:sld

radaa shows for'

';'bout two and half yew.

icno

,t1ttearSyeinziA, to

1

u

THE ONLY BARGAIN.
1NG point appears
the
amount the township collector
retains. The figure might drop
below the two per cent figure
proposed.
On salary

increases

for

this demand is a great increase
in time required from the
members now that the Assent-

thing that allowed the 111111W -

the MIdy, will be
, lOwing dam Shows next week
WII feature Edgar Bergen and
McCarthy, Benny
Charlie
Goodman from the H&c!

nation to work overtime..

THE BELL AIRS have
geared their station to appeal
to the woman in her home
WIV's slogan, "Wives Buy

What WIVS Sells," was written to epitomize that appeal.

"Mel usually plays the new.
thirgs he feels are good." Mrs.

Bellairs said. "We don't play
the quiet. soft music that some
stations play, but we don't play
the loud, riotous music either.
We're sort of in between."

H

the current 512,000 salary to
515.000 in 1971. Underneath

"IN THE SENATE we

FASCIA, SOFFIT,
GUTTERS, ROOFING

COUNTRYSIDE ALUMINUM

358.7206

2,I..V.7.

rte

o All apes of flo
HOUSE PAINTING

,,

Col
al

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED CA1L 562 iozs

FOUNDATIONS. PREF ESL

208 W. Golf Rd.

,,,,,a,,

,

EVIL ;"OW GARS

Co11827,8283

Bicycles 8 Repairs

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

,,,

0993

Tile

024.5464

GET THE BEST

',rm., All oo- lobs around

ban9Ing. ern, ex...
LEO'S
CL 3-7374

"'"%7Z222 or 394.5216-

DICK, TILE klIVIHE

(,,,,

CUSTOM DECORATING

SPRING CLEANUP

.GIT1117.,
CHUCK TONES IANEISCAPING

537.111

Child Care

I,.

W.r'.. Vr..... '..r.. 'T

CA1,3,1-0074

Toelipointing
OLSEN TUCUP,INTING

r.T'P.iuu^g uuT ubirneuT

SAND

GROOMING
255-2570
roseect

His, UPboIetu, C...

poonE

Dressmaking -Sewing

0

,,,,,ra

,I,.,

Co rue nt

,

ti

,,,

Drawn°

HOUSES RAISED

Cb

9

toping. No job too Jar
iRe.SROR

ml
1

.

I

P

II

,

on

CONTRACTORS

for

14

All

253.4772.

dentin!,

255.5185
°nee

Law

COLORS, PORTABLE OR

FINANCING AVAILABLE

COLORS

F:IEJ:C3rA

CALL 8,1.1500

to

SPOON 8 SONS
595-0478 6654412

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN
REASONABLE REFERENCES

CALL 562 -975

Lauritz Jensen

ao- Prob.

x

a

" "'"

FINDIN6

CL 9-0495

,,

PEOPLE
ARE

Decorators

I

SiU:TEEp

R & M DECORATING
1-1ARPPKTIpirNE'Sig

CALL 297-2266
RUSGC FENCING

stesiode

289-1080

MCISOnry

' 'c.k.'c.c.cc

REVERS MASONRY

BOBJAACKS ZINCING
UT 16 WI

358-3172

358-0845

M.

:roil a Pea

4

A

.

NERE

campus corps

ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

537 12,1

Nil

IN THE

827-7456

Floor Refinishing

BIG, HOME REPAIRS

expense

m.,,,,,,,,0,,,
E,,,,,,, N,0,, ...pop

97.31,5

IIIT9. ....CI

FREE ESTIMATES 296.8255

CHAIN LINK FENCE

nM11=P lITL, 'or

-

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO,

WELDING ANDGENERAL REmia

UT, INSURED

CHAIN LINK FENCES -Mt, 6

STEEL

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Relictble

DECORATING

Fencing

Room AddIrlons

-

Welding

RUSSELL

'll.'ll ".".511',5il°"°

Kaben Raab.

.

o

,,,,L1/ l il

g

w,

bcensed.

,ECTREC

AARON

by

NEED MORE ROOM?

RICK'S ['MORA

Hall
thda mho-ff.
5.,....

type, o8 sooloas or

'

,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

g,

8,646 or 827.0441
.

0.0.010LICIIity

lawn Care

s buro

t

1

T22,

Idles etc CO1837-2617
350 -1807
BROWN 613LOMT

Call

Walla rseGno

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT 7 yels.

,

Electrical Work

-

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERV.Pree u.clr
TOR

REE ESTIMATES 2,6.1638

a, ioniliaingl
obei Diu.

k

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING.

NG

raimm a ll(ell

op

elsoiono.

437.2884

B 6 0 DECOR

CZI.?C?W

u,

2

ring

,

I. KOTTKE 8, SONS

FULL BASEMENT

she

,,

eatiGlta DECORATING

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

LANDSCAPING

CARPENTER

2

PAINTING 6 DicoRANNG

DO YOU SEW???

Ro,
le.

NEAT CARPENTER WORK
STAIRS,W1NDOWS. PORCHES,
REC. RMS. ROOMADD. ETC. FREE
ESTIMATESCALL 3943427

CC

CALL ED 158.535V

RCN FOSTER, No

DIRTp

WHOLESALE 6 RETAIL
IATRION BLUE KENTUCKY BLUR
BLACK

COUTURIER dcsiunie9 Und .0-

EXPERT CARPENTER

,,,cv,r"",-"a2.,,,,

0I

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

!UV

SOD DEPOT

Collor,can 392.889
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TV Service
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OLAND E. JOHNSON
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE
1327.7588

pairs. etc.
89,5341

NEW WAY RAI
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ain al, imusasou
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Local

IvI0c0

g

Ideal for new !awn, lay bedi

loci... by °Iona.
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rmimo

RICH MIMI= BLACK SOIL
Pulverized P. oned Imo

2,9-16U6

Building &Remodeling

.

Soca f nterprisa

GROOMING

Tutoring

259-0652

D

re.

°"°'771'.'t25,1030

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

IT

oWA=
DECORATIVE

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

,x,21'IgME:=ZE,

d

TOP SOIL

Dog Serve
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TILE MAN

a:U.re'g.Pret:'.7.Trb788

Booting

,E,

WALLSAND FLOORS

utudenisT Coll lim
mere HE 7.4562
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H

Pum p

CL S38,42

52,6634

WINKELMAN'S

,

%daring

....V'. '.'cr...I.B

439.3269

02,1-54,10

WAHLQOIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

manth far ni salary increase in 1971..

Slin

WALTER S

. L CONCRETE

ANY CONDITION

liberalizing of

Onto shows, broadcasts music,
news and interviesv

Free estimates,

359-4113

WHOLESALE

Auto Service

this is not the year to vote ourselves a raise."

r'illi1;71e'sillingT)

,

Landscaping
,,,c,o,., ,,,, ,,,,,

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
967-9742
593-7208

Day Want Ads
Sell things foster

loge slutlen n.
253,6604

isuors

Free Est

VIcr=.=."Z:71

,...voreron.vi.
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ROSELLE DODGE
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o RoRlocomoon on

WORK

C

515,000 salary," Sen. Graham

W1VS, along with Rs old

'7,' '''''

.ra..,Freee,r. 3,12460

'

COMPLETE

told The Day yesterday, "but
w think that with the inflation
and the business slow down.

4Wrinigthijoslodnic

D 8 1 CONTRACTORS

2S,1039

easonable.

main,. Quo, ied College

,...!,..!Lr.

,13/-ROIR

Sewer 8 Septic Work

OR.aual,nxWactmOINENIOR

STEPS

Auto Body Renoir

O

8,4.6736

poll f

d

Ip

,corocV,A.Akrjge co

ANAMMT.IZ

Sheet Metal Work
,. I Hy

FIGHT BACKIII

1ST IN CEMENT

SIDEWALKS

%33'

Rome Maintenance

mr o'n THE m oor.

.

V:',7,.'i,s.1]=T

100 REFERENCES.

WORK GUARANTEED. GUTTER
WORK. CALL 2R7-4635

FINANCING AVAILABLE

cx,1,,,,...r.o,04,

o

R 6 R ROOFING
ROOFINGAND REPA1RSALL

FINE INTERIOR.EXTERIO,
PAINTING. By school ipeober.

PRODUCTS CO.

APOLLO

Murals
Nand painted. For

that wc are worth the

There is a possible area of
compromise. Many House
members would be interested
in having (heard.n
Housc
budget increased Currently.
they are not fenumerated for
mg -of -pocket expenses while
the Legislature is in session in

11991

00

An Services

Wy is meeting once or more
each Year.

Painting & [Natio-inn

ALUMINUM SIDING

390-0240

EA ADDINGTON

1

AEI

529,587

II 439.-5178

Co

EXPERT BODY WORK

cago

ing television.

ber McGee and Molly, a come.

'rn

pogo

get

legislators waut more
than the 10 million the &nate
is willing to vote.
On the question of township
tax collections, the Chicago
Democrats may need to yield

He..., Numbing Co.

..'

ise in their solaria. ex-

troversy. On CTA aid, the Co-

al

tae. tIiMcENEEY MG. CO.

Phone Todovl

COMMERCIAL ARTIST -ADMAN

penses or both," mid Sen. Gra-

Think

Home Improvement

PMI's*:

"From my talks with people
in the House. cm are not going
to get much cooperation there

members of the Assembly. the
House has voted to in creue

-show will be played, and Fib-

COT 3,2,50

RosideoliolCroomgomotalol

said yesterday.

to be 00 the call are in con-

PLUMBING HEATING. Redd,

IV lk

n'on.

SKIRTS AR SHORTER

I

for the CTA but it must beano
one-year basis," Sen. Graham

Except for the appropriat-

MAINTE

CALLS ACCEPTED

.I'ZOO
FREE ESTIMATES

956-1430

-0.

uj,,,,,c,

,o, o,,,,,,,,o
-

I...M CONCRETE
.

"

Plumbing

NANCE.

Cement

62359690

51 think there will have to
be some financial help voted

ing of funds for state officials'
salaries, the other issues likely

PLOWING, LAWN

HEARING AIDS FOR REN

ROBERTS CONCRETE

...V.L.5rcb1.

Now more sessions such as the

ham.

HANDWASHED,

6 woos, SNOW

STRIPPED

UT

He.rinS"

..,;:',"147,7Z:

-

Hems 6 Alterobons

one just closed will be a dis-

members

all

6 REMODELING

FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,

a

",,!

"" " 7'T 'E

'T ''S ' " T07 FAI ' C'.

DAY OR NITE

"UNTIL AND UNLESS

House

IIL'

el

I

lon,,, Spedo.V

Drywall Reuel.

VATE MOMES, CHURCHES, Ell.

CEILINGS

.5410

IUUI

we get strong party leadership
and more staff help." Rep,
Robert Eckert (11 -4th Dist.) of
Park Ridge told The Day.

unless
some

'l

Guner'

'Will Om,

H

sow,

Service

Eagle's Aerie,

'

Plastering

Brad's Maintenance

CANE 6 RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

iC
IL

BY RAY PETERSON

68

Moira

358.1

'Alterations

They think the work of the assembly Could have been completed in May.

IN something done la insure
that taxes will be collected lo.
ownallyT ,hinipsthe Cook County

cla

8,

rob

Furniture Refinih ing

'-c...I .r. ' H.'1 cc

.".'"."'"'..

el. Wor,o0

all

808,016

CI. U.3517

Springfield on the 17M and all
hotels and motels in the area

"THERE WILL HAVE to

UD FALTINO

CL

i I= le.CCro. 534
12. Co,, ,Z6

0

aster?
Everyone agrees that the
Governor and party leaders in
both houses need to meet before the special session and
reach agreement on,the objectives and how to achieve them.

,endeT, sealed

.7,7'"

Carpet Cleaning

e

cn

plished in the special session Is
uncertain. Many legislators
arc unhappy with having to attend a special session in June.

r.g2tm.rpm...n.

ICE CO

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Illinois Bell will send someone
to Mow buried cables for any onc who plans to dig.

are fillet
Him much an be accom-

,,, rm
B

Star=

co- Arita am

Accounting

0

Masonry

AND STORE Fix TUN TS

c.c.

PT

Piano Tuning Services

Floor Refinishing

BOB, HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Window units. Bemist

equipment to hop locate the
cables. With advance notice,

collecting old radio shows because he found more pleasure
in listening m them than linening to today's shows or watch"WINS is a unique radio
dation," Moore said. "Igs lake
radio used to be. You am listen te it and enjoy h likcconopardon."
The collector added that radio bt the 1940's was "some-

Sobey, left, tries to weld colfission, while King Bibby; WWI,

first goal about five minutes

The special session will liko-

collection of 5,000

'Mom a

June 10th the Key Kyser

ms t presstve

"I expect that we will have the
for this special session
about Monday or Tuesday."

call

the airwaves
Fibber McGee and Molly.
-'Edgar Bergen and Charlie
"MoCarthy and Hay Koer are
L'oehing a comeback, racking
'the airwaves once again with

sekars*Il
rum Interference.

two or three days. Representative David 1. Regner 01-3d
Dim.) of Mount Prospect said.

Old time radio
rocking

4 0 1-0 4 2

All residents of the Park
District are invited to meet
Penni-

received by the legislators in-

MR collectors being made dep. convention

2 3 54 2 3

Fannie will also be coaching
the Parking District Swim
Tennithis summer. He ha had
extensive experience in thaching competitive swimming.

cial sessions is expected to be

sessions the Mai week to June

The possibility of InWitehlp

bb

.7 4 2-0 9 3.

Winner-Bokelmann;
er-Elisco

THE CALL FOR the spe-

public schools N put on the CAL masons for limiting the
agenda.

Miller

with the privilege of retaining

That week would be requited to
wattling accomplished at a dm- complete the spedal sesston.
. Mal session at this time if aid to

watt station, said they =Oentrate on suspense shows because "people seem to like
;,:them."

were the Raters who made the

dye.

along with one computer data

told Coy. laffilyie there cm he

HMG SUMMARY

pp,

Playing thainst much more
experienced, teams, the Pala-

to

were out of communication

.

,

Sculpino
Brian
sthred the first goal in the first

switchboards

Ma's and state department
. nor's call. The special sins
fo
providingr
is likely to last two weeks and heads, as well
ies
1971 salaries and monof
could take three.
THESE WERE THE VIEW) the General Assembly, em car Inc U C
of Sen. John Graham (12-34 MID 10

hl

P

Midgets,

company

12

problenis will be on to -O.., salaries of elected state 010-

WHEELING (2)

leire, who own and run the 500

brook.

C.N. Anderson, Illinois Bell
public radians represema-

nty Cook County colleens..

By Richard Crabb

MALCOLM AND Jo Bel-

FOR THE championship

broken cables, al:Cording

at O'Hare Wei< affected; and

CAA funds
expected t® begin June 11.5

kilocycles on the radio dial.

teams have only been in axistence for about eight months.

Ahem.: Holiday Inn phones

Specie] @cession

On June 8 and 9. a suspend

The Palatine Celtics Midget
sod Intermediate soccer teams
met with success .over the
weekend in the league cham.
pionship games at North-

NN

2

trouble finding

shenv will be broadcast mei
the station, located at 850

Palati e soccer to

Lonsurr -ins unay yuiu ui leluuIO SCI VIL.C.,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

,.1
,S,,

had

Eliseo

WIVS from 6-6:30 p.m.. Monday through Thursday and
12130-1 pm. Sundays,

As the ball gets past the Northbrook goalie, Palatine's Brian
Sculpino, center, gets ready to make the foot goal of the game
Saturday. the Palatine Celtics became league champions -Mike

c,0

LO

Itemcatcher

New aquatic director

Wells. George Woolley and
ALLENS

advertently striking a buried
telephone cable.

Ron, a, 1968 graduate of

The new aquatic director
for the Mount Prospect Para

Chuck

Ralph Baker that brought in a

MECHAM)

with the amistance of Mike
a pitching wedge shot on the

Miller,

Schultz, Kevin Sherwood, BM
Slapke, Phil Slapke and Craig
Weever.

can disrupt his or his neighborhood's telephone service by in-

er a dribbler by

Littwin, Jim Lyman, Ed Mueller, Kevin Richardson, Marshall Sayad and loon Wilkins.

18th green.

Peters

Steve

closer 5-2 count. The only MN
were of the infield variety. one
by Speedy Wiesen and the oth-

Krammeyer, Jack Liggett, Bob

Godawski, Joe Handley, Alan
Hanson, Keith Heerdegen,
Jeff Kalb, Pete Kesaris. Mike
Maloney, Gary Michelotti,

41/2

Miclkc,

WHEELING GOT to him
far two runs in the Oh. how.
ever, to bring the score to a

Jim Alderson, Ones AnnChris Boucher, Walt
Boylan, Roger Blumnr, Bob
Gilson, Bob Donley, Doug
Kahn, 1 m Kennedy lath

Bucky Walters
helped with a 2 stroke win over

collect

Fred

this summer.

everyone

planning to do any digging to
caII and lot us know," said
Staley, Illinois Bell Telephone general manager of the
North Suburban area,
r.
He explained that even a
home gardener
a troa

wald,

15. Russ Bedford and John Ei-

14, to help Mike Graft's

Kow Dopp,

Jerry Krialta, Chris

Force ROTC program. *lea
lion was based on interest.
Academic Achievement, Potential and Physical Fitness.
He will participate In a fourweek pilot mining program

'Kunkel. Dan Moss, Rick Pc -

Bob Andersen, Carl Barns,

D'Andrea, Bert Castoff, Ted

Builders

Home,

-

Keith Moranz, Ned Peterson,
Mike Silk, Dave Sullivant, Lac

Doug Werhane, Dan Woods
and Rill Zierke.

edging Bill Schwerin on the

on

Richardson gets
scholarship

encourage

5We

his complete -pine victory.

Geyer, ss3 0

0
0

and Russ Zage.

Murk Minch,

ip h r-er w so
7 2 0-0 I 7
7 7 2-1 2 6

O'Donnell, lb

Player
Snyder, of

O'Neill, Tom O'Neill, Fred

Klose,

0

Ronald E. Richardson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Richardson 108 N. Louis, Mount Prospect, has been selected to re an Air Force ROTC Col.

Mindall, Jeff Myers, Dave
Nelson, Bill Olsen, Jim Olsen,
Toni Schultz, John Sjeetrand,
Roger Spencer, Gary Warren

Scott

0 .2

and only three walks in

And Illinois Bell Telephone
making this plea to persons
,end companies.

(8)

Dittmar,

hind, Greg Fife, Gary 116,1,
Jeff Heist, Jeff Heydecker,

I

Ryan, 2b

lain, Rich Redone, Tint Gil lespie, Rick Heston, Gordon
Lewis, Frank Mitchell, Iry

Steve Biancalana, Randy Eck -

D

0
0

0

1

0

long fly to left which ler:-

0

1

struck out the side.
Wilmette finally got a run in
the top of the sixth inning, but

down and

26

0

PTICHINC SUMMARY
Player
Allweiss, 3b
Feldman, ss

Martin

settled

3

months of 1970. The breaks re-

,: sWted from home gardeners
wor construction companies
digging and hitting 5 cable

E-Allweiss, Feldman Cl. Mardn, Hake 12).

WILMETTE (2)

O

he

Rich Utecht, Phil Veer -arena,

ing en 18 foot birdie putt on
ler added their fine scoter and
voila, 6 points.

Haim, ss

Leach, of

cony,

SELLERGREN

passed ball, he was extremely
tough on the Arlington hitters
the test of the way. In fad, he
pitched hitless ball for four

Pitcher
Ward

then

OPTIMISTS
Don Bauer, Bruce Beam,

GLADSIONE

milted both runners to score
with the help of a damaging

I

sing) ei to open the frame, but

follows:

Rick lltudzban, Tom

On the back nine, with a birdie

their opponents even though
Bob Kamen fired a 30 against
them. Long Robert had a bird
on the 12th when he hit an 8

round.

DON HAGER led his matter
team to victory for the night by

ter with his first shot.
After setting up another ball
knocked the ball
over
over 200 yards and smack into
the cup for a hole in one that
was scored as only a par in his
very fine round of 38 strokes
for nine. Oh yes, Mike won his
match and led hit learn in

BOB BURROW'S Chevy
drivers took six points from

draft to advance still another

putt fora birdie 215.

Grabs Salmi.n fired a 37

Rea tors.

WILMETTE threatened in
the top of the fifth when Mar-

tide to come out, Carstens said
have signed and then allow the

ALTHOUGH DING Pc,

311-Werd, Leach; SR -Rossi,

in.

first pitch of the next inning to
brisk Martins hitless game.

the drafting to 18
rounds. If some boys still dohe would wait until eight boys

a bum,
was replaced on
the mound by Sheridan.

Martin, p
when Mtwara singled with Tarok
one out and Wcrd tripled him

- 970 campaign

Chevy 's stunned Robert when
Ken Yoder birdied three boles
in a TW Starting at the 14th par
5, 15th par five and then sink-

eighth bole and caught the wa-

tort' over Baird and Warner

Werd followed by hitting the

layed

second -round draft choices.

Old Orchard scratch
league golf results
Lea

on a fielder's choice Mowing

h -Yid.-Teen coaches oirraft

96. 53-9; 2. Mayerley, 280; 3.
Johnson, 180; 4. Braham. 68;

2. Prins, 68; 3. Leggett, 96; 4.
Schneider, 280; 10.yr4 I. Wal-

shone run in any park with a
fence, was the first safety off
Bokelmann. But it went for

lithts e tougher. with nine strikeou

There were 119 telephone
usable breaks in the northwest
eisuburbs during the first three

they did not know was there.

But Bokelmarm was just a

SOW walked to start thing.

WILMETTE GOT another
tun in the nap of the seventh

By Moly Ressler

with the clutch blow, a

off, and after Brodnan waseafe

CD

1'

Sheridan didn't pitch an inning for Wheeling's high
school man in the spring. but
apparently he lost nothing
from the fol, that made him a
top reliever last summer. He
two and hitting two batsmen.

single up the middle that rosily
brought in both runners.
Lloyd
That was all the
Meyer's crew would need, but
they picked up two more
unearned tallies in the bottom
of the third without the benefit
of Shit.

LC)

Daicigin

..t*

N

Iffec7

unearned run in the fifth.

struck out four wok walking

in

Telephone cables pr ving
a tasty tidbit for diggers

run charged to him was an

scoring position,
Dave Lundstedt came through
Erase

on, _U ono,

i

no-hitter in the third with a
MARTIN GOT himself in

Willie Hake.

AFTER ANOTHER wild

o

iY

complete innings. and the only

pitch that put Brodnan and

fourth, which would have been

only hits of the ganw.The rally
Jeratte during yeeterdayk 6-2 Arlington victory (Photo by Um came off Wheeling starter and
loser Paul Eliseo.
Stuart)

zeroes

left to score Abinanti.

double with two out in the

runs in the notframe on their'

nine and 10 -year old runner.

third -two

LONG

naught when John Dyson went
down swinging.
Meanwhile,
Arlington
Heights had collected three

.dash. 12 -inch baseball throw.
50 -yard dash, running May

second.threc.

that escaped

were both shots off the bat of
big bean Sheridani but neither
figured in the scoring.

SHERIDAN'S

cola as judges for the com-

points with first drawing four.

Bokelmann, the tall right-

I

their older counterparts.
Aldermen Daniel Weber.
James Huddleston, Frederick
Jacobson and William Ahrens
witnessed the action from their

earned

the Arlington Heights

Ike both clubs.

THE BOYS, competing in

FOUR PLACES

aerie

John Brodnan drew a walk and
Braes Fiore rapped a single to

to whip Wheeling, 6-2, in the
first District Nine thcounter

1

and on a wild pitch. After
Eliseo struck out Cary Salna

American Legion baseball nine

s

six differenc events, were ante dodged into age croups of
eight. n Me and /0 -year olds. In
the winning di same case
u
tenets of the youngsters otrated the performances of

with by find score accumulated by averaging both at-

four-hitter by

Jim

Bokelmann and some
lusty first -inning hitting en-

43

Each boy was allowed two tries

Mike Abinand ltd off the
inning with a solid single to

By Jim Stuart
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23 Employment Agencres Men

24 Help liantal Men

25 -Employment Agencies Women

STUDENTS

RECENT COLLEGE

I'm looking fora couple
of frame homes in your
are. to display our new

Vinyl Aluminum

PRODUCTION

COUNTER MAN

"*Z1.,ci,11rm

for

$600.00

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE
5550TO 5600

13 lost and found

298-2770
inge bowl, pock

940

773 2020

Willa, Inc.

bore.' "We's Plaines

HAMMER,
INC.

C'esell'OPorDe:n

296.1071

$9-612,000

47,',

437-8500
HERST ALLEN CO.

:7

ARE YOU A

437.0800

M9l3r1Z3V

7M4,=7.7,

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summed

Light Weight?

1"111=11g1"

te/CLASS

EMPLOYMENT

2400i.X,97-7160
'72'f1411170'1VnGROV-""
5945'W. Dempster 9652900

ENGINEERING

956.1935F G. V.

or Sol, a8,1 pm

296-1043

College student

Randhurst.

1st

will

GROUNDSKEEPER

CALL 296.5274

225'15108ns Wanted Women

299-2281,Evt 808

$10,000 0 515,000 Plus,
Then why not toll me. All

HOLY FAMILY

1 wont is someone that
will work for Mg $5 The

HOSPITAL

ne. Wee is up to

relrnee,

bake

25 WEEK

211.1.23, Grano Nino

Prater Ad. Nowt & W.
deers/511sec
Refs.

NOME TYPING WANTED.

e,

i5

E.

297-2400

259 7300

$590 MONTH
TAU '100112

14-7o Rent Imadments

132-Wante1 to Rent

23 Employment Agenc182

87 -Condominiums

93-7x67

0:1k rl"0,"'°'910000
DE

'seedrm.;'

PLAINES, Velure

1

ovVner.52350.025tv6..D'

L 2 bdrrn

o Id

What
you
P op. N
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"

Timbedalte Village
One Bedrm

RENTAL-00EL. Ayail, June 15.

=1'5712'

July

I,

Coll

yb

bpi

GENERAL OFFICE

k,p
5 B 300
Thor kes

=KIX&
"Lte-IiriLZ.?griZ-

29B-2770

tits

En Salle Personnel

or

3150
d ,,Poss

no

1101 McCabe Ave, Oh Grove
921-46E11

Swimming Pad
Recreation Ream

REAL

280 N. Wedge's

public contact

M

rru.

invearnenis,

O

Timberlone

RECEPTIONIST

76 -To Rent Houses

392-1500 Ext. 211

,

$450 to $675

holmes & assoc.

960

2

!Arm

mobile

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

by Cokor & Penn

PROGRAMMING
$12,500 FREE

IncZ'

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

EMPLOYMENT

7

Young Ho

100% Free Positions

COMPUTER CENTRE

PLAINERAINER

C.I:MAEDIATDAfIgl

=it "s".

itry
t
cl
clevi1e5 is required. We offer an excellent starting
salary and o full hoe of company benefits plus the
opportunity for personal development.

HELP

297-7160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 AlsonquIrs 437.5090
evonDES

MAKE A WISHBONE COW-

MORTON GRVE
awls vidcs,sisr nOs-Terse

BOY!

By Cappy Dick
26.114 Wanted Women

If you rescue the wishbone the
nen limo your family has dilcken

for dinner, you will have the

RN's & LPN's

foundation fora miniature cowboy (Figure 3). The only ether
equipment you need will be
brown crepe paper, pink cmpe

ALLELE.

Good opium., ,n enteEk'

Mors. Any schooling in E.D.P. A

Please call or Come In
For More information

255-1900

BON
.

BUSINESSMENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Ploines. 2.3535

mar Jest

2400 E

-

w you

296-107A1

nicians with o knowledge of integrated circuits.
Technical
the areas of solid gate digital

"1

359-5020

I

We now hove excellent opportunities In our Man.
Trimming Assembly Dept. for electronic I h

1800 West Centro, Rood
Mt.
III.
An Equal OpportProspect,
unity Ermdoyer /Off

core.

CONTA,C,TAI,S2SellECHT

paper and library paste.
The wishbone forms the bt1WPd

of the cowpuncher. 711a
knobbed ends will be the toes of
legs

Insurance
Agency

his boots. The projection where

the two prangs join will he the

, wo,es
ce. Accurate typing re.

BRUNING
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HES PROBABLY CRANLiNV,

INT° THE BACK OF A

ABOUT RAVIN' RIM

CORNERED! WE SHOULD'VE
REALIZED THAT RE TAKES

OFF FASTER THAN
USED CAR SALESMAN
AFTER HE

Guests

Chro-

,
t,

'":$41/

vik..,1go*,
04,

iquipe
w ofr
A

,vvy.ko,

young missionary.

(4

5
I Dream
Jeannie

i(ht11

/

6RAMPAW

Rerun. "See You
in C.U.B.A."

.04P4411.11. at

7 Mod Squad
Rerun. "The King
of Empty Cups."

MARK TRAIL

11 Focus on Environment

I'M SORRY TO
DISTURB VDU, MRS.

WILLINGPAM BUT
IT'S

URGONT!

WHAT IS
IT, MY
DEAR ?

1 HOPE YOU'LL BELIEVE
THIS...LILY AND HERMAN
ARE NOT YOUR FRIENDS...
THEY'RE USING YOU AND
T1-115 PLACE!

FOP

WHAT?

I THINK THEY I

"Air, Water and

ARE CONNECTED

Industry" gives spe-

WITH A BIG
ILLEGAL WHISKEY
ODERATION-TI4E
WHISKEY IS BEING
STORED IN YOUR

NIGHT!

32 Of Lands and
Seas
A film trip centers

on Midwest water-

"JACK AND JILL WENT UP

FOR WEDNESDAY

CROWN..."

I

HOPE HE HAD A GOOD

HOSPITALIZATION
.6ritffa

GEMINI (May 22 - June

(June

The Quiet Furies

One For Me." The

o;11.°4',.wirs.1.17;.1:`

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

., V \I

wrong.

forms.

HETAKE-6 HIS

yourself for the time being.
later on you can divulge what

26 Oscar

VITAMIN PILL.

5

12:30
Everyman

9

Editorial

Canales

12:48

32 On Deck Circle

9:30

11 French Chef
8:00

"Brioches."

26 Bill

5 Movie

"You're Never

The Man HuntG.

for

12;50
Movie
"Brimstone." Account of cattle -rustling and law enforcer

Anderson

9

Show

Lewis masquerades

Burr has planted a
valuable gem in his

Anthony Dowell and
Antoinette
Sibley
-star in the Royal Ballet production.
26 Victor
Ortega
Pan -Am Show

10:00
News
News
News
News

7
9

who brings outlaw to
justice. Rod Cam-

eron, Walter Brennan.

11 Consultation
"Common
Problems."

7

1:00
Perspectives

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

Eye

26 A Black's View
of the News

"The Dream."

7:00

2

1:40

10:25
Editorial

1:45

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Show
5

Tonight Show
Cavett

7
Dick
Show

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs..
the Boston Red Sox

9

2:40

Movie

Live By

EEK & MEEK
LOOK Al-

HE'S ALWAYS LIKE
'THIS R ABOLIT
AN HaJR At- t kiL

12:20

9' News

by Jan Sibelius. The
Illinois Ballet per-

Show

Mag

4CO! STILL NOT

MA" EMOUGH To Go our

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23): Keep your thoughts to

7

Somers with music

32 Outdoor Sports

"MERE AND DOPE 1.0111-1

time. Make the most of it.

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

sande." Choreo-

graphed by Hy

11 NET Festival

MORTY MEEKLE

ity will he granted you at this

er, Gene Tierney.

psychopath is like a
walking dead man,
devoid of the usual
notions of right and

Famous Writers

knowledge about the
origins of man.

23): Self-deception

val
"Pelleas and Meli-

"One For Me and

26 Famous Artists;

uing search

22 -July

"[hough you may have muffed
the last one, another opportun-

Philbin

Marshall
narrates special focusing on the contin-

is a very
real danger at this time. Protect yourself from those who
are not really your friends.

O'Shea.

luggage. With Diana
Lynn and Dean Martin.

E.

interested party. Don't depend
upon a loved one to come up
with a solution.

King Family
11 Chicago Festi-

5

5

Welby,

June With the

9

Michael

he can ride the train
for half -fare, una. ware that Raymond

ers

21): The wise Gemini will dis-

cuss his problem with a dis-

CANCER

yon folk. With Scott

2

PLAN:

12:00

Movie
"That Wonderful
Urge." Heiress gets
back at a nasty reporter by announcing their marriage
and the fact that she
gave him a$1 million
dowry. Tyrone Pow2

Rerun. "The
Chemistry of Hope."

as an 11 -year -old so

6:55
"JACK FELL DOWN
AN' BROKE HIS

involved with

pseudo -Damon Run-

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weather

BUGS BUNNY

done to deal with the

M.D.

11

11:35

32 News

complex and tragic

slick -chick in NYC,

Brady,

Comments

report on what can be

Too Young." Jerry

2 6 Bob
Sports

horoscope

60 Minutes
Includes a profile
of mothers who beat
their children 'and a
2

ways.

6:45

Your

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

7:45

26 Today's Racing

.1 HAP 10 DETOUR
AROUND A 747 JET!

11:00

32 The Baron

9:00

problem.
7 Marcus

dustrial pollution.

BY BOAT AT

involved in a sena-

Gay nor becomes

cial attention to in-

BARN...714EN MOVED

32 Honeymooners

tor's anti -obscenity
campaign.

husband is an impostor. Janet Leigh,
Rossano Brazzi.
9 Movie
"Bloodhounds of
Broadway."
Mitzi

of

chell.
11' Forsytc Saga

Rerun. Gov.
Drinkwater becomes

Vin-

claiming to be her

falls in love with a
11,

are

woman desperately
tries to prove the man

Rerun. Lancer

and

with a Stranger." A

6:30
Lancer

2

for white. Nigel Patrick, Yvonne Mit-

Governor

2

"Honeymoon

6:15
26 Spanish Sports

.OL

Skelton

Movie

7

32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

_

being Negro, passing

8:30

cent Price and Frank
Sinatra Jr

A series on art and

-

Weather,

Show

culture in France.

,LA

Red

2

"Sapphire." Scotland Yard story with
the murdered girl

Sports

7:30

Aces.

11 French
nick

N e ws,

the Week

Cooper and the Four

THE KEYS!

CROSS-COUNTRY 'TRUCK!

at Comiskey Park.

44 Continuous

26 Goya Theater of

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
G ues ts include
L o u Rawls, Pat

OUR BOARDING HOUSE,

PICK ME SOME CFI ID LIKE SOME

11 Bridge With Jean
Cox

THE PROBLEMS OF MAKING
A LIVING!

A

Cril

NON

in

(sicH)

-4e

PRESSURES OF

1407 MAKING A uvinia
ARE GETTING A LITTLE

HARD TO COPE lUITH,T00!

1.1

at this time are secrets vital to
future happiness.
1,1I3RA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

HEE fur

Investigate thoroughly whatever you have an opportunity
of entering upon. Don't buy a

Iry

pig in a poke: you could well he

are not impervious to hurt feel-

Pa. 0,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

taken.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Consider the possibility
that you may be asking too
much of others. Loved ones

T.

Variety

THE BORN LOSER

ings.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

I 61VE UP... IF THIS ISN'T
TVESDAY, WHAT PAY IS IT?

Dec. 22): You have an obligation to yourself to do the best

-

sibility now and you should
find yourself receiving unexpected benefits in the near fuAQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Activities along business
or professional lines are defi-

nitely on the upswing. Don't
depend upon a partner for fi-

CAPTAIN EASY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March'
21): Morning disappointment hHE KETTLES STILL.
U HALF -FULL OF HOT
should disappear completely
with the improvement of WATER AGGIE, BOILED
FOR PR.DIMSLE$ TEA I
working conditions.
Take a hand in things.
present

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Your attitude toward coworkers is perhaps more important to your success today
than your actual ability or de-

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Discuss the present situ-

ation on the home front only
with those who can be of substantial help immediately.

oRDINAL
aril
aloin
clod
adorn

aril
oral
ordain
iron
rain
raid
roan

rail
roil

ord

road

oin
ion

rind
radio
drain
darn
dial
nail
nard
nodal
lain

aid

and

oan
and

air
ira

iar
om
aird

AND TH1511. FIX YOU FOR
TWI5TIN' MY ARM, W15E GUY:

1

1E1

1

SAY

ICENTS

24 Eat away
25 Decree
26 Sewing

47 Classify

48 Feathered
scarf
implement
49 Footed vase
27 Bargain event 50 Civil War
29 Girl's name
general
31 Search for
51 Brazilian
39 Seaport (ab.)
wallaba
21 Morphine, for 40 Caviar
52 Rebound
43 Head of an
27 Mineral spring Ainsttrcnce
54 Island (Fr.)
abbey for men 55 Toddler
45 Cover anew
23 Nets.
30 Legal point
56 Affirmative
32 Ventilate
2 3 4
5
6
8
7
9
10 11
33 River (Sp.)
34 English river
12
13
14
35 Malayan
15
gibbon
16
17
36 Conclusion
118 (19
37 Fruit drink
38 Summer (Fr.)
21 22
23 24
25 26
39 Disdainful
grimace
27
31
41 Kind
28
32
42 Public
33
storehouses
35
36
37
44 French river
44 Baronet (ab.)
39
40
41
47 Observe
48 Corm
44 45
51Bustle
43
53 Municipality
47
57 Mountain
51
52
53 54 55 56
(6omb. form) 48 49 50'
58 Nominal value 57
58
59 Tropical plant
60 The dill
60
61
61 Qualified
62 Fondles
1

termination.

arid

4 Penetrate
5 Roman ruler
bearing 6 Actress
14
Gardner
15 Saucy
7 Mass of butter
16 Rodent
8 Residences
17 Become
9 Before
softened
18 Freudian term 10 Whole of
20 Hebrew letter 11 Expose to
moisture
21 Frightful
19 Obtain
23 Sgiumantmer, for 20 Dance step
appellationShield

ture.

Answers to
Hideaword

cutter's cup

2 Not closed
(poet.)
3 Through

5 Snooze
8 Listen to.
12 Unclose
13 Feminine

Jan. 20): Accept added respon-

nancial aid.

DOWN
1 Diamond -

(slang)

you can --- even though your
work may not interest you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

ACROSS
1 Narcotic

Answer to Previous Puzzle

C H L DI
M AMA
C 0 V RT OR GON
L A O R M 0 R GAN
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Co M G
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AR 0 0
R A S V ET
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R
S
GE,
OT H L. L 0 0 U A
T ER
O -r
NE
ER R
R PS
DS
F' A C
L
U CE, C R A OLIE
EL -A N ET' SAV 1 OR

CAMPUS CLATTER

a

A

'

.

.

0

rc

s ro co

si

See page 8
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WEATHER
Tonigh: Fair, low near
70. Tomorrow: Continued

Telephone

"

2554400

warm, high in upper 80s.
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Code revision urged

Board,.Lions face
`gambling' dilemma
closed down on May 31, the

By Ben Clarke

last day of the Lions Club car-

A definition of "gambling"
that will fit village ordinances,

but will not harm the fundraising efforts of the Mount
Prospect Lions Club, is being
sought by the Village Board.
The problem was before the
board last night.

It was a meeting between
two friendly groups; no memItir$ristA

o4"r"

7..`

.

Yesterday was "Playday" for primary grade pupils at Gregory
School in Mount Prospect. Contestants in the three-legged relay
race, Steve Thorsen, 507 N. Main and Bobby Goodman, 300 N.
School were still on their feet and had a good chance of putting

their team ahead of the competition while Lisa Webb, 320 N.
Pine, and Tina Panoples, 414 N. Russell, ran into some trouble.
(Photo by Dan Balas)

Parley canceled in dispute
over township meeting

Gripef

OripT
Day

:.t.
'1

Waking up on Sunday
By Bob Casey

last month because, township

A meeting set for tonight to
help resolve differences between Elk Grove Township offi cials and a citizens group that
has threatened to sue the town-

ship has been cancelled after
some of the group's members
said they could not attend.

Members of Taxpayers for
Better

Government

in

Elk

Grove Township, which has
complained that the 2 p.m.
time of the township's April 14

annual meeting in effect disenfranchised many voters,
have said they may take township officials into court to have
the meeting declared invalid.

The meeting, called at the
request of the citizens group,
has not been rescheduled.

IN A RELATED devel-

opment, Frank Hines, township attorney, has ruled that a
petition for a special meeting
to

transfer money into the

dried-up

general

assistance

fund does not meet legal requirements and such a special
meeting need not be held.
The citizens group petitioned the township after general
assistance funds to II families
had been cut off at the end of

officials said, they had no

money left. They said, threats
of suits against Elk Grove and
other townships had scared off

potential buyers of their tax
anticipation warrants and had
left them with no income.
Hines 'said yesterday that
t h e township has about
$30,000 in its town fund that
came from payments made by
the Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority and the Illinois Department of Public Works, af
ter both agencies had bought
township land for roads.
In his opinion, Hines said, a
special town meeting can't be

called to transfer the money
from the town fund to the general assistance fund.
"There's listed in the town-

TOWNSHIPS HAVE been
running out of money as a re(Cow/Tied on page 2)

of funds is not a customary
function," Hines said.

"They might as well have
tried to call a meeting to sell
the Brooklyn Bridge," he said.

He said transfer of excess
funds could be made and trans-

fers can also be made among
accounts in a single fund, but
he emphasized that a special

SIMON

SUBURS
SAYS
The answer to campus violence has been found --summer vacation.

EIREP

By Richard Crabb

Township officials in the
northwest suburbs are incensed by continual references

in Chicago newspapers to "the

workers, as the term is generally used, in the suburban town-

Teichert decided to close down

on May 31 as the basis for leaving a game in operation.

TEICHERT SAID that he
hoped that from last night's
meeting would come a solution that would not again

"compromise" the police and

of the local gambling ordi-

ask them to "look the other
way" when it comes to en-

The Lions, in general, realized the difficulty of the problem confronting the board,
and only hoped for a solution
that would allow them to continue their fund-raising.
It now appears that the suggestions of Mayor Robert Teichert; made after the five

nance.

forcement of the village gambling ordinance.

Barnett said last night that
the game that was subject of
the original complaint was
closed after it was found that it
could be manipulated.
He said that the test for oth-

er games was whether a par ti Ipant received_jarize after

board members present, had"
dr.ii-Ft-that was
the opportunity to express Thoselgames in which he
their opinions, will be follow- not so rewarded, said Barnett,
ed when the judiciary. Com- were closed.
mittee meets Thursday and a
The village gambling ordichange in the gambling ordi- nance declares illegal games

The question

was

raised

whether there is conflict between Illinois statues on gambling and those of Mount Pros-

pest. One of the Lions Club
members asked whether. there
are. James of skill or chance at

franchise for the games operated by the carnival but who

was not the operator of the

games, said that there are some

"90 games of skill and science" at the state fair.
It appeared from a brief review last night of the local ordinances as compared with the
state gambling statutes, that
the 'local ordinance is more
stringent than the state code.
The local ordinance was
passed Aug. 17,1968, and con-

tains 10 prohibitions according to a definition that a person
gambles when he "plays games
of chance or skill for money or
things of value."
Barnett said that he "under (Continued tin page 2)

"of chance or skill" that in-

nance is recommended.

AFTER A complaint that

volve marbles, spheres, and

other objects or figures that
can be manipulated or activ a ted b y "mechanical
means."

our tax collectors, assessors

ployes during an, entire year,
ships, "Mrs. Ethel Kolerus of there are only about 300 indiMount Prospect, Wheeling viduals connected with the acTownship supervisor, told The tivities of all 30 townships in
Day Tuesday.
Cook County.
"The metropolitan press of"MOST OF these are partten makes such references. ' time employes working a few
The figure seems to vary from
days or weeks, during peak
1,200 to 2,000. Including
work loads. They're largely for

and highway commissioners.

Township government
Democrats and suburban Republications.
Here are some of the impending developments:
Gov. Richard Ogilvie's call of a special session
of the state legislature for next week is expected
to include the question of passing new legislation
to restore to township tax collectors the responsibility for local tax collections and a I 1/2 to 2 per
cent collector's fee.
Sen. John Graham (R -3d Dist.) of Barrington
and Rep. Robert Juckett (R -4th Dist.) of Park
Ridge, Senate and House leaders respectively in
the spring session to restore township tax collections, said they would meetbefore the end of this

Judge Samuel 13. Epstein will hear the suit
against Bremen Township in his Civic Center

the guilty teller, who had been stealing bank

money, the old woman began to understand. And
when she swallowed her pride and called the police, she knew her $3,000 in hard-earned savings
was gone forever.

allowed the "FBI" man to driver her to the bank,

she thought she was doing her civic duty. In
exchange for the money, she got a receipt and a
promise, neither of which would return her money to her.
This elderly woman is one of the three so far
this year who have been victimized in the Northwest Suburbs by one of the oldest of the con-

fidence games, the bank examiner, or pigeon
drop, con.
These three, and many others in the suburbs,

few days or weeks and are paid
from $500 to $1,000," said
Mrs. Kolerus.

For full-time employes the
total for all of the townships

- ft's fr**11
t' 114:'

would be no more than 150 or
fewer, according to Marshall
Theroux of Arlington Heights,
township assessor, who explained the situation in his of-

014,1

r
',114

440
iy
s

Y
^

"This is our heavy work seahave two
persons helping. Wheeling
Township has 68 miles of

week with township leaders to map plans for next
week's special session.

that they could check the fingerpints, and catch

ARANO&

They generally work only a

son. For a while

June may be the decisive month in the battle
over township government between Chicago

chambers in the Chicago Loop Friday afternoon.
In a preliminary hearings last week, Judge Epstein refused to issue aninjunction which would

have voided the annual town meeting held in
April in Bremen Township.

1

roads, the most of any township in the county, and during
the peak periods of grass cut -

VAM:A4fAll,

(Continued on page 2)

Meetings
Mount Prospect Drainage

Perhaps as early as next week the Local Government Committee of Con -Con will present to
the convention its home rule proposals for the
new constitution. The majority proposal is expected to provide for a continuation of township
government in the 1970 constitution.

smiles

.gems,,....04014411,14e44

fice.

clash nearing peak

WHEN THE WOMAN co-operated and

government and that he needed my help."
The self-proclaimed FBI agent said he was investigating the bank where the woman kept her
sPins. He asked her fo withdraw some cash so

by phone of the three village
trustees that he could reach,

elected officials and all em-

When the young man didn't return with her

"But he was such a nice, young man, and he
showed me so much identification." Her eyes
were red from crying.,"He said he was from the

plaint was made.
Mayor Robert Teichert was
then contacted, and after a poll

of "a price each try" was used

any games found in violation

game and some others were

funds.

.

carnival area after the com-

of the games at the carnival
could be allowed, the criteria

nity.

one of the "games of chance"
was being manipulated, that

Con men use words,
By Leon Shure '
(First of 2 parts)

Plaza.
Village Manager Virgil
Barnett, and Police Chief
Newell Esmond toured the

the Illinois State Fair.
Frank McDermott, presi;
dent of the McDermott
Amusement Co., who held the

fficials deny 'patronage'
in township government here

patronage workers in the 30
ship law the various powers townships in suburban Cook
that the electors have at the County."
customary annual or special
"There are no patronage
town meetings and the transfer

morning and find someone
else's beer cans strewn on
your lawn.
C.D.

meeting could not be called to
move money from one fund to
another.

bers of the board Wished to
hinder the Lions group in its
work to benefit the commu-

nival at the Mount Prospect

Mayor Teichert said that because it was not quite clear under the ordinance whether any

and Clean Streams

Commission, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Board

of Local Improvements,
Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert had the honor of
throwing out the first ball yesterday as the Mount Prospect Palo-

minos American Legion baseball team played its first home
game. Mount Prospect has not had a legion team for four years,
but this year, the Mount Prospect State Bank sponsored the
squad. The Palaminos dropped an 8-1 decision yesterday to Park
Ridge. See details on page 9.

to fleece homeowners

are victims of an unusual and hard to defeat thief
whose special territory is the home.

HIS WEAPONS aren't guns but words and
smiles. He invites himself into your home, plays
on your weaknesses, insecurities and greed, and
exits with your cash.
The piegeon drop is only one of the more successful cons used recently. Another is the utility
maintenance check.
Two men will come to the door in workmen's
clothes. One will tell you that he is from a utility
company and that there is something wrong with

your -gas or electricity. He suggests that your
house is about to explode.
WHILE THE homeowner is down in the basement checking the meters with one of them, the

other is grabbing all he can off the shelves on the
main floor.
Meanwhile, the Meter` checker spreads lighter

fluid secretly, then lights it. While the homeowner is recovering from the shock of a fire in
her basement, both con -men leave.
Home improvement schemes are also in season. Often, a man will come to a homeoWner's
door and say he has just finished painting a neighbor's home and he has just enough paint left over

to paint the homeowners house, at a discount
price.
Or he will say he is fixing roofs and has some
tile left over. Often the deal seems so spectacularly cheap the homeowner can't resist.
ONE HOMEOWNER recently agreed to buy

some humis from a con -man who said he had
extra bushels, and would part with the dirt for 75
cents per bushel.
While the homeowner took a nap, 100 bushels
were dumped onto his yard, and he awoke to a bill
for $75.
Almost inevitably, the man who says he will do
you a favor by fixing up your house with his extra
material, will, do only half the job, with shoddy
materials, and he will never return
Resurfacing driveways is another popular
summer trick. A workman will offer to do the job
for mtch cheaper than the normal price, but unknown to the homeowner, he will use crankcase

oil, which seals well until the first rain. Then it
(Cmtiituted on page 2)
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Prom lit OK urged
for traffic code

The Mount Proms,. All
Board Firs and Pol.
Commons Mond, urged

te aro board mproval of the
code Iss was, ofmica for a

lag.

drew

the
proposed code. made a rapid

lege Board. However, the Bat
leading can he waived to allow
passage when We ismes am
clear ands peed is important.
Zimmermann said that he

up

review Wit at
1110 committee Would like

would like

meeting suit
Note 11

salt of a circuit court decision
that declared township!. colcommissions

illegal
titM

aining excess monies from
those

to

see

the

code

tence. Volz was horn M Dunton, the predCeessor town,

passed and signed so that it
may become law by July I, the
date that any changes in the
said traffic code rake effect.
Among changes in Me preiposed village code are penalties for parking. for example in
'the Maple St. lot, to prevent
persons from parking all day
free of charge where there h a
space but no line markings or

Talks canceled
in township

lection

Arlington Heights
The Arlington Heights Rotary Club will confer the
honor upon Volz. He was nominated by the Allege's Police Chief Bill Calderwood.
In his presentation Calderivood pointed out that his
nominee is Me only man in the history of Arlington
Heights to live in Arlington Heights during its -entire exis-

read ham Into, h. Val

Vallags Atty. John Zimmer

Mann, who

Al Vol> ante can
of the nomineen suburbs will
mks on mother lint tomorrow
Al 99 ht. A 10 bx honored es min of the par in

first reading at Ina
ekewe
mooting Betels final approv
al a proposed ordmancs molt

prompt pa age of the 1970
Who. traffic cods

For public service Chief Calderwood reported that
Vela served on the village board, park board, school
broad, was mice mayor of the village and represented it

three terms in the Illinois General Assembly. EarI01 this
year \ rola was invited to :Address the 1970 Illinois Constitutional Convention.

No patronage here
fronlionved.froln Popo 1I

New reguiroons Mae been
added coloring the operation

Though

pass. (RX
ual town
meetings in April, hemoney
from those levies will not start
most townships
levies at their

W M., in until next Ye..

tractors
along
village
streets. Zimmermann said that
the village's continued spmad
southwards. "toward the snore

of tax anticipation
warrants ons voted to provide

rural aras" Inokes nom co.
Mete regulation of these ve.

operating ferome.

hides necesaary.

t

Another portion of the code
will allow television seta, pow

At least onc lavv whit Chap -

Man and Cutler,
h normally gives opinions on the
soundnas of investment in lax
anticipation warraots of goy-

age number of to

work-

ers is about thename, when ad -

07.5,000 a year, including her jested for tax volume and highs:16:y and the pay for as many way miles to maintain.

increase or administrators

warrants of any townships.
According to a spokesman.

the firm's reluctance was not
prompted by threats of a sail in
Elk Grove Township, but rath-

A 0200.000 administrative
program offering

salary

er by a suit of five citizens

$2.000 or 121/2 par cent range
increase was recently ap-

against south suburban Brea Township, which well

proved Elf 90 District 214 ad-

come to court this Friday.

ministrators.

Day by Day

The sum. which will be. enered in the 1970-71 budget,
includes an adjustment for instructional coordinators who
will be employed next year on

Jack Costello, was the only
board member who approved
the sum with reservations.

a 12 -month rather than a nine -

tello passed on the cloak'''.

month basis.

Before voting ryes,. Cos-

'The economy in the district can t stand a continued
percentage

salary increase."
Costello commented.

He repeated request made

la your for Ilaltng of plc
vious eateries for administrators receiving raises.
Administrative
salary
ranges covers the positions of

By Catherine O'Donnell
the Judging Conspiracy figtoed.

"Line of the Year

The

Lorene Hall of Queen of the
Rosary Catholic Church on
Elk Grove Blvd.

Amid? went to Carl Dimep

speaker. The meeting will begin at 7:45 p.m. and will be fol.
lowed by refreshments. Every-

one is welcome. The Senior
Citizen Group's new officers.
President

beside

Hintz,

arc

Vice-president Mrs. Dorothy

Chan 01, Secretary Mrs,
Catherine

and 1-10mi.

non Chairman Mrs. Cyril'e

Hough. Mr. Robert Black,
who was 01101111 treasurr
ho at
the first meeting, died
day
after he was elected. His death
sauces sad note ter a wander-

fill new Elk Grove Village or-

gatlisation,

,

.

School juniors held their own
annual awards night, And
Class a night it was. The pre'rotations were made
the
home of Jeff Muradian on N.
Donald in ALL 000 of the first
awards given by the Judging
Conspiracy Nine was "Most
Understanding

Jeffs father, Has

Parent"
to
Muradian.

(Any father who can come
home Dome night out and find

For Sale sign with blinkers
on hit front lawn and remark
calmly,

Look what the boys

doing

to

our

lawn

tonight," deserves an award,
FULL -DAY

district coordinators,
various direcors, asrialants to
superintendents, dmns, and a

teve her he

roiled to notice five or six EMI age boys in our front yard,

again.

the flag pole was the body Of 0
squirrel swinging from a noose
made from the rope of the flag.

Cub

down. Its paws were tied be hind its back and its tail was

cut off. I've Men sick ever

driving career that won him

to see it put on the flagpole

since. It was bad enough to kill
the poor little animal, but then

how

make, me ill. My husband said
only sick minds could do such

many bright new Miny 1970
special type of hig powerful

a

thing. Who knows when

they'll move on to

There were 100 nominees

What next?

guests at the party. The
ing Conspiracy Nine who

win an award?), Jim
O'Donnell (didn't he win
an award, too?) Nate Thurnhofar 11 was sure 1 szw his name
on the winners' lisri. Dave
Harback, Dave Lundstedt,

Jeff Muradian, Scott Trember,
Bob Fisher -who also won
awards -and Stu White, who
didn't win anything. (Ho
shouldn't have been absent
the last gathering of the
judgeal

AND IN ANOTHER NEIGH.
BORROW,

Elliott who hoes o

Rita

Hawthorne in Arlingto

division and department
heads,

purchasing agent.
The actual administrative

Artist Jean Boeck called to
say that she did have some
scopes, tulips and squash

pa i

t ings

at
Sunday

I

Obituaries
George Maiworm

George C. Maiworm, 71, of
Lindenhurst, Ill, a retired purchasing

agent for Chicago.
Gear Co., died yesterday. the

ZilenrgtaHNcightiS7 Comer

Arlington

Heights'
Cultural
Commission Art Fair, but they
were unnamed. Therdfore they
were not thennes mentioned in

this column. Those beautiful
things belonged to artist Haraid Holt, she corrected. Both
had lovely paintings on display.

And speaking of the Art
Fair, the take was as'bd as
Church collections
under the new look. Out of the
reported 10,000 persons who
Sunday

attended, the donation boxes
yielded less than $500, which
aroduges 20eents per person.
What pric culture?

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Kristof of Prospect Heights,
Betty Kemple and Russell of
13z-,

groan of

-t47v.MO
6 -DAY BANKING

.".MiMiNSZtr

Denton[PHI

patching concept approVe by
Prospect

village
Mount
board, and other communities
considedng phis system also
approve, (at present Arlington
the

loge) the system will probably
be under the direction of Chief

Jenkins.
The advantages of the con tral inswaching erten
Pros- dude economy, through

hasn't had any home fraud reports this year, ae
cording to Police Chief John O'Connell.

Ma...Federal PeEstirinscronceComoreilop

(in police cars) would be about
158.000.

and
fEccatinticiOnini halo 1
'stoner the games that wero
played at the carnival do fall
within the purview of sine
statute,

not

61aut

he

Mount Prospect ordinance."

" than to run away from them. The problems are often within
;..yourself and you ain't possibly really escape them, no matter
bow for you run. I am feeling your parents will forgive you,

Teichert said that the law
"has to apply equally," adding

that 'This problem now sits

../ eventually, rte matter what you decide. But it's your decision- it's
your life.
Dear Mr. Delrouiser
a
My husband is most discouraged in his business. Do you sec a
.fanancial increase in his present business or do you see a change
in employment? We arc baying some scrims problems with our
son. Will they resolve? Do you see a daughter in our future. We
already have throe boysa our house.
Mom, Moyle! Preepect
Dear Morn:
I am seeing a daughter in your future, and a job clmage tor
poor husband. I feelingt prohlerro with your son wal resolve. Ifs

upon the entire community.
al CAN'T, :Lodd I don't
think the board can, corn.
eremite our Olen department."

,

'The Lions Club has en-

well and above the average thief.
Man is well
He
like everyone else, is confident and
well rehearsed. Some arc 10011 superior salesmen

these suggestions in dealing with home -fraud,
Before you agree to let someone work on your
house or aid him in any way, check him out. The

Teichert assigned the molter to

bat one Des Plaines detective said that If they local Chamber of Commerce will tell you if he is
would channel their effort to legitimate enter- from the community. The police will tell you if
rise, they could be milli)narcs."
they have a record on him. So will the BBB.

Daniel Ahern.
The problem will he consid-

rb

it

I

Dollarf

wiZeed in hesit0111M1111f11rghetto,

espe5

tally in the Japan- rackeE, according to Joseph

Greco, northwest suburb. representative for
he state's Bureau of Consumer Fraud, in
Schaumburg.

ems are a factor. Tows that have many elderly

contemplating an Arizona land mucilage. Is this a wise in, vestment at this time?

C. M., Arlington Heights
r Dear CM.,
I feel your husband will be oansferred and I am feeling it ail
be to somewhere in the southeast. I do feel the Arizona land

'tt.

purchase would be a good investment for you.
a Dear Mr. DeLouisei
Does the future hold a marriage far me? If so, can you Mil the
time and name or initiah of the man?
WJ., Mount Prospect
Dear W.I.:

ered Thursday.

Check his references, Call the people he says
police.

rite PPOSPMCDS,
eablishyst

DON'T GIVE IN to high prem.. Pitt it off
until tomorrow. If the deal islegilimate, the job
can be done at the some bargain price, after

amine all the premises together. Assure them the
furnace is in good order and will not explode, the
chimney wonh topple and the roof won't cave in.
Helpthem from being scared into a mistake.

And finally, when in doubt, don't. Call the
police.
Next:Who can help you before the fraud, and
what you can do about it aftenvard.

dolls.

I am feeling good with o whiter.mardage for you ead I am

allandev

Smash Eld, by 0, Inlatas,
Nona Ins., 117 S. Pais, any.

getting the initials F or S.

Dear Mr. DeLouist
1 have been alone for two and a half years. Do you me a move

Geer 117 S. Axlinplon nolo,

for me and a marriage in the finer?

ltd. Adepten Hainan, lir, moos,

end PM Gmr oes weave

V.B., Hanover Park

In.

60016.

I don't see a move In the very near Inture, but am feeling o
marriage for you in Ole next two yeas and Eno move that wW
Silo you out of state.
JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known psychic, ,vill ans-

Sulaurrellon rows: 35 co. n
omsk harm dowered. our of
town Ux mat rely 517.00 o

mon MAO he as mono,
Nermland pricy 10 olds o

wer the questions of Hay readers In this column. 1.01101.1 shotdd
be signed, But MITES UM be ointned chaos,
pagodas it.
to DeLniiisc in core olaDily Publicollons, 722 Como!: Sr..
to
Plaines 60016.

.555.

Mo:r5r'os'o7,717.700567"

1

Beloit College

THE
MI GHTY
MITE;

Several students from this
area have been named to the
Dean's Scholarship List for
the Spring, 1970 term at Beloit
College, Wisc.

To be eligible for this list a
student must achieve at least a
B average while carryhig a full
course load for the term.

David K. All, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Karl W. Alt, of 611
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights was named to

A. Kandybe, son of Mr. ond
Joseph M. Kandybe, 321
Jon Ct., Des Plaines.
From
Mount
Prospect,
Howard Todd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Todd, Sr., of 310

he funeral home chapel.

He says,
`Out Spot,'
wins praise

I Menusi
To he served Thursday in

Iroquois,

Cumberland

and

Plainfield schools in District
62 and Dempster School in
District 59,
Hot dog, cottage fried pm

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

.

and butter. milk, cookie.

To be served Thursday in
MacArthur, Muir, Ross and
Sullivan schools in greensDstrc 23:
Hamburger, foes,
miad mold, ye/low cake, milk.

2-3 Cushion Sofa
: Up to 84 inches$6650a

only

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want

13.90

Ads are so handy for many things and

CLOSED SUNDAY

even Dist. 59 class rates will
above the national average in

years developing tests for some
of those subjects.

normal spring maintenarsee.

.

graders were given the Stan-

Rep. Philip M. Crane (RDist.) of Northbrook
joined a bi-partisan group of

0,;.

congressmen Monday in inkrag President Nixon to
diately approve the saleimmcof jet

schools

-

Planes to Israel m a me., of
the

open

he/P

being given the Arab eneMies
e( the Jewish state by Russia.

Crane and his colleagues

told ihe President that they
feel an "extreme sense of orgency respecting the deteriorating situation in the Middle
F fits"
The 13th District congressman, a historian and teacher,
has followed the unfolding developments in the Near East
since he was elected to Con-

eras from the 13th Distr. in
196V

-

Garage sale
to aid Hersey
student program
II

you have something
and the house you wish to

sell or if you've been looking
futilely for that little treasure,
the Hersey High School foreign student exchange program may he able to help you

this weekend.
,
A committee of adults is col-

'ening Reno for a garage sole
Saturday, lune 13 from 9 am.
to 4 p.m. The goods will he on
at- several

designated

Community residents are
ted to support the HUM,
fomign exchange program
with sellable contributions or
purchases on the sale (lay.

100 S. School St, Mount Permpeel. risucs an invitation to

wrt t jothn eLM,Meo pc ic r

in

a,

pending

final

heir

I

The

i

tlen

"The decision' of the Soviet

l'll-ll'T'EaNf.". A.k-e*..7,-

vEll/00 El',
Instead of throiring them
conflict by flying combat plan- ...Y. West Side ghetm resies over Egypt represents, in dents Were using the news our judgment, a significmt linfl`, P"`ci'. warn
.1/iniii,o,n troolune inde,rtahckAeraab.disirreLl,

chance and challenge to the
American strateoic interests as

,,,,,,

,,,,,,e th....,

pad wom-out

pberedpsocohnolos,

Bedrooms

*Includes HEAT, WATER & GAS
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCYI

ADJACENT TOIAROE
SHOPPING CENTER AND
SWIMMING POOL

Naar Churches, Schools and Parks

Rental Office: 303 MEADOWDALE DRIVE

ersyille,111. Phone 428-6404 ,4*

teroaveratiroh.roottroavern, %%Way Caroaw.

world peace.?

Suuthmnster is the latest in
"YOUR DECISION In a link of suburban church add
March to defer the sale of addi- community. Pro., to 1.1P1111

3 DAY

lion. jet cirdfiatiaiircract to Is- /17,n9lA/A0r/El &EP for the ,urt,-..
o rx uce he So- P Y
Vit
n to exercise recipA Wi'iiietie human '91.'0.
oaf estraint with respect to PrEVE se/ up the Pr. oil ^My,
rac has fa

SALO

the EAR and ether

SALE ENOS SATURDAY

gmain

fro
ngi

Heights,

"We believe, Mr. President,
hoe
unitetahne.n
c,: tates.sibou.od

I
other
women have' reI

ills

j,, own

e same fur
borders.

Arlington,

-

Prospect, Fop

oil

/

provide Israel with the aircraft
so urgently needed for its de-

"This action would serve.
a credible response to the reck-

less Soviet escalation Of the
HERSEY HIGH students Mideast conflict. We feel that
will bid farewell to their first the strengthening of Israel's
win,of graduating onion this military posture at this time is
eek including several for- the hest guarantee against the
clan students.
outbreak of major boablitim."

View, Wheeling,
Grove and Hersey.

Elk

Drive slowly

in shop centers
Motorists who speed into a
service station, supermarket or

Mopping center parking lot
are endangering the lives of

Gi e 0016000 00100

AAthe

Meoxteorcr.Clunb:

Always

f Lowe.Come
look ov r our sal c ion of beauti-

n

adults and children alike, says

ful ex erior co ora Som Ging meet is

ouse e ter., We give
happ nine
a choice of tradition colors, new

tram caution when pedestri-

yo

ans arc inadriving area. -

ex r. ado: a. who A Remember

For IheSe who ,tand for Iradition and high

stand.. in fame paint. A Immuritrin ttan

I

guard,. against all the common msiadimetc.selection of color, allow, you
yourself cope, es welt es in.
to as

in es ment-y urhumage corns in toa d ftrighten up the future of your

LATEX'

da

haus

$699

OIL -BASE

.

HOUSE OF HAIR

asisaa

Reg. $8.99

PRESENTS

10.1.111111
Dlailware

Satittnekibte eledi
A wash & wear, breezy summer with
na-mointenance, synthetic wigs ..

choose from

.

.. thousands

4

2/2 rcp, $4.69

FLEE CAULKING...NOW 3 FOR

.$200

to

0custom fined and

Plus, o full line of summer fun
human hair goods ..
WIGS, WIG LETS, FALLS, LOCKS, CASCADES, and

PLUMBING PRO

in

4

BRAIDSI Get in on the summershinel
ATTENTIONI ITS THE NEWEST THINGI

H of H

REPAIRS
REMODEUNG

Handy Order Blank

Wheeling
Plumbing Ca.

17 West Davis

Arlington Heights
PH: 394.0550

345 N. Wolf Rd.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Wheellna,111.

S37-6020

rkt6.4..
SPRAY so oz.
ENAMRL

The hOSa paint for the yo,ng

who,

not their man,. an

parent's preference for the traditi011.1.

Q.t.. yo

Me itainesyninaniect a a ond oat:Ilse
Eew

easy on the aye.

.

BLUE LUSTRE SHAMPOO

glob

Dome Lift Swinger

No Job
Too BIG or email

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

$934

ideal for wake me

OIL BASE
HOUSE IIAINT

.

SHIRSHA, COVER GIRLS, SIDE PART SHELLS, SWINGERS

NYLON pRUSHES ... NOW
,

cut.

Experts

Month

ONLY '170*

wi h ach bras Iful, you g t both beauty
and p °Motion for your most expansive

Earl Porters of the Arnold

.

Spacious

mattresses. help fill up ratholes
and provide the material for

ficrziteDduss,tual20,141 Ihieisl ph Icor,

Mr. and

.

MEADOWDALE APARTMENTS

Mb/ Carpeted a Cater -keyed Modem Richer
APPitanets Ceramic Tile Both, Shower sal
crony mPeoie Included No Memel tor Needed

b,vorlvoi nigi.senwd,,in,cifiei,aasryi

Mia, Ralph Decker, 202 Tully
Pl.. Prospect Heights and Me.
and Mrs. lames Morey, 1512
Lowden Ln., Mount Prospeet.

oral activilies for adults and
youth.

With
2

of the Arab -Israel &pub'. ri,,

en four designated homes, Mr.
end Mrs. NCH. Langseth, 2003

Rogan

providing cultural and ed..

Cago's UptoWn arcs.

.

pulpproviding

'XX :trtrirthen'll

107 N. Parkway,

folk songs by Glen Pine. The
Southern Center, located In
Me hotel amitiesUpon. some
monthly by
40010 COO fa

'Omura 14 at 6 pin lames
comparable to fourth graders
nationally.
Grisham. director of the Chi -

mompino

powerinpi,rdr,c

So told

N. Pinetree, Arlington

,,iwilld,.. .11,11
Southern Comer-

breakdown

's third graders had scores

'

,S,,oru,h

of lest learn of the heritage and the
scores for third through fifth present problems of the 501100
grade showed that the dis- Appalachians living in ChiThe

The container M the 1061
was Mined by Rep. Ogden R.
Reid (R -NY), Rep. John Bra- drop -point for suburban-pide.
demos 10-1001), Rep. Richard collection of old newspapers ..
Ottinger (D -NY) and Rep. that will be reclaimed by the
West Side Community Paper
Gude (R-Md.)
"It is our deep conviction Stock Company.
i7110 West
that our vital national interests

precedealed step of overtly in.

Heights,

fit Paul Lutheran Church.

ibrorotional" Mahe In arith-

black

.011 the contrary. the So- Plain,
Mrs. Wright and
viet Union has taken the ura

inay

St. Paul Lutheran Church
Sets show on Appalachians

Grove Village was citedfor its

Arab states," said the con- don spots aro located now in

ITEMS SOLD will be to

Mrs.

which use a special teaching
program known as rogpad.
oalized Prescribed hasten.
tion-as Making an "exceptional contribution in IanIan gang e."

IN HIS PETITION to the capitatrim on Chicago's Wrist
President yesterday, Crane Sid.

deductible for coluributors.
Persons wishing to donate,

and

Grove Village, and Brentwood, EMS Plaines, both of

But 0
W.P. Wrigh4 of
teener' Crane told The
yesterday, "upon my return 1806 N. Ridge, Arlington
from the Middle East in Feb - Heights says it represents the
joining of hands by city and
ruary was that he should make
'these pines available to Is -- suburban residents to flghtpollution and encourage

Gerald &ovals (right), direct. of the Cleardrook Center for

die Retaded, receives check for $2,900. from AI Wilton, Anil/ man of the Arlington HeightsJoyceessand and charcoal saledtive
at Jaycee installation banquet Saturday in the Rolling Meadows
Holiday Inn. The check is partpayment on $10,000Jayeee pledge
to Clearbrook.

Wood,D

itter&

The huge, half-filled w aste
paper container parked in the
Southminster
Presbyter=
Nixon upon his return.
70ne
the major ream, Church parking lot off Centre/
mendation7 I made to the Pros- Road looks uniMprosive

tact."

.

two

t7rant Wad School 8g

eo-operation

and peace in that area.
Crane made both a personal
and written report to President

Board members were eau -

IE

a symbol of

to study 110 situation and discuss the possibilities of war

needed.

said.itsiice, Skills.
district school's

at the same time showed di.

13th

some areas where test scores
indicated improvement was

uating the tests results.

is

all average wos at or above the
national average achievement
Many were 70.eveI s
ceptionally high," Dr. Kennard
She said Elk Grove Dist. 59

ytor he
made a lip to Israel, Jordan
and P.M at his own expense

dots said the tests did show

older grade schoolers the Iowa
SaLETvees

EARLY THIS

seated.

ford Achievement lest and

mat fact since I.Q. testa Siam!

By Riche. Cm.

OS'

tinned against using a a.m.
ben game approach Oi coal-

could take particular pride in

Prospect

wipor blades checked and replaced, if necessary, an part of

FIRST AND SECOND

I

Mr.

visibility and driving efficiem
cy. The Chicago Motor Club AAA urges drivers to have

59h

schools M Arlington Heights,
Mount Prost:eat, Des Plaines
and Elk Grove Village.

from

be

consideringjv,, st he

She and Other school MR -

ago in all 20 of Dist.

Crane leading group
seekingNixon pledge
on Israel rms aid Container

Laughlin,

Spring lain can causenviindshields to become splattered
with mud and water, impairing

CALL OUR

IfArlington Heights
OPENMON, THURS. 9 to 9
TUES., WED., NI., SAT.,9to 5:30

Keep auto
windows clean

Drycleaning world dared its
37,000 readers to clean the
spot without damaging the ma-.
tonal.

only The Day reaches so many northwest

Use

5249

[lent, Joy Thompson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Thompson, of 3006 Peek CL,was
also named to the lift.

to a magazine Page.

suburban people for such a low cost.

a 3-

A Rolling Meadows nal- ..

by Dryeleaning World maga-I
zinc for !mai. socensfallY re -I
Moved a difficult mystery spot
piece of material affixed
on

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

spend part of the neat two

shows

testing

boundaries.

.0111Mra.

Center.
16()6 VV. Golf Rd.. Mount
Prospect was recently honored

Day Want Ms

nearly

year's

comments

grade -by -grade

of

SHE DREW encouraging

DR. KENNARD said this

members.

embers

cal thinking.
conuldthe
chairman Dr. Allen - Sparks,
Des Plaines board member,
when she said she hoped to

homes within the Hersey High

MacArthur Dr., was named.
Gary Cmtle, son of Mfr.
V.C. Castle, of 445 Pm.:
idence Rd., Palatine also Ye)
cowed recognition for amdm

Poltner Drycleaning

tato., corn and butter, bun

how well it roaches suclathiala
as science art, music and critl-

search expert, reviewed rends

seWo'rge's 7 p'pe' aarg7oP
ea r%pgt ciaaabi

Wants to teach.

of the 1970 district -wide toling program for school board

arc7ot rr;d: to7s) th":

streesed,

She said the district has no
godd tests yet for measuring

Those two facts were cmphasirod recently m Dr, nom
Kennard, the districth re-

De.az
Kennard,

well children handle reading,
wnting and anthMetic

has to find a way of neenurong
how well it teaches what dse et

sole

tells dean's list

afternoon at Lauterburg and
Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Services will
M held tomorrow at I p.m. in

But thew testa do not urea
sure accurately all we intend to

...Merin

..Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Will ma hosband be transferred by his company within the
next two years end, if so, where -will this move take us? We are

beard's Judiciary Conheaded by attorney

the

he's served before. Legitimate utility workers
will ram mind if you check their identity with the

MANY ARE victims of their own greed, ac- you've checked the company out.
ording to Marvin Horcher, Wheeling chief of
If the deal is so good, it A hard to beficro, it is
police. unfortunately. The fast buck, the grad also probably phony.
,the once in a lifetime bargain, don't
If you're aged parents five alone, carefully exappeal to the rational side of p eople.
The relative age of the community and its resi-

matter of his growg up.

Chicago.

$250 FABRIC VALUES

'

to

-

11 S. Denton

North Drive-in: Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

My husband and I were married only u short time and have
dna: separated for the last two and a halt months. Our divorce
acme to court in June :end I saw him recently. He's willing to try
v,main. and I want to, too. I waned proceedings. To go back with
a him now, I would have to choose between my family and him.
".My family would never forgive me, nor would I be welcome in
pftrent, home. Can I End happiness with him? Can our marriage still work? Would my family ccapt us as a couple? Would
we be welcome n my parents home?
No Name, Please
Dew Nn Name:
'Cot those apron. trings. You are feeling in your heart Malyot
should give your marriage another try. If you don't, it will always
leave you with a guilt feeling. You know now that you shouldn't.
a have been in such a hung to inn away, his always so much more
arosiactory, in !belong run, to stay and work ...your problems

THIS RESEALING con is often the work of a
While some would theorize that the young deared itself to the community
near -legendary family, the Williamson,. wan- suburbanite -- fairly shrewd or he wouldn't be in every kind of situation," the
dering group
about 2,000 people whoem
enough0010001 M live n thsuburbse
uld be mayor said but added that
hit all over the country each year. They have fairly free from this kind of swindling, but the aurnbliog ordinance should
nsack the Northwest Suburbs several times in Better Business Bureau (BBB) says this isn't so.
apply to all groups equally.
past years.
Lions Club president-elect
Descended from a crafty Scotsman who emiRobert Bailey said, "We've
NO ONE IS INIMUNE, and the statistics for
gritted to the United States in the last century.
ance. 72 cases last year in Des Plaines am got it record -that you can't
these Gpsy con -men and women are crafty, fast. only a fraction of the Bask Most cases are never knock it. We will do anythina
look utterly legitimate and are long gone when reported. Those swindled are usually too embap Mat you (the Village Board)
their workmanship flouts onto the front yard.
tossed to report to the police, according toJarries my"
In some ways, they typify this kind of thief. Baurnhard, director of operations at the BBB.
Alter checking for agree.
Sociologists and criminologists say that the con
ment with the hoard members,
Baumhard, police and business leaders make

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

No
Ari,Dgz.;"zinght,

Dear Mr. DeLoiiivi

eluding bigger antenna)
console and 10 mobile st...-,

Heights and Elk Grove Vil-

the be, Duo

The district, however, still.

this list. Also named was James

1 Cushion Chair $4250

N.

IF THE CENTRAL die-

tests aimed at Mowing how

of latching

and William and Robert of

SLIPCOVERS

FRI. 'tit 8 SAT. 'HI 4.

O

"go it alone" the
cost of a new base

vice.

Gordon of Bellevicw, Ill. nine

CUSTOM MADE

DAILY 9 To 6

BARRI

manpower for maiming sm.

me use words smiles
to fleece homeowners

becomes a gooey mess.

Were Mount Prospect

59 parents
satisfied that thysr
nehool system obese good tub
be

Rs.

that a federal grant 01'519,000
could he Obtained to inmlemeat purchase of the needed
equipment.

grandchildren,
and
three
brothers, Barney of Oak Lawn

111111

-

en

Survivors are his wife,
Edna/ five children, Myrtle

Heights called to report other

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

central mom,
each of the communities using
the same service, contribute
it

ea Grove Dist

can

sin= manpnwa and the fact

Visitation will he after 3 this

19 awards and 35 cheeriWRONG
SCAPES
Jude-g
worked so hard they could
hardly control their laughter,
ware Mike Tolmin (didn't

other community well

pass

O'Donnell.
The "Best Driver Award"
went to Bill (Nate) Thurnhofer
wholl spend years living down
the one incident in his brief

(After all,

the same radio band,
Esmond said that he favored
central dispatching. as op-

man across Me meet was on
his way to bed when Ile hap-

My son ran out and took it

award.

ability of members of onepolice
force to know the areapin

realest number of frauds committed.
A village such as Hoffman Estates,wheremmt
of the housing is new and the residentsereyoong,

niece her Bums by Jim

the

share dispatching duties and

than Bet sum budgeted for the

1,10,6c. "The
the

Allied Leasing, questioned the

salary figure is $15A/0 more

impersonated

from

.
arm
Roy Martin, an official of

view a central dispatching se,vice in action.
Under the central dis.
patching system, up to many
AS Eve to seven communities

night. Last Friday night the

Rol Birds Arc Dead Birds?
was thc fifie Of the winning
stolcn

in, visit, with Elk Grove Police Chief Harry Jenkins, to
Muskegon County (Miro.) to

pole in our front yard day and

"The next morning my son
called me, There at the top of

sun,

ing and Motorola Inc., menulecturers of virtually all police
communications equipment in
the
Chicago
inetropolitan

Esmond and Village Manager
Virgil 'Barnett answered questions about the information
they had gained on a fact find-

ar-We fly our flag Iron/ the

Prospect's IV basketball
Fart

Tuesday's meeting.
Attending the meeting were
representatives of Allied Leas-

POlICE CHIEF Newell

residents and some oldsections, such m Des
Plaines and Palatine, seem also to have the

They lvd the flag down ado
he watched they put It up

coach

towill be mask

village board at neat

to the

polok Lommumeetiom

uwer

Village Board Monday night
decided to recommend central
dispatching of police cars. The

.poet

only for in own police cars.

ey

salary.urn is $190,521.
The 1970-71 administrative

would have been impressed.
`Best Line By a Coach," and
the choice was rough, went to

For more information on
are being planned.
There were busy boys in Arlington Heights and Mount
Prospect over the weekend. A
group
of Prospect High

Don, are especially fond of two

Mings-roimals and 110Ameri-

cam arc there to hump into?)

the group, call 439-5296. All
sorts of summer fun activities

principals. :askant principals,

can flag. The two combined,
Mount Prospect Whatevei
theother night to make orw(of
Ari vrim,i,,jocal/ horror stop..
percd,nm Me kid. ss-cnt ov. /../17:7;
Ific0l

Mrs. Sandra Little who is
superintendent or recreation
for the Park District will he the

teen activity in her neighborhood. Rita and her husband,

rine, owner of Carl's Pine in

This is Inc third meeting for _
the young graup)nlidTaiesiflent
Larry Hintz would like anyone
after he fair and present.
who feels himself or herself to
him with a 2 -foot high trophy
be senior citizen to comeThe
/that must have been some
seniors look on youth as much
lint). His son accepted for him
Mall of mind as a chrOMIM
Mike To/scin won the "Best
gical fact.
Impersonation" award and the

effisisntly during an trnsrgen

Pitted against him is the suburbanite, the sub-

Hey seniors!

The Elk Grove Village Sen.
ior Citizens are having an nuportant meeting tonight in the

mittee of the Mount Prospect's

1

Dist. 214 OKs '121/2% range'

rota favorable *nitro on

Th. Fire and Police Com

Testing program reve4ls
pi see, minuses- in I ist. 59

Tomorrow
h Today

gspisi Leh sysffern,

,

00110m or account for. Her entirc annual expert se runs abom

table or othenvisc. in cars., but
will require that they be placed
behind drivers.

erronent bodies such as townships, this year has declined to

as 10 short -time helpers. Mn.
Carter 0110 pays postage from

police

ff

& rough to dispatch police cam
posed to use of Mount
tine and as ow removal ou r that $25,000 Tax notice.
Be
comMissioner will need fou r first class and there are VO
or five helpers,
mailing, c t'
of
"The largest work force in $6,000, so the total of salaries
the township is in the misty her office is considerably uncollectods office. Mrs. Mar- der $20,000," said Thoreau.
jone A. Carter, Wheeling
Township collector, has
A. CHECK OF other tom,
50 00 0 tax bills to mail and ships showed that their aver(Continued from Pape ll

of

the sale

Panel urges vill ge hnk

Rotary names Volz
`man of year'

Page

Downtown.Just
North of RuilroadTrodu
at Vail &Davis Streets.

WIGGERY
BEAUTY SALON,

$434
leg. 85.79

WARNER PAINT
HOURS: Moe, 12 to 7; Tues., Wed. 9 to 6,
Thurs., Fri. 9 to 9; and Sat. 9 to 6.

Charge Cards or Layway

12°116/5. $125

"'"

DIVISION OF

LOWE MINTS
CL 9-1330,,

11 Mt, Prospect Plaza

mt. Prospect
W ACCEMMADM

Omena ism CAMS

is

The Day's Prospects

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

Sad but fond farewells
By Dolores Haugh

It's barbecue time in the
subtirba. Hooray!
.

'

"YOU MIGHT check to

'C'olon. Ill Mow' you my

sec what the girls are drinking.

grads and dahlias. I think I finally gel rid of the cutworms.
It would have been a tragedy if
they'd clipped them all of."
"What's the matter with rho
lire in thegri II? It doesn't seem
to he working very well'-

I should be through here In a
few minutes to help you. Kids,
check with your mother to see
if the bought more charcoal.
No, ch. Who wants logo to the
store for a bag?"

As the sight and smell of
smoke wafts over from the
various neighbors/ back yards.

I have a feeling that air pollution will be forrmgotten. After
all, whats the ha
in cooking
a roast, some chicken. or a few

"Hey, does the at always

hamburgers on the bakyard
grill.

climb on your grill table when
you have meat on il?It looki as

.

If things happen as usual, it
will probably he an interesting
summer again.

if he may eat bettor thin
Look at him poking
around."

"Bill. poor yourself a drip*
from the stuff in the kitchen.

"llger. gat off that

table.

Becky. come and gm your eat
or there'll be one less
around here '

I'm trying to get the rotisseriehooked

to the grill. I can't
seem to find my extension
cord. Oh, there it is."

"GEE, IT feels good to re-

.

"LOOK OUT. I'll pour.
some mom DM on it, (Mos.
too much. Look at the llama

"Guess the kids are ready
for their hamburgers. Here.
MI help you."
"Wow! Look at the .smoke
pour out. Wonder why it dais
thafi"
"Pour 1111k water on it.
That will really help."

lax on a day like this. It looks as

"111 do that. Do you need
any help? li there anything
else I can dor

if you finally got rid of the dandelions. How art your flowem

&Mgr

"WHERE DID that bottle
go? Do your kids like them
with

or

without

barbecue

11 thought when I came lists

mum? Why can't I ever find
"Being best friends Is fun
but it is sad when one has to

the salt and pepper?'

"With misc. Here am the
kids now. All set. Loth go."

This

"Dec. they're kind of black.

thought

no

fourth grader at Gregory
School. She was referring to

.

-They look awfully small.
Dad. Did they really shrivel.
that much? Ill bet they un-

her neighbor to Ellyn Oleg.
ry.

stranger but everyone has been

wonderful.

the

by Gillian Howell.,

-

Dad. What happened? Too
much lire again?"

is

everyone in my room would
make fun of me since I was

"who fives

four doors

I

GILLIAN HAS been

"HOW COME you're hav
infFroast heel. Dad, and wen
having hamburger? Didn

in

Mount Prospect*. lan September and will return to her
homeland, Australia, next Aim

you have enough money 10 gal

Her

a hig roast for allot ),,r

gust.

"Wbere's the munard and
catsup. Dad? Still in the icebox. &Jess you forgot again:
"You didn't wart she buns

change

father, the

Thomas Howells
pastor

Rev.

the exat the Mount
is

Prospect Community Presbyterian Church.
"It's all the greatest," she
replied when asked how she
liked living
in America. -

Dad. I like the buns toasted."

"Fix me another drink. will
you. Bill. Thunks."

..Then isn't anything that
didn't like.

I

like it is and ere ham mob a
large family."
Gillian has three sisten,
Lynn, 12, attending Central

ATTENDED

Ben-

nelsword State School in Mel-

bourne and we had to wear
uniforms. It is so nice not to

Judo' High; Karen, 14,

.114

tending Prospect High School,

and Cathy,

5,

who attend.

GMIan and her "best friend
In Mount Prospect", Jo Ellyn
Gregory are fourth grade sow
dents In Mrs. George Julin's

Fairview.

have to do that every day.
-"Teachers

hard us bricks."

since the mchange.prognon is

there vaim in

the blackboard more. We have
subjects like English, reading,
math, social and nature studies
and health.

"Math here is kind of fun
but it is harder. We got W

-. problems at home but here."

'WE WILL lake a plane to
Honolulu in August and meet

Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Howells, mehange minister at
Mount Prospect Community
Presbyterian. The family mUl
return eiMWOUrn, Austnght
in August.

Rey. Thomas Phillips.
"The one thing about going
home to St. James Presbyterian Church is that them we

do not

whole pages for homework.

pay taxes," Gillian
added, with her blue eyes apar-

There's no homework in the

kling.

fourth grade at home.

class. Gillian is the daughter of

another exchange family of

.

Jo Ellyn hopes someday to

N DONT like pizza, but I

net her friend but Gillian

love hamburgers," she moiled.
"1 hate to leave but then it is

promises for ran, "Fm coming b.*, but not with my family."

difficult for us harefinancially

tenstoodepoot000ra

mossomessosossess

s nnae000g60

088000

Page 5

Bestow awards at
Prospect concert
"I'm sorry, Mr. O'Brien, I ain't got no spare change for
the Democratic party!"

The coveted John Phillip

Four instrumental groups

SOUR Award was presented to
string bass player Bill Allen, at
the Prospect High School
Spring concert
the field
house. Allen is the second atu-

played at the concert; the Concert Rand, the Symphonic

dem to receive this :mend in
Prospect.

The

played

SAVE $60 ON A KROEHLER SOFA OF HERCULON

00,. hew

every inch in long wearing ...colon,

the fabric that shrugs off spots and stains. Deluxe
Shepherd casters, coil soma construction, and polyure-

Map Pubticatton5
Pak 4

H. N. Poor, Cirrakids,n Di... to.

Letters to
the editor

-

,
-

R.E. Hutchinson. l'iri,Proildent

Neu...horn nee Inn, rto

THE SUMPTUOUS LOOK THAT IS THE
WORLD OF SPAIN
The

Tuxdo

$

hotton.tulled and
with strikingly carved out side posts.
sofa

is

deeply

Georgi standing at center stage
playing the piccolo with a long
line of brass instruments at her
sides. The band also played
"Bugler's Holiday". It featured three trumpeters. Bill

cr.li,urn%:fw:rle

Scochgard-protected fabrics in your thoice of colors.

Bob Bever.

-

Omit 'PrOnpiii0 AI:Ivan:6e '''-gftlef Priced Until' June 15th `Only
:WILY 'Pay More Later!
Web Wily' Reserve's Your\\ nrebus'e For You
NO:or and Deliver It \Witcit ou Want It .

only five home of sleep every
night. She says she kris fine:

7/.. which shows adults and chil-

Can this be harmful in later

ard

!''clren seated as the American

years?

flog is passing. More and more
we sec people sitting and chatting as the American nag goes

'

is normal, she feels well and

lions.
It has been rested on sere al

Flared button turned at
lachedhs011oo....,tVet.

Q I am 50 and have had
insomnia all my adult lire. For
two years I have been Mking

that

pills

and revile the flag?
The boy at the rock festival

down a mud slide with MY
Rag draped around his shoulders - perhaps he and his
mother remained seated at parade s when the dog passed by.

Mrs. A. K.

niht.

every

Could they affect my

has

in southern Illinois who went
'

the Mad in rhythmic puts -

on leer sleep than others. So

when the flag appeared on the
screen, all the people in the nu'dMnce cheered and applauded.

to be
mowed. 0 mothers and fas.lhers won't show respect for
our flag. how can they complain and wonder later when
their own children desecrate

A for the band.

heartg or

have any other had effects?

A - Sleeping MM, including
the

barbiturates

which

are

habit forming, will not affect
your heart if taken in the madly prescribed dosage.' Their
chief disadvantage is that they
interfere with the nem!
dreaming eveMohe does.

An electric sleep inducer
marketed

in

Germany

thousand patients with go d
results in some, but not
I,

Them will be no trip to the

igaa and to Mackinac Island.
Leave Monday, July 6, matte

clues. Its chief advantages
absence of side effects and
danger of habituation.

re
.3

am a poor steeper a d
have taken Doriden about
twice n week for dm yo
Will become addicted t 't?

that wipes clean with a damp cloth. The onion isn't fun
in deep.. -this i. nualityKroehler furniture....with cos
tly coil spring construction, expert tailoring, a study kiln
dried frame. flurry In -save during our advance sale.

$178°°

A - Glutethimide (Dorid ni

Credit Terms Available

I' f

lic, it may cause psychic 4.
pendence. Its side effects n chide skin rash, nausea . nd
Had disorders. Anyone I king the drug regularly sho Id

This will be a Drop in Center
Day.

Ice x, tips and five meals.

June 18 - a to of the $1
million Senior Citizens building Sr Milwaukee, A picnic

BLAGMER
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you Can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

tre?

A - No. But persons who are
disturbed by such superstitions
might convince -themselves

that it is.

worry or undue nervous fatigue. The victim is usually
helped by avoiding such etc,
32 good, 40 mcellent.

citement as violent TV shows
or reading horror stories be-

or

or highhigh students next year.

Central grew to a glorious in-

stitution. With its large final
addition in 1958, the school

non-members.
Get your deposit

At all Drop In Center days.
time will be work for the ba-

luggage tips, $587.85.1160 go,
cost is $10 less per person.
Each member is expected to
serve at the meetings. Men are
Included to help set up tables.

in for
Hawaii. 0o. 3. Fifteen days all islands. Includes In and

was an educational showplace.
It had 14 classrooms, and audi-

toriao-ganeasium, showers,
Endless hours of packing and a myriad deMils must be attend- cafeteria,, (When. The win
ed to when you "temp a school." Every book in the Central doves were large and many.

"

to
and
School library bad lobe packed in the best Dewey Decimal order Enrolsaent was
410
to make the transfer to Lincoln School library an easy one. "The the staff to 20.
amount of work involved is staggering," said Mrs. Shirley GunIt was quite a place.
dersen, District Director of Library Services. "Several items
The village was really grow from Central's PTA and the original building real be presented ing, then. Other 'teighborto Me Mount Prospect Historical Society past president, Mrs. hood" schools were being
Victor Bill,,, mid Robert Ferguson, principal.
built.

The Potawatami District of
Camp Fire Girls, which includes Mount Prospect and

FOR

Prospect Heights, held its an-

IMMEDIATE

Wheeling High School

"e rn
*u
nyl, whaleoakto

at

They were selected by a special

More than 300 girls from

committeeon the basis of their
contributions to - the Clamp

fourth

grade

through

high

tumes, individually decorated
by each girl with honor beads
and other awards, set the atmosphere of the day.

The costumes are also a

girls after the ceremony as
they compare each other's de Signs, special awards, symbol)
grams, and other decorations.

tttr:SToft

r. Chtdr...(111-burki
Tobles...$09.95 ea

This year, the ceremony included a very sp raid feature the presentation of three Wobrio Medallions.

MANY LOUNGE AND RECLINING CHAIRS IN STOCK
FOR FATHER'S DAY DELIVERY
r

L

High school seniors Vicki
Gramin, Jane Phillips and
Gaye Omen received this

GUARANTESSALE
PRICES

highest of all Camp Fire bon -

ON OUR

//

!Mr

Small DepoLANSYllANWIdAYY

ors. The medallion involves
r

two years of effort and is most
difficult to earn. It is extremely

urchdle

unusual for three girls to re-

,E,:r::;,;IF.,,Pl.n.APzNew

r

FREE DELIVERY
mrtnittlarta

Three referendums to coin-

not -so -bad. Closer examMalian, however, reveals
squeaking wooden floors, a
flooding basement, leaking

r'':4'basementa.m..ms
nous exits for emergencies,

In themeantime. no large

All of a sudden, Central Was
an old school. Its locution,

" ideal b"'""

"

of money

being

Oa

ni:,,,T.:z.Ccth.

school

faulty heating system with

noisy radiators, an obsolete
once,
yle.'114M system,

PG'uriali7

trolly placed, became a poohlent as Central Road and Main

all

Street became
highways.

feet in Illinois which requires
schools to be elevated to a
"safe" standard. As of June
Alumni renumber ice
1970, all schools must meet
cream socials, eigbth grade
Code requirements. In Cen- dances, plays, painting an
oars case, it was estimated eagle on the gym floor, earning
Mat about 1350,000 would money for an electric sonehave had to be spent to meet board (to be transferred to the
these requirements.
new gym at Lincoln), opm-

busy,

major

NEARBY downtown menchants became unhappy with
the school's location. Lunchtime and after school hours became nightmares for local busk

kindergarten through eighth.

In Mere rcemt Mao, it h.

been referred to m a " junior
high" With only seventh mid
eighth grade students Wending.

With the junior high conceps corning into being about
ten years ago, a plan was
presented by School Board 57
to build a northsidc junior

high at Gregory and School
streers-and scrap Central.

LAND WAS purchased and

ete. etc.
It's one of the landmarks in the
village.

A Life -Safety Code is in efi

The school h. been used
for every elementary grade,

y, it fell into sad diswpair.

A PLAN was presented to

THE SCHOOL'S last. Commencernent Exercises will take

the voters last fall to add-on to

Lincoln, using proceeds from
the sale of Central School plus

place Friday, June 12. Harry
Hanson. Board of Education

building referendum. The vol-

president, will speak.

ers approved.
C e n t r a I was
$410,111.11 The

,,,,,...) society,, be

s-

The Mount Prospect His-

sold for
teachers/

seined by Mn.ictor Mutter

parking lot at the south end of
the property, adjacent to the IL
brary was sold to the Lihrary
for about S30,000 for powible

who wip receive; ,,,,jogg ....,_
orebillu'

PTA president Harold Gil -

g,u, expansion.
Canal's new owners am to
take over On schoolhouse on
August I.
.

.

lick sen will ad stress the group.
Student Council preaident
.

Bence Mem will speak.
It'll be heartbreaking.

Recipients of the coveted Wohelo Medallion mediate PhMes, senior at Prospect High School, Gaye

Garen, of Des Plaines and Maine West senior will man Conconlia teacher's college following
graduation and Vicky Gramm. AR three gbh attended SL Pill LutherstiCharch la Mount Prospect.

the Camp Fire Girl's

May

nual Grand Council Fire

""'

lake,

resident camp ,in
Wis. This year. Carol Moms
and Sandra Harris received
full mmpership for one week.

squrce of enjoyment for" the

gorgeo us Oak IS
glove

the outside, it appears to be

Council fire sparks Camp Fire honors

NEW FROM KROEHLERI

Safti...$199
Mn. Chuir...$89

LOOKING at Central from

the first section of what was to
be a largejunior high was built.

Centnd School and were more. Mete the junior high were deinterested in building and feated, however. And again,
equiping new schools in the Central continued in use.
various sections of town.

nekSCS.

FROM ITS start in 1927 and
through its many expansions,

IN STOCK

fore retiring or by getting to
bed before he becomes so thud
h
't keep his eyes opm.

vsdos

commodate the north side

The red, white and blue cos-

ibunce.CForfu

Q -What would cause a person to moan and groan in his
sleep and what can be done to
stop it?
A This Is a sign of excessive

view of the garde.. Bus leaves
at 9 a.m.
June 25 - Drop in Center

"go visit my old school" on

giant addition to south
side Lincoln School will ac-

Only 25 tickets for Cott Cincinnati ball game, July 22.
Reserved seats, $3.50, no bus
charge for members, $1.25 for

school. They will be unable to

Mount Prospect State Bank on
behalf of a land it
account.A

SWIVEL
ROCKER

al colors

I

The building was sold last
June. It was bought by the

ranks.

Q - I have heard that for

old school house.
The giaduates will
be
alumni of a
nonexisting

high school day holidays.

...eclasol seethed Camp Flre

have periodic blood counts.

us the south end of a bed in a
north -south position. Is this

r

DELIVERY!

sound sleep one's head must be

HIDEAWORD

-

04.

an

called Dormcd. consists of ;

cfs
h 00000 toomth

s,

FROM KROEHLER...

aftersale $238

Has it any bad side effects?

is not a barbiturate. Although
it does not came true ad c

LOUNGE
CHAIR

BEST BUY

Beautiful rich black vinyl kid -the mmims aoholomy

gIrt.1,11,,bdc,17.4tr,et

home Friday night, July 10.
Leave from church and bank
to church, $160.50 includes

. Your deposit is nsquired for

SAVE $60 ON A FABULOUS KROEHLER SOFA
TAILORED IN RICH LEATHER -LIKE NAUGAHYDE!

130 yearrtrtctrofa,=

If)

B -Flat" which featured several

the tour mound Lake Mich-

PRIDE IN the town's one
schoolhouse was gone.
Newcomers had no,/roolskat

group played .."Sinfonietta in

,novel

take

r, plus disband
zaar in October,

CHOICE

long as your daughter's weight

shows no .signs of undue nervous tension. there is no need
to worry.

lately? Patriotism

ator that sends a weak, pai les, soothing current throu h

LOUNGE
CHAIR

What has happened lo the
people who stood quietly and
respectfully whenever Me flag
appeared? And at the movies.

When have you heard

.

They are connected to a gener-

A - Some persons get along

Pry- us in a parade.

YOUR

lids and two behind the ea s.

By LB Floras

The Concert Band played
"Kimberly Overture", described as the kids favorite".
They also played "Festive"

solos.

Aerates

H. The mounds are closed due
to strikes and lack of material.

-

I am referring to a picture

en at the Manorial Day Parade On Arlington Heights!

dience.

and

Extensioneem

PM.IMIM,MM.IMMIMMIlgoh

set of electrodes fitted to a pa Jed eye shield. Two of the cle nodes rest gently on .the ey -

Lavin. You, and "Leonel!" by
former Prospect George AM
doniadis, who was M the au-

The Clarinet Choir alto
played. New this year no

kinds at Whitnall Park and

Q My &M D.'. 23. roia

Decline of a village landmark

superior trophies in competition. The group played
Count Basic's "Can't Stop

Extensioneers plan
tours and trips

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

that appeared in The Day tak-

The Stage, or Jazz Band is a

select group of 28 musicians
who have a record of winning

1

SAVE $20 to $30 ON KROEHLER CHAIRS

Editor:

We nesday, June 10. 1970

Band. the Clarinet Choir and
the Stage Band, all of whom
performed exceptionally well.

Clarinetist Bill TherioeY,
Jr. received a Service Mvard
Cue He has provided much of
the special sound equipment

Dickson Indian Mounts June

To sleep or not to sleep
is individual necessity

Dolores Haugh-Womans Editor

atiorritgatitioaaaattegueaaaaaaaaaaotoact0000 eau 1100220111/021e0e0

and "Jardin D'Espagnol".

DOCTOR SAYS

Needed: more
respect for
Our Flag

and

very competent Martha

2 995
9

OURA,BEST,BU
Chairs,..TAi and Bed

111

John E. Minim. Etlik

E.

group

Perkins, Mike Lusatia and

Wednesday, lune 10, 1970

William J. Kiedaisch, tiamigloe Editor

"Stars

Stripes Forever." It featured a

Sand -pleated,

Credit Terms Available

-Hanoi.
iirinitnil &rain by alienykimionsly hyping
anTePee,ilreillnin mid intellectual Integrity:.
-- Marshall Field

$23995

symphonic
Sousa's

47,140-fi

ceive the award during one
ceremonial.

One of the traditions in the

district o to award special
campersIdps to Camp My. '

Fire spirit and participation
throughout their
Camp Fire Girls.

years

Honored at the same time
witspartini camperships wet./
Julio Eichelmann, Mary EOM
Greenhaigh, Wendy Hecht
and Lois Williams.

The Horizon Club preen.
ed a new award of its own this
Yea,

For the first time, a Camp
Fire Girl of the year was selected from among the graduating seniors. This award went
to Vicki

Granzin, who has

been an active Camp Fire Girl
since she became "Bluebird in

second grade. Vicki has attended day camp each of them

yems, and was one of the
Carnp Fire Girls present at the
Apollo 12 launching. She wen
given a plaque by' 'the Horizon
Club.

0-DaKonymKo-Ki Jun Mr High girls presented a spec-

ial ties drill and the ceremonial was ended with the singing
of taps while twelve girls displayed the Indian handsrgns to
the song.

-

Camp Fire GM of the Year, Vicky Gramin displays her special award, the first of Bolded lope
given. she ts attired in the full dress of the ceremonial costume. The award
was given 10 the high
school Horizon Camp Fire Girls through meter ballot to the girl who had given the most lo tie
program and had partiripated in all phases of the program, beginning at second made. Her mother.
Me. Wilbert Gramin, has been active in the program for over IS years. The award was presented

at the inniad Grand Comril Fire. Vicky Is a senior at Prospect High &Mob

THE DAY
Wednesday June 10 1970

Page 6

Snead Batdorf, (sitting)
,

daughter of Mr and Mts. Bat

dorf of 140 Margaret, Des
Planter, was emoted Into the

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

National Science Foundation's
summer. enthropology course.
With her (from left) are two of

FAMILY CENTER

her teachers at Maine West,
Mary Intr. Heft) sodoloRY instructor and Jenice Sturm anthropology Instructor. Mho
Baldorf will be senior at the

cams that might affect lives
led property.

Outdoor warning sirens or

.

whistles arc the main source of
alerting people on the street or

.

in their homes. Other means
,

itSneakers or sirens, closed

-

S
4,

are AM and FM radio, television, patrol cars with loud

of our new

lila

Applications of young men
interested in applying for nom1

saving lives than ample warning of approaching or possible
disaster:1

inations to the United State,

Val Cashel. director of the 11-

erzyice academics should be
anbnlitted by June IR. according to Rep. Harold R.
Colhar (12-10-1 III.

!Innis Civil Defense Agency,
has been directed to contact

from our

FREE!

of shades

ALSO FEATURING:

SWAGS

-

me study, recommendlations
will he made for the implemen-

vacancY

Robert Hanntlum deft), Cook County Superintendent of
Schools, greeted Joseph A. Schiffiumer, recently elected new
board member for High School District 214. Hanralian met
many school bourd members clectm1 in April at workshops in
school finance which his office sponsored last month. Schiffhatter Len Arlington Heights resident employed by United Air
Lbws

h academy,

nal xlection would be made by cent a me population.
cmy

HOURS:MONDAY, THURSDAY,Fah 10 Mato 9PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SAT.10 AM so

hOp

Applications should he sem
Congressman Harold R.
Collier, 2438 Rayburn House
office' building. Washington
D.C. 20515.

homes with deaf mutes should

hove a card in the front win dowse that such persons could
be informed M case of a warn.
ing.

Dist. 54 $4,509 s chool incinerator

School District

54 board

'11nneday awarded a contract
10 Joseph Goder, Inc., in the
amount of $4,509 to ffistall incinerators in the Thomas Dooley School, Schaumburg end

the Hoffman School, I -loft..
Estates.

A $21,557 contract
awarded

was

to Prairie State
School Equipment Co. to sup-

ply office equipment for

alt

ffihools for the 1970.71 school
year. The equipment incluties
side,

principal and secretary

chairs, principal, teachers and
secretary desks, single pedestal
desks, two and four -drawer file
cabinets and typewriter stands.

An additional contract was
awarded to Franklin Lee Co.
in the amount of $1,670.45 to

supply ffinhers chairs and step through ellnim high lead...
in-service
stools.
training
pro-

gratm are provided through

IN OTHER business.

the

board approved a schedule far
in-service training programs

Pot the 1970-71 school year.
The programs are scheduled
for Sept. 15, Oct. 29, Nov. 20,
1970 and Jan. 27, Feb. IS,
March 30 and April 30, 1971,
and arc
for kindergarten

House Bill 1525 amending
section of The School Code
Which states that a session of
three or more hours counts as a
days of school attendance

when the remindsr of the day
is utilized for an inservice
training program for teachers

looks fresh year round.

RI

09

Flows on smoothly and Ones

to a fade resistant finish.

41
One.

5

5.1.

nu.- Inc OFF VIBEL

$ 77
300re

NOUN

All RARE

MIME
CENTERS

5

KG:reIpirins . 79,11

Or`

Zerg:ttLZ."se$999

tro

Genuine chestnut distressed wood grain.

Highland Bitch. ..Reg. $6.49 $5.98 Sow 5Ic
Champion Hickory
$4.49

...

/

...

k

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM
Variable Speed Sabre

Saw..

HEELING

BANK.

Milwaukee Avenue or Deed. Road
Wheeling, Ill. Photon 137.0020
Member F,D.I. C,

WICKES
ILINIBEA I 8111[ DING SUPPLIES CENTER

STREAMWOOD
3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on lake Street (U.S. 20)
837.6000

for Dads
rci Cards
and Graduates
5 thru

STORE HOURS

Mon. ifmalms.
id t AM see PM

a...min/PM
Sumo AM to I PM

AUTOMATICALLY
WITH ELECTRIC
EYE AND SPECIAL
TIMER.

p4
$31
88
ak11118$26

Co:lionarrr:piiti

4olor Film `R

G TALL -BEIGE CINNAMON, TAUPE

NUMBER ODA-POCKET 313E

Peerless
Pocket Radio

Reg.
990
Save
22c
REG

7,;

$

.00

CI

.54.8a

SAVE 51.10

Reg.

$6.77

299

MODEL SG334

Panasonic

88

$

Record Player

Save

----...{$11995

891

005106 00 ORLON SIZES 10.13 -MANY FASHION COLORS

(Men's Stretch.
Orlon or Bunion Sox

/s

T -Shirts

AMERICAN GREETINGS

43

TAKES COLOR
PICTURES

00

!.Fruit of Loom

WHILE OUR SUPPLY LASTS

TRUST & SAVINGS

SEE AT YOUR AARE PHOTO DEPT.

SIZES SMALL TO LARGE, SOFT COTTON KNIT CHR. SHIRT

... $959

4,t°7::, $199 CV:Z.
13

Save
94c

Web Chaise
Lounge

Reg. $3.98 $3.49Sow 49c

Sommer Dawn.. _Reg. $3.98 $3.49 Sow 490

3/8 Electric Drill

"

$3.50 VALUE

MULTI COLOR, 6x I 5, 72" LENGTH WITH ADJUSTABLE POSITIONS

$4.49

20%

7" Circular Saw
$1992
Destiess 3" Belt Sander
$5519

ss".

Fore.. Radom.,

Kindness Hair
tor Conditioner
c:
Household Savings

Nylon
Panty Hose

M SHUT

All Power Tools Reduced!

'YES!

Hair Setter

Shirts

WICKES FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL

NO Activity Limit

8

Men's Dressm,

Rr

VALUES LIKE THESE

3

8x10 Color Enlargement

100% NYLON TRICOT, CHOOSE FROM WHITE OR LATEST FASHION

Reg. $3.79 Save 80e

NO Minimum Balance

velooed heft. Past service.

91

570

SHADES, SHORT SLEEVE, a POCKETS, SIZES 1419-17

$598

YINYLFACE. CHESTNUT

4" NYLON BRUSH

.

Haveyourvecation snood.. -

12 Exposure Roll of
Kodacolor Film far'
Ego
printed & Developed

$1.50

ttle OFF LABEL -TWIN PAK

WNYLFACE. WALNUT

Champion Elm
Summer Sand

to

AVAILABLE FaR 12e, 127,120, me BR° KODARGLOR /ISM

Reg.

Kindness

DeOderaid
5 Day Pads

SAVE .

LADY BETTY PETITE

$4 99

4.80.

CLAIROL

4 sit MS

Bog. $8.99
Soya $3.00

rTTfffFr

00, get over $2 worth of wallet
Pickups
effio ...with every

MODEL E.

$598

nn
77

ULTRA EXTERIOR STAIN & SEAL

REG SY 3

No paneling anywhere can match
the durability and beauty of these
panels. Mar resistant finish.

Reg. $8.99
Save $3.00

ULTRA EXTERIOR LATEX

emel pee Tele. You Pave some

SAVE 9.51

Bayer
Aspirins

Hamm's
Beer

$ 599
GAL.

swap Tom to mail.
WM wait until you return home,

COMPARE AND SAVE

PANELING
I1

ing.that Rims you an extra wallet
sTftS

LOTION

'OW

ULTRA EXTERIOR OIL BASE

No Cost
Checking

Mouthwash '709

A

roll of Ircelaolor film you h

procee,og...unique photon., to Ne p, some to oar, Vern

537e

CAM

Friend, guests. and countrymen, We have BONUS PliCiTo

PM SUNDAY In AM to s PM

Cans

Dries to a smooth gloss. Keeps
its whiteness loners yourhouse

MEP

BAYER

12.ex.

up to ten days per year.

OR 10

-

DO-IT-YOURSELF AND SAVE!
WICKES PAINT

2

Hai Karate
After Shave

C=>

Oshel has pointed out that

to

A

PHONE 11N 4-3036

ha'n
,soa'ass,

-

0.

100's

BREATH FRESHENING ANTISEPTIC

SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS

oirvkc
him in selecting nominees for "on

wg.

Special

Tablets
Listerine

1735 SO. ROSELLE RD.
1 MILE NORTH OF IRVING PK.

tho

appointment lathe Arrhy, Air
ommr,nno,,
Fence and Naval academies.
act nor
Of ten men nominated for the

i "TWA On CoMieff
BY Millions

Lamps

Warning capabilities.

,

We
Also
Repair
And
Rewire

every County Board of Supervisors, and the head of government in everyh.incorporated

Fonon,,in

LISTERINE
AHTI.S.EPTIC

ALSO FINE SELECTION OF BEAUTIFUL
CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS

us for BONUS PHOTO' proc

Gelluse

and decor

EARLY AMERICAN
CONTEMPORARY

Bring your Kodacolor film to

Pharmacy Dept.

ANTACID

every lamp

The Most Complete Line Of Fine
Lamps In The Northwest Suburbs
HANGING LAMPS
TRAY LAMPS

SI idit.

E

fine selection
to compliment

will be held July 7 for elapses beer000ytethR Bate 1..
Amer -tarn them current pub!.
marine in 1971.
This examination, Collier
mated, is given by the U.S. Clv..

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Choose

BUY ONE OF THESE BEAUTIFUL
LAMPS AND GET THE SECOND ONE

MEDITERRANEAN

fresh. and the prices reasonable. Kure offers you all
these things and a free record -keeping service of all
your prescriptions.

PRESCRIPTIONS ARE
OUR BUSINESS

TAIAwr.41111m,

Ogilvie said, "It is the gov-

tion from disaster. There is
nothing more applicable to

Not ell Advertised Items In All Stores Due to Sem Limitations and Other

Nationally Famous

ernment's

Deadline near
for academies

have a medicine for a very specific need. When you
have your prescription filled you wont to be sure the
pharmacist is accurate, that the pharmaceuticals are

1010 S. ELMHURST RD. AT GOLF RD.,
MT PROSPECT

CORDEY CHINA LAMPS

ynouto

because youra
doctor wants

Specially Purchased For This Store

music systems.

responsibility to
provide our people with an effective system of self-protec-

ouGretprescariptiois

WHEELING

Show Room

cuit television and piped in

..40"--

901 W. DUNDEE RD. AT RTE 83

.

'

ing the people of Illinois in
the event of threatened clanger
severe thunderstorms,
tornadoes, floods.or other holo-

c

ADDISON

Pre -Grand Opening

ways to warn
of disasters

from

V.sit Your Friendly Ware Family Center Conveniently Located At

430 N. ADDISON RD. AT IRVING PARK RD.

Ogilvie seeks

Governor Ogilvie has begun
program to determine the government's capability of Warn-

Gifts for Ead.

07 -

Ill

NMI school nest fall.

WELCOME HERE

Ted FAMILY SIZE MOTORIZED WITH SPIT AND.In WIND HOOD
MODEL NO. S032-REG. 311.99. SAVE 33

$9991

24 -Inch Hooded

Barbecue Grill
gt:17T°F,Z-Za05 Ol000''"'°"''

13 02 SIZE
IN AVOCADO OR

Regal
Photo Frames

Tankar d

ellgrOVVZIKejr"Vrit

Beer Mugs

651

wffilait

ffilatis

Sunbeam
Shaver

$888

Erg

MODEL ISM. TRIPLE HEAD CORDLESS-REG 333 BE SAVE SS

Norelco $
Shaver

up,
wvvy--ivrrov,zps
.

115

.744

Lundstedt signs, joins Cub farm team
By Linda Memnon
Sports Editor

lad night but was assigned
uniform number 21 The MI5
Rom lost their ballgaine last
night to Shreeveport, thereby
losing a chance to move into
second place in the division,

Tom Lundstedt. 21. of Ar
lington Heights signed a PMfessional baseball contract
with the Chicago Cubs yester-

Dudek who n in his second
year with the San Antonio
Club He was hitting a mere
,

San Antonio is now two games

day morning at 10, and by 12

under the .500 mark but jun

Sann. Tom was on his wayto

nv.o and one-half games out of

He was in uniform last night
for his first professional mime.

12.game home stand and play
on familiar grounds untie %

WAS as-

IAMESTEDT, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lund -

LUND

toSTEDT
the Missions.

signed

Double A class team which
plays out of San Antonio. Other teams in the league include

currently ahead of him but

Dallm-Fort Worth, Memphis.
El Paso, Little Roolt--111d
Shreeseport. The Minions
play in tbrEBTern Division of
the T
league.
Tons catcher. didn't play

also

should

have

a

good

that Tom signed for. but the
senior Lundstedt sMd. 'We
made a good deal. Hek ree/

signature.

dckled.
"The Cubs area real fine or -

pulsation to deal with."
Tom will play with the Son
Antonio team all of this nunmer, providing he docent
move up or down in the Cub
organimtion, He will be
through play in time
return

.

to Michigan and his
the fall.

stead ies

in

school by the Dodgers, but

dent, Tom has hopes of perhaps being invited to spring
training with the major league

is

chose to go to college on a bas-

.330.

club next winter. in which case

21 -year -old John

ketball scholarship. The majors had to wait until Tom was

Ton. The current starting

La ague leading Illtnois

Zgbn:d!!,ra".!':,

(co":elot

644-311

win over Licht's

A fine onehit pitching parformance by Logan Square's
Mike Berdell and a home nen

in on a sacrifice fly when

ger. Ho made m error at the
Penman, Bound in the
plate to allow the tying ran en hitting end of the contest es he
more when he bobbled fine drove in the second and third
throw from Mike Petlenuao runs of the game in the third

weak throw from the cut-off
man failed to get Mike Abi-

after Frase's triple.

nti tagging from second.
nos Drolet had a perfect night at
the plate which made up for a
not -m -perfect night in the
field. His homer broke a 3-3 tic
in the bottom of the sixth. Thc

DROLET ALSO 13m1
passed ball that allowed the
first two tans to move into
scoring position, and if that

He racked up 14 strikeouts ineluding I I of the last 12 batters

ball bounced in t° thr tennis

he faced.

shot.

Abinanti when he scored.
But all was forgotten as
Dick trotted across the plate in
the
the sixth inning with the wi.

by catcher Dick Drolet were
enough to beat Arlington 4.1
in Ninth District Legion cornpetition at St. Viator last night.

After a shaky start, Berdell
settled down and was untouch-

able for the last four innings.

MIXING A dazzling curve
with a sizzling Mihail, Ruda

courts at St Viator. a 400 -foot

Dealet almost had to wear
the mantle of the goo despite
his two singles and four -bag -

wasn't enough, some observers felt he could have tagged

it

PITCHER
Flashed, Pal.
Nelson, Whl.
Losch, EC
Wicklund, Fr.

-

'

The Tigers remained undefeasted in the major division of

rirates trounce Mets, 8-1.,

in Rolling Meadows league'
9-8, to run their record to 5-0.

the National Minor division of
the Rolling Meadows Boys
B aseball League. Jeff Myers
was the winning pitcher and

was the big blow and was one
of two rouno-trippen for

,

Rick Struggles, Mike Bell.
mini, Paul Osika and Mark

A two -run homer by Scott
Schroeder with Bill Hopkins
Schroeder.

THE GIANTS botnbed the

Quinett supplied the big bats.
The Phil!ies whipped the
Aetros, II -0, as Tom Beyer

Cubs,

threw a one -hitter and Mark
Butler and Bob Furlander had
triples, Roger Cook had sloe
onlysafety for the Astros.

doubles, and Buddy Wright,
Jim Vreeland, Mike Kams,
Scott Fredicksen, Mark Cihlor, Tom Stieber and Chris

as Store Beier
struck out II to record the
18-2,

win. Bob Miller and Baker had

White helped with the hitting.
THE CUES made it five in a

!Om by downing the Raves,

raw by nipping the Pirates,
4-3, on hits by Mike Reteer,

grand -slam home run by Terry

Scott Schroeder and Bill Hop

Geegan. and Tom Bolin was

Idris. Schroeder got the win on
the mound.
The Mets shut out the

the wning
in
pitcher.
In a thriller, it was the Cards

nipping the Giants by 7-6 an
Bill Kasper's pitching and hitting. Brian Germano and Bob
Schaefer doubled for the winners and Paul Lavigne added a

aim!,

Braves, 3-0, with both teams
getting only two hits in a good
defensive struggle. The Mets
scored on singles by. John
O'Halloran and Lou Winslow,
and Tom Morris struck out 11

Dave Hill pitched the Dohto record the win.
gem to a 4-1 triumph over

Cot

Phillies and Dave Campbell
led the hitting with a double
and a single.

ry

THE FINAL division game
saw The Pirates shutting out
the Cards, 4-0, behind the
good pitching of Rick
Struggles who had 14 strike.

IN THE American Melon
sixtun first inning and held
on for 12-7 win over the Orioles. Tom Gallagher took the
win and Tim
sorbed the loss.

Dunlavy ab-

6-1

doubled for the One.

decision over the White

Hmw

THE DODGERS also won
their third straight, 3-1, over
the Twins. They scored three

who ore in first plum.

Tom Black and lusty hitting by
and
Scott

Gary Hart

In the Instrdctional Leaguer mew.. 01.0 also hem.
the Comets came from behind
to nip the Satellites, 13-17, as

ed.

pitcher Tom Formic had a
Mole and two doubles and

close, 4-3 game from the Fal-

catcher Keith Voss tagged
four runners out at the plate.

THE VIKINGS won

a

cons on a bases -loaded single
by Manuel Gonzales, who was
four for four as was teammate

Paul Snerski. Neal Laue, Ro-

THE ZEPHYRS won their
first game of the season, 16-4,
over the Asiros as pitcher Hen-

ry Gaglione struck outs even
and helped his cause with four
Angles. David Sedricki added
a double.

ger Feehringer and Mike
Pusatera were the big guns for
the losing Falcons.
The Jets picked up two runs

Chargers, 6-5, with Jim Berea]
the winning hurler. Finally,

the Vikings beat the Colts by

The Stars came out on
on top
again, 12-2, over Me

9-2 on a seven -run second in -

with the help of the pitching

Lundberg, Ray Peterson and

and hitting of Brian Smith who

Steve DeLuca. Tom Black

Royals .d Dave Scheafg.,
Erik Kinkel and Jeff Jordon

e

w. Tom Waldron and she losCr was Jim Howe; both struck

St

out 12.

winners,

double. The winning pitcher
IN PONY League play, the
Brayes

and

the

Yankees

played a make-up game with
the Braves coming out on top,

.

ES

THE YANKEES trounced

4-3. do. Thullen's run -pro-

pa

the Sox, 15-5, as Steve Moran

had four hits and Steve Alt

ducing double in the last inning was the difference in that

two doubles and a
Dave Walter gained his

The Indians nipped the Sox,

third win of the season by

5-4, on a win by hurler Tim

striking out 10.
The Mets downed the Dodgers, 5-3, in the first National
Major division game. The

Joyce. Clutch hitting by Dave

Mets %Med Al their runs in

hind.
The Braves shut out the Sox,

added

the fourth and fifth innings on
hits by Guy Dahm, Tom Stutz men, Bill Schaub, Bob Haase
and Tom Monis. .
The Cards beat IM Braves,

Munson and Brad Davidson
was the big factor as Me In dims had to come from be7-0, on Scott Green's second
straight shut out performance.

Tom Rife and John Thullen
each had two hive for the

Cook, Rum Gynes, Tom Al-

THE JETS defeated

the

Comers, 15-6, behind a grand-,
slam home run by Keith
Schmidt and singles by Frank
Cardinell and Ed Granell.

Finally, the Astros downed
the Meteors by 6-5 en Astro
shortshop Greg Mahe.on
turned in some spectacular
field foeor Wayne Rohde went

four while doing a
great job at tint for the winfour

ning Astros.

Seola omitted
from FV awards

plate. and Pettenuzzo's relay
was right on the money, but

Du went 10 make the tag
without the ball and Fr.e was

By.). Alan Cook

spring session.

Asst. Sports Ed.

. The various actiVitieS are
classified either aS a team
sport, an individual sport ore
a n edgy tournament with
pants awarded accordingly.
IN TEAM SPORTS such es
Motball, basketball, caber,

Jim Kail, Bob Hillenburg,

polo, volleyball and softball,

Jeff Thomas, Gary Helminske
Fred SueveL Steve Ware, Bill

50 points are awarded to each

paicipating player for emh

Gem and Rick F.. ail quart-

played good defensive games.

THE ASTROS won an ex citing, 2-1 contest from the
Expos on a good relief stint by
John Panics,a who came in for
starter George Campbell.

The final game of the divisire mu' the OM,es trounce
She Cougar, 17-4.Tim Goeroll was the winning pitcher in
that me.
The minor divisen saw the
Giants beat the Athletic, 6-4,
on a four -hitter by Brian Heffernan and a triple and a single
by Greg Coe.

won. An additional 20

also received a letter.

good defensive battle behind

Snyder, of
Rossi. lb
Smith, 2b
Pettenuszo, If

Golden, lb
Drokt,
MIMI% rf
O'Donnell. se
Berdell. p

2

I

2

0

I

0
0
0

3
2

0

I

2

I

0

0

3

2

Toll*

21

I

0
4

1

I

2

r
I

11From

10

3

I

1

11

0

by a first place or class chantcod
pnshipi
25 points for the secplace squad and 10 points
for the show finisher.
An extra bonus of 10 points
was awarded to each playee of
each team that did not forfeit
single.game during the tonne-

M a i n e Wes. everdee
pending program now inclucks the spools of tennis,
golf, much football, soccer

and cross-country in the fall
semoni

table

tenni

basket-

0

0

11

2

0

0

Elsherm ph

I

0
0

2
2

0

23

3

I

0
0
0
I

1/

0
It
0

2B-Pellenumo;
35 -Pram.
Rossi; HR -Daniel; Sac -Smith.
Martin; SD -Martin, Golden.
Brodnan. Smith; E-Drolet,
O'Donnell.

B erdell

7

Leja

6

h rid
0

0

h
1

7

wer

w so

3-I

2

14

4.4

2

3

Winne rDerdell;

Laser -

Lep; HBP-Leja (Rossi).

category of golf, tennis, had.
rate and table tennis, 22
poina were allotted for mob
contest won and 10 for each
contest lost after the first

sheets for every event. VICIOry
points for onmelay tournm

round.

THE EIGHT winners reel ly hod their work cut out for
them at the beginning of the

In the sporrof wrestling, 50
points were awarded for each
mesh won while 20 points
went inert
to Me losers of every
match after toots hound.

.IN THE individual sports

rents were distributed as pre viously mentioned,
.

school year. Over the season,
no less than 1,006 boys partici-

pared on scantedrmural level.

Victory points in this rem A boy was con
only once
meet of the competition
as
as having taken part, edict

airy

or she
tourney, Oro
place points equulled twice the
number of entrants. double
meet

weightlifting

place got two less than duble
the number of entrants,
In the free throw

co.

petitioneach boy shot 50 time
with.a rwo-point ward,refo ev-

cry one

shat

dropped

one meet scoring wos deter-

earned M the competition.

Them wens Wand. Sebring

he competed in just one event
or as many as la games.

A breakdown of' the four
cheeses revealed that of the 480

freshmen boys enrolled in the
school, 769 participated in the
intramural program. Of the
433

sophomore boys,
me out to take part.

289

On Me junior teed, 241 of
406 male students performed

while 207 of 375 seniors imrained after school ID COM-

p.m
In the final tabulation. 59
der Cent Of Maine West mos

dentalrdeiptd in the in Immor

ace.

program

at

rest

/

t

k

g

Bob Nelson pitched a no- 14
feated Builders Architectural
Products, I-0. Brett Carsello
gave up only two bits and took
the loss for Builders.
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.97
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471/219
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2.30
2.50
2.55
2.57
2.64
2.67

7363

9

3

2.73

6

13

6

6
14
9
253517

4

3

2.80
3.00
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6

3 OD

7

15

4
39 13
67 18
11

7
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to heal Des Plaines National I,
Bank, 7-2, but the Bank turned

ton answered Sumner's homer.
Park

the
Mount Prospect American Le.
gion teain's home debut last
night with a six -run third in-

Burton smashed a curving
liner to exactly the same spot

ning to drop the Palemi.V

made it across the plate well

record to 0-2 in the young sea-

ahead of the throw.

Ridge

spoiled

Park Ridge also got aped of
runs in the sixth to finalize the
score at 8-1. Prospect's only
offensive display came in the

bottom of the second when
center fielder Greg Sumner
unloaded a home run blast.
Even without the aid of a
fence, Sumnees heeled so far
he crossed the plate without a
play on him.

THAT WAS only the Palo-

32.

'Cruse's Tavern

4

Busse -Bierman

311/2

Louie's Barber Shop
Licht'sPaint Shop
Kirchoff Insurance
Keefer's Pharmacy
Carter Music
Striking lanes

2111/2

2111

.

-

281/2
271/2
241/2

Des Plaines Bob Kasper scrambles back to firstjust In time to
beat this pickoff throw from the pitcher. Glenview lint baseman

18

Punchless DP rows 5-1 decision

1

3

4
I

3

2
3

0
1

I

3.04

I

Lobb, c

4

1

.1
0

Dumisch, If
2 0
Gibe, If
0 0 0
Peterson, rf
3
0 0
3
2
Button, P
peels
32 8 7
PROSPECT 00

By Mike 'mum

all, including a 1-1 slate in
Ninth District League play.

Jim Overlock, a fifth -team
all -state selection while playing for Glenbrook South this
season, rapped out a solo
homer and a three -run double

The 16ers, expected to be a lop

to pace Glenview over Des

COACH KEITH Korntopp

Plaines, 5-1, in an American
practice game at Forest View High School yesteres

got the cream of the crop from

But they still haven't started
stringing the ball for Des

Elk Grove and Forest View,

Plaines. The most runs the

home run for over the left -field

which

and

36ers have managed was four

day.

third respectively in the Mid -

in their eight -inning win over
Prospect, their most hits were
eight in the same game and
they now own an anemic .214

fence in the fifth.
Meyer,o
Des Plaines scored its onlyHdn're"n
ilia of the game after two were 1.' 0.0. 0

1

Tite, If

1

0

I.

Fritsche, Ib

2

0

0

0

I

Tharnhoffer, p
Incinelli. p

I

Totals

0

1

the visitors sent 10 men to the
plate. None of the mm follow -

ing the homer were earned,

0
0
0

0
0
0

2

0
I

200
22

1

5

E--Streng, Schreiber, Her-

as Sumner's had gone, and Aso

THAT STARTED a chain
of scoring for Park Ridge as

bath,

contender for the Ninth District title, can trace their poor
start back to their hitting woes.

finished second

Suburban League this season,

Rush,

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Burton

Thurnhoffer
Inciodd

Koehler, 26

IS
1

0
0

3

1

1

0

2
2
I
2

Musical , rf

Jones, rf

Thurnhoffer saw the bases
loaded on a walk and two site
glen. With one out, an error at
shortstop brought M one ran

Rush, ss

Perkin, se
Sumner, et
Deneker, of

I

and a second error, this at sec.
ond, forced in another. Thorn to
hoffer walked the next

Tables, If

0

0

0
0

0
0

I

1

1

0
0

0

w Se

72
5
2154 6-1 2 0
4053 2.0 5 4
1

Winner --Bastion;

the game perfectly.

running catch by Mike Tol-

Big Bill Thurnhoffer Made

base from Dave Harbach in
the second inning. Harbach

yes,.

hetting average,

Thanks to Overlock, Glenkiew is making a better showing at the Nate, if last night's
contest was any indication.
The big left -fielder, who still
has another year of eligibility
at Glenbrook South, pulled
Glenview into a I -I tie with a
long romddripper in die secand and then got the go-ahead

SP

R Ts

Men cleaned the bases amine

at 4:30 p.m. Saturday.

radar Box Johnson with a
drive to center that took abed
bounce past the center -fielder
for a double.
Ken Sauer, a Day All -Area
selection after his senior year
at Mai. East in 1969.finished
the scoring with a tremendous

.LAYEGRLENVAIE13W

Harer. lb

.

Disne, ss-21i-p
Overly , If

6.a...., a

ond on a wild piekoff ettentle

TOTALS

was hit by a pitch, went to w-

4

Sauer, 36
''LlTifbcP:-.5-Th

out in the bottom of the first.
Rich Olson reached when he

'f'd

.Marrnmfi ei .Ofi
Marmite

..'

2?

344

I

'

1

1"7:Z.

0

et

Wee

0.0

00

0°

II

0'

5It

11

0,

ot,

lIl

27

5

5

.1

single to left.

'

PLAYERS
THAT WAS about it in the Galindd:Cfoffensive t department, how - Cavalier°, e
ever, for the 36ers. They only Olson, rf
managed three mom singles, May, 1 bp
and two of them wme off the Koentopp, lb
db bat .of.KeervtiL Chesney,game

i.v.Lo

view in a rematch on the F 0 1. -.

est View field. The Sham next

Ninth District test 0 against
Arlington at Recreation Park

0
0

2
3

0

I

I

3

0

0

0

Kasper, 2b

3

Losch, ss

2

Pleickhardt. If
MM inning.
Des Plain. is idle until Fri - Chesney,
day, when they take on 01. - O'Keefe. P
Johnson, p
Cardinell, ph

Maly, lb
TOTALS

aien in left.

I

I

0
I
I

24

0
0
0
0
I

IS YOUR
MOWER.

PARK RIDGE threatened
the fourth, but the
Prospect fielders got by with
three straight putouts at see-

again in

ond base

a ground ball deep into
the hole between second and
short, came up with it and re-

It waS again an error that
started Off Park Ridge's bid
cad scoring binge. A bad

covered in time to make the

throw put a man on base, and
an error in center field on a fly

:2T0::,:,:thzft:-:

bas

scored on an infield
MP?deb

in Pro -Am

PARK RIDGE (8)

Herb Jackisch will rem sent Mount prmpect in the
10th Annual Pro -Am Golf
Tournament sponsored by
Children/5 Memorial Hospital,
when it is played at Onwentsia
in Lake Forest June I 5.

Park Ridge runner Dave Bergman was toted safe on this May despite the het that Mount
Player
Catemari. of
Sarcia, 2b
Bergman, lb
Zdeb, 311

'

Marshall, ss

lb

r

4
4

0
2

hi

h
0

I

Prospect pitcher Vie Inelnelli Is far ahead of hhn. The umpire said Ineinelli didn't touch the Mee.
(Photo by Linda Hamilton)

0

1

5.

I

2

4

2

I

0
0

3

I

0 .0

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

Player

Lundquist, W
Chesney, EG
Ristau, SG
Moloznik, F
Day, Whl
Sheridan, Whl
Solomon, H
Olson. FV
Dowd, GBN
.Andriano. Pal
Wlodarczyk, F

3-1. A Sunday double-

Frederick Post
Gating Builders, 12-11, and
saw

Gleason's Standard downing
Des Plaines National Bank,

12-0. Phil Geisler pitched a

2

2

0

0

STOLEN BASES
Player

SB

131

WHY WAIT 3 - 4 to 5
WEEKS FOR SERVICE?
For faster efficient conscientious

Lundquist, W
Panting, GBN
Losch, EG
Eberle, Pal
Sheridan. W
Litzinger, GBN
Bruns, Fr
Dyson, W
Frew, H
Bokelmann, A
DOUBLES

4

Pleven
Olson, FV
Dyson, W

D

Simpson, Fr
Hanks, Fr

0

Cavalier°, FV
Lundquist, W

0

M. Arkus, C
Itellermeyer, C
HOME RUNS

9

Player

9

LundquistW

0

HR

7

5
4

SERVICE

Moffo, A

2
2

Sheridan, W
Strang, Pr
Lundstedt, Pr

2

NOWTbF fh mi prime

INCLUI5F5,

4
4

0

4
4

Charles B. Gray

Honolulu - Princess Kaiulani
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

room Available impeder*

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rend Rd. (next to the Holiday.Inn) Mt. Prospect CI. 3.2031

Transfers. Sightseeing In flight Meal Service

le

Melee Well hilremoral trophy Mimeo; with their totals In parentheses Include:
from lef)leff Thomas (661), BOO Gem (612), RickFelde (575).d Steve Ware (628). (bottom row
IndodebRm KM (720), Bob Hilleriburg (692), Fred Suevel (653) and Gary Helminskl The top row
(654)

Krajeeki, GB/4
Juykendall, A

M. Arlo.. Con
RUNS BAITED IN

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL

nIO

$°.'elecoC7"Pil:::"1""kgmt

I

AllIgamee leediiimel polity food
2

/AANNFIBM AT HIGGiNS filwahm027-0;05

6:5.901.7asso
-

-

-

Phone - 255-7010

At the same reasonable prices

ALSO: FREE PICKUP &
DELIVERY TILL JULY 1st.

*Pound }rip Jai From Mime
Via rentleental
*Daiwa Hotels:

Seeing is believing!.
v

Charles B. Gray assures you that
in most cases your service will be
completed in a week to 10 days,
at the most.

Pauling, GBN
Solomon, H

Erase, H

7

'

3

ter serve you.

TRIPLES

I

2

al mechanics to our staff, to bet-

Losch, EG

0000000, 01114

WL

Eberle, Pal

INC.

of
Complete, oles
JACOBSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS
Mon:30eo, ma.e.to 530
Than,

Sat. 0:30 fa 5:00

0
0
It

3

2

SICK?

run -scoring walk before he fi-

5

AB R H 131

ICT
'BANN

''''

4

I

WedP'3neesly,

0

-,Ili

o. 0
2

3

and tallied on Frank May's

until

be.

RIM H 111
0 0 0

P

-

nniht,ehr.tat,Ech7;dis.0,

and Mike Disney. Overlock

nally was saved by an excellent

the

Jackisch to
represent

onto the MSL all -conference
team in one of the last two

Des
E nhOolia m fe
Denny'V

h. legion mound debut but
was touched for inning. and an
error in the first inning. He got
some fielding help at second

the 36ers who earned their way

surrendered a single to Lynn
Lyall and walks to Ken Sauer

prom it yet another ran and
had legged omen -infield single- prompt Grigmby to lift him in
in the first. It proved to be the favor of St. Viator sophomore
Vic Incinelli.
last of the hi. for Dick
Griggsby's fledgling crew last
Incinelli walked the next
man to bring M still another
night.

mn, then struck out the next
man for the second out. Incinelli was r.ched for another

and this included some pretty
potent bats. Excluding pitchera there are eight players on

boser-

0

0
0

I

ip h

-Thurnhoffer.

bi

2

.

Dencker; RR-

-Sumner, Burton', SO-Sarcia;

MYee
smog, 3b
Schrdber, 3b
White, c
Herbed, 2b

however.

The Palominos were sent
down in order in each of the
cest five innings as Al Burton
recovered nicely from Sumner's home run to finish out

Wayne Rarer takes the throw. (Photo by Mike Immo)

2

rnino's second hit as Stu White

B. Arkus, C
Horan, GBN
Andriano, Pal
Duir, Pal
Koehler, Pr
Dowd, GBN
Weiner, C
Losch, EG

around and bat Brooks Real-

I

MP Electric Construction 33

WL

0.42 3.2

45

nailing along until pitcher Bur-

BUILDERS CAME back

Des Plaines National
Bank

7
5
7

14

play at Eat Two routine
grounders had Thornhoffer

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

Player

hitter for Optimists and de-

Builders Archilecturil

7

30
7
1635 3
483315
241/2 7
391/2 7

2
3

31
35
33

Geo, I_ Busse
MP State Bank

serce we have added addition-

week of games. Wednesday%
found
last
year's
came
hamps, Gleason's Standard,
defeating Frederick Post by a
sc o re of 6-3.

,

Illinois Range

Palominos still winless; lose 8-1

RUNS SCORED

Little League
has completed the first full

2
2

and Jim Driscoll all had 3g's.

MIDSUBURBAN LEAGUE OFFENSE (INDIVIDUAL)

Northwest

header.

27% Gene Rauch, Ed Inning

Kirchoff Insurance 5.5.
Jim Bowden and Walt Ly-

Des Plain. Is now 1-3 over-

Gleason's
leads NW

ty,

5

52
26

son.

7

mined on the basis of points

wrestling during the winter
water
and weightlifting,
water basketball, volleyball.
softball and a track meet in the

tied for law net h000m with

Busse -Bierman Hardware tied

11

PITCHING SUMMARY

ARLINGTON (3)
ab

0

0

PLAYER ip

PLAYER
Abinanti, cf

2

0

331/211

9
7

-O'Keefe, FV
Johnson, FV'
Bruns. Fr.
Maly, FV
Thomas, GBN
Tyler, Whl,
Kreutzfeld, Hers.
Ristau, EG

h ell

r

ab

IN THE ONE -DAY tourname. events such as the

Gleasons's Standard
Optimists
Frederick Post
Brooks Realty

shut out the Reds, 9-0. The Indians nipped the Reds,6-5, in a

PLAYER

0

D okl'ntheirna'dnLpiaf

Touts

Victory points
who are given to
each player
participated
M at least one-half of his
Marn's games. In this classification, 50 points are claimed

system derived from thenumand of teams he competed on
and the fate
those squads.
Points could also be accitimlaced by serving as an official
during Me intramural season.

ors with saline 37 s, and both

BB SO ER ERA

7

4

Busse. Pal.

Armstrong. lb

P

WINNERS WERE determined by a cumulative point

and Scott Swanson led the batting barrage for the winners.

View, High School award grinners minted last week. Frank

four

awarded On the same basis as
the team structure.

onwhitter in that one.
STANDINGS
Team

A one -hit job by John Is.
brandt helped the Athletics

whiffed

points arc earned by each participating player for each
game lost after the first round.

RICH ROBIN fanned 11 m
lead the Pirates to a 10-6 win
over the Indians. Bin Blase

lite name of Frank Scola
was omitted from the Forest

then

fed for the honors by devoting
themselves to the after -school
activitie

nine paced by hits by Les

Howes won his first decision of
the year and allowed no runs in
the three innings he worked.

. as Jim Gross drove in all three
Sox runs with his second

Meyer waved Frew to the

in the last inning to nip thd ball, free throw shooting and

Louis Lenick homered for the

L

ERASE TIED the Pme in
the Ion of the fourth When he
Minima fly ball over Snyder's
head in center. Coach Loyd

Bury added a two -run homer

Rockets, 8-5, as pitcher Bill

Chick Wiebe and Steve Canty
led the hitting barrage for the

double.

losing Yankees.

for the Yanks, while Card
The Braves man the final have Schatz war three for
game, ED over the Indus, on three.
a nifty five -hitter by Terry
In the senior division, it was
Convoys, It was the seventh the Colts outl.ting the Charstraight win for the Braves, gers, 14.3, on a three hitter by

batters. allowed
bounce to the

3

West intramural department
honors eight participants

Efit'7,:ii..''snahrlJohnson

single.

kt.

side the left field line for a

the pitching of Joel Churi110.
The winning run came in on

After,
VAI:r!rit'urcecrz.
Jim
struck out 14 to

len, Tommy Reese, Milly Meme and Barry Hickman,
The Satellites defeated the

5. with pitcher Steve Walter
getting the win. Tom Gallagher, Walter, Gary Maybes,

n.uo shot a hot liner MU in-

with doubles,

jrosk

second

Abi nand walked.

walk.

outs and added a homer and a

his

out, Lcja gm on an error and

amen and Scott Schumaker
each hit Mee singles for the

the Yanks, 5-4, in a good defensive battle m Dave 'Mors-

seven

Bodeen to

e

recaptured

with one out. Steve Smith sacrificed them along, then Pede-

limns in the third on a bunt by
Bight Maine West addetes
Bob Hart, doubles by- Tom
Joyce and Mark Knuttel and a were awarded trophies for
Mier participation in the
triple by Bill Robin,
The Yankees won a slugfest schools' intramural program.
over the Cards, 14-7, on for according to IM sports direo5,13I
by Tom Harkins, Bob tor Miley Hotchkiss.

THE INDIANS downed

Front that point on, it was
all Berdell as he whiffed the

Geyer. ss

the lend in the bonom of the
thind when Steve Snyder singled and Mark Rossi walked

Both advanced on pawed

. lb

B''rotli'na"nb

LOGAN SQUARE
Logan. Square

lead in the top of third, though.
without getting a hit. With one

Braves were Mark Johmon
and 'Tom ,an

able to score

the second run.

return throw.

The big hitters against the

In the Intermediate division, the Royals kept their undefeated record by shutting
out the Cougars. 13-0, behind
a one -hitter by Jim Bierhower.

spite of some good hitting by
Dan Burgin and Rick Saviano.
Ina pitchers' duel, it was the
Sox nipping the Athletics, 3-2,

ii

thriller over the Braves and a

homered for the lo sers.

jrosk both blasted triples.
The Sox beat the Tigers, 16

q

three up and three down,
Berdell breezed through the

tripled and homered. Other

In the American Minor di:

Er.

ARLINGTON GOT the

hitters were Carl Parks, Mike

pitched

mound.

threat. Arlington hotter Bob
Leis got Logan Square out

The Yankees breezed past
the Indians, 7-0, as Eddie Ben

vision, the Angles dropped an
8.0 decision to the Yankees in

8,

and Tim Varchetto

division, the Sox jumped old to

straight shut out and struck
out 12. Scott Noble and Bee

12;

Braves,

The Cards made it six in a

Big blow here was a

14-5.

anti leaped over the tag for

for the plate, easily bating a

Boys S.

ek by
sweeping two games, a 10-9

The Pirates downed the
Mets, 8- I to highlight play in

next

Tigers still unbeaten
after double victories
the Prospect Heights
Ba eb 11
gu
t

TM

the turn and headed for home.
The throw was short and AM-

through the first inning with
only a walk to John Brodnan
constituting any kind of a

IP

Doubek, Arl,
Day, Whl,
Thurnhoffer, Pr.
Garoutce pal.,
Berdell, Pr.
Hollywood, EG
Mario, Ad.
Eliseo, Hera
Wasilewski, Whl.

Tom Lembo*

Golden to third. With Willie

Salm covering, Golden heeded

G

Leja, Hers.
Macdonald. Con.
Bokelmann, Ad.

ball, and then Seim sent long
fly hall to left center. Leja
scored easily, but A hinanti go-

O'Donnell at the plate, Martin
broke for second, and when
Frase fired the ball to Cary

nun ued for the low gross hon

while Kruse s Tavern droned
Keefer's Pharmacy, 7ih-2M,

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE PITCHING STATISTICS

Golden and then yielded it
single to Motet.
Kern Martin then hit into a
force play at second, sending

BERDELL 1TTCHED

run amid all sorts °Eh.- second, but Leja got in trouble.
With one out, he walked Mike

Wednesday,
1970

,,,g time.

slapping and handshaking.

Pent 8

June 10,

inning with a doable. Themvo
mre put the Lean in the lead

8-2. Mount Prospect
Electric Construction pasted

Demo Barber Shop Mb 11

STANDINGS

for a semester.

ing full steam for third made

Shop

Paint Shop last night.

Berdell silences Arlington on one hit
gave up only one hit, a triple,
and allowed only one earned
run. The one earned' run came

and Mount Prospect State
Bank defeated Carter Music

Tuesday night division with a

Logan Square notches 4-3 victory

By George Halm

Busse beat Strilung Lonna, 71,

pat Twilight Golf League

he would drop out of school

felt he

In other action George L

Range paced the Mount Pro,

A 9E" AVERAGE stu-

Tom was the team captain and
Most Valuable Player this
spring as u junior. He hit about

property of the Cubs, as
Is

the. Cub organization was in
the Lundstedt home Sunday
evening to bargain for -rap*

tumble to play ball for Michigan during his senior veer.

fore but who had not signed.
Toni was drafted out of high

chance to play. The two other
catchers on the roster are both
her

A REPRESENTATIVE of

not wish to publicize the terms

Tom and his father decided
10 wait until Tom could talk to
his college coach before signing. A student at the University of Michigan with one year
(school left, Tom flew to Ann
Arbor Monday to let his base bell coach know that he would
be signing a pro contract, thus

Lundstedt, a 1967 graduate
of Prospect High School. had
been drafted Friday in the Special Phase of the major league
session. He was the Cubs' first
chOide in that round, which
was reserved for ballplayers
who had been drafted once be-

sled t, 218 S. Gibbons, Arlington Heights, has two ratchets

taut Toms father yoterday

THE LUNDSTEDTS did

.179 in 39 at -bats, but he had
two hits last night to boost his
average slightly.
The other Missions catcher

is Jack Mull, who is 24. His

Mu place.
The Minions are starting

the desk that he wont signing

21

Mane batting average is only

Antonio, Tex., arriving at
about 4pm.

.

before they could again
draft hint

Ill. Range leads golf loop

CHECK

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
FINANCE PI-Aal

0

0
0

00
0

0

0
0

0

4

I

0

ttLoa
OPEN AciNALO

,

Family Center
Since 11110

at

100 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect
O. 5-1600

Zbe Da p
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There's A Gift
For Every Graduate

SHORT RIBS
Page II

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

WATCH SO MUCH

FORGET

11-1' T ME /WO REL./ WI;
RATHER
TENTE
19
UPTIEMT 0-ETTEO,
GETTER
RJ

nEPAPREAST

zEo;;T

F I CAM

,'YrUJE'POr'
YMLl. DE.
AIERSTRIJEGL%
ZTT
NTT

OT

1.1

WE cAN PROBABLY
A BIGGER S
IN 7,1E NEXT -Fo7.7k.CORE
ANYWAY:,

HAW-HAW/ A FUNNY THING

HAPPENED, MASaitkl, YOU
KNOW My EIPX,IE12.5.. NeuneW,

18ZZ% gi.1,-ix;k1-r,Y1..E.

AKE

GAS PILLS AN' STEPPED DA

Mike Douglas

Guests include Sarah Vaughan and the
Barbwire Theater.
26 Spanish News
32 The Mtmsters

[LEARED OUT:

For Men

and Women

th.Yead

PAPER

5,0

WEIGHTS

ondlp

erbeoomtal

2

2
111

YOU KNOW, IYE BEEN
SUSPICIOUS -ALL THIS MEDICINE AND
THE WHEELCHAIR -AND IYE HEARD
THE BOATS reciaNG ACROSS THE
WATER AT NIGHT!

I THINK 114EYRE PREPARING

FOR A LARGE SHIPMENT SOON..
THAT'S WIN TAME HOLDING

ME HERE!

Merle Haggard and

school

Bonnie Owens.

Charlie's fancy turns

The Virginian
Rerun. "Rykeh"-

MANY
THEY'RE DELIBERATELY
HOLDING YOU HERE ON

CHOICES

Knight's Armour

give you shadow -free reflection for perfect makeup application and hairdressing.

Your
Horoscope

Cuff Links

$ 1 5°?

WARk

Globes

LEMME

$19.99

-

June

IN A NEW
GASKET: To'

The Courtship of
Eddie's Father
7

TOTAL CHARGE

21), An anticlimactic day far
the Gemini who worked well

These and many other fine gift ideas for the Graduate, the Bride, and
for Father's Day are available in the large Gift Department .
Second
Floor... At WILLE.

G1001
M:
B
PHILL;

anehard yesterday. Take time
now to recover your energies.
today if you attempt to do
more than is necessary or wise.
Keep yourself to a normal
Workload.

Tennis Rackets by

'rcioar

ling

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

..7HEENEMYWILI-BEGIN

TR

TI

mon provides
hitting area

Sterling SS

Durability

Speed

the ULTIMATE in
Feel

App .rance

00

ACROSS
0-/H

Mare So.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 - THE BORN LOSER

SKIS

to insure your own sot:pens

cult, sharp tams at high speeds Sparkling manne
nished mahogany and ash and equipped with Cent

Others may, try Jo throw ob-

Luse soften. rubber burden Soo 68MIO

Reg.

50

29.95
SALE

'11111111Nwm...

turn away from trouble at
mine affairs of others
least for a little while. Give

stacles in your path.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - MarCh
2D: Morning difficulty in
your relationship with another
may cause some distress dur-

20 Sharp tool

ho

CAPTAIN EASY

letter

NeriMM

change in your attitude toward
life in general.

letter

Hat Box

Priced for
Graduation
af a Low

14"

NEWT HOOVER STEAM/DRY IRON

10"

Minor Finish Stainless Steel
Ironing
Surface
Wen,

Scratch ... Can't Snag

...

RmsnrelinneYmP wooer

Setting for all BT. fob ries.

Ream channels for cons
Resists Mewing Olides ef

Naiad overfabnel

platfebricaiverag
full YoorHronrOuomntn

garble bear

bream regal

44 Seventh
Greek lette'r
46 Room in a
seraglio
47 Winter hazard
50 Medical group
(ab.)

gable
garb
germ,

meal

rale

52 First Greek

brag' male

'able

Answers to
Hideaword
GAMBLER
bare

blare

mare

gale
barge marl
gamble berg merl ,
game

glare
gram
grab
beam

amble
amber
earl
large

berm realm
blam ramble leer
blame rage
blear real
bale ream

lame

lamb
lager

legal

offense

9 Abbot (ab.)
12 Mouthlike
openings

'3 Slack
4 English river
18 Sun

mountain
anic

45

town

47 Mischievous

child

48 Vehicle
(2 words)
28 Roman tyrant 49 Bolero
30 Arab chieftain 51 Solar disk
31 Song for one 53 Cut the rind
voice
32 School near
54 Covert
London
35 Verne hero
55
eel ins tg:o:dn(
38 Diabolical
39 Marine
57 Worlda War

58 Superlative

suffix

MAIM

MMOMMMEN

MEM
MEM=
MEM MEM MEM

TAURUS -(April 21 -.May
A general uplifting of
your spirits should occur.this
morning making a weleome
21):

HAIR DRYER

PFecireeurFclh

MUM
EMIM

reveal

to.

at

me I-ioj

a

L- PC

compoundOrg

2 Musical sound
mollusk
41 Pronoun
24 River in
letter
43 Cretan
Siberia
34 South-central
State (ab.)
36 Pithy saying
37 Unit of
reluctance
38 Withered
39 Farm
strUctUre
40 Fragrance
42 15th Greek

ARIES (March 22 - April
everything
about yourself unless you rim

Graduation

a l l p o ins

.

member

C:

A

,' U ' B

-Pound

7 Slowly

23 Mountain in
Colorado
25 Fifth Greek

DEE
I

25 Modern poet,

beforem

29 Corpulent
33 Sixth Greek

Present yourself In the
best light possible. You don't

for

5S

21 Family

0

L- O no
birds-Re0
A N E T PAA
PT P E

memory

68

201:

Priced

r-aete

3 Pungent
4 Loss of

written

ing afternoon. Try not to be

to

'R

nstoaftus

inatUrbed.

have

E
OGREMASON
SPA_rtR,,,,
0P0 NI:PR:111

eT

Morhumorsel

a

.01:IL-E

rtAV_,A

1

2 Australian

15 Rotate
16 Holy Week
services

to

three limes National and forrner World Sham

Pope

' --

AIR

2217a in_
DOWN

venturesome

-

Champion Ternfic for the advanced sloe, who enjoys Wed

Orck Po. Jr Slalom

A beauhful deluxe data. designed and proven by Pa

ASI c

,C2.1.2

it

Islam

Jan. 20): It would do you good

yourself a rest.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
191: Be prepared to take mein

1SemndGreek
letter

11 Too

inner thoughts.
23

r

I,

letter

Dec. 22): Do your best to relax
your guard where other people
are concerned. Make every ef-

CAPRICORN (Dec.

on dooJG 1-3,

61 French river

t

fort to trust another with your

CYPRESS GARDEN

Magazine

Greek Letters

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22). Do the best you can to
achieve your own way today.

vred-aVyobncri=erbe

$

2:45

Five Minutes
Live By
9

Answer 30 Previous Puede

ly.

'1

1:55

Francisco
where
wealthy relatives re -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ation carefully. The Libra who
goes merrily along without a
backward glance acts unwise-

consistently lively feel across the entire
longerstn. Ide conventional stringing

Meditation

man's identity so he
can come to San

BY DEFOLIATING.,

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

the strenglh

2

1:50

hart end Valentina

#,Apigia

HOSTII-MES

Be prepared to review the situ-

and speed of metal and the tight resilience and hittn.
feel of the wood racquet The unique 1.king pin susp.

Late Report

lizatu.19,

trouble by being too generous.

Sterling SS gives the best of both worlds

2

Tele-

ilom
-31-6IT IF THEREb
ANOTHER WAR...

t irs: You may be courting
so the

our

Hill." WW2

refugee assumes deed

MORTY MEEKLE'

involved in other people's af-

Slade. gainless Steel Racquet takes a giant stride he
'and ordinary steel or aluminum racquets
cquets The unique ...

1:30
Reflections

side. Richard Base -

Sept.

23): Try not to, become overly

As the metal racquet surpassed the wood racquet

7

J04'

Mak

much to set your mind at rest.,

1:00
Olga Amigo!

EEK & MEEK

CANCER (June 22 - July

LEO. (July .24 - Aug. 23):
ff rt t g t
ay
from others for at least part of
the day. Time alone will do

7

IS8170

2U Health may suffer a strain

KNIGHinclefIELMET

'House

malt.
11 Jnternational

7:00

I HAD 7' PUT

chael Rhul.

Mery Griffin

graph

Jr. and Linda RonHMMMI

Movie

7 Dick Cavell Show
9 Movie

Rerun. Guests inelude Hank Williams

Famous Writers

FOR THURSDAY

GEMINI (May 22

pair
$ 1 OM

BUGS BUNNY

Music Hall
Des O'Connor is

Show

26 Famous Artists;

9

found by her family
after a long search:
Jill Hayworth. Mi-

10:30

host to Bob Denver,
Carol Lawrence and
Val Doonican.
7
I o h n n y Cush

6:55

1

12:25
News

raised bya family ma
Cambodian silage
has her peaceful life
shattered when she is.

of the News

6:00
Medical Center

Show
5 Tonight Shute

Rob Phillsin

9

12:55

II Yogefor Health
26 A Blades View

trays an Mimed Vietnarnem girl.

Sports

12:05

32 News

"Your S
Mine." Or en prl

44 Continous News,

26

Comments

'

2

6:45

Mod Watches
Lockets

Tom new lighted, portable, make-up mirror will

9

News
News
News
News

Remn. Guest star

5

Midnight Report

7 Odom° Show
32 Paul HarVey

1000
2
5
7

France Nuyen por-

.Weather, Sporks

5

Show

7:45

to

John Ireland.

Rawls,

France.

THE ISLAND?

Fabulous Fake Pearls

trip

Li tile Big

Horn." Account of
CCuster's last stied
with Lloyd Bridges,
Marie Windsor end

9:30

32 On Deckatele
2

film

Lou

Movie

26 Don Canto

32 Fishing Fain

Seas

A

Then Came

approaches.

Rerun.
"Father
and Sons."
11 This Is the Life

and

12:00
2

II World Press

bag

Lands

Steve

26 Jim Bowie Show

-7_ Room 222

11 Wonderful Journay: USA
26 Today's Rae-

Hand Carved

Rerun.

and Kay Ballard.
Perry Mason
9

to thought of love.

Nanny and the

32 Of

BOOKENDS

You're in Love,

men vacation from

Professor
Rerun.
"Spring,
Sweet Spring."

YES...THEY WANT 10 GET
EVERYTHING our OF HERE BEFORE
I CONTACT THE AUTHORITIES!

11:00

32 Mm inaSeitcase

Gina LallabriMda

Charlie Brown
As the long sum -

Hee-Haw
Rerun. Guests ere

7

9:00

Hawaii Flie-0

clude

7:30

6:30

ELEGANT JEWELRY AND
ACCESSORIES FOR ALL GRADUATES!

MIRROR

26 Lois Carlos Ur -

26 Quiz

MARK TRAIL

Lighted MAKE-UP

drum quartet.

6:25

"Sign of the Zodiac"

32 Roncynrooneur

"Old Tigers Never
Die, They Just Run
Away."
Engelbert Ylum7
perdinck Show
Remo. Guests in-

piano -pass,

by his

Palo

-Bronson

nal compositions
Pan-

the Boston Red Sox
at Comiskey Park.

5

and is accompanied

5

and up

"Charles Lloyd"
plays four of his orig-

6:15

11 Fryingpans West
Beef and Buf

McGarrett takes a
cure-all practitioner
to court.

11 NET lam

Guide

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs

2

Cochran.

44 EntertalnmMt

Hours:

Billfolds

cret." WW2 filth infor in
volving a
midst of Allied division. Cornel Wilde,
Karl Malden, Steve

Neves

9

IN ATTY. GREAFRELCS TANK/
H6 WONT GET THE GAR STARTED'
BEFORE CHRISTMAS, So

WILLE!

6 00
News
News

2
5
7

11 Ragan
*roma

Mon. thru Fri., 8 to 8
Sat. 8 to 6
Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

Mother
Rerun
of the Year
9 Movie
Se."Operation

TONIGHT

GOOPIJiGNT PO 1.12.1
VE
TO kEEPOLANICNIAT YOUR

CAMPUS CLATTER

letter
56 Member of a

Christian
group
59 Den
60 Oectipies
place of

authority

OEM IMO

MOMMEMM AMMO

OM=
UM=
Mu
MEM OM= RIM
OMMEM MMUMMIIM
WW1 ME

11610 ama,mmaam
minima
mum
ORMIIMMEM
011111111 WM,
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Busy? box suppers are the answer
Incorporated

by Nora Naughton

Day Food Editor

Box suppers are
hard to beat- for Onvenience, economy
and nutntional value

Most convenience
foods require less than
ten minutes to mix into
a hearty meal With
that some dishes are
table ready, others require about 30 minutes

invites you to come in and get "acquainted. And to

more baking time At
that you still get a

see our new facilities. So we may serve you better in
the future.

bonus for you can always feel confident of
success, providing you
have followed the manufacture r' s instructions

MANY OF THE nutntional values of such
time-honored favontes

as macaroni and

Pal O'MalleyGeneral Sales Manager

cheese or rice casserole are now being rediscovered by homemakers, because boxing combines lust the
right quantities of in
gredients to assure
ample servings with a

Warren Johnsen
Sales

.0

minimum of left-overs
Boxed preparations
also offer a basic rec-

NEW 1970

ipe to which a vanety
of meats, vegetables
and seasonings can be

For the cook
who likes the opportunity to create withadded

DODGE DART

putting

out

in

long

hours in the kitchen,
box suppers are her answer

'
a,
ro,;...k.kbrorr,rc;
Two Aardthodeibeggsmuehrwedges garnish this
quick, yet tradihonal recipe for Golden Rice Cas-

SWINGER

serole

With FREE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Egg wedges

Vinyl Roof, White Sidewalk, Tires, Deluxe Wheel Covers, Deluxe Vinyl Trim, Rim Blow

dress-up rice

Steering Wheel, Mirror Left Outside Remote Control, Carpets, Vinyl Body Side
Molding, Bumper Guards Front And Rear, Belt Molding, Wheel Lip Moldings.

its DAY
IllEDAY

JUNE SPECIAL
1968 BUICK WILDCAT

1969 DODGE DART

1969 DODGE CHARGER 383

Hard top, big 6 cylinder, Torquellite transmission, AM

4 barrel Gab. 4 speed, vinyl roof, bucket seats, power
steering, radio, factory warranty.

vinyl interior, An exceptional saving at

$2525
1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
4 Door, 383, V-8, Torqueflite transmission, power'steen

ins, power brakes, vinyl roof factory air conditioned,
vinyl interior, radio, white sidewall tires, wheel covers,
factory warranty available.

3 cups cooked rice

2 cups (I -pound can) tomatoes,

Custom 4 door, hardtop, Everything Buick has to offer
plus air conditioning, power steering, power brakes,

vinyl roof, tilt wheel, white sidewall tires, AM radio,

radio, extra sharp.

9978

/588

drained
1 3 -ounce can sliced mushrooms,
drained
2 tablespoons chopped green pepper

1967 PLYMOUTH V.I.P.
4 door, hardtop, factory air conditioned power steering,
power brakes, whitewall tires, automatic transmission,
vinyl roof.

9666

1967 PONTIAC FIREBIRD 400

1970 CHARGER TRAN-AM

Hardtop. This block on black beauty has bucket seats,
console, automatic transmission, power steering wide
ovals, with raised letter, extremely low miles. Only

1968 BARRACUDA

340, 6 pack hurst, 4 speed, bucket seats, sport console,
are grip differential, power steering, power disc Makes,

2 door hardtop, vinyl roof, air conditioned, power

vinyl roof, sports slats, New price Over $4500 when

2 tablespoons chopped onion
Salt and pepper
% pound Pasteurized Velyeeta Pro
cess Cheese spread, sliced
2 hard -cooked eggs, cut in wedges
Parsley

2.

Combine rice, tomatoes, mush-

"""'

rooms, green pepper, onion and seasonings Alternate layers of rice
mixture and cheese spread in a 144

new, 1900 miles ago. Now

/065

GOLDEN RICE CASSEROLE

$2046

$1988.

$3677

quart casserole Bake at 350 degrees, 30 minutes Garnish with egg
wedges and parsley Makes 6 to 8

.

servings

1967 DODGE CORONET

1966 DODGE DART WAGON

Deluxe, 2 door, regular gos, 11-8, Torqueflite trans-

1969 DODGE DART SWINGER

Radio, big 6 cylinder, vinyl interior white sidewall tires,
factory warranty available.

1968 MUSTANG

340

6 cylinder mope, three speed, radio, whitewall tires, A

mission, power steering, AM radio, air conditioning,
whitesidewall tires, second car special

9098

9033

Vegetable Cantong is

a delightful dish with

Real Buy.

that contrast of textures
and flavors appealing to

9514

/055

Oriental and American
tastes alike

Sour cream
and aged cheese

VEGETABLE CANTONG
Prepare Betty Crocker Noodles Cantong Dinner as directed on the package except stir in 1
can (1 pound) of Chinese vegetables, nosed and
drained, into boiling sauce and meat mixture

RIVIERA ROMANOFF

Simmer 6 to 8 minutes Spnnkle with Chow
Mein -Almond Topping If desired, serve with
I package Kraft Noodles Romanoff

- soy sauce Makes 4 servings

eN011THINEST DODGE
OPEN DAILY 9 to 9 P.M.
SATURDAY '9 to 6 P.M.
SUNDAY 11 to S P.M.
SERVICE HOURS, 8 A.M. to 5 P.M: DAILY

Incorporated

(MANNHEIM NORTH OF OAKTON)

Favorite with new twist

av

'

.

.

.

Cheese dinner
2 cups cooked peas

Prepare macaroni and cheese din-

of celery soup
1/2 cup milk

I

.1

san Cheese

salt
I -12-ounce can luncheon -meat, cut

is

salt; pour into a baiting dish. Arrange neat slices in a checkerboard

pattern on top; garnish with pi -

%

r,,,nutirnt
-%

,

nor as directed on the package..
.1111-% ounce can condensed cream Combine with peas, soup, milk and

:72.1,:r7=
298-4430
frog

I three -ounce can sliced mushrooms, drained.
% cup Kraft Mayonnaise
2 tablespoons Kraft Grated Parme-

CHECKERBOARD BAKE
phihentogetps
_ 1 package Kraft Macaroni and

We service all
Chrysler products

1439 LEE STREET in DES PIAINES

I-% cup (715 ounce can) flaked
crabmeat

mientq. Bake at 350 degrees,
i

minutes Makes 4 servings.

-

.

.

Otte of the nehest packaged dinners available from Kraft Foods Is a
met -type product called Noodles Romanoff, using a -traditional sour

30' 'go.creainbusg.enh'anced

by the flavor of aged cheese.

11,,,
rr

Prepare Noodles Romanoff as dion package. Add crabmeat,

mushrooms and mayonnaise, mix
well. Pour into 164 quart casserole,,
sprinkle with parmesan cheese
Bake at 350 degrees, 20 minutes

-
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Valu-Trim Gives You More

Cold, Cool, World

Summer's time for fondue, too
By Charlotte Edam.

serve niece Uwe

moil eight

One usually associates fond-

.

-oralvx the

ith
single fondue pot. When
pot is overcrowded forks become entangled and food is

ue cooking with winter sports
and fireside cooking. Odd as
thb may seem, it one of my
favorite hot wemher menus
when entertaining. NA only is
IM preparation kept to a
imum. no stove or oven is re-

-

people

lost in the cooking oiL All this
diminishes the fun of fondue
eating.

HOW MUCH TO
FIGURE PER PERSON
This depends, if you are

quired to heat up thy hot kitchen. This informal way of entertaining lends itself well Co ei-

meal figure approximately IS
pound of boneless meat per
person. When serving
beef

ing end serving, No great damage is done if Imt minute

weather changes necessitate
bringing dinner inside.
When preparing beef fondue you must have a beef fondue pat. Usually they are made
out of metal or enamel ware.
You cannot use a crockery
fondue pot that was designed
for cheese fondue. Don't try to

terhouse. are other suitable selections. Be SLAY re remove erg

Set the table, have the meat

eta up and sauces prepared.

fat and bones from the meat.

elms with the other amain-

Figure only on the weight of
the lean meal when figuring

peni inents. (Have salad .asscoo

WHEN SERVING

My favorite cut of meat for
Nis dish is beef fillet. Although
It may seem extravagant when
priced per pound it figures
somewhat less when you real -

1

halt oil and half butter. TM oil
should be a temperature of
about 250 degrees. Transfer

the pot owenthe host

spears it with his fondue fork
and cooks it to his preference
(ram, medium or well done).
Use one or all three sauces,as

Iegg

you prefer.

in calories..

When servini fondue as a
snack or light supper the ss/ad

is not necessary, but you still

)

1"--

III
--=

mu

..

EL =

ferent styles -- smoked, can-

package)

2 tablespoons butter
44 cup mopped onion
I can
61 -ounce/ whole
mushrooms, drained
I can 11f, -ouce) condoned err min of mushroom
soup

ham dice, available from Oscer hlayer & Co. It's fully
cooked and smoked and pack-

agedsncionn-walrd nay -

l cup di ounces) dairy sour
MAUD

It cum but cooked rice or
3 pally shells

open unit. Each ham slice
weighs one4salf pound and

combs pot 40 calories per
ounce.

Cut hain slice into strips 11/2

pound will make about

cum

boned and cooked for you. The

and cook ham strips and onion

in butter until onion is tender.
Sheen mushrooms ands up.
Cook over medium heat 5 minutes.

Blend

in

sour cream.

Cook vety slowly until limed
_through. Serve over
!slakes 2 to 1 servings.

wiled along with the beef.The
shrimp is delicious with Ur

creased or decreased aimed -

quire a little longer cooking

-

.

yet creathy, itnd ales low
,

ing to taste. In the second bowl

mix, However, it does retime.

!scowl Prices!

Homecenter
ilra

FOLDS COMPACTLY FOR STORAGE

Table Top

Errata

MINUTES - BRUSH -

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

you would trim it yourself

RE.

$799

$288

.108

aw PM

EVERVIAY

Yard Basket

ilfree

,70,88EVA.,gr

99.

.81

Kit Wax
Listerine
Windshield
Antiseptic Washer Solvent

Shampoo
1.0e011

Onin

..188

I

1

,91.10

SUMMER - 'REMIXED

CLEANS WITH A MINDALIM OF SCRUBBING

Johnson White

Is

IiiWiCZe; ::; 3r fra;11-110ef Liver .

ii;;;Iiiir-c-°,..g.79. 6lialienies

T-...

1559 IRVING PK. RD.
HANOVER PARK

We Discoulit Everything

VIS1110
Bring this Coupon to our Dunkin' Donut Shop.
Well show you that the ben things in Ofe are free...the beet

BATH

down Mot is. Buy any Dozen of you, favorite Dunkin.
wnots and gel 3 mare ter rInn. Dane wane time. Cut ern
this coopan and head for Dunkin' Don. In Mt. Prospect on
NORTHWEST N GHWAY, lost EAST a ROUTE 83 Iodleeent

,,, cows ice,keere) Mori CovpanvaNd

lurwrd,Iem

Me OM

Q T.

Tanning
Lotion

Visits.)
Eye Drops

Secret

AntiPerspirant

q$218

iiONKINs
DONUTS
To rem helm bow eon
Peals war, tow Yee..

bn

680

Pendent
Denture
Cleanser

Tablets

880

0 W. Northwest Hug, Just East of 83
(Adjacent to Wlle's

0o

'

swop ,3

a

JdwnOi.

estecUnulityy

D MUD

It Takes A Lot OI Han Customers To Make Us NO. 1

Courtesy And Service!

COME AND

OE

eagle

II

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Iil;-.n.

.,44'

-

21m

.

430

Steak

104
.01;1$1[;11

X MA

COO.

Gala

Steak

7

f{ - FIVE ELAVOpt

4 470
Dairy PrOdUCIS

'ice"Cream

n74`

Lady Lee Butter

II Iea79`

51";:gs;;;,ine

I.,

Tomato Catsup

California

41`

iriey Cups

55`

140

..

59,

riranaanigeun:18'

't,r 20'

Facial Tissue'2;' 26'

Igra;41;;;sini,7 26'
&eaOnes
7,7 57'

Yard Guard

63°
.e.' 83`
"7::` $1"
01r0

No -Pest Strip

IFinna";plecr'''7',' 24' Insect Bomb
83'

Dry Wilk

MEE

Pork & Beans

",z;: 56'

ifYhr Divider Paks

33'

ice

Bu

EMI SOWS Mt smith

110010,

$16°

Bakery Products

E, KAN..

Pork
\ Chops

Final
$zil"in Touch

Wisk Graawaaa
Detergent

rAolAE sOh"wSHW aASHsERSh

6eA

,A,Adivrcrced
3 lb

er,7nem

Bread

KIND TOM. HANDS

Lux
gri- Liquid

Libby's
Beans

120
Beverages

I

Frozen Foods

FialeeVystals

01" IGWecn Peas

Maxim

$11" Lemonadeenara°

': 29'
11`

Hill's Bros. Coffen,:', sir 'cotigh;
Hill's Bros. koffee?

Rigs

63` Strawberries

7,7 48'

Sego Liquid Diet t°: 26' !Reel Whip

'7?' 38'

10` Orange Juice

33'

Apricot Nectar

59' Onion Rings

375

Breakfast

White Bread

ma; Breada<

a 19'
35.

Cake.. 49'

Orange Drink

0-011.°.

"--1&111;;ECE1C1'

Logs

450

ritollee

rxr

Drive
Detergent v;!136
Cool',W ater

TOMATO g.CE

MEP BROWN

\ Mayonnaise

Beverages-

Sandwich ov129.

WITH LGTOLVE

ne

Boneless
Picnics

liallnan;;;;

U.711.7Mtni;:.1;014.3-t-P8.4.10=;7=7,

Breeze
Detergent

280

HARVEST DAY

PINKORAOUS

WRIC SOFTENER

-

BEE<

enlist

Coldwater $205 Phase

25c Off

Fryers

-87c

94' Saia Diet ined

ii;;WSP;;;

14'

Spinach

Osan King

Surf
Detergent

Lighter Fluid

30°

SIRE A

Golden

15c 01,

-"i`"--`-'
Grade A

ow..

v.

HOUSellOitl ProUucls

17: 21' Cowry ilDis

QUALITY

I5Wi;;Elte;;e

linen,

sm., on

IMUIrOwn Dills'," 49' Charcoal llrique

Long White
Potatoes

31'

Corn

riiiinaiSauce

39'

Cheese

.

.470

Li is ro

nue

Check & Compare

Tomato Sauce

U S NO 1 QUALITY

42'

Roast

,

.970

,m57$

Pillsbury
Instant
Breakfast

Paper
Towels

era..

1

/

en

Steak

F-

:Sliced7usoa

"

Standing
ib Roast

$11 9

OGLE stccoar word,

IMMO

Groundeeef ii

,

''

-!

-"`"°:i-1 !2,-

sl

BONDED BEE, - b [1, A 1WRECIED

NJ"

P.M.

Toon...MD mouTH

84'

Close -Up

We Discount Everything eoeig INoriae

,:;r

Quality; Courtesy,. And service!.

88'
Adorn Hal! Spray',,:'

°,=22

51"

GOOLE smILD

49'

A. Dove

Liquid

7,,,TVIO°

Prices Are Discounted Except On Foir-Traded And Government Controlled Items

.1r1Aes,A.LOT
a

autism ere - Ame

taW

55' i:...,....?,.....

'I? $4s,

Sliced Bologna °T; 69` ,;Boneless iiWe:.. &in neentanar'''''

Sidewall Cleaner

INNf

Sari -use.

49'

or In a MS. Mannar, poilelpRil

IOW IWO

j

I

w

Margarine

133

It

I

ii;ifiii;s-- -":" $1.9 iiiiiilurk;V:"71"ot
Sirceill4 77e Bib Eye Steak
Corned Beef
i4 '"" ""
,,,,,,,, _ ,,
.,
"ffl"
Sirloin
"Pg" lesse---Ciaer
Rib t
Chuck

Large `Eggs

Cool Cushion
Johnson

no, Dm

79

$127

ATERS UP TO 2200 SQUARE

Auto

virzt.

Head & Shoulders

Steak

Oscillating
Sprinkler

RAW TO APPLY

17680

67'

DB INSPECTED

U

990

COIL STEEL INNERSPRING

Colgate
Toothpaste

Eagle Wieners

T.Bone

88

.$398

I

511411i9E ...alt. iarTitii,Ds-'-'"739`

SUNBEAM

EVERYDAY

21/2 Bushel

w.

LUWIna

RONDED Mr

POURING SPOUT

LIGHTWEIGHT, OUT STRONG

Dippity-Do
Hair Spray

io.,F,,,,.

Gas Can

.

1.1

I

I

All Meaf Wieners;; 77`

MEM - VENTED -

$999

B ug Killer
3/4" Foam
Filled Chair Pad
Gallon Foam
Picnic Jug

188$

Uhl

1 Gallon

ED

skillfully valu-trimmed away to leave an ideal
cut with as little waste as possible

1

mg9C

rI
Hand
Garden Tools
Parritt:

-

Steak

Winer
ElaiR/4117

''2`rTEAC.E1

p

Round

Mattel

Lawn
Dart Set

Meat whenever you shop. Before the
meat is weighed excess bone and fat are

T -Bone and porterhouse steaks before weighing

TROL AND AUTOMATIC TILER

""rl

ideally trimmed cuts of quality Bonded

and offering you the BEST of the cut,
even the leanest part, at a low discount
price! For example, tails are removed from

ROLL Amur
PUGS WILTON CON

OLL.

trim" process saves you time
and money, and assures you of

re-

moving only the parts you cannot eat,

Noon OlaAs

NO MS5,0 ODOR, NO CHEDUCALS

huwNH

Toastmaster
20 Inch Fan

Eagle's exclusive "valu-

'Eagle trims every cut the way

3 SPEED -

,,$177

REmOVABLE FOLDING LEGS
mETAL STRAP HANDLES

B ares -Que Grill
E lectronic

LOW

SISTANT

Folding Leg
Bar.13-Q Grill

L

=NIDE

Dura Guard
Outdoor Paint
100, LATEX - DRIES IN 30

$699

rice.

%/donuts

(Utnially the tartar sauce goes

ON OR SPRAY - RLISTER

VINYL - TOkm FILLED

ettiPM: melt butter in skillet

You can count on two gencrone main-rocal servings for
this thrifty ham slice, explains
Ellen Edwards, home econte
mist for Oscar Mayer & Co.,
' because it has already been

.166

I
Oscar Mayer Fully Cooked Ham Slice 11/2 pound

cooked and come in many dif-

One of the newer styles of
ham is packaged boneless

BaBH

CREANIED HAM SKILLET'

to offer hams that are fully

There's styk and size to wit

or even

scrambled eggs.

processing has made it possible

ned, bone -in or boneless
and many different

toffal

melon rind pickles, kumquats,
sliced dills and chutney.

the carry sauce, mixing well.
Curry sauce may be in

--,uMR WEBBING

Citronella
Patio Torch

of smoked

cream sauce. serve it over[ rice.

pally shells,

Other condiments that go
well' with beef fondue are,
sweet pickled onion. waMr-

Aim, the addition of beaten

ONEALUM,. TUBING

BI

Creamed Ham Skillet, which
ham with mushrooms in our

Refrigerate all three bowls an.
tit Serving time.

YARIA DONS:
Shelled
and &veined shrimp nuy be

Lawn Chali

.;ugagEi,=M"
II

One slice is just right for this

lurnbusk ship to America,
Today's hams are cherished
foe convenience m well as verutility and flavor. Modern

Ile, add the caper, chopped
pickle and parsley and rids.

finkso I make a little bit more
of this.) In the lirst bowl add

7x5x4Web

Hammock Lounge

stripe.

011e of the first to he put on Co.

For the tartar sauce M the
last bowl mince 2 cloves of gar -

Ii

whites makes the sauce

811'.eagle

same slim will make I1/2 -cups
ground ham or 2 cups cubes or

strips

.= into thrde serving bowls.

increased or decreased accordin to your tastc. However, the
sauces should be a little an the
wrong side.

oto eto -

serve over rice, toast or scrambled eggs.

combines

onnaise. Now divide this mix-

I
teaspoon of Ills Dijon
mustard. Again, this may be

add

Eagle Discount

'4

4 Point
A osie-half nomad slice of ham is J. right for Creamed Ham
Skillet. Combine with mushrooms end si sour cream sauce and

aboard Noah's ark, but it was

stiff and gently fold in may-

This fondue sauce comes to
us from a Swiss friend. So easy
prepare three different
sauces from a single base:

a

first animal

neat egg whit s until quite

ELKE'S 3 -IN -I SAUCE
FOR BEEF FONDUE

1111(DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

the

spoon piccalilli sauce
I tablespoon Mopped parsley

and hostess
hostess a bottle of

your guests.
Each person takes a number
of meat pieces to his plate,

type

small sweet pickle,
chopped, or I rounded tableI

* pot A fun thing to mention
is that anyone who Imes his

with a vinegar and oil

41-!!

basets been

2 cloves garile, minced 2 teaspoons rapers, chopped

Compare Eagle's Everyday Low
1

ma. "The Pig" may not

Dijon mustard

to shake off all grease so as not

to spatter the tablecloth when
mtrieving meat from the fond-

cups peanut or vegetable oil or

dressing,

taste)

fork. Guests should be careful

heated
to your fondue
homer, tom the salad, and call

1=14

ways considered ham one of
the finest and most verantile

put to the diner's mouth, Instead the cooked meat is removed from the fondue fork
with the diner's own dinner

bled, but do not toss until the
last minute./
Just before serving heat 2

bed

Single Recipe:
Yield: Approx. 6 servings
2 egg whiles
I cup mayonnaise
no teaspoon curry for to

The fondue forks are never

accompaniments that a, nea
essary along with the ailem
are a loaf of sliced French or
Italian bread, butter, and a
large bound salad, generally

oF Dunn

Resourceful cooks have al-

FONDUE ETIQUETTE

HOW ITS DONE

fondue as a main meal the only

fondue as a snack or light supper ta pound per person should
beaMple.

Ham slice makes
creamed skillet dish

may wish Co add the other accompaniments, such M sweet
pickled onions, etc.

per serving. Cut meat Mtn Op.
proximately I -by IN -inch
chunks.

sersing your fondue as a main

ther indoor or outdoor cook-

We it is completely boneless
and fat free, leaving absolutely
no waste. Sirloin tip steak. rib.
eye or T -steak as well as por-

OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NOR
tumAttvoll e n w coon CYA Owe

Leagle

10nil's' Talc

68'

Gillette Blades

84`

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1

1559 IRVING PK. RD.
HANOVER PARK

THE DAY
Wednesday lune 10 1970
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Pepper pot

Archbishop's residence inspires Salzburg souffle
By Magma. Murphy

gsnarously stocked trout pass would otsrtekt. then
poMa

Although o secular and Spits

fame.

bra ht him much
However, it wasNis

Baal ruler, the Archbishop of
ancient Salzburg was a merry

uniaue hospitality and enter-

:man. His palatial countrY residence in Hellbrun with its

in

tainent that

Herc's a delicious version of
What old Nov England favorite
dessert -.- a berry dump: Com-

quart or fresh

California
varieties are at their beat this
time of year) in a large saucepan with a can of apple sauce,
the

more to his WSW and the spew -

Hellbrunn turely

ing dragons and gnomes still
peer Horn behind noes when
one visits Hellbrun. It is a tour

In large mixer bowl beat egg
whiles at high speed, until egg
whites are very stiff. Sprinkle
the 2 tablespoons of sugar end

pinch of

and a goodsized piece of hut ter. Heat to boiling Make drop
dangling, hoof biscuit mix.

bringing them great mirth, or.

table AND chairs

in the case of the ladies. wrath.

Than. they were escorted to
their sedans Hung garden and

cover until the diimplinp am. freest trails lined with sculpplump and done. Servo hot tunz of the gods and goddesses.
These,

them

Ino, would
gently, Guests

show,
never

knew when We nest wet sue-

ore.

Pytex pie plate or

s

shallmv

baking

dish

(Mee

enough. that you can take it
directly to the table) with but-

With fork beat egg yolks,
sift flour over egg yolks and
add grated lemon peel. Stir
well.
Place greased baking dish in

oven to heat. Match carefully

SAf
N

over egg whiles

ancreates ome

woulI spring Irons the None
banquet

with heavy crenm or a sugar and -butter hard NANA

bishop's revenge to goatipti

To be invited to an outdoor

sugar to sweeten, cinnamon

Drop into the hot fruit amt

Vanilla powdered sew

alma great honor, but to have
pair dlks and satins, even your
high peruke drenched by the not ICI be missed, if you ere gopr ankster b ishop was some- in lo Salzburg.
thing else -.win. To, that sum
Another treat I enjoyed
exactly what he slid!
while there was Salzburger
The Archbishops corps of Nockerin, a dessert souffle,
engineers invented all hinds of screed in the famous S. Peter
water surprises. As the guests Stifts Keller, part of the an wined and dined a gentle rain dent monastery of St. Peter.

Berry stump

strawberries

the

, no doubt, mittime butwere
fed his lady guests.

unequalled

hism

banquet at

I

1 tablewoon butler

PERHAPS this was

to he fathered 15 children by
his mistresses. Apparently the
Figures from mythology were

Menders of landscaping and

bine about

2 tablespoons sugar

so that butter does not brown.)
'C'KUERRGLENR

Now add to egg yolk mix-

3 egg yolks, room tempera-

Iltrasorne of the egg white mixture. using an aver -under cutting motion. Then reverse mix Mg process until both mixtures

ture

Vo teaspoon crated lemon
Pad

I tablespoon flour

5 egg whites, room tuna. -

lure
Salt, just a pinch

are combined. Do not oVerfold, as you would lose
Work fist, but duality.
With a large spoon make

thrts mounds of egg minter

sprinkla with pondavd sugar
which

into 150 -degree oven Fa I O
minutes, or until a deka
light brown. (It is baked fro m

of time with vanilla
to give it flavor. Sent at
table (Vanilla bean -may be
purchased at Stop & Shop or

the .Hide, leaving the insi de
soft.) Take out of eve n.

June,

traditionally

the
doses

'Wedding
Month,'
hack to the Hoe centmy when

lames Limp
in
his poem. 'lune Wedding,.
wrath "Same Old Slippers,
Same Old Rice, Same Old
Glimpse of Paradise:-

The wedding cake. for example, originated in Roman
clays. For centuries Me cake,
whether simple or manyBRENT has ranked as the high-

over 200 varieties of
M Aspic, Munich Style Weissworst,
'Stuffed Bacon, Buendnerfleisch, So,
lornis from Italy, Block Forest Country

Ham (Our Faunae - hoot Germany).

shipments AM received

fresh, doily

Gb

'bo

0, 912

SPIRITS FROM

ALSO: Crane
Cagnocs,
BO Selections of Beer -Brewed Use Old
World manner and selected from 30 din.
fere,. European countries,

0

O

\i

DES PLAINES, ILL.

Holly selected wines to choose from

12-13 & 14th

O

symbol of wedlock

types to

GOURMET

LARGE - 88 Sat

nature, let, Gook some enchiladas. Texas -style.
and yea can use canned tortillas far them

2 cups water
I pound ground lean chuck
1 cup chopped green onions
2 to 3 tablespoons OM powder
18 tortillas
Sell and pepper
C
Put the minced onion, sok pepper, tomato

till a French monk dis-

59'

1,74

USDA CHOICE- 1ST THRU 5th RIBS

FINE FOODS FROM THE
CHEF'S KITCHEN
FOR
WORK-FREE MEALS!

lb

Rib Steak

T,t AND

CHOICEib

U50A

N

Grade 'A'
Turkeys

BRAND

Turkeys
Self-BastingPb 22 LB TOMS

,./p

10 14 LB HENS

Cole Slaw 59.

a

CHEF CUT

lb

1/2 lb.

55C

"'

LB

53

II
Delectab e reats rom e Pastry Shop
Add To Your Enjoyment!

p:A_NT,ray.
FOOD MART

SAVE 15'
'

Layer Cakes

7 DRYS 'TIL 18108IGHT

AVAILABLE
1

SALE DATES:

INLTASTRYSHEInq

OSCAa MAYER

GOOD THOU JUNE 13 1970

SAVE
50'
ON AS 007 LB

.41".

OSCAR MASER

THIS

Smokie Links or COUP°N
Cheese Smokier
/gad
EL CASH -SAVING COUPON

Reg 1115

fax'ICRIFR,

I

GOOD THRU JUNE 13 1920

6 VARIETIES - 7 INCH

Sun.& Holidays

LB
POPULAR BRAND - 5 TO 13 LB'

Fooled you. didn't we? No garlic. Well, aside
from that in the chili powder, no extra pudic.

Midnight

89.,

Roast

R

"Ad.

OLD FASHIONED

AshreddediatuceundturnatoselathsoineMedium hot peppers as a side dish, and ion or iced
tea or icy -cold beer make you well versed in

8 A. M. until

Standing
Rib Roasts

$209

CHOICE

USDA

,

to the new husband's

OPEN DAILY

ar,

C

LB

Reg. 9.39

little touch with the broiler to brown -Huck the

Southwestern consouction of one kind of
..M.ican dinner."

LB

Roast Beef Round

Bake in a pre -heated 350 -degree,. until the
cheese melts and all is well -healed through. A

in history. The Hindus started
the rice -throwing custom as a
fertility sit c; and the Egyptians
required the father of the bride
to hand his daughter's sandal
to the groom as a mark of authority in transferring the

rub bums,AsParegas Ira
Fart
France,
Pare Fat pros, Iranian cav-

Whole Hain lb

DELICIOUS

and lops, pldise) and grated Longhorn cheese.
Roll 'on up, and pack in) ,/ a casserole, Dump
the remaining sauce over the top of these delectable
and top with whatever

cheese topping would be in keeping.

A eic

GOVT INSP -FULLY COOKED

NOW. III each tortilla with 0 tablespallt Sr
each of these: meat, chopped green onion Onillis

-Tim hilarity -filled ritual of
throwing rice at the departing
couple and of tying shims to
the bridal car also dates bad

LB

Butt Portionib "I

piping hot, fora moment Or so, and then dip them
in the seasoned tomato sauce.

serve it icy cold.

AMPLE Itee PARKING

SMOKED HAM - 6TO

Bing Cherries

the tortillas in some additional salad oil that is

grated Cheese is eft.

A LOAF of BREAD, a JUG of WINE, SO
European types of breads, Fresh

VOW,.

LB.

SWEET - LARGE SIZE

/

5111.ed salad oil, about a tablespoon's worth. Dip

Shank=
6 TO 8 LB

PRICES
FECTIVE
EFFECTIVE

Ala

tag and then brown it in some non-hydroge-

Smoked Ham

THURS RINE 11
THRU SAT JUNE 18

10 EACH 6C

care for the rest of her life

GOODIES

1

FOR

weer and chili powder in an appropriate
saucepot, cover and cook over low heat for half
on hour. Roll the ground chuck in well -seasoned

Wine has always tarn the

'

Valencia
Oranges

I Bounce can tomato saint
I large onion (minced)
1 pound Longhorn chase

traditional wedding drink, but

bride

CALIFORNIA

B UT, TO SOMETHING of a more pleasant

shaped glades. Also, chill
Champagne
slightly: don't

41/

/

residences reduced la kindling and

rubble, ask us. We can tell you.

wine," Male. Bollinger suggests serving it in deep tulip

0

.71

June 11th

Amnon resulting in the saving a two lira be.

to whomever caught it. Now it

GOVT INSP FULLY -COOKED

Bananas

I th of Alay, just passed.

cause the two were away from their normal routine. and wellaonstructed buildings from office

retain the bobblema effervacence of this, the "wine of

oKBO

8716-18 GOLF ROAD

Wines, Wines and -more Wines. 700 Spe.

aspiring you, hopefuls, the
lab century bride flung her

ing to Mme. Bollinger. To best

le

Ogmeo

0

OTHER AREAS

tossing of the bridal lowers to

with wedding parties, woad-

Chem. etc. Comeasee for your-

I

great eating,

GOLDEN RIPE

if you'd like to know about loaded. nvinlrailer-tanker-Oamports blown across 0 highway
mismis up an individmilis clinging to ha hroom
fixtures while the renNinder of the building just
disappears. :old mining out unscathed; n large
family losing bah home and family du and they
sustain only superficial cuts; n casual dinner

champagne become associated

self!

OF OUR
NEW STORE
AT

.(0

co

bock. Tex., the

name, it was in Feince that the
throwing of the bridal bouquet
as another
bonus for the
bridesmaids became a tradidon. However, even before the

covered how to imprison the
sparkle of
while wino, did

Several -fond,. differeni types
of Cheese to choose from, o:
you might desire. Slicing and
Omen!, cheeses. French and
German Ch
Smoked

watering assortment of fine foods - and enjoy some

don of the sand thing called a tornado, in Lub-

the

champagne firm carrying hat

not

GRAND
OPENING

12 types of liversouroge, PPM Chops

Sousa,

°Oa
CHEESE CORNER

EUROPEAN SAUSAGES

Agcording to Moldier:wee

chosen "aright." If her gown is
blue. the "groom is true,. and
should she return to the traditional red, "She'd better be
dead!"

OflOrs

together. Visit Jewel this week to select from a mouth-

-

is the groom who tosses the
garter to his medin-waiting.
AS FOR HER white drlss..
the bride wore red until dm
mid -period of French history
when
of Brittany married Louis XII and broke the
custom. Now the white dress
is the custom in nearly all
western maniacs. Today, if
the bride wears white, she's

is

astrous displays of nature's might. for the record.
we are not interested in the third. no matter whet
form it takes,
Yes, Samantha Ann. the gra o
was a huri
cane on a island called St. Simons, off the
Georgia coast and the second, 0 land -bleed age

even supposed to bring wedding bolls into her life.
heads

It's true! Your Jewel Food St ore carries
such a wide variety of luscious foods, you just
can't go wrong when you shop there for dinner,
whether it be a formal occasion or a casual gat -

If ft he true that -things name MINI:es:since
Ramona and I have boon involved in two dis-

according to superstition,

DELICATESSEN AND LIQUORS, /A1C.

WELCOME
TO THE

By Wall Newton

garter as

serving thousands

for many years

Marshall Field dr Co.)

liglu a( the bridal table. A slice
under t hc pillow of any flair!,

3015 - 53 LINCOLN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Delicatessen

be

who

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Great Eating's Easy When You Shop Jewel ti

Texas -style

ahead

Bollinger,

figi)

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Enchiladas,

seasoned

June is the month
for brill al toasts

Chicagolands

most famous

been

"Miracle Prices"

144f

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DELICIOUS TO SERVE?

on warm baking dish and place

has

Save Cash Evr.r. ^'

I

Canned Ham

J

'PRIPTP-cian 5°Tf91

_

June 11

EACH

FINE FISH

.PARTY
resemble

0

JELLIES

oppetlazingry avenged in

lag. or :mall sires They
are a pi, ta is
for any

Assorted Chocolates ,in
Boxes, Imported
Cookies and Biscuits,

occasion.

Perfumes and taps,

a

EUROPEAN

Creams and Lotions from
Germany and Frame.

KITCHEN

SO varieties of Mustard, Fruit juices,
Spites and Famous
Teas, Continental Coffees, Marmalades.

Ge

coffee- grinder,

"Old World"

'Black Forest Cherry Torte, Rum Tone,
Mecca Tone, Fruit Torte-lettes, Strawberry Whipped Cream Tone, oql.many,
many more.

G

THE NEW

GOLF

Come and Visit us during our
Grand Opening . . We'll make your
trip worthwhile with many
surprises and delicious free gifts
to every customer.
a

One of the roost modern and

European Maims I5in the canner, will have
15 clerks to wait on
mere

efficiently and fast, to fulfill
your every desire.

Oacs

22 OZ.

$109

GRADE A

49C

LARGE

DOZEN
ea

°

MODESS

89 C

GOOD THRU.
JUNE 17, 1970

8 Oz. Bologna
8 Oz. Beef Bologna
8 Oz. Cotta Salami

400 W. CENTRAL AVE.
Mount Prospi

Your
Choke

1 LB

CTN

.

4 OZ
CAN

AMPLE IlGe PARKING

5 SC

REG PRICE 99u

OPEN DAILY

1035 S. ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS ROAD

Arlington Heights

8 A. M. until

Midnight
including

Sun.& Holidays

WE Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities ondCeneet Printers Errors

,

Miracle
Food

Price

C
REG PRICE 83=

-

Las

%plot

Roll

29c

REG PRICE 35t

'WITH THIS COUPON

J 1---JEWEL CASH SAVING COUPON

-SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 13, 1970 150

-1

r-

DELI

SAVE 10'
ON ANY SIZE PIECE OF

Chunk Braunschweiger

WITH THIS COUPON
fooi oryo, rss safes,.

WITH THIS COUPON
ir

EL CASH -SAVING COUPON

L CASH-SAVIN

COUI

000 THRU JUNEG13 19 70 0

L

,

to
/"H

WITH THIS
COUPON

30'

SAVE 30'
Ground Chuck
3 LBS. OR MORE OF

WITH THIS COUPON

Urre rOuPOPP PER CPSPOrren

WEL CASH -SAVING COUPON'
DELI

CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 13, 1970

All Meat Wieners or
Ml Beef Franks
OPP

OPPF conenn reR <0510

EWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

E

N

SAVE 15'

ON A MAYER
"6 ". OF
OSCAR

value

OSCAR MATER

Pork Sausage Links

DIL

10'

GOOD.THRU JUNE 13, 1970

ONA I LB PKG. OF
OSCAR MATER

,

(

CASH -SAVING COUPON

SAVE 15'
r=7

niogna
M

mpl agrE COUPON rrg Cug OgrER

CASH
DELI

ALL BEEF

,F

TW°ll,',211.

ASS r0. COLORS & DEC

Big Roll
Scot Towels

REGULAR OR

ymorwmisTmrarmtirmtn.

116,

.

OSCAR MAYER

Sliced
Bacon
WITH

BONUS SPECIAL GOOD THRU
,'JUNE 17, 1970

Right Guard
Deodorant

49

JUNE 17, /970

Hillfarm
Butter

10' OFF LABEL

OSCAR MAYER

GOOD THRU

92 SCORE

REG. PRICE 19'

39c

PlusDBPasit

SAVE 10'
ON AB OZ OR 1302 PKG 0

ON A 1 LB. PKG. OF
OSCAR MAYER

BONUS SPECIAL

14 OZ.

Super - Regular - V Form

86.-ets
lit0Z.

GOOD THRU
JUNE 17, 1970

10'

GOOD THRU JUNE 13, IWO

SAVE 15c

Each

Tomato
Catsup
ii c

PASTRY DEPARTMENT

of 0

KUHN'S ON

EGGS

WITH CHEESE & SAUSAGE

C

_

GOOD THRU JUNE 13, 1970

CHERRY VALLEY

OPEN PANTRY

PIZZA

From our

rollers, metric
scales and German Cook
Books 'Coma In and
breveted

o

Rossi 12"

Coffee Cake 6,0 83,
1.....---'........- ----,BONUS SPECIAL

89c

Gallon

COCA COLA

dough

ot.vo

69 c

SEVEN UP

1/2

PIE

UNTENSILS
Italian

FLAVORS

CONDIMENTS

blooming

theyore delicately and

Gift

ALL

AND

TRAYS

GIFTS and

ICE CREAM

IMPORTED

OUR

like them.

CHOCOLATES

OLD CHICAGO

kts

Rolled Herring, Fried
Herring, Herring in beer
sauce, Mushroom Hern
ringin fact, any way you

CASH -SAVING COUPON

25(

CI NNAM-ON--- CHEESE RING OR
RASPBERRY RING

that 21

CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 13, 19>0

SAVE 15c

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

15'

L CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 13, 1970

SAVE 25E
ON ANY SIZE PKG. OF

jeweVigoreniirsh or

BOOTH'S

Breaded Shrimp

Fresh Italian Sausage

COUPON

AFTTtl!sc°11P,9!`,

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

25'

EL

ASH -SAVING
Cntl,TollS

nn

IOur Food Ads
Have Beim Reduced

BUT, So Have

IA

...

Solo Dens

Our Prices
Mon the Sot

one lath

I ill. Erickson and

gam tolOpm
son.),

Quentrfies Irmited

Virginia Ellison, author

10em togism

lli

s

of "The Pooh Cook
Book", reminisce about
Winnte- the- Pooh's eat-

mg habits during the

FOX.

authoress' recent visit
to Carson Pule Scott's
in Randhurst Lilly is
the daughter of Mr and

D

LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE ZAYRE DEPT. STORE

CAN POP
ca.

CAMPBELL',

TOMATO SOUP

91

12.e.

MORTON

CAMPBELL',

2.60

16

75

FLOUR

sin

56c

5 55

ceived an autographed

ner." Now, you too eon enjoy
all those delightful snacks that

copy of the book as a
birthday gift from her

Windt liked in "The Pooh
Cook Book" by Virginia H.

ICE CREAM

father.

CA

BETTY CROCKER ASST. REG.

children through adobe. al
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Ran-

dhurst. To her own surprise.
"The Pooh Cook Book" not
only has gained national recognition no a delightful chil-

Make us your

lo,,.

STRAWBERRIES

Bar -B -Qua

19c 4.55

9c 4-25

MACARONI 3CHEESE
7

FRENCH FRIES

33t

alb.

CA

RAGGEDY ANN NO. 1

3.75 SALMON

BANQUET FROZEN

99c

LOIN END B -B -Q SPECIAL

3.70

C.R.L CHUNK STYLE

POT PIES

18c 4.10 TUNA

Et or.

You do not need a large freezer

29c

6H0..

13.75

KRUN CHEE

POTATO CHIPS
SCOTT ASST. BATHROOM

CASE

TISSUE

49c

7.,°:
ALPO ASST.

KLEENEX ASST. COLOR

25c
8c

11b.

ALCOA

ALUMINUM FOIL
RED CROSS

3.80

150ft.

25c 5.90

I lb,

PRINCE

RIGATONI

27c 5.15

o.

65c lb.

ARMOUR STAR

SMOKED BUTTS

79c w.

BEEF

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST

65cm.

7.09

Lon boy right locally Come in and see.

FESTIYAI''OJA READY 50001. $1.15 LB.

IG

BING CHERRIES

OLIANTIO

39cL8

90 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED DRY

BLENDED

Fifth

r7-44,

GOOD ONLY AT
WAHNOUSEFOODS

V1

MAN BOSTON

29L

MOM BOSTON

351

WHISKEY
csutabtabl"eteta"

VODKA

2486 WHISKEY

351

0

/1

ill

SOUTHERN

COMFORT
11

100 PROOF.
LIQUEUR

110CNINOCl/ALP BLENDED

294

351

BOURBON

la

CHAMPAGNE
PINK CHAMPAGNE
SPARKLING BURGUNDY
or COLD DUCK

SCOTCH

.

I

I

II

369

free-

Fifth

MEISTER BRAU
Real Draft
a
Go:11.17412...
Bottles

Plus Dermot.

$329

:frau

FREE
oNE
6 x15
GROUP P OTINe

Lb.

Lb, Con

WALL DECOR

1 OFF BONUS CO UPON

KROGER

ONe COOP. Pea 14111CI.A.

here's

a

sampling

in .Wirmie-the-Porm,"
so much more Riendfy
with two.

POPOVERS FOR PIGLET
I sup Al -purpose Rom
1/2 teaspoon mll

lb cup milk
2 tablespoons honey

I tablespoon melted butler
or margarine
2 largeeat eggs

Preh

oven

to 415 de-

grees. Grease the muffin Um.
Sift the four and salt together.

Add the milk, honey and

California LONG WHITE

$249

Fill each muffin tin jint under half full.
Bake 25 to 10 minutes or

FIFTH

or RED POTATOES

-

until sides are rigid and the tap

and sides of the Pop...

IMPERIAL
NAPOLEON

brown.

5.

t0

Do not open the oven for 25
Minutes to peck or the Pop. -

FRENCH

SUM will fall and not rise again.

BRANDY

If you like popovers dry In ride,

$299
86 Proof

LB.

longer. Serve with honey butter or plain butter. Makeseight
to 12 popovers.

Fifth

iPEBBLEFORD

fit each with a sharp

knife and bake five minutes

0

BAG

PEANUT BUTTER,.,
BACON
AND HONEY
SANDWICHES

California

Strawberries

For two sandwiches:

STRAIGHT

2 to 3 Mblespoorss peanut
bolter
I strip crisp bacon, drained

BOURBON
11)

6 -12 es:Com

Plus Deposit

99c

ey. Mix and spiced on bug*
sliced bread.

8

(It

or

I

Fresh

Fine far Salads

Leaf Lettuce

78c Mai"' A9c PEACHES 3.1

Lb

39

Blueberries

p,

49c MELONS

Co

79c

Crumble the bacon into the
peanut butter and add the bon-

Fifth

$369 I

E AT KROGER

SUNRISE FRESH

melted huller and stir to bletid.

$289

Cosa of 24.
12 ex. Bottles

COLD BEER - NO EXTRA

We resessethe est town) quantities.

5

wit's

MILLER HIGHLIFE

00

Pk.

ho was afraid of

1/2 teaspoon honey

Bottle
GUN N1VEN

Copyright len The Kroger.

89C. 5r.

79

say

$0299

FALLS

WHISKEY

CHAMPAGNE

$469

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

GIN

IMPORTED

FRENCH

La,ge Bottle

14$111t31313111313131;NVIVNQVIVIVI

P4g

t. 5*

would like to vile a friend
over. As Piglet, was heard to

GIN

GIN or VODKA

'Oi 40.Y-4

Ele. JUNE 1. IWO

11 1/09

started cm
bulk honey tee
perimenting with
pet for her
M 1965. In
Ellison

Beat in the eggs.

MERCIER

.1111al. 1970

n.

kitchen,

Nationally Advertised

Jumbo size

7c OFF

Pki.
wanness corm %rearm SIOrmist,Junsi,,tall

CAN HAM

from 'The Pooh Cask 1300k.'
In fact, maybein your child

GALLON

149

49S 69.0 1119C. 311

FRYERS'

' Breasts sr Legs

anxious to get started hi the

Averages Out to $2.99 Fifth.

TOWELS

a

Toffee Pennies can be .shaped
any way the young cook dash --

youngest

HALF $749 0,

CHATEAU 1962

er area Beer

Country Club r Mwrrel/

Another popular teat.

YOUR CHOICE

MIS EN BOTEILLE A V

KLEENEX

a

or the

Noel type crust, and Honey

Mrs.

B,D

LIVER or WFlStiCiD
SLICED
PORK
STICKS BOLOGNA MEATS Lunchmeats SAUSAGE

(1,07E
Dimenumf PRIM'

in
of "Woodc
sod

crust

Wizzle" tracks

FILLETS

Family Pak Ports

For the v. -MP., oho is

WHISKEY

REG. $2.98

OFF

tap

Ail

Wibon

the dark.

PREFERRED

CHATEAU DILLON
HAUT - MEDOC

OFFER

20c

mike and simple to follow. For
Instance Blueberry pie has a

f

moon"

book No been "Who Likes the
Dark" which she wrote for her

ONO COROKII MOW,. %MO

fl

" Ware of tie Week

SPECIAL
roMMOINSMMI

64 fl. or.

AS THE mother of No.

-

WIENERS
PORK LINKS

.89
Lb. Pk,

Mapyour Child" by Mary A,

FLEISCHMANN'S

Purveyor of the finest
Natural Beverages in
the Suburbs

Oscar Mayer

Mmes
Mapes which was her mothirs'

SALE DATES: JUNE 10 - 11 - 12 -13 NEW SUNDAY HOURS
12 to 6

IWARMAMbiiPi4MAMON4..

DOWNY

TO

RIB ROAST

Mt

Columbia University.
Under pseudonyms she has
written six or seven other 00h
dren's
then', books and textbooks,
the most popular being `Fun

PHONE 255-7000

WILSON BONELESS SMOKED

RED RIPE

0011 ONLY AT
WA IIENOUSEFOONS

minute. Sauce will be

slightly thickened. Serve warm
over ice cream or cake. Makes

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
Rte 83 N. Elmhurst Rd., g Comp McDonald Rood

users will be - ---.o0- Mppy r, k,uw %key'

1, Case

GROUND
GROUND
59Cib. CHUCK 80`1b. ROUND- 98`sb.

KING SIZE

I

HEIGHTS,LIQUORS

BEST GROUND BEEF IN TOWN

GROUND

Boilfull boil, stirring constantly.

Ham Slices-

gos

,Fres.5hore Catfish.

FISH SQUARES

neat Ft Shepard who also illus.
Rated the original Pooh books

lance editing and writing for

CASE

BACON

Fres-Shore Breaded
Sandwich

Iel, Rabbit, Christopher Robin, join him in sketcho by Er.

between recipes she

68c

SAVOWISIICED

All arc Girl Scouts and cm
hoed the contest while work,
Ng on their cooking badges.
All of Pooh's friends
PIg-

CENTER CUT

SIG°

ad Dressing.

Portions

2.29

OIL.

PORK CHOPS
HOT DOGS

7
QUARTERS / 7.0c
HIND

Heights. for Honey Fittil Sal-

Lb.

ogirt uSgt

so her recipes are simple to

FOLGEWs

COFFEE

and

15 -oz.

1.59

lb.

recipe

69e.

PORK CHOPS PORK STEAK

Mn.. Ellison knew that youngsters could not bake perfectly

CAS

COFFEE

Dressing

King

CHUG

Center Cut

betties, /hawed
nap orange juke

cups.

WELL -TRIMMED VT PORK LOIN CUT INTO

AMOUR STAR

69.

CATTLE

family -tested recipe for How
ey-Alinond Crown Cake, Sec d andec third pin: winnewrs
ho reived samplings of
Honey Bear honey were Jon
Schuknccht. Palatine, for bar

GROUND

WIENRS

for Milne.

Put Jill ingredient, in ',Under. Cover and run blender at
high speed until ingredients
are well intoblned. about I minute. Pour
saucepan. Bring

U.S..A. CHO.

c

HALF

99c

HILLS BROS.

SPAGHETTI

weight, before cutting. 7 to II

First prize winner at Randhoist was Barbara McHugh
of Prospect Heights with het

Wilson

BLENDER BERRY SAUCE
I (10 -ounce) package frozen
raspberries or show
I tablespoon corn Wadi

Day Delivery.

5.75

U.S... CHOICE

2000. 28c 9.80 DOG FOOD

99c

beef tenderloin and
ground boot. 28 to 25 lb. gross

JETS

FACIAL TISSUE

LOIN END

sNaks,

CASE

14c 6.70 DOG FOOD 1A-K,,.

sundaes or on cake.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

to enjoy quantity buying. This
package fits any modern raffiaerotor-fremer compartment
Includes sirloin tip masts, and

IN CO'NNECTIoN with
Mrs. Ellisonk appearance. .
honey cooking contest seas
held for aids nine yearns
through 14.

Feint

Fresh fruit haver abounds
from this cosy berry sauce.
Mixed in a blender. it ores frozen fruit. and takes mere rein,otes to prepare. Serve the
al,' warm over ice cnrom for

17 W. Prospect Mt. Prospect 392-9260

V. no.

CA

P. L FROZEN

honey.

Paulo McHugh, Prom.

A DIVISION OF J d B MARKET

15c

KRAFT DINNER

Blend a better
berry sauce

8c1BF4EiG

Headquarters

C. 0. FROZEN

PANCAKE FLOUR 216 41c 4.90 LEMONDADE so..

dren's recipe book but es a fa -

summertime

CASE

P.L. FROZEN

35c 4.15

CAKE MIXES

which was inspired by A. A.
Milnek Pooh books M well as
her own interestin herbs and

Recently Mrs. Ellison Asked with young Pooh fans,

68c

SPECIAL"F!;,VZS

CHUCK STEAK

food wac honaY snd this is the
bean of M1Irs Elbmn, book

Blluo

CERTIFIEDRED LABEL.

tONUS

A

Won= tha Pooh, (monis

ronorked Wm= the Pooh
in The Hems at Pooh Car

PILLSBURY

CHICKEN NOODLE

'

I

You re yaO in tuna for a
Irate sin ickaral of something

GSE

it

12c 5.70 SALT

'

II.

:

yenk with natural food fan
unr.

DI Frances Allman

Mrs Harold Erickson,
Park Ridge, and re-

SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE WITH WAREHOUSE PRICES!

HYDROX

Pooh cooking a honey
of a treat

Store Neon

June 10th TIonr

.

A closing suggmtion is.. for
"Colored Honey." Use .ReGble food coloring, the kind
you buy to color icings. Shake
or tap the bottle gently so you

get one drop at a time. Work
up to the color you want.

Ms. Ellison further sup
gems coloring enough breakfast honey so that a different
color can be used for each day

.

FRESH SWEET CORN
1^4-

to
EARS

%

4

DELI DELICACIES

,z;

d

)

Gernon

BOILED

HAM

Li,

SALAMI

All Meat

Old Fashioned

SLICED

RICE or TAPIOCA

of the week. Use small jars
with airtight screw tops, to the
colored honey can he Moroi

69C

HARD

BOLOGNA

1/2 Lb

35`

PUDDING

Lb

79c

1.4,

r

1.0.21111M

V: -'

t 4-sers6
-It

Vtr-'14 6'64,4
Page 20
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Sub

14-Permalt

,

-`" '"" " "' `"'-''.7

0

7))sio

o_.. e ii...,,,

1016, offered by reputable business people in 41
{y 4,',Malg your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Vinyl A:urninum

in

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

11

CALL

i

255-7200

Nock

LOST:

poodle,

Air Conditioning
CE

PI

FAL

,

Building 6 Remodeling

3211

3

Floor Refinishing

.0. ADDITIONS

'

RUMPUS

ROOMS
SPECIr?E are,11.3 N°.NUMBING
SPEC,

A.. *M11

Masonry

walls, fountain d

5,dina 6 refiih.
l,

529.4273

°

mat

Ir

wb,k. Rea
o

29

C us
29616365

Arrotintina
ACCOUNTING SERVICES

CANE

.

NSI2- CorPet

4

7

Eagle's Aere,

d

8489016

r° .1Gunen

.-°1

Re work.89 .91

358-1283

31

C. 394136a

'.... ""..7=orb....gr

ONAAMINIVIM MA
192.5410

1..1111°°' .' 9°11°. 1°1°1

"

r

13.47

NANCE.

,,,,,

,,

n;-9.0

0

E

,or

an

Homo inlprovement

;567`,.0

Fn:

"'

opt.

SIN

ADDI GTO

SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIAS

COMMERCIAL ARDST.ADMAN

4,,,,,,m7=T,2,1.

358.7206

Horne Maintenance
r

1

BAC III

°1"111°RcrnI 31117-5"5

Eps

RIORRIERIOR

nlobna t ' 9sset°'

...noble.

red

uolif ied College

--!!,66-'''

!

,,°,=:;",°

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

re
CEMENTWORK

ROSELLE DODGE

ViMin,TV8<?

208 W. Golf Rd.

FOUNDATIONS. FREE EST.

,,,,zag`r.:.7g4i-

:;;-=;:tn;;;',-, P'.Z.

0. 5.3842

58

,,,:,,,,

031,',.?; Lg,,!!
''''12'.7222or 394-5216

"

.-ctoDt. 882 .
Child Care

CI 3.0049

292-4623

'

'.

entleue

R01.1411

EXPERT WORK -FREE ESTIMAlFS
CALL 394-01174

Tockpointing
o

DOD Service

por
ed

Side ongoing

rel

Call lobo
Ur
2'3/-179
Prospe. His LIpholsrery Rosa

EICN FERTILIZED 01ACKS.I.

NEW WAY PAiNTING

Ideal for new lawn, Ilersier beds

f...e.q.:=

359-1459

do

Local CorPe

i lo ett

e

RonBLACK
S37-4816

5 -01 B

aa,

RON FOSITRIV,Ino

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

RRISGLER OECORAEING

7 A.M. 9 P.

593-5071

Ie

all , own inier.lemer.

DIRT

look

eSTImATES

ao

B

loping.. Rh too large or IR

5 YEAR GUARANTEE

Elect° icol Work

se

satt-moL,0,41,6,
CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

.0,nm. c...t. Co
Kix hen Remodel,

lie,,eplia Rooms

NEED MORE ROOM?

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.
.

.

ayestro

PAINTER OR FIX II MAN

COLORS
PRIVACY

CALL 297.2266
RUSTIC FENCING

...r..' °1-1°°°°
on

5,189e.

1°

ef

I

I

?

money

I

ho k

,

gua r.

Tge

,

Repair and shOraen
Suburban Smell Engine

2831.....1 Rcl.P..ie

'........'"
Ins...on &Ivies

RACKS 'ENCINO

9O6RXwm+Ime Am.."

Masonry
REVERS MASONRY

ALL TYPES*. ESTIMATES
537.1244

Al nag outshine Service.
ler ere nornical.prle e t. low.
Ploors wax cleoned.polished.
729-2206 Free est. anyilm.

Also Roof Repairing
DMOND
B27.4637

Gay

MEYERS

BRICK 6 MASONRY
AR *111c7j5.1.!,,V1c.c.

289-1088

campus corps
Interior 6 exierior painless
Ersperienced Insured
B

82,7156

Floor Refinishing

358.3172

ms

rig.

r

r

392-8333

NICE PETS FOR ADOPTON
HOURS /-S P.M. EVERIDA1
KANS ANIMAL SHELTER 2705 N.

Arlington Hts. Rd. Arl

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$
- Fly Free!

REGISTERED

NURSE
CoMact our EmptorGent Deponment for interview.

un ein

uni6n

Union 76

,

Tersohons13125.7700
r

O

Eastern Ppion

`="L=1:11Z10.....,
TelepnoneOINENSWOo

An Equal Opportunity Empleyer

Plea

nit;
ber

training,

by Coker 8 Peon

old111.11be considered.

frt.'stZPIZIOsrc7a
R
GAM.

LANCELOT
Zuni. one Smiler secre tor.s wlm good typing and abed bona

or experience. Ouer 21 only.
Virginia Sm
9.45.61SS

'II

(4) GIRL FRIDAYS
latetsSnO general office positions - some of whlds require
Typing skIN and seine off ireesperience

We offer prellent salaries and outstanding hinge Dosselits.

Call For Immed ate Consideration
plan

537-1100
Mr, Cop,

eeks paid

Sanford Chemical Co.

' EKCO

IRS Elk Grove
437-3530
Coll r. Sonlord

PRODUCTS INC.
1

yr.

lap WV;

25 -Employment Agencies Women

RCA SERVICE

Ems. Sec. PERSONNEL

COMPANY

$600.00

Arlington Heights

777 Wheeling Rd.,

Young Hobby Club

Wheeling, Ilk

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Gall Peg.

MILLING MACHINE HANDS ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT
SHIFT

La Salle Personnel

hem. P.P.

ArtTV=Igrork
Adinplon Neipbts

296-1043

IAPlain

940

P00

ialmaoGUMIT'D -INDEvg

656-9922

Ad. by Ape,

$500
eatp sat,.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS
STENOS

EMPLOYMENT

e TRANSCRIBERS

140% FreeFositions

""
2""IMOSPEr'
crag

ttig". ar"

me W. Dempoe 0666.00

OPERATORS!:
"rn

Mr. Prospect

winner of a Superior Flash Printing Plant as a national grand
prize. Five of these sets of junior
printing equipment manufac-

tured by the Superior Marking
Equipment Co. will be given
the awards for the five neatervand

most original correct contest entries received from the cities

:,

where this column for bop and

NORTHWEST; 12

press, plus the 200 pieces of rub-

i e=Loft=',,,tz±=:az,V--".1"-;

775-7296':

04,41
AN HIDAT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEE

3926230

(

: Mm EDWER::

White Collar Girls

If yea decipher the city correctly and send in an outstandingly neat and on
con -

AWE .10, 100 011 Exc..e she

rnn for

e

No Fee

Randhorst Leiter

the 12 things in the adjoining
drawing?

; 263-5146

TYPISTS

Whet tithe mimeo( the famous
city spelled by the inidel Were of

KEYPUNCH

SummerJob Opportunities
Previous Office Experience

"FORD"

DESPIAINES

By Canny Dick

TH WORK SCHEDULE YOU PREFER
WORK PART TIME w FULLTIME

261514 Wald Women

pi

johnt respond,.

PRESS OUTFIT!

FOR EXPERIENCED

kopot;M1opwwwv.

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

c*" for orr rr"rrrnrrrrenr

394-4450
Somata 'Mayas. arranged for your conv4mh2o2e,

O'HARE

Great .110195:
Coll nOw:

298.2770

$9-$12,000

ENGINEERING

onionomoon

Mtre".;?,,41,r,13

Let's share futures

WIN A JUNIOR PRINTING

KEY OPENINGS NOW

259-7300

nor7g41;:::

Reply in person or

,

Ramona Newton

Modern office facility requires services of R.N. in Medical Service. Department. 37$5 hour week. Excellent company benefits. Require at least 2 yams

.=0%.3%..e. Varts'e ILA EMI

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

24.11511Wented Men

ENGINE LATHE HANDS

HERE

ap

827-5563

(3) SECRETARIES

pp177rgar=

ENGINEER

RIGI4T

IN .THE

Walt Newton

`gzinttZtv.:=..."-

EXC. SALARY

COMPUTER CENTRE

uaronteed

a

For Mare Information

oti

HAPPINET

S

ELK GROVE

"....CONTA,C2-1-411S,S,NECHT

Apply in Nohorh od

INDUSTRIAL

R & M DECORATING

$435

Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Overhead Door Co.

STENO

Good oplaON'unilir ended

400 E. Randolph
Chicago, Illinois 60601

We'll -both profit!

FINDING

perience.

Si3OPM Mr...Redden.

359.5020

Brion.

33.8.084S

Po Rail

CL 9_0495

own snowsr s Mini... Pro*

$475

CONTAC5M115.0.1sARAS

DICTAPHONE TYPISTS

RN's & LPN's

;7.7=.

ARE

24-6146

BEGINNER SEC'Y
Your typing 8 5P1 skills can earn you
money. Step into a good promotional
spat 0 earn while you gain ex

Pons. Lite typing.

av:.:ZrZort:trritl,..::=,17

Full lime emplosmenl.
8 to 4)30. Experience

Ur, INSURED .0 562 197S

Lauritz Jensen

0 SECRETARIES

FREDERICK CH USID F. CO

Please call or Come In

00 Evaaziow.

PEOPLE

To $750

experience.

mop=774,

WELDING AND GENERAL IRRAIR

7371.11S.

esi

$500

An burial Oppisnuniry f in.*.

day,.

uJom<.

SPOON 8, SONS
595-0478 665-4412

No shankand

irinnang wort

gels who handle phones, TWO 8 B/L
Keep things running smoothly.

conditioned office.

peinrmem

We r °I.rh.re . . night

Customer serv. soles. Take charge of 7

IlaT immediate oper.ge In modern air

FRONT DESK

....
Sap

SERVICE MANAGER

437-0800

SECRETARY

q

SUPERVISOR

oil you need far an

is

DES PIAINES

AMERI g OA HOSPITAL om

Nad
mt.."
o* q.v..,

Welding

DECORATING

55.5185

jobs *r

for

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
ROOD. TOMO

SECRETARY

RECEPTIONIST
Exp. ST0 operate, reception at front
desk. Greet callers, make reserver-

Monday.. Ericloy 9.. S PM

4,5005.437,006

1

erre she

Interior 6 exterior painting. We

L wn M we R p
°1°.

..

298-2770

REASONABLE REFERENCES

OLORS.PORTABLF OR
. PERMANENT GOO RUNS
FINANCING. AVAILABLE
NEE ESTIMATES. 296.825Z.

011.L'S HOME REPAIRS

.,,,,,,,

...'..... .........

oP sal

U..mei,4,F.'d.i'd=7;'"

6 mo. exp,

IF INSERT-014=3E0R

Sot, Plus *Maio*

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

dW
k

8.2000

roto

sok

Fencing

TAW! ppprp="02

Carpenter Work Zile fluo

h

1

tv

the.

ter Coll

'""'.r.e.'.".''.'''.'

a ARIAINUM

Remodel, Addrions

De

oathMal

COORRATIYE ENIERRRISES

ma, etc. Cell 133,21,17.
AARON
FLFCIRIC. Licensed.

290-6983.824-1304

810,0004- Capp Bonus

RICK'S DECORATING

RUSSELL
Sr..*S.cfnel;..

MADE. ELECIRICIAR Wir--i

STEEL

ea or 827.01.

Wollpapering

s

town Car

CHAIN LINK FENCE-

...d. Re,

I94.1500

Esono/Quality

%EST GAR,DEN CRIER,

GY

TOE FEU ESTIMATE

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER,. ee ock

r* 2TT' 2Pajgr °ET.'

toe RINI 253.4192.

GRADS

ERICAN UPHOLSTERING

ES 2961638

,,

purr/RIM BLACK DIRT 7

-

ak-aanit, dryer. range

..

r

428-5900

CARPENTER

"No!! -.p,"!,6",-

r'

rugSee

sea

Our goal Coll K n 392_0105

CONTRACTORS

B d D DECORATING

Ps'

Do

prV`Ka

°°-.0°
SINCE
.6 .1.'1.'1°11
IA9.6050

RECENT COLLEGE

telephone company of Illinois

trinity E player

ot'n1VT:r:nry%"io a trorget: ' °'" d''.

FULL OR PARTTIME

.13 Ellinwood, Des PI. 2nd lls.

Ill.
Pc rouu opoProspect,
omuiy ruurc.,
air

Test Tech 56.3750

Seereary

JTJP

1800 West Centred Rood
Mt.

13.Employment Agencies -Male

I Opp

THE W RKSHOP

erg a imAeo Mgoio

255-1900

N., loaverrw, evosvar

13 Employment Agencies-Mes

s37.2054

r , tru mr. so, RI 53

HOUSES RAISED

An

Upholstering

ok

910,0021ridl...SlOgrAl.2.FEIL

Baby sitter 15 or alder, in Hof.
mon Este, 7.011to 5, doy
8.1.5233 oft. 5.n.

SALES

circUitry, transistor Circuits, and electronic control
devices is required. We offer on excellent starting
salary and a full line of company benefits plus the
opportunity for porsonol development.

ch coo

°

17) S. Elmhurst R. Des. Pl.

I. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING

8 1999

Woorvog

We now hove excellent opportunities In our Mona
factoring Assembly Dept. for elearonic tech'cions with o knowledge of integrorvd circuits.
Technical obilify in the areas of solid state digital

ACE FASTENER Lb.

CUSTOM UPHOL,TERY

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

FULL BASEMENT

583 3838

CALL ED 38,359

dap o

to

5 PM. 325.30.

love chilaren. Write
Reek ., Box 212,A. Ms.

1-1 SERVICE, REPAIR

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

WHOLESALE, RETAIL
FRION BLUE KENTUCKY el

use

CULL

prZ

""'''"'''r" "."'

DO YOU SEW???

894-53.

OUTSTANDING COMPANY BENEFITS
OUTSTANDING

Rolling Meadows
A Eci

exciting, responsible, secretarial podBon. S/H, typing 8 lite dictaphonn.

"MaryMus1

arum

SOD DEPOT

CALL KEN AFTER 5 PIA

week. 7 . to

Fred Arlui. Studio.

to. build and repair d.es for pnatiory and

TV Service

c.11ils,,,7rq,r1tit,.L,0

827-7588

,

Baby dryer wonted.

$500-560

* ELDECDO, * PENSION NAN * ITAIDVACATIOV
* 21.11621-1121.0 * PAID HOLIDAY° * POIAVOFFSI

7rrs1..... :.7t

.0.d. lood.325.00
PROMPT DUNE. ANYWNIld
1500

°

Tutoring

..°°3 .1' .°°°r°'°' ''°°°°
17$ ,,Vs. Zrels"4k=

9'."

.1'1.'Vrh..'13,3.',....,5''' '..-

ra.

P'°"'.u.'111 .1030

259.0552

5,:;',71.,..

Dressmaking -Sewing

Y'Srorek.1.3'e.O./717

SOO

DIXITMATIv2

pOODIE GROOMING

1.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

RN

GliAcEL

299-1696

Building & Remodeling

TIPVIl6
STONE

o SAND

POODLE!. SCHNAUZER

TRAINEE $125 WK

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
We need

0 439-5465

HouSekeeper. Top se*, Ben.

EXECUTIVE

gRA

164Ielp Wanted Women

OrRN VOCKR.NRIG

Full day sessions.

Binding

CLASSIC HAIR GOODS

?oi..;F.F.;:,,,..T.unity

298-3200, ER. 361

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Hinsdale, 111. 60521

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

NO LAYOFFS

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

D'un4rn:':':r?'43'4.08II0

Mn. R C. Fahronkrog
120 E.Ogden Ave.
Suite 23

KNOW
I.C.'s?

WALLS AND FLOORS

PAINTI

1710 Algonquin 4374090
MORTON GROVE

RN or ERN

DO YOU

TILRAAN
OUSE NEE

DES PLAINES
MOE. Devon
1274160
MT. PROSPECT

Sol, pl. bon.

electronic
technicians....

""

company benefits ohm 201.4 ...um on

Equal °pp..* Employer

1100 Hicks Rd.

WIG DEMONSTRATIONS -

'Z0ZZE:,,r4::".;::.,751::,7F.'V:.!-'''''"'";

392-3160 aft. 6 PM.

Business wrI open

4.37 40e5

CUSTOM DECORATING

52.6634
uPvlan

All

dame ,Pend, 9 tiY bar

101)96 Free Positions

ErutiVe.sfgrciltird

WIEBOLDT'S

CL 3-7374

LEO'S

SPRING CLEANUP

EMPLOYMENT

Notional

392-1500 Ext. 211

OICX,112 HENKE

'

;

'

910 Chase Ave.

421,,sonnelOopartmem otIM IONS

Tile

GET THE BEST

°

wINKUMAN'S

0.9.064.

59-0993

439

E,11ent whin

rot

,

824-5464

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

...S....169Y..

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

for Oaluoin1rn"'

mu

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

"FORD"

S995 W. Dempster 965-2400

MANAGER
WANTED

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

rNnis

1003N. tionl,.11-1,

EiS 'ai. 3214::,S7,i fi5i?a=?:'':'!!

'6-V1.!=.1F'`

HOSPITAL
9 S.

Pm

827-9919

WIEBOLDT'S

ww 1e. 'walnut

HOLY FAMILY

437-5750

SHOE DEPARTMENT

==.7d7griew6.t.

Tailoring

MERION BLUE SOO
WHOLESALE

Coll Ken cubes at

MANAGER EMERGENCY'SUMP PUMPS

autob

TOP $$$$$$

Or Apply in Person

mate

'PAINTINGINT.
' "4 6 EXT. low,prices.

82.5440

WAHLQUIST

Bicycles 6 Renoir,

Free

WASTERS

D 8.1. CONCRETE

,r,

WIN TOW CARS
ANY CONDITION
0.11337-8283

Experienced col

/7e, students.

Landscaping

All SEASONS

od.

4 -Help Wanted Men

359-4113

(Op.-niers)

PART TIME
OR FULL TIME

SPOTNAILS INC.

I Ili are 1

19,1201,Em.00.1

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

PAYROLL CLERK

IIESPLAINC5

299-5571

V 4al

CONTACT PERSONNEL UPC

willing to work 6 days per week. Good
sal, with liberal benefits.

24 Help Wanted Men

' Wall
' ''''"".°
".' '
.roc,""
mach,.

CONSTRUCTION
967-9742
593-7208

Auto Service

Free Est..

completely staff:

$650-750 MO.

oo

Located In Elk Grove Village
Needs

.29b 7209

and re

insicre d Out

,RSI.SONARIF REFERENCES,

EXPERT BODY WORK

;

HOUSE PAINTING

rOriwi

PROCESS INSPECTION. Openings on all shifts. Must be

°A.Rr4;,.,,flopod c=.ontrol

Come to CENTEL and EARN while you
LEARN

$125 WEEK

297-2400

SECRETARY

Earn top pay and horn

MISS!

D 81 CONTRACTORS

coecostow.

Wille, Inc.

EXECUTIVE

GROUNDSKEEPER

TRAINEES

Sewer &Septic Work

259.10,9

pen

TIME ON YOUR HANDS?

For Wig Salon

$450 to $675
to

dcampony per Ann

BEAUTICIANS

'r'mg:eso
Ssm.bytines
.w.M

WIRE CO.

will core 1or your skild in mY

YOU CAN'T

427,019

STAFFING
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

G:na0.1

e

*IP.. °Pam., ow,,,

394-0080

19,2106

sns

7.7

!i:8'Yh.`1%iw

PHONE MRS.JAY

69 RAWLS POor

ArailClerks

CHICAGO MAGNET

pert. 7524548

HOME TYPING WANTED:

14.67.

001110

GALS11

%%rangier.=

=11'ETTIng

ap

Sheet Metal Work

ruler

`

'

52.9871

12258 El mhurst, Des Noines

056-0565

9654070

CLERIC

A.N. ROBINS CO.

Fast.

work.

HARCZAKS

$460
SALES ORDER

send your resume or call for on appointment

G Arlington Mo.

298.2770

2

Misc... iobs..439-.97

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

tr;.°,1,7",t!rp;
95.

FIND WAPPINET RIGHT
HERE IN THE

CLEANING LADY

Clean 1 2dro, apt I day week.
.31 pray.,
t/011,0001Pan

as

La Salle Personnel

359.1906.

RAN, ED. GUTTER
,5
3s

1

DORS

STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAMS

xszi4s,?*ND RrAIRS ALL

al io

own
r an mcomo of your oera
And II, homey ove OOKnEvr
AVON 501eln55 Reedy?

Fee24 Dash

Two eraes executives have a need fee one
secretary to work in a new modern office. At
least five years of secretarial experience required. Excellent company benefits. Phase

51,

r.

R 6 R POOPING

their

.

Roofing

a

JOB REFERENCES

ALto Body Renoir
66.1a

o

EL

6'6,6".'"'

COMPLETE

Must be over 21
Work Part Time Evenings.

Smolt. men ey

Woman

Fere.

-

*FdAPdAGEEWECdT'MIMES
*ASSISTAIITIVIALIAGERS

CC.011

own comma, on you r

Se 3ed2

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

%pr't

Ralerr

CAR 298,274

/irk ENEELY 1413G. CO.

FRANCINGAVAILABLE

0,171,a1Ar°4

US;=

oi.

FASCIA SONIC

,

r.'kw

d,

.r.,0"."'666Lw6s...

6v61-

ALUMINUM SIDING

212-0210

custom IN GEMENT

C5..3W99:72

COUNTER MAN

.

Ill [WRY/mid 110101

1161 McCabe Ave, Elk Grove

JUNE GRADUATES
9

BENEFITS:

288123,Ola, King
King

IGOR THE 'Mt.

Morals

Road lo Sec todey's Sts1 merrily

-4966 Timor 102.8295 Yea.

AD

reception.

2 us 4:

.-'....M.....'C'-

Painting 8 Decorating

GUTTERS, ROOFING
COUNTRYSIDE ALUMINUM
PRODUCTS CO.

APOLLO

Art Services

a ma,

be

wha1 may be wrong

Trl*P7p.,

in yOur

537 00vd

Allis Chalmers Sales 11.5entice

me to good

Now Interviewing for

R15SOS

!,uqrh'elocl.1299-1.7.0.6r

Welk,
Foundations

Ihniesnte.coomemst
Prompl Install,.

Cot

PLUMBING HEN., Rod.,

FREE ESTIMATEr'''

Call. 392 4750

KEDZIE CONCRETE

°....
Dives

sat

rtftfall'

plumbing

orb.
o

1161414 Wanted Wont

1

business of yea own

Rexcptlienist

12-Situalions Vionletlittomen
and dri

L...1.3.."..o..r.".1g.56

DAV

-

ACCEPTED

CALLS

pool

Fer

DA Y OR NITE

ROBER 5 CONCRETE

''1747.?..1.A

r, 17.X.....1,,r.surg

start
Ras

Student .14
eta. Y.

Reltable College

3822

CEILINGS HAND WASHD,

PLOWING, Loon MANSE

summer lob. Aln, does
almenance.251.04130

KRD,rywo255
DAN

g

oliday. 6 Insurance Open

13,7,r.4.8 Er 17

A NEW YOU? Try

IN71°^17,VeVillg attl:',Z71:gzr.

HELP PUPPY
DOCTOR WITH PETS

reinin,

s.dcfr

WITH A

W-11 T

S.oll Jobs

.PRI-

P

1 -Situations NiapteeMen

EX*. PLASTERING
d RMODEUNG

Cen1enl

11

I

H

6 WA., SNOW

sip

TAKE AIM

VATF HOMES. CHURCHES. FR
PA ORS RESTROOMS

STRIPPED

Hearing Ards

na. Call 662,22.

BY RAY PETERSON

a
uqq,,,,,q4o..r,,,,

P. r 9

nesql

r

ORIAL, 711.740S

Plastering

-

FUN MAINTENANCE
RESTAURANTS. .01NCES.

CLISTOMELO.Searnless oluminum

Alterations

,,

View

921-4681

255-7200

Bud-

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

8 rOd'S Maintenance
Service

RUSH YOUR CHAI

'

etc. Working

ppm,pp ,

furniture Refinishing

-cnu

JUNE GRADS
Cur specielimd

ion

!.Mr,^4,4g,c7it Zle.nctL4tzl..tr.r.V.T,c11

holmes & assoc.

CALL

259-5926

eekends. 289.3168

Carpet Cleaning

_whinr0.1.1..

,q.

,,,

re.. bosesi in.*,

Nac

Fr

RID FAL1010S10

RV
ALL SEICE
CO.

es

MATES. CALL Fr8.6912

6 f0,011

Need Help?
Advertise with Day

118osiness Stakes

Lost Moroi cycle MR. Rive
with clear lore Weld. 0

Schad rove

Page 21

Suburban

Want Ads

LOW COST DRY CLEANING. Run

Piano Tuning Services

°EGRET-ARIAL AS3I3

WalnEsdAY Juno 10 1979

tip I'/anted Women

On eque3

Roll. Mdws. Reward. 259-3899

80.-S,n5.1g1=1.NTSik
,,,,,, °As,

CO OPTION/NO

71Do
-con

An Nuol OpperruniryEmpIoYer

392.9104

LOS. Femole cou rnolti-colured
lo
k
d 1
w eyes VI

4Tr''

16

HI tr. Paid wilco

GENERAL OFFICE

Call 593-5950

thvision of Whittaker Corp.
1001 W. noosevolt Rd,
Botwven 25111 Ave. &Mannheim Ild.

Berk.

Itt.re=ePr'eTVJ

297 °SR

INSIDE SALES

Production Steel Co., Inc.

E
93, 130 S/41.G.*g

"7-'4=

296-6640

OR

Call Gary Mikes. Fl 5.0200 - Ext. 356

TANT

COM.. teem moke
dares /o meet tour bostaltal

GIRT FRIDAY

26-6elp Wantel Yipmen
CLERK 6

You

RECEPTIONIST

$4 AN HOUR
4 HRS. ASSORT.
4 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP PAY RATE up to $4.20 pr hr.

NANO LESSONS. Music 'hooey in
d.
h d

131iiitnid fund

26414 Wanted Mon

I

26410p1/anted Women

SECY4650

CUSTOMER SERVICE

"VSZ.r.

* PERMANENT POSITIONS

15Instruction

ested Coll Mr. Moore.
545-0507

151mrogent Agoves 10-1

public contact

oys wonted open ofiarnoon 6,
orurdoy ape 121° 16 Minion

MAINTENANCE MEN

Sell Things Faster

sulated Siding' If inter-

N,nagf

.summer Coll 47.7,39

92.4750

Doy Wont Adr

In-

16Employannt Agenclec Iforo

BOYS,. IS

WANTED WOMAN who would
bow vise to Lola dine to $o Los
Angelo, area 391 WO

Ida looking for a couple
of frame homes et your
area to deploy our now

24 Help Wonted Men

114 Help Wanted Men

era;

Work available Immediately 6

Rental.,
101

i -.poi.--

-o

t -t --....

141Ielp Wanted Men

st .8 Rep.

AAA

girls is published.

The all -metal rotary printing
ber type included in the Prire,41
enable any young T12,1cT . print
his own stationery, family menus,

membership cards, notices and
other items. Everything needed,
including a supply of ink and Pe,
per and a manual of instructions,
will be included in Me pl..

In eddition, as bad quairying
pram. 10 Musical Steamship
Whistles ma de of plastic, 414
inches long with- range or four
notes will be awarded in each
Young Hobby Club city. Than
whistles will be given as the pram
for the 10 neatest and most origi-

nal correct contest entries loony
re cved.

EntrWs winning

whieistles

will be advanced to the

the

judging et the national level
where the five best entries of all

will be selected by the contest

*Mu to win the printing press
The pule is a cinch to solve.
Just decide what each object in
the drawing a, printing its Weal
Rua on a stwet of paper, add the
12 letters together and there's the
solution. Clip the picture out,
paste it on a sheet of paper, print
we
the city's name beneath it alone
your own,ame,age,addreas

end Zip monk Decorate the entry in any neat, original way with
paints, crayons 'or cutouts. Ad-

will be sent to their homes by

dress it to Poppy Ds Midweek
DipPrnting Press Contest at The

Dick s property and none can be
turned

a and mail it before midnight
of day aficOomorrow.
Judges' decisions will be final
The names of the winners will be

published here and their awards

mail. All entries become Cappy

TOMORROW Dawn., for
making on envelope photo frame'
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WCI1D0day Pine. 10 1970
26,11elp Wanted Women

261 elphaanted Women

xi

28 Bela Wanted Women

2S0111 Wanted Warn

ARE YOU A

Light Weight?

CNECAGO NIAGNET
WIRE CO.

27 Ilelp IVanted Men & Women

92,Thscellaneos TIed-cdrse

smaai=Tin=v?%..,

t on SU

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Let us shad some light

Fell bete new pot Hon

394..5660

394.0267

31-Romma2e &CarageSsle

el.. 2

901 Chose Ave

'V

.

C.S5 7121

824-2175

m.53 00 to thousands le choose

All Of lice Skills

Shad .1.9

itarsnp

.4ttnt,Arf',v,la.

ND/LAYS:MEM

Coll and Talk

bNycle, Sch... Se, roe,. Sod

359.611D
BLAIR
LerriptomrieS

OPERA

i

.0.. swdie

6 V Nes gunor.MM-1232

Bowe Hp!

Would Help, OualifYI

d

GERMAN SHORT HAIR, AKC,

SubarbanNoK16.kBld9

Accounts
Receivable

So. Bend Mill ond bench lathe
822-2326

Sauce yow forum

Wiggirolot7'

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We Need Sharp

a

d

Ph,

61r. Pr

GaisH

P

ad

C

's"Cl

tzot

All-Runl All need work pn or

Ao

p

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'60 Bui. Electra
392.9263

short

All Post/Wes 10056 Free

Promotion Irons within.
Free bus from down lown Des Plaines.

437-5161
.P5.11.1123t OTALLONO

COMERS ORMI.

DISNCIONNEL.

DOROTHY SISSON, 299.226h EN. 2II

BEN FRAN KLIN'
DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
DES PLAINES

AN ECBJAI 0.0.uNi IV EMPLOYER

after the
senior prom..
what then?

Centex Executive Plaza

pgrx,

MGR.

modern office building.
Superior benefit proovonl..5 doy. 361/4 work
week.

MUTUAL

Ns,

NIL

best

121t 9,, PWZT

2

old Co

fry E al.

bewastfo

better car?

SSONSer

Check the

NEW YORK
2720 Doss.p..1,cosis:es A.,

P

.7,7.7,77Vt77.77.77`.7.;:7,z

f

'69 DIMIERA

to

.H Et

E

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

.092.6627

$3895
'68 RIVIERA

Pers 20.

OM LOYMENT SERVICE

2141019 WautetlEllen & Women

Welt are

GOOD PAY

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 5. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts,
439-0923

oCortnmercial

7,-.1EPHONI7 e.FiKTRONIC5
Phaithloke, III.

Trlomah .nvert.l.
IV.

condition.

ExcellenE

doon6275 Cam 6 roping pans
far 2.27.15,2,50
IMO hIGO. Very good condition,
SIA00. Coll
253.1.2112

1961 Chevrolet

N ine Geed condsion150

294-41,

,d2
Ele,tra 22, Custom comertsble

NEW BUCKS
All Models A Equipment

BARRINGTON
NiPORT MOTORS

454 Rambler Station re.do, 6

1110 'Rent Apartments

O

ere',

THE FINEST SERVICE

'65 FORD
GALAXIE 500

0

$995

rosIsSR14064

MT NOM

Apo,

7777.7'

$2360

$2550

1595

'

'65 Mustang
Convertible

895
Iota

., 271s th shoo
roe. fireplace; beamed, pond led kitchen 6 den; all
eipplse

:Of 1:ou Spoceavoimblo.

603 E. PPOSPECE APE

71.Ants.and Rams ta Share

in

ILL

I

Randhurst. 259-6,43B, 657.2222

346,950 52743985

0

Lk. Zurich. Pe,ecr 310,1Er

PALATINE/ROLLINGMEADOWS

CALL 439-8020
P

BEM/anted to Rent

323,00 430-1796

g

bedroom

Northwest Day

ronchene

627.06031. See Rend., Mgr.

299-620B

AND

oev,'scii G. StinnAc.IP..:

AIR CONDITIONED
FUN', CARPETED

722 Center Street

32 -Miscellaneous Medial:MR

M . Pres. Birchwood ler. AR'S.
be

259-9265
El

259.5300,0.37

ly

1

500 Dogwood Lane, NU. Prosp.
I, 616W. EM1V.Pleeling ha.
Behr . Budd K s' gto

394.52,M

Avail 7-7 593 7167.5.

250.1350

OP ALPINE
ROADSTER

87000emeniums

beoutly medium.

675,300 258-2666

67 PONTIAC
CATAL1NA

rAIST3'13=1:Ntr"'
Prospect, sublet July I, I
6.33 Prn

ViglOPISOr

739B

6763224

3 BR. FAN.. RM. NM boshs. 6325

Pot Mon, 292-9060
His.

NEW DE LUXE

2 Beam. Condominiums
FULL PRICE $22,900
oern.

Goad
5,2220

Wh

E

g. 3 hd

S31,500.

CI

It

h.

.

k

o

tto...ttat.tttrt
0400D. Down

775-5330

BBRealfstateliacant

SZOO1V.4,1V'

Pleas.

inoncing avoid 631,900. Shown

90InvestnentProperty

I

balm, opt

DaTi=h"pritt'Oriii

LAND INVESTMENT
school, pads, pool t18,580
259.7283

Westgate Apts.

ow, 255.103

hdrm opt. pool, $180.
avail July I, Call 350.2258

SWIrlo

REALTOR

olldoySat.Tues.

Bulova Ladiel diamond watch.

Des,P.II.

I

bdrrn apfs. 5180 6

IL"`Aia'r

ITT

men

-r:;:tc7e7ct-:Jcer

REAL E;rATEIR'CILEMS

RUB:

investment.,
11.0.1000.

213 port. ton. $10; AWN floor
wallstero 640; wol. cob. colle.;
ret bar 635. 43,3573

Formica kItchan table. oblong.

3924.5

$2990

You' I I

rind

.Hts.

Contact Wirn Today

6150. Retired couple.P.

:herd

"

200 N. Westgate

253.6300:

... .
NNW

Roll Mdws. Sublet. Spoclous 2

ming pool 6 recreation Bldg.
$115 roo. Avoll. Aug. lot

215.67

A iri.
Rif VIP

COMPUTER
ooCc,ttoI0000r0000,tDB

N.onWesTpa.

'66 MUSTANG

vo,ciao

'65 kIJSTANO

5545

I760

weed bers
radio, terecorablrowolle
H ase fop,

6d.,,V-0.aattamat..dIo.

outomot

1390

of

'69 OLDSMOBILE

Local car,

$3780

Spare never down

MLS

'68 DELMONTE 88

'66 MERCURY
MONTEREY
2 door hardtop out.o.

9205

894.4560

2290

Von Dyke, 10,00 seeTtpanel.
ed, completely remodeled. Mot.

.Zorgtt.s

pitfall oft 6 pm, 299-4713.

MOTORS

P68 2 !Arm mobile Fern,

298-2006

2,60., no

anytime bter.
pm.8.1,593.630.10 no °rower

011 insdss

.

67 cor.,,,,a, Imo,

iambs..
urn'd, owning, underpinning,
air

andilioner. !Ike
MOO. 299.6676

a

new -.ors.

..

OOOOOOOO B

279
'68 FORD GALAXIE

1695
10 Wagons.

New.

Choose from
Example:
69 Ford WaDon

Used
Cars
in

$2095

The

COMPUTE
INSURANCE

AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

1965 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

DAY's
a'a ILI

Ping

1516t. No5lrust1*., Anitaitza 61,1,1.5 ra-110
9 to s,ao stautder

Closed Sunday

n'w

,,1ve
el° sa igIr.=
sea
`vt,ei.cieg
. rank,
9395

Non*. PNI.47

Sop

an717,cJO
23,191.9

$495
'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

PO":1.7tV:knetTn7Vr

$1250

Shiabilelicanns

"LINE -

1965 CORVETTE 4 -speed

hif radio, whift

'10,001100

Bast
up"

EVA
'64 FALCON
door, hard top, VA wick
82,95
redo

"TN

Feature for this week:
"98" COUPE

WI FORD CLOVOM .

VB

POwer broke, GI pockogn

intAdmali'o"nTal'

So newhornelf

ftwergeg matey,

op, in downvown

610.Good condition

695
'65 FAIRLANE

moso 'cep hs.r.

O5AND1.111%

"Cre'rf'V'cr 2;Wrd o w

Tues.Wed aft Ipn, Thur.Fri .

3995

whim walls.

New Flegonr Elevator Bldg.

01t.in Breakfast Dor

bs CHEVY
MALMO
2 door, hord

'WI <MUM

YHOT

trIZP0oVrd'e7 ab"It'Orrn

RM.

1171 666rzroli6

Man. 61,1 'pal,

MT. PROSPECT

;'f23./370'.

household

Estey otoon, 6 yrs. old,
6301, sectional couch; b,g shod.

.05s.lt07

g=,; LOT'S. 0O

B1195

Uo7. ICZted6666

1966 FAIRLANE GTX CONVERTIBLE

'65 FORD

-

5.7225

4kNe2SMTOMS

reps. Various
items. 3R2-8132

$795

'69 SKYLARK
COUPE

50395

'66 CHEVY
MPALA

Des Plaines/3 Blocks from Town

Coll 439-4100

.oppleg Elec. heat

C

WIRING SOLDERING

Moll gar V2 acre lof
Honor
hirnt:537,500.529.6902.

.

Call a 5-9153

259-6186

89466272.

all alter 5 PM, 259-4017

One Bedrrn Apts from 6176

TENNIS COURT

Trffony Myle leaded gloss

9212

re7i'odZii= w"e"

r=s,,L7.711 -7,77

° "m° ihs shonemn. si ao

MOUNT PROSPECT

Timberlake Village

BEd 6219

ke.

GE 15.6 cu. Ir. REFRIGERATOR.

°CABINET ASSEMBLER

OWNER.52,06.1.7.

61=0'Ern =10.6

don. 537.6190

ASSEMBLER

.rd mp, rock, koate,witiro

854141EstoteMpt. Building

Randwood Apartments'

117 S... Street

CI or
624 600

PRODS

pee big 15tiente1...

pp,

61T. PROSPECT

Prospect Day

895
'65 FORD SQUIRE

2 door, hordtog aatasaa.l.

217 S. ArIngton Ills. Rd.

Meth School Dist 218

b

06 -Real Eslate-Nouses

Arlington Day

1690

SUE -ORATION
IRASSElf SPORT

ov

Golf Mill Arec

3 BDRMS.
1

c

sid

DES PIAINES

Says

SCHAUMBURG. 1 yr. pld, 3 P.m.

'60 CAMARO

74M0 Rent Apartments

'66 LTD

'67 CHEVELLE
MALIBU

SUMMER

LIVier
HOWARD SPROUT & CO.

Bill Kelly

0

MEI OUR

Lovely 5 rm. ,onc,.

One Bedriaartments

73 -To Rent Famished Apartments

JEWEL

20005. Wolf Rd.
Des Moine,
Att Equal Opportunity Employer MiT

1A00.

110 -To Rent Office Space

Fl 5-0500 EXT. 594
OFFICE PERSONNEL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CUTLASS

MI

iencedy.,,V31.20.0.296-3901

299.1692.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
,
PHONE 297-5320

Notwoorks
low Pncol

000000000

Oda. gum none. !Amoco

lineal Estate -Houses

358-6366

perience. Strong clericol
ond figure oplitude.
Light shorthand and
good typing skins required. Excellent f ringe

Experienced or Will Train
Good starting salary with automatic increases.

ode

$1695

NOVA

Timberlone

girls with set.loriol ,x-

o PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

At
#,,5
00 tr,0o00

0°

126 N. COOK ST
BARRINGTON

'70 CHEVY

16 -To Rent Houses

RENTA,RANCH HOUSE.

our executive office for

PRODUCTION
SUPERVISOR

Dr

'67 LTD

MOVE

70,Ro00shard.licusekeepIng

FULL TIME
Irnmedisee openings

0

10114 STOCK 0

nr40 01400

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

Ready to Gott

SALE

O
Example:
0
..s '69 Galavie 5000
o

$695

232

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR,
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

11.3.-1.12Soc 062-1072..,2a.

of/accent

SECRETARIES

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

NITOMATIC IMMIX

Piro

$1895

,

O

'67 OLDS

oResideneial

hasshod, 6160. Wu.. lown. Mo.

Monday lino Friday 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

°
0

'65 CHEVY BEL AIR
.2:407.96'0

Roes*

Real Estate/CLASSEFED

392-1581

INTERVIEWING:

1967 BEELINE 21 Et..
se/I-contained, incl..

81395

radio IL Le.

COOK COUNTY

Modern facility located in Des Plaines has interesting work for

put sou in

dor P.m Peew

381.0899

oleo

psnon. soon.

Canopy Kn. unit. Extras. SPRO.
392-3098 oft. 5 PM

724-6006

DES PLAINES, Deluxe I 6 2 bdrrn

'IreI76;''''I't°6"T;k1o7:e:!*

cio, Aolvisids. ond

103 -Auto Tra [Mrs &Campers

DEM0 80

'THE En= DEALER

394-5660

Encabo. 000 000

2

671/e...tory alr

'"%6TOT3P'F"'

Win)

2741elp Wanted Men & Worm

Am a Siemeirophor. Gen,
Clerk. File Clerk or Typo
oicz0cs0so90 1m

1362 G MC Vs 'Ion

000000000

'67 CHEVY IMPALA
2 Dr. D., V.I3 owe,. ..6667..deeril

$3195

N/.A,,100,o,loor

wassellIconew.

FOOD STORES

fx/edneliong A ken

$1495

67 OLDS

mod. {LEO OHM MSS orn.

439.9906

102.Truelm,Traileis

I3eISI'orth4.14r4 =o!S

elos. toe

Des Plaines Day

s..tto, it co...

Des Plpines,

Day or kkght

To drive summer
chartered work.

'67 BUICK SKYLARK

cam;

nersx...,FACIORT.

66.0usiness Opportunities

!pill

KODE, SHAG CARPET $4.96 sg

44.1logs,Pets &Equipment

Nonn.

BEAUTY SHOP FOR RENE

yd. DeLUXE PLUSH 63,95

SCHOOL BUS

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

P.We seady new to

CI.3 9461 Aft

Ruu cpaPEr

Orn

Pane BHP,. o BEEP good cor SEE CI

$1395

9'21

'd

Pl

SELk:,1LOUT

SUBLET

t7ie

I:Ca-NC, toren p.1

520

'68 ROAD RUNNER
C1011V AIR

C00710NNY.

953.1570

h

g

1

'an

h.ge

B27.3145

AU ST

AN 6 PM

oller.

56.011ice 'aniline -Devices

9212 rug SO. 259-7195

Naho.00d Wet ilieno
do°, hPew,t9,, UN: maw-

DEPT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

,T7 ttzr 7 '°

1969 MERCURY COUGAR 0(87

Classified Ads
for great buys!

r'"""sc1t1ric

boll blew s rrors ...b.f. cop

benef its.

OF

FO

6050

L

COMPIZZ OFFER.

s 2 OR A, - Reosanable

Odic raise°. Pleasant
working condltiOns in

HI.

WS.

about a

stand, new head SQ; Luelwlp

5 PC. BEDROOM SE,

gN

,3

Loch,g

'4;hi'd:',27shi3h3aEIVI7

52,4302

avall CW109,7030

Full time typist. Excellent
salary f or a good typist.
Diveryified [Mies. Peri-

VT 001 Es

rodio, slereo, except,. Ilk

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'n717e7OrlsT-T2'29'''''"

POOS TABLE. MO

MT PROSPECT

CLERK
TYPIST

rodip,

259.07,0

Uppg, plano with tovely wood

Fo/ding legs -5100

FOR AUDITING

Interesting trips

Merchandise dinner°.

e(s

ptse.,

Blue,

3625 Coll cher 6 PM

HAM to 4 PM

Teaddirion maw oceelleni le.efir program
we rdenollor:

0

1960 NI STANG.

00300 cc

ml.

313 Pontiac Coial.na, 2-dr,

5374637

p'

DRIVERS

Le cooed. of working 018081

proffer 037-1537

00 00& SIM.

35.0-171.6

50 CC Trail /dolor Cycle, 1966

host nvoor. m

blOod

ereohy 8,46rr,onoIe. $125.

CASH

hone. owearect a Must

Rck-up runs. All 3 for 6125 of

co11,185 0453

r7=,

Callal ter 6 PM 2,9,4117

L

Elk Grow aro. Ogle

"SOW 4+1290

Thinking

mt77gTV,Z.77-

DPerersileo.

An ea./ oPnortun, employer

Age'

527-1920

259-901)0

3-9660.

t;,T'',T,,tt;s9r1.01t

41 Rome furnishingsfornilure

GEM MO

THEN THIS IS THE
JOB FOR YOU.

P. SECTY.$120

Ito manage master records on a comp..

900 N. Wolf Poe°

LI

FEMALE

O SECRETARIES (SHORTHAND)
°EXPERIENCED PROOF READER
o COPY COMPILERS
O BOOKKEEPER - ACCTS RECEIVABLE

Pr

P/S. ii

P/B

HIT,

37 Boats anr1Marine Supplies

An Equal OpporluhiN Employer

BEN FRANKLIN.

selon who

692.8734

tkodalos. A.KC

1602 v., Concord...1m
P

thoIe ofOrWchOl.ngIng [oh oppoNonisies owolting

rho ephrielt,

Coll 296 W

th .typ

a

MT. PROSPECT
STATE BANK

67 Olds Cutlass Supreme VO,

Call 027-0692

rrn de pcs 0.3.0062

677-0600

PM 253 02 NI

66 MUSTANG, 289, 3 speed,

SKOKIE, ILL.

267-5300

WOLF AND OAKTON

of.

CAJMPER FOR REN7.

SCIEMBEIC CO.
7300 N. LINDER

WS PLO A/C Vint,

437,51 er
'64 fold

'65 Del Air 200 H.P. 396. 4 sod

1963 PEW6013741, aPaor. 6

51410sicalltistruments

92 se, L., Slecp

SECRETARY
RECEPTIONIST

SARDECIT-tIELCH

67 Cutlass

top 51600 or best of.. Alter 4

PI:ME Tempest Custom 4

able CL 3-9063

34200 and Eagles

good send 625; fi pool table
525.47.5127 aft 5 pm

IIPP's Mehl,

25,3750
Moion Motor
& Coil Corp.

9 PAID HOLIDAYS PLUS VACATION

k

DDO OODD

wide ovals. R/H, good condition.
437.673,2fier O.

g

h

II

EMI

61

Apply InPenen only. Ask for
William Frans or Donna 1,14

HOSPITALIZATION
MAJOR MEDICAL
LIFE INSURANCE

emitre. CL 3-9481

519.7580

Malign

FULL RANGE OF BENEFITS INCLUDING

N tge b

no

"
oller.CL 9.4261

FREE KITTENS 70 GOOD HOME

OP

hy

C

TODAVI

Mr. Flynn 503 3030

OFFICE HELP

PAW°.
Oest Offer

439.60,
TOP DENREITS

° and GENERAL

r..,G) poorcy21,871

Runt area,

Radro

255-2505

1967

'6TA"OfrIV

PUPPIESZ,V,V1:14(5 OLD.

SENA OLIC,1EDUATRIV

PROOF READERS

rs

66 Po. o Coulina Convert
rir 11/ 043 0000mIII,or,

63 FORD WAGON, AST. P/S, R/H,

oller. 092.2692

Radial ale

SHEET METAL BACKGROUND

BOO E. NW Hwy., Palatine

CLERK TYPISTS

62 Olds station wagon, all pow.

"52 Golpsie 500 ...is. Power

110 Sporkstars

S2100

run

685 Co11129 2337 al. pm

.,4"11hrar;sn'arklEgt;n7
pufly

or apply in Per,.

P.1,3..2559370

5

112 Re/cot les for (Si

6,airlone V 0 2 dr
AM FM ra

BUICK CONVERT

o"etr.C6=1Zr39.1.43

'1595-00'64

De A Blair Temporary
This Summett

437-5750

Xd"1"

'I'm"crer

rIgnntiot'ML Snc'tVg

fringe benelles.

Call Ken (Webs al

1960

sh'h

III (0201021 and Access.

Kenmore washer 6 At,.

112 Puterneb les for See

61 Chevrolet Posen wagon

104 Recrestional Vehicles

:

620.

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

E NrX3MoreCoe

07072

les Odds

aCe

112 flutemohdes For Sale
A/C

de

!We'r oV327'rl6V7Or

40% - 60%

259.5300,0.37

112 Automobiles For Sate

1966 Chevy Impala

82L'Irif00107

Distr. 214

NO FEE

for 1st 53rd shifts

701 Auto TraiMrs &Camps'',

ous

ics'hsi's1 s='1,`:cr.'s1:4 471'i

;7 2;F;7)F07;:77'

High School

ZiX,71ttge'r.

TECFINDC1AN TRAINEES

ps daub. ...Porn sot

Call 027 2006 one,

'Pras76 431/1ZO'"

ZZ.te,Vie;Ler

Located In Elk Grove Village
hos immediate openings for

OTITIS FITEIth igsfunniere

erTM

(4W-0,FoArtl_1:7;ferr 1,

nnounces

The time is now to move up to Toronado,
The place is Ladendorl Olds where

your trading power is greater than ever.

-

5

e

20 NEW TORONADOS
IN STOCK!

Body Side Paint Stripes Four -Season Air Conditioner
Soft -Ray Tinted Windshield and Windows White Stripe
Fiberglass -Belted Tires Deluxe Wheel Discs Tilt Away Steering Wheel Chrome Door Edge Guard Mouldings Deluxe
Pushbutton Radio BiPhanic ear Radio Speaker Remote
Control Outside Rearview Mirrow Power Side Windows
6 -Way Power Bench Seat Adjuster Vinyl Rooftop Covering

4

Visor Vanity Mirror, Courtesy & warning Door Lamp, Luggage Coreportment Lamp, Underhood Lamp, Front Compartmenv Lamp, rower Disc Brakes, Vari-Rallo Power

-

1970 OLDS

1970 OLDS

CUTLASS S COUPE

CUTLASS S COUPE

Turbo-Hydromatic Transmission, factory air conditioned, tinted glass, power steering, power front disc
brakes, white stripe fiberglass belted tires, wheel discs,
deluxe radio, remote control outside mirror, Galleon
Gold, Black vinyl top.

1970 OLDS
TORONADO

Steering,' and Turbo Automatic Transmission -400.

Stook # 1 MS
rice

$5277

TurboHydromatic transmission, factory air conditioned, tinted glass, power steering, power front
disc brakes, white stripe fiberglass belted tires,
wheel discs, deluxe radio, remote control outside

Stock # 11013Z

mirror, Galleon Gold, Black vinyl top.

Stock # 10996Z

Price

Price

$3353

'3353
RAND & CENTRAL. ROAD.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

HOURS. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:00 to 9:00

SATURDAY 900, to 1:06401ED

heck the Checkered Flag Winner and that's Buick, still first big
seller in Chicagoland! But did we

and we can't forget the one person who wins the 1000 gallons
of Union "76". Be a winner! Buy
a winner...in new cars and

say 1000 Winners? We really
meant 1001! You see, everybody

who buys from John Mufich
Buick during 1000 Time wins
;

We've got them

all but we're
loaded with
LE SABRES!

can't top a happy combination
like this! And if your wish just

deal right now from John Mufich
Buick!

double check the Double -Check for a Used
Car Winner!
1970 ELECTRA
Sport Coupe, custom interior, factory air conditioning,
power

windows, Aqua Mist finish, low, low miles.

The season's biggest inventory at
the year's lowest prices! You just

used...and get the winning-est

Check the Checkered Flag. Winner then

,1

LE SABRES !

SUNDAY'

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

1968 ELECTRA

Custom Sport Coupe, Turquiose finish, with dark vinyl roof. Power
seats and windows.

$2895

1969 OLDSMOBILE
Sport Coupe, 4 speed, ram rod
350 engine, tuned headers. Silver
mist finish with black vinyl top, and matching
interior, mag wheels.
Been Babied.

1968 LE SABRE
4 Door, hardtop, factory air conditioned, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, Burnished Brown with dark vinyl
roof, vinyl custom interior.

$2495

1968 LE SABRE
4 door hardtop, Artic white finish with black vinyl top. Automatic

1967 LE SABRE

transmission power steering, power brakes.

happens to beta brand spanking

$2795

$1995

Sport .Coupe, factory air conditioned, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes. Turquiose finish with dark vinyl

new 1970 LeSabre, come in,

1969 CHEVELLE

come win. We're making extra
super bonus special deals on

1968 SKYLARK

SS Malibu Coupe, 396 cubic inch engine V-8, turbo-hydromatic,
power steering, mag wheels, Burnt orange with black vinyl top.
Sharpl

Sport Coupe, Strato Blue finish with matching custom
interior,
automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, Ready to
Go.

$1895
1967 CHEVROLET

these beauties because we're at-

$2695

$2295

Impala convertible, Emerald Green finish, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes. Fun in the Sun,

tempting to normalize an overloaded stock!

1969 LE SABRE

1968 CHEVROLET

Sport Coupe, Artic white finish, automatic transmission, power
steering power brakes, factory air conditioned.

Bel -Air 4 door sedan, Aztec
Gold finish, 'factory air conditioning,
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes.

$1895

NEVER TITLED

WIN 1000

1968 ELECTRA

1968 LE SABRE

4 Door Sedcin, silver mist finish, with black vinyl top, factory air'
conditioned, 6 way power seat, power windows.

"Convertible", Charcoal finish, with white roof, automatic
transmission, power steering,
power brakes, low miles, factory warranty..

$2795

$1995

.

John

Opel AND...

You have a chance to win, win, win! And you don't
even hove to buy! Simply be 18 or over and come in
and register. Winner need' not be on hand for the
drawing. (Ever stop to think how far you can go on
1000 gallons of Union "76" gas?)

BUICK ON
RAND

Gallons of Union "76" Gas!

MUF1CH
mt.
Prospect

801 E. RAND ROAD
I

4,

tt
.r:

r.r.....en

roof.

$1595
1967 ELECTRA
Custom 4 Dr. hardtop, Artic white with dark vinyl roof. Full factory
equipment, factory air conditioned.

$2295

'

1965 CHEVROLET
Impala Convertible. Gold finish, automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes...DRIVE IT HOME.

$1195

Opel AND . .

.

BUICK ON
RAND

v.

HONE 394-2200

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

low in upper 60s. Tomorrow: Chance of thunder-

2554400

showers, high in upper 80s.
4
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Contract

iator seeks
use of Dist. 214
chool buses

for sewer
system OKd
By Ben Clarke

,The Mount Prospect Board
Improvements

of Local

(ROW, meeting for the first
time since 1968, last night ap-

proved a contract with Consoer, Townsend - and Associates, for the planning work on
the Hatlen Heights Sewer project.

.Cost of the project is to be
paid partly for by a special assessment. The contract still requires Mayor Robert Teichert's signature.
- .B 0 L I Chairman Errol
Richardson said that another
meeting of the board is scheduled for next week, at which it
is hoped Kenneth 0. Stonesifer, an attorney and expert in

By K.C. Radtke

A proposal to bus St. Viator
High School boys living with-

in District 214 on that district's school buses is under
learned.

Both Rev. James E. Michalietz, C.S.V., principal of St.

.spread the assessment for the
work required.
Richard Jesse, village finance director, is the commis, ski'. ter selected by the court to
spread the assessment, but
some technical questions have
arisen that require special ad-

Viator High, and Dist. 214
Edward Gilbert acknowledged that the proposal
Supt,

was being discussed.

researching the legal questions

of busing parochial students
via tax -paid transportation.

Neither Harry O'Kane, St.

there has been home construction west of Meier Rd. and the
sewer's capactiy was ques-

tioned, according to William
engi-

neer.

:THERE WAS some severe

Lincoln, during the heavy
rainstorm of June I and 2,
when 21/2 inches of rain fell on
the northwest suburbs during a
few hours.

Boy, 10,

drowns in
home pool

Chemist John Fox holds pollution filled filter as he explains a Cook County Air Pollution
Bureau monitoring device to students of Ann Sullivan School, Prospect Heights. A vacuum pulls
air down through the filter for a 24 -hour period, then weight and content are analyzed.

NW suburbs putting teeth
in anti -pollution program
By Darlene Mitchell
Many villages of the northwest suburbs have adopted air
pollution ordinances.
However, village officials

Arlington
Heights boy drowned yester-

say that checking and enforce-

day while playing with two

mainly up to the Cook County

A

-

10 -year -old

ment of air pollution will be

other boys in a private swim-

Air Pollution Bureau. Most

' -Thing pool at the home of Vera

Arend, 1131 N. Patton, Ar-

municipalities are not staffed
or equipped for such an oper-

lington Heights.

ation.

Mark Hlavac of 1513 N.
Ridge, was pronounced dead
at Northwest Community
Hospital.

"We will rely on the county," said Virgil Barnett,
Mount Prospect village manager, "It takes a good deal of

Mrs. Arend told police her

technical knowledge. Building
Commissioner Ray Scheupfer
said that the two smoke com-

,

and two of his
friends came over to go swimming. "I asked the boys if they

grandson

ll knew how to swim," Mrs.
Arend said "and they all said
yes."

plaints received by Des Plaines

since the city's ordinance was
passed, were turned over to the
county.

Mrs. Arend told police she
vias watching the boys playing

for awhile and then went into
the house for about five min.

tites when her grandson rushed
in the house and said that

Mark was floating face down
fit the deep end of the pool .

A neighbor, Dan Holbrook
'

of 1115 N. Patton administered artificial respiration to

THE COOK COUNTY Air
Pollution Bureau uses 15 air
monitoring units in the county, excluding Chicago. Two cf

A third unit to be located in
Des Plaines. It will be installed

at Maine West High School
and operated 'in cooperation

Bureau.

What

has

plished by
records?

been accomthe monitoring

"They have indicated that
we get the highest concentration of air pollution in the Cic-

compared by the human eye to
smoke density.
"The Ringlemann Chart
has been upheld as evidence in

,firoject are expected to be com.pleted by Sept. 1.
Mount Prospect Village

Temporary easements are
being sought to on private
property to allow heavy dredging machines easy access to the
creek.

,Manager Virgil Barnett said
'-last night that this date had

owners has signed the neck.-

- -been cited in a letter from John

sary forms, and the work re-

Guillou, chief engineer of the
-Illinbis Division of Water-

quired in canvassing residents

%

Thus far only one of 84

WaYS.

Barnett said that Guillou

also had asked about progress
in Mount Prospect's campaign
;to' obtain easements from the

:84 property owners along the

Therefore members of the
Drainage and Clean Streams
Commission have agreed to
take over this work from the
village Public Works department.

dreek.
-a,

Recent

heavy rains

were

that he has witnessed the chart to the Northwest Mosquito
color in smoke density for a Abatement District, according
(Continued on page 2)
to NMAD director W. R. Mit-

SIMON

nant water for mosquitoes to
lay eggs in, they also washed
eggs from last year's mos
quitoes into ponds where

SUBURB\
SAYS:\

ride Dist. 214 buses if they
The letters were mailed May
30. More than 400 boys would

be willing to ride Dist. 214
buses, according to responses
received since the mailing
date, Father Michaletz said.
Between 250 and 300 St. Via -

Near the end of the last legislative session, the Illinois

General Assembly voted

$120,000 for about one-third
of the money required to complete stage four, the section of
the creek from Mount Prospect Rd. to Illinois 83.

at the end of the year.

Obtaining only the portion
of the money that can be used
for the project by the end of the
year will make it possible, Regner said, to ask for the correct,
amount' to complete state four
in an appropriation in 1971.

Passage of the appropriaBarnett said that Rep. David

HE SAID RITZENTHALER had recently asked to discuss the St. Viator busing fee,
but the priest and the bus system manager have not met on
the matter.
"Since we're raising our
tuition from $350 to $450 next
year," Father Michaletz said,
"a bus fee raise would be dras-

tic."
St. Viator students have
been sharing buses with Sacred

troller of DeSoto Inc., a chemical company in Des Plaines.
He' married Naomi Jean Volz
in 1942 and has three daughters, Barbara (Mrs. Frank Killey), Carol Joan and Linda.

Paul Myungha Chung, 40,
of 2003 E. Lillian Ln., is a pro-

each day, because kids tagging
along slowed them down,"

Mitchell said. "It's a hazard in
traffic when the drivers have
to look out for kids around the

truck. And I'm not talking
about teenagers."

MISTING HAS been post(C(,ntinued on page 2)

aletz, the girls' school authorities are being kept posted on
the Dist. 214 request, but no

one from Sacred Heart has
made the same request to any
public school district.

The letters sent to Viator
parents asked them to check
one of four responses: I) I
don't want to ride a bus; 2) if
Dist. 214 provided bus transportation, I would be interested;

3) 1 will ride a bus whether
or not Dist. 214 provides; 4) I
do not live in Dist. 214.

THE ILLINOIS

school

code allows busing of nonfor girls.
public school pupils who reACCORDING TO Mich - side at least one and a half
Heart of Mary High School

Jack Fulton Meyerhoff, 44,
of 326 S. Stratford Rd., is the
corporate controller for the

Brunswick Corp., and vicepresident of the board of direc-

miles from the school attended
and/or those students who live

along a regular route of the
public school bus.

The public school board

would have to approve the bus-

ing and the parochial school
principal would have to certify
the names and addresses of his

bused pupils with the state superintendent of, instruction.
Parochial students who live
within the mile and a half limit

tors of Junior Achievement.
He married Mary Margeret

would be charged the same

Williams in 1949 and has four

who use the bus.

rate as public school students

children, Keith, Greg, Deborah and Todd.

Raymond H. Warns, 48, of
III N. Kaspar, has worked for
Greyhound Lines Inc. since
(Continued on page 2)

Correction
The front page story in yes-

STATE REIMBURSEMENT covers a portion of the
transportation fees for a district busing students,
including non-public school students.

Dist. 214 board member,
Mrs. Leah Cummins, of Elk

Grove Village told the Day she
favors granting the request.

terday's

"The intent of the law is to
get the children to school,"

Mount Prospect Plaza on Me-

she said.

Prospect Day said
that the carnival held in the
morial Day weekend was a
fund-raising effort of the
Mount Prospect Lions Club.
The carnival was, however,
that of a commercial carnival
company, the World of Wold.

A number of Lions Club
members attended the special
village board meeting held
Tuesday night, seeking to

learn the legal status of the
games they hope to include in

their carnival scheduled for
the Fourth of July weekend.

During a discussion of viland Illinois gambling

lage

regulations at that meeting,

the operation of the World of
Wold carnival was mentioned
and alleged illegal games operated at the carnival discussed.
The Day regrets this error.

BUT SHE ADDED that she
is not speaking for the board,
but simply as an individual.
Several area elementary dis-

tricts, including Dist. 21 and
25, currently bus non-public
students.

Gripe
Of The

s8em,

DayI.:
To barely get over the
loss of a child's pet when
herfrlends present her with

ES.

workers could destroy them ef-

The anti -pollution fight will help the gasoline companies get
the lead out.

was found to be time con-.
sumi ng.

process of surveying parents'
of his students by letter to determine how many boys would

Rain mixed blessing
mosquito district

court, when a person testifies something of a mixed blessing

ompletion of Weller Creek
plans expected by Sept. 1
Plans for stage four of the

FATHER MICHALETZ
told the Day that he is in the

common with the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, Joe Namath, and iffessor of fluid mechanics at the
pieces) and sulphur dioxide ero area, and the lowest seems rock -acid singers Jim Fiedler University of Illinois, Chicago
and Frank Zappa.
Campus. He immigrated to the
units (from burning of coal or to be at the Palatine unit,"
The Northwest residents United States in 1947, restated Mullins. "That doesn't
oil).
The County units were in- mean just the village of Pala- and 10,000 others have made ceived his doctorate from the
their first appearance in the University of Minnesota in
stalled soon after the 1963 tine, it would take in the entire
recently published 1970-71
1957, and did aero-space readoption of an air pollution area."
edition of Who's Who in search from 1958 to 1961 for
A
BUREAU
MOBILE
unit
control ordinance which proAmerica.
the National Aeronautics and
vided fora staff to administer equipped with monitoring deSpace Administration.
vices is much in demand for
the program.
THEY JOIN 66,000 other
educational presentations at
prominent Americans in the
JIM DOOLEY is well
IN THE MONITORING schools and civic meetings, prestige reference which lists
known to football fans as the
units, a vacuum draws air Mullins reported.
those of high achievement and coach of the Chicago Bears.
One other pollution measthrough a filter for three 24
position.
He is married and has six chilhour periods a week. The fil- uring device, a chart, is used
Six Arlington Heights resi- dren --Pat, Tim, Bill, Lisa, Ann
by the Bureau and other
ters are then weighed and
dents are newly listed.
and Jim Jr.
the
analyzed at the Chicago water agencies,
Ringlemann
Gene Knox Baughman, 52,
plant laboratory, 79th and Chart. It is published and used
Lake., according to Albert by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Mullins, administrator of the The chart shows various
Cook County Air Pollution shades of gray which are to be

Although the rains did
create additional pools of stag-

with the Bureau.
These devices measure particulate matter (bits and

- Neller Creek flood control

Eighteen Northwest suburban residents have something
in common with Mrs. Richard
Nixon, Mrs. Spiro Agnew,
Dan Rowan and Dick Martin.
They also have something in

west area, at Palatine Twp.
High School and East Maine
Junior High School, Niles.

;,.the body was removed to Haire
I'Heights.

the Day.

of 15 N. Forrest Av., is con-

By Leon Shure

chell.

the area has been purchased by

Arlington

"The proposal is just being
explored," Supt. Gilbert told

zenthaler buses to school, paying between $100 and $130 for
nine months service, the priest
explained.

18 NW suburbanites
ake '747'71 Who's Who

these are located in the north-

Mark until the fire department
arrived, police said.
;\ Mark's mother identified
:'-her son at the hospital before

Funeral Home in

the

parochial school and the high
school district are currently

.It was noted at last night's
meeting that, since the sewer
work was first contemplated,

flooding in the Hatlen Heights
area,. roughly bounded by
Busse Rd., Meier, Central and

tor boys have been riding Rit-

attorney,
nor Al
Franke, Dist. 214's lawyer,
were available for' comment.

were available next fall.

ATTORNEYS FOR

vice.

village

Viator

consideration, the Day has

,s*ial assessment work, can
advise the board on how to

MeManamon,

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Regner (R -Mount Prospect)
had told him that if the project

tion during the last week of the
legislature was a surprise,
since Regner earlier had been

were to receive the full amount

told that as much as 80 per cent

required for stage four in one 'of the easements releases
appropriation, the balance not might be required before the
used would revert to the state money would be voted.

ficiently.
But people outdoors this
weekend will still be inconven-

ienced by large amounts of
mosquitoes, Mitchell said. A
,big hatch is scheduled for this
weekend, if it hasn't already
begun.

THE DISTRICT

has

al-

ready begun spot spraying in
rural areas, and will move into
urban areas today. Full-time
night spraying will begin next

New

boss of
Dist. 59

week.

Mitchell especially asked
residents to keep their children

away from NMAD trucks on
their rounds.
"Last year we lost 18 lineal

miles of spraying per truck

Meetings
Mount Prospect Judiciary Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.

River Trails Park District, 303 S. Lee St., Prospect Heights, 8 p.m.
Harper College Board,
Roselle and 'Algonquin
Rds., Palatine; 8 p.m.

Dr. James Erviti, who
will take over July 1st as
Supt. of Elk Grove Dist.

59, commented extensively on the school system's financial prob-

lems and the impact on

its educational system
during a press conference today. It was Erviti's first meeting with

the press since his appointment Jan. 19 this
year. Dr. Erviti replaces
acting supt. Albeon
Waltman.

1.

'

THE DAY
Page 2

18 make "70-'71
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Regner will attend
Tittle F graduation

Shriner@ to take
part in panel de
The Shrines will play a
large part in this year's Ming.
ton Heights Jaycees Indepen
deuce Day Parade June 27,
with more than 500 Shrincrs
participating. Included with
the men will be a 1930 Model
A Ford belonging to Medinah
Shriner Jerry Vavra.

Rep. David J. Regner (R -3d Dist.) of Mount
Prospect will go to Springfield breams to take
part in the second graduation ccremOnies of the
law enforcement academy maintained under II-

just over one toe said %writ in
a Inner to Jaycee Public Rela-

tions Director Gordon Gut -

linois' 'little FBI."

"Since 1954 it has appeared

Regmr was the chief sponsor in the Illinois
House for the bill which created the Illinois Bureau of Investigation, known as the "little FBI."
Reimer will be accompanied by Mrs. Regner
and son, David.

all over the United State, in
Canada, Mexico aml last year

in British Columbia." the letter aid.

The Arlington Heights Jayadditional

Among other Shrine contingents M the parade will be the

.. a, seeking

Black Horse Troop, Aladdin.

rte in their parade.
to participate
Application blanks and more
information can be obtained
from Jaycee Frank Davis al

Boa s.

Band, Flying Carpet and Mini Bike Patrols.
The car is valued at S7,600
and with all the extras weighs

(Continued Jim, Page r I

squito dist.
p.m. starting dole, because of
the problem with youngsters.

It% often midnight or later
the "kid
problem"

before

ends, Mitchell said.
He told of a five year old boy

who followed one of the distria's trucks on its rounds last
year at 2 a.m. The driver finally conk the child home, to discover his pare. weren't
aware he was gone.

Bulls' coach
speaks Friday
Chicago Bulls coach Pat
Williams is scheduled to speak
to a father -son banquet tomor-

row at 7 p.m. in the Seaside
Home Smorgasboard at 1018

Mount Prospect Plaza.
About 100 fathers and sons
from the Park Ridge Bible
Church will hear Williams.

chell also asked that motorists
be ntremely careful when pas-

sing NMAD trucks.
Homeowner,

wishing

to

help with the mosquito problem should be sure to empty
enaing which could contain
water, to prevent mosquitoes tion had proved of yalm in
from laying eggs in them
There arc also a (lumber of
good insect repellents in sem
sol form available for spraying
bugs in individual yards, he
pointed out.
Courses in Water Safety InIT TAKES SIX to seven struction and Senior Lifesavdays to cover the entire dis- ing will be offered to persons
trict, Mitchell said, although in North Cook County front
weather conditions can throw Am IS -28 by the American off the schedule. General Rd Cross in cooperation with
procedure is 10 blanket an
the Mount Prospect Park Disarm, rather than spread the trict
trucks out thinly.
The counts will be held
Two full nights of spraying from 9 a.m. to noon everyday,
usually cover the Maine except Saturday and Sunday.

Eifesaving
classes set

Township area.

at

Mitchell emphasized that
the district is 'hoisting" this
year. rather than spraying the

Maple, Mount Ptospeat.

familiar dense white cloud.

RAYMOND FRANK

1957 and is now vice-president
ai claims.

BRODL. 56, of 366 W. Lance
Dr., is general attorney for the
Edward Hines Lumber Corn-

ROBE R T

CORDON
WEISS, 39, of 324 Derbyshire
St., is corpora on controller
of 0.0. Searle and Co. of CM-

pony. He also wasn Dan°.

Lion, Park Pool, 411

lins explained that 30 of these

time not violations when the
inspectors checked, 83 persons

were given warnings and 59
were considered violators.

"We've received pretty fair
cooperation," Mullins said.
"We call the violators
and
my to have them work out
corrective

Failine

Circle

Jima M. TA. 50, b Fal-

of the Ben Franklin
Storm division of City Proddent

ucis Corp.
LISTED

ettm.kwy

office,"r.:fettr1

dent of City Products Corp.,
director of Me American 145 to the stales done! Bank in Midwest City,
Oklahoma,
South Life
pany.

Open burnt, and black
smoke of industries constitute

and

the

Great

Irsurance Com-

Daniel J. Morris, of 744 W.
many of the complaints, ac- Lincoln, is a professor of phicording to Mullins.
losophy at the University of II -

Mrs. lieidt
on WLS Sunday

THE BUREAU IS wishing
standards of measuring and
control for carbon
oxide
from the federal and state government, Mullins said.

Mrs. Lynne Heidi, Prospect
Heights housewife and head of
the National Consumers

When a program of standardsds devised, it will be he -

Union (NM, will appear on
the WLS radio program Pin-

*mewed throughout an 8 point at 9:30 Sunday morning.
county regions, 6 in Illinois Mrs. Heidi will speak on the
and 2 in Indiana.
dating codes food producers
9Since there are estimated use on their products and how
to be two million cars in Cook they can be read by consumers
County, ibis is going to be big according to an NCU spokes problem.- Mullins stressed.

dent of the Harris Trust and
Savings Bank of Chicago. He
married Helen V. Pierce in
1941 and has three children
Carl, Paul and William.
Howard, 60, of 1980 Pheasant Trail, is executive vice.

FROM

Menus

ME PROSPECT DM'

Plainfield schools in District
62 and Dempster School in
District 59;
Fish burger, hash brown go.

tato., corn and butter, bun
and butter, milk, cookie.
To be served Friday in MacArthur, Mob, Rags and Sullivan schools in DBtrict 23:

Hot dog on a bun, potato
chips, vegetable of the day,
fruit milk.

ager

ems. inc., 117

5.

in a news release. is threefold:

first -come, first -served basis.
Registration forms from
students who attend St. James

"To provide students with
an opportunity to further their
knowledge and interest in scicnce; to provide experience in
method of
the
science, with particular emPhasis on proper laboratory
procedures; and to develop a
healthy spirit of scientific in quirt'."

it.s should be mailed to Program Director Jay D. Kreinar
at St. James Junior High

Mon

Siemer, la n0056. Branch al-

Rose Marie Gloeckner of 260 Beau Dr., D. Plaines, gets a helpkg hand from Des Plaln. Forest
Preserve District Rutgers Lt. Jobs Keipple (left) and Vince Cangelosl With the rigging of her sailboat.
Miss Gleeckner, in charge of physical therapy at Holy Family Hospital In D. Moines was one of about
90 heaters who sailed on numinade Beek Lake at Central and Dee lids., mar Des Plainm, Sun.

rew 217 S. adinmon Minim
Rd.. ',Menton Min.. IL 5.0S.
ond 722 Center. Ns Moines. IL
60014

taws u.S.

mi.. SIM a
sts

maw..

week by the District 57 School

simmend pan la seas

Board for his contribution to
education in kfount Prospect.
School

mow.. wow.. ot. emu,.

Board

president

Hanison Hanson made the
presentation at the annual reliSeMent dinner for school

HE SAID THAT the board
wanted to honor Novy for Me
novice to education during the
pest year.

Hem to DAIL

S.

materials

By Catherine O'Donnell
Student!

About three week, ago you
mot me a letter which you did
not sign. In it, you said you resented the fact Mat I had written as if 1 did not care if those

Kent we

four students in

dead or not. Yoh had a lotto
t
say about the guilt of the National Guard troops who shot
the students.

You said that your school
which is Harper Junior College would move into a more
radical state unless things were

Changed. You went on like a
19 -year -old

pounding.

I

grandfather, exsat down and an-

swered you hut when I rcad
what I had written I tore it up
and threw it awayt
ft seemed to me that I was
too earnestly defending the po.
Won I had taken which really
was nothing. I waited instead
Warmer when all you kids are
home hor college sac you can
all know what at least one
adult thinks about Kent Stale
and many other institutions of
so-called higher learning.

-LISTEN TO US," you
students ask and adults from
perms to United State
lees are wying, -.Listen to the
:young." You know some Ming, Eve bent over backward
listening. Being bent back Ward into a listening position
makes it even harder . hear
what you're saying.

You don't like the war in
Vietnam. 1 don't like the war
in Vietnam. You don't likepoVerty. I don't Me poverty. You
don't like pollution. I don't
Eke pollution, You believe in
hqual rights. I believe in equal
Auks. You don't like the
':draft. I don't like the draft.
You bielieve that 18 -year -olds
phould vote. I don't believe 18-

"Revolution for the
Sell of it."
It tells about the money that
Abby Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, bathe:
radicals have
made from writing Mom what
they've been doing. It tells how
reluctant they are to talk about

tar activities and everything
else about the colleges so care-

the money they're making. It

tams.

also says that they can bargain
with the belt of the literary

You say in your leMr that I
wouldn't dare admit that the
Nathan.] Guard killed those
four students. Oh, how wrong
you are. I soytheY did kill
those four students; but I say

caNed,

agnts. I supose a s all right,
though, whepn a 50010 reaches
their advanced ages they've

got to start thinking about Social Security of some kind. I
also wined the picture of one
of their "wives" or "girlfriends" in yesterday's paper
Woking sad as she picketdd the

American Embassy in Moscow on her way from from
Hanoi. It also said she carries
some names of American prh-

onus of war home whh her.
Isnt she sweet?

I know you did not
lecture

loot

t'S

111111

te

time of

year. High school juniors haw
finished their AC1"s, their
SAT's, National Merit and
other assorted tests designed to

help them get into colleges.
You did the same You pick
and

chose

and

applications acconmmied by sums
of money ranging from $10 to
sent

530 and hoped and prayed
you'd get into the college of
your choice.

THEN WHEN you did get
i n, you dart like the tonnes,
the faculty, the extra.eurricu-

o

fully selected. So the protest
begins and takes many shale
and forms. The difference; for
you Harper kids is that good
people are willing to help you
get

an

they

education

were

merely

Once a year comes Father's Day

When Your Dad
DRESSES UP...
Dods need plenty al
dress

it

Is

I wonder how so
;many of these name-calling,
York throwing youths can stay
-OM of the armed forces when
so many quiet, decent kids

h ave to go in,

YOU NOTICE

haven't
',mentioned these professional
iodiculc and rabble rousers
I

Ake Huey P. Newton, Bobby
the Berigan boys and

'Seale,

o llwr assorted career radicals.
I hope you have enough sense
.

to see what they are up to. If
you haven't I'd suggest that
Neu read for yourself an article

last TheadaY, Sun -Time,

lag

derurers. 1 saw the real mur-

Prospect Heights library
sets summer reading club
The Prospect Heights PubMembers reading 15 books
Tie Library will begin the sum- during the summer win re,
mcr rending club June 15.
wive membership ribbon
Membership is open to boys and those reading 25 hooks
and girls from 10 grade will receive a certificate.
through 8th. The children
num be able to read to particiT he Prospect Heights
Women's Club has donated
Pate'

derers were their fellow students, the ones who burned the

ROTC building, and went on
destructive rampage the ones
who watched it happen and the

faculty members who let it all
happen. The Nafional Guard
,feould not have been there if
the stage hadn't been set by the

students mak faculty of Kent
State.

,-

MOST OF
students

are

Harper
sincereYou

hard

and honest. But most
of y0u seem to he like students
everywhere. easily led. To me
this is a phenomena.
I

A double breasted sport coat of
wool and Dacron hopsacking will
put Dad right in the swing. This
one's a modified 6 -button style

Peace Corps aide Houser
to receive alumni award

$60

Short sleeve dress shirts in deep
tone by Arrow or Van Heusen will
give a lift to his summer wardrobe
$5.50

met a student yesterday,

morning, who had come boon ,

from Southern Illinois. We,
had all kinds of riots, you
know, he said. "God, was i
fns Grow up, will you) Will

.

you7 And write' main.

Only next time. eign you
name.

the Family

Rrvtuuroerst

Tomas J. Houser. deputy
director of the United States

Northwestern University.
The alumni award is given

Peace Corps, will be presented
the Alumni Achievement

each year to indiveluals who

Taken
presidency

I n 1966
he
Charles
Percy's

managed
successful

campaign for the U.S. Sensor
He served on Sen. Percy's staff
until he went to Washington to
join the Peace Coors as well 0,

being a member of the Chiago law firm of Leibman,
Williams, Bennett. Baird and
Miaow.

After graduating

front
Hanover College, Houser later
area

his

law

degree

at

$000 toward purchase of nevi
books foe the program which
ends Sept. I.

The library% story hour will

Juan

Sauceda,

S.

Hawthorn

who

received

;Chicago will be red.na of
scholarships.

The Christian Action Ministry of Chicago will also receive more than $1,000 from

begin lone 19th and he held the church women. This monevery Priory from 10 ore. to ey will be used to help over 60
I I am., through the summer.
children to attend camp this
Mrs. Ralph Van Pelt will
read to the children and con
duct a "sing -a -long" near the
end of then essions.

James E. Burroughs. 707 N.

Prospect Manor Av., Mount
Prospect, a group leader in the
analytical chemistry section of

-

956-0565
Carry -Outs, Too

Phone 824-6164

Downtown
Des Plaines
1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

"Our future plans for this
summer include sponsoring an

said.

"RIGHT NOW, we ham a
nviety of rock, blues and folk
took," she said. "Well be
open all summer and hope to

DISCOUNT

end were between 18 and 29

IN ADDITION to art films,
and hok gm discussions that
arc of interest to young
This coming weekend, Miss
Mahoney said, the Uptown
Below will feature singer Rick
and Rota and Al Dawson. Jim

and Alice Welton, and

Famous Makers - All Style? - All Colors

SPORTCOATS
reg. OE- $4Q'- PC NOW

$30 - $35 - $40
SLACKS
'iren132an42ent

Saturday and from 8 to 11 p.m.

Press

Wool & Dacron

Artz Clothing

the

Admission is $1 00 and refreshments are free, she said.
The coffee house is open from
3 p.m. to midnight Friday and

2 pair $16.z.

reg. $11 pair

Three Penny Opera.

On Sunday.

- $,q- sff NOW

$49-$59-$69

they hoped it Could keep going
this summer." she said.
Mast of those who ham visited the coffee house last week-

weekend have been that they
are quite impressed and said

1671 E. Oakton St.

Des Plaines

OPEN: Mon, foes 10-6
Wed 10-1 Mors, Fri 10.9
500, Sun IDS

442 blocks west of River Rd.

299-6754

PARD'NER
THERE'S'SOMETNING

SUN. JUNE 21

Cat

ROAST BEEF

A Gift for every
Occasion
Visit our New

ALWAYS USDA CHOICE

"Craft Corner"

Decoupage Supplies

HAM'n SWISS
ON A RYE BUN

Comer of Lee S. PtoMe
Downtown Des Plaines, III.

827-2244

(well,,. almost)

"Care Free"
easy -core synthetic

KA-

NEKALON. Just wash, brush

011111111

Des Plaines

*11111110
CAR WASH

ALL BEEF WIENER

CRISP FRYS

and weorl

needed - no bulky wig
mm M

Nis:1;9;o

SIMONIZ

RANCH DOG

Mode from the new

ePP

Elmhurst Rd at Algonquin Rd.

ASK ABOUT OUR CUSTOM SIMONIZ CALCARE

MEN'S SUITS AT

have it continue through the
fall."
"So far the rcactiom of the
people who have come this

REMEMBER "OAP

our regular SIMONIZ

OPEN: Monday ohm Seturdey 8 cm to a pm.
Sunday 8 am to 5 pm
phone:439.8660

INFLATION!

ONE AT

Here's our special...

car wash with each 4 gallon gasoline purchase.
Free with 18 gallon purchase.

We're Knocking the "L"
out of

reg.

People."

of the Borg-Warner Chapter

years.

ieri lives at 2722 N. Kennicott and LaVilla lives at 1114 N.
Race.

PRICES!

tpday and Sunday nights.,

of the Research Society of
in this group fora number of

the

his work in the development and implementation of n new reservations information system. Frank W. 1-aVista, an emergency
procedures instructor, received his award tarns work in revising
the emergency procedures section of the sterdess manual. la-

FOR EVERY

feel about being dirty?

Des Plaines

HANSON SAID that

she sairt "We plan to invite
'tit opposing views
people

Des
Center in
Plaines, was elected president

America (RESA).
Burroughs has been active

Two Arlington Heights rrsidents employed by United Air
Lines recently received the company, award of merit for ouk
standing contributions to the airline. Carmine P. lanieri deft), a
mpervisor of central reservations services, was recognized for

to Mary Mahoney of the park
staff, is located in the Recreaion Park Fieldhouse, 500 E.
Miner and is open Friday. Sat.

Research

IAMB Famous Hot Dog, Steamed bilker
Read Beef Sandwich

1225 S. Elmhurst Rd.

Kreincr.

%C.

how does your car

$0` OFF

presented to each student. said

years old. she said.

Borg-Warner's R, C. Ingersoll

Bring the Family - There's
Something for Everyone!

Aihat s Fast and Friendly Service.

UPON SATISFACTORY
completion of each course. it
certificate of merit will be

WIGS FOR EVERYONE

Consider
Your Car!

Imported Relined HamSmdwich
Beer from Around the World

each student.

18 and older every weekend.
The coffee house, according

don at Northern Illinois Uni- outdoor street dance and a
versity and Joseph Frometa, 'mini -Woodstock. festival on
220 W. Wing, awarded a July 25," Miss Mahoney said.
scholarship at Southern Il- Several bands will be invited to
perform in the festival, the
linois University.
Along with those youths, 10
Black college students from

1

dents, which will allow du

a coffee house
with a future

a

holarship toward her educe -

sp..,

pig

dents to have their own app
rotas. The students will work
in pairs and the instructor will
give individual attention to

hasc "gained uncommon dims -

Award Saturday at HanoverthICOMI in their professional
College from which Houser fields :an have earned the
was graduated in 1951.
highest personal esteem of
Houser and his family find their assiciates."
in Arlington Heights until a
Wag° when he w's a,*"'
dto the Peace Corps post. He
was Wheeling Township Republican Committeeman froin
to 1966.

Always right for Dad
are the breezy weight
Dacron -cotton blend
shirts by Arrow $5.50.
Walk shorts for golf
or just relaxing
will keep him cool
both socially and physically
....these by Levi $8.00.

dtr-

e xempted.

office

M. all sin

glue of beer.
feel

for

nd-splint

7o show their ID cards to buy a

also

Dins

We hen all Mon and

the

380000100710s we have the
:Draft, the age should start at
.21. I agree it is ridiculous for
Mies io uniform being forced

I

A time to gift Pop
In a loving way.
With many things that Say
"We Care"
Like Those gifts
of fine sports wear.

through

year -olds should vote, I believe

',eliminatory for students to be

Salim Midshipman filarial,. Hengels, deft) of 210 N. Fairview, Mount Prospect receives a
General °nandcs award for outstanding scholarship and aptitude at an annual Navy ROTC
review held recently at Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind. Presenting the award is Cap.in I.H.
Knudson fright) the ROTC unit commander.
's

are

Arlington Heights
Rd., who has been awarded a
full scholarship for his second
year at Harper COW.
--Linda- McElhose, 105 E.
1015

omments acting for the real
m

Recipients from Arlington
Heights

UNIT

It vl

Uptown' Below,

awarded

has

-

Enrollment in each class
will be limited to about 20 stu

award on an annual basis to
someone who makes an outIN ADDITION NOVY has standing contribution to eduworked with the district gener- cation in the community.
al ca
and this year was
Novy, a group sales Mon.
chairman of the nominating 0.,Cr for Illinois Bch TO,
committee in charge of inter- phoue, has lived in Mount
viewing prospective school Prospect for nine Work
board candidates.
He and. his wife and their
He h. represented Lions two sons live at 206 IL Csnunrark School for the paw two cit.

The Uptown Below, a cofMholarships to area and Chicago youths from their schol- fee house mn by the Arlington
arship fund on the basis of in- Heigh. Park District that
dividual need and achieve - opened June 5, offers live entertainment to young people

A.

fP

Heights

Page 3

in

dition to Lincoln School,

2025 S. Goebert Rd., Arlington

Thursday.June 11, 1970

private

board is considering giving the

The Church Council of the

Harper

and

October tenet funds for the ad-

Lutheran Church of the Cross,

Dear

public

years on the caucus and will he
serving again this year.

Council gives
scholarships

He's TOPS

both

He added that Nosy was
particularly active during the
district's referendum heal less

Lutheran

Day by Day

Dear Kid

strator qualified to teach

District 57 honors Novy
f contributio s to education
Robert Novy of Mount
Promsst was awarded a ceo
tificate of recognition last

Subscription rem: IP rents
an

week now annwt. ow et

wee sato

Mraduages of Biology
901 and/et-grades seven -I01.

ALL SCIENSUMMER
courses draw upon the MOD
modern curricula, equipment
and techniques, said Kreiner
The courses are taught in an
accredited school by an in

THE DAY

-

1001

Placemena in courses is on a

.mm.7

Mora

and Advanced BSCS Biology

and will cost $30 for tuition.

School.
door.

f i v c -nine); InExperimental
Physics 903 (grades five -nine);

troductory

THE PURPOSE OF ScienSummer, stressed by Krciner

schools should be returned io
the Junior High School office,
while forms from other regis-

1965.

mblisbed

(grades

CLASSES WILL MEET

for WMAQ, TV sin.

ememb Form by 0.7

pc rimers to I Biology 901

five days a week for 75 minutes
each, from June 15 to July 17.

was

board of education from 196365 and has been station man-

Iroquois,

"s`t_
E

_

From Wood Dale, Wilfred

newly listed residents -Lambert William Bredehoft And
Ernest B. Howard.
Bredekoft, 58, of 2260 Long
cres, LIS, is senior vice-pros

Friday it
Cumberland and

1111,Mgie oWiLltfl
-

Company, and has been active
In Boy Scout activities.
49,

aretl ntroduetory Ex -

now open for registration
until June 16. The program's
sponsor is St. James Junior
High School.

the Citizens Bank and Trust

Prather,

The three
major
areas of science being offered

summer

IS

Clyde Edward Borman, 52, of
333 Capri Terr., is president of

Clarence

a

through tenth -grade students,

WHEELING.

president of the Wood Dale

served

ScienSummer,

program offering biology ind
physics classes to all fifih-

president of the American Medical Association. He received
his M.D. in 1936 from Boston
University.

PALATINE ALSO has two

To be

Summer science program
open for registr0. tion

board members last Thursday.

There is no image for the
courees but some
must be purchased -

program.

Chicago

FROM Mount
crane candidate fora local of- Prospect arc Ralph Lewis
cago.
fice in 1953 and 1957..
Heumann, and Robert ScherDes Plaines claims six of the
Donald Robert Clark, 56, of tnerhorn Minter.
asters.
.1771 Sherwood Rd., is an in Herrmann, 48, of 215 S.
B. Walker Boars Jr., 62, of nuance company caeca,. Can-Dota St., has been comp1700 Mt. Prospect Rd., is Ira- who has worked for Kellam, troller of Commonwealth Ediluta and assistant secretary of Insurance 0n. 1941. He is son since 1968.
Moto Inc, He formerly waa treasurer for several insurance
Mimic, 45, of 306 Maccontroller of the paint and companies including Lumber- Arthur Dr., is vice-president
men, Mutual and American and treasurer of the advertising firm of Needham, Harper
Motorists Insurance Co.
CA. Henderson, 59, of end Steers. of Chicago.
1700 Wolf Rd., is vice presi-

cleansing air pollution. DM

is also true of other villages.
specified amount of time," Open burning is now against
Mullins said.
state and county laws alm.
LEONARD
HANSON,
Violators of the county air
Arlington
Heights
village pollution ordinance can be
manager says that they have fined up to $500 oremprisoned
die Ringlemann chart. But for 6 month, and acb day of
apparently it gets little use as failure to comply is considered
he stales, "We have no old a separate OF
type coal burning factories."
A TOTAL OF 172 air polluHanson pointed out that R tion complaints were received
village leaf burning prohibi- by the Bureau in April. Mul-

FOR THIS REASON. Mit-

paned until 8:30 p.m. in the
district, from its usual 6:30

wallpaper operations of Scars,
Roebuck and Company,
Campus.

Anti -pollution program

253-2820.

iCoatinaed front Mtge It

linois,

(Continued front Page lJ

ho

0

"Care Free"

ONLY

THICK SHAKES
COFFEE SLAW
426 W. Higgins
Schoomborg, M.

1593 Ellinwood St.
(Nonhwest Hwy 8 River Rd.)

298-2299

OPEN DAILY 9:30 - 9:00 Sat. 'til 5:30

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

1 169 Dundee Ave.

Elam, Ill.

Woodlewn or Sibley
Dolton,

LEE 8 OAKTON STREET
DES PLAINES

A uxtliary conducts membership drive
1

One day at a time
As required by law. it was in
print. You may have seen iL If
you didn't take tine to n.std it
in detail. you ssed some fun.
except that it raised questions.

year.
though, if
ouch

II was the annual report of
Northwest

Mosquito

the

THE DISTRICTS income

in

Kim

April

30.

S253.271.41

through

1970. With taxumn,. interest, and cosh on hand. they had
$396.527.20 to abate mosquitoes.

almost

mum, is very carefully listed
and notarised.

electric. The telephow ant

you'd have to say that the little
mosquito is big business. les a
big problem getting that chumical on the mosquito.
Suburban taxpayers, looking at Mar has bill, can see that
it is a big problem.
Probably that's why some of

wits another

them are suggesting they be

Once

II cost

spent

the

atria

at Motorola for
communications equipment.
51111I at the Crth Diaper Service and 522.47 al the Art Pet

$16.496.66 for insurance and
bonding. 51.636.88 went to

Shop.
51111.52B was add to 76 em-

$1.81111

ployes. Of that number. 54

Toll Conimirsion got 021e.711

take care of halt. water. and
and

t1

Page 4

ILE. Hutchinson. Cicr.Prerldent

C.F. Nan, Adi

OMEGA

The Saving Is hours,

Constellation
Chronometer

HAMM'S

Dad..

R. N. Prom Cinforipp Dell

Case eh 12
12 os. cans

MOPS
hitsPetg;1
tarns=

sassy
101

re,

property values. Such wondein-

fel leaders we have. to worry
about the wishes of thcpeople.

Mime are there any rash.
dents on Ouktop St. who will
be bothered by time things in

Editor:

You're
welcome

This in to express my thanks
to the Dry papers for their fine

coverage of publicity for th.,

ktif, their neighborhood redde
walgreen, wanted to
buy the St. Patrick', property
and many people here objected
to noise, dust. traffic. daps-

mimic. of property value. the
change of residemial pnmerty
to commercial and many other
things.
The zoning was not
changed. but deferred. Now
WalgreenN bra the soling
changed after 2 fewskah were
made. Anyone like to bet That

Randhurst Council of PTAs .the Mayor and City Conrail
this year. I could always count
on The Day papers to carry the
and

1

shake hands with all the big
salshots from Waives -es in

grateful for your cooperation.
I also wish to take this opporturity to thank Mrs.
Haugh of Me Prospect Day for
Inking the time to :mist with a

P u bl icily Workshop on

Wednesday. alny 27, 1970, for
the Rand hurst Council of

'

'''

-

will be them to cut ribbons and

PTAs. Her contribution was
those people is
tending and Was extremely

about a Year?

When the noise. dust. nobfie. etc.. Merl to bother me, I
/tat know somebody is going to
c.me op with the old garbage
sbesn industry helping to keep

my taxes down. Down my'
thmet!

If the City Council was so

134

1.1661

Sebastian at Carsons

EMMY FOR

id A

LIQUOR STORES

to

12 oz. Dep, Bottles

C.P. league
seeks pool

I am also going to follow
all members of the Post Office
Commission and of the House

and Senate he informed- I'm
going to write and tell hem
hot I favor the 1000 hWk of
&Awn and am opposed to Lee
and Forest.
Have faith in our City
Council. With their leadership

Cheer fiest To receive a chronometer rat
a watch must
undrgo 360 hours of exacting tests al an official testing
bureau. And the Omega Constellation has passed these

By the Makers of
Early Timm

VODKA

KING

Charcoal Filtered

tests with flying colors. It'sa watch that Dad can Over
with prido.

Whiskey

=":An°,7=7,r.77°Z7trillus

them and have the Post OMEN
cloyed to Lee and Forest

whom their operation will give
nur
community halunce.
Don't you ever believe that all
the best dealers ere In Las
.

With noise and dust free si n -

eerily.
Jack Flynn

It, OmegO style brochure

6 'I.: 67C
30 QUART

DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY WITH

Picnic
Boating

59C

for hours.

and wages

While shopping at

a

large

=ID

food chain yesterday, I noticed
that one hem that had been 68
cents, now had a new price tag

meted ever the old. It read 76
cents. This price increase ii 12

211.1,r!

4Fe

"Disposal"

old bP

#

offer expires
RM. JUNE lath

Los

shopping center located at Bel -

end Thatcher Rd, River
Grove, hoween 10 a.m. ad -6

many dhea
No admission charge will be

I

freahness of a country picnic.

American
CHAMPAGNE

The fair will he held June
13-14 on the Park Ridge Library

grounds,

-Foully

and

PrOapect, from IO a.m. to 6
p.m. Last year an estimated
ZIP!) visitors Mended. pur-

39

chasing

paintings

ranging

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD

COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTE MEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
SERVICE AS EARLY AS 7 A.M.

412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
CENTRAL 8. N.W. HWY.

the public to win one of several

rik
IA STORRS
LIQUOR

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS:

original paintings executed by

well-known artists who have
ings.

1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO
CICERO

ADDISON
LOMBARD

fORMIPARK

MELROMPARN

MT. PROSPECT

%kr

of R.. 63.
Visitors to the open house
will have an opportunity to

each child attending the swimming smsimo.

The pool owner will in no
way he held responsible for the
children.

If willing to donate your futility please contact Mn.. Judith Hardman. 255-7776. or
Mrs. James Lee, 392-3406.

Residents
exhibit
Shelties

ise

Mr. and Mrs. Robed Brese-

classes and arts and cranefor
children. All are taught by
professional instructors and
foes average13.50 per class.

mann, hlount Prospect; Phil
Cushing, Arlington Heights.
and Mrs. Nick Greco, Hoff-

Lutheran
General
Paintings by Feral Stofft
(Mrs. Edmond) are on exhibit
at Lutheran General Hospital,
Park Ridge. during June.
Twenty-eight paintings arc on
exhibit in th6fimin lobby ofthe'

hospital and may he viewed
from
a.m. to 8 pen., daily.
Mrs. Stolft has exhibited
paintings in numerous places
I

including the Park Ridge Village Hall, Citizens Bank and
the Park Ridge Federal Sav-

ior es it
ClLeague

demonstrated et league mem-

ARLINGTON. HTS.

There will be one adult for

The Willow Brook Art Concr in Long Grove will hold its
annual open home and art fair
Sunday, June 14, from 2 to 5
Am. The center is loaned on
Hwy. 22, a quarter -mile weal

orated sweaters.

touAug. I4.

TAweeks, July

Long Grove

Visitors to the ISM annual
art fair of the Park Ridge Art
League can expect some Left
Bank charm mixed wnh the

A SPECIAL feature of the.
fair will be the opportunity for

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING

camp children.
The pool will be needed for
two days a week fur a period of

634-3738 or 634.3317.

the fair is -Yoe.

'Any'.

tosel

For more information. call

Park Ridge

The Saving Is Yours!

1
I

1,1970

Palsy Is looking fora private
swimming pool in tine
son
which may Inc used for swimming instmetion for their day

About 90 artists from Chi for classes and meet
cowhand and the neighboring the
the instructor,. Classes will be
.states will exhibit paintings of offered in painting. decoupvarious media as well as sculp- age, papier macho ceramics.
sum and pottery. Other media stitchery, gourmet cooking.
will include blown glens metal metal flowers, papier tole. decflowers, scratchboard, eel
paintings, stone collage and

ss

I wonder why firms scream
shout workers wanting wage
ph to hike prices without even
removing the o/d price,.
Call mu

tows WIN

Sash. The fair will be held in a

from $5 to MO. Admission to

.

her but have the unmitigated

669 I
With this
coupon
one per person
Averages to
92.67 Htth

BASTOldi ens

Largo
Bottle

-11

per cenn.
.

I

.attar

over prices

ckers. This is some /2 per cent.

FoiscH_PoNn

Camping

Keeps hot or mid

Indignation

tin; hour wage hike sought by toy

I

HALF GALLON

ICE CHEST

FAST DRIVE-IN SERVICE

News stories tell of large
outrage and in,,edignation
.companies'at the 55 cent an

Woods Art Fair will be sponsored Lune 13 and 14 by the
Thatcher Woods Merchants

Dry Gin

or FRESCA

LET THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND

&or:

The Third Annual Thatcher

COCA-COLA

the most convenient
"DRIVE-IN" in town!

formed for us.
Thank you again.
Nina Sparks,
Publicity Chairman
Randhurst Council Of PTAs

Thatcher Woods

The Saving Is Yours!
Thinish
gs Go

Jun

'Jun

Artist's Gallery

Fleishmann's

1452 MINER STREET
8 24-5 1 24
IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
'Or

Thursd
ARBJ100411.99120000011UPEO POOR2

r

ShilVIN
clEVIEbERS
A,

The Northwest Suburban
League for United Cerebral

2,?.?T

A Blend

we are going to keep Oahlon

Sr. noise free, dud free and
traffic free. Let's gm behind

June 26. Tuition for the two

'hour credit course is 330, and
registration is open to any in-

Dr. Stuart Saar, will tailor
his classes to the individuel
smd,o,,_

nomics Adviser in Des Plaines,
298-5007.

Women's Club

meets June 16

records

.,:

""M'---

i..,,cstu,,,,af, th,..,enta-

ill9c

e-

Milli.

al the Arlington Park Towers,
June 16, et 12,30 for a hula eon and fashion show retitled
"Once Upon a Memory."

The student will paint
sorbs of pictures from still life

gowns of the past and a preview of those of Me future will
highlight the show. Gowns of
the early 20th century will he

and landscape under thc direc-

tion of hr e instructor. In the
process

133

I

-

will receive instroc-

fion concerning simple composition fundamentals, crcat-

p~

tve approaches to subject mat-

ter. light and shade, for, end

l

The Northw.t Suburban
Christian Women's Club in...
vitaarea women to join them

.oth,ehrcyre,pir..,es,:i.ta,t.ionp.aliented.megnt

Notting powder

Some

attention

will

oc

A reminiscence of bridal

modeled. A going -away suit of
the ale
some.

will be familiar to.

Reservations may be made

through Jan Bierbowcr. 8242209. and Hazel Leveritt. 394
0821. A donation of $3.75 is
requested.

Happily ever after

The Scoring Is Yourst

The Saving Is Yours,

finest watch :"raeig°01';:::1:

and discrimination in
seeing and representing nataste

course'n oil panting heing giv- ture.
en at 1.yons Township High
For further information or
School, 100 S. Brainard, La- registration form, call the UniGrange. Classes will ran Mon- versity of Illinois Co-operative
day, June 15, through Friday. Extension Service Home Eco-

Bread e

promote our wishes.
I um nose reminded of un old
saying; "h eli depends on
whose or is getting gored."

Ald. Buields succession Mat

two

of the medium bY.
means of lectures, demonstratoms, and class experimena-

,,py.pm-togethers

translucent

BRAND NAME RETAILER AWARD

accredited

THE COURSE contains no
awe.

Wonder products a gift of 1

259

in an

placed 00 the development of

SehaStian en 3:30 pm on Stour-n

sparkling for special nightlife
Each customer will receive
a poster with their personal
makeup consultation. With
purthese of two "Natuml

Premium Beer
Case of 24

-

Nor did they offer the services

the community - both

ance of WLS disc jockey Joel

High midi - special and

of the City Attorney to us to

though publication of
try notices and through se
w'''' vices such as Mrs. Haugh per-

wlii be the acoenal aPinter-

sportive for pants life
Mid Midi -sweet and sassy
with

Cook Count' residents will
have the opportunity to enroff

terested adult.

dayA.n...e:traiSad.

Low Key Midi -sunny and

pf

special property someone is
pushim at Lee :Ind Forest.

The Day publications and
their staffs demrve hcart-Ut
thanks for their contribution

hoandgitwoven. frosted lipsticks will

o introduce line Mae
took in makeup to be held an
Randhurst beginning Thum day, June II through June 13.
The new midi look makeup
will be presented by beauty
consultant Beey Ddjme who
will show
to make up
midi face. Revlon "Natural

BURGEMEISTER

: well -received.
'

Carson Piric Scott &Co. and
Rentzannounce a cosmetic

The Sassing Is Yours1

keep our neighborhood zoned
ratidential. They never tried to
get Walgroen's to move to this

worried about thehesidenss. I

an learn to float or dog paddle
their way to safety.

new ways to ear the midi face:

wish they had been around
when I and others wanted to

Vegas.

Oil painting offered
at Lyons Township

nation of swimming strokes
corn. later, but most children

Wader" has designed done

Disagrees with Council on PO site
1

Ending their year as officers of the Northwest 511/. Auxiliary
Aere Mrs. bones Gallagher, program chairman and Mrs. Dean
Sandebeig, seere.ry, both of Mount Prospect

VI OWN f

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
the 1000 block?
sego.st
II was interesting. to read people look at the 11100 block
that the City Council is going of Oakton and decide for
to sue Me Postal Department themselves who doesn't Weal.
because the choice of sites is post office trucks and traffic
opposed by "residents." The disturbing their serenity.
Council is greatly disturbed by
Where were these phonies
the possibility of noise. dust, when the residents of thecaL
traffic and depreciation of and Toinhy ova wanted in

that chil-

their muscles
and have as mmh movement
education as possible at the
earliest age," says Nicki vanilla-, aquatic director. At a Very
early age children can learn to
be safe in the water. Co,ordldren exercise

Members of the Northwest Suburban YMCA Auxiliary operate the snack shop at the .Y". Shown here are Mrs. John Mark ay, ML Prospect; Mrs. Dale Smith, D. Plaines; Jahn Tonle, Mt.
Prospect and Mrs. Ted Lubas, Arlington Heights. The auxdiary
is currently looking for new members.

IIIT AS AN

99

Suburban

needed when the "Y- opens
its new buildbm and pool in
die fall." said Mrs. Walter

THINK OF

BEER

with approximately 450 children enrolled.
"It is import

year and merithers are asked to
Volunteer
two hour. per
month.
'ore volunteers will be,

Sai

a most
deserving

John E. Stanton. Ediun nod Pub/ .h,

Northwest

YMCA, which has the largest
membership in the world, has
160 women in its auxiliary.'
Membership dues arc $2 per

g

For

Thursday. June I I, 1970

Atormadne Editor

Award Winning Liquor Stores

,lower on come Page
Marshall Held 111

The

caeca

20 good, 26 excellent

seven arc also being conducted

proceeds from it to the "Y...

foe. rte.

using all seven of them letters.

,

week,

run a snack bar and donate the

Re-elected president of the Northwest Suburban "Y" Auxiliary, Mrs. Walter Barnett presented
a check for $3,000 to John Gobeille of the Northwest Suburban YMCA Bawd of Directors. The
presentation was made at the luncEeon held at the Holiday ihn in Rolling Meadows with over 100
members attending. Chemrms set with a diamond were awarded to Mrs, Thomas Cra,h, Mrs. Ray
Gaihch, Mrs. Carol Narup, and Mrs. Ernest Spyrison who had given 1000 hours to volunteer
service. A special gift was presented to Miss Helen Coryell, women's and girls' program director
for her 20 veers of ..Y" work

Make as many four !otter or more words OM of
these letters as you cm. In addition, find the word

dream br alwety4rohoesly kr,ing
the rupro% fireglom and hotellermul integrity."

a

chiWien to swim. They also

all to swat 110 little res.

5100 for tentage. The Illinois

Forty-one amain
from ages nine months to five
years are currently being
taught, with approximately
950 children. Twenty classes
with children between six and
boa

auxiliary
members teach handicapped

FROM ALL of that. I guess

meeling money.

mum at Northw.t suburban
YMCA, 300 E. Northwest
Hwy. in Des Plaines, continues to grow by leaps main

with classes, and do clerical

LiNvid.

WENKLIT

Vann, yie

The pre-school swim pro -

ed up 6.15352 to WO of the

to be. chased so far./

Hideaword

13 a p Pub1ication5

4-6098.

Work in the office.

our

mosquitoes went. Ilan they had

"Cambodia, college campuses, the market-I knew the
midi might be a bad omen, but .. ."

"

Thc auxiliary provides vol-

unteer help for the "V" and
assists M matiy of their pro-

$2101.

lines. (Wonder where

they did it.

Of that amount. they actually spent 5299.771.81 to get the
job done. How they spent the

non-members to join.

Names such es ('randall.
Goldman. Kincaid.
Alia:hell. and Wells cinch pick-

muchase chemicals. Everyone
knows that its chemicals That
kill mosquitoes.
If only one -eighth of the total was spent inn chemicals,
then seven -eighths must have
been spent to get the chemical
on the mumnito. Leis von how

For more information call
Mos. Ted Cubes, 2161558:
Mn. Erie Whitney, 439-3283,
or Mrs. T. A. Marow, VA

ship drive and inviting
he of the "Y" and interested

m -Ems. They work in the locker rooms, in the sauna rooms
and ocher areas of the health
service, guard at the pool, help

anum went to United Air

59.381.111

is

It also cost aver $i.200 for
buildinp end grounth (actually several thousands mom
were
buried
in
.comin.
pocks). Clean towels ran over

$300.050 spent.

Barnett, president of the auxiliary.

conducting an expansion member-

525.000 to purchase various
truck and automotive equip -

SOME MONEY was spent
for educationul meetings and
connotions-- 54.788.20 to he
ersel. 51.405.70 Of that

Northwest Suburban

YMCA Auxiliary

Food Store. and it spent about

only 526.392.37 was used to

The District

The

or camera Mom got varying
small amounts FM District
'spent 43 ceno al the A & P

services and auditing.

BACK TO the money. Of

comes frOnt taxes. Your taxes
and. mine. Their report shows
that. they had 140.290.74 on
bend on May I. 1969. They re M oney

well Ms' know

mosquito.

'

Kited

wondering.

Ent

The Alonan Camera Co.
was paid $211196. end live alb -

know much it erwIn TO .ill a

Ahatement District.
The main question is "How
much does it cod to kill each
mosquito?.

J

the

Northwest District. We know
that many -of them get killed

It vms leech like the comics.

the

in

mosquitoes

11 suppom at 35 cents a creek./

were paid 53.000 or lea. Top
salary was $13.050. Of the 76
employes. only two are womnThey paid 814.224 in Social &mirky tuxes, In uddilion. 56847.26 Went for legal

'You and I both know, from
expericnce. that (hire are
many

'Y' it's a busy place

By Ron Swans

man Estates will be ampg
bios at the fifth annual
Chiatgaland Shetland Sheepdog show Saturday, June 13.

lhe event will be held at the

'

The public will also be en-

The exhibit 6 pan of the

couraged to vote for the paint' logs of their choice. and popularity prices Will be awarded.
The league was founded 27
Fears ago, and now numbers
almost 300 members. Melvin

Service League's "Art Originate'. program. In the program, members of area art
leagups lend paintings to the

Amity 206Eut Av., lathe cur

eluding patient rooms,

Ron president.'

dots and public areas.

Service

League for exhibit
throughout the hospital in.

by implied. warm show of affection. a kiss, a touch, dose may bee means in itself.
In the war between the For males it is often a prelude
male/and females the conflicts to a culmination of sexuality.
Thc s
of conflict ocarise most often ova differences, physical psychological curs whenn one thinks that the
By Martha Shawood

and sexual.

other should react the same as

"Learning to know whet
they (the differences) are is
half the battle in handling

he does.

dent. those related to anatomy..
According to a university
study male and formates /nave

xuality

a

IN THE EARLY childhood yeseS, a man Weldsm

feeling

pres?ion of harmony and un-

ity:

sexual response.

A basic difference between
man and woman has traditionally been in the field of occupation. In decades past, "there

MEN ARE AROUSED by
sight, women more by touch.

for his children
through his wife and
/elating of the day's activities.

And listen to the mm who
'B7emgctho'r'':a

In this age of perfumes and was supposed to be a basic
men's fragrances, "it is kind of fotoe between home and ca-

The breed toll be judpd by
M rs . Lloyd Johnson of
Owasso, Okla. Obedience will

be judged by Mrs. Michael

Males and females talk e nit.

taunt language, Dr. Busby inferred. Speech is characterized

more to the sense of smell!

FOR THE WIFE, her home
Emotional differences become evident as
warders WAS her career. Tones are
changing and couples
rethe expression of affection.
For Many females, Dr. Bus- late Mein allied. accormust d -

by intellectual vs. emotional,

.

Kay of Northbrook, 111, A special sweepstakes for young
shelties will he judged by Mrs.

Will hidy of Chicago.
Theshow will open at 9 am.
and continue ell day.

Elected
to Toppers
Jane E. Deane. daughter.of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Donne.

of 22

S.

Louis in

Mount Prospect, was elected
to membership in Toppers at
AugustannCollego in Rock Is,
land; Illinois.

the

Northwest

chanter at Northern

it means 'Why don't you

THERE ARE

other about
family you
were raised in."
Need, a large factor in the
love relationship, broils differences too. pommily, the man
needs the respect of his wife
and Milers important to him to
retain HIS self respect. The
be
woman needs security. to
understood, taken eurc of.
guided and laved.

connolsham of the Sans
words. "Undersamd" lo
man means, lye not it 11P.M

how men and women have
been instructed to give what
the other needs.
Emotional differences sot
some of the most important So

understand and relate to: A
marriage. Dr. Busby suggested
may be made or broken by how
one handles the differences.
The young couples were admonished nu t to expect to
eliminate all the diffmoncs
for these very differences
tnaka for the richness in life,

War diorama,
painting on exhibit
A three-dimensional land.
with a background
pointing is being displayed this
scope

month by Richard stillmank
the

ScIraumburg Township Public
different

DR. RUSIN EMPHASIZED his remarks with bib Hod references that showed

C

of Schaumburg in

aggressive vs. sexual.

Double social for
Delta Gamma alums
Each year

CI'. Wrotirt;

vital part of his identity.

reer for the husband."

a draw right now." who reacts

feel as I do?'
Love's Immunise is inher-

home.

means of ex-

widely difference patterns of

the feelings of the other.

ICON-music...Oen a the reefing of caring for one another.
R is an important brick in the
construction of a unified

Dr. Busby advised. 'glee seas

an

listen to the other person%
hop ton," Dr. Busby

them," said Dr. David Busby ENCE arises concerning seat the final seminar for pre- xuality. Mates tend to solve
conflict and "use sexuality in
celebration."

out, under control: To a wom-

each one's depth of role and

gested as a means of bypassing. ited. The doctor advised the
rho differences. "Take time to young people to talk to one an-

ANOTHER DIFFER-

marital counseling.
The first differences are evi-

'ugly. Each mum consider
Communications was sus,

Kum County Fairgrounds in
St. Charles. 111. The pdblict is
invitbd to view the judging.

Park Ridge

the
nual outdoor an

Differences in marriage last topic in current session

library The display is

a

portion of the Civil War Battle
of Shiloh known as 'The lior-

nes Nest:.

Millmank is a senior at the
1.0. Conant High School and.
completed the Civil War battle
scene as a project for an We pendent study course.

In the near future, the diorama will become a permanent
exhibit in the
of Natural History in Arlington
Heights.

Illinois

Soberly. Alumnae Chapter University during the week of
of Del. Gamma has two special events. one to which they
invite their husbands and one
to which they invite Delta
Gamma collegians in the area.

This year the two arc being
combined in a backyard bar-

finals.

Rummage for
research

-

becue with husbands and with
collegians and their escorts It
will be held at the home of Mr.
sod
Ben Wailes, 211 Perk
Ln., Roselle, at Saturday June

Employes of Mount Prospect Plan will sponsor Rummage Sale Friday and Satur-

13 at 6,30 on,
As part of their function to
help local collegiate chapters,
the Northwest. Suburban
Chapter
provided
"goody

held on the mall with all pro-

bags" of cold cuts,

cheese,

bread, popro chips, candy end

brownie. to the new colic/Ate

day from 9 a.m. to 5 P.m.

The annual affair will

be

ceeds to be given for cancer research.

Co-chairmen for the sale are
Mrs. Ray Bendix of Des
Plaines. Mn.. June Walker and
Joseph Ybarra of Mount Pros -

x.
Rev. Ad Bickel speaks with two soon -to -be -wed you, people at the close of Lutheran General
Hospital's seminars on pre -marital counselling. The Pastoral Care Dept at the hospital
may he
contacted by coup!. wishing to register far the next series to be offered in abopt two moth.
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Air
With the conflixt in the
Middle East warming up to the

point where a U.S. diplomat
was seized as a hostage by Palestinian
guerillas
Sunday

night, the words of an Arab

from Iraq, spoken al a meant
Meeting of the Wheeling Thep
Republican Club, become
niore significant.

At a small dinner that preceded the May meeting and at
the tweeting, Sainhaib Parked,

remedy an associate professor of Middle East history and
still in the educational field,

told of his 'Solution" to end
friction been Arabs and Jews at the
east end of the Mediterranean.
dmcontinuous

Parhad, 44, grew up in Haigh.
dad, Iraq, and came to the
United States at the age of 22.
He said that though he is now a
United States citizen, be keeps
! informed through journals
and. correspondence,
with
.

telP views on Middle East crisis

friends in the Middle East on
the tense political and military

Arabs and Joss an. Smutw

peoples with the same spemh,
but have come into sharp con..

situation there.

HE NOW LIVES in Pros -

flier through the contrast
in
the Jewish and Moslem faiths.

pea Heights.

Parhad said that to him it
seemed inevitable that it is

Parhad made a candid observation concerning the Jews
who occupy Israel. "They am
very arrogant," he said. They

only "a matter of time, maybe

20 or 30 years, but oenainly
within the next 50 years," be- don't behave like the Jews
I
fore the Arab nations over
the Israeli nation.
Parhad noted that there are

HE SAID THAT he "grew
up with" Jews in Baghdad, and
noted that persons of his faith
(Moslem) arc taught, "You
haw to respect tin: people ot

about 100 million Arabs and
about 2 million Jews in Israel.

He said he feels the sheer force

of superior numbers plus "the

is no Vietnam, its 10101,

will tip the odds in the favor of
the Arabs.

IIE SAID THAT the recent
transition of the Arab nations
"from the Middle Ages to the
atomic age' still "has their

The burgeoning walls of Ar-

School hove
created the need for o separate

Power Mechanics Bonny
which could be ready in the
fall. officials said earlier this
week.
The board of education
Monday night approved u

and moved either to the United

9 , 000 equipment

SI

pend i

it r e and

ex-

proposal

requests for a pre-engineered
building to be constructed on
the cast side of the athletic
field facing Walnut
The other live district

!Choc! a -Prospect. Forest
View, Hersey, Wheeling and

of a separate nation for per-

area, Peel.] said that both

AS PARRA') secs it "Israel

EIk

Grove-have separate
mechanics oreas which

50 yors.

The Jews in all their lory,
ruled there only 70 years.. he

194/1

said.

PARHAD FEELS that the

He said that before

1948

creation oflsrael in 1948 was a

there Were 50,000 Jews and 2

bad move "It was creating an
artifici al nation.. he said.

Ilion

raeli side of the conflict, at

and Arabs don't
along,

for

And, he attrihuto the man

noting that the two

of the Arabdsraeli war in 1940

AT
Tomorrow
Is Today

tzv°

auto shay and body and fend.:

repair and

Power mechanics wee of-

repaint

C.W,T.i win..n the non two
won school officials said.
A pre-engineered facility
could Oat 971.500 according
to figures supplied to the district by StramSteel Corporation. Chicago, a firm which
.setapp];triicl,eigre,d
up
structures
If any of the ProPOsals are
accepmd.

board

would
ham to authorize necessary
capenditmo from the 1970-71
the

odordd

or

(non

mmytudt

Sef

*.

loon

,

5 CELL CHROME
BIG FLASHLIGHT
p

JUNIORS', JUNIOR PETITES',
MISSES' AND WOMEN'S
BEAUTIFUL NEW SUMMER

Gat a lose comfort

poky

cetly
win
rob #N56
able

coon

HEALTH NEEDS

!DRESS

TAN
CREME LOTION/OIL

7 Cox COMMAND
HAIR SPRAY

NEW DAWN
HAIR COLOR

MOUTHWASH

California

Oubrontbork

t I

add

Experience has shown thut
the students like to stay in the

Bark

200

pound

for

test

corrugated fiber
board moth plotted
Nay lock tease

IN THE

1

boatons-and they re woad so
k

200 E. Rand Road

255-8800
BERNZ 0 MATIC REFILL CYLINDER

PLACE FOR YOU!

retirement or your children's education...
the

If you want speedy, friendly service at a local

Commons in Schaumburag.
Y -Indian Guides is
pro-

institution where you are more than just on

Twinbrook
CA which serves the youth
9f Bloomingdale, Hanover
Park, Hoffman Estates, Rem
Medinah, OnMriosilk, Roselle and Schaum-

If you want free parking (in our 10t just east of
our offices)...

2 selected
for society

Patricia Wellborn, of 21 E.
Regency Dr., in Arlington
Heights. and Theresa M. Hop
thn of 1511 Oakwood in Des
Plaines. were among 26 student leaders at the University
oT Illinois
Chicago Circle
canines recently selected for
membership
in
Activities
Honorary Society.

The socielY sel. juniors
and seniors annolly on the
(finis of participation In extras

cluricular activitio. Students
Rom all disciplines within the
uniorsity are recognized.

Everyone Isn't turning into an esdusal. It's just that the ones who

largest artware factory in the

molding new designs out of

world, there arc daily guided
tours presenting every step of
an age-old craft, which transinto
forms common
foeda
works of an destined or world

clay in the manner of the artf-

are are more vocal and attract more attention. But for every
headline about someone doing something vicious, tucked away In

small tides is a story about omeone doing something nice for

coif you take the trouble to reach out to people you'll find most

display, es well as varied works
of ceramic art. Through a Oasx

san of earliest times.

LOW

of gaeden dub,
scout troops, women's clubs
and school groups drive out 10
Dundee every month. Leading
OW of Chicago ors Northwest

markets.

people around you, and lel them see the kindness in you. I do me
relief coming your way financially, in the form of an increase la
family income. Take heart.

The tours include a close-up
M ew of the many bend Pt-POMO involved in the snaking

Tollway to Route 25 and onto

of one ceramic piece, as well as
the use of the latest machinery
which enables these handi-

sides and farmlands to Dundee
and Haeger Potteries.

Dear Mr. DcLoilise:
My husband has vie hen working for eight weeks doe to the
trucker's strike. Do you see him going beck in the near future and
as golfing hack to normal and out of debt? Do you see any mar-

rkge in the near future for our sciriandN1-7

anything about bar? Is she well? When will we hoar from her.

AQUA VELVA
GROOMING SETS

Dear A.L.K.

8.,
After Shove 188
toe
oz team Shave List a o

HAI KARATE
GROOMING SETS

tiaj 4

ffer shove

Premium Quality
Comfort Supreme

*T-SH1RTS

Dundee, the

drive

goes

*ATHLETIC
SHIRTS

through rolling wooded h

Imo markets of MIMIa and

Call Chicago number MA
6-3797, Ray Buhrow, our director, for reservation,

abroad.

group sodded tours.

crafts to he produced for the

Hanes

Dozens

of them will hold out a helping hand. It all has lo clan somewhere, let it start with you. Mad looking for the good in the

because they had the big earthquake there in March. Can you see

*BRIEFS

*BOXER
SHORTS
No\

Plt3F t \I

apin?
A.LK.. Arlington Heights

1 am feeling Mat your niece mei someone. I feel montage for
her soon. I am not feeling that she Woe Injured in the eattlupgc. I
do feel you will hear from her within the next month.

Dear Mr. DeLouise
INN been having troubk with girls and Td like to know if you

17

lie Me having a 'Lift 1 can call my own soon.
.I.E.. Mount Prospect

Dee LEA
I am feeling a correedon hem gilrOyounelf gme.I am feeling
you will meet spelled girl this summer.
kOmsO

psychic, will ans-

be signed, but names will be omitted U the writer 'miens In.
Write to DeLpuire in can of Day Publketions, 722 Center St.,

MISSES'

1

ttigeg'S
SPECIAL

MEN'S
SHIRT SALE!
100% IMPORTED ITALIAN
NYLON TRICOT

sonde. To 10.

MISSES'

TEAM

Bbd

account number...

THEN, VISIT OUR OFFICES
JUST ACROSS FROM THE
NORTHWESTERN DEPOT

ed

Des Plaines 60016.

ITALIAN SANDALS

GLITTER SCUFF

rfeld

:

seal

Ione triw, foam -cushioned in.

moors will be made to have

burg.

--L

8114

Lustrous glittery aped; geld-

by

the

sell

If you want ready availability - borrowing
from your own savings...

your papers picked up.
Collection spot for

of

picture window can be seen a
craftsman at a potter's wheel,

every five You buy wit I oo

and halogne

If you want maximumsecurity - federal

If you wont helpful advice on how to save for

rweiT Wb'ea'.6I'le

ch] feature where there are
historic pieces of pottery on

of vimsitors each season. In this

JOSEPH DE LOU/SE, nationally

Thursday, June 11, Arrange.

nodh-

opps

wer Me questions of Day readers in OHIO column. Letters should

insur
up to S20,000 on each separate
account...

837-8854,

A cenamie museum is a epo-

highways will

Instead of seeing your asp as half empty, see n as half full.

One blade free with 614

THE

Schaumburg,
YLIndian Guides am Whee-

Bayard,

if

THIS IS

If you want to earn up to 6% on your savings...

Don

refill with exclusive

vols. hohweloht, portable.

This will be a joint project
by both the Prairie Eagk and
the Narragansett Nations of

YMCA Office, 894,3800, or

low you con get mo far the pram of
anal Hurry in now for fullest man ex
..ttnct selection

(AcimsIrorn Pandhursq

Propose

(.erested parties with news.
papers can call the Twinbrook

A country drive of ate hour
an beautiful

It it is any consolation lo you, everyone seems to be in the same
predicament The only way to survive is to try le Honk positively.

GILLETTE BLADES

PLATINUM PLUS

of excite.° styles beomful colors and

of Mount Prospect

77C

06,9nn d none size

polyesters in o tremendous assortment

Don Bayard of the Prairie

wen

Haeger potteries offers
daily guided tours
lead from Chicago's Loop to
Dundee, where a tout of
Hacger Potteries provides a
meorable treat to thousands

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
1.anl worried about my niece who has been traveling around
the world for at least 15 months now. It has been three months
shme we heard from her. She wrote us last from Afganismn and
mu making her way to Yugoslavia. According to the map she
would have logo hack through Turkey and this is what worries us

alter shove or

no including Arnels trimetates and

iitaCQICUA

ARONSON HESITATED

ling from their neighbors, In.

Your 6,nce of

Choose from popular easy care fob

piece

Y -Indians

to George Gorledv, executive administrator of the Dhows State
Toll Highway Authonly, construction ss scheduled to he can
plated late next summer (Photo by Dan Bolas )

Dear No Name:
I do feel the strike situation voll be eland up soon and I am
feeling a marriage for your son Met

ORIENTAL JADE

17:11r

Eagle Nation Y -Indian Guides

UCES

Work started recently on the Northwest Tollway interchange

at Asitncion Heights Rd The long awaited half cloverlof wdl
provide Qom, to the tellway for Northwest suburhanttes going
east to Chicago with exrb westbound from Chlogo According

Elk Grave Village

HANDY 301/2"x 1 Sx 131/2"
WALNUT STORAGE BOX

.

Twinbrook YMCA.

440

wt
3`.

'Melly mown," Fischer told
gm board menthe,

the

640

AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

l'eca0""
tit.4T̀rost

ledge. this is one course dun los

lees announced that a paper
drive will be held Saturday.
The goal for each brave is a
slack of papers equal to his

990

12 Ox SCOPE
I

power mechanics courses et
Ile five other schools.
`To the best of my ktuawls

set paper
drive project

se

FOR MEN 7I0

any

mously passed the recommendation to equip and construct a

ir

430 On BRONZE

building improvement budget

passibility for a transfer program which would enable Arlington High students to tukc

on approving the request because "Arlington is a smaller
schoor
However, the booed unani-

s

5 sell na°

FAMOUS SUNBEAM
ELECTRIC SHAVER

Dear Mr. DeLotasm
I am a mother of six and find myself becoming more and mar
physically and mentally tired of problems, financial, child tin
home -manage ment-wio etc. Do you see any hope or ray of on
shine for physical and mental health? Will we be able to meat au
financial needs. Will I ten} enjoy life again? the world is jungl
and the people arc turning into animals. It is very hard to live.
Anxious, Hoffman Estates
Dear Anxious:

bat

ameedul

ACCORDING TO Edward

son's connoent that funds
couId be directed elsewhere.

INTR

I I I

Holm, district coordinator.

sante school, Fischer said in
reply to member Arthur Aron -

for this month.

1

EXCITING1411
prevent

their next oncoming scheduled

tp

dent intense is Pp creating a
need for classes K.:ginning

ment.

loads

The Wheeling Twp. Fkk
publican Club intends to haw
a spotker representing the Is-

odds

wre now at maximum enroll-

.capacity

0 ps

the Profs, claiming Mat they
moved in on territory reserved
for the Arabs. eller thy British
had bit Palestine. May IS,
to

sons of the Jewish faith.

power mechanics arms for Arlington High. Mrs. Leah Cunt.
mins swathe only member absent duno the presentation.

o offer the sante three courses
plus Power Mechanics II. Stu-

people were in the sow country dominated by the Turks for

money- bark guarantee!

forefront for the establishment

Earlier in his discussion of
the history of the Middle Emt

NEXT YEAR AHS hopes

United States.

States or to some other locaParhad said that the Arabs
tion where they will not be in lived in the. Middle East

around present day Israel and
f.rt,:ele lljoo
as to ascendent people

Page 7

MesAah, but have been in the

heads spinning."

fered at AHS during the spring
semester in five full clam period. waving 97 students,
reecho: taught General Pow.
er Mechanics. Power Mechanics 1. and C.W.T. (cooperative
work trainingl body and fender in the former central
maintenance building.

HR THINKS that the daily

tain to lied no PavOr with the press in
the United States
Jews. He feels that with the strongly favorable to the Israelis'
two peoples in their present side of the conflict, though he
close proximity there is no soadded that perhaps the bias
lution to possible conflict.
was aided by the general lack
Parhad recommits that of knowledge of Middle East
the Jews of Israel he split up history by persons in the

The Book. The Torah and th..
Bible)."
Period made the point that
the Zionkts, whose movement
was begun just before the start
of the 20th century, have given
up their belief in the coming 01

coming of age" of the Arabs

conthm with the Arabs.

But, his "solution" is cer-

New power mechanics facility
planned at Arlington High
Ripon High

Th itsday June I 11970

for
6
DoubleMond genuine leather

with slingback, bold brass

Comider the Jim
Banco half gallon:
(1) The World's Finest
Bourbon Since 1795
costs less per drink.
0on/ There's a handle

it Easy to any,

Mans short else. dress derh oF 100%
imparted nylon Moot Easreem fabric.
tell stylea White, colors end

Raul
nnmes

trim. Brown, white, To 10.

MOM

Less
cash,
more
carry.
ram se pour.
(3) There's less donee
of running out; less

noe to run out for
coma A sensible .3,
to relay the Bourbon
that Mn been

of family out since 1795.

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
16 E. Prospect Ave.
Free Parking Just

_`,111111§

FIRST CARD

1I

TOWNS COUNTRY
CHARGE IT

I

AND OTHER
MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

CL 5-6400

11

South of Our Officer

'

:s

I

The Countess comes
with a"dowry"
$157 - So small a mice to pay for OW lifelong thrill of caning WOO the COUNTESS neweet and levallest Deep Them pattern
horn inttunelional. We say, so smut
o price. because COUNTESS
a the most extravagant ellerplata you can own. And the
heaviest. It Is, of course.
the only silverplale inlaid
WM solid Silver- so much
no, that under normal nee
and pm, we guarantee
(CO a Warne.
Like all royally, Ma
COUNTESS comes with a

dowry. Those fabulous
ellver candelabra have
been selling everyday
for 000,00 the pair But
they're our gift to you
If you purchase the
'Countess in 48 piece
service for eight
et 5150 before
June 30 1970

DAILY 10-10

SO hurry

g

SUNDAY 10- 6

I '

I

,Silver, Chino & Crystal
MOO Of. Harlem

At Northwest Hwy
631.2800-Suburbs 825 3131

Theo 'Asa Fridrytlot a Se., hi Clandlaahr

SENSATIONAL TOPPS VALUE

MEN'S T-SHIRTS
Re-iniorced neck -won't sag. Haneset9

controlled length shrinkage. Highly absorbent. Tailored for comfort. 100% mttan in white. S.M-L-XL.

MEN'S AMEBIC SHIRTS
Rminforced neck and shoulder straps.
Highly absorbent, machine wash. Cotton

Swiss Knit. While. 14(L.

MEN'S BRIEFS
Double sect for comfort and long wear.
Heat resistant rubber in durable dente
waistband. Elastic leg openings. In white.
Sins 28 to 44.

MEN'S BOXER SHORTS
Fancy pattern. end white Fully cut from

quality broadcloth Heat resistant rub
ber elastic waistband In sizes 2B to 44

FIRST CARD

Im4,71..,4

TOWN 8. COUNTRY
CHARGE IT
AND OTHER
'MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-6

Lions waste opportunities in loss
By George Ike
-

Logan Square had many op.
portsmities but did not copiedize on them as Wheaten' beat

the Lions 0-2

last

night at

Wheaton Central high school.

late threw went imo left field.
However. hwo runs weren1
enough as Wheaton got to
Zander for three in the bottom

of the first inning Adams led
off with a single, then Zander

fireballer aidsZander recovered from a three -run first inning to hold Wheaton to one
hit the rest of the way.

LOGAN SQUARE outhil
Wheaton 7.4, but it left nine
bases Made.) in the Emil inning
but could not get a run across.

Stew Smith snapped a se ere slump last night as he
whacked too two hits in three

trips including a dotal.: and
scored a run.

Zander, in addition to his
mound exploits. got two singles to help his own cause.

Mike Garbus bunted into

O'DONNELL

made

third. Adams intentionally
Ikea Pettenuzzo to load the
bases, and the strategy worked

singk. Smith stopped at sec-

ond then stole third on the

I

440111.atINest--Prr

7

No

2B -Smith, Denholm; 3B-

3

cf.

3

r

h
0

Garbs, cf

Denholm; Sac -Brooks. Helle-

"t.

r., O'Donnell; E-Menvedal,
red

0

0

4

Smith, 2b
Pettenti720, If

3

I

Plater

2

0

Adana
Zander

Hellesen. rf
2
1

2

It
0

0
0
0

O
O

0

1

MAIM.

ip h rat w so
7 7 2-1 37
6 4 3-3 35

ilzettenuszo)

Jaycees crown 40 champions
ma crowned 4U champions
Saturday during the Junior
Sporn Jamboree at Arlington

rid

k
I

High School. The track and
Bad events were open to

I

0

Midget boys and girls (10-1 H.
Juniors 02.13) and Inter-

each event will advance to the

regional ram at Hoffman EsMidgets competed in the 50 - tates July lg., These prelimiyard dash 75 -yard dash and arenaries will tidally lead to
the 220 -yard relay. All levels
a real to be held later this
then awitched neon to the field
cants to pal tic/pate in the

long jump high jump and

mediates 04-15h The meet

Mann:dal. c

Arlington track coach Bnice
Sentence.

was run under the direction of

baseball throw.

THE JUNIORS raced in

-

the 220 -yard dash and the 440-

Al first place wituacra of

100 dashes. The Intemadiales

the speed in the 75.yard sprint
and then returned to rank third

their repretoire.

Hoffnaglc,

Debbie

Schiedam;

Seven Midget boys dominated the action in their diviaele. Kevin Morgan took top

in the lx.ctiall throw.

honors in the 50 -yard doh and

rome Pittenger had things
pretty much his own way by
snaAping the tape in the 75 yard dash in 9.9 and Men entering the winner's circle for

sen. 6.8:2 Don Stubing; 3.

the second time by tossing the
baseball 106-0. He also ran on

26.4: 2. Scott Topcwwski; 3.
Chris Prindow.

hmlez 8.0 (12-131

ON THE junior keel, Je-

then came hack to lead his
foursome to a second place in

gad may besides the 60 and the 220 Yard tar/

t

Laura

John Mucksac turned on

added the 880 -yard run to

the

winning 440 -yard dash

squad.

50 -yard dash: I. Rick HanThomas Skahan, 75-varddash: 1. Jerome pittenger.0.9

9.9; 2. Mack Kiernfit. 2211 yard dash: I. lint Gralam,
440-yerd relay: I. Dan SorbMack Kiernan, Jerry
DaNmone, Jerome Pittenger.
ing.

Junior Rick Hansen and

Jim Graham also turned in
near -perfect performanas by
each taking a first and coming
beck to place in the top three in
the field events.

In the boys Intermediate
competition,
Dave
Mills
turned in trophy performances
in 100 -yard dash and the long
jump while also anchoring the
winning 440 -yard relay quer-

59.0; 2 Den Shuarg Robert
Bettis. Scott Topezewski. Paul
Strelow. Long jump, I, Scutt
Topczewski, 3-11 VA; 2. Dan
Shear.; 3. Paul Studow.
I

High jump: I. Chris Front
44; 2. Chris Prinslow; 3. Dan
Stubing. Baseball throw: I. Jerome Pittenger, 19641; 2. Rick
Hansen; 3. Jim Gralam.

50 -Yard Dusk I. Susan Pei.
NOREEN Anderson paced
the competition on the girls' fel, 6.9; allay Weeks; 3. Vicki
Midget circuit with a triumph Olson. 75 -yard I din I. Cindy
long jump and a pair of Satko. 9.8, I IsitA Wenks: 3.
seconds in the 50 -yard dash Judy Keefer, 100 -yard dash.
and 220 -yard relay,
Wendy Sander was the only

double winner for the Junior

Wendy Semler, 13,7, 1. Cheryl
Nirva; 3. Sue NIcHale.
4,10 -yard relay: I. Judy Kee-

fer, Pat Mundele, GinnYThrndash compeon in 13.7 and er, Site Peifer. 59,5; 2. Nam=
S,olko.. 0, Nancy Sauer,
the long jump with a leap of not avaable
Cindy
13-21/2.
Jane Gallagher,
The girls' Intermediate divi- Noy Wzaks. Long jump: I.
sion saw perhaps the most W- Wendy Sander, 13-21/2 2. Lisa
aled group of the lot. Five Grafitti; 3. Judy Keefer.
High jump: 1. Cindy Ruthdifferentcontestants took
turns taking honors in to indi- erford, All, 2. Lon Nightvidual events while several re- ingale; 3. Mary Ellen Penguiturned to compete on the clos- y. Baden throw: 1. Pat Maning relay events.
del. 171-0 2. Barb Kobus: 3.
girls ss she swept the Igo -yard

Lamm Weber.

JAMBOREE
Chairman
Gordon Bayless is in need of
the Nunes of the girls who participated on tha second place

This lovely lineup of young girls toes the line anxiously awaiting the starting gun in one of the dash
events at the Arlington Height Junior Sports Jamboree Saturday.

Waycinden car wash, 8th Ward share lead
Ward share a Bo for the lead in

"

the Red division. while in the
Blue, Alien's is in sole possession of first. In the National

Ochlar's early tinemun lead in

single and a double.
Jet CB Thru acored in every

the first with one run in the
fifth and four in the sixth. The
sixth inning proved to be the
Ng inning after Zayre received

inning Of a livedun affair to

double.

geed use in an opening 12 -run

League, Towfi and Country
Standard and Jet Cit-Thru um
dal for the lead In the Red, and

over in

the

Blue,

Claners occupies first.

SIMONIZE Car

Wash.

in the fourth and sixth and
three in the fifth. Shakey% one

pect Standard in a game where

run came in the third, on a
triple by Pat Giblin.

mate Dino Marsillo was 3 for 5

to set up or score most of the
runs for Arby's
ALLEN'S traveled to the
field of the Tiffany Coiffures
to Win a 10-9 victory behind
the outstanding pitching
and
Hornak
Steve
Froehlich and three singes by

Stove

Mike Taccino. to decide the
Contest.

On Wednesday the 20th 813

Ward ran away with a game,
Snoring 18 runs to host For
Plaines National Bank's 3. For
Sth Ward it was an all out vic-

tory with evert/ boy on the
team adding to the victory
with either their bat or glove.
Zayre won an easy WIttory

rover 0014 r by coact:ming

hits.

the lead for the entire game

victory over host Mount Pros-

the lead changed hands four
times. For Arby's, Craig Chuigel went 4 for 5 while Meru -

find frame. The outburst was
Made possible by nine walks,
two hit batsmen and a pair of

walked away with 58-1 vicmrY
over Sbakcy's Pizia, enjoying

In the American Division,
Arby's won a stunning 10-7

with three runs in the first, one

Mount

Prospect

Standard

mon a 64 victory over Zayre
Department store behind Joe
Arredia, three hils driving in
four runs, and fine pitching
performances by Tom Hadley
Steve Norman, and Chad Hanie Shakey's Fidel won 13 to 4,
over Des Plaines National
Bank with 14 hits. Bob Lunen -

doff led the attack with four
straight hits and able Vandenboom with a dob and a
home run to account for most
of Shakey.s runs.

OEHLER Funeral kat a 102 disaster to the Tiffany Coif-

fure,. The Coiffurs scored
four in' the first and pairs of
runs in the second, thicd, an

fifth behind giand slam, a

In one of the Wildcat con tens of the day, Wilk Herd ware held on to edge Market

Ed Stecki was the hitting hero

Jets Bob Fisher and Mike
Lynn shared the mound duds

while holding Braga Chef at
BURCHARD Cleaners followed wit by dishing out a 24ffiraihing to host Rescor In1

dustries. Burchatd also scored
in each of the six -inning contest which included a nth. -ton
first and eight -run fourth.
Three Burchard Cleaner
hurlers combined to halt Row
cor on a yield drover four hits.

trippers helped Wille's earn en
early comfortable advantage.
Market Place fought back,

however, and it took a good
stop by Wille's Mike Sheridan

IN THE JUNIOR division,
Kunkel rams up with three

to finally shut off Markel% rally.
Burger Chef scored six runs

runs in the bottom of the seventh to nip B.P.O.E., 7-6. Greg
Meyer was the winning Pitcher

Well of the first three innings to b1.1 Dibbern Appliance, 20-11. Dibbern never

runs in the third and coastal to

a 9-4 triumph over Dunkin
Donuts. The players of the

Prospect

nob one bit to pao the
S.T.E. attack.

STRIKING LANES scored
three runs in the first two
frames and hung on fora 3-2
win against Copyco,
Bob
Anderson got the win en the
hill.
Ina slugfest, it was Nelson
Realtors nipping Cal's Roast
II -9.

Craig

ab

r

379 77 107 70 18
Forest View 375 59 98 47 12

3

.2

410 47 99 37 8 I
Elk Grove 382 59 86 47 12 0
Palatine
Conant
Hersey
Fremd

Arlington

361) 57 79 43
384 43

83

18.212
6 13 .261
9

5
I

15 .241

19,225

9 2 2 19.219

31 14 4 2 15 .216 '

367 56 79 41 9 2 6 3.204
372 55 76 42 5 2 3 23 .204
384 52 78 44 5 7 3 4.203

Glenbard N.390 46.76 38. 6 7 4 31.195

50 -Yard

50 -yard dale 1. Rich Blake-

Doug

Hoffman

and

three hi. to'pace theta ulls to:
5-1 win over the Rockets and
Paul Stoloner had WO
doubles to cod the Panthers
over the Larks, 13-5. Brian
Sander hurled a two -hitter and
struck out 17 as the Rockets
beat the Trojans, 7-2.

Paul

Lundsledt got the big hits as
the Sox topped the Blues, 9-4,

Kurt Larson and Paul Grady
each scored three ma in an
1-3 Badgers win over the Box-

hitting stars as the Rams shut
out the Bears. 5-0. The Rams
turned eround and dropped a
4-2 decision to the Raiders as

winning pitcher Ward Schell
struck out 12.

Stoltener.

a dwee-hitter to pace The Pilots

over the Conga., 2-0, and the
Redwings rallied fora 4-2 win
over the Pelicans. The Pilots

gut three runs in the first on
singles by Greg Burmeister.
Dale Baldwin and Ed KtilliSe
imd a triple by Randy &inkman and they helc on for a 74
win over the Pelicans.

In the North Blue Junior
Pattersoa
Division,
Kent
pitched
no-hitter to better
Don Lyon0 two -hitter and the

Metzger

The Rockets rode =Inthaw hi. by Mark Praisers

and Brian Sander to a'10-6
triUmph

Gophers rocked the Bombers,

over

Kone

Panthers.
tripled and

the

doubles as the Gulls edged the
Larks, 6-5.

9-5. Mike Foil Phil Williams

That man Brcister did it a
third time in one week, pitching and hitting the Robins to

Keith Mason hit ow home
runs and drove in four mm a

able the Redskins to beat them,

the Bulls

heat the Trojans, 7-I.

Division,
Doug
Knoppel's
single in a seven -run sixth in-

in the Muskies' 14-4 win over

7-3.
Chris Birkett a nuhitter
and anima out 15 as the Bees

won their third in a row with
a .3-0 victory over the Owls.
Dave

Klein,

Jordon

Riedl

the

and Tom Mayer each

doubled and lick McLOSeine
twirled a two -hitter as the
Muskier nipped the Leopards,
4-2.

Mason hit two more
homers, drove in six more runs
and burled a two -hitter to Pine
the Bullets to an 11-3 win over
the Pythons. Glen Mesita

and Ken Peterson got esIto -hoot hits as the Wolves beat

picked up the pitching victory

the Aztecs,AS.

over I he Colonels.

TN NORTI1 BLUE Inter.

end Chuck Carkhuff all home red as the Bisons smashed the
Sioux, 16-6,

in the Dragons' 8-6 triumph

IN THE NORTH Omen
Intermediate

Division,

Karat.

and

Hearn
chipped in with extra -base hits'

Jeff Smitherson tagged a
ter truned in a sparkling late inning pitching job as the

PS 9
Tbrmk

Stars smacked the Arrows,
.

6-I ticked to beat the Bomber, 7-6. and then ripped the

Ime H,

SP,RTS

IWO

Steers with six runs in -the fifth,

Pat

as the Hawk eyes tripped the
Triplets,9-6. Erebus also had a
triple in the Hawkeycs' 3-2
triumph over the Saints.

Jeff Mack spun a twtter
and helped hi.. cu. ssith a
double as the Sarit, topped the

Co not, d .. 7 4. P ul St

10.6.

,slow had a double and two sin -

The Arlington Heights Park
District is once again entered
in the Northern Illinois Swim
Confenney with a team in the
13 Division that includes Roll-

ing

entry. High jump: I. Steve
Klein, 5-4; 2. 00 other entries.
Baseball throw: I. Jeff Cleveland 231-0; 2. Neal Haseman:
Merle Pusiteri.

Pethleg, 3, George Schott;
220 -Yard Relay: I. Mike Ja-

cobs, John Meyer, Kris Peth-

ley, Mike Well/. 33.5; 2. Kw
yin Morgan, George Want,
Ray Loch, Francine Ponce de
Leon;

Meadows,

Midget Girls

KUNKEL

REALTORS
won a close one over Dog 'n
Suds, 9-7, as Greg Meyer was
the
winning pitcher and
helped his cause with three his
aul two runs scored.

Finnlly, Sinking I.enes col-

50 -Yard Dash: I. Sue Scud-

der, 7.0; 2. Judy Nielsen; 3,
Long Jump: 1. Noreen Anderson, II -914; 2. Cindy Patti;
3.

Nancy.

Coberley;

Lori Olson; 100-Yhrd Dash: I
Barb Dickinson,13.0; 2. Wendy Jacobsen; 3. Janet Erbach;

220 -Yard

Dash:

I.

Teri

High

Woods, 29.4; / Nancy'Con-

Perreton; 3. Liz La
Plante; Baseball Throw( 1.

don; 3. Lee Ann Mullen:
440 -Yard Relay, I. Nancy
Condon, Barb Dickinson, Sue
Scudder, July Nielsen, 57.7;2.

Jump I. Marie Levon, 3-8;2,
Pam

Holly Hutchison, 138-016; 2.
Leslie Grabitg; 3. Gina Zone rave:

50 -Yard Dash, I. Sandra
Burke. 7.1; 2. Noreen Ander.

son; 3. Debbie &blesser; 75 lected three runs in the last in- Yard Dash, I. Nancy Collard,
ning to °venal. Dooley Real- 10.6; 2. Leslie
Grabitz; 3.
tors, 10-9, Bob Anderson had Renee Norris; 220 -Yard Retwo hits and a walk fora per- lay/ I. Holly Hutchinson,
fect day, and Tom Butgen was Gina Whitlock, Renee Norris,
Lye ineluding
Sandra Burke, .32.5; 2. Noreen
forthose

Anderson,

Shams

.Gasser,

rya

IN THE ORANGE North

sOn'drove in two runs in the
Lancers' 6-I triumph oink lit
Pioneers. The Prone, gni
homer from Dean Machine
and triples from Scott Heiser
and Steve Chester in a 16.3

Bill
Balinski hornered in the MoDivision,

hawks' 11.4 victory over the
Doves, Ron Funk, Mark Alirens and Rick Sanders provided the long hall OS Peter
Lund shut out the Meumics

r the Patriots.
Smith, Carl Horn.
Tim Riley and Mark Henze all
win

Geoffve

for the Rides, 8-0.
Jim Paulson's horner helped

the Sealers build up en 11-0
lead but they had to hold. for
an II -10 win over the Scouts.
The Scouts then dropped another, 15-9 to the Rifles, despile Tom Marion's homer for
the losers, Tim Greiner, Don

Meyer, lint Meyer a. Don
Meyer all had extra -base hits
as the Stealers blitred the
Doves, 10-4.

hit doubles as the Chiefs rippad the

Redbirds, 9-3. Bob

Singer spun a one -hitter and
won the genic with a homer in
the last inning as the Como,
nikpped the Celtics, 3-2.
SINGER RIPPED a homer
to pace a 13 -hit attack and the

Comets walloped the Brunes.
15-3, The Celtics got four hits

from Dan Baker hot could
only manage a 9-9 lie with the

In the North Red Inter- Pioneers.
mediate Division, litri Griffith
Geoff 5.111 went fouctur rapped out a double and a four and Scott Montgomery
triple and Matthew Boyd pickes up the pitching win in relief
as

the Grizdies tipped the

HOW..

GRIFFITH
DOUGLES,
Tripled and hemmed to help

to lead the
Chiefs to a 16-2 romp over Ihe
three -for -three

Patriots. Jinx Kelly buried a
five -hitter and smacked three
hits as the Lancers crushed the
Redbirds, 23-5.

The opening date of com-

Armen and Busse .11rag",1,2;oT,d.7,Z,

dead Monday's
Twilight golf

7pird;"'"" and 'd° year

Annen and Busse Realtors

nemed into first place in the
,'Mount Prospect Twilight Golf
League last week, takings full
two -point lead over secondplace Morton Pontiac.

The low gross score Was
recorded by W. Cameron, who
carded a 38, while B. Cramer'
27 was good for the low net.

BIDDIES WERE gmared

d 14

":13':"E'21a-HY:RdaEi5Eolcyo'ed.ncrigesto:,7

e

groups, which are under the
guidance of Ida Gabler, the
girls

swimming coach a
Northwest Suburban YMCA,t
These sessions are scheduled
fwromill 57.tnib'to061;:p17, MPaornk:

day through Friday, starting
June 15,
The

two

older

coached by Arlington High

Cameron, G. Goodman, H.
Rasmussen, C, Krehoff, S.

School mentor Don Anderson,
will practice the same lien. at
Recreation Park. There is also
a morning practice at 7-8:30 in
the Olympic Pool.
Any boy or girl who is a resi-

Beth, S. Deming, 3. Grocers.

L Springir, B. Ryan and B.

dent of Arlington Heights is

STANDINGS

eligible to join the team,
though the all-eity team will be
Team
Pointe
Armen sad Busse Reators

Your

groups,

B.

Choice

MEDITERRANEAN DINING ROOM
A spectacular savings on this elegant mediterranean dining

rom, You must see it to believe it! Carefully crafted and

$439

finished to a liht pecan finish. Price includes 54" interior
lighted chine, loot table measures 42" X 62" with one 12"
lent and 4 cane backside chain.
COMPARE $61995
On Selo 9439

ITALIAN DINING ROOM
Cassie Italian dining mom In a medium ironwood finish.
Price includes 50" Interior lighted china, oval table manse,
ea 42 X 62" Roth one.12" leaf and 4 splat-hack side chairs.

comprised only of the more I

GOMPAREMMOS

'On Sale 3439

competent swimmers.

391/2

Morton Pontiac, In.
371/2
Mount ProsPeet Saint, and
Loan

351/2

I ands Meat Market
35
Arnold Palmer Cleaning Caw

THIS YEAR, for the fin
time, an all
park distric
meet will be held. It is sched
uled for Monday nights at th
different outdoor pools, will

35

two events in each age bracke

Ed and Girs Barber Shop 291/2
Mount Prospect Jeweler. 281/2

being held at each meet en
points awarded for panic pa

The Gift Bus

lion es well as finish.

271/2

Picket Paint

25
231/2

Kerstingls Garden Center

John Mulch Buick

'18

Each of the outdoor pools
will field, morn and will provide a practice from 9-10 ad,
Monday through Friday. Eac
team can enter as many swim
mars as they wish.

SPANISH 4 -PC.

BEDROOM
Herefine authentic looking npanish set avaiinbM t

VELVET SPANISH SOFA

21-1'rg:rngXti

tops''eirchTdraiitrs
ple dresser,

miror, chest

A truly lovely Spanish sofa Ir natural velvet py famous
Annette. Notice the heavy tufted bank and arms. Wood
carved spindle sides give It a truly authentic look.

ITALIAN 4 -PC. -

COMPARE $39,95

Created and Styled by Bray-

Sr am $259

BEDROOMS
BY BROYHILL
.° fOr Me peOple wiles/ant

Italian at 1.,falvlz.issaving.s.

=Pg.

Oreaser.

SPANISH 5 -PC.
OCTAGON
DINETTES

Irl III FATHER'S DAY
SPORT COATS

975"

9111.95 to 925.00
- Plain - Checks

gelltrirgVOisile $279

in formica evocado oak add'

lour hi -hack chairs in olive
neughyde, package it all

RECLINER BY
FAMOUS PONTIAC

CASTILLA BY FOX

:'aeriarrhuraan=7;

ZsInelneranTh TtNrnM

sets of the season And at
some
fabulous Corvair.
where your

A chair, p a chair. isle chair
is not
.. reciner It
like a very fine high

Hurl& Breasted Blazers

Ilimordineting Slacks

sofa from the Castilla grou
by famous F.. Designed to

be practical as well as Mo,
lel, the frame is solid wood
with inulcare trimmings The

srnarkst

designed dine.

dollars mean

Yoe

sgr,Vtgggr= $239

aII loam cushions area combination of durable black

QUILTED SOFA -SLEEPER BY ARTISTIC
Here is a contemporary sofa by day and a full eke bed
sleeping two at night. Covered in elev.* butli ne qd
you will hind it attractive and practical. Full foam cushion. GOMPARE829096
ON SALE $229

print on
side. A
matching echoer, platform
rocker and occasional able,

tet2,9"TATE>M:1

Pg°.1`2
ZZ=VoTt==te
COMPARE Ma 9S

pn. chair

Your

hen. will be amazed when

clean with the

of a

loh. Gi.. wo

damp
Dimm ing in truer Sean.
Style. this iS a must for your

COnicaneiwasSOn say $128

CONTEMPORARY
3 -PC. BAR SET

is=12

Open Monday and friday &seines

:gel
and

Niggigi'.45 a.m., $139

BRASS FRAMED
PRINCESS BENCHES

Des Plaines Ill.

twln
ltd sr
heading.
Attractive ticking mac;

tolooks

you Show Mena it reclines as
ell. Co /ered in a handsome
black vinyl that feels and
looks like leather
to it wipes

eamtortablelfihe room

ot walnut Itnph
ish wood and black vinyl.

1440 MINER St. - Downtown

FAMOUS SERTA
BEDDING SETS
Our lOw. price e emr on

re'lriNs rgg'n;
hoe ark'.

"an' OL°07,e
Math
'grIAT,Th

wardrobe a lift
with a BOTANY'
o
Father's
Spartans, Heather
f'
Day
light Dacron At Wool
Sunday
plaids, Checks or
J
plain blazers in
210
fresh new fashion colors
of blue, gold,
brown, or olive. Regulars, Longa, Shorts

rry. A 67 trend
cheat end

Take ale., octagontenia

Iry BOTANY'500'

Terry Gormley, Lee Ana Mul-

lump/
I. Kathy
Poem, 12-9; 2. Barb Dickinson; 3. Sue Kanne; 'High
Jump I. Carol With 4-1;BaseballThrowi 1. Pat Doyle, 17402. Ann Mullen; 3. Lynn Inn.

mediate Division, John Robin.

petition is July I with the division championships at Bar-

Jan Wakely, Wendy Jacobsen,

(Ang

10' the North White Inter -

slugged the Torn Cats, 14-10.

Rookie.

Carol Johan., Janet Erbach,
Teri Woods, Kathy Pearce( 3.
len.

nets.

Banington

Give biz leisure

Intermediate Girls

necks. Jay Berry hit a gand
slam homer, a double and a.
single as the Dolphins outIntermediate

The

trimmed in chrome

3 -PC. STACK

TABLE SETS
A sturdy, attraclice, Pratical

;nr=g0,17,1,,Litt7=1:

dins
inclug
the foot rest. The

state tops. Perfect for when

group

ran

shoals

0=7`lOreenb'Z

this set in any home decor.

guests
team

hOMPARESMillesties Sig

Pars gg.:=:' $79

$8.05

CORVAI R SHOWROOM -2670 GOLF RD., GLENVIEW, ILL,

BOLD, LOW AND
COMFORTABLE
"RANCHERO CHAIR"
An attractive decorator Wil-

HI BACK
COLONIAL ROCKERS

ed Spanish occasional chair.

rnnl9

Deep tufted seat and back

r,;'vrral.brmeJev°,47

'otrIVArt,...... $79

solitl

Arz,rcnrviwe,r''.1.

roTv;

roof

ositive that

able ea tuns

a.'$ 19.00

CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN BY
ARTISTIC
OP in length this lovely Mk

Artistic has reventle
sea and hack cushions..
by

fad on the body Seeing vi
belaying] see it tmari
CaMmitamMaSensili $219

1 MILE WEST OF HARLEM AVE. IN TALISMAN SHOPPING CENTER

729-6030 OPEN EVERY NOTE UNTIL 10 PM, SATURDAY & SUNDAY 'TEL
6 PM

11

double to pa. the Blades to a
16-10 triumph over the HOI,

Mount Prospect, Niles and

ted. 220.yurd dash: I. Steve

Long lump, I. Dave Mills,

clubbed two homers and

ALIPD still in Northern
Illinois Swim League

end fullAkeen bed.

18-91/2; 1 Pat Guilfoil; 3. No..

Billy Cob, struck our 11 to

sys also fashioned a no-hitter

cc...am...ensue $274

John MacIssac, 10.6; 2, Kris

I.

the Grizzlies withstand th,
Cowboys' 15 -hit attack. in
9-5 victory, Steve Jacobso.

Stags beat the Apaches, 2-1, in
an errorless contest. Tim Lap -

2. Larry Ruff; 3. Murk Pos-

Pusateri.

Dash:

Phil

Erebus homered and Mork

three irun double and Bob Car-

10.3. The Bisons overcame a

the Pythons.

Johnson got the bit bit men-

Larks,

the lead and they want on In

In the North Green Junior

the Robins to a 13-10 win over
the Wolves in veal slugfest.

Doubles by Jeff Moravec and

the

Tom Piatowski

van each had two -run singles
as the Sox whipped the Badgers 6.2.

pick up the win in the Triplets'
7.5 triumph over the leather-

gel

Jamie Knott and
and a triple by

Bruce Pokuta and Neil Sulli-

Leopards olio the Dragons,
4-0. Tom Schwartz, Mark
Holm, John Holm and Bob
Pinski provided the long ball

tees, The Robins' magic Orally ran out, however, when Pat

Lundstedt

a.

ales to pace the Dolphins pest
the Hawkeycs,

15-8.

clobbered

16

with another homer to pace

mediate play. Jim
Davis
pitched a onwhitter m lead the

an 8-3 triumph over the Az-

tane power in the Rebels' 9-2
triumph over the Titans. Paul
fanned

IN THE NORTH White Jonior Division, the Robins gel a
homer. and two doubles from
Bill Breister in a 13-5 win over
the Owls. Breister came back

Bullets shot down the
Colonels, 10-5. Ken Reckna-

ning broke a0.2 tie and the Mark

TOM BOURGEOIS hurkd

Brian

GREGG KOL61115 and and Mike Paice unloaded exJim Fasth provided the mon- tra base hits and the Panthers

yard dash: I. Dave Mills. 11.3;

Kevin
Morgan, 7.0; 2. Tom Nonh; 3.
John Meyer; 75 -Yard Dash: I.

Lassen

and ha a double and a hamar.
rst
National
downed City Barber Shop, 9-4,

rhea -moo double.

Steve Burger got him the only

2' run he needed with a roundtripper in a 3-0 Phillies win.

bell and Art Busby Were the

man. 64; 2. Jim Dion. 100 -

Long Jump: I. Anthony - 8110.yard mn: I. Pot GullHahn, 12-6,2. Jeff Zeller; 3. foil. 2115; 2. Jeff Cleveland; 3.
Kris Petbley High Jump I. VAIllarn Schmid. 440 -yard reTorn North, 3-7; Baseball lay: I. Pat Guilfoil, Steve KeThrow: I. Dan Weber, 163-0,, nn, Dave Mills, Rich Blake2. Mike Welton,
man, 49.6; 2. Jeff Bra.. Larry
3, John
Malseac;
Ruff, Neil Haseman, Mark

pitched three hitless ini-drup

Eller and the hitting of Craig
Nebo, who had a home ton.

h rbi 2b 36 hr sit

MARTY SCHULTZ limited the Mets to ow hit and

Tony Aiello, Kurt Beefier,

tries.

game for Dog'N Suds was Jim
GIZA who scored two runs.

Beef,

skin, Steve V
surrendered
'only two safeties as the Twins
topped thc Phillies, 5-2. Venti
paced two other Twin victories
with a pair of triples in a 10-3
triUMph over the Mets and A
home rua in a 14-5 smashing
of the Angles,

IN THE NORTH Red Jun-

ior DiVision, Bob Nolte tad

Klein. 24.9; 2. No other en-

behind the pitching of Bill
MID.SUBURBAN LEAGUE
TEAM BATTING

until the bottom of the sixth iw
Ring, 7-6. Egyptian Construw
lion held a slim 6.5 advantage

the S,T.P. outburst earned te.
victory.
Mike Barbeau had four hits
and Dave Stuckert, Kevin
O'Mally and Gregg Losinski

Doc hi Suds picked up seven

because of some median defense on the pan of the Chefs.

Team
Wheeling

entering the final frame, Mt

and Pete Bulgamtli had two
hits for Kunkel.

challenged for the lead, mostly

Mike Bush drove intik yd.
for S.T.P. in a
game that wasn't determined.
ning

MEET RESULTS
Midget Boys (10.15)

for Burger Chef with a pair of
homers, good for seven runs
Jim Luschen's pitching led
batted in. Teamma
Keith Dooley Realtors to an 11-6
Draper contributed ate 4 for 5 win over Sportsman's Barber
afternoon while driving in Shop. Mike Maher and Bill
tam runs and playing. Mea- Ryser also helped out with the
leb game in the field.
hurling for the winners.

overwhelm Burger Chief, 24- Pince, 17-16, despite a six -run
6. The lets only accounted for seventh inning by Marketers.
seven hits, but put them to Jim Mastropolo's three round

four walks. a single and a

Dodgers,

221/2

relay squad for lemon. rwase call 392-6113.

Mon one week of play in
Waycinden Minor League.
Simonize Car Wash and 8th

blitzed the

and got 13 strikeouts as the T. taro ripped the Blues, 12-3.

13 -strikeout performance by

Braves
11-2.

Winkelnaa's Shell Service

Intennedhrie Boys (1415)

kinson combined fora one -hit to and the Pelicans edged the
Cougars, 2- I. The Colts rode a

triumph over the Raiders.
Tommy Baugh was the
pitching mar and Steve Briet-

by J. Hoop, A. Ulan,

Junior Girl

Joel Fantiagi and Paul Wil-

hits by Kelley, Torn Wegner
and Gary Takata to an 114

a

The Giants continued their
heavy hitting in a 12-2 romp
over the Cubs, Carl Welding
Spit a three -Miner and Blake
Schmidt, Kevin Pletch, Gary

Winner -Adams; Loser -Zan -

Prase added a triple as the As tros and Jim Charleston while washed the Orioles, 9-0,
In the Varsity One Division,

four -hitter and was backed up

hod aura -base hits for the win-

der: WP -Adams; HBP-Adams

Mau Zukula banged out a
homer and a triple and Dan

Kevin Kelley and extra -base

Mark Lengrie, Ralph.
Coccia, Tom Collard, Craig
Kennedy and Pete Finley all

Steve Smith of Low Squaw dives back %Rest lowadd beied picked off dacha WI night's 3-21os% to Whealon.Smith was Iwo
for three in o teeing effort

WHEATON (3)

r

Mike Foggel provided the
long ball for the Giants with a
long home run and teammates
Kevin Pledge and Darryl Taggen had two hits apiece.

In the Central Major Divi-

The Arlington Heights Jay.

2
3

Baseball League.

provided the hitting,

as Ed Helksen struck ant to

eh

Arlington Heights Boys

Grasch and David Scanlon

end the game.

Player
.4darns, p
Olson. 2b

National Major Division of

with a 10 -hit attack as the

I

Drolet. rf

viCtOry over the Dodgers in the

MIKE FINLEY huried

sot

PITCHING SUMMARY

O'Donnell. lb

Donahue. c
Golden. c
Hake. 3b

Kuchler, 3ba

next pitch and scored when the

Snyder,

but Smith doubled Gabes to

out.

num followed with a sharp

en

Player

the

THE LIONS got off to a

Mike
O'Donnell singkd and moved
to second on a wild pitch.
Smith walked. and then Pelle.

D

0
0
0

relay.

seconJ out as he popped out.

one

23

0
2

Martin, running for Zan-

whiffs came with men on base.

in scoring position.

25

0
0
0

The Giants ripped out II

s din! and waltzed to an easy 94
the

a

der, broke up any possibility of

pair of runs. but even then they
still managed to leave a runner

1

0 0'0

started / hings off with a single.

But the Lions pmed up a
number of opportunities as

ton pitcher BM Adams for a

O

O'Donnell;

Almost emry inning. Logan
Square had a scoring opporamity but couldn't seem to
come up with the needed hit.
Strikeouts hurt. especiallyin
the fourth and sixth frames.
The best chance the Lions
had came'n the top of the seventh inning. when Zander
force play at mcond, but Nan -

good start a, they gm to Whea-

Totals

LOGAN SQUARE f)

BUT CATCHER Gary
Manvedal of Wheaton connected for a double down the
left field lino and after a walk:
Ralph Denholni shot a triple
into left center.
Zander mock nut the next
hitter to end the inning, and
from duo point on, he was al-

Mike Pettenuzzo went one for
Iwo and hatted in a run.

they struck out sewn times.
All but one of the unfortunate

Milky. rf

O

Tads

most umi nb'.

men on t ha haws. They had

3

Martin, pr

Cuppini. 3b

er to fly to center,

good enough to win. Southpaw

Salerno. a
Zander, p

O'Donnell. a

Weiss. ss

whiffed a batter and got anoth-

The Lions saw another lint

hurling perform., by a Lion
pikher, but this time it want

Brooks, cf
Denhalm,
Patterson, lb
Fleck, lb

Giants hit hard in Arlington Heights baseball loop

Thursday June 11 1970

THEDAY
Thursday 'Line II 1970

Wheeling High School graduates
Stephen Holthous
Janet Holtz

The Wheeling High School
graduating Chas of 1970 will

William Hopkins
Judy Hogg.

have commenceMent exercises

l 8:15 tonighl in the school L

Fred Moyer
Kea Meyer

Kathy 0,090

Kristine Kiley
Cathy Miller

Marilyn Thriller

Robert Hull
Peter Hultman
Darlene Hurst
Gary Hurst

Brace Erickson

Kenneth limhold

The grannies Mn:
Wendy Acker
Ronald Allen
Donald Albion
Coral Andersen
Arthur Andrews

Richard Edwards
Sharon Fitts

to Ann Anfeldt

lee Erickmn
Deborah Erme
Barbara Evans
Michael Farley
Wendy Fawcett
Ronald fedyski
Darlene Felten
Kenneth Fielder
Michael Fischer

Mike Johnson
Jeffrey Jordan
Kathy Nam its

Wayne Fish

Linda Kampf

Christi. Erickson

Linda Baer
Steven Baer

Whitman Boilly
Lennie Baites
Ralph Baker
Anne Bakke

Gary Bandringa
Geoffrey Ban
Kevin Barthule
Barbara Beard
Daniel Beard
Chris Becker
Christine Becker,
Diana Behrens

Michael finials.

Mali Ballerina.
Martha Bergslien
Donna Berntren
Stuart Bilks&
Somme Bin ham
- Ronald Meitner
Walter ajornsen
;

bride Bloom
Kathleen Beezio

Kathleen Bonnet,
Allen Bone
Kathleen Barre
Patrick Best

Sally Bradley

John Brien*,
Gregory Brosharn

one...grebe,

David Bruning
Jennifer Burke
Frances Burlingame
-Diannea Busch
Dia

Caldwell

Janis Calek
Linda Conzabell

Christine Came,.
Nilza Caraballo
Cariborg
James Carbon
Janke Carlson
Cynthia Carpenter
Nonry Caslin

Haig, Castiglione
1

Sandie Christensen
Eric Christiansen
Thy Cacione
Claudio Claeys
Rosemary Criudde
Chris Cook
Mindy Cords
Cheryl Carts
Frederick Cotterell

William Craighead
Ronald Cuff
Michael Dahlquist
Leonora David
Scott Day

Arthur De Kneef
HinerDe Lacerda
Mary De teen
Madene De
Michael De Luca
Vincent De Lucca
Walter Deaner
Terry Dmito
Ann Dion
Wendy Dickey
Gail Dickson
Toni Digeronimo

John emo,
Kim Donohue
Thames Doporryk
Thomas Douglas
Koren Dowd

Donna Jensen

Was. Johnsen
James Johns.

Robed Kona

Linda Finder
Mark Flynn
lane Fontembio
Kathleen Forest
Nola Fortwengler
Linda Foster
Karen Fraser
William Freddo
Gretchen Fricke
Klaus Fresh
Abby Fritsch

Gary Kowa,'
Barbara 050ms

Leis King
Randy Kinnee

Gm, Fry

Karl Chinon

Christi. fuller
Cynthia Futrell

D ebbie Kleernon
Steven Klopf

John Fyock
Thomas Gearhart

Diane Knowles
Beverly Keeppen

Charles Kieffer
Debbie Kieffer

Vicki Kreis
Cectlio Kmaky
Janet Kuhn
Barbara Larne

Mary Long
Paul Lang
Judi Larson
Mark Lesley

aress, laureys
Lawrence Lavender

Rehr

Lynda Lasalle
Donna Lichtenberger
Joyce Lind

Sharon Lindquist
Nancy Lindsey

Alixelischett
James Lively
August Lockefeer
Robert bad
Ward Lowing
Janet Lueders
Roberta Lundgren
Terry Lundquist

Willem, Herrmann

*dime Hayden
Gary Hildebrandt
Gary Hill
Ronald Hill
Susan Hill*

William Marshall
Gloria Martinez
Mario Martinez
Daniel Mathis

Bennie Mc Coy
John Mc Donald
Pamela Mc Ronald
Kathleen Mc Ginn

CarHorigins

Carolyn Hoehne

Patrice Xaetm
Richard Holm.

h 'emery
William Tyler
CceelUrbon
Kenneth Vandenboons

K en, Veniwnwrien
Valerie Vanyek
Nora Venni
Konya Winton
Gail Wagner
Janice Wagner
Canal Walker
Kinsperly Womboch
Michele Wenger
Carole Weber
Vdki Weis
Christine Weisser
Sharon Weld
Debra Welton
Robed Wennicky
Thomas Wheeler
Teri White
Richard Wiedemann
B onnie Wieder
staves Wiesen
Wanda Wiley
Lynn Wilf Wing

site of Buffalo Hill in Volo. Ill.
Counselor, for the daily
Camp are laniard Wallis.
Mary Chips and Diane Tub,
man
of Palatine, Harvey

Three additional openings
remain for prospective Counse lors.. Qualilicatilins for
counselodhip are a dire io
be mature and able to uecePt
msponsibility and to have

Moose

designed lo

inform

Two !ape players and speak-

en pl. 23

tapes

valued at

fro
of

two autos in the driveway
,,m home belonging to Frank

ward Sts Sharon Lett, of 7 S.
Maple, and Caren ]acobsen.

Nebel

Al Nebel, manager of the

of 61P Edgewood Ln., will also
attend the conference.

LoyI Order of Moose Des

The institutes rim designed
Plaines Lodge No. 670, was to inform high Lcheal students
presented a diamond studded about teaching careers. Lee 'lapel pin signifying member - tikes and informal discussions

,

r.r

-,-- :;,7
M.

.

0 ..

.

./1

nifyi, their

a

Insurance Group

a

PHONE

766-6750

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250
1060 MT. PROSPECT PEAZA

KEHr DAILY 9 AM to
SAL 9 to 5 CLOSED

BENSENVILLE
714 W Irv008 Pork Rd (RI 19)

wE
GUANUDES

MEATS Inc.
BENSENVILLE, III.

623-9690

0

the 1000th member in the club

will be initialed.

"

4 Dist. 214
employes

Take Us
Along on

Your
Honeymoon

CE CHECKS that iS. We
special for newlyweds. 50
imprinted Mr. and Mrs. personalised checks and you can write
all you need for one year without our usual 5200 minimum
balance, completely FREE for
one year.

JEAN ADDINGTON

Maybe yOull he spending your
honeymoon in some out-of-ikeway place - then you will probably

members Monday night.

ton High School biology instructor who has 111951 II
year. in Dislrict 214. will

So before you go -,teem we can
help you in many ways with thy
financial help you can

his Arlington Heights hem.

clear the peopl

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

STEPS

etteilet

ante Corporation

777
THE BANK

Inside 6 Out Experienced colle

FULTISN'S'VRI)

CEMENT WORK

PAINTING.INTA EXT. low grin.,

ROSELLE DODGE

oft Imp

CAVIOALLONSVILEEE.

NO W. Coll Rd
Schournbufg

593-7205

continued

growth cif Dist. 2/4.
Mrs. Evan Wasein Is din
ing after 26 years of cooling
English. eight of those years

z

024.5440

In the Arlington Markel Shopping Canter
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255.7900

tablishing the employes' heR/th.
program, including a chest
x-ray system...,

-a=rr

ere a

0993

459.3269

Tile

GET THE BEST

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

'87:221 or

LEO'S

391.5216

CALL CL 9-4811

COUNTER MAN

and B FLOOR SPECIALIST 9812

,reed. 61,95

Must be over 21
Wo k Part Time Evenings.

766-5571

LOW COST DRY CLEANING Rug

yu M1. Cleo ed

repo

M1

CL 3-7374

FREE

ESTIMATESstd ]374093

CUSTOM DECFRALTING

SPRING CLEANUP

orrcz,..mroz.

CHUCK /ONES ANDSCAP/NO
537.141i

WI NkELMAN'S

LUM'S

1225 S. Emlorst. Des E.t.a

H JA

S

TORIAL,

956-0565

741.7405

21 -Situations Warded -Men
Rel

171

CALL 3940074

rotWes

C

II

go

GROUNDSKEEPER

Student

394.5405

Tockpoiniing
OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

ARL. HTS. oaf CARE CENTER

SioteVeZensa':7335

Building &Remodeling

Moe

:

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

eoMn0F
:;Itt
Soda Enimpines.

259 0552

genelOi
,Peir1,1g,
359-.66 Tim or 392.8295 Scan

Tutoring

C0i)

296 6484
d chld

De

ficcIR''' FFG

RANI.. 6 DICOO.110

9
Local

ICRUGLER DECORATING

mn6x

255.03._

Cur

WANTED

288 1923, G/orio King

RON FOSTER TM Inc.

so

in

huge, doi, or week S93.7211

593 50/

Upholstering

HOME TYPING WANIED.

so, pl. ben.

ad

dr

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

DO YOU SEW??,

bunts. 6 a

MANAGER

soo,

COUTURIER des:gning ond

5

ly

Id

359-1906,

SERVICE 6 REPAIR

ROLAND E JOHNSON

SOD DEPOT
EXPERT CARPENTER
CALL
71, fir,LR 5 PM

TV Service

CALL ED 35e 5359

027-7588

's cloth

HOSPITAL

C1.5

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWPIERE

in Women's

HOLY FAMILY

CALL 298.5274.

f
WAY PAINTIN

o.vn. flower boas

Oig 8 Yd toad,. OD
Big dye reed -sixty,

299-2281,..808

12SituatiresTlantetWomen

sad Ma

Dressmaking -Sewing

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPT.

sm., mem

255.1030

..Alm 961

827

Ole

m

WILL

STUDENTS

PAINT HOU., EXCEL WORK.

RICH FERTILIZED uliCKsOn.

a:

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPIN G

NEAT CARKNIER WOR

Rt 59, Ih

rad

B 6 D DECORA ING

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY Free pick

Sourh Rr 62

ESTIMATES CALL 594 427

ar

st°HOUSES

ErAnoTQualoty

Onen. conAvacanu, honwew

RAISED

"SI'rG=VE''
SINCE 14,16

A 25 .0209

7-1

c)

ge

Laleis.

MACRE-- ELECTRICIAN W. -

AARON

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

OJ 4.4

0

00

42.000
Lawn Care
Afi UP., all season,

WoltmMn Const. Co

Cm...m...11

I

,

Room...ens

CaPERATIVE ENTERPRISES
223 0352 ii so ens 39s 0761

Lawn Mower Repairs
WEST GARD. CENTER

. PERMANENT DOG RUNS.
FINANCING AVAI.BLE
FREE ESTIMATES.2a65
825

REASOIrA'L'E ;17EFERFXCES
FULLY INSURED
CALL 562 1975

Lauritz Jensen

.

Decorators

bridge 824-6146

CL 9-0495

One K3A

WasVaA.IRJR,Its1:1!
CALL 297-2266
RUSTIC EENONG

SO:Hada

peitglo 359.1906

289 -1088

campus corps
ALL I'I!I'I'ET.RE'ET'Ll'A'A'ATES

392-8333

Floor Refinishing
EDMOND

namiwas.lwiuedoolkhed.
729.2.21.0 free est. anytime,

GRA,

PROCESS IN

SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

willing to work 6 days pn week Good
salary win Eisend benefits
Call Ken Kubes Cal

437-5750

PEOPLE

Or Apply in Person
910 Chase Ave

7

ARE

FINDIN6

I-IAPPINR
RIGHT

HERE

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

NO LAYOFFS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
We

nee ieurne,..,..

ond repo,/ es for primntopsrotoo.

one
kcon dod
on ow day .n.fr
OUTST.MTDING COMPANY BENEFITSary
* BLUE CROSS * PENSION PLAY
LA
* PAID VACATION
BL
SHIELD * PAID HOLIDAYS * NOIAVOFF,1

',con Your rune Tod*,
cans in or cots, Flynn

ate

827-7456

A.I Floor Polishing scruce.
tr, economical -mice li

learn

SPECTION. Opening_ on all shifts Muse be

537.1244

hipikimAuess,,,, Niles

Earn top pay and

artc7O'Z'ZtOrs=

Masonry

ddeteliona Mica

.

wWRUNG ANDGE NERAL FWAIR

o5nCa'Llg7atnine

3583172

BOB JAACKS FENCING

vocsAvii=bv
Cali., Emit

ro78lRf.0'

283Z3ah5

. annneen
I

BILL S HOME REPAiRS

R & M DECORATING

8240946

TRAINEES

Welding

RUSSELL

DECORATING

CHAIN LINK FENCE -

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO./

Located In Elk Grove Village
Needs

,crory E 5,rovy

LicenLed.

CHAIN LINK HNC...VINYL 6
COLO. PORTABLE OR

Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable

0) IQ

ELECTRIC

Fencing

Room Additions

01 al

WIRE CO.

lnopposts, 220 V. oulle is,

NEED MORE ROOM?

CO al

CHICAGO MAGNET

,r

kletirisol Wok,

LA9.6050

CALL 824.0460

f)

2,111elp Wanted Men

Wallpapering
RICK'S LICORP=.

our gool Col/ Ken 392-0105

d., drye

0/)

S 96-1630

FREE ESTI

Drywall

FULL BASEMENT

mmm.""

N,. R. C. Fahrenkrog
ISO E. Ogden Ave.
Suite 23
Hinsdale, Ill. 60521

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

REIT/LIP 'EVAWA''

college.

& Trust Company of Art ngton Heights

COLLEGE

2

063

POODLE99 ROOMING

and batch part-time et a ftinior

Vita. High. will finish IS years
of service to the district.
She was instrumental in es-

,Illosiness Services

WAHLQUIST

255-2570

She will inrio to Arizona

IVAN ROMAGEL, head nurse at FOrcst

CL3 3721

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

WHOLESALE
WALTERS

Parrs 6 Access...

she spent at Prospect High,

MRS.

SAL. and SERVICE

39-9134

Tailoring

MERION BLUE SOD

D 6 <OtiaLETE

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

CI. 5.3.2

Landscaping

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

967-9742

Sump Pump

CALL 562 .75

Grammar ond High School.

3594113

Free Est.

HOUSE PAINTING

agricultural hobbies.

welching the

Pa. 9

OM

CANTER OR, FLI

292.4613

Emmons said he
plans to teatA as a substitute
when he is rem busy with his

°FOR THE FIRST ieor I
will do 0s tittle p.....11.1e." he
Udd, adding that he will he

LB.

:17,r'e:eeirneeZI

WALL=ORS

After 35 yeas or science

WiCkkMr told the Ward menu
bent

PIANO LESSONS. Mo. Theo, in

r1r9.85'Ert°

766-1943. SpecIa'

tt'o2",t2"

teaching.

"My plans arc indefinite."

15Insbuction

SCHAUMBU

Bicycles & Repairs

in FiOlitin and six W.I. at.

rant, will move to Carlton -

Sewer 8 Septic Work

Ce

024-3464

spend six months of reilminent

ROLAND WICKISER,
Fortin View High counselor

437.9019

D 8 J CONTRACTORS

sro,o".ts.

Robert Emmons. en Arling-

need a few Travelers Checks. We
have those too - in handy denominations at the [Owed possible
cost- anywhere.

Call 593-5950

8.-6736

. IMATECAM

four 197,1 retirees among 1122
certificated employes.

USDA

BANK

0

INSIDE SALES

S QUALITY ;ZIT SER.

EIGHT PACK III

Auto Body Repel,

$4 AN HOUR
4 HRS, A NIGHT.
4 NIGHTS A WEEK

A ap

WORK. CALL 297-4635

Sheet Metal Work

Home Maintenance

combined

who has been in km district 10

SERVICE

tVtor,3"17,33

F aCTrAVA71 L

APOLLO

1.5

Work available immo edloiely 6

IN THE

ROOEIWAMVPNATRS ALL
WORK GUARANTEED. GUTTER

358-7206

2120240

""CVOLTO'"'

RICHARD RACHHUBER,
board president, presented
plagues to the retiring faculty

24.11e1p Wanted Men

Roofing

Dog Service

years of service will come to
clew for four District 214 high
school employes when classes
are dismissed Friday.
A hiology leacher a school
nurse, an English teacher and
a. counselor are the district's

HAPPINFS

McENEELY PLOG. CO.

GUTTERS, ROOFING

C01.11.1,T=MINUM

PbpeneToday.

5..6507

C01143,5170

coati

retiring
Fort y-scvon

Est

HERE

=MU,*

rate
Rsidendol.Commal
Pnami

America Moine On, Chicago.

A FULL

Iwbleil'v3;/Ft:t

EaUndelions

SKIRTSARLE SNORTER

EXPERT BODY WORK

agent in the Prudential Insurance Co.'s Nein Loop Agency, Chicago, was one of thrre
panelists at Ilse 1970 regional
Marini., conference of Poo
denliaEr Mid -America OrdInory Agencies, hold recently
ia Naviali, heedt lmer.. 11b,
aorlivnin includ mu. 111:10
100 of the company's top rep.
resentatives
from
offices
thimighom Illinois and la- dinun as well
tram the Slid-

Al that time, it is hoped that

free

255.7606,

LAL

Kinkel, 340 Pion
Mesh D. Plaines, a special

lodge's 26th anniversary.

350.6190.

Painting 8 Decorating

KHOO CONCRETE

Joy L.

[undone will conitnemdrate

AUTO

593 7208

MEE ESTIMATES

956-1430

P

and Mel Mundt.
At the meeting, stem( dinricodance to be held on June
20 was announced. The din -

766-6750

2.11.0

Coll. 3,2 4750

ROBERTS CONCRETE

COMPLETE

Mascheff, Frank Musillami.

FINDYOUR

CALLS ACCEPTED
DAY OR NI.

Home Improvement

H

nay, Richard Barron, Robert

259-.726

SIFLOORS SAIIDED, REFINISH.
RIPPFOo 6 LH/AXED, SNOW

hed,

II

Cement

Richard Nebel, son of Al Nebel and his 100th members.

MONO

dW

Berkloy

"'"7"-rsTio's

"

°

and W. Harry You,.
The new mcmbers were:

a

REIM WO irEtaiLISU

hhed,

poodle,

URAL PARLORS, RESIR OMS,
WINDOINS WASHED WALLS 6

CUSTOMELOSea

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Club...
They
wpm
Paul
Shelffo, secretary of the lodge,

Giovanni. Anthony Randna, L.H. MCCoy, Albert

Black

CEILING, HAND -WASHED,

Alterations

SIDEWALKS

Henry Hock Edward Dela-

d. 392 4988
LOST:

FULL MAINTENANCE

sZairatilestA,s

mothers in Chicago and Salvation Army settlement which
helps children.
Contributions will benefit
an, anticipated 200.000 men.
woman and children in 1970.

LOS, Block toy poodle, vic. BDO

Service

WM' nrilTAT

Each depositor insured to 501,0614, L.

'Ilie

0<

Most and Toed

Brad's Maintenance

RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

Desna..

Eve. by Appaintment

s C.

SI. James 6Ih g ode.
enough W. Larry Her.

392 6817

Plastering

Maintenance

Gutters

LV,srsotr=r,::'Vorr:

358.1383

hams

n soar,. acs

Eagle's Aerie,
045-9016

ACesUrn'aTIIVF=seCs'

membership in

Jeff rie Young
Theresa Zeehlor
Thomas Zaehler

CANE

Account!,

Ned

WM. St

70,.. barn

sea

paid

wok Fountain 6 otc. Working

Furniture Refinishing

erV,r!

the .15 Division' of the .25

the

EISFEFI`E's`cls

e

Murals

P.O Retro dauld Out [ant
fromtke keel lain NOVA

renew

Carpet Cleaning

I

prenmed with lapel pins sig.

Bel ere you renew .14 to
Lire
gaea

H

Art Services

BEEF HALF

big rate savings plus new

"

a

2984770
IA SALLE PERSONNEL

Angeles crew. 394-0870

Piano Tuning Services

ALL SERVICE CO.

Con.

lodge to achieve membership
into the club
Two other
mben were

RGII/D.

and broader coverages.

Instead, those villages will
donate certain percentage of
MOT cominnrity chats 10 the
Salvation Army.
There will be no door -to.
door solicitation.
The 5197.000 will be Used
la support 46 different Salvelion Army institutions in the

VALLINOSKI

Sanding 6 refinishing.

EalETCZPfiLL "T7'9"!1273

CALL 824-4347

member in the Des Plaines

FARMERS NEW

tr

ROOMS

SPECIAL wewnwon VIces on.

no place to live, the Booth Memorial Hospital for unwed

1..

A.b1,4).M.10.0MANNIMANNAIMVIMNIV010.11.41Q1

learn the fools about

Rae rinks ond entitled

V

rollment ceremeny
Classes are directed by
honor recently.
age of of Education members
Nebel received the award and anion! by visiting lecturfor sponsoring his 10015 new ers and specialists.
member in the Des Plaines
Moose Lodge. He is the first

WITIThrriWolter
Ellen Workman
Grace Yang
Gail Young

55

.

Recfial plan. 3.4750

Tani

52,1211

GRADS

$10,000, Caor Bonus

WANIED: WOMAN who would
h
gt h pd'
. Lo

Mason,

finished...W.

96943

PAA INeoring Aid Repair Se,

296-6640

OR

Floor Refinishing

P00:17CD=SIULL7US

II will be used for emergency canteens far d'oastol such
to fires and floods, a lodge
whieh houses those who have

f.F.,,E:5tLtz,-..-1

Z:ILS.r.l.tSltret.11=1:=4='"`"

And

Sta t i tt in prove you are super

Building 8R modeling

Meadows, Schaumburg and
Hoffman Estado will not have

urbs.

irnr

fornputor Equipment
ENGINEERING o'vokra

14-Pe5settals

ZN.LIZI. 41,7,7 CONTIOLNING

Moe in the northweat nth-

.1Eittit, espriew8767,8116,1,1PRIPIATIMIWilanaanaa.aalleltaddied%

.1-

A

PACKAGE

Plaines, Palatine, Rolling

Chicago sow including all

Nancy Williams
SeraWilson
Vicki Wirt

D avid Zuelke

ILLINOIS

Ship in the .100" Division of on teaching preparation will
the .25 Club - at a 10010
specil en- began of the program.

(Convenient Food Shopping Center)

AUTO INSURANCE

orsifITINES'

Michael Williams .

Patricia Zduriek
Pamela Zedd
Diane telinske
Dale Zuelke

Air Conditioning

celaral air-conditioning.

Heights.

From Mount
Prospect.
Lynn Wats hwell, of 104 S. Ed-

255-7200

GMT..

ILIN

Test Tech 010750
Test Components of

In-

RECENT COLLEGE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

Heights, Mount Prospect, Des

;

AL
tioVECKtriukstApion

Vinyl Alen:inn,

0274037

MEYERS

BRICK MASONRY
EVOyea 6 Lrealtices

Pets
NICE

.

Office

2310131[00Bit AgenciesMale

ested Coll Mr. Moore.
545.0507

Villages of Arlington

ing a brats= car antenna to
S5ioner of 1516 E. Frcdrick, open the inete locks.

Generol

eel, 6 re.ble. On last lob 10

I'm looking for a coulde
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

shopping centers.

try apparently was made by us

a,

sulated Siding. If inter-

placed in Elk Grove Village,
Whetting and Buffalo Grove

will attend from Arlington

honor

LaS

About 9,000 volunteer
women will be placed in northwest communities tO give
doUghnut tags to shoppers for
donations. Triggers will be

Arlington Heights.
Skinner told police the care

Beattie,.

Wide 'env of der 6 bkl,P9

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

northwest area.

115 W. Johnson SI., Rulatine.

Tape players, tapes stolen

Pamela Johnson, of 305 E.
Frederick, and Susanne 1.
Thuy. of 2019 BriinsvOud Or..

Bensenville, Illinois

-.7(i()

YMCA Leadership Censer,

22Situa0casTranteRosna

lzrom '1,14-,!:. gra

end its suburbs, including the

Countryside

abett teaching careers.

714 W. IRVING PARK ROAD

Teresa Miszuk
Kathleen Edgar

the

others

Of Our New Location

John Dyson

launch in 32d annual Doughnut My Friday in an effort to

work with and help children, 5546 stolen yesterday morning belonged to his daughters. En-

Teacher @ institute
slated at NIU
Several students them Ibis
area will attend two Future
Teachers Institutes this month
at Northern Illinois University

to

Marilyn Williams

Michael Dion

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

Countryside held on the camp.

apply

D eborah Wilkins
Richard Will

Mardi 0.6
Joan Thinkwater
Margaret Dudgeon
Stacy Dukes
John Duke
Manfred During

The Salvation Army will

fi-RuttomPervenals

0

raise S197,000 to aid CIRCLE°

Schmitt of Barrington, Erich completed 2d, 3d. or 415 grade
Nicola of Hanover Park. in high school.
Vicky Oas of Arlington I Interested persons are reHeights and Diane Johnson of quested by the YMCA rind to
Rolling NI endows.

I

0

ay set

called for

MaryWaken

Linda Scheer
Knhleen Schultz
James Schwa,.
Gary Srhweitzer
Karen Schwind
Mania Schwinn
Isabelle Sendelbach
John Serena,

D ennis Mc Bride
Fran Mc Co OK

-

Gerald Hinkley

D iane Tucker
Susan Tuggle

Douglas Sanders
Ked Sonsone
Sue Santowski
Frank Savage
Michael Sra Ily
Paul Scheninghausen
Richard Schmidt

Chorleen Madsen
Mary Maikowski
Ronald Maksyn
Soule Marks

Frheard Herren.

Lloyd Tubb:

Sonia Seldom
Henry Samar.

Jeanette Morrie,

Mithael Herm:

Richard Took
Gary Tresker

Peggy Rowland
Donald Miss
Randy Ruth

Rickey Lush

Williar-..nrdddisclk
dowenn Hr,Irian

Gail Thompson
Robert Tierney
Danute Too

William Reuel.,

Gail We

Damn E erkman

Brace Thames

Kenneth Rainey
Suzanne Rank
Terrence Reddish
Debbie Reiman,
Pam Reins ann
Undo Reiter
Mane Rhein
John Richter
Walter Roberts
Wallace Rodgers
Wendy Roehn

Donald Leo

Hay.

D inid Stephens
Darlene Sterner
Mary Stewart
Dale Stonebraker
Carol Straus
Nancy Strombern
Richard Stambaugh
Linda Sullivan
Gail Sarredo
Teresa Szymanski
Thrive Taylor
Robert Terrazas

Maly
Raedel
00,014Reinr

Roberta nrnmon

Donne Hanel

Lynn SterinmorT

lerene Ramp.

Arthur leimelier

Eric Hunan
James Hand
Rhonda Hansen
Mike Harlow

Cliff Stoch
Candace Steffens
Robed Stagg

Gary Racene

thermal. Lawson

Marilyn Hale
David Hales
Andrea Hall
Lawrence Halligan
Peggy Hamilton

Alfred Simms

Paned. Plum
William Prime
Sue 'kindle
Man Purieke

Jacquelyn Leon

with the operation 01 Camp

Daniel Stonowski

Roger Perdek
Sondra Phelps
Steven Piehl
Jan Pitt
Canal Plough

Lobbed lambert

Robert Lemke

Minced Stamm

that seven mnior counselor,

wn appointed to anis/

James Sardinia
Joan Spivak

Patririe O'Meara
Timothy Oning
Cant Balmer
Christine Palmer
Donald Poluck
Sandra Pascuni
Mark nerdy

Bruce Kravalak

Loren Gunnison
Ellyn Guzman
Robert Guzman
Kenneth Haben

Barbara Monody

Officials of the Countryside
YMCA, 115 W. Johnson St.,
Palatine ,mnounced recently

Gary Sandi,

Olson
Rage, Othman

Randall K.,

Susan La 1.9.

John Smith
Pamela Smith
Robed Smith

Judith O'Keefe
Jeanne Olesky
Arthur Olsen
Wendy Olsen

Patricia Koratenko
Kenneth Koster
Edward Kestuch

Nancy Guenther
Daniel Guridlach

Jennifer Milne
Sent Moffat
Margaret Molloy
Christine Moore
Raymond Morey
Ridded Morgan

Robert N,trom
Martin aDennell
Susan Otiowd

Charlotte Killion

Linda Gain
Corinee Gottmonn
Robert Grabowski
John Graziano
Paul Greenblain
Joseph Grens
Diane Greven
Randolph Grimes
Sharon Grubb

D og. Mondry
Debbie Smith
Gayle Smith

Edward Mueller
Peril Mulcahy
Pamela Murphy
Pendia Murphy
Maim Nene
Eddy Nemeth
Mark Neubauer
Donell Nichols
Nikolich
Mike Numerovnlii
Christopher Nimayk

Undo Keeling
Carle. Kern ken

Willie,. Glass

Rend ftmenron
Alm Sine

la,Moser

Rosanne Kearns
Kathleen Keene

Diane Geiger
Luanne Geiger
Laura Geimer
John Gianerin
Edward A. Gibbons
William Gibson
Michael Gill
Sherry Gillian,

Al,, Behurnil

-

Glenn larrembewski

Mary A. Flood

Mike Shoo
Dean Sheridan
Jeannie Shiffer
Bernardino Shimmin
John Skinner
Patricia Shimald

Diane Mlle,
Gail Miller
Jeff Miller
Roger/Aldan,

Holly Jacobs
Marilyn Jonks
John limners

oughnut

Page 10

Christine Shank,

Stead Meier

Theresa Harsher
Linda Huber

gynntasium.

Earl Arendoll
Jeri Arnold
Randal Ashton

Laves McMahan
Susan Mc Rolls
Pamela Mc Seeley

Prompt traffic code 0

Pave I

FOR

ADOPTION

APE PALIV705T.
WIAL
Arlington m,. Re Ar1

IN THE

3DaP

583-3838

ACE FASTENER CO.
,E110pportuniry Employer

Thursday lune Ii
24 Ilelp Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

25 -Employment Agencies 11101

25 Employment Agenewg Women

1201111[11111W Women

Kroll stud,

FIXERS

RECEPTIONIST

AND
MECHANICS
Ladies Seamless Hosiery Mill

290-2770

Looking for experienced help, Top pay.
Good working conditions. Excellent fringe

La Salle Personnel

holmes & assoc.

Wo

riainor
Eves 6501. 44E1.

tog

1143 Standard St.

REPRESENT

ant 627.8B1ITetr"e

IV)

9r9f"

QV

monThrt't'XFrti.71'ct';PM.

o PERMANENT POSITIONS

"'"')

7

titatuom

me,,cd0r. tree..

Tolephono13,216215.77110

...IOC

Mat Clerk.

Mies Paige.

Vett

trer' °I:Plaines

Tea:- Estate CIASS-F

26.11e1p Wanted Women

FULL OR PART TIME

Division of Whineker Corp.
2801 W. Roosevelt Rd.
etween 25th Ave. d Mannheim Rd,

p

td.

q

To be Airline
Trainee $$$$$

1011conmEloard41 ouse5eepMg

'Vail/7,g"

PRO

74 To Red APantelenft

868ealEstateRouses

heat Dash

onaPAr:

Energetic Time Study Engineers, ex
perienced in development of standard dam

6.50V322

with watch and board in machining and

°

Rivet metal operations, to join us in our new
Bensenville plant.

Illinois Bell

SECRETARY

243-1400

SHIPPING

oseo

Permanent EA time opening on In shift.

DOCTOR WITH PETS

60

or, Panewrood.3rnaapt 1

F1'aOsPEWASzle.

/Fr 7

PECT

ladies preferred. Close to Iran',
Re, 5125 rno. incl. oil utilities.

Randynand

ROAr

DES PLAINES

99-2206

Profit sharing
Automatic wage reviews.
Smell congenial work force.
Eight paid holidays.
Group hospital, surgical and medical insurance.
Uniforms furnished.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE,,,
PHONE 037.3700

SUBLET

SWIMMING POOL

Grove,

sublease

bedroom

Good

am.

I

,

di

351

25,1350

M74930

Trace Apts. 369-6192

'rr,r9''''or517(1.071:1

White Collar Gals

...,...

electronic

6

392,30

Me Prospect

MT. PROSPECT

'1

DO YOU

DF5 PLAINES

KNOW
I.C.'s?

MOO Elki.x.z,,,E1,97.7160

T near downtown

rca. Incl.

Mr.

ante aeeefootty

Complete Wivo
PLUS/

1111'McCabe Ave, EM Grove

Tuesagad Ark Tpm, Shuaf ti on

921-4681

'729,t,'8;a70,,;'t,t""

onootar

%Int°

an eq.., oPPortuniWeennEYer

5945 W Dempster 965,400

N weitgate
pet, or,. 297-80.51

3,6300

12,61,

see

5matlarn.
roll 185-0153

anytime itb
14,1 no amwar

you

unman, M11co Porsonno1

by Coker 8 Penn

2005.1011M1

(Operators)

Prospect Day

298-3200, Ed, 361

Please call or'Come In
For More Information

SECRET

1800 West Central Road
Mr. Prospect, III.

copohlo indi-

on, Zr'il1and

An Erato, Opportunity Employer Ara

r,0 meH

:Azo mp?oyee ben

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE
25 Employment figet esleomen

$450 to $675

f

RECEPTIONIST

nufm

&

p ecan ho your.

Young Hobby Club

-

if you

CALL OUR PERSONELL MGR. FOR APPT.

297-3200
ENVELOPE PHOTO
FRAMES!

RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT CO.

By Emmy Dick
Boys and girls who splay collecting pictures of their favorite
sports and entertainment performers will like today's fun-praj-

2200 East Devon Ave. Des Plaines, Ill.

RECEPTION

An Equal opportunity Employer

BABY DOCTOR

$590 MONTH

SECRETARY TO

WILL TRAIN

PERSONNEL MANAGER

ect. It's a way to make frames for
the pictures. The frames meant&
from envelopes.
Select

picture you want to

frame (preferrably one cut from a

newspaper or magazine), then
pponiment

Np.e.

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT

mien, and awakes fringe Waste package It

DES PLAINES
297.7160
MT. PROSPECT

MOE. 0evon

Appel* itheduled al your convenlonce.
Call Mr. Lost at 537-1100, Ext 234

1720 AlBenquin 43,5090
MORTON GROVE

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
777 Wheeling Rood
Wheeling,

5945 W. Dempster 9654400

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITEEMPLOVER

Znanshoring.
fibk

I.

MT. PROSPECT
STATE BANK
`

a SECRETARIES (SHORTHAND)
OEXPERIENCED PROOF READER

COPY COMPILERS
BOOKKEEPER - ACCTS RECEIVABLE

cePreciele. 439.2006

Inaddeleritoe=enofeproemn

picture, print or write the named
the sports or entertainntent per

-

When you have framed your
entim collection of pictures this
way, they win be vorY nee, end

Morchondise discount.
Promotion from within.
Free bus from down town Des Plaines,
COME IN OR CALL

mn be Stacked on your desk or in
a dmwer.

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ea. 211

",

d;Y:,=4,

The envelope should be a plain
one such as Mother uses for letter -writing.
An opening is to be cut in the
front for the picture to show
through. Decide how large the
opening must be, then draw an

outline that size on the front of
the envelope (see Figure I). Cut
along the lines with scissors.

BEN FRANKLIN'

HELPFUL PARTY STUNTS
BOOKLET
Mothers! if you need not/Ideas
to entertain your children's WWI_

Meetings and birthday parties,
pull find 45 good ones in Cappy
ERCk's "Birthday Party Stunts"
booklet. To get a copy, send 50
cents in coin, plus a self-addressed, Ramped envelope to

P.O. Dos 42877, Evergreen Park

III. 60642.

TOMORROW: Directions lb

n two-step tossing contest!

WOLF AND DAKTON

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

$1495
'67 Chevrolet Belair
Station Wagon

394,5039

P.M 253.0448

lb
52100 130 MPG,. Pearc,255 9873

'67 Plymouth
Fury 111

P,ckup. BEST OFFER

ey..

766-9036

824-6690

AMeatoreo, wide ovals,
11, 3350

OA

'h*I'96'181PW'

253,245. S1500

CASH

SPECIALS

vin

44 flogs,Pets &Equipment

gqbla'

ma

JEWEL

,

kP

Bulovo mdse, diamond watch,
5, 359-5026.

Black9611.

Male.

Lovable.

y 25E9873.

zTs;rnm.1:,rn6,

steer.°

make as is. Reason.
able. CL 3 .906

Soft Wete. 5E001 month

iY07"

For

solo. Mons golf

6425
FL 9 3200

clubs.

core Good coed -824.5769.
Small Refrigerator. Good end,.ties

335. Call 827-7806 after 4

7/1Zr'OioZy)1;7;:rm'U:'

c

m

AKC. S

6

61

ht

.

W re

H

ed Terrar

394 5584

AKC

394,0167

Kenmore washer,
& dryer, elec. 2

Years Me, boxn,

1,59

MERCEDES,

4 -de.,

6

0 CC Trail Motor ycle. 1966
Bridgestone. Working condition

=g.:7:ELT
8 weeks old. Box trained.
392.8734

/st s,

392-9203

Morley Davidson ale
4625. Coll after ele

43,8071
Sycylti 1E0 X6 Scrambler, 250
G.1 3-6892

ood
9':1

Poodles. AKC. Tiny toy puppies.

Also toy Id sew,. All colors.

Hondo C6460,

When others mu',
HosKin

C.I., Auto. trans./58[h., 348
CI

turbo glide X dem, fuel
of I enha user alum

block,

PNIt up runs All 1 far 5125 or

TR

nrd

Peas 259 14,5er 882 x8/2 'r

Thinking
about a

better car?

cc, good condition, low miles.
d ante'

extra

excel, cond. 5495, 1965 OLDS
80. lac. air,
P/B,
PeaEL
5650

10

mos., raised with children.
541-2067

Three 20M. ICTCLFS,Iwo for 516;

one for

SUZUKI

Scrambler
G ood condition. Must m11.1435

FREE KITTENS TO GOOD HOME.

IETAZZI1TOU:TVC"'FAI1nlYST

III-Motorcycles and Scooters
968

with ubiblren.299.584

rcOner4.

IceleceerS. 774.5926

1074uto Parts and Access.

'62 Cologne 500 for ports Power

5,.31,

711.

,e. niisoo:

104 -Recreational Vencles

5150 Ch

High...Ibis.. 214
259,300,.037

an e9

30

255

TRANSPORTATION

F't0nrtnrs

392.2307

1955 W. North Ave.

396,cel, ond., 1 -owner, 31500

299.5,1 otter 6

M

0

392.8132

tiF '=

frac dq.1.591 I

'67 Chevelle Malibu
Station Wagon

42.Wanted To Buy

DEPT.

District 214

PM

Z94=,aTi. -tr--""Otts;°.°-"er

Tiffany style leaded gloss lamp

OFFICE PERSONNEL

Full time, new position.
High School

299 4171

$1595
avv.Jave ohs

392.1581

benefits.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

fl

1113,AutoTrailers &Capers

T1.99,t,"

quired. Excellent fringe

27.11010 Wanted Men & Women

p, B

h

Full camper conva,s. :ee

Make of;'er. 253-R549'

r1576e7

h

pegence. Strong clerical
and figure aptitude.
Light shorthand and
good typing skills re-

PRODUCTION
SUPERVISOR;
DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

R

102Rucks,Trailun

259.5300, eat 97

CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS

PYM0
I

°
ccE 4E4.6E.
21' CRUISERS, INC 90 hp Edn-

Immediate openings in
our executive office for

FOOD STORES

An Equal Oppodoni, Employer

dry

17' fiborgl. Cot. Tan Moto Mt,

722 Comer Strom

(ta manage master records on a computer)

25,4000

t9

1-4

Fl 5-0500 EXT. 594

find an envelope of suitable size.

.V.

100%Free Positions

Spread library paste on the
back of the picture. Open the envelope flap andstin the piebtre LnSide,pasting it against the back of
the envelope so it well show
through the opening.
On he outside, beneath the

BEN FRANKLIN.

cortc1=752976'rt/

56 -Office f urniturenevices

894.6274
nd

F11/11log Proy

UNITED STATES

ollenging job opportunities o

Presage po

yhl

c1330
burb in excellent cond. 437.9236

N

FULL TIME

We Need Sharp
Gals!!

exellenr

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise,

g'

SECRETARY -

995

'67 Chevrolet
Impala

jut lk

Co11827-0092

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

259,265

central telephone company of illinoia

60100

o

d

Des Plaines Day

ve.

Suit..e 4

sacra

Rolling Meadows

ElY

55 -Musical Instruments

LtIm

t. 6PM, all day Sot, Sun.

7711".

ual OppOrtuatY EmPlo

255-1900

EtPewrite7

117 S. Main Woof

NEW YORK

Equal Opporma,

1100 Hicks Rd.

runs

'63TO0D WAGON. A/T, Pls. R/H,

wicmidge 335. 255-2118 Fri.

Arlington Day
217 S. Arlington NM Rd.

Neff

SPOTNAILS INC.

PESPIAINES

carriage

1o

Northwest Day

OF

827-9919

CONVERT.

STEREO SACRIFICE cost 31000,

AND

2720 Des Ploines

°DICK

1960

=:a111'14/
E at has o,

SECRETARIES

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

t9tttut "

39,1-1233

255 2505

modern office building.
Superior benefit program. 5 day. 26,/x work

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

off

585 Co1135,2327 oft 6 pm.
long

for opPmntrne^'

opportunity far pereodal development.

.0

4, Elec. guitar.

MUTUAL

agion,

best

F/S ,

2596790
P///d

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

IlunrEttcrorleMTZteralat

LANCELOT

p/i,

week.

PAYROLL CLERK

67 Concord. 12.60, 2 hada,

Mier 6 pm.169-001

nicians with a knowledge of integrated circuits.
Techrdcal ability in the areas of solids tole
circuitry, transistor circuits, and electronic control
devkes is required. We offer an excellent starting
salary and chill lino of company berate plus the

Come to CENTEL and EARN while
LEARN

o'nWN"on(aPn=37,

cenent IllTedov

Ita alktrit25st1717

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
We now hare excellent opportunities in our Manufacturing Assembly Dept. for electronic tech-

-Inporaries

nell. Coll oft 6 om, 299.4713.

'67 Ford
Custom

from.faith N

Diversified duties. Periodic raises. Pleasant
working conditions in

TIME ON YOUR HANDS?

TIMMolnle Homes

Investmwsla

s4intreles

9 795

salary for a good typist.

About gomsell
359-6110

p

moastatnewerm,

old, 5.5 ear

yrs.

Fergreens,

CLERK
TYPIST

BLAIR

ga

Fastback

392.8636

Full time typist. Excellent

1394-4560

EM81110"BLEMS

8121 Milwookee, Nilo, I,

Open 7 cloys til 9E66.1088

idin

I

'69 VW

EURNItrEINNEZING

CL

less Mon 2

Arlington Hts, Ill.
439-0923

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summed

,tr.=11:

tit7rgotattellit'it`!
REAL

W4537

Duffy Evans

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

437-0800

I'M"r7P. r:CIV:4FT.

Allis Chalmers Sales Si Service

lea Closeautll

COOK COUNTY

Madman Ibrlda

REALTOR

urs.PrZ11,143:oladry

ohanecaskom.yen.

P/0, P/S. Like new Circa 5120
013584716

Interesting trips

ELK GROVE

"Er41.tatqln?"L'in'dow

lay 1. 324,219

dom.

545-4301

'68 Cutlass S

60

GOOD PAY

Overhead Door Co.
LAND INVESTMENT

"°

Slightly irregular brown

d

CALL

$1895

day Tues 6 Wed. 397.7590

re'f.

To drive summer
chartered work.

90 lnvestmentPropeNY

Your
Professional

FULLY CARPETED

1 AND 28EDROOMS

Ve7;
s

DRIVERS

CONTACTMRS.O.KARAS

Westgate Apts.

DES PLAINES. Deluxe I 6 2 bdern

g,

SCHOOL BUS

530 500. 392.3928

tTs7=6,`L-tam-rnem

No

$1895

'68 Chevrolet Impala
Custom Coupe

ANT,ni,

L

Al day SoT lone 13

9 AM to 4 PM

SERVICE MANAGER

er, radio, Rood tires, 5300 or best
offer. 094-3692

392.9365 aft 3 PM or we

CPR CL SO P3

vd, tend, et

EMPLOYMENT

In,

'62 Olds ',anon wagon, all pow-

ts

FEMALE

program. CTA to front door. Excellent opportunities fat advancement.

Secretary

.

'68 Pontiac means convertible
0.H.C. 6. 3 speed. Blue, while

DON

These are ideal working condition. Goad starting salaries with en outstanding hinge benefit

ett P/0,1,1253'100

$1795
'68 Pontiac
Firebird 350

Y, DeLUXE PLUSH 53.95 saw

1°.;t=tt,,tt:,9,Tittt
wool
Lt9.7=r9t==.

u:Vegt,tt6t',9.7.7.

g,

LADY PftRK,E12850NNEL

cope Cod. 2 bath, Mning rma

Minx. Gorden apts. 3155 6

ales 7c7,m.

noes

253.1282

MET? CARPED'
KODEL SHAG CARPET 54.95

El, Hill

GAR SALE:

For posting work. No previous experience news.
nary. Ideal for mature housewife.

Nohorthwid

ENN/5 COURT

GENERAL OFFICE

ItL=111'reN

61

InalroS11.1915

340, 437.0788

SWATIITN'arD'Or

5.1400. Co II

125, bln.

724-6006

GENERAL CLERK

775-5336

nitealEstuteLlutaut

opnawed yo,c,aoora
Rondhurs. Center

1 00% Free Positions

54000 Down

od

.327.259.29SO

abed,

FULL PRICE 522,900

m SIM

Coll 439-4100

$500

r

og. ice akerms,

CLERK - TYPIST
Should be able to type 40 w.p.m, but will consider lass. Must be capable of answering phone
end taking mossag.. intelagernly. Ptheonf re
sponsibEly well be to keep employer referral re-

NEW OE LUXE

CL

'AltE'0'11%/MN114G"'

RENTAL -DUPLEX. Avail. axe 15.
3 BR, FAM. M. 1, baths. 3225
per roonth. 392-9060

$1895
'69 Dodge
340 Swinger

bolt blue. 9 score wamtchg. coP

lands, Pologne

rl

corpot,

Timberlake Village

a TRANSCRIBERS

technicians.-

1,1° 531,500.

MOUNT PROSPECT
One Beram Apts f

Spi

51000.296-2660.

7D ?FM, wiair

hav

.

CI. 9,2955

,el

,ggy, Fare., Mims. radial

2 Bedrm. Condominiums

blk W. of Wheeling Rd

ronchone

'69 Chevy
Camaro

1966 ,iumph convertible

MGR.

arm sow

00 Dogwood lone, 561. Nos,

with yard m14,70Tral air. Call

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Offae Experience
e STENOS
TYPISTS

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

2016 ESTES AVENUE

s,

Des P1aines/3 Blocks from Town

Ad. Hrs. 3 bdrm. ranch. Ow base.

TULLE CARPETED

avail antned 724.0168

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

Buff a lo

Moving out of

2rca ea

a

Apartments

AIR CONDITIONED

Plosfrotahi and local toxes

P/S, P/B, rado, 5150,

CL 3,943

othIng Goodlunk.

FOR AUDITING

expansion

Mt P
p
3V
C
do. et
Avail.Sept. 1 a walking didane

164761'51.1M

14To Rent Apartments

Excelhsnt starting rare.

24.11e1p Wald Men

75,500 358.4666

868ealEstatellouses

A.H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS

se

cords up ta date. WE WIEL TRAIN.

73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

send your resume or call for on appointment

HELP PUPPY

ono, b

51-ton90406ms

05.Reallstate-41.11111ding

299.3692.

RECEIVING

th

'°1

Two sales executives have a need far one
secretary to work in a new modern office. At
Rest five years of secretarial experience required. Excellent company benefits. Please

AND

Doe

ow=434nar

mon. Call Mt. 5 824,8306

"7,,,7;u7e:T.:5

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

IF

lo

132Wanted to Rent

Tamberlane

253.1118

3550 or beard-1er.
359.5261

Bock goal Sole.

SCHAUMBURG:1 yr. old.
2

Ranchurst 25,643E65,2223

550 takes ill

325. CL 51

hos Immediate openings in thelollowing positions.

Mr. PROSPECT

best offer. 253.1208.

f ully

6.

SI

8 F. a.

De Vry Institute of Technology

CALL 439-8020

lady to share 2 In,* OPT n

rs

LOYMENT SERVICE

HOWELL SCHOOL

7I-Apts.and Rooms 10 411111

$650-750 MO.

COMPANY

g

Novo

0,9,1=1,9'

Co/onial Breakfast nook with 2
Naborhood Sole. lune 10.1 9
to 3. 1602 W. Concord, A I Ht

$2572

,259.1435 or 882.3872 oft

pd.ftm

CAMPER TORRENT.

iMms 2870 Alden In Des PI

Lovely 5 rm. touch wah emoted

255-7200

EXECUTIVE

6 M.

3p d
h d
hooany, good atedgon. 5115.
,Call ofa5, 82,6306

'62 Rambler Class,. da 6 ,I.
Aft, ION. Good condition. visa
Call 25,3498

Mrs.259.5190

3 BOOMS.

CALL

4711101 Fumtshingsfumitere

243-1400

Arco

Golf

DES PLAINES

hone-

pool ,obie
oft 5

Large Starcroli. Sleeps
equipped, 43E5114

546,950.537986

Veittr °"'

Need Help?

mi

led kitchen 6 dem MI eoprIc

BOMo Rent Office Space

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

525, 37.

g

HOWARD SPROAT a CO.

Rereptioaist
$460

r

good con5147

10 to 5

394-5660

roma fireplace; heomed.PMF4

e7ma

FM

ol

I

530 Germ. n.l..adove

COMMIT
r.

W

ENGINEERS

51

AKC.

.

REN.L.RANCH HOUSE. Auoil,

6 both, loolgyseoaxIdele,

3.

Towner. 3375.298,356.

5E3

9

GIGANTIC AESAI.5

euc;s.

70 -To Rent Houses

TIME STUDY

o p pod..Gmrn o rt.

I

call

PALATINE/ROLUNGMEADOWS

537-8866

Wull

510, lune 10, I. 2707 George
Ca rt. Roltnolg
dam,

brand new plant in Bensenville.

°Vacant

°Commercial

HARCZAKS

PROTECTOSEAL

cmulive

1201 Won Blvd.

PROTECTOSEAL

C001(

COMPLETE TRAINING

°Residential

437-5005 or 437.5006

- Fly Free!

eel

Lithograph Co.

In prepare time cards for accounting
department. Ngure work involves decimal
calculations of bonus rotes using calculator.
Light typing and good figure aptitude re
quired. Must hove own frowners:Ilion to

290 6903 or 02,1384

Apply in Naborhood

el,

gnu...,

Coll oft. gpm, 02,29221

anoint love sears. Both for 395.
377741 after 6PM,

1164N. Beverly, Ad. Ht,.

thIKPER

1D

3560094

Cropp dr worm

k

code 44

rand, 3929260, 96pm

Girl

Call Gory Milos. F15-0200 - Ext. 356

Production Steel Co., Inc.

CALL 956-0500

PAYROLL

La Salle'Personnel

Chevene
Coupe

393a

illos7 I, blks N, of

Th good skil/s.

sect

ERk

to 3pm, 1137 W.

Inland

29B-2770

;

TOP PAY RATE up to $4.20 pr hr.

CL

2511..'

resting diversified

901 Chase Ave.

MI V/ Northwest Eh,

pt/m.la3S;DeeDe

caking 3350 25513'871'

Call after

HARDY WATER LILLIES

Litho firm In Elk ...Villa°,

Willa, Inc.

53951x92-444]

weeks,

a Fern,

FREE. 4 kin*, M

SKCIBWIT

aloe Sbe.ol

or apply in person

.=e::;ZZI

In

MAINTENANCE MEN
't PERMANENT POSITIONS

686-7740

Olds, d -door. good body

253-8106

570.x562535

437-5750

PART TIME
OR FULL TIME

/ 570ITEXtil FOR INTERVIEW CALL

ter=ffertiO5711,110neollItolsan67

our

d cond 394,3136 oft 6pm.

g

0 439-5460

Call Ken Kobe.,

.7/57P'Ll'""WAL'SB'EV711;561E FOR
.

3275 per

to,rotIt6'

held. tee.

f at

'62

82743046

Wire Fox Terriers, AKC.

as

CLASSIC HAIR

:,Z,t^;19,"°999°=7"

'IIxrcd.

Ichoel

nigh,

or

112-Automelfes For Salo

l'8O"47'et,:rVati°' "'""

31-11ummage&GarageSale

eta,. contact Phil.

AM Tt

NOON, 324,5060

I

onion,. 13,

Do

T? Vn'

WIG DEMONSTRATIONS

for 1st 8 3rd shifts

1413 51111Woad. Oes 91,2nd IT.

NOOLPFPIENCE REQUIRED
/*NEAT APPEARANCE, OUTGOINGPERSONAUTE

=117117,r gt

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

Port lime...,
brIelehrem work.

praleareeSnarte.

Worded at Mr...chord's
in Dea Plaines 82,1126

o exper.ee noceory

Located In Elk Grove Village
has immediate openings for

day,.

Completely recond'd 2 rally auto.
wooer softeners.
nder
5200 ea392.7018

BEAU, OPERATOR

TOP $$$$$$

IIILlotercpPszolDostors

4-0ogs,Pets6Equmment

311lrscellaneou1 Merehanthse

WanteMMen & Women

27 -If

2SE,WnleHini"

CEEICAGO MAGNET

uPleosont outgoing lady wonted

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

/L

rarati)

GALS!!

2641elpelanted Women

PART TIME EVENINGS
SWITCHBOARD RECEPTION

AT O'HARE FIEND

DiNDPV000

JUNE GRADUATES

16-1151p wallet Women

WORE CO.

e'remm rg

$500-560

Rock Hill, South Carolina, 29730

n RIG1

ii

Good .Xerillentl and Wes stair ...gin e tar orsieoment In

Fran OM

Write or Wire

DlReDa Corp.

Tiler

experl o need

NEMO

Lect

Thursday tune 11, 1970

Yr old a, 2592227

894E233 af a Spa

01214210AV

benefits.

Reltablo,

ter, 15 or older, in Hof,

Baby

CUSTOMER SERVICE

254111p Wanted Women

1141eip Wanted Women

a11259,5219 oft 6Pm

mother, dow. 027-7559

public contact

Page IT

21 Ilelp Wanted Women

or woman for Ooloy

Imle old afternoons lune 6 July.

Cinieekto ElazhOrm

Page 12

1970

2011e1$ Wanted Women

Check the

tst.t.rs.

Classified Ads

You mow the nicest people
on o tiondo11966 Honda 65.
5115. Coll 297-8658

for great buys!

SHORT RIBS

Tile Oap.
Thursday, June 11, 1970

Page 14

OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

HOW COME THAT VINE I
PLANTED 15 CREEPIN.
ALONG TH' GROUND INSTEAD OF UP TH' TRELLIS?
ITS SUPPOSED TO BE A

MAYBE IT DOESN'T LIKE
THE IDEA OF GROWING
LIP IN THE SLUMS!

THAT MARVIN MILINUATER

AIN'T NO PRIZE, EITHER!
N1ITS A GOOD THING VA
HANDY WITH THE DUKES!
AN ORDINARY GUY
MIGHTA HAD TOUGH
sLEDPIN' WITH

1 MUST BE READY FOR. THE
HEADEHRINKER-LETTIN' THOSE
BOARDERS CON ME OUTA MY
MONEY; BUT JUST WPIT'LL I
GET ANOTHER SHOT AT 'THOSE
CREEPS --:THEY'LL FIND IT DON'T
PAY TO PULL THE WOOL OLITA

CLIMBER-- WHAT'S WRONG

WITH IT?

6:00
News
News
News

2
5
7
9

6:25

erantekrjrCPC4C1-

6-//

"The

MARK TRAIL
YES...IIERE, TAKE
T1115 MEDICINE WITII

oH,-mis Is TERRIBLE!

11 Making Things
Grow
32 Truth or Con-

"The World and
Work of Winslow
Eaves, Sculptor."

32 Of Lands and
Seas
A

film

South

trip to
American

"Castro
tista:

Your

2 6 Bob
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY

Philbin

6:55
HIYA, SYLVESTER;

YA LOOKS

BEAT:

LAST NIGHT I-\
DREAMED

I

WENT TO AN
EMPLOYMENT

AGENCY:

GEMINI (May 22 - June

WHILST. THERE I
ACCEPTED A

21): You may have to make a
difficult choice today between
accepting and rejecting. Don't
be too sure of yourself the first
time around.

'IT WAS ONE OF
WORST NIGHTMARES I'VE

POSITION CALLING

FOR EIGHT
HOURS OF
ARDUOUS TOIL
EACH AND EVERY

THE

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

EVER NADI
2

vs.

Ba-

Struggle

for

Cuba."

32 News
12:00

32 Password

sequences

2
5
7
9
11

8:00
Movie

"Island
in the
Sun." Deals with the
beginnings of racial
integration in a Brit-

of the Far East involving battle over a
prize horse. Maureen

O'Hara and Jeff
5
7

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

12:30
Memorandum

9

12:35
News

The Creative

"George
Braque."
French
painter who, with Picasso, founded the
Cubist movement.

the West Indies. Harry Belafonte, Joan
Fontaine, James Mason and Joan Collins.

"Flame of Ara-

Chandler.

10:00
News
News
News
News

Person

ish island colony in

Movie

2

by." Costume movie

9:30
9 Alfred
Hitchcock

1:00

Of Cabbages and
Kings
7

26 A Black's View

1:05

of the News
32 Honeymooners

44 Continuous

This is Tom

News,

Jones
Rerun. Guests in-

"The Young

Guns." Russ Tam-

10:30

Roy Clark and Lou

Mery Griffin

2

Rawls.

Show
5 Tonight Show
7
Dick Cavett
Show

11 Speaking Freely
L a Tremenda
Corte
32 Big Valley
44 Continuous
News, Weather,
Sports
26

Movie

9

Weather,

Sports

clude Raquel Welch,

jungles.

6:45

Comments

32 Man in Crisis

ing his family.

7

Paul Harvey
11:35

hind
Ernest Borg nine's
compulsive -

2

11:30

32

Hitch-

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

Rabbit

vises.

Anhnal World

Alfred
cock

Trap." Study of motivational factors be-

work life and ignor-

"Crocodile."
A
look at what is happening to the crocodile population in
Africa.
11 The World of the
Craftsman

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

Show

cation in Boston goes
badly for the Da -

7

years with Mack Sennett.

The Survivors

9

Movie

9

Daniel Boone
Rerun. "The
Road to Freedom."

111. Us Ili. OM

Rerun. Guests are
A n n -Margret and
Bob Newhart.

Ironside
"Seeing is
Believing."
7 Bewitched
"Daddy
Rerun.
Comes to Visit."

'

5

s",110:,

THE WORRY WART

Show

Vegas Notion."
11 Chicago Is
26 Ayuda (Help)

5

6:30
2 Family Affair
Rerun. Their va-

,

Three films of
H a rr y Langdon's

Rerun.

26 Quiz

are
,

Didn't Have the

7

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

OAKS HoOPLE'S EYES I

9:00

Dean Martin

5

Mike Douglas

Gu es t s include
Billy Paul and Roberta Flack.

THAT TIGER!

That Girl
Rerun. Part 2. "I

7

blyn tries to erase ev-

eryone's memory of
gunslinger father so
he can live peaceful
life.
1:30

Movie
"Town Without
Pity."
Courtroom

7

Reflections

drama of GIs

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

cide - Cigaret Butt."

Douglas, E. G. Marshall and Christine
Kaufman.

26 Elias Diaz Perez

11 The Toy That

9

Five Minutes to

Show

Grew Up

Live By

9

ac-

1:35

cused of raping Ger-

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

Rerun. Guests are
Tennessee
Ernie
Ford and Julie Budd.

5

man girl.

8:30
Dragnet
Rerun.

"Homi-

Kirk

1:40

2:45

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Take some time today for

concerning yourself with the

EEK & MEEK

.affairs of a loved one. You may
_be the only source of comfort
for the moment.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Rewards arc not yours for the
taking. You will have to work
hard and long today if you are
to reap benefits by nightfall.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

MORTY MEEKLE
HI,POP.. I'M
HOME MOM
SCHCOL.

Sept.

23): If you would reap the reward of the untroubled mind,
attitudes and
to problems

that
proaches
see

,

THERE ARE VERY
FEW ADVEAITUROUS

040L-OCATE MILK -I

ASK HIM IF THAT A NOTE
FROM HIS TEACHER.
STICKING
HIS

DAIS I

,

r

Igi n, i

II

4' \vilf
,

d

IIMII

le

I

NO
r

I

THESETHINGS.
Ss

BARTENDERS LEFT THESE

WISH 71-15Yt, PRINT'

PICTURES INSIDE.

POCKET:

right.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

I

INTERESTING

curoF

apare

a Irigin I I

Pal
.....

\

E

^ lull. WS.. TY Iss US . ox

\'

Heart interests may have to

LEMME HAVE
A BOORMOIV AND

HEY, JOHN

...'

,

saps...12..a........

(.11

111\11

take a back seat to practical in-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

terests at this time. Don't let
romance get in the way of
progress.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
cept a favor at this time without direct involvement in what
you would prefer to he clear of.

eAvALLI

sm11111110011.4

'22): You should be able to ac-

//

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Chow Time

THE BORN LOSER

BE
MAM
TUR N

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 D e c . 22): Existing controversies should be quite
enough to keep you busy in the
argumentative
department.

Don't look for more.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): What is important to
the majority must at this time
:. be important to you. See that
you follow the group will.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Rest assured that things
are happening for a good reason --- though the reason may

MEV CAN FINVIIIEACELVES"1
Al1/410THE

SCOVTMASTCR.!

ar°

be hidden from you for a time.

In

evening.

the

meantime,

keep your own counsel and
don't become impatient with
others.

CAPTAIN EASY
SHUT LIP, Y011 SNIVELING PUNK: YOU
WERE IN THIS ALL THE WAY: YOU GAVE
ME THE IDEA TO _SNATCH DIMBLE:

ARIES (March 22 - April

THAT'S A LIE: L JUST
TIPPED YOU OFF THAT
DIMBLE WAS COMING TO
AMERICA so YOU COULD

HIRE HIM AWAY
FROM McKEE:

20): Take some positive action
_today toward the attainment of

BOLLARD'S A SLICK PROMOTER: HE
PLANNED TO FINANCE DiMBLE5 RESEARCH 50 WE COULD CASH IN ON
THAT LUBRICANT FORMULA,'"

an old goal. Don't be persuaded
-ajm.

.,

into giving up your

your next move toward advancement.

6 II

4

.

twine
tine
tile

tinkle
twin
tike
wink

wine

kiln

wile

kine

inlet
like

wilt

kilt

link

kite

line
lien

welt

,

welkin knit
went
knew

knelt
newt

lint
lent

sar KIDNAPING
HIM AND THE BOY
WAS ALI. VW//2

TN

S
NJ
0 EIJ
L

riffI; 0 B

°6T
opening
z T
M0
R L
R
S L
4 Kind of spice 2 Baking
AR0MA 0M C
chamber
8 Cheese -eaters
ET
0 A
3
Good
flavor
12 Eggs
ICE AMA
L F, H A
4
Ship
captain's
13 Malt brews
MAR O
T
LA R
assistants
14 Musical
RE S 0 S 0 RNE
5 Tropical plant
NT P TS
instrument
S
6 Overseer of
15 Legal point
morals
23 U.S. coins
40 Citrus fruit
16 Pertaining to
7 S-shaped
24 Hoarfrost
41 Nimbi (art)
a barber
worm
25 Biblical
42 Subsided
18 Dinner
8 Folkways
garden
43 Toward the
courses
9 Wading bird 26 Assail
sheltered side
20 Pauses
10 Outer garment 27 Changes
44 Needed at a
21 Hawaiian
11 Delicacies to 28 Mineral rocks
barbecue
hawks
a 'Frenchman 29 Nuisance
46 Poi ingredient
22 Unequal
17 Trying
31 Holding right 47 Tidy
conditions
experience
33 Malayan
48 Novelist,
24 Lease
19 Lists of
ungulate
Zane --26 Soft cheese
soldiers
38 Bed canopy
50 Snooze
from France
27 Cleaning
2
3
4
5
6
7
g8
implement
30 Form a notion 12
13
14
32 Full-grown
34 Military meal 15
16
17
(pl.)
18
19
35 Puffs up
36 Abstract being
21
22 23
37 Seines
39 Time gone by
4 25
26
1112728 '2930
40 Stringed

91r1

20

from recent stresses on the employment scene. Look ahead to

TWINKLE

S

T 'A
BRAE
A
X E
S0

0 V R B OLD

1

: `TAURUS (April 21 - May
!-.2i): Turn your attention away

Answers to
Hideaword

1- roast of

ES

DOWN
1 Minute skin

beef

.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): All should come clear by

ACROSS

D

CAMPUS CLATTER'

instrument

41 Strike
42 More secure
45 Looking
fixedly
49 Supplying
food
51 Above (contr.)
52 Roman ruler
53 Go by aircraft
54 Scottish
negative
55 Sharp
56 Golf teachers
57 Pigpen

32

31

34

35

U37

35

38

39

40

42

33

43

41

44

45

46

47

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

48

11

.o eo ners us _eon uar a ains con
ing the neighbor's son. Horrified,
Charlie's wife agreed to have the chimney

By Leon Shure
(Last of 2 parts)

When Charlie arrived home from a hard
day in downtown Chicago, he was greeted
by"three things: a new chimney, a receipt
for $250 and a smiling wife who mumbled
something about saving the life of a neighbor's child.
That morning, Charlie's wife had
opened the front door of their home to a
man in blue overalls. He was just driving by,
he said, and had noticed that her chimney
was about to fall.
She didn't believe it at first, but the man
climbed on her roof and pushed the chimney back and forth. She didn't know that
Most chimney are only one brick thick and
can easily be "rocked."

replaced.

merce can usually tell a hOmeoWner if the
man is from the area, or if there is a record
of his activities. -

With the old chimney destroyed,
Charlie was without evidence. Like many
others in the Northwest suburbs, who will
be swindled this summer, his legal alterna-

these agencies won't recommend or discourage, but the homeowner can decide
for himself if a company without an ad-

tives are narrow and it isn't likely he'll
The best thing he could have done was
not to let it happen.
Charlie's wife should have called the pogooder," who just happened to be passing

SOME FRAUDS committed at home

men. Newell Esmond, Mount Prospect
chief of police, said residents should call

,THE WORKMAN told her the chim-

him personally.
Police and the local chamber of com-

ney could fall at any moment, possibly kill-

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

reau.

JOSEPH GRECO is the area represent-

But the great bulk are civil cases, where
action must be taken by the individual be-

ative for the Bureau of Consumer Fraud
(BCF). He is stationed in the Schaumburg
police station and has office hours on Saturday mornings.

fore prosecution can begin. There are cases

' in which service has been done, no matter

how poorly, or some contract has been

In the two months since the offic

made.
There are a number of agencies that can

opened, from three to five complaints have
been examined each week, Greco said, and
at least $700 have been recovered.
(Continued on page 2)

help an individual who has a complaint
against a identifiable company, though the

And when police know home -fraud is

Tat

WEATHER

They will forward complaints to members. Other complaints will be forwarded
to the attorney general's Bureau of Consumer Fraud and the Better Business Bu-

fice (about 60 cases a day, according to
Officer Anthony J. Sorci, of the state's attorney's office.)

WHEN THE POLICE are notified that
a swindler is at work, they can notify other
area police. Police departments are linked
by a teletype computer system, and
through monthly meetings, Lt. Clark said.
They also are aided in interstate work by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

check these people out, because it may be
the only way they can apprehend some con

Heights Chamber.

are prosecuted through the normal county
channels, through the state's attorney's of-

by.

NORTHWEST POLICE arc eager to

commerce, most of which have .a complaint department, according to Harold
Bell, executive manager of the Arlington

are not criminal cases in a strict legal sense.
Such con -games are considered theft and

fear of many people to get involved with
the legal process, according to Lt. Robert
Clark of Des Plaines.

lice immediately, to check on this "do-

and prosecute rolice officials said.
These agenciesincludelocal chambers of

businessesband banks.

dress or a reputation can be trusted.
Charlie compounded his mistakes when
he decided not to report to the police. Part
of the problem in catching swindlers is the

ever see that $250 again.

out an address is very difficult to catch

taking place in the area they can notify
people or discourage others from being
swindled. Police work closely with area

If there is no record of the workman,

en

fly-by-night, door-to-door swindler, with-

ap

ro5pect

Telephone

255-7200

low in middle 60s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high in
upper 80s.
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cent

months,

according

"IN A NORMAL year, say
at this particular time we are
running over 1,500 claims a

to

E.F. Callaway of the Illinois

week," said the spokesman.
Callaway said there is a

Employment
Des Plaines office.

Service's

shortage of job openings in

office,
which serves suburbs from Des

most occupations.
"You name it, it's across the
board," he said. "We have ev-

State

Callaway said

his

Plaines to Barrington, is receiving applications from pertimes higher than comparable
periods last year.

' -"As fleas we're concerned,
our files are about triple what
they were a year ago," Callaway'told The Day.

ber of summer jobs available
this year. We've had as many

rals and those aren't place-

linois State Employment Ser-

ments.

vice (ISES) said the number of
persons applying for unemployment claims also has

"We

"In former years we would
be very slow at this time of year

morrow to participate in the
organization of a national organization on the status of
women.

Mrs. Chapman is attending
a Washington Conference on
the Status of Women. A part of

Labor.
Also attending from the legislature arc Sen. Esther Saperstein of Chicago and Rep.
Frances Dawson of Evanston.

Mrs. Chapman has been a
member of the Illinois' legislature's Commission on the Status of Women during the 75th

"

A Cook County maintenance crew collects roadside trash and piles It in a truck that patrols
county, roads as part of its daily maintenance job. This was on Central Road yesterday, just east of
Wilke Rd. in Arlington Heights.

County launches highway
litter awareness project

'

Berkely school
vandalized

The Cook County Dept. of
Highways launched a program

this week to create a gr/eater
public awareness of litter
problems on the highways at

Berkley School, under construction at Ridge and Walnut
Sts., Arlington Heights, was

the outset of the outdoor recreational and picnic season.

vandalized Wednesday night.

county roads to rid the roads of

Police said that chalk lines
were drawn on all walls of the
building, two water meter dials
on the south side of the build-

litter and trash as part of the
daily maintenance patrol of

ing and a 32 inch by 48 inch
brass tinted plate glass door
were broken.

Obscene words were also
written on the outer walls, police added.

the- pogram is being devoted to

noting the 50th anniversary of
the founding of the Women's
Bureau in the Department of

A4,4=,

ok4"t44..:4

they

that's really nothing compared
to the number of young people
looking
for employment,"
said Callaway.

urbs.

Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D-,
3d Dist.) of Arlington Heights,
is in Washington today and to-

whether

were hired or not. There are
only about 2,500 openings in
the whole Chicago area and

tripled in the Northwest sub-

Rep. Chapman
to help form
women's group

don't

7T- -

101

'44-

Fifty trucks are patroling

mittee

SIMONY=
SUBURB

that

litter

$

1 0 0, 0 0 0 cleaning Cook

County roads alone.
"Foreign matter

on

the

roadway also contributes to
the causes of accidents," said
Ruth Graham, public relations

director of the Cook

County Dept. of Highways.

By Bob Casey

A federal agen,cy has warned that several metropolitan
areas, including Chicago, this

summer face the danger of
electrical power failures or
power shortages, called brownouts, because of inadequate
generating capacity and peak
hot weather demands from

pow e r -hungry

air

condi-

formance by generating equipment could mean failures.
"The -;power supply situation in the eastern United
States," the agency's report
said, "appears to be somewhat
worse than last summer when
-we experienced voltage reductions, appeals to reduce use of

electricity and interruption of
some industrial customers."

tioners.

"And that doesn't tell the
The President's Office of whole story because we are
Emergency Preparedness, in a part of a very strong, extra

SAYS
It's almost time for vacation -- and time to pay off last years'
vacation loan.

recent report, said an intense

heat wave combined with a
poore r -than -expected

per-

interconnected
power grid. If we had an emergency that would require assishigh -voltage

and 76th General Assemblies.

hearing in Arlington Heights

to

get

northwest

suburban

Catholics' reactions to the financial crisis facing parochial
schools.

The meeting, scheduled for
8 p.m. June 22, will be at St.
James,

812

'Heights

N.
Rd.,

Arlington
Arlington

Heights. It will be an open

meeting.

Though school board members plan to follow an agenda,
it is expected that there will be

time for questions from the
floor and for discussion.
CHANCES FOR getting
state aid to nonpublic schools
passed in next week's special,

legislative session of the Illinois General Assembly now
seems non-existent.

Gov. Ogilvie has issued a

eventually outlaw games of
chance, raffles or any other

nett and Zimmermann.
The ordinance was amended

such event conducted by any
organization, charitable or

also contains new provisions
for the issuance of permits,
which would have to be ap-

otherwise, regardless of the

proved by the village manager,
after approval by the heads of

the police, fire, building and

The committee agreed last
night to make this recommendation at Tuesday's board

public works departments.

Permits formerly were approved by the village presi-

meeting.

dent, in the present case Mayor

necessary after Tuesday's special board meeting, because
the Lions Club of Mount Prospect is scheduled to hold a carnival the Fourth of July weekend, at which games are plan-

ned that the old village regu-

Robert Teichert.
Changed also was the duration of a permit, shortening it
from 14 to 10 days.
Mayor Robert Teichert said
he was disappointed that the
local ordinance would still be
in violation or opposition to Illinois statutes on gambling.

He cited the trend that he

lations might have outlawed.

Over Memorial Day weekend, a carnival was held by a
commerical carnival company, "The World of Wold."
Two-thirds of the games were
closed down, for violation of
village gambling regulations,
after a complaint was made
and Police Chief Esmond and
Village Manager Virgil Barnett toured the grounds.

ATTENDING

last night's

meeting were three officers of
the Lions Club; the three committee

members,

chairman

Daniel Ahern, George Reiter

tance from other companies,
we could import well over a
milion kilowatts from these
other systems," he said.

IN THE CHICAGO area,

the report

said,

Com-

monwealth Edison Co. has
only 5.5 per cent reserve of
generating capacity over expected peak demand, less than
the 15 to 20 per cent needed to
guard against unexpected
equipment failures or excessive demand due to hot
weather.
An Edison official, how-

ever, told The Day that the

Archdiocese seeks views on school crisis
By Jan Bone
Archdiocese School Board
members will hold a public

Robert Soderman and
Mayor Robert Teichert, Bar-

said is developing, that would.

proclamation calling the session, and reports from
Springfield indicate that the

until it reconvenes in Novem-

state aid to non-public schools
questions is not one of tbe top-

tionnaires are being. distributed in many of the parishes throughout the Archdiocese
asking for opinions about.
shared -time, or dual enrollment programs.
One suggestion mentioned
by The Rev. Robert Clark, superintendent of schools of the
Chicago
Archdiocese, hag

ics to be discussed.

If such a question is not included in Ogilvie's official
proclamation, no legislator
can bring it up during the session.

And the General Assembly
would not touch the problem

ber.

THIS WEEKEND, ques-

public benefit in spending of
the funds collected.

THE COMMITTEE was
unanimous for recommending
approval, though some reservations were expressed by
Trustee Robert Soderman.
Barnett, upon whose shoulders would fall the eventual

burden of administering the
ordinance was clearly not happy over the approval.

Barnett said that to allow
games of chance at carnivals
under

the

new

ordinance

clearly would be against the
statutes, adding that
there also would be a violation
State

of the ethics code of the National Village Managers Assn.

Cesario elected
Democrats' head
By Richard Crabb
Joseph G. Cesario of 1141
Wilson Dr. in Des Plaines
elected president last night of
the Elk Grove Regular Democratic Organization. He succeeds John Condylis of Elk

margin and expects

neering, said expected peak de-,

mand is 10,380,000 kilowatts.
"We will have a firm capacity
meet

that

Vice -President

Wilfred Rob-

bins of Mount Prospect, Treasurer Al Pyrzycki of Arlington

Besides Condylis, members

"to be as well off this. summer
as we have in any summer in
the past."
L.S. Lischner, the company's vicepresident for engi-

to

position for six years. Condylis
remains a member of the organization's hoard of directors.
Other 1970 officers are

Prospect.

utility does have a 15 per cent
reserve

Grove Village who held the

Heights and Secretary Mrs.
Irene Waterhouse of Mount

Power failure threatens area

county roads.

The trucks are carrying an
a n t i-litter poster reading
"Stash your Trash." It also
urges the reader to keep county highways clean.
A recent study by the Keep
American Beautiful Corn -

revealed

clean-up costs U.S. taxpayers
an estimated $500 million annually. This does not include
litter removal from private
property.
Last year the maintenance
division spent more than

and

mittee.

lations on carnivals seemed

',44
4 Ce,;1X.-1

Board Judiciary Com-

Filial passage of new regu-

*..;41,-111 lopYtit

"Last year in the whole Chi-

ployment division of the Il-

Akr,

-

he said.

38,000 placements. This year
we've made only 1,200 refer-

-

4,P4/-

ing in here looking for work,"

months ago," he said.
A spokesman for the unem-

-

4;1

as 70 to 80 students a day com-

cago area, we made about

spokesman said.

lage

"AS YOU MAY know,
there is also a very small num-

now and are taking jobs they
weren't willing to take a few

year." the

chance only at carnivals sponsored by charitable institutions will be recommended by the Mount Prospect Vil-

.40

rt

"ONE THING THAT we

the

A change in village ordito allow games of

nances

""

tor's degrees."

have noticed, and I don't know
whether it's a trend or not, but
more people are seeking jobs

the: end of

By Ben Clarke

erything from PhD's on down
to completely unskilled workers at this point. There's definitely a surplus of young
people with masters and doc-

sons seeking jobs at a rate three

and then it would rise again
latC in July then decline until

OK 'gambling'
at charitable
events: panel

like 1969, we might average
500 to 500 claims a week, but

the Northwest suburbs in re-

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

""

Business slump,
strikes boosting 4-C,
unemployment
The current economic slowdown plus the effects of a Chicago area trucking strike have
increased unemployment in

20 Pages

demand

of

12,000,000 kilowatts and that

gives us a little over 15 per
cent reserve," he said.

"THAT'S NOT to say that
couldn't happen
with a number of things going
something

wrong at the same time. But
with our usual planning criteria and the usual amount of
reserves We have in our system,

we should he all right," said
Lischer.

Lischer explained that if a

of the new board of directors
are William Pritz of Elk Grove
Village, Neil Fisher of Des

Plaines, John Ryan of Des
Plaines, Ken
Kirkland of
Mount Prospect, Paul Shany-

felt of Elk Grove Village and
Jim Brockman of Elk Grove
Village.

The organization passed a
resolution extending an invitation to all 18 -year -old
young people to join the organization.
"We are extending these
young people a welcome,"
said

Elk Grove Democratic

Committee Chester Chesney.

"We will give them an opportunity to join the party, and
if the wish they may work,with
our Young Democrats. Instead of demonstrating in the
streets, they can do their demonstrating in political party."

brownout does occur, the utili-

been for public schools to rent
classroom space in Catholic
facilities, and for public school

district to pay the salaries of
teachers now employed by the
Catholic school system during
the part of the school day that

they are teaching "secular,"
or non -religious, subjects.

Under such a play, children
who now attend Catholic

schools would stay in such
schools.

ty will, have to ask for cutbacks.

"A BROWNOUT is when
there is not enough capacity to
meet demand and ,you have to

ration the demand," he said.
"Electricity cannot be stored.
It is produced and consumed
instantly so if there is insufficient capacity, then you
(Continued on page 16)

Gripe
Of The
Day
Strangers who don't
bothe? to say "thank you"

when you're kind enough
to hold a door for them.

REONSINZ,

THE DAY
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The day's prospects

Con -Con recognizes right to bear arms
By Richard Crabb

lows: "Subject only to the po-

lice powers of the stole, the

A new section in the Illinois
Bill of Rights recognizing citi-

mos' right to bear arms was

I

approved by the state co

right of the individual citizen to
keep and hear arms shall not
be infringed," The section was

recmmended by Con -Con's
Bill of Rights Committee,
which had passed it by a

stitutional convention late yes.
ts

12 -to -3 vote.

tow section. given first
reading moron', reads as fol.

MRS. VIRGINIA Macdonald (3d Dist. Delegate) of Ar-

tsiblo
ihnegtita 01-farstis.i s&mmegiber

gogidlteisubuporbns:

when the

eliminate the right tobeer arms
section.
fcw days ago Delegate

use of guns is greater,
geneGlly voted to omit from
the new constitution the right

After lengthy debate yester-

day. the key vote came on a
proposed amendment. whiCh
would have set aside the sec-

to bear arms.

fion.The amendment failed by
a 40 -to -68 vote.

l'he vote Was strictly Wong

to have and to use guns jo their

businesses, as in the cam of
farmers, or in their defense if

By Dolor. Haugh

who contended that thaw who

the section 025 defeated. the
convention adopted the section on first reading by a vote

anyway.

vote in isolation." said Mrs.
Macdonald.

"By Makin., a right to hear

(Harper) campus police offars to search a student's per-

A revised Harper College

securitymen
ing students' cars.

dent during
1969-70. and
James Hammitt, attorney and
board chairman. urged adopmaw law."
don of the code with the
MILTON HANSEN, an at- claUse, emphasizing that the

Revisions of the code conmin clauses allowing peaceful
demoutrat ions: ca,opus .
mirky officers searching Madents' personal belonging in

misconduct before a hearing
committee.

The chins: which. ventually forced board members.
does of whom arc attorneys.
to table approval of the code
reserves the right in behalf or

Duffy,

toMObile when on collage
campus in accordance with

search-

accordance with state law; and
avenues for appeal of student

Donald

Harper student senate prod -

sisal belongings and/or au-

student conduct code was tabled last night for lack Of conEdence on the legalities of
campus

However,

torney for Quaker Oals Cd. clause would aid in campuses piny, Barrington, questioned eu rily.
the constitutionality of the IIMANY THE1TS, penieu

linois

statutes

the

under

Fourth Amendment (prohibiting search and seizure of parson arid property without maAmebic cause).
Members John Haas. also

lawyer, and Lawrence Meats.

a con, iuderit, we::

ep.

lady sterus and tapes, have oc-

carrel during the past year.
Duffy said.
Campus security Officers
sometimes suspected that Har-

per students were involved in
the thefts. keeping the stolen
goods inside

mehensive about adopting the

their own cars
parked in the wide-open but

code, gm, wanted roam lime

patrolled Harper lots.

to research legal trends in.
volving the collegeb rights,

Robert (ANL Ihulter
dent

commented

that

the

itself .would serve to
notify students of conduct rtquirements--a trend evolving
in many cases where courts
clause

By Catherine O'Donnell
Remember when signs on also do straightening for men
rod and white striped poles in who have kinky hair. his a
front of barber shops reed. whole new outlook."
'Shave end a Haircut T1W.Nbb
Tom also said that hair
Bits?"
styles for men one sliming to
Actually 1 don't remember change. He said that at this
any such sign, but somewhere dine of the year. all the longWong the line I heard about it. haired student types come in
The most assuredly is a thing and get cropped.

"They have to," he said,
'agoon! and look for job."
Tony Laurie and Larry Car-

Shop named after him in the

d loin have just com-

Evergreen Shopping Center in

pleted number cows, of the

Arlington Heights. has Ira,
eled right along with the new

Journeymen

twists.

unended

scientilie seminar

for hairdressers and bather stylists. Tom is one of the lat.
THE BOWL ON the head is

gone wbh the mama curling iron and the saving mug
an the %heir. Hair is now scion

Meetly analvved. Flonesmois Four tubs are

goodness.

pulled from the head abbe one
undergoing the to::: and are
rot
pet through a microgram. Ths
111 12515 e last city. ten-

sile strength and other things
so that the barber Can decide
what kind of shanspoo or conditioner should be mod.
That was one of the newtppliances

for

barbering

at

Tom me home
II con show customers that
proper eare thn he given hair.
We also studied a new method

of cutting --/a radio cot, .it is
called, les done with razor and
scissors and starts at the oW
lick on the crown of the head.
We use a curved .shoos and cut

all around. It gives a Iona look
yet

it's

short

and

com-

fortable," Tom explained.
They don't "dye" heir.

Inter-

Barber's

national Styling Coude. They
had

lie has just returned from
Des Moines, Iowa. where he

to go for classes every

Oil three sons. John, Paul and

Andrew, 6::d up fora tonsil
check-not really. They are all
justeso proud of the young doeIa

Congratulations.

'AND DENNIS MAKES
THREE

Arlington Heights has three
sons in San Antonio.
Fisrt, there's Tom Lundled) who has been signed by
the Cubs and is in "San An-

ton:" playing baseball. Then
there is Jimmy Hartigan who
got married in San Francisco a

moth ago and is at Lackland
Monday night for six month.
Air Force Base M SA.
PERSONAL
And our Dennis makes
The small notice in the Per- thine. He left for Lackland on
sonal Column of The Day yes- Sunday. He and Jimmy are goterday almost went unnoticed. ing through Reserve Basic
It read, -Congratulatiom to tfaining for six months. Den
the 711 gradmites of the sixth
who was graduated last
grade of St. to:::: School."
June from Purdue, caught up
The nice gesture came from. with a real Purdue contingent.
Mrs. Larry Heti'. who Is still Out of the 31 in his group, 22
Miss Cavanaugh to the chil- were Purdne-connerted, Indren.
cluding a couple. who tad been
graduatei/ that morning.
AND MORE GREETINGS
Some of them couldn't recHappy Belated Birthdoy ognize each other because
greeting, lo Mts. Roy Chula of they'd all had the whiskers and
Mount Primped. Mrs. Duda the moustaches and the long
was swamped with company hair cut, between
Friday
for the day and a lovely time when they gathered for inwas had by all. And gunk:, structions and Sunday when
friend, for the nice thank -you they took off.

obligations.

FRANK HINES, M.P.

Survivors are his Hu. Han.

"reservation of the right" to

Elk Grove Village; three
grandchildren, and a brother,
losepb of Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Visitation will be .1 to 9 p.m,
today at Oehler Funeral Horne

search //is helpful." He admitted that

broad applications
could be reasonably feasible If
campus security officers knew
the law.
The hoard recently approved law enforcement traim
ing for campus security Men.
feel quite uncomfortable

Owned to Boston. She worked
out her own system of restormg flags, patenting the process

United State Congress. It approvcam flag as the pattern
for 0
pely new sal of

Once again Commandant

work. However,
the haunted her.

she married. After the birth of
two children she was widowed.

conducted by the Rev. Ernest
C. Grant tomorrow at 10 a.m.

m the funeral home chapel.
Burial will he M Mt. Entblem
Cemetery in Elrthurat

-

Flag Day is Sunday, June 14. Show your colors and ray the flag. Like no 01900 time in history
America needs you. Students ut St. John Lutheran School in Mount Napect loudly proclaimed

flags became the fashion so she

"It's Our America" in a recent prigsant marking historical milestones. Here Het/Ahab (Cheryl
Rosshen of Adington Heights and Reny (Laura Umbria.) of Mount Prospect dm/jet the menden
010 Glom.

Her busin.s career began
when she wa asked to nuke
the
official Massachasetts

opened an embroidery studio.

after the attack by the

British

Fort

on

McHenry.

Mrs. Fowler was again co.
Missioned by congress to reFlag, which Sir Frances Scott

570,000 for the restoration of
the old flags.
'11115 TIME, the year 1915,

Mrs. Fowler worked at the
Mademy for nine months.
six days a week until the task
was accomplished.

State House in Boston she discovered old emblems of -great
moments in American history.
They were slowly rotting away
in their cases.

flag were placed on heavy
linen of a neutral shade, woven
in Ireland to her exacting spec -

First the fragments of the

Meadow. Where parts Were
Missing the color was woven in
to the background,
Special dyes were used.

her

Bare

store a nog, the United Slates

and

While standing in the Hell
of Flags in the Musachusens

H E RECALLED

Me.

in-

secrets

granted an apptopriation of

childhood trip to Fret.ce and
the ceury-old tapesteries, in

detection of restoration could
not be made by the Roulanut
Dering the same ream. 101.

Cole went to Congress: He was

something

well done that when completed

Which incorporated many of
her own
novations.

rgr=liing!

In 1896 fancy embroidered

in Des Plaines. Services will be

about adopting this bethow I
haven't had any time to doles

of of the United Stun
Naval Academy at Annapolis,
in 1896 requested her to crests
new flags for the Academy. In
'and days a sample was in his

With hired help, trained
to he tine arts

fittaily came to this country
eart

oval

decoy flags.

tecords the efforts of Betsy
Ross it does not Mention
Amelia Bold Fowler.
Born in Liverpool England
her mother saw to it that
Amelia wan taught the art of
the embroidery needle, In no
time shw wm designing hoe
own pattern. Later when the

ett

dent a son, Richard E. of

Nish the same methods. she

hands andsd to the

THOUGH HISTORY

wood Convalescent Center in
pet Plaines.

board ahothey, explained that

THE BOARD THEN voted
3 to 2 against adoption of the

Albert Vol, AdIngtott Ileiebts` nut citizen, yesterday was named Citizen or the Year by the
Arlington Heights Rotary Club. Vol, 99, was cited "in recognition of devoted and unselfish
service to the Arlington Heights community." The former state legislator was a village Irusree

clause. They then voted unanimously to table action.

siperfecntt state of preservation

AFTER THESE steps welt
accomplished, the entire flag

in museunu there. With her
own funds she sailed for

Was covered with a network of
bwisible but mons stitches. so

Key firer
realized -the Star
Spangled Banner.

Nothing but, in her own
words, "a tragic, fragile, heap
of nus" were placed in be
arms. Ten of her selected, oot-

5,nding

noodle women
worked on the precious old
flag for eight weeks.

ESCORTED
PERSONALLY to the White House she
canted her restored flag in her
Orms,

It was through this unsung
feminine heroine that today.
generations, if they car, can
see the flag of their nation. sta
hOnered by past generations
Mens,

Can this flag only

bt

cloth and thread? Think about
N Sunday.

(Photo by Dan B...)

verl /Bon Page 71

Greco has dealt with such

complah/s a, .,improper

cago, county, state and federal
agencies involved in consumer

protection, wen formed two

screen

and storm door installation,

months

ago

to

co.ordinaM

inadequate home construction
improper land grading.
Greco says the bureau,
record is quite good. In eases

ama work.and

Where they can get both parties
together. through the use of an

it is hoped that this computer

This committee hes been
allowed use of a computer data
bank in Washington D.C., and

will allow the agencies to work
more efficiently and cut down

"office" subpena, nn ger cent
of the cases are settled out of
court.

duplication of effort. accord ing to Jerome Lamm, senior.
torticy for the Federal Trade

The Better 11105111755 Bureau

works to

-ordinate and give

Commission in Chicago.

out informacotion in the various
areas of consumer problems. It
answered about 8,500 to

guides about :home improvemenu alone last war.
Also in that area, it reed/red

1000 complaints,

and

plied additional information
in nearly 4,000 cases, according to James Banns/Ian, BBB
director of operations.

are

These centers will provide a

problems than he did. A recent
state law requilies some consumer education. All the area
high schools are either preparing or already have a number of courses related to, or
direct ly involvedh in consumer

Northwest Hwy., Mount Pros-

Peet,

FULL -DAY

gram is sticeassNI it

DAIL), 9 to 6
FRI 'DI 8 SAT `D14

#

Hew, 217 5. asneivn 712.1212

5

-

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

6 home delivered. Out eat
men 11.6. mdl ode. 61760 o

Molt Office:
One N. Denton

the gradtmlion class of Central School, 1955. How many of the Mums .n you identify?

Jima

II,11MW

Downtown
Arlington Heights

goo SUSprcirAELRI f

Noah Drive-Ini Arlington Heights Rood gt Eastman

(//) I I

be

spread to the suburbs.

c121ts

I

EW AY PAO),

Thera he a hot time in the
Arlington Heights when Lynn

Remember when Hannah Wilson was the school nurse.....

For Fri. 6/12, Sat 6/13, Sun. 6/14

other

I

from far and wide.
The occasion is one of the
happy eclebrations for Lynn's

Rulums

Eb."

4.4.4,

Buy a Cal's Roast Beef Sandwich
Get Another Sandwich of your
Choice

.orthese picture? Top: Central School, 1985, grade 8C class

of Winona Pendleton

Theodore Yale:he's alas, 1900 grade 7 C. L. R. Murphy,

FREE

IP"

k27AS Sr"

superintendent, Central School plinciptd, E. D. Collett

(Ham & Swiss, Corned Beef,
Ranch Dog or Fish)

a 'I'm' EiRL'IM FIFE-

Free Balloons

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Pop Guns

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M 0 ) or

for the Kids

OPTOMETRIST'S prescdplionS to he tilled
In the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

CLIP & SAVE!

Boys 8 to 14
Enter
our

WITH THIS COUPON

CARPET CLEANED

Baseball
Scholarship

agodless et

COME ON OVER & HELP US

5, re.:

CELEBRATE THE COMPLETION

Dolores Hough-Womans Editor

1970

OF OUR NEW DRIVEWAY

41

Added99

-seagArtalgrig=ru.

* Music by the "CAL'S CRITTERS"

Nurses' Club meets Tuesday

Friday & Saturday 7 to 9 P.M.
DORY 0151110 MOM ort MAT OUT

/
age Jaoe1 Af
10400 HiggIns Rd
Rosemont

297-3240
Newt re Sirsrsnibor 15
SOO Includes

Sound', Mdse., Hod
odationsendsislosmi

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

MT PROSPECT

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
TELEPHONE 259-9456

\.\-

0.141,

old backyard on S. Gibbons in

Hunms

cwt

BANK

'ono SO.00 br
more,
111.7neend Ow. :0 war,

DOCTOR NOW

',mode. John is a Northwestrn Medical School June
grad.e Don Kendeigh will have

Jk,

1,0^11711

He hopes that if then ro-

°

relatives

meat will be Private.

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

THE MOSS. OAT

their services to help individtats with their consumer proh
!ems. Lame: said.

"

funeral home chapel. Inter-

6 -DAY BANKING

education.

sions for community residents.
FTC lawyers will volunteer

protethon field.
A Consumer Protection
Committee, including the Chi.

Club.

ited at
550D
was stolen
Wednesday from Cola.- ducted by the Rev, Gilbert
Palmolive Co. at 800 E Bowen Sunday al 3 p.m. M the

Charlie's children may have

net Adinotos Oka:6111. 000.5
end the cam, Ns Pals, m.600.

developments in the consumer

Nelson of Mount Prospect.
Visitation will be after 7 tonight at Friedrichs
Funeral Horne in Mount Prospect. Services will be min -

An electric typewriter val.

Promem, 111. 005, arca. 57

permanent collection or con sumer dath and training ses-

CHARLIE AND his family
might he interested and participate in some of the Imes,

at

Ire:: r'nr,Tra"1,`,"r°, Crei

is stolen

THE FTC RAS worked

centers

yesterday

Survivors are a son, David

recently to bring about misProml
co11.1711,7 WM...brary.
Eleven
planned.

died

Holy Family Hospital in Des

Typewriter

more seme about consumer

dory.

Prospect,

through radar, br Doy

lion centers M co-operation
with The Chicago Public Li -

sup-

Charles C. Krockatt. 78, of
502 Go -Wanda Av., Mount
Plaines.

Homeowners must be on
guard 'against con men
Won

lek,191,0,0....1615591945R45552MORAMV,oweksmoretemeNRI

Charles Kroelcall

from 1899 to 1907 and subsequently served two terms as mayor. "1 thank you From the bottom of
my heart for honoring me with this great award," Volt told the Rotarian al a luncheon yesterday.

hrolha who is now Dr, John

"They dye curtains. and
color hair," Tom said. ?We

Elmer H. Engler, 75, of 2118
Chester Ln., Prospect Heights,
died Wednesday s at Brook-

'.

Mrs. Duda is pubtY gal
for the Mt. Prob.. Womaa,

Kendeigh:s

most interesting history of
woman entitled ?Savior tilts
"Star Spangled Banner," by
Mary Lou Kiben,

ADMIRAL COLE, Cone.

mid, shortly before moving to

Shave 'n haircut, 2 bits

long way and Toni Hartnett.

June, 1970 issue contains a

Elmer Engler

have ruled that persons must
he notified of their rights nd

table the issue.

friendly prop of the Bather

setts boys,

Show your colors Sunday.
The "Yankee Magazine,"

Obituaries

France, staying moo: w99119,
studying the procedures in
tapestry preservation.
Knowing she could accom-

much study as possible," Haas

Day by Day

of the past. Barbers have come

Remember the old World
War I poster of Uncle Sam
with his finger pointing outward captioned "Uncle Sam
needs YOU"? He still does.

lb.

of Sfi

Harper code of conduct tabled

By K. C. Radtke

Male flag. Twenty mm later
her flags went to RIMa with
the World War I Massachu-

After the move to remove

arc determined to violate the
law shays get end use guns

ty. Today it was. y turn to

west suburbs to vote with the
majority to defeat the move to

geographical lines. Delegates

Inv -abiding citizens the right

Rights Committee. I had hard
the long testimony and I tend

to agree with the witnesses

Heights was the only delmote
from the northwest suburbs to
vote to retain the death penal-

Mrs. Macdonald was die
only delegate from the north-

arms section, we merely give to

"1 HAD voted for rte right

.to bear inns in our Bill Of

John G. Woods of Arlington

Star Spangled Banner is
preserved by unsung heroine

HOURS:

Sunday thru Thursday 11 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Friday & Saturday 11 A.M. -11 P.M.

Cats
ROAST BEEF

VISIT Cat

The Mount Prospect NuysFr.

OFFER 0001): JUNE 1510 JULY 15

New officers elected In May

es' Club will meet Tuesday. will preside over the meeting.
Inhe 16 at 7:45 p.m. at the They are: Mrs. DoNld
Some of Mrs. Gilbert Resnik. °Rourke, president; Mrs. E.

V

902 Golfyiew Pl. Two miming L Pierce, vice president; Mrs.
solmienhips will be presented John Franklin, semetary,Mrs.
Richani Bechar. treasurer.
at the meters

TODAY

HIGGINS ( .72)
and GOLF ROAD (58)
SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS

St. Paul awards diplomas tonight

10%
DISCOUNT
Don't Miss This Saving)

nxn

Biro

NortliSob

253-8020

Diplomas wilt be awarded to
16 eighth grade
smdents

dictorian and Sheryl Meyer 15

tonight, at St Paul Lutheran

ethrMuibm co0rdmamT of
School District 15, will be the
speaker for the meninx.

4.51ehool in Mount Prospect,

k

HOE Mohan is class

i

ON CUSTOM DRAPERY CLEANING

WATER CONDITIONER
ARMSTRONG CLEANERS

SATSALRal $275 00

%i?:77,E

REDEEMABLE AT B.'& L. TEXACO
CARPET
AND DRAPERY

894-3532

iitti

100 GALLONS
OF GASiOLINE

the salutatorian. M. Omiatek, *
In Sehounerree BB24650

Rend and Foundry Rao&

Southeast Comoro, flondhurst

SOFTY, INC.

10 E. Rand Road

Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Phone 255-6010

2,982rthavetertgartiertleerteXert.

Varthap\11Nrt469.9rthakertert.

\ One day at a time
;
k
II
b.

`,..

The kids at Me high school
gave hint a standing maiden.
The Republicans at the lunchcon gave him polite applause.
Just as the Democrats sometimes pick on Eugenia Chap,
man, so some of the RepohliCans are Riving Sen. Charles
Percy a hard time. Fortunate both of them hose learned
an all-important lawn. Ifs
not your enemies you have to
worry about.

being

a

liberal

s THE ICC-of-war between

against expansion of the evils
that make war possible. All
things considered, that menu
very logical. even sensible.

trying to please ball sides

beagainst war. lie has listened
to thrso ,vho are called Upon to
do the figh ting. He see ms to
agree with them that it is foolish to be shot at. and perhaps
die somewhere in STAillIPAIST

ahead is humanly impossible,

Asia.

ronservative Congressman. Philip Crane, was a
Money in a primary election
with 22 per cent of the vole. A
half dozen other candidates

Republican liberals, and had
they run
against Crane.
I hey could one
have easily won.

Mcn. professionals. doctors,
lawyers, police chiefs, and oth-

ers, who have experienced

tune If, will be Larry

tram,

He may be too liberal for

work effectively men if it was

awoke a sensible senator.

's
Thatconservatives.w
hat happens

tlnpmprrofrerdmn pad Infellernial integrity:.
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Bouquet for series on Mrs. Everett

William J. Medals., Munoging Editor

Dire,.

C. F. Nau,

R.N. Purse CDs/mbar Direr.

First let me tell you how
much I enjoyed yam Richard
Crabbk recent three -ankle

Class of horses and jockeys Ike

race here because everything
they want [seals or west

series on our Mellott Lindheimer Everett and the end of

Letters To

an era.

The

The Editor
All &tem to the edi1111/01

names

on repot,

be signed. but
be withheld up-

L. rte.'s

should be . brie) an pos.
rtes. 1,pewraten.mategosible. and should

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
We have lived in Arlington Heights only since October. My
husband changed jobs in Ethan,, and now this company Imo s

.

am address or phone number so 0154 authenticity
ran becherkel.

Mm to move to California. I have summed that he look for

mice told it nit woe

The most dynamic woman I've
net met or seen, Mrs. Everett
is responsible for making this
arca what it is today, the MCC
0411111Ancling and f.test grow-

would like the opportunity to "know Chicage before moving

on. My husband's health is not good. I've finally gotten him to go
ton doctor, but so far he has not taken the various tests Neem
mended or followed the doctor's other instructions.
i If we move, it will delay treatment, as seeing another doctor
will be last on his list of things to do. There is also a court matter
pending in the fall which could burden us financially.
Perhaps my anxiety a groundless. Perhaps a total change of
environ mem would benefit all concerned. What do you foresee

G.S., Arlington Heights

Dear U.S.:

performers.

We

N

Illinois breeds have neeer been on a par with the great
ones and never will be. We

hem in Minos read about

them but never are them wry-

think Mrs. Everett kept
*live a sport that will die in IlI

linois, die because its new own-

ers have other plans for Arlington in which racing is no
part. Racing in this area.startcd dying a foo,years ago when

Ilk sad to see Marge go. I
think she will be sorely mined

and I think Illinois racing will
Me without her, the most incredible woman big business
ever seen.

I look forward to more of
Mr. Caddis splendid ankles

A new

The St. Viator High School

blathers Club' erg
to Day
blications

Calendar

Answer on Comic Page

of events

looked with favor on this man
since his conversion six years

First services in a new
church home will be held this
Sunday at 10 a.m. by the
Mount Prospect branch of the

ago.

Re -organized Church of Jesus

(June 12 This calendar is prepared ase public service by

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Helen Becker, CL 3.7469. Deadline
radiating is Tuesday of the preceding week.

Top
of the
Towers.

had.
We are particular!), gratefulhas

Rice or Tapioca Pudding read 35c
pound. It should have been 49c

advertisement of
Wednesday June 10th, Old Fashioned

pound. We are sorry for any inconvenience.

"

ter,

has or should he consider looking for another, either with his
present employer or some other? Do you see a transfer and to
what part of the country?
Mrs. H.. Des Plaines

- Dear Mrs. H.:
I do feel a change of jobs for your husband, probably within
the next year and within the slime company. I also feel a bungler
within the next two or three years and I am getting the southwest

kart of the country.
pear Mr. DeLouisei
Though I won't be out of high school for at least another flee
.years I have already decided on my career. I've got 'my goal net
and am very determined to make it. Will I succeed? Do you see
my going to the college' have planned to attend?
School Girl, Mount Prospect

Dear School Girl,
Anyone with your determination nod enthusiasm just about
ORS to succeed at whatever they try.1 tun feeling great success mud

happin.s for you In your Mural do see college for you, though
the one you wish to attend five years teem now may not nee.-

HOT WEATHER AHEAD!
-

leave from M. Raymond's and EROTISM Park.

Camp Fire Girls, Day Camp, lone 16-19,
Busse Woods, 8:45 a.m. Buses leave from Owens
Park.

Prmpective WaLsbAways, Friedrichl Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows. 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Nurses ChM, Mane of Mn.
Gilbert Basnik, 7:45 pm.
Mount Prsspect Jaycees, Mount Pommel
Community Center, 8 p.m.

River Trails Chapter Womeda Amadora
0 -FLT., 8:15 p.m. For information, call 2975040.

Nothing quite like it anywhere.
You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Boon Trade
where thoroughbred. run all
Oaring aid summer

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adellnea,
ternationsi, St. John's United Church of Chnst,
8:15 p.m.

CIA

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for damning Starting
at 080, they blend mufti°,
song and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club
In the Towers Lounge. Celts Beersrt
ploys guitar and tangs in raven language.
A meat entertaining
background for 000ktaLle,

Spend en evening at

Tap of the TowerS There..
'lathing quite like it anywhere

Des Plaines 60016.

AtAtr
Pan

The congregation recently acquired the property at 123 S.
Busse, Mount Prospect, oiler

says, "With God's providence.
His ability to meet all my
needs, causes me to rejoice
even more in understanding
what He has done for me and

p.m.

Homemakers Extension Assn., Mount Prospect Community Center, I p.m.
Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce, dinning, Holiday Inn, Mount Prospect, social hour, 6 p.m.: dinner 7 p.m.
3

5,000 BTU, 115 VOLT,

-11--'1

7 V2 AMP

Mount Prospect Welcome Wag. New-

IN SSPEED N MINUTES $12 900

----,-,-

-----

comers Club, installation dinner, Landers Chalet, Elk Groan Village, 0430 p.m.
,raped Heights Jaycees, Holiday Inn,
Mount Prospect, 8 pin.
Prospect Chapter Moose Ledge 660, VFW
Hall, 8 p.m.

2 SPED
E
THERMAL
CONTROL L ED

-1-'-.------

8,300 BTU, 115 VOLTS
11 AMP

INS7 AL Li sip
MINI ES

11,000 BTU

19,000 BTU

Mount Prospect Country
Club.

The year 1970 brought another welcome change in the

prayers of his parena were anwered.

Northwest COMC meets every Tuesday from noon until I

at the Nielsen Restaurant on
Mannheim Rd, about one
block south of Higgins Rd. Ali
men and leer* are Invited mat -

Three

at St. Paul
June 14, the spring Mission

Sunday of St. Paul Lutheran
Church, Mount Prospect, will
be celebrated at all three services. The worship theme will
center around the social e6
in
istry to people in med. The
p.m. contemporary mass will
emphasize

Mw
The service of celebration
will be followed by a pot luck

Parade kicks off
Bible school
handicraft and .nsfreshments.

All children are invited to

been announced for Meadows

participate by decorating their
trikcs, bikes, or wagons. A
prize will be given for the most

Baptist to boort this Sunday,
Worship service will be held

original and the best decorstions. After the parade, re
freshments will be served at
the church and registration for
vacation Bible school will be

school.

Kw more information, all the

the

mission

theme. The guest speaker for

the day will be the Rev. Edward Einem, chaplain at the
Lutheran Home for the Aged
in Arlington Heights.
Luther Hall will feature dsan
plays, materials 'and films
the ministry through Lutheran
Church Charities. Jim Grisham,
from the Chicago

Southern Center, accompanied by folksingers, wind]

their Sou with slide and

Church of Christ,
401

S.

Heights,

at

at

FIRST

BAPTIST
CHURCH

"OVERCOMING

9:45 A.M.
aliorttIng Worship,

DARK"
Christian Science kodm
On

for
The Dead.
El COOT Service):

N

i

inter-

some

esting insight,
question.

111:511

!

Listen Otis Sunday to the
Series for

this

a

We on 36 Illinois notions
'nci d'

"Things in Hem.,

;TI:17,;7'I'il.'"

6014
FOOT
8101a

Ct 3-2407
M

e

1 W. Campbell M
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1112

111

innoteisarmalsersansminei

at tees Meeker

ev. e.Zielike
Church Phone,
824-36SR

Sunday School.
Bible Claw OAS A.m.
Chrioian OAR OA.,
Xindergarlen On/ BO

8245081

You. amlult Counseling

W.A. FINT, principal

,,.!...".......,,,......::-....r..:::-........._.

Leona. Hering, lamest. Eby

4:11 S. Arlinmon Hu. Rd. -Arlington Heights

115 VOLTS, 12 AMP
EASY INSTALLATION

MULTI -ROOM COOLING
CHASMS
EASY

1239T

INSTALLATION

TyIroilITAginiCs

ncl L el
I

I

es PLENTY OF

HOME APPLIANCES
PH. CL 5-0100

FREE PARKING

L

(Located 2 Blocks west a mmid)

HOURS: MON., TUE., THURS., FRI. '
5,S30

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, tOur of Sen-

ior Citizens building in Milwaukee, bus leaves
Community Presbyterian Church, 9 a.m.

,

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Arlington Heights
SAT. 'tll

THURSDAY

''r-10:45 A.M. lags 3-71

PaHor4:
Vernon R. Schiedam

C. Duni Stuckmnyer
Telculione 2534839

by condensation. Two
could be positively identified
and were in the German len-

CLOSED SUN.till

hymn..Oe wss
hynal the other a
a

reader used in the congregadon's parochial school. The
other two are presumed to be a

60-

Bible and a catechism,

memorabilia

re-

doubtedly also

Satellite II (IIEA), Mount Prospect Community Center, 8 pm.
D. Plain. Valley Geological Sodely, West

moved from the stone of the
present Trinity church buildingot Elm and Park S.. in the

Park field house. Des Plaines, 8 per.

village.

in

Mount Prospect Grandmothers Mb, MOM
Prospect Community Center, I p.m.
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, B p.m.

Parents Without Penne, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

THE CORNERSTONE of
existing building was
recently removed, at the rugthe

gestion of a long-time mom-

ber, and the face of it, inscribed "AD. 1910" will be
incorporated into the lobby '
design of the new building.
The Missouri Synod Lutheran
congregation was founded by

Trinity United Methodist
' 605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect
Dr, Roben E. -Matthews

392.6396
Rev, Harvey R. Neuman

against 10
el
time. In excellent condition
were a DuPage
Regis-

ter dated Sept. 30, 19101 another weekly, an all -German
paper published in Milwaukee,
Die Rundschau (The Review):
and a one -cent "Chicago
Daily News" origin. I, toe day
before the original comer stone am laid.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

501%

CHURCH

SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

P.A.

Ward Kaufmann.

E
E

MOUNT -

90m.co.
14.,.....
Sunday Sploo19,30A.M.
PleisPan Oay SclaolAndergarle

6294963

PROSPECT
RO

'."."'''''"'"TT the

SUMMER SCITENIA

CL 5-0332

WpATA STMT.. All T

ROO Arp.-ITT Mol*

Ample ParkOe

CIATAM1 Schaal.

'n"n''''""*"

w.

German,

typifying Me Roselle community of the early 1900s.
Three newspapers found in
the historic collection, fared

Ito

FRIDAY
Arlington Heights Over 50, Ceramic OM,

lie'retitUf
SOMMIDIRDIS

second

me, including some
-old

31 2-652.0910

Lutheran

yeaunInto Me cornerstone's copper1box was placed a number
of historic and symbolic docu-

"Weer miemion of
Omer -Mime.," et

1 0:0f)
,

aged

Arlington Heights Over SO Club, Drop in Center, Pioneer Park, 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Pioneer Park, 9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

9:00

nine charter members Sept.
12, 1910.
Books in the old corner -

disintegrated, apparently dam -

officiated at the roremony at
the new church site, adjacent
to Trinity school.

In Union With
The Mb See

St.3amez Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
. Arlington Heights,

Illinois

CI 3"5

'

Sunday Worship, SOO, 9:15 & 10:45 A.M.
Nursery Care et 9:15 & 10.45 A.M.
Sunday School: 9:15 A.M. Da meal

otatiit tau
Canoes arrant

,.....1

"FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

MINISTERS: Paul bairn Stumpf D.D.

(Rudders Hall)

hr sanctuary at 405 S. Rush St.

Des Plaines, III.

Sunday's Sermon:

Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

The Rev. Eugene, E. Trieglaff

7

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi

"Where Children Belong"

Plaines, Sunday school is held
al this time for students to the
age of 2.0 and nursery also is

stone, although sealed tightly
in a copper box, were almost

g,

All Services

e

104.3mc

SWF

CHILDREN'S DAY
"The Hems and Faith"
Baptism of Intents
4.0o p.M. New Member Class

'Holy Family Mission

Roselle, took part in a festive
service of cornerstone laying
for their new half -million tool-

Norse, Provided Tor

.

Dogs.

Last Sunday, members of
Trinity Lutheran Church,

11

7:110

by appointment

Church of Christ, Scientist.
Laurel and Marion St., Des

New Roselle church
lays cornerstone

kj

Sunday School:

FEAR OF THE

POO °TAR11:00 a.m.

0111

11

First

hildren free of charge, The
time each morning will be 9
mil noon. For additional information on the above pro ram please contact David

The Downtown Church

.Pallsoa Hoping"

(ORGANIZED 1855)

the First
Scientist,
the

eral toy teachers.

tpnirtme.wrestrinaimallialeil

SPEAKS

302 N. Durzg,,tgrarn Heights

Evergreen, Arlington
and

Sisters of Kentucky and sev-

TO YOU

First Presbyterian Church

Till

at

and the Rev. Peter Duffy. The
school is staffed by Dominiron

A.PeAdee

hand lead me and thy right
Sunday

Rev. John J. Mackin woke.
sista.. Rev. John W. Trappe

BIBLE

Cammonlon MOO

are invited to join Me
songs, ,Bible stories, grtfes.

1

a.m.

Pastor of Our Lady of the
Wayside since the retiremem
of Father O'Hara has been the

tebean.

THE

'rnnal*-167sr".

All

Man" to be read this Sunda),
One Bible citation from

will begin

pleted in 1968.

will be held at the church durg the same two weeks and
will be open to the community

.Wes
POO a.m. WAIT
10,30 a.m. W.1P FM

"".

is "God Cares Today."

tled. "God the Preserver of

Services

building and auditorium com-

re -school age children, under
e direction of Lynn Swanson

POO

Pastor
Tl. 44-3223 439,092

registration fee.
The theme of the school this

tian Science lesson -sermon ti-

hand hold

church buildings include du
church. rectory. school. convent and the junior highschoot

r o h. The children will
t reed to the church at noon
r pickup by their parents.
A vacation Bible school for

TOO a.m. Wile

Lutheran Church

from pre -kindergarten through eighth grade are
invited to attend. There is no
year

to 9 a.m.: Sunday
9:15 to 10:15 a.m.:

worship service from 10:30 to
11:30
and a Praise See.
vice at 7:30 p.m.

BIBLE SCHOOL will begin
Monday, June 15, and run
through June 25, meeting each

dwell in the uttermost parts of
the
Even there shall thy

8

St. Sohn

day from 9 to 11:30 a.m. All

Psalins state, "If I take
of the morning and

and served until hisretireminft

The program includes recr anon, Bible stories. crafts
and refreshments. There will
be a fee of S3 to cover trans-

A new time schedule h.

held.

one welcome.

Man's protection from
enemies. insecurity andedart
is brought out in a Chris,

scheduled

g Forbes will be staff of

church office, 255-8764.

from

Arlingtonwar,,r,,c dlip.cigta;

i

Forbes at 439-3337.

A kick-off parade tomorrow
will herald the start afeacation
Bible school at the Meadows
Baptist Church.
.

a new parish was

en

i

dinner. Any interested MM.

man's protection

Xavier in La Grange.

trained leaders.

been planned unde,he

children

services

also

.

congregation structure. The
congregation, classified as
mission for five years,
achieved branch status in
January. Church headquarters
for the Re -organized Latter
Day Saims is in Independence,

Lesson -sermon is

.

SLIDE OUT

Cl.

five years of meeting in the

what He can do for each of
Today Lindstrom goes
about telling others how the

i

rtz;

Barnum

WEDNESDAY
Buffalo GrOVP Over 50 Club, business meeting, Kingswood Methodist Church, 10130 am. -

Your gate will take in e orturualng
inters., a feast of color wherever
you look.

Then, when you cab for the Menu,
another Leant begins Entrees from
around the woad, with the accent
always on fine dining

ner mace and strength. He

p.m.

Avenue Woods west, 8:30 a. m. - 3 p.m. buses

COOL. THIS SUMMER?

.

Christ of Latter Day Saints.

tend.

TUESDAY
&Hart Girls, Day Camp, June 16-19, Lake

edly be Site one you are thhddng of now.

1" JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans
wer the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters should
be signed, but names will be omitted if the writer requests it.
Write to DeLouise in care of Day Publications, 722 Center Sr.,

I

selThufficient. God hs

Lindstrom has found an in-

Mount Prospect Tonshn.ters, Mount Prospect Community Center, 7:45 pat
Arlington Heights Chapter SPNISQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

HOW ARE YOU KEEPING

but rejects me completely. Flos he resumed relaticmships with the
woman from the past?

We have lived in the area for about throe years and have bean
reasonably happy. My husband has been upset recently became
of the transfer of his boss. Shduld he be content with the job he

Fifth Wheelers, bowling, Thunderbird Lanes,
8:30 p.m.

,

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Shall I continue on with my husband? He Mains he lows me

Dear Mr. DeLouise,

SATURDAY
Buffalo Grove Over SO, Party Nile, Kingswood Methodist Church, Buffalo Grove, 7:30

'

p.

teal problems With your daughters due to the move.

feel the problem With your husband will be corrected. If

be presented Saturday night.

boil

not

Country Club, 12:15 p.m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen-

wboleh.rsedly. Make it a eondition of your going that the first
order of busin.s will he far your husband to we a doctor and
follow his 'Woke when you gel to California.1 am not tieing any

seems that communication has been broken off here. Go more
than halfway to re-establish 11,1 definitely feel you should continbe with your husband. feel he Ls going through a change Talcs
his word for it ...he does love you.

FRIDAY
Arlington Heights Village Than., pm:tents
"Royal Gambit,'' Hersey High School, 8:30
p.m. Far information, call CL 9-3200. Will alto

the Kroger

In

restaurant

unlike
any (
other.

announced

16 good, 20 eoallmo

publicity we received in your
papers contributed greatly to
the very successful year we

occasions took pictures and
personally covered usual of
tat, Doctions.

will be bused to Busse Woods
where an active program has

perienced what Gad can do for
an individual who comes
point when he admits tha

CORRECTION

to Fran Altman who on several

the church. From there they

services

Then something happened
which was more than "getting

MONDAY
Mount Prospers Rotary Club, Old Orchard

negative points you raise. gut you must make up your mind to go

Unhappy. Arlington Heights

cide.

tehrl
For the
great coverage given our activides during the past year.

Your women's department

All campers arc insuurted
tO Meet each morning et 9 at

St.

Con of David Forbes. Assist.

ation, insurance and

First

with serious thoughts of sui-

religion." La, says he ex-

Mrs. George 1. Halal
Publicity Chairman

I feel the move would be v good one, regardless of all the

Dear Unhappy:

Wiry Lindstrom -

Editor:

grateful citizen
A Gene Johnson

Friday, June 12,1970

enn, 'the new morality,"
dope failing health, ending

WAS always most co-operative
end helpful and we feel that the

in the near future.

have never opposed any job change or move in the past,

I

star

don't have them arid can't get

& VIEWS

programJune 15 through June

lived 14 years of drunk-

he

agetar show, you've got to

ing area in the nation.

we begin inning De poorest

the move.

feeling that he knew best regarding his professional progress. My
opposition is based on the following reasons:
We have one daughter who has Met completed her freshman
yes in college. She would likelo continue at her present -university. If we move wo cannot afford then ut-of-state tuition. Our 17year -old daughter has a difficult period of adjustment hem. Now
she has grown to like it and I fear a move for her senior year of
high school could just be too much for her to take.
but selBahly I

In order to put °ea show, an
have

another job here in the Chicago area, but'he is eager to make
1

PRISTOD

You're
welcome

Boer seen. Big sables won't

00 l

The Mount Prospect Bible
Church. 505 W. Golf Rd., invitei all boys and girls in
grades one through
to attend their annual day camp

in-

'Biblencludi g St. Francis du Paula.

Church sets
Religion
NEWS day camp

leaving home at the age of 17,

using all seven of these letters.
Editor:

from

against parents, authority --the whole sordid bit. After

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

R.E. Hutchinson, Vice-Preshlenl

HE ASSISTED at. several.
parishes after ordination

LINDSTROM hose sad story to tell
but one with a happy ending. It's a story about a
reckless, misspent youth. violent rebellion against God,

Friday, June 12,1970

John E. Stanton, Erliror old Publkher

layman

14.1930.

Sherwood at 359-1207 or Phil Tnbman al 359.1685.

Lind -

says he is alive today only by
the grace of God. He plans to
write a book entitled "But, by
the Grace of God."

HIDEAWORD

Letters to the Editor

-- Marshall Field III

a

interested In a crew of adodothemselvers" may eon.. Jim

offering their services of construction or destruction to area residents. They recently painted a house and wrecked a shed. Those

Brooklyn Park, Minn., who

when

/Dap Publication5
-Honor the original dream by alwayslealentsly keeping

MEMBERS OF THE Unitarian Universalist Fellowship are

God-given change in their
lives.
The speaker next Tuesday,

And en and on.
same

and friends are invited lo jum
in the celebration.
A native Chicagoan, Father
O'Hara attended Visitation
Comma, and High Schools
transferring lo Quigley to begin his priestly studies. He
completed his education at Sr.
Mary of the Lake Seminury.
where he was ordained June

Men's Committee is all about.

again. Rather sensible.

missile system. He says the cost
too high, and it wo uldn't

p.m. in the Junior High School
Auditorium, All parishioner.

This group brings to in rostrum, every week, WOWS

or administrator, conservative or liberal, you'll discover that he's right once

( an anti -ballistic

lion in his honor from 3 to

Northwest Christian Rusin..

dent

sible senator.
He
opposed to the con-

split up the remaining votes.
Most of the candidates neon

mass to be followed by a recep-

miracles have been happening
ever since the Gad -man relationship first started.
This is really what the

HE DOESN'T believe that
it was communists who mitnipulated the riots at many
schools around the nation. If
you talk with any college stu-

He can't he too 111, wrong.
The latest polls show the
feels exactly that way. If he
agrees with the vast majority of
people, by all smndardS, that
would make him a rather sen-

suburban

When Charles Percy was
elected to office, he defeated
Paul Douglas, one of the most
liberal Democratic senators in
the US. Congress.
Paid Boogies was neither a

."

be against war, you ought to be

YOu'll recall that cur present

Maass or a communist.

.

vmsh' or all, he seems to

keep suburhmites entertainnl
for a long time to cony
Such a tug,nfmnr puts any
elected mlitican exactly where
he doesn't want to be That's

toman, to label him as

King David wm another example of how God changed
man --- on the inside. Snch

Ban Treaty. If you are going to

Ike cou,rvatixes and libersk
in the Republieau pi, should

Republinan

transformed Poll en The rood
to Damascus and other Bible
accounts of changed lives.

He has supported an es pannier of the Nuclear Test

up-

Sets the conservatives?

The Rev. Harold T. O'Hard.
pastor emeritus of Our Lady of
the Wayside Church. will oh serve the 40th anniversary of
his ordination to the ROMP
hood this Sunday itt a 2 P.m.

Weic oll heard haw God

he made his decision. Sounds_
as if, once again. he's taking a
sensible stand.

What kind 'of crimes is Son.

Percy committing that to

ROMTIOnist.

Senator. They are now ot-

"These latest tensions have been brought to'you by

actionaries would really hove
had something to be angry

-Percy n neither a socialist or a

problems. Some writer. are
not content to accuse him of

build. He speni a lot of time
studying the problem before

Then the conservatives and re.

or a communist.
Chad. Percy does' toot even
begin TO approach the liberal
record of Paul Douglas. Sen.

Recent Letters to the Editor
begin to underscore Percy's

CBMC to hear layman
talk on youth problems

By Ron Swans

socialist

Priest
marks 40th
year

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

Sunday Masses:
6,45, so% 9,15,
10:30, 11:45, 1,00,

d

it

er--4

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
Parish Center

SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

WAS, 10:45, 12:00

lAmpory Cana all Sovicps

9:00 A.M. 1020 A.M. 11:40 A.M.

VW WI 11.21 v O.L.21.1

IFLIaufla

THE DAY
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Friday June 12 1970

Glenview scores 3
in 7th; tie Lions.

Personal finance

Tax bite on homeowners
continues to mount
By Cotton Smith

The spectacle of Iargc num-

of homeowners being
-forced through the propel-4,wringer." said Shannon. is
hers

How much propeny um is
much for
hommmner
'De national norm is -awns.

raxmighty

sad commentary an
an effluent society."

BMW month . ago -.. 4 pa emq
of the fumi lyb annual income.

Lam numbers of hone-

SHANNON appeared to
testify at One of the hearings

-owers are non paying out so

large a percentage of income
that the propeny lax fame se,

squaw

economic

me

that have marked an in-depth
study of the economics of aging. conducted by the Senate
Specie! Committee on Aging

on

111011.

Whdtb happening WM.
the country is told in the

under Sen. Harrison A. Wit 014 -1.

Assad of one of last year's
Some subcomndsee hear -

dial, 2.7 per cent loaner cent.

THE OTHER low of the

.trap has even shaper teeth.
Properly tases are repossith
--- falling most heavily on
those trust able to pay.

For example. on a home
with n $20.000 /dirket value.
the 01 is the saine for the
householder earning, 58.000 a
year and for one =ming
315.001). But fon one.
3.4
per cent of his income. end for
the other about 6A per cent.
nearly dcluble.

The trap that has sprung on
these

unhappy honmotstMet
has two jam. One
sump
rise we've teen i 0 property lax
rates. Figures
the tax as

WHEN A family has to turn
over as much ea 10 per cam of
its total wady camings
2th

percentage of the market value

times the on:. rid median for
owners of nom:: mhoes --ean hardly he denied that the

of the hon., show it has on
than doubled in eight years -a

tax load is exemnive. the sub.

rise

even

assold by John
diremor of

considerably

steeper

than the rate of general

inflation. had thm has been.
According to Census Bu.

Shannon. assistant

the Advisory Commission on
Intergmeramemid Relations.
There II 110 doubt. he mid.

mat data, the percentage figure rose on the average. from
1.25 10255 Per mm between
1960 and I %IL
During the wine period. the

the number of house holden plying this =eh 'and
core thus now posml the 3
million mirk, that

tax us a percentage of the fa rni-

r; income rose from a

1110 -

1110SE IIIT hardest. of

yourse. are wage carnets in the

lower income brackels whose
earning, are relatively fixed
and don't keep pace with the
rise in general living costs and

the even mon-punishing in.

lox bills, and one segment
turns over an average of 58 per
cent.

on thaw best able to

chance fora victory last nigM
when Glenview's Legion team
cup with three runs in the
seventh ihning to earn a9-9 tie

their scoring in the third, when
they sent 1 2.men to he plate
mid put eight runs on the board
to take a 9-4 lead.
O'Donnell led off with a

In addition, there's special

in a game at St. Viator High
School that was called because
of darkness.

promessive, laying more of the
pay.

late relief at the federal level for

true hardship cases, but the
mgressive property tax grinds
men harder /on those moat in
need of relief.

`Ilk like fighting IM air
amditioner with the furnace."

living on pensions
or income from savings. and
Social Security beneficiaries
suffer most 01'011

Added services at Elmhurst Bank
The Rank of Elmhurst has
codsvo new orWeas
members

of

10

Chance

linue 10 include free elnekthe

Nom.; with

P. VERY few states. most
notably Wisconsin. hove
some form of properly
relief for the over-hordoned
mid Shannon.
demonstrated that it min he

stitutedinrevenue.

But until the idea of a more
equitable sharing of the burden of property Imes gains

gory pay out 30 per cent of an-

nual income 10 met property

en had best be aware of the
crippling tax load they can inherit as rising tux raks command an increasing sham of
earnings

service

charge of any kind. regardless

Club rmembers an nccive :,
free 3.by-5-inch safe deposit

"
ducted Rom fix annual rental
hos

the bank. or haye SS de-

cs

on a larger saebox.

Rent

.. any service chit.

Peuentozo in the top of the

by Ken Sauer, the former

.4;WPfr

U

/1181,1."'7

OW °Tomo,

FORD

noo

is available to anyone who de -

MEW.

By Bill McCarty

posits 01.200 or more in

OPLPLX1,

a

re,Ailar savings account zit the
hank. Other club
con-

SCMIRE.pir

CP

SUPER VAlumna1

lom
moo
re

rr.:,7Lbs
CL 3-5000

Lague first

4120

M. 0111. of 9620

advert ising mmager for industrial products.

has ban

).:7"Da'r Plaint

honored by'Kraft Foods with
he presentation of the I. I.

A jade ring. a citation certificate and a personal letter of

Kraft Jade Ring Award, in recognition of his outstanding
services. He is Kraft's product

0. E. Swain. were presented to

Named to

director of marketing; institutional and industrial Prod-

thanks from Kraft President

Osri, ally II by W. G. Lee,
ucts.

alumni board

Osriwar cited for going far

F91:

league honors went to Johnson
Sporting Goods, All Des Champs, manager, with 9 wins

dent of Weber Marking Syslents Co. Arlington Heights.
was ducted for a three-year
term to the board of directors
of the Drake University Na.
Ilona! Alumni Assn. of the

product. He was praised for
the outhandingjob he did with
the advertising and promotion.' efforts for this neve

board's annual meeting in Des
Moines, Iowa. recently,

product.

The Jade Ring Award was
initiated in 1903 by the late

E. Griffith Wobbles, stasis.
tant vice president of Hawk-

James L. Kraft, founder of the
company, for special recogni-

cycSecuritY .sulnnce Co. In
Des Moines, as elected president of thewssociation for
I 970-7 1. Others officers elect-

tion of meritorious srvice.

ed were, Harold W. Higgs of
Hal Higgs Insurance Agency,
Dm Moines, vice president,
and William H. Fulton, Des

041.1. OUR

PLUMBING PRO

Other newly.clected mem-

in

bers of the association's board
of directors for three-year
terms are, Robert E. Case,

REPAIRS
REHOORUNG

Washington, D.C.; Janos A.
Cunis, Mercer Island. Woh,

No Job

McCord,

Too BIG or anal/

Indianola,

Iowa: Ralph Luchsinger. Minneapolis, Minn.; Phillip 0.
Myles,
Kansas City. Mal,

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

Dean ShoweV San Rafael,
Calif., Mrs. Robert D. Ray,

345 N. Wolf Rd

PM. Larry Deschamps was
the winning pitcher and he

IN TOWN!

Monday thru Thursday

LUNCH °R
DINNER

129

SPECIAL

DON'T PUTT AROUND... ENTER THE
GOLDEN GOLF GAME TODAY.
Full details and rules in the sports pages.
The Complete Evening Newspaper

solod Taos tonst
FAST SERVICE - COME AS YOU ARE NO TIPPING

phone: 437.8313

Guy
Steinbrink doubled for the Giants.

Pink doubled. Domestic took
another win during the week
Sy edging Knight Tube and
Steel 7-6. Paul Bartalotta was
credited with the win. Jeff Jacobson singled with two men
on i nine) ast inning to drive in
the winning mn. The Knights
were Eeprived of two runs byre

tory over the Sox .d was

brilliant catch by Orlando.

The Knights enjoyed their

helped at the plate with

triple and single and Jeff Bosh
got a single. Also contributing

a

prospect
weal
the fore on a run In thesecosid,1

al Wheeling 5-2 Wednesday as

Curt Ogurke smacked a two-

rvn ho.,.

contest.

Wad a faa tg Sgs won to

singPled.

Hart struck out eight Wheel-

match Wheeling'. and then

Grand prims,fill be awarded, too...
including gift certificates and a
personality.

"You can also register at the Daily
News Public Service Bureau, 401
North Wabash.

scores are computed by CGH,
you are already entered in Golden
Golf. Watchthe Daily News sports
pages for daily listings of, prize
winners.

drawing, upsets are not unusu-

GERRY WILL

be

by special invitation. filth.'
performers in each event to the
Midwest competition.

Krninik, whose 4.84 timing
was .2 off Morton West's Ter -

Erickson's winning state
mark, will become a greater
underdog Saturday when he
faces five other boys with
clicker performances.
Bab Owens of Ft. Smith, Arkansas heads the quarter -mile
field with a snappy 47.4 clock.
log. Shawnee -Mission's Fred
Merrill is the only other sub 48 -second sprinter with a 47.9,

RON TAYLOR of Toledo,
Ohio rants third with a 48 flat
mark while Bob Lavoie of Arvada, Colorado and Morton's
Erickson have both ripped the
tape in 48.2. Krainik's 48.4 is
high on the totem pole.

An important aspect of the
race, the lane pairings, will be

blindly drawn at a coach's
Meeting tonight. The normal
procedure is to place the max

nerith the best time in the
inside lane, but with a pot -luck

his star performer has
Since his

last compeddve

concentrating

outing in the state meet May
23, Krainik has been working

WITH THE warm weather

on

been

endurance

ru.ing with a few occasional
sprints.

Gerry. meanwhile,

handl° keep in she under the
wntchful eye of head track
coach Joe Jobst.

s

IN THE Senior division in
Prospect Heights, the FEICOnn
won one and dropped a second

has

made the decision to anend
Northern
Univen
tool -l
in the fall. He should be
come edition.

-

The South Little League of
Des Plaines opened its season

wiId a doubleheader that saw
Wells Heating rip Legions, 121,
and Iroquois
R -Signs, 6-5.

edge TH.

topping George Nelson.

Torn Platek and Mike Hart
hooked up in a pitcher's duel
with Platek the winner in

Dave Petnacci got the lumps

for Legion. In the nightcap,
Chris Kopp was the winner
nd Jim Kunkel the tough -

"d'oi

Sa

.1313e-h1e awdie'r,,

ri and Tim Platek teamed up to

pitch VFW to a 4-2 win over
McCalls, and McKay won
noel Approved, 6-1, with Da-

Ad Brooks and Mark Kaitchuck beating Tim O'Donnell

/ink loser.

IN OTHER game; Ap-prd and Bob Zuccarini.
proved Realty .upped

bases. A walk to Mike
Golden brought M one ran,

'Glenview had taken a 1-0
Tdad in the top of the not on
three straight walks and a
double play ,that
enabled
Wayne Harmo to score. That

then Pettenuyeo stole
home for another.
A fielder's choice and an in terference 0,111 loaded the
sacks again, and then solid hits
by Steve Snyder and
and

was

O'Donnell the eighth batter in
the inning, kept the Lion run -

SP

R Ts
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Friday.

uing

Four gymnasts slated to
compete for Ill. State

3

0
0
0

Hake, ss

0

IL O'DOnnell, at 2

O. 0

0

allowed only One more base 011
balls in the One innings he
worked.

Berdefi, of

3

0

0

brolet, rf

I

0

IN THE TOP of the second
Glenview made &AI that the
help of a three -run error on

I

'

I

34 910

TOTALS

6

GLENVIEW (91

AB R H B1

PLAYER

H a= lb

3
2
0

Lyall, a -2h
Torch. pll,
Disney, 211.312
Sauer , 3berf

2

0

2

0

0

I

2

HeInveich. If
Overlock, If
Petlak, cf
Marmitr, rf

catcher Golder, who threw the
ball into center field on a bunt
and allowed the two baserunnen ond the bunter to score.

3

Schawel. as

Bradfiekl. p

After the Lions' big eightrun splurge M their half of the
third. Glenview narrowed the

Nuoo.
0

Smetana, a

TOTALS

6

29

gap to 9 -bin the fifth With

I, and Goodman Furniture,
5-1. Mike Vollmer took the
win over the Bank and Curt

three hits.

Logan Square gave its eon
one more moment of hope in
the bottom of the seventh, afar Glenview had tied the game
in the top of the frame. After

White-Cronen. Hitters for the
Ed

two were out,

3B-Drolet,
SB-MO
O'Donnell. Disney, Hater (2/:
2a -Snyder;

If R. -Sauer:

Sac--Marmitt

pinch -hitter

and Mike McCarty, who drove
in their only mn. Against
Goodman Furniture, pitcher
Mike Bucaro showed great

Dick Motet belted a triple
down the right -field line hut
was stranded when the final
Muer of the game went down

control while allowing three
hits, striking out II and giving
up two walks.

Pitcher

swinging.

ip h r-er so

Pettenuyxo

O'Donnell

5 6 5-3
2 3 3-3

Bradfield.

7 10 9-4

PITCHING SUMMARY

LOGAN SQUARE (9)

Two gymnasts from Prospect High School, one from
sey have decided to enroll at
Illinois State University in

Bloomington. They are Jay
Moon and Kurt Hendershot

net by beating Legion, I 2-1
with Chris Kopp, Steve
Vleck and 'rim Lagos beating
Glen Rollo and Scott Hauck;
/

VFW EDGED MelCay, 3-1
when Mike Curran hit a homer
with Mike Clark on base In thc

top of the

VFW
whipped Approved, 6-1, with
Curren hitting another homer
seventh.

Haines,

an Arlington mad,

can the state title.

11;7uweo i

3

VFW
Wells Heating
McKay -Nadir
Approved Beaky
Tri-R Signs
McCall's Texaco

J
2

O

2

Leg'

O

3

I
1

0
1

2

12

4
3
6

hb
4

2
I

estern Universities with
Illinois,

Indiana

State, Northern Illinois
Ball State treat year.

and

nommen.

Cougars, 12-2, only to lose,
7-6, to the Angels. In their win,

the Astro were helped along

There Were two 'amain the
Minor division, and the
Phillies lost them both. The

by winning

first was an cyc-opener as the.

Panicola and

Pirates smacked out 24 runs
on 17 hits to the Phils/ three
rum. Rick Robin got the win

by

two

triples

M.. John
John Klein.

The game against the An-

en a twothitter, striking out

gels went to extra innings with

I7.

Mike Dudley finally besting
the Astros after taking over for

Robert Reiland. Dudley had
the winning run. but As.
MM Wendell slugged three run homer.

IT WAS THE Royals over
the Expos, 5-3, in the only other

league action, Mark Bat-

Rick also punched out

in the first inning with a big
four -spot. Mark Krause home -

red in the third.
It wasn't a good week for the
Dodgers of the Major division.
They lost, 10.8, to the Braves
and were whipped, 8-5, as the

BOB CHASE won an 8-2
ball game for the Huskies over

the Phi b, hitting a double to
aid his cause.

Cats
,,,Ew AY PA
oO

in the sixth inning. The Braves
used three doubles for their
win, scoring seven runs in the

For Fri. 6/12, Sat. 6/13, Sun. 6/14

Buy a Caps Roast Beef Sandwich

Get Another Sandwich of your

third inning for the clincher,

Choice

Sluggers included Tom Rich,
Dan Stoltz, the winning pitch era and Kevin Matins.
FOR THE Tigers, it was a
fourth Straight win against no

FREE

(Ham 8. Swiss, Corned Beef,
Ranch Dog or Fish)

eight batsmen to ern the victory. Armlet nodal
Jeff and John Isola and Mark
The score was 3-2 in faXor of

Free Balloons

frame when the Tigers tallied

Pop Guns

for the Kids

five times and the Dodgers
The Cubs shaded the White

Boys 8 to I 4
Eourr

Baseball
Scholarship

COME ON OVER 8, HELP US
CELEBRATE THE COMPLETION

Sox, 7-5, coming from a 5-1
.

OF OUR NEW DRIVEWAY

Music by the "GAL'S CRITTERS"
Friday & Saturday 7 to 9 P.M.

Gals
ROAST -BEEF
I

Arlington Park.
Where the

great ones run.

'

I

a

home run, triple and a double.
Tim Novak and Scott Swanson
cab had a double and x triple
and Skip Bacon had a doubk.

HOURS:

Sunday thru Thursday 11 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Friday & Saturday 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.

Illinois State, champion of

Southern

taglia won in relief of Dan

THE ASTROS of the Intermediate league clobbertd the

HMV MSG ROOM OR CRUM OUT

-

the new Conference of Mid-

Bob

Eaer:/nhilo.Mrnteiolrloeeldr wa' nno
'thrk'ci
tripled for three RBI's. Bruce Kochi. found the Twins outlasting the
Mg had a double for the win- Cards, 12-9. Winning pitcher
rneecrosr,
Nerton Frank Janezic made sure his

losses as they took on the Dodgers. Jim Armed
out

STANDINGS

real

petitors, and Bensen was runner-up in the state trampoline
finals o a junior when current
Illinois State stab Terry

exercise

tripled.

Deal

cow!

liners came up with five runs
u

second place in this year's state
Mend
Illinois State's new coach

Brian DeValk was the big
hitter for the winners with a

Boor

Dill

scAhniotzthi/c/heiti:hl.csdcotrwinicge.aff,r

enough runs to win the game

WOOLDRII3GES WAS a
side horse specialist for Hersey's great outfit that captured

Alan Wcith said, "I'm

deficit. Bob Kostelny got the
win while Brian Hotings and

(Post -time 1:30 Mon. thru Sat.)

the Interstate Conference the
past two years, will move into

and Ken Jams .had a

Marti; If

0

sneak iiowjver, because he

singled up the middle after two
were out.

hits were

Breakaway today.

com-

double and triple.

0

with 13 strikeouts

WL

both

hits

1

I

Zandork If

wild

him to second and Pet.ureo

Madrid and one by Mark Meltzer. The other hit was a .100.
by Ben Levinson.
On
the
senior
circuit,
White-Cronen Ford continued its hot streak by knocking
off Mount Prospect Bank, 12-

were

I

2

when Snyder reached base an
en error. O'Donnell sacrificed

home runs, one by Howard

Bank

4

Logan Square tied the con-

ning run. Other key hits were
by Randy Mark, John Palermo
and Barry Brownstein. Two of
three

Pettentozo's ooly

Rossi, Jb
Golden, c
Donahue. C

2
2

test in the bottom of the first

Kay sharing the win and Steve
Goranson's triple driving in
what turned out to be the win-

Braves

0

Potent.% pIb 4

the

the

3

0

4. 0 0

to his credit. The Fakoo gar

and Mike lyral. Iroquois be-

Willett

Edwards besting

er.

runs. Tim Horan had a pair of

2

Salaam. 2.

In another onion game, Beni.' League Pm, Neal
Leo
Lane
was
the
winning

wir,ToulgotPl<Terri-RoLd;--i
Mike Bower/sox besting Jim

Senators lot night. 21-8. Paul
lacing was the winning pitch.

home run that toted three

2

Smith.

team got a mark in the win colThe Jets scored first with
n with two home runS going
three runs, but the Colts dad it for five RBI's. Relief pitcher
in the second and went ahead 'Carl Robbins also provided
and Jim Deal drove him in with runs in the third, fourth some punch with a pair of
with a single. Other sluggers in
and fifth. The Jets roared back doubles. Losing hurler Rich
the contest included Kip Koe- with five tallies in the sixth, but Anderson tried hard, getting
nig who was three for three, the Colts added three to their two doubles himself. Charlie
NhocaLLarzeir,offith,e,,Fia..alcoInns.
Raymo wasn't a member 010
,toallwyit.o. stay just enough ahead
wan
pitching staff, but he blasted
ning with the hoses vacant.
two doubles and a single, and
,Gaherywillart struck out eight for
IT WAS .the, Falcons over
Rich Seifert cracked a two.
the Chargerr63.1n the other
bagger.

and Mike Kelley doing the

pleased with this group. They
will help in the events we need
to strengthen."

Sox of the Bronco A pasted the

Falco

over Wells.
II

of Prospect, Kyle Wooldridge
of Hersey and Bob Baldocchi
of Maine.
Benson and Hendershot are

The Mount Prospect White

U

Smith popped out, PettunuTTO
and Mark Rossi singled to load

on a run in the bottom of the
nth inning. Tony sansone
tripled in that fateful seventh

with Mark Grthieniak came the first three -game win-

In the first game, Doug Un-

Ticker went the distance for
Wells, while Bill Fininis and

won two. T1.11e.

LL

Miller, and Tri-R beat Legion,
6 -2,

hotItse

Colts edged

High scores in

Maine East and one from Her-

MP Sox clobber
Senators, 21-8

setting in. Jobst explained that

al,

gathering is a prelude to the
summit

0

RI

Prospect Hts. Colts stump Wheeling

home run by Bob Chamberlain
with Larry Harrelson on in the
last inning went to no avail for
the Villagers.

policy is to send the top two

chandise worth over $1,000.

bow to Corvair Furniture 7-2
with Reid Steifel end David

I

112E. FINAL run woad Garin., of
ground ball off the bat of Salcroo,2b

Radookr.
Mark Zoerner, Danny Kos

minor contest saw the Braves

I

single to left, and after Steve

FOR THE Harrison; Dan

with Mike Miner. The other

2

I4: O'Donnell. lb -p

Schmidt doubled for

Pearlman participated In two
double plays, one unassisted
and, the other accomplished

4

when the Glenview shortstop
wen tumble to come up with a

and John SChiarlpacasin each
tripled and Simmons also pick ed up a double.

theCOlts overcamea lint -ditch

balls, golf carts, bags, clubs,

Every day 20 cards will be selected
at random and published in the Daily
News sports pages. If you spot your
nettle, call 321.3020 and you will win
real golden golf ball, personalized
decal and a chance in our weekly
sweepstakes drawing for golf mer-

tng the win. Dean Simmons

ray by the Jos to no. a 9-S

dreds of prizes-golden golf

lust tend a postcard" with your name,
address and phone number to: Daily
News Golden Golf, P.O. Boo 3445,
Merchandise Mart, Chicago 60654.

duction Tool. GlenView Countryside Merchants belted Wes
Harrison 18-5 with Marty
Sanders and Dominick Coletti
pitching a one -hitter and shoo

nsintherifth Jul the IM on

draw prep supremes front nO
less than 20.sta in the broad
erea between the Rocky and
Appalachian Mountains. The

"ba

and

gam.. Gary; Olsson took the
win as Kim/Drugs beat Pro duction Toil 9-5. Mike Gray
and Brian Berton tripled for
the winners and Danny Kelly
and Danny Travis doubled.
John Olson doubled for Pro -

,rub.

@along 130 athletes appearing

golfer or female golfer whose
No carrycots
on special

Swislow

that has kept them undefeated.
In other minor division

made it 3-1 in the fourth. Two

West
Golden
Invitational in Sacramento,
Calif. later this summer.

NOTE: If you are a male CDGA

SIRLOIN PIZ

Stuart

fensive play by he AnlnliCani

ningwin..

Golf? All you need is a postcard and a little luck! Every
week we're giving away hun-

round of golf with a famous

render Rib Eye Steak Bolted Poona

each doubled for the Reds.

tante win was the excellent de-

ing men to get In seven -in-

op

BONUS!

Waxman tripled and Kenny

The Golden Midwest will

a

HERE'S HOW:

THE LIONS did most of

David Matter, who also had a
The Prospect Heights Colt
double and an RBI. A valiant League team defeated loop etc-

Maine West senior Gerry
Krainik, holder of the state's
second best 440 -yard run
docking, will certainly have
his work cut out for him to when he enters the
Golden Midwest Meet at York
High School.

more. Anyone can win. You

INTRODUCING A BONANZA

homered for the losers, Dave

Krainik in 'Midwest'

can, too.

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

Jerry GINs.d Mike Manus

while the C

gift certificates and lots

I 11f I I 1

Reds edged the Giants 17-16.

Buckman got the win at the

Steve Levy and Mark Malwent to the Cubs by virtue of ter struck out to as Shore
their I
Mos American earned then first
in a make.up game and the She
round championship and re8-4 loss to the Astros. In the mained undefeated with an I ICub win, Tony Zaccaria wile- 4 win over .Dash's Texaco.
brated a birthday by allowing Eric Schor contributed to the
only toots hits in getting Iris win with three hits including a
shutout. Glenn Pearson and grand slam home run, Mark
Randy Aberle assisted by pled Maher contributed a double
tine tripl.. Jim Solaro triple
and a single, Randy Weirs mfor the Men. Dean Toriumi ten had three hits including
pitched the Ac
to their vic- tevo triples, Gordie Shore had a

MARK GREENHILL

Starring on defense Talisman Village was short stop

good golfer to win Golden

MAMA

by Danny Bucaro and
Russell Karlin. /arty Harrelas the Villager's winning
pitcher and there were doubles
by Bob Chamberlain and
Howard Siegel.
The intermediate crown

singles by Mike Orlando.

and Joe Perlin.

GOLDEN GOLF

537-6020

mediate game last week, &CV

son

Paul Renato., Robert Stark
and Dan Larson and fireelY

on defense were Larry Bash

Chicago Daily News
Who says you have to be

another contest 6-1 to Tali,
man Village despite extra base
hits

homer of the oason; three hits
including a triple byJeffJacobson, doubles by Jeff Armgardt,

gled for the winners and heroic

Just mail
a postcard*
and play

*1,

between Oaten Sr
Alponew Old

downing Talisman Village 4-3
in a previously rained -out

teammates Rick Jacobson,
who collected his second

Humenski and Johnny Mendralla. Jerry Mendralla sin-

ak*
"I%dere

1249 Elmhurst Road.
Des Plaines, Illinois

3OHNSON
SPORTING
Goods se wed-up their Cale by

double by Mark Schiappacwed when Steve Jaeota caste. Brian Walab haltered
pitched a no-hitter to blank for the Sox Ana \ Phillip
Golf Mill Bank 241. Jacobs Skaletsky tripled.
also singled to help his own
cause. The Bankers dropped
IN THE ONLY other intermainent of glory earlier in the

mestic Utilities 12 to 9 when
DU pitcher Kerry Field took
his third straight win. He was
aoisled in the fifth by Alan
McAvoy and at the plate by

'also doubled along with Jamie

y

RIB EYE

too. The intermediate

2, and the Mini -crown for the
minor division goes to Shore
American, Mike Matter, manager, with a 6 and 0 rNord.
These winners will
he
second round champions fin
their individual league titles in
July.

A share of $20,000 in prizes
is waiting for you!

Wheeling,III

'Des Moines; Wi/liam R. Wallace. Wert Des Moines, and S.
Chris Year os. Denver.

I

champions are the Cubs, Len
Peerson, manager, with 8 and

Experts

Moines attorney. secretary.

Max

end

above and beyond normal job
requirements in spearheading
the campaign to introduce
KWh, a new industrial

Joseph A. Weber Jr., presi-

and champion-

ships were won in three diviOM t
weekend. MaOr

Osri gets Kraft

jade ring award

Major runners-up Pellegrini Signs succumbed to Do-

IA i ne-Northfield Link

mem htv

CALL NOW

-

Maine East star.

AB R H

PLAYER
Snyder, cf

nos streaking across the plate.

1st -round champs crowned in MNLL

.

min

Mom!.

with stolen base. The American Legion practice game ended in
a 9.9 tie. (Photo by Mike Imre.)

Logan Square's Mark Rossi has to move quickly to stab this
bee throw as Glenview's Wayne Harer slides safely into third

MAVERICI1

Charter Club membership

the

frame was a twoentn home ten

400W NORTHWEST HWY ARIINGTON HEIGHTS
AT LOW RAM FROM US

ca

its

Mike O'Donnell, who bad
cow in to relieve starter Mike

of $1,500 for och 01101ber.

6e019e e. 7o0

1,0

WO of such checks purchased.

lost

The three runs came off

of &Chatty or =vaunt balance./
and an automatic line of credit

New Ford fro

In addition. they may pm
chest travekrb checks withnorteal seraac charger SI per

Square

sixth. The big blow in

wider acceptance, home May-

HE CITED Nunes showing
Mat largemsmbers of home.
owners in the overtaxed cam.

no

Club,. according to Presideut
William T. Giova.

Shannon commented.

done with link loss of local

in property tax mess.Retirees

Logan

In contrast to the property
tax, federal income taxes a

VISIT Cam TODAY
HIGGINS (72)
and GOLF ROAD (58)
SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS

894-3532
/renawmonnWeents..11~01enrueM...........ort....
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THE DAY

You'll enjoy 'Royal Gambit'
ning....and after six wives, too. It might be
accurate to point out that he did .not seem
lecherous enough. But Cameron should
not be discouraged by picky reviews. He

The Arlington Heights Village Theatre,
Inc. of Arlington Heights will repeat
"Royal Gambit" this weekend, Friday and
Saturday, June 12 and 13, at Hersey High
&hoot The time is 8:30 p.m.
A "gambit" in case there are some who
do not know, is a chess tournament in several instances but fine performanceS managed to keep the play alive through thc fie

nal cuain.
Theftory is the familiar one of Eng-

nime on they rogram as responsible 114hc
set and lighting. The set was an imaginative

themselves complete entities was a proper

form, the Tower of London and the all im.

display of acting ability. They all worked

portant bedchamber al Hampton Cialle,
The lighting was fatal. The performers

I did think that Katarina, played by Kay

Wen in the dark and while that may have
been authentic. it was devastatifig.he
play DCeds light. The direction lry Jae
Young was not mobile atough. There was
Ratio sameness to each scene which
a& have succeeded (because the :mend
were so good) but coupled with dark and
gloom, the non radon made it difficult for
the audience to become immersed in the
play. Before Friday, please. more light so

three part, three deck type, with a plat-

a ROAMED
change after she was banished from access

land's Henry VIII who had six wivee am-

had

'

loan royal treasury. The same dress wam
years later detracted from a polished and
professional performance.

ply because he wax evenly divided between

a change M bed partners and the preduc-.
lion of a son. He managed both hut it
his first daughter. Elizabeth who survived
to become one of that country's great on
krs.

Catherine Cameron node a bewails!
Anne Boleyn, our,

Wilson was a surprise

as lane Seymour, Polly Johnson has a
knack for acting. As Anna of Cleves, she

Best Off Broadway Players will present Sweet Charity on Friday and SaturdayJune 19.20,26-17

}Grown Forlorn, plays Henry and he

at Hersey High School, Arlington Heights Illinois. Pictured left to right arc Roy Quid, Liana

was excellent as the young king. It would
hove been a perfect acting job if he had

was 'DRUM to bathe comic relief but she'll

that I can say truthfully to thcatrevers.

just have to project her character more.

"You'll enjoy "Royal Gambit."

aged gracefully to the final curtain. As

The play definitely needs her.

Call the box-oMce at CI 9,3200 fur tickets and information.

Railsback, Allen Johnson and Mike Anderson. upporting memlwes ofthe cast filling the respective
roles of dance hall Johnnie, Unala, Vidal and Oscar. For ticket information call 392-2330.

Ivanhoe

Ravinia announces
revised schedule

director
hospitalized

17,0 Ravinia FoMED/011 has enntyineed a roviml sChethrle for the

New York Cie Ballet. The finned company has been able to
revise ilk repertoire for the 1570 festival la include the Midwest
premiere of Gear, Balanchine's critically acclaimed -Who

Keathley. director
of Ivanhoe 'notice. is Morro
George

Car,. &maid. the music of (imam: Gerslovin.
vim from surgery A Augu.
Edsvard (ionlon. &petal manager of the [Lavinia Fa... tans Hospiol in Chicago.
also announced Ili addition or Janis Joplin. popularly known as
Ihe.Shigh priests. of Slues. to the Rock -la "Attics series. al is.
Joplin will appear Wednesday evening. Aug. 5. The opening act
will be Mason PralliCa Country -Western oriented rock group.

During his recupcnitian. Warren Enters will direct ..Lemon
Sky", a new play direct from

The sop..., of Cross has boon rescheduled for July 17. This
herd rock group Ma perform daring the first half of the concert.

Enters directed the Broadway production. The original

ael Englaid, fatuous MamII rock arc Procol Haruni, previously announced for this dam. will appear in the second OR

Gordon further announced [hat Ihe brilliant young international pinist. Michel Block. will he one of the guest artists
Monday. July e
tie All-Iteethoven chamber mune concert.
As previously morovoneed. Meek will nuke his Ruvinin debut
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra Tusaday. June 30. when
the young Finnish condumor.Okko Kama. will make his American debut. presenting a RIP:Sian program..

Broadway.

cast will also appear in 11Lenv

Children at play
"Mirror. Mirror on the
Wall. What's the fairest show
of stir It is SNOW WHITE
and the SEVEN DWARFS,
being presented every Sawday and Sunday at the Mill

suns, live stage proditclions
with 'tittle Women" on Sat arday, June 20. Thc play based

on the Louisa Mae Abend. cc will be presented every Sat urday afternoon at 2 p.m.

STARTS FRIDAY

at Golf and Milwaukee Reads
in Niles,
Illinois

BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

Friday, Aug. 14, 5,311 p.m.: Program A.
Saturday, Aug. IS, 8:30 onto Program B.
Sunday, Attg. 16, 8:30 p.m.: Prosram C.

IN THE

'THE CHEYENNE

Monday, Aug. 17,8:30 pm.: Program B.
Tuesday, Aug. 18, 8:30 paid Progrdm C.

SOCIAL CLUB

OISISIMPORTIRo

Mon

I mole Me

hams oi

s

6

pORM NMI

moo,.

WEIN'

111(0111

1811111M]

1111111111/11

0.11.01MI

A

II

of Mount Prospect

PSY

200 E. Rand Road

ayandatin.
50, MOD, 10,0P.M.

exciting thing called chemistry
takes over.

All Tickets oa
detoCr'"Pal:Oix7Y

from

'

$3.00

dmo ism

ioterf7oC550

.By MURRAY SCNIROAL

muLMENSMAnnEE
AESOP, FABLES

$12i
Soiled attention to oral.

call LoIsCarMon290-6876

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

Weed like to announce Detain., Reaawant,
brand new cocktail lounge...serving all you
favorite cocktails and special concoctions! If

you, hungry and Addy take yourself and
your family and friends out to the Grave Mall
in Elk Grove and enjoy Delaines hugh

breakfast, lunch, di.er and even a Sunday
brunch. les a fairly new addition to our area
and a welmme one. We, always happy to
see good reuauronts......with everything you
need for pleasant AMMg.

(Coach Int inn

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL 1,0UNCE

A Tea

OUR SINCERE WISHES Imml

PROGRAMS FOR MATINEES
Salunlay, Aug. IS, 2 p.m.: 'Sam Lake": alanumentum Pro
Gcnialiks - Movements for Piano mil Orchestra...Slaughter on
Tenth Avenue."
Sunday, Aug. 16, 2 p.m.: "Swan Lake": "Who Cores?"

in the month of June

Vibbed

.

RUMS

.......m.

Rem

i(oaa..k ZwA.

p -

3160 SE 60

ur "'orp B20 oil. trio,

so

SIT. NO SNOB al EDT

June 21. At that time a rare,

tie

plus

thY112111
6 30

- II:00 0. Stb,

0

Vlach %Wier

June 23
rummy trno Mold.

June 16 Dm 21
Mad. 8:30 on -

day, June 16 through Sunday,

Allgaidds irodigional gassy food

RAY CHARLES TIME FIELDS
SHOW '70
err

-at Coll and Milwaukee Ilds.
in Niles, Illinois

caaeott

' Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

00060

WAYNE

Woolf?"

111,

in
Ray
Charles commands The stage of
the MIK Run Theater on Tues-

WcckEnd FunFare

RETURNS

HST ACTOR -JOHN W.DYNE

JAMES STEWART
HENRY FONDA

Soul

DELAINE'S RESTAURANT

THE ACADEMY
AWARD PROGRAM

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!

NOW SHOWING

Indeed!.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

2 BIG NITS

k A Ittillaint

"Yes

bloom spin when

Henr/ei's Lounge, upstairs at
the O'Hare Inn, Tuesdays
through Saturdays. He wad

ON OUR WIDE

Mg the previously
Afraid
Virginia
"Who's
Of Virginia

.Slaught.. Tenth AY... -

-

The new MILL RUN THEATRE

can through August. 2. melee -

Wednaday. Aug. 12, 1100 p.m. 1011"A Midsummer Night's
Dream."
Thursday, Aug. 13,8:30 poor tCh .Dances at a Gathering":

Amnon Feldman, pianist,
now entertains guests at the

$

THEATRE

....

directs.

Cares?'

-

Das'.

on Sky" at Me Ivanhoe. It will
open on Thurs. June 2.5 and

REVISED BALLET SEliEDULE
Trashy, Aug, II. M30 p.m. 1A1, "Swan lake." Mammalian, Pro Gcsualdo Nina... for Piano and Orehestna "Who

from5.95

MOM available anpubtre

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS Tolephone801-0100 CHoaso EM1.113,90

through June 20 at the Seven Eagles.

through July 25.
The production will feature
members of the Pheasant Run
promptly at 1:00 P.M.
For reservations and infra -company and apprentices. Lo for groups. call 298- cal performers may call far au.
ditions. Carl Stohn, Jr. is the
2170.
The Plummet Run Play- pradocer and David Morrison

WEDNESDAY MATINEE $4.95
(tooled. Luncheon)

NOW The fined privdre

1.4 b.. SAS

US

ccyuntry;hceip

The one name don the years has always meant quality...

formerly at Henrici's Steak and
Lobster
restaurant
North.
brook.

The highly versatile Johnny Dee Trio, who perform
on half a dozen Instruments and sing everything from
pop tunes la the latent in the Top Ten, will be featured

alert

house Children's Theatre re-

MIL 1101 CIDER DEERE

Johnny Dee Trio

Run Theater for the month of

Jane. Performances

.

Lynn jeimn as Kathryn Howard was

Cameron played the King, he was 00 cnen

includes everybody's favorite.

ski's

did a materiel job.
For six women to dress in identical but
different colored clothes and still make

Hawley, should have

Dick Van Dyke at the organ. Van Dyke has a repertoire that

well.

was sorry to see John Grab

Page 9

Becoming more and more the late hour "in" Tot, the Arlington
Motel Lounge still features the versatile and immensely popular

jlnt right man awkward bempkin.Blelnor
Hoeninger rounded DUI the Moat with a
plump performance. The gals did very

getic at the end as be was at the begin.

By Catherine O'Donnell

Fnday June 12 1970

mar D 600

am

1.1.D.R.TTIMEWto ENGTmom

(Across from RonciDurs0

end at WO Rom IMmo in Mt Loll

255-8800

a

11088F

Join
Your Friends
t

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES

I

d

6Nm:!

ninon F,ne om,

WC=

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, M.

SA0.100

Spacial attention to groups . .. call Lillian Carlin - 298.61376

kik

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

M1E

MIRAGE INN

'The Drove In

INA the

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

---

Exceptional

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Mena,"

THE FLAMING TORCH

STEAK...13MM
POLISH SAUSAGE

You'll be pleasantly surprised at the romantic
inferior or the Flaming Torch on Rand Road in

WcckEnd FlinFare

Sow

Mt. Pros., The new owners have created a
special feeling and matched it with on unusual
u, Besides all your old favorites, you can

get Eggplant Palmas/in or Flaming Shishko.
habil These can be complimented with various
winos or reasonably priced cocktails. Get set
for a special evening ot the Flaming torch...
with food, service, and all the trimmings

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

21:11VA°E

PERFECT

HAMM

PIZZA!

11AITRZ
HOT DOG S

?Ilr4P12:

.

CALL

that make it one of a kind!

Meet our
chef

=oar
600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, M.

WAYNE

allat.Out Salvia TOM

CL5-2441

PHONE

Rost Service

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Zapc

r.,a Welcome to Our
Newly Opened
Cocktail Lounge
Superb Food at Good Prices.

Don't Miss Floyd ;c .
Aged Steaks or Se(L Food

You're invited to loin us for Sundoy breakfast or brunch.

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Deily

RESTAURANT

JOIN OUR

Fridays from

Across from 0 Hare Field

er

1010 DROVE MALL
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL. 60.6820

4'

I
DONNA' DAY

Zappi, mascot of Zoppone's Brandywine Restaurant
memo Elk Grave Holiday Inn, now has his own special

church parties, scout getdo.gethers, or groduation...Mayberry, Old Fashioned Ice Cream Par-

Happy graduation and prom

me

lor can take the work not of it for you and help you

our oreo. To help make your

Want good eating, fun drinking, friendly companion.
ship, and all right in the suburbs? Ms the Coach We
Inn for you, then, in Rolling Meadows. The decor is
rustic and the atmosphere casual. It's a great place
for that evening out you've been promising yourself.
Reasonable prices, tool So, bring the kids.

THANK YOU ARLINGTON JAYCEES
My husband and I were the lucky guests of the Annual Installation
Banquet of the Arlington Jaycees... held at the Rolling Meadows
Holiday Inn. The faod was suburb and the Jaycees and their wives
delightful. I can see why now that they had a successful year for
service. the city of Arlington Heights. They're great!

4:::) I 01

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

parties, anniversaries,

club

groups,

have one of the most tosry and creative parties
available. Located on Rand Rood in Arlington

Heights, Mayberry's whipped up some of the
greatest ice cream confections you
seen.
Delight yourself or surprise your group of friends

with a special "Mayhem/. Parlyr

PICKLE PACKING PARTY
Ward to the wise for pickle lovers 11, one, Mob.
St. George & the Dragon on Rclbd Road hos
buckets of pickles an each table. Eatll 'Good food
and pickles, for pickle lovers everywhere!

PROM PERFECT
parties to all the young folks in

the many fine establishMents
and have a ball.

a

perfectionist,

t'mvir1*)1(11'1.1

a

round. You'll love his Swedish meat
balls, and other Cnoin dishes. Not
to mention the salads, vegetables,
potatoes, rolls
just everything
.

.

.

that comes out of Jock's kitchen. He's
one of us . Visit us noon.

Dragok,

rill,. to. dleut

GOOD F000.ORINK
Monday thru Friday

SERVING 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Gourmet Dinners

Special prices for Children

the 'Family Place

(NIGHTLY)

Open for Luncheon
and Dinner daily
with the finest in
steaks and lobsters

for Tool and Tun

Arrange your Special
Parties with us Soon!

Featuring

and Her Scalars
Reservations

3121 South Arlington Heights Read

Heinle

Arlington Heights, Minot. 50005

to

J31219560600

_smorgasbord

Group,;

Cocktails

yd

our Friday &

OPEN DAILY AT II A.M.

Mt. Prospect Nam

259-9550

Entertainment -Join us.

one You

CL5-2025,

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

WANT BURGERS
HONEY -FRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP
FISH N' CHIPS
TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES

'SHEBBIE'

FREE PARKING

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

He's

bine to give you the best food

'

Luncheon Buffets

special nights even more spectacular, the Northwest Suburban Restaurants have opened
their doors to you, Fine menus,
late hours, and special consid-

eration and service await you
all. Dine and dance at one of

years.

and his imagination and skill com-

..127.9rimmtivomarios.,..i
&Eh' "

253.3300

Reliable gateman. Inc bosterbutors

IT'S A ZAPPAROO!!

THE PLACE TO GO -COACH LITE INN

MT PROSPECT

ASK FOR IT

MAYBERRY'S PARTY TABLE

feature: The Zapperoot It's Vs lb. of freshly
broiled ground beef cooked to your liking, with the
trimmings. Plus, Zappi serves o free cocktail every
Wednesday night in conjunction with their special
spaghetti toast.Zoppi really goes all WI

253 RAND RD.

WHERE whew yea shop

Birthday

1/11110

iiii

Relief in 5 Minutes "It really works!"

r-7.(tr,se

ILL.

Far Reservations Phone 31 2-426.3446

-a

Try Mornin' Afta
IF YOU DON'T SEE IT

30

i
/4W
;Mirrnme
in
22,7.0iPritogrutn snato..1 11

HANGOVER?
s

a professional chef for more than

We Satisfy All Gourmet Food lovers
Meet Your Friends at the Flaming Torch

*thanker/id ...roe

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,

This is Mr. Jock Hanson, who's been

"t7,3;',Ta

ermttersdeouvras

PEREFIRDINDT

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE
.

6475N MANNHRIDIRD. ROSMONT.11.1.

3 ii

ENTERTAINMENT

ITALIAN DISHES

WITH

NIELSEN'S 827-18,9 ,

4 20to7pm

SPECIALISTS IN

Zesty Tasty Ample

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BART
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!:

PARTY

PicX Up or Deliver

(Now Appearing The CHASERS FOUR)

ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS.

LEON BERRY

TGIF.

Splreral

MIME

537 8866

Rend Rd. & theli0 Ave.)
Mt. Prospect
.

St. George 4 the Dragon
'BAND lk DUNDEE ROS., PALATINE, ILL
For ReseryetiOne Cell 358-3232

We put our hearts into it!

11.1.1111111111111MIIIMINIMMES

Vie Map

Fuse 00

OUT OUR WAY

SHORT RIBS
DAY PUBLICATIONS
Fnday June 32 1970

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

0.15, WORRY
ABOOP. UT

PN
YOUR
Toe
ASSISTANT 15
DOING
EBNODPJOES!
TOP AAN./
NEWER Weirs
PO COPE

6100
5
7
9

POPOV POORE NOT

ERONS° OOOD

V %FEB /PUB 000

G PILL

CRNGJISI,UST

NAT SEEMS

,14.0 TO DE OPORATED

can start their post-

Mike Douglas

poned vacation. Pen-

through the ages.

ny Singleton, Arthur

for Dogwood, so they

Judy Came, Charles
Evers and Bob Mel -

No WORK:

SHNONEINNS,.

A MAUD.- FUNERAL..
WEL.L, POOR sue.,

II Art and Mn

HOPE IPPEE VIM

PACK! BOB

News
News
News

Lake.

BACK SOON!

9

"The Script Supervisor."
Mmvin

11 NET Journal

32 Of lamas

2

WILLINGHAM'S SLEEPING
TABLETS TO THE KITCHEN

2
5

The

Shove

Rem. Spud Ries

Rerun. "54-40
and Fight."
11 Washington

12:50

32 News

10:00
News
News

1:00

Movie

7

cue Algerian rebel
Show
5 Tonight ShOw

Dick

7

1:10
9

Cromle Circle

2

Late Report

Cavell

Show

2:00

11 NET Festival
26 Red Hot and

Ceremony

of Innocence." Play

Blues

about the bloodshed
that befalls the 1 I th

32 Movie

King Ethelred.
32 Baseball
The White Son N.
the Wmhingtan Senators at Comiskey
park.

2

Meditation

9

Twilight Zone

7

Reflections'

makes -a speptacular.
escape

during the
Napoleonic
.ere.
Robert Donat, Eglea

3110

9 Selene Fiction
Thmtcr

1.111141.

Me Shove

The New Com.

5

3090

12:00

9

rannleators
7:30

2 Hogan's Heron
Rerun.
GOMM

RNA, PORKY: YOU KIDE

ET YET,

WE'RE JUST
STARTING. EPT

FOR SATURDAY

PETUNIA AND I
EXPECTED TO

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): Pkk , speed hi yoir v
ous utivities this mooing and

BE ALONG;

DON'T YOU REALIZE
YOU'RE A CHISELING,
OVERBEARING,
OBNOXIOUS,

CANCER Odhe 22 - July
23): Donk allow sentiment 'to
sand in the way of sense. You
may find yourself standing.

the Mountain Cal.
ha,. Andy Devine;
"Love and the Disome Sale,- "Love

Movie

7

Chicago SII0V0

9

Tenth Inning

ter,

Regis

5

Movie

school for girls finds

Comedy

being -drugged. Ross

Elliott, Helen Walk 5:10
9

Biography

9

William Tell

12:30

Philbin.

West Family House
Pleasant Hill, Kentucky

one of his patients

12:7.5

Team," Jack CarSe-

"problem Girls."
A doctor practicing
in a secret reform

Pleasant Hill has now been restored to its early
19th century appearance, when the Shaker colony
was at its peak. Shakers were always hospitable°
the "world's people" as they termed outsiders and

5:40

t.-

roads.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 230

,

MORTY MEEKLE

Maintain the' aura
tranqui4
Ily you've been carrying ahem
with you latcr. A good time for

HEREGA LAUGH...
N45PNWRARF 16
STARTING AN

impressing others.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

vilian life, even findi n g love. Arthur
Kennedy and Peggy,
Dow.
5 Midnight Report

Rerun. "Lova and

and . the

e x -soldier

slowly readjusts tool-

3:95

9 Movie

EEK & MEEK

i;

,

Blind

Love, American

-Laurie

"Bloodie's

adventure.

"Bright Victory."

by student

News

Movie

2

Style

Rerun. "Hest to
the Ghost."
9

duced

I

Name of lice

Mrs. Muir

this afternoon for additional

impossible

U.S. andCanads.

Marie."
2100 Ghmt ema

you should have left -over time

seemingly

filmmakers from the

Stalag 13.
5

'0WOre

Peter Fonda introducm 12 creative
motion pictures pro-

official knows of eapionage operation at
Game
Rerun.

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

2:40

26 Luis Carlos Ur.

BUGS BUNNY'

Homes

2:05

"The Count of
Monte Cristo," Clefsic talc of the imprie.
oned patriot who

century court of

Great
American.

leader.

Mery Griffin

2

Week in Review

Your
Horoscope

lb

leads mission to res-

10:30

Rerun. "Land

Tim Conway

Comments

of the News

Grote.'
II NET Maybe:se

an expectant mother
to San Francisco.
7
Brady Bmieh

Baseball

Pa ul Harvey

7 News
'Commando."
26 A Block's Slew -Stewart Granger

Brides
to

7:00

CAMS HAS BROUGHT MRS

32

gelm.

Here Come the

7

Yucatan.

Mark trail

News

The Cubs vs. the
Dodgers at Los An-

Robert Morley.

and

UN FRIENDSHIP

Sept.
23R A day whose good aspects
far outweigh the bad
though
-

ANL, HE WANTS 70 WOW

HOW MANY OF L.

WOOL I, LWB 7t, JOIN.

CGOMEWHEREALONG THE LINE

their village is once more welcoming travelers as
of old.
The smallest of, the. three family 'houses at
Pleasant Hill is the West Family House, built in
1821 for older Shakers with less atduous duties. It
now has 14 guest rooms and three lounges. Often
used for meetings, parties and receptions.
The building is brick, Flemish bond, incised line
joint; other features are crown mold gutter, stone
splash blocks, raised panel doors. Exterior woodwork is white and interior woodwork is Shaker

sz:_z_Li

,6

MISJUDGED-THE
TEMPER CF THE TIMES.

it is the latter which may impress you more a ahem otnent
1.11TRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
An excellent afternoon fol-

lows a slow morning. Make

light blue. It has wrought iron Shaker latches,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

sum the entbe handy is aware

arched openings in halls, dormer lookout. Follows
usual Shaker plan for family house --bedrooms in

of the plans you hum for hs
future.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

2.2):eep .anther's interests
at heart --- even though yea
may be actively working to:
sward the achievement of your
.own larger goals

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec.

221.

1v1

your

more

6,00

ACROSS

Serious side take over during
the planning sumer of the day.
Family old friends look to you
for guidance.

CAPRICORN (Doc. 23

essary and let the rest go. A
Saturday for pleasing yourself
--though not at the expense of
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Don't expect to
to
work like a machine. Take into
consideration the state of your
health and strength.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21), You might be wise nM
stick
the crowd lofty either

neonwh

our activities or In

your thiking. Strike tut

on

5 Church seat
g ___ ehair
12 Uttered by
mouth
13 Samuel's

THE TRUTHS

, ...

-

Jan. 20): Take care of the nec-

1-stool

FLOWER-TO-HOW6R2... 15 THAT

teacher (Bib.)
14 Algonquian

,,......._,.

tiA
wiNAA
....
,

Indian

CAPTAIN EASY

Aritg,`AVOStg

April

201: Seek to know yourself bet;

ter. Some quiet time Lone
would serve you best M the attainment of this goal.

TAURUS (April 21 - May

'

21): The longer you wait to be-

38 Depend

gin the new project the more

39 Old age (dial.)
40 One who

you are in danger of never be-

ginning it at all. Make a firm

Pest

spot

prod

trod
Wood

sprit
strip .

Pip
torpid
topi

CROP

riot

sort

4 Greek
philosopher

5 Projecting pin
6 Dash
7 Sagacious

glMUQ1gIggl
0190g1 DOOM

1710110,Mgg

511:21MD511g.MMUMUL1

MIggIgglig'ElMOugg
Mfg' MgIUM Q151PU
glaglgO gUIEIGIUMg
MMUZIggfIlfingl Mg0
1211ggg MgOW

1101gME 01201g

Magi

14

15

6

44 Sofa or couch

21

M

men
50 Sever
'

54 Male sheep

55 Girl's name
57 Comfortable
seat

81Soler disk
62 Extinct bird
63Preposition
64 Harbor
115 Organ of sight

66South African

fox

31

32

38

25
29

All savings in by the 10th earn from the 1St.
ANNUAL YIELD

CERTIFICATE

can be increased

during first 10
quarter

MIN, BALANCE

7.50%

loo Iono

6.18%

6.00%

$5r 000

5.92%

535%

$i 000

5.39%

5.25%

$500

V

TS

I

30

33

34

39

40

31

PASSBO
ACCOUNTSOK
,

41

ANNUAL RATE

7.79%

ACCOUNTS

21

24

28

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Dady
days of any

17

19

22

51Play division

sport
spit

sort

41 Hindu queen
43 Three (comb.

47 Veryrich

DISPORT

stir
prO

1 Male swan
2 Constellation
3 Data of any

form)

Answers to
Hideaword
stop

DOWN

(suffix)

decision.

dirt
drop
drip
droit

WOU

8 Economic Cocenter
metal
operation
26 Ailments
95 Capita/ of
17 Canadian
Administra- 29 Narrative
Ecuador
province (ah)
Lion (oh.) ' 30 Poet, - 45 Say
18 Greek letter
9 City in France
Nash
48 Circle part
19 New (comb.
10 Bristles
32 City in ancient 49 Brazilian
forrn)
11 Desire
Lycia
seaport
16 Feminine
21 Auricle
35 Low, ash52 Arrived
22 Royal seat
nickname
'fled seats
53 Homeric city
25 Ascended
20 Rio de36 Part of speech 56 Insect
27 Seven
22 Former name 37 Gold ss of
58 Feminine
of Helmut
(Rom.)
disco d
appellation
28 Beneb for Me( 23 Animal skin
42 Near East
59 Pousessive
31, City in the
24 German
garment
pronoun
Netherlands
industrial
44 Disco dad
69 Caviar
33 Hang down
4
5 fi 7
loosely
8
0
34 Cherish

,,

floor wing, meeting room and infirmary above.

Magi
non
3921:100R1
o g DIMIgg
IMICEINEegUMM

15 City in
Philippines

yoUr own.

ARIES (klatch 22

main section, dining room and kitchen in first

Answer to Pierious Puzzle

Seats

THE BORN LOSER
_to co soy THE nee caws FROM"

other publication.

Leadoff Mn

dall, Anita Ekberg,

Seas

trio

9

Murders." Based on
the "ABC Murders"
by Agatha Christie,
victims are found
with initials A.A.,
B.B., etc. Tony Ran-

High Chaparral
Rerun. "The
Little Thieves..
7 Flying Nun
Rerun. "The New
Carlos."

suburbs than any

12:45

"The Alphabet

5

film

9

Movie

2

.Dirty Trio9

A

9

8:00

Get Smart
Rerun. Smart is as-

in the greater northwest

FRIDAY JUNE 12 1970
9:90

7:46
32 On DeckCIrele

signed to head up a

o/wGnoutoons-

liams.

9:55

6130

RING SECT(

rough seamen hang

News

inters

viewed.

6:25

2

seaside tavern where

32 Fishing Fonts

26 Quiz

Home Buyer's Guide

and W guided to a

9130

.

Real haw more falndle1

A cadet receives has
firm seagoing task

out. Rernatd Drib bins, Kenneth Wil-

11 On Film

Weldon is

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

'Carry On tack

Slalom
Harry

Volkman
hosts a special looking at meteorology

Guests include

13VGVEER CO.WASDO

9 Our Mn for All

ow)
meccas comes
intoso
nterfen
money while waiting

42

WREN UROMME
arum 'AM OM

alma usammaa

mom
mu
am
mom JIR mar

can be added

to at any
time

5.13%

5.00%

MIN. TERM /

ONE YEAR

-

TWO YEARS

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

3 MONTHS

In the heart of Bell Town

%IroTd'arg=ittlkt
'

NONE

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (ady)

Bell Federal Savings

and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL NOME LOAN BANK

Construction work under way
on Meritex Corp. headquarters
Construction

began

his

vids

en

addmonal

7,500

week for the Munn C,orp.1 !Pam feet of dike space, giv-

headquarters at

3003

Wakefield Dr. in northwest
suburban Carpentersville.
Attending the "Build -In"

were Ray Munroe. artismnt
vice president of Percy Wilson
Mortgage & Finance Corp.:
Leonard W. Basinger Jr., pres.

ident of Meritex Corp.; Carl

lug a total of 16,900 square
feet for the entim building.
[Ringer is rtiarticularly enthustastic With the progressive

attitude displayed. by the

ft-

!lancing ind.try in recognirs
mg the value of employing
new building materials. The ftbergl.s and steel -clad build-

Anderson, executive vice pres-

ident, operations. and Milton
G. Damlich, viw president. fi-

nance, for Merit..

The headquarters are sched-

uled for completion by November of this year. Value of
the development is $350,000

with the Federal Life kid

ance Co. of Chicago providing
the first mortgage, as arranged
through Percy Wilson.

THE ORIGINAL

archi-

tectural design has been altered from a one level toe two

leml building. This will pro -

tenor, glossy -white surface of
the fiberglass is smooth, while

the interior is textured to resemble bamboo cloth,
To CONTRAST with rho
opaque,

oTwoor

fiberglass
oow plan-

walls, Basinger

flingto use
"Mow
ari-R" steel for the split-pyramid rfa,o, structure

of

Illustrated by his designs for

panics. In addition, Besieger is

rior areas. In addition to the

planning to make the display
areas available for use by the
local community, for art dis

conference

room adjoining
Besinger's own office, there
will be separate conference
rooms for the construction
and sales and marketing depenmen., plus a large em-

headquarters
OfPlanned is ulfra-dontem.

of the

pantry and will te' the largest
fiberglass structure of its type

oral combined." said Besi.

easy access to all

the rhi-

of tM

of the

ro'trayn'ola;Tirn!,,Tdsb:tod to:

drafting loft,. suspended km,

narslanding modules.

the 28 -foot hrgh ceiling.

in Chicagoland and perhaps in
irs nation, according to the archilect-huilder.

B.inger particularly appreciates the structural integrity
of the fiberglass and is utilizing
this in the concave designs of
the fiberglass wall -pods for the
offices. In these, the Boors ex-

it. out over the vertical foundations and fit into the lower
portion of the pods. The ex-

described

Maintenance of the exterior
he building will beat a min-

1-L`

A3RIU

Besieger's

irmim, mid Bminger. The
bergl.s is washable and the

be

t

his

.1'4...H

protective coating of rust and
prevents further corrosion.
Besinger's.airns of bringing .
lifearyle architecture into
cOmmercial construction are

Spacious
Bedrooms
EGL

ONLY

970*4tiwth

Includes HEAT, WATER & OAS

w fully Carpeted teittakeyed Modem Kitchen

Apollo... Caron. Tile Roth, Shower Baic

eMPANCri

maymaartebsduded NeSeaendCanNeeded

ADJACENT TO LARGE
SHOPPING CENTER AND
SWIMMING POOL.

woe

iglersmotheiholnieNstenvenTonvory Orr Ittuntall

The strategic locums of the
new offices in CaMenterm fie

might happen in the distant fu-

lington Heights area increased

ture, but most others aren't

fessional Realtors. Elmer Zilen heads the South office located at 535an S. Arlington
d Herb Carl
Heights Rd.

more than 30 per cent in the

manages the North Vint.

past five years (1965 to '70) for
an average of more than 6 per

Heights office. In Moitiht Pros-

will play a major part in the

of money to buy home. has

crhacrpo.rxertioLb

:beec scrce.

years, according
to Besinger. He anticipates tremendous growth in northwest
suburban Chicago. and he-

Many buyers have Meninfluonced by adverse publicity
about the supply and cost of

for Merit. resi-

ene and interest rates may
.drop or prices of homes may

munities.

The owners of Arlington
Realty have
all
these points in a. recent study
tend they agree that this could
.very well be the best time in the

There are many more i
!tractive homes for buyer to

linois realest. license examMad.. He took the examination after completing the
preparatory course offered by
Real Estate Education Corp.
of Chicago. This course prepares men and women to take
die state licensing examIllations for both the salesm
and broker, license.

Baer is one of the many

participants in the real estate
profession to find that not only
does he enjoy selling and enjoy

becoming an integral part of
the real estate community, but
also that his accomplishments

are determined only by

area from 1963 to 1968, he
dealt with different types of

vigoration. Coming into con tact with so many people and
homes--- each one different-.
arisen. a constmt chab
lenge."

Among his other activities,
Bauer is

for Bauer to become
manager of a new office in
Buffalo Grove for this firm.
arose

To bee real estate allied man-

BAUER received his master's degree from Roosevelt

Celebrating the "Build -1n" et the ronstruelon site for the new Meritex Corp. headquarters
ho
Carpernerwitin are: (kamlIng) Leonard W. Basinger, Jr., amide. of Meritea; (standing from kit)
Milton G. Damlieb, else president and Ray Munroe, assistant vice president of Percy Wilson
Mortgage & Einem Corporation.

a member of the

Northwest Suburban Board of
Realtors and is presently vice
pr.ident of the Buffalo Grove
Lions. He will be installed as
president of the Lions on July

2:::1 Four

which
monthly in the Chicago Loop
and

several

suburban lo. -

join
join uinlan - Tyson

nom. It has been held monthly
for several years in Glenview.

Four experienced real .1.
sales representatives haw
The next s.sion will begin joined the Arlington Heights June 29 at the Glenview Cornmonity Church. A session will

Mount Prospect and Palatine
area offic. of Goldenrod Ty son, Inc. William Hennessey
and Robert C. Evans are lo.

begin also on the same evening
at the John Marshall Law

Schoolbuilding in the Loop.
For further information on
the course, call Real

caced at the firm's 1714 E.
Northwest Hwy. addrem M
Arlington Heights, while Beverly Ann Berry and Gram

Estate

Education Corp 644-0475

homes and interest
better

Hemet Dosigoedfor A

Sullivan are now located at the

Rosary College, River Forest,

firml new 630 E. Northwest

the

Hwy_ Palatine, address.
Mrs.
three

Sullivan,
years

real

who

has

estate

ex-

took

tate School of Illinois. Mrs.
is married and lives
with her husband and family
of eight at 205 N. Lytle Dr.,

been home economist
with Commonwealth Edison
and has other extensive business examen. A. andante of

Palatine,

BEVERLY ANN Berry,
who has obtained her real ec
Ste license under Quinlan and
Tyson sponsorship, attended
Bowling Green Stete-.Univers
shy in Ohio and the courses of

-

the

Ranches

financial
analysts has made a survey of

Real

Estate

Education

8+5

3211 N. Betty Dr., Arlinit06
Heigh..
Evans. a local real Mete

man for fit. years, is aho

We. of 22 years in the US.
Coast Guard and Navy. A

H. Arm We..

graduate of the Real Estate

OM)

and Unweeded lats

New-Build Low

The Mall is a French, high-rise village in the country.

rates should drop
which is doubtful,
you'd still be behind, money ent

---

wise. If interest rates do not
drop, the delay hits you even

ference

tended the Real Estate School

Transfers
decline
real

b

lit

G.

Hochmuth,

$25i

Pratt Sr. Bemire P.
Hoed& M Juan Martinez.
$23; 1589 Woodland Av., Vgnascio Segura to Richard M.
Edgeworth, $22: 1953 Spruce,
St., Edward W. Schreiber to

you can make, and your best
protection against inflation.

more

than

you

cent reduction M interest rates

It's your decision to melee,
of course, but our careful

study. of fun., prospects,
doesn't give one good reason

interest

put

based COMM. The finff fi."
camC a Union Camp subsidarY
in May, 1969.
The company is a major de-

Camp Corp. is a broadly based
plastic packaging,
printing
and office papers, school min -

plies, chemicals, lumber, plywood and other building components. Its manufacturing feed.es in the United States im
elude

four pulp and paper

mills, five lumber mills, a ply-

and mining explorations of its
land resources which total
1.670,000 acres in
south -

management or mortgage financing services. The purpose

Antigua in the Florida Keys.
The company has a management
ices division which
operates golf courses, morn
and which developed Our

'eastern states.

age. a better idea of suburban

Branigar joined the Branigar
Organization in 1936 and was
elected president in 1946. He
is a graduate of Principia Col-

listing service real estate office

in Arlington Heights, ilounr

lege

(1936) and received a

reas

in -the daily

brdwn, dry spots in the pat
pillars hide in the grass id kr
level.

There area few things Mat gardeners can do to help flowers
survive under urban conditions. The soil should be made fmtdraining and porous so it can be "leached" frequently. By leachMg or percolating water down through the soil, you can wash

',44

To control these two
lawn pmts. Spectracide Grai.

Mar should be applied rory
lady. Consistent apphcatione
on a schedule .of every two

weeks or so will control di
before

pests

they

FACTS OF UFE IN MOUNT PROSPECT:
Schools: Their are 7 elementary schools, 2 Junior High, 1 High

B0
"2/. q0
'

Parks: The park district operates a year roond program of
activities for children and adults and operate 3 outdoor swimming pools.

Chicano and NorthWestern trains roach -the
Loop in 42 minutes (29 minutes. express) with bus service also
available.

,.'

,

-,-.:

Custom built all brick ranch featuring 2,200
sq. ft. of living space. 4 bedroom separate
din, room., fireplace in living room. Large
Kitchen. Florida room, 21/2 baths. Full fin-

ished basement with wet bor. 2 paneled

rooms that could be used as offices or extra
bedrooms.
attached garage. Large
lot with mature landscaping.

1..T.11...

...

ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE

At a price you can't afford to Pen We.
Owner just reduced the price on this 4bedroom, 31/2 bath, air conditioned split
level. Lovely family room plus paneled sub-

basement recreation room - lots more -

top area. Now asking

Only $53,900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1810 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights
256-3535
OPEN 9-6

.

25.54000

Mops and depot. Partial basement, family
mom, 11/2 tile baths,

plenty of

closets,

built

oven and range, attached garage,
carpeting and drapes. Priced for immediate
sale.

$34,900
ROBERT I..

P. er..

REAL ESTATE

1=17:31r s'ra"..=

Igni.erfingten los lid.

Beautifully maintained, generously land'coped 3 bedroom split level is near schools,

BAH in Reid Estate Sava

Georgektusse

McKAY-NEALIS '

-

'

_ ,_,,........

$53,000

Priced at

(V

I. .
_

-

COUNTRY CLUB AREA

'Fill

rItie

Churches; All of the major denominations operate in the village.
All Houses of worship hold Sunday echoed,

SPACIOUS LUXURY!

I to 6 p.m.

__,..

School.

'

NELSON
REAL ESTATE
.

12 East Russo Ave. (Nest to the Library) Mt. Prospect, III.

259-0200

Member M.A.P. Multiple listing Service

S OFFICES IN THE NORTHWEST MURES

wan.. MS -3900 Atiimpon Heightc392-3900
Elk Grove Village 773-2600 Palatine 3..5900
Barrington 301 3900

Aitts

George D. Connor Jr.. $27.

Arlington Heights: 110 N.
Gibbons. Jam. C. Madsen th
William R. Dmmrnond,
$26.50, 511 S. Belmont, John
D. McConnell to William R'.
Mitchell, $34.50; 1535 N.

One of four magnificent new homes
in Arlington Heights.
ok

Come out and visit a place where you can really live.
The Mall. See furnished models 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. On
Dearlove Rd., just west of Milwaukee Avenue in thsn
Glenview area (approximately 1 mile northwest of
Golf Mill Shopping Center). Glenview schools within
walking defence, minutes from downtown Glenview.
One -bedroom apartments start at $210. For Information
can 297-2777/908-6000.

RIVERWOODS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

nor is
Versailles. The most
to. model home
rollied-obata
Ar

lingtoo Heights. ift ono al leer

chem..* duperk home Mead.
We took our qua from the Ake
and chateaus or France.

In the Versatile, out architect bar-'
rowed hoe the 111.0000. country
twine of french Clasen. Its inter,
or he desIgned

match the ratan-

dor of cow* hying kW, he

pied a

huge bedroom, an
elelmente ohm room, rl5 hone

To reach Chatelaine

the other three merlet, ore the

rol,"*er'llarl' ROT

Deauville with Its unique old-world
noir
contlnenrol soliklerel de -

to mason dark

Arrington

eight, fah. Rand Reed Mo.
ifs to Arlington kielahts Roo. Turn
brand one block

morn bklevel with are Inge. or a
duke, trillar and M. CherbOara
truly ffeeelf Provincial web Its
unique eglired tab, Me,

Pacts range free

$45,700

ea

in..100 web finencina available,

us popt9N N. DHOW& ASHRAM
-

lee room and paneled farnifreom
end then Warta honchoing 2.car
garage. The gerralller Is marina,
cent, or you will reel

Mani...Malan, a huge ebb

graced *hare gohler 'lady for
sink mar Ned ef Woe formal din-

Walnut St., Anthony Snack

,..SSOiHerry Rergrenar
"

Arlington Heights, tit Mae, gage.

to John 1. Higgins. $271 618
W. Hackberry Dr., Berkley
Square Co. to Lowell D. Merllett, $40: 1413 E. Euclid. Ruse
sell

B.

Gill to Richard

Lapp, $30.50.
Buffalo Grove:

Ratherine Ct.. Fred G. Emry to
18

Chad. E. Keller, $9.50.

Mount Prospect: 522 N

Emerson

St..

William

111111PEPamo_____

MUST SELLIIII
Transferred owners have kept their home in
beautiful condition and wish they could take

SHARPIISHARPII SHARP!!

WALK TO TRAIN

4 bedroom, Mater bedroom and bath,

it with them. This lovely 5 year old raised
ranch has 3 large bedrooms, living room

large recreation room 21 x 18 - Carpeting
In 1.18,018, Hall
dream kitchen and dinette,
2 fireplaces, 21/2 car attached garage. Mt.

BRICK - 3 bedroom ranch, carpet in Living,
Dining, and Hall Dropertes in living Room

with opocious dining "ell", Oversized kitchen

with built-ins, 25 x 17 family room

Prospect location.

10/0

$36,900

Humming

Call MARGARET CHRISTIAN

O.

REALTORS

nard F. Perkins to Arthur G.
1106

Linden Ln., 3. Wendell Kerr
Jr. to James J. Wierzenski,

p

-

entmer3
REM ESTATE

6 MODERN. COMVendliT OFFICES -OM M.3 TO' 9

13 5. Waif Road
Prospect Heights

518 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

$44; 208 N. Owen. Robert G.
Han. to Louis P. Feibef,

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

394-3500

253-6920

Offices aka in Arlingean, Parana., HaffmarnSchaembury.

-

-

_

LAKE BRIARWOOD
Charming three bedroom western ranch
borne on professionally landscaped lot plus

huge canopy covered patio. Peotores include foyer entry, fireplace, heated double
garage, an appliances, separate dining and
low taxes. All lake privileges.

$34,900

$25; 300 181. Eastwood, Ma1/2
$33.50;

- Full basement, partially tiled, redwood
fenced yard. Excellent location.

$44,950

baths, 2 car heated garage. Washer, Oyer,
air conditioner. Assumable at

Wainright to John E. Long,

Can....

have

increase their popes
lation and ruin Me lawn. When
it is
to see chinch hUg
an sod webworm damage. It is
sometimes too late.
chance

-

_

right

During the day. the little 0000

You should make it a practice to hose off the flower foliage
frequently, especially after hot, smoggy days. Tou should feed
the flowers a dilute solution of liquid fertiliser every two to three
weke to help them thrive in spite of adversity.

TeTtu ANNUAL sales of.
$449 million in 1969, Union

spring

at nigh, the

Wheeling; the immediateness
served by MAP red mete bro.

price Increases.

from

sod webworm muses irregular

nsetAny gains achieved by waking

ba eaten ttp by event.]

sects. chinch bug 'and soil weft worm. 'can be "rolled" away

the naked eye. But the damage
easily mead 00 brown, dead

of the tour was to give the amn-

(1940).

Heights and

plied with a spreader merely by

rolling it over the lawn. Novi.
with insecticides such . as
Spectracide (R)
Granule,
even the two major lawn h.

culprits, difficult to see wlii

burg,

Prospect

for lodayrs.
lawn. With it, you can literallY
"roll on" a lush, green turf.
Fertilizers and weed killers
in granular form arc easily ap-

through frost: They are tiny

oysters,

you

A lawn spreader is an indispensable tool

CHINCH bugs may Idea

harmful chemicals such as acids down below the mass of the root

rates

.

pest -free lawn

lawns

Flowers will thrive
anywhere with care

A resident of Barring.,

Tickets for the golf outing

chemical

pants and a network of 32 estate offices but at properties
for sale as well as at major
nverting plan..
Other company activities buildings for which Baird &
extend. to land development Warner provid. property

Hills resort in Mississippi.

and dinner dance can be Mrs
chased from all PI APmultiple

six

Roll-on a

and other garden chemicals.

the Baird & Warner local real

Canyon Lake near Galena, Ill.
It is also a developer of Florida
properties, most recently Port

plant,

them
with
prices, BO.
abilities, and outstanding Po lures of real estate and cornnianity rharandistics in area
other than those in which dry
normally are active.

by application with the swim
spreader mod for plant. foiid

Stops were made not only, at

Rom Nottim.tern University

fa. nact acca....a.4.,
3924150

general sales manager.

master's degree in economics

29...A.1,TO .9

Mt PROSPER

munities, according MR. L.
Hall, senior vice president and

The installation, dinner and
dance will be precceded by a
golf outing for an participating
MAP real estate brokers with
cocktail party and dinner.
The installation will be con-

MAKE YOUR MOVE WITH

ISO O. Hain

fora tour of Barrington, Crystal Lake and adjoining com-

Prospect, Palatine, Elk Grove,
Rolling Meadows, Schaum-

Well built Stone 4 Bedroom Ranch, Plaster
walls through out. Brick Fireplace in Living
Room. Mature Landscaping. Home drast"call} reduced $2,000. Now priced at
$39,500.0on't Miss This Remarkable Value,

11

group boarded a chartered bus

off.
There's everything- to gain,
nothing financially to lose.

LOCATION! LOCATION!
WALK TO EVERYTHING

_,.

After breakfast at the Holi-

manufacturer of paper and day Inn, Rolling Meadows, the

wood

tate.

like, or let your Realtor help
you. When you find money
available, and thoussnds of
families are this very day -don't let a moderate but in

nounced today.
Branigar is chairman on the
board of Inc., Bmnighr Organized., Inc., a Chicagoland

operations. and to acquaint

in

The. MAP Multiple LlitIng
Real Frs. Brokers will hold veloper of both homers. carry
their annual installation dinner munities and recrmtional deat Nordic Hills Country Club velOpments such as Lake Redstone in Wisconsin and Apple
in It... Monday, June 29.

ducted by MAP multiple listing President, Jack L. Kemmerly of Kemmerly Real Es-

for you to hold back --- to delay
that home purchase. Do some
shopping among lenders if you

,_-

6. Price is indicated by $1 In

Peter
1920

most worthwhile inv.tment

101 N. Maple M.P.
Rt. 83 N., to Henry, E. to Maple

ships for the week ending June

wood Dr., Walter Morris to

In this sense, a house is the

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY

Maine and Wheeling town-

revenue stamps for each
SLOOP of market value.
Des Plaines: 492 Crest-

installation
dinner

while a house usually grows in
value sense values increase..

The election of Harvey W.
Branigar Jr. as a director of
Union Camp Corp. was an-

Let us show you today's top home values!

HURRYin

S,

MAP sets

Meteors.

This was the fifth such tour
the company's new approach to its monthly sales
meetings. In March. sales
managers toured communities
served
by
the
Arlington
Heights branch office.

Branigar elected
Union Camp director

Mount
Prospect
axe0.

transfers in I

estate

things

limey W. Brady,.

ESTATE

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the following

these

Prospect office, 21 E. Prospect
Av., recently completed a tour
of the Barrington, Crystal
Lake area served by the real estate firms Barrington and
Crystal Lake branch office.

REAL

real ...office, is a graduate
of Loyola University and at-

is

would nave wim that 46 per

/0011.14410

years experience with a Meal

of Illinois.

Wake-up and see the suns The'Mall is a crisp, clean,
wide-open place to live. It's in the country and It's green.
,And it has a French styling accent that gives an air of
pleasant beauty. The elegant, mansard -rooted high-rises
overlook the broad, rolling scene.
The distinctive, five -story high-rises contain luxury appointed one and two bedroom apartments, including
large living -dining room, fully applianced kitchen with
hooded gas range, dishwasher and refrigerator. All
apartments are fully carpeted and air-conditioned, and
sliding.glass doors lead onto patio or balcony. These era
unique elevator buildings with ample parking all around.

mia you to deduct). So, even if

for home loans during

Hennessey, who has two

EST 2rirE

From WOO ttown

your loan (which the law per-

mare money may be available

School of Illinois, he lives Vfith
Ms wife and son at 562 Sandy
In., Des Plaines.

STAL

Buy Tow Homes.

r.1 estate taxes and interest on

OBVIOUSLY, a htgher
price means higher Monthly
paymets. In this case, the dif-

served as an election judge in
Wheeling Township. Mrs
Berry is married and lives with
her husband and two sons iht

Ortailese
SentibleTacMA
&Pool BOW iss e,k4r
Pool Sews

for other parches.

less important to you.

fered from an additional loss
of tax benefits in deduction of

not

nancing

house you want, may have suf-

In the meamime, You'8e

1970 and '71 then we. the cam
in 1969.

than anything else we go after
with borrowed dollars. Fi-

been two years without the

ments $12 to $14 higher.

tercet rates probably will stay
at present higher levels, but

alatine office.
four Realtors
over 60 years of professional
real estate knowledge and experience is offered.

gages the
Between the

This, plus the priceless dividends your family will enjoy
each day, can make all the'
negatives about fight money

question .Thai concensus: In harder!
-

PTA and &on., she has also

Sala BOY

payment, and monthly pay-

of

Corp. Active in her church,

aumoniaNtifens

and

with $750 more in a cash down

postgraduate

Sullivan

also

PUG LOT

often costs twice as -much --

the firrs year. In two years, this
same $35,000 house will wear

work at Fordham and Loyola
and boo attended the Real Est

perience with a local firm, has

tot or

also

building costs will add 01,225

Boor
Buarter..
a half of one per

A TEAM

Beyond all this, most of us

in Illinois) -- is a better buy

get

if ever?

vestment, but a good "money"
investment!

ram can end up costing you
more money! Example: You
have your eye on a $36,000
home. A 31/2 per cent rise in

Bakst & Warner, Inc., Mount

ect' Al Ctinquini is the maner and also serves as the sec-

realize that a house-- evenat 8
per cent interest (the legal limit

Robert G. Walters, district
sales manager. and Michael J.
Del Re, sales manager of tho

west suburbs, managed by pro-

retary and a director of MAP
Multiple Listing Service.
Bill Kleiner, a lifelong redden,. of ArlinPgton Heigh.,

7 or 8 per cent! Trying to wait
out a more favorable interest

iBaird-Warner executives
tour northwest suburbs

Arlington Realty, Inc., offers four elfines in the nonh-

con-

not only a good "family" in-

years before! At 30 per cent
down, you'll have to corns up

change? When will airs
pairsof

authorities in all parts Of the
country --, rasing this same

1.

his

own efforts. He began his real
estate career working for Barton Stull Real Estate in 1968.
Recently the opportunity

number of homes offered for
;tale through Realtors has in ;eluded during the past few
months. Why all this happened
fairly involved story. The
,cold fact is that it did happen.
:What buyers want to know is
!simply this: When will things

is

thin chair& of this decline. Ev-

a price tag of at least $37,490
which is $2,490 more than two

choose from now because the

people and different problems
every day. He finds that "real
estate gives me a sense of im

given

cent a year! So your home is

housing go up at least 31/2 to 4
per cent, and home years go up

drop.

cation courses in the Chicago

thee example

no sense at all tagamble on the

ery year, total costs of new

turn around fast in the near R-

Grove,

Buffalo

even this optimistic.
More to the point, it makes

they may be turned doom. Still

lathers think the market will

or 61/2 per cent loan on

it did happen. Also,

servative. According to a recent and higher are the going cent. survey by savings and
rates. Some experts believe a loan appraisers, the value of
decrease of a half per cent established homes in the Ar-

ping fora loan,' or are afraid

of readily available land parcels --- will facilitate future development

The days when you could

Money. Some buyers may not
know how to go about "shop-

reeently received his broker's
Ileense after passing the II-

Risdif Office: 303 MEADOWDALE DRIVE

Capwitsaville, W. Phan 428-6404

!
-

:world far you to buy a home-leight now!

ger. Illinois law decrees that
one must have their broker's

Naar Churches, Schools and Parks

local groups.

the
tighr mortgage market, You
'know that interest rates have
Climbed, and that rho amount

a house are gone! Now, 7.9 per

University in 19.63. Asa teacher of English and physical edu-

.= Rd.,

Th.

With
2

Astme-deep in reports on

Robert Bauer passes
real estate exam
Robert J. Bauer, 337 Haw-

MEADOWDALE APARTMENTS

get

plays or other exhibitions of

dential and commercial com

M`mex

--ven

yOUve had a new home in
'Mind lately, you're rure1y

Work of highways and a choice.

fro;

act lobby, the latter to feature
display ama forhSurrers.de-

steel itself immediately forms a

A new house now?
Area realtors tell why

sieves that the location of his
headquarters - close to a net -

will se*Mte

°"'"

Friday, June 12 1970

Corp. and ita affiliated cam -

building's exceptionally
spacious offices and other intethe

will presentee interesting text-

tiger. He

THE DAY
Page 12

$38,900
Call WILLARD WALWORTH

1

--
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Garden

while you're not looking

Peonies to blossom
at national society show;

If you examine most plants
you will find signs that some
Insect or its larvae has been
chewing on them or boring

amateur gardeners invited

can see the leaves of a tomato

Into them

You can watch aphids at
work in mat gardens and you
plant disappear into the huegryjaws of 5 tomato worm but
most insects and larvae either
feed unobserved or in such a
way that they cantiot be read fly observed. But the results of

For lo, the winter is past, the rain Is over and gone:
The flowers appear on the earth: the time of the singing of the
birds is come and the voice of the turtle is heard In our land.
-Song of Solomon 2:11.12

Annual Peony Exhibition at the Morton Arboretum, Lis1.111. It
has been over 23 years since the American Peony Society has
elected to hold their annual festival in the Chicago area and its
host. the Charles Klehm & Son Nursery of Arlington Heights, is
providing a grand weekend for visitors.
It also marks a milestone for the Arboretum, according to
Miss Carol Doty, head of public information, who believes this to

when Charles Klehm began collecting them. At that time the
Klehm nursery was located in downtown Arlington Heigh. next

ROY KLEHM, president of District 5 of the American Peony
Society and the grandson of internationally known peony hy-

to the railroad track and specialized in filth trees.

bridizer, Charles Klehm, is this year's show chairman.
Included in Sunday's activities will be an open -house of the
Klehm peony farm in Barrington, the largest commercial flower
farm of its kind in the world. Buses will leave the Morton Arboretum at 9:30 a.m. and return at 4:30 p.m. The farm will be open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., however, for those wishing to tour bycar.
Sunburst Farm may be reached by taking Algonquin Rd. went
to Penny Rd.. continuing down Penny Rd. to Rt. 59.

plants with the home gardener in mind, plan. with thick, weather -resistant stems, large double flowers and dark, lush foliage.

Rose shows are fun they're also educational. Next
Saturday, June 20, from 1 to
4:30 p.m., a rose show will be
open to the public at the

SINCE IT takes six to seven years fora single peony seed to
germinate and develop into a mature plant, plus an additional 18
to 20 years of propagation, testing and selection to produce a base

of stock plants for distribution, the Klehm peony venture has
involved not only the late Charles Klehm but his son Carl and

Charles Klehm & Son Nursery, 2 E. Algonquin Rd., A,
linmon Heigh..

Carl's son, Roy.

Mn. Frances Altman. feature editor with Day Publications.
willserre as member of the panel of peony judges, at therequest
of C. Dan Pennell, chairman of judges. Pennell, maydr of Van
Wen, Ohio, is a prominent peony authority.
At a recent press conference hosted by Roy Kkhm he rebind
these interesting facts about the peony and his family. role in the
flower. development in America.

The puny takes its name from the Greek mythomidoal ebau

The Klehm family holds six peony patents: Bowl of Cream,
Dinner Plate, Hoosierland, Raspberry Sundae, Top Brass and
Jaycee. Many more are in the testing stage.
Cut flowers from these and other peony varieties am labeled
and on display during June at the Charles Klehm Nursery, 2 E.

Algonquin Rd. The display offers an excellent opportunity to
select and order roots for fall delivery. In this way the gardener is
assured of getting just the color he wan.. Expert growers are on
hand also to answer any planting guestlong

Peony show schedule
includes root auction, tour
The 65th Annual Peony Exhibition will begin at noon Sat-

urday with the official judging. Exhibitors are requested

to bring their blooms to the
Thornhill Building, Morton
Arboretum, Friday evening
and Saturday morning.
Although the Arboretum
gates close at 7 pm, exhibitors
can bring their entries in after

and there will be no gate fee

will be Dr. R. A, Griesbach,

charged on that side during the

Park Ridge, plant breeder and
tit processor of 0to ogle -

A WORKSHOP on

"Hybridizing for

pm. a rarity in the peony
world will be held, a "Root
Auction."

Saturday evening's activi-

ties will include the Society's

The Thornhill Building is

annual banquet and meeting at
7 p.m. at the Collonade Hotel,
Glen Ellyn. The guest speaker

on the west side of the grounds

al sciences at DePaul Unive,

Begin- - Say.
net'. will be offered to the pubThe "amateur" classificaic at 3 p.m. Saturday. At 4 lion is open to those who raise
the

hours at the Park Blvd. en-

tre..

peonies for pleasure only, do
not sell flowers or moue xcept
casually and do not have more
than 200 plants. All entries
must be named.

FOR THOSE who have
never entered a National

Pee-

ny Show, the "novice" nategory is available. Name label-

ED07_.ENS

/-IVSICYS

FREE!
HYPONEX
ROSE FOOD

SPECIAL!

sea

3 FOR

=

with porelmmof
or mem paned roses

$876

4" POTS

ORTHO ROSE

ORTHO)

and
AA Maltby re,es a other

Moms Ina weed Ave

s lb.

$349

ter. Classes open are for peony

arrangemen. for a wedding,
graduation, anniversary, and
peonies on vacation.

Show schedules are avail able from the Klehm Nursery.

For immediate control or
flying insects the best weapon

the effect 1.15 for hours.

For longer -lasting relief an,
other kihd of treatment is no,'
euary. In this case a residual
insecticide is applied to the

lawn and shrubbery.

CONTROLLED DIFFERENTIAL

blooms will be judged on the

nished. The Placement Com.
mittee will place all entries. No
one will be allowed in the cr.play area during the judging
except the judges and their asistants.

All exhibits and awards
must remain intact until the
lose of the show at 4:30 p.m.,

Put stems in water immediately and cover tops with a

American Rose Society scale:

plastic bag to prevent fading of
the flowers,

Form, 25 points; Substance,
20 points; Color, 25 points;
Stem and Foliage, 20 points,
and Size of Bloom, 10 points,
fora total of 100 points.

,Wipe leaves free of spray
material with clean water.,Do
not use chemical leaf polish or
ny foreign material to clean
or

these 3 house
pair

ms

THERE WILL be no Coat
the number of entries
allowed in any one class. A
to

1

You don't have to be an
expert to gain tremendous
enjoyment from the. art of
arranging flowers, says the
Society of American Flor-

bloom

or spray per vase;
climbing hybrid teas; climbing
rmes, and miscellaneous roses.

FOR THOSE who may be
entering a rose show for the
first time the Klehm Nursery
of
the. suggestions.

ists. The attitude that this is
a
mysterious and com-

was $9341

Fewer link

NOW $698

bre. New

$

39t

levAND

DECOR GARDEN

the knowledgeable few, is a
mistake that deprives many

of the joy of handling and

-

arranging fresh blooms.

BARK

Rep. $7.49

Md. fa mulch, ground

NOW

watt...holds Mum
and NAND *eh A nal

e49

j'

CRAB

For

.

Utopia, RaBoRd.Hrt Plurn'o)

use

A In places where foot traf

Protect the I...fro. dames.

valuable,

pollen -

damage they do.

NOT SD neat in iu operations is the black vine weevil.
a heeds with a short snout and
a great appetite for the needles
oft yews and the leave, of lau-

re, rhododendrons an' -4 '
other plants. It ems
holes in the margins of leaves
(B) and chews off yew needles

completely: worse than this,
though, are the damaging effects ire

larvae do to plant

roots. To control adults spray

KLEHR,RRSERY

plants with aldrin or dieldron

C

Seed bentgrasses
in moist regions
species

and

The seed of bentgrass is very

varieties of Agrostis, are esp.
doily well adapted to climates
with long rainy seasons or per
sistent mis.. Such areas gene,
ally have an acid soil, too, well

tiny, most varieties run around
8 million seeds to the pound. A
pound thus imes
tog 40HO
and seeding is quite economical.

tolerated by bentgrass.

VolaWkivis

IS YOUR
MOWER
SICK?

BOWELTrjz,--

"BYER!

Lawn Touch-up
Special

BLOOD. N

Chalking.

for the lawn that needs
feeding and has
a few scattered weeds
All you do is buy any size bag of Scotts

SOLVE

In Rolling Meadows

THEM ALL

through our
GIANT

TURF BUELDER and get a handy aerosol can
of Scotts SPOT WEEDER for just 25C (a 01.49

value).
les an ideal combination. Lets you give your

GARDEN
CENTER
GREATEST CHOICE!
GREENHOUSE -FRESH(

AWING -GUARANTEED,
FREE DEL IVLRYI

WE'RE PROUD

WHY WAIT 3 - 4 to 5

OF OUR

WEEKS FOR SERVICE?

law m an important summer feeding with
America's favorite lawn fertilizer. It also

For faster efficient conscientious
service we have added additional mechanics to our staff, to bet-

provides an easy way to get rid of most scattered lawn weeds. Just aim the SPOT wEEDER

ter serve you.

can at a weed, and press the button. Psssst that's all there is to it. The weed will gradually
curl up and fade away.

Charles B. Gray assures you that
in most cases your service will be
completed in a week to 10 days,
at the most.

T:c D-otts.
eur

wee, modem

Tort Mawr

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

5,000 sq ft bag 5.45
10,000 sq ft bag 9.95

our display of

;:=42L1:14""

15,000 sq ft bag 13.90

.

v... on

SERVICE

At the same reasonable prices

ALSO: FREE PICKUP &
DELIVERY TILL JULY 1st.

peony blooms
vT

Rog. $7.95

NOW

$595

STOSIHOUISs Mon thru fri 9 oal,

Sat Stob &Sun lOte 6

A. Na, but ground corn
cob. do Full corn cobs are
much too coarse for prden

tiveneu than surface spray..

SEE

Year round versatility le standard with the Husky
1053. A 10 h.p. mains powers 35 different

ArthjoesTitydi=r olalgerneZnAnilro""
tan for dispenuable performance. film In and

at our
Arlington Heights
location
Roots for fall planting
may be ordered now

Charles B. Gray

SERVING THE COMMUNITY

FOR 45 MASI

214 N. Donten
Arlington Heights
CL 3.5338

IN ROLLING MEADOWS

MIS Slat
Wpm. Nem IDA Mom 111.111

eta IDA NIuMenillAIONA.

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospect CL 3.0131

250

Ificelleml INN ILL

255-6310

q. Zwal.

12001.111agnead.plaw Ye)

PH: 529-6102

Q, Do cam coke make a
good garden mulch?

HANSEN h. ,,,017.4,.

GARLISCH & SONS
26 W. GOLF ROAD

these

Ilittler II

iff I NG"

The 65th Annual
Peony Exhibition
Morton Arboretum
June 13-14

"."!4"1 JOHN F.

SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

temIc spray containing meta

HARDWARE STORES a

price winning

SPREADING YEWS Y FLOWERING

EVEN arm, we ep.

plicated art, rmerved for

Cut roses with a stem length
of 14 to 18 inches when the.
bloom is about half open.
Cut stem on an angle above

WITH

ONLY $195

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

to control.

spreading Lou woold hardly
be justifiable considering the
relatively small amount of

Vol of grubs, work chlordane

Become
an expert

men bloom; floribundas, on

ing

or disqualification.
Refrigerate roses until show

vlsrt.

eel.

to 11/2 ounce. for larger ones.

Stews, It uses the pieces miss-

the lest week in June. For con -

9-

6cessive

94 ounce for mall trees and I

fie is heavy stepping atones

trot prize and second and third

Do you have

non given for applying teal
ser to Most plant.

ly mound over the crystals

d apple borer. Eggs are laid In
arse and July near the base of

t which time, the awards will
be presented. There will be a
place ribbons in each section

hod fallen, is the usual ducc

with soil to contain fumes, Use

makes Its nest In burrows in

leaves. This is grounds

or

stem spiny specimens: Mandiflorm, one stem single speci-

VISIT

PLUG IN ATTACHMENTS

be grown by the exhibitor in an
outdoor garden. Specimen

11 a.m.

vided,Bud vases will be hi,

,

Cut roses in the. late afternoon when the sugar content
of the blooms is high.

All specimen blooms must

hybrid teas, one bloom; one

mister. These devices dispense

110103jIjIIjIMy1

WALLACE
PRUNING SHEERS

GARDEN BARGAIN(

especially ,.

an outside set of leaves.

Show.

place and ready for judging at

clouds of extremely fine par ticks of fast -acting insecticide:'
The treated area may be ...epied almost immediately, and

meet help to effectively con-

lunWelele.

ORTHO
QUEEN SIZE
PRAYETTE

is

and a special prize for Best of

substitute class will be established if there are six Or more
entries of one variety.
Classes for judging include

SPACE FOR exhibitors to
groom their roses will be pro-

good to

do you any
osct
down so it hurt,

this bee by Poolon spray. ie rot

tions of each tag. No entrim
will be accepted aft.' MMt45
All entries must be

leum gas -powered logger

past people have had to five
with these pests, but now, according to the National Sprayer and Duster Assn., modern
sprays and dusts together with
efficient application equip-

GRASS
STOP

$ 1 69

Division fro

for garden clubs only. Entrla
must be itr groups of 10 wet eties. "Arrangements" is an other category open to alt. The
theme is "Dawn of Summer."
Any amateur arranger may en -

Is an electric or liquid petro-

seeping means shrubs, bees
and plants, and these are all

for all
lemons.

ALUMINUM

ROSE & FLOWER SPRAY

Today's homes are better
landscapod, and the lawns are
better cared for. But, landhiding places for insects. In the

NICHOLS

FLOWER CARE

effect..., controlled.

tractor...

able.

trol insects.

e.s. and other insects are

10hp lawn
and garden

ing is not mandatory but date -

Outdoor living
can be fun
quitmosOutdoor living is ffin. That
ean be fun when

POTTED ROSES

5 ce

General show rules prevail.
Uniform containers and entrytags will be available from
admissions
committee
from 8 to 10:45 a.m. Saturday.
Be sure your name. the variety
name, and the show class are
shown on the entry tag. Complete the top and bottom por-

Just as it

A sprinkle an the ground so
that It looks as If light snow

easy and, even if it were, kill-

Follow these tips,
you could win a prize

In 1928 Klehm started hybridizing peonies. He developed

ar an the
.appeapleaves
pear
spray with

rows Is to think that if a link
does good a lot will do mon.
good Not so

rathkr than Kips plank whLn
you ovsrfirtilas

an inch from the trunk Light

Q What aro the ad1/2ntagee
of stepping stones?

Ing from your rose leaves to
line its nest. Since it does not
eat rose leaf tissue, control of

be the first cut flower show ever held at the outdoor museum.

figure the leaf (c). Whin flies

A common mistake when
adding fertilizer to beds or

In loosened soil
around the tree, alerting about

A typical barer hole and
arva in fie hoole are shown In
ketch D. This is the flat head-

of glorious blooming.

The Klehm family became involved with peonies about 1900

Into them
When These hatch the tiny tar
one begin tunneling in the leaf
tissue, Their activities produce
discolored blotches that dis-

in the edge, of your rose leaves
(A). These are made b y the leaf
cutter bee, a solitary bee her

thereby became entitled to an annual resurrection.

they have become nameless.

egg.

sorbed by the plant and are
onger lasting in their Wen-

old wood and hollow plant

Rose show set

benzine

ti Its

vious.

Camellia -flowered begonias from Belgium are eopecially right for slayling under
arillkial lights. They can easily be transplanted to theantdoor garden for narrater

were panicularly favored in Japan where many of the varieties
have been handed down generation through generation until

ter crystals of paradichloro-

OM by a small black fly that

quo. Such spray. are aft

act, Hato, who at his death was transformed into a plant and

was a favorite of European and Japanese gardeners. Tree peonies

spring they am very often vie

their feeding are all too obPerhaps you have n'otieed
neatly cut roundish holes cut

LONG BEFORE peony gardening was brought to America it

American holly unfold in the

tree and these hatch In about
10 days and start boring into
the tree One control is to scat

Into soil around plants
When the new leaves of the

By George E Creed

Amateur gardeners as well us commercial growers are invited
to exhibit their peony blossoms tomorrow and Sunday at the 65th

A little fertilizer
goes a long way

Plant pests work hard

lk!
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Combinalion offer expires June 30

KLEHM NURSERY
AMaeaule IRL Sat

Ael.n....c.

CRICAGOLANDW LARGESE

sad Aellact. MA RA

437-2880

Arlington Heights, LakeZurieh, Rockford

FLOWER 'GARDEN

GIFT CENTERS

alhonked

tie

Cowie. S,,iry & Service of

JACOBSON. AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

.tzz,tri,474t.t.gtro:
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Electric 1 power failure
threaten@ Chic g
(Continued
Prime II
ha M to ask for curtailment."
.Brownouts are really

per tent 01000 ywer.
doubling every 10 years, a<.
cording to guide,
"JUN to
give nom a guide, in 1075 Oft
demand will be 15,340,000 kil

tion, Lischer said, power use
can be quickly cut by about
100,000 kilowatts by turning
off high.voltage electrical
equipment in several Chicago

mato. That's, 50 per cent in
crease in just live years." he

In building its major nucle-

or
a

form of Jatloni,. People either do it voluntarily or in an
eXtrerne Doe, you might have

to interrupt portions of different communities for different

71/2

said.

hours during the day." Lis-

Crucial to the brovenou
problem. he said, is the "hea
sensitive load.° appliances
and electrical equipment Ohs
work harder as the tempera
lure goes up. Home and Com
mercial air condifioners muk

cher said.
Such intermpliOns would

steel mills.
ar generating station% Liecher said there have been de-

A

iurbs

@

who me against potting a plant
in their area or who are talking

electric utilities will go down

Svc years to put a power Own
in operations, ire said. Com.
mOnwealth Edison has to keep

mends olsvays being reache I
on hot summer doss.

about pollution of the plants.
we have not had any to date.-

clime watch on growing de-

IN A POWER CRISIS, th
utility has quick -starting ga

BECAUSE IT takes about

Lischer said.

mand and plan well ahead for
future needs.

turbine generators which

Demand increases about 7

S

"HOWEVER, AS you may
know, up al Zion, where were

boost peak capacity. 1n addl.

I

kind of opportunities. and
you should leave. Helping you
determMe when, how and
where to achieve your
maximum potential is one of
the many Important values of
professional career. counsel.
If you're an executive,
an
or professional
earniog 012,000 to $45,000
or more you're invited to
learn how,. can help you
make the righ carersio to

chance you ve been 10Olong

further your aee Write or

tor -even in your present

phone for a confidential
meeting without
or obligation.

our
company.
In other case%
present cornpany or

field may not offer the right
CHICAGO-O'HARE

9575W.Hingles N.

626-4260

g[iNgiITILYMTTA-MAIMPS
FREDERICK

World's Lamest Consultants

CLuaiu =4v:re",
Career Advancement

COMPANY
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m
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Business Opportucults
Business Somices

ss
17
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mpathy

is thut k will display tile
word, "Illinois" prominently
in addition to the hate seal.
The bill outfox -icing the
of a new stele Rag
as Passed by the Gwent! Assembly last September.

DoyComp

I.

r

employmentms...d

9s

Equipment Ronk&
Fauns
Florist

.2.2
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MCDANIEL TOLD Rots
Jack Walker of Lansing, span -
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71
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commilleb

ACCOUNT

STUDENTS

PAINT HOUSES. EXCEL WORK.

69
56
14.

SKIRTS ARE SHORTER

firings

Sporting Goods
T
R
Ap

,o, to do
e

Zg,SZR4Eni.,A.N,C1 1Vnt7t=

35.456 To or 392-1329S Scott.

5374793

11Situations Wanted -Women

flag makers.
After extensive research on
the seal emblem and the exist-

0

NSW Golf Rd.

0.Day Want Ads

COUNTER MAN

d to

specify colors.
°The colors were chosen to
mpresent as aesthetically as
possible the official emblem of

z

the statc In determining the
colors to be used in depicting
the eagle on the emblem, the
painting of the bald eagle reproduced in the U.S. Depart.

ment of Interior publication
"Symbol of Our Nation. was
followed. ,
specificationt

5 A REAL

0

cn

w%012.1.4****

956.0565

P.M Ae"°'''

24Nelp Wanted Men

PROBLEM

DES PLAINES

NOW HIRING!

SOLVER"

DAY

PERMANENT JOBS
AVAILABLE

HOUSEWIFE,

oll

DAY

Building &Remodeling

IMO. The four -year -olds will

YOUR CHOICE OF
TWO PATTERNS

meet Wednesday and Thurs.
day from 9:15 to 11:10. The
school session is from Septem

ber to May. Tuition is $15 a
month and registration Is for
the entire year.
For

0

MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

A

FULL.

SERVICE

DANK

Closed Monday and Legal Nadal.

BRAE -UP WINDOW HOURS, wander 730 e,14.30 pro.

11040 KING AVE.
Take Grand Avo. to Wolf Road,

Turn No. On Wo14 Go Over

DAY

EASIER!

TriState Bridge

Follow Signs

455-3500

TonleVed.-Thuts. 6,30 0,04110 Om Alder an

BRADLEY
INDUSTRIES.

Call after 6PM 392.08,

Sollirday 8,30 a.m.,12,30 pm.

IBANK Ot

lue

LANCELOT

by Coker & Porn

I EL MHURS T

nifor, which he wants to
distribute to a Chicago Boy
Scout troop.

Anyone with equipment to

YORK ROAD AT

skBpjn.

donate may call Bob at CI

EUNIUNTE I rEOTEE,S.137,9700..

3-4353. He plans to deliver the
goods Monday, June 15.

tj''

6) 44
co Kt

0R 00

NEW WAY PAINTING

10.1 for nem. laym flower *Is

LINGERIE for Me lady YOU ore,
fashioned by Glorio.

E. top dressing.

In Women's and chi salt

cads up to date. WE WILL MAIN.

Excellent...Mg rate,

437.1093.

MA

3924623

;

EXPLT =RP.

FREE ESTIAETT

CALL 3940074

'

o profit shoring
o Autornotic wage reviews.
e Small congenial work force.

GENERAL CLERK
For posting work. No previous experience necesSanry. Ideal for ma,. housewife.

*Ugh, paid holiday.
et Grp, hospital, surgical and medical insurance.
0 Uniforms famished.

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

These are ideal working conditions. Good atom
ing salaries with on outstanding fringe benefit
program. CTA to front 'door. Excellent opportunities for advoncernent.

2416 EST S AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL,

71

01-1

Tutoring

CALL

PHONE 437-3700

545-4301'

CONTRACTORS

Young Hobby Club

morns, addir

Two sits are required in this
game for boys and girls.

For the first step, each player
must toss a paper plate so Blends

After a player has completed
the first step, he then takes -t le

No. 2. For this each player

to. a checker to land on his pa r
plate ht the target area Nee Figure
2)

The game ends what one play-

ao.

..13.

358.4807
BROWN 6 BLOW

f
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Eagle Scout.

De Vry Institute of Technology
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1111 N Elmhurst Rd.. Prospect Heights. Enrellment lot

will meet Tuesday and Thurs..

Johnny
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GET RESULTS,

Registration for Christian
pre-school claKses for threeycar-olds (3 by Sept. I) is open
until June 20 at The Lutheran
Church.of the Good Shepherd,
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THE PRESENT flag hes
been used since 1915.
The. moue to design A Male

In-

sulated Siding. IF inter
ested Cot Mr. Moore.

OS,

Industrial Napery

walls of the mess hall. He said
that its identity was always
questioned, and he requested
elates

flag

Vinyl Aluminum

101

Marino Suppties
Boat Storage

Comols
re..

Though the supply is generally sufficient, some areas
could have shortages. the report said.

linois will have a new state flag
On July I.
The chief feature of the 1102,

THE BANK OF ELMHURST WILL CONTINUE
TO PAY THE HIGHEST INTEREST RATE
THAT IS PERMITTED BY LAW!

4 1 / 2 0/0

103

Campers

Card of Thanks

end offuly.

was one of many state
Rag which were hung en the

The book that makes the difference is your Savings
Account book. Whatever the sum you have, when you save
steadily, your money mounts up to tell a happy story.

SAVINGS

Auto Traileea

Card of

from a high of 66 days reserse
early this year to 48 daysat the

constitution for the say. Il-

Convention works an a new

Your Savings Account Can Be
New Chapter in Your Life Q.

PASSBOOK
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e. wonted

report said, coal supply for
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sening in VielnaM.

No Advance Pee or Retalner. not on Employment Agency orJet,P1BCRMOrlt Service.

Auto Pads and aos

P12,45.71TAA

23imploymeot ilgenciesnale

Boehm.

t o fly new
state Ha g July 1

?

Many executives foe! they
aren't progressing rapidly
enough and wonder 50010
decide whether to quit and
seek something else, In our
opinion, there are no Pat
answers to this question, es
Mere are times to stby and
times to go.
Successful management
careers aredeveloped in many
ways. Often, the right
aPproaCh will yield the

109
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Auction Sales
AviatiOn

m 7-

359.1906.

loinlooking for couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

1

AM nd
a Antiques

ages of power by 1972. Lis-

up a big part of tlds load. h
said, with peak electrical de

small areas at a time. he
to minimize inconven.

111.613D

Apts. and Rooms to Share 7

he said. If the suits
conn,
there may be shortcher said.
In its warning of possibk
power shortages, the Pro
dent's Office of EmergenCy
Preparedness said St. Lots
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OUT

have had a couple of allylwsuits,"

and Minneapolis -St. Paul arc
two other metropolitan amas
where shorkwes may occur.
Nationwide, the agency's
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24.11elp Wanted rho

24.1ielp Wanted Men

BAUM, SCHOOL

Air Condi/p.m°

putti, a plant by the lake, we

lays in completi, the Dresden
2 station southwest of Chieny
after a strike delayed delivery
of equipment,
°As far as delays of plant
construction caused by people
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Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience
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o STENOS
o TYPISTS
o TRANSCRIBERS

titr=

A NEW YOU, Iry .teo for sYn, own,
=no,sos

7

on

PART TIME
OR FULL TIME

392-5230

Wille, Inv.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

191

Two sales executives hove a need for one
secretary to work in anew modern office. At
least five yea's of secretarial experience required. Excellent company benefits. Please

ROAr

200 F. MUM(

OES PLAINEs

NAPONdL

Always. No. I

Where Ihe Customer

SECRETARY TO

Port Time
(Permanent/

PERSONNEL MANAGER
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& RECEPTIONIST

Lithograph Co.
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Previous experience not n ..... Key. Must be dependable.
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R. FORA.
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Gad exc.1.0 files. benefit pcitoge

Contact Susan Shirley
438.0241 or 7754636
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!kerb.. Chemical Div.
W.R. GRACE & COMPANY
Solo Zurich, 1lEnois
320 Genesee Street

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Wheeling,
777 Wheeling Road

ANIQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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RENTAL -RANCH HOUSE Avail.
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1.BBB tq B ollion Moon .

Professional Bldg. 2nd floor.
Polonne Village Square.

DON
HAGER'Realtors
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mAAnmt

Arl. Ms.

Wren. ro nch.LAy
rec. nn.Vacuum sYS"
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111-Mototcyttes anti Scooters

BARRINGTON

253-111B

IMPORT MOTORS

1963 Thunerbird, full power
TS? 'OFFREDR. TASS'8".(151 '171
1968

SUZUKI

3550 or best offer.

". "

1968 GT Ford Torrim,

35,5264
Xa

0.0

Scrambler

SaPn7iVeralIC=" 40

P/S.11/13, raio. $150.
CL 9-2955

"

O7re6 Itr!'"Sternro'neditt

ed. awoke wistond 33
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brine

net

mobile home
anytime bay.

40,0153

67 Concord,
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1968 FORD

cek%70-1874

Convertible, radio,

r-

heater, full power.

'5151

$1669

IC

1967 FORD LTD

USED CARS

kegina

COUPE DE VILLE

Arlington Day
217S A, or

51

fOr

AND

44-0085, Pets & Equipment
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74.6.7;

Dec Plaines Dqy
C011637.26,1
eke

work.

YOU MAY STAY FOR

1.125

cropped, shots, NI/F. 634.3364.

Ammo Gemini II Amp. 2 [bon Good cond. 3160. CL 3.3943

iAree 2a' elCvcnsBrwo lo, 2,s;
oinifor S20
Kenmore washer

does elec.2

Male.

Blocksi98.4=.

towable.

SCHNAUZER, AKC. Shots, male,11

months oldal,After Spm.

'2r8364

Collie. Mole. AKC.Soble 6 white.
6 rnos.Shots. Housebroken. Good
299 5584
nh 1f Id

LOssonve

GE 156 cu. ft. REFRGERATOR.
3,2,581

at =731:: ria7.

lamp

Wire Stoked Terrier,0
mos., poised with children.
541.2007

TI:fx r

259-6186

Mom der stone ad off
DeSveed.
894-6274

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
TO WOMEN!

trI°27,.

FREE KITTENS TO GOOD 11016

8 weeks aid..

trained
392.873/

NItrror Chair. Reasonable.
3,2-2307

Free: One orange striped kitte
looking loco geed hfc...
ll 392.6059

Rooi Noo Powor Nowor. Two
9312 rugs.

Various

household

items 3,2.0132
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It't.W.'grro=x,vtzzlz,

Stock

E

y

g

y

Id,

sedlonal co., be shod.
owls. 235.1693
Bulova Wien diamond watch.

KC. Tiny toj, puppies
Also toy stud service. All colors
Poodles.

35.233
Part Persian LOOM. gray 6 whit
litter /rained 6 healthy. $1 mmeh.
392.0362

Min. Schnauzer pups, 9 wks
35 sell for 675 359.5026.
soft Water ss aoa month
Jhneon W
ofisow
2551107

D onn shed.
raised. Est
cellent bloodHome
line. Shots fats
cropped. Groomed, AKC.

new carve arranty.

'2950

1970
MAVERICK
Automatic trans

$3995

1

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

,

2 b 2 hardtop coupe, v-8, automatic
trasmissin, Cull power, radio, heater,
whitewalls. The right onel Must see.

Convertible, v -e, 88,88toric transmission,
power steering, power brakes, radio,
whitewalls,
Perfect
car and perfect price.

$1595

1969 FORD MUSTANG MACH I

1968 FIREBIRD

1967 PONTIAC GTO

4 speed, power steering, radio, stereo
Can't tell
tape deck, heater, the
from new, around the block milers. Bol-

Hardtop

ance of warranty.

in every rmpect. 1 owner gem.

coupe, 350 V -8L automatic
tronsmisnion, power steering, power

brake, radio, herd, whitew90. PPd9P'

Hardtop coupe, BIG V-8, automatic
transmission, factory air conditioning.
power Peering, power brakes, rodeo,
heater, whitewalls, very fast, very powerful, very sharp, priced very cheap.

$2095.

9 995

,

1969 FIREBIRD 400

1968 PONTIAC LE MANS

1966 MERCURY PARKLANE

Hardtop coupe, 4 speed, vinyl top, radio,
heater, whitewalls, power, can't tell from
new. Balance of new car warronty.

Hardtop coupe,350 V-8, automatic

4 door hardtop, V.0, automatic trans

power steering, power
brakes, white buckets, vinyl top. Perfect

mission, Spero, air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes. Still ,looki.ng for
that sharp second car? Buy now for only

.

transmission,
second car,

$2695

9 895

$1145

1969 CHEVY CAMARO

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY II

Hardtop coupe, V-8, aummatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
radio, heater, whitewalls, power. Very
sharp, low mileage, priced to sell,

2 door hardtop, V-8, ontomotio transmisPon, power steering, power brakes,
factory air conditioning, radio, heater,
whitewalls. Come drive this one at only

$2345

9,PZT:',7`,=0,0p0=MeVr1;10,30:::
er

broke, radio, heatex

hitewalls.

Room for the whole gang for work or

$995,

1969 CHEVY Z28

1967 MGkROADSTER

1965 OLDS F85

Hordtop coupe, BIG, V-8, automatic
transmission, full power. Wont something

4 speed, radio, heater, whitewalls. The
ideol car for economy 8 performance.

sharp & hot. Most see.

Economy plus.

4 door deluxe sedan, V-8,, automatic
tranmissin, radio, Morns, whitewalls.
Can't beat this cheap transportation for

-

9 595

VaillIMINMEMME

1$1

Convertible, automatic

Sim

transmission,

392-6660
Closed Siiiays

radio,

heater, whitewall tires.

$869

$2495

1965

'67 OLDSMOBILE
CUTLASS

FAIRLANE
2 door, sedan, stick, E
Y

HOLIDAY COUPE

linder.

469
STATION

$1995
IT'S EASY
'TO FIND

US AND..

WAGONS
Many To Choose From
Mak Country Sedan

$795
COMPLETE

IT'S WORTH

INSURANCE
AND

THE TRIP

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

0711:30:7

,,1111161

$795
666 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

1965
MUSTANG

GT6

.only

ARLINGTON HTS.
ERNS mom

'68 TRIUMPH

play,

$1745

save $$$

669

-soweiwo-iiiviii-owninsivowkwe

$2045

-'...)1E11211115113111

oir

used.

$2145

2545

Fact.

mission, rado, heater,
whitewall tires, slightly

1968 FORD MUSTANG
white-

9P-1052.

f;=. Cory iotirple,o. Red with

1969 CHEVY NOVA
wale, round the block miles. Balance of

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

$1595

'68 CADILLAC

350 V-8, turbo hydromatic
transmission, radio, heater,
whitewalls, power steering, power
brakes, slightly used.

1:."Lro,,.,,,l,r7,,,.:,,,..-d^ztesctnr,,

door, hardtop, Mork
blue, Mnyl top, oir conditioning, full power.

Slice into real car savings at Morton Pontiac now

42Planted To Buy

117 5. Main Street

Our New Addiaen EleCtronic Switching System Plant needs
bright, capable men and women for permanent, interesting

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'C=

opepeoemocip.
GALAXIE 500

ron1Z5,'3e-'7MZr'" ""

Base or Mobile. 299.6891 after 6

roor
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0".i=t,7'10, e
CF"'w
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ShelloSe (Songless boot

It.

-

conditIonnw like mws2,,16500.2OR1A71.

HT

-4(

'5477

17DECIDC

Stereo

0

2
'69 Galaxie 5000
NI2 Dr

970TORONADOt .0

1970 LEMANS HARDTOP

Prospect Day

Western Electric

10 IN STOCK 0
Example

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
3131.0099

6 9. Elm guitar. 394-1233

37 -Boats anti Mane Supplies

i

orn0pm. 393-63a4 0 no answer
oli

: SALE (11.

*

THE FINEST SERVICE."

31000.296.2660.

excellent cond./137,236

DEMO:

0

en

THE EXClaVE DEALER

floral nougat,. couch.
opens to.50 be 30. 26" boys
bcycle. Schwnn.d. Se6t mens golf
Blue

4,

SPECIALS

sell 3100 Like new.Fislier 700T

. 4,,0,06006remodeled. Ha
OIL Coll aft 6 pm, 2994713.

000000000
0,97:E,0;TeT,HcotERD;Wr

Pin

' 1 '...,

cago and Suburban locations.

1968

2 Imah ranch, Inns, 2 car an,
°ors monad ar, main 1000.6

--

rlf7±21713;!'"'

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

OHIO SACRIFICE cost $1000,

LL S.._
,

r

V n lbee, 10.5, wood wen

CL

Blends. MAPAluni. Um SoSm

-c
-Miemb..BIW WA, 61oallors

3.6,263.044111

01

111'ag READY

Arki,
.....i......,

oi''''- I

98-MobIsHrots

558-1890

term' G ood stio

0042,,".0'

Buick Electra, 04, P/S,

CL 5.0828

me tbl
w/cartridge 335. 255.21/8
Aft SPAS,oll day Sas, Sun.

''t

Exceptional Opportunities too
for Electronic Technicians and
Electronic Testers at our Chi-

11.1he 0ronl9orC5r0anikanom.

NW Hwy., Pore..
4F

$11

67 Cutlass 5 PM, PAT A/C. Vinyl

ood portable typelounge Moir S.

LIFE!

894.4560

PHILIPPE BROS.

$4850

OVER

Ple

ALL KINDS OF OPENINGS!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU FOR A VARIETY
OF EXCITING ASSIGNMENTS!

irrratnO'li

COMMERCIAL

PAY

pe

.,.._,.S

PAY US A VISIT

Soutbantilerk.

Wt

16596,4

sys-S03.9

110V,

port. 20" 3.sp elec. fon.
3,2.0636

'I'MhZon

DO. MISS IT. 17Wit

end =NOIR

LONG GROVE

LIST

E1271.2.2

196BOPEL SPORT SEDAN,

55-Musioal Instruments

93(Covingst chrs. snow
Ilrom oar wheel

family

Zonmi

pe

SA g

Vner,.1"4-636r

145 cot

yrs. old,

deluxeon 2

all

deloggo .

258.0094

107 -Auto Pans and Access.

.01. 5,141

So,
on,

Open 10 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday June 15 thru Saturday June 27
Also Open Monday 8 Friday Evenings

Buy now Tot [Wee opts.

yoluoMe lot for invest $3000

111C-Recieational Iledeles

3'150 Ch'

Des Plaines
2000 S. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer NVF

1 -413.1.=

1970
MAVERICK

724-6006

In 33.98 ea. Thou

2 -Miscellaneous Muchantlise

ma

01

1

pima

so.

left Close -owl!

tose.Arl. His 11,

,

FULL PRICE $22,900

ng. 325,000.

,

(TO Rent)

255-6700, 255-6205

RENTALS START AT $205

Weir

Classified Ads
for great buys!

ng 1350. 255.3071

110 -Sports Cars

dow inttollation
'iv, clothing. Ice

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WEATHERSFIELD COMMONS
SHOPPING CENTER
CORNER OP SCHAUMBURG RD.
AND SPRINGINGSGUTH RD.
IN SCHAUMBURG

2 Bedrm. Condominiums

:1131=7:7CM:int in'anucl

clear lake. Swirnintng, fishing,

cane...yam

on V, ACRE. 3,2,9060

Fq

operator

s,

g

/F

0,39736 after 0 30.pm

Northwest Day

brick

PALATINE - Over 2 acres on

Your
Professional

76 -To Rent Houses

-

complete!

956-0660

,.,,,,,,

carpeting

co,.

Well built

NEW CARPET

3,2 8636

CASH

°Imminent bldg., 6 units in ticip

REALTOR

h

'°7::7=6n,

2123

prn.

,

ml

Hex, 1, 2,3, bedroomM.
luxury rental apts.
sight in the Village
of Arlinglon Heights

13,

ITT

VISIT OUR MOBILE
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE AT

c

del

about a

°477

Ilmns.cicshIng.Goodunk.
521 W. °Moon. Art. Hts.

Wester .3 Electric's
New Addison Plant has Light,
Clean,Interesting Factory Jobs

NEW DE LUXE

ATTENTION!

INVESTMENTS
PALATINE

coud
Schiller Pk. area. 67,0090
Or.,

VILLAGE

3 BR, beautifully decorated.
'''' LS -de -sac _128,500

Swimming Pool

side, lois of extras.

and.

rooms, 2 baths and a 2
car attached gOrage. A
rare find offered at

-num

67-Cond0miniums

Ms Prospect,. rm. ondo. apt

BUILDER'S

Many happy families
now live here.
Join them in the

-'

air cond..

Ld?.1,0:t,

better car?

Day or Night

m°Grove Wood.

Avail. Supt. 1st. Wcilking distance

=,, rT7j,,,,. P,,%,'

This

10%

Possible

down 533000.

en1.352.900

home is located on
cul-de-sac, has 3 bed-

ow

baths, separate Dining
Room plus eaten Kitchen. Nicely landscaped.
Close to park Ord

P'''..' u' L...

TIM

beautiful Backyard with

New Veg., Elevotor Bldg

Windsor

BUFFALO GROVE Gracious°
9sw rlduusk CS'S"191. O

If you enjoy the out of
doors,

Westgate Apts.

con,,,,,,

BR

3

00

Outdoor Living

.'"- ',PIIP

Eli -level

Fa

no

,!trI "7dan.T.tt?' ""

0e1.11XE PLUSH 33.95

rude. Fell canoe

3413 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

NEW

392.4D36

4165.
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.661,110,0. - BM, colonial

;MS. by owner. 3 bdro. brick
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M117.1'°5$'3.76r;OT:'57"' '

model homes. Will operate. We

63,1,30

EXEC. DRIVEN
Stock 570-1573

.

Fort

59.O790

2,2%71.°-

KOLE REAL ESTATE, LTD.

mi. PROSPECT

offer.

double breasted sz. 14.16 310

21' CRUISERS, INC 90 hp

I

best

8825871

Thinking

KODOLSZO'C'M'R'Z $4,5 so

BOYM JACKETS

Mon 2 yrs. old. 1145 eat deluxe

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

1700 Hicks Rd

clt

Spring

BARRINGTO

P/B.

WS,

392.70,7

".

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILITY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A.

MFG. CORP.

STREAMWOOD

CL 6-7325

35,7864

RA

.

ls, opui. only. 3BC O Eernondem

Call for Appointment
$175

1 to 5

ASEEKODE

clu er""
0001

AW,

4

foods.Polatine

ASSEMBLER.
CABINET ASSEMBLER
o WIRING & SOLDERING

.259 1/05

dr.,

PHONE 297-5320

fonsly. Nicely immaspd.
Outdoor Posslite.
S32,e00

a

II4Z,L'Azstit_Y7-

BRAND

Ito

:niatt7e716e"c7robtti,

edrooms, , both, Ma
frame wiebovelife.,

memo

an.m

C

rm. MI; bicycles:
wing chair:
00 sp. ft. floor Het 2 gal pains
1

Ittto

JuneClads11 11
re 4. Smell cop,

lane

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

oping and shorthand skills
Must be o selfotader and cop.
able of working vet

Des Garages. Ideal. ig

an

one

Meadow Tocc Apts. T59-6193

6

1964 Chevrolet Impala,

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

1970
TORNADO

All350

p

Plaid

Z't'3,;0:3

an

more. Bods Mr 0125 a
You take Owe,

each.

26,1435 or 882.3872 aft. 5.30.

Print solo; green cFr; dinette sett
coffee lbles end Iblet double

.5611Germoine In, EN crew
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toys ouch...
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Holl. Oodles of Weary

lounge chain
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SUPERVISOR
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0/0' 000025:.;R,57'"' "".

3-2855

NOON, 824-5068

Rolling Meadow,

ROLLING
MEADOWS

HANOVER PARK

102-Inichs,Irailets

,t

9,2 No3,259-7195.

CAMPER FOR RENT.

Back yard Sole.
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SPOTNAILS INC
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Pickup BEST OFFER

Witte Mt Pr

2IL:...Z Pr

PRODUCTION

cond. 145; 1965 OIDS
r"511111g'

840 5. Elmhurst Rd. Des PI

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hos, III,
439-0923

excel.

DELTA BM foe. oir,

good.

WILLIAMS LIQUORS

COOK COUNTY
111.1.1761161111=.111.11

Rea_Es

sc. 4sk.
00 N

Learn Me Llguor Trade

Nino of

Runs

MERCEDES,

"d' ""i97-NIZ

COLLEGE STUDENTS

PAYROLL CLERK
or

73.10 Bent Furnished Aparbneds

in Des Plaines 827.1126

BEAUTY OPERATOR

1967 VW Beetle.

extra
tronsinission, gonerotor 6 Gorier,
4.dr.,

1959

537.0,85

325 437.5117,5 pin

18.

Interesting trips

An Equal Opportuni, Employer

m000tovoilvi

11-Apts. and Rooms to Shaw

9 AM to 4 PM
GOOD PAY

2200 East Devon Ave. Dos Plaines, III.

III.

Clothing.

du
miNI

17,

Super Stil
27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

t00,40.e new 2,102. 01200.

112 Autorebiles For Sale

NORWOOD

. 6.11M

Stieff
M

good cond. 375; 7 ft. pool table

GliDearice25.01R

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Fork

piano. excel.
selling for
prico. 41-2571

clean. Must sell. MO cosh 6
take over paymnts. 774.5,20

368.

ffer

COITP.LF9FDET:0%.

Prov.

omporory office personnel

RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT CO.

Coll Mr. Lost of 537-1100, Est 234

Cho

Ianda,

/Toe disCOMA74/3'51111r!'"0.

FOOD STORES

To drive summer
bartered work.

Suburban ol... Bldg

3100. 8270259 aft 6.15

'65 MUSTANG, Me 3 speed

lothes,
c37

JEWEL

soo E. OWNrry.,Polotine

UNITED STATES

day Tues 6 Wod. 397.75,0

1963 PLYMOUTH, cloloor. 6 wt.,

16-01100 Furniture -Devices

Serge Stormalt Sleeps 6. Full,
equipped. 43,6114

DRIVERS

BLAIR

"'N'CIALL OUR PER2S07.3

FOR S,ALE., Blmk semf.solid cosTim

Jens I Id, anti. sliver, au., inn

FEMALE

359.6110

09-0340.

2

AT

69 Mustang Festdock sports op -

I. June 11 6 12,9 to 5,

Lance, Des Plaines:

SCHOOL BUS

salary 6 on DM

,

Three dogs pet week, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Mitr1,070010197.S*O7.0727t°63gx.

oale

oigoote Sol, June 16,

A

MO Chow II Nova, economy 6,

powev 32600 or offer. 3944230

CL 3.7344

tebnimoo, MO etc em s. con
dom., P. 255.757¢

ONLY

Clem 1'000 or best offer
CO1302 3710

Full

FREE 4 kinens. Mole 6 Ferraro

ocir:nisc.Mhid.6111d.1tems

Got Sole: TransNreed. chair, ibli,

er ben

Cprice.

Chevrolet

1969

5.n(77,,,KC,,,, chomp

DEPT.

=TA'

Skills

(Office

able indi-

lei t
o

F I 5-0500 EXT. 594
OFFICE PERSONNEL

2720 DesO1:irs Ave.

Be A Blair Temporary

SECRETA

Immediate op enings in
our executive office for
girls with secretarial experience. Strong clerical
and figure aptitude.
Light shorthqnd and
good typing skills required. Excellent fringe
benefits.

MUTU 1^ L

Inland

686-7740

DES RAMSES

290-]200, Fx2.361

week.

CALL tl56.0500

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

-

66a,h.l

modern office building.
Superior benefit program. 5 day. 361/ work

led

Utho firm in Elk Gr. Wage.

299.1200

cuLtoomsciatotiteuseceepn

Diversified duties. Periodic raises. Pleasant
working conditions in

°I.VitIll7g71118TP.1Z1,7cnessoon

send your resume or call for on appointment

09 RAWLS

salary fora good typist.

SECRETARY

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

Mammon s;rod,
253.8106

Funnshingsfumithre

FULL TIME

Full time typist. Excellent

Vs.reooc'

dale

A -N. ROBINS CO.

10 000 BTU 6 11,000 BTU, very
good condi 394.3136 oft6pm.

or ort,37;)" ""

blocks. Crap Bed,wftomd,

SECRETARIES

CLERK
TYPIST

AT O'HARE FIE LD '(where the acrion is)

/7

s0,2X.tI;17g"m05,2

1-flummage&OatageSale

00bwbon
,65.7070

Z3717

921-4681
Randhurst Center

259-5300, ost RR

112 Lute 1361es For Sale

112 AutemoHec For Cale

Phone Now -

1161 McCabe Ave, McGraw.

Mt Prospect

8,4 4772 after 6 f

Ready,

COSMETICS.

1AVON

OAR .REPRESENTATIVES

.....

FrodAssuirada

1413 Ellin...Del w. and*.

And the beauty and glamour of

437-3530

945 EIS Grove

auto

cCIZ'res71750'COiat:L'e s'teTZ'S'37

High School
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26 Help Wanted Women

Friday lung 12 1970

Wogs Pets &Equipment

Full 11110 new position

Lobatill=rr

nforsl Chernioabf

437-7933 bacon 586 pm

Allis Chalmers Sales IS Service

aummax..
Noon., ownono,loqr ocmmt'

Proem., orders NOP
ond
st,
ospitalizati on
Great Hai°
wbh

12 Miscellaneous Sterchenrhse

Completely recond d 2 fu

2641elp Wanted Women
26 Hetp Wanted Women

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

2111014 Wanted Men & Women

Fnday lune 12 1970

page IR

GMO HEADQUARTER

IN PARK RIDGE
53 NORTHWEST 1110HWAY

Corner Northwest Highway

Mon., Fri. 9-9
Saturday 9.5

Phones: 1325.71
Chicago 774-B171
CLOSED SUNDAY

'NORWOOD
FORDING
6333 N. HARLEM
RO - 3-1 500
DAILY 9 to 9,
SATURDAY 9 to 6
SUNDAY 11 to 6

Page 20
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DRIVE

A

,

Deal??

A

IT HOME
0

Wige

-

ARE YOU AND YOUR CAR OVERHEATED LOOKING
FOR THE BEST DEAL?? WELL COOL DOWN AND
COME SHOP IN OUR AIR CONDITIONED, CARPET-

100 W. Golf Rd. 894-1300 Schaumburg,

' ED SHOWROOMS, WE'VE GOT THE COOLEST
PRICES!!

AIR CONDITIONING SALE
I

1970 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

FROM OUR

SUMMER

:SALE-ABRATION
'68 CAMARO
RAUEY SPORT
$2095
Red, big 350 engine, 4 speed,
cord top, radio, heater, white .
walls.

.

'67 ALPINE

$1095 is
Fun car, beautiful condition.
ROADSTER

%lc

2 door hardtop, AIR CONDITIONING, V-8,
turbo hydramatic steering, brakes,
tinted glass, green with green vinyl
top, radio, white sidewalls, wheel
covers, fender skirts. Decor mouldings,
pre -driven.

I

'

.

'too

,11

'67 PONTIAC
CATAUNA

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED

,

.

power steering, power 0_
brakes, radio, white walls.

$1195

:

:

0
a

walls. Perfect condition

'65 CHEV't
MAUBU

'67 PONTIAC

Factory air, power steering,
power brakes, radio, V-8,
automatic, white wall tires,
luggage rack Ideal family

4 door, hard top, factory air

Car

'

$595

..

Hard top, V-8, 3 speed box,
radio, heater, white walls.

:

'0

2 door, hard top, V.8, automatic, power steering, radio,

11

white wall tires , Sharp condi-

$495

tion
.

.

'64 FALCON
2 door, hard top, V-8, stick shift,
radio, white walls

.

$2195

Midnite blue, 4 speed, radio, .

.. :

'

I

white walls.

I
.

'63 PONTIAC
.

GRAND PRIX

O

ne2e9d5s
.

paint.

brakes,
tires.

radio, white

wall

tioning and many, many morel!

$1895

2587

ROM

4 door, hard top, gold exterior, white interior, white
top, full power, air condi-

150 NEW CARS IN STOCK
,

Come See ... Come Save

INSTANT DELIVERY, NO

$2395

'67 FORD
GALAXIE "SOO"

'67 MUSTANG

'66 MERCURY
MONTEREY

'65 UNCOLN
CONTINENTAL

Convertible, V-8, automatic,

Hard top, factory air, vinyl
top, V-8, automatic, power
steering, console, tinted

2 door, hard "top, V-8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof, white wall

Factory air, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater,

power steering, power
brakes, radio, white walls,
power top

PAYMENTS .TIL SEPTEMBER

glass.

$1395

:

Lem without air conditioning.

'66 CADILLAC.
SEDAN DeVILLE

$1595

tires.

$1795'

-

-

white wall tires.

$1195

$995

:
:

.:

+iR CYFOL---1°

,

.......

.

BO -MAR

cZ-- e?eees

MOTORS

.

298-2006 :
655 Pierson Des Plaines j

power steering, power

tioning.

.

A real nice earl

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE ON ALL CARS

conditioning, V -B, automatic,

'67
COMET
CALIENTE

4 door, V-8, automatic, radio,.
power steering, white walls,.

3 deuces, 4 speed,

Inc: White Wall tires, Deluxe wheel covers, all
syncro transmission, carpeting, Ford safety features, full factory equipment including air condi-

PRICED AT

2 door, hard top, V-8, auto- _
matic, radio, heater. SHARP! ;

'64 FORD CUSTOM

BONNEVILLE

$2295

$995

'65 MUSTANG

MERCURY 2 DR.11T

'68 CHEVY
IMPALA WAGON

:

we

2 door, hard top, automatic, l;
power steering, radio, white

'64 CORVETTE

i

$1395

2 door, hardtop, automatic,

'66 CHEVY
IMPALA

1970

I
0

: I

I
II

MERCURY

Chicagolands Largest
Lincoln-Mercury
Dealer

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5700
Chicago -SP 4-2121

LOW SELLING PRICE!
PLUS

LOW INSURANCE COST!
PLUS

LOW GAS EXPENSE!
PLUS

LOW MAINTENANCE COST!
1020 W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
2 Blocks Northwest of Euclid Ave.
Arlington Hts., Ill.

IIIMMII

ADDS UP TO ECONOMY!

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
warmer, chance of thun-

ARV 1409419

2554400

derstorms; low In lower 70s.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny,
humid, chance of thunderstorms; high in lower 90s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volunie

5,

Minter 41

Monday, June 15, 1970

district urged

Girl dies
as cycle,

car collide

o combat

A Chicago girl was killed
Saturday night when the motorcycle which she was riding

oh collided with an auto at
Rand and Kensington Rds.,
Mount Prospect.
: Jane Eileen Kaseseberg, 20,
was pronounced dead at Holy

reek flooding

Family Hospital. Raymond L.
Miller, 22, who is stationed at
Great Lakes Naval Base, was
treated for a fractured left
ankle and was released to the
Qreal Lakes Hospital. Miller
was driving the motorcycle.
: Police said an auto driven
by Janet J. Johns, 18, of Crystal Lake, northwest on Rand
struck Miller's motorcycle

By Maureen McNassar
State Rep. Eugene Schlickman, (R -Arlington Heights),
told about 40 residents of Prospect Heights yesterday, that a
drainage district should be
formed to cover the entire
McDonald Creek watershed.

Which was going southeast on
Rand Rd.

Miss Johns was charged
with failure to yield -right-ofway. She is to appear in Mount
Prospect Court July 22.

A 22 -year -old sailor, Raymond Miller, sits on the curb in a
daze Saturday night near the ambulance which is taking away his
20 -year -old girlfriend, Jane Eileen Kaseberg of Chicago, after

SIMON

Crash at race
track hurts 4

gUSURS\

Four Chicagoans were in-

SAYS

jured Saturday

afternoon
when the auto they were in col-

lided with another auto on a
private drive at Arlington

was slow and quiet.
'

claimed their township's an-

of township tax collector will
'be introduced during the current special session pf the Il-

stitutional,

Final form of the legisla-

nual

meeting

was

uncon-

ACCORDING TO Floyd
Fulle, Cook County commissioner and Maine Township

tion, which will be submitted

Republican
committeeman,
the proposed tax collectOr law

as an amendment to some pre-

would allow townships to col-

viously introduced bill, was
worked out Friday at a meeting in Chicago of Republican

lect taxes, retain a 11/2 per cent

suburban township com-

mitteeman, legislators and
township officials.
In. another development,
Circuit Court Judge Samuel B.

Epstein Friday ruled against
five south suburban Bremen

Township citiiens

who

commission and then pass on
what'S left after they take out

their expenses to all government bodies that levy taxes in
their township.
The 11/2 per cent commission is the same amount retained by the county treasurer
on taxes he collects, Fulle said.
Under the proposed legisla-

Kopp Park pool next to Dempster Junior
High School in Mount Prospect did not
open Saturday as scheduled.

The Mount Prospect Park district administration now promises an opening date
of July I, a Wednesday.
Delivery of special glass for the building

being constructed to cover the pool was
delayed by the strike, park officials said.

The American Red Cross course for
those who wish to qualify for certification
as water safety aids and water safety instructors, will be presented from 9 a.m. to
noon.
Registration for the courses is to be at 9
a.m. today, at Lions Park pool.

ments and to maintain these
improvements, they should
form a legal body to represent
them.

said that the clear liquid appeared to be a low grade of nit-

int a mixture of nitroglycerin

roglycerin and TNT mixed together. Police said the bottles

and TNT wrapped in cotton in

FRIDAY'S flood was compared to that of June 2, which
caused an estimated $100,000

were taken to Fort Sheridan

in damage.

afternoon
found 5 small bottles contain-

for a chemical analysis.

"This last flood was about
as serious as the June 2 one,
though the

bottles to Vercruysse's
home where they notified po-

bodies, Fulle explained.

"FOR EXAMPLE, Maine
Township high schools make
up about 35 per cent of my tax
bill," Fulle said. "They would
receive 35 per cent of whatever remains of the 11/2 per
cent fee after the collector's
expenses are taken out."

In addition, the proposed
legislation would give tax levying authority to township

the annual

"What this amounts to

is

that the town board of auditors

will have the authority to hold'
public hearings and adopt a
budget, making it just like all

lice.

_ The boys told police that
they had been clearing out the

gym locker area at Hersey
High when they found a camera case in one of the lockers.
Police said some of the bottles
were marked Nitro and were

packed in cotton. They also
found a small wrist -watch type

mechanicism in the case, but
there were no wires attaching
the watch to the explosive.
Police notified the Army
Bomb Disposal Unit from
Fort Sheridan, Highwood.
Staff Sergeant Donald Boyer

Creek
mittee.

Heights, voted unanimously
to begin steps to form a district.

School District 57

Schlickman recommended,
as one of the initial steps, the
hiring of an attorney, preferably a man who is particularly

School,

700 W. Lincoln, Mount
Prospect; 8 p.m.
School District 23 Board
executive session, Mac-

interested in the area and
drainage problems.
School District 23 board

Arthur Junior High, 700
N. Schoenbeck Rd., Prospect Heights, 7:30 p.m.

members Donald McKay was
appointed to head a committee

59

to work on preliminary plan-

Board, 2123 S. Arlington

ning of the district.

Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

EXPLAINING HOW to
(Continued on page 2)

By Jan Bone

fully explained in a special bul-

that the public school boards
would lease our schools and
leave the teachers and pupils

letin mailed from the Archen-

dorsed legislation, if passed,
will get around a decision last

year by the Illinois Supreme
Court upholding a circuit
court ruling declaring the former two per cent collection
of suburban
commissions
collectors

uncon-

stitutional.

Pastors throughout the Chicago Archdiocese mailed back
a "School Crisis" question-

diocese June 8.

naire today to the Catholic

the

School Board.

One question pastors were
asked to discuss with parish
school boards: "Do the majority of your parishioners wish to
engage in a 'demonstration of
strength' whereby all Catholic

Excess funds from tax collections formerly were used to

elementary schools in the
Archdiocese would not reopen
in September, either for a peri-

operate the

od of two or three weeks, or

townships and
were given to local elementary
schools. Many townships also
awarded excess funds
to

agencies without taxing powers, such as mental health clinics and senior citizen groups.

Lnduded in emergency work recently completed by staleverkers

on McDonald Creek was an area in Boy Scout Park in Prospect
Heights, where the channel is narrow. This worker is removing
some of the branches cut last week along a 300 -foot stretch, where
some 20 trees that blocked the stream's flow were removed. Though

the area was flooded during both the June 2 and June 12 rainstorms, officials say last week's cleanup lowered the creek level
noticeably during Friday night's storm. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

Rainstorm cut power
to 4,000 homes in area"
Friday night's rain storm resulted in loss of electrical power for an estimated 4.000

Catholic schools debate
closing to force state aid

said.

THE REPUBLICAN

Com-

subdivision of Prospect

p.m.

'School District

Improvement

The 40 residents, mainly
from the Country Gardens

nance Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Board
of Health, Village Hall; 8
Lincoln

receded

chairman of the McDonald

Mount Prospect Fi-

Board,

waters

quicker," said Jack Gilligan,

Meetings

Mount Prospect, and David
Adams, 16, of 1160 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights, took

tion fee would be distributed
proportionately among taxing

Schlickman told them that

students Saturday

the

township

'

to get effective action on state
appropriations for improve-

The two boys, Robert Ver-

Lion, he said, township collectors each year, would submit
budgets to the board of auditors for approval. The surplus
from their 11/2 per cent collec-

ship electors at
town meetings.

ments.

cruysse,15, of I0 N. Stevenson,

other governments," Fulle
What the weather could not do, the
truck strike and lockout accomplished:

Explosive found
at high school

range plans for creek improve-

day's rain storm, had met to
discuss immediate and long-

school.

boards of auditors. That authority now belongs to town-

Strike keeps
pool closed

The residents, plagued with
severe flooding during last Fri-

the gym locker area of the

Legislature to get bill
to retain twp. tax man
Legislation aimed at ensuring the. existence of the office

his motorcycle collided with an auto at Rand and Foundry Rds..,
Mount Prospect. Miss Kaseberg, of Chicago, was killed in the
crash. (Photo by Dan Bolas)

Two Hersey High School

You're an old timer if you remember when 'long hair' music

Park Race Track.

linois General Assembly.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 Pages

until such time as the General
Assembly in special session
provide state aid?"

The possibility of closing
Catholic schools for Septem-

ber and October was more

right there.

"IT MAKES NO

sense,"

bulletin reads, "to shut
down except as a way of guaranteeing the continued operation of the schools for the remainder of the year.
"By shutting down, the
Board meant that it would

"THESE NEGOTIA-

TIONS will begin immediately.

they

are

successful,

should be warned in advance
not to be too confident about

negotiate with public school

the prospect for success.
"The legal and adminis-

boards to ask them to accept all

of our pupils as public school
pupils and to employ our
teachers as public school
teachers,

"If

many of our financial problems will disappear. But you

trative, problems -may be so
complex as to make the plan
unworkable.

"Since there are very few
public school

"NEVERTHELESS,
districts with
we
sufficient classroom space to will begin next week to negoaccommodate
all of our tiate seriously in an attempt to
youngsters, we would expect make the public school sys.

terns realize that they have a
responsibility for the education of every child."
Other sections of the questionnaire that pastors are mail-

homes in Des Plaines, Park
Ridge, Rolling Meadows and
Prospect Heights at

I I p:m.
That estimate was given by
Walter Lambert, district superintendent for Commonwealth

Edison.
The blackout,

He

added

Gripe
Of The

asked

insist that

.children he taught by Catholic
school teachers employed by
the public schools as part-time
(Continued on page 2)

Prospect

According to Roger John-

methods of enrolling Catholic
school children as part-time
public school pupils.
Pastors were asked if parents would insist that the children, even though enrolled as
part-time public school pupils,
remain on Catholic school

THEY WERE ALSO

that

Heights had suffered a partial
power losS earlier in the day,
but that service was restored
there by 6:30 p.m., only to go
out again during the storm.
son,

if parents would

by

Lambert said.

ing back dealt with various

premises the whole clay.

caused

lightning. "fuse problems and
various wiring difficulties,"
was over by 5 a.m. Saturday,

public relations super -

Day
To

save

(

trading stamps

for months, finally have
enough, then find the item
is discountinued.
J.M.N.

Rep. Schlickman key igure in state aid battle
By Richard Crabb
(First of Three Articles)
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (R -3d
Dist.) of Arlington Heights is emerging as
"the key figure in the continuing statewide

.controversy over public aid to private
schools.

Schlickman, a Catholic, is chairman and

general manager of the Illinois General
Assembly's commission, established in

.

its spring session to work out some public
aid to private schools formula have failed,
nothing will be done until after the

est of all state issues simply because he de-

Schlickman commission report and rec-

cided more than two years ago that much

omniendations are available.

Many times during the spring session
just completed, senators and representatives said on the floor of the House and
Senate that they refused to support any

THE ARLINGTON Heights legislator
is placed in this key position in this sharpmore needed to be known about the private
grade and high schools in Illinois.
He put his thoughts in a bill and presented it to the legislature. It was approved and

Schlickman was made head of the study

proposal until the Schlickman report is

commission.

-1969, to study private elementary and secondary schools in the sta:e.
The state is investing $ l00,000 in the

available early next year.
Sen. John Graham (R -3d dist.) of Barrington who said that he could not support

"We are in the process of greatly expanding the public information about pri-

undertaking. The commission is under

any of the many proposals to aid private
schools with public funds made at the

"mandate to make a report and recommenllations only 71/2 months from now, Feb. 1,
1971.

NOW THAT the legislature's efforts in

spring session, expects that the Schlickman

commission report will clarify this complicated issue and may make a recommendation which he could support.

vate schools in the state. It is amazing how
little information there was when our commission began its work," Schlickman said.
Schlickman and the commission organ-

ized a three -pronged attack on the problem. The commission members are gather-

ing general information from the private

schools, the public schools, and the public.
A RESEARCH devision was organized
and his headed up by Dr. Donald A. Erickson, assistant profession of education at the
University of Chicago who devotes his full
time to the task. Erickson had earlier stud-

ied in detail private education in Rode
Island and Michigan. It is the function of
Erickson's staff to collect a comprehensive
report on all important aspects of the private school system in the state.
Because the constitutional issue is so important, the Schlickman commission
organized a department to study the legal
problems involved should the commission

recommend use of public funds to help
private schools.

HEADING THIS departitient is Prof.
Philip Kurland, professor of law in the

University of Chicago Law School. Kurland is generally regarded as the foremost

authority on state constitutional law in Illinois.

Dr. Kurland has told the Schlickman
commission that public aid to private
schools in certain forms could be constitutional.

Before the University of Chicago law
school teacher accepted the assignment
with the commission, he said ,frankly that
he was personally opposed to public aid to
private schools. He further said that if the
commission recommended such public
aid, he was of the opinion that in certain
forms, the aid could be constitutional.

Next: Schlickman Commission's problem: Getting Chicago School District to
co-operate.'
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Dist. 214 board -teacher
negotiations are 'amicable'
Although no agreement has
Men 'reached. District 214
teacher salary negotiations arc

"proposing

adieamiY-"
spokesman said Friday.

o

A target settlement date has
not
decided.ng ebnliegLIta,,::
ton oo of rho

moan win meet
agaiwarn

al 6 p.m.. tomorrow in

the Administration Center.

hope we can reach an
agreement in the very near fu-

ture.. Vincent Carton, Chairman of the teacher's group
told The Day in telephone

by Donald Totten,
Schaumburg RepuNican tom -

sided with students and (amity
recently in challenging a wom-

an's citicism of Harper College activities.
Robert J. Wilson, Jr., 309S.

Waverly, told Harper trus.s
Thursday that

mineeman.
TOtten recently censored
Harper College's flag low-

ming event saying that only
the

United States prrsident
had authority to lower the flag.

Like Mn. Pointer, Wilson

corm

told she trustees he has no chit -

made by Sirs. Chester
Pointer.
Rolling Meadows
"cannot go unchallenged."
Mrs. Pointer. a Harper district tairsayer with no 0151of her own at the community

darn at Harper, but is a tax.

recent

college, scolded Harper officials May 13. She decried the
college's

half-staff

flying of

the' American flag in accordawe with student wishes,

SHE ALSO LAMBASTED
faculty, trustees, and students
for porsual of what she termed

Parer supporter of the college.

91 BELIEVE THAT this
school and any school of higher learning belongs to the stu-

or the faculty," Wilson said,
nrsponding to Mrs. Pointer's
remark on self-interest.
Mrs. Pointer's attack on the

election of a student (Larry

said.

"This

Word chairman as the hus-

ho e

.00

heo young

s

tan o the

t
tided.

band of Hmnah, a recently de-

to Me students.
He said that "coffee -klatch-

ors who fail to attend board
meetings

and

who critic.

HE CITED LEGAL authoriities and a Chicago news-

paper so correct 0 statement

English

del..-

"valid point,"
Wilson said because few citia

Catholic schools debate
closing to force state aid
(Corcioned from Pace H

parish board and parish advi-

public school employes.
Pastors were told that

a

sory council met Fr school
wth
the pastor to discus

bk

HE CLOSED 11LS remarks
with a reference to thous
Christ" who he said ems also
and

anarchist.

The chairman of the board
arlier requested that the au-

agenda was heavy with dis-

ceived-

meeting. She personally deliv-

Board policy requires notification of audience participa-

tin generally written in adhave been allowed to make

cilia school

pertinent

mhool classes. mixed in with
other public school pupils. bY
public school teachers.
Some

churches.

like

St.

Thomas or Villanova in Palatine. mimeographed mead.naires and distributed them to
members at weekend names.

OTHERS HAD parish
school boards fill out

ques-

tionnaim

At St. Jan.; in Arlington

osier also raid sent

Audience

vance.

as awarded the Gary A.
ble., was

during

in "sprinkling of isolated cases

amounting to about an additrsoH 100 phones that were
out due to wet line, or route

Recipient
of biological
traineeship

James children were enrolled
as public school part-time pm
pih. the majority of parish
board members would prefer
to ace them stay on Catholic

Putting up lac flag al the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roger W.
anteater SOPS. Elm, Mount Prrspeck
observance of Flag Day
yesterday were Mary and Jennifer Spiegler and Kim, Lynn and
Sue Partridge of 918 S. School, Mount Prrspect.

lines being knocked down."

For most of the homes ef-

fected. Johnson said los of
phone service began late Friday night.
Police and fire departments
in the northwest area reported

towns with some flooding rm
ported were: Palatine, Arlin,
Ina Heights, Mount Prospect.
Wheeling, Buffalo Grove. Elk
Grove Village and Prospect

903 S. Wears -1y was awarded.,

Heights has been appointed

as

marketing development manager on the corporate staff of
Universal Oil Products Company. Hemel was formerly
manager

for

Knowles

Experts

dody,

ibraoga FAel, by Doy PubleoY
nc

117 S.Aeon.

.0016

60003,

Mal.. Ilk

pt. sons: 33 conu a

eck home a.m., On et
.s. mai n., 617.00 e
yean

was .

Newzaand pr. 10

emelt

Second elm, peerage Pond m

Electronics. Franklin Park.

in

xi

REPARS
REMOOEUNO

No Job
Too WG argue!)

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
34611. Wolf Rd
Wheefeig,111

53756020

ti

:r

in the
n

All irdo

'''VeV;son.

an

a,

0.n an rerun anh,

has been antique hunting la
Wisconsin.

items became we will need a
lot for the three days.

docks. and many Rent including china and glassware.

..1011N IGOE from Arlington Heights will serve ai

"WE DECIDED to include
animals too," Clay continued

auctioneer." Clay concluded.

-The pig was donated by Clam

There will be surprises and

Fme "Red" Greenwald of the
armer's

Inn, Trevor. Wb.

That's a little north of An -

by the score plus the fact

W
that the entire

proceeds am

given to local, state and =Ronal philanthropies.

"Amen and Busse is donat-

ing a Shetland pony, A miniature black poodle is being
donated by the Mount. Pros pail State Bank. There will be
gerbils, too.

"Merchants bale donated
wiga(Bertha 0' Beauty), FBK
Realtym sent over a Weber

When them is run to be had
and work to be done you can
bet Ms Lions 50 love rouging good time doing it.

Bring your antiquing fever
to the Lions' Club Public Auction, there is sure to he 'something grrrreot just for you.
Azad what if you win the pig7

of at One P.M

cooker and there Is an tee

Just think

cream chum gem by Good -

chops, Man and swages.

"Soomm000meem" mots Clayton Meyer as be softly strokes the public auction debuting at the Mount Prospect Lion's Club
the ear of Me 350-nound pig, donated by Red Greenwald of the annual Fourth of July Carnival bemfit. All proceeds are for
Farmer's Inn, Trevor, Wis. This pork -chop -on -the -hoof will be philanthropic endeavors. If you wiLsh to make any donation for
one of hundreds of items scheduled to go under the hammer at the auction, not necessarily packers, call Clay at 255-2500.

IVIPHistorical Society to preserve Central

sentative would be sent to meet

Furry program for

ba

PH newcomers

Robert Ferguson Cutout School principal, nuns riser the school flag for preservation by the
historical swell. to Mrs Bittner The fig which new user the mend, was purchased last Deceln
bed bee the student conned Other terms included the Central School banner end PTA minutes that

dated huh to December 1930 Prmident and vim president of the student courted hold plaque In
the background

The Prospect lielyJUs WetWagon
NSWCOMas
Club will meet at 7 p.m.Tinirs-

gram will be prow:owl by 1.
Himmel & Sara, WM.. Siving hints in the seleeilon and

day, lone 18, at the Holiday

care of film.
All Newcomers in Prospect

Lorne

Inn in Mount Prospect.

Hors

The

nlm Valor Muer past president of the Mount Prospect Hrstanati Somets accepts the origt
nal plaque in bronze from Central School dated 1927 from student colakcIl president Bruce Mrsge
and sloe premdent Mike Engthous

MEADOWDALE APARTMENTS
-

5

With

Apehorices °MIMI< Tile 96111 Shower Bd.

Mr, and Mo. Charles S
their drsghter, lane Atm. to
Ron Richardson. son or Mr.
and Mrs. Errol F. Richardson,
oho of Mount Prospect.

Miss Beesley is a junior at
Stout Hate University in Menonornie, Wis., and her fiance.
also a junior. attends Lawrence University in Appleton.
Wts. They are both 1968 grad.

IA01E04411 OCCVPANCII

may Sr Puha tnetuded NeSetandCenTiesided

ADJACENT TO LARGE
SHOPPING CENTER AND

110110110

Over 18 rock dances begin

SWIMMING POOL
Near Churches, Schools ma Parks

Dining the summer months

County Farm

rock

group

fix St Raymond .rstorium
11 play Admrsman 13 SI per
wall
omn to all young Noon The amble.= Is It

Rental Office: 303 AVADOVIDAII ORM
Corpeotersville, Ill. Phone 428-6404

Heights interested 'in joiniue
dm club should call Mrs. Wit limn Pierce at 824-6465 ion
further information.

&este, of Mount' Prospect announce the engagement of

* Includes NEAT, WATER & GAS

Foyc.,,..d. Cellemkeyed Modern Wawa

be

Engaged

$170* "lb

ONLY

par will

...rued and thesutrew dub ofilcars will he itolalled. The pro.

vr

2

I

monk in Oh arev IA SLIT tind
S Elmhurst Mount Peal
nee
pool
The °gating rock dance wdl
If the response to this du.
be held Friday Wm 19 at
imouraging the auditorium

The &Leawood will be open ehn nights a

umes of Prospect High School.

Richardson has been
awarded a scholarship for lira

othoe rsenings to be
Placard aft. opening siss
wed,

next

two

years by

the Air

Force and will he serving after
his graduation. '

There lull be adult chaperons
at vach dance

No date). been set for the
wedding.

An) folk or rock groups that
would like to piny ow contact
Mr, Locke at 211 1006

Can't keep it under our hat any longer!

-

Sane Ann Beesley

ggclommeigeomemosMOROX9NOMeoffRee,666RIRROMMMION

It ism a hypos flan of hallos for afirs KennethOdmark and
Rev Leo Coggin, pastor of St Raymond Catholic Church in
Mount Prospect Rev Kenneth [(tenure has been affiliated with
the parish fora year Outgoing president, Mrs C Bartman, later
announcsd that all monies raised during the year were mane
dotal, imnsd ma to the school smence departmeM

We have a Vacation Club

By Catherine O'Donnell

Seagate ...... elleasetreacteesseeeeseessse
Page I

Amotuttitif

So simple

_

Start now
from June 1 to June 30

our plans
to fit your plans

club, Mrs Wm Oaken while
Mrs John blown joins in the
greeting Mn Morin will as the duties of membership
far the second term
The gala fasinon Maw and an
Chme
airman

sad luncheon was held lost
at Arlington Towers.
Fashions were by Bramsonv

week

When it's all paid up, we'll
add 41/2% interest and you'll be on your way
$ 2.00
$ 3.00
$ 4.00
$ 5.00
$10.00

ASIR

International Poly -flex Ind., is bringing le the attention of Me
public an amazing resurfacing application at prices never heard

weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks
weekly payment for 50 weeks

it

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

NO

- PHONE
HONE

29876170

INTERNATIONAL POLY-FLFIcINC:
965 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES011.1LNOIS 60016

Happy hellos at
a Spring Fling

F77,

fiberglass. 00 NOT CONFUSE WITH EPDXY,

thserstirstumwsowammummisammommarsauertebsrmHslym
ummte masa

A FULL
SERVICE

BANK

THEBANK

renhancettor Insured to

$10.0

&Trust Company of Arlington. Heights

bean Nand ibunt

in the Arlington Markel Shopping Center

howensatenearniati

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 256-7900

Little Shop

$100 plus interest
$150 plus interest
$200 plueinterest
$250 plus interest
$500 plus interest

of before. Literally a CARPET Of STONE

A etimpletely PARRIED system now nurses it possible to rem,
lose floors, walks, drives, e.t.a., id beautiful solid quartz
stone. Can be had in o choice of colors and H reinforced with

Ifilares Harsh Romans Eattor
Mon ay tune 15 1970
OPPOPUL110,02000110001,000011LP OROOR
2000g

Sister loan \principal of St
Raymond Catholic School
congrolulatrs the newly elect
ed president of the woman

Pick one of

BEFORE

.oPnals will conc., a pubRe

village officials have indicated

810 p m

Legal
Notice 1
fre"egt:VZe'lrootlfil%

oming original works. Historical society officers collectibles
or near antiques, and Clayton

SCHLICKMAN. said I hit

0,1150ttinerill of thothielimordtwor Offar.33-

Stockton. R a member of Stami Phi Epsilon, and has been
active in student government.

O01011,3600 Igrchoff goad, Rolling
odais,
2anIng

ART LEAGUERS ere do-

krona, copper pans, antique

ran There am lob of Other

A buffer

RROSPECIOAV

Ina -

PUBLIC NOTICE

r

Sudety.

inany individuals."

with the officials.
They discussed the possiConcerning the Sea Line bility of asking Arlington
problem, he said that the backHeights either to require buildup caused by the inadcquatc ems to make some provifion
structure is probably 6nur ma- for water retention or to hold
concern.
up permits on construction unprHe said that pressure has hithe creek is improved. i
been put on the railroad by his
Schuld said that law prO.
committee. Rep. Schlickman
and the State Division of Ws- mots property owners frm
o
temays, to gel the culvert having to accept accelerated
rebuilt.
runoff in such situations as ,
&Rickman said that if the 1st on McDonald creek, but il
Soo Line does not correct the would take a lawsuit to get ac -

problem, it ultimately will be

Historical

Seri ms haw QuesteD, and

industry uses.

8eANSAUS

A CARPET OF STONE

Pub, Nt. it hereby groan that

Leanne,

lid developments as well as

SpaclOus

Re, MingPon
and 772

Area resident Floyd J. Demel. 13 Leon Ln. P. Prospect

clock --service was restored to
the area by 3 a.m. Sunday
moMing."

chaff

"We hove been collecting
hems from local merchente,
from the Mount Prospect Art

About runoff from Arling-

said that the major-

Somers, ab some
el.
flenk 17 5 ikl,mon Asighlt

Appointed

i!President and auction
'man, Clayton Meyer.

ton Heights. Gilligan said that
village has allowed Vag, per.
tion of the land to be zoned for
apartment and other maiden-

Hoffman Estates area.
"We last one large cable there
and crews worked around the

grew
ees/11p
program supported by

the National Science Faun..
tion.

Ali year," according to put

done.

ity of homes effected were in

goring in biology in Culver -

cars OUE
PLUMBING PRO

held daily for the annual them day fund raising event is new

Among his 'IBMs'. la a high
wheeled wagon, milk eons,

the

Johnson. son of Mr. and
the
the outstanding member of the
tennis team.
A graduate of Pros,.

funds are available this veer
for improvement of the creek,
the state has prodded enter -

H

held recently.

Mrs. Leonard Johnson Jr. of

"The public auction to bc

ern portion of the creek in Arlington Heights.

under a graduate train-

On vacation

parents would not insist that
children be taught by Catholic
sehoal teachers employed by
public scitooh os part-time

High School. Johnson is

being compiled.
Gilligan said that though no

and development on the north-

school premises the whole day.

HOWEVER, OSTLER said
that parish hoard members felt

sion would be established to
represent and administer the
district.

July weekend.

a

the intersection of Euclid and an interest in thing with
Wolf Rds., 2. the creek itself, Prospect Heights on the probwhose channel is no longer lems.
The residents at yesterday's
sufficient to handle area sorm
water mnofft S. overgrowth meeting decided Mat a tea

limited flooding. Among the

Patricia Sr. Rade of 212 S

sales

Results of that study ore now

Prospect, and Des. Plaines,
He described the creek
problems as: the Soo Line railroad culvert downstream of

Day by Day

if

Wins Glick award
Glick
during Student
Leadership Day ceremonies

members

comments
the discussions.

}Rights. 16 members of the 'public school employes.

Tom Johnson of !Mount
Prospect. a senior at CulverStockton College in Canton,

(Continued from Parr 11
Johnson said that there seas

board meeting, June 22.

Wilson told The Day he tent
his teller by registered mail.

approve the district, a commis.

tershed are Buffalo Grave,
Wheeling Arlington Heights,
PrOspec I Heights. Mount

a

oits

ered a note to Hamill later is
the meeting requesting per
to meals at the next

study of the Des Plaines River.

IN THE McDonald Creek

rainstorm cut power to 4,000 homes

Miss Riffle will be a can&

that is.

if k meant
fora Meek or two in most

'

date for the MS and Ph. D. dm

request to Harper at least 0
week before last Thursday's

put before the people. If they

levying a tax.

SALARY RANGES wesupport m

MRS. JO ELLEN
told The Day she mailed a

Schliekman said that obi.

Some piggiet' go to market
but this one will not ,
it Ls
going to the Lion's Club suedes in be held the Fourth of

power of assessment. but not of

mu
be approved by the leseh- j1.

CI.AWES of Prospect Heights

school board. told The Day
eat object to ',hazed time" -that

James would support

to
118'

from $6,700 for a teacher with
a bachelor's degree and no experience to $13,540 for a
teacher with 30 hours work beyond a master's degree and 16

By Delores Hugh

single purpose municipal cor. gency funds for cleaning it and
potation and would have the Some of the work is still being

The 1969-70 school term
ended Frisky.

Lion's auction

no funds for major improvemem will be available until

the creek and in 1969 the legis.
!attire voted to include an engi.

Schlickman said that such a
district would be considered a

" Berry said.

University of Arizona.

Flamer,s Ostler. of the parish
St

dossntact them .about negoda.

cussion material.
Albert in Mount Prospect was
Hammitt announced that recently named recipient of
Wilson's remes0 to speak was traineeship for advanced study
the oath written request re- in biological sciences at the

either7r quo7;
kifi've1
tioa meant that Patents would

enrollment of chitden for half a day in a pudic

mer vacation, it is difficult to
e
just how long n will take

only lead to a positive post-

son's short speech because the

on RYan,
menu), had

the

lion," he stated.

Wilson stressed, wss
co trovermai, but nonetheless
something "the students ac complished through the demo -

cr., Process"

-w
No
that
teacher.
hue been dismissed for sum-

or board. Honest dis-

frain from comments on Wil-

,

,

WaS

68.035.000.

sem °w
when necessary and good
honest communication can

dience and board members re-

ty member's recent Whetting
of the Harper district as -conservative,"
That faculty member (Mars

should be more informed.

or the board. I do not want a

E FLAG LOWERING

Wilson agreed with a Wean-

withOut complete knowledge.

ention °i'd.fr°.

ey has

used of being a reactionary

OWwa
decisi

comuntaity con, boom,/

'i do not feel that the fatal-

rubber stamp faculty, adminis-

lic institution.

bated candidate for a Harper
trustee post, asserted that the

the

nity, the Board, the President,

consideration for the school
which she emphasized is pub-

Wilson, who was in-

or eel support

dicta. to the administration

troduced by James Hamill.

temporHybossion
set up.
mmi

submission to the
'THE GENERAL P.M, ers before
r
lation has Mae knowledge of i°' education.
hat confronts the board and
what
Wr
diserinteachers
faculty in the operation of this hod
them 0a,11
school and until the general
population takes this inter., proved by thc board on June 2.
-how can they knowledgeably
school?," Wilson asked.

CONCERNING the creek
channel. Schlickhom said that

After the required informs- November. 1971.
He said that in 1968, $111111
lion is submitted to the courts.
a hearing will be held and a was apportioned for a study on

Cation. an Elk Grove High
School guidance counsdor,
mom took serious interest in was mabk to mend the conHarper -until a few neeks ference.

dents and is not here for the
glorification of the commu-

Moats). the Harper board because students wanted their
own repr
on the
board wasno
not factual, Wilson

-their own interests" without

lion will have to be signed by o
majority of adult property
owners owning at least one
Mirt1 of the land. he said.

date.

ago" when more residents began attending board meetings.

man.

as, he reeling study of the crack in

academic year

This piggie is going to

drainage

the Circuit Court. This pate

The total teacher salary figure budgeted far the 1969-70

made

a

formal petition rot he filed with

Rodent, was reluctant to venture on a plausible settlement

terView.

up m the state to get the work'

distrid. done. Legally the Spa Line is
Schlklonan said that the not responsiNg for humming
group will have to prepare a the structure, Said Schack.

Retry, assistant to the superb.-

Mt. Prospect resident
sides with students, faculty
on flag -lowering issue
A Mount Prospect resident

(Cdonnordirom Poet' 11

form

DURING A PRESS can
femme last Friday. Stephen

Criticism challenged

By K. C. Radtke

,The day's prospects

Combat creek floods

Monday tune IS 1970

Among the hundreds of members and guests of the St Raymond Catholic Woman's Club
luncheon seated at geranium bedecked tables, were Mrs. Richard Schwarz ad Mn Edward L
Dougherty The theme of the show was indeed appropriate Spring Elton

n

,
ss toreMOriwn

Monday hme IT 1970

One day at a time
There

were

no

%tads'

At least the Oita I talked to,

there. The police stood or

sketched. In one family, it was
the fourth daughter bring

did. They said their works, or
took 'orders, and went home
with some cash in their pockets. That was their basic pur-

walked around, looking bored.
The attendance was constant
and heavy from start to finish.
There were suburban families,

hors have enough wall space.
Ws getting to be quite a collect.
tion.) The work is so good, sod
the price so low, it would be a
shame not to have it done.

deal to the atmosphere, and
'win egOlher plus for the commitce. All for free, too.

wred ca. away with badge
that read 'I'm for Culture.'
Whether they really were or

. THE MAYOR and his wife

RETURNEE] out to be whit

not, no one knew. Judging by

greeted those he knew, and an -

pose in being there. How could
they help but be happy?

couples, singles and Gong..
Most everyone seemed dressed

for comfort. They were out to
enjoy then-nehas, and apparently they did.

EVERYONE

Plan credit, lint a all! The
committee, did their jobs effectively. The site was ideal.
the tents colorhd, the 'booths '

mai.

that

Watt there early. He had

worn, there were
people for culture.

well -placed and adequate, the

food and drinks well serve&
the registration table use It
was easy to get in, nary to ant
out, and, except for croWds in

in future years. The exhibit of
student work from various
Though their work was cat for
sale, it would have been ndsmke to leave it out.

On all thew counts, Cultur-

al Day in Arlington Heights
wa5 a illoces1.

wish 1 had money to buy them.
The craft tables, poster sables.

and tim artists with mechani-

Heights.

cal contraptions, all seemed to

-

Air Conditioning

'

SPECiAL preseason

prices on

Building a Remodeling

Fencing

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

central air-conditionIng.CALL
83,1347

Remodeling Additions

ALL SERVICECO.

Electronic Mr Cleaners. Furnaces.

l'OOPERATIVE

ALUMINUM
COLORS

Doy'o'r'Night 301'906

Carpet Cleaning

Will repair Window

900

6c

Ch

Accounting

WANT AD!

Satisfaction guaranteed
ree

bridge, 0346146

358.3172

EuClid/bake Ave, next to Tel

Stockade

sewn Mowers -CeMonerde

BUD FALTINOSKI

Letters to the editor
gISeZitldeCof
tsg

MOTIday, June 15, 1970

William J,

Managing Ethror

R. N. Poets, Citrulotion Direct.

The law serves you

DOCTOR SAYS

Points of law

to remember
when driving
Plaataangslaagletaae s6Pthis

summer'? 'Then, now ins good

time -to brush up an your

knowledge of tho law and of.
C No littering. Illinois proexpress highway driving tech- vides a fine of from 55 to 550
nique.
for cluttering up the countryside with chewing gum or

For this purpose. the Illinois
State Bar Ann. has COMt up
with a number of tips based on

Illinois law, most of which
make equally good sense when

you're driving in other cotes.

candy wrappers. beer cans or
anything else that should be
deposited in a trash can lather
than on the road. Other states
have even stiffer penaltict.

too. Here they are:

7. I'm, ahead. Took for

I. 'Changing lanes Alwaya
activate the appropriate turn
signal to indicate your intention to move from one lane
of Horne to another. Olive defensively and never change
lanes unless you undo sonori-

ty - even if you hue sig2. Merging tsar

In

hank, all drivers on merging
roadways (or traffic, /aneti ere

inquired to adjukt speed and
vehicular

poailiaetoaooid

collision. Fee example, if yell
are driving in the outside lane
of an express highway, you
MUM look out for vehicles
cOnting into your lane fmm so.

signs that indicate you RFC op.
proadning the exit you Wish to

take If you miss it, don't bask
and don't try to turn
around. Both manueven am
prohibited on exprew highways in Illinois sod atltrr
states. You mot go on to the
next exit,
up

'

Elm case of emergreq. The
customary sign of a traveler In
distress is a raised hood. It you

run out of gas, have a flat or
engine trouble, pull to the
right-hand shoulder of the

road, off the paved portion.
Lift the hood and display a
white handkerchief from the
left front door. Under Illinois

onto the front

lawn of one of the homes along

for displaying
PiCkt.

saulted severarmembers of the

family residing in that home
an

aall-WM

for three months. My tons]
re out and my Hood count

constriction
workers probably decry the
lack of law and order in this

octal. My doctor is givin

nation today. Are they not

nything 1 can do for it?
A A chronic sore tlweet
wow be caused by an allergy.
xcessive alcohol or smoking.
Itherculosis. leukemia and
thee
less -common
condi
ions. A fu rther seineh for th
cause's your best bet.

Unable to provide inenediate
proof of ownership.

ork rs

W.G. IMANDSTADT.M.D.

me antibiotic pills but I sti
have the sore throat. Is thcr

Q - My son is constant
clearing his throat. What
could cause this?
A -The mast likely cause is
chronic laryngitis due to smog
Other causes include Wagern

to irritating dusts in his occu
patio, excessive smoking, Ice
bercolosis or cancer. An uac
diagnosis is essential for sue

cadet treatment.
1:1

My doctor says I ham

mate secured and givau roof'

of Mount Prospect for many
foam, active in village affairs.

the parade route. They as-

Sere Ihro

get estimate of damages. Esti-

workers paraded through a St.
Louis (Mo.) suburb in defense
of this nation's military involvement in Vietnam.
[hiring the course of this parade, approximately 50 of the

illeSC

same

"Your frown seems much nicer this evening, dear. Did
the stock market not close as low as usual?"

This man informs student and
Jerent of student on more Man
one ocemion that he does not

know the name of his insur.ce company but will secure
same and call. Three weeks
pass and no call is reeeived or
contact made. After these es.

go id

Hideaword
STAPCIL
Make es many four letter

Before you start treatments:0
Ask Mts. Chapman what Meg
Medical Profession has

or more words out of
these letters as you can.

say about Permanent Haile
Removal.

In addition. find the word

using dl seven of Mete
letters.

21 good, Z7 excellent

GEORGlAN NCHAPMAN

'The only Results
are Happy Ones"

Answer on Comic Page

linois law says: "Na person
shall stand in a roadway for the

all

purpose of sOliciling a ride
from the CITiV0n of any private
vehicle.".

5. Keep auto registration

and handy. In Illinois, you
can keep your auto registration card in your billfold,
purse or elwwhere. But many
sta. require the registration
card. he in the car at all times
.
.1 sou could ha detained if

a.

Main Office
One N. Dunton
.

BANK
_Dom

LIjIllga,

Pads 6 Accessodes.

The Editor

L ems cr0

odor.nnewritten.

step,. Call

oldie, red
and
contain
am address r phome num.
der so the r authenticity
can he checked.

Ht

Johnny Meyer
391.331g Ptospect
Ugh,
nary Comp McDonald Rd Pros.

po

R

hull

t

New Nurst,School
will open in Sept Trini,

40 Toon expetience Remodel

Methodist Church, Mt Prospect.
391,7206 for maistr.6 inform.

trval Cowen,. rvrchas, Lot.
seen finished. Repairs, etc.

COUTURIER desist...a and try,

from State Farm Life. Low cost
proteetion,fromthervervanyisidi
along reputation for value. See
men, and get a good Rim/gene.

HAROLD L NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, It.

PH: 253-5678

,,, ,

.

North Driye-Int Adington. Heights Rood et Fostm.an

5111. TsztilLIkhoutsr Epp:,

107 people
died a lithe here.
Not on the highway. Not in the hospital,
In fact, these 107 weren'heven in the accident But
1hey died a little just the same. Because they are the
parents...the sons...the daughters. The brothers.

sisters...uncles...aunts. The fellow employees...

friends...and neighbors.
All miles away when the accident happened, but
part of each of them died here. And nothing will ever
put things back the way they were.
Next time we're tempted to take a chance while
driving a car, let's remember the other people who
share our lives. Because we can't take chances only

HOUSES RAISED

lIiYsuhkhiiyimtliIl

DO YOU SEW???

itnrsr;clintnt..
:74344,ois.
r.ajtes, etc.

Prese

e

s

""eTROWN 6 BLOM'e"'"

with our own lite. We may think
we can...at that

moment...but we can't
And that's the way it Is with a reckless driver...a
speeding driver...a
drinking driver. He thinks only of
himself. He doesn't give a thought to
the others an
the road with him. Nor to the others
in his life.
As new car dealers, we know automobiles are not Meant fortaking thoughtless chances.

If only all of us would remember that.

National Automobile Dealers Association

at 1,151 atesiltlt IN It mean

Melba tos CU es MO lulus ..1118106 eli

One Ion series presented by HA.D.k, thla newspaper, and
the new ear dealers of our conrroo In

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by

Wed.. Const. Co.
Kitchen Remodeling
Recreallon Roams

Room Additions
Porch Repairs
Free harnates
CALL624.0460

stuns HOW laNtOWSISNIS
AND STORE FIXTURES.

KITCHEN %MRS
ROOM ADDITIONS.RUMPUS
ROOMS
FLEOTRICALPIUMBMG
Coll AFTER 6PM
504373

EXPERT WORK FREE EST/MATES
CALL

394.0074

Tuckpointing

ROLAND E JOHNSON
PAINTING, DECORATING

tutor

OF
r'

h

P

Free esral:r"""'ZI.9314

T,E3=:=

KRUGLER 11ECORAT.

CALL ED 358.5359

Experienced Tailoring,

do all my own interrexter.
points, paper hanging 6 on

Complete
-

Drywall feniraf.P. hanging
large or too
taping. No job
smoll. Customer MO act. is
ea. -owl. cell Kea -MOMOS

Electrical Work
QUALIFIED

LANDSCAPE
Service

aryWoii

ELECTRICIAN

areern'esstht: =Zs
358-9658
I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

goroges, addl,ont,

It's spring ag

d 11

to

I

k

ol yaw londscapi.,g. Do you

dryees, lampposts, 330 V. outlets,
switches, etc. Call 037.3617 ,

CALI. NOW FOR
FRU ESTIMATES 396.1638

Econo/Quality
DecoratoN.Inter..exter.

sure, 2400. serv. No fob too

ak°17.9=,

large or smo11359.0.4

Mr road.. dryer. range oullets.
Patio lites, fixtures hung. NO icd,,
t
MOIL 2534793.

FenCiel
CHAIN LINK FENCFSVINYL
'COLORS. PORTABLE OR

'PERMANENT DOG RUM.

ritiaNCINOMOMAMS
FR. ESTIMATES. 196.8355.

In

Upholstering
Fco'n,FaiL'aFel.raser':,vrarit7.o*arr:i

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT 7 yds.

tartar, Rolf lamb available.
3S11.3SSS

cowmen are rum M

403000

specialife in hanging wollpa.
All workmanship guoron.
teed. Free estimates. Coll lomes
I

per.

Water Softener
Water softenerRepalr service MI
mk
393,7018 381.3997
-

General maintenance, power
raking, rota -tilling. Red.
dential S. commercial. 355.5185
Rods lawn MaIntenance

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495

87
11
16

COCLEGE STUDENTS
l"9?,111'1E1' EXCE'

"

STANDARD
CALL 198.5174

DATA

5.7

Farms
FlorisN

0

Due to on exponsmn ,
Manufacturing Engineering

Deportment we are mak.

39,5405

ino a Hioli school oroduate

116

Horne famishing.

preferably web some col.

Furniture.... ......
Industrial Proper.,
fie Rent/

3

Mesnostam

359..1966 Tim or 3918295 Scott.

5
-

lege TO BE TRAtNED of a
sioadord Dom Anolyst. He
should be mature, hove a

filetd

-15

21-SiLuations Wanted -Women

stable work his., and be

50,
65

Tronsportot=cl. Coll

fractions. This is o growth
position dead wornna sot

loonsPersenal, Builneee.
lost and Found
13
Miscel/aneous
Merchandise
32
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Susalen 111
Musical Instruments
55

Nun, Schools.

Office Furniture.. vices

ANALYST

255-6207 or Mike 259.0545

Help Wanted Aleel.
Help Wanted
Men ay Women....
Help Wanted Wornen

Child Care

tr6r0V

aliitualhas Waded -Mee

Funeral Direciory

Landscelsiog

"VST.SeFs'Or

WO.L

33

Employment AgerlelesWomen
Equipment Periled.

Instruction
Investment roperty

you biol./V.0.We

ih s

17 -Business Services

load

ond companybeneMs.

Lr'CUTE7AE.
.esPonsible young college grad
will replace your secretary or of.

69
56

CALL

242-2200 Ext, 25
THOR POWER TOOL
Barnsdale Rd.

14.

Real Ntate-Apt, Building 05

1641 EstoteBus. Progeny..
Real Estate.Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate.
Loans Mortgages

Real FstateVacant
Real Rstate-Wanted
Rooms.Board.
Housekeeping

06

An fa", Opportunity Employer

14 -Help WaMed Men

91

94

INSPECTOR

88

96
70

LEAD MAN. LAYOUT INSPECTOR
ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL INSPECTOR

Rummage 6 Gem9e

EFNIGENBURG

Victory E. Sirovy

DAY'g

Wallpapering

F. UndquIst 43,0706

AARON ELECTRIC Licensed. In'

6-

efirs

RO FOSTER TV,..
Almhurss Rd. Des, PI,

eneriar.Friendly 6 ReEmbie,
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Rt. 59, Vs Mi. South Rt. 63

Wire

13 DECORATING

Pa..° 6 Wallpaper, Infer."

New

Ued

/171

work. Clean prof. work at reason.
cost. Satisfaction goosed.
For f tee est. call/93,5536
8

t

CalIclerrmW.78U

mom.

I

gest
up"

Tutoring

3,33450

'The

"LINE -

NEW WAY PAINTING

"'"7"pat'tern's"forlgt"2:
Dressmaking &Alterations
353.1858, Ad, Ws, Reasonalhe

,

CERAMIC. VINYL TILING

Decorating 6 Remodeling

07,7;000

CARPENTER

CONTRACTORS
"custom cr,shaionsp, at mat.,

3911603

proofing. 1,llero,seod. In II

inergigaiirEati'au4

Basic Pattern cut to your roe°.

Ftnd

OLSEN IUCKPOINTING

SOD DEPOT

Reediting. Lorena. 355,0348

Honor. Unru, Student
will Tutor any subject.

a

Agencies -Men

TILE MAN
WALLS AND FLOORS

CL 3-7374
cuvoinetcoemino

C15.3991

30
66
17

Condominiums
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equip
Employment

FRF=Tg

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORtT,ING

PROMPT ORNERY ANYWHERE
637-758P

$140 WK FREE

C'AA'L"L

DICK'S if. SERVICE
Wall! and Floors

LEO'S

Big 4 1, Load -615.00

TRAVEL

15 -Instruction

37

rrdd 1=11V"

Tile

Also interior, cabinet refinishing,
Free esiimatgaRay I;ood.

'"gf;Ira Load 315.00

WANT TO

Cemeteries 6 Lon

.7,7,;,zor

EX G.I.'S WHO

Rental plan. 392-.1750

'10'1

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities
Business Services

Tailoring

Expert dressmak.g 6 alterailom
ing. Reasonable prices, 358-0013

ru=o1=V7Torrd

L 5,3842

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL
Pulverised 6 weed f ree.

ESTIMATESCALI 594.3427

FULL BASEMENT

359-4113

E'EX;faLrS'E'RPVPIg"

'174%-irr

394,1445

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair er.

109
107

Auto Ports and Access

6 Out Experienced col.

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

,-,470°A747.310

Aviat'on

Sump Pump

HOUSE PANTING

Why. rescreening

SOD

37200es 011nes Ave,

c71.°,0n

.1,h -oilers ...Cs:angers-103
.1,06 Est.

t

DECORATIVE

35
Apts. and Rooms To Share 71
Arts and Antiques
34
Auction Sales
10

:27a':',eargacci'gro;

EXT. low prices
estimates, references. Karl Ptngel

HUMUS

CLEARINGHOUSE
O'HARE

359.5936

.Air Conditioning

D6 3 CONTRACTORS

Dog Service

TOP SOIL

p LhollenPin0 P.d
A1.1[Od
rewarding field.

14 -Personals

GET THE BEST

POODLE GROOMING
299.1696

101,'
;

PAINTING.INT.

COLICCONES LANDSCAPING
537 1/11

LINGER. tor m tad, you
NFAT CARPENTER WORK
STAIRS.WINDOWS, PORCHES
REC. RMS. ROOM ADD. ETC. FREE

your home
824.7172 or 394.5316

Prunning, FeMlising. All phases

Dressmaking -Sewing_

money tree...

w""12Y4T"end'

SPRING CLEANUP

POODLES, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255 157e

EXPERT CARPENTER

CAIIKEN ATTER SPN,
359.1459

See me ftr
your State Farm

Ken's Peeving 6 Deco,ming
Experienced Painter desires

Ins,

pl
idential, 437,870

0

Lost: Motor cycle helmet. sever
was clear face shield
On

Sewer & Septic Work

Full day sess,ons

Ct'vrt.t=tdet',177

f
pport
pe
son with initiative a. desire to
Fa

FINE INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

leg students, Free esti...,

ed 255.7335

$650-700

13 -lest NU Poona

PAINTING By school teacher.

WATERS

Child Core

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

BUSINESS MENS

Sheet Metal Work

258,6604

r

eared Call Mr. Moore.
545-0507

ZU=r1;T:tt!

George Klein 35.2-08.03

Landscaping

956.1401956.1430

24-Nelp Wanted Men

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

EXTFRIOR.INTER1012

ARL. NTS. DAY CARE CENTER

Cabinets Trim Work Rec. Rooms
Coll after 6PM 393-8693.

for great buys!

ALL WASHING.

"drinrellrs1;"

it mAN

ROBERTS CONCRETE

Building U Remodeling

Plumbing

In-

sulated Siding. 1100,

25,0071

82.. 5440

603.9590

Vinyl Aluminum

Classified Ads

"PsZt'errrlZt'Z'

Specialist in patios and

rhould be as brief as pos.

Check the

Hangover,
Hove MornM.Aho on handl
e Prepared for the morning ot.
ter, the nite before. Ask I or

leiso oddjobs 439.6197

"r*VgigiVM.attt

Canvas boat covers mode A re,.
paired. Convertible tops de.

2720 Dea Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Painting & Decorating
E

WORK WAN:ED

Boating

but

wanes win de withheld up-

296-1071
BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

Heritage Plumbing Co,

Lew. pwwino spew di

Call Bob One.

6 -Business Personals.

potee,et

OR=1:4""*R24.7.510

home care products. 2974729
maim. Quaid ied College

Concrete Cement
Expert

Arg,

All letters lb the edi-

. tudvesc

S

next step is up to yr..

HERE!

Mosier:tins...akin
FIRST LESSON FREE G tus

t"cfe'rApo"ion

students.Free est. S94.34.

nerviawe assess. tes.

tor non be rigerth

593.7208

FREE ESTIMATES

grZriare7/78rjr'' r'""'n°

your needs and budget exactly!

Member FederallBejornif Insurance Camporallon

39,0540

tree

re's1:111.WeVerrLrp'd1:71
hp
km
g
yo

WINKELMAN'S

will work for Big $5. The

Problems

cf=7,,74°

Horne Maintenance
Help

10E

wont is someone that

I

" ;4.7 RT; IZTLI

,Avar.XV;Z.

ANCE.

.

PAINTER OR FIX

Letters To

$1 0,005 to S15,000 Floa7

Then why not coil me. All

R"'"255-3.813

Ceilings trona

FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,

best possible job at reasonable

ing WM ,mono tree that'll fit

.

Zr1V-OrgAZI-IEU.IVRATSM6
CEILINGS HAND -WASHED,

arta, cement, pointing

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Bicycles &Repairs

an tipro.date life, insurance policy

Downtown
Arlington Heights

109 S., Main, Mt. Prospect

Home Improvement

. L CONCRETE
patios, floors, sidewalks, mete.

forth The effort to earn

R161-ir

DANKRY'Srl

V'Air rat gagli'ES, 'F'111

0 put

Are you willing

Hove Trowel Will Trove,
.m11.1061 My speealry

FULL MAINTENANCE

HEARING AIDS FOR MT

Cul, 3924750

CONSTRUCTION
957-9742
593-7208

:MM. CARS

Q what is Sere given foil

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

'no ACs

He

766-1943,Spec,o1 rate

WAHLQUIST

Auto Service

the lower esophagus gives the
best hope [era cure.

s ir

W
by V to P
Speciolife in patios, driveways,

HELP

Plastering

Service

FOUNDATIONS. FREE BT.

1,11

EVERYDAY

BY RAY PETERSON

Brad's Maintenance

394.1560.

C

ANY CONDITION
C0110274283

fall., of the muscles
of the lower end of the ens.
ORG. to relax. The cause Ls
unknown. You should eat liquid or bland, semisolid foods
warmed to body tetnperature.
Treatment with drtrO is unsatisfactory. Forceful dilation of

,ragAzusgg,a,,,,1

203491 882.3270
APOLlt,CZNZINZOLN CO

TEVTAY'S,7alrar

ROIrraGE

ADOPTION

P.M,

HAS/FY.1R PIANO TUNED

Maintenance

Improve your Progeny Value. Let

EXPERT BODY WORK

FOR

1.5

weekends. 2.-3160

ing. Work and materials ',moron.
teed. Free estimates. Coll

CEMENT WORK

Auto Body Repair

goose is fair for the gander!"
W. R. Serbin

trW:ktg

roalgtV,,,A1111,

108 W. Golf Rd.

paarn is

DAILY 9 to 6
FRI '1.18 SAT. 'NI 4

4.0001 pick up hitchhiker.

+actor... In rt.. tiott. art.

PETS

Piano Tuning Services

prices. Coll evenings

man

CUSTOMFLO.Searnless alurni.

ALI. SEASONS

Raunnensgencmprintwownwpriatramtemortwfmatwenag "

1489016

A

"r4Tif'ofiraZi's"

RESIDENTIAL IL COMMERCIAL

COMPLETE

392-4975

A - AC/6656 or cardios-

6 -DAY BANKING,:`

Many slates prohibit hitchhik.
ingand may penalise motorists
who pick ap hitchhikers. Il-

Asphalt Sealing

RANDHURST

CANE 6. RUSH YOUR CHAIRS
E

"* es% appoittjat'''''

d

KAY S ANIMAL SHELTER 3705 N.
ArlIngton fits. Rd. MI.

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE
PUCES AND REPAIRS. FREE ESN.
MATES. CALL EL86913

Gutters

WE PIERCE EARS, ALSO

achlasia. Can it be aired?

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

is no posted maximum speed,
the legal speed limit is 65
mph. out on the highway and
30 m.p.h. in town.

APOLLO

ANDWEEKENDS,CallB27-47

Cool Pure Air Process

Furniture Refinishing

Phone Todoyl....

COMMERC/AL ARTIST AD MAN
SEEKS FREE LANCE EVENINGS

REMOVED FOREVER

.a

Punted Parent

NICE

Rmmlft

in

29111-9770
LA SALLE PERSONNEL

Pets
HOURS

ResidentolLommerciol

progres

CL 34769

MEYERS

BRICK 6, MASONRY

52.

"ViaFili-arFs'"

UNWANTED HAIR

being hypocritical? After all,
fellows. 'What's fair for the

law, a turn signal may not be What are its side effems?
flashed as a sign of a disabled
A- Beloit:nine (Sere) is ginvehicle, although dual flashing sen for dizziness. especially that
'rear lights may be used. Wail associated with Meniere's diS3.. -Obey posted speed. This
for a slate trooper or highway ease. It should not he taken by
means posted minimum speedS
service truck. Dent try to lag anyone with a peptic ulcer. In
as well as maximurns. In ha't down another traveler and
too large a dosage. it may cause
absence of posted minimums,
don't walk or hitchhike.
nausea or headache.
you must drive fast enough so
FULL -DAY

ready to wear. Knit,,skirts

on

Free estimates

EDMONfl= """a74637

PI h eS

Me's

goners.

return

AIFI

CONCRETE

Murals

pct.., perhaps the youth
of today have reason re doubt
the standards of justice of the
alder generation.

and

Content

Art Services

etas roads. You DONT have
the right of way.

that you do not obstruct the
normal flow of traffic. If there

tiffirros

bac, into., 'bcllnulcdanllc
fender who has been a resident

Seek cause
of sore throat
Q - I have had

year returns home unable to
find job because of truck
strike. Parks car on stied in
front of college friend's home
in Mount Prospect. Neighbor

group of construction

large

R.E.Autainsan, Vit,Presidenl

C. F. Neu, Adinttnian Ufint.nn.

Law and order?
Ration
Last Sunday an eXtremely

John E. Stanton, Editor rob Publisher

25,77S

SKIRTS ARE SHORTER

Marshall Field ItI
Page 4

Eme==ery.
1S3.041;4

Top sales robs for go,r,

Painting.woll papermg, etc.

537-1344

Chimneys ROM'. E..'

albe rotes, free estimates. 10 ws
p
CL 54147

510,000,Carf-Bonus

o599,..rottj. lzr41. all w"k

IIVEPTERFF E=ATES

ALL

!RECENT COLLEGE

better car?

E 6 K DECORATING Interior 6

Masonry

'r 5;1'311

AVE.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

Thinking

392-8333

2

''SdriVt.v1=1,V,177/7.

289-1088

GRADS

LAWN MOWER REPAIRS BY H.S.

the rnornad ,ntenotn in the
.

2720 DES PLAINES

about a

Floor Refinishing

:.hishe'cl.. 534.95

BUSINESS

MEN'S CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

283 Kirchoff Ra','PEarcorne
358-0845

BOBJAACKS FENCING
9116 Milvf aukee Ave,
827,7456

Feklund FloVervice
LOW COST DRY CLEANING Rug

396-1071
BOB VAN

campus corps

SrtVrancrn'a"r;fne

Installation B.Seles

's:r!;11:1%:,:xed.'117071ds'wall.,
paper removed by sf earn.

o tikiiTitEtitY'c'tia s

R'E=TF 'E'FfltrC'ES

r'd70.747";171."-I

RUSTIC FENCING

Post 6 Rail
goskerweave

'517V Sots'cLenTer

Alterations

USE A DAY

WEST GARDEN CENTER

CALL 297-2266

13116,

solos 67/413. Carpet moving 6
installing. Wall washing. Des Pl.

Merlon Air Conditioning Cc
3S1-4.68

Poie?ieg& Decorating

R & M DECORATING

Lawn Mower Repairs

FINANCING ERNE...5
RESIDENTIAL ANDCOMMFRCIAL

ft

358.1383

.Ilecnor thi original drcoutt by ninotparalattalY kern,ng
the pupeea frenkm and intellectual inleurity.-

uau

6.,,np to rnove up. Good

RAO' INSURED CAH 561 1975

ENTERPRISES

213-035211. no ons 392.763

pRIVACY

scon,529.1754

Public Works De -

Three weeks and no call

One. year of experience

All types, all seosom or vocattons

STEEL

Comer= Tile,Floors

'

Lawn Core

CHAIN LINK FENCE

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Map Publicationq

$10 -$13,000

FAMILY
BUDGET

trance to the driveways. This
was so people couldn't drive
in. 1 thought it was an exhibit.
When tweet to check the artist's 0 Me, it seal. "Arlington

nable, and others made me

ACCOUNTANTS

FOR YOUR

255-7200 os 296-6640

concrete half circles, with a
group of parking meters in.
bedded in them,. at the en-

51111,, of the works were abomi-

Several neighbora of oms
had their daughters' portraits

The artists seemed

SOME CASH

CALL

I Made one mistake. Amurently. the pollee hod installed

Everyone seemed to have
favorites, of course. I thoUght

schools was outstanding.

certain places, easy to see what
you wanted to see.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

Conniiission.

didn't ask hint if he'd been to
church first, but I'm sure he

Heights need
hove no fear of a talent dearth

original letters. Phone Mrs. Kra

.23-bnploymeol Agenties-Men

ent success, as well he might. I

Arlington

HOME TYPING WAN FO,

DRUM UP

A successful day fohe Arlington Heights Cultural

Meted plaudits on the appar-

is, of

a

285.1923, Gloria King

it was hoped it would be.

pleased tendon his face. He

the number of badges bring

22 Situahons Wanted -Women

woman wow, day work Relioble, hove references,

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business, people in
your community. ..CALL ONE NOW!

draw unusually well.
The music seas delightful. It
didn't slaw until after 'one
o'clock, so it didn't disturb the
parishioners, It added a great

sketched. (Hope thow nsiljtn

SeAvia Dine,

u.einPAA

By Ron Szvans

Page 5

Window.,,..
Expedenced Window Washers
Open For Business: Houses, Apt.
Bldgs. Offices CALL: 259-7195.
of 2593BSB

"auto

shopping
Center

00u10000 Wanted... -51
SituationsWanted.
Women
Sports Cars
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments

110
40

74
To Rent Businese Properly...

.ttentFurettbsd
Apanments

73

Ta Rent Houses
To Rent Offices

76

Travel
Truc1s,Tnallers

Vacation Places
Wound To Buy
Wanted Te Rent

SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED:
Measuring Techniques

Aluminum n Zinc Die Carling, Plastic MoldinlearIng,etc.
Universal Shaded Pole Decnic Motor Insulations
Good Company Benefits
Call Personnel Deportment

81

To Rent Resort Properties...,
To Rent, Stores, Offices

EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

11

77

Uri
91

00
B.

THOR POWER TOOL
1431 Barnsdale Rd.

242-2200
An Equal OPosevaityLtiPtilwr

=

.

Monday lone 15 1970
24.11elp Wanted Men

ILIVoymeet aLentreslata

25 -Employment Agencies Worrier,

BABY DOCTOR S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

$4 AN HOUR
4 HR$ A NIGHT
4 NIGHTS A WEEK

Col/

ACCOUNTANTS

WHEELING N,GV,,S,AZENCY,

You Me to

Baby

m

TRAIN you to be his front -desk
greeter. Welcome all the kids,

Call 593-5950

296.1071

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

SHIPPING &

UM 'S...

RECEIVING

1225

Free

IVY, 1496
127.35.33,

R

2411elp Wanted Men

956-0565

Package Machinery Co.

Illinois Bell

CHcoge

Personnel

TRAINEES
METHODE

willing to work 6 days per week. Good

MFG. CORP.
RollimMAgows

Call Ken Rubes at

and a

be

Free

60 ma,

The Singer Company

er call

437-5750

4t4=7,

P/esP1°I

69 RAWLS

MATRON

Int'l. Reception

$3.03 TO START

ROA" P"' "Pa' "P"'')
.9-1106

aso

La Salle Personnel

26 Help Wanted Women

tes'Sr

PART T/ME, PRACTICAL NURS
WHEELINGAREA
537.2552

.0. SepSa1nes
r. by lee,

Call Gory Mikes. Fl 5-0200 9E.. 356

Production Steel of Illinois

L
.:4faMr,=

An Equal Opp...VE.1,2e'

B.

or C licentes

r

Rase trpinP «a rbarlhmm

FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

moo Foams. MO to 5, 5 do2 3/3.
8945230
5pm

*MACHINE OPERATORS

'"'""""

"

"P

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

,,ZO.CrorlIng solo,* excellmo Mee*. passe is

cox AU. Lon 01 537-9 9 00. Eta 234

PART TIME EVENINGS
SWITCHBOARD.RECEPTION

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
777 Wheeling Road
Wheeling,

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

teach kids new

4:WroTa'alr

games -arts -crafts

BARGAIN.

EY, Vey la "We" Doe When

Ill.

COMPLETE TRAINING

PLASTIC BOTTLE DIVISION

COMPANY INC.

i°,

5

NO

SPECIAL

Suburbon
965.7070

58351,

Girl Friday
Run the Office

days. Permanent

job.
BACKGROUND

439-2680

7,, °

F ?claTtroz
297,3535

lob ro keep him
LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

Real Estate/CLASSIFIED
Residentia
70-Roomelbarallonekeeping

avail. C.1391-70313

Commercial

1I -To Rent kpatnents

odic raises. Pleasant
working conditions in
modern office building.
Superior benefit program. 5 day. 361/4 work

has immediate openings in the following position,

OF

y 11.01,03
El16

"'"'

"""'CPA'1"1.797-Zg.

SUBLET

358,5366

11.Apts.ant Rooms lo Share

Des Pl. new mod. 3 rm. opt. 1 ar
ladies pre! erred.
Iron,.
.11. 3125 ma. incl. all utilities.

299-36..

. PROSPECT A

iTg:=7-1-Reff 7n.7 07.

Rand pad Apartments
Odom Aots in Elevoter Bldg.
AG CONDITIONED

Models Open Daily 10.6
00 Dogwood lone,611. Prom.
(r, Mk W. of Wheeling Rd.
WW1. Euclid. Kensingtenli
SSO.1350

baths. 3225

1.1 bdm. Garden apts. 5155
6175 ma. Monnheirn-Touhy loco,
gen,677-61PM

Avail.

one 0.dmr AT. 50 72

41Vee

of Rte
Do.mpster

Be

after earn, 259.4901

GoIG

New Elegant Elevator

ldg.

,ZA=8°.
3 BDRMS.
6. convenience

PtSiie"ir'1.71E'GOO

gh'94;'(&. ;UMAC. (Pone(

67,1747.P'

U're'rkrLiZ17,.'vlssrdow

.-"OfikeS-poce0.

Why drLe
the 10
225 N. Ark Hrs. Road'

1

new Toll Way interchange

team. 5 - Miro. ps,b1s...,
nth condition. Good income
375,600358-466e

es Pins, Sy Owner, 3 or 4 bdrrn
home, 1. tsar Issmnt, rec. rm.
.fnclyd.331,200 296.3901

Mb Prospen, by owner. or, Int,
split level, 4 hdrrns,
baths

rateal,

ore.;

paneled.

in US's. 437-0.8

rd'r761=:::.P
15Zet=tegrgrs'
'PLUS.

Retr'n''
Zrvers.nited

AdiaNsentW

semaftorerprthome

Arl

SECRETARY

1/4

back

SECRETARY

carpet.° nc.323,500.1368716

zt,eresting divrsified

SCHAUMBURG:1 yr. old,3 beim,
2 bath ranch, Issmt, 2 <or ait,

goeo

skIlls.

olory

CALL 956-0500
app0s, many nacos. Ns.
schls. Fast possession.
fn,,8
OSVNER.52,0647.

Inland
Lithograph Co:
1201 Non

81 -Condominiums

RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT CO.
5200 East Devon Ave. Des Plaines III.

Take,
An Foci. Oppoduni, Employer

Conc. a pt.
Avo, Sep
wailing... thrones,
to train
shoPPing. SOD me.
C II fl 51,61,25,4W
260 Prospect

911InvestmeePreperty

Wage

25343

to Mt Pros. Shoppin0g

Plaza..1 Salk F. of Rand OM

ZaCnVellgte,"'"'"

1

177

blk

Info.roationCall,

baths, oir, fans. ern., formal din.
rm. Owner transferred
336900. 827.7407

894-4560

Mt, era.. Prime loc. Tws2sse. 3
R,
1, baths, bunt, .built.
t. A
walk ro coin,
schools, pork 6 pool. By owner.
392.6598

Arilits.byowner,31sedrost. brick
ranch, carpeted, 2 car
garage, landscaped wooded to, 2
Pallas, o. Rondhurst. Coll
3924667 after 6 pm.

h
8841l60e bents

$0

Van Dyke, 10.55, woad gone,
led, completely remodeled. Must

afi.6pm,2i..4713.
'67 Concord, 12x60, R bedrth
fu
owning, underntho,
pI
4onditIoner.1/ke new must see,
36500. 299.6876

FMPLOYMIENT SERVICE

-

ell.

3944660
pag:Zigrit'yrnolls

Illinois Bell

.0..1.,0.

condemn, BEST OFFER over 6250

75Y-HasoraMt-M77 oft 5.30.

Block din, stone anchor,.
844,27.1

Le°'°`.)-rcE.iid

"

It

pp

Sh

/IX

B

mahoganies. show

iems.../32

:r:7^;k747'tsrlrerd"on,
p"Yav ms be pMd based on

cipPg'uly"Wld:a"r.
...rhandsorn

ban. Esc. cond.

0".""/1sca's"".
twood

espeoese..
1A9L6A8xf: R D

5001
Convertible°s; adio

$1669
15167fORD LTD
ditioning, full power.

95.358-2758

$1595

INTERVIEWING:

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
NortNoke,111.

Interior. 397-136e

- MAR

BO

.2 Olds. 4-doos, good bo.o,

MOTORS
r

dg

255,1107

""r9.-3200

298-2006

d

asking 3350 2553871

359.5026.

655 Pierson Dos Plaines

69 CHEVROLET NS

S244756

$2395

'gaga t

dow installation

so...IP/Z.71Z,

,14

10n,

"'"".

TIM

t7=2.Zs!.;.;,;.°`° "' °

Combination Storm

reme.,
6

Screen

CL5,7141

P

.

g

16

choir SID.

40

h

ae.cllry

aam .twat

Deer

1418 Norman Dr., Winston

Pk.

PPM, Olean brand cer, tile, co,

_'.;7;s"

12

"°r"

'60 FORD,
w/air $125; din.
rrn,161., bicyclei
vwing choir:
60 sq. ft. floor tile, 2 gal paint.

..

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'66 CHEVY IMPALA

hotaa,

Red blazer sz.
double

1962 Ford Goloxie 501 Low mi

LODE. SHAGCARPET
sa.
yd. DeLUSE PLUSH
395 so
anlv

pleose.

'64 FORD CUSTOM

0724-6006
Specil price over 100 yds.

I963 PLYMOUTH. d,clooK 6 cyl.,

sIondard

10

36.

Slue

'68 Buick Electra H.T. La mi.

'63

nPedr ave;137319=eft
BUICK

CONVERT.

opens to

ug hid
bed, 565 26

h

55-2505

100,

5544usical Instruments

9'Floc"gbu'l 21/74,113.3" " 5
Pink lavatory 16".22" wine
chrome accessories. New wthe
lavotory
0, Royal manual
doom.carriage
typewriter. like
undervlood enable rffsmMaple lounge chair
.

Small loon. ook...

golf mange. u 3-4.161

ot.

Seaman ham guitar, SW She
ew.w

fTells=e11:t'a5"71r;
off er.

2,1078

967 Pontiac Tempest Custom 4
offer. CL 9.4261

melt Tett

slop.° can

92.7765.

ew 3450 National accordon
3250. Used
clot w/atee, 5.47.50. El

90, demonstrator,

atiort

Rem OggIfig

$16_69
1965
MUSTANG
Convertible, automatic
ransmission, radio,
heater, whitewall tires.

$869
1965
2 door, sedan, sack, 6
cylinder.

$469
STATION

WAGONS
Many To Choose From
1066 Country Sedan

COMPLETE

'64 FALCON

INSURANCE

$595

- AND
FINANCING

'64 CORVETTE

AVAILABLE

'63 PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX

runs

5135. Coll 359,2327 aft 6 pm.

Ave.,

used.

$2195

Chevrolet aro,. wagon,

1960

mission, radio, heater,
whitewall tires, slightly

M... blue, 4 epee., saGe,

537-8985

63 FORD WAGON, AIT, P/S, R/H.
r

nern,

$495

Call 358-3716

ws. old, $145 ea; deluxe

AUtomatic trans-

$795

em

560.

IT. An,
7/11, P/S, 01. new tire.H 51200.

sea sz. 14.16 - SID.

.

au ...Iwo

tsiyii-nion,

'67 Olds Cola. 4 dr.

of Gary Ave. on North
No

Des Plaines Day

$995

day Tuns a Wed..,7540

Eversreens. trees, shrubs, $1.00
ea Thousands to choose
f rm. Faith
mile west

Prospect Day
ata s.tww6w4

nR

of /es. 8944692

h7oSle.VS

PoM 20" 3-sp elec. fon.

217 S. Agivon Hts.Rd.

CHEVY MALIBU

'

cord... sluing whs.

Clan

Arlington Day

$1195

CL 9-2955

mn, 110V, less

Northwest Doy

Po

39,7097

AND

An equal oPponuni,employer

$1395

111

NEW CARPET

1970
MAVERICK

FAIRLANE

53 Chevy Wogon. Needs Wane,.1thakesiti,s,

Print solo; green
; dinette IC,
coffee Sales end tble; double

SOTS JACKETS

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
TO WOMEN!

'67 PONTIAC CATAUNA

d

so. Poil v.., 5.

',WO

Western Electric

$1095

9+12 rug 5.259,7195.

39,8636

Yee

C.1259.2490

359.5264

YOU MAY STAY FOR

=STnZreltt=reZZ Vs 110

$2095
'67 ALPINE ROADSTER

best offer. 253-1203,
PI

392,1036

%Mint trVr:?,g141

walls.

O"'etel'.1ZnrkoredorinaPIIV.riejeer.

392-8636

36"28, ColoMal

cago and Suburban locations.

`Vd

.62 Rambler Classic. 4 dr. 6 cyl.

less Mon 2 ys. old, 5145 eo;

Exceptional Opportunities too
for Electronic Technicians and
Electronic Testers at our -Chi-

SPORT

1 ,corn

COMPLETE 1032 OFFE,

Hrs 25536/17

Our New Addison Electronic Switching System- Plant needs
bright, capable men and werrlen for permanent, inthresting

Monday thur Friday 8:30 AM. Lo 4,30 P.M.

olio!.

637.331S

5155, se

.

*covers; body Yee mIdg..

1; door, hardtop, dark
blue, vinyl top,
000,

por trained 385 CI 3.8834

5 PC. BEDROOM.,

ALL KINDS OF OPENINGS!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU FOR A VARIETY
OF EXCITING ASSIGNMENTS!

read on. II

400 N. Wolf Rood

trained
392.8734

THE EXC=IE DEALER

4711001Fumishingsf °Dilute

LIFE!

8 E. N.W. Hs, Mt. Prospect

381.0899

FREE KITTENSTO
TO GOOD HOME

esname

Jff

The BranIgarOrganfsatIon.

fr"REFr1;IGERATti
Si weeks

Oa DK HT, 01175, am,

hewerf
120 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

5.25 es227
CI. 3,855

I

Ms.

PAY US A VISIT

...to start your
application y
phone. Call
656-9922

IMPORT MOTORS

.61.36

sm

0

BARRINGTON

cFlldren.

.1.7n1:51,2lob.

e's

work.

r

IT TODAY AT

ow bon 255.1693

31 -Rummage& Garage Sale

me in imPof

DEMONSTRATOR

armitional

Dm Pl. 3 Inirm split level, 1.

SEE AND TEST DRIVE

SSOCC. 5240 394.4361
after 5P M

Coll oft 6prn. 827,922

um-44e19ni 0 Yon yaw.

woman...tem
southern Kahle

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Foster

Open 10 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday June 15 Him Saturday June 27
Also Open Monday & Friday Evenings

LAND INVESTMENT
zonz..... family

3115. Co1129/2)650

112-Autornohiles For Sale

PUPPIEt,7=1? OLD.

left lose,outll

4=

e

(Po!

trZ 74,

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE I I YEAR CAR!

HondS11961=65.

Doll Solo. lone IS Peru 10. An-

WEATHERSFIELD COMMONS
SHOPPING CENTER
CORNER OF SCHAUMBURG RD.
AND SPRINGINGSGUTH RD.
IN SCHAUMBURG

ouh

UNITED STATES

voLv0

60 CAMARO RALLEY

297.3200
,

:619S0G,Is

GERMAN SHORT HA1R,AKC,

Mirror. Choir. Reosonable.
392,2307

New Addison Plant has Light,
Clean,Interesting Factory Jobs

CALL OUR PERSONELL MGR. FOR APPT.

Who firrn in Elk Gr. Villoge.

Ms,

91111 lamp

253-0200
439-4800
437-4600
259-8500
255-9700

n be yew, x Yeis

gualifk7 rap

p ppe

Collie. Mole. AKC Sob., white.

c,V.= "

STUDENTS: Check the Counselor's office.

VISIT OUR MOBILE
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE AT

and shorthand ykIlls

yard. 2 car arch, gar.ence, Appl's.,

o'S
S

; DEMO:

0

359-6'576

439.0340

HARDY WATER MUSES

what then?

or apply in person

rm. rands wine panelled

fans. rm.v. kind.COOd

Elk Grove Village

Western Electric's

501 Chose Ave.

'Arn=

ler;":1='1111:git.

011.in Breakfast Sor

ROO.eafgare

392.9100

Ws. 15,1435 or 882.1872.

0000000.0

Re. NIL, Power Mower. Two

STD Red Office Space

MI PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.

Gall Mill Ares;

CI. 5-7471

2554200 2.11-6210

65 -Real Estate -Apt. Binning

Call 439-4100

1. 5240. 956,957

of /and, gaage, avail. July 15.

1NG POOL

IS'EARICWOTITS

ISO Prospect. sublet 2 bedrm.

bodss acre

CALL 439.8020

1

ore,
pr, um.2p7.e051

2 story house. upstairs ideal .r
mother, 4 Ischms.,

led kitchen 6 den; all onn'll.:

errs et. redw ood f

HERSEY
PROSPECT

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

CALL

437-5750

opening,. sus
erase $ per hr. No e

277",

ment,beamed, Pm.,

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
FOREST VIEW..

437-2555

545-4301

C. Ken Rubes or
1%tcea0Be.orto''d2nSro'r 1r4

B AM TIL

" 4°0"-ct°26:,°-00,1"

with dildren. 299-5584

GE1567u.

f

196B SUZUKI X6 Scrambler.
Good condition, Must .11.5435

Coll cher 4 n7,..

CONTACT THE COUNSELOR'S OFFICE

ARLINGTON

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

n, salaries with on outstanding Mono benefit

ssb

culde,soc., acre. Disting. umlocIrms.; 2, baths; base-

Lovely

ACRE. 3924060

Timberlake Village

6. 2 bdrm opts. 5130 6
3195. Ocinn:c.14 6 Sept
2 yrs

the cat.

6,

oseedenolessreres MvanaHe. FOR rate or <amp

program. [TA to front door. Excellent opporan...

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

NOON, 8,1-50.

67 ,snocolo,.C.3 45.

tale

good cond.394.2126 oft Opm.

High School nearest you

3d

1970 WARD MINI BKE,

°°-'°°=.-

eLcande 575.

rne 3 mo

Ext. 50 of the District #214

Theme are Ideal working conditions. Good man-

Located In Elk Grove Village
has immediate openings for

.6,950.537 B905
Turith. perfect stoner home.

RENTALRANCH HOUSE.

MOUNT PROSPECT

1

WS PLAINES

D y..,,9153,0, aft.

76 -To Rent Nooses

on

SWIMMING POOL

month 3924060

ds Pl.

5/65

FULLY CARPETED

Yseadow Trace off 4369,10

Dearborn Chemical Div.

ord

5e4_358-2535

For posting work, No previous experience 'Feces.
sorry Ideal gm mature housewife.

=7;,7;"=411Ti";,°:=7.-,;.17:1°,.V=;
its
pop
dy 1,1,1/2
9
walk to trains, schools, .oPPnor
330,500 391-3920

M'e(ZR7r.'

.64 Ford Galas. -WO" w/S20

ci

BEST OFFER. CALL

$1840

APSE.

B27-3046

FROM JUNIOR HIGH TO COLLEGE

re-

GENERAL CLERK

W.R. GRACE & COMPANY
320 Genesee Street
bake Zurich, Illinois

M1I

1..2.537192PC

AGE

n3;13:

ill -Motorcycles and Scooters

rl'IOsr7ats7d2011""k

SUMMER HELP IS AVAILABLE

Volkswagen

ARC.

392.4366

rz,:7,,VcsiFsr=

ench Pro

391-1531

WIRE CO.

.11 basemen. screened porch

...PROSPECT

74 -To Rent Apartments

, 0001280 Susan Shirley
458-8241 or 775.7636

10n."

turquoise orini

1966

SaSel

oPPes,
old.

yrs.

3

oee.am to

CHICAGO MAGNET

ronsherre

July I. 3 blks from toll.

CL 5-6175 supit

.3
R, FAM. RM.
pm

bedroom

cords up to data WE WILL TRAIN.

for our

867.4537, 827,777. ent390
o

Very

2

1327S,f0

THE YOUTH OF THIS AREA

re-

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

2 EMMA..., SIBS

*13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

sponsibility will be to keep employer referral

3125.

f:r1"un'eluE,gr,YPea'SVEt11'.
Dachhund,

495.

Sider less. Mont be capable of answering Phone

and taking messages inrelliyently. MM..

broken

...

NEEDS WORK

WILLIAMS LIQUORS

low miles, 51200
392 9736 after 6.30 prn

Nen, Schnouzer, AK.F.1,
H se.

se ason:

NM

196B OPEL SPORT 5SDN,

elsi. 392.0994

Centex. Executive Plaza

COLLEGE STUDENTS

/Mho CL 1-9063

118S2artsRats

FREE:

'4CItt'F70%rn
stagy -Hera
o5.7161

SUBURBS

PCIROONNet.. INC.

NEW YORK
ve.

1014lotoParts and Recess.

Poodles.

g.SF°F

08244272 Mier 6 PM

EMPLOYERS OF THE NORTHWEST

27 -Help WardedMen & Women

2720 Des Plaine,

chocolate

soy.

.3700 suer. 3200. 837.9039

MO, i,errt's.259.37,

MUTUAL

Due to continued expansion

dables

BE-Reallstateliouses

MAVERICK

'62 Galas. 532, for 'NMI, Pow

Should be able to type 40 w.p.m., but will con.

for 1st 8 3rd shifts

7171 Ault footnote

tseeeZ celIC41="' "

...Chuck Poore, 2554873,

535.774-0572

a farad/mewled.

Vacant

104Recrea5onal Vehicles

'4,1,3r;f'S'r111..7P1'1'17'

Previous experience not necessary. Mud be de.

-4

44 -Bogs, Pets & Equipment

Tiny,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Diversified duties. Peri-

686-7740

CLERK - TYPIST

Three days per week, 8:00 a.m. re 4:30 prn.
p

crafts (they'll train you, Per-

Estes & Elmhurst Rds.
Elk Grove Village

C.

Chicago

desIgners. They bring kids in to
play with newly designed toys.
You'll help keep kids happy

CONTINENTAL CAN

1960 GT Ford 1,11in, leSS than
10,000 miles, auto., 13/5, seebrw

mower, exec..n(1.n 2 Yrs.

All Positions 100% Free

salary fora good typist.

'1970

sharp.Sest of f es 299.471

296-2175, after 5:30 pm.

Des Plaines
20005. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer lOth

'8=3.5"'

SWITCHBOARD
8 RECEPTIONIST

HUHN OFFICE TOO

POOL TABLE, REGULATION

7 P. solid slate top. S350. mom

POblic canto. E. variety] unr

gaNc'TEZZA

NEW

soor.

$2100 00 MPG, Pearcy.255-9673

2,77V.°77f

CASH
FOP ORGNkielAUGS

ITT

RECEP. $475

Full time typist. Excellent

De Vey Institute of Technology

Port Time
(Permanent/

Meta 7AM

clubs. 4

putter, bog 6.

1

bora, to mi.1.101 93300,

Bata or Mobile 2,9-5891 after 6

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. 5. GANDER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

7AMto 3PM ..31eAnto

cam., used 21(is, Reese Hitch,

PERSONNEL

NO.111

CLERK
TYPIST

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOL

215-82713

AIL 3 SHIFTS OPEN

wood, 9 Irons,

.07D, 110

gosoarmsnewhedeindatarwerres....

eosam csogrong lady wonted

men wiM MECHANICAL ABILITY who con learn

P.M. 253.0448

3913898 o

sale. Me. golf

For

PHONE 297-5320

"P"M"3500"

d

ems wo.44 each afternoon 6

for Plastic Bottle Production

SECTY. $600

1700 Hicks Rd

RV W CALL

day

p.22.25543270

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW

and shorthand

,MFG. CORP.

:sni0nE,:riNTf,t7EoIEts

PERSONNEL MANAGER

BUS DRIVERS

With

,6

":=IITM.ruo1N0PRRSoNAILtv

SECRETARY TO

Coll 259.5219 aft Sam

ci"=7[',18

BRAND

'67 Cutlass S. P/S, 0/111, A/C. Vinyl

top. 31600 or best offer. After

593-76,6

42 -Wanted To Buy

ASSEMBLER
<4 CABINET ASSEMBLER
<, WIRING & SOLDERING

METHODE

*767f===l6Lag Fon

2801 W. Roosevelt Rd.

en 251FAve.6 Mannheim Rd,

IMMEDIATE

u OPENINGS

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Division of Whittaker Coq,
0

MC°

AT O'HARE FIELD (where the action is)

D

,mother2 cloys. 027-7559

103.Auto Trailers & Campers

mato, elec. sror,r, MO or best
of f

FORD

Ton

7669036

elec brokes.297.6781

No. Oa

298.2770

7 TOP PAY RATE up to $4.20 pr hr.

DES PLAINES

1962

Pickup ,FIEST Of FR

ft. Shellake fiberglass boot

8

SuburboulloVIBank bldg,

ground helpful but

°""""tra"t","!47,7.,,rtts

PERMANENT POSITIONS

21' CRUISERS, INC. 90 hp Fin,
rude. Full camper camas., Tee

""":'"""Visl!:4U713:S

o PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

NORWOOD

ald. 5300 359.2153.

rzy.rwookia=payee

MAINTENANCE MEN

800 E. NW Hwy, Palatine

mo

'102-Trucli$Trailers

Make offs, 253-259

SECRETARY

A.H. ROBINS CO.

39.5660

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

* IMMEDIATE OPENINGS *

oeoS.I

22433467

5 73:0

COI.0

.0,o,soed.mony

ITEMS AUTOMATIC FAN MISC.

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE 156-1
MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACIL
ITV. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

AT

.1'..".7.:-.;,.,°,',";;,"""

del.; (some as hero. Real har-

...GAGE, CURTAINS, MOAN

Veers old, bargain!
-...
568364

GAY

SMOSOYMENT SERVICE

BI.NW

1.1,11

.Now

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

l'17,s,0,1,1°31CYCLES, two. 515;

send your resume or all for an appointment

Or APIA,. Person
910 Chose Ave.

nels, 60 W., 15" Jensen meeker.
good cond. $160. CL 3-3943

359.6110

Two sale. executives hove a need far one
estets, to work in new modern alio.
least We years of secretarial experience repaired. Excellent comPanY benefth: Neon,

$125 PLUS

1700 Hicks Rd.

benefits.

5681Reafemitore-30ices

AMP°. Gorr,. II Amp. 2 chon,

REGISTER NOW

5

conch $1495.5074961 aft tkprn

'66 Chevelle 55396, 360 H.P. 4

324itiscenaneaus Merchandise

MRS. HOLLENBACH

Stieff piano,

AL

ONLY

Co11392 3710

'69 Chevy II Nova, economy 6,

very
Can reasonable price. 541.2571

Experience NecossOrY
le "g

holmes & assoc.

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

Chos.

280/ Flito7ITIZI!Nidws.
Belw. KIrchof f 6 Campbell

Work in loc./Aliens

1966 Buick Riefler°. One ower.
Clean. 52000 or be. Siffer.

sonSASE Black som.so. cum;
siLertone elec. guitar.
827.8259 of L5,15

Juno 17 thru 210.201 dark.

ask for

1120.0=64es Re Sale

554824eatIn4inme0to

9.5. 117 S. Willlams,

CALL: 255-7200

Apply in person

Page 7

12-Mrcelianeous Merchandise

GAR SA. Roper gas glove 320
6 nil. ,tems June 17 6 IS From

DAY NEWSPAPERS

TELEPHONE

v4...sa.Z.'17°

top pay and learn PROCESS IN.
SPECTION, Openings on all shifts. Must be
Earn

war.

14142,01,!6 204 gr.

Be A Blair Temporary
This'Surranerl

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Gan or apply in

honeTele

Fwd Mwir. studio.

$600 Mo.

,,,epdy,,, en
esperence

3141ummage&CarageSale

Car furnished. Must be licensed
driver with good driving record. Age: 18 on op. Good Way
to also learn newspaper career.

0405 PASM PERSO

CREDIT CLERK
thalibesi appram

Located In Elk Grove Village
Needs

Tel

'

WIRE CO.

Monday, June 15 1970

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

FULL OR PART
TIME COURIER

g

437.7933 blvvn 5 P. 6 pm

992.1190

000UEEPER5

CHICAGO MAGNET

solo, with liberal

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT

$650-750 MO.

'1=111'

o

'ZT.ElkdrPo'

SECRETARY

ffR=ITSIS

goo

To

EXECUTIVE

Des Plaines

ElmL

light typing,

OFFICE

331416.

Secretory

5.1. by Appf.

,

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

ol Pork. Coll

Des Plaines

SSOLee St,

,png OUT NO EXPERIENCE!

GENERAL

WILL TRAIN'

yr e.g. 359.27

La Sole Personnel

Ph°LaPPIL You need

Must be over 21
Work Part Time Evenings.

26 Help Wanted Women

HARCZAKS

8.583.99 2 2

290.2770

n'sedve'ed112stl, lake mmr
heights record it all. Answer

COUNTER MAN

Call Bob Von

FULL OR PART TIME
304

Call nava:

will

Doctor

26 Help Wanted Women

COOK

2,8 6181 or 824

SECRETARY

GYeaR Jabs:

"gITZZ,Ifr.r
Well.like

INSIDE SALES

knees.

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

211219 Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

ELK.

High School hop wonted ta work

lemva 0

25Employment Agencies Women

24448 Wanted Igen

'65 Bel Ais 400 H.P. 396.4 spd.
H.D. roar end.3700 as best offer.
C 11827.0692

'67 Mustang, 6 cyl. slk, NC, like

$295
'62 CHEVROLET IMPALA

0.vg.........

2 door

rado,whirrew alls.

emenzeme

$
801,1110111.1CINO

AVAlIABIF

.CARS

BO - MAR.
MOTORS

298-2006
655 Pierson ow etwai

NORWOOD
FORD INC
6333 N. HARLEM

RO -3-1500
DAILY I .11

SATURDAY 4 t.
SUNDAY I I te a

Arlington High dip to as
The Close of 1970 meowed

Melanie.. 8 15 pm, Rases-

Mochael Joseph Delon..
John Scott boneannl

day June 11 at Arlington High

Sharon Millard Darner.

School

The 512 Perin....
Macbeth Anne Adams
Dennis Robert Agnes
James Robert Aim

John William Almdale
Anne Alba ria Andersen
Carl Jahn Anderson

Knone Moan fhb.

Jame Lynne Modem.

Kevin Dwight Ellerteon

Mary Elizabeth Andernon
Corte Ann Angoloff
Diane Patricia Archibald
David Donald Argus.
Richard McCann Armour
Janet Therese Atkins
Nancy -lane Audelte
Barbara Lynn Aug°
Michoel Aurter
Rebel, Mon thew
Heather Eileen BMA
Steven .1/21, Balms
Theresa Marie balinski
James Kenneth genie

Tre, Timothy Billets

Terre. Gerard Foy

theme Katherine Rank*

Candice Ann Frnnkovic

Ann Marie Franz,

p.m. There Lea Wedn.day matinee at 2 p.m. and Sunday evening
perfomuonce at 7,30. Dinner -theatre combinations are available.

Thomas Dillon Barrett
Donna Lynn Bartels
Lindsey Carol Barton
Jerry eashlehen
Randolph Peter Bauer
Thomas Henry Bellito

For information and reservation, call 259-5400.

Paul Carter Berogsteen

Faith Quabine plays the role of Ellen Manville In Murray
SchismPs three -character comedy "Lev" which opened at the
Comte, Club Theatre in Memel Prospect an Wednesday evening, June 10, fee an indefinite tun. Norman Rise and Frank
Loyerde play the tree male roles. Rice is also the director of the
play. Performances of "Low" will be held Tuesday through Friday at 830 p.m., with two shows on Saturday at 7:30 and 10:50

thbert Edward thnisak Jr.
Laura Ann &ransom
Wiliam Stanley Bergstrom
Joanne Maureen Bieber
Pamela Lynn Bigford

Brent Alienistoist
Cris... Lesl

elconquist
Patrick Polon Bluhm
Jeff emblem bocebler
lames Richard Bokelmann

.

Kathy Sue Doh.,
bentee C Doll
Ronald Alan Doubek
Mary Kathleen Doyle
Elozobeth Margaret Drake
Colleen Mane Dunn
Nancy Jean Duff
Flynt Mane Early

an Mr. DeLouise.
I am married and in love with a manied man. I know he low
me, even though our relationship, this far, has only been Noche
We have been very careful for the sake of our children. How lo g
will this go on? Will it end gracefully? Or will someone expose us,
caMing an 'Mut and out" break up? Also, I know this man h s
Neen" other girls. Are any of them still involved with him?
A Gal In Love, Prospect Heigh s
Dear Gab
Are you sure you're not reading a lot into a couple of lunches?
I'd like to know what you mean by saying you know that you are
i.e levee Do you men love, or physical attraction?
I don't feel this rrtathonship will continue. 1 feel him backing
o. Also,1 fed, ae you do, that there are three other women in his
life, not serious, of course.
Frankly, I feel you ore heading for trouble here and while I feel

you arc the type who an handle it I think you must tel and
consider the problems your actions May thmt on Your NutilY.ls
a lilde excitement during the noon hour worth ID

Dear Mr. DeLouiset
My marriage has been on the down grade for the pest several
years. He became involved with someone he works with, He told
me be loves us both. Is it possible to love two people?

1 told him "her or nit." She no longer works with him. 1, ton,
beer been involved with someone.
I would like to know if my husband, feelings for this other
person will go away? And will mine die for the other axon? Can
our marriage be saved? We are both worldng at it and things have
been pretty nice for the past few months. Ham many children do
you feel we'll have7

Mrs. L., Des Plaines
Dear Mrs. L,:
I feel you are both confronting your problem and bilking 11
out. I think you both realize you've been foolish. I am feeling
your marriage will last and %Mel four children for yea,
Dear Mr. DeLouisc
Will my daughter, who is dating a young divorced man, get
their problems straightened out so Mayon] mule into. marriage
AY be happy? Will my other daughter marry her serviceman?
Also, will my husband's health improve? Do you foul the problem is physical Or nerves?

No Name, Mount Prospect
Dear No Name:
1 feel good with both marriages for your daughters. I am feel.
leg your husband's problems have something to do with his nerves
and I feel his condition will improve.

Dear Me. DeLouise,
My husband and I are in our late 40s. We want very much to
move to Hawaii. Do you foresee this mom. Will my husband find
work there? Will we he happy in this venom?
Waiting
Dear Walling:

I fert you should take this move to Hawaii. I feel it will be a
good one. I'm sure, however, that your husband will check job
opportunities through his profemional organization before he
11181a9 o final m.e. 1 em also feeling that eventually you will
come back to the Mahaand.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will answer the questions of Day madam is this mamma. Letters shoold

be signed, butames will be omitted if the emitee requesn ft,
Write to Delonse in rare of Day Publications, 722 Center St.,
Des Plaines 60016.

Donald Dean Ellis
Glen Alan Engelking
(Kevin Len Erbe)
Rick Rohn Frickran
John David Ewalt
Johnathan Louis Fenlacik I

Christina Lynne Feria.
Timothy William Fichte,
Timothy Rennie Fitmarnek
Melinda Jane Flodin
D enise Aleisha Flom
David John Foss

Michael Jahn Reardon

John Lawrence DOM, al
Frames Patricia Di go
Thomas Rithard

Joseph Manuel Mem,
K athleen Ann Game.
Ruth Anne Gabler
Edwin Michael Roane!.
Derry Lough Gardner)
John William Game
Cristine L Galeria
Verne Richard Genisio
Lawrenm Alan Geyer

Janus Watimon Most

Deborah Filen Bouffard
Marjorie Jean Bawen
Barbara Anne Boyd
John Micheal Boylan
Richard Howard Baylis
Garrett Thomas aratke
Charles George Brame, Jr.
Frank Robert Brennan
Berbers Lodge Bressler
Richard theren Brea
Donna Marie Brink
Karen Elizabeth Briscoe

David W. Grand.
Paula Ellen Greeley

Kevin Pat.k Broderick
Patrick Micheal Brousemu
Diane Marie Brouwer
Kathleen Anne Grown

la. Raymond Brown
Debra Ann Bruner
lames Alen Bubble
Smn David Buckingham
Michael Craig [Wachner
Peter Richard Bukowski
Mary Anthony Bunnelle
Christine Anne Boucle
James Joseph Burke

Slake Riche. Burkett
Jean Marie Burk.
Lynne Darlene Boater
Brost Allan Butler

Maureen Kathleen Callahan
Christine L. Carlson
Shelia Gregory Cassidy
Maria De Las Meriedes Cervinco

Daniel Robert Chalifo.
Gmrga Sheldon Chapman
Lotowanne M. Cisewski
Kristin Bobennwer Clark

Babette Male Clarke
Marianne Sue Clawing
Stephen DowidCleart
Janet Kay Cochran
Paul Arthur Coddington
Judith Gail Collins
Thomas Edward Conway.
John Fredrick Cook
Sharon Lee Cook
Steven Robert Cook

Dana Lynn Cadman
Martha Louise Convin
James Melvin Cowden

Carol Joann Whereon
''Jahn Randall Curtin
Glen Stephen Cozzori
Nancy Alice Dabber,
Gary Roy Dalleke

Denise Lydia Dal,
Lawrence Walter Daub,
Linda Gail Davis
Patricia Ann Dean
Denise Ann Deana

Lesley Carole Doohring
Sheryl Jean Daley
Richard Allan Delaney

David Andrew Passe re 111

Cloffo rd Leland Schultz

William Charles Kirchhoff

Muria Linen Patten.

K aron Emily Kirkland

Bennie Charmaine Peden.

David John !Ikea.

Emery lean Peek

Teeny Grant Kluestros

Jorge Luis Peso,
Wayne Forrest Pie.
Linda Marie Pala

John Philip Shelley III

Susan Rao Kest

Diane Marie Plant
David John Pollard
John Howard Pallitz

Robert Gills Shortie
Kimberly Gay Sheviak
William John Short

Constance Ruth thuzmanoff
Mehemet Kowalski
Mary Margaret Kranz
Michael Leonard Kranz
Catherine Ann Rubin

Debra Lynn Poole
Irene Mary Porewski
Virginia Louise Powers
George Bruce Predick
Bradley Joseph Prochaska

Jeffrey Todd Shorn,

Pamela Mae Kurzka
John Porter thoykendall
Robert Vinmrot Kwiecinski
Joanne Elizabeth DMA
Celeste
Landon
James Edwin landwehr

Gall Lynne Chum
David Charles Quigley
Gary Ralph Raddernan
Judith Laraine Ratlike
Leslie Jean Rain

Betsy Ann Haleall
Meredith Lynn Hamilton
Donna Marie Hapke
Judy Aron Harm

Dragon/Rammed Maris
David Am. Hart
Frederick John Harsh
Chrietine Barbara Haskins

Undo Diane Hauf
D enethy Mae Haat
Janis Lynn
Cathy Elizabeth Heckendorf
John Thomas Heffernan

William Patrick Heffernan
Barbara Anne Haile
Thomas Willed Heimsath
Mary Therese Heisler
Patricia Jean Henrirkson
Deborah Monne Herded,
Margaret lane Hennes
Ricardo Hemandee
Cynthia Susan Helmick
Jean Leslie Herrmann
Alan Lawrence Hess
Karen Grace Hilb
health they Hillert
Sue Mn Hedge
Robyn Kay Hone

Carol Ruth Lorton
Mario Todd lemon
Laurie tee lerbelo
Nancy Cummins Lehman
Marcia Ann Mister
Jeffery tools Laken

Andy Henry Locken
David Allen teakwood
Randall J. Logsdon
Geoffery B. lonergan
Margaret Ellen tong
Denise Sandy herbs
Robert Dennis Loughman
Craig Richardson Loughrin
IHLNrom feenoldinesmon
Joseph Brion Lynch

Christine Ann Mackey
Susan -Kathleen Mader
Joanne Ruth Malerhater
Lyeio Main

Melanie Carol Maloney
John Kyr /Moos
Deborah Denise ManMell
Marianne Francine Marshall
Donald Ray Martel

Janet Nan, Morom

Susan Louise thuska
Robert John Hort Jr.
Anita Huyemane
Susan Ann inselberger
William Pouf James ,
Dale Howard Jensen

Elizabeth Ann Johnson
James Michael Johnson
Linde Ellen Johnsen
Barbara Jeannette Jones

Susan lean Dem.,

Karen Louise thelleski

Joyce Lynn Porter

Martha Jana Kemper

Wt 2 0 Ninth °tsarist luaus
htor) on Iho bloat. honk

thou, Margaret Ungaro
Thomas Richard Ungaro
Mane Useldong
LaredoR
Van Blade'
Deborah Jean Vanek
Debra Caryl Vogel

old
Tile

Robert Leroy Spoerlein

William Wayne Sporleder
Diane Eddy Stoohl
Richard John Stance.

Donald Robert Rateike
Richard Kenneth Ransch
Karen Anne Recker,
Belinda Kathleen Reed
Craig Douglas Raider
Suzan Marie Reinhardt

Monica ...Stansbury
Some

Stephens

Susan Paula Sternberg (in obi
sandal

John toe Reinert,

Alice hale Digger

Manha Ann Remen
Daniel Arthur Rene
Christine Mary Rotten

James Kurth Stipp
Jeffrey Kim Strockdale
Warren Cole Maur
Janice Sue Strauss

Joann 'Cathryn Reynolds
Sue Ann Rim
Pamela Joust Richey
George Michael Rieder
Colleen Ann Ringel
John Bradford Ritchie
John Frederick Roach
Brian Edward Robb
Douglas Arthur Robb
Donnie Corte Roberts
Delores Carol Roper

William Clyde StricEer

Jeffrey Joseph ...demon.,
Donald E. Stumpf

Gerard Albert Sable.
Kenneth George Suchemski

Susan larraino Sunimn
Sigrid Sandstrom
Thomas Wayne Sward
Perinea Mary Sweeney

Lomita Mad Roeuncki

Gems. F. Tannery IV
Patricia Aron Taylor
Susan Marion Taylor
Glenn Thomas Tempo
Kenneth Alan Templin
Paul Akin Thompson
John Richard Tollefson

Richard Glenn Ross
Elieabeth Noel Rossi
Barbaro Diane Roth

Darrell James Rowe,
Warren Edward Rudy

Karen Sue Rum,

at 2.2. River Grove. a 2-1 Will -

Cathy Jean Vom Brack
Stephen Patrick Vonebers

ear over Wheeling Saturday,
fell to 1.2 after yaterday's de.

=al Lion's Club Convention

him. at Hersey in Arlington

RON, Ann Mem

Heights,

Margaret Theresa Merkel

educational tom aloog with
the trip 5ffe t 'pstoWashinge

has

planned

no

Alls Fair
eommitttee
sets exposition

K im Patrick Moore

Craig Dennis Moritz
thAHJay Nodose
Fred Leland Madsen II
John Kennedy Manew
Elisabeth Sukrtin May

The All, Fair Committee. a
o I -far -profit
orpnonotion
monomial of various northwest suburban community orRealizations will sponsor a minority exposition entitled

°Alla Fair" at the Randhurst

Shopping Center, Mount
July le -19.
The purpose of the fair is to

Susanne Mary Murdock
Richard Doane Murphy

exhibit the culture, contribu-

Mark Edward Masi.
Kenneth Chained. Mustain

development

Susan Lee Nelson

Ruth Marie Dellinger
Christina Mario Nielsen
Seen Edward Mahon

parades

cony
petitions. "We hope to Awe in

the top three in the Lions Parade competition," said Caneva. Last year, the band enwren their first competition at
tbe Seaway Band Festival at

Meskegon; Mich.. and took
filet place honors. Since then
se . band has won every campc

n it has entered.
The most recent victory was

dons to society and business
of the Black,
Spanish. Oriental and Indian
segments of the American
population. There will be
nrtny types of enterprise& ineluding manufacture. artists.
modeling agencies and author

tit

mental disorders.

Monte J. Meld man. M.D.,
completed the project on menml and perceptual disorderedter seven years of reserach.
Pelgamon Press is the pabli-

Sher.

A

resident

of Highland
Park, Meldnian has been di-

rector of research

at

Hospital, Des Plain.

Forest
since

koentopp ma wed May from
foss to eatchss Pete Cavalier°

from catcher to thud and 01
on from right to shortstop and
he installed Maly at first and
Pleickhardt. Kevin Chesney

Roger Cardinell in the

Lend

OU(field.

Despite

the,.

only three hits at River Game,

onc more than it nrtsten1/2
epinst Arlington the day before. but the 36e rs used woof
them to tally single runs in the
third and sixth innings.
Gary Pleickhardt's one -out
single up the middle was the hit'

that led to Des Plaines grit
run. The little left -fielder stole
second. went to third on an errant pickoff att crept and
scored on Rich Olson 's

fly to .1.1.mM:op center -field.

Frank May. just about the
only 36er who Is doing any
clutch hitting. didn't find any-

Michael 5catt Weber
Gary Robert Wegner
Dale Leon Weidner
Dorothy Ann Weidner
Vineent William Weidner
Michael Joseph Weiler
Richard William Wells
larie Ann Wendorf
Cherie Ann Weetedt
Deborah Joyce Whiffing
Jane Flieabath Whitnell
Judy Jane Willme

body on base when he came to
bat in the sixth so he did all the

2

0

0

21

2

3

RIVER GROVEM)

Score by Innings

Drs Pilaus
Roar Glom

001 001 0 2
MO 000 0 Xi

E Best Cartwright Salve
son

Plow

ab

Wiseman ss

Shiner If

r

2
2

h
0

D Alessandro lb 1
Best

p

sh-Pleickhardt 2 Cav
Alamo Chasncy 2 Wiseman
Stelarter Pare aloe -OI
son FIR May

PITCHING SUMNIARE

1

Perry 3b
Cartwnghts. e
White. rf

2

Hedges, rf-2b
Salmsen. 26-rf

I

Loni, of
Tobin

Ip h r er sow

Pitcher

2
2

720D9 5
732 67

Ristau

I

2

22

2

Winne MILIstaff
43.1:

Loser -

If the
and was closer to
the plate than normal, Ristau
deserves credit for taking full

Pleickhavdt, If

2

1

°

Olson,

B est, the same fellow who was
blasted by Logan Square in his

Cardinell, rhc

3

3

Scott Day end Dean Sheri-

lit led a 17 -hit barrage with
Iwo hits apiece while 51011
Krcutzfeld and Glenn Jars.,
bowski held Mount Prospect

tmnmPP.

Maly. I b

By George Hal.

0

Chesney. cf
Kasper, 2b

0

to five hits as Wheeling pounds on the Palominos antl

The right -lefty tandem was

at all Saturday &munch

Plaines batsmen reached first

pitched for the University of
Illinois frosh this past spring,

base in the game, and only one

man made it to second. Arlin,
ton third baseman John Brod-

featured tall infield
gone and deep mud M several
school

places. Al a result. many errots were made and play on
both sides was sloppy.

SHERIDAN GOT a pair of
hits including a long. two -run
homer in the first inni
while

yesterday.

Luckeloger Shot birdies on the
17th hole to highlight play in

the YMCA Twilight Golf

last

week. Pem011er
mho had the low gross score of

41, vrithRoliRohrback shooting a 43.

was breezing along with a one-

hitter with one out in the sixth

The pane was not Wired
under ideal condition.. Ii19
diamond

By Jim Stuart
RIMY Grove struck early
for two runs in the first inning

was certainly a heartbreaking loss for Day and his
tesurnates, both because the

and made them stick, going on

right-hander out -pitched his
opponent,
Delessado.

to beat Wheeling and Scott
Day by a 2-1 score Saturday

"5

II

and because the visitors had

night in a District Nine American Legion baseball game et

numerous Woman io

River GMT.

them.

failed to .c.api°dizeBonn

al. Wheeling high

Dave Jones was the only
=I Standout for Mount Pros.
Pe.. galling two hits in two
BIM including a double. Mike
Musial scored the only run on

On lune 21, the band will
travel to Plainfield, Ill. tow.
pctc in the Midwest Masse Fes tival. This competition In-

A. nallt of last week's

eludes marching band, eowert

action. a four-way tie for

in-

spection.

HMI

place

exists

in

the

Greenbrier softball league.
Barnaby's. Meyer Brothcrt Dairy. Bob's Market and
1,105011 Realtors are all tied

with four points each. McyetBrothers won two
games. beating Northgatc
Pharmacy, I 3- t2. and de(eating Biesler Insurance.

1967.

He is the recipient of the
A.E. Bennett award of the
Society of Biological Psychtatry and the Gold Medal
from the Academy of PsYchosomatie Medicine.

29-12,

Meld man founded the

Bryan Kilt, of Arlington

on WGN-TV tomorrow morning at 7.

`% I*

fatal first frame, when he gave
up the two runs on three hits.
he allowed but one safety the
rest of the way. He fanned 14
in only six innings, striking out

12elcssado and a single by Zeka

the side in the first. third and
Sixth, and he walked only one

by Ron Stelcyk, a double by

Wheeling hitters in order. He
allowed five hits. two of theih
off the stick of Speedy Wier.,
and he walked six while sink-

Mark.

outscored Mot tinque Coiffures 19.B. Nelson Realtors bested Nester
Insurance 35-21 and Martinig. Coiffures edged Park-

It -Market 35-25.
STANDINGS
Barnaby,
Meyer Bros.
Bob's Market
Nelson Realtors
Northgate Pharmney
Martinque Coiffure

PIS

Bryan will demonstrate the
usc Al the "roger bike- which
the rams use to keep in shape
during the Months when they
can't ride.

no trouble in the seventh.

so.

I

, we ee

\l /

tng out seven.
In the first

41

1

%CV

charged with the loss.
Arlington got all the scoring

five innings,

Krentufeld. p
3
20
Jamembowski. p
0 0 0
Toads
33 15 12 10
PROSPECT II/

Ralph Baker walked. Terry
Linguist singled home Day

0

bases.

0

0

Moffo scored when ANnanti lofted a by hall to deep

I

o
0

hits, and the mighty Wheeling
nine whiffed I I times whik
getting twelve hits.
Wheeling

Schweitzer led' off with a walk
and stole second. Day betted
him in. and then he came home
on Sheridan'', homer.
-.

MUSIAL LED off the next

THE BEST Wheeling opportunity of the evening tame
the lop of the first. WieSon
led off the game with double.

vets.

Best, 2b

ond he went to third on a sacrifice bunt by George Solomon.
Bo, wiesen was then cut
down at the plate on a ground
het! to third by Day for the second
Dean
out.
Sheridan
walked and
Dyson
John

ed innocently enoug with Al
Wisalman fanning for the first

Lent. of
Hiller. lb

2

Cartwright. r

2

Pcrry, lb
Rigeski. rf

2
2

Totals

pan the finishing touches on
the I5 -run total.

Deer

Wiesen. cf
Solomon. rf
Day. p
Sheridan. e

Myer

I

Graziano, 26

3

Baker. If

2

Dyson. ss

25

5

2B -Wiesen, Delessadox 511-

ing position with another sac-

,I

Sac -Solomon (2); HBP--Bert.

%

I

I

bi
0

Baker. If
Hurt.

2

I

I

I

0

0

D

Linguist, lb

4

I

I

2

CI

ip h met oo bb
7'5 1.1 7 6
6 4 2-2 14
1

Winners-Delessado,

I

0

U

0

0

While. c
Thurnhoffer. lb

0

3

i;

1

Musial. of
Rush. a

3
2

Perkins. ss
Sumner...et

a

I

0

Stream. 3b

0

3

Jones, If

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

.2

Tile. If
Smoy. p
Schreiber. p

Danker, p
Totals

24

215-Jorles,

Schweltmr.

Sheri den ; SB-Schvichser.
O'Malley. Menial:
&Rush. Sumner. Tetanl: PB.
Wiesen,

White

Loser -

0

I

3 3 4-2 I/

5

Winner-JO:utak:Id, Loser Smog: WP-Kreanzfeld.
12),
Snaps Schreiber, Mocker 12):
Balk-Kretitzfulth

101

Arlingthn

102.2

39
44

Prospect

(00.2

71 149

30
15

Freed
Elk Grove

100.2

39

98

35

45

Palatine

Fotest View
Hersey
Conant

Glenbard N

Busse end Emerson Mount Prospect, Ill
CLearbrook 9-4000

wee

I-1 2

15 4 3-3 0

er
26

97.2
93
93.2
95
97.1
98

96
85

1.81

walls

.

Saturday night. the Arline;
toll squad played Northbrook
under the lights and wan. 4-3.
They remained unbeaten for
the weekend by sweeping a
double-header from the vis.
Bing Wheaton Legion shah
yesterday, winning by scores

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

,

ah
3

°ffer
Abinanti, of

Armstrong. lb
Morro, pr4f
Fitzgerald, rf

Geyer..
Tod.

I

3

I

2

II

I

3

0
II

I
I

0
0
II

I

I

0

I

(I

I

0

0

11

4

I

3

0
0

11

I0

0

p

hi

h

1

3

Anderson, p

20

TabOs

r

I

0
5

DES PLAINES MI

Pharr

t

r
0

3

ob

Galindo, cf
Cavalier°, c
Olson. rf
Me. lb -P

hi

h

0

0

II

00

2

0

0

It

Rhin. If

3

0

I

0

Losch. w
Koentopp. 36

2

2

0
0

0
0
0

2

0'

II
0
0
0
0

2.11

2b

1

HollywOOd. p

243
2.43
2.65
2.70
2.84

Cardiaeff ph
t
It
Maly. lb
0
0 11
TgWa
10
2 0
E.Ctivallero, Kasper: LOB.
Anlington 7, Dot Plaines 21
DP -Arlington 1 IGeyer.Salm.

94

37

37

52

86

39

2.P

29 100

40

74

54

2.88
3,06

78

to

Feb plate with the fifth ArAn.
Ii"

2.04

43 110
47 116

39

dropped third strike enubkd

Salm. 26
Bradman, lb
Prose. c
Lundstedt. If -lb

MS I 041 0
212 5 Porn 3 4

Wheeling

%%

Minn MEI. MI031,1X.IWKI COMMON,

I ter
51/2 4

0

on

left, A throwingerror

of 4.2 and 441.

Frilsolm, Dyson.
Solomon: HR.

Ployer
Kreutzfeld
Jarzemhowski

runs of the

t wo

by Mike Moffo. Bob Fil4C1,
ald walked and both menus

Fitzgerald

0

0

I

Tolzien. of

The final

contest came in the Arlington
sixth. Dave Armstrong opened
with a single and was replaced

tented a free pass to load the

2

Fondle. lb

baseman.

moved up a hese on Larry Geyer's sacrifice. Doubt* nrs

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
TEAM PITCHING

4.1
day._ afterday..
.after day... after day.. after day...after day...after day, after day ...after day...after day... after day...after day...

BANKING CENTER OF THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

I

Graziano. 2b
Sheridea.o-lf

PITCHING SUMMARY

Delessedo

I

1

oh

Schreiber

$6/

Mount Prospect State Bank

Mayer
Koehler. 2b
Harbach. 2b

Stelcyk, Delessed0 I

Pitcher

3

1

Sleep

I

.Lundgialat, Schweitzer,

bounced out to third to end the
inning and the Wheeling scoting for the day.

2

I

Moriarty. If

single by Wiesen. Solomon ad vanccd both runners into scors

out to second.

h

r

2

Day.

Walk and moved .Swoon on a

peter! home on Day's mound

ab

Schweltrer. rf
Solomon, rf
Wiesen ef

3

Lundquist. lb.

rcg bunt, and Baker seam-

Dyson, 2b -es
Messina, 2b

WHERLING (151

lob

toad;

O'Malley. 36

PITCHING SUBISIARY

WHEELING I)

Schweimer, 3b

with a un in rho fourth as
Ralph Baker led off with a

and got the side out.
Wheeling got three more in
the filth and 0110 in the sixth to

21

Day grounded

reached on an error, but the
SHERIDAN WAS put guile
rally ended when Terry Lund- posely passed wren two out.
bounced mg to the and the move turned mit to be
mound.
a sound one when Dyson
The bottom enough first start-

roared on a wild pitch. Jim
Danker relieved Schreiber

out to short, and another rally
went by the boards.

finally cause up

two
more in the fourth. Day got on
via a two base error. Sheridan

Jenkins, 3b

singled Day home, and then

4
2
4
4
2

ranWheeli

on via an error. and that sent
Ron Smoy to the shower and
brought Toni Schreiber to the

WHEELING GOT

Delassedo. p

were down.

and Sheridan, Jack Jenkins got

emend.
John Dyson greeted Schreiber with a double right and
then Schweitzer doubled to
drive in the last two runs of the
frame.

RIVER GROVE Ill

striking out Ma neat two tiro-

Meanwhile, Wheeling bed
and 00
the sacks
sec ond on a one -out single by

g osh runners scored on an error by the Des Plaines second

first after walking.
Bothto
gent sore
in
their next turns ate bat. but
Wheeling erupted for six runs
in the bottom of the third.
Speedy Wiesen started things
off with an out and then Day
got a single, Sheridan walked.

Stelcyk, If

But a good throw by Sheridan
to cut down Best trying tonna!
helped Wheeling come out of
the inning unscathed.

THE HEIGHTS' nine
added a pair of insurance MI.
lien in tho third. Salm singled
with one away and sprinted to
third on, Brodnan's douhle.

Prospect struck out a mere
tee tulles while getting five

Wisalman. ss

111E ONLY. other River

throw.

Greg Sumner got picked off

Playerlob

Drive threat came in the
FOurth, when Day ran into a

it eroded in the bottom oldie
gra when Mike Ainand
moved to second when
Cary Salm walked, went to
third on a fielder's choice and
continued home on en errant

game was the fact that Mount

runs the hosts would need. Day
escaped further trouble by

Gerald Elisco's club stranded
a total of I 1 area and tvrice John Graziano and walks to
left the bases loaded without Wiesen and Solomon after two

I

4. 4.

hits, but

were victimized by walks and
errors. Hollywood started and
worked five innings while May
came in and chucked the final

two frames. Hollywood was

Des Plain.' hurlers, Gordy
Hollywood and Frank May,

Save at the big bank where interest is compounded,
ism mai

only four

allowed

inning with a single. took see nod on a balk, took third on a
wild pitch, and scored when

'

Odor brought in the only two

inning until the sixth. after streak of wildness and gave Up
which he retired the Int six 0 walk and two hit bagman.

Bryan on TV
he one of three
Heights
amateur bicycle racers io ape
pear on the Ray Rayner show

of three times, but then a single

hand, was in trouble in every

Harnaby, beat Pa Bob'sPark-It-Market
Heisler Insurance
Market 21-4, and Bob's

Health
Suburban Mental
Health Association in 1962.
He is on the consulting staff
of Northw.t Community
Hospital, and the conttesy.
staff of Lutheran
Hospital.

DAY HAS seldom looked
better on the hill. After that

While hitting two batsmen.
Delessado, on the other

4 -way tte
in softball

nessed by Gov. Ogilvie, See,
Ralph Smith and Secretary of
Slam Paul Powell.

when a blister on his pitching
hand forced him to the bench
Doubek relieved him, softendcred a walk and a sing. and
then retired the side. He had

a double steal in the second innine.
One onsuel point in the

Early runs are Day's downfall

also won the Admiral

"Outstanding Band" Award.
The contest was judged by
Frank Piersol from the Universitv of Iowa and wan MO-

League

ANDERSON, WHO

Et. eh":, r"Za;

Nile Legion baseball lotion

Russ

nan did not have any company

in complete control all afternoon for Lloyd Meyer's Ninth
District entry. Only five Des

Two birdie 17th in `IT' golf looped
Max Pcmclier and

stolen base. (Photo by Mike

binzetw)

12 hits carry Wheeling throe

0

1

Cawthorn, 3b
3

Best faced an almost con,-

Heights' American Legion
teem to a 5-0 win over vistting

. , b.

May. c

season.

Doubek combined to pitch a
two -hit shutout Saturday af.
ternoon, leading the Arlington

DES PLAINES (2)

to those three hits was Rich
only Other Legion outing this

By Jim O'Donnell

Gary Anderson and Ron

Des Plain..

Maw

Grove's Al Wiseiman slides in with

Arlington silences 36er bats

dvantage of the situation. The
righty
ironed singles up the middle to John Perry in the fourth and Bob Salve son. but that was all.
Ristau, who stfuck out nine

of work

Plaines' offense. etteept

Des Plaines second baseman Katt Koentopp do. a little ballet
behind the bag but Its all in vain as the belittle!. him and River

bases also looked a little short.

THAT WAS the extent of

Fessisal Band Competition, In
Harvard, Ill. The band caw
ogled in Class A against bends
from Wisconsin and Illinois

and

0
0

feet, six inches. The
The River
Grove field is rather
and the distances between the

for n home run that pave the
36er a 2-0 lead.

for a harmless single to center
M the seventh by Ryan Maly.
The hurler who held the 36ers

band

0
0

mound to the plate a few feet
shorter than the regulation 60

fielder's head and legged it out

Dee

stage

0

IN ALL fairness to the hit-

work himself. The huge right,
handed swinger unloaded a
tremendous blast over the lett-

Karen lee Wilson
Delynro Cherie Winkelman
Mark Vincent Winters
Samuel John Wit
William Louis Witcher
Suzan Joyce Voloilkiewim
Kristine Tans Wolter
James Bryon Woodward

band,

0

ters on both teams, it appeared
that the dist.ce from the

while walking five, has stored
both of Dcs Plaines' victories
without suffering a
He
has yielded only three earned
runs and 10 his in IS innings

William Thomas Will,

and

hlaffy rf
Pass. p

DES PLAINTS managed

,

a

"Diseases of AttentionProsper. and
erceptiog a new look

Totals

Daum Leslie Wooleworth
Evelyn Frances Wagner
Linda Jeanne Wagner

Mental disorders book
.
by Forest Hospital
doctor
A For
Hospital paychiatrist recently published

about xarrything to awaken
his potentially pohnt sluggers
shook them up with Bob Ass
se
txr
bass being the
only playa to
at the same
position against both Ailing
ton and Otter Grow

mained less than awesome.

Elizabeth Ann Mien
Pamela Mart Zeroth&
Charles Edward Kenny

are

Galindo pr

changes, the 36er aMaelt re-

Patricia Ann LAM

lune 6 at the Harvard Milk

Russell He. Miller
Ands Lou Mitchell

Both

pletely massed Des Plaines
hnsup Coach Iselth Komi
lopp Who has been trying .1.0

Carolyn lean Wacomr

Oebsa Ann Wyatt
Patrick Henry Yorke, Jr.
Robert Donald taker

ton. D.C. and the U.S. Nasal
Academy at Annapolis, Md.,
will be included. The band will
also participate in the greater
Towson Fourth of July Parade
in Baltimore, Md.

Dal

Adrienne Ran. Voise

Hersey marching band in 53d
Lions convention parade July 1
The John Hersey High
School Marching Band has
Mien selected to represent the

snabhd

dey to even its league record

Susan Marie Might
Marilyn Charlotte Wroblewski

Om, Ann Tampa

wan

Plain, which dropped a 0
Menton to Arlington Sane

Patriria Minn W..

bearie Spies

Parade to be held in Atlantic
Clly, N.J., July I.
Donald Geneva, director of

Jambelim Gay McMillan
GeyClinten McMillian III
J. Bruce Mwhling

James Alan Myers
Sandra Ruth Naeher

Jam. Omar Jose.

Lau Ann Underwood

to

two hit, on the 36..s squared

Susan Patricia Spethmann

Susan Nay Ramsey
Harry E. Rapp

Sean kiwis Meguy

Glenn Ames Mee,

John Mich, Ise,

R1,1,1 hdd Rive Grove

Jeffrey Warr

' Wm Rorie Spears

State of Illinois at the 53d An-

,

Jeffery brim Howard

keel Lee Sharon Ton,
David Allen Minch

Linda Aeon Waite.
Jonas Louise Walters
Bonnie Louise Walworth
Douglas Sherwin Ward
Linda Kay Ware

Sharon Ann Smith
Matthew Michael Snyder

Gregory Women Minix
Undo tomalneNkIlhose

Mane Merle Otsego
Barbara Lynn Meyer 7
Jahn William Meyer
Michael Srephan Meek
Rickard lobs akkholski
Kenneth Michael Mikern

Patrick Joseph Hogan
Robert Cherie. Hallenbeck
Marcia Kaye Halley
John Stephen Holloway
Andrea Ann Holman
Jena Lynn Holt

and
thur dumbsr pis
tsrday but right hinder Dove

Michael Jai, Lynk

Morons Joseph ...moth

Jahn French. Hoffmann

Lamm* Purvine
-

Mary Ellen Tuarni
Eheabeth Ann %deem

Noury Man Weldlew
Noonan Thomas Wall, Jr
James Jeffrey Wanner
Michael John Walsh
Patricia Ann Walsh

leffroortionold Smith
Patricia Ann Smith
Patricia Marie Smith

slumpmg bats

Ds,

Richard Louis Wally

Glenn Eric Sielerrnan
Alan Dole Steger
Ellen Marie bloke

lenune Vincent Ras,

Charles Edward

Fred William Hal.

ronlpi)

Mary Patricia Pi,

Bruce Gordon Knoll
Kevin Ted Koeneman
James Make Koerner
Gary Robert Komarek

Thomas George edge

Valerie Ann Gummier
Mary Colleen Guilfoil
Marilyn Last Hacker
Michael Leroy Radler
Nicholas Paul Hahn
Donna Marie Hails
Kathleen Joanne Haire

,,,,,,., Looked ;Mach (on ab

Jeffery Dean Schulze
Susan Lee Seelenbinder
Mark Jonathan Skewers
ArthoorJohn SergeY
Scoff Allen Severson
Diane Caroline Shak

Alba
Christine
beat
Albin Erick Undblad
Stephen Peter lindgrtn

Alan Walter Coml..

Suzanne Elizabeth Saxton
oamesJ Schaefer
Bernadette Mane Schwan°
Gary Warren Schubert

Steven Jan °amok
William Carrell Parapet

Barbara Lynne Kong

Deborah Ann tankard,
Janet Anne brew
Carole Ellen tepkowski
Christine Marie lerthenfeld

Paul Michael Greene
Daniel Paul Grey

P.n. Diane Sawyer

Kathy lean Foley
theborahlternball

Thor, Alan Wrath., Jr.

Robert Frank Goa, le.

Steven Gory Ilmkemo
Gale Elizabeth Smell

Todd Ellsworth Opela
Mart Elizabeth Owens

Michael William attack

Herbert Alan Prato.

James Andrew Ryleski

James Michael Pansh
Rex Lows Partin
groan Patrick Pascale

Mark Douglas Lane
Mary Ann lenegereck
Michele Mali barroom

at atherine Gilmour

Ream limb&

Deordro Offen
ffeergette Rose Olsom

By Mike Imrem

Alan Richard Townsend
Terence COI Trainer

P.n. Ann Running

Paul Anthony Nystrom
Bradford John Othun
Jahn Theodore Oertel

Joanne Manisa 101149

Robert Arthur landwehr

Edward Francis Ginobot
Pat.ia Are Givens

Geaige Buell Bond

Kathy Mane Konica
James Lloyd Kanwoch
Jo Ann Kaucher
Andrew 'Mho
Germaine M. Kolb
Jahn Chides Keller
RasalieNaloant Keller
Thome. Michael Kennedy
Sreven Cori Itenninger

Ristau throws 2 -hitter

I
11

Armstrong

2,

0
0
0
0

0

Salm.Lund-

sted628-grodnan; SH-Creyer
2, SI--Abinanti.

.
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Cunt

watches children

TONIGHT

,PI M S

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

2
5

hip

IIN-VM
A RECOPDAle

BE

S NICE

AkENTE I HAMA RTRoRSEEE
SOMERIAX FOR coNIAARI- Ihis THERE'S SONERINGSRADY
JR hie DEAL -ORE BEINISARIE
WM LATER
To 'WWI THAT TAPE OKI MIER
KR2VA-TOsEE How
1,A NOT INTHE AMAT° KEEP rl
MUCH IMPROTEMERT
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No DIC-TU.4
IT °FE,

7

TUE SPORTSWRITERS TERAED

So ARMEE-TER Al MAME-

TS
tOn,YA5, THE
SERE
SERE HEARTBROKEN

cHosE THE

LABORATORY OJEO
THE DIAMOND! 12Ler
CARL WEIBEL BEG G ED
tIETC, TEACH M

GAUT

IT SA

9

r1.!tg 'ATE r,?..IAY "1

1 LMER EXPLAINED THE WIND

periences.

SOMEHOW, CHUA,
I FIGURED TOL! FOR AN
AUTHORITY ON unND
ENTS

Mike Douglas

Show

Guests include

44 Continuous

News,

Rem. Lucy looks
for a picnic site in
Ari

Beach."

6:30

Yoked with French
civilians in love and
war during Normandy invmion. Cliff
Robertson. Red But-

Rerun.

"The

My World and

tons, Irina Demick.

"Shaw Biz."
AKC judges demon-

Rerun. "War Be-

tween Men and
It Takesalldef
Rerun. "Payoff ht

I HOPE MR5

r MU-INGHAM WILL

I WAS A 0(501 LEADER BUT
I WINK I CAN REMEMBER

9

FORGIVE ME FOR
TEARING UP HER

t

ENOUGH TO-

ROCK GARDEN 500
sue BREW

Pk WOULD IF

rA

WHAT DANGER

It

rrs BEEN SISME TIME SINCE

y

-,..,,

".

CHERRY TAKES A NUMBER

A

Or ROCKS TO THE BEAM..

ly

.

li

BEGIN TO STIR

SHE'S INf

'

32 Truth

Jennifer

sequences

Everett Sloan nu,
rates a film about a

2

normal life.

original pool for the
stow literary

g.o

,,-

Sporn
6:55

26 Famous Arhus:
Famous Writers

BUGS BUNNY
GOIN)

FOR TUESDAY

TODAY, I'LL SE
THE LAST ONE IN

SIXTHo

GOODNESS

20: Take care that you don't
mad so strongly to a suggcsdon for self-improvement that

Rerun. "Who

Rowan .d Mar-

and tha girl he left be-

Natalie Wood.

Now

7

"The Plaistow

Midnight Report

9

FlasV5
Gordon

Chicago Show
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Live By

you spoil your chances for advancement.

She- salutes the man in her life

CANCER (June 22 - July
231: Something that will stimulate your interest should he the

order of the day. Don.: be offended at another's intrusion.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 21). An

EEK & MEEK

Jo

=gent opportunity to make
your own way should come

When the children are late to school and the car
won't start; when a fuse blows because the toas-

11451M. Pt MOM aJ

MORTY MEEKLE

AT R... THERA, MM..

about during afternoon h ou n.
Take advantage of the situation at home.

oFRAT oL.TA Man..

ter, iron, mixer and color TV are all going at

OA1 AT oklA A

once --

VIRGO (Aug. 29. Sept.
231: Changes in wore which
may make you sit up and take
notice -- of another. Don't let

When a baseball smashes the living room window or the barbecue grill goes up in smoke; when
Susie's date shows up with shoulder -length hair

your reason run away from

and army fatigues --

your heartfelt instincts.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Discipline of yourself must

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

discipline others. Otherwise,
you are putting the can before

needs help and when trouble is imminent, he's
always in the thick of it, trying to patch things up
and make everything all right again.

daily round seems just too much to cope with,

Because he's always on the go your man may
not have had time to survey all the new lifts being
given to men's wear this season. Of course, you
don't want to make him over completely, but let
him know you're interested.

when a tender word of encouragement is needed -Dad, somehow, always comes through.

with a pace -setting remembrance.

When the domestic scene is in a dither and the

come before any attempt to

These days it's not easy being a Dad, yet
there's no one more dependable. When the family

Salute the man in your life this Father's Day

the horse.

frances altman, editor

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Anything related to selfimprovement is vital to your

Answer to Previous Puzzle

happi nest. today. Don't neglect

m PEW
ORAL
EL
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June

THE BORN LOSER

C=IRA

your inner self.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22):

4551 ONE Ill LS A WALRUS! 15N BRIT
ONE IN IS AN ELEPHANT!

today you

should become aware of loving pamed the turning point in
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1-Day
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the present circumstances.
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12 Fragrant
ju'e)
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13 Superintend
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15 Strong gale

begin at once to fulfill
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owe money, we that Me debt is

:'t EL

pairL

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19l: Service to others is the key

to today's success. Do some-

17

thing in connection with the
improvement 0) community
seeices.
PISCES (Feb. 20 March

Expeditionary
force (oh.)

18 Shoulder of
a highway
19 City in
Oklahoma
20 Greenland

CAPTAIN EASY

210 Some evidence of your
preparation for the job offered
Let higher-ups

21 HEseklpimero(ah)

ARIES (March 22 - April

22 Pace

201: Put the final touches on
the present project, particularly if it is one that involves put-

23 Nullify
25 Leather type
26 Builds
27 Loose hanging
shred

ting other people's talents to

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): You may well have been
under ill-advised influence in
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Put a little fashion into his life
"...but don't try to redo him completely..."
Mena hose steps into foals-

There ere a few time:enuring
the year when a woman gete an

ion with new colors and pa.

Oporto/shy to make some alterations and improvements in
tier man's fashion image.

terns after years of somber soh
id shades. The black sock
wardrobe is a thing of the past
as men now key the colors and
patterns of their hosiery to

Father's Day is one of them.
Perhaps his wardrobe needs a
:

little color, or his

their outfits.
Ties area Father's Day Iradition. Most men hake already
tried and approved of todityk

ties lack

or his weekend wear
could stand updating. Your
shop,

ormolu lies just ahead.

wide, wide neckwear. If not,
here's your chance to in.

It is not really wise to redo
him completely, advises the
Men's Fashion Assn., but if
you are inclined toward onc of
the bright now fashion ideas,
you will encounter very little

trod.° him to today's up to
four -inch wide ties. Patterns
range from classic stripes to
metri.=ipe, geometnot, freeforms, floral motifs and some
very handsome solids

male opposition.

NOT ONLY are mature as
well as young dads readily so-

or heavyweight anti.
quad metal buckles we still
be for casualwear, the our' rent look io belts for dressier
occasions is a mom sopinsticated 'jewelry look" in
buckles used on supple !nth brassy

IF YOUR male liltes to be
ahead of the crowd, try one of

available that selecting something stylishly new is no pooh-

If you want to be practical
as well, you will be pleased to

ereSome

fashion -wise

meek underwear has mooed
tarns.

T-shirts, for example. are
now made in V.necks as wellas

act the shirt scene.

any are
crewsnecks and
piped in contrasting colors.
Undershorts now come in

red accents, striking white nccents and soft "dusty tones" to
complement the vivid numbees. For more venturesome
Dads them are shirts that um
bright reds for Ow ground colon.

There arc very important

fashion tones and patterns as
well. in the classic whims.

IDEAL FOR vacationers
shorts and briefs node of

nylon tricot that wash Rho
handkerchief and dry in an

BELTS, LIKE neckwear,
arc wider. Although the big

hour or ma,

in regular,

his

tie

tifully with a solid, color b/a-

Jewelry virscuff links,

make fine
and tie bake

gifts.
fff , Many tie bars have been
lengthened to accommodate

the wider ties and while huge,

cuff links have
passed into limbo, there are
pieces

conceivable arrangement and
in as many a, four and boa calors. Multi -stripes, vibrant colors and long, long point collars

'. the fashion scene via lab.
ric as well as colors and pat-

sleeved,

have not tried their first pair of
patterned pants, so this gybe
a welcome addition
his
wardrobe. And they go beau-

which arc making a reed COM-

the mark of fashion. The anest are bold striping, in canny

learn that even once-prusaic

riding the crest of the fashion
wave. Depending on Dad's

flared or the newest "stovepipe" models. Many men still

fathers

some handsome small and
moderate I y dimensioned

In business shirts, stripes we

Sarah to sporting motifs and
gripe..

use those lightweight leathers
to cinch -in sweaters and out erivear jackets -- a look that is
especially popular with those
who think young.

the big "hat wing" bow ties

iem.beck.

erythinn from geometries to

retain Their press, but %Walled
wrinkles.
PATTERNED slacks in
wovens and knitted fabrics are

tastes, select

oversized

'mating new styles, but Mere
are so many exciting ideas

not only hold their shape and

pression of elegance. Ceramics
and enamel are used to embeff
ish many of the smart swim.

YOU CAN give Dad a summer straw hat via a gift certiff

will probably like one of the
flattering shaped models that
re -introduce the wider, more

USW.

THFIRE ARE some great,
truly new fashion ideas in "at
home" war' and leisurewear
in generals.- mainly the ultra-

deeply rolled bd..
Larger shapes have scored

big gains as many men who
formerly went hatless find the
new styles to their liking.
Dad may own a blazer,
men do, but does he haves knit
blazer? Modern methods have
produced both jackals and

slacks of knitted fabrics that

casual jumpsuits, vest suits and

shirt suits. In both knits and
woven cloths. in long sleeves
rid long legs, short sleeves and
long legs and in short sleeves

and short legs, jump suits arc
in style for every off -duty use.
Choices of colors and fabrics

Fine calfsko leather
strap

SummershilieStyles
For that summer hairstyle,
color or cut you want, call

other fine gift choice.

on, for an appointment soots.

This summer's sportswear
finds a strong revival of printed sport shirts. This time
around the prints include ev-

Ask for Christina. She's Great!

eautifitl j gaddy

Let astrology guide
your gift giving

and years, how about a new
scent? Is he the outdooryp
te?
Try a strong woodsy scent or a.
com-

are able to head directly for

stores, by scanning the ads on
Father's Day gifts in this newt-

stores having items which op peal to you.

Give a casual "took -see" at
Dad. personal pnaperty to

avoid buying something that
he already owns.

Be discriminating

.

and

consider Dad's age and stand-

Corsica, our elegant Meditdrranean collection, crafted in handsome oak.
Four versatile "TEEN -SET" starter groups to choose from...now, at one low, low price!

ing in the community. Even if
he's a sprightly "young one"
in your eyes, don't buy him
"Dutch Boy" cap.

The other members of his
Mature foursome might not
niiir Coo. ..
gen

leimloos

MosMerronotin

reihmw. odd 411flonsi piton os Inelr

moods dump.

holy things carrying

- mechanical gadgets for
all kinds and western. detec211

tive or science books.

For Sagittarius (Nov. 22 Oce. 20- anything to do with
sports

such

as

a rod

"brand name."
For Leo (tiny 23 -Aug. 22)the
he can the
off,"
the more glittering the better.
For Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept.
22) - Something useful rather
Man ornamental, particularly
if he fancies himself a handy-

equipment,

reading matter or even tickets

man -about -the -house.

to a sports event.

,

.

For Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct.

22) - something (safely for his
entertainment such as books,

-

records, gown and so on.

For Ades (March 21 - April
19) - anYthing mechanic.' M
monogrammed article, such as
handkerchiefs or 0 shirt.
For Taurus (April 20 - May
20)

-

sLOTthiDlE Prk?ffskle bk.
something
that looks copensive. Stocks, bonds Sr

Give Father a New Pair

Iunderstand!

ogniRem soaw(WHIN. Work.

Happy
comebacks

Special for

father's Day

20./

Watt, noleS the Men's Fashion
Assocation. This style has Wen
scarce for the past few years.
Beginning as no more than a
fashion ripple, silk dress skirts
2re heading for what looks like

Choose from the hugest collection of quality sun.
glasses in Chkaualand. Well even put De des pre.
wription1Into a poir of gal
he can we far' sun
and fun...and at 20% OFF of any one you select.
And....if Mother would like a pair... Amer Cae will
emend the same savings.

e comeback too. The !miry
look and comfort

of these
shirts is the main reason for
their success.

.

Dinalhorsi 3/2.31111

GIVE A GIFT OF GOODNESS

TO DAD FOR

Values to $8.95

FATHER'S DAY
APACHE SCARFS
Regularly $6.00

Now $300
FOR

FATHER'S DAY ONLY

money -clip would delight him.
For Gemini (Moy 21 -run
20) - books, accessories far his

STORE FOR MEN

ear m Pk of Blanes

171111 SMII

Randhurst Scottsdale Yorktown
Charge It

Randhurst

REG. $21.99

Furniture looks am many: kooky, kicky, updated
oaditional and just plain different.

SANDER, DRILL,
SABRE SAW -YOUR CHOICE

Bernhardt Furniture Co. is gding space-age with its
chrome -accented ?Gemini" collection for the bedroom and dining room. Fun furs and patent -look snkeskins mingle with rosewood. plexiglas and lacquer in
dither collections.
Modern surface is rapidly becoming the maffir design influence, reports the FineHardwoods Asa, OW -

%Ric=
WINDPROOF
New

in

BUTANE LIGHTERS

FOR THAT SHUTTER -BUG "DAD"
A CAMERA WITH ACCESSORIES

0, American Traditional from n long-time comfortable perch. Third place contender is Spanish which
.

Lesins

townmHell Level

Imported Silk

0 OFF

Furniture forecast

Marty trousers and slacks
now coning into monk some
are made with pleats at the

rw

of SUN GLASSES

It will be much easier if you

gaPer.

Truly dm is

Good kills for men, according to their astrological eigns.
For Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov.

Wear E
Rolling Meadows Shopping Conte,
255.1020

in Randhurst

smell -- as well as the look the same after -shave for years

Sailboats Mini Bikes

SPORTS CHALET

,

439-1070

nd. slomp.oley.ark room Is your non.oper

'29"

AT ALMER COE

check of polyester and wool.

of success. If he's been using

Do some preliminary idea gathering before going to the

COMPLETE

BOATS, MOTORS, TRAILERS
AND ACCESSORIES

shaping at the waist A deep center vent's in back. The ticket
pocket is optional. The fabric is a green -m. -tin check -upon -

Jan. 191 - wearable., portico-

713 E. CENTRAL, ARLINGTON HIS.

and Ladies

Rolling Meadows Doty -- COMPLETE MARINA

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOPS

For)Cpcorn (Dcc. 22

Where Sty inn is an Art,

forMw

GOLF JACKETS

Jackets

LIghtweigh.11ghthearted harmony in soft shoulder sportswear
is offered In this Regent coot by Society Brand Clothes. Singlestitched wide lapels lead to the two -button closure accented with

And don't forget there's the

pd

NYLON POPLIN

cantos

Most Imperial styles 03900

suede.

feel) like a king.

bold
timely

Most Florsheim styles 9.9' to

garments range

that will make him look

TRADE-IN$1595

Evinrude Winner Sun Fish

from pigskin to cabran to

matic, you can get him spicy,
exotic mixture.
Once you've chosen a smut
just for hint, don't stop with a
new bottle of after -shave ion. There are colognes, toilet
waters, moisturizers and shaving creams all in matching
scents. Dad can easily have a
complete grooming wrabobe

CORDLESS 220

Aluminum Row Beats &Canoes

LEATHER USED in those

tot

fashions-'\

hair

Vestrid
suits

buckle

Broaamoor

bination. If he likes the draare actually slacks
with a casual vest to match and
they are highly prized by
younger Dads. Shirt suits have
a shirt or shirt -style jacket
matched to, or coordinated
with, slacks and these offer ana

and

Ladies/Golf Clubs
TennisOremes

brood toe Total fashion in
the florshetm manner
yet
priced to offer exceptional
volue Black or Brown The

jackets, sport coats, shirts and
sleeks, all made from genuine'
hides. They art o waft elegant

fresh lemon -lime

MODEL Da. 233 az

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF GOLF ACCESSORIES

tirely new dimension - golf

fashion -right

$97

SALE

Robes are perennial favorites. Kimono models are the
current rage, and along with

fibers, solid colors, stripes and
a huge array of prints.
Them we're time when gift
let, an attache case, a pocket
secretary, or higgage. It still
does- but add to those classic
Father's Day presents an en-

Choices of fabrics and colors
are wide enough to suit every

Regular $175

presents.

popular. Men like their distinctive look and four big

tyles.

BERT YANCEY MODEL
3 woods --8 irons

terns on featherweight fabrics.
Some come with matching
robes and make excelknt

thing from cottons to luxurious silk foulards. They include terry cloths. man-made

summer miterwear

cate from his favorite store. He

bned for summer comfort in
old stripes and printed pat-

regular models, come in every-

those two style stars and you
have the, three most wanted

Steel Shaft

and in regular styles, arc fash-

ost of the men in the
countryc are "on safari." The
bush coat has never been so

iar front and back box pleats.
Add the classic golfjacket to

GOLF CLUB SALE

short
models

knee.1ength

There are weekends when it

roomy pockets. Norfolk -type
outerwear jackets have the
bush coat look plus the famil-

that convey the ex-

PAJAMAS, in

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

includes Mediterranean.

Next Monday "She" will preview new furniture
duces sou Ullech

trends direct from 'the sdrnmer furniture showings at
the Merchandise Mart and American Furniture Mart.

$1688

onti Moil, proof. limas
olurdslo ploillo sop In
of mooching nod orms or arm Mock do.

COME IN, LET US HELP YOU
SELECT A GIFT FOR FATHER

Tape Recorders Tapes

WI dal of upillannlilip nod Orvishimp is point

of plan.. lm 11 .be copra,.

oM

Golden

sin Ireedisoesd

RANDHURST
Shop Islon..ro Fri.1-90
So 9:30.5130, Sun. 12-5

Randhurst Shopping Center Phone 392.4600

FATHER'S TIE BAR

--

TIE TACK

Personalized

534%

With Your Child's Birthstone

Passbook

MODEL 0E5,0111 For rho
TRUCKS or BOA1S
leading sound
tali for Idol menelemen.
ired,
gidge.; optional tuner cartridges, Gomm ern, :molten and

me hmme,,

CLIP THIS COUPON

COMBINATION STEREO

FREE

TAPE PLAYER

With any Lighter

MULTIPLEX RADIO

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity Frond Two to Ten Years.
swims pok

por

chase 61.00 with of en-

and FM

graving (10 letters at sue

$11995

a letter). Free with

MODEL EMB,6810 FOR CRS, TRUCKS or BOATS Plays Mead - 4 ins,
codridges
Didgel., The radio receives monaural and maw FM

isroadassls. feninnes on wen mean, a steno
advanced soEd
circus,. Without speakers.

swam hamar, me

this

Coupon Only Good thre
Sunday, June 28th

Symbolic Gift for Dad or Grandad

24 Nour Service

DAILY 9:30 to 9:30

RANDHURST
Beautifully
GIFT WRAPPED
.. FREE, of contain

PHONE AND MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

Saturday 9:30 to 5:30
Sundays -12105:00

392-3600

MA oak

4.1.50 AVA11.41a, OMR MATCHING PI

3/3 Hmetweid

Wipe wl imam Spetallor
ma

orsirmossorodoro ow. ILIIIINIeeP11611S0.0.1100

ii40.,16111A MAIO ',TN,

75 Stores and
Services All
Under One Roof

HEELING

ARLINGTO

.

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue et Dundee Road
Wheeling, M. Phone:537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

RAND (U.S. 12) AND ELMHURST (RT. 83) ROADS, MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

Visit Our Stores
On The Town Hall level
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Bridge generation gap
with wider ties

Potpourri

`You've come a long way, Daddy
be democratic - at halt to a

for him alone, without

certain extent.

comments about what it will

BY Awl, Thwalen

You've come a long may,
baby, according to a nommescal,

fathers

and

have

day's family life is a far cry

'

However. the life styles of
families change. We still att.
mire, respect, love and arc

from that depicted !write play,

Byes,and although these feeltogs should be demonstrated

"Life with Father."

throughout theyear, Father's

do to his naves.

La NM sleep as iata as he
wants.

again

without mm

Keep the Sunday papers in a

pristine, unopened condition
until to does feel like getting

Some men probably wish we 'Day is the tine we make an escould return to thaw days
am special effort.
when a father's word was law.
But for the most part husbands
HERE ARE a few ideas you
have accepted with good graft might use to place special cmthe fact (hat in a democratic phasis on Father's Day.
seamy the family also should
Make a whole pot of coffee

up.

SET UP a hammock or
lounge chair in the backyard
for his undisturbed use.
Give him sole charge of the

dials on the stereo, radio and
television sets. Though you'll

have to be careful that this
potter doesn't go to his had
for the rest of the week.

Let him have the day off
front being a father. Most
mothers enjoy a day away from
the house and the children, so

.,,Ats4440110

why not a Sunday when Dad
can do as he pleases --- Fishing,

ADD THAT

golfing or whatever -without
fooling guilty about neglecting

family Maim.

CERTAIN SOMETHING

OR HE MaclW like

to
have the house to himselE Plan
something special for you and

Sylvia's
Flowers

the children to do, and leave
Dad with an easy conscience.

To save Mtn mom), In-

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 5-4680
Daily 8 to 6

stead

gal

den. They should be payable
on demand, to be carried out
immediately without any e awises. After an, it's not mac h

Narrow neckwear is widenthe generation gap, Don
Loper declares with charactiristic conviction.

husband know
haw much Ids presence and
not pm financial
support
support --means wall of you.

ado rood man's neckwear,
sport shirts, hosiery and axesscrim longer than any "mime"

cording to his pet likes and do
Ohm but ham ass some auggew
lions:

designer.

THEREFORE, on the eve
of. Father's Day, Loper adoe-

ODD ITEMS: Do you rekcychems,

hand -painted

ties

and cordmoy knickers that
squeaked when you walked?

nese men are now wearing
What the American men were
about 10 years ago -Slack and
elt.coal Ivy League suits with

THE CHILDREN can
make cards for Moir Mica
and grandfathers. A Offkge

white shirts :out narrow tics.
Seventy per cent of the suits

'

Want to relax?

rode of patterns. The man who

With warm, beautiful days
even the man who be-

wants to look a little different
might try wide -track stripes,
tapestry prints or animal pat -

Teetered wigs, wiglets, cascades and
falls. Also never before st
o WIDE

Patterns are also big meain
ably the basis of building a sot- sport shirts. A favorite pattern.
id wardrobe. This yearn man cefitinuing a trend started last
can have his pick of flared fall, N the art deco look, a
slacks, hell
hell bottoms or
sistent repetition of a geom.pipes in almost any colormove,
ac- ric pattern.
cording to the Men's Fashion
THE -DYE AND acid -dye
Association.
patterns are also making a big

For him, slacks are prob-

GOODS(

FREE Cut & Style
With Any Purchase Of A Full Sire Wig
And This Ad

THE NEWEST "in" slacks
are cuffed - usually three to
four inches - and feature high
waists, unlike the hip -hugger
_wagon popular rho past few

P.o7earn=t:71oObligc0ion

Classic Wig Shoppe
10075. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights 439-5460

Slacks deo come in s multi-

hit.

These

50% OFF
SILK PRINTS

30% OFF
COTTONS
20% OFF
WOOLENS
20% OFF
POLYESTER

w

KNITS
60" WIDE

20% OFF

\s.)

Trnrds player,

vertical stripes,ath.
or'mmef,
-ode's
WI
Y

men can
fAaY din game in colorfil
For men. warm weather sig.
mils the time to shed onlenVear

and head for the comfort of a
right-fortheoport jacket, or a

outfits such as plaid patterned
elac
solid sweeten end canvas hats.
Golf bweaters crone in every

color imaginable land some
unimaginable) so that a golfer
can Mk and match with different slacks.

sweater.

For the sailor then art

Rolling Roof."'

259.9215 or
doily

with the look of land ago.

hoods.

striped tan k top.

in

has many fashionable choices.
For the man who wants a suit

dare's a two-piece swimsuit
with long legs, a belt and

shoot

for low
but they can rate high

Golfers

e.s Sat

10,30 - 5:00
9:30 - 9:00
9:30 - 5:30
9:30 - 5:30
9:30 - 9:00
9:30 - 5:30
9:30 - 5:30

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.

7 and 22 inch

ZIPPERS
1/2 PRICE

Fn.

Sot.

fashion with coordinated

ME
M
GIFTS
FOR DADS PRIVATE LIFE

Tank suits are also Making a
comeback,
often
fearnring

bright.colored rming shines
down the sides.

Most popular styles

are

10°ettICIVa/4
itS)
AI

S

SYt
e.
FEDDERS _mons
Weed to come
We want wee weer flaw
Dv

leiatire

nin the
gamut. A man .can chome
from pulloyea, button fronts,
crew necks. nurtlenecks and
The newest style is the colfeaturing a three (or coon en)
placket.

All models

moo in stripes, cheeks. plaid.,
and fiords as well so eolids.

hot oranges and bright reds.
For from sun's
pro-

vivid sun yellows,

on.

Lace corn bines
in new tie concept
Calton lace moy soon he re-

A new then -mat treatment
moved from the category of developed by U.S. Department
fragile fabrics that have to be of Agriculture scientists inlaundered with care.
creases cotton lace sdumbIlity
and improves its sewing and
dyeing abilities.

Already on the merlon this

spring in the form of men's

PROTECT
YOURSELF,

ties, the new easy -care ISM is
expected to be used for wpm.
en's and children's apparel
draperies, bedspreads, ad

65% Polyester
35% Combed Cotton

riety of laces, including lightweight flat lace, medium -

Fatted -sculptured" lace, it
has a re -embroidered textured
appearance with a three-dimensional effect, reports the

National Cotton Council. The

REG. '6"
REG. 19"

Since the lace is treated after
being woven, the process

NOW$325

NOW$45°

ends and lighten Homely for the perfect bow lie!

ROBES

Sc75

ON THESE SHOALS
NO EXCHANGE

Genuine Jade or
Tiger Eye set la lb

polished rope bonier

of 14Kt.Cold Overlay
From our selectionof
Fine Quality Jewelry

4,,7<rernertk

stretch yarns.
FINGER.FLICk rte

Key Theft
Protector
Sa.%.,:444:.bould never leave

OR REFUNDS

(.-astgcs 711
nut it's sod a arisen. to take

120 E. GOLF RD.

Jewelers

HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILL 60172
IN THE BUFFALO GROVE MALL
CORNER OF ARUNGTON HT& RD. &DUNDEE RD.
OPEN 7 DAYS

the cat key with the car. That's
hog house keys fall into wrong
hands and burglaries get started.

Go reptile
If you have any
any doubts
about the new
raincoats, just stop to realize haw
functional they are. They will
Weep your clothes drier Ind
ell -messed

in soy KIM of

weather.

It's odds-on, you'll be wearing something or other with

with
"looks." One example A the
tare of metal hardware atm,
'the entire length of
belt.
Also,

there are

ncevthee

mate hi ng or coordinated
watehbends to go with the

With Father's Day just
eland this is the time to make

like secret agent and do a
little in
regarding
your favorite mth s sizes.

It is not too satisfactory to
rely on your memory of last

}Park sizes, for men's me,
surements --- especially waist
ifteesurements
may Very
well change in a year's time.
There are only a few male
wardrobe items that don't re-

wire sizing - neckwear, jewdry, handkerchiefs, sometimes hosiery --which mayor
mum for the popularity of
these as gifts.

HOWEVER, IF you've
seen a knockout shirt or wort -

particularly
Sorts are usually sized S M. L
XL which means, small, medium, large or extra large.
Those markings, if not imprinted on the neckband can
often be found on a small tabric tag attached to the shirt.
If not, simply give his dress
shin. size to the salmuse end
shirts,

he will give you the correct
sport shirt size.

alwainuy

bet nd wFirstsirst, use hew tape
Meath,
get the wig
by measuring from the

otot the claspat the waistbend to the buttonhole.
Most slacks have waists in
?even sizes" ranging from 30

coat ore hat that would look
great on him, don't despaii,

to 32 inches to 45 or 50 inches.

advises
Assn.

find uneven si..

the

Men's

Fashion

though it is also. possible to

The other trouser measure-

There are several ways In

bindle the problem without

ment eeded is the "inseam.
To determine the correct in-

taking Dad and taking the stir.
prise element out of his gifts.

seam, measure the seam that '

Take a look in Dad's shirt
drawer and you will find both

slacks to the bottom of the leg.

Me neck size and sleeve lenwh
IrMsFinted on the inside of the

inches ranging from 28 to 33.

collar bands. A typical mark-.

finished bottoms, the store will
usually arrange to finish them
in the exact length.

ing would be 151/2-34 or 151/2.

rc'C'adrit'amh'e'sq.uipment pha
the offer of some energetic

measuroment

can

mega, rack. new 'carpeting,

should please Dad A car -wash

buying swimtrenk, wMkshorts or belts.

There arc some items yo
may want to Wye Dad whic
Inquire a try -nn for perfect fi

:::r::::::dr
::
stereo In, system.
Lmige

These

include shoes, hat
Vortcoats, suits and topcoats.

IN EITHER one, three

THE MATTER of "cuffs
or no cuffs" is one of personal
preference which you can find
by checking his present slack

wardrobe. Flair bottoms arc

,..,,, . ,
r.?:;----r_fizip

n'iii,Pcain:,;;P:w::sihscekrucia':;11,:,

_Lk.I.F..--_-_"-:'-7____

,

the item home and Dad w fire-

perfect fitting.

If you wtht to give him
golf jacket or an outerwear

jecket, tell the salesman his
shirt fizo which, combine
with his waist size, is good t
know when buying Pajama.,
robes, underwear or a sweate
Socks

arc,

perhaps,

th

eashmt of all, The comfortabl

'lunch socks" fit all sizes.

.

BRING A BREATH

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

PRIM

111

anything else. Some are
theosreal thing but the majority

259.9446

Arrow-).- shirt.

Diamonds Are
Our Business

far

620 E. CENTRAL RD.
DES PLAINES
PHONE:

255-2800

296-6360

I).
The

Tomorrow look'

Special Orders,

Mountings &Watth Repairs

11717.71,;?,7,T,fetign

KENT COLLECTION
\s '

.1eZappOtte $ \ ffi

Designed

especially for the man who': one ste
aheod in the fashion parade, this unique col

Helps You On Your

I

Very Special Day

t

By Featuring Zapp6'4.

'Package Wedding Plan"
Chsim of Menucomplato debar
banallolir gagorid 6 served
Wydding Cake
liquemSerylce

(comedy gegen of Arlington)

an

Chaxece

1025 E. PAtATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE:

of

1417 E. Palatine Rood, Adington Heights

Give Dad (and Grand -Dad too)

OF FRESH AIR

Anthony

reptile Or animal design -be It a

PHONE: 359-4868

car.

ia1Yll

presents

shirt, outerwear, tie, belt or al -

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, ill,

iiiPegAirl'orui::1"7agriftryk'rforth.hom'be:;r

f+'

turn after Father's Day or

Chez gatithique
Coiffures

toms boys with the ant bury

MERLON CO., INC.

i

\

Chez 3emillique !oillures

,tri ifieftee,D±I. bset.,id Western.

110
VAs

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANTS

now to serve you

'

ashes.

either.ln
Sr They
it
f
Ace2taor'Er by:oogui ve'carnthyt j'acakme

However, in uncoiled or un-

Glenview

Another tactic for Father's
Day auto gifts is to give gift

.

of f

numbers indicate that his collar size is 151/2 and sleeve
length is 34. Shornsleeved
shirts carry no sleeve -lengths.

waist

also be used as A guide when

log park,

certificates foe tuneops or car

Gift accessories for the car
include new, improved

seldom worn cuffed.

chamois, cleaner, wax and bat-

THESE

DAD'S SLACKS size can

sige

forteble.

nIll

Sport

the finger -you n otter leave the

Men's -Fashion AesociatiOn.

a fine 412=t t

[0.111.

.

Most Dads spend quite a lot
Dad may especially appre.. of time driving and quiteg for crate gifts to help keep the car
nor family car. Father's Day le in shape. There are all kinds of
gmat time to think of molting - tool kits .and wrench sets that
the job easier and more con, aid in quick tire changes, mi6

Double-check those sizes

tf.^:°;.'oPkryr,,71,°,Nrcrtf

am in replica prints, notes the

Installation Extra

He'll welcome auto helpers,

any

PALATINE ILL
Pei, 25,3.0508

Illy IA

$55995* t='''
wow.,

Lem tosar
a sows

of the season, notes the
Fashioh Association,
many variations and

PAI.AT INC PLAZA

driver should have one.All initials
available. Great Protection.

ai

lightse

Men's

Thin would enable mange.
standard equipment to make
stretch lace with delicate and
elaborate patterns too difficult
and expensive to weave with

JUST

up behind bout temp, Step 6: Poke resulting loop though knot behind front loop, Even

Men's belts are proving to
of the fashion high -

could be used for stretch lice.
curers to use regular yarn4and

36,000 BTU's

The big bow tie is making a fashion comeback this season, so you may want to brush up
on your bowlieing techniques. It's as simple as tieing your shoelaces! Step 1: Start with
end in left hand extending about IS inch below end in tight hood. Step 2: Make a simple
knot by crossing longer end over shorter end and passing up through the loop. Step 3:
Double up shorter end (hanging) and place across collar points to farm fro. Dor of bony.
Step 4: Hold this front loop veils thumb and forwlinger of left hand. Drop long end down
over front. Step 5: Place right forefinger, pointing up, on bottom ballot hanging part. Pass

Belt it

process has been tested in a va-

weight Cluny bee, and heavier

i-sax ram Le ma Wm

aloes- coto-ns

at $7.50 and $8.50 and Kings
Lynn al $7.50.

ear.

Collar treatments

button

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

Ina Cravats 0156.50, Don Loper

skinny ribbed and belted.
TANK TOPS come in knita
cottons and polyesters, and ere
recommended for beach and

Permanent Press
Resists Wrinkles
Never Needs Ironing
Stays Pressed
Permanently

FABRICS

JUST BELOW THE HOFFMAN ESTATES WATER TOWER
NEAT TO THE CAR WASH, JUST EAST OF ROSELLE RD.

' 426-3441

the

tection from sun's rays with
Surfers can crash he waves terrycloth jacket that matches
in bermuda-length corduroy: the swimsuit. Another' choice
jams in bold Floral and geornet
pule be a full length coverde patterns. These Ileate me up, such as a long caftan or kiguaranteed to add color to any
mono -Mk beach robe, in cot -

them of when you have to leave

HARM

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

Qiana is available from Supery

Another unusuel shin that's
Latching on rapidly, mpecially
with the young, is the tank top.

even paneled wall -coverings.

All SALES Mat

the

a Lamp for His
Desk or Dent

nein /dike woven patterns.

larless,Wallace P.m model

TOPS FOR POP!

PAJAMAS

eec.si LsonOW

aot*

Surprise Him With '

ter., art deco patterns on twill
and satin backgrounds and big

Venice -type lace,

Sun.

FATHER'S DAY.

lection consists of mall, inc.
diem and large intricate pat-

dipped in dye, and a very unusual streaked pattern mulls.
Many of Mese shirts hem a
rod
f -u -kind Reattach ma look.

Hours:

'11,017

AND DON'T FORGET

fisherman's net effects and
rough weaves. Thejacquard se-

lacc-ups.

beech, in

The swim enthusiast also

brightly -colored nylon wind breakers with heavy industrial
zippers. For nippier weather
on the water, there are worm
canvas jackets With snap -on

253-9162
7.2

Sale Now -in Progress

and Win combinations give

Sportswear shoots for high col or scores

douleknit tunic sports neck

1224 Algonquin nit,

1/2 PRICE

°One should dress for Me
occasion, with consideration
of his individual image and'
within contemporary fiends.
Wide neckwear and colorful
shirts are definitely Today
fashions and Father's Day gift
welters will do well to recognize the bonds,. Loper concludes.

belts.

Fun fashions are striped for
spom and elxation. Sleeveless and cool looking, her

BEAUTY SALON

recommended for the individwho'd liberate himself
from the 'uniform' look of solid color shirt and striped tie or
vice versa."
ual

ins thrusting out color as only
Diana can dm twills,jacquarils,
random cord.weaves. Tool

arc
simple, shirts are had in knots,
processes

Mon & Thurs IONS 9:00, Tzees, Wed, fri &Sat 10:00.5:30

CUT VELVETS

ALL HAEGER LAMPS
and ARTWARES

not only acceptable but is to be

in a wide array of stripes, in sat-

Stripes make o definite fashion sWtement this summer, reports
theMen's Fashion Assn. Make sore your man is right in style with
a bold striped shirt and coordirefied striped fie. And when you're
shopping, keep in mind that the newest shirts feature long Pointed
collar and French cuffs.

Guards officers mum be throe
inclm longer than those of enlisted men.

lieves in taking it easy onWeckcods wants to do it in style.

June for outstanding
clearance sale discounts
on quality fabrics.

"PATTERN ON pattern is

Seven Maiden Lone, Dundee, III. 601113

senstionally natural wig. We carrya
complete line of the finest European

Come to Jeromes in

SPECIAL SALE

and

For summer '70, Superba is
offering a collection or Diana

ahead,

solid New neck. Both by Junnen M polyester knits.

tics

four to five Inds
shapes, Loper continues.

Colors, patterns show sporty
way to relax in style

over feelers

patterned

shirts.

Aware Father's Day shop-

Sprinag into summer sun days with a

FABRIC SALE

.

pers will seek nedmesr In

Titt

scarf drawn through shoulder
hooks. His rib -ring crew Pull-

clothes.

only wear the new with -it
widths but discard old favor -

Military item --In Greece,
the shirts worn by Evsone

Wig $1 d.O.S

1----;REE consultation by

sport shirt. It can be dressed up

"p100

A smart Summary
100% Konekolon
of Summery Wigs...

VARIETY OF SYNTHETIC HA

also

for arrival by a Theme of shin
and addition of a necktie. You
are ready for a social -m
nass dale without Mail -wing

fathers who'd better relate to

Law Still on the Books -1n
Kentucky, a man may not buy
a hat unless his wife is with
himl

Baal a long piece of paper,

of presents give him

label

me new Or black blazes is
great travel fashion. 11 can
be dressed down for comfort
when en route by wearing a

their sons and daughters to not

sold there are custo m node.

could be made of small items
Dad likes cut from a catalog.
Another cord could be made

IOUs from you or i ha chit-

whose

adorns new line of fine dress

wider ties. Moreover, he urges

"Ah, so" department-Jape-

dinner -- even if in eels, JO

you're a good egg, you're as
sweet as candy: you're the

Loper,

mixed forthwith with several

shoe shines, and W ego -building compliments.

folded fike an accordion.
On each section certain
phroses could be written,
along with an appropriate picture, such ia ---you're a peach;

A development of DuPont,
piano is remarkably like
silk, yet has the added ashen
fentams of wrinkle resistance and
ready clethability.

a review of his neckwear
wardrobe.
wardrobe. If selections arc as
outmoded as he suspects most
are, he recommends it be mod-

member coot suits, yard -long

A Car wash, 10 back rubs,
mowing the lawn, raking the
yard, shoveling the drive and
walk, cleaning the basement,
turning off the stereo, gelling
oR the telephone. his favorite

neckwear fabrics, plus a brand
new entry; Qiana.

Travel in style

Page I5

shirts, notes that men today
Would have no feats about
mixing

THERE ARE all manner of
stripes and all kinds of allover
patterns. There are relatively
subdued and wildly notrovorted pmts.
Specifically, Loper tics for
the summer season come in
imported cottons and jerseyi,
as well as all the conventional

tate to them, maintains the
man
whose signature has

For men
neatniks

The IOUs should vary a

less.

semon's skinny ties can't hope
to have their offspring fully re-

top bantam.
Let your

hove time for it now,. when he
Ines to collect.

they arc now virtually limit -

Men who cling to yeller-

apple of my eye, or youls the

offuet ,f you fay, ,01.0 coo t

As for colors and patterns

"

Monday, Jane 15,1970

ftridol Hiding, Sayer Cambial.,
Flowers for the Maio fable A Candies

Demerol end*anddstp
Hr

MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS
20 S. Evergreen,

Arlington Heights
DIMMED SHOPPING CENTER

Cliam Manyofttenk Card

lectlon of dross shirts incorporates the yen, bas
detailing . . the finest workmanship. They're
tapered from shoulder to waist for the custommade look. The new higher neckband makes fora
fuller and more fashionable collar. A new galaxy
.

of rotors! From light, bright "sea life" hues, to
rich "colors of the deep". Choose solids or stripes
in French cuffs or barrel cuffs. Decton Perna -Iron

in solids of 65% Dacroal polyester, 35% <often
and stripes of BO% ommre polyester, 20%
needs no ironing. French cuffs end
Bartel cuffs $0.00

Kent Short Sleeves $7.50.

Decton Short Sleeves White 8 Solid Colors $5.50

rtCzWimentaw Bridal tune -mare t

gp u
aotA

We oh o do ample. wedding Posy arrange.... Shower
luncheons, rehears...inners, badly celebrations.

Foil FULL INFORMATION, CALL OR Walla

"14414*

ItIk.K 956-1170

1000 Bosse lid. Elk Grave Village

,

MEN'S & BOYS' WEAR'
PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
PALATINE, ILL.

THE PANT STORE OF
THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS

-

-

A
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Prideful gift: a watch
for man of the hour

Father has a lot on his mind

elusive and the person who re-

with the everchanging, constantly evolving

ceives it, a VIP. Dad is defi-

these

days,

nitely that!
These days he is likely to be
a swinger, too. That means
Dad needs a wardrobe of

world that he must conquer for
those he loves.

e.......
The jewelry gift that really

. watches designed
to give maximum performance
in particular timing situations.

lets Dad know it's his day is a
watch, assures the Jewelry Industry Council.
There is something about a
watch gift that makes it ex -

*

matches .

ESPECIALLY FOR DAD
THIS WEEK ONLY

lr1;ss..

CIGARETTES

the dial.
Perhaps Dad's fashion barometer forecasts a vest or two
as part of his social wardrobe.
If so, a pocket watch on an elegant chain or with a fob is per-

.

A chronomatic, or automatis chronometer, gives Dad the
most accurate time available
to his wrist.
A special executive assistant

might be a watch with dual
dials for standard and daylight
savings time, with a slide rule
bezel, with a world-wide time -

*

four time zones of the U.S.
OR GIVE hint something to
talk about at this next business

lunch: a watch with- its works
visible!

When his working day

Regular,
King or Filter

0
0

tra bonus of a day -date calen-

telling device, with the area
codes of leading cities in the

Popular Brand

0

ably cherished father. Slim,

dar.

.

DURING business hours,
when Dad acts the top exec,

he'll appreciate the effortless
and accurate timing available
to him with an automatic, selfwinding watch that has the ex-

100's

$339 t: $349 Plu.
tax

over, Dad puts fashion on his
wrist via a gold bracelet watch
that makes him feel a remark -

Incidentally we carry a complete lirie of
BRITISH STERLING, BITTER LEMON AND BRANURA

0.04y*
Co/maw,
40 N. Brockway

(4/

Downtown Palatine

J

Dad's dress watch is especially

rich with a spark of color on

fect gift timing.

IF DAD'S social life demands it, now is the time to
really dazzle him with a diamond -sparked dress watch.

.fiZ

Sport watches are delightfully abristle with kobs, hands
and dials, all of which function
to give the most complete kind

of timing for every type of I

sport.

The hours and minutes will
he pleasant reminders, every

te4

day, of how much his family
cares, when his Father's Day
gift is a watch.

Big an d tall?

For that Special Man in Your Life

"PUB BODY TUNE-UP"

is

trim, very elegant in styling,

For the big man at your
house, remember the Big and
Tall Man's Shop, a division of
Robert Hall Clothes. This specialized
shop -within -a -shop
caters exclusively to big and
tall men who wear hard -to -lit
sizes, including regulars and
longs up to size 60, extra longs,

stouts, long stouts and short

Definite shaping

With this new shop, Robert

Hall brings down the cost of

The tailoring artjs having a new show for spring and summer with new trends influencing men's
wear like never before. Lapels have been noticably broadened, pocket flaps widened and definite
shaping at the waist. 'There's a deep center vent in the back of these Hunt Club sport coats, which
have optional ticket pockets. The Dacron polyester -worsted fabrics keep the styles right and the
wearer cool all summer long.

dressing Op with a complete selection of quality clothing.

The shop stocks a full line of
suits, coats, sportcoats, rain-

coats, slacks, shirts and outerwear. All necessary alterations are free of charge to provide additional customer ser-

tit outs.

#

aZ:.:./Yeej, CLEANERS

DON'T TAN YOUR CLOTHES

'

If you decide to use a tanning lotion this summer, be careful! Don't get any on your clothing -

ti

especially clothing made with animal (protein)

GIVE 11131

fibers such as wool and silk. This lotion tans you
because it reacts to the protein in your skin..,and

NORMAN FOR MEN

it will impart a permanent tannin stain on cloth
with protein fibers!
So don't gain a tan at the expense of part of
your wardrobe...keep this potent lotion away

Norman for Men covers all his grooming needs-with
only the most manly of fresh -outdoor scents. You'll
find many variations on this man -pleasing theme,
from handsomely boxed gift sets to traveling trios in
leatherette kits, now at

MERLE flORMflfl
1070 Mt. Prospect Plaza Mt. Prospect

259-2241

from your clothes.

CL 5-6174

CL 5-4600

PROSPECT HTS

MT PROSPECT PLANT

7A N. ELMHURST RD'

662 E NM. HWY.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20): Methinks there is an unknown admirer lurking in the shadows, Gem. This person is just waiting
for right moment to emerge. Smile a lot. This may get the wheels
in motion. Besides, it doesn't cost a penny. Give it a try.
Cancer (June 21 -July 22): Moonchild, the week ahead may
drain you emotionally. If so, retreat, and give your batteries a
chance to re -charge. Try to avoid any confrontations with cross
associate. Last day of week brings bright message. Perhaps an
invitation for fun. If so, accept, accept.
Leo (July 23 -Aug. 22): Week of tension facing you Leo. Perhaps because of a recent cash outlay. Or promise made in a
moment of weakness, which you find now difficult to keep. Be
honest. It will all come out in the wash. Not right away, but soon.
' You'll see. Keep the faith, baby.
Virgo (Aug. 23 -Sept. 22): Week ahead full of goodies for good
little Virgos. Both your career and your love life will be most
progressive and active. Can you stand the pressure from both
facets'? Olga thinks Virg can. And will. And should.
Libra (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22): You may be very vulnerable as far as

gloom on last day of week. Get out and mix. Sparkle intellectually.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19): Don't pretend in week ahead,
Cap. Be yourself at all times. If family or associates don't like
you in your natural state, let them go fly a kite. There is one
however, who admires you from afar. Contact this person, either
by phone or by mail. You know who this person is, so don't look
so perplexed.

Aquairus (Jan. 20 -Feb. 18): Watch your heart in week ahead,
Aquarius. Don't allow your attentions to be misdirected. A new
romantic interest at this time may sap your strength. You may
safely give of your time, but hold on to your heart.
Pisces (Feb. 19 -March 20): On first or second day of week,
Pisces, you will be asked to listen to problems of someone dear to

you. Respond with sympathy and help. You have extraordinary
talent in this area. Be objective but gentle with advice. You may
enter Into relatio.n4tip With one in week ahead who will give you
spiritual comfort. Romantic nonsense is not for you this week.
Maybe later.

destructive forces are concerned in week ahead, Libra. Watch
out for wild parties. They'll be everywhere and you Libra will be
lured by the razzle-dazzle. You can perhaps indulge, in a bit of
Aries (March 21 -April 19): Cupid is out to catch you, unarazzle, but for heaven's sake...NO DAZZLE.
ware, Aries. Remember he has a quiver full of sharp arrows, and
Scorpio (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21): Don't fiddle away your time Scorp. your name is on one of them. If this thought gives you the jimMake every minute count in week ahead. More is at stake than mies, then Olga's advice is to stick close to the home fires. Where
you now know. Events at home may be somewhat unstable. If so, you'll be safe. And sound. And secure. And maybe a bit bored.
don't go off on a tangent, and start kicking over the traces. You'll The choice is yours.
only wind up with a stubbed toe.
Taurus (April 20 -May 20): Now look, Taurus, you're really
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 -Dec. 21): A provoking member of oppo- going to get yourself into a free-for-all if you don't master the art
site sex may get you all unstrung, in week ahead Saj, so be on of keeping your big mouth shut. Temptation will be strong to
guard. Melancholy moments may get you down on fifth day. blab everything you know concerning very personal matters.
Fight against it. DO NOT give in to self-pity. Sunshine replaces Don't. It can only lead to chaos.
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ANTIQUES
Li
ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower Level
of Randhurst
Rts. 12 & 83, Mt. Prospect
11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION SOc
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

FREE
WITH THIS AD

Home of the

(A NEW SHOP IN

'ELEGANT'

OUR LOCAL AREA)

Pine Furniture

OFFER GOOD TIL JUNE 28th

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

483 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

1003 E. McDonald Rd.
Prospect Heights

Phone 537-1000

BUSSE'S FLOWERS & GIFU
Elm and Evergreen Mt. Prospect

ANTIQUES ARE

ONE of our specialties
Your Favorite

259-2210
CHERISHED GIFTS

COUNTRY HERITAE
ANTIQUES

Antique
Beautifully Accented
With a Floral Arrangement

3 miles East of Long Grove
Wheeling
CL 5.3164
Tues, this, Sat. 12.5
Sunday by Appointment

01'Ni

Open every day
except Man.
12 to 8 P.M.

tr«,

Early American Furniture
And Accessories

504 Dundee Elgin
OW 5-1718
We are not at home
on Tues. & Sun.

"4 _Mile Bit"
Gifts - Antiques
1692 River Rd. Des Plaines
OPEN

--,-a-es=yr

Mon. thrulat. 9-5
Fri. til 9 p.m.
296-5110

R. 83

w^..

"MAPLE MANOR"

'MY' HOUSE

ONE ADMISSION

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

,wr,.*

July 3 & 4
Accummulated Antiques to be
auctioned off - - could use more.
Antiques sold on commission
AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

253-9117

MVPROSPECT

....../16,101.4,24.. Mr.nr T..

Village Fair

392-0383

Mt. Prospect
V&S Hardware

ui

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Mt. ProspeCt Lions Club

Rik

n
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THIS COLUMN

CALL 255-7200
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'WEATHER

Jil

Tonight: Srily cloudy,
chance of thunderstorms;
low in lower 70s. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy, hot and
humid; high in lower 90s.

Telephone

2554400
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District 57 OKs tentative budget

million for schools seen
A tentative $4.2 million
budget for Mount Prospect

lature has not yet set a for-

elementary schools for 197071 was approved last night by
the District 57 School Board.

Anticipated receipts were
listed as: Educational Fund,
$2,991,098; Building Fund,

The

budget

includes

Educational Fund

budget should be considered
only a guideline.
HE ADDED that the budg-

mula.

$818,000;

an

IRMF, $45,000;

Safety

board approved the increase in

state law requires a tentative
budget to be approved by July

but since then there have been

learning disability personnel,

fewer pupils with such disabilities, Sahlberg said.

He said he hesitates to cut
those funds now because more

set.

Subjects

slow learners could move to

of reports that

the district before September.,
Sahlberg told the board that

Ronchetto requested are alter-

nate sources of income and
class sheduling at the junior

vision that the administration
prepare a report within 10 days

exact figures for teachers' salaries because they are still being
negotiated. Estimating exact
figures for state aid also is difficult because the state Legis-

EARLIER THLS year the

President
said that

tled and the state aid formula

He moved that the board approve the budget with the pro-

SUPT. ERIC Sahlberg said
that it is difficult to determine

Board
Hanson

1. He said that last year by this
time the salaries had been set-

of adoption.

$386,800.

ers could be sliced.

Harrison

Board member Jack Ronchetto, who, objected to the
board approving the budget
without more definite figures,
finally agreed to vote in favor

Bond and Interest Fund of

even considering any salary inSchool

Code,

$30,000 and
Bond and Interest, $388,000.

Code Fund of $75,325 and a

et showed a deficit without

tative budget figures, though.
the $40,000 budgeted for four
new learning disability teach-

creases.

Transportation, $69,400; Life

of
$2,888,658; a Building Fund
of $816,800; Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund (IMRF)
of $42,000; Transportation
Fund of $66,000; Life Safety

foresee few changes in the ten-

high for next year.
Ronchetto said that the administration should investigate
all possible means of obtaining
more income or cutting costs.
Sahlberg said that he could

giving more specific information.
Concerned that figures were
not available on salaries, Ron-

chetto said that the tentative

the only figures it will be held
to are those for textbooks and
educational materials. The administration plans to order
these items right away, he said.

The final budget is not expected to be completed until

,

September.

Police find dope, wine in car,
SIMON
charge driver with 4 violations SUSUM\

Mount Prospect police yesmorning found an
opened bottle of wine and two
plastic bags containing mariterday

juana concealed in a guitar
case in a car which patrolmen

Ralph Doney and Ralph Tim
had stopped with no license
plates at Golf and Busse Rds.,
Mount Prospect.

'Police charged the driver
and :owner ot the ettii: did)*
Waster 23, of Chiiengo;-with failure to display current
license plates,
transporting
open liquor in an auto, posses-

sion of marijuana, and con-

tributing to the delinquency of
a minor.
Police said a

Florida youth that was in the
car was charged with curfew
violation. Police said the
youth had a record of possession of drugs. The two other
persons in the auto were released after questioning, police said.

Le slature studies bill
to abolish town meetings
By Richard- Crabb

state, Gov Richard Ogilvie's

In addition to bills to provide funds for the CTA and

call for a special session of the
Illinois legislature has opened
the way for bills to abolish
township town meetings.

other transit companies in the

Robbers slay
Arlington an
in Chicago
By Rick Coacher
A 65 -year -old Arlington

Heights man was shot and
killed yesterday afternoon by
two

armed

robbers

who

walked :nto his office at the
J H. Lehnen Co., 510 S Newberry, Chicago, and escaped
with $50.
Wilbert Anderson of 616 S.
pany, was pronounced,dead at

five eye witnesses," Cioc said,
"our artists made a good draw-

"Through the help of the

Sgt. John Cioe of the Chi-

Cioe said he was confident it

was only a matter bf time before they are captured.

scribed as two male Negroes,
entered Anderson's office and

"As long as we have eyewitnesses to the -slaying our

shot him in frqnt of five wit-

case already is half solved," he,

nesses.

The

robbers escaped with $50, of
which'$17 was taken from AnThe
derson after he was
rest was taken from the five
other persons present.

Cioe said the witnesses rethat Anderson had

ported

Three of the eight House
bills concern township matters. Bills providing for contin-

uation of tax collection

by

township collectors was expected, but the proposed aboli-

tion of town meetings was a
surprise.

THE CTA and public transit bills were introduced in the
Senate. They provide for in-

levy a tax on off-street parking
fees

to raise

a

part of the

matching funds,
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -

ing of the robbers and we al- Arlington Heights), while in
ready have started a circula- favor of providing state finantion of their description to oth- cial help for mass transit sys(Continued on page 2)
er police departments."

cago homicide Squad told The
Day that the robbers, de-

pistol -wielding

until next Monday.

made some type of irregular one-half cent throughout the
movement which set off the state. The CTA would receive
shooting
about $24 million inothe next
"Only one shot was fired," year.
Cioe said, "and no one else
The funds made available to
was injured."
Witnesses to the killing told the CTA would be matched by
police Anderson only "made a local funds. A bill filed in the
slight move in his chair," Cioe Senate yesterday would ausaid, "and then one of the rob- thorize local governments to
bers opened fire."

artery.

20 -minute talk, which began at
noon, and seven in the Senate.
The bills were assigned to committees before adjournment

creasing the gasoline taxes by

Bristol Ln., vice president of
the plumbing supply comIllinois Research Hospital in
Chicago. He was killed by a
bullet that struck his collar
bone and ricocheted into an

Following Gov.. Ogilvie's

said.

Cioe said about 97 per cent

of homicides in the Chicago
area with eye -witnesses are
solved by the Homicide Squad.
The body was taken to Cook

Gripe
Of The

--

Doney said, Waxier did

rangements are indefinite.

household utensils.

grant farm workers of Spanish-American descent. Without this school many children
who migrate here yearly with
their parents, who are in
search of work, would receive
little or no formal education.
The school this year, orga-

as donations of educational
toys, clothing, bedding and

Children from the northwest suburbs in need of such
an opportunity will meet at the
school each morning or will go
to the Half Day Center, Illinois 21 and Illinois 45 in Half
Day where they will be bused
to school.
Once at school the children

registration for the program or
pledges of clothing, educational toys, household items, food

or any other item needed to
sustain the program, contact
Mrs. Kathleen. Dunne, 1016
N. Illinois, Arlington Heights,
Chairman of Northwest Franciscan chapter of Action for
Interracial
Understanding,
CI3-9418.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights Old'
Town Sanitary District, St.
Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling Rd.; 7:30 p.m.
River Trails School Dis-

trict 26 Board, 18(10 E.
Kensington, Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

Forest Preserves.

Picnickers and day campers
planning an outing in' the
Wheeling Forest Preserves

near Darn No.

I

are being

warned not to pick up snakes,
officials said yesterday.
Don Peterson, spokesman
for the Des Plaines Forest Preserve headquarters, issued the
warnings after a Arlington
Heights youth and a teenage
Buffalo Grove girl were bitten
last week.
Both young

Tappel was bitten on his left
middle finger and Miss Knight
pit her left thumb.

people

had

picked up a small rattlesnake
known as the massasauga or
pygmy rattler.

RICHARD TAPPEL, 10,
1143 N. Dryden Av., Arlington Heights, was listed in good

TAPPEL PICKED up a

L.B.

cials said. Miss Knight reportedly picked up a smilar snake

1111111111071F,

MISS KNIGHT was treated

at Holy Family and

trans-

ferred to Passavant.

The snake, native to Cook
County at the Wheeling woods
only, normally stays in rooted,

low lands near the river, Ray
Schwartz, a naturalist said.

But many of the pygmies
to higher territory
when the Des Plaines River
flooded during recent heavy
moved

buying a gift for his moth-

rY

educate the children of mi-

Volunteers to help in the

Thursday on a road near the

By K.C. Radtke

snake, about eight inches long,
in a swampy wooded area, offi-

County Morgue. Funeral ar-

classes are still needed as well

hands of snakes

.

er.

sum er-schoof
Each summer Father Raphael Orozco, pastor of St. Teresite's Church in Palatine organizes a summer school to help

Better play safe:

Hospital, Chicago.

ster make up his mind when

Migrant farm workers

competing for awards in their
division.
rade in Prospect Heights.
Trophies will be awarded to
This year's theme will be winners and the judges will be nized by Father Orozco and
"The American Flag (Old the Grand Marshalls who are aided by volunteers, will be will attend classes and gain exheld June 22 -July 24 in St. perience through activities.
Glory)."
all past presidents of the Lions James School, 821 N. ArlingDonations from area residents
All clubs, organizations and Club.
ton Heights Rd., Arlington and
organizations provide
residents of Prospect Heights
The parade will end at the Heights.
much of the materials as well
may participate in the parade Lion's Aquacenter where othClasses dealing in writing, as milk and cookies for the
which will begin at 9 a.m. at er activities have been sched- reading,
religion, grooming children.
the Jewel Tea Co. parking lot uled.
and personal development will
Winding -up the five weeks
at Illinois 83 and Camp
Anyone interested in joinMcDonald Rd. in Prospect ing the parade should contact be held Monday through Fri- of school is a party for the childay from 9 a.m. until noon. dren with food and entertainHeights.
Peter Losurdo at CL3-2261 or Classes will be directed by ment received again
in the
Leading the parade will be Fred Wubs at CL3-1 161 to re- adult and teen-age volunteers
form of donations.
the Prospect Heights Fire De- serve a spot in the parade.
for the five weeks.
For further,information on

tion at Passavant Memorial

Businessmen who won't
take the time to let a young-

A sad commentary is that mini -skirts may be on their last legs.

Criminal Court June 30.

a

partment and all entries will be

condition at Holy Family Hospital. Miss Tyroma Knight, 17,
419 Anthony Rd., Buffalo
Grove, was also in good condi-

Day

Bond was set at $2,500, and

Waxier is to appear in Niles

Sgt Milph Donejt
ler has been- arrested for burglary, disorderly conduct, and
a breaking of the fire arms act.

nual July 4th Motorcade Pa-

Excited over her new playmate, Jeanie Glass, 21/2, of 1412 Circle Dr., Mount Prospect, views
thiannouncement of her neighbor. Holly is the first girl of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cooper of 1414
Circle Drive, Mount Prospect. They have two boys, Scott and Dan.

SAYS z.`

16 -year -old

Prospect. Heights Lions
to sponsor. July 4 parade
The Prospect Heights Lions
Club will again sponsor the an-

stretch in prison for narcotics
violations.

rains.

SCHWARTZ SAID

The Massasauga, pygmy rattler, native to Cook County Forest
Preserve at Wheeling, is brown with black blotches. Two victims
of its bite hospitalized last week are in good condition, but authorities are warning persons not to pick up snakes of any kind.

The Maccasauga is poisonous, although it has only a small
amount of venom.
marks as well as the horseshoe
tell -tale signs.

THE PYGMY HAS very
the

snakes are poisonous, but not

aggressive like rattlers found
in the western United States.

"They den in small quantites and are generally difficult
to find. But they are part of the
ecological chain of events in,
the Preserves,because they feed
on rodents," Schwartz ex-

plained.

Unlike, a harmless snake w h i c h leaves horseshoe shaped bite marks, the pygmy
and other poisonous snakes
leave two fang or puncture

little venom. Schwartz said. A
bite will cause swelling in the
victim's extremities.
He recommended that anyone bitten by a snake contact a
doctor or hospital immediate-'
ly, stressing that the physician
should check for allergic reac- '
tion before administering serum.

MORE THAN 100 harmless snakeswere. butchered sev-.

eral years. ago when a group
sponsored a rattlesnake hunt
in
the
Forest
Schwartz said. .-

Preserves,

"I'd like to avoid that type
of thing now because the
snakes are beneficial to the

Forest Preserves," Schwartz
emphasized.

THE WATER HAS receded appreciably since the
two bitings occurred last week.
The pygmies for the most part
have returned to their, habitat
in the swampy slough regions
oof the Preserves. Schwartz
said.

The massasauga is usually
20 to 22 inches in length with

black blotches on a brown
background.

,"People shouldn't pick up
snakes of any kind." Schwartz
warned.
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Free busing urged for pupils
shifted to Lincoln Jr. High

itt

By Maureen McNessm

village, supported the sale of mean w bile

free -busing boundaries to ac-

commodate some pupils who

will be transferred from Cucal School to Lincoln non
change -over from two junior
highs to just one on the Son%
trans-

board's

portation plans for 1970-71

a

I!

come North Side students. The
board police allows free busing

speak Sunday afternoon at 2in

Niles Township High School

PeoPlo

only for students living 11/2
miles or more from Lincoln

the 13th District Politics for

pendence Day Parade June 27, sponsored by thelunlor Chamber School. Students living ClOser
one of the many groups featured in the Atli,. Heights kale- of
Commerce,
may ride the bus for 550 per

July 4th parade to feature Vanguards

One of the many features of

Me Arlington Heights JudePendence Day Parade, won-

Plaines.
present

e

unit

will
lineup of

selected

guard of at last 30.
The 1970 Venguard fields
corps. thought to he superior
in quality to last season's
corps, which was
mokmi
among

the

bed

Josephine Quinneti
Josephine Quinn.. 79, of
449 Vaster Le-.. Dm Plaines.
died yesterday at Holy Family
Hospital.

Preparations for the Mount

.

lers. Bernice Laurie of Mount
Prospect and Anna Louise of
Lake Villa, five sons. Robert
B. of Villa Park. Patrick D. of

Visit.. will he Until
Humeat

Oehler

10

Funeral

Hume in Des Plaines. Patera/
mass will he said Thursday at
10 ken. at Sc. Emily Church in
Mount Prospect. Burial will be
umin St Joseph Cemetery in RNGrove.
.

'

Won such as CTA, said she ex-

pels Ogilvie'. Proposed additional heir cent gasoline tax to
ran into heavy opposition.
"This proposal of using mo-

tor fuel tax funds will run into
so many problems." she mid.
Gov. Ogilvie said in April
there would be no new lases

this year and that he would
taxes.

"NOW, 75 DAY

later,

Gov. Ogilvie come before

the legislature asking for new

tas.

"Neal there is the matter of
diversion of gasoline tax funds
to
non -highway
purposes.
Many members die the legislature. espcoally those from

conical and southern Illincde.
am strongly opposed to thia e

efited by providing mate funds

to the CTA."

farther complicated by

the

fact that there are questions
Wine the legislature which
had

dash"

mitments for floats and several

cations to come in this week,
"There is no deadline on en-

tries." he said, "and he day
can sign up right up to the day

of the parade.LAST YEAR'S panade
60
units, which included
Many bands, cars and marching units.
Frakes said that the theme
-

nay Won in the House that
bill has been introduced to
abolish the town meshing.

"THERE IS very little lime
left before June 30. After that,

bills which are to take effect
immediately and involve upmorialions have to have a
two-thirds vote to pas rather
than the simple majority that is
required to June 30."

"I wouldn't be a

DURING THE PAST few
months letters have been
mailed to businessmen in

display.

residents

float or contribution should
contact either Terry Frakes,
chairman at 25W0200 or Nick
Drakes, co-chairman at 2539832

Monday.

stands, we are expecting more

Central Rd., Northwest Hwy,
tracts to get to school.

"It
elite

te a North Side junior
high school and I believe the
board therefore should give
betlinof7nrsda.ra_81;',..7,;"
nZa
1. ""e
Floros who i s t
On y
school board member who
es on het north side of the

Spanish tour

vance. Rakes said that it b ah 20 N. Lancaster, a sophomore
most impossible to cut one for at Southern Illinois University
and James Johansen, 2008 W.

b.

Th cgroup, sponsored by the
department of foreign Ian-

committed and he anticipates garages of Sill will leave St.
as many as 14 will participate Louis tube 23 on chartered
in the parade,
jet to London.

"Love bug ," a 100 per cent
finishable gimmick road rally,

will be sponsored Saturday,
June 20, by the Harper College

Rally Club (H.A.L.R.0.)
Open to all cars, the rally
will start at 6 p.m. from the
college, Roselle and Algonquin Rds., Palatine. The first
our will be off at 7:30 p.m.
Cost is $4.50 at the line and
53 .75
p r ertegistratIon.

Trophies will be awarded to
the top three places and the
"coolant" coo.

no

previous

The bills would then go to the
Senate on Thursday and bills
passed by the Senate could go
to the House.

is published, they agreed that

H.A.LEG,

meets

every

Monday nt 6 part in the Har-

per College club and organization room.

For more information call

property
Heights Park District, through
whose land the creek bob

John Gilligan, chairman of
McDonald

Creek

Published

On vacation

saidlast night that Paul Hempton. foreman of the crew, said
that the crew would clear some
of the scrub trees on the park
a'te.

GILLIGAN

CHECKED
with William Kuhns, park distrier president, and Kuhns reeyed his permission through
Gilligan for the clearing work
... be done.
Several weeks ago the park

campsite.

The chief source of stream

WITH A CARPET ORDER
Fret*lattokturve2,

Full Selection of fine
Carpeting in Stock

Rd., A:ling/on Neighls,
60005,
and 721 Comer, pee Ploinfb, Ill.
60016.

SubscripPan

TRUCK STRIKE WILL NOT

otes, 35 cents

weals horns deliver., Our of

DELAY YOUR CARPET ORDER
10055. Arlington Heights Rd.

sown PS. ...I
Imo
ter M months.
Newsstand prise,

10

cents

o
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COPY.

Second class postage paid al

N

HOURS: Mon. Am Fri. 9 to 9

5. 9 tei Cloud Sunday

PHONE 956-1330
Py

flow

conditions,

but

under

women in higher education,
maintains a Fellowships Prortgtim which makes grants each
yur to nearly 100 women,

flood conditions debris mo
ing downstream is stopped b

Each year fame are three to

four tines emu IIPPliaants

the wide tNnks and mutes
points where pockets of debris
collect,
Since the work crew arrive
with its crane and dragline an
tractor on Tuesday, a combo

of trees from eight inch. to
feet in diameter have been

than there am awards avail-.
able.

quiz., selecting mei, writ.ing narrations and recording
sound tracks.

Recipients of them awards,

Gilligan said the work is t
be completed today. Truck
from Rossetti Contractin
dCear"coo is' iRraCilitnog thMe'lllinwosig Dhri.

AAUW Fellowships led to
the discovery of the mod for
riboflavin (vitamin B2) in the
daily diet and the dlsooveiy of.
heal -riot colds
"Pyrex:.
proof glee.
The Arrington Heights

Brunch of AAUW nukes its

contribution,' rho

Fello,v-

withuthe prods orri?s"a'n'n
cd'ect

taat Shopping Cenr,
et will

' tries as well as firm the United
States, are carefully screened
by a nine-mrnher committee

also benefit a scholarship program for a local women at

Of em i nen! scholars to seek Out

'1

.

Gene. said that he us as lured of this by Sy Golden. o
the local office a the highway
division.

BEFORE

AFTER

international Poly.F/ee Inc., is bringing to the mention of the
public an amain° resurfacing opplicaNen at prices never heard
of before. Wean, CARPET OF STONE.
A completely PATENTED system now makes It possible to reser.

lice floors, walks, drives, potioAetc. in beautiful sond Shane
stone. Can be had in a choice of colors and it reinforced with
Fiberglas DO NOT CONFUSE WITH EPDXY,

ATES

298-6170

INTERNATIONAL POLY-FLEX,INC.
965 RAND ROAD

Mations known as the Drapery

MORE delightful camping

Room and Frozen Niagara.
These am breathtaking. 'Be
nue to brIng a camera and

and a great natural wonder are
to be found at Mammoth Cave
National Park. Camping is

flash milks.

a en

Cost cut vacations

Harper Collegi.
Though November ie along

mime women who hart provculled r dedication to a worthwhile project and whose work

way off. hooks of all kinds.
sheet music and yawns ore

is most likely to be successfully
completed.

up of such items at your home.
caII 392-5883 or 392,1592.

Are you ready for a change
of scene - at a Hire from sero

M MOderate? He are some
ideas from the June Seventeen
magazine to get you going:

FUN CITY (New York) La
endless spree of free
delights. Spend sunny days
walking around Little Italy or

Letters are in the mail to

barns a resninda, simply mail

us the Arent, of. poat newly
elected officers and a brief
n etement of your oeganica-

'pats soon. In it we would like
10 include every north/nest
suburban organization.
Last year 75 clubs, sororities and community servia or.
ganisations included their of-

lion's purpose and projects.

'

We know there are other
°lobe that would like to be listed too, so publicity chairmen,
let us hear from you soon.

SHOULD A =Interne!

town,
See treasures at the great
museums, even the Museum of

Monday afternoon and evesing. Go to the Convention
.0 Visitors Bureau.90E. 42d
St., for free TV tickets and theater twofers to exchange Sr di,
emelt prices.
For $3.25, take the famous
th r e e -hour cruise around

referred

to
any time.
throughout the year by ciaie
officials desiring an accurate
compilation of area organ's.

pose in the "Clubwoman."

Wr Washington Square Pei,
downtown, Central Park, up-

Modern Art is now free every

As the "Clubwoman" is the
only one of in kind published
in the northwest suburbs, it is

ficers' roster and clubs pur-

Village. Wear
your most expressive clothes
Greenwich

Manhattan on a Circle Line
sightseeing boat. Get a closeup look at Harlem, the world's
hugest black community, on
warmhearted, in-dePth boa

d emand their officers.
In addition to reaching Day
newspaper subscribers. several
hundred copies also were dap
tributed And year to new residents through commonly welcoming organisations.

WASHINGTON. D.C. ha
beautiful parks with activities
to match. Browse at the free
Art Fair in the President%

Ming collected now. For pick.

Park, June 5-14.

Catch the Smithsonim Institution's annual free Eeriest!

Of American Point', July 1-5
on the National Mall,

Resurrection employes
plan outdoor polka party

For SI-10, take

two-hour

berge trip along the Chempeake and Ohio Canal; for 52
all -day ticket, see the amitalk
sights by Tourmobile.

CHICAGO has Mks of
facilities

free

along

Lake

Michigan, with about 30 sparate 'beach areas; also the Ad-

ler Planetarium (free). with a
.mind -stretching new sky theater and show (75 con.).

SAN FRANCISCO is giving a birthday party this year
-- the Golden Gate Park Centenvial Celebration. Don't
miss the free Soul and Blues
1

Write The

Wilderness

Society, 5850 E. Jewell Av..
Denver, Colo. 80222, Or do
some wilderness housekeeping

with the leyell Fork Clean -Up
at Yosemite. July 10-17. at a
cost of $35; minimum age ie
16. Write to the Sierra Club,
1050 Mills Towers, San Fran deco, Calif. 94104.

BICYCLE WHEELS turn
smoothly on bikeways, the
streets specially designied by
community as safer and mate

convenient routes for cycliesk

The longest one in America

aVednesday,

crosses the site of Wisconsin,
and about a hundred othemart

-.Aug. 5, at the Band

already open 'or now on the

every

Festival

July

from Han Lake; New York.

Concourse,

In thins cenic.
walk, compact city.
you can
from North
Beach (the West Coast, Little
Italy) to the biggest Chinatown
east co -Asia to Nob Hill's degoof hotels. and still be ready
for more. Or ride the cable cars
official national landmarks)

drawing board.

0 r nom inforrnation.
write Bicycle Institute of
America, i 22 E. 420 Sr.. New
York City 10017. For a good
bikin g -plus -vacation

on

count on American
youth Hostels and its local
budget,

for 25 cents, the Muni Bus

councils.

number 38 out to wave -swept
Ocean Beach and back far 40

The

-

Metropoinan

New

York Coml., 535 Wit End

cents.

Av., New York City 10D24, is

WILDERNESS trip buffs
can join a backpacking ex-

pillion

in the Adirondack

Park Wildernew (part of the
New York State Forest Prewomb. There's one scheduled

for Aug. 23-28; cost is

sponsoring an eight -day Island

Hopping Holiday on Nantoeke and Martha's Vineyard
for $9e, and an eight -day New

England Special ($94). which
rakes you 'long Vermont
country roads.

Raman:Won Hawrw employee will sponsor an outdoor

polka party with Frank Yen-

High

School,

1500 W. Talc.. An,, will be

ti11111,

,s

used fora dance area and will

IN TOWN!

cone for the expected fast footwork.
Tickets at $2.50 per person
will be available at the gate, or
they may be purchased at the

INTRODUCING A BONANZA

proceeds will be designated for

BEAMS

hospital or from employes. Al
the $50,000 employe building
fund goal.

In addition to the music of
"Polka
King,"
Frank Yankovic, there will be
America's
special

entertainment by a
dance group from the Roman
Catholic Polish Union.
The employes of Resurrection Hospital are hopeful fora
generous response by the CMMUnity in supporting their efforts for the building and.

RIB EYE .H0129
SPECIAL
DINNER

They have planned for food
Mad refreshments ,to .com.

Tender Rib by. sterik Baked Poeta

haled resasTend

pleenempovrniiing of dancing

FAST SERVICE

under the stars and special surprises for all who attend.

- COME AS YOU AliE
NO TIPPING

rwertairieweirewireheniehrtiewieriarite wet.*

I)ES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016

dripetone and flowstone for-'

be specially treated with sili-

b

OBLIGATIONESTIM
- PHONE

There are many things tome
when you visit the caveM, but
don't miss the combination of

Fair brings musicians foam all
over the country and artists to.
display their talents.

WITHIN the perk ground.,
is he Village Inn, main lodge

mound publicity chairmen
that our Second Annual Club.woition's Dirnctory is going to

Monday thru Thursd.),

FOR FREE

gypsum layers.

an annual Music and Crafts

crumbs.

`Clubwoman' going to press Is your club included?

BONUS!

NO

ground. The senowballe am

type saloon show," and weekend country music headliners.
In the fall, from Sept. 5 to 7,

an

AFTER

BEFORE

four hours. Take a jacket be se the temperature of the
Me is a constant 54 degrees,
winter and summer, Lunch is
eaten in the "Snowball
Room," 267 feet beim, the

Mage coach rides, a "family

you go. So are the bright red
cardinals (the Kentucky state
bird) who regularly drop in at
your camp site after mmb to
tidy, up. clearing away Men

vision of Highways are mean
away the debris.

hoer .d a bit or as much as

authentic buildings of the time
and offers steam train and

The natives are friendly, the
parting greeting always
"Come back, nowe whenever

Tuesday,eune 16,19Th
aeanaag
OOOOOO
taste ODOOSOODODOO esaaaae ODOODOD co OOOOOOOOO a

sale.This year's sale, to ho held
Nov, 12. 13 and 14
Ran-

who am from foreign coon-

felled.

Os dere vouillivne

By Catherine O'Donnell

A $29.95 VALUE!!!

Prospecl, in. 60056. Branch of.
limp 117 5, Arlington Neigh.

THEY CREATE no pro,
Am for the narrow (four to

REST MEALTIME

sem

Monday

verity Women, advocating iocreased opportunities for

lengths. You may hike for an

ante was ..Keintuck Territou." This attraction includes

rental at a marina in the perk.

Seen ass ea be ease fie

Resurrection

Get a "Pretty Girl" Synthetic
Stretch Wig for only

Yuen hide, by
byDay Publics,

1w,

np

The trips through Mammoth Cave hre of different

p.m. The rear parking lot of

A CARPET OF STONE

WITH A BONUS!

THE PROSPECT DAY

The American Assn. at

ites delight.

A nearby attraction is a recreated vista of 1880 wheedle

for boat launching and boat

myste-

rivere

kovic and his orchestra on Saturday, June 20, beginning at 8

CARPETING

but this is the first time durin

sketches, designing lighting se -

your used books

two feet in diameter that P

movement commit. of the eight foot] meek under norm 1

posure. The abolition of the

thority of the town meeting

Mosiman prepnres for per -

forma.. by making color

AAUW requests

a stretch not more than 300
feet long, which flows almost
due east after crossing diagorally under Palatine Rd. is
number of trees from one

Ilcneck Rows.at the stream's edge.
the

mug,

yeah.

and dram to

hies,. where

ompany themselves on guitar, banjo and bass and provide
moments of comedy.

golf course. There are facilities

414CC

and rhythm of accompanying

stroke of his brush to the mood

also benefit the
of the Prospect

cassette

Mr. Mahon (529-5090).

ex-

UMW meeting of the townshi
government is an example.
"There have been bills
which whittled away some au

'John .Mositnan will be fen-.,.tumd at the quarterly meeting
f the Service League of Lo.
theran General Hospital, Park
Ridge, tonight, at e P.M. in the
'
chapel -auditorium of Lutheran
General Hospital.

Moshe. combines Mask.

Best prize award Will be DY- L'httrficli'ngoairDilovnisTorroisftnatfearr-

sophomore member.

The Wheel Paintings of

benefitting park district

en to a Volkswagon.
a
to bring equipment onto
The rally is the club's secthemesmafi plot, just north of
trod for June. It Inc standard vieta
and
Elm,
rally run mainly on clues and
known
as the
oy Scouts
route instructions, according

a H.P.

.

paint picture, during his performaricc. He matches every

Prospect Heights Old Town
SafiiirdyDistrict (PHOTSD),

to Tam Mahon,

a

36684ot/undid%

colored light

McDonald Creek by a state

trades constriiNon until about.

July.

short time.

Service League to

Creek widening seen

crew, will

uled for a June opening may be

dinanon to tone the pool In

their prima by mail within

e

The cleanup work hi, blockage along the creek here,

The pool originally schcd-

date could he accomplished if
the strikes ended soon. He expained that e
with the
workers back or,ven ,he job rt
would take -a lot of dose coo,

receive

Paris

DOVER

He had developed his =Bical paintings in Quito, Fem.
dor, where he was art director
for a television station for 10

done at a crucial bottleneck in

that
ators as well as cement finishers are continuing to delay the
pool's completion.

The inn..

All winner. will

Doug's was one of the five best
from the points of view of neat-

eking machine

strikes,

ster Ln., Des Plaines.

Park.

hear painting

906 S. Louis, Mount Prospect;
Brett Rodgers, 7, of 2602

Rohlwing Rd., Rolling Meadows; Mark Martin, I of 321
S. Greenwood. Palatine and
James Liik: 9, of 1341 Web-

State

ova

Attootacitl

Day by Day

Second

rending and consideration of
amendments could come on
Tuesday with passage in the

where the You, Hobby Club

In addition he told the board

midJuly asreeek of the

ill"

Doug are:

pc., Deborah Wojcik 7, of

When the contest judges be emined all the local prize -winning entries from all cities

avv

Other area winners Of Zit
Jim Boeckelmana, LI, of
1403 Dogwood Ln., Mt. Pros-

center and newly developed
eamPittli airs,
'THREE STATE parks are

rcimyircrx7"

national awards.

Wednesday, June 3.

if pm in the pool.

Harper Rally club sets
`Lovebug' road rally

TWO it0 join

BECAUSE THESE unite
Two Mount Prospect realare booked up so far in ad, dents, Judith Lynn Millsow,

a board decision to

other third in Tennessee,
raged Land Between the
Lakes, with a conservation

Zing° games, in addition to

Fie said that the new equipmatt ser ves as a dupe ate
Median of what was original-

"As the busing policy bow

those planning floats.

Frakes said that seven drum
Frakes
and bugles corps units are now

on

problem.

will um advice or help for

The local government Of the
House is to meet next Monday

First reading of bias could

representative of Ralph
H. Burke engineers told the
board that to meet recen,
adopted codes for Cook Coun
ty they will have to install additional transformers 'and Sana for underwater lighting.

hying *Pm,

North Side students to am

.

Trails park, last week.

the limit, he said.

school.

will include . Algonquin', instructor at Wi$
Mount Prospect Park District
liam Freed High School in
Band, a National Guard band Palatine, are among eight..
and three or four groups from Southern Illinois
University
Northwest subuo ,Ituudd;mtrtispttoosepoar a summer

session at 4 p.m. Monday.

students

Sts. and end at Lions Park.

or businessmen interested in
participating either with a

.

Board approved an additional

trans-

The parade route will siert
at north Emerfon'and Gregory

prised." said Rdp. Chopman,
"to find ourselves the night of
June 30 in session at 3 a.m..
ageht With the Clock Set at a
quarter to 12."

at now and the appropriation,
committee later in the afternoon. The House will go into

for

hazards to cross should be given free bus service, even if he
lives less than 11/2 miles from

most outstanding floats, said
There are no entry fees for
Frakes, and the presentations floats and committee membeke

Bands

aid

re-

Mount Prospect

he , idcd.

last January and the parade
commitee has attempted, unsuccessfully to enlist a military
marching unit.

State

tucky and Tennessee and sor-

°Meld a long reach of land,
[No -thirds in Kentucky, the

Club's word -square mimic
contest published in The Day

aroh local prix in the4ame

canal -joined twin, Lake
Barkley, have been created

its

from the Tennessee River by
huge TVA project which
sthe
upplies power and provides
flood control to the area. The
two lakes slice across Ken-

titling him to one of the five

the Young Hobby

contest-.a Zit Zingo game.

.

"I believe [hat any youngster who has that many traffic

routing during the parade.

financial gupport," he said.
'PARTICIPATION from
individuals industry and Civic
organized° ns will help to
maintain our parade stand-

the parade.
bit sur-

parade..
The Park District also con-

unit handles all the traffic

commit. would appreciate

$2,000 wor4

.

portation is provided only for
t

prize in

Park 0KS

The Mount Prospect Park
"IT IS NOT thc distance
District is responsible for preparing the area at Lions Pork that imposes the hardship...
where ceremonies and award said Flores "lt is the layout of
presentations are held after Me the village that presents the

Mount Prospect CivirDefense

be able to provide a float, how -

lover Trail

$2,000 for electrical work at
the new pool at Woodland

.

ness and originality, thus en.

is

Village Inn Singers, a five Piece folk singing group who

A good vacation spot is
Kentucky Lake, which, with

korn.

the winner of a national grand

6-6

that distance was set by the

o..

Lianin, Mount Prospect,

63r public performances by the

er stays pleasant even ai

cod

Doug Sloth 11, of 1108 W.

pact or .... are

Busenhart said that the Ph
mile limit is imposed because

ALTHOUGH THE Chem

American today, said Hazel -

same

The -closest, Kentaleky Dam

Village, was the site we chow
for the Memorial Day holiday.
The park covers 1,200 acres
and has good uniing sites, a
sandy swimming beach, It hole golf course, riding stables
and pony rid., fishing, tmelle
and shuffleboard courts, bike
rental and a small miniature

the sun comes out. The weath-

"He has continually listen.

senators and representatives,

'limits. The adjoining room' don hall opens on weekends

but it dries out quickly in the
sandy soil of Kentucky when

Mt. Prospect boy top
winner in puzzle contest

this country. The black. the
poor
. be and the you, who want

said that the board

zvv,

world a. at

them

riously disappear and 'the Itrnestone cliffs are honeycombed with caves, soden-

Kerslake

Landing State Park is in Ton -

lee

with

good, and the cave and geology of the .area is faiinr6mg,
The area abounds with ',Ink -

wards the vacationer with that
course, there is no sure

ton recently to petition their

equally busy

gshould consider enlarging the
free -bus boundary on the
North Sfi
some of the students being
firom, Cenral.

bra or Commerce sponsors the
parade annually it is also supported by the Village of Mount
Prospect, local businessmen
and individual donors.

MAKES ADDED that the

ever.. if they can't, the parade

Plans for the parade began

marehinFloros

Illinois 83, and the railroad

"tale hope first that OW will

where the parade route ends.

the

closed when school is let out
this week. It is scheduled to be
vacated by Aug. I when it will
be signed over to its new owncr

ins units.

fireworks

will go out this week.

The Chambar of Commerce
awards co mmince w ill present
plaques to what ar j d ed th e
8

oe

save

kwP N. PPointinent

with attractive individual units
and cottages. The lodge maintains a private pool and children's playground far In

trip south to Kentucky re-

holiday, warm weather. Of

Sen. Percy was the only one to
make the time available and to

off, aNd

on the west side of Kentucky
Lake. In Kentucky, Kentucky
Dam Village State Park and

first essential of an outdoor

BENTON

School West went to Washing.

busy

North Side officially will be

as
be

followed by 20 bandstand More
than 65 cars. Roots and march-

tributes to the Fourth of July
=debris with their annual

Mount Prospect inviting them
to participate in the mffede as
tivitics.
Frakes said that another

school

Central

proposal to the board again.

all people and m a result
Itaa an increasingly better underianding of the problems in

more Imperative that the way
be
stopped;' said De Hazel ,ore.,,,,

sepeol,

Par early or late camping,

Floros told The Day that he

Of Sen. Penny, Newborn
said, "When a group of env
dents from New Trier High

Dr. Herbert N. Hazelkoen
of Wilmette, chairman of the

House coming on Wednesday.

'Tie special session' a now

have

the theme offers a wide variety
of ideas for business and civic
groups to en/ist their nettle. -

He said that although he
only has six .definite coop

came

'Tinnily there is she opposition of mem not directly ben-

maishall will be Mount Prospeel's retiring Fire Chief Ed win Haberkamp.
Frakes added, "We believe

that this year's parade will he

veto any measures which came

to him that did provide for new

the Moon" and the parade

even bigger than last year's.

Bill proposed to end
township meetings
lCaltriAardiA". he:, Js

Grand Marshall. He will

Mr this year is, "From 1776 to'

Prospect Chamber of Cowmet. Fourth of July Parade
ere well underway and Terry
c aramtu o theparade committee is ,timistic

and Nicholas D. of Rattling verbal commitments, he ex.
Meadows: 25 grandchildren. pees many additional apple

end three areal grandchildren.

Ogilvie heading the parade

Peace Committee.

alt is becoming more and

rdshm on residents who In
effect have been deposscwed
of their North Side junior high

By Betty AlleolAl

definitely plans to bring the

America.

committee, will introduce Sen.
Petty. The school is located at
7701 Lincoln Av. in Skokie.

potrrn,p2m,ttr,

The parade win begin at
9:30 am. with Gee Richard

Charles

East ate meeting sponsored by

a

can ChampionshipConteat in
Toronto.

vitational Contest in Lowell,
Mass., and the North Ameri-

bulf.dozen

Year.

July 4th parade
along to biggest year ever

OBITUARIES

Chicago. too F. of Whccli,,
Lawrence C of Dcs Plaines

units in America.
They finished high in such
monks as
VFW National
Convention Contest in Philadolphia, the World Open
Championship
in
Lynn,
Mass.. the CYO National in-

percussionists, plus a 'lid color

tared by the Jaycees. on June
27 will be the Vanguard Drum
and Bu le Corp,. of Dee

The Vanguard

boys and gdls, includi, boar
34 to 40 buglers. 15 . more

will

Percy

being cast out. We must give
our efforts to mop the killing of

would cause a hardship for

The vanguard Drum and Bugle Corns. of Des Plaines, win be

Sen.

Places to go
`Land Between the Lakes'
where good camping abounds

ary.

Sen. Percy to speak Sunday
to peace group at Niles High

Floros said that with the
the

Hanson said that them now
no definite plans for eXtendin
the North Side busing bound

Central School, though me, $500,000 bond sale to provide
nearby residents opposed it.
funds for the addition to Lincorn School, which next fall
DESPITE Wrong oPPosi- will be the only junior high in
tion, Central eventually was
District 57.
sold for 0400,000. Viers
Harrison
School
Board

Board member Leo Flores
Wednesday urged the school
board to extend District 57%

Side,

approved

Boat Docks 1:1T.r.;',%:.1:;;I::
571100/

BONANZA
SIRLOIN PIT.
1249 Elmhurst Road.
Des Plaines, Illinois
hlween Oa. Sr.
ClIperqui n

Nocerryours
ease/Kiel

phone:437-11313

The hick -off of ticket sales for an outdoor polka party on Sane
20 gem off to a good start at Resurrection Hospital. Clmed
eupt TV (H00 televises the fun as Regina Gramm (seated), head
nurse in mrgery, serves as ticket chairman for the event and

Doris VraM, head nurse in pediatric, dispenses cider and Polish
sausage to prospective ticket buyers, Mrs. Can. i Istindon of
the employe steering committee planning the bet. In patty

This is a when -in -doubt.
Tunic plus pants. It gets our.vote for the cleverest fashion invcittiOn
of recent years. And if you're debating which way to go on length,
here's one way you can't go wrong. This little fashion solver is great

by day or night. In or out of the city. Entertaining or being entertained. And the tunic does very nicely on its own, thank you. ho when
in doubt, choose a when -in -doubt. This sort of dressing is here to stay
for a decade!

44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine

215. Donau Court
Arlington Heights I

F1.8.7350

0,3-176.6

One day at a time
This n the }tar of Mx un
usual in graduation
nies. The kids are

xeremorestless.

defiant, and especially mud.,
to express their hopes for
peace. At high schools and colleges all over the country,

they've picked different ways
to express their feelings.

You might expect that the
boys. St. Viator would he docile at their graduation tern

any. They found a unique
way. however. to express their
feelings.

Being gentlemen, first of all,
they wanted the graduation
ceremony to retain the dignity
it has always had. At the same

lisle, many of them looking
ahead a few months, wanted to

By Ron Swans

Studons h W soled
unnomiss 1 hint bum is
quiet. Even the exclustre orb, numbs of ashools. to kt sash
schools have gotten into the person make the choice of

rant (IRAs (amorally inonnc
the policies. of the nations
President.

11

am. At one. they muted huge

PARENTS and friends et
the ceremony were aware of
what was taking place. It had

whethemor not he or she wore u

figures on sticks as they waved

gniduation gown. The com-

their maw message

hinatiOn of students wearing

ta

the

blue

emitter.

T-shirts.

jeans.

see -

through blouses and bell-bot.

been explained to them in one
of the student speeches: Not all
the parents were happy about
it. of course.
One parent rushed defiantly
up to Father Michalek. end u-

AT SOME schools. mar- tom misers. together with
tarhearsh carded a peace ina, others chid n the traditional
signia Older students had cir. \ gown. had .one pircnts nun miler discs attached to the )'ring to themselves.
xr, this combination was
front of their gowns. Still
cis painted the peace sign on added" -thinung hair. the
the front or back of the gown beards. the nuMgebes. and the
A1100011 chops. all, of which
they wore wuring.
Traditionalists were most lends to male malny adults
unhappy about the appearance even without noting the dig..
of many students at what they panne garh. And then. some
hulk 'upon as a solemn men. tune la the eereinonim in bare

I TALKED to ons tnh.r

s

who hW ittsndsd the made.

mien 'cennnony of his mn
wham such happoningn occurred.

-Did the unusual clothes.
lore feel, add hair bother you
much?' I asked.

i

nounced that 53.8 per ant df
the graduates had kept their
caps on. as he thought they all
should have done. (Last ssur it
might have been 95 percent)

The ceremony had dignity
The message got through
At many of the colleges and

don_

-Thin,. did at MIL" he said.
"but then I noted thnt many of
them were the ones getting the
magna and suomm emu laude
&plonk,. 1 a guy is a brilliant
mathematician. by should I
mot what he wearsr Then I se.
ded back and enjoyed the
I

whole program."
Peace. Ms wonderful;

000000.0000444240061010

say they didn't relish heeding
for Vietnam

Arlington bunches rallies for 8-3 win
fly Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

pokeimann got in the way of
/pitch to put two runner. on.
John- Brodnan got an infield
Ron Doubek gave up eight "hit" as Delassandro, playing hits but got a lot of help from in, failed to get back to lag the

ring in two more rims.

his friends yesterday

base on a ground ball. Instead,

ton Heights' American Legion

he trial to tag Brodnan and

the River Grove order in style

team heat River Grove. 8-3.

missed. They Imided the bases

Big Dave Armstrong provided the largest single blast
with a hard-hit home run into
the bushes in

ARLINGTON GOT

five

more scores in the fourth on.
three hits and a couple ofgifts
fret, first baseman Doan De-

mean short and thiand Jim

Langenfeld. the assistant prin-

"I've got an idea! Why don't we go on a 'fast for peace'

Senior citizens
told to file
exemption

-next Monday?"

Map Publications

Charles A. Hodlniair. Elk
Grove Township Assessor. ad-

vises the "senior citizens'. of
the township arm to bc sure to
file for their 51.500 assessment
exemptions before July I.
Property owners who have
attained their 65th binhday
5re elgibile to apply for the

John E. Stanton, Editor end Pitlgiyher

care card or birth certificate.
Tide or Warranty Deed end

R. N. Poem Chriddion Diger

Real Estate lax bill are needed
to apply.

V ENGINE

1

gentle

By Carroll Saimaa

An

intensive.

two-day

TUNE-UP

VLUBE

GOODYEAR
SERVICE STORES

pi ALIGNMENT

r/ on.
CHANGE

crooning. A certain
amount of rocking and kissing
also help to give him a sense of
security and of belonging.

rouse in emergency medial

The newborn is completely
dependent on the mother for
feeding, bathing, dressing and

Plaines.

changing. A happy mother
makes a happy baby. As the
child grows the mother must
gradually curtail this depend and help the child M

GET SET NOW FOR SUMMER DRIVING

lake

over

adult

responsi-

bilities. The mother who realizes this will always do for her
child what is best for him rather than what is fun for herself.
-

Oar dutor has cau-

tioned me against starting toilet training too early. What ore
the dangers and at what age do
you recommend this training?

A - There is no harm in setting the baby 01 the age of 7
months on the potty every day
in time to anticipate his bowel
movement, so long
you ex-

press pleasure over the soca:ayes and refrain from showing displeasure over the fondles. This is not voluntary control on the part of the child, but

It is a step in the right direedock

By age 3, the child should be

letting you know when he
needs lo go to stool, but an occasional lapse after this should
not cerise alarm. Mothers who

-show displeasure over a mis.

hap or punish a child for

it

procedures will be held June
19 anti 22 at Holy Family Hospital, Golf and River lids., Ow

for over 100 ambulance drivers from 16 suburban fire departments.
Eleven doctors from

the

hospital staff will pretent talks
Friday on different emergency

situations umbulence driven

FRENT- REALIGNMENT
ANY
US

Doctors and their topics in-

Injured persons.
Splinting and nandeging
kships and resuscitations
demonstrations are scheduled

clude Dr. Hinkamp. "Before
the Emergency:" Dr. William

plete front end, including springs,
shock absorbers, ball joints, Idler

V.

Attack.

arms tie rod ends and steering

Stroke and the Unconscious
for the half -day Monday ses- Patient: Dr. Eugene Narsete.
sion.
Internal Injuries and Control

wheel assembly reellgefront end(
correct camber caster and toe-Itt

Burke, Psychiatric Cases.

Plaines will be the first stop on
Dr. James Erviti's schedele in
July as the new Dist. 59 super-

intendent makes a point of
being available -to principals.
teachers and parents.

Erviti will he al Devonshire
from, am. till noon July I.
On July 2 he will spend the
morning at
Grant Wood
School. Elk Grove Village.
and on July 3 he will beat Tom

Lively Junior High. Elk Grove

and Dr. Joseph Hinkamp, surgeon. test up the program.

Erivit said the building vis.
its are planned so he can become acquainted with his con-

A - Mumps is a frequent'

and

her

am Juliette Low. Arlington
Heights) Hopkins. Rupley and
Clcarmont, Elk Grove Village;

and

Jay

and

Frost.

Mount Prospect.,

neglect. An ear specialist can
determine .whether a hearing
aid would help your son.

Creek.

E3k

g -Forest View Elemary.
enly Mount Prospect.
July

9 -Holmes,

Emergency

DR. JOHN E. CAWLEY
will lead the Monday workshop on resuscitation and Dr.
George L. Lagorio will super cite the bandaging and splint-

Mount

ter the Chicago Fire Department's Trauma School, Des
Plaines Fire Marshall Frank
Haag said. Because there are

19G

Prospect,

tending the Chicago school, he
said. arrangements were made

JULY 10 -RIDGE, Elk
Grove Village.
July 16 -Dan Cook. Elk
Grove Village,
July 17 -Dempster. Mount

fora local one.

.

Des

July 2I -Byrd, Elk Grove
Village.

July

22 -High

Prospect, Arlington
Ridge, Glen-

view, Rolling Meadows, Niles_
Skokie, Morton Grove, Evans-

Rldge

ton, Schaumburg, Lake For-

July 23 -Grove, Elk Grove

Waukegan and Rosemont
are expected to send repr.en-

Knolls, Dee Plnincs.

0

tatives.

HIDEAWORD
GLOMREN
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

161004, 20 excellent

59 schools are:

raid's reach.

.

oh

Abinanti, el
FilmeMld, If-rf

4

Salm, 26
Chase, 26

Armstrong, lb
Frew,
Hogan, c
Bokelmann, at

Dillon, If
3

30
39

,

4
4
0

113

3
3

0

O
O

O

2

I

0
0

0'
0

1

0

O

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
8

I

I

1

I

O

27

2

0
0
0

1

O

p

5 8 3-3

I

6 8 8-4

2

7

2000 0

2
B

Winne r--Doubek; loser-

I

Brodnan, 3b
Moffo, at
Geyer, is
Lunchtedt, lb
Doubck, p

ip h r-er s so

Ross

8

-Ross; Balk -Ross: HB--Ross.

Ill. Valley

announces
1341 tryouts

1

0
0
6

RIVER GROVE 13)

June 16.
1970

Player
Reath, cf

3

Loni, ef

1

h hi

r

ab

1

1

0

0

0
0

Hodges, 2b

Perry, 35

Fremd southpaw Rick Pocthree -hitter at

campaign

with o 3-0 Scene victory over
the Huskies.

seeds.,

all

siniles.

1

1

0

BUT THE left-hander was John Erickson and Bill Che-

By Jim 51uart

baseball

4

among

Drubs also won the ball on

Kornelly, Steve Koch
and Ken Morales. The only
solid blow of the three was

Ito 12th for closest -go -the flag
tee shot.

Kean hit up the middle In the
fourth inning.

Rich

aided by some caution! field- my.
tug behind him. The Vikings
Big Viking cleanup hitter
turned over two double plays. Larry Hunks came through
and Peekel himself snagged with Me damaging hit. a clean
two hard line drives that could single through the box that
brought in two rum and sent
h ave easily here gone for bits.
Cheney to third.
FrcMd put all three of its
PEEKEL
FOLLOWED
mns on the scoreboard in the
first inning with the help of with a ground ball loshort

The Illinois Valley Baseball
Tryout School has announced
he schedule for boys Interested
in professional bmeball

The tryouts, held at La
Salle -Peru, are June 18-21 and

Aug. 13-16 for 16-21 year olds
and eight four -day schools between June 25 and Aug. 9 for
14-16 year olds.

first double play wiped out the
rally,

pitched four innings of good
ball before being replaced by
Steve Perry in the sixth. He

ANOTHER POTENTIAL

only allowed wasted singles by

Cheney in the third and by

Dan hfeCorl in the fifth, and
he struck out five Vikings and
gave up only one more walk.

forced Hanks at second. Mt on
the play Cheney came in for

the third and final tally. Smith

first

open Me ballgame. and then he

then bore down .d got the

promptly !ceded the bases by

next two batters on an infield

hitting the next two hitters.

pop-up and n ground out.

Angle to right with one out in
the third, but after Snith drew
a walk to short-to-secont6M-

when
wildness
by Hersey startwaspitcher Terry Smith. Smith
ked Dave Hauswirth to

Hersey

hit,

scratch

a

By Mike Imrem

Sc all Pruitt's two -run
homer capped a three -run Elk
Grove first inning and the
Grenadiers went on to a 5-0
Forest
victory over
View in the opening Summer

n ing like they were really going to take this summer competition seriously. The big betters were Pruitt and Stve
Scholten, both of whom were
tarters on
LArty Peddys's varsity this sea-.
coachsophomore

GARY PROEM, opened
the Em by drawing a walk
and

then

being forced al

second by Tony Tringali. The
THE FIRST Elk Grove
situation seemed harmless hitter also fanned in the fifth,
enough, especially when For- but the Grenadiers managed to
mt View pitcher George more their fourth run in the
Schmidt got Bob Chen to pop frame. Tom Clans walked,
'to third on Tringalib
up for the second out.
however, kept single to center and scored on
Scholten,
things going by slicing a liner Ron Sobon's groundnut.
The Grenadiers tallied their
drive single -to right hat
knocked home Tringali, who final run off a tired Schmidt in
had stolen second. Pruitt then the sixth. John Artemenko led
picked on one of Schmidt's off with a single, went to secoff -speed curves and blasted it
over the right -field fence.

Schmidt settled down after
that first inning to set Elk

Grove down without

a

run

Tlai hit was off Chen, who Chen,p
struck out four and walked I. Sobon, p
body in an impressive four -in-

Schollen, a -lb

ning stint. Sobon mopped up

Pruitt, lb
Artemenko, rf

with three inning, of no -hit

Wohnuki, cis
Digiilo, ss

hurling.

cam wove (5)

Player
Prochl, 26
Clans, 2b

r

ab

S
0 0
I
0

I
I

bl
0
0

Clinton, If
Noga, rf
Stewart, 3b

4

I

I

0

0

0

0

1

I

I

3

I

0

moved to third'on an error and
scored on a wild pitch.
Forest View never did get its
attack untracked. mustering

e s Plains Northwest
Little League hes compkted
its second week of games.

sr

11

Wheeling

Elk Grove Village
1180 Oakton St.

9503 N. Milwaukee

lhmertm &Deka.)

(Arms from WINO Shopping Center)

Des Plaines
Open Mao, thm fri.1119 Em.

ilanbeldblbababebellm,

OpenMon.thm Fri.. O am.

Totals

.

On Thursday
Frederick
Post and Des Plaines National

Bank mere tied at the end of
eight innings when he game
was called because of dark -

9

0
0

2

0
0

' Bell. of

0

Kukla. rf
Martine. 3b

-5

KcIlet. 3b

1

I

0
1

0
0

I

I

By Bill McCarty

had two doubles and made a
gamc-saving catch in the last

in nin g.
The first home run this year
in
Maine -Northfield Little

Howie

Weinger

doubled for Mount Prospect
for their only extra -base hit.

League's senior division was

In their other gamy Sem.

clouted last Saturday by Sem.

inerling dropped a 10.4 deci-

inerling Fence's John
Although the
Fencers dropped the game to
Golf Mill Bank, 9-4, OberhausenN drive was the highlight of
the Contest as it cleared the
right field fence with one man
Oberhausen.

Manny Mucci°, winning
pitcher for the Bank, had the
dubious honor of delivering
the first four -bagger of 1970.
George ICaufman also tagged

sion to Goodman Furniture.
Bob Pullinsi was the winning
pitcher and hit three for three.

L

4

2
2

the ball to Plenty of tone to make the putout. The Goomdlera wan 'Post
Benk
the contest, 5-0. (Photo by Mike Imrent)

3

2
2
I

3
2

2
4

0
0

II

0

II

0

0
0

0"

fr.
0

1

0

0

11

11

j

,

Perry. p
0
0 0
Totals
SB-Hauswirth.
Hanks,
Mei-tales, Imdwimen, Kernel-

130 301
I
I

ly: HBP-Erickson. Cheney

PITCHING SUMMARY
.

Pitcher

ip

smr so Mi.'.

Pleat

7 0 0.0 6

Smith
Perry

I

0 0-0

Peekelt

I

I

1,1

Loser-,;:'

More
sports
page 6

nmjor league was 0 make.up
game in which first-half winnen Johnson Sporting Goods
Pellegrini Signs, II -1..
with Johnny Mendralla get- .
ling the win. Ron Wean of .
beat

Johnnons had two homers and
Larry Bersh, Larry Des -

Champs, Jerry Medralla and .
lohnny Mendralla all doubled.
In the intermediate division,

.

GOODMAN
GAINED
ground on the league leaders
by pounding Mount Prospect
Bank 15-2, and edging Golf
Mill Bank, 6-4 Against Mount
Prospect, the winning pitcher
was Al Einstein, who also
doubled. A.isting Blitstein in

the

the win was Mike Winkler who
had a single, double and triply

The Giants launched their!
entry into the second half with-.
an 11-2 win over the Reds..
Winning pitcher Steve Chem%
threw a one -hitter. struck our,
I I and also belted a triple.,

Gary Hoffmann smrred on
for Goodman and

IT WAS a good week For
Oberhausen,
who
mrlier
pitched a one -hitter, walked

IV

00

11

1st 1VINLL senior homer
comes in losing cause

timists a win over Builders,
The second game found
Brooks Realty defeating Bank.
5-2 , and on Sunday Defilade&

2

0
0
0

I

0

Mark Zocrner did the sante for

73';' Olsten!
George Schmidt of Forest View hies an unorthodox style of
sliding but Its WI in min en Elk Grove catcher Tony Tringelt has

2

1

merling

3

.m.

0

1

hi
0
0

defense

Team
Opdmists

Mt. Prospect

h
0

old Mash doubled for Sem-

STANDINGS

(Across from Condition')

1

Saturday in the first gamer
double header, Bob Nehon
pitched a shutout to give Op-

Open Mon. ihro HAI, p.m.

102 E. Rand Rd.

r

3

300 011

2

1

Winn

2

Nuceio for a double, mid Ha,

rTh

,ab

Player

24

Elk Grove

0
0
0
0

3
3

'

hi

I

-Smith

r

SCORE BY INNING
000 000
Forest View

3

Zane. ph

FREMD 13)

out IS'

won met Frederick Post,74.

Oyer. Abn. Ihro Fri . 1119

tcer and ended the game by fanang Brad Smith.

Waite. If

3

IN TIIE regularaly sched-

3

h

0
0

3

T. Smith. P

two runners in scoring par

He got Leonhard on another
line drive to the mound. threw
Ken Kennepp out on a boon-

3

KOrIldly. rf

with a swinging -bunt single.
Morales stole second to put

2

2

Millner. 2b.c
Sobieski, If
Rode, rf

in Builders' half of the eighth
when they scored a run. For
Gleason's, with Nro men on.
Bill Mukai hit a low line drive
to the pitcher. Glenn G11113lfsson. He started a triple play
by throwing to the shortstop

3

0
0

3

B. Smith. 3b
Quade. c

ond. Pinch -hitter Dave Zara
struck out. but Ken Morales
advanced Kornelly to third

3

Schmidt, p

the

first on an error and stole sec-

2

3

To.day, Randy Shinn home red in the last Inning to win for
Brooks over Optimists by a

3

r

ab

Mantles. lb
Koch. lb
Ludwigsen. of
Leonhard, If
Kennepp. s.

sixth when Kornelly reached

Hanka c
Packet p
Daemon. If

Pryor, c -2b

I

in

2

0
0
0

1

opportunity

Erickson. ss
Cheney, 2b

3

Player

HERSEY HAD one more
scoring

0

3
2

3

20

HERSEV (0))

plaW to cut down the sliding
Ludwigsen and complete the
nifty twin -killing.

Hethwirth. lb
McCoot If

Cerauldo, cf

0
0

Totals

ball on the run and fired a pr-

Ron. but Koch flew out 1.0 left
and Ludwigsen's line smash
went right back to Pocket, anding another threat.
In the seventh Peckel didn't
even bother to get into a jam.

Sronkoski, 36
2 0
0
Totals
25
5
5
FOREST VIEW 101

Schocnbech, 3b

0

Rolling Meadows

'

With one out. Matk Leonhard hit a fly bell to medium

Or 0

Gleason's by a

(Across from Rolling Meadows Shopping Center)

Niles

by the second baseman.

0

uled game, Bulldem again beat

.3007 Kirchoff Rd.

ognabn.tinv Fd. vi19 p.m.

third when Hanks' throw got

2
0

who relayed it to first. Final
score was Builders I. Glee -

tma

GOODlifEAR
bled, E. of Rt. ID)

went all the way around to

Fink, lb

score of 3-2.
Wednesday in continuation
of a game delayed because of
rain on May 30, play resumed

f(yas

Oar car care experta have the "know how" to make your car
rmunnoother and mien Don't wait.., bring your car in today
and take advantage of OM low price offer!

Iln the Grove Shopping Center)

Terry Kukla.
Koch opened the inning
with his single but w. forced
at second by Bill Ludwigsen.
Lud then stole second and

lesperson, s3

Brooks tips Optimists
in Northwest LL action

vas.

Take your car where the experts are!

723 W. Dundee Rd.

rally went by the boards in the
fourth with the help of a meat
play by Fremd right -fielder

Dryer

ond on Nick Digilio's walk,

only one hit off the combined
The bespectacled right-hander servings of lefty Chen and
struck out Inc during that eighty Ron Sobon. The lone
single up the
stretch, including three In a safety was
middle in thea fourth inning by
row in the fourth.
over the next three innings.

Tringali, of

Gregg Fink.

right field. Kukla caught the
feet strike on one bounce to the

Scott Pruitt's two -run homer paces
Elk Grove's 5-0 win over Forest View

Mee 0.

1015 Grove Mall

Arlington's Jim Bokelmann Ls definitely out at home on this play in the fourth inning yesterday,
but Bokelmann's Mammales managed to drive across five mils In that rrame to go with the three
they had scored eadier to handily beat River Grove. (Photo by Linda Hamilton).

After that harmful first
fame Smith settled down and

But the way Pukei and his
fielders were going, it really
didn't matter. Kornelly got the

Add $l
lf premium
oil is used

set with the principals' vaca-

DATES ON WHICH Erviti
will make his first II -morning
visit to othef Elk Grove Din..

which just fell out of Nage-

Player

S

Oneckson.ihroarrAtInp.m.

tion schedules in mind.

PITCHING SUMMARY

PORTS,
4000
-remd blanks Hersey in Summer League opener

Haag said.
Departments
from
Des
Plaines, Elk Grove Village,

Heights, Park

were good, solid hits, the third
being a long blast to fall field

Page 5

League

The Grenadiers jumped out

OIL CHANGE C
LUBRICATION

Delassandro:

Perry,

- trim League play.

MT.
River

Tuesday,

continue the school annually,

Mourn

ges-Delassandro-Cartwright.

Totals

mate, Mob KAMM =reit a

in the bottom of the first In-

CURRENT PLANS are to

Arlington plays at )Heights
today at 6 p.m. 'The
hts
team is now 3-1 in Ninth Div

Totals

Seinen° (37.81. Kron's team

yesterday.

2 in 1 Car Care Offer!

1

another loaded the bases with

Arlington Realty

matm,

3

HDP-Bokelmann; DP-HOM

Bob Kronn
Mike Spinnclo
Mike Graft
Bill Pautke

Hersey last night and the Vikings opened their Summer

Jack Domba birdied the par
four tenth and the par five 15th
on the way to posting a fine 36.

8

shoestring catch.

AVERAGES

'shot a 35 to lop then37 of Mike

h ole.

O

o ut a bunt for a single and Tom

Player

Paints
Bob Burrows Chevrolet 2116
J. Peters & Co.
2016
Miles & Miles
20

ht flipped a

the long pm live fifth

2

29

Ross, p

MIAs

LI

E -Perry, Delaseendro; HE-Armstrong; SB-Frase, Brod-

'ham

Robert Kronn (37.2 average)

three

0

I

ground ball by Delassandro citemcnt came . Dick Best
found its way between Larry sent a rapidly dropping fly ball
Geyer and Brodnan and into to center and Abinanti came
left field. Al Wiselman beat on quickly to make' a nice

LOW INDIVIDUAL

TOP FOUR TEAMS

team

league game for both teams

inconvenienc. involved in at-

The dates of the visits were

muse of one-sided deafness
but does not necessarily mean

out of the first baseman's glove
and into Me infield, giving
Abinanti second base and 101.

stituents --school officials

THESIX SCHOOLS not on
the list are sending their children to summer school in another building. These schools

attention. Asa result, he is deaf
in one ear . Is there any way his
hearing can be restored?

July 7 -Salt
Grove Village.

A. McMahon,
Childbirth.

The program is modeled af-

Plait cg..

EVERY DISTRICT school
GM will be open for summer Plaines.

Mg back, followed by stools
that are painful to p.s. This

0- Our eon, 16, got the
mumps while away at school
and didn't get proper medical

6 -Einstein,

July 20 -Brentwood.

teachers. parents
taxpayers.

back or it may cause resentment and spiteful soiling.

July

Add *2 fortarsiti hers.

Emergencies: Dr. Fred A.
Neal. Fractures -Anatomy.
Types. Dangers, Splinting
Types,

.ing session.

Prospect.

school will get at least one visit
by the new superintendent
during July. Several will get
two
s.

Vila for say U S note M.P.*.

PLAINES Deputy
Also, Dr. Mullenix, eye inFire Chief Corey worked with juries: Or. Gunars Graudins
Or. Charles W. Mullenix, Facial Injuries and Burns: Dr.
president of the hospital staff. John S. Cywinski,
Child
DES

Dist. 59 superintendent
to visit schools in July
Devonshire School in Den

(chief cause of fast tire wear),
Drive in or call for appointment.

of Bleeding; En Edward A.

and Dr. John

create a tensio
he child.
This may causeexcessive hold will cause even greater holding

onto the ball. The ball sailed

BobF
men With the lowest league avagainst each other.

O

Elsberg

L'Nor Clot-

eras.

3

ales and three stolen bases. All

three fourth hole on the way to
a 39, Mike Graft, Ray Raedel
and Jack Peters also won their
metches for the winners.

Chevy

2

corovright, If

Pitcher
Doubck

Ina narch pitting the two

CAR

Heart

until the opening of the second
inning when a perfectly placed

3

Grove scored two
more in the fifth on three sin- ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (8)

a tag. This
time he
smucked Abinanti squarely on
the back, but
couldn't hang

Magneson contributed birds
on the sixth and eighth holes
for a 36 to beat John St. Germaine, who deuced the par

ners got
Burrows

and a fly out to center.
Gene Elsberg came on in re lief in the sixth, getting six
straight men out. The only ex -

through

Stelener, B

0
0
0

make

when Bill Schwerin beat Angie
Tamburrino. John Filer shot a
.38 to win over Wayne Rolfe.

encounter while tran8porting

stand on his own feet. A moth-

er should never low sight of
fix fact that an infant is not
toy or a pet but a potential
adult who must be trained to

second plum in the Old Do
chard Friday Night Scratch
Golf League by shutting out

Virg Rolls,

Our alignment apeciallats will
do all the work . inspect cam.

Blazek,

breezed

beat Joe Conlcyl 3E. Bernie

course set at Holy Family

shown to be dependent on a
mother's love. When the baby
is very small, it N essential to
hold hint close and keep up a

Doubek

3

aoer single. A walk Io 'the
pitcher brought in' the firm

J. Pelt, Co. moved into

Bill Pautke shot a 35 with

2 -day emergency procedures

An infant's mental and
physical well-being have been

but Doubek wriggled out of
the trouble with a strikeout

two birdies and two bogeys to

DOCTOR SAYS

W. G. BRANDSTAIST,MD.

scored when Salm singled as
the eighth batter in the inning.

Ey-, len ava Th DO MI DI WI FT

Delassandro, lb 3
Madman, as
3
Best, rf
3

uns. Again it was a infield grounder, a bunt, and
again Delassmdro tried to

Peekel scattered the three

Infancy to
adulthood

TWO STOLEN bases prodiced a threat of another run,

Peters climbs into 2d

the Silo, Inc. hum.

Proof of age, such as Medi-

BE. Hutchinson, Pie e.President

C. KN.. Advert/vim /Meech,

V SHOCKS

AUTO

Application forms arc available at the Elk Grove Town.
ship Assessor's office located
al 2400 S. Arlington Heights
Rd.. Arlington Heights.

Tuesday, June 16,1970

William J. Kiedaisch, Managing &Nur

eMUFFLERS

1.500 assessment credit.

-- Marshall Field 111
Pape 4

V BRAKES

FOR

more

Salm rode home on the blast.

the fourth off with rd,ngle be-

STOP

kelmann at home, but mike
Abinanti brought across two

mross the plate in the first inning. Bob Fitzgerald and Cory

GIEY DEVISED a plan.

P1/11BARTTESERIES

walk for a free RBI.
Pitcher Doubek forced Bo-

Ming the first three tallies

after consulting with Father
the principal.
That's why, this year. some
boys kept their caps on end
sante took them off. when they
received their diplomas.
The cap doffers were Me
anti.war cr.aders. Those who
kept their caps on had differ -

Dove Lundstedt waited at a

right field to

laisandro. Bruce Erase started

cipal. and Father Michaletz.

with no outs, and pinch hitter

DOUBEK AND Abinenti

the

Bank. Winkler and Bob

first-half winning Cubs

they '
continued their attack
rolled over the Mess, 14-1. Winning pitcher Glenn Pearson struck out II and tripled..

Gary Silver had mo doubles
and Chip Marbach and Dale.
Langer had one each.

Foster each doubled for Good-

Keith Steinbrink doubled for.

man against Golf Mill Bank

dm winners.

with Foster also getting credited with the win.
r
Golf Mill Bank took an 11-7

merling shut out Mount Prospect Bank, 5-0. The Fencers win over White-Cronen Ford
also defeated the Mount Pros- when Mark Holtiblat
pect nine in another meeting, doubled, Manny Nuccio
6-4. Winning pitcher this time doubled with bases loaded,
Was Mitch Glickman, who
Harold Mash had three for five
gave up seven hits and stuck and Ricky Pellegrini had four
out 13.
for four. Jim Pin. w. the
In this onc, Oberhausen winning pitcher. Steve Maker
doubled, had four RBIs and a n d Jamie Bucaro each
stole home. Tom Knauber of doubled for Whitc-Cronen.

debut, the Astros defeated the

-Semmerling, who has been ex.

begin second -round play Sao.,
urday.

ono and struck out 14 as Sems

tremely noteworthy at short,

THE ONLY 'action in Ow

IN THE final mcond-half
Sox, 4-1. Keith Manson uvw..
the winning pitcher and he wane
assisted

by hits from David.)

Martina, who had two for two,
and Gary Kay, whose thread
hits included a triple. Phillip
Skaletsky doubled for the Soa
and was three for four.

..1

No games wNre scheduled ita:

the minor dietsion, which wilt.

;9

Budaeas 1:4e,teitice Dec
By J. Alan Cook

fatal series game. This time.

Dm. steal boa bases and play
near perfect an defense. they
may not be as worried.

though. it was Kunkel who em
pleded for an 11.2 .victory,
their Second straight.

The scene at Maine West
i repeal from' last year's

The game was close for only

the opening inning when both

Mid -Teen chammonship game

JOE BOMBICINO and
Fred Campobasso, themn-

hetween the Optimists of the

plat

Com-

however. Kunkel's John hat

AnteLeague and the Na-

have
plained that they did
time to practice with there am
before the actual season got

lerno ignited the offense that

donors Kunkel squad.
last season, the Optimists
on when they had to, ripping
he Kunkel outfit, 13-7, in the

both

coaches,

underway Sunday, but after
seeing their boys clout nine

Page 6

SPIRTS

TneMay,
June 16,
1970

teams failed to mount a serious

ssoring threat. In the second,
batonwe to score in eMry in

MIR but one
The ireenlan backstop laid
into one of Optimist Jeff
Heist's initial deliveries in the
second frame and drove it out
of sight over the left field
knee The ii victors proceeded

to add two more to the n

electronic scoreboard ono
walk. an error end Dan Moss'
run -scoring
middle.

single

up

the

mother run in the sixth. They

THE STILL winless OM'

McCall's Texaco
tops McKay-Nealis
McCall's Texaco defeated
McKay-Neali,, 4.3. last week
in the De, Plaines South Link
League. Tony Copley went the

distance for the winners end
Mark Kai tschuk and Pat Hanley shared the pitching for
McKay.
Tom Platek's grand -slam
home run led Iroquois toe 1631 win over Approved Realty.
and Steve Van Vleck had four

of the team's 27 hits in the
game.

to a 4-0 shutout win over Lesten and Was very sharp, as
was losing hurler Bill Minis,
who was the victim of three
untimely errors.
VFW SCORED live runs in

obasso Jr., and Rick Kehe

made repent performance in
the third for another three -run

by adding another deuce in the
seventh.

icino. Jeff drilled a single to

Pimp in the National circuit. a
half game ahead of the Elks 00) who are mheduled to face
Bantam tonight al 6.

hy goer
ead.

the center fielder's

The victory boosted Kunkel

into sole possession of first

Bath stmads failed in the

Jung and Sa-

Hanvelmann,

lerno teed off on Optimist
Craig Zaleski for their seventh

and eighth scan of the contest.

The loser, closed mu their
scoring in the bottom of the
frame On back.to.back singles
!mai and a sacrifice fly by leadoff man Lee Wells.

AN ERROR -FILLED
sixth inning gave Kunkel still

Player
Mass, 3b

ah

Bombicino, p

5
4

hi

r it
0

1

I

1

IN A MAKEUP encoundefeated

McKay.Nealis. 3-2. in seven

inning,. Scott

Katisehuk
pitched well for six innings as

3
2

Heist, G., lb

i911.6.... 1h

i

1

Toalr

25

2

0

1

U

7

2

t

2

S.III.I/I/ 't.

Campobasso,

2

Haisselmann,
Jung, Salerno, Campohnwo,
William; Kle-Kelss, Wells,

Silk, 2bAs

I

Ecklund, rf

I

HR-Salernm

R13-11itinealana,

DB LOB -Optimists Mk Kunkel 15/0

Fife, lb

I

Woodley. If

2

PITCHING SUMMARY

0

2

I

1

3
2

3

3

I

0

Riche. 2b

2

U

I

3

Willison. at
Plamboums. If
Glimmer. If
Proveranno, If
Gunderson, If

4

1

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

Totals

I
I

I
I

0
0
I
0

0

31 II 9

ANNOUNCES

WEDNESDAY MATINEE $4.95
(ncludes luncheon)

0

DINNER

25c discount
on Car Wash
an Wednesday

THEATRE

.

CAR WASH

0

9

ham

05.95

JIFFY CAR, WASH
TEEATRE

the fifth to clinch a 7-1 win
over Iroquois and take over

$3 00

CENTRAL RD

jay

Finolly. TriR won an 11
over Approved
Terry Willett went the route
and earned the victory. Approved used Bob Zuccarini

.='S alltrE

and David Brooks rook the
Tri-R Signs won by a 13.i,
more orer McCall's as Mark

Grthicniak went ail the way

for the win. Jill Miller. mil
Ackermann and Paul Lippold
pitched for McCall's.
Rick Sari Massed VFW

VFW
Iroquois

afft

Wens

Tri-R
SleKay-Nealis
Stef all's

re-r-

Abose--Kunkt4
shortstop
Jim Ilunselmann ignores OPScott Mose tore.
imist the

were uneerndil. Keehn struck
out six aM walked five in addition to ending Smith's no -hit

hid with' single in the lop of
the fifth inning.
.

SMITHS TEAMMATES

made four errors behind him.
and both of the runs off of him

wine unarned as his pitching
Wadded. Mixing fasthalss with

rounil
curve. he struck
ewhowo
out sn
ivhde walking five
and

was

never

in

serious

troubk. Hc also doubled to
help Ns own muse.
Smith sent Sol lergren churn

2

0

with a walk, then attempted to

Godowski, rf

I

0

steal second. Bosshard catcher

Richdodson. rf
'TOTALS

Both teams went scoreleSS in
the fourth inning, hut Sell.

ergren got another run in the
lop of the filth when Kcehm hit
a
single to
bring Chris
Bouchee home from third.
Burchard got its only tWo

earned ,tins'n Me bottom of
the sixth inning when Handley
singh,1

home

Gastorf .and

BURCHARD

CLEANERS

byNotice

Keehn. p
Freeman, 2b
Carlson. c

4
2
2

Arnswald, lb

DES PLAINES MID -TEEN
BASEBALL LEAGUE
STANDINGS

Alderson. pr
Donley, rf
Kennedy, rf
Mueller, of
TOTALS

Silleglon ch. oda/whom Ills.,111.

gist= owino,, semen
PUBLOAZIONS

Classes meet at 103 N. Arlington Heights Road
(Just one block

orib of the Arlington R.R. doom) '

-NORTH SHORE DRIVING SCHOOL,

0

WL
0

2
2

I

I

O

I

O

Pet.
1.000
.500
MOO

.000

2

I

0
I

WL

2

The new toll rates for the Illinois State Tollway, approved
by the Illinois State Toll High-

way Authority to take effect
on Aug. I, are given below in
their entirely for two through
four -axle vehicles and vehicle
combinations for all toll
plazas:

Three -axle vehicles and ve-

hide combination', 45 moth
Four -axle vehicles and vehicle cembinatietss, 60 cents.
Plaza

5, Belvidere; plaza 7 Marengo Hampshire; plaza 9, Men;
Rosa 17, Devon Av., plaza 19,

25,

21

0

I

0

1000

O

2

.000

I

Smith, F. -Kalb. Maloney,
Wagner, Handley,
Keehn.
Freeman, Leggett, Bouchee.

0

Inc.

in order in the lop of the first
inning; nd then his team went
out and got him a pair of runs.
Jeff Kalb led off with a single.
advanced or, wild pitch. then

Wersell, at
Hanson, If
Budzban, if

Keehn,

seored with Bert Castoff hi,

Maloney, lb
Gaston, ss
Smith, p

Smilh Orratzmeyerl

1

6 4 8-2

7

1

6

WP -Keehn.

NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS

acres.

alleys.

roofs and sidewalks. only 04.0
acre-feet wwe devoted to via-

crdi Ztian

53, Farnsworth Av.
RATES FOR the above amt
Two -axle vehicle, 20 cents.

Ttrewaxle vehicles and vehicle combinations, 30 cents.
Four axle vehicles and.vee
hick combinations. 40 cents.

where we raise them," Knight

PET SHOPS WILL someHowever, these animals arc
still dangerous, Knight said.
The State of Illinois prohibits

tention 90101110.

Most net shops in the north-

which water is detained for
kter rafter the storm) release,

acre-feet required for this arca
of land. 61 per cent or 31.501
acre-feet lie within the MSD
confutes.

acre -footage.

HE NOTED THAT in the

He said that is has been
plc
that for complete
storm ,v o'er retention,
5199.720000 is required.
leaving
balance
of
5167.195,000ineeded over the

(/)

0

COMMERCIAL ARTIST AD MAN

'

cusroauto-soomie,,
es..

COS onY

z

Service

1093 .6laintiecospect
Call. 924750

TIMEWTATAIrl'ar
FOUNDAALL TIONS. FREE EST.

COMPLETE

9e7-9742

ROgrERGE

mains Poolil led College
.F

d

WILL TOW CARS

394 716B

ANY COND,ION
Call 8268283

Mic. add iabe. 1396197

ULLV iNSDRED

WORK WANTED

Concrete Cement
Expert

and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

'N.76

R"E'S"074'AZi"L'E

CAti.'56./"t9r5

FINE

PAINTING. By schoolteacher.
aloe

:iri:Fii'irr7rOOF.i. 'ill '95. 3

°T;72Ze=77
Landxap

WALSERS

/39-3269

0

HOUSE PAINTING

s397179Ctp"e*c't'"Xs.
u,t,r1, Camp McDonald Rd. Pros.

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE

Ea

ARL NTS, DAY CARE CENTER

0
0
3

'727:7222 or NA -5216

Corp.,' by Harold Swenson
Wedivie'S both kie proud al
2966181

PRINGOLEArNUP.

Methodist Church

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

as2.8.2.
EXPERT CARPENTER

DAYCARE FACILITIES
H

Is

Licensed

CHUCK 1

NES LANDSCAPING

D CK S TILE SERVICE

'537.1E1

By E

Eor week. 299-7228

CASS KEN PFIER 5 PM

FRFE'E'S"IlAitlEr""731.1093

35,145,

K94.53,111

ESTIMATES CALL 3943127

>-

DECORATIVE

Dressmaking -Sewing
LINGERIE fur the lady YOU

CERAMIC VINYL TILING
EXPERT WORK FREE ESTIMATES

FILL
SOD

GRAVEL

NW CARPENTER woRK

meas. winnows, PORCHES
asc. RMS. ROOM ',M.SC. FR

CALL 3960071

2';',V2ruZITe'r'911
,

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SO,

FULL BASEMENT
Installed in warcrowl Spar
HOUSES RAISFO

I or 2

6 top dressIng
Big 8 Yr/Aced-625.00

rms....35,12K

Ng It'd. Loa -61600

Decorating 6 Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed. Sawrnski
C15.3991
3,2.3650

374826
12265.

7 AM.-9
Milw ukee Ave

P.M.

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

KRUGER DECORATING

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
WO itmanbtnst. Co.

Service

Drywall co..in°, hanging uS

at

KITCHEN BATHS

ROOMAIVON6RUMPLIS
DD
ROOMS
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

the Scholastic Award, and Cadet Ensign wftliara Marsh of 394 Rosewood, Buffalo Grove, SohoIsPae and EsetnelerY, Distinguished Cadet award.

0

Call AMR 6PM

5294273

21.C, 1 ALtr,

dryer, lampposs, 220V. outlets

P

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPIhNG
P

12LI,ALX.O

06

3507Z51
E. 5E16 IA. Sout

CALL 1329-0160

cost. Satisfaction goodd.
For free est. [0111936526
Palmme

taping. No job too large or too
u7rgto.VaT(e'n

,14010111615111

GALL ED 358.53E9

own

LANDSCAPE

Free Estimates

s

'tutoring

mni C6iJa67,,,:;4=

dandhurst Loren.. 255.0316

parch Repairs

131.11%01011

255-1030

NEW WAY PAINTING

PROMPT DELIVERYd ANYWHERE
1127-7588

Kitchen Remodeling

each depositor insured to $20,000 by the Federal -deposit insurance Corporation

CL 5.3812

7566601

sae ii

Statete=.':5".75

LJJ

right( Cadet LL Mike Gibbons, of 1064 Kenilworth, Viherling, who received the Exemplary
MBitery Avon's!, Dadet Ensign Mike Obuebowdd, 041 University, Buffalo Grove, who received

g68,82,

h

Au

BHT SUPPOE1155

6 20,10 10

N"' 593-72

6,,,,ainting 6 geeergi

Ct

Naval Junior ROTC cadets display trophies awarded them by Wheeling village president Ted.
C. Sesudea (right) dining mremonlm al Wheeling High School last night. The cadets are: nett to

7510

CALL ACCEPTED

Complete

11.01Wr

ORT=""'°"821

FIGHT BACKE

.

0I

earn%

JOE

FREE ESTIMATES

"g0M,MIAZTr

Wednesday &
Thursday
8:10 Only
plus

REWORK.
eetlinpo, woe x natOOtnv.

2996510

EXPERT BODY WORK

said that in incorporated amas.
the pert would be the vil-

UARbY

Wednesday &
Thursday

Pointing it Pea

aback. «me

2563822,

WERT PLASTERING

E

FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,

Vvm' "cr

593-7208

theta anitary district brand. yeas

of about $9,500 annually.

ram%

Z7NG, ArZE.

SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

e sewer permit fora top -on to
the MSD system. must provide
for ccrssin amount or retention /pond volume.
Thiess, who as chairman of
the en gineering committee of

dian 5.5 per cent is figured,
this will amount to reduction

DAN KRYS1-7"

Illig115.1:

NERAL PARLORS. RESTROuMa,

ing"

reduction of "from 4 to 7 per

Have Trowel Wilt Travel
Smoldlobs ittRy.Sp7.ialty

Brad's Maintenance

time

KIM

SUI

olorni-

OK,,se Boors. sidewolks, dors.

VArktillt,

Thient said that the mato-

cent" in the amount that communities will now receive, beginning July 1, 1971.
In Mount Prospers, if a me-

Arlington Mts. Rd. AA

A;;EIE RSONC'
Expert tuning
repar. 9660152.

lion was a necessary step that
had been //a long time in com-

one -twelfth of "net" receipts.
The effect, said Barnett, is a

NICE
PETS
FOR
DOPTION
HOURS
1-5
P.M.
EVERYDAY
KAY S AN/MAL SHELTER 2705 N.

TUNFD

Program,

es

WEDDING ROOM

PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ESTI
MATES. CALL F1166913

10 -year period of the MSD

lage, city or community government. and in unincorporated
of the county
she, builder would be
(Cook) she
applying directly to the MSD
far a permit.

.

CI. 31709

Pets

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE

purposes.

certnin last week with Me Gess ceive their share.
cal Assembly's last-minute
Barnett said that as applied
.pmsage of a bill amending re- at present, communitia tebates to villages from the new ssive one -twelfth of the instate income tax.
come collected from fignoia
Prospect's vivillagereSidents by the new state inMou

The originel bill interpreted

Eee estimates

Collm.

ur clothes readylor

ap-

present bill changes this to

this onenwelfth to be Pre.

537 711K

ChInzntLEIred, Rebuilt

SKIRTS ARS SHORTER

prrVed last year for use by the
.MSD, tiles was included
532.525.00U for land acquisition for storm water retention

which communities are to re-

1

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

FULL MAINTENANCE

stsratuo-JOHN WAYNE

Ild1111811 T

E 6 K DECORATING. In
6
exterior, 3 average size bedrris:

255.5776

ete

2 BIG HITS

VISIT OUR
2nd FLOOR
PARTY &

53.0469

"XW'FrE7EXS'C'all 6"g= 76,99S SP..., rate ti/le

THE ACALIDAT
AWARD PROGRAM

AL16155

brIgiveners/8

BUDFALTINOSK1

game breeder.

gar

3560615
LAWN MOWER REPAIRS BY H.S.

alba rotes,free estimates. 20 yrs.
experience. CL 54217

must be put -

5310 million bond issue

827.7156

289-1088

campus corps

Suburban Small Engine
263 Kirchoff Rd. Palatine

0131AACKS FENCING

SanEng L refinishing. Reason.

does not allow the owner to

lion of 'gross" receipt, The

Aug.

Lawn Mowers -0Aboards

699. Na job too smell/ all wok

"ACCORDING TO our

ARADEhIT AWARD WINED

Remember Kirk - All Gifts Wrapped

picket

Past 6 Rail

;NT) =ST'

game code, anyonc who has a

of income tax receipts from

come tax that took effect as

358-3172

"eefl
6 fl

not abandon them."

Legislature cuts towns' tax share

Virgil Barn., corn.
wilting on the bill last nigh,
said tint it Maimed from
"gross" to "net" the pordon

Fr. estima.

RUSTIC FENCING

Stockade

riairCi'77ifide

alar

said. "They may hide them
while they feed, but they do

RETURNS

Pen Sets -Wallets.Stationary

CALL 297-2266

9116 alwoukeem., Niles

ethe narnyna

0

west suburbs will not sell wild
animals, according to an em.
ploy, of Van Oak's Pet Shop,
Rand Rd., Mount Prospect.
"Mothers do not run off
and leave their young," Miller

vides that any Tony requesting

Thiem said of the 51.300

R & M DECORATING
WEST GARDEICENTER

aniwaitioo

MSD is in the center of an area
of 1.557 square relics that
drains water from throe stake,
Wisconsin. Illinois. and In diens.

Used in a SIOEM-relrase system.

COOPERATIVE EN/FRAMES

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED CALL SOO 1975

773-0352 d no ar 392E763

FINANCING FREE ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL ANDCOMMERC/AL

LOW COST DRY CLEANING Rug

Ihe an

o

COLORS
PRIVACY

/Endow washing. Cal1662.0422,

PAINTER 0R FIX IT MAN

ABE/Ps. all seasons or vacations

:Tama,

up. Expert work 691.91.11

spector added.

THE RESOLUTION pro-

rate sanitary and storm seven

Rrn, 6 Hall carPet Eiemied

617.95, Solos cleaned 69.95 6

paper removed by steam.
ng. Interior 6 exterior pointing.

THIEM NOTED that the

Of that area, said Thicm,
1-257 square mil" have of.'

Pl.

S7r.e.";161.

have been too many mate of
skunks having rabies, the in-

chased from another licensed

communities under
MSD jurisidiction provided

CHAIN LINK FENCE

'cr?ibledYwocuitedt. Wall's'wors=

Feu -axle vehicles and whirl combinations, 20 cents.

e

solos 57/612. Carpet moving
g. D

selling of skunks because there

Like to baby animal from a den
or its motimal
her."

IN OTHER WORDS, all

ih pr. wAhis ad. Carpets 7c

358.1383

0

dmea buy wild anintah to sell.

Tvro-axle vehicles, 10 cents.
Three -axle vehicle, and
coaMinations. 15 cents.

o

ACC...GSM/ACES

Me author of the resolution.

won scribed to projects built
within Arlington Heights.

THRU
THURSDAY

IoM
WAYNE.51fI

0

255-7200 OR 296-6640

"If we poll them up we

protected wild creature in his
possession must have a Wild
Game Breeders Permit," Miller explained. "But he permit

3.

CALL

7t-tj

or Mc department

South Rockford;
plaza 15. Illinois 52; plaza 37.
Joliet Rd.; plaza 47, Halsted
Si; plaza 55. Naperville Rd.
RATES FOR the above am:
Plaza

c5"I .500 a1c0r7f1 daer/ednt7.uir°

Thient said that 92.5 acre-feet

NOW

HBP-

51, Aurora; and Plant

are

base na

Reduction of revenue to all
Illinois communities was made

Loser -

Illinois 31; plan

ume believed necessary.

port for 1969. building pr jeels lading 2.861 acres of

n
mnager,nt

Winne r -Smith,

I,

1-80; ',lam 45, eastbound 11-80

,

'

FOR THEBE 694
- comprised of meets,

w so
5

By Ben Clarke

land IneNded some 694 paved

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip he oar
7
2-0

I

13, Illinois 25; plaza 27, Willow Rd.: plaza 43, westbound
plaza

Of the total
Pet.
1.000
HMO

2

2 RS mit 11, PB.Carlson,'

Smith
Keehn

D'Andrea, lb

New rates for Ill.
Tollway Aug. 1

Thiem noted that in the re-

National League

I

Is,

said.

politer/ area.

0
0

I

Littwin, If

PLAYER

Handley, c

themselves when they ore
turned loose, Knight said.
"Wild animals are wor se when

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

ilatmete persons' homes to
pick them up.

are ready to mate and they will
want to go back to the wild."

acres,

I

Kralsmeyer, ss

122

Tuesday, lune 16.1970

Leggett. rf
Boykin, If

Boucle:, lb

CALL NOW FOR

Ilmerhey will be publicly were.

AB R H M

PLAYER

CL9-1090

(8)

Buchholh lb
Wagner, lb

Animals raised by humans
do not know how to care for

Thiem said that the normal
Tfihrsday's meeting of the provision for the storm runoff
Metropolitan Sanitary District from a three-inch rainfall. for
of Great Chicago (MSD), and a 694 acre paved arc, .would
by its passage created a means he 175.4 acre-feet.
.With teeth- to make 01110.
on ponds mandatory for DON
He said Mat calculating the
housing developments.
79.1 acrssfoot deficiency at
Accompanying data paint- the standard generally used.
cd the story of neglect mattock $4000 per acre-foot, it would
of attendtion to the flooding 604idire $395.000 to provide
problem in the Chicago metro- the additional detention eel.

INFORMATION

SELLERCRYN SPORTS (21

PLAYER
Kalb, of

Iwo-hoseerror to center. Gas tort' scored iwo arras later on
an error by Jack Kratzmeyer,
Sellergren got one run back
in the top of the second inning

linois Dept. of Conservation.

Often the Wild Life Can.
servation Dept. Will give Persons permission M keep wild

He added that no au:eines
have been developed to fight

Trustee George Them remind final approval at last

CHUM (2), Krutuneyer (lb

Smith.

mesticate them.

cording to Bill Miller, chief of
law enforcement for the II,

A resolution presented by only I.8 acre-feet of water de -

of the National
Lague's top perch. (Photo
J. Also Cook)
posaession

ra"t7ne,iirirdrglds. o7:= Site

fue, the first six runs offhim

whose mother deserted it, ass

Retention ponds mandatory
under new MSD resolution

STARTS TODAY

mann bad his teammates
blasted their way to easyH2 victory yesterday in piss sole

Heerdegen. lb

NEITHER TEAM had a

tealT himself," Knight mid, adding that humans cannot do -

a

babies.

NEXT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COURSE

lire the man nt first. H311506

when Dave Arnswald led off

baacrunner in. its next turn at
bat,
but
Hurchard really
opened up its lead in the bottom of the third when it scored
four runs on one hit. Scott
Wagner got the only hit of the
inning but didn't bat a run in.

sity they found a wild animal

ais WILD ANIMAL is

bring them to a game farm

Two -axle vehicles, 30 cents.

To qualify fora driver's license before age T 8

Ids For Student and Athletic lnsur

his legs. allowing Arnswald La

wild animal, and he will pro -

they mature." he saiff "Their
Instincts tell them when they

York Rd.
RATES FOR the shove are:

DRIVERS EDUCATION

Approved
Lesion

Raft let the hall roll through

wild animal bites.
OFTEN PERSONS call the
conservation department to

Midwest Rd., plaza 59,Cermak
Rd at Spring Rd.; and plain 61,

Team

Joe Handley fired the boll into
center. and then center fielder

child was bitten by a wild animal it could not be tested for

plaza 41. 163rd St., Pia. 57.

HARPER COLLEGE is accepting sealed

Behind the ono -hit pitching
of Jeff Smith. Burchard Cleaners took advantagt of nine eel
tars by Sellergren m they hell
the Sportsmen. and improved
their record to 1.1 in DIN
Plaines Mid -Tan suction last
night.
Sellergren
pitcher Doug
Keehn gave up only four hits
and oMy two earned runs. but
his maws made most of their
enure with nssn on base. In

kinds of infections and if a

Deerfield Rd.
PLAZA 29, Touhy Av.,
plaza 31, O'Hare Field; plaza
33, Irving Park Rd.; plaza 35.
Cermak Rd.; plaza 39, 83rd St.,

STANDINGS

`Smitty' spins near
no-hitter to lead
bar George DaDs

mals could have rabies and all

plaza

Phil Edwards got the win.

: an

mals at all" Knight said...Ani-

River Rd; plaza 21, Waukegan; plaza Of. Half Day ME;

and Mike Wright.

did Mike Han of Well. Relic-

Adopting a wild animal is an
act of cruelty, and anyone that
mg/tures one is subject to a floc
ranging from 525 to 5300, according to Harold Knight.
conservation inspector for the
Wild Life Conservation Dept.,
Chicago,
"People shouldn't take ani-

Plaza I, So UM Beloit: plain

,4,0

from

sok possession
of fast place.
roof
Mike Kelley
for VFW
and Toni Platek went the rout.
for Iroquois.

PB-

JIFFY'
9.9 Rand Road
Des Plaines

1

Jung, cf.
3
Sfilerno,m
4
Campobasso, lb 3

4 6-3 4. 3 2
3 5-3 5 I I.

Phi -

offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

7 .2-.T 7 7 6

Heist, WP-Bonssicind;
Morass.

E-Prommono, Maw, Wells

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

ip r-er k w an

Winner-Bombicinin /Loser -

2B -Wells, G. Heist, Jung,

1

Kusseh. cf
'1 ..../ a
R,
imess

Pitcher
Bombieino
J. Heist
Zaleski

Hanschnann, ss2111

decision

ter. Well's Heating

v

Wells, lb

Peterson, rf
Heydecker. 2h

RUNKEL (111

fourth, but Kunkel went back
on the warpath in the fifth. Jim

by George Wadley and Zailombicino Jr.. Joe
Jung. Salerno, Fled CampJoe

finally closed outISmyse
the evening7alteki,
nb
hM

ha dented the hoard for half of
their tallies when the Heist
brothel, connected off Bombcentax and finished the tour of
the bases on Gary's deep Wall-

OPTIMISTS (2)

Rt.

d

leaping. Do2

ytooko

DECORAENG

T 526W Ilp
Exterior, Friendly

t

Reliable,

SatiticsoionGoadanieed
CALL NOW FOR
FREESlI MATES 296-1638

6

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Tree

'nt'ip's'"C111216";676 Oros]-0.1.urC

specialize A hanging E11p9j;

Per All workmanship guarani'
teed. Free estimates. Call Jams.
Lindquist13,0706

switches, etc. Co11637.2617.

AARON ELECTRIC Licensed. Ini
wred . 211, serv. No job too
large or sma1125943891

Building 0 Remodeling
BILES HOMMPAIRS
Remodidieg Additions

'""tnal;rfe'rttrdt:''''
Doll Or Night 3561906

CHAIN LINK FENCES -VINYL.
COLORS, PORTABLEOR

Dowiented window Washert

PERMANENT DOG RUNS.

OP.. So, Business: Houses, NA.

FINANCING AgaiuBLE
HISSMIWASF5.29adis55.

0141.1 Offices. CALL 259.711
or 25,16513

Tuesday lune 16 1970

teach lads new

CLASSIFIED

toys

9011105.C1d5 crabs

INDEX

COMPLETE TRAINING

Call Bab Von
3964021

Automobiles Por Sale ,, 112
Automobiles Womed. _101

Mat=

Boots°.
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opporlungln

Cemeteries
te,s,.

$600.00
acesJen:.

2720g:s plainer Ave.

'

296.5792

37

HOME TYPING. WANTED
dressing

ad

'7.

High School boys wanted to war
Ca

ZIFErS'AGTH11";

H

usgists. cc

Agenties.Men
Employment Agencies-

Ger

12011011Wante4Women

nle girl afternoons June 6

,027.0

69 RAWLS

1413 Ellinwoad, Des Pl. 2nd flr.
Apply Perron

HELP

EVANS REALTORS

CHICAGO MAGNET

IF YOU'RE

LOOKING
FOR A

32

98
Mobile Homes.
Motorcycles and 5ameNN.111

Musical Immure...

55

Child Care

NEW

14

Personols

Real Estate,Apt, Building

2700 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

AT DOWN

Real Estale.Houses
Resort Properties far Sole
Real Estote,

86
91

Pot Terlhorlelormagen coma la ar cell
299.2361,6m. 211

Ram

Garage Sele

g

2

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

8
Sporting Goo
To Rent Apartmenh
To Rent Business Pseperly 78
To Rent furnished
Apartmems

298.2770

Doctor

71Apts. and Rooms to Share

Des Plaines

typ
Free

ACCOUNTANTS

Commercial

296-1071
BOB VAN

RECEIVING

22. Co11391.4326 after 6

shipping and kayomg cark

$590 MONTH
WILL TRAM

MEN'S CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

USE A DAY

2720 DES PLAINES

WANT AD!

AVE.
DES PLAINES, ILL

PAGES

. .1 or apply

SUBLET

PALAIINPROLUNOMEADOW5
One Bed, Apartmems

MFG. CORP.

24-11e0 Wanted Men

Vinyl Aluminum

In-

1700 Hicks Rd,

-'$

-7;smr

sulated Siding, If into
Call Mo Moore.

95 Gunton

BEORM APT SIBS
locution Mannheim 6 Touhy
867-4537,1127.7777,ext 390

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

MAINTENANCE MEN

d,

d, P .,h
Pl.

1

ps

l43

CAMP-BELLEVUE

4 TOP PAY RATE up to $4.20 pr hr.

A MOST BEAUTIFUL CAMP
ON THE LAKE OF TWO MOUNTAINS

Call Gory Mikes. Fl 5-0200 - Ext. 356

Production Steel of Illinois

BOYS AND GIRLS

SUMMER VACATION ACTIVITIES AT MOST

Ul'IL,C=24DDL
Models Open Dailm10.6

'T:briZtte'eng'itr.'

Timbedone
s 2 BR Apts - Reasonable

TRAVEL
RESERVATION

ABSOLUTELY ALL LIMNER ACTIVITIESINCLUDING RIDING AND WATER SPORTS

CHICAGO MAGNET
WIRE CO.

FOR DIRECTION AND URN.? INFORMATION -

603 E. PROSPECT/kW

buillin °pots, many extras. N
hog 6
hl

Excellent salary and all company benefits. Apply

CANADA or PHONE 613 674.3845
13 Ostend Found

top

pay and learn

PROCESS

Agencies -Women

14Personals

Intl. Reception

tn'alr

DRAFTING JR.
ELECTRO

MECHANICAL

ce. will train you ifran
Nee and ere shot,

FEE PAID

$450 to $675
oemPletelY oar

Iy new

298-2770

1

LAND INVESTMENT

osol.

Sat. hy Appt.

RECEPTIONISTSN1ST

TYPISTS

.

.17 -Business Services

SECRETARIES

KEYPUNCH
BOOKKEEPERS

WILL

2
ES. EXCEL WORK,
PAINTft 9.4011

"FORD'

COLLEGELLEE

EMPLOYMENT
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DES PLAINES AVE.
DES PLAINES

holmes & assoc.

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

Smallcomentry
&cabinetwork done
CALL3M.5274

10096Free Positions

296.1043
C

a.

hone 93912866v0°

DES PLAINES
26013E qvon
297.7160
MT, PROSPECT

'68 Chew 11 Nova, acorn, er
Aft, P/S, radio, warronreed, e3e
cond. $1.495, 537,0962ofsepm

4741505 fimishingsfunture

'66 Chevelle S3396, 360 H.P. I

.

A7r7ii.43S44376°,64."'

headboard

'67 VW Elf , Sun real, excellerM

Ref rig., porke,rilo 6 commerclal
style freezer. Good condition.

Pair

neeweele. somas°.

chair SIO, 2 milk paa
9 12 g 28 259 7195

flr

177

Welcome. 1394151
MI

K'

1

120 Co

h

m6n,u
cetica

Iums,5

mIo

ste

cimirs

Beige

225.

clacf.',200!6 rOkro',;erlt.
men.. 358-2927

is

sus

Prin sofa, green chtt dinette set;
coffee shies end doles double

'''SV,1113!

1967 VW Beele. Rum good.
CL 5-1736

'65 Falcon 14,6 on, Auto. Clean.
$625or
C1.5.38S5

NEW CARPET

Ma

By Installer

ponent system; Z spkrs, turn 1,
ANI/PM radio.° moss old MO or

0

Gold

h

chrs , 150511gold rug.

place senings

5p0ra

11253.2401.

6

1135, sell for $75.3595016.

jg,

I

2

Odr, hard

1969 Chrys. Newport,

'64 Dodge "3304, 4 -door, good
condition. BSSTOTHR over SM.
259-1435 or 882,31372 aft 5100.

KODS. SHAG CARPET 1495 sq.

yd. DeLUXE PLUSH $3,5 sq.

'65 Ambassador 13110. 2 dr. stick

VS, Vely gd fres. A.ost neW
bon. Exe,cond. 1,195. 358-2758 I

1965 Pang at Catalina.

3, formica kit=h tbl 310,wood MI legs 12; paw.,
new 316.25,285

fo

iv

METHODE

beds,

dresser 6 minor.

4-

724-6006

Woo.0'
4
Elec. range. 2 double

1700 Hicks lid

dr.

Speciol price over 100 yds.

nrnore washer 6 gas dryer.

MFG. CORP.

I

Misc.

ands

1st
20. Qua:
oTqidueeo
ds

en

g,prlea

for dune buggy, 5200.392.2224

LL BEAT ANY PRICE

""Te1V00'w.

studio

1 g69 Chew 11.396. 375 H.P.
speed Maga. Ovals. Boras.
.259-9095 before 3 P.M.

356 Mustang VEI. Radio, heater,

svhIlo walls. 3 spd.srick. 0595.
Ca116962571 after 6 P.M

V1,zZ°,!.,72I:`,N

$166/

"r

model'

TIT

1967 ford Folcon 3 dr. 5 cAl
auto. radio, heater. Good tramp.

'''XIEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE ANDIADDING

259.27

5675, C1.35667

BRUNING

'62 PONTIAC CATALINA for/
,g d 1150
ff
394.5287 oher 5 PM.

6C

owner.

-

394-5660

'63 Olds 508, ad, lidtp; A/C,

255-1900

r'egni 's;°e'rrynpehenne

cel cond. SS,

smAwrn dc.
NM. by owner, St...m.6d,
, 2 oar on. go,

Cope Cod, 1 bath, dlnIng
full basement: screened port,
patio; fenced yard;
car gam
walk to eens, scools, shopping.
$30 500 392-392B
Buffalo M .
by owner. Priv.
gC
V
0hd

niol. 4 bdrmst 2. boll, base

Wenn., 1,h baths acre

meg, fireplace: beamed, panel.

led kilchen L den; oil

255.6208 255-6205

"The Enjoyable Bank"

app Ts.:

259-4000

46,950.637.8985

...to start your
application by
phone. Call
656-9922

16 Ft,

FULL OR PART

H

possibleo

the

Wise you will have to shift your

--

$ STENOS
$ GEN. OFFICE

defined shadow will fall on it, you
will have both hands free to make
Silhouettes, extending the range
RI your performance.

in Cappy'Dick's13irthday Party
Stunts.' booklet. To get a copy,
send 50 cents in coin, plus a self.
addressed, stamped envelope to

'63

one

us,w,afar 116:

roki2ala

342.7765.

1961 Idaor. edtop, CHRYSLER,

42.Wanted To Buy

-TaftWater"$'5'.0771

sr, loll SIO.

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

2,5300

Mr.

392.4036

Pd. 1800. sell for $325. Roy elec.
guitar, WO, f L. 5.1223

De Vry Institute of Technology

AGE

ee

immediately.Wo hove

f011'ort7rVa sienengr

CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS,
P.O. Box 42877. Evergreen Park
III. 60642.

TOMORROW;, The balloon
man's puzzle! Win "Talking
Globe"!

The Desk Set, Inc.

For posting work. No previous experience necessary. Ideal for mature housewife.

These ore ideal working condition. Good starting salaries with On ousionding fringe benefit
program. CTA to front door. Excellent opponuni,
ies foradvoncement

24" .5 hp. Craftsman
ng lawn
rnower,
1125, used I

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

2121MI

km,

541./ 1/00

k

CALL

puhlic.537.1P36

English Setter puppy,
AKC.FOSS. 370.

545-4301

conditioner.

window

oir

0,000 STU

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
FOREST VIEW
HERSEY
PROSPECT

STUDENTS: Check the Counselor's office.

IWO Apache Ramada. Sleeps 8.
pcii:m21.x., Excellent condition.

Collie. Mole. AKC.Sable

conditioners,
4,000 STU, very

geed cond. sox-stse Mt Som.

Doll Sole. lone 15 Am 20. An.

white

31-Rommage&CarageSale
June

0. 9

To

record player,

6. Baby Perna,
iic. Rams. 605

lune 18, 19, 20. Something far
Everyone. Old
new. 1918 E.
Euclid. red. His.

22,

.

June 17,18,19.910 5.
1916E. Lillian Tn. Ad. Its.
Clothes,loys, china, mlsc

elecrronio rested, great 3nd ear,
asking 1350 256.3071

eptiotqly

chocolate

poodles.

pos., ere. inn N... Pm.RoM
Ws 255-3647

low miles, 11200

392,736 after.° pm
1,68 Gold Opel Rolley 4 spd.
Goad cond. 31100 or best offer.
Call any time,
Sole!

For

from. al. Nurse,y,. mile west

36,81"

D

on North Ave.,

ColStor
onial

Kment. 8 weeks

ft Closrn.95
lee
-AIR

min. Schnoun, AKC,F,115 yrs.
lise. broken $125, PuPPies,
,mPPed, shots, AA/F.634.3361.

CM.7141

Glassware -China
Lamps

.

Pewter

.

Church pewenirrors

deep frynroiler
Irons
Gvin
bededolls tloys.gf Items Rea,
1418 Norte= Dr. VAnslen Pk.
Palatine

99Y

Pn

E

plete. Ph: 39.1.3547.

alter .1 P.M.

CrossBuck

Comblnation
6 Screen
doors. $29
ea, On 11 doors

Volkswagen

1966

"Bug. Body SlIghrly Bent! Good

to 13.98 ea. Th0.0116.010500
of Gory Ave.

full power, like new tires. AR,ols-

1968 OPEL SPORT SEDAN.

siornese Kittens, champion sired,
CfA regg, seol point 3 mos, old.
335. 774.0572
LooY,..,..Y.

358.0094

."4 ""''12;'47X.
110-SportsCars

299.5584

old. 392.099/

139/ 5233 ,

If.

V.8 PIS I

wiM hildr

253-0200
439-4800
437-4600
259-8500
255.9700

ARLINGTON

mon Estates, ,08 Rs%

19

I

ARC, mon=f, 5 5 up.

2

Baby tiger, ISor old, In Hoff-

5.

female,

593.7227

High School nearest you

yr. old 041.259.2227

p

corhomer,

3913393 oft 5 PM

'68 Ali

Mly uwd, too bie fog my opt.,

Reliable, experienced sitter
wanted 3 days per week for 11

SI

537.17,17 oft Spm.

C1.3.5667

2a,no

29169C81 = lie4

1,6 FORD, duol

d 439 5114

Heilite

Ext. 50 of the District #214

N or E.LPN

Sun.

Id V Ilts,

AM, RMI. Good condgan. 6150.
Call 259.3493

CAMPER FOR RENT,
P

insoloted Dog House. Good

h

Plckup -BEST OMR
766-9036

BEAGLES. mole T. female, ready
to go 392,3832

Rosen, 827.7332 aft .5 pm.

ly

Ton

FREE PUPPIES, TRI,COLOR

iestolled, sersioe, whosemle to

&Help Wanted Women

,537.2923 all day Sat

Coll aft Oprn.13271912
1962 G.M.C.

Schnouter rnole puppy, a

$200 ea, 392,70IB

per trained...9,3433.

FROM JUNIOR HIGH TO COLLEGE

'67 Mustang, 6 cyl. sik, /MC. Oke
ess of

R

speed elec. fan. Call

SUMMER HELP IS AVAILABLE

t

an

f':.1175r9'1'9:J5"'

CL 3.3854

NEEDS WORK

Call 817-0691

Get Out of Mot Roll

HARDY WATER LITLIES

SUBURBS

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOL

GENERAL CLERK

60 -Business Opportunities
G1

EMPLOYERS OF THE NORTHWEST

1967 Pontiac Tempest fastest;

D et ge dry coPYing mck
ch.ne Immo as Tome, Real bor.
gain. CL 3-9461 Alter 6tom
Ne

CASH

001,JACKETS
Red blazer
10
16, Blue
double breastesz.d

ecil7e6T97=1""'""

56.0thoeFumitureSevices

--s9fr'.2.

92.060g

BUICK CONVERT. runs
good. Goad for hame-R., trains.
1960

Nee tandem nailer, elec. brakes.
M k ft 153 2549

Tiffany slyle leaded glass lomP
fixtures. Shown by app.. only.

hev7let,

r4,

11' CRUISERS, INC. 90 hp Hin,

4Aflogs, Pets & Equipment

apnartenNmpl.

cords op to dote. WE WILL TRAIN,

$ TYPISTS
$ CLERKS

ail o'r cardboard
r1t 01 sProp
o
shap rply

day parties, you'll find 45 of them

5545 V6,DempeNt 965.200

OR

Permanent

537,8985

many

Phone 529,5022

DAY NEWSPAPERS

Should be able to type 40 w.p.m., but will consider less. Must be capable of answering phone
and taking messages intelligently. Primary r
sponsibility will be to keep employer 'eternal re-

Temporary

Like mew ryes. Due

Eiberglos speed boot 40

TIt Trek, p rf

P

TIME COURIER

THE YOUTH OF THIS AREA
area

P/13, P/S

Co11358,3716

7.1
of f et 693-7696

CLERK - TYPIST

your hand and fingers.

hand. If it falls on the tablet,
creating a sharply outlined shadow, your position iS correct and
you are ready to proaed.Other
Other-

so A Shellake fiberglass boar

Admiral, 7600

listically, can be created by experimenting with the position of

blet or cardboard with your left
band as the boy ft doing in the
your position by
casting a shadow of your right

1720alsxmlol'i
MORTON GROVE

,g;.,avion, Sea

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

CONTACT THE COUNSELOR'S OFFICE

linnet. shadow of a rabbit, a dog,
and old man and similar figures.
Many amusing shadows, each of
which can be made to move rea-

STUNTS AND GAMES BOOKLET!
Mothers and fathers! If you
Want new ideas to entenain your
children and their guesft at birth-

Sit in die chair and hold the tax

1963 PLYMOUTH, 4door, a ust.

722 enter...eat

has immediate openings in the following positions.

to hold a hand to make sil-

If

sole. 253.1594

Completely recond'd 2 fully auto.

Illinois Bell

A/C.Vkwi
top. S1600 or best offer. Ater 4
P.M 2534148

Des Plaines Day

MRS. HOLLENBACH

a

.67 Cutlass S. P/S,

16 ft Runabout, 75 h.p. Johnson,

1 17 S. Mein greet

ask for

Chnir or the light.
Most boys and girls know how

t

Moats and Marine Supplies

Prospect Day

437-2555

CALL 255-7200

Young Hobby Club
By Cappy Dick

6pm.

PM;line

of componyhenellts.

driver with good driving record. Age: 18 on up. Good way
to also learn newspaper career.

Due to continued expansion

A sit-down moving shadow
Show consisting of silhouettes
made with your hands and fingers is USK 10 produce for

Arlington Day

dent on our

217S. Arlington Ilts, Rd,

Vol Dyke, mess, wawa panel
el. calla ft 6 Pm, 2.-473.

offer each. Good condition. 1201

camp. Small lounge couch. New

AND

Cor furnished. Must be licensed

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

1711'-!1:

ter 6 - 024,432

e yae.

writer. Maple lounge cholr

Northwest Day

98 -Mobile BEMs

ed, complemlv remodeled. Mut

;',8,ttorit

wormy 18,20, Royal manual

GENERAL FACTORY

894-4560

667 alter 6 pm.

carp Muse, annexe ie.. for

SIT-DOWN SHADOW SHOW!

hrome accessodes. New whrte
mmoa

dscaped wooded lor, 2

cc,ge, mmi. July 1,

3150

8 E. NW. HA,. Mt. Prospect

Take "5"

1074.m.g1,1tr ilv

7074 Rent Houses

paper (or a single piece of owl board), a chair in which tosit and
an electric light.
Place the chair and the light in
positions that will send the light
over your right shoulder.

RESERVATIOS

eK floor scrAuN

twin

3.15;

6
r
ff
$2000
Co11397.3710

t

old female, shots, Sable 6 WhJe,
GOOD with child,nice home only
Phone 695,0782 ofier 4:30

clg23.: 11 1705i50-70E::";top

32Niscellaneous Merchandise

Echoo s,

4t......7g4:10,. Goi0

happens to be present.
AN you need is a tablet of plain

V.".'wnt: Plaines

Eves.

CARPENTRY.REMODELIG.
ADDITIONS.ALLIMINUM SIDING
RUSSGOLDEN 3560403.

lour pattern)

bar

WILLIAMS LIQUORS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ramf"red

25,1350

EFEEZ
Call 439-4100

the amuSement of yourself; your
family and anyone else who

La Salle Personnel

5165-5185
Grammar and High School.
392.9131

STAFFING BRAND
NEW SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

/966 Back R4viero One OW.'
CI

Cron'..2=',182t1:61M'7

es f75;

10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, III.

iss,ge

23Emploment Agencies Men

15Instruction

COLLEGE STUDENTS

willing to work 6 days per weak. Good

910 Chose Ave.

at 6

.

259-8311

her

936; Nl

drolti5g

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

$52590.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. [Milton
391-0680

&rivel'8,n17,Z.lit0716

271Ielp Wanted Alen & Women

DISTRIBUTORS

IN-

437-5750

Rental plan. 3,2.4750

.

children,
weddin

Equal opporiuMly employer M/R

Xr3t?4Z'

Assist
Veterinarian
$135 Week

Or Apply in Person

STUDENTS

SECRETARY

MID SOUTHERN TOYOTA

TRAINEE

Coll Ken Kubee at

437-6517

tt.

Excellent epportunities

salary with liberal benefits.
FOUND small ton terrier.

men's

1

SPECTION. Openings on all shifts. Must be
800

headlads,
lothes; sz

1.55,

tbb

ctntei Execulke Plaza

39660
4-5

in narcissi Or call Mrs. T. Santoro at 455-8500 for a
confidential interview.

TRAINEES
Earn

completely

tables,

1,3 VOLKSWAGENS),

Ala ken Malamute pups, 6 k.,
Champ, lineage, good dispositions. $50 to VP, 272.1275

Gar. Sale: 5 form Couch, chair

27Help Wanted -Men & Women

Located In Elk Grove Village
Needs

INCLUDING BROCHURE W ITE TO CAMP BELLEVUE P.O. CARILLON, COUNTY ARGENTFUL, QUEBEC,

CL 5.7141

drafting

2

489-0340

1963 THUNDERBIRD,f ell power,
3550 ar of f must sell

Top lob for sharp secretary to our Custom Relations Man who takes shorthand, types well, can
handle general office work and answer the
phone.Minimum of three years experience desir-

Kensingron,

eva.spo

molher,

REASONABLE RATES $55.00 PER WEEK

'2n3g9,9Z02.7,107

e-Frn-. 'M pt.

MT, PROSPECT

Dui ',Evans

Schnourerf AKC, champ
gee 3 mos.5.M 6 pOPPer, rota
locks. Cropped, weaned, hoo.

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

ed.

Mhs,

Des Pl. 3 bdrrn spli

AEcactVOIC'liv 000

Illee

Division of Whittaker Coma.
WM W. Roosevelt Rd.
Between 25th Ave. 8 Mannheim Rd.

"ZkAg1,18NZZO'".

Timberlake Village

Available July I. 3 blks Mons talk
woy entr. on 83, air cond.. Pool,

.

686-7740

nicein 140.6. 487.0788

on Beelml4M 072

il-eWale771

any misc. 2110 N. Pine re, Arl Ws. (ley Hittl

ellisVegrAL1.4.1*

904nvestment Property

Nr. Randhurst Elegant 1 6 2

MOUNT PROSPECT

pet, .1.297.51

1

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

redwo,71d f:nceiplapls.c

Mt. Prospect a, ne. Condo. opt
w n

fnd yd. $31,200 2,6.3,01

split level, 4 bdr

Ileiwn. Euclid

2 bdrrn apts. 1180 6

* PERMANENT POSITIONS

Stnebell. Volleyball fields. Riding Rut

Call Ing=rnen1

Sid

NO NAMING SASSING UPI

11 Summer Camps

Meadow Trace Ams.359,6192

MI 6F

PERMANENT POSITIONS

.

?my,.

gan, central air, main fir fern.
laundry rm., cor,mt, drags

Randwood Apartments'

wave Pole.

In ArlIndardleigs
394-0mo

per rained. 38.5. CI. 36034.

FREE COLLIE, ARC pope's,

Junel0 6 4.9 to.,
Buggy, spreader, blkes, radio!

exte4atitia.. INQ

EMPLOYMENT -SERVICE
8 E. N.W.
Mt Prospect

87 -Condominiums

HOWARD SPROAT 5, CO.

MT, PROSPECT

M

* IMMEDIATE. OPENINGS *

545 0507

PUBLICATIONS
11 Solver Cams

bedroom ranch.

Beau. Min. Schnauzer pps. Int

FOR OUR SERVICE DEPT.

OWNER. 5294647.

868ealEstatediouses

with yard ond control air.
CALL 29,6708

6 Business Personals.

m looking for st couple
of Nome homes in your
area to display our new

375.500 3'5'0-.16.56e

S160

METHODE

OF

"DAY"

1

1,4" Peg Board

Ouldoor rummage sole: clothes,
toys, books, etc. Low Prites, June
17 6 10,
Lyman Av
Dm PI N or canard5Rd

'i4374161,

SHARP SECRETARY

bmh ranch, bsrnt, 2 car an

oportmenr. con! July I, SI 72 md.
394.3756

in

BrtTaTte'r 6PMe"'"' "S.

sea:white hollywood twin bed,

SCHAUMBURG: 1 yr. old, 3 bdrm

74 -To Rent Apartments
oil related clerical
Starring row de

Sem Natural En; BlueViolet

!K=:rk.720rBV.91139d. 05"
Contemporory couh, 2 matching

Dor7raotiTPM

'carpeting nc. 123,500. 438-07310

85 -Real Estate -Apt. Building

73 -To Rent furnished Aparhnents

299.3692

ViZIVI!EANP7ERTfCTOUTGOINGPERSONALLTY

Illinois Bell

oblo. ]99.5196.

L
KJ

of allergy 394,2

7i7.1antea

Urns.

BUSINESS

ur

8

weeks old must give up because

m sow. clothing, Ice skate

Raging /Aden. 3 lodrrn., NC, co
pon, deluxe coots
dream

acred

opporturely fa

Wanted , Rent

BABY DOCTOR

I

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
too: 2nd milt emplermem.

Lk. Zurich. Pergot starter ham
panneV

Room mate needed for

to

dtaTZTOOTAE

BraMstalgeon

$150, Retired

RECEPTION

45ie

,

11,

-

Ar

g BUT, NO EXPERIENCE!
IVY, 1496 Miner, Des

t

economist

Des

Juno 12Ihru 2Ist. Till dark.
Soup to most
280/ flicker LA Roll. Naos,
Betw. Kirsh°. f 6 Campbell

Great lob
slob for gal who 'likes

order typing in a dt n

563

Glgango Sae, June
18.9
GI dusk. Clothing, wigs,7, mu.

Learn Me Liquor Trade

'/;:1

834o Rent Office Space

74 -To Rent Apartments

$650 + car

RENT A CAR REPRESENTATIVES

Vacant

,I39-8535

SHIPPING IL

_at=

Wonted To BUT,

656.9922

Amherst,
Plaines Cumberland area
pm,

7

di

L

229900 After392.1916

$10 -$13,000

Vocation Ploces. ....

CLASSIFIED

901 Chase Ave.

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

To Rent Resort Properties

ON THE

437-5750

Well trained los cable .ten

3 Pc. sectional sof en Arm choir,
la

RECEP. $475

DEMONSTRATOR

All Positions 100% Free

Provious.exporience not n cessorry. Must be dependable.
Contact Soso Shirley
418,5241 or 75-7636

44 Dogs, Pets & Equipment

old. MO. 359%153,

'Turn MIsc..l'une 16 17 18.

Three days per week, 8:00 am. to 4:30 p.m.

or apply in person

Residential

will
TRAIN you to be his from.desk
greele VVelco e all th kd
Daisy

challenge.

AT O'HARE FIELD (where the action is)

t10, Pratt ate.

NO ElPERENCENEEDFOI

5125 WM TO START

tack ResponsiMy, variety and

Lithograph Co.

Call Ken Kubes at

RealEstate/CLASSIFIED

pones, make aPPts You need

YOUR

L50,51

(Top job tip!)

for go-getter

940 Lee St.

KEEP

Inland

aogortuni7 ath eRk.

Sc.. xce ldutlents,

g

TRAVEL

Well -liked

EARTH PRICES

Four m W

USG

CALL 956-0500

PSST!

GRADS

800 F. NW H., Pe...

'me

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WANT TO

RECENT COLLEGE
bs

GM

novaopeLand inspection procedurellor our

32k5 p°

Eska' lawn tractor, 7 h,p, 37'

Engin

temporary of f Ice personnel

W.R. GRACE 8 COMPANY
300 Genesee Street
Lake Zurich, Illinois

go,

ringe b en, Bs.

anVi,neZM"

$10,0004e Car+ Bonus

127on't=rtent

TO

on,nrMRum

$140 WE FREE

Real EstoteBus. Property...

CAR

You will be taught

,Grree2lorl,or. 1618d,lerngton.

SECTY. $600
Suburban Nal Dank Bldg.

Dearbom Chemical Div.

For 1st IL 3rd shifts

Freebu,rodowimwn Do Plaines

Mdse. dhow.

EX G.I.'S WHO

9

Office Purnituro,Dev.ces 56

t"1""h1T71t=rt:37:11,

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

439.5460

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

5 days per week. E;cellent employee benefit.

Call Rob Von
296.107/

296-1071

CLASSIC HAIR GOODS

Located In Elk Grove Village
has immediate openings for

$3.03 TO START

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

want is someone duot
will work for Big SE. The
next step is up5'to you.
Coll Bob Van.
I

BEEN

and

.

'510,000 to $15,000 Plus?
Then why not call me. All

MATRON

437-7933 blwn 5 & 6 pm

SWITCHBOARD
8 RECEPTIONIST

For

POOL TABLE REGULATION

clothes, toy, much misc.

ing

venlence. Day or nIgnt.

Gar Salo lune 18-19 20 /0 om
437 Lance, Des Plumes: IA,

ol Park. Call

No. 139

to

drnVy

for sole Mem golf clubs .1
woods 9 irons 1 pen. bag 5
cart Good rood 82/ 5769

TREF /

(Penne ant)

WIRE CO.

$650-700

Are you willing to put
forth the effort to earn

REACH

OR

DES PLAINES

99406

:,,hrr.,Z.M:r; neer isr'ri°

7 ft. lad slate ton 5350. Phone
962175, after 5:0 pm.

TOP $$$$$$

more details contact Phil.

YOUR

'

12-Mccellaneous Merchandise

35,6110

LADY PARSER PERSONNEL

902-2190

ArrnTeMTu=oS.urcon-

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

REGISTER NOW

11

Pralpect
153;6600

Par

trEmPlamH

Goad typing, Light shmthand

'

dunes and dIvIslon racer
cella.' company benefits.

Chicago

Illinois Bell

A.H. ROBINS CO.
GIRL FRIDAY

profit sharing
co
hon Elk GroveVillage
Village Indust.

Zz,:2
ro

MO W. rosier Ave.

gust 22. 255,0270

255-8300

GOOD USED

FOR INTERVIEW,CONTACT

Package Machinery Co.

send your resume or call for an appointment

Ju

goo noon
salary hospeabrati

$600 Mo.
,evr,l't"FO'n11,"a'11

OFFICE

314Iummage &GmageSale

hoN Nome

Work M local offices

Personnel

656.9922

Two soles executives have 0 need far one
secretory to work in a new modern office. At
least five years of secretarial experience required. Excellent company benefits. Please

BUS DRIVERS

GENERAL

551

To

Call now:

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
267Ielo Wanted Women

Be .t.. lalsr.T.eizrory

Secretary

Pe, Fre.

ErTed7Ts'l*a7re Zuto,

23.Emploonent AgenciesMen

e37

537 8866

BACKGROUND

know on

to

PART TIME PRACTICAL NURSE
WHEELINGAREA

411RE111=11111111111MIN

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Fastel.

to deol

important Is he

o11259-5219 aft 6pre

Attendant.

M'eZr'llay's'El'1;159

Great Jobs!

RECEPTIONIST ART GALLERY

Pars time. of ternoon

HI sthl study or woman for bah

WILL TRAIN

hapPY

ea

'"'"Ife's Plaines
Hes. Sat. by App

26 Help Wanted Women

HARCZAKS

V.717.74

297,3535

La Salle" Personnel
940

' 537,6793

WITHIN

rjrrn"

$650-750 MO.

crofts °hey', train you!, Per
NO SPECRE

COOK

Phone NO. .

IVY, 14,6 Mi., Des Plaines.

Coll Peg.

Service Station

PRICED

k no kids

Posix0

Tuesday tune 16 1970

26 Help Wanted Women

Star, 9AM to 9222

office Porton

298-2770

Lois

Dogs, Pets and

1p

h

NEEDEDI You must

rwr,V

.18
66

Cord of Sympathy

rs

Exec. Sec. PERSONNEL

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

22-SitualionsWanted.Women

'II

Y

26 Help Planter] Women

GIRL FRIDAY

SECRETARY

Toy company. You II work wail
designers. They bring kids In to
new, designed solLs
34
20
109

26-lielp Waded Women

EXECUTIVE

NW IN Of FICE TOO

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation

etter

25 Employment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agencies Women

21 Situations Wanted -Men

Male.

RIO, 6

tan.

Lovable.

3924166

Pad Parent; 4itten, prey& wHte,
litter tubed 5 heolrhy. 21 ends.
09230362

1114Iotorcycks arid Scooters

1963 ARIEL,
250 c, $200,43743133

1970 WARD MINI BIKE, 5 hp.
BEST OMR. CALL 8 AM TIL
NOON 824-5065

1,0 SUZUKI X6 Scrambler.
Good condition. Must .11.3435
CL 5,0010

1968 GT Ford %veto, less Milo
10,000 miles, auto., Pg. see lalw
Spmfgorn. Call 593,6384. if

bnswer .114354e.

".

SHORT RIBS
Page 10

'

OUT OUR WAY

Tuesday, June 16, 1970

TONIGHT

OUR' BOARDING HOUSE

11 Bridge with Jean
Cox

26 Goya Theater or

6:00,

Boi, YOU'RE WASTING AN AWFUL
LOT OF TIME THERE! WHY DON'T
YOU GUM FOOLINE, AROUND AND
SET YOUR LINE NI THE WATER SO
YOU'LL HAVE MORE TIME 10
ENJOY THE SPQRT OF
FISHIN6/1

News
News
News

2
5

'CAUSE BY TH' TIME I

SET ONE OF THESE
NERVOUS NISNT

7
9

ITS A PITY BRADSEY HAD
TO LEAVE ...I WAS DUST EX-

CRAWLERS O'J THE
HOOK WE WO ABOUT'
SWOON SPORT
FER
DAY.,

PLAINING WHY Affil TOEPLATE
IS IN THE HALL OF FAME AT
YALE! I. WOULD HAVE PERMITTED
THEM TO BRONZE THE WHOLE

SHOE, BUT I EASED UP IN THE
SIXTH AND A HARVARD
BATSMAN GOT A FoUl..1

-4

THE WORRYWART

-

6-'6

vv. w

Tm

ip

V 'd

age.

NEH DOESN'T
AVE HIS

TOEPLATEc

im

and J.J.

Meadows and Jackie
Coogan.

Splurges to buy her

5

brother and held hos-

Ford and Eve Arden.

tage.
5

9

"Jeannie
Bachelor

Party."

7 Mod Squad

Rerun. "In This
Focus on Envi-

ronment
"Conservation:

and

21): Employ your native talents rather than another's
learned abilities 'and you

should be able to make this a
most enviable Saturday.

CANCER (June 22 - July

BUGS BUNNY
...AND SO THE ELEPHANT[
SAID TO THE MOUSE,
"THAT'S EASY FOR YOU'

PTO

P"A

YUK: HAW! HAW!

Chicago Show

5

12:30
Everyman

7
9

1:00
Perspectives
News

11 Consultation
"Bugs and Camping."

9

Editorial

26 A Black's View

9

Movie

,26 Bill

10:00
News
News
News
News

money. With Ingrid

Thulin and

IAiladds

11 NET Festival
"Venice 34." Fo-

7:00
5 Debbie Reynolds
Show

Neil

woppe

/44 iS,

IV*
W

"A

Rerun.

,;1

Sa-

mantha Eggar.

Famous Writers

1:30

of the News

"The Lodger." A
couple accepts a new

10:25
2

lodger who turns out
to be Jack the Ripper

Editorial

of London, who has
his eyes on their

10:30

2

Mery Griffin

niece. Merle Oberon,

Show
5 Tonight Show
7
Dick Cavett
Show

cuses on the student
riots that erupted
during the 34th Biennial in Venice.
26 Victor
Ortega

Movie
"The Organizer."
Account of a primi-

Pan -Am Show

better their lot with

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

Present for Jim."

1:28

chess

a

to get rid of his wife

6:55

Anderson

Show

champion who wants

26 Famous Artists;

CHUCkLE

Sl

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

-

TH' LICENSE NUMBER?

,o

Try to achieve results first and
foremost. Today could well be

VIRGO (Aug. 24

and stepdaughter so

Holm.

Midnight Report

7
9

er

is

er Ricl4rd Widmark
and parolee Cornel
Wilde. With Celeste
7

2

Schell

WHAT HIT ME:F(3'1D YA GET

HOWLER... YAK:

mies, roadhouse ownCanales

11 French Chef

Canadian Rockies.
44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-

SNICKER,

,

new circumstances with ease.

your head.

SAYI"

THAT'S A REAL

Con-

Peggie Castle.

Movie
"Return from the
Ashes." Maximillian

6:45
26
Bob Philbin
Sports

in

5

he can enjoy their

.23): Personality plays against
the reasoned approach today
as you make an effort to meet

one of the most important of
the year if you give yourself

Robbins

cert."
26 Oscar

Charles Bronson and

5

12:00
Movie
"Road
House."
Ida Lupino comes
between bitter ene2

9:30 '
9 Alfred
Hitchcock

8:00

32 News

11 Chicago Festival
Rerun.
"Grant

5

A film trip to the

GEMINI (May 22 - June

Hitch-

cock Presents

Chuck Connors,

26 Today's Racing

32 Of Lands

"Home-

with Richard Conte,

32 On Deck Circle

Comments
11:35

Rerun.

coming."
9 Alfred

Show

7:45

Seas

60 Minutes
Marcus Welby,

MD

sexuals.

can all do to help our
natural resources.

FOR WEDNESDAY

7

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

"Target Zero." A
Korean War film

A look' at what we

Horoscope

2

'32 Outdoor Sports

For the First Time."

32 The Baron

9:00

Movie

11 The Quiet Furies
"To Be or Not to
Be." About homo-

Corner - Sol Alpert."

11:00

father a watch for his
birthday.

Julia

mistaken for his

11 Forsyte Saga.
32 Honeymooners

Rerun. J.J.

"Sioux Me, Don't
Woo Me."
7 Movie
"In Name Only."
Michael Callan and

everyone
happily
married except themselves. With
Paul

11

8:30

Mickey Rooney,
Tiny Tim, Audrey

Rerun. Lancer is

Rerun.
and the

Mastroianni, Renato
Salvatori, Annie Girardot.

T h e Governor

2

who manage to get

Jeannie

MARK TRAIL

Sports

Prentiss are
marriage consultants
as well as sweethearts

I Dream of

the technique of the

strike. Marcell°

Weather,

Skelton

Paula

6:30
Lancer

2

Comiskey

News,

Rerun. Guests are

nicle
A series on art and
culture in France.
32 The Monsters
44 Entertainment
Guide
6:15
26 Spanish Sports

.

2
Red
Show

Gloria Steinem and
Dody Goodman.
11 French
Chro-

UNCLE

seems to have had a
little experience with

at

44 Continuous

7:30

David Steinberg,
{-10v! ABOUT

sohool teacher who

kees

Park.

the Week

Mike Douglas
Gu es t s include

the New York Yan-

George Sanders,
Laird Cregar.
1:55
2

9

Late Report
2:00

tive effort by a group
of factory workers to

2

Meditation

7

Reflections
3:10

the help and encouragement of a vagrant

Five Minutes to
Live By
9

sorh

N

EEC & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

HEY. Jai/U._ ,,buve

WHAT ARE rOu

BEEN WATERING 7i -1E

RUAJAJIMG HERE... A BAR
OR. A GARDENJ ?

DRINKS AGAbli r

Sept.

23): An excellent time for accepting the instruction offered
you. Don't be hesitant about

I'LL GIVE YOU -Iwo afro 7r)

I THINK I'VEJ.J5T-MAGE)

RENT Ya.11:2 MAILING L.16I:

A TERRIBI P

entering into a new field of
work.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
In your present state of mind,

you might be wise to let by-

L

gones be bygones. Otherwise,

e

.4 la Tti. L,Y, rat

you may take too great a revenge on another.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Take care not to take advantage of the situation when
by doing so, you will cause another to lose his chance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 22): The contentment
you wish to feel can be yours
Dec.

c:AvALLI

THE BORN LOSER

almost immediately if you lend
your talents to the furtherance
of another's career.

MAT'S VIROF467/ &LAWS?

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Make an outline of

SAID?... IS IT

MAT KEW 4IRE. ICOE Mg;

IS IT SOMEHINlo
SOME-THU, 'L

what you wish to say to higherups. In this way, you won't forget what it is vital that you say.

DIMIT
BET

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
Business and profession
make exceptional topics of
conversation today. You can

IT'S THAT 1,1541
(DIRE, AT 114E

19):

(Latin)

15 Saul's uncle
(Bib.)
16 Those who
heed advice
18 Bagatelles
20 Undraped

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Consider the wishes of

fluence to those in need of
guidance.

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): The results you thought
unattainable may surprise you
by appearing today. Allow

CAPTAIN EASY,
A.6
LPd

*5

Vrgy JOLLY, GENTLEMEN.. BUT WHY 19 EACH OF

cAl.L0B

YOU WEARING A PURPLE FLOWERT

1119 BOARD

MEETING
TO ORDER,

YOU'RE

ACTUALLY, JR,

figures in art

we

THOUGHT YOU'D SENT
niem.ALoNo WITH

THESE CAM:* WE
RECEIVED:

AMONG
I:121

tributary

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): The teachings of another
can come profitably to mind at

convent

this time. A word from an elder or two may be sufficient to

'

lead you to success.

more
melon
mole

morn
orle
ogre
omen
ogle

,norm
ergo

role
gone
gore
gnome
germ
ore
ong
one
oge

emon

orn

contraction

26 Bewildered
27 Size of coal
30 Head of a

good fortune.

MONGREL

21 Poetic

22 Impel
24 Moselle

others to share in your great

Answers to
Hideaword

ACROSS
1 Reverend
(ab.)
4 Car 'damage
8 Small glass
bottle
12 City in the
Netherlands
13 Mountain
(comb. form)
14 Behold!

OFFICE!

talk yourself into something
good.

younger family members. You
can be of considerable in-

1110

N

lot TM II

Il T. 10. 00

7t1c

CAMPUS CLATTER
'MERE ARE SURE A

I JUST HAD

LOT OF WEDDINGS ON

TO SEE THIS

CAMPUS THIS

WEEK

ONE:

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Olio

I UNDERSTAND THE °SOMETHING
00' IS HER GREAT, GREAT
GRANDMOTHER'S WEDDING
GOWN

32 Ancient'
34 Throbs
35 Cherrylike
color
36 Sainte (ab.)
37 Arboreal

56 Dispatched
57 Distress signal
DOWN
1 Torn
2 European

river

3 Genuine
4 Child's
puppets
5 Iroquoian
Indian
6 Centaur
(myth.)
7 Toddler
8 Change of

"MO

C4irti

i 000

MOIQ
M1101
3P
MOLE1W
OMUO
IIEL*]M
U7,3ME 001013
OF 00
ElMOMO0iil
MOW

.0E1M1g0gP EAME-011
I3ii1ORMgEs) MOMF4
a gun

1
-

2

3

38 Calm
40 Sports of any

23 Show a

reverse trend
24 Enervates
25 Border on
Resource
- (law) 26
27 Blunt
9 Frosted, as a 28 Otherwise
cake
29 Fruit drinks
10 Land measure 31 Legislative
11 Not so much
body
17 Betroth
33 Irregular, as
19 Discharges, as
if eaten away
4

12

13

15

16

5

6

7

kind
41 Turn inside

out

42 Fencing sword
43 Bird's crop
44 Misplace
46 Biblical

garden
47 Margarine
48 Light strokes
50 Yugoslav city
8

9

10

11

'4.
17

18

23112°
22

1

24

25

home
W
39 Individuals
40 Fence
34
opening
36
41 East (Fr.)
1...
42 Applause
45 Perfect
49 Public walk
42 43 44
51 Guido's note
49
52 Alleviate
53 Passage in the
52
brain
54 Coterie
5'Female sheep 55
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By Leon Shure

Lowered downpayment re-

Some Northwest area ,Sav-

ings and Loan associations
have

lowered downpayment
requirements to boost the ailing home-building industry.

This has been made possible, banking officials say, by
a- general increase in loan
funds available caused by a
rise in savings. These savings

quirements have also been encouraged by federal policy and
a decrease last April --from 71/2
to 71/4 interest --on loans of
more than a year from the Federal Home Loan Bank to Savings and Loan associations.

MORTGAGES FOR the

arc increasing, they say, because more people arc deferring purchases during the
present business downturn.

first four months of 1970 are
nearly one half of the mortgages issued during the first
four months of 1969 in the six
county Chicago metropolitan
a r e a--$254,400.000

according to
figures compiled by Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association, 79 W. Monroe.
North , West Federal Sav-

hampered the building con-

ings. 4901 W. Irving' Park,

home buyers from searching
fora new home."

$520,800,000,

Chicago --which

Chicago's Northwest side and the
Northwest suburbs --recently
announced a reduction of the
downpayment
cent.

to

Spokesmen explained that
"tight money has seriously

thunderstorms likely, low
in 70s. Tomorrow: Partly
and

and

realty trades

over the past few years. The
scarcity of mortgage funds has
discouraged many prospective

ROBERT HOLZER, vice-

president, said North West
Federal now has more funds to
loan because of more savings.

"People are deferring pur-

not buying the new
cars or luxury items like air
chases,

conditioners. It is caused by ing the first five months of
the uncertainty of the econom-

ic situation."
Many savings and loan asso-

sion beginnings and endings
affect the total.

1969. For 1970, during the
comparable period, only 136

THE MOUNT PROS-

were issued.

ciations have lowered their reFor other Northwest areas
quirements during the last 90 the comparison is: Mount
days, according to Robert Prospect -111-30; Des Plaines
Stern sales manager. Quinlan 38-17; Wheeling 23-0; Buffalo
and Tyson, Palatine.
Grove -218-46;. Hoffman Es-

A COMPARISON of building permits issued also seems
to indicate a decline in home
building. In Arlington Heights
325 permits were issued dur-

tates

126-34;

chairman of the board, said.

Loan, 15 E. Prospect. Mount

The Des Plaines Savings
and Loan Association. 781

Prospect,

said

the

down -

payment requirement is variable, but not below 30 percent,

and it has not been reduced.

Schaum-

humid,

cent, but if has gone further
Into FHA loans. Mortgages I
are down, but savings arc
climbing up. William Heisc.

PECT Federal Savings and

Peason, Des Plaines. has kept a
30 per cent requirement.
Mortgage demand remains

burg; 358-135, Palatine 18039; Rolling Meadows --5-13.
These figures,
however;

Savings are also down.

high, and savings haven't in-

The Palatine Savings and
Loan Association. 100 W.

creased,

may be deceptive,, experts say,
because in some cases subdivi-

Palatine, hasn't lowered its
rate. which was already 20.per

be ProOett Dap

WEATHER
hot

requirement

from 30-40 down to 20 per

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

cloudy,

serves

struction

r re

see

e

AL

appreciably.
Dahm, president. said.

Hugo
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chance of thunderstorms;
high near 90'..c'
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New flooding hits
Prospect Heights
The homes of several Pros-

Heights residents were

In the Country Gardens section of Prospect Heights, dam -

flooded again yesterday, when

age estimates are still coming

McDonald Creek overflowed
its banks for the third time in
tivo weeks. Homeowners who
lad just barely gotten water

in from the June 2 and

ojt of their basements from

While they were still feeling
the effects of last week's

pect

the June 12 flood, were faced
with the same problems when
the rain started again yesterday.

storms,

said

raft hea
sees flood

12

Jack Gilligan,

head of the McDonald Creek
Improvement
Committee.

of objectors

floods, about 40 homeowners,
mostly from Country Gar dens, got together June 14 to
discuss taking immediate ac tion on creek'problems.
At that meeting discussions

'RICHARD Schuld, president of the Prospect Heights
Old Town Sanitary District
(PHOTSD) said that the "wa- began on the 'formation of a
'ter just keeps coming from up drainage district that would inelude the entire McDonald
horth" in Arlington Heights.

He said that the devel-

opment of the aroperty along

resi-

Creek has caused much of the
,frObdiiig this year.
''

district could take almost a

A long-distance phone call
and a conversation with the
chief engineer of the Soo Line
Railroad yesterday seemed to

get few results, for Prospect

eights 'residents

whose

licirnes have been hit by flooding.

Mrs. Betty Panzer of 30 W.
Stonegate, Prospect, Heights,
,placed the call after early morning rains caused flooding
in the Country Gardens area
for the third time in two weeks.
:

After her call was transferred several times, Mrs. Pan-

zer said she finally was put in
touch with the Soo Line's chief
engineer.

TELLING HLM of

the

flooding in Prospect Heights,
Mrs, Panzer asked whether the

SO Line .would consider improving the culvert, built 50
years ago on the creek near the
intersection of Euclid and

Wolf Rds.
According to a situation report made in 1968 and a recent
letter to the railroad from John

Guillou, chief engineer of the
Illinois Division of Water-

ways, the culvert now is inadequate.

Within 90 days, 400,000 registrants, for the se7

JectNe service systein throughout the country

appeals agent for Local Selective Service Board
10i centered in Des Plaines.
Jacobs' statement came in the wake of the announcement that the U.S. Supreme Court had

creek clean.
Last night, he told the
(Continued on page 2)

reversed the convict* and three-year prison
sentence of Elliott A. Welsh II of Los Angeles

Flare damages
auto seat
Vandals

noon tossed

who refused induction into the armed forces.
The five to three majority decision writeen by
Justice Hugo L. Black, said that the 1967 selec-

yesterday aftera small green

tive service law covers non -religious and religious objectors alike.

torch -like flare into an auto
belonging to

Mrs.

C.

In making the statement, Jacobs said that the
figures released by the National Selective Service

Will a lyfiamtc.sabkesgotagiT. System of only 40,000

year and that the only immediate solutions are to keep the'

H.

BLACK SAID that "that section exempts
from military service all those whose con-

Knittle, 157 Drake Dr., Des
Plaines, which was at the

sciences, spurred by deeply held moral, ethical,

Mount Prospect Shopping
Plaza. The flare damaged the

or religious beliefs would give them no rest or

rso

'high y

itecurate. Anyone who has the slightest'
feeling against the war will apply for the status.
As gosiernment appeals agent for Local Board
101, Jacobs represents any registrant from the
board that appeals his draft status. Jacbos said

that the appeals agents throughout the country
have always held that the U.S. Supreme Court
opinions are law.

THE OPINION WHICH the Supreme Court
just handed down, he continued, indicates that it
is not necessary to hold strong religious beliefs or
belong to an anti-war.religion.

NOW LETTERS FROM psychologists, psychoanalysts, doctors, lawyers, and anyone else
(Continued on page 2)

passengers' seat.

Mrs. Knittle told police as
soon as she noticed the flame
in her car she drove the car to
the nearest gas station where
the attendant put out the fire.

Police said the flare burnt a
hole about the size of a baseball in the seat.

Kevin Czarnecki of 106 W. Wildwood, Mount Prospect, was one of the busy workers of the
citizens' committee that quickly formed yesterday to clean up debris in McDonald Creek. The
debris collected at one of the stream's worst bottlenecks--the culvert at the Euclid Av. Wolf Rd.

intersection. Only five days ago, before a rain of more than two inches, almost no debris
was to be
found here. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

3 road widening projects
stopped by Masons' strike
Three new road widening
projects in the northwest suburban area, two of them slated
for completion in 1970, have
become "casualties" of the ccmeat masons strike, and the

Rd. from Elmhurst Rd. to
Wolf Rd.

BIDS ON THESE three
projects were awarded by the
County Board of Commission ers at their April 20 fleeting.

lockout of heavy equipment
operators that began at mid-

rsdad's yearly profit to enlarge

the culvert. She said the rail-

visory construction engineer
with the Cook County High-

road's spokesman replied that
Ole culvert has been working

way department, said Monday
that work has been halted on

well and that if the Soo Line
decided to improve all its culsins it would take more than

Palatine Road between relocated Illinois 53 and the Soo

just a small portion of one

Rd. from Barrington Rd. to

justments at several existing
ramp and frontage road loca-

Seat's profit.

Roselle Rd.. and along Hint:

tions, as well as curb and gut -

night Sunday.
Daniel Cohen,

Line

a

super-

Railroad, Schaumburg

ters, grading, drainage, traffic
signals, lighting, and landscaping.

Mrs. Panzer told the Soo
Line representative that it
probably would take only a
vary small portion of the rail'

peace if they allowed themselves to become part

of an instrument of war."

GILLIGAN told the

dents that formation of such a

widening
expected

By Jeffrey R Clarkson

Creek watershed.

the northern portions of the

,No culvert

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

The Palatine Rd. project,
awarded to the J.M. Corbett
Co., on a low bid of
$1,577,926 will widen the con crete pavement to provide dual
22 or 24 foot pavements separated by a four -ft concrete bar tier median.
There will also be width ad -

its north frontage road west of
Schoenbeck Rd., that a Mac-

Arthur Junior High school

IT WAS IN THE Arlington
Vista portion of this road, on

Meetings
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meet-

(Continued on page 2)
-

Gripe
Of The
Day

ings,Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Public
Works Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Northwest' Municipal
Conference, Elk Grove

Confusions caused by
different dates on pages of
The Day.
R.W.

Revision of village
gambling laws delayed
That

the

Lions

Club's

have fewer games of chance chert, I was in error."
Ahern said that he had
this year, and that any games
that do not conform with state changed his mind, and now
gambling laws will be dropped
became a certainty last night,
when the Mount Prospect Vil-

lage Board sent a proposed
new carnival ordinance back
to its judiciary committee.
Trustee
Daniel
Ahern,
chairman of the judiciary
committee, suggested that fur-

saw no possible way for voting
to approve the proposed ordinance that would have allowed
games of chance for charitable
organizations.
At an earlier meeting of the
judiciary committee, Ahern
had suggested that village po-

licemen might be temporarily
patrolling elsewhere when the
ther consideration of a new carnival was in operation.
carnival ordinance be deferred
until after the Lions' carnival.

"WE SHOULD

change

laws by an orderly process,"
said Ahern, as he suggested
that further consideration of
the ordinance be postponed
until after the Fourth of July
weekend.

Earlier, Village Manager
Virgil Barnett said in a letter to

the Lions Club that, after reviewing the games planned for
the Fourth of July carnival, he
found some of the illegal under
both local and state law.

Barnett said that he would
have no other alternative but
to enforce the law and close
any such games that were
brought to his attention.

WITH MAYOR Robert
Teichert and most of the
trustees expressing their regret
that such a service club could
not be exempted from restric-

tions on gambling in Illinois,

the vote to return the ordinance to committee was unanimous.

Chairman Ahern

opened

discussion of the matter, say-

Village Hall; 8 p.m.

ference of opinion in our per-

Fourth of July carnival will sonal views, but Mayor Tei-

SIMON

SUBURS\
SAYS
When your neighbor is jobless, that's a recession. When you're
unemployed, that's a depression.

ing, "There has been some dif-

Racing Board opens probe of Arlington track owners
By Bob Casey

before the boarc0 after Alexan-

the hearing or invited to attend.

'Inc Illinois Racing Board

der MacArthur, board chair-.
man, asked why Phillip J. Le-

ye:sterday held the first of what

eopld be many hearings to
FoOk into the operations and fi-

Minces of the new owners of
Atlington Heights race track.
..1 -,John F. Loony, recently ap--,
pointed executive "vice-presiWnt of Chicago Thoroughtiled Enterprises. Inc. (CTE)
was called to testify under oath

Loome, MacArthur

said.

"This is my folder on Phillip J.
Levin and that's what's in it."
SAYING THAT HE want- He let the folder fall open and
yin. CTE president and board
ed to look into CTE arid its it was empty.
chairman, was not present at
parent company, Transnatiop
the hearng.
Development Corp.; Mac"WITH ALL DUE respect
During 20 minutes of quesArthur set another hearing the
to your attendance here totiming by MacArthur and date for June 23 and de- day," MacArthur told Loome,
manded that Levin appear to "out where I come from
other board members, Loome
said neither he nor Levin, . testify.
you're hired hand and when I
whose office is in New York
Displaying a paper folder want to talk to someone about
City, were officially notified of to the hearing audience and
some operation he's running, I

want to talk to the landowner.
Loome, who said Levin has

Track Police at Arlington
Park and using his own force

he said was "the oldest tricks
in the book."
"nothing to hide," repeatedly at the track.
MacArthur said Loome
complained that CTE's offirecently said he would police
HE. ALSO DEMANDED the race track with his own secials had not been notified of
an end to what he palled. curity forces. Loome, an ex the nature of today's hearing.
"Mickey- Mouse games" that FBI agent, said the statement
MacArthur, who said he he said are going on with race was only his personal opinion
wanted to ask Levin a "broad track police at the race track.
which he had been asked to
range of questions," seemed
He cited one instance of give.
upset at st,atements he said "tying up policl, detectives for
"I'M CHARGED under
Loome has -made about not an hour and 1 half with siX the law to keep this a clean ophaving Illinois Bureau of Race abandoned children," which eration and 1 am deciding who'

is going to be in charge of the
security at race tracks." MacArthur said angrily.
CTE was bought lastyear by
Gulf and 'Western Industries
Inc.' from Mrs. Marjorie Everett and later spun oft' to Gulf
and Western Land and Devel-

opment Co. That firm. with
Levin as its chairman and one

of its chief stockholders, thik

year changed it name to Transnation..

1

Ji.orn Pepe I)

PHOTSD hoard that they
should pursue the idea of a
drainage district.

In the meantime. he

By Maureen MeNassar

is

Richard Schuld, president
of the Prospect Heights Old
Town Sanitary District board,

00

prove the culvert near the interserdion of Euclid and Wolf

Iasi week asked the River
Trails Park Board to consider
annexing Woodland Trails
Park to the sanitary district.
Woodland toads park is thc

Rd, which he considers the

location of the district, new

worst bottleneck on the creek,
The structure, built 50 years
ago, is no longer:dn.:to handle
the incl....Cud flow of Mc creek

DWIMming pool. At that silo a

they should continue mark on

SOUK the Soo Linc to

IS

`

Mc Byron Clarks Ohio Prospect Manor, Mount Prospect, awakened yesterday to see this
unusual lawn deconition planted on the front lawn of their home by prankster neighbor Earl
!Slalom of 701 Prospect Manor. Clark said that he had removed the toilet in his home and had
replaced it with another earlier and Maley., who is a good friend according to Clark, took the
opportunity to ploy Ille pnictical joke.

2,000 students to begin
Harper summer classes
More than 2200 Andenis
will begin sunener classes
when the eight -week 19711

Wednesday, July 15 at Harper

Matins

burgy. director.of admissions.

ram mar

sessiOn

The Des Plaines Trust and
Savings

Bank. Oakum and

of D.., plains.. 744 lie SI..
will MIMI." is 20 per cent

Lee. has kept a 40-50 per cent

Mmopayment.

Frank Smith. vice-prthident.

College.

According to Donn Stars-

imording

to

THE FIRST NATIONAL
Rank of Des Plaines. 733 Lee
St. has nmently
its re.

FIRST NATIONAL
of Mount Prospect
Rundhurst Center. genendly
sets its requirement above 20
THE

Bank

per CCM. although there is no

mandatory down
PaYmeM
level. Savings arc up. PO4-

Bank. 4 S. Nillwankee. Whnol-

Compan

int:. sun that in some eas il

ing to William .Smat. vice.pra.

Boon
grockusw.

Will only demand 20

idenn

has been ut 30 per cent
for six years. Mortgages hive
increased In the lust 12 to 15
mohths inure than in the past.
Savings are on the increase.

Thomas Wells. executive vim-

The Mount Prospect .Stute
Bank.. is considering reducing
its ncquirement front 50 to 40
per oem. Savings are inereasing. according to Robert Ge-

prthiclenl.

wecke. vice.president.

mortgages.

n

hasn't he

column

groin ROM in-

curs. in (mail,

ill seen hy

widening to three lanes of the
intersection of Schaumburg

ler mlill11111.0001

boy wok Nulty injured by a
truck him Deconhcr.
Cohen wid that ....i work
mas done Won: the shutdown

came. The contract wIls for

Rd. with Barrington Rd.. the
wiMming of Barrington Rd. to

blur lord, the widening of
Schaumburg Rd.

at

Spring.

Theyirst Bank and Trust

Johnston. executive
vice-president. add.
DeWitt

warded Me Rock Read Cone
medical Co.S295.5110. for int.

proving Hint. Rd. from Elmhurst to Wolf.

Plans provide for the addi-

tion of a 4 -inch base to the

ingsglith Rd. to four lanes,
and at the meeting with

existing pavement and narrow,

dam.

Roselle Rd. to four lona.

sides of rife pavement.

-fhe Selmumhurg Rd. prolog. which ha., an foal. I completion date planned. pnwides

lot Ihe Arrow Road Construction Co. on a low hid of

for a full depth widening on

started Cohen said.

The contract work, siWurdad

IT IS ALSO TO include the

Mount Prospect.
Along with the petiti..
Roomy has presentod plans
for developing flu, property.
proposed development

$379.115/1. has

1101

yet

heel]

ANOTHER
PROJECT
thaw for 1970..completkm by
Sept. 15-sis the contiact a

full depth widening on both
The intersection of
to
and Wolf will he widened to
four lanes, and there will be
reconstruction of the op

macho Soo Line

Railroad

tracks.

Mount

dons:

"The registration runs about

60 per cent evening classes
and 40 per cent day classes,.

Stuin,=said.
i

enrollment

t

cm-

bed in social science, cum.
munications, mathematics, and
Physical science.

Mayor
Robert Teichert has proclaimed today, Prospect High
Eurotour Day, in honor of the
Prospect

Prospect

High

Schoolband,

which will leave tomorrow on
6 good -will tour of Europe.
The is of the proclanulion, read at last night% Vile
loge Board meeting, follow,:

At least 40 per cent of the

"Whereas, Prospect High
School is an integral part of the

ra,:";0"Itosioo=cli:

rtfd°n1,':Tomp'rersreTarncl

Starebury said.

the youth M our community;

.

.

.

he held tonight from 7 p.m. to
11.30 p.m. al the College Cm-

Algonquin and Roselle

ter.

Rds.. PaNtine.

COUP. are 510 a semester

"Mare., the students of
Prospect High School and
their parents have undertaken
to send the Prospect High
School Band on a concert tour

of Italy, Switzerland, Austria,

hour,

now
constructing
sewer system that

Sanitary District interceptor
sewer when completed.

over the park district sewer.

.

who has nod an opportunity to discuss the anti-

lao,m,tetheaco,cr.scizliiontat,,, objc:lohr

imnl win

rvi

Wilbert Anderson
Wilbert c. Anderson, (Q.00
616 S. Bristol. Arlington
Heights. was pronounced dead

Monday at the University of
Illinois Research Hospital in
Chicago. Mr. Anderson died
of wounds received in an

It will take. week or more hcfore the full inis,.
plications of the landmark Welsh decision the

the Selective Service board.
.ftichos said that the anal decision is a subjec.

tiw determination by the board Of all Me mate.
rid and proof brought by the objector.

rcalizial by the public as a whole. Mhos ex,'
pktincd. The dear
will especially idled arca,
such m the northwession t auburn. where the oh.,

Most local draft bonrds in the nation have
granted only 25 per coin of the alromla Loral

lional level is much higher then in other man oF
the country he concluded

Aft
FREE COCKTAIL
with M, coupon ad

Germany, Francd end Eng-

and urns.

land; and

"Whereas, such a tour is
commendable a a gesture of
good -will and as a mrains to
fester
international
standing,

SPAGHETTI
DINNER

udder -

w loomed salad
Italian bread
and

Helmer of River Fore. and a
sister. Olive Olson of Roselle
Park. NJ.
Visitation will be 2 to 4 p.m.
and ] to 10 .m. today at Haire

Funeral Home in Arlington
Heights. Services will be con-

Rd...Dn H... N005,
and.ra
TV Ca., Das Mahn,SOMA
SoNadMion salsa 35 cents

wok Doom Atwod. Our of
lawn

.S.

mall rasa. S17.00 o

won apt ler amwila
Novamand mi., 10 canto a

ducted by Me Rev. Paul L.

the thanks of our communtry
for embarking on this am hitious and meaningful pro gram, and to all members of
High School
Band our best wishes fora
and successful journey:.
safehour,

and at one point tore up Kellyk. file and threw the ripped
peers on the floor. After scv-

different

about.

beginningsorayy,
ub
throughF
awn arms

Et

lea yoaf

Limousine

INIVad by the Illinois trial Judge

of his constitutional right to

7th Circuit Court of Appeals

JUDGE JOHN 3. KELLY
trial. the Supreme
Court suggested three -congitteionalY
Permimabk:
ways? to handle defendants
like Alkn. They include: hind ing and gagging and keening
spiracy

asked the high court to settle them present in thorn citing

them for =tempt: or taking
them out of the isturtroont un01

they

promise to conduct

themselves propthly.

auto

FOREIGN

SINCE

go. their
st yling

from

" year, the
r,don

Hg
s in the
0 Mera:des-Benz medium -price 11,0
is a redesigned body shell,

Thc Mercedes -Berm 220
and 250 models have a lower
and wider grill, greeter winm.usiac tall light
,re
the

models the designer! for tour.
ing and fuel econotny.
The news th Volkswagen's
Campoinhile for 1970 is a

stn.es, improved torque :old air

"pop tor which opens to en.

wspension, the "stars" of the
dew are the sleek, highly mai-

ahle campers 0 gut an upper berth into the wagon's lop Icy -

iggsahampionthip

models -in
Dose

rMG

rita

being explained by personnel from load dealerships.
For the average driver inter cited in comfort and conenience, the important in devotions arc features like rear

DAD IS NUMBER 1 AT WILLIAMS!
90 Proof!

FLEISCHMANN'S

1/2 GALLON

GIN OR VODKA

Fleischmann's
Preferred
BLENDED

WHISKEY

F.11

pail

$799Ar

rm
ina our

vendow wipe!, (Volvo's 145
station wagon), a 25 per cent

1/2 GALLON

t5

Bulloch 8 Lade

$729

sr

in

luggage

space

(Volkswagen's
Suuarehack
sedan),
four-wheel
drive
frIooyon lan:sile.lgacndp.Crrugis.cHr,L :and

B&L

of

Supt. Redmond.
"Ohviously the

.. It has held public

intu. at which anyona wishing
to speak has been heard. from
the south end of Illinois to the
was held in Arlington Heights,

' IN NO IlEARING has any-

one cool goard to

from the school district that
would he must affect.' by a
aiming of the private sehOOls
the City of Chicago School
Disaiet.
Failing to come voluntarily,

in many 1570 Enropmit mrs
ism the wide achiambility of
bucket sea. and thxa new scat
designs by orthopedic specialists whichis may incrwom safety.

for pcrigers.
Doodlers participating in the

Randluint Show include: Arlington Toyota, Bill Cook
Buick, (Opel), Mark Motors

en,

Wheeling ha recently

bum nanwd business office su-

perviser by Illinois Bell Tot'.
es Cnmpnny

would be most seriously affect-

ed should the private schools
cloned We need
'1 the sl"te
1.
tbdsc ...Meru with

Chic,,, School District.

reported.

MOUNT PROSPECT

Corner
Witte and Evergreen

$844

Early
Times

Philadelphia

Kentucky
Bourbon

8 years old
86 Proof

see Williams'
Special

$779

gallons

IMPORTED

CANADIAN

Pala

ditp

mei 'me,

LOON -LOOK -LOOK

17 N. Davis Arlington HD.
Downtown Amon From RR Station

%14.1?6
OPEN DAILY.

ni;(*

tAU1
efeso.

cy

.16 OZ. CANS!
6 pack

929

NOTE -Plenty of small sizes available.
STORE HOURS MON. WED. THURS. & FRI. 9:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M.

Feb. 1. 1971.

Will everyone have to wait
until Feb. to knowthat the
1

traliMISS1011 15, going

SAT. 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.(NOTE CLOSED TUESDAYS)

du and

recommends?

In her new position. Mrs.
Kish helps supervise the work
of the 45 employes who handle

business :minims for the Am
liendu

Heights area.

"No. I don't think so," th-

&gee* 77:4M OUTLET STORE

Rep. Schlickman.
think that to those wlio attend
most alma coniniission
plains

inn s

GPO ArlELAINA

NILES, ILLINOIS

this fall and early win.

R BEST BUY!

WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS ARE,..YOU ARE INVITED TO COME IN..,
BROWSE AROUND,.,WE ARE SURE YOU WILL FIND YOUR "BEST BUY"
AT LYNELL FURNITURE

A SIMMONS BEST BUY!
eh

SIMMONS FIRST HUNDRED YEARS HAVE
BEEN AMERICA'S EASIEST SLEEPING..,
WE'RE CELEBRATING WITH THIS
EXCEPTIONAL SPECIAL
CENTENNIAL SET!

THURSDAY - 7.45 pin.

SUNDAY -0:30,9:45 8 11:00 urn.

"A CHRISTIAN AT HOME"
Pork...Quill peps/ring

Pastors: David d. Quill, Nolan A. Watson
Carl L Anderson, David Dennison (missionary)

PRESENTS

BRIDAL

V2 GALLON

BREWED IN

FASHION SHOW
Wed., June 24, 8 P.M

WISCONSIN

WIDER! LONGER(
QUEEN SIZE SET

MIST

$9,9

1150

016 Jimer's
BEER

%a GALLON

Hamm's

241b2t71'

BEER

$269

pany mattress maker to the world! You'd expect
to pay more for this spthml firmness. with hundred,
of steadfast, resilient coils, heavy Comforter cush

eEuclid and Rand Rd,

inning and border braces clear to the edge. Deeply
quilted sateen covering that's Sani-Scabs treated to

12 PACK

WIDEST! LONGEST!
KING SIZE SET

0220

CASE OF 24 5395
inverted

TEACHER'S
SCOTCH
At Williams'
low, low priced

FREE - FREE - FREE
Two hellow.stem champagne

glasses with every fifth of
champagne powhissed at
Williams

COMPLETE

See this marvelous mattress packed with Simmons
quality features that have made this famous com-

AT
OLD ORCHARD
COUNTRY CLUB

Weber not iced

fitted, shaped cut.

prices.

to tdc Illinois legislature to be
made public trot later than

COMPLETE

Aj

wear at a minimum savings of 50% or
more from our regular low catalogue

P.Prine the final rePmt

and mcomilmndalialla can begin.

A FALL 8 WINTER

$105 999
SIDE PARTED "Charmers"
no -set synthetic wigs

& Summer women's and children's

Cage School Board. the work

Twin or full size mantels 07
matching boo spNrig

VD GALLON

6 PACK

Pabst Blue Ribbon

You'll find a good selection of Spring

WHEN THE MATIER
has ham studied with the C hi -

John Mitfich Buick (Opal)

Tel. CL 3-0631

Pre -Inventory Sale.

to meet with us." Schlick man

from Mom. Prospect: Nugent

Afth. the American Lutheran Clv

and lasting value.
While the recommend.
lions of the Schlickmart cornNext: What will
mission will get most of the Commission recommend
headlines, Schlickman thinks private schools?

Come one-come all-but COME!
Make up a party of your friends and
neighbors and enjoy a money -saving
shopping spree during our semi-annual

Chicago

School District is the one that

(Mercedes -Bench all from Ar
Roston Heights( Koske Import
Motor, (MG. Fiat, Jaguar and
Austin) from Palatine.
Volkswagen,
Tamisourine
Motors (Renault and Peugeot)
and
Wigglesworth Imports

that the commission% moon
on private schools In the state'
will he o document of great

SCOTCH

12 OZ. CANS

AND DON'T FORGET

a bomb. I'm sure of
Mat," says Schlickman. "We
met once or twice a month.

drop

Wi.sconsin line. One hearing We shall expsmt Mn, Whinier

Mrs. Bail Kish, 24 W. Lind-

St. MARK Lutheran Church

e oan"d M leery" anddc'

feature sare

date. He has been invital to the
July meeting.

Our meetings are open. We've
not held one executive session
yet, and do not expect that we
will,

Named Bell
office manager :17nttclittactioaam;

IVOlvo) all from Glenview and
Elk
at CrIlirc. from
Elk Grove Villagb.

el.

recommend.

r its 100.litepartments will prepare reports. They will be
merged into a tangle report and

TWO NEW FEATURES

(thathirrallY Al tho

0010.10i:1,1.in

he out of the country on that

of public funds to aid them has
problem.

The commission has visited
private schools throughout the

habeas corpus but in 1969 the

the question.
I n an opinion which
couldn't help bring to mind
the recent Chicago 7 cons

.WE ARE NOT going to

sibility of recommending use

School District.

remain 'present during his trial.

the U.S. Supreme Carus room
serf rho federal appeals court
ruling. The state of Illinois had

ton of the Chicago School

Will have a clear cut idea of

"We don't know if this is o
llay
ill how loop. delaying tactic," said Schlickup communication with the Irian, "but we have asked Mr.
date's largest public school Whist. to meet with our coin& arict the City of Chicago mission in July with or without

in federal court alleging [tut
he had been wrongfully de,

SPORTS CAR farm
WA understand such terms as
ottrhead camshaft, watertiigh compression en-

BR Porsche, Peugeot:lagoon

Sale Now -in Progress

426-3441

in -Des Plaines, recalls that Allen was argumentative and
abusive to Judge Niemeyer

rod European sports cars.

1/2 PRICE

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, III. 60118

.Kelly, now a judge himgelf.

what our comission is going to

is

11

For these fans. many ram

111Lllllyalltit s,
midair. Just the best
merchandise.

orrthl Xflirmed Allen's conviction.
Later, Allen filed a petition

ON MARCH 31 this year

the commission has since in tiled the Chicago boad members to appear and discuss the
matter. President Frank Whis-

conducting tt Board was invited to come to
rho
siou,ono
study of private the June 27 meeting of the
alb
hi Illinois and the pos. Mmmission, but Whiston is to
that

of Illnis.

Thal Morn, was John J. Kel-

currently sitting in jury coon

The Schlickman Commis-

Ten years later the case was
appealed to flu Su premcCourt

ruled that Allen had been clonied his constitutional rights
and overturned his conviction.

stand by Allen and assist him,

By Richard Crabb
(Second of Three Alleles)

ALLEN WAS found guilty
and semenenced to 10 to 30
years nth Penitentiary.

dies

Prospect

Ida GALLON

We use no soles or

prosecution%

former federal prosecutor in
ths U.S. Attorney's office. to

.:ene

Stumpf tomorrow at 1:30
at
the
First Presbyterian

SPECIAL SALE
ALL HAEGER LAMPS

the

but was allowed lo he
present during his defense.
conducted by Kelly.
ease,

The District com refused to
Uwe dm requested .vrit of

legteedes-Bena

rMF PRostratt Dar

km NZ S. ArLoon Dmoirs

much of

wanted to conduct his own de.
Tense.
the trial judge, Grover C. iemeyer, appointial a
practicing attorney who WAS a

likanese ears, from Yolks*goo's small eceemey "Bug'
to:: the haulm 925,000

elated.

non,

begain in 1956
when a man named William
Allen robbed a bartender of
$2.80 at minpoint. Prior to his

4043,n rdai

302 N. Dunton, will he appre

daily.

thin
had

hive a chance to find out.

in care of First Presbyteria
Church of Arlington Heights

Pablishad

disruptive
:ma
refuse to
The case that brought about

nit lasting

In
00 flowers. Rootribu
tions to the Christopher Flom

thrugh Mdm by Day Mantua!

from their trials unruly and

plug
Mato

parents' anal oamy memeers

the

March 31 that there is no constingier.' bar to removing

problem in' communication

crab winnings Allen was ref
moved front the court .during

-Sri sitors to Rum:them! Sloop-

ALL YOU CAN
EATI $2.25

proclaim Wednesday, June 17,
1970, Prospect High Eurolour
pay, and exaend to all studcnes
of
ct High School, their

.The high 'court ruled an

.

roa;A:ghr,anc',..sso?

Wed Nights
ta 8 30 p m

"Now therefore, I, Robert
D. Teichert, Mayor of Mount
Prospect, acting in behalf of
the citizens of our village, do

Coon.

Sthlickman Commission faces

iForeign cars big feature
at Randhurst auto show

ZaPP'

Burial will he in Forest Hom
Cemetery in Forest Park.

armed robbery at OM. Lchnen
Co.. Chicago, of which hc was
vice president.
Survivors arc his wife.
Katherine 1.1.1 three children. Peter of mount
Prospect..
Peggy of Philadelphia. Pa.
Pamela of Chicago; 0 Mother.

.

.

Y

Third District, played a role in

trial Allen indicated that hc

JACOBS SAID THAT with the present Su-

.

$798

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

recently in a landmark fled.
sum by the U.S. Supreme

premeC'ourl decision the ohjector must object to.
all warfare in general. 'thew is however unwire,,
case which will he brought to the Supreme Court,,
which may make it Mal fora person to object to".
Sgbline in a specific war such as the Indochina.

After the material bas wen collected and re-

BRANDY

Desk or Den!

line extending to the Kenroy

prcnt of the appeals by the objectors..

the appeal, Jacobs said,.

Adler/tat
California

Surprise Him With
a Lamp for His

4.1956 court case which ended

.

1/2

FATHER'S DAY

wanoudldWhhveeeltiongco,r,o,u,d,s,..toz

boards 101 102 anti 103 baba total registration,

Church of Arlington Heights.

iS

rODIna in the Circuit Court%

percent 80.000 men have been granting about 9d

Straight

-.".-*
*war

sanitary districts nearest sew.,
on
cm arc te Canto

rea draft appeals agent..
(Continued from Page I i

over vario. court-

Pfelltidef

site, if the project is built.
In addition. Schuld axs
Plothed dal IIIaBlienmeR s'f
the sewer would be taken Noll
of hy the sanitary district.

PHOTSD to have jurisdiction

Price on

and ARTWARES

Jed& John 1. Kelly, who
because the

OBITUARIES

of Palatine. 35 N.
said the requiret

completion after 110 working

both sides of the existing pavement us well as adding a 4 inch
base
the pavement.

Considering the possible develOpment of the driving
range. Scholl mid that it
would Sc lalvantageralle to

Mayor proclaims high
school 'Eurotour Day'

5u? persons registered for 61
einasesto be taught in 1 IR sec

dent Raymond Johnston said.

gain:mem from 40 to 30 per
cent. Savings am up. axon!.

taer nt.
Although their main laminas

surpasses the need of the pool

of townhouses and amments

down payments seen
for home buyers in area

Wheeling Ina and Savings

Praia.

will tic i. the Metropolitan

nizerdstrittnfciratom:

Lower

in
certain
eases. us it has for lloYeml
Stun. aDMIrding It
John
Engh,on. president.
Among the bank, the

their in

Me 40.acre Rob Roy propcity is now owned by Kenroy

internal

entorturiffram Fuer 11
Savings mul Loan Association

are

engineer, the 15 -inch line fur

monsible to service it.

Use safe

safe interval most always he
natimained between cars.

ExPlaining the current Oat-

us of PHOTSD, Schuld mid

war fcangS With the person Rivaling will be
accepted. No lo g - , Jacobs said, is the minRang'
' km% or clergy 'enr's pinion most important.
Woodland
Trails, is'dj'e"
in them,
Lanaanary district, md they arc re- Even an atheist cann' apply for the Form 1511 for

BECAUSE STATE funds
for major improvements on
the moth will not he made

The Chicago Molar Club
AAA reminds drivers that a

Bon.

n

facility.
HE SAID that the Rob Roy
Driving

'

culvert.
Another meeting of Mc residents is scheduled for June 21
at 4 p.m. in Sr. Alphonsus
School,411 N. Wheeling Rd..
Prospect Heights.

project is also under constnte..
lion and both projects should
be completed In about two

are F'that according to PHOTSD%

ramuff en the north purl of the

4en toimpnwe the Not Line

as

than 700 living units and will
approximately 529 mil-

they

He odd that

HE SAID THAT the MSD

expected to include more

Sebald told the park board

......"-'

Scheid said that other action will he taken to work with
the Village
of Arlington
Heights to hold Niek water

available for more than a year
and because the threat of
flooding continues. Gilligan
mid. immediate action most he

ow, in,

- AC

during ruin storms. said Gilli-

crock.

Role in legal history
played by Judge Kelly:

Urges Woodland Trails Park
annexation by PHOTSD

722E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine, III.
Phone 359-1900
ours: Monday, Monday, Cr
Rpm0

today. Wednesday, Sot*io

path against bacteria. mildew and odors. Best of
all...thene special features am available in the sire
that suits you best!

fun&Mickel

r

Plants with Biblical Roots

One day at a time
They came down the aisles.

As Malays, you get a link

singing., They looked happy.
They wore having fun. They
knew it would be an easy concert to do. but they still wanted
it to gas welt. "Friends, Relatives. and Parents" they sang
as they smiled and greeted

lump In the throat ea you set ray the group. !don't knew all
of them, but you can remem-

people on their way to the

the paents. "Thank you for

stage.

The audience wasn't as
large es it should have been. lt
seems it never is. It was an im-

your talented. intelligent and
beautiful children." They had
grown up. and they would
make wonderful represent.

mense 1 y appreciative au-

lives of our village and our

dience. though. It could hardly
help but be, made up emirely

country.

,

ber several when they were sia

.

and eight years Young.'

very effectively, with several
bask outfits. A two-cotor,long

As Jerome Pugsley said to

for the girls, double brawled blue blazers and dark
slacks for the boys.
And how could anyone rep men, Arlington without a'
bright Ted blazer and a white
turtle neck? They all have

them and they wear them
proudly.
The girls also have outfits of
blue and orange that area kn.
cicout. They'll be well -dressed.
as they travel to strange places
they've never seen before.

solves. their parents and

ents. !was a Mend, I guess.

earl

This was the farewell cancers of
School

a

the Arlington High
Chenille's.

miniature

choral

opera

caned "Spook Up: they had
the audience laughing with

They're

leaving fora concert tour in

them because the farce seemed

mid -July. and they were Will
trying to mise a few dollen to

Betheen the germ of the

W l so true. They'll use it dMs
summe. and they'll have fun
with it. European audiences

help them on their way.

went travel to Europe on box
loge, bin you Van raise money
by preparing and serving spaghetti dinners. In addition of
course, each individual has

ex Eleanor Rives

`When God said let there
be light,. Ide gave to mankind

all tilt lush bdavis of tht plant

. found some way to put in money of his own.

wOrld. Light is the secret to the

Miracle of plant growth," said
:Mrs. Ralph A. Sandeen, oval
:ter judge in thc National

dress

THEY SPOOFED Mors

of friends. relatives, and par-

will enjoy it es much as even/.
one hem did, I'm sure.
Costume changes on such a
trip ere always a problem.
They seemed to have solved it

Let there be beautiful arrangements

idea. some seven months ago.

and its culmination. a lot of
work has taken place. You

NEXT Moprni the Chomliers will be "Going Out of My
Thad.' in song. Now, and for
sears in the future, they'll still
be singing "Those Werc the

IRISES WERE abundant in

ad create in a reed basket a

to the fruit of the locust Me,
she explained - and so she

beautiful blend of deep purple
Siberian it and foliage, one

her arrangements. As were
daylilies, mulberry branches

used locust pods. There were

as many as 800 pounds on
a tree. The seed inside was the

karat weight for gold.

If you've got a few extra
bucks you don't need, pest it in
an envelope and send it to Je-

Choraliers, and its home you believe in what's
happening, Itls not too late.

be like buying a new

American Bag.

Holy Land. -I
From the five smoothstones

rangement,

deference.

If you have faith as a Bruin
;Of mustard... - and so she
used

the

graceful

mustard

10 good. 26 excellent

and Publither

tall. Hutchinson, Isievollvuldistl

ann., Intrat

C. F.

Slot Prospect Day.

The writer of that letter.
who is the president of n structural steel emu, n y. suggexwd
that x curtailment in direct
mull advertising might

have

the side benefit of reducing

Assyria."

The deep green of curly mim
accented an arrangement.

From the story of Moses in

Ascertainment Study prepared
fro.refh:Lor,t j]f,fic,:),.tihis
o

would almott have heel com-

ItnApicr, than do" lir'

is hard to hello, that

anyone who tars anything to do
with steel would Mx CO to -bad
mou

" another industry

Mout pollution.

,ee,ege
Further.... if

ham

^'craven

rr'eb:dyfZdt:fr41;

.vtldnI7vcciat'O britZ:N;17creased ... maybe as much as

all

mail

two to three times what thny

that the Post Office nmst do all

m today.
And, who's to say what thee
could lead to. The Post Office
and these other companies baf-

the processing of a first-class

fected would certainly nol he

leder. Whereak. third-class
mail is already sorted nod bundied when it is delivered to the

able to expand their facilities...

Pon Office.

those

Wan to be scnt firsficlass. the
Post Office probably couldn't
kindle it ,
the mason hein,

to build Netories on what is

who depend an direct ether&
'rag to sell their product had to
pay firsbeluss postage rates.

Finally. ir ass, eonmenim

Which means, among other

things. not baildmg anY of
new

hitildIngs

steel reinforced
MY GOSH,
---

THEN WHAT WOULD WE
DO7

to waste tin, hlainins each
other. It would he batter if we
applied thsseives instead to

trying to find ways fire helping

grew in the forests of Lebanon.
am the true vine, said the

Lord...:'

and so she used

clusters of grapes in rich dark
cranberry colon.

"Ilia root wan dried and
steeped in wine, or just dried
sod. pul in the linen closet,.
she
said wryly. .Houriekeeping was molly something
in those days,

cock building seem like no&

There ore some great prdeners in these days and Mn.
Sandeen is none of them. Her
descriptions and demonstno
lions
make Biblical day.
spiing ta life, enable one to

picture .the plants, enjoy the
flowers, almost taste Me spices
and wines, and to laugh a bade
some of the more liohthearted corona of another
at

Circles of Willow twigs are used as structural fines in Mrs.

day.ltogether

Sandeen's rhythmical expression of edible plants and segetables
found in the pages of the Bible. Featured Is the round, feathery

an. enjoyable afternoon.

A reed basket, deep purple Siberian irises, and towering deep
green iris foliage are Mrs. Sendeen's Interpretation of the story o
Moses in the bulrushes.

James P. Lucck Jr.

Black mulberry branches
provide the backdrop for this
graceful arrangement of Irises

-

and wild mustard, plants as

,

pleating today as they were In
biblical limes. Mulberry branches were used to feed the silk.
worms; wild mustard prompted
the mustard seed reference to
faith.

pair the damage already done
to the environment. This
would he
more consults.live and maybe could help all

Pack 55
activities

Under the call for the current special legislative session bills will be introduced to perpetuate the ARCHAIC, WASTEFUL, NON-PRODUCTIVE
TOWNSHIP GOVERNMENT THAT SHOULD BE MODERNIZED.
Your taxes are paying salaries of township collectors, supervisors,
clerks, auditors, thistle commissioners and road commissioners who
RENDER NO SERVICE to you if you live in a city or village. These jobs
are holdovers from the horse and buggy era.
You can unload this tax burden and at the same time modernize township government.

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS
learn the lath about

FARMERS NEW

Staintlesprom you creamer
preferred risks and entitled

to big ten mrreu trite new
and brander coverages.

Were pee renew*
tali to term

Farmers Insurance droop

THOMAS J. JOHNSON
ARTHUR J. HAGGENJOS
VICTOR CACCIATORE
THOMAS CAMPBELL
MRS. CHARLES AHRENDT
ALEXANDRA KARCZMAR
SAM LIPSCHUTZ
MICHAEL RUANE
RALPH H. MOORE
JACK WEINRAUCH

JAMES McHALE
ROBERT BYRNE
ARCHER O'REILLY, JR.
WESLEY A. LEACH
MRS. HELEN SKAJA
LOUIS CAPOZZOLA
RONALD FRIEDMAN

gAftME-fi,
Dolores Haugh -Woo.. Editor

Wednesda

June 17, 1970

TED PRZYBYW.

saved events scheduled for this
summer, including a con,
bination.train.boat trip, plo-

nk at Meadows Park, and
tour of Pliant Lakes Naval

of Mr. and Mrs. William Pitts.
Linda graduated from For-

Melting Emden.

est View High School in -19611
and is now employed at Grace al Motors Acceptance Corp. in

k

Arlington Heights.
Pitts graduated from Mayfair Junior College and is now
employed at Aidenk .Press in
Chicago.

The wedding is set for May
29. 1971.

The welcome Wagon New -

Club of Mount Prop

FRANK CALLERO

SAM .RONE

s

barn announced the engage Mont of their daughter, Linda,
todDennis Pitts of Chicago, son

DAVID' BESSER

DR. THOMAS KOGOS
IRVING DEMORAS
THOMAS LOFTUS
STEVEN KIZARIC
JOHN RINGEIOFER
WILBERT GIERACH
MRS. RICHARD RUBINO
HERBERT BERGGREN

Pack 55, announced this was
the lest regular meeting until
the fall. However, there are

chowski of Mount Prospect
Page 2

Demand that they vote against Senate Bill 1474 or any other legislation
designed to evade the recent decision of the Illinois Supreme Court,
or to perpetuate non -essential township government.
Remember your state senator and state representatives NEED AND
WANT your opinion on such an important matter. Call, write or wire
them today.

PHILIP CORBOY
MRS. JUNE MICHAELSON
DOCTOR STANLEY DUSCHMAN
BURTON VLAY
MRS. WILLIAM E. LAUTERBACH
MRS. JEREMY WILSON
WALTER PORANSKI
JEROME WHISTON
JOHN MANNION
JACK GLEASON
JOHN HYLAND
THOMAS CARMODY
JOHN E. PACATTE
DONALD TA LAC
MELVIN SCHULMAN
MRS. MELVIN SCHULMAN
JAMES G. FLANNERY
CLIFFORD A. LEVERENCE

worId.

scout,
John Nowicki, chairman of

Mr and Me,. Robert 1. By

Phone, wire or write your state senator and state representatives.

poet will conclude its year's activities with an Installthon

Linda Byehowskt

MP Newcomers install officers

Mena at 6,30 p.m. June ELM
Landers Chalet, 1916 E. Higgins Rd., Elk Grove Village.

New officers
II

the May meeting.
hey are, Mrs. Peter Baron.

Tlected at

Bassinet set

psident; Mrs. Gordon

president, Mss.
William Croft, recording sec Mary. Mrs. Angelo Spebiale,
corresponding secretary, and
Mn,. John Dann, treasurer.
Board responsibilities will
be assumed by Mrs. Douglas
Leslie. community service;
Mts. Anthony DiBencilitto
Doreyle,

'

vice

and Mrs. William Kennedy.
couples' activities; Mrs. Arnold Scaberg. finance, Mr.

WILLIAM E. CREMIN

Mm. Richard Dolan, memberThiP, Mrs. Jack Anderson and

Jill Debra Hunting arrived
Tina Marie Puckett weighMay12 nt Lutheran General ed in at 7 pounds. In1/2 ounces
Hospital with a birth weight of at birth May If al Lutheran

11

Beall

KLER,1111RSERY

(Committee In Formation -You'AreInvited To Join)

freshments; Mrs. Gus Treats

and Mrs. John Norris, ways
and means; Mrs. Fred-Briene
and Mrs. Kenneth KwIatt,.
vioniEEL actIvIda.

Puckett of Pinsspect Heights,

Grandparent, arc Mr. and

me Mr. and Mrs. Phillip J.
who also haw a son Phalle.
age 4. Grandmother is Mn.

daughter

of Mn.

and

Mrs.

.Avitbs Ripp of Appleton.
19 m Lutimn eZrrnei
Wis., was born May, IS, as re- Hospital, weighing 9 pounds
potted by grandparenss Mo. 10
New officers of the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club of Mount Prospect relax at an outdoor
luncheon at the home M outgoing president Mrs. John S. Kleenex. Making plans for the new dub
year are Mrs. William Croft Jr., recording secretary; Mrs. John Dunn, treasurer; Mrs. Gordon
Hoyle, vice-president; Mrs. Peter Baron, president, and Mrs. AngeJo Spectate, corresponding
secretary.

lthd:
s.Te:e.

'lr."4. I
ad

tt slut 19
l inn Ann a
al Lutheran General trda. B

GoafutieFVhDliirsl'f'Crs'irsrtGru'hile'lti'rkMT4htEindsr:

of Dam. Ill.. their

"'Mlle!

Daniel Conklin is i

the first baby for Mr. and Mrs.

Daniel L. Conklin of alount

I

Prospect. Born May 21 or Lut.

therm General Hospital, Mk

Mount Prospect.

Mn. and Mn. Ralph Seigle
Paternal grandparents arc of Cincinnatti. Ohio. and. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Ripp of and Mrs. Paul Gillespie of Co Middleton, Wis,ELin Ims two Innibus, Ohio, are the Oil-

chael weighed 8 pounds. 151h.
ounes. His proud grand-

brothers,Eric-In. 4b and Werth StandPureors

Me.

llna Ann Tharp was hap -

I

grand -

and Mrs,,I. E. Cartwright of

Brian, 2.
1

slater s"Satncdre LeeSi.ne3wti 71 hekl ;

Mildred Padgett of Skokie.

Hauling of Chicago 'and a
AlettinderJohn Seigle Li the
great grandmother, Mrs. Flora firm can for Mr. and Mrs. John
Harping of Chicago.
Seigle of Prospect Heights.
Erin Lisa Ripp. Infant who have a daughter 'Step

Mrs. Paul Malick, publicity.
Mrs. Orville Sternberg and
.

3, in the family of Mr. and

Mm. Walter Fiilke, and Harold

and

Mn. Charles Collet., to-

General Hospital. Her patents

Mrs. Bob Harpling of Prospect

John Jeffers and Mrs. DonaldSkriba, hospitality.

Mrs.- Richard

9 pounds 9 ounces. She joins
Bobby. 9; Bonnie. 7, and Julie.
Heights.

Mn,. Frank Kern, program;
M9. Charles Sweeney and

392-1250

The t1.1-1 public speaking wieners (:buy and I girl) came from each of the section of suburban
Cook County for the final public speaking contest in Arlington Heights. Memebers of the lown's
Toastmasters Don Hatch, Tom Dray and Harry Crider (rear row) served err judges for the event.
The two North Cook County entrim were winners Michael LeRoy, (left, front row) from Barrington, and Carol Kinek (cotter) from Mount Prospect. Beth Hickey (right) from South Hollartil isM
be competing at the State Fair on August la. Carol Kiner will also appear in a food demonstration
at the 4-H Week convention at the University of Illinois or Urbana.

durMeMbers will be installedboard
ing the program. Officers were

MICHAEL GILLISPIE
THOMAS BOBAK
DOMINIC GUZZINO
EDWARD ANTONIETTI
EDWARD DALLOZ
ELMER TURNGREN,

JOHN IABIAK.

-

Cub Scout Pack 55 held, its
monthly meeting -Dandily,
June 11,015:. Raymond% auditorium. Highlight of the evening, according to Scoutmaster., Jim Kohler, were ran. Involving rockets built by the

Engaged

ofus prat a good appreciation of

what we all are doing to our

Left: Wild dill, yellow daylilies and deep green lily -of -the valley foliage are liarmonisouly combined in this pleasing au.
rangement with biblical overtones. Dill often accompanied mutton and Iamb dishes in biblical times.

'

Committee for the Elimination
of Township Government

our nth/mai,' industries

1068 MT PROSPECT PLAZA

rangement of delicate coral
pink roses and thorny boxbranches.
omo!
Boxwood

"Twenty years younger and I might have been another
Bernie Cordeld!"

The Answer Is You Don't Have To!

wasn't for this third-class roe-

h.

Burning paper is certainly
not the prime cause of the foul
air Rae covers Gary, Ind., nor
is it why no one dares to go into
the water at the smithern end
of Lake Mie Myers
And,:t i, not paper or print now the Indiana Dunes.
Actually, pollution
too
mussing a metier for any of us

THE SWEETNESS of the
rose was contra sted with the
ruelty of thorns in her ar-

yellow bead of the ornamental Mum, flower of the onion. At its
base are white garlic cloves on sticks, cucumbers cut into lily
forms, dandelion Iraven end cudy mint.

Why Must Suburbanites Continue
Wasting Their Tax Money
on Township Government?

Incidentally u statement many of them would undoubtwas made in this same letter, edly have to either go out of
that all mail should be the business, or quit using the
price of first -elms. And. fn. mail. In either case. this would
there was never a better tar- not only have a serious effect
gain than the properly bundled on the country's economy. but
first-class letter."
it would result in a substantial
According to the latex Cost iir n revenu5 lee the P.. or -

pollution. if pollution man)
such a serious sulect. this
cal. It

"Thera were some gum
gardeners in those days," mid
Mrs. Sandeen. "Ever read the
story of Solomon building the
temple? Makes the John HMI-

tions.

R. V. Puety. Circulation Diner

Reader defends direct mail advertising
You printed an open -rater
to Postmaster Blount in the
Thursday. May 211. Widen of

know,"' she said,
"Chestnuts were abundant M

Answer on Comic Page

Letters to the Editor
Editor

woven into her unique area.

pungent white garlic cloves on
slender sticks, adding the fresh
green of dandelion leaves (rep-

temple floor. People dtdn't
bathe much in those day,"

leaves, rose tips, hyssop, and
lily-ofthe.valley were deftly

and clusters Of acorns gathered
at the center. "In case you

didn't

on.

sistency), gourds, cypress, W-

using all seven of these letters.

Wednesday, June If, 1970

WilliamJ.Kledelsen,Afennorue Moor

-

Make as many four letter or more words VII of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

-- Marshall Eiden!

John E. Stanton,

tails, turkeyfoot, even thistle'
("Thorns and thistles will I
bring forth

bers into lily forms, spearing

MOGDARN

Page 4

cucum-

"THERE ARE 42 separate
medications in the Bible that
lled by Nthh's dove, Mn. use mint," said M. Sandeen.
ponds.. eked reference after "In fact, it was strewn on the

'stalk with their golden heads.

-Honor
or'ginal dream by aloveysjeolemsly keeping
Mr Aare 's freedom ow ledelkrated (Nook,-

carving

lof David to the dive twig cu-

HIDEAWORD

hite.

ing with almonds, chestnuts

resenting the hitter herbs of
NOT ONLY speaking, but the Bible), utilizing the flexible
Idemonstrating striking,
structural line of willow
iglivcarnangements
tssing twigs, and towering over all
flowers and plains mentraned the ornamental allium, beaulin the Bible or found' the tiful yellow bloom of the on -

the

ivy (a Bible symbol for eon -

eaten in Biblical times --. and
Ipect and a charter member of
so she created a vegetable ar-

!from the .chancel of the Cornhnunity Presbyterian Church
in Mount Prospect.

rome Pugdcy at Arlington
High School. Tell him it's for

dill (it made mutton palatable),

could almost visualize the
baby Moses concealed at the

Walks of wheat inspired. Mrs.
Sendeen's vertical door hang-

ithe Mount Prospect Garden
ickth, was -speaking to the
:United 'Presbyterian Women

(to feed the silkworms), wild

spear bent in humility. One

Numbers, Chapter !I, gives

Mr, Sandeen of Milford, clues to some of the vegetable
:M., formerly of Mount Pross
1

33,2OXS-O,Xthrat.X.X.X.XssMat,tssisstss`thf,,X,NSODX.X.Xss

Map Pubtication5

the bulrushes, she proceeded

ICOuncil; of 'Garden Clubs.

DnIn. Aly Friend." They do
tbuo beautifully.

BTI

'BATING LOCUSTS M the
wildeiness....." - this referred

proems

a

I

and M

Colia of Mount Prospect sand ;
Den Plaines.

Conklin

-

I

BIG LEAGUE VALUES R

Nil-

FREE! 40 CUB TICKETS

i

20 Pair of tickets to Cub's Ball Parlc-

arket

,

DRYDEN

TAD11113

KENSINGTON .RD.

di&

PLANTERS
DRY ROASTED

WHITE PAPER

Limit 2 Bags

10 lb. Bag

CHARCOAL

38'

Reg. 49c
each

43' NOW 31$100
size
Lund 3 Bars

Reg. 79c

eat

Limit 2 Bags j

Bag

Limit
pa
pats
Reg.268c

Practically Nude
All Sheer

PANTY HOSE

86

Limit 2

each

PUNCH

49'

Values to $3.44
Limit 2

each

WIDE SELECTION ASST'D MATERIALS

TOILET PAPER

$ 00

Reg. 68c

Limit 2 pats

COOL WHIP
SUPER

White AND ASST. COLORS

ALLS

MIX OR MATCH

SIRLOIN

51169

LOW

ARLINGTON
MARKET

REMEMBER DAD
WITH SLIPPERS OR KEDS

COMMAIMEM

u;r;190en4,Pat e

GROUN

NAME BRAND

PICK UP

THE BANK

YOU'RE MONEY AHEAD

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

WHEN YOU USE

SPIEGEL

SHERWINWILLIAMS.

10 S. Dryden Ave. Arlington Heights
Phone: CL 5-7500

AND LEMON 12 oz. can
1NYLER'S SOUP MIXES Kernueet.
4x, 01.
WYLER'S SLOPPY JOE.

in the Menton Market Shopping Center

Catalog Order Store

2\1098

DOLE FRUIT COCKTAIL inccac
UBBY'S TOMATO JUICE Mot
ORANGE MARMALAIMAENG:KETAY; ere. ion
ICED TEA WITH SUGARHAVOILFRESH.

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

Sears

slf"MORE BUYS 2

ORANG alCE

Our Vacation Loans can
take you anywhere!

Sale Ends June 30th 1970

$998 EACH

1140eseact,

EF

CREAM CHEESE.
8 oz.
Reg. Price
36c

YOUR SPRING, SUNNIER
CLEARANCE TABLOID NOW

SOFT -WARM WITHOUT WEIGHT

SLICED. MON

OFF

with

A100 LATEX

POLK BROS, INc.

F.G. ANDERSON

or,

Telephose 255-2360

THERE'S NO WAITING AT

WASH N' SHOP
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. TO 11 RM.
12 LB LOAD
WASHER
STILL ONLY

25'

... YAM 24 AUTOMATIC
WASHERS ON HAND
ALSO 1 DRYERS

AND A 25 IA, WASHER

259-5252

ON HIS SPECIAL DAY

UMMER CLEAN-UP

TIRE

FOR WOOD AND MASONRY

COINS - STAMPS - SUPPLIES

Nilljs the time to take out The
Stelliner clothes for cleaning.
you're at It, don't rarest

BARGAINS

Gives you extra years of
beauty and protection

Treasure Chest
HOURS DAILY NOON TILL 7:00
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 5:00, SUN. NOON TO 5
FRIDAY NOON TILL 9:00 P.M.

24 S. Dryden
Arlington Deights

elf for Father's Day.

CJIOUR

Arlington Mkt.
Shopping Center

an a 3-2574

;;Fro

supply limited

a

Thurs.

Fri,

PINEAPPLE
UPSIDE DOWN
CAKE

dal

SAVE 25%

DATE -PECAN

--AESTAURANT
::.tARLINGTON MARKET

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

Sat.

ONE

PECAN

HEART

Cher,

Dtedtlid.

OF 33

COFFEE

COFFEE

CAKE

CAKE

Reg. 95c

Reg. 95c

magnificent flovore win every ones favor and

spackil

Eppplal

'Imre ore "33" fasAtingli g Met. TA

79C

Ch.sco

ICE CREAM

Hand -Packed ICE CREAM
meal, the ultimate in tost

0. all of them an a Kin size cone or in

. en openly mode sod.,
While planning for not big

glad yee did.

MEL'S UNION OIL

CL 5-9880

s

nclae

or shake.

vent include one

can pony
cream cake,
pies or special maid a he n step with the
occasion. Let us see you

Yro

enlOYmenr. ,be

of

-,00w under new
Mandgement

' FRANKIE'S
,

TREAT FATHER WITH ONE OF OUR
SPECIALLY DECORATED CAKES

Reg. 95c

MANKIE'S

ROTAURANT

Closed Mon.

RON PAT WAYNE MAURI HARVEY

Pure Pride 4 ply

we WoildLikelSylelcome You

No appointment PlawNIN
Wed,

prices on

CLEANERS

Nylon Tires

Keep America Beautiful
Bring your sou in for le haircut

Open

Close out

.VARI.INGTON MARKET

it
13e4atf 13a

HOUSE PAINT

The

ATTENTION!
ALL FATHERS

MAKE DAD'S DAY THE GREATEST
DAY EVER BY. SHOPPING AT

39c

100%ACRILAN BLANKET

JUNE 2011,

WE HONOR ANY RECOGNIZED CHARGE OR CREDIT CARD
INCLUDING MASTER CHARGE AND BANK AMERICARD

lb.

ORDER YOUR FATHER'S DAY CAKE AT OUR PASTRY SHOP

CENTER

SATURDAY

Offer expires June 20th

-

CALIFORNIA CANTALOUPE

SHOPPING

THRU

Coupon also Dead en Me, No use Slippers

9 oz.

THESE

EFFECTIVE

coupe.

I

$1 39 lb

RIPE

48c

PERMALUBE

9c

4

PRICES.

POLK BROS INC.

79c

Reg Price $109

Reg. Price 56c

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

8 N. DRYDEN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN MON. - THURS. - FRI. NITES

MMgm Me101,MlarA cox,'

88

Reg Price
$1.00

HILLFARM

ARLINGTON MARKET

AA Aelingrom Heights
A Orsydm . Arlington Maker

POLY BAG

28C

31c

SetcYourselfgo!

FOR DAD & THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

NESTEA

STEAK

Reg. Price

each

$

10 ROLL PAC

CANVAS
10°/0
SHOES

NERD NOT OE PRESENT TO WIN

Grape,Orange, Fruit Punch

Infant's - Toddler's

YARD GOODS
Solids, Prints
Reg. 68c
Limit
YS.
3 yards

'111.?

'1.

'

Reg Price
$1.00

WESTERN

WIDE SELECTION 18 mos. to Az

$1168

Limit 2

'1114 1'

'

1PHONE

CITY

JACKETS

JACKETS
Reg. $2.64

Y. 1

I

10 Pack 17 oz envelopes

WITH THIS COUPON

PLATES

Boys' Nylon Water Repellent

BRIQUETS c 0 c

Reg. $1.26

K MART BRAND

POTATO CHIPS

49

Limit 2

100 ct. 9 inch

IADDRESS

VELVETOUCHAgi!F

HERSHEY GIANT BAR
11111 1 1

PEANUTS
13 oz. Jar

1 lb Bag

6

Fill out Entry Blanks
and deposit at any
of the Arlington Market Stores

L./m.711E1J tit tt

7W-mI7.

1% I NAmEENTRY BLANK

including trtmsportationtoibe given away!

,

ARLINGTON -MARKET

WE SPECIALIZE IN
WHIPPED CREAM AND PARTY CAKES

you'll b. nighty

THEDAN
Page 8

THE DAY
Wednesday June 17,1970

Wednesday June 17 197

1970 Prospect High School graduates receive diplomas
1918 1970 graduating class of

Carol Dawn Chisholm

PrOipect High School relOverl

limbo...loan Christiansen

their diplomas in 8 p.m., Um,

Dane Hervey Cloven

...ether Mode France
Meg. Mary Frans.

Carol Sue Hetherington

Nancy J. Hoglund
Kenneth Armes Holmes

mollies Thursday, JOne 11.
The graduates are:

Susan Lynn Cabe
Donald Wayne Cody

Wiolem Henry Allen

Nancy Ellen Calianni
Judith Ann Collin

Charlene Marie Frontons
Gag Edward French
Jahn David Fritsche, Jr.
Nadine Theresa Gorr
Marcia Ruth Ganes

Kathl.n Anita Callins

John Louis Ga.

Anne Elizabeth Conlon
Claudia Frances Cannery
James Francis Conway
Brett Dennis Casper

Gary Richard °wadi

Chris Anthony Cardin

Gregory Lee Glade

'

Jelin Anvers Albans
Terry Martin Altman
Judi R. Anderson
- 'Medan Scott Andersen
Heigy Anne Anderson
Ankarberg

Kalhl.n Susan Arden*

Mary Christine Ginder

Lawrence ...Globe

Beverly le, Gliege

Jeanne louise Cowan
Cynthia Ann Coe
Stephen Robert Creamer
Ralph John Cropper, Ill
Jahn Edward Cunningham
Christopher Thomas Denver
Nancy leen Davies
Gary Michael Davis

Botbaro Ann Ariel°
!Ionia' Joseph Ashley

.trn.EI::::* Atkinson

Ogee.... Boons
Saiera Nadine Bnch
Wendy Lavelle Bachhubar
Vela Elixabeih &amble
Bredley Thames Baidingo

Eric Robert GIL.
Themes Dana Gobreeht
Karen M. Crondek
Daniel Patrick Gorey

Misen Lynn Gran&
Gory Scott Granzin
Vicki Lynne Granzin
Stephen William Gunning
Marjorie Ann Griffiths
Michael E. Gronli
Theodore Martin Gross

Karen Frances Deikus

Robert William DeMeyer
Richard Bernard DeRobles, Jr.
Kim !Irian Dantean.'

Kaihl.n Ann Baird
John Gauthun Band
Ellbn Louise Banks

Catherine A. Berale
?abide Barber
Sean louise Bates
Claudia Theresa Battaglia
Claudia Jene Baumann
Dedel Stephens Beck
Grlgory Walter Beck

Debra Elizabeth Dawes
Marilynn Ann Drilling
Gory Robert Dude
James Francis Dugan
Mary Kathleen Dugan
Carol Ann Duke
Peer Donald Bombe
James Harvey Eaton
Janet Patricia Edwards
Robert John Edwards

Alto Res Bell
Joy Edmund Bergen
Mf. Lynn Berendsen
HIeben Patrick Sem
Vigor. Lee Bemin
Allan. D. Sewed
rah Marie Besalke
Gail Ann Bethke

Rebert Cher'. Sewn
MOrilyn Virginia Biala

Richard C. Haut
Martha Haynes
Thomas M. Heider
Steven D. Heiden'
Janice Lynn Heinrich
Barbara Ann Heinz
Kimberly My Hellerich
Robert Eric Hellstrand

Gayle Irene Eilbrocht
Cary Robert Einhom
John William Ellis
Donna Engstrom
Stuart Paul Erdenberg

y Blase
R
am C. Benders
Giarge Leroy Bolger
Jerbes Frank Balt

Dan, M. Fly

...lean Heenan."

Constance Marie foster

Janet Marilyn Hertel

Christie Lee Fox

Craig Timothy Hesness

R. Breeckinan

FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Jeanne/Ude 'bandeau

lurt Braun
Jefrey Stephen Brodeur
KR. Edward Brown

Tee, Rai Brow.

Iraqi Lynn Meown
Timothy James Melamine

Karen Ann Mettler
Kathleen Patricia Kcitsch

Pamela Anne liga

Mark Everett Butler

Jeer, Butx
Q.. Ann Carlson

30 GALLON GAS

Moen

Business going

on as usual

Cne D. Cherwin
5 are

Downtown
Arlington Heights

Mary Katherine Moran
Dale Keith Morgan
Gregory Edward Morris

Brad Burton Rucker

David R. Smith

More Clement Muller
'
Mid -roe Edward Musial
Nancy Elisabeth MOM
Donna Lynne Myers

Suzanne Marsh mem.
Harold Nelson
Jenne 'arbour Nelson
Lauren Bruce Herron

Robed Eldon Neumann

Vernon toes New.r.
NoncyJene Nimll
Carol Nealeie
Elizabeth Ann Obuchowski
Ellen Therese O'Donnell
Kathleen Anne O'Keefe
Gory Rlehard Olsen
Michael Edward Ossowski

Samuel MIller Redden!!!

lido Rudy
Susan Motet
Ando So nnnnn Rung
Susan Jane Ruud

Ilmelby Mel,' Sack
Deborah Kay Snipe

Jack Christian Saks
Panicle Diane Samson
BathoraJane Soss
Stephen Chad. Sauter
Charles John Scharf
ildward Richard Schouble
Mark Kent Schilling
Worm er Frank Schleis

Catherine Anne Schmidt
Diane Bath Schmidt

Jan, Reber' Schmidt

Brigide PaterneiJr.

Yung. Kay khroeder

Willla

Jahn Kenneth Soderholm
Susan Lynn Sernmedeld
Shirlynn Irene Spaceport

Lynn Webb
Barbera Lorraine Weber
Kathleen Denten, Webster
Christine Wedyck

Leslie Alan Stortz

Gloria lean 5.,
Thanes Alan Strong
Jeffrey Donald Stray
tea Patrick Strobel
Gregory John Summer

Marilyn Jean Wilkins.
Gail Williams
Linda Joy Williams

am

lain Christine Suss
Jeffrey Andrew Swede

Robert Co

Gary Keith Sydell

P.icia Ann Willis

Panda Scarban

bell
ra Anne Willed(

Den, Mainaret Taber
Patricia Une Teri.
William Elwood Moen'.

Ann Kathl.n Willwegh

Jam.. Courtney Willis

Lawrence Roy Wilms.

David Roger...

Rog Thompson II
Richard Themes Troadwell

Gregory Edw. rd Witt
James Alfred Win

lawrance Wed
Diana Christine Wolf

Linda Susan -age

Robert 0 -Wolfe

Dawn Clyelelleon
Randy Michael Urban

Sally Anne Meer
Kenneth Hannan young
John Ervin Zaleski

Patricia Anne Possorelli
Diana Mary Pastier
Thema. A. Pearson
Anon Peneff
Constance Jean Penney
James Raymond Perkin"

.i.n buns Sch.,.

Lynda Gall Shade"

011.1d Gary Petersen

James Henry Van..

Cheryl Jean Sharapata

Constance Nebo

Koren Ruth Oren
John A. Valmnino
CharlesJoseph Vandenhoech

Premium Quality
Comfort Supreme

Re

Edward Alan Trio

Christine Ann Seiwen
Mary Catherine Sabha
John Charles Seth:thane

Weals

Mary linden Wand'
" Dixie Leo Whiting
Ann Louise Widmann
Pamela Jean Wire'
Holly Elizabeth Madman
Judith Wear Wienecke

Susan

ohm. Maria Schultz

Ursula Gail Seed.

M..] Charles Walklus

'" Kpthy El.Smith

Mary Ell.n Stevens
David Thomas Stitt

wandy Mud SMN

longs Chides Regal
Claudio J.r.

Him ...oiler

.

Lynn Susan Stack
Daniel Ross Stein

Kennels Lee Sob.

Cbto Schmid&
Barbaro Lynn Schneider
Gerold Schneider
Ann Christine Schnelter

Menlo Denise Panel!
RichardJeseph tom

'

SWAG VDTS
YOUR CHOICE

0-29 BEG. $14.79
0-31 REG. $14.79

REG. $49.95
SAVE $5.00

79

D-63 BEG. $13.79

0-65 REG. $13.79

11

SAVE

AS MUCH

AS $3.00

Mum Kathryn Rabdwk
Paola loRmarster.
Roby Mn Randolph
Benno Maim Reed

&Mailmen Reedy
Kenneth /Inheritor&
Gregory Scott EC et re
Robin Peter Render
Steve Rad Reynolds

Deborah tee Ribbon
Bonnie Susan Richardson
Sege Randall Richardson

Pamela Kim Reece,.
Howard William Rid.'

Deborah Ann M..
MIchaal Carey litedulorlf

I

Gory P. Rigo
James Raymond Robin.

:

" NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Hanes
*T-SHIRTS

COUNTLESS._
gra the ways to drape your
windows. Most people hang
a drape and that is that. Why
not let our decorator give you

4- ATHLETIC
SHIRTS

STEEL

a no oblrgetron, in -the -home

estimate of the varied window treatments mailable at
Palatine Tailored Drapery...

*BRIEFS

and the net. ciihm ueld°°'
we offer.

*BOXER

20% OFF
ON ALL MATERIALS
June OnIU '1.obor Nor Included

DRAPERIES - SLIPCOVERS SHADES SHUTTERS
DRAPERY HARDWARE UPHOLSTERING WALl. PAPER

SHORTS

PKG. 1
OF

arcl riteriore
'labor* Elam Poe, Just Happen
1:1sptiCt

=Or

.

etr

Created"

Illinaa

hacked

-

W"' ''""

Witch base

enamel

with

CaST MON

24" w/round enam. steel lavaracy bowl.

0 39 8 8
REG. $45.50
SAVE $5.62

.A.N

*olIr

DOUBLE BOWL
KITCHEN SINKS

VANITY
BASE AND TOP

SHOWER STALL

way to keep
winter garments

-

I

.

PORCELAIN

$2788

E"M ST"L
.

CHINA REVERSE.
TRAP TOILET.

-

'

New modern design.

Golden

trNertt

operation

$10.83

SENSATIONAL TOPPS VALUE

.Bahaa SAVE33.59 MATRA. LANANI.61

8 3 RR "*04:18 3"iiii
50t. LEVER

SAVE $11.52

'S

tae HANCI:f

98

.0.,,,,INEILVE SALSA . ALIA EN.25-5ANE NIA,

MEN'S T-SHIRTS

5 34 Y.

Re enlaced neck Won't sag Honoree"
controlled length shrinkage. Highly ob.
sorbent Tailored for comfert.100% cot.

Passbook

1

._-.

'

' WIIIIE OILT
. REG $26.713
SAVE E3.80'

f

I

I

ton in White. 54,1.-X1.

MEN'S ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Re.Inforced neck and shoulder strops.
Highly absorbent, machine wash. Cotton
Swis, Knit. While. S -VS.

..1

L-Nors
BOX STORAGE

OWENS CORNING

Keeps your

garments
SAFE from Moths,

ROOFING
shingles.

c° 1 ' "'I'd

fire and theft.

$495 Per

iew.tBoxful

FIBERGLAS ®INSULATION
31l. A

TOPES
TO

SERVE

rout

N. E irnhotol Rd.

MT. PROSPECT

RFC

U."

MOO SI FT. $5940

SOLE

-$3.71

Ill

$53.00 Inn

PER SAG
seeIFRr.

83.45

MB M. FT. $10..00
-

_--

MEN'S BRIEFS

ACOUSTICAL

Double seat for comfort and long wear.
Heat resistant rubber in durable elastic
waistband. Elastic leg apenings.in while.

2" x 4" STUDS

CEILING TILE
It's

e. c 15.

eteelt+atoeeeci.orote,

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

IV

PER ROLL

Saves you closet
Space tool
Only

the

economical sound

Excellent equality'

1

absorber.

-

studding fr

any

project.

120',EAte Ir'

pp

EACH

$4.95

05

$99.00

on

DECORATOR
CEILING OLD

MR 9.7zisz

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

Sixes 28 to 44.

MEN'S BOXER SHORTS
Fancy paiterns and white. Fully cut from

quality broadcloth. Heat resistant rub.
bar elastic waistband: In rims 28 to 44.

.EACH
FIRST CARD,

CL 5-6I74

(Re. 83 ialeflonaldlldl.

CL 5-4600

WICKES

662 E. Norlheroet Hwy.

2.0 I rote-A.431.i, of %pa -Mina, Sahterhaii Iineilira

-7

Iila
\I

BOX STORAGE

James Kipling Skuban
" Ted Wolter Small, Jr.

Peggy L Prothoree
Bennle Jean Pryor

TAtcol,-----DCLEANERS

L-Nor's easy

Bebe". loon Rohner

Gull l.n.Noddidd

9
go

Wife - Saving idea
from L-Nors!

Omiso Anne Roy

Mehl ames ?meeker
Barbed Ann .uk

---1,

"I'm glad I
thought of

Melody 5MMoldenhauer
godsons Ann/Retina

Ir.

John CF.. P.m

Extra fast recovery available for natural
or liquid propene gas. Glass -lined tank.

11

Lee Chindlund

\ Another

Wllllam Iteroto.

Koren Ann Sit/Moen
MMus! Jeffrey Skop

Wayne Frank Plat
Kenneth Earl Pits, Jr.
Ronk Mitthell Poczatek
Patricia Lynn Pohl

North Drive -In: Arlington Heights Rood at Eastman

in Lawrence Chick

.

Weak, Piaui.*

HEATER

during our

program

°F""'ill

.

eNOV gh

sCsu

Thoma horloVag nr.
Carol Lynn Waldron
Cindy L. Wallace
Dole Kevin Walsh

Kent
Peterson
Lone Eugene Peterson
Reurenne LeoPetagen
Jane Karen Phillips
Lawrence Donald Nehn

WATER

w

DAILY 9 to 6

One N. Marton

Ueda Dm Mabee
Joyce Moeller

Ann Rome Rohm.

iAan trnayV
MCyanrctyh

Dove Wilk. Peterson
Gail Juno Penton

BANK

Obnold Stuart Cerva, Jr.
Patricia Kay Chandler

faldwel Allan tots.

N.cy Ann Petersen
Bruce Alon Pears.

6 -DAY BANKING

Linn Marie Bye

Helm Moment Moats

Unreel' L Vennilon

KIM ...Peterson

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

aleold.Pes m Busse

Roberta Joy Miller

PonielaJean Shammed
Sort Henry Slebeld
Cynihio Senn Sewn

GonloaCale Peen.

Lee Brush

orilyn Kay Bryant
re Lee Buger
T mem Walter Buhrke
Dtbe rah Anne Bush
Dee Richard Busse

Gail Meek,
Bradford Daniel Metge.
William Home Meyer
Keith Fulton Meyerbeff
"Maureen Mieholski
(Continued en page Vl

Keith Edward Matthews

George Patrick Shipp.

Donald R. Rogers
Rebecca Ann Rohm

AlanJum6Momson
ilehord loss Megweller

Charles Thomas Mellyn

Deborah Gayle Matthiesen
Marianne Mover
Diane Elba bob May

Dan, Micheal Lein

Andrea Gall Km..

Murcia Gybe McNeil
Jean Mod. Meihsnst
Jeffery Robert Meissner

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU JUNE 24 ONLYI

FRI. '618 SAT '614

VBIllere Joseph Brown

Richard D. Krebs

remodeling
and expansion

Henry Ellen Bayern

lido Sus. Bmame

Hazel Rath McKenzie

Daniel Richard Mack

Marcia Ann Mangan
John D. Manning
Albert William Marchetti
Reagan Marshall
Duane Francis Martin

Cheryl Mn Miller

UterNderno

Ronald Herman

Barbara Jean Forbes

Dteld Allen eachINNIALLO

Peer Nolo Larson

OT YObItSEL:Y.4nd

Robert Donald Herman
Robert Michael Herman

Diane Marie Fisher

leen Henry °radish

Debra Lyn, Mac Agin
Linda S. Med!
Christine Magill

John lesvatend Show

Alone* Rodriqura

Lynn All,,. Neale.

Debra Lynn Henke
Renee Karen Henning
Richard Dennis Harman

Randall Jan Huller
David Henry Fisher

TIFerna'Potrick Began
liom rvedrick Beeler
BIECharleneeoy

Thom. Patrick Mend,

Thermo Ann Ledochenat
Thomas John Leigikew
John Franklin Leone
Catherine Ann Leanne

N.:may Lawn, Rover

William K. Hensel,

Chades Edward Fiedler

Karen Eileen Bo,
Perkier Mflorn

William Douglas Make

Charles David Janes
Susan Jean Jones
Linda Lee Kaiser

Kevin Robert MrIntesh

Philip Terry Lyman

Cynthia Joy Helwig

Gail lorelle Ewer,

aliracy Ellen Booth

Therese.. Jerusis
Donna Mae Johnson
William C. Johnsen

Eil.n Lydon

COO Alan Hendershot

Haney Lee Evans

*or Isobel Boll

Robert SooroJenkins

Dawn Patrice lamkins
Debra Kerb Lancaster
Steven William Lange

Shelia Kay Loup.
William John Wren
Karon Elaine layer
Judy Kempainen Lonna
Jed. Ann Lebrun

Doren Sue Rootlet
Pamela Jo Konstant
Na ncy Jo 'Castel.

.

Dawmarie Anne McGuire

Janice lie...ledgers

Mem* ArtherMikelalayk

(Cantiattedleam Page 01

Jeffrey Mon !Fontein
Sant Alan Here
Carol Ann Hauerrberg

Made Dade tinge..

Odboreh Eileen Morn
bridle Lenore Blears

Virginia Ann fallen

Mdoe-E. Knoch

Gloria Ann Jane
Sandra Mode blench

James Paul Lux

Joyce All,,. Leh.

Daniel Fronde*.

Robert Allen Kline
*Sharon Dale Klinger
Thomas Joseph Keefer
Reber, James Knight

Jahn Robert idelmen
Peer William Jackson
Richard Paul Janda

Steven G. teller
Thomas Upotke
Craig Jahn Lortie

Nancy Yeshiko Masawa
Lee Richard McArthur
Joyce Kathleen McCabe
*Ellen McConnick
Mary Ray McDonough
" Sharon

Randy Walter toewecke

Jay Kuivinen
Keith Douglas Kurnmerow

moue y buck quo ea iiiee!

1970 Prospect High graduates

Timothy Kevintoeffel

Linda Kathl.n Kubik

Peer William Klein

Craig Austin Hutchison

James G. Hoene'
James William Haase
* Frances L Hagerup
Pamela Sue Hall
Sandra Rae Hamilton
Robert Anthony Handley
Steven G. Harnish
John M. Harrington
Susan L. Harris
Done Locke Hartley

G len Kenneth Dorsch
Bradford Perry Doyle

Janice Kay Becker

Carol Jean Humphrey
George Edward Huntley

Barb...Jean Haag

Potricia Ann Donlan
lenses William Dooley, Jr.
Gary Allen Dermal

..k

Davidlobert Ihreckstaadt

Kathleen B. Guthrie

Jong Ants.noven

Jill Ann Knantinger
Judith Ann Kruse

Karen Lynn Koywood
James Edgar Kessinger
David Eugene Kettering
Wayne Paul Kiehl
Susan King
Kenneth F. Klein

Dole J. Heogerhyde
Ronald Clifford Hopkins

Leon T. Gus,

David Andrew Deyo
Keith Alan Dinsmore
Cheryl Donnoy

Jere. Ross Bant.

William

Tara lee Gila&

Reber" Fronk Karla, Jr

Pam...Monne Hit.'

Rege 9

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

STREAMWOOD
3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837.6000

HEELING
STORE HOURS
Mon 'Mgr Thum Eeo530

Fnelaygarn 1o9p re

Saturday o m to 4 p
Sunday 9 a.m. to I p.m.

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue et Dundee Road
Wheeling, III. Phone: S37.0020
Member F.D.I.C.

Inol

TOWN Ft COUNTRY,
CHARGE IT
AND OTHER

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-6

'

I

a

THE DAY
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Page 10

Tomorrow
Is Today

sL"
arre

School,
SI. Viator High
northwest suburban Catholic
boys high school in Arlington

Heights, has annonlecd

IlithrepA °esist

Oar Mr, DeLouism

.

My husband's mental health has reached the point kw nos to

if my .turc is better alone as his tempermenu. have
made the children and me very nervous and I am ready [ohm!:

intotears. At times

reel milmthing amble will happen if my

I

St. Viator honor students
listed on all -year roll

husband loses control of his temper.
Will the situation lead to a trial separation or is a divorce the
w inner? He Misapplied for a job out of stele. He feels he is having

earliest hoply will bring relief to my mental outlook at this unhap-

py and dimuting period in my life.

No Name. Dm tenor

.chael fins, Russell Roschman,

f,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

1111

ein going through a difficult valor], trying to find himself. If
you. can wait n out. I feel It will he worthwhile. I don't reel
Maarm k your answer.
,, nuns unusual boy on a school convention trip to
I net
Springfield. We liked uveh other very mech. eel thet he goes
to school in Chimmtign-Crhana and I go here in Chicago. Do
oso think l will ever hear hem hint again? Do you see any new
prosp.ms condi m in the future? Will I he getting married in the

neatly.: years. or will 1 he a career Bid the rest ;Amy life?
Mixed Emotions, Arlington Heights
Dear 316edr

dresen, Richard Drolch Lionel
Gonlet, Kevin Jordan, Daniel
Kiv/ahan, Robert Kneesel.
Robert
Kowall, John B.
O'Neil, James Ryndak, Mark

Mark Deger and James LOD
sophomores John Clary end
Philip Dena.
MOUNT PROSPECT -Se Martin
DeLorenso,"

By J. Alan Cook
Aare Sports Ed.

.9111m1Umftt

while. was knocked ham.

Gerold,

O'Hara, Stephen Schlickman,

,,,,,,,,A,..,

Gregory

sophomore Stephan Skethen
and freshman Richard Virnig

DES

PLAINPS-Junior

3.2,mA,

.2.A.3...,

freshman Andrew Darner.

Ns -Senior

thin Gocke,
PROSPECT

.

H

Junior Richard Becher.

PARK RIDGE-Zenior
John Wynn,

8t

'DM,

Mark Francis; sophomores
n
George
Gregory Sama,
Peter
Draughon,
Bosshart,
Robert Krier and Michael

Welber; freshmen Terrence

Baker, John

Y -J
MOUNT enotnECunid. Thomas.,,,,,,, and

PA

David Takata, Gerald Richardson, Patrick Gudjons and

Christopher

Klein, John Leahy, Stephen
O'Neill. James Roemer, David
Schott and David Yaeger.

DES PLAINDS-Juniors
Lawrence Kiwi:. Kenneth
Walsh and James Doherty and
sophomores Vincent Penhlicri and Paul Erbach.
Sophr.. BARRINGTON

who

HEIGHTS-Seniors, William Kiesel and
Mario Vitale, junior Thomas
Harrison, sophomores John
PROSPECT

Even and Paul Pcterhans, and
freshman Charles Zemeske.

ROLLING MEADOWS-Senior William Madden, junior Lawrence Vallot, sophomores John Benway andHar-

omores, Michael Welby and

ry Poulos, and freshmen David Sander and Emderick Voj-

Mark Savage.

rsek.

ESTATES-Senior Michael Osterman, ju-

HOFFMAN

stlid790

Brinkworth,

Dm.. Thomas

rosz, Kevin King, and Thomas
Hoeg, sophomores Brun Karley, John Martin, Richard Fitzsimmons and Daniel O'Neill;
freshmen Richard Broeren,
James
Koarlovitz,
Robert
Mathews, and Gene Miller.

WHEELING -Senior John
Snarski.

The medium-priced Mereedes.Benz 250, with its restyled Milk will be shown at the Randhurst
Shopping Center's First Foreign Auto Show, June 17-21, by Mark Motors of Arlington Heights.
Other dealers participating In the show include: Arlington Toyota and BIII Cook Buick (Opel)

from Arlington Heights; John atutfich Buick (Opel) front Mount Premed and Kmlie Import
Motors (Jaguar, MG, Austin and EMI) from Palatine; Nog., Ve1N.swage0, Tathh°11ri1. Molars
(Renault and Peugeot) and Wigglesworth Imports (Volvo), all from Glenview; and Pe0the-A3M)

at O'Hare from Elk Grove Village.

Name 4 School Night chairmen
Four northwest suburban
men have been named district
School Night chairmen for the
Bay.Scout's Northwest Subur-

ban Council "School Night
for Scouting" 00,00.0.
Serving as chairman for the
Signal Flill District (Palatine,

Berrington, Lake Zurich)

is

Orville Gaither, of 638 N.
Whitcomb in Palatine, chair-

man for Sauk Woods Di3trict
(Arlington Heights, Rolling
Meadows) is Robert Parsons,
of IS E Palatine in Arlington
Heights, chairman for Maine
Ridge District (Park Ridge.

Skokie.

Niles) H Don Wageinaa. of

Suburban Council are.

2121 Walnut to Turk Ridge.
and chairman for Skokie Valley District (Skokie, Lincoln wood, Morton 01,001 is Lynn
Imhoff. of 3927 Kirk in

The. chool Night for Son.
ing is scheduled for Sept. 29.
and is to be held fn more than

muff be an ot.uele In area him.
Dear Sir. Dclauthe:
My husband has le n transferred here limn Michigan. When
do mm sm ei mining hack there? Will we buy a Max or rent all

apartment? Do mu six my 13-vear-old &nether jimmying in
school? Will she pet through high school all right. She de).
dreann a lel. kly father planed away Match 1. Do you am thing.
improving for my mother? Do you see her Lotting a job?

Mn. R.M.W. Belling Mead.ms
Data Mrs. 0.61.W.:
Ida fool wham maw mother gets itraijob part it htr &passim)
will diwppear. I feet pin
rent here because I 0111 feeling
y011rill he returning In Michigan within the next year and a lsalf.
Sleet it is only a stage your 13 -Heir -old is going through. Nlost
Rhh daydream at thal age ... donll yon remember?'Iry to gel her
Wen -sled in some plunkal acrivily such 110 art, ramie, Miming,

JOSEPH DE 1.0U1SE. nationally bionic psychic. will drawer the questions of Day renders in thi ollimn, Gram should
be signed, bet miles la he ennined if the writer request, h.
Write in DeLnuisr in rare If Day Publications. 722 Center St..
Des Plaines 60016.

-

The Illinois Stan Chamber

of Commerce meetly pub
fished a newly -revised booklet.
"Occupational Edumtion in

needs of -ommenx and

The program.is lo provide
boys who want oilcan Scouting with an opportunity TO enroll.

publication

Golf? All you need is a post-

card and a little luck! Every
week we're giving away hun-

cents each from the Educatio
Department.
Illinois
Sim
Chamber of Commerce. 20 N

anthem

programs. proems and planning of the states junior awl-

dreds of prizes-golden golf
balls, golf carts, bags, clubs,

Wacker Dr.Chicago. 60606.

gift certificates and lots
more. Anyone can win. You
can, too.

THIS IS

Justsend a postcard* with your name,
address and'phone number to: Daily

News Golden Golf, P.O. Box 3445,
Merchandise Mart Chicago 60654.

PLACE FOR YOU!

Every day 20 cards will be selected
at random and published in the Daily
News sports pages. If you spot your
name. call 321-3020 and you will win
a real golden golf ball, personalised

If you want to earn up to 6% on your sowings...

If you want Maximum security Insured by an
agency of the U.S. government up to 20,000
`on each separate account....

decal and a chance in our weekly
sweepstakes drawing for golf mer-

If you want ready availability - borrowing

chandise worth over $1,000.

from your own savings...

Grand prizes will be awarded, too
including gift certificates and

institution where you are more than just an
account number...

If you wont free parking (in our lot fuel oast of
our offices)...
THEN, VISIT OUR OFFICES JUST ACROSS FROM THE
NORTHWESTERN DEPOT

5

1

4

3

Semmerling Fence
Mount Prospect Bank

2

5

0

7

Domestic Utilitim

4

6

Knight Tube & Steel

4

6

Golf Mill Bank
INTERMEDIATE
DIVISION
SrANDINGS
SECOND HALE
Team

Full details and rules in the sports pages.

Chicago Daily News
The Complete Evening Newspaper

Curos

NOTE: If you are a male CDGA

golfer or female golfer whose
scores are computed by CGH,
you are already entered in Golden
Golf. Watchthe Daily News sports

pages for daily listings of prize
winnen.,
Enter Golden Golf today.
Fill out the coupon below
and mall,

Cubs
Giants
Metz

Free Perking lino
Las

South of Our Offices

's

i

e) ek,ch,

throughfour

firm live frames. but then the
roof fell in.
The big inning began when
O'Neill cracked Ds second hit
of the game and advanced to
second on a passed ball. Fred
Home drew a pass and scampered

to second an Kevin

Player
B . Shake, ss.p
Dopp. 3b,ss

B Beam, 2b
Sherwood, lb
Schultz. rf
Barnes. rf

INCOMPLETE

WL

Tenn

11/2 while Busse -Bierman don'
Mount Prospect Statk.
.Bank, 7.3. Kirchhoff Instal.
airce entered the winner's
circle by derailing Ladies.
Barber Shop, 81/2-11/2.
had

Shmk

3B-Prieste ;
(2), Dopp.

LOB -Gladstone -3, Allens-6:

'The largest drubbing of the'
night, however, was recorded,

PITCHING SUMMARY

by Carter's Music Shop after
they registered a grand AMP
10-0 victory over Strikibg,

I

I

1

0

Totals

0
0

0

0

o'

2

I

I

0

3

1

2

2

B II

8

26

GLADSTONE Of

301 5

Miller

5

1

545 5-5 7 5

45 0-0 2 0

net trophies went to SletteK?

Wall

I

Player

oh

r

I

recorded another single.

3

2

Dash's Texaco
Glenview Countryside
Merck.

Hama was also credited with a

3

3

3

3

Braves

2

3

Heights Boys Baseball League
with a resounding, IN -5 win
over the Bulldogs. Winning
pitcher DIIVe Mayerth gave up

only one hit.
Ted Nicholson drove in five
runs to Iced the Moms to,
Will ever the Wrens, who got

homer from John Ott. The
then mine back to
down the Jets. 6-1. with the

. Wrens

a
helpwiriple
by Bill Gmbh..

Hurricanes

Mulling MI the Bulldogs. 1I.
0. on a one -hiller by John
Lbiecano as Pat O'Brien belted a triple. Chip Eggert's hitling paced the Buckeyes to a
64 triumph over the leis.
The Bucks tame right back
to whip the Wrens, 0-2, on a
two -hitter

by

Dave

CINen1

Dowd. 713,p

2

0

0

0

2

I

0

0

TEAM STANDINGS

Born; WP-Werhane; HBP-R
Klecka (by Miller)

Dante L. Bosse

June 17,
1970

By Jim Smart

many outings for the Bantams.

while the Elks dropped their
first Nutional League division
Dave N0000 fired a three -

t was the =end win in as

IN THE

final

game. d was the Gems outSanchez got the victory and
Dave Willcox collected two
doubles.

All the scoring tame in the
Dm in
as the Barracudas
beat the Swords, 4-3, in the
South Blue Intermediate divistow. Jim Hill was the winning

pitcher, and Jim Harrington
and Boa St.
both bud

after winning Sunday's open -

THE ONLY Iwo nuts. off
the southpaw Nelson were
unearned. and the hits he ox
up were all singles. He die
played excellent enrol, sulk -

lie retired the side in order in
the first. and in the second he
got can of a tough jam by gmling Carl Sjostrand In pop out

ued three different loners in
an effort to halt the Bantams'
nimhit barrage led by Roger

and fanning Bill Ohon with

Spenser's double and single.

and third.

The Elks' regular shortstop
Bill Hey. started on the

mound and the right-hander
looked good

for

two

innings.

League results
will be printed
when received
If the results of your towns
little league baseball progrum
do not appear regularly in The
Day. it is because we do ma

moc, the reports. Inquiries

Tram Tom Kelly, Mike Lincoln.and Pete Sen. to clobber the Padres, 21-4.
The next victory for the

Tornadoes was a 7-6 thriller
over Me Oaks as Glenn
Schlueter tripled and.linte Sen-

tenot the win on the mound.
The Oaks turned around
and Hat the Cams, 16-2, scoring Ow runs in the first inning

McHugh hornered for the winners and Dennis Drolet got the
win on the hill.
The Kings made good use of
Brett Petrie's pitching and

arniSearir. four limes

be directed to your
league officials rather than to

Thc Day's sports department.

Oiled out by the tm managers, sent to the leaeague and
then given to The Day. Some
leagues have not been returning these sheets to us. and
therefore. their results have
not been minted in The Day.

The Day will be happy to
print the results of each league
which turns in the baseball report sheets or which organizes
its reports in some other manner. Both first and last names
of all persons to be mentioned

in The Day must be included
tw they Cannot appear in the
Pelm,

in

turn

white

washed by the Dons, 10-0, on hung on for a 5-3 win over the
a two -hitter by Ken Wuestem.,. Bearcets in the first game of
fold and Dave Thieleman.
the South White Intermediate
Don Stebbins threw a ono. division. Rick Dougherty go
hiner at the Royals to give his the Will on the mound.
Gators 113-2 victory. He also
struck out 13. Ken Johnston
then pitched the 001105 to a
Sonnets
0-0 win over the Dons by rear9.8 Howson
ing 17 antight hitters and fanning 13.
t'B°o"buRfre.%ertIl'hterldpRledrl'fioers

BUT IN the third. the Ban tants broke the pmc open by
sending nine men to the plate

ME DONS rebounded to
take an 5-2 victory over the

JERRY EMMY span

Seals on the bitting prowess St

s

three -hitter at the Rumblers as

nob Graterson and Peter Mu,
tin, who was also the winning

the Salons racked up an 11-2

win and

remained

in

first

rifiec bunt. Spenser doubled to
bring in Dalbke. and then
Elm/se walked
bases full by
pasaing Gary Warren and

,....r.,

starter.

ois.A. If

greeted him with an intidd
qn.k . knock in a run. and
then Nelson dew walk ,o

Nelson.

but
reliever .Mike
Kautz didn't have Much more
success. Frank Mitchell

of'

WC 11.:::i

::"...r. of
F.Q.,,,,....t.

,

3b

2
Oil

litc,..0. p,

3

,,,,,,,=.1..17

I

''

s',;77

ning.

3he.,n,

tamped. the
with the help of 5 I4 -run outburn in the fourth. Jay Lanho

Olsen.

O
,

the total to live.
The Bantams made it 5-0 in

Petting an 11-3 win behind the
hurling of Bruce Aronson, But

the bottom of Ike fourth ono

11,01

Spamerahm one was

Huskies cap, l'uchr.
h

do' el or

The Bantams put one mom
score on the baud in theft half
of the sixth against Dave La -

ns

12-1 vimory ever the Tendon
in the fiord league were of the
week.

Bickus, the third Elk pitch,.

0

25

.9

s

Meyer

sb

h

hi

O.

0'

O

0

Bcsenhofer. rf

3
3

Ward'r"ma
Schroeder, fia
36

I

0 -3b

3b
Carroll.
Geimer. cf
Terry, e
H

I-

second on a single by Russ
Zane, took third on o pared

tri
0;l0

O

brews m
Knots. p
Wielowics. Oh

Bob Deurhin walked. went to

0

O

byeiple

as Bob Reiner( was the batting
.tort Reinert also had a double
In the Huskies' convincing,

O

I

0
0

0

at the plate. klitchcll
chopped down trying to 000

easy time against the 'lathe.,

1

Dowlain. 2b
Totals

right, but on the ensuing PM),

wi

1,1e
ite R Be mwblerss

2

1

onMsi.E.IFILIA.Li...tallyabca.tnele tion

chge't
TRamblers
also bud can

O
I

force in On third sun of the in-

place.

ThcoGutbtoy

the losers.

BANTAMS

look

runners perched on second

Ke
The

four

341hI

Locke. 2b
Tends

24

o:

o

o:'

o

'0

O

07

O

0.:

3

Reds break into winning column

Prospect
Heights Min*
L eague baseball reported 111.00

games lam week, one of which
was the Reds' first victory

Ringo. Losing pitcher Ralph

this men on base waiting to

Robbins turntd in a One per romance for his first time oat
despite the Coupes 14-9 vietory.
Bob Bury struck out 11 bat -

THE CARDS accepted a
long-mmited victory at the
Cubs' expense to help offset

tom to loud the lint place
Yanks to a 174 rout of the
The Giants fell to the In- - White &Win alajor League,.

for the Angels.
Scott Colby hit a grand slant
for the Cougars before the
game was called after five in -

CALL OUR

No Job
Too BIG or smolt

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling.

111.

537.6020

Blike Pavlick led the Chargers

MIKE AMOROSO

Iwo sing!.

Heights of the
Northwest
Suburban
Colt
League
scored
00 runs

Aluminum
Stara, 8 Screen

to Waycinden-Mount Plaines'
one in Sunday's action. The
Prospect Heights team stole

IF POP'S A SPORT
Ira

SALE

Golf Bags

MO

Golf Balls

5165o $11"

Golf Shoes

moo '27"

$140$

ma. $9999

9 Irons
Ten Pro
Tennis Racquet

PRO-

*2995
SCENTER

Palatine Plaza Pte 359-5220
Hours: Mon., Mot Fri. 9130 am. - 5:30 pm.

Thant Fri. T119,00 p.m. Sot. 9 am, 5 p.m.

CASH & CARRY
SPECIAL...

Pre Hung white

Prospect

MAHOGANYPREfINED
407

Doors

453

531 0 $140
.0

$4900

Great Gift Ideas,

He'll love these...

Pavlick homercd.

Front and back

pitcher Phil Kszmicrcath had

sheet

sheet

each

U.S. Plywood

4x8

Vinylgard Paneling

9 colors

U.S. Plywood

407
6 colors
$4.32

Seascape Paneling...4,a

$6"

sheet

78

$

12"x12'x14

2"54' Non.Combuslible

Acoustical Tile

Fissured lay -In Tile

131/2s

21

w.lr.

30"x120" Pionite Plastic lamin

sq. It.

421.0,

des

=IT

DUFFY-EVANS

.71-da
,4,11.4

514 E.NW. HWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5.7141

LUMBER & PLYWOOD

liettritNett and 000,0

It 000,
lves,W01, frt. so,. mis.aus,, v., 3

5

hit iroso
grandstruck
slam homer whole

and

OPEN SUNDAYS!

only scrape up four in their 9-3
loss to the Redbirds. Winning

fifth with two on.
Thc Tigers took their fintl

Arnold Palmer

REPAIRS
REMODEUNG

four on six hits Saturday, The

Cards while the Cubs could

lion. Bury also homered in the

PLUMBING PRO
Experts
in

Ida had nine men in the third to an 8-2 cakewalk over iihe
inning.
' Vi ki h gs . Winning pitcher
Amo
out
en and

er Bill Dead dealt 13 runs to the

lion. Highlights oohedlndiene loss in five games at the hands
pmc were a triple play by the of Beit Campbell and the
GEM and a home run by Twins Campbell struck 001 10
Brian Isola.
b0001% until the sixth when
Carl Robbins came on in relief
DURING INTERMEDIATE and sent three consecutive
LeaguLeague
e
action. the ANN', strikes at the last batter svith
pitchers Mike Dudley and later Bill Luzinski scored

10 runs to the Orioles' 8 at
Patriot Park. Luainski IMAM

10 bases for their second win
against no los,es.
The Jets scored 13 runs on
12 hits isguinsi the Falcons

their four Imes. Losing pitch-

ies.

shOUld

The Day provides baseball
report sheets. which are to be
came

8-1

diens. 74. that same day while
the Athletics defeated the
Greyhounds 6-3 in earlier tic-

Barracudas, 17.5, as Martin
Buckingham had homer and

and hafted his way to the victo-

win over the Stars.
Mark Toberman and Mike
an

Mike Cusack. Scott Jones and
Dave Doyle.

on a no-hitter
by Charles Eggert. Mike Jo-

with 7-1 win over the Cyclones as Allen Latta pitched

mediete Division play the
Rangers started things off with

pitcher Rick Bury led the Reds
to a.5-1 victory over the Mak-

The Tartans got ten MIS in

In the South Blue Junior division. the Bea veM Opened

Inter-

BUT THE Ravens did own
the Dagger;
earning a 20-4 victory with the
help of some great hitting by
better. against

the fifth and easily beat the

round -tripper.

IN SOUTH Red

apinst thine lames. Winning

the

Jim Viikovich and Ted Nicok
son who had a triple and

iple.

does as Brian Sole also had a
triple. Ina rain -shortened tom

Bane,

Finally. the Atom smashed
the Bulldgos by 16-4 on some
lusty hitting by Scott Holfeld.

Kings

hitting and
Pitching led the Ravens io
9-3. triumph over the Melee -

downed the Hurricanes. 4.3,
on triples by Pat O'Brien and
Aff Lockwood.
Thc same Hurricanes Intl
another 4-3 heartbreaker to

honek had a grand slam home
run for the winners, and Eggert
helped his cause with a triple.

base blows,

The Terriers scored three
limas in the first Inning and

were

3404.

obt.and came in on a Mild,

00{ the Buffaloes. 7-0. But the

The Marlins got a two -hitter

345

Mg 01.11. lb, while walking only
one In i.et distance win.
Thc Elko, 011)90 other hand.

pitcher.

doubles.
"Tom Jule's

Sock and a double by Bob

37
nl

Gladstmes Bill Priester re
to tilt the dirt after touring three bases that Binomials. to r,htceMer. Priester drove in a pair
rutts on the hit, but Allen, exploded in the Mahn. pin an 8-3
d ' on (P1 t by Bob Privralsky)

Dam Ashley's hitting to shut

lasting the Cyclones. 5-0. Roy

test the Ravens beat Me Barra.

n adaes got some heavy hang

City

and Scott Holden.

.311Prii

M. P. Electric
Licht's Paint Shop
Louie's Barber
Sniking Lanes

a double and Kiernan Mack
and Tom Postal added emu -

from Chris Caldwell and shut
out the swords. 15-0. Mike
Stoiber had a home sun in that
division eone and Tom Morgan added a

Midas. 9-2. on a home run by

Chicago 60654

Address

the Oaks really got their batling eyes and smashed the
Padres. 22-0 on the stiekwork
of Mike Craton. John Cushing

400.4

Ilume-Bierman

PIRTS
Nelson's 3 -hitter silences Elks, 6-2
Wednesday,

taking

and seven M the second. Then

'Crum, Tavern
Kirchoff Ins.

LeI ueg.

SLAPKE,

hitting. The Atoms picked up n
run in the lair inning and

ME JETS trounced

.42W

M.P. State Bank
Carter's Music Shop
Keefer's Pharmacy

Page II

hitter at the Elks last night,
hit. but O'Neill was col down leading the Bantam) to 6.2
at the plate on a throw from victory and undisputed posts
Smelt to Bistany to finally end sion of first place in the Dm
the roily.
Plain. Mid -Teen American

with the Min of Mike Dufl's

big double.

LountiVr.,

and John Reese.

Winner-B.Slapke;
LoserWerhane;
PB-Bistany
(2);

h

R. Klecka, It

John Krucz got the all and
promptly whiffed Phil Sinplic.
ONctll stepped up for his sem
and time in the frame and

4

The Buckeyes opened May
in the Smith While Junior Di' s i on of the Arlington

Scott

and

George Kratsch, Len Jolnhari,

CARL BARNES lined hard
to center for the first out of the
Larry Born put Allen's outbut
in front to. tay with a

BILL

Gehe1

honors with 39's while the lete1

1

00-021 0

Kum.

and

Remelt shared the low WOO"

35.45 1.0 4

B. Slapke
Wethane

fti

Lanes.
Ed Splettet

rwr h paw

Pitcher

Ill. Range

Corvair Furniture
KunDrup

4
h

B.

Norm, Born, R. Klecko, Rona; E -P. Slapke, Borrk Dowd;

Sherwood's rumscoring single

6

1

knocked off Mount Prospect
Electric Construction 8h':'

Lao center.

Shore American

0

II -Wiener,
Dopp,
SB-B. Slapke

r

I

p.2b

bullpen once more.

FIRST HALF-

KRUZE'S TAVERN.

41/

1

I

Rom. air

ager Ed Haerle went to his

STANDINGS

I

25

O'Neill. If.lb
Homo, cf

four pitches, Gladstone man-

MINOR DIVISION

nb
4

The new leaders surpasse'd
Illinois Range, which dropped
a 7-3 decision to Keefers.

2

Kure.. p

Mmike, lb
P Simko. c

and when Dopp walked on

Sox

Daily News Golden Golf
P.O. Box 3045, Merchendim Mad

Name

4.1"

2

Dan Dowd with back-to-back
doubles for two more

Reds

right back to take the Tornado.. 9-5. behind the hurling of Toni Moore, who also
had two homers. But the Tor-

Meil fen

CL 5-6400

Weohane. p

double down the
right -field IMe.
Miller and Bill Snake
greeted
Gladstone reliever

1

THE BEAVERS

15 E. Prospect Ave.

Mistsconfronting Gladstone.

Iwo -run

W.

mbh, as Mike Weller had a

North Wabash.

'

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Associatien

9

1

e

hits
-

WL

a

*You can also register of the Daily
News Public Service Bureau, 401

DON'T PUTT AROUND... ENTER THE,
GOLDEN GOLF GAME TODAY.

W.e rehnainye

MAJOR DIVISION
STANDINGS
FIRST HALE FINALS

B ulldogs.

If you wont speedy, friendly service at a local

I

Golf Mill Bank

...

personality.

retirement or your children's education...

6

the Wrem in spite of home
Gns by John Sayre and Nil

round of golf with a Lem oils

If you want helpful advice on how to save for

Goodman Furniture
Whitc-Cronen Ford

IT WAS the

HERE'S HOW:

THE

idle tonight, but tomorrow's
games will find Allen's haulmg Burchard and the Op-

Arlington Boys' Baseball League results

good golfer to win Golden

Copies arc available ill I

WL

Team

Pnaluction Tools
Wes Harrison

Who says you have to be a

Many.

Illinois Junior College,"
The

Just mail a post card or coupon and play
Chicago Daily News

in

STANDINGS

Johnson Sporting Gds. 9 I
Pellegrini Signs
6
4
Talisman Village
0 4
First.Round champions

Northwest

waved home on Bill Ptiester's
loon triple to right -center.
The losers increased their
margin to 3-I in the third when
Risk Klecka was nicked by a
pitch and singled home by Bob
SiMek. Gladstone hurler Doug

S'EnnIcIlk*OeR6 'DTV"IS'76.13 N'd

throughout

A share of $20,000 in prizes
is waiting for you!

lop, system end its vim, redo
tionship to the employmen

ond wheon Bill Zierkc and Mike
Bistany singled and were

200clomontiaryschooLs

GOLDEN GOLF

`Occupational education' is
booklet topic

unbeaten ranks and also mum
a 1-1 record.

Teem

the

League.

2
I

ALLEM BB

O'Neill, but Gladstone
came strming back in the see

I

I

Poacher, cf
McMahon, cf
Woods, rf
Vaccarello, rf

Bill

e

0

Mourn Prospect Twilight Golf

nuel '. on doubles by Ken Dopp and

slate at 1-1. Gladstone.

3

After walloping LIMP s
Paint Store 71/2-21/2, George
L. Busse Realtors found Mend.
selves in first place in the Tomb, night division of ,the

3

MOM to even their Des Plaines

Gregory Allare, Alan Bahl;
Michael Georgen, John la.

3

Zaire. at

leader

2

enth to preserve the victory.
All Mid -Teens teams will be

ALLEN'S SPURTED out
In front with a run in the first

Simek, m

New golf -

Bistany. e
Priester. 3b

After hcing handcuffed for 11 men to the plate in the sixth
duce runs in 18 innings_ AI- against three Gladstone hurl Ietis exploded for seven scores eta to break the game wide
in the sixth inning of mgt. - open.

Jr., Richard Lemen; juniene

Ai.,

over the mound duties for Allea's. knocked all Gladstone
in order in the top of the sex-

day's 8-3 victory over GM.

Lfeel mu will he mewled by the dew you are 23.1 ohm feel
samosa coming lean your life very sum with the MINA force
r I.

Ida feel yo'll hear from the buy In Chomplp and disnc

for the winners' circle again
after jumping out to a 3-1 advantage off Allen starter Stu
Miller. Allen's. however, sent

Minors, Mark Kloempken,
Patrick McGranc, Michael

INVERNESS -Senior Ran-

.

Gary Wleklinski, James An-

Geoffrey Kinka and hunei
Bateman, juniors
0 reit.).
Carroll, Stephen Waymel

Patrick Jenkins, John Andrew
Schlickman and Richard Van-

Thomas Brock.

D ear Mr. DeLouism

'

Mid -Teen American Le,

Junior Michael Oslance.

"'

Michael Noble.

Stephen Carley, George Hales

Inure country. It k Form' 11,1111, 8 27-11,111 I. A call to them, er
lathe Salvation Army Counseling Center, 827-7141, may micas,

'1".Y°""
'1,0.aa"
fect
a change
o 1jfjob might he good for ,0110 Inithand riglit now.

Raymond

Scheidt, James Sweeney, Martin Willow and James Wist.

lames Perrone.

to beginbegin" looking for 00"'"'' 1

PALATINE -Seniors

their standings and
an the
1970-71 honor roll.
The list. released try Rev.
Juntas Michalcu, the school's
principal, includes these boys
on the 'all -year senior honor

Dear No Name:
In De. Plaines you have one of litu Borst gmeldelde hospitals

in

-Seniors, Terrence Cullen, Dm

vid "Kaskie, Les Kertay, Mi.

.

nervous breakdown hut dock lint want psychiatric care: Your

Robert Reck. end V.A...

names of students. who

all:decide

Kerr and

were on the all -year junior
honor roll included:
ARLINGTON HEIGHT'S.

Mors,

Allen's bats explode in
conquering Gladstone, 8-3

MOMS EMI OF111.111
00 1101111WESINIGIMAT IRI. 111

Al0 611,- XI.

46CIIKINP_At2litalei,IMEONOSAIIIMEAllakAIMEaleAlrAllOW

SAW

its for

..66.SZS"cy Zif7"6

WM%

featly Located

Visit Your Friendly flare Family Center C

Give hi
a man's

111 a

WELCOME HERE

NN

14

For his day

AtS

meal

430 N. ADDISON RD. AT IRVING PARK RD.
ADDISON

-

901 W. DUNDEE RD. AT RTE 83

By Nora Naughton

WHEELING

(Day Food Editor)

1010 S. ELMHURST RD. AT GOLF RD.,
MT PROSPECT

One gift sure to please Dad on Father's Day is
a dinner especially styled to his taste --an easy to
carve rolled rump roast garnished with juicy pear
halves and served with new potatoes and peas
In the days of the ancient Greeks a father was

Not ell Advertised Items In All Mores Om to space LI nitolions and Other Conditions Beyond Our Cent

IDE SELECTION OF AFTER SHAVE.
COLOGNES AND SETS AVAILABLE

T

Sox.

CRYSTAL BOTTLE -ALL PURPOSE

English Leather Lotion
PLASTIC BOTTLE -ALL PURPOSE

English Leather Lotion

*

Burley Set

,

BEEF ROLLED RUMP ROAST

$17 5fgl
Get Regular Album Size Picture Plus an Extra
Wallet Rain of Every Color Seraph°, Over $2.00
Worth of Wallet Natures Extra . .. With Every Roll
of Kodacolor Flim You Have Developed.

Season meat with salt and pepper Place the

c

beef rump roast, fat side up, on a rack in an open

L

sure the bulb does not rest in fat Do not add
water Do not cover Roast in a slow oven (300
to 325 degrees) until the thermometer reaches

roasting pan Insert roast meat thermometer so
bulb reaches the center of the thickest part, being

150 to 170 degrees, depending upon the desired

12 Exposure Roll of

degree of doneness

126, 1.27,120 or 620

Kodacolor Film
Printed & Developed
Only $338

$600 0

Brut Split

In keeping with the "King for a Day' theme,
prepare a dessert dazzler such as Chocolate
Rum Charlotte It not only will make the man of
the house feel like royalty but it will bring a,
crown of compliments your way too

4'9u,

$3 0 0

Old SpiceA Gift Di;AtNT

Sunday

Bonus Photo

425

AFTER SHAVE AND COLOGNE

honored by always being served first He also
was served the choicest pieces of food at the
dinner table --both ideas worthy of us rig next

Double Your Vacation
Picture-Taking Fun With

$2 so

t

If the homemaker desires to appioxlmate the
roasting time to plan the remainder of the dinner,
she should allow 25 to 30 minutes per pound for

C

roasting A Beef rolled rump usually weighs
between four and six pounds Serve with
Pear -Relish Garnish

PEAR -RELISH GARNISH

Manpower
Deodorant
AFTER SHAVE

,

Remington
Shaver

69/

Jade
East

$

Wallet

Key Case Sets

300

298

REMINGTON
DISPOSABLE

DRESS DAD
IN FASHION

3

Men's
Boxer Shorts

REG. 99, -SAVE 89c

Pak

me

lk

Req.
SI 97

Panasonic
Cassette ..

Timex
latches

ffEl

** 00000000

Portable
Radio

EI OP roducto

High Life
Beer

$10

124g.

Cap

....

$

5319

91. CUM MD

-Men's Nair Brushes..

s

Norelco

Shaver 14)

_

I

5-21

' ZrAtierik Att,p1047...Z.-11011kt_,I,
Aa.

smpped parsley
Salt and pepper, to taste

er

Cigars

& Maple Tobacco

Miller

...

MODEL 35T TRIPLE HEAD

PACK

$111

Vs cup bottled dressing, French or
Italian
2 tablespoons frozen chives or

For Father's Day

00

LOW PRICES

39

EinQ.
wk7,"

Shover

its DAY
Page

2 pounds new potatoes

American
Greeting Cards

Scripto Vu Lighters.=

Panasonic AM

Potatoes the way
he'll like them

L

NEW POTATOES WITH PEAS

Complete Selection of

97

'GIFT BUTSJ

R 1199

J
Wednesday tune 17 1970

48

Perm. Press
Walking Shorts

-

'2"

ELECTRIC WATCHES $25 TO $50

Save

Rolled beef rump is easy to cook,
easy to carve' Select a high quality

77?

Hot Lather.

51.07

)

miento Chill Serve in pear halves

$1

a

77% COTTON, 23% POLYESTER,
ASSORTED CHECKS, PLAIDS AND WINDOW PANES

R0 2095 RECORDER

....

NO. SS-HMOS 90 PRINTS, REG. $2,99.SAVE .10.

2D,

Men's

'

Combine sweet pickle relish, celery and pi-

cut and serve it carved in thin slices

T9f

177

WIDE SELECTION OF NEWEST PATTERNS AND
COLORS, STYLES AND FASHIONS

Ties

99

Polaroid Album

65% POLYESTER, 35% PERMA COTTON -2 POCKET WHITE. BLUE,
GREEN, GOLD -SIZES 141/2-17 DRESS OR CASUAL

Perma Press
Men's Shirts

13

CX 126 Color Film

65

1 teaspoon drainedshy,

Outfit

WITH THE
EXCLUSIVE NEW

ft

-

roddint.
srttingS

No

I can (16 ounces) pear halves
14 cup demued sweet pickle relish
V, cup chopped eatery

124
Camera

124

88

FRUIT.OFTHE-LOOM SIZES 30.32.34.36.38.40 ASSORTED PATTERNS

14

Kodak

L8-6 SELECTOR-REG. 323.88 -SAVE $4

REG. $1 -SAVE 31c REG. OR SUPER DRY

88

-7 ElV.
ro
.eoLhrliNC;in5.0.11het.'iiiiL

4'
Fsr

Wash potatoes Steam with skins
on, in colander over boiling water,
until tender Takes about 25 to 30
minutes, depending on size of potatoes Remove to dish, cutting larger potatoes in half Pour dressing
over potatoes, turning to coat
evenly Spnnkle with chives or pars-

Chocolate Rum Charlotte, an elegant dessert, is food fit for a King

ley and season to taste with salt and

pepper Makes 6 servings Serve
with freshly cooked new peas

The crowning touch

Fragrant Herbs
Use dned herbs in place of chives
or parsley Suggestions basil,

thyme, dill weed, tarragon or ore-

CHOCOLATE RUM CHARLOTTE

gano

2 tablespoons chocolate syrup
1 cup milk

Tangy Lemon
Use lemon juice and seasonings in
place of dressing Suggestions salad

1-1/2 packages (about 16 ounces)
miniature marshmallows or 1 pound
marshmallows, diced

seasoning, onion or garlic salt, season salt and pepper, caraway seed

RIGHT --Capture the freshness of
early summer vegetables with these
garden -fresh new potatoes mid peas.

1/2 cup rum

10 to 11 baker's ladyfingers, split
2 cups heavy cream whipped
Additional whipped cream or
chocolate cads for garnish
Combine chocolate syrup and

stiffing until all are dissolved Pour c
into bowl and chill until thick
While mixture is chilling, separate

ladyfingers and sprinkle cut side
with rum Stand ladyfingers around
edge of an 8 -inch springform pan to

line completely Combine chilled
marshmallow mixture and whipped
cream Pour mixture into pan Chill
overnight

When ready to serve, release
spnng and carefully lift off side of
pan, slide dessert, on its metal base,

milk in top of double boiler Heat onto a serving plate Garnish With
- over hot water, stimng constantly whipped cream or chocolate curls
I

Add marshmallows, a few at a time,

Makes 10 servings

TRE DAY
Wednesday Jude 17 1970
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STORE HOURS:

SALE DATES:

MON. thin SAT.
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.

JUNE 17 thru JUNE 20

Save Cash Evervda With "Miracle Prices"

Cold, Cool World

QUANTITIES LIMITED

By Charlotte Ertel.Co

OD MAR

T

1300 NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE ILLINOIS
LOCATED IN ZAYRE STORE.
'

'

U.S. CHOICE WHOLE BEEF

U.S. CHOICE

RUMP
Roast

ROUND

lb.

III. riot INN,

+Su omit WsPEcrE0

A

COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN LEGS'

oors

34°

Wet

MN GOVT. INSPECTED

STEAK

COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN BREASTS on
on

lb.34°

SCOMPURSEN

1 LB, LUNCH MEAT

75°

is.

BOLOGNA GARLIC BOLOGNA
PLC FDP 6P OLIVE

lb.

SCOTT.PETHSEN
P1.801.11,1

C

b. 65°

HOT DOGS
SMOKED

POLISH SAUSAGE

lb

95C

lb.

75'

CORN KING

SLICED BACON

.

CAMPBELL'S

CASE

3

creme de
"Freezer Cookbook" at a recent bridal shower. She said,
I cup heavy cream, whipped
"It was such a tremendous
In top of double boiler, over
success and everyone raved
over it so much that it almost gently boiling water, place
marshmallows and milk. Hoe
detracted from the brideT Not
that we want to detract from auntil melted, stirring occasion-

Aliments.

CHOCOLATE CUPS
If a large group is expected
you could use a variety of fillings for the chocolate cups,

CAKE MIXES
C24::

35c

Pk9

PILLSBURY
FLOUR

`4A1s:

AUNT .IEMIMA

PANCAKE FLOUR

41c

`4A9S:

STRAWBERRIES

teaspoon,

a

spread

en rnixture Freeze in aluminum freezing trays until firm,
Turn io a chilled bowl and
light. Return to
freezing trays and freeze until
firm, or fill Chocolate Cups
and freeze.

FRENCH FRIES

SALMON

set al room temperature for 10

99c CASE25.

CASE

3.75

BANQUET -FROZEN

C.P.L. CHUNK STYLE

POT PIES

dimity from the Emus or let

The one game that the. ears

tin

29`

"LIQUOR DEPARTMENT"

like may be used; each will give

you an entirely different fla-

minutes.)

nor. Cream sherry, Rhine and

When the mixtorc begins to
increase in volume, remove

May Wines are good alternates.

from heat and pour into Aarwish to store these in the freeo-

sel. Follow manulactureds

or more than a few days, be
rare to cover the tops of the

my Your Filled Chocolate
Cups. Spread melted chocolate

=dons.
FROZEN
Sing)e Recipe:
Weld: 6 servings

'

6 egg yolks
cup sugar

I cup Marsala 5+0

By Frances Allman

Ilw "Bert of Both Worlds"
egg yolks and Wear at high
speed until really thick and is then enu Executive Chef
very light in color. Add wine, Heinz Rauschenbach has
mixing well, and pour into the created for the newly opened
top of a double boiler. Set top Top of the Towers Restaurant
atop the Arlington Park Tow-

However, Chef Rausehen,

fords it" 11.

trew,:,eiole.gew,:

MEISCHMANNS

PREFERRED

$799

!

Rauschenbach has designed a

menu in two languages. The
cuts of beef and specialty conoes. In French arc listed ohm
sic

,.,...,

Rauschenbach received his
mamma in Leipzig, Germany,
and his apprenticeship in Weal
Berlin. In 1963 he came to C.'

- nada as the executive chef al

WHISKEY

WitglUtlx
Only

$499
plus tax 8 serried.

GIANT TIDE

S749

69c

GAL

GLEN NlyEN

$369

SCOTCH
HRH

MOWN V NAIR NPVWMVEVIVOtin

CANADIAN moor

"HOST"

$4'9

FIFTH

NESTEA INSTANT

Public on amazing resurfacinp application at pricer never heard

lb f

Lit

Hy

CARPET OF STONE.

Fiberglass. DO NOT CONFUSE WITH EPDXY.

omyx11 fin.131 nor owl.

COUPCW

89,c
WAREHOUSE FOOD MARKETS
1300 E. Nrthwest Hwy., Palatine
4700 5. Ashland, Chicago
5100 W. 111.60., Orsklown

recipes which he reserves for
special occasions

FILET MIGNON DE CHEF
4 filet mignon
ty cop brandy
IM teaspoons butter
t, cup demi-glace mace or
beef consomme

I, cups sour cream
Manespoon Pawley

Ciherese,pCiherryli,

De ght
Aprico o AP Almonitrry
Plus Pecan
Braid and Pizza Rasp

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

2981-6170
INTERNATIONAL POLY-FLEX,INC.
NOCRILIGATION - PHONE

965 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016

Nalk

Honolulu

Princess Kaiulani

'Kauai ;Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn
" Transfers" Sightseeing" In Flight Meol Service

smisathsasuorowwIresoutows,

rvae.

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL mc.
Adtroten Iletchn, N.5000

; Phone 255-7010

Corned Beef

USDA CHOICE-

Round

Steak

9c

STRAWBERRY -WHIPPED CREAM
00

pepper to taste
Saute filets in

butter. me-

di um rare. Pour brandy 0+
the filets and flame. Remote
from pan and keep warm,

Add demi-glace or

some to drippings

Bokus SPECIAL

A

w4.

,

GREEN

WHOLE KERNEL OR
CREAM COR

,

E

.

REG. PRICE

BONUS SP ECIA
9 OZ

small piece stick cinn4-

GOOD THROUGH
JUNE 24, 1970 BIRDSEYE

dent. Strain. Make roux with
butter and flour, add curry
powder to roux. MN chicken
broth into roux. Simmer slatly 10 minutes.

Add bile size chicken ad
cubed apple to sauce. simmtr

five mMutes. Season to tate

with salt and pepper, Serie.
whh steamed rice and challICY.

EnOtIgb forms such*.

U 5 D A. CHOICE

JUNE 24 1970

BONELESS, ROLLED

Rump
--Roast

260

REG. PRICE 30.
USDA CHOICE -

BONUS SPECIAL

GOOD 'THROUGH

JUNE 24, 1970

Western

Cool

ORANGE, GRAPE OR FRUIT

Punches

19

BONELESS

LI I
Sirloin TiP Roast
BONE A. ASK
USDA CHOICE-ROUND

Pot

LB 11,

GRADE A' - POPULAR BRANDS

WILSON CERTIFIED

5-13 LB.

LONG ISLAND - 4-5 LB.

Turkeys

LB

CHEF CUT - GRADE 'A'

stzs0

Sap] as ting - 10-14 LB.

54 OZ
BTL

tomato. orange juice, cieves.
garlic, cinnamon and bat loaf
tables are tender.
At this time the chicken
broth would be reduced 50 pa.

89`

OF

Your
Choice

mon
3 Mblespoons curry powder
eup Dour
Salt and pepper to taste

broth. Simmer until wit,

GOOD THROUGH

cHam Slices LE

LB.

PKG.

the MR.

I five pound stewing hen

I

LB.

Facial
Tissues

EGNBSELii CaEND!

SII0

2 stalks celery, cut fine
onion, chopped
I small tomato, quartered'',
4 ounces orangejuice
I apple, peeled and cubed ;
z/z cup butter
2 cloves
I clove garlic, mashed

tiONUS SPECIAL

GreGeRKE,TnEcii

in pap.

sour cream and parsley. (Do
not let the sauce boil
it Will

on

Country Style

PUFF S

cok

aukn stir

GOOD THROUGH
JUNE 24, 1970

Salt and pepper to taste and

served

79C

LEAN MEATY

REEliiEll CUT

l-move skin and cut meat to bite
size pieces. Add celery, onion.

VinConfinental Airlines

.

LB.

DUBUQUE -

EACH

SHOPS Angel Food Cakes,E.
AVAILABLE IN .1(E3VilZ,PASTRY

Boil hen until tender:Ee-

INCLUoi.
*Pound Triplet ilem CHOW

*De,/ Holds:

A completely PATENTED system now makes it cora/. to raw.
face Boars, walks, drives, pollos,ek., in bemdifol solid quartz
stone. Can be had in a choke of colois and is reinforced with

deny.,

OLD MI/MAURO

BEER
WI2m.Com

Internotionol Poly -Flex, Inc., Is bringing to the onentlon of the

Rib Steaks
LE. 'I
OVEN ROAST

Your
Choice

Bay leaf

WITI °NIS COUPON

51 09

-1ST 5 RIBS

offee Cakes

CURRIED CHICKEN
WITH STEAMED RICE

AMEEMADAMM1143/10AdAM

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Exclusively for Day News,
paper readers Chef Rowdy.
barn has selected these two

.Lyonnuise potatoes and the

gkCIAL

'I

REG

791/2 LB

PRICE 4cP

ides in

Maims four servings.

gigGtrt

1/2 LB
PRICE

and b the lather of

sauce

7: GAL

CARSTA1R'S BLEND

bash

1.7,

-ZW,

S

cage, Rauadl

4.

Treat Your Family To The
Of Jewel Pastries!
ASSORTED
07.1141%!oodness

Freezer

The meat can be served with

ALL ABOARD

REINFORCED WITH FIBERGLASS

59cWITH iNIS COUPON

from "The

REG

Cookbook"
by
Chalon.:
Erickson. Chilton Book..

separate.)

A CARPET OF STONE

RIF WM'S COUPON

18 co.

For the Tap of the Towers,

KM ODD

"PARK" ORANGE DRINK

$689

meal.

the Skyline in Montreal.
his executive
For six years he was the exduties are menu planning.ecutiye chef at Fred
in
orating. ordering and seeing to Union Station and also
also treeeyes, serving detail. Instead of sled a year for the chain.
laboring over a hot stove. Chef
A member of the esteemed
Rautchcnbath studies sheets Chefs de Cuisine Asso.rdChi.

Atutotaval

3cc

ad

Sa
Potato39i

five Children.
memorable

Included in

$689

W GAL

banquet or buffet

entrees often found on
menus or famous Eon:wend

"PP keeps the slender
his toes.

550

WALKER'S

VODKA

pats in an an to

111 -in,

able to dine in the continental
monitor of tri°71c8'1.mPrs-,.
Making PreParalier's
.on
7.8oP .1 68M
in addition to dining roontSer-

je,ol,ornp

GERI/a%
HOME SfYLE

for your filled Chocolate Cups
would be maraschino cherries,
chopped nuts or frozen rose
nes of whipped cream.

micekeeuh

English one ale. tempting

boob's bIGY 51,111111e thr.,LY,..-

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS Undone 12,0310 CAirms PM1.1637510

CROWN RUSSE

ItshLets.ofar:yponadaVitor-il-

With an electric miner beat

Ira altrayb meant qualiy-

Other attractive garnishes

Porterhouse
Steak
4

,

Meat Loaf

Executive chef has
little time to cook

ZABAGLIONE FILLING

Ott

LIQUID DETERGENT

Any white wine that you

mixture into it and churn till

Allgintee't Ingthional ghoul iced

32 ca.

wire whisk or rotary beater.
(This should take about five

hardened, cut designs milk an
aspic cutter. Don't use the
miniature aspic cutters, Since
they're too small and the
chocolate is likely to break.

Set in freezer until firm. If you

C:;Es

"PARK" GREEN

er tape,

freezer, you may wish to pour

fOPMS available anywhere

CALIFORNIA

1/2 lath thick on a sheet of
aluminum full. Men it has

CHOCOLATE
GARNISHES"
For an added festive touch,
make garnishes as follows to

NOW Tbe Jinn, private

California Seedless Grapes 39clb

ghats or chocolete cups with
Saran wrap andscalwith free.

bet glasses or Chocolate Cupp

TUNA
CASE

of double holler over boiling
water end continue cooking
until mixture begins to thicken, beating constantly with a

If you have an ice cream

,

ZEN, The morning before yon
per off the chocolate cups and
return to the freezer. Serve

unti. l

beat

the

chocolate on the sides and box
tOMS as evenly as possible.
Make sum that all the crinkled

Wish to serve them, peel the pa-

ea.

eric

Pot Roast LB.219
LB. r9C
Chuck Steak a

FRESH BAKED

Make ahead Frozen Chocolate Cups could be the answer for the WHY bone"

add

and grated rind, mixing well.

TO SERVE WHENTRO.

RAGGEDY ANN No I

SELECT CUCUMBERS
CELLO RED RADISHES

-BLADE CUT

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

beating

bags and seal.

#

PL FROZEN

GIN

light;

Divide the chocolate among
the paper muffin liners fact inside muffin tins). Using a narrow rubber spatula or the back

For long storage, put
chocolate cups into flamer

CASE4A255E

lb 25c
PEACHES
FANCY GREEN ONIONS 10C

Cherry Tomatoes

Beat eggs until thick and

Whip cream and fold into lens -

ile.

COUNTRY'S DELIGHT
FROZEN
LEMONADE

18c

Grated rind of I lemon

until all the pieces arches:elate
arc melted.

hese hardened, fill them and
stare in protected container or
anon, as they are quite frag-

tin

84:

USDA. CHOICE

74 cup sugar
ho cup light torn syrup
274 cups milk
I cup heavy cream, whipped

sugar gradually,
constaMly at high
speed. Add milk, lemon juice,

freezer to harden.
After the chocolate cups

CASE

33

DELICIOUS

7

55 cop lemon Jake

edges are tilled and coveted
with chocolate. Set into the

P L FROZEN

2pkg.

0

r

p IBRIjx 11111 9c

3 eggs

heat or in the top of a double
boiler. Remove from heat
when the 'chocolate begins to
get soft. nd continue stirring it

of

CASE
12,11,:

c

teak

39c

EACH

Cantaloupe sIzE

Single Recipe:
Yield: 8 servings

Melt chocolate ovellee

SALT

lb.

FILLING"

JUICY - CALIMJRNIA 36

bes

Cuct""ik

LEMON ICE CREAM

5 paper cupcake or muffin

750

6

lo

Ey.

late Cups and freeze.

liners

ASST REG

I

Sirloin

Mis

BOX

0,Acl

in life.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

PINT

menthe and creme de cacao.
Chill over ice water until partly thickened. Meanwhile, whip
cream and fold into thickened,
cooled mixture. Turn into
sherbet glasses or into Chao-

I cup chocolate chips

BETTY CROCKER

0'

YOURSELF!

lly. Cool. Stir In creme de

the bride and her moment, but
every hostess glories in receiving all those lavish eons

Yield: 5 cups

MORTON

56C

tablespoons

in today

0.S.D.A. CHOICE

CASE

Sib.

35 cup milk
75 cup creme de menthe

Itasca tell me that they served
the Chocolate Cups from my

Prices".

- Jewel shoppers
enjoy more of
the good things
SEE FOR

Strawberries

24 large marshmallows

At a thence meeting
recently had a woman from

Single Recipe:

CAMPBELL'S SOUP

11c

Single Recipe:
Yield: 6 servings

sible.

Stop

From Jewel's Produce Market!
MICHIGAN - RED RIPE

FROZEN
GRASSHOPPER FILLING

thing, in advance ta 6 PM-

CHICKEN NOODLE

I"

Get The Fresh Touch To Your Menus

flavored chocolateehlIn or use
half butterscotch and hall
chocolate chips.

ways.

5 70

16c

VARIATIONS: Use Mira -

giving you quite an assortment
of desserts. The tops of these
may be garnished in -different

TOMATO SOUP

12C

prefer.

With all the June weddings
there usually area lot of bridal
showers preceding the nuptials. What to serve on these
occasions is often the most difficult task for the person giving the shower. The general
rule is to keep everything very
simple and prepare es many

The folks
Jewel know at your neighborhood
how much
being able
you enjoy
to serve
kind of foods
your family the
And that's whyyou know they enjoy.
ping at Jewel you'll find that shophelps you -afford
more of the f
lots
o s m your menus
because
of "Miracle

More Of The Good Life

-4P'

to 15 minutes, whichever you

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

JEWEL OFFERS YOU

Simplicity key to showers
INAREN I

ilrIP

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Turkeys
Hot Dogs

IREG PRICE 31.

PRICE 56'

"Miracle
Food

CgooilStau) Prices"

LB

PATRICK CUDAHY, SWIFT OR 1 LB.

LB

CORN KING

REG

49c Ducklings

1 LB

PKG

59`

55` Armour Hot Dogi /
69c

JEWEL SHEYBOYGAN STYLE -FRESH

Pork Bratwurst

THE DAY
Wednesday June 17 1970

Page lb

Butter baste a roast or Father's Day

Pepperpot
Stuffed pike

A !warty cut of pink-in-tha
beef ought to

by Walt Newton

middle roast

--nearer Gods heart in a garden than anywhere else on earth". So runs a pert Mn familiar

and well,loved quotation. Eli. with profound
apologies, to our friends with those someen
thumbs" we would ask this- isn't it possible to
More His nearness when you arc on peaceful
water- fishing?
We feel so. We are a fishing family. Always
have been. To be truthful. 1 had the pleasure of

`marlin' " my life's canteen.n, from into .
time. while fishing m the grey -green depths of

Ming on a broad smile on the
man of the house on Father's
Day. To make it something exIm special, try roasting a hefty

Rout rolled rump is com-

size rolled rump in the great

basting sauce developed by the
Weber chefs that has q, manly
flavor about it. le Addition)
they suggest two natural go to-

out of doors where Dad can sit

gethers --- potato and onion --

in his favorite lounger...Mc up

baked in alternating ACM in-

sunshine

side a foil wrapper.

and

soft

summer

bream. and get 'an occasional
whiff of what's in store for din -

BUTTER BASTED
RUMP ROAST

droppin' a line in the Water. He's quite good at it.
So good that he came home this wee), just past
from a Canadian junket with friends from Hew-

lett.Peekard. his place of employment with a
gin that still won't he downed. and sporting four
of the most beautiful Northern pike we haveseen

nay, requiring very little direm qtention.
That, the counsel of the
Ifs
at

Prod-

ncts Cox maker of Me origin,'

- ever.

Yinientay. we shared one of 'cm, with most
door friends, and this is how my Leading Lady
cooked it
IS C. bolter
I hp. Accent
4.5 grinds or pepper
11/2.2C. hot chicken stock
4 C. toasted bread mho.
I median, onion (chopped)
th tsp. salt

Wee r

covered barbecue
Covered barbecuing

kettle.
cooks much like an oven. sum

with .reMeted heat to seal in the meat
ral juices and keep the meat

rounding the
to

Kuhn's
opens
store

I MM. rune
3 ribs of celery (chopped)

Molt the butter in the chicken stock, add tlw
seasonings and combine well. Saute' the chopped celery and onion bits in a small amount of
buttery -flavoured non -hydrogenated oil for a
handful of minutes and combine Mese with the
stock and bread cubes.

By the way, several-daymold crumbled sem
bread makes a most welcome addition m this
stuffing in the proportion of one-thinl to twothirds bread cubes

DOM your stuffing, correct Mc seasoning it if
sewn necesca ry, and add a little more Noma it
if seems a bit dry to you. Stuff your fish, which
you Imve be -headed and 'be -tailed' nryoti sup
poke there is such a word)). Place io a tb3Iktw
baking dish into which you have introdUced a
quantity ora dry.white wine:Covcr the openings.
where Me stuffing shows, with foil and pop into
ine-heated medium 1350-F.) oven.
Remove the mothertwenty minutes oarsn
noun baking for
hour and ten minutes.
During the last half hour baste with the drippings
from the fat (Neon slices you laid across t sides

of this almost twelve -pound monster that took
darn near half an hour to land.
Serve on a pre -heated platter with.plenty of
lemon wedges your guests will use to bring out
Mat superb flavour.

For many ye
1,1uhnh in
Chicago has offered icum
10Mers an unsurpassed Parlay

of the line, imported gourmet
foods. wines and spirits.

For the American and Em
wean gourmet, shopping at

ckets for indirect cooking by
alumistacking them to Me sies
on
the dm grill. Make an
num foil drip pan forth area

meat. especially if starter laid
has been used to ignite them
This moires that all fluid has

CORN KING

OCEAN
PERCH

SALE PRICE!

SALE PRICE!

roast for no leo than 23 min
utes. per
and form edium. or
me a meat thermometer.
Mk the renmining

plains.
Here Kulin's will offer a
European Pastry department.
which will feature such coatinenml desserts as Black Forest

Cherry Toro. Rum Torte. Ha Mecca Tone and
Frun Tortelettes.

BOSTON Lb.

ROLL

gredients well and bask the
roast each 15 minutes during
roasting time.
bination mentioned. select one

Lb.

X29

79

Plic.

Plan a cool patio platter
for warm hospitality

Nor the potato -onion com-

3

lOrlek Kris P
Lb.

BACON.

8

.

PORK
SAUSAGE.

SMOKE

SALE PRICE!

SALE PRICE!

LINKS

e.v

gauntry Style

Oscar stayer

Muse

SLICED

SLICED

HAM

BACON,

BACON

STICKS

L'egt

$1109

-69

Oscar Meyer

Behr New

Sliced
Bologna

H'i:.:Zrch

me or Wein

2.01h
Pkg.

.0.49tivig
.r...

Ptp

9

Oscar Mayer

Spread

SeepriceserntlimiSclOrday-lum20.1MAComachlOO.nmaroporGa.

them. Slice the onions into
When folks come to tall,
quarter -inch slices and insert
the slices between the slices of a mervelom rued that Idle
potato Dab a generouS por- them how welcome they are.
tion of butter Mtn each wrap On a hot day, a cool patio platper. wit and pepper to taste ter looks dazzling, tastes terrific, and lets friends know that
and done the foil tightly.
One hour before the roast is you value their company
to he done, place the wrapped enough to prepare a really sp.'
potato and onion slices along- cial dish.
Cheese-Tornalo Aspic Plat side the neat to assure that
they am well don' when it', Or has triple appeal. The bottom layer is tomato aspic,
earring time.

59'

. Oscar Mayer

..

Lb.

The chefs at Weber -Stephen's have developed a special barbecue basting sauce especially for trying on Father's Day.

in-

with aluminum foil to hold

English

Fres.Sher

WIENERS

and

besides

Will.,

Salt and pepper the roast
generously and place it over
the drip pan on the upper grill.

s speak oar or more lanthis will prevail itt Kuho's mar
1710.18 Golf Rd. store.
For convenience it is located only one bloCk west of
Golf Mill Shopping Center in

U.S.D.A. Chem T odium

CHUCK STEAK

been burned away and wilt not
affect the flavor of the imat.

Slice each potaio into quarternch slices and partially warp

exciting ex-

in the Old World tradition.nceAll of their 45 employguages

PORK

L.

Family Pak Ilialals vtr Lags

29

CENTER ,CUT

Allow the coals to pay all
before putting on the

perie

an

09

MK

thou

medium size potato aral one
medium onion for each diner.

is

A

T-BONEEAK

u. 78'

Country Style Spam Ribs

Put the cover on the kettle and

Kahn's Delicatenen de Slivers is moving to the suburbs.

Kuhrit

-

I tablespoon wommtershire same
2 Mblespoons minced onion
Prepare the charcoal bri-

meat

and delicious.

SIRLOIN

\

STEAK

15 -pound rolled rump oast
r cup melon buuer
1 tablespoon lemon joke

Barbecue roasting is far less

hectic and troublesome than
nuking hamburgers or grilling
a steak became it, slow and

PORK CHOPS

plemented not only by Me rich
Charcoal heat, but by a special

Lake Kemp, just a Ow miles froni my home town.

OUR NUMPERONE SON shares thislove of

Reeder Perk Loin Sliced Isle

mimic* OA rigid Co limit ..... Mitt

Regular er All amt

Oscar Mayer

pkg.89

WIENERS.

32.02: JAR

gErfriEr
Dlee011111T PRICES

HELLMANN'S
MAYONNAISE
WAS 75' NOW

made the modern way with titm
mato same rather than tomat

juice. Nippy ingredients arc
added to the tomato sauce ro
give it pleasant tang.
The top layer is based on
cheese and salad dress-

or

The Crispbread Primer

ing, and into the mixture go pimiento -stuffed
olives.
The

third element --- an Roganpanying bowl or'a garnish of
flesh shrimp.
Although the

by Wasa Ry-King

loaf

look.elaborate,

there is little cook
by involved. Because of the
presence

of

reliable

unit.

g

red gelatine, each layer rat

This is crispbread. It's been around for five hundred years and is better now than It ever was before.
It's used like bread. But it's nothing like the soft, thick kind most people ire used to.3o you
have to be clever. Understand it. Use it with IMagination. It can do things some
breads can only dream about.

and turn it upside down.
Shake, holding the serving

dish tightly to the loaf pan. If
gelatine does not unmold readily, repeat,

We carry over 3000 items for your selection

OPEN
DAILY

natural

OPEN
PANTRY
FOOD MART

tit Midnight

7 NNW 'T MENEM
ff".""771-inFii SOIL

.

OLD CHICAGO

The fuss over getting such good rye is this. RY-kING crispbread a:4=4,==z%

SEVEN UP

ICE CREAM

gets its high nutritional values from using the whole content of the grain.
The outer shell (A), bran (B), perikarp (C), the central germ (D).and flour
kernel (E) and the aleurone layer (F). They're all there. None are removed
during milling as they are in the flours

Rd6wa

69c grin
PEN PANTRY.

PIZZA

of most bireads or snacks. So the grain
must be good, through and through.

0c

EGGS

$109

tTo." 49c roan

COCA COLA

With a unique, light flavor,
crispbread goes with just about anything. From snacks to
dinners. Cheeses, meats; even Vegetables and broths are enhanced when served on or with RY-KING.

a.'."

MODESS

39c

89c

OSCAR MAYER

b

Try it. WASA RY-KING is the world's larg-

Woad.

est, and most experienced producer of

Untlavorml

Gradually

ly shines:

It lends character to woe
fine old favorites -.coffee lelly, lemon
jelly, Moravian
creams, m -bake cheesecake,
and chiffon pies. Many of the
gelatine dishes are so simple
they can be made in twoshakcs

of a wooden spoon, with only
two or three minutes cooking
time.

ith

MOAN I PROSPECT

food. And that's a total favorite food.
For any kind of bread.

253-989

OPEN DAILY -8 AM. HI MIDNIGHT
including SUNDAYSA HOLIDAYS

1035 SO, ARL. HGTS. RD.

Wasa Ry-King: the lean, tan, healthy crispbread from Sweden.

,

Aspic

Planer. Accompany the loaf
withcrisp salad greens, rolls,
fresh fruit or berries and
cream
and you have the
magic formula fora cool meal
that intones warmest hospitality.
CHEESE -TOMATO
ASPIC .PLATTER

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ... 437-9508
Wr ress,ve mar Mehl. time Quanittlasend Comm Mown Eton

anion.

minced

Soften cream cheese In

dium-siu bowl.

=-

-

in Wad:

blend

dressing until smooth, stir in
lemon juice and Worcester shire saum. Gradually stir,
gelatine mixture into salad'
dressing mixture, beat with

rotary beater if necessary until
smmth.

--

Chill, stirring occasionally,
until mixture mounds slightly
when dropped from spoon.
Fold in sliced olives and turn

SUNRISE -FRESH PRODUCE AT RILOGERrC.«,`
la Ie Lb MOM.

WATERMELON

oy firm.
Tomato Aspic Lap
3

envelopes

Online

orNigrored

6

2 cum cold veal, divided
to-Worcestershire sauce
t/4 teaspoon Tabasco

1 tablespoon lemon joke

CheeseOlive Layer:
1 envelope mflavored
saucepan. Place over low heat
line
stir constantly until gelatine
1 cup milk
dimolves, 2 to 3 minutes. Reih teaspoon salt
move from heat, stir in re2 teaspoons imiant minced maining alt cop cold way fr and
onion
other remaining ingredients.
Cool if necessary to room
2 packages (3 ounces each)
temperature.

cream Meese

ki cup salad dressing
2 Mbimpoons lemonjuice

cup

sliced

pimiento -

Huffed olivm
Sprinkle gelatine over igilk
in saucepan. Place over low

hggrglir constantly until pia.
es, 3 to 4 nrailMIM.

A

WHOLE

into 9 -by -5 -by -3 -inch loaf pan
or 2 -quart mold. Chit ntit ah-

-

Sprinkle gelatine over Rh
cups cold water in 21/2 -quart

saute

400 W. CENTRAL RD:

find it goes well with their favorite

Cheese -Tomato

I

Remove from heatAtir ht Wt

Iona, and relishes. At dessert
time, unflavored gelatine reel-

I !mama Worcestershire

own

Ample FREE Parking

!."'"""

goes

and indent

1

40klifISSFEii

gelatine

into wide variety of hotwether favorites, gel.]
soups, salads, maindish

All summer long, delight
your lunch or dinner guests

Sole Dates:
Thru
June 21st

Just plain, honest grain. The whole grain of the rye. Carefully selected from harvests all over
the world. Wasa RY,KING takes only the best. In the grain business them are standards, "Wasa
terms," that describe the highest quality rye grain available. The grain used in RY-KING,

from England to Ethiopia to Ecuador

tip of a paring knife. Plane a
mrving 'dish on top of the loaf

rest, simply combine the

To unmold the loaf, dip the
pn
t hot) water to
P
c depthm
of itscontents. Low
son around the edge with the

state. Nothing is added except a little yeast, milk and salt. The secret is no secret.

crispbread. People in 46 countries

solve the gelatine in liquid. For
mixtures and chill as directed.

It contains vitamins B B,, E, 8,, niacin and many others. All are necessary
for good haeaboluthndanAdnpdroppreorwdinigsetostioo. t! akreeep youund trim
df_it..,,Ironearndthe
"im..a.u.

For that cool yet elaborate look put together a Cheese -Tomato Aspic
Hatter.

the

First of all, it stays fresh a long time. And without added chemical
Preservatives. The people who invented it in the fourteenth century only
made it twice a year on special "bread days." And it lasted.

All

quires only a few minutes al
cooking time in the preparalion --just long enough to dis-

Pour

over

Sweet Corn
1

Ii

10 ""99'

S h ih

Gob; bm'se m

Muss

Hamburger

ONIONS

Lb

JO'

Cucumbers

Lh 79.

2 .* 290

Radishes
ONIONS

2

290:
2

south..

STRAWBERRIES

FRESH PEACHES
DELI DELICACIES

delicious when made this easy

COLE SLAW

between

two stied on hol
French toast. Serve with lop:,

ping of maple syrup mia..1:
way. Bake, rather Man fry. with canned apple sane, One;
French tomt in a hot oven. sprinkled with nutmeg.
Place a slim of frimled ham

nric

OIL VINEGAR

quart

Brunch special
Hot French toast sandwiches are filling, hearty and

Old Fashioned

Orval Kent Cream or

additional shrimp.:

Serve With salad greens,
Makea a servings.

a

.

Michigan

l-

most -firm chute 'layer. Chill
until firm. Unmold on serving
platter. If desired, serve with
cooked shrimp that has been
marinated in a well -seasoned
French dressing. Garnish top.
df loaf with sliced stuffed olc
ives and

Fresh

Lb

07

MEAT
LOAF

%Lb

59c

Football Style
milt TO ane Lorain
CALIFORNIA

Strawberries

itrueberrles

IogAllign' 12 r" 991

MINCED

oszanzimustagaumw. I HAM

Smoked Fosh
Vs Lb

59

CHUBS

Lb

89c

Tbe riap
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5
7
9

SITE utATTEIE fro JuST THAT ICMET TA
MRAMEDMEL.1,04.1 OF THE OTHER GUY NAOS VETCH!.
EELS OF PIE AT
HE WOLFED cOMJ
TAKEMEMERECE

Els elusEETABLE

WAYLAID MOVIE

CHM,

TIN EnIVDDLELEEKs

News
News

2

News

Mike Douglas

Guests include

SuIDEREMHE.

EGAD? THE BALL
HIT HIM THIS IS

BECAUSE I SAVEEMruEMONEMEN
BADE TH VM-L POWER TOSE THE M.

Brandon Cruz

comic David Stein
berg, singer Phyllis

MCAVITA SET

or.
To se
PiFFICuLT

yoshi

IReedy

16.

ford

32

Rerun. Herman de velar's a bad case of
amnes and Minks
that heia is Lily% son
John Doc.
Entertainment
Guide
44

Oats

MARK TRAIL

`.125,11.18 ROCToR READ MN

9 1.

SSORE AND HAP

AEARIAtiACK.
MILDN

billies. Buddy Ebsen,

and Tammy Wy-

Douglas, Max Bear,

nette.
5 The Virginian
the
7 Nanay and
Professor
Wonderful Jour-

Ray mond Bailey,
Kulp.
Na Room22
Roo
2
-sevenRerun.
tenn, Going on Twen-

Rem

A film trip to Stet,
is featured.
44 Continuous News,
Weather, Sports
6,45
26 Rob PhIlbla
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

zuawn-irra
MY P000 WHENEVER YOUf

ism -Famous Writers

FEEL LIKE IT'

7

EddiesFatier
Rerun. "Guartaan

CANCER (June 22 - July
Emotions could easily
I end you astray today.Take every opportunit o follow (he
good advice ofone who LA, ors
better Man you.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231,
Homsty and a conscientious
approach will take you very far
toward your goal. Don't I,
onother's hchavsurprised
2.3):

Yellowstone Kel:
ly. See index.
Midnight Report
Chicago Show
32 Paul
Hervey
Comments
5
7

Bronson befriends

nurse who is

rural

contemplating quitt-

ing her job, but

12(05
News

32

is

worried over what

12:30

will happen to her
patients. Mihael

New Carl Grey -

Parks with Lois Net -

D s DA mmEctro

Ohm.

Olga Amigo!
Movie

7
9

erdInck

tin and Dana Volery.
9 Perry Mason
II World Prem
26 Jim Bowie Skew

7

1:M
Reflections

2

late Report

2

Meditation

1(55

9(30

8:00

2

10:00
News

Five
Live By
9

2:45
Minutes to

67°
775

33` F77;sitylie'ef Liver

SparelRibs

00079`

O

OW PRI

Boneless Butts

931

$P9

DISMAY

SOMM EEL- OLD, IMECTM

Chuck

Roast

BONDED

15 BOON (Al GOING TD
SIGN HIM LIP BO /AV
192IECIDO1-11PCLLIES.

-

Orange Juice

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

June in Poetry

011M

frame
1 "Seek roses in 52 Jewish high
priest
December,
sod _ in, 53 Soapy water
June" (Byron) 54 Great Lake
55 Coloring agent
4 "My love is
like a red, red
DOWN
ACROSS

V;PWEIRIOB. BAS

love you sock is not far away.
Take care, however, that you

VzAw

6C4 COT a

MAK11045;.. I MAU,

MORy

-, that's

don't overlook the obvious.
AQUARIUS (loft. 21 -Fes.
Pah Productivity is the key lo
success at the present level of
your employment. Don't step
on nother's toes,
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21 k Office work, home deem

newly sprung
in June"
(Burns)
8 "Oh, what is

1 I Pusseos

(ontr.)

MIMOM
RRIN

MMM
MIOPUMMMM
g151n119O©© MMOMO
UUM-MORIM
1013810 IMMO

OADIMMIM OMMDMO
WMIMMEIM INIMOOMO
OUffloMIMMIR

MOUE!

WWW,MMMOMM MOO

MOMM
©3838

be at work to influence your

32 Threads

20): Guard your reputation

©380

OMMH MDM

future for the better. Don't
lake chances with your repute -

'the major points in today's el fan. Take owe not lo overlook
anything.
ARIES (March 22 - April

31 Groups of

noble o de s

32 Knocks

.

"

CAPTAIN EASY

carefully. The slightest blur on
' your name could cause you II
low out on some) hmg very important.

3111FEEIFI°1

w77151"i

TAURUS (April 21 - May
211: If you arc wanted and useful. you can be thankful. Don't

,3821

IMMIR

MafflOWEIMOIAMOM

of dislike
2 Committee
2 Japans
Oh.)
Amer'cans
3 Questioners
no _ s a
(pl.)
day in June?" 4 New Zealand
2 Little pastry
bird,
(Lowell)
22 Concede
12 Volume (ab.) 5 Order of SL
2 Trifle
Augustine
13 Utilizes
2 "A - brook
14 Greek contest
(8b.)
in the leafy
15 Departer from 5 Became aware
month of
f
ry
June
7Organic salt
17 Pair (var.)
(Coleridge)
8 Emitted rays
18 Vineyard
9 Exchange
27 Exaggerated
. premium
a role
.2.
28 Repeat
21 Two of a kind 10 Bellow
11 F'nishes
showing
23 Weekday
16 Exclamation 29 Ruhr city
(encl.)
24 Deputy (ah.)
25 Concealed
26 Grocery, for
example
30 Circle of
,celestial

ration, sales items: these are

36 Spee h maker
39 Theater
passage
40Sheep call

41 Lobes

19M.)

42 Eskimo shelter
(var.
43 Having pedal
digits
44 Citrus fruit
47 King (Fr.)
48 Isle off

England
49 Cease

MAR =NM MUM

be too demanding of those who
are responsible for your happiness.

GEMINI (May 22

- June
21k Powerful influences may

sphere

I

0-rt -grillaRMI

Helpers
35 Affirmed
3343

CAMPUS CLATTER
DO 005 ALWAYS

OW AT VIEroili060

*Pyle

t JUST FEEL SORRY
FORMERS SUES 50540
AND RESERVED...

damn
dorm

t

i

goddess
38 Erects
90 American

educator
41 Fairy queen

mango dragon
manor dong

gonad norm

lkowitironi[AP

um twit-Al

44 Shellac source
45 Keyed up
eagerly
46 Minutely
grooved
50 Mirth
51 Weaving

Cream

Jul
NMI
MEMO=
MO=
MEM
MAME AM=
Jul UMM MMUMA

MEM
MEM=
MOM
MEM
OMEN
AIME QUI Mull
OM=
MEM
MEM=mama©©
WM
Jill

ammo amm

Eye Peas

3 mx

Magazine

Canned Foods

(Pizza Rolls

58'

Beans

White Bread

31° Tilled Beans

70::

KIMIWich Bread

Chuck Wagon

t

Bread

Cherry Twirl

t:.°:

Red Salmon
19'

14'

10; 330
'°

sir'

14;44;14;;;1-,L7 32`

10,790

,

male pooh( ft an naval (aurae

.,.0teau nommil cams

sae A

Golden

Ei=1

°..°,;

Brach's
Spicettes

ki'

,440

21'

Beverages

Ill

11111EMIThr

Bathroom

s.,'.

Tissue

Pants

Check & Compare

Why Pay More

IF; Bars

GUY'

140

260
49°

Morsels

..°; 52°

EIXTelks;ense7:::

Illnnblinfeir

t:. 19°

Wesson Oil

ad` 75`

(Th-...1-11113331313'

0t: 25'

si'

Kay Salmon

6,!:,

(14y

al,

35'
45'

Big Ben

Bathroom Tissue ;;,," 21'

Jellies

Tidy Catbap

,440

Eagle Briquets

33'
511.

Health & Beauty Aids
TOOTHPASTE

78'

Crest

sp,

Ii7.1;;",sic",;1,1";e-

101

Bold
Detergent

sill

lire7nT
&nada Dry

'007' 720

'!°: 10`

INOW;Tion Punch7A0c

Gatorade

0.

34`

Prices Are Di,countod Except on FotoTroded and Gave

ATTAKESALOTO HAPPYCUSTOMERSTOMAKEUSNO.1
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS

14°

s2:ESTa71.665.

51000 HOURS: Mon. - Wed. 9 A.M.-8 P.M. Thurs.-Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

Joy
Liquid

111`

520

TifieeiriiChleS7,41' Seotiowels
11(741iiressing 70',` 53° gpe;Plates

16.

49` ,i Green Beans

HAS

11101

Boneless
Picnics

IFICId Tissue
29' likdalboias'0!:726` IHOOers-LAR

KeBuy

MESH SEEMED QUALITY

Spaghetti w/Beel7L:26`

u

12' Nabisco Grahame: 40' Iliga;inp37-7F..430

Dean'sxYogurt

IONA MR

280.
C

ic7ngliOrnCheese'.°,7 59' puffed Rice

Long White
Potatoes

ryers

1' ,,,,,,

\Chops

Lady Lee610;7,19'

California

39'

in.

-, Pork

43°

Biscuits

U.S. NO I QUALITY

12`

9Red Beans

NEttanirgestafter 12.EN12.1

Ill

20

C

29' ii;r°;11;;;t"itilatt°,,°,18`
C

fr;e'rIkings

u

Grade Ji

C

17°
Green Giant
Golden Corn American Cheese,7 59'

510k

350

'.°,°0' 35° Apple Sauce

Bakery Products

AP

Cam

29'

ibbePgiOrW

(ffayBuy

..i

Strawberries

Glazed Carrots

63'

9'

'.;0°0' 33' Woman's pay

ICKOcolute Cake '= 72

:0.

[Ca
thyllup

'°0°.' 42'

BBirds

Fryer Thighs

,0., 64'

iOrge'Eggs-'

21°

.Whole Onions

690

Standing

Dairy Products

Mix

PAC

Answer to Previous Pu Pie

,

C

Frosting

Mix

7..7 43'

Lemonade

THE BORN LOSER

Me,

Cake

vg-

OV;;;Wsififir.:0,,

Rib Roast

11117170er

Frozen Foods

... ;

Canned Ham'.Z. $5"

- STM IMAM 7111

)..590

C

L.ano
,,.Gre

550

fy

tirla7.3

Ground
Beef

tr

"47.

legalar 55041,ai

49'

79'

Sliced Bologna 7°07..69`

i;;;;i.;-;GaF

Link Sauspge

B"'

I.' Bacon

r39'

115` Short Ribs

d".
EVERY TIAAEA NEW BAR,

Jan. 201i The admiration and

grad
road
roan
rang
roam

Eblie Wieners

DEAD. DUE

Thom who can be of real help.

among
nomad organ,
orang
nerd
dram adorn
drag
darn

FVERYPAY

$04

MORTY MEEKLE

cons of the present situation
involving a loved one with

moan
morn

°""*""

gp

Sirloin
Steak

BEY. PAH,. HEW

you cannot. you who Id be wise
to dissolve the thing immediately. Think things over.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nev.
221: Greater freedom of decision is needed if you are to
make the best future for yourself. Don't sell yourself short.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dee. 2.21i Discuss the pros and

goad
grand
gram
groan,

MIMIC(

.

-

AIIMeaiii;;;;;;
aiwiZots"---"7

Steak

5 0 A NSPECTED

BONDED HEE

Ton in a new partnership. If

GORMAND

I

TT' rarIXelfeei°'ra""'e"89°

AszoTwMADEG. DP

the understanding of the

Answers to
Hideaword

"""--16""

Steak
$127

.1

1

Smoked Nam -490 Sliced Bacon

570

4LLIIIT41=q

how

On Deck Circle

,

Steak

"""'

2:00

Don Canon,

True Discount Pricing is lowering the weekly cost
of a consumer's everyday supermarket needs
without a corresponding sacrifice in quality.
IrluttErte
II I. ..
Chuck
---- Sliced

880"

See index.

EEK & MEEK

present problem. TOO will lose
by going it alone.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -On. 231:

CAPRICORN (Dec, 23

Steakl

-

'Inside the Walls
of Folsom Prison?'

Rerun. Guests are
Paul Anka, Phil Savers, Millicent Mar-

7:45'

Round

1:00

Engelbert Hump-

26

32

IMO

Center.
Then Came Brom

Fishing Film

for Eddie." Tont Co,
bett's search for a

Sept.
VIRGO (Aug. 24
231: Seek aid from a best friend
in

32

On Your Weekly Fool' Bill

Movie

2

Rerun. "All the
World and God...

..Give and Take?'
P. popular TV personality becomes involved in a love id -

The Courtship of

gold.

son

Joliffe.
II This Is theLlfe

7:00

FOR THURSDAY

5

ty -Eight." Pete Dixon is victimized by a
scheming 12th guider who wants Rotate
him away from Liz.
Lloyd Hennes, Den Nicholas. Michael- Constantine,
Remo Valentine with
Diane Young. David

Famous Art -

11:00

Man In a Sultan
Rerun. McGill le
assigned in watch ad
English adviser to a
Central
American
Republic whom prt;
.sident is accused oR
stealing the country'.
32

Ihmall Five.°

the

Irene Ryan. Donna

6:55
26

Sox

heart is found dead
the ansh pond al

the lives of the Hill-

TodayhRocing
Of Lands and

A Child Is Daft,

his Indonesian sweet-

into

Reran. Guests include Sonny James

26
32

Your
Horoscope

Rerun. Soupy

Save Up To 15% And More

lags
II FrvingPmi We.
Ems in the Won.
32 Honeymooner.

University of
Hawaii's
East-West
Cent
Center is suspected
of homicide -whoa

Beverly HIllbilllee

who bumbles

oey:LISA

9

Rerun. A burly,
athletic -type student

an Air Force hero

I I

7

key Park.

2

Tonight Show
Dick Cmett Show
Mmle

5

face thc New York
Yapkees at Coats:

Sales guest stars as

6:30
Hee-How

Baseball
White

The

7(30
2

Show

cry Lee Limn
News InPertpec

12

Uribe

6:25
26

II

son interviews King.'
26 Lla Carlo.

6:15
Talton Panorama

II

in

group, B.B. Xing
plays the guitar and
sings examples of
his blues style. Jars
critic Ralph J. Giese

Monsters

10 30

Men, Griffin

2

Reran Guest, in
elude Vtkkt Can
emmo Rodgers and

NET Jazz
Ac
B B King
conmomed hi a5111 dl

Sports Weather

News

or the News

Show

II

Netts

Spanish

26

New

9

Johnny Cash

7

day

to Lyndon Johnson

News

7

Socha Distel

Mt

Ste

5

II logo for Health
26 A Blades View

Bachanch
hod to Dionne War
wick lull Grey and
Burt

Umelo with
Komael,

Dallis

mer press secreMry

'FEMME!

5 Mu* Hall
Campos.' F.P."

lam
9 Moyle

Newman dog trainer

Mediu] Center

2

haters on Rosman
t.er after Tom
olnervm a genera
on gap between Ed
dla and his grand
mother Bill Bixby

6 00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

guardsan for Eddie

TONIGHT
(11011 teA< Youst foKAL,

"er

NI

We Discount Everything ale AIL -Seltzer
Quality, Courtesy, And Service!

eagle

1111011111111

"°0:' 84'

Boutin Aerosol
io'p"Yerione

$1"
'0.7.0

Arai Extra Dry ;:0.

$1"
$1'

MEDICATED

Ammens Powder

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

,HANOVER PARK
1559 IRVING PARK RD.

-"-

I

A.L3A S

Wednesday, June I7, 1970
2641elp Wanted Women

EX G.I.'S WHO

Km looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

Vinyl Aluminum

offered by reputable business people

lasted Call Mr. Moore.
545-0507

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

ELECTR

Dm Plaines
Ere. lay Appointment

940 Lee St.

MECHANICAL

255-7200 OR 296-6640

.A MOST BEAUTIFUL CAMP
ON THE LAKE OF TWO MOUNTAINS

sren

*tOOPER

EE

to 17 years.

m.

LIving

FINANCING ...ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Hall comet 'cleaned

1.17..; Sofas cleaned....
G Expert work. 1.0141
Rug /Carpels

Air Conditioners. HurnIdifers.
Sectrani,r Ceaners. Fur/woes.
ireploces. Quality work. Rea.

co, 32,1751

scrubbed/wave.dcleaned.
Walls washed,
wall paper removed by steam.

Tonto;

morning entertain in the
n. Calor brlghlenerry.

GWN MOWER REPAIRS BY H.S.

rggg Mt ',WATS

finish:M.1.1.9S

3,24110

SandIng
tefinishin. eason
alba rmes, free estimates. 20 yrs.

experience...S.47

APOLLO

GNE. RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

.

PGCES AND REPAIRS. FREE ESTI.

MATES CALL .8-65113

.

NICE
PETS
FOR
ADOPTION
HOURS
P.M
EVERYDAY
KAY'S ANIMAL SHELTER 17.0.S N.

Lash

Earn

VAT rag; MEL:°,71.

NEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Ceilings.

CEILINGS HANDWASE.,

Call, 3,24750

FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,

FOUNDAALL TIONS. FREE EST.

XED..2,14r,
NC'

CALL ACCEPTED
DAY OR NITE

JOE

NO LAYOFFS

ORT7,°,rwalls'°"-0

3,4.24611

2

COLLEGE

STUDENTS

.M

anal

WALL WASH.

Sh pp

All ryplepes of flood am of
Replacement, and repairs
359-4113
Free Est.

MERION BLUE SOD

Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,

DAY CARE FACILITIES Gemed

Power

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

PrunIn
of yarn

SAL. and SERVICE

'

Cemeteries 1 lots

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"
inet refinishing

Al

Nee e.0

Remodeling and Repairs
vinyl

.7.1093

REE ESTIMATES

FutzT.ent Attendee
Equipment Rentals.

rd?..

CERAMIC /VINYL TIUNG

SOD

CALL .4.0074

OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

PICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized 8.weed free.

HOUSES RAISED

Nowt dressmakIng 6 aller.ans

"Ngat=e,

In Wornen's and cildrns el..
ing Reasonable pricey 3.1.0013

.c17w6°°"'"""11`,Iso

COUTURIER desIgnIng and sty,
In° of suits, formals, bridals, re.
ion weer Alrererions Near

Idzta,lfdorzylawn, flower bed
Big 81.. Laad.515.00

PROWD=r'

Proofing. Fu25lly insured. Call

,1030

NEW.. PAINTING
dDecoraling
ERE

r.;;RIrn

Remodeling

SaaaEa
so

253.1858,Arl. Hts. Remand!.

b
Waltnian Caret. Co.

Drywall contracting, hanging a

Seice

oli...on

ROOMADDITIONS-RUMPUS

ROO.
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING.
5234273
all AFTER 6PM

,2

DELECTRIC I AN.

Bwo,e4=1;=TIL

r

specialize In hanizing

peo All workmanzhIp aubron.
ed. Fr. estimates. Call JOT.

Und.i.3,0706

raffit'lf 1E0t"avtl'arblee.Ms
358-3555

large°, sma112.59-0.4

Remodeling Additions

COLORS. PORTABLE OR
eERMA.SENT DOG RUNS

NI.NANCIMAVAILABLE

FEESPMA,B, num.

. de

MI?

2.96,793

UNIGENDURG

Water soffenewRepaiv temicrAll
moires. 392.7018

3111.1597'

:1711;;-5' 185

GENERAL

A'81),;1=g4

22 Au

DI 8-6400

OFFICE

MATRON

Monday thru Friday

$3.03 TO START

PLASTIC BOTTLEDIVISION

RECEPTION

CONTINENTAL CAN
Estes

Elmhurst Rds.

Elk Grove Village

439-2680

Peisonals
Real Estate -Apt. Building

c'etet n::nr7L,Tr'r;'Va7trk
dorm week

BABY DOCTOR

holmes & assoc.
tn'3V

Pho

nUe=7"'

$590 MONTH
WILL TRAIN

hntron.d,,,:=Eles Plaines

INSURANCE
AGENCY

291.16 1,4M.211

:v.v

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Chicago . Phone 9E9-4866'

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE
POTIENCENEFDEDI
WERKTO START

CHICAGO MAGNET
WIRE CO.
Pelg.

In Argus. Hdp.

6
13

14,
05
B6

94

Sports Cars

Sporting Ooods

To Rent Apaff ei.

Evryerlenced Window Worzeve

For best result; use
Day Want Ads

Opt For Buolnelu n_ _.n Ark
E Offices. CA.1 253,E

PSST!

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

(Top lob tip!)
STAFFING BRAND
NEW SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

656.9922
0 Illinois Bell

:7

for 1st 8 3rd shifts

E.077:7 -r="
Call Ken Kubes

43-7-5750

$450 to $675

Let's share futures

or apply in person
901 Chase Ave.

We'll both profit)

2.2

110
48
74

Executive

MILLING MACHINE HANDS ASSEMBLERS

Apply in person or call for an appointment

394-4450
Saturday Interviews arranged for your convenience.

tucks, Trams
92

personable,

DOCTOR'S RECEPTIONIST
ex-

All around good girl needed with ligh
shorthand and typing for Girl Frida1

NO NITESINO SATS! NO COI

EMPLOYMENT

LEGAL SECRETARY
New, young attorney needs capable
secreLary to help carry his busy detailed position.

100% Free Positions

$550

e

You'll set up outings for com-

gear6uY give fellawspa hand.
O711=sinv'r'.

tsL'ig

Miner. Des Plalnes

DES PLAINES
2400 F. Devon
297.7160
MT. PROSPECT

1720 Algonquin 437,090
MORTON GROVE
5945 W. Dempster 965 2450

pointments, type bills.

$450

"FORD"

1F

Pleasant personality desired to gree
all patients in busy office. Set up ap

$650
GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY
This Is sae business for bass.

@OrdardEL-,140 IPC:DRUP

requires

perienced secretary with good shorthand and typing.

50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

70

SI
To gent Offica
le Rent Resort Propertie-79,
77
To Rent, Stores, Onion

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

ENGINE LATHE HANDS

Apartments

le Pent Nome

Located In Elk Grove Village
has immediate openings for

1113

96
Real etas -Wanted
Roornsoard.
70
Iffesekeeping
Rummage g GonsaSoWg1
21
Situations WantedMen

Situations Wanted Women

Excellent employee...ell.

Far mdMHdarmaiiuDo.:ran

IS

Real Estate... Properly AR
Real foam -Houses
Resort Propodie .Eat

Chicago

551 Grant Place

51E2X5

Travel

Ron's LavmMoInte.noe

or 259511.50

crft'en's'e's for doy

rantP2225='""

NO

To Rent Business Properly -7B
To Rent Furnished

7:fo'.'CO;
AARON ELECTRIC Licensed. Insured. 24hr. mrst No [oh too

GRANT HOSPITAL

kV.,

j'PV.!=tOTP'M to 7AM

27

Real Estate -

CUSTOM .HOLLaTERY
Pm
pick up 8. delivery Frame.
males Coll 2481646 or 60.01/1

E

dryer,aamxao

Apply Personnel De,011111P11,

lhe

Child Care
Office Furature.Devises

Aetna Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

Econo/Quality

CHAIN LINK FENCESVINTL.

Doyen Night.352-1,00.

S9071

DECORATING

CALL NOW FOR

R112SHOMERFPAIR5

Worknh

8.

your set
See It repaired.

RH ESTIMATES 2961630

Gan. rnaintenance.paver

Call

Ns.

For Inmost call 03.5526

°

Free tatimotes

AND STORE FIXTURES
KITCHEN BATHS

RON FOSTER TV, Inc.

. Mrnhurt.d. Des. Pl.

358-9658

Is

one pool. Call gen-M-010

24

EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY.
MANY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.
PERMANENT POSITION.

Sun.

720083 after 5 PM.

Elk Grove Village
439-5500

Nursery Schools j

B.

con. one. action poor,

b wngrvood

Room Addison)
porch RepaIrs

BOB, HOMESMPROVFNUNTS

my own infante.,

de

R.AIR

RCeAlrgg.8%;7;

KRUGL. DKORKIING

1200 F.Nortbweet Hwy, Palatine

taping. Na lob to large or too
small. Customer

lerMen Pernodff
perreoiontioorns

TVSERVICE

LANDSCAPE

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

1850 W. Touhy

IMrchandite

AC' 'VAN,

I

compordon Sok 6,

SERVICE PLASTICS

Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Srooten 111
Musical Instruments
55

7-4826
P.M
1226 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling

Complete

=ig g"."

oons.Persanal, Business
lost and Found
Miscellaneous

atRgEsraguginue

6perienerrol Tailoring,
Dressmaking Alterations

In Memoriam
Inocustion
lna

SOD DEPOT

DAY PUBLICATIONS

funeral Directors
Nelp Wonted Men..
Help Wanted
Men or women
Help Wanted Women
Home Frnishings.
Furniture ..
Industrial Property

EXPERIENCED PREFERRED

BSB.16,0

(To Rent

dpuotP;Z'illle=ngt7d7vOC

S

olandhurst Lore...S.Oge8

1200
2964640

EXPERT WORK -FR. ESTIMATES

02'7171=ri

LINGERIE for Me lady YOU are,

FULL BASEMENT

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

Flodsis

HUMUS

GRAVEL

ESTIMATESCALLM.3/27

licro:c=gl'cr=,St=r4,1g."!."

Skokie 5"

E.K.G. TECHNICIAN

eed holoyamer for 2 small chit

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

COMPANY INC.
7
93

GERALD MOTORS
8201 Skokie Blvd.

mother, days. 027.785,

AgensimMen

CL 3-7374

Dressmaking -Sewing

will

1101,701,.

gropleffnuff

Parma

DECORATIVE

Or

OR 5-3500

IconvaTcr7

Also

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

Condominiums
Day Camp
ogs, Pers and Equipment 44

Exped

SAND

Student

for Plastic Bottle Production

7 AAA t

pen,. recoreeMng

P00%E:08.Z.,ZAU ER

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

College

Business Opomonliffx

Cord °Monks

GET THE BEST

TOP SOIL

Reliable
oin

37
35

PAINTING.INT., EXT. low prMes,
estimates, refereces.
Pingel
aft 5:30pm. CL3.n3711Karl
Also car -

CALL KENAFTM5 PM

2S,1S7O

,S4

'"

rdof'SySTkr

S37.1411

roe

Arts and" Antiques

S.113,11

Phoms

work.

CHUCK...5 GNOS.PING

,ram.

*MACHINE OPERATORS

Shore

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage

NOUSE PAINTING

Will do. Power Raking, Edging,
TrImming. All add jobs around

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

Apts. ond Boom

'A'uLiZrott 7fan7e'd... 101

...CLEANUP
Raking, Trim.°

1700114as Rd.

Rolli=ows

Interesting waded work i now car agency. Mud
have good typing skills. Willing to train. Small
congenial sit conditioned office. Holm '9 to 5.
Salary commensurate vo th ability plus liberal

all Ar9521

FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Air ConditioningaT

Auto Pods and Access
107
Auto Trailers 8. Carnpers 103

82.1.7.122 or 8.3216

MFG. CORP.

aoal Opportunity Emplo

eliabje,

e61. shift

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW

'1571=739619?.

attention to your sole and bring you
extra c sutors
(limit signmefor each 5 -day Nunn. ad).

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

Wh

lessons.Soles.All Instruments 735

D 81 CONTRACTORS

EXTERIORINTER.R

W. home.

418=ctdoria

company benefits.
Call Mrs. Onerbadrer

tg

De

g

Cement work. Service walks.

ShotetdeZent'7335

3830

827-9919

583-3838

George Klein 391.08.

132.1.,161

n

METHODE

Come In or Coll Mr. Flynn

and Wall Washing

814.5.0

8

ACE FASTENER

WILL

CALL CL 9.4811

Comte septic systems

DAYCARE CENTER

.

central telephone company of Illinois

Sewer and water lines

Meyer

M

helpful

w7irexSoVriele'r=7)12
Callar opolx Pe....

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

399.3500

W. Dundee F1,5374770
I.

P

REFERENCES

b"

Come In ar Call

MFG. CORP.

tau' d

but nor

OUTSTANDING COMPANY BENEFITS

-

De

PAINT. OR FIX IT MAN

"Va:ldw'reennoldeugl-

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

METHODE

ski!

poi;

ate
ground

Equal Opportunity

Han

Pit

p

Moe oddjobs.439-61,7

BEN=1

Excellent Salary, Company Benefi
and Working Conditions

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

patios. Exterior pan..

C011817.283

RrZ.VIBIG'111°"A'Ig.77rEd4E

TOP

1780

6 atching.

We are in need of a first clo
secreiary posiessing encell

NOV and shorthand

Problems

Cement work. Service walks.

=dOymPr''Pelf24'!;2:

would Help You Qualify,

vice on or makes. Free loaners.

PAINT HOUSES. EXCEL WORK.

F

METAL BACKGROUND

HE

910 Chose Ave.

'1=01.".
d

EXPERT .RPENT.

SECRETARY

IN-

PROCESS

437-5750

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

e..t,',77twawr,

Coll ofter 6PM MBB92.

learn

4.

253-6600

Call Ken Kubes at

Heritage PlumbIng Co.

ROCr D000E

1

1,7:47,mn

salary with liberal benefits.

350-61,0, 25,7686. ,ee Est.
ceased, bonded, insured, resi

FREE ESTIMATES

x 20 inch sign will attract

IAD( PARKER PERSONNaa-

°

EXPERT BODY WORK

ARL.

3944 660

eag:grsZctr,tt5

willing'm work 6 days per week. Good

'VEUralr

/TOZTALERLI.TAC.n

,itTgartnIKRATS
SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
967-9742
593.7208

TteryCanmPrl=nard"tidL.VI':

top pay and

8

$600 Mo.

vq.63t. Prospect

E. NW.

TRAINEES

yellow Honda MiniTrall.

"PM15,3811

DAN KRYSTI

FULLY INSURED CALLS. I,7S

and phone

Pommel

er

Re nmi plan. 3924750

FULL MAINTENANCE

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

Mount Prospect or Des Plaineo)

To

SPECTION. Openings on all shifts. Must be

Nave Trowel.11ryavel
Small labs My Special,

Brad's Maintenance

REASONABLE

15

Secretory

439 8500

Or Apply in Person

or drive -way.

This

3960880

g S. °nion

WIRE CO.

epo, .S.01.

specializing in res.. driveways,

Johnny

Illinois Bell

PM Poi,
In ArlInaton Heights

Located In Elk Grove Village
Needs

BY RAY PETERSON
Expert 1 uning

RESIDENTIAL 6 COMMERCIAL

Coll

SPECIAL

CHICAGO MAGNET

NAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Asphalt Sealing

stery.

Arlington Heigh,.

439-1334

asked. reward. 537.4281

Arlington Hts Rd Ark

Service

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

NO

Permanent
BACKGROUND

CALL OR COME IN

Piano Tuning Servics

Ang=E11°`°.

Call for free est./37-571O

.

Attendant.

OST: White parakeet "Fluff

I,

CL

COMMERCIAL ARTIST AD MAN

556.9922

evenl

Cement Work by Vito Pelagio

COMPLETE

sign

711 W. Akgronnen Rd.

,kc, 200 blkia.Pr, Ad Hi

FEARMSTIMATES CALL
1,8 3/91 882 3270

brush appliccolon, creaks fille d.

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

Service Station

near Arlington His. train stance.
/37.6517

MEYERS
BRICK
MASONRYa.

munities and reach more than 200,000

Cali now:

Chicago

992-2190

monentjobry,

LOST: eyealosses in blue cow.

EDMOIrVY"."' 076637

71,22136 Free est anytime.

Package Machinery Co.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt

Floor Polisrdng Syrymm

Great

FOR INIERVIEW,CONTACT

REVERSMASONRY

your sale with a DAY

to sell!

Work -In -Process

WEBER MARKING

Mums snug ton 'mu), long

AG TYPES FR. BilleATES
St17.12.

BUD FALTINOSKI

PIOSAdlellyrdS

looking for just those items you intend

DES PLAINES

wtd.:92TZ0n"

SG No job too small. all work

5991211

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE

potential cash buyers, many of whom are

$525 MO.

/

Degreaser Operator

LOST: Block toy poodle, vie. 800

E a K DECORATING Intoner

RESERVATION
TRAINEE

SYSTEMS, INC.

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban com-

Plaines

crafts (theyll train youll Pem

poo in your home. Cleaned

appliances and much more).

ANNOUNCE

940WS.

FOR

CANADA or PHONE 610.574.2845

Ecklund Flory, S.7rvice,

ON

TRAVEL

14

Clerk

COST DRY CLEANING Rug

Medan AiddC!,:clitioning Ca

298.2770

La SallePersonnel

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DES PLAINES AVE.

P.O. CARILLON, COUNTY ARGENTFUI, QUEBEC,

Window washing. Call 6614121.

by 414.

re
type and ore tborn.

INCLUDING BROCHURE WRITE TO CAMP MIME -

elder. palnlIng.

ing.

Will repair Window
Ar Conditioners.

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

ud,cd1' idollc.;°1aFid, next to

297-2400
c,,,pporelnibernPlot.

o« Plaines

Sao loo

wa

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

=MT=
Vo==ir"" "Mw"
FOR DIRECTION AND FURTHER INFORMATION -

CALL 297-2266
Floors

PHONE MRS. AY

Foes.. Sot. by Appt.

The Director and College staf f have had veered expertence In

WEST GARDEN CENTER

298.2770

WHEELING N.S AGENCY.

537-67.

airgrmeing Common,

onlurmnorl

std

Pa

La Salle Personnel
n. now P.O.

Call

early Saturdoy mornings.

INCLUDING RIDING AND WATER SPORTS

PRIVACY

Intl. Reception

Nigh School boys wonted to work

REASONABLE RATES S55.00 PER WEEK
ABSOLUTELY ALL SUMMER ACTIVITIES -

11.= onNsT.7,=

VCOLtr

ehZ'"4%

2.-0600

SUMMER VACATION ACTIVITIES AT MOST

types, all seasons ar VOC.011.

All

e

'7f51.°12?,T°

BOYS AND GIRLS

CHAIN LINK FENCE

th

VsL'hyobINP'74?sitoZ

FEE PAID

ar7::=1?.,VVan;1°.`,h°0°.°,1ZI.rguro'l
water front is now open (arbor cnildren.

hl

duiIna

"ettiarizZ
rtVenth't"g raldTla

Call Peg:

lr

5165-$185

CAMP-BELLEVUE

ry

$140 WK FREE

298.2770

DRAFTING0JR.

KEY TAPE OPR.

ow; vampl

TRAVEL

your community... CALL ONE NOW!
TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY.
CALL

$600.00

WANT TO

Insuloted Siding. If Into -

in

Exec. Sec. PERSONNEL

,

BEGINNER SECRETARY
job.

Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines
827-Efr.63

Wednesday tun< 17 1970

Page 22

2641111 Wanted Women

-16-lielp Wanted Women

26-flelp Wsnted Women

Far row

SECRETARY
ACCOUNTING OFFICE

SECRETARY

TOP $$$$$$

...firm

COLLEGE STUDENTS

cubso

4

ell bog

6

POOL TABLF,REGUATION9,,

Mg ea 592 7018
35 eo Clads 16

b

Euclid

itrerpe ems

"

old..2300.259.2153.

Wrought Iron pord form Chaise

10

ntiry

800E. NW Hwy, Palatine
Suburban Nat'l Bank Eildg.

944772 after 6 PM

of Goa Ave.

CASH

30" gas range w/griddle 6 5

WI..

44.9141, Pets & Equipment

burners, 595, white Basset chest

320, white hollywood wun bed,

drafting tables, completely
equipped, drafting tools, other

"°`"

d. qKC 2965670

31.,1,10 gold

aria Fa,mbo k'. hml stn;

FL 42200
W

BOY'S JACKETS

Clothing, wigs, much

dusk.

hp'57.4roPtihne7.th0.8d0'5". 27;''Ph.

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

40" El

dryer
d

g

bike. C53.3326

Iwo. All esse.

/07/45hBIoPk

untipm

urn

6

17'2 S H °Flood Pal

7.

HIS

Assist
Veterinarian

Real Estate/CLASSIFIED
Residentia

not,

SouP

weeks old Call

Commercial.

395-1341

Dachshunds AKC, F. red, B 6 7, 7

Groville a Blauruckenberg
bleed lines. 3541308

Vacant

SECRETARY TO

74 -To Rent Apartments

11-Apts. and Roams to Shoe

?g man to

PERSONNEL MANAGER

-TvTor

,

7410 Rent Aparenents

and

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

239. ,900.827-7507

A Ey

Coll Mr. Lost at 537-1100,Ext 234

1-1,111

HE

555,

headluds;

y

M

H 11.6 t

p

kiehen.

Completely

3 BDRMS.

furnished.

PROGRAMMER

PLO

in

E".P.17Z1,1:n.P.I.C=ar:tirAng7..!'"dn"

r1P3PSPPMPP

One Bedrrn

INDRM

the 360 -roder0

$ TYPISTS
$ CLERKS
$ STENOS

Timberlake Village

74 -To Rent Apartments

$ GEN. OFFICE
Plus extras 275, Melmac dishe
310,- books 50c ea; ma

Avail 751.5937147
rospech sublet

pts.

ES
Fir
Call 439-4100

1

PP"
2

BRUNING
Div

h.

pt.

covet,

TIONING, and =Leese,

9 295

'3195

24.95 sq

4 door hordtop, V.B.

Electra 225 Custom Convertible

NEW BUICKS

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

All Models &Equipment
Ready to Gall

4400 E. Main S

A

Barrington'

IM're.

724-6006
OWNER. 529.86,17.

956-0690

LAND INVESTMENT

ICIP,ZeP'P P""PP

'

PLUM

PAIATINEMOLLING MEADOWS

PAn

''"

5'41heZIIPalirats' n

253.6300

280 N. Westgate

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

=

A

OlInCell0110 1603.061e 6

larT5,94botTOPctIPZ:r7c,
$200. Alter 6 PM. 3920 916

seooram

Call =imam

Sourham &aide
rar addirtanel
Informallon

894.4560

din0.

:ar75

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

LANCELOT

HOLIDAY COUPE
Stock # 12020A

are right.

by Coker & Penn

Turbo hydromatic transmission four reason alr conditioner
tinted windnhreld pewee steering power brakes white .rope
frberglann belted men wheel dincn door guard moldrng<
punh button radio remote control outmde mirror vinyl roof
rem defogger custom sport front neat Matador Red and

Stock # 10862 Z

TIME COURIER

mg pedal ease power brake, willte strip fiberglass
belted men wheel dorm door guard moldingn deluxe
pushbutton radio remote control outside moor vinyl

Northwest Day
AND

Cor furnished. Must be licensed
driver with good driving re card. Age, 18 on up. Good way
to oleo learn newspaper career.

roof Amen Green rn color

Arlington Day
217 S. Arlington lee. Rd.

117 S. Main Seed

ask for

Des Plaines Day

MRS. HOLLENBACH

Centararmer

WIN A TALKING GLOBE!

GENERAL CLERK
For posting work. No previous experience necessary. Ideal for mature housewife.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

'beg salaries with On outstanding fringe benefit
Program. CIA to front door. Excellent opportunit-

CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER
Experienced or Will Train
Good starting salary with automatic increases.
PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR'AN INTERVIEW

PHONE 297-5320

CALL

545-4301 -

for my

Amp, Gemini II Amp. 2 chan.
'Good cond. 5160.. 3-3943
with 15urnp, SIC

For sale:

Mble saw and drill press. Coll
of

3920961.

Save money on name brand

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2000S. Wolf Rd.
DM Plaines
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

6. By

quires you to re -arrange the eight

earthquakes. Also there

letters on the balloons in the picture above to spell the name <de
popular summertime sport.
When you know what the an is, clip out the picture, paste

is

the

as told in sound by a famous traveler.

Five 'Talking Globes" will be

awarded* the national greed
prizes in today's easy contest, one

Blond bdrri.
Pao
Twin se. headlord. 6 frame

Also, there Will be lb Meal prizes

11,000 BTU. Vewpoon Gonda..
675.4240508

rcn"er Vcrdtjar.
1327.7464

Stock # 11228Z
V 8 automatic transmission air conditioned tinted windshield
and window, 9 pannenger power nteerrng power front d,ec
broken white .trope fiberglass belted tires wheel dines door
guard molding, deluxe radio, remora control mirror, drop or
owing tailgate, power waggon window,leggage rock, bamboo in color.

1970 DELTA 88

they nevertheless

beat of rain and the rumble of

pp, 927.2211 or 2964656

Mama wad. Air conditioner.

long,

function just like real tools. Far
example, the any scissors end
shears will actually cut paper!
Furthermore, the tools are mit&

for each of the five neatest and
most original correct entries.

chest. After 5 P.M. CI.S.4212

inches

chance to win an Encyclopedia
Britannica 'Talking Globe:.
This globe not only shows you lo
brilliant colors all the countries,
oceans, mountains, major lakes
and other geographical features
of the earth, but h accompanied
by a recording that reproduces
for you the sounds of hurricanes,
erupting volcanoes, the roaring
sea, the, blastoff of rockets, the

dramatic "Story of Mr. World"

12" bond saw; 1"

dresses...samples, ss. 7 to

ITT

ies for odeoncemenI

2494

ASSEMBLER

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
. These ore ideal working conditions. Good mart -

Admhol, 7600

on

$3777

1970 OLDS VISTA CRUISER

more than me and a quarter
BOW end girls! Here's new

nstailed, servIce, *hoses°, to

Modern facility located in Des Plaines has interesting work for

cords up to date. WE WILL TRAIN.

smallests tools. Although none

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
evo calor TVs, stereos, Antennas

has immediate openings in the following positions.

CLERK - TYPIST

Winners of local prizes will re-

et of five of the world's
By Caney Dick

De Vry Institute of Technology

Should be able to type 40 wpm., but will consider less. Must be [actable of answering phone
and taking messages intelligently. Primary responsibillly will be to keep employer referral re-

'3353

Young Hobby Club

Prospect Day

CALL: 255.7200

DAY NEWSPAPERS

Black m color

V 8 turbo hydromatm trannminmon four season of con
ditioner tinted windshield and windows power steer

FULL OR PART

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOL

Arlington Heights 392.1100

1970 CUTLASS SUPREME

970 CUTLASS"S"HOLIDAY COUPE

Due to continued expansion

,

9 re 5 30 5atortlay

I

DU 1-3400

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

equal aaaaa lenity employ

BILE

1516 W Northwest Hwy

Ladendorf's timely tip for a carefree vacation, trade
up to the cpmfort and trouble free performance of a
1970 Oldsmobile.Thechoice is great and the prices

aPPIb- 6 5r.'m

rI,

sUllaned

diatea Avallob.le. C "ar-

,

ELLY

OLDS

.

ace ion mule a

.

APrOhcclia:r

apt.

GENERAL FACTORY

Illinois Bell

uto.

$1895

227

Olds

DELMONTE 88

els.

power brakes, chrome

$1295

MUST SEE!

Bravos

1968

'66 RIVIERA

'68 FORD GALAXIE 500
power steenng, whitewalls, nice clean car.

'65 OLDS

$2970

Execuilve diem, FACTORY AIR CONDI.

CALL 439,8020

BM. Breakfast Bar

Stove,

10PPPortuAnY somMyer

437-2555

'66 BUICK SKYLARK

904nveslanentProperty

Available July l. 3blalla from tell.
27 -Help Wanted Men & Women

$$$$$

21595

'3895

4 speed, buckets, ram air
Low, low miles

Open 9.9 Dally

-

I

sr,

PLUSH 5.3.95 so

Wtr",,a7v.`,',t",',"jow

refrig, NC. Children, pas OK.

Des a "be

Ph'h. bPPP'h

SCHAUMBURG: 1 yr. old. 3 ladne,

lulPerh'' hP"P"

'AMONFOL,

bedroom rano..

5190.537.2890

yd

1969 PONTIAC

"JUDGE"

NEW CARPET.

330,500.392.3928

W2'04 517APrI"ItIo7d!

86-Reat Estate -110 ales

Wheeling, 2 bdrrn.

255 1900

OflicedSpace Available.

11

ew.Ciegant ElevolopOldg.

CALL 29,6708

/slams Papers, Ili.

b
perdu
patio, f (mead yard; 1, car g ar.,
I

Westgate Apts.

after 6 pm. 259,9

Cop

1.4r.t0'

'68 RIVIERA

537.1930

8010 Rent Office Space

INT. PROSPECT -

MunIBOOWesiCeneal

Franklin Pork, Ill.

4

we

14. couch, good con
tom mode cover. 220. Maple

Des Ploines: 3 bedroom hoose

atS4,Inoaiu

SU ICE

qit 212 6 Milwookee

Torre "WP

sectional,

SILLING OUT Fth5NITURE in

76 -To Reel Hones

edr

Nis. 2150. Retired

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS -

carpeting incl 523,500 4mIPO

Ft 8 2075

'St1739'271rPl''

1. 324..u.%50,11957.

5n5:-P5';Orl'"heal

The Desk Set, Inc.

walls.

7

pc.

'67 ELECTRA 225

CONDITIONING, Vinyl nal, stereo, power
steering, power brakes, power windows
and power soots, chrome wheels and whlte-

47-Rome Fernishingsf unglue

with pane.

86,537,h27.7777, ext 390
11,4:.,Prrnzso.Lro4,55,44d9re,r.

,ybinefit:.

Heart of the
$CUDDER
WeStern
BUICK Suburbs
SAVE

39,667 after 6 pm.

COBOL DOS hack.

of

dollys Inc. 627.9891 or

omelet

MOUNT PROSPECT

'PrP 'PrP

Call Ma. Dcdko

312-455-3600

5,30ea

7:1VuthCParnrtrrT"P'P.

Excellent benefits and wages.
tralaed for .3 wee In Fronk. Park.
Must hove owe tra.nsportation.

for Nines and Appointment

Phone 5950782 or,

chop.. beige, 2150 or ofMr,
MMO bads. 20,32..

yord. 2 col and, go, qppl,
H

OR

'66 BUICK
SPORTS WAGON

hem

money 6 husbands. You'll love
tbs Rarities, enable! art work,

Temporary

INSPECTOR
ELGIN

asining

Lovely 5 rrn rand

75 -Apartments To Exchange

73 -To Rent Famished Apartments

Ill

rrn. sucLoa

340'1.391-1412

25,1350

394.5730

894 7 82

NM COLLIE, AKC papers.

Custom made 3

Gal MillMeo

DES PLAINES

pl

ch.. D

childre

dress 6 veil, new 116TS 6 mu h
27 Help Wanterlilden & Women

10ap

yrs. obi. 2, halm
Hasa Firmer. mina re Me-

Permanent

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.

Bravos Olds

ale remalah,nm,, salve a white.

Colonial7
. PROSPECT AVE.

259-4000

Annakuramonelredated Dhow ...wench

tonsbtrcd

Feleir="
ibls

VALUES

'65 Ambassador 880. 2 dr. 611,
250 CC. 2240.395.5361

Executive driven, full power, FACTORY AIR

pedflons 350 to 3100. 272.1275

II"

LADY PARKER`PERSONNEL

GREAT

good.
rakes, rodw.
Runs

31555_0. g 5-1736

111 -Motorcycles aid Scootas

'69 RIVIERA

Thaberlane

=marine sinew anntareallent lenge hanan perm., in

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNI

tielf piano, excel.
fer
sellIng for.

has.

Alo;kon Malamute' pups, 6 vas.

86-FINIEstateliouses

od

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Wheeling,
777 Wheeling Rood

55 -Musical Instiuments

N ods. Cropped. wormed, s
489.034

MT. PROSPECT

le

THESE

unN2 mos. Soh 6 pepper,

Bebv.Kirchoff 6 Campbell

"*"'""d ""'"

1.bvat.

sole. 253-1994

every.

thing. June 1, 20, 21, 10 to

$135 Week

pptcan mint haw geed Npbe as

an

3924366.

Centex Executive Plaza
Fabulous Sole,

non

27.873

con0.1382406

3

AP EIROONNeL, INC.

.the.

Good fires, clutch.

2, Ton. lIke new rubber, palm.
Sawa

rbig.cr

cropped, thaw, /A/F.634.364.

N 0030E MALE.

=,14.16 310.

do bleb

1967 wy

C

.1024nicks,Traileus

Min, Schnouser, AKC.-1, yrs.

gay 3200 392-2224

Sala
166 Volkswagen
-Bug" Body Slightly Ben/I Good
for Dune Buggy or Parts. Excel!.
094 3507,

weeks

CHEM

For

1960 CheA, low truck ser'es 60.

BEAGLES, male 6 female. ready

6g

Kittens.

Convertible, V.8, automatic

After

like now bon, salvage, podect,
d

Get Oul of Mat Noll
Get into an excnItie business of

old. 292.0994

FREE PUPPIES, 7RI-001.015
h

511

,

5h

rug.

o0 a---

255

ILSTALLONE8

19611 Gold Opel Rney. d od.
Goad cond. 31100 or best offer.

FREE.
AC

",713,,m7s, NB, A/C.

1968 TEMPEST
LEMANS

Says...

1969 Chaa trownart mit, herd

392-7goel'arre,3N
0 prn

C"71X27,r'r.

299-2206

STENO

Notional elec. wde°, 147.50. El
Rey, Ct 3.80.

ARC COLLIES,. UP

, Elk
2815 Old Higgins
Grove. Drectly behind
Spruce Inn

.dend.=.?fte6,M"

1968 OPar

demonstrai or, $250. Used

am

under

Bill Kelly

'66 Cheadle SS296. 360 HS.

110SportsCars

WO Notional occordlon

Ncke. buckets

Rad

6,00 0 ral

112-Aot0mobiles For Sale

66-8usiness Opportunities

Used Atlas Mill 6 10" Lathe

w5CgA517-57.51

--FltVilote'r

ten.:4t," ***d

1968
OPEL KADET

8 AM TIL

Good.nldn an. Mint 111. 3431

g00..

41yet,lepeL;.1gl

t72'5432117". "" or

be

Clot

Mede8 Femole.Poper trained.

Gov't Factory SorPlus

coclacill table. 258-5027

amplifier

774.0572

pen: car bed; small TV; type-

All Positions 100% free

Mole, MC. Sablo6

Siamese lettens, chornpion sired,
$

520.259.8827

the. tap

1969 Apache Ramada. Sleeps 8.
Many extras. Excellent condition.
Coll 592 7611

ve.,

hwith

2

guitar

BEST OFPER CALL
NN_QN,B24.5068

el. brakes 297.6781

wfteved. model e 00.55 RVT.

FOR ORIEN.5 RUGS

AN/FM rod,. a mos. old. 2200 or

<1541UOV

North

on

Glbson oleo.

42 -Wanted To Buy

50 cc 3200 117-6111

1970 WARD MINI BIKE 5 hp

292.7765.

aired

to 23.9.a. Thousands to choose
from. Falth ursery, 62 mile west

1963 ARIEL

wiry

Le'clapp=11*4".

Sup,,,Flat lop, lumbo, cellar, ex.
adlent condon. 3100. Call

c°191113!

Signature port. dishwasher, od

Chula, Took buffet, 3 pc. corner
greuM low, crib 6 Messer, PloY

moo 6 vorionlight

,437-5161

40

°'2451

FFF,IF"rclr,0=

90)62

Print sofa, green dr:dinette set,
coffee thle, and tble; double

.male,

bed,

CO.. items. 259.3704

DES HAINES

ROAr

Good

61.111,1

so

""""' "

241,Peg Brrd

Cuter rename raw

ew and

boat

....load Dag

x4

AI°tCFo5BS70, puppy'

0.5.7141

RECEP. $475
li

69 RAWLS

2:96195.

OAR. SALE: Rap er Dos stove, 320

NAR
-1Rporaries

rs",,70,2,0;;;, cis

111-Motorestles and Scooters

CAMPER FOR RENT

SdAlEnck sernyala cueo

of
of allergy 19

Nt ._255 3647

Euclid Arl Hts

vu

send your resume or toll for on appointment

A.H. ROBINS CO.

0.

'5= =P150rOdP7'.973P9d. CP'

quired. Brcellent compony benefits. Please

Pk

Well be ned loveable kliten
old mot one ue because

fr

Wheaton

l'Z'Og.739',=3..

o
PP. rIP"T'SrlOvP7PAPPjr

least five years of sec aaaaa ial experience re-

16 Fr Fiberglas speed

WIIII1011

101.11utn Trades &Campers

55-Musral Internals

Phone 529.5022

:17ton.PErGibve7

SECTY. $600

"75

Ague German Bisque, 1920 cam.

an

141 0

Nam,

amenable 298 6430

Juno 20. 9 to 4, B4by

[end

.11 Sale. lune 15 MA, 20. An

9

.p. Craftsman ,ling awn
.9/catcher, $125. used I
017.7237 aft 5 pm.

excel

61;V"

thelloke bergla.s. beat
tra ler 75 h
Feral*
motor oleo 1161.1 free a. hot
offer 593 7696
18

31 -Rummage& CarageSale

TOWERS HOTEL

Two soles amoutives have a need for one
secrete,. work in a new modern officE At

1r cYcle

0.,

bles 6 accessories. CL 9.0229

ARUNGTON PARK

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

x24

ft PENGUIN
pima

p

leader

394-0195

American matching
gs 1.15 6 9510; tad

Early

840 S Elmhurst Rd. Des Pl.

0 439-5460

Completely recond d folly auto
water softeners Guar d Under

P29 4 -=5745r° Ph

WILLIAMS LIQUORS

MIlage

Inland
Uthogroph Co.

on

CLASSIC HAIR

1

ea, Wad cone 8245769

Shodhond on

CALL 956-0500
-SAH

Mens golf

woods 9 Irons

440141, Pets & Equipment
11
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1,37 -Boats and Menne Supplies

12 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

,12-Mucellaneas Merchandise

32-Mmeellaneous Merchandise

27-11111 Wanted -Men & Women

20 Help Wanted Weiner

-To win one of these unusual
awards, a contest entry must
prove to be one of the 10 neatest
mod most original edrreet ones received from boys and girls.

It on a piece of paper, print the
unscrambled word beneath it,
along with your name, age, ad.
dress and Zip Code number, then

tional grand prize winners.

coo to The Day, 217 S. Main ST,

Stock # 106702
Turbo-Hydrometic transmission four mason or conditioner
tinted windshield and windows power Wearing power front
disc brakes, white stripe fiberglass belted Men electric clock
power trunk lid latch, shift lever controlled washer wiper door
guard moldings, interior hood lock pushbutton radio remote
control outside mirror, anyl roof rear window defogger

1970 NINETY-EIGHT LUXURY

The puzzle to Co solved. re-

along with preliminary winners
from all other Young Hobby
Club cities, to find the five na-

entries will then be cOnsidered,

'4094

so they can be worn:. chaplet.

decorate the entry in any neat,
original way with crayons, pain.
or cutouts. Finally. address it to
Cappy Dick's Midweek "Talking
Globe" Contest and mail it before midnight of day after tom°,

for preliminary winners whose

HOLIDAY COUPE

SEDAN

tifigT'7::
Mount Prospect, III. 60056.

Names of the prise winners
will be announced here and their'
awards will!. sent to their homes
by mail. Judges decisions will be
final. All entries become Cappy
Dick's property; none can be returned.
.

TOMORROW: How to deco-

rate the handle
wagon!

of a coaster

Galleon Gold and Dark Gold in color

Stock # 10815
Deluxe neat belts, power side windows, window sill molding,
power front doe brakes, V-8, turberhydromatic transmission,
power steer,rg, courtesy lamps, electric clock, four season air
conditioner tinted windshield and windows, wheel discs,
power trunk led, door guard moldings, AM -FM Radio, remote

control outrede mirror, Ewa power bench seat, vinyl roof,
electric rear window defogger. Twilight Blue and Dark Blue in
color

'4988

'3789

400 CARS IN STOCK
.,:,,

061

P
-/f

'J
'

51N):

,0

(

'

'

,

,???

lkil

/`\19;t,,,;,*')

Rand & Central Road

Des Plaines, III.

Haws: Monday 1hr3 Friday 9:00 to 900
Saturday 9;00 to 5:00 Closed Sunday
ti

'
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11,24etemehles For Sale

T44ircenobles For Sale

DES PLAINES

Recently overhauled Volkswagen, clean, runs like new. $795.
Coll aft. 6pm, 827-2922

- 1963 VOLKSWAGEN $125

,

259-8311
1966. Buick Riviera. One owner.
Clean. $2000 or best offer.
Coll 392-3718

VOLKSWAGEN

ONLY

'63 Buick 4 dr, P/S, P/B, R&H, very

good mechanical, low mill
I -owner. 5375. 298-6356.

'68 Chevy II Nova, economy 6,
A/T, P/S, radio, warranteed, ex.

'62 Rambler 'Classic. 4 dr. 6 cyl.
A/T, R/H. Good condition. $150.

,cond. $1495. 537-0962 aft 6pm

AT

Coll 259-3498

1964 VW.

Good condition. $650
296-6901

1967 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, excel. cond., $1650 or best offer.
255-1761

NORWOOD

WHY SUFFER

1960 Kormann Ghia - good running condition $250.
'68 Chevy II Nova. 6 cyl. A/T, P/S,
radio. Exc. cond. $1495.
537-0962 after 6 PM.

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

1962 Ford Squire, 10 passenger,
auto. trans., P/S, like new battery
& tires. $200. 827-1893

'64 VW Convertible. Needs new
top and a little fixin'. $450.

TEST DRIVE
OUR COMPLETE

HOT SUMMER?

UNE OF NEW
VOLKSWAGEN

1964 VW.

WHEN

9 to 9

We have over 40 of the finest used cars

anywhere all equipped with factory air
conditioning. All models and makes,
wagons, compacts, luxury cars, family
cars and intermediates.

296-6901

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

1955 FORD, dual carburetor,
chrome wheels, oval tires, $200.
,537-1747 aft. 5pm.

381-0899
"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

'64 Dodge "330", 4 -door, good
259-1435 or 882-3872 aft. 5:30.

1970

ALSO

A FINE

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

condition. BEST OFFER over $250.

NEW

SATURDAY 9 to 5

IMPORT MOTORS

Good condition. $600

BRAND

WEEKDAYS

BARRINGTON

255-3797

FORD

SEE AND

THROUGH ANOTHER

437-4039

MAVER IC

SELECTION
OF USED

66 Mustang V8. Radio, heoter,
white walls. 3 spd. stick. $595.

VOLKSWAGENS

CO696:2571 after 6 P.M.
1963 THUNDERBIRD, full power,

$550 or offer. must sell

1969 SQUAREBACK

359-5264

Sun Roof, heater, automatic
transmission, AM -FM radio.

1965 Pontiac Catalina. 4 dr. sedan. P/S, P/B, deluxe R/H. Best

- MAR

BO

offer. Coll 439-5844

1967 Ford Falcon 2 dr. 6 cyl.

MOTORS

auto. radio, heater. Good transp.
.5675. Cl. 3-5667

298-2006

'62 PONTIAC CATALINA, runs
good, $250 or offer.
394-5287 after 5 pm.

655 Pierson Des Plaines

'59 VW.
$150
299.3240

Disc brakes, tilt wheel, 4 speed.

'63 Olds S88, 4-dr. Hdtp, A/C,

'68 CAMARO RALLEY

Two 1965 Chevies. $500 or best
offer each. Good condition. 1201

$1895
1968 FASTBACK
Radio, heater, whitewalls.

$3795

$2095

$1795
1969 VOLKSWAGEN

'67 ALPINE ROADSTER

Sedan, automatic transmission, radio, heater, white-

Fun car, beautiful condition.

Rand Rd., An. Ht*.

$1095

'67'VW Bus, Sun roof, excellent
heater,

Radio, heater.

Loaded with all the extras, including factory air conditioning
genuine leather interior, full power, power
windows, European rally instrumentation,
whitewoll tires, radio, automatic transmission with floor console etc. It's a shame
to call it wadi Viling Blue with white vinyl
roof, factory warranty. Priced way below
original list.

SPORT
Red, big 350 engine, 4 speed,
cord top, radio, heater, white'

gas

1968 SQUAREBACK

1970 MERCURY COUGAR XR 7

walls.

V.6, automatic. $250. Coll - after 6 - 824-2432.

condition,

$2195.

$2395

Special convertible,

Buick

walls.

'67 PONTIAC CATAUNA

radio,

clock, $200. & take over pay-

$1845

door, hardtop, automatic,

2

power steering, power brakes,
radio, whitewalls.

. ments. 358-2927
Olds, 4 -door, good body,
excellent
running
condition.
'62

1969 VOLKSWAGEN

1111101106A___1"11,.

$1395

Sedan, radio, heater, whitewalls.

'66 CHEVY IMPALA

$375.392-4447
2

'64 Pontiac, blue, 2-dr. Catalina,
electronic tested, great 2nd car,
osking $350.255-3871

$1745

door, hardtop, automatic,

power steering, radio, white-

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

walls. Perfect condition.

$1195

Sedan, radio, heater, white-

walls.

'65 CHEVY MAUBU

- '67 Mustang, 6 cyl, stk, A/C, like

pew tires, exc, clean. aft 5:30

2 door, hardtop, V-8, automat, ic, radio, heater, HARP!

1-5,17,2923 all day Sat A Sun.

_

T -Bird convert. '64, air cond'd,
full power, like new tires. All original In & out, low mil. Cool,
sharp. Best offer. 299-4171

$1545

$- 99S5

1969 PLYMOUTH
SPORT SATELLITE WAGON

'64 FORD CUSTOM
4 door, V-8, automatic, radio,
power steering, whitewalls, A

1968 MUSTANG, Blue, radio,
heater, 6 cyl., 3 speed, low mileage. Call between 4:30 - 7 PM.

real nice car!

253-2245. $1500

2 door, hardtop, V-8, stick, radio, whitewalls.

power tailgate. Gold Seal warranty. Spanish
Moss Green with deluxe wood groin paneling.

walls.

$1395
1967 VOLKSWAGEN

$2895

Sedan, radio, heater, white-

H,

'17.::1S

-1;,.__AbetAoiAmi

'63 PONTIAC GRAND

Sun

Radio,

$1145

$295

MANY OTHER
USED VW'S
TO CHOOSE FROM

'65 MUSTANG
Convertible, fire engine red, 6

359-6725 oh. 7.

cylinder, automatic transmission, power steering, power
top, radio, whitewalls.

C.I., Auto. trans. '58 Chevy, 348
Cl.;. turbo glide, 3 deuces, fuel
blocks, offenhauser alum. valve
- covers - more. Both for $125 or
-.$50 each. You take away

$895
BANK FINANCING

WANT AD!

e or window defogger.
Ask for

NNorwood',

AL

Low Price!

1968 FORD

GAIMIE 500

Convertible, radio,
heater, full power.

$1669
1967IFORD LTD
4 door, hardtop,. dark
blue, vinyl top, air conditioning, full power.

$1595
1970
MAVERICK

Automatic transmission, radio, heater,
whitewall tires, slightly
used.

$1669

Late Model

1965
MUSTANG

MOTORS

Trade -Ins

Convertible, automatic
transmission, radio,

298-2006

1968 JAVEUN

of Good!'

4 Dr. full power, factory air conditioned, radio, whitewall tires,
Reef Turquiose with a Black vinyl roof. For
4.

those who want luxury at a reasonable 295

BO -MAR

USE A DAY

price.

heater, whitewall tires...

$869

2 door hardtop, vinyl top,
power steering, V-8, radio,

655 Pierson Des Plaines

heater,- automatic transmission.

(A,

rums! ER -Plymouth

1968 TEMPEST
CUSTOM
4

E
THE

door

sedan,

Std. Trans.

4 Dr. hardtop, 1,1-8, power steering, power brakes, factory air
conditioning, automatic transmission, radio,

brand new set of whitewall tires, tinted

Barracuda

glass custom Interior, Sliver with Black vinyl
roof.

heater WW's

$695

'63 Valiant
4 door 6 cyl. auto. one

$1595

$495

'66 Buick

Wagon

LeSabre

cal, auto. P/S

$795

[1,5 Buidc

2 Dr. HT, V-8 auto. P/S,
radio heater.
$895

$1 695

WAGONS

4. door

sedan, automatic
transmission, tape deck,

$1595

Many To Choose From
1966 Country Sedan

1968 OPEL KADETT

$795

2 door sedan, radio, heater,
whitewalls.

Hurry in,..

70 CARS

owner.

'65 Falcon

STATION

1968 VOLVO 1445

1966 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME

'65 Plymouth

4 Dr. HT, V-8 auto. P/S,

frill power,

$469

$1595

-Imperial
-radio heater.

cylinder.

automatic

power steering, v-8.

Red, V-8 auto. radio,

'66 Chrysler

FAIRLANE
2 door, sedan, stick, 6

transmission, radio, heater,

DUSTER
Radio, Heater 3 Spd.

1965

$1595

DES PLAINES

60 Corvair

pick a Red Tag that's

All Models

'66 Dodge
Comet

INSURANCE

1969 RENAULY RI -D

AND
FINANCING

4 door, radio, heater.

$1295

TO

Just Right For You

COMPLETE

$1195

AVAILABLE

V moo
DEVON

...

.,

MI Styles

'

$795

NORWOOD FORD
IL(New Cars)

I 4*

V-8, auto P/S. $995

DES PLAIIVES

I

r

eovp

(1 I I') Sl,I R -Plymouth

Euclid & Northwod.Hwy.
CL 3-2100
'392-2560

E. Northwestliwy. 298-4420 Des Plaines, ill.

,

Doily 9 to
cioied.,

Open WEEKDAYS 9.9 SAT. 94 CLOSED SUNDAYS

.

.

-

I

I

.SundaY

-4* .-

'

0

I

Sat. 9 to 6

III

'
I

&

.

-

,

Kennedy Iseresswey 1

00K BUICK

500,2 Dr. HT, buckets,

.

*et

NORWOOD

FORD (Wed Cast

.

V-8, auto. radio, heater
WfW's

roof, wheel

eater, vinyl

lecoverst body side mIdgie

Special Selection

1967 BUICK ELECTRA

AVAILABLE ON =CARS

or

MP2 Dr. HT, #1125, auto.11
trans., whitewalls, radio,M

heater,

3 deuces, 4 speed, needs paint.

'64 Ford Galaxie "500" w/390

All -Runt All need work on
parts. 259-1435 or 882-3872.

Roof,

whitewalls.

PRIX

'69 Chevelle SS 396 convert.,
325 HP, 4 spd., Posi, P/B,P/S,
AM/FM, tape, full inst., Hugger
Orange $2395 or best offer.'

Example:

'69 Galaxie 5000

1966 VOLKSWAGEN

whitewalls.

$2195

rI
10 IN STOCK

RI F

$1345

ra

'64 CORVETTE
Midnite blue, '4 speed, radio,

1968 GT Ford Torrino, less than
10,000 r,,,les, auto., P/S, see btw
,5pm-Elpm, Coll 593-6384, if no
answer call 485-0453

DEMO:
: SALE
di;

radio, white-

walls.

$595

358.0094

heater,

Gas

luggage rock, whitewall tires, dual action

'64 FALCON

111111111100001

1968 GHIA COUPE

9 passenger, economy V-8, power steering, automatic transmission, radio, tinted gloss, deluxe chrome

$495

'68 Ford Fairlane 500, 2-dr., HT,
V-8, P/S, fact. air exceptionally
cleon, $1475 or best offer.

$1840

AM -FM radio, gas heater.

'69 CHEVROLET Z28

P/S, P/B, P/seat, other extras. excel cond. $595. 359-5079

'65

$2395
1969 FASTBACK
Automatic transmission,

'e

I

o os on a

till a_ e o s or

e

WEATHER
Tonight Fair,
cool;
low 55 to 60. Tomor-

row: Partly sunny cool-

e

Vro5pect Dap

Telephone

2554400

er; high in 70s.
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15,000 homes lose
power during storm
High winds, raced through
Northwest Suburbs between 4 and 5 p.m. yesterday
and left an estimated 15,000
homes without electrical power and approximately 1,000
homes without phone service.
Lightning created an additional hazard and toppled some

damaged

main transmission

Road in Park Ridge.

Besides the main line out,
Lambert said there were 65
other cases of wires downed-both by winds and by trees.

Bruce

reading put the wind velocity
at 45 knots, but that there were

night." Campbell said that the
phones out were scattered
through the whole region, and
were caused by downed drop lines and aerial wires.

LAMBERT SAID that of
power around 4 p.m., almost
10,000 were restored to service

by 7 p.m., and the remainder

WEATHER
BUREAU
sources said that an O'Hare

Storm topples wall,
worker injured
Employees of the Old Orchard Country Club help free the car of Arthur J. Williams of Long
Grove after yesterday's high winds felled a tree in the club's parking lot yesterday. More photos
on
page 8. (Photo by Dan Coins).

storm

yesterday
afternoon
when the high winds knocked

in the fourth floor wall and
buried him under tons of

Elk Grove Twp. meeting
'fferences to be aired
The Elk Grove Township

the

Department

of, Public

Elk Grove

Works and buildings and the
Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority after both agencies
bought township land for

Township will meet tonight in
an attempt to resolve differ-

highways.
Welfare funds of 1 I families

over the township's
April 14 annual meeting.
The meetings, to be held at 8

were cut off by the auditors in

Board of Autiiita s dial a group

of 15 couples calling themselves Taxpayers for Better
Government

in

ences

late May, after they said general assistance funds had run out
and no new money was coming

p m in the town hall, 2400 S
Arlington Heights Rd , comes

in because the township was
unable to sell its tax anticipation warrants.
The 11th family has since

after the township denied a pe-

tition from the group calling
for a special town meeting to
transfer money to the general
assistance fund for 10 families
whose township aid has been

been able to obtain county welfare

cut off

fare matter, the citizens group
continues to criticize the township over conduct of the April
14 annual meeting.
They have objected to the 2
p m meeting time and the ca-

IN ADDITION TO the wel-

The group has since asked
the board itself to call a special

town meeting to transfer part
of the $30,000 the township
state
has
received from
agencies to the general assistance funds

THE MONEY came from

bricks and cement at an apartment complex under construction on West Higgins and Barrington Rds., Hoffman Estates.

Jesse, Pena, 22 -Ghicago;
the annual meeting may carry, Was *taken Co St.
MMUS 110g0i-:
less Weight tonight as a result
tal -where he was admitted for
of a suit in Bremen Township.
internal injuries, and possible
,

skull and hip fractures. He is

IN THE BREMEN Case,

reported in serious condition.

(Continued on page 2)

The 1970-71 Harper Col-

penditures

$18,126,976 for five funds, is
currently on display for public
review in the business adminis-

by board trustees Thursday,
July 9.

Auxiliary

site

and

irts 6

Richard Schutz, 23, of
8904 Church, Des Plaines, was

convicted yesterday in Crimi-

Judge Louis B. Garippo,
presiding in the bench trial set
July 17 for sentencing.
The conviction came about

seven months after Schutz's
arrest. Schutz was arrested on

Nov. 22 last year by Cook
County Sheriffs Police and
girl the following day, exactly
two years after the killing. He

which they said was too small.

$16,066,515.

-5642,737; site and construction --$9,536,457.

**Ema

suffered

exploded

an

lamp when a power transformer failed.

was arraigned on Nov. 24.

ON NOV. 23, 1967, Miss
Littlejohn and her family were

visiting with the Steven M.
Oberst family, relatives of the
Littlejohn family who lived at

8702 Gregory, in an unincorporated
Plaines.'

area

near

Des

returned. The next day, her
half -clothed body was found in
a wooded area a short distance

treated for minor injuries
tective Donald Shaw "inter- was
and released.

up a new avenue to us. This in-

formation and further investigation resulted in the arrest," police said.
The woman said that Schutz
owned a blue, green and gold
had been found at the murder
rested as he left work at Sears

scene. Schutz was then arin

the Golf Mill Shopping

bludgeoned by some type of Center.
ON THE WITNESS stand,
"sharp heavy object." Also,
sexually as-

Schutz denied the charge and
claimed that he had had

AT FIRST, according to

Thanksgiving dinner with his
grandparents in Des Plaines

had
saulted.

been

police, Schutz was not a suspect in the early investigation
of the crime. A short time before the arrest, however, De-

Plywood stolen
Thirty panels of plywood '
valued at $125 were stolen yes-

terday from a building under
construction at Algonquin and
Busse Rds.. Mount Prospect.

sweater. Strands of the sweater

Greenwood Av. and Golf Rd.
Later, an, autopsy revealed
that the pretty blonde had been

she

by Albert Sheetz _ of 1701
Greenleaf, eastbound on

viewed a woman who gave up

from her relatives' home on

the examination revealed that

Plaines, southbound on Maple
was struck by a bicycle ridden

-

the information that opened

After the Thanksgiving dinner at about 8 p.m. Miss Littlejohn decided to take a walk, a
journey from which she never

.

Greenleaf.,
.
j t Ha r1
Ine was taken to
t
General HoSpital twyere, he'

-7-murder

-

side of an auto on Maple north
of Greenleaf.
Police reported that the
auto driven by Evelyn J. Wine-

clechter of 1934 Birch,- Des

Convict Des Plaines man

construction-

pacity of the meeting room,

Inflation is getting so bad, they're designing pop machines
that take dollar bills.
-

charged with the murder of the

The five funds show a total
$2.1 million increase over the
1969-70 operating budget of

Estimated 1970-71 ex-

rubble.

fund --$827,610;

-$9,649,157.
Last year's expenditures
were: education --$4,689,156;
building --$589,420; bond and
interest --$608,745; auxiliary-

Their threatened suit over

rived, the construction workers had freed Pena from the

17, of St. Charles.

-$686,866;

Kenilworth in Mount Pros-

when his bicycle ran into the

Dept. said by the time they ar-

der of Cheryl Lynn Littlejohn,

educational

hour along the Northwest
Highway, and one home at 132

A Des Plaines boy, 1 I. was
injured yesterday morning

The Hoffman Estates Fire

Thanksgiving Day, 1967, mur-

fund-$6,032,428, including a
$500,000 student growth contingency fund; building fund-$930,915; bond and interest-

lege proposed budget, totalling

trative offices.
The budget will be approved

are:

Traffic lights from Arlington Heights to Des Plaines
were out for at least half an

in car crash

nal Court in Chicago of the

Harper '70-'71 budget
out for public review

knots.

Cyclist, 11, hurt

A construction worker was

seriously injured during the

reports from other areas of
winds as high as 55 and 60

pect

were taken care of by the early
morning hours.

Walter Lambert, because of a

to

cent more than on a normal

the 15,000 homes who lost

trees and struck a TV aerial.
Des Plaines and Park Ridge
suffered the biggest power
loss,
according to Commonwealth Edison spokesman

according

Campbell of Illinois Bell Telephone..He said that no more
than 1,000 homes throughout
the Northwest Suburbs lost
phone service --"only 25 per

less,

line which runs along River

the

and was there until late at
night, testimony which was

Gripe
Of The
Day
I buy my daughter a pair
of beautifully fitting slacks
and the first thing she does
is take In the seams.

ES.

supported by several members

of his family.

4,'.."4,*

r

t;
-s
a

I*

*

Catherine Vandeven

Laurel Balks*

Diane Fisher

Donna Johnson

Mary Hutchings

Nancy Limpinsel

Shelley Pierce

Sally Yoder

vte or 'Miss Mt. Prospect' title

-r

4. Eight Mount Prospect girls will vie for the title
tif "Miss Mount Prospect" on Saturday evening
at Prospect High School.
The Miss Mount Prospect Pageant, sponsored
by the Mount Prospect Jaycees, will be held from
8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Judging of the candidates will
be. based on the same values as considered at the

front Ladendorf Olds in,Mount Prospect.
The newly -selected Miss Mount Prospect will
be eligible to participate in the Miss Illinois pag-

Diane was honpred as a member of the Christmas

eant.

school.

The contestants are:

Miss Illinois and Miss America pageants.
"Poise, beauty and talent are the three major
requirements," said Ron Weinrich, pageant general chairman.

LAUREL BATKA, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Batka, 608 S. Edward. Miss Batka attends

OF THE eight contestants will be

Her hobbies are playing tennis and writing.

,

,judged in evening gowns, swimsuits and in a misfit presentation.
,

-`The winner will receive two $100 savings

bonds and the use of a car for the summer
The savings bonds have been donated by the
Mount Prospect State Bank and the First Nation-

al -Bank of Mount prospect, The car will come

the University of Illinois where she is majoring in
Journalism.
She said she would like to be an airline stewardess

A 1970 graduate of Prospect High School,

Ball court and as a calendar girl at the high

MARY HUTCHINGS, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. LeRoi Hutchings, 1002 W. Gregory, attends Brown University in Providence, R.I. and
is planning a career in writing.

Interested in dance, and Journalism, Mary
keeps active by riding bikes, playing tennis and
swimming.

awarded fourth and seventh semester honor pins.
She plans to attend the University of Iowa and
major in advertising.

Interested in theatre and contemporary dance,
Miss Pierce is majoring in drama and speech.

NANCY JUNE LIMPINSEL, daughter of

CATHERINE VANDEVEN, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Vandeven, 610 S. Albert, is a
1970 graduage of Sacred Heart of Mary High

Mr. and Mrs. William Limpinsel, 633 S. George
St., attends Carthage College. She said she enjoys

singing and playing the guitar.
Nancy is a member of the Pi Theta sorority
and the Alpha Lambda. Delta 'scholastic fraternity.
In high school she was a, member of the National Honor Society. She is planning a career as
a college teacher.

after college graduation.

DONNA MAE JOHNSON, daughter of Mr.

DIANE MARIE FISHER, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Fisher, 410 S. Maple, plans to

attend Colorado State University and major in
social work.

and Mrs. Howard W. Johnson, 335 S. Evanston
Av., is a 1970 graduate of Prospect High School.
A member of National Honor Society, Donna

wrote for the high school newspaper and was

School.
The tall blue-eyed, blonde plans to attend college and major in education.
She participated in the drama club during high
school and coached cheerleaders for four years.

SALLY YODER, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Yoder, 411 S. Hi-Lusi, was graduated this

spring from Prospect High School and will at-.

SHELLEY LEA PIERCE, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arliet Pierce, 812 W. Busse, attends
Illinois Wesleyan University and is a member of
Sigma Kappa sorority.

tend the University of Iowa in the fall.
She enjoys singing and dancing. During high

school, she was active on the class board for
four years and in student council for one year.

-

1!'
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Heated debate expected

Thursday June 18 1970

Mayor Teichert welcomes help
in fightink O'Hare expansion
Mount

Prospect's

Mayor

Robert reicher, told his village board last night that the
help of Mount Prospect and
other communities is and corned in fighting the nate costruction and expansion of

O'Hare quo.,

Thustee Donald Furst and ap-

because it is 116,000 different

pect on record as being against
the expansion.

the chief charge made.

He said that he meeting was

"recapitualtion of commun ication," of Park Ridge.
EHneenville and Schiller Park
with communities in New Jeri
soy and California which have
Sled similn1 InWehlitti against
airport expansion in their
Teiebert said that he felt the
claim recently fled by the

THE PARK RIDGE, Ben.
senville, Schiller. Park suit
claims that the nuisance is

being aggravated by the ru

ways that are being built to
parand misting facilities and
which will bring more Mr traffic over thme communities
and also Mount Proapect and
Des Plaines.
A resolution

offered

by

Band to represent
Illinois in contest
lohrfc Flericy High
Marefing Band has
ken selected io reresent the
one of Illinois at
33d antral Lion Club Convention
Parade to he held in Ariantie
City. NJ.. on July I.
The
School

Donuts Canova, director of
hands at Hersey in Arlington

pct

Last year. Me band entered
its first competition at the &away Band Festival at Moshe -

rm. Mich..

and

144, fins

place Since then the band has

won every competition it has
entered.

The most mean victory was

June 6 at the Harvard Milk

the trip Side trip, to lynchingto and the U. S. Naval Acutemy at Annapolis. Md., will he

Harvard. 111.

panic:Mate in the greater Tow-

son Fourth of July Parade id
Baltimore. kid.
Both

parades

are

cone

petitions.
"We hope to place in the top

traffic and ground traffic

Festival Band Competition in
The band competed in Class
A against bands frornWiscon-

sin and Illinois and also won
the
Admiral "Outstanding
Band" award.

On lune 21. the band will
travel to Plainfield, Ill.. to
compere in the Midwest Music
Festival.

mittec will fonnaRY Tale its

tong awaited lax nrrick recom.

mrodation for the 1%0 eonstitution with the convention
hsday.

A trilling on the sane inof5 per cen
0080 for indi.
viduals and per
for coo
poratioss io .cornmended by
come

in

the vicinity of the airport,

the Reve Committee of

MOUNT PROPSECT
waited. said Teichen. before

which Mrs.enu Jssniacte Man
rnnuton is a member.

three -community Imvsuit. to
sec the substance of the com-

The collimate, was onaNe

taking a, steps to join the

He said that Des Plaines has

proposed that any other com-

munities wishing vd join the
lawsuit contribute on the basis

of 25 cents per persons over
Oa next two years.

FOR MOUNT PROSPECT this would rnean contribution of at 10,10158,500.

olbichert said. "I gums in a
lawsuit like This you have to
count on $101).000 as nsim
He concluded that a raison
board composed of two mem-

bers from each community
joined in the law mitt had been

proposed to make a periodic
review ef the suit's progress.

Retiring Executive Tice -President Carl Hammed (right) of
the Mount Prospect State Bank receivm a eertilicate fora motor
golf van from hank \ lee -President Hope. Alton. The calf earl is
a gift from employes at the bank and tat Mien to Hammer) at a
recent retirement dinner.

Harper OKs new salary
pact for administrators
A 104,5110 salary package
for
administrators
was
recently approved by the Hap
per College board of Mulcts.

District, (0003901, have for.
mally objected to a request by
William 131auw of Rolling
Meadows, to Cook County, for

a permit to bring dry fill ton
one acre site near Hillcrest
Lake in Prospect Heights.
A hearing on the request has
been set for June 22 at 3 pm. in

the Arlington Heights Municipal Building.
Richard Schuld president of
the PHOTSD board said that
the district's main objection to
the proposal is that the builder

will be filling land in a flood
Olin without providing addi-

per cent for meritorious bgexcoption.
Fringe

benefits

lions of vice.presidents, deans,

deans director
directors and division' chair- and division chairmen.
men, and ariistant directors
A professional expense al- 10000000 op to neon annually
It inClUdc s a merit increase for the president, vicc-presiMak ranging from 6.5 per cent dents. and deans, and Mont. maintained posit s, 13.5 term leaves of absence, or sabj

to 1E9 per cent for s,
o- baticalo arc also fringe bent., performance. to 13.5 plus efts.

Consider
Your Car!

county to put fillin the flood

how does your car

plain, said Haas.'
He added that only a small
portion of the °neat:re lot is in
the flood plain.

feel about being dirty?

THE PROPERTY was puri
from
Homeowner's

Hilkrest
Ariociation
which owns an additional I3
chased

the

acres in the lake area.
Schuhtl
said
that

what

PHOTSD will require, is that
the builder provide the same
amount of water retention
when the development is complete as existed on the property
before the fill was added.

include

biennium physical memento

The package covers pod- $150 for the college president.

PHOTSD objects to
dry fill request
Trustees of the Prospect
Heights Old Town Sanitary

50c OFF

The Edneation Committee
in its recommendations defared tri the Revenue Coate
mittee the ottemon of the state
meeting more of the expenses

DEBATE ON THE Rive,

Them is expected to be a.

Thc Revenue Committee did

proposal to remove rim sales.
Mies from food and medicine..

not net on the matter.

Elk Grove Twp. meeting
differences to be aired

property lux. This PUMP will
have m M settled on the flour
ssf the cog:anion.

given

Wrimaineverritar Page 0

%MIS

Des Plaines
OPEN: Monday thro Saturday Bora ton pm.

Sunday canto 5 pm

phone: 439-8660

CAR WASH

ASK ABOUT OUR CUSTOM SIMONIZ CAR -CARE

tional storage for storm water.
FIESAID THAT no request
submitted to PHOTSD for

lage, another group member.

"The problem is that some
of them are between aid and'
are waiting to be picked up by
other forms of assistance..

onflies, birds and the Illinois

cure either the real estate taxes

against a similar ohalknge of
the annual meetings time and
room size by five township

or the sales taxes. There was
sentiment in the committee to

moose the oales taws from
food and medicine. but the

residents.
'The group, according to

use

spokesman Mrs. David Rbdgees, 57 Keswick, Elk Grove

the votes to move such sugges-

Village. will try to peuade
rs

eornmittee could not

tions out of committee in the
form of a recommendation to
the Convention.
The Revenue Committee is

making no recommendation
regarding changes in the rase
article which would permit
cal governments to levy other
than real sstates tmss to sup-

port their o,rations.
If there are such recommen

BROWN HAS listed
praying

mantis,

drag-

brown bat as mosquito eaters.
The mud turtle, certain species

of fro, and whirlygig thrive
partly on larvae of mosquitos.
"For any homeowner to
rely on any single mcaoun, for

MRS. SEIDLEIN and Mrs.
Alton Brown, 601 walnut.
Elk Grove Village, have been
referring some of the families
to the Northwest Opportunity

eliminating an of the mos-

quitos would definitely be
fallacy,. she said.
said. "We are

the Elk Grove Township oathtoo to reduce some of the expmditures in their current
budget, which was passed at
the annual meeting.
The group has also obtained
a fist of names of the 10 amplies whose aid has beencut off

Center for help.
Mrs. Oro' en said yesterday
that the most pressing needs of
the families
for food and
medication. In most cases, she

never going to

said, they had only been on

pra

township aid for short One be -

"WE HAVE CONTACTED

said

cause of illness or onemPloy-

she hosvd to aid residents to
rid their yards of mosquitos.

all

the

people

on

the

list

Mosquito. but

1

feel the mos.

quiet population can be con

men,.

The property already holds
omit%
liOn of a heiell, nirt e permit

from the

71,

John Deere Day

yesterday at
C.eneral
Hospital
Ridge.

..SPRAYING HAS been
termed thc may way out," she
said..lt in nut the casy way out

Boston said.

fed the mosquito found that

"A big, active campaign to
du of containers, tin cans, oki
tires and other things such as
stopped up rain gutters is a
primary way to create a noticeable reduction of mosquitos,"
said Ron Carroll, a graduate
student specializing in ento-

hut detriment to wikIlife and

one of the most effective ways

Otology at

of elimimting or reducing the

Chicago.

pect;

Ivey of the mosquito;'

Last Match, Me Palatine
village board passed an

ordinance does not pro-

hibit any ,other ways of

is SATURDAY, JUNE 20th

FotherN Day
Sunday
June 21

Chicago,

;Visitation will be after

/'

fl

7

Mass will be said Saturday at
10 a.m. at St. Stephen Church
in Des Plaines. Burial will be
10 St. Joseph Cemetery in River Grove.

THE PROSPECT OAT

through Melo, he Day
Pros'
s. Mal
0Sei. Brunch ale
111,

RI) S. Arlington Haig.

NeeProspect,
s

Ild, Arlington Heights, 111.60005,
and egg Center, Dee Moines, Ill.

For Father's Day, give Dad's summer

wardrobe a lift with

Arrow* Fashion

tumble dries wrinkle -free. Short tleevaa $5.50 & $7.00

The

now..a

Wheeling

quiot abatement.

Newell°. price,

WO°

So

month..

ID canto

1440 Miner Street

Downtown Des Plaines

Open Monday and Friday Evenings

WI H

HOMEOWNERS

THE CHEMICALS chlorinated hydrocarbon er orgono
phosphates, do much to pollute the air as well as upset the
balance of nature, Mrs. Brown
,One of the mesons the ordinnnee was passed was be -

stagnant pools of water in their
yards may seek village Rid to

added, is not harmful to In The mantis feeds on harm ful and beneficial insects, but
it feeds on those that ore most

6.6"
wiP'" using ahemqui. without
ice's.

"Praying mantises are protected in Indiana because they
are beneficial to ridding of

harmful insects." said Carroll.
,On the whole, they are quite

beneficiar
He added, however, that
not

-

MALE mosearros nth

trol.

MRS. BROWN SAID she
has been told that persons felt
noticeable relief from the mos-

extra chromosome produce sperm which are 15 per
a nt ineapable
hrlplfzing
egg.

Of the 25 per cent of mos-

quitos that are born, about
eight= of ten inherit Mester.
ility factor and then pass on the
fatal characteristies to succeeding generatiOns.

quito population last year by
using the praying mantis.
Recently, scientists at the
University of Notre

sects,.

population of than pest InBrower said. -And

.mosquilm to wipe out large

there are too many breeding

number, of :heat

too expensive to breed enough .

Marathon rezone
hearing denied

the

are rather ineffective

without other means of con-

pleep fee mouleiton.He added that it would he.-

Dr. Brower said he believes
even this method could not
make mosquitos extinct.

The request for a zoning
change of

Peon coning of the prop -

bearing to seek

only. thme.qunners of an sere.,

single family residential conloB lo' -nestrieted service"

is R-3 Mingle tangly nesidence._

Zoning. at the southwest aver-

sought by Meraihon was 11.2
(restricted service district).

.ner of Hintz and Schoenbeck
Rds- received a "do not pass"

The zoning

211.000

one from the Conk County

Board of

Commitaioners

Monday.

'Thu proposed hearing
would have considered the re -

The Marathon Oil Co. of zoning of the land from 10-3
Park Ridge applied for the
henries. since they had plain

mingle family resident. 211.0MI
sq.-11.1 to 13-4 1Gencral Son

thee.-

vim/, for comtructkm of o

fora service stution ut

retail furniture store.

r.

rid of them.
In cases of stagnant pools on

private property that have become a nuisance, the village
has authority to iorce the resident to abate, she said.

Atutotatekg
0

A CARPET OF STONE

of

graduate

AFTER

!memriam!! Ply -Rea, Inc. Is bringing to the emotion of the

According to Lee Canfield
of the Wheeling Republicans.
Leder will speak at 0:30
tonight at the Mount Prospect
VFW Hall. 601 N. Main,

tattoo b a

Pei coon cireinzing mmrierion open.nan no prices never heard
of before. literally o CARPET OF STONE.

A completely PATENTED system now makes It passible to resur-

face flows, walks, drives, gussets., in laseueful send quona
smug Can be had in o choice 9f colas and h releferced with
fiberglass. 60 riCa cON NISI WITH EPDXY.

comtmoswitscomobewwww.matwamtarimoi woo.;
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

NO OBLIGATION - PHONE

INTERNATIONAL POLY-FLEX,INC.
965 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016

I

II

FOR EVERY

HAM'n SWISS

Weekend
Freedom
Machine 12±-.)

25

Ce

eat

ALWAYS USDA CHOICE

ON A RYE BUN

4

RANCH DOG
ALL BEEF WIENER

commonly

9 30
'TIL

9 30

THICK SHAKES
COFFEE SLAW
HOFFMAN ESTATES`

426W.Higuins
St hnumburg,111.

'DINE IN

296-3810

OPEN

CRISP FRYS

per blade,
off the

Oakton Lawn & Garden Center
Des Plaines

298-6170

ROAST BEEF

per customer

1530-34 Oakton St.

in Chicago
selling
slacks are

for $16

THERE'S SOMETHING

NOW
1

Identical

Pril

PARD'NER

Rotary Mower Blade Sharpening

reg. $2.50

AVEMORE

IMO YOU

pair!
every
$9
on
ye

0004 Got deliveted. Out or
'Own OS mall
Yogi 0000 for

has found the homeowner very
cooperative," she added.

oho lives on insecq.
"The insect may
insects, hot this is a part
of nature," Mrs. Brown said.
The praying month, she

spring.

Township

Mount Prospect.

SPECIAL-

Limit

Sulutcription roles: SS mot o

arch to alms rssidents

the danger of stagnant water,
Mr.. Boston said. "The village

month sponsored a talk on the

-

Saturday, June 20, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. only

.16.

done

Republican Club, which last

affairs in the U.S. midwest, for
speech on the Mideast crisis
from the Israeli point of view.

basics

These two styles are truly the basis 01 fashion in this season's shirt stylm ... in exciting new
"Outer Reef' colors. Arrow Decton Perms -Iron with the distinctive Bard collar in lightweight
batiste... or university styled button-down in cool, comfortable panama cloth, the lightw7eight
oxford. Each in a blend of 65% Dacron polyester and 35% cotton that machine washes and

coos-

The Village of Palatine has

THE PRATING MANTIS

quitos may expect from 40 to
100 mantises hatching each

Israel aide
Mideast by an Arab, tonight
will hoot Ellud Lador, Israel's
counsel in charge of calmral

Buy one of
these

And here's another
John Deere Day

tonight at Oehler Funeral
Home in Des Plaines. Funeral

pest is by spreading oil in pools
of Water before the larvae

the University of

praying mantises to rid of mos-

Scientists at the university
kid they believe the new breed

Wheeling Twp.
GOP to hear

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at

Independence Special! Get the great new
John Deere 19 or 21 inch trimming mower
FREE with your purchase of any new John Deere
Lawn and Garden Tractor. You'll have a
"Weekend Freedom Machine" for your big jobs, and
our big helper for your little jobs. Declare your
independence from weekend chores, See us before
offer ends July 12, 1970.

e

Chicago and Isador of Glen
grmdchildrem two
OM
brothers, M. of Canada and
Anthony of Germany, and a
!Amer, Apallonia Bernhard of

The committee which stud.

hatches.

prohibiting any firm,
person of corporation from
spraying, misting or fogging
certain chemicals into the air.
ante
mince

Lutheran
in Park

five sons, Mathias of

'

8IT DOES MUCH harm to

ONE AT

Germany, Johannes and Joseph of Des Plaines, Jakob of

female mosquito, she said.

PERSONS WHO BREED

"THERE ARE. TOO Many
Mimics things involved in the

`But no one can pmfibly do

of

Quidzinski of Des Plaines and
Agnes Reiser of Mount Pros-

o f the townshiP,shc mid.

fessor of Biolagical Sciences,

Northern Illinois University.

produced a new breed of mosquito that corrien en. extra
chnomosome
resulting in
death of the mosquiot larvae.

mals will also ear the moequito.

its

.Survivors are his wife, Ran
Mc three daughters, Agatha
Fechnrich of Chicago. Maria

She explained that fogging
only stops the male mosquito
in flight. It does nothing loth,:

plentiful, according to Dr.
Jams Brower, assistant pro-

onflies, she midi Many ani-

1659 White Sr., Des Plaines,
died

Palatine

and use of chemicals."

Pius Ruscheinski
Ruscheinski,

said June Boston,
deputy -clerk.

However, Mrs. Boston mid,
them,. irepy few poets within
the PePporate limits of the village. The problem areas are
those in the outlying sections

water, such as a pool, residents
con aped to attract drag-

Obituaries
Pius

that spraying is not effective,"

REINFORCED WITH FIBERGLASS

and get
this one
FREE!

build a home.

eaute the committee found

BY KEEPING CLEAN

There will be discussion af-

HE SAID THAT Blaow plans

comp

bination of then could make
an excellent control:,
She added. 'To do this we
have to work with nature and
not try to nvoroome nature
with our insecticide spraying

!rolled."
In the past. Mrs. Brown sold

ter the speech and the public is
welcome. Canfield said.

to build up the propeny to

Any

said.

the

Jewish University in Berlin
and one of the founders of the
original kibbutss in what is
now Israel, Canfield said.

John Hass, attorney representing Blauw said that in his
opinion the property owner is
not required to obtain a permit
from PHOTSD.

burinoed

.

the

matters said Schuld.

be

recently headed a committee
that found several good ways'
to get rid of thenk
A new mooquito that carries
chromosome resulting in
death of
second generation
is also being experimented
with.

Victoria Ln., Elk Grove Vil-

permit on the project,
PHOTSD ordinances give
Mem jurisdiction over such

must

88problentsh

Circuit Court Judge Selene! B.
Epstein last Frida) noted

mince did nothing to rano.

said.

btu of PEP (Pam.. 44'

viron men t

THE REVENUE Can.

(a factory repreentative will be here)

SIMONIZ

duo pollute the air.
Mrs Clayton Brown, 508
W. Glencoe. Palatine, a own -

us by the township."

our regular SIMONIZ
01111111.N

kill gIN pony =amt.
hitherthan unnatural ways

said Mrs. Georg Scidlein,I141

Oakton Lawn & Garden Center

Elmhurst Rd at Algonquin Rd.

A popular thing these days
14 to promote natural wap of

ads and corporations.

ondnry education in Illinois.

an effective job alone.. Mrs.
Brown

property taxes on both individss

Here's our special...

car wash with each 4 gallon gasoline purchase.
Free with 18 gallon purchase.

BY Jody Ressler

nue Article proposals will not
.begin on the convention floor
until next week. The debate is
certain to he long and heated:.
There are expected to be proponds to abolish the personal

of public elementary and sec-

to develop a recommendation.
ori abolishment of the pentium'

plaint filed. He said that the

alone. had budgeted 550.000
thn year for the airport litigation.

data,. thex will have 10 come
froththe Ltwal GeweiiwpourP

Conc.`onk Revenue Con- Commit..

The resolution cited. among
otber things, bosh noise and air
pollution and the possible do
because of increaSed air

He noted that Park Ridge

three in the Lions Parade con,

Richard embh

Pe 1

Mantis could take the itch out o summer

article recommendation

proved by the Allege board.
has already put Mount Pros-

village administration now has
a copy of the complaint.

Heights.
No
planned an
educational tour along with

included. The hand abo will

Con -Con unit to file tax

three
northwest
suburb.
COmmunities migN have a hotter chance of being successful.

approach than those suits in
which ..mere nuisance" was

THE DAY

Thursday lune 18 1970

1169 Dundee Ave.
61,0,111.

CARRY OUT
Weedlawn at Sibley
Eolton, III.

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD
LEE 8 OAKTON STREET
DES PLAINES

(Censer of Golf Rd. 1 Block N. of Higgins

DUNDEE 220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(Corner of Rand 8 River Roads)

GLENVIEW 580 WAUKEGAN ROAD

,

One day at a time

Clean the streets! Louise is at the wheel!

By Ron Swans
You never know the feeling
until it happens in your family.
Junior's home. Two years in

cially lonesome, of course.
-Why doesn't he write? his littlest sister asked. ?Probably
very Imsy," we opined.

the Army. over and done. A

"YOU'LL NEVER believe
what happened!" were the
words in large print at theft.
Of the first letter from Viet
Nita, "All of us on our plane

year of that in Viet Nam. What

relief. and what a blessing
Its all over.

THOSE first few weeks in

How slowly, and yet bow
quickly two years pose. Aurally, it was loner Than that. The
orthicon began the day of colletw graduation. Which March

coold be like this,' he verotc
from Infantry Camp. Graduthe comic side of new friends
and experiences. Next. a letter
that saki, "1M headed for an

scientious oNeekork Go la Officcrb, Candidate School? Enlist

Advanced

for two. three car four yon?

Infantry Training

Base in California. Tried to gel

to do,

W

school, but they weren't buying. At least, not for me, that

II was a hot.August
10110mornn
when the two of us drove
c
Induction Center on Canal St.

said. We were. -Good
luck." I said. "I'll he in
touch" he said. I drove quick -

Mout in lune if lean enroll in

school to work on my Muster's,. the telephoned voice
said. After that, it was easy.

season with friends and family.

Then. off to the airport.

Smiles through the tears.Junioes back.
Steak and cherry pie was the
menu. It had to be. That's the
favorite.
Now I wander what number

"Where does Heyerdahl get off having the TIME to cross

Q What ace the functions tests are increased in persons
of the thyroid gland? What with an overactive thyroid.

Thursday, June 18,

the Atlantic like that?"

7-alTfl."e't'lirs'rnoVid puts out a
horthone,
thyroxin, which

by (1) the protein -hound
dine test, 121 the butanol ex-

lead

tractable iodine tt and 131

Letters to the Editor
Theroux answers critic of township government
people who run for office pre

fool the public with such trammum partisan gambits.

fer half truths land demagegery
to Natal analysis. They

,

apparently hone the cynical
idol that such tactics produce

v...

A letter from the Democrat
candidate for 3d District state
in your Monday issue
Inc
illietratrs
the point.
In 1969 he tried to get himself elected a township official
- supervisor.

NAV in ITIO he mouths
sweeping.ond inaccurate

:Mucks on the very office he
tried so hard tout last yew.
Sc further has the gall le try

to claim -the Democrat machine' this words, hes no intems in taking over our local
'townships. It's DIM that the
...only should direct things, he
ups,
Baldenksh. Since when hen

the Cook County general admits...lion been non-purti.
saw! Dm ocrats have a 2 to
majority or du:County Hoard.
The County Clerk end wantI

edssesor both run old -fashion -

Democrat maroon, on -

pins.
- And I suppose he calm irs
coincidence that the
tone:rat committeemen of

ixmy

lain, Elk Grove. Wheeling
and

Palatine

townships

re-

wad almost identically eonnand statements aimed ai
mincing mburhan township
foolministrations with Chicago.
a sed county controlled
I

I

lone hos.

Most

suburban

taxpayers

will remember that the county
treasury now receives the in come which formerly sup -

ported all township activities
and allocated substantial funds
to local grade schools and
mental health agencies.

Mon suburban taxpayers
comp this $5 million k rove
completely
their sere,
iny and control and represents
a budgetary windfall to be din isensca (it the pleasure of the
Democrat president of the
County Board.

But even more disturbing
!hoe the this
partisan bias
shown hy this candidate is his
ignorance of. or disregard of.
actual was comorning
suburban townships' untilthe

!anion to sound. economical
govaniment.

This selforoclaimed

-ell-

Pert" soya That
that Mine Teddents Pay for
mud
maintenance. Apparendy he
has never taken the trouble to
learn Mat under state taw the
villains re<d ve their fair share
of ItIvenship Road and Bridge
tits

And he tries to make some
vogue a
doesn't know

thal.rc8 he

he

assemorb

odar5 it mon soirchrc,

coma

to call me. I'll meet with

Manny time. privately or publkly..
.

Though there- Tali, Idtadi
here to liq his many in accuracies. two clear examples

illustrate the point. -

headaches.

irritability,

sweating and fast pulse.

should

Marshall Theroux
Assessor. Wheeling Township

be

about time

TACIDLE

apprehended.

beef tenderloin and
ground beef. 28 ro 35 lbs, gross

they

asue of the Lombard Centennial
Lilac Bottle of Regal China which

MEISTER

BRAU

was eapectally created far the Lombard Centennial and contains 100
month.old Beam Kentucky Straight
Bourbon. Limited supply.

Regular or Draft

rose of 12
2 oz. cons

should be rehabilitated --- this
is a legal process: the action of
National Guard troop in
Ohio was not and they should

weight before can

7 to 10

94

The Saving Is Tours!

The Soong Is Yours,

Br the Make.: of

IMPORTED

Early Times

SCOTCH

KING

Distilled 8 Blended

Whiskey

32 good, 40 excellent

COCA'.\COLA

Dennis Smith

16ni. den. ails.

CoK

69.

BOO ABDO Lb. AAnotio

QUARTERS

northwest

gait

'Av. and Skokie Blvd., just east
of Edens Expressway,
w
urea residents showing
wurks in the lath annual

Edens Nam fait induct. Rob-

L. Freeman, Imlia Luta

/

were initiated, ma reminder

other decorations under The dl -

their original commitment to

large battery candelabras will

section of.the following cow

the International fraternity.

Schaumburg.

Mount Prospect
among

the

exhibitors

artiste
are:

Evelyn Mitchel (Mrs. Carl),
Evelyn Mitchell (Mrs. Ronan), Alice Schroeder (Mix,
Paul A ), Bernice Snot) (Mts.
Warren), Diana Weber (Mrs.
Willard), and Birdell Wendt
(Mrs. Howard).
From Arlington Heights
will he: Jean Nelsen (Mrs.
Kenneth). Irene -Rae" Par ridge (Mrs, lamest. and Marilyn Rog.ms (Mrs. John).

Polka king
to appear
at benefit

Grow High School, will he the
spinner at Friday's dinning of
Parents
Without Partners.

/11
.

3

Clipped Wings take off
for new adventures
TWA Clipped Wings held
their final ming at the home
of Mrs. Jerome Rusher of Winnetku.

America's

Polka

King:

Frank Yankuvic. und his orwin

oc

during the Russian 'occupation

door "Polka Party" benefit-

und will speak about "My Experience Under Russian Commonism:

ord.,. June 20.

ing Resurrection Hospital Sat-

Mrs..

Rohm! Palma of

Glenview who is the chapter's
ways and means chatrruan has
onnauneed that there will be

d splay of some of the hoedmate hems which col to be
Add at the organization's Boutique in November.

ing on the first and third Friday 01016 month

p.m. in the rear parking lot

which

rebrrieldba'in Ihr

of Resurrection High School.
7500 W. Totem Av., Chicago.
Admission is $2.50 per person.

members,

600

collegiate
215 alumnae

chapters throughout

the

United States and Canada will
attend.

Gamma Phi Beta is noted
for its philanthropic activities
in the Odd of social and child
welfare. In addition, it annual-

Trail dance
June 23

me Chicago Area Callers
Association is sponsoring a
will also be discussed. All pr., .trail dance" at the Northwest
ceeds from the benefit will go Area Boy Scout Building,
to Human Growth Inc., a 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
duchy dealing with dwarfism Heights, Tuesday, June 23
and other growth problems in from 8-11 p.m.
children.
Annually square dances arc
Membership in Clipped
held throughout the nation as
Wings M open to all former kick-off events preceding the
TWA hostesses. For inform,
fion on any club activities or
on Human Growth. call Mrs.

Sam McGoun of Arlington

national convention which is
Ming held this war in Louis-

outstanding

scholarship

Mate chapters and Melton.
members.

ton Heights at 259-4813.
health

luncheon meeting of the Mrce

`a craze for

mtPPed.

September, "I referred to my
little sister, who is retarded, in
my response to a general qua -

selves for the labor market.
These were the words, not of
women's rights speaker, but

lion. Many people wrote me.
saying. 'How could you say

of Sir W. Arthur Lewis. who
gave the commencement address

The Saving Is Yearn

that on national television?
But I discovered that most

American
CHAMPAGNE,

people feel relieved that these
topics can be talked about:this
is the attitude I was taught and
That I feel must be accepted...

'Then work such as you arc

doing,. she said to the (MM.,
-will he noticed."
Miss Eldred, who is a native
of Birmingham Mich., told

The women that she is pre paring fora trip to Vietnam,
The Brain Research Faun -

affilime ef the
University of Chicago. and
dative

1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO

acoo

anoiSbn
LOMBARD

FOREST DARN
MELROSE DARN

many concerned women attending the 'Spring Thing" of the Professional Women for
Taio
Brain Research recently al Seven Eagles Restaurant were (left) Myrtle Young, 1968 S. Algonquin,
Meant Prospect, raffle ersehairman, and Mrs. Robert Helford, of Chicago, general chairman. The
-evening included a cocktail hour featuring strolling musicians, a dinner donated to the moup by
Sevm Eagles Reefers -ant end an auction. Professional Women for Brain Research is an auxiliary of

die Brain Research Foundation. Proceeds of the affair will be used for the establishment and
inairdenonce-of Inc Brain Research Institute Mete Oniversity,of Chicago.

Saturdny.

erson. Arlington Heights.

Alpha Phis and their her
bands are asked to bring their
own meat. utensils and chain.
Fangs couple is also asked to
brin
dh
newel share.
Any
alumnae in the

area wishing further information may contact Mn. William
Kamm at 259-1082.

marriage?'

lank against male prejudice

/

on

Th rsday, June 18,1970

June 5. at the Fortnightly of,
Chicago.
Urging the free discussion
of retardation and other brain related disorders, Miss America reminded the women that
at the Atlantic City,conlest last

/

picnic

ga0000v000 413111.1.2POSPeessircOODenattrcircaspaosstastatrcertosalus

admits that women arc handl-

Large
Bone

beetle

June 20. at 6:30 p.m. al the
home of Mn. Lawrence Dick-

Page 5

to aim for the top, Dr. Lewis

139

Suburban.

-rnifirtaDOMPIrnmasso sane estates".

Women Bre beginning to

women's auxiliaries of the
Brain Research Foundation.

hhh

Northwest

Alumnae Chapter of Alpha
Phi sorority will hold a bum

Are women involved in

problona

1970. Pamela Eldred:no a joint

Imparted

ALPHA PHI
The

Heights at 392-2074 or Mrs.
John E. Bender also of Arling-

open." said NERS America of

St. CROIX

and

student participation of Greek
letter chapters: recognition of
alumnae members who have
developed outsmnding service
one public relations programs
within their communities. and
special meetings to coordinate
and shore ideas among code -

liberate ,th3iiisolves, but the

G ARLINGTON HTS.

f-

ville, Ky.. AMC 25 -7.7.

must be brought out in the

'I

CA H An0 C qqg SPECIAL

representing
chapters and

Northbrook Chalet on July 18,

"Mental

Brain Research benefits

PAMOUS
L.CIIJOR STORES

suburban

GAMMA PHI
The Manion Motor Lodge ly words scholarships and felin Dallas. Tex.. will he the she
lowshIpt on campuses In the
for lk 54th. Intbrnmional United Mates and Canada.
Convention of Gamma Phi
Theca nvention's
Beta Sorority June /6-23. Ap- will include recognition of
proximately

Christi Hansen of Mount Prrcpect created the three delightful children in the painting held by
Mrs. Into G. Klein, director of the Edens Plaza Arts and Crafts Fair to be held June 27 and 28.The
mother and Mild portrait on the wall h by J. Ell. Wilhelm of Glenview and the apple seulpturt by
Bunny Miner of Rogers Park. Five other Mount Prospect artinsore exhibiting at Edens, along with
three from Arlington Heights and seven other northwrct suburbanites.

VODKA

Of DES PLAINES at 749 LIE STREET

LCOMDABITOUr ROAD BY

the

northwest

k.

at

00

\

garden

All

McGorian (Mrs. Rkhard) of

299

boxed

vention, the Feast of Renee
dinner, is a toast to the hater,

the 85 table decorations and

use

throughout

472, Palatine. 60067. cull 3562924 or attend a miteral meet-

Dad's Doy Speoall
2 -BOTTLE

Scheeler, general chairman,
Culmination of the con-

ballroom,

Itasca; Fred Stuockemann of
Wheeling, and
Marguerite

OU'ati

"TRAVEL BAR"
with bar tools
and 4 shot glosses

Bowers. Two giant topiary
aces will decorate the doorways of each of the two enmembers are helping to Make

RUM

PC2g

will be
framed by two huge trellises
filled with artificial greens and

and yellow roses.
The head table

theme

GLENMORE

st,y

Northwest Suburban Alumnae
Club is in charge of decoraLions for the concluding event

Sams, fable- decorations: Mn
D. Nietni, heidtable and door
way decorations; Mrs. dorma
Meyers, place carcland.candle
decorations, and Mn. Micheal

trees as table'decorations and

sole

HALF GOlLON

. be filled with 50 dozen red

will

Whin Grants. teacher or
Rumba) mid Ceram al Elk

Ire A Knights of Columbus
IS N. Hickory, Arling-

its convention June 22-26 at
the Marriott Motor Hotel. The

Gilbert Armstrong from

kwpilal
Ml
rn7Inigrshiri(rofIlleM:ro)

faithj 09

The Saving Is Yours

We have e swings program
to fit your needs.

to E/Sat.-9 to Irewsed Wee.

'ping center. located at Lae

Mitten chairment Mn. Gary

decorate the head able aa will
he giant fraternity Rose Bowl,

Gary Larson of Park Ridge(

ents. For further information
write PWP. Inc.. P.O. Box

Canadian Whisky, Imported

individually 595

wataarnotearowla

-

trances.

The Seeing la Toots'

69`

... FOR SAVINGS

Mount M o.. Tue., Thurs.-4 to 5/r

Walked

The club is making topiary

OLD

Come in and ask us how you
can get our "home loan with a heart"

7217nt? r

About 840 women are expected

of the convention. the Feast
of Roses dinner on Jane 26.

Final plans for the chapter's

,

1307 RAND ROAD

-79..

The dinner le the culminating
event of Alpha Gamma Delta
International' Fratendly's mavention being held at the Mae.
nett Motor Hotel June 22-26.

national Fraternity will hold

The Saving Is Yours!

ARLINGTON HTS

CATTLE

some unnerved horses who
had been grazing there, and

sorodfi'MWthen'lle'mpdro"yes's or then-

SAVINGS'
Answer on Collie Page

1

HINDO.S.O.A.CHOICS

tapped out, straight-

ened ha lot, marched past

Membership in PWP is
open mall qualified zing's par-

HALF -GALLON

specialists in
the

;ROM Of the Edens plaza shop -

Mrs. Drank lied in 'mein

2 99

rift'h

letter.

who will exhibit this
yeai from noon 'til dusk both

ton Heights. at 3:15 p.M.

in Scotland

A Blend

Day Delivery

HALFOeE

Feast of Roses dinner Jtme 26.

nit All delegates and guests.
siteith
members of their o:
nal chapter
chapter into which they:

PWP host Elk
Grove teacher

Filth

be charged with his beinaUs
crime
Thank you for printing this

the more than ..nn per-

ticigang g

ert

letters.

,,,FOR HOME LOANS

$105,

,

eCtins.

Includes sirloin tip roosts, bun
steaks,

al stamps and

amon

days in the southeast parking

In addition. find the word
using all seven of these

should be tried by their peers,
---

A nber of artists from the
northwest suburbs will be

Begin wan collection with dna recent

Mabee. many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

law -breakers

and if found guilty

ginghr o

ec

She

rose of one of the 85 topiary
trees to grace the tales at the

rolled the front wheels up on
the lawn, left the car in drive,
leaped out the street side forgetting to close the door, and
came running up my sidewalk
laling, "I passed, 1 passed!"
So if you see a smallish,"
white-haired lady in a Thrch
derbird (Thunderbird, yeti)
crceping along at about I 1
Mika per hour with a wheel or
two up on the curb, you am
figure "That's Louise"

Wnocked over a county high ay sign, hooked a chain metal
fence and pulled up about 100
feet of it, which wrapped itself
heh

Ine Della deftly secures the last

When she came out en my

span windly along the ditch,

that intd

Alumnae Club of Mpha GA.

Mme to tell me the glad lid.
legs, she pulled up in front,

She then stepped firmly on the
gas pedal instead of the brake,

amid

Mrs. Mkhael L. Schuler of.
Des Haines, Incoming president
of the Northwest Suburban

(Mrs. Walter). and Maxine
Saffisberg of Des Plaines;

211. In Wilmette.

Hideaword

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LOIN END

lectors

18- 9

79

he is holding some conferences

.1 do believe

ing in the outdoor event Saturday and Sunday, Julie 27 and

them hobby, as are col.

age la make arch baseless
drargee....' -...

LOIN END B -B -Q SPECIAL

rator-freezer compartment.

may cause

nervous

private collection all done by
IMAM who will he participat-

Today bonle.collectors
are fanatics. devoted to

Cow

Sodium liothyronine
(gnome') is a synthetic thyroid hormone. Too large a do-

u longer

to the concerned people later.

17 W. Prospect Mt. Prospect 392-9260

enjoy quantity buying. This
package fits any modern refrig-

,7°2.4,;;:,

A-

he. will not listen to students.

where 1 can improve any part

HEADQUARTERS

You do not need a large freezer

premature senility. The two

sage

BAR-B-QUE

A DIVISION OFJ a SMARMY

High -Life Beer

touch
is

Iris G. Kelin of Skokie. director of the Edens Plaza Arts
and 0 -alts Fair, shows a variety of hall decorations from her

Toilrrtur'fi
(Sating

MILLER

plication of an overactive thyroid. Wernerk syndrome is

lion I think even the "untouch-

with the kids. He usually declares war first and then talks

pay any regard to township afairs since your defen in 1969.
Until now. that is. when you
apparently feel it might he to
your personal political *elven-

a com-

CYMMel. Are dare any side ef.fects from this drug?

enjveuedue onwardeunnr

is

and GkANODAD toe

Me years ego. I am taking

a,01,11.

able" Nixon

around the same corner from
the other direction, was fatally

body closer!"

it

to be shown

`On DAD

Q - MY thyreldwas mmoved

about violence and the me of
violence by both sides, this is
inherent in America's concept

Gostadam, it

of my administration. `suspect
those who rationally ague my
responsibilities
should
be

eyeballs) is

are not related.

t dale College, ohj
ung ber
the highest order
oil
We

Mr. Candidate, as a town.
ship official I welcome every
un of ow area to point cat

SUMMERTIME

M MEATS

of the

I don't believe the lowering
o Ha.
oYmCdire .tho
of college students
for Other college students who
had been murdered ini Kent

The deeaths of these students

MAKE US YOUR
FREEZER

and then hacking over him. He
was envisioning lovistilLS p lore.
reIt
turned out. however. that
she hod gone around a comer
and clipped the newsstand on
Mr way to a meeting. Leaping
out, she helped the lad ick Up
the pennies, cried over the dented stand, gave him extra money and drove off.
Coming home several hours
later, she came swinging

Pour hundred dams worth
of lessons /Mee, she flunked
.her first driver's license test.
The examiner took a dim view
of her knocking down a sign
during the parking demonstradon. She retaliated by asking
the driving school if she could
buy the ancient, rattling Kam bier she had used duringMee
her
lesions. They said no Undaunted, she tried the test
again the following week and

,

(coronary heart disease) but it
does aggravate it.

pyg,

has made eus realize we must
lister to each other. if we are to

this information is clearly list ed for the whole world loam except. pertnps, candidates so
Minded by panisanslup they
Will not look.

of the

enlargement

ophtlnalmos? What is Wemer's
syndrome,
A
Malignant
exophthalmos (acute prolusion

18)

of his own township. where

to

Q What b untlImmot ex-

suggest he look at the budget

kted to the collector's budget.

He sios he conk figure out
rhos lummy form of the um- transferred to the county asses ship budgt.
bin He. like any
ear
citizen.
a perfect right to
But I resent a diatribe such
attend publicized Midget hear- as yours. particularly when
ings ond n,
of the towns you didn't even take the
ship hoard where every Bran- trouble to attend your own
clot detail is minutely scrutitownship annual meeting. nor
nixed and fully discussed.
Or. if he'd like a private less
son in public finance, he's we'.

Bonk sad -eyed little newsboy

ing lesson, My father's face
was a perfect picture when she
told him the good news,

Arts and crafts
by area people

not Cause myocardial ischernia

Violence
on all sides
is of concern

d

the

time, so she signed up for driv-

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

heart and heart failure. It does

,
levmust be concerned
irs.

at

cided h wouldr be "fun" to be
Mk to drive again, now that
she would have more leisure

Alpha Gamma Delta Inter-

A - Overaetivity of the thymid causes a fast ands ometimes irreguhir pulse. it may

don has been largely replaced
ed

R.E. Hutchinson. I Ba-Prerridon

Come now. Mr. Candidate.
ha's not expect to be able to

tumn day in the early 19501.
She was near Itasca when, as
she quaintly puts it, she 'am deed her right wheels were off
the road." Not wanting to turn
back suddenly for fear (well
founded I would think) of
lurching across into the other
lane and hitting the oncoming
car, she turned into the ditch.

or?

the uptake of radioactive
dine by the thyroid. All three

'

On another memorable maiden she rushed into the

when she
Shy de-

cordial ischemia. Do the two
conditions usually go togeth-

al metabolic rate determine-

R.N. Pima, eariiiilorine

some

halt, temporarily, on an au-

SOMEHOW, she got her Idcense nd predictably e mbarked on uwelrdscriesof

Q -My doctor is treating me
for hyperthyroidism and Faye-

mguiates the rate at which filet
is burned in the body. The bat-

John E. Santa, l:Jimi inn/ Ynaleihini

how

glance.

gears on the prewar sum.

testa are given to determine ab-

Editors
It's peculiar

first, second, third and stall.

Her driving hinter came to

thought of her bowling over

came year

lion owner one day by calling
him from a distant suburb and
announcing, "Larry, my air
on fire. What should 1 dor
His answer, with some dile-

into the street and went an her
way without a backward

lawycm, blanched

THE HIATUS lasted until
three years ago,

SHE
STARTI.ED . our
friendly neighborhood gas eta -

kg as she lurched through

newsstand twice' My dad, a

her, She was through driving.

what bewildered and probehly
thinking the Syndicate wanted
ha corner.

hours

calling wildly, -RA
Jae, I Mt a newsstand, I hit a

tell my dad to come and get

time, leaving the boy some-

dons because this is family
newspaper, was 'Call some-

house

walked to the nearest phone to

drawn to the newsstand and hit
it again. She went through her
performance for the second

emerged slowly and majulibuinped over the curb

dry room.
You can imagine. therefore,
'gow smoothly she hundled the

Thyroid regulates fuel burned body

-- Marshall radii!

1'. F.

wave and bend as no mother

Send my dad down to the burs

-11ornir lhr ar'ebtal dream by dn.*, jealously keeping
Hoene '.rliredeue eon htrellerinal integrity."

William J. Kiellahen. Ateinrclux Ifditer

aback to see the weeds begin to

arents movers d into o high risc,
and she was too embarrassed to

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.,

;

ing gnlong the sidewalk on the
other side of the lot were taken

human being Dee ever met.
Sheen barely turn on ca radio
or TV and finally learned to
operate an automatic washer
roe yea ago, in her fith. My

DOCTOR SAYS

3Dap Publication5

At any rate, a family walk-

tit Astronomic speeds and who
holds two law degrees . tamed
calla have the lowest aptitude
for mechanical devices of any

gmemcgramercreaconrcemogrcateanormerssumMEMERGERDSZRaMMORMEZKOiN,833558:34,855:855MMGMEMMONtssonoxotc

hidden in

the foliage, 1 suppose.)

This women, who can type
like demon, take shorthand

the next in One will gel in the
lottery this year?

days later.

(Or hit

clutching the dashboard, white-faced and trembl-

I1

Luckier than many.

ly and dropped in one night.
Much to talk about. After his
leave, he'd be sleeping ielhe
same mom with Junior thirty

relaxed. Enjoying the holiday

y away.
The first few days were cape-

ty.

THE DAYS few by.1 can

the company brought his famis

shead through the weeds until
she come out
out on another mock

She learned to drive for the
FIRST time in thc '30s hers
and the century's, I was a tiny
child et the time, to I Cannot
report first-hand her initial
learning -to -drive. My father,
on uker-prone type. managed
to teach her, spending long

laxed. Many stories. Ordenloa
camp outside Boston. Buck to

ONE OF his friends from

on orders to reportto to California for shipment
Viet Nam
in early January. Tense, and yet

unable to find reverse, or to
back the car even if she had
found it, she decided to drive

to keep four -on -the -road!

the States again, apparently until Service ended. Happy and re-

Saigon and areas around it.

Home at Christmas. Sitting

"Be there at It sherry" then

Christmas that year, but it was
only a few weeks after. Back in

Wit.o typewriter instead of carrying gun. A muing...
Amazing, it was:
u.
Tape recordings, pictures,
and letters from various pans
of Viet Nam. Occasional Meets
s with old buddies from
home. Pictures of the beauty,
but also the filth and squalor of

ally he took finne to write about

of service( Which program?
Flee 10 Canada" Be a con-

down here compared to Viet
Nam; but 1 love it."
He didn't make it home for

place tnen in engineering units.
Mine was one. Looks as if 111

the weeds in vacant lots wem
very tall, she turned into o narrow, deadsend street. Being

er's accident career could be
titled "Clear the &reek-Louise is at the; Wheel!"
With her, it's not a question of
four -on -the -floor, but trying

I'm on R and R. Its cold

called off a few names to re-

haps. In late September, when

Chapter Two of my moth-

A phone call from Australia.

were listed as infantry replaces. When we laded, they

service are a revelation to any
man, and our son was no ex
upfion. "I never believed it

By Barbara Peterson

Sorority news

tan an

one of its goals is the construe-

'lion of an $8illion Brain.
Research

Institute

27,.!' Federation

on

that'

...Br'. 8'!f .118

Clubs

(IEWC),

'7"1''tProles-

.sio al Women for Brain Research (PWBR) and Women's
Council of the Brain Research

Fnndatdn

will not be won if young women continue to drop out of the
educational system. They drop
CUE because they
allow "a

Schoudenecker. associate pro -

Rosary

One of the facts of

femur at Rosary. and on Hillis

life." he said. "Only very ex-

Griffin. of Downers Grow.

ceptional women can mar children and climb simultamously

111. lecturer a t the college.

la the top of their profession.

female sexuality am he

But being at the very top is not

blamed for causing women to
drop out of 001150, or not 10
Bo On to graduate school. at,
cording to Dr. Lewis.

.01.1110 19

erne for
to prevent
them fromanpreparing them-

at

all that important. What matters is to enjoy what you are
doing. and if you are going to
be working when you arc 40 it
is better to be working at a profession which will stretch your

College

incently.
Dr. Lewis isprofersor of political economy at Princeton
University. former vice chancel lor of the University of

"mind than to find yourself on
the market without skills,
working only for the moecy and for
her little mourn(

the Woo Indies in Jamaica,

that.?

and author of "Polities in

He spoke to 185 seniors re-

West Africa."

ceiving bachelor of arts de-

TfIERE IS room at the top,
he pointed out, and women

grees and 92 graduate students
in library science receiving
master of arts degrees.
Auxiliary Bishop William

should aim for a higher share
of the professional jobs.

E. McManus of the Roman

Wornen hold only 2 per

Catholic Archdiocese of 'Chicago conferred the demo..

cent of the top jobs. paying
S 5.000 and over; and only lb
per cent of the middle jobs. Of
Ibe bottonTjobs, paying less
than $6.000, women hold 54 per cent." he noted.. In such
fields as engineering,

and Sister Candida Lund. pres.
Mem of the liberal ans college
in River Fores", paesented the
candidates.
'.

medi-

ME HONORARY degree

cine. science and teaching he
raid the proportions of women
me ?absurd.-

Although he wmht women'

Sang Awanl for excellencrslateaching in library science was
conferred on Sister Anne

of Doctor of Letters was conferred upon Elsie 0. Smut and
Philip a Sang of,Rivar Forest.
T.'

The Elsie 0. and Philip D.

The mounting emphasis on

"WOMEN HAVE stymkt1
their own progress by going
into a sort of romantic coma,
which they have pm more
cmphasiv on the sexual side of

their lives and rather Inc on
their intellectual capacity: -he
continued.
-The prospect i, now SOSO
that, whether married Or MA It
wentlin will he working al age
401 it makes sense to give as
much thought to preparing for
this as is given to catching u
husband," he said.
:While the proportion Dr
IoM
Oilmen

forte has riven very sharply in

wormn sam.
his
of du. .albs p
steadily diminish,' Women
are actualb, losing herd elm
In the economic hivrin.ln
and art. milt% Lean mon.
firmly down to dhe Mum
sand Dr wins
meant yvars

".

W.B.a4.7

311..

war .611
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New types of learning

Honored
for prep
achievement

Talk with a teacher
By radar F. Caron

18.

My interest today is in the
types of learning pre slowly
glected be
by the formal public school
namely. experience learning.
newer

Dear Mr. DeLonimi
Enjoy par column and read at consistently. Problemall seem
personal. Do you only answer personal amestions or would
you iniswerthe following,
What do you feel regarding Mr. and Mrs. Edward Audrey..

the Arlington Heights couple who dr,appeared inui thin air?
Also. I have newt been a Kennedy-lOve, came for JFK. but
kel Tel Remissly wig nut personally respornitle for the
Reachny dwelt but is covering up for one near and Mau. Can
you tell no your feelings on this?

R.R.. AilingZir Heights

Thar R.R.:
In regard to the Andrews' dImppeamnee, I am feeling foul

play. 1sec trees, husk, and water nearby. I am getting a bad, sad
vibration. Concerning Ted Kennedy, 1 am feeling 11,1 gill was
hlone in the cm when it went (Dike bridge. I also have predicted
that Kennedy, political future Loa bright one for Hie Democratic
,party. Watch him in 1976.

research learning and crentiVe
learning.

nicate with ohms.
19.

1 am a 15-yeurald high school studenr old would like to krona

just three things. Are my suspicions about my girl -friend Ithe
concerning S.C.? If they an:. when will I know exactly volm she
did? Is it pad* to think an Ned ahem someone that they will
stun to think of you?
M.M.. Mount Prospect
Deer MAT:

Ikelyourempicionsconcrangyamanhicndwitthee.

-.steered within the next three week, You con concentrate on
"another person so hard the other person gets
the mcsmge 11N
"known as mental telepathy.] know it dons work. It works for me.
But your mind must be disciplined to do it properly.

20. Increase memory pow -

these fifth grade student melon
and filmed as a movie,

the knot. classic, "The Wio

old of 0,"

After rewriting the story
inro a 1110,10 script. the chi!.
Men tried out for pans.
anned costumes. memorised

'lines. and rehearsed and
promoted 1515 great story ma

Mrs. William Trevor of
Rolling Meadows hats been
named chairman of the CMgots for Stevenson for U.S.
Senator for Whaling Township.

Walt Kendall. of Palatine.

son soma*
Township.

"What We Learned By Making Our Movie."
In my column today! would
like to quote some of the chil-

Township is a very big township with its Sr precincts.
want to cooperate closely with

"I am in the process of organization

now.

Wheeling
1

learned by
making their movie.

1100from both the regular and

thoughts
they had

about

Prep

Achievement
Contest.

answas about what we learned

.1 have maived coopem-

or. Thc croup will

endOnie

In the November election.
This group has also exurb lislagt steering committee to

work um plans for working
with collets:mile students who
want to work for the endorsed
candidata.

OUT OUR WAY

.

HE'S SAFE:

Awards

IMKPANNE
E aUTCAN

STANOTIr ON THE
., -ANY DOPE
SEABAG....ANT
THAT.,
MGM', rApsTOR.1

ondary school students who
have Contributed to their
judged together in one overall

Plaines Mcently addressed the

symposium presented by the

liminue for Continuing Education. The symposium. on the Uniform Corm
medal Colic and secumd
transactions. as held al On
livalidny Inn inwGlen Ellyn.
In his remarks. Sheldon
covered the use of land uusts

a

n the symposium presented in
Springfield earlier this month.

There

Colloid received his award
at an Awards Ramat at HenHci's O'Hare Inn. Mannheim
and Higgins Rds.. Des Plaines.

12171'W.'H. `dd'

Mrs. lemon 31. PlItattner and her son, Joseph Jr., of 5 E.

MARK TRAIL

2 Mode
"The Fuller Brush

Girl." Lucille Ball le
doorto-deor saleslady involved with
thieves. With Eddie

9:30

A000d
H"dn'
cock
32 Password

NM:von:me:

9811

America.I

15e V arid of the

C""Th'r World and

paintings will be on iji,101 in the bank until the end of the

Weed. Wood Work-

mArci...i.FiEalaled, ILithde

donor
whom eircumitanee

k of Walker

W

toms into
for

month.

a

A I bem and Gale
Robbins.
5
7

10:00
News
News

5

News
News

7

9

II The

Your
Horoscope

nist for

FOR FRIDAY

BUGS BUNNY

7
2:51 mNeOb

YOU KNOW, ROSCOE, THE

GEMINI (May 22 lone
Heredity and cnvironWorn work toMthee to mire

OLDER YOU GET THE
HARDER IT BECOMES TO
THROW AN AUTHQUITIC

211:

INTEREST
IN YOUR SAVINGS
HAS NEVER BEEN
HIGHER!

dis-

fere.

7. Health: how to hap ourselves. our preps. and our cos -

Mats and scenery neat and
to do our part.
camera

work. fans. mica, lane recorder, rceord player. projector.

9. When working together

this a day for Gemini to look

-

TEMPER TANTRUM:

Rick!.

counterspy caper.

Weather,

Frank Lovejoy, Dorothy Han, Philip

''7527°

not beam:yours unless you
ate or ,mind 10 allow yourself

46V

to become too inset,w for
your own good.

chips are down.

VIRGO (Aug. 24
'

a prediction

savings plans described below. Look them

over. Then mail the coupon for details on
the savings plan you like best. We'll even

-

Regular Ssess, keounts

No ininirre ,

half gallon sisc.

Paid emartror
and WithdrAvt Iv

We pa a handle on it.
And lust for good
Measure(
bullPin

Miami
Orme,.

between you and a loved One
101Bly With the result that soc-

-

a. comes to both of you.
SCORPIO lOct. 24 - Nov.
121: Rejuvenate your thinking
at.the same time that you restore bodily energy and youthfel vigor. Criticism may come
thick and last today,

A art,

wr eel,
may:Are

4,1err0tleally

Certificate of Derma
51,000 rataiaturn t 90 day
maturity
Interest poid
Onanerly
Automatically

pouring spout.
..1.t The
is distleceve.
rat

imCenlkute $5000

minum

433 MINIM

1

ity Interest peldyea monthly

mute Cenificata 15 000
minimum . 2 year rester
ity Interest 00,0 10411510

Certificate of Deuneit
SI 000 ndnitnia I year
POMMY
Interest pale/ -

COrtitle.10 et Deposit

quarterly or at materlD

Tultl:Yorl7=1147

SI 000 mina. 2 year

Certificate of Deposit
$109000 minimum
1
Year maturity
Inroad
Pad evartedy

EAST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
133 bee Street Oat Plaines, III. 60016
Attn( reek E. nevoid, vice president a cashier

send data on savings accounts checked heloW.
.___ .41/2% Savings Account (no minimum)

-196 to 514% First Monthly Income Chock (all Mans)
-.096 00 51/4 H Certificates or Deposit ball PlanM

-..Wei%0ertificatesdpepOMM00,090WM=M,IYearmaturig9

I

SAGITTARIUS 0027

g

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

1:45

1:50

2;30

rind Zachary Scott.

Live By

4,)

'ff-FCONF 14NRAFNIDOR71)
HDLE MeV

Pe PISSED 100.

6 1,

KCorder.

AQUARIUS blan. 21 -Feb,
190 Events today lake on a
pattern both interesting and
revealing insofar as past and
Mum are concerned. Take a
gaud look.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
310 Let your interests income
they will lot these are the

Aistria
.

14 Surgical saw
15 Smears with

al
II

mountain

CAPTAIN EASY

2257 RA inveeir. i_ns.Txeoxna s

girTglIrrurcriglerH
FORCE M

T0,071... L.vu

ARIES (Ma rah 22 - April

grou
P

P.m

ALS
ONISION

BANK

CIFMS11121.1WMU.

Address

CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE
TELEPHONE 827-4411
Member Feder,

w.

Member Federal Itnerr System

Corporal.

eow
31 Demeanor
32 Basque cap

34 Kuwait's
major export
35 Devotee
36 Zygomatic
bone
37 Baranoi

mountain
38 Pause

off (comb.
farm)
41 British gun
90

someone else does.

424

Answers to
Hideaword
DIALECT

idea
lad
idle
late
doll, ;Wed
lead
dole acted, lied

dial
diet

dam

alai

lice

dice

aide
acid
edit
alec

lace
lode

detail
decal
dace

dilate
ideal

edict
edit

laic
clad
citc
cleat

CAMPUS CLATTER

Germann rover

China-

41 1'
Formerly
IindUr'b e
THEY'RE aga 50 SHARK CAN
GIVE 0100 A LESSON ON

(h l')

(archaic)'Austerea

51

53 Mistakes

CITADEL
tidai
tide
tied
talc
teal
talc

tile
lical

C

U

PA1

DR

or
.

RS M A'T1t71
TIT
LA c
A.V.
A
AGO

STR ALES?

G L- E

SUDS

L. 0 0

29 Pheasant

brood

20

55 Rugged

mountain
56 Morstgagee
5655 Tende

touch

Meatlessr

DOWN
1 Anatomical

duet

France
24 Worthless
table bits
26 Mystery

A)

Go

(Bob.)
5 Requires
6 Paid notices in
newspapers,

VeryNegotiates
small
distancemi

5

AG ON
T
DIAD
S
RAORS

AN

ANT
S 0 E
T R 0 eiROESpE,n
P
SOS
TER
F.
S
YES O
S

Charleso
4 S on fCL aus hm b

21-Standards of

11): Ryon discover 9.11 moth of hog been right all along, you
would bearisc to make the admission at once --- before

NATIONAL

Tenet 'ks i11 er h

22 hOirgehgeosnt's

TAURUS (April 21 - May

FIRST

2 Ailments

S

16 Artists' frames A Soviet
write , - 43
17
of
7 InSu°71?mt.erin(sFe.)
S. Ga doer
Variety
chalcedony
10 Unfold
28 Fly aloft, as
11 Ashen
a bird
211901

NEC

200 Make sure you ond

137 Cboolnnteidneinnt

PC

111

proffer along several lines a
endeavor.

O

3 Pseudonym o

1

Dec. 2.2i, It is the 101115. of

M that is important today
.= not the events themselves.

7711

ACROSS

THE BORN LOSER

Mises.

Nemo and turennoinatory

City l state l vacate

"Burglary

Elbe

Slime frame of mference. Otherwise. misunderstanding

eAna. r Bourbon °

Lbte Ramrt

Answer to Previous PunIe

the
partner am raking from
f

oom.

The pouring is eosy.
The Bourbon LO irn Beam.

Weather,

Here and There

days when you enn really make

Fot Monthly lemma
5,9(10 (n.nigurn 90 de,'
!wordy
Interest paid

2

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Vital forces could well flow

Rendships an take care of

Beam's (amass
175-yeaeold formula.

All here in the

News,

and

ITI

CAPRICORN IDec. 23

PIN ANNItra

Care in following

Moyle
"Lightning
Strikes letlee." Excon returns home to
start new life, flnds
wireal
killer of Ms
fe. Ruth Rumen.
Richard Todd, Mee.
cedes McCumNidge

Reflections

Sept.

230 Unlimited energy may ap.
pear to be yours during morn

Jun. 201: Take Care that you
don't neglect to drug a recent
Riendship in pond repair. Old

r
Six generations of care.

1:30
7

MORTY MEEKLE

themselves.

rill HANKY,

Dick Cavat

Show

EEK & MEEK

lest evening find that you have
overdone things.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 230

interest rates ever at the First

are important.
16. Patience and under-

Wm

Of Cabbages and
Kings

7

Tonight Show

your talons te use et this time.

the more vhatHIY an will he
- able to apply them when the

National Bank of Des Plaines. This bigger
pay-off applies to a number of different

'

5
7

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231:
The more frequently Po Put

bank

14. How to follow direc-

Carey.

9

32 Big Valley

11 (010000 10

CANCER (June 22 .- July
230 Another's proNems need

Your savings will now earn the highest

13. Learned how to give and
take enders.

Corm

Am
Curious Lemon."

ing hours. Take., however.

dram,

Freely

-14:1'T"'u'd.Ga.ir'kI
12ierstn

back upon as being extra -special indeed.

-

Rerun. Glow, are
Don

11S;e
:
7Lao.d

the FM."

°ecumenism, - style

Show

DoleV

Movie
"I Was a Commu-

Mery Griffin

2

k

12E0
Memorandum

9

32 HoneYmoutou
44 Continuous

News,

I

5

12:50

-Ravi Shankar."

10:30

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writes

12:20
News

(0,01,, Per-

of the News
veW"'nturrneTt'aL himblbland..

Chicago Show

9

26 A Black's View

11,1

Midnight Repair

son

secret

Landosod

OUR

could off= the filming. the

1111,1411t3B BtAin itallttly6 CO .511110avt stAll attialtry

t'

nornah

0.0 'C"cb'1ntraounfl

a"

1.1 Plaines National Dank. M.. Planate, born in Austria,

I

weether and how it an inter-

,W7er1

tirlu.dsri:;:::N.::::od.:
Rohe

2

came to the united Mates in 1922 after studying art in Vienna.
the .510 Institute of (2..0011 and the 01110 Arta
Academy and taught al the former Orchard Art School in Chicago, !le died in 1000 while on a painting lour of Europe. The

ALL ACCOUNTS INSURED 6Y ERIC UP TO 920,000

(PA

r.

two

promet 11110115, stand beside the display of oil
paintings by ate,. Pr:eater's husband in the Art Corner al thy

12:00

32 Mon in Crlds
vs.
"Kennedy
Misalle
Knoche,:

of jaguar

eCso,,71codus,ehE

return your stamp.

zrt

Jaguar.'

"Jungle

meth,

Quin-

26 Tony
tana Show

9

6155

'n Illinois as a vehicle for ee.
tired Mans involving subdivisions and other land develmineill Uatts.

al °II

Ar5

cluded. Ed CrBradovich of the
Chicago Wars. Edwin Darby.
Chicago Sun -Times Financial
editor and Robert Eisner. pro-

movie.

standing.
17. Learning can he fun.

11

5

University.

:Id;

Wth

Barge, Pwh

consists of. the sun and how it

tions.
15. All pans

itt

Judges for the corned in

12. Work with people of all

means of making
available most recent developments in various fields of
Sheldon ar. participared
rovide

u"a

26
Rob
Sports

covering wino a movie really

and

di

11(35

32 News

Sports

wring
nery when making it, tinting during the

Acting

r

from iii6g:slool.

category.

tiring how 100ch we need, Men -

11.

r

tao

Paul Harvey

Comments

cock
11 Our People

"2 °I
Court Justice Oliver

stay

wheal and omouunity were

11;30

32

Hitch-

Alfred

9

the

Rerun. Cissy plans

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

The Survivors
Rerun. "Chapter

7

:

"P 7WodTh7"

Canada.

without an instrument.
5. Math, scene numbers,
length of lope and film ---

dation.

7gpeshe

s

Family Maar

2

and we found out all,

Electronics:

d

.71-11WVM'ognifteent

ing.

neys by the Em. in making

26

6:25

10. °Be quiet' when Work-

mesa symposiums arc

TANG THE ,
PINY OstER.!

3. Social scien ce: w e went
hackle when movies were Trio

filming.

:"M

11

P3 MY ENG,THETLI.

snore famommirs.

Rerun.

A film trip tomb-

you can get morene done than

presented to local area Mar-

HAD GO/AET

Conant.. president of Interstate
Steel Co.. Mr the first time sec-

western

Rerun. Cuata inErankShiatralr. and
Deana Martin.

Julie DeJohn. and
Pierre Salinger.

Be

Week.. The story of
the movie serials is
told with excerpts
from some of the

clude Eike Sommer.

David Steinberg.

OE TWO corn' RANT
RULES! PRPHAPS

Dean Martin

5

neAd Comedy,d

egg 00010 (help)

According to Howard R.

wen: several oder judas mpracming a broad urea of pro Ionians! backgrounds.

Rerun. :"To

ContinuedNert

9100

Show

9

sane, ITS THE
CLaSgic DILEMMA

caved by the Des Plaines
lured steel company.

fessor or economics. North-

II The Toy IMI
Grew Up

Newsws

2. Art: how to make team

Science,

Etre

.0

26 Elks Dias Perez
Show

House,nn

s

75

when working alo.

lames %Orlon. vim-presidem and west officer of the
First Makin:it Bank of Des

2

Lge0

clean. how to keep ourselves fit

Sheldon speaks
at law symposium

OUR BOARDING. HOUSE

ry. costumes and props.

b.

NewsnLynn Mceme,

Over 400 entries for the
conical, which me open to all
outstanding high school stu&Ms in the midwal. were re -

indcp.ulent Democratic Or ganirations inWheeling Tow.
ship as well as Rom an incmasing number of independens and Republicans." re-

gher etrulidnlessetkionOffiee

-

all I .20011'151c bc'Its
!
!-At
Wizard of Oz." oral speaking.
talking in front of people withour being ncrvous. writing the
script and letter writ ng

Door Mr. DeLouisc

wer the questions of Day renders in this column. Leiters should
be signed, ism names wig he emitted If the writer requests it.
Write to DeLonise In tare of Day Publications. 722 Center St.
Des Plaines 60016.

Palatine

the Stevenson campaign work
in Palatine." said Mrs. Trevor.

Things

4. Maim correlating (Ming
with singing. both with and

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nctionally known psychic, will ans-

in

the

dren's

the original
.111e Wizard of Oz."

better posilien for you in about seven months.

bc chairman of the Steve.

Nancy Chuduba and Nancy
Ryder, the fifth grade teachers
at Fcehanville School. then
asked the children to write,

Thursday,June 18,1970

in River Grove, was named ea

In my neat cumn I will
quote more of the chiklrenk

purls Mrs. Trevor.
The Wheeling 'Township Independent Democratic Coed lien has formally endomed
Ad. Stevenson for UN.Sena.

,

award winner in the Ink:Mate
Steel Company's First Annuel

ing mem synonymolous.

Name 2 citizens for
Stevenson chairman
in NW suburban area

don of their teachers. Nancy
Chudoira and Haney Ryder.

giap
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Anthony S. Cogetli. of 520
Haney in Deg Moines. a senior at Holy Cross High School

These answers took Borne
advanced thinking for fifth
graders. Here, according II
the Children, learning and liv-

by MIDI, our movie.

volved in this new type of
learning. Under the able direes

about

Dear Mrs. V.I.:
I feel your New York friend will remain just that,
a good
friend, but I am feeling no nut -Hoge here. I do feel you will
renter, before 1073. 1 am feeling a trip this year - to BONN. 1
feel, If yen are patient, your mother will be living with you eventually and you will get your share of the money. I am feeling

correlate:

few).

fifth grades at District 26 Fees
oMelville School have been in-

ready.

daughter's home. Also. is there any chance of u alter position
for me?
Mts. VJ.. Buffalo Grove

can

The boys and girls in the

'Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Du you so: my husband getting a job he wants very much this
summer? If not do you see any other moves. Do you are our
;daughter getting in her hem Soon?
Mrs. S., Wheeling
Dear Mrs. 5.:
1 feel your husband will gel a job he wants windmill. nal two
onths. Your daughter should be satiated very sonOf not al-

I um middle -alga and have been a widow for a few yeaD now.
and hive a dear friend in Buffalo. N.Y. Do you sec any neirriege
for us. soon? 1r not. will l ever marry again. Willi take a trip this
year? Where? Of 10001,7 001d her hung and A is a touchy sheathe). Will she divide her money equally between my brother and
myself. will she stay with him or move by me. us I now live in my

Ideas

along with the film went letter
wrTing. bulletin boards and library books Oust to mention u

movie.
Dear NIL 1301.ouis0:

to commu

Learning

SHORT RIBS

DYE

Bogs down in
mud
95 Weird
46 Wheys of milk
47 Asseverate

49 French verb

form
32 Medi al
.50 Woody plant
colle a degree 51 Algonquian
lab.)
Indian
30 Dash

3 Tran pose
obi)

49 Cylindric I
39

4 - steep s
of Siberia

52 S-shaped

worrn
53 Measu e of

cloth
54 Japanese coin.

MEM EMMMUM

MEM=
MOM
MIME=
NM=
NM UM=
UMO MEM

W

MOM NM MA
Jul EMU WEN

IIMMAMMOM MEM
WIMMil JIM NM

Mill UM

MEM

MAW
MUM

MUM
211MOMM

WM=

IIMMEMM WINIMMEI

Sports Chalet

Nature turns
her angry face

seleCter

d as safety site
.

.

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

.

of

thoAL.Lf,,I10, itTS,c,iw.hicwhiteassb, 4,c4illobei.

the safety

But, a boat with a Courtesy

awarded a numbered. 1970

The Rolling Meadows
Sports Chalet has been se-

WeIedn'tyllisEde7aillskdnispdlryedi

otExaill'bje'Coi4nnsid'elircekgrasthrlrieTddy

inspected by the waterway au -

tented by the United States

on the boat, Sheriffs Patrol
boats or U.S. Coast Guard pm'
vboajoi,,rto.nit

thorities and allowed toputs
ntion,IrdAsoMe 'other violation is
E..shthEC,,,,AL,': ys,1,1,,id h.Zuw-

wwthck.i8at ion. 1

Safe

Fechtner said that the patrol

Boating

boats may. ask to board Any
craft at Any time to inspect it

According. to Don Emit,

for the items that the Coast
Guard Auxiliary will be looking for next weekend. thane,

net. manager of the Sports
Chalet. his
was
safety

Lightning, rain and 45 -knot winds
struck from a gray sky yesterday,
hacking a path of destruction
through the northwest suburbs

ma.Thres.

passed the Coast Guard Ana -

diary's safety check and that
your boats is even fitter
equipped than the U.S. Coast
Guard asks."

thenas

boats it sets are all equipped
with the safety features the
Coast Guard recommends. if
a person buys a boat from us,
he doesn't have to go out and
buy a fire extinguisher or
something .eke later," said

I

Fechtner.

ret

THERE WILL be about six
members of the Coast Guard
Auxiliary at the Sports Chalet

SPORrEMAN

during the three days of the

Just roll your boat op to the Rolling Meadows Sports Chalet June 3618 and the

US. Corot Guard Auxiliary will give it a free safety inspection tint may save you
the cost of a waterway fine same day. Members of the Auxiliary will glee all
trallered or ear -top boats a thorough going over, checking the boat and Other,

High winds felled this tree
brunch on a car in front of Arlington Heights Memorial Library at 500 N. Dunton.

Simple rules can make boating safe
Boating

has

rho

become

number one family sport in
America, and because of this,
it is important that everyone
7. participating take seriously his
responsibilities as a boatownx

There are certain responsibilities the boatowner h.,
even before he reaches the wa-

of gear being carried in the
boat.

cn

each it easily once you are
in the boat.

Water skiing is a fun -filled
sport, but there are rules to follow here, too. To get your skis

AMONG THESE are that

obstructions, and stay home if
the weather looks threatening.

sailboam and rowboam almost

If anything does happen,

about three feet of water, holding the tips above the surface.

Then tell the boat driver to

always have the right of way
and a boat approaching your
right or starboard side from
dead ahead to about 112 de-

The Bees and the Robins
innings with the
The Gods, led by Dave Bees coming out on top, 8-3.
Grant andsreliever Paul Bar, KevinWilsormatarted formthe
By Jim Butz

played six

barn played to a 5-5 tie against

losing Robins and was relieved

by Don Meuser in the third in:

trailer in tow. In the same vein,

Doug Tweitmeyer and Ken

ning.

allow extra braking time and
when backing up, rum your

Petersen in AriingiOn Heights

The Aztecs lost to the Robins, 5-1, with the Robins' Dave

Boys Baseball action last week.

direction of the way the rear

The Wolves had come from
a 9-2 loss two days earlier at

of the boat should go.

the hands of Mike Duda and

After arriving at the water,
but before bearding the boar,

the Redskins. Steven Roessler
was the Wolves' losing pitcher.

Schwingel hitting two home
num.

THE ROBINS

AGAIN

paddles or oars, a tool kit ands

winning pitcher and catcher
against Eric Dobbs pitching

recorded a victory, this time a
6-1 victory over the Wolves.
Despite a home run by John
Heffernan for the Trojans, the
Larks took a 104 victory with
the timely hitting and a well organized outfield.
The Gulls whipped the Panthers, 18-3 in a five inning
North Red Juniors' game. The

net aid kit.

for the Redskins.

Gulls' John Fox led his team

the

check

necessary

equip-

ment Some of the things recommended are life-saving devices for each person, proper
lights and fire extinguishers, a
compass, anchor and rape,
fenders (for larger boats), a
flashlight, extra line, gas can,

THE REDSKINS and the
Be. played to a 10-10 stalemate although the Bees had 12
hits to the Redskins' three.

Three days later the Rees defeated the Redskins, 8-7. Chris
Birkett and Tim Frier were the

A flock of birdies were shot
down last week in the North YMCA's
Suburban

Irving Moehling of 395 N. Eighth, Des Plaines, was another homeowner who suffered
to
yesterday's storm. Workmen from Davey Tree Exprts begin removing a tree resting
on Magid blots home. (Photo by Dan Betas)

Twilight Golf League. Harry

and Harry Brodski each had
on

Harry Riley completed an
excellent round of golf, winning both the low gross honors
with a 38 and the low net with a
29. Bruce North was second in
the lowgross department with a

;

Kre-Kan Patterns
Team 8
Team 9
Novak ge Parker

281/2

Tea. 3

231/2

Reedy Boosters

19'/a

Allen's Store

25
2A

Ken Witten birdied the 13th
and 17th holes Monday in the
Mount Prospect Twilight. Golf

WL
2

0

1

I

Burthard
Allem

1

0

2

POOP

1.000
.500
.500
.000

ning with a 38 while Don Pe Mlle had the low net with a 42-

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Annen & Busse
MP Savings -Loan

Morton Pontiac
Arnold Palmers
J&B Meats
Ed & Gil's

pts.
42
411/2
411/2

38
3700
3.7

Hole in one
Glen Dalhke, age 14, of Des

Plaines, registered the fourth
hole in-oneshot at the Des

National League

L

Team

(photo by Dan Galat).,
by high winds yesterday =Maces the hornet(
James R. Width, of 638 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights.

Kunkel
-. Gladstone
' Elks
Sellergren

2. 0
1

I

I

I

0

2

Pct.
1.000
.500
.500
.000

-

24

Also earning birdies for the

11 31.

Team
Bantam

Gift Box

Kersting's

Chris LaCaruba stole the
low gross honors of the eve-

American Lea.

MP Jewelers

251/2

Tomkins and Stay Deming.
Bolt holed out from a sand

BASEBALL LEAGUE
STANDINGS

131/2

Mufich Buick

Ste* Stadniek was third with a

- pp PLAINES MID -TEEN

18

company.

Jack Quint, Ken Gruenes, Ken

Pts.

lath

Picket Paines
Winkelmann's

in the low net with a 30 and

Team

18Th

League. but he had a lot of

evening were Joe Gruenes,
Chris LaCaruba, Stan Bolit,

'TEAM STANDINGS

19

Kunkel Realtors
MP State Bank

3555
35
3345
26

39, followed by Harold Petersen. Steve Nadnick and Harry
Brodski. all with 4Ik.
'Harold Roemer took second

31.

Jensen e.< Sons

Annen & Busse maintain
slight edge on golfers

trap for his bird.

1'

neutral and toss out

a ring
buoy or cushion to the person.
Extend a paddle or toss him a

line, bring him around to the
stern, brace yourself and pull
the swimmer in.

proper gas tank and battery
ventilation, signaling devices,
prop,.
a means of
sion for a small boat, the gen-

,
stir
Donlan whose nut pass next week's safely inspection at the
Rolling Meadows Sports Chdet will be Issued a sdcker such as
this to prove their boats are RI for safe boding. TIM sacker and.
the Inspection that goes with le may prevent being Troarded. by
the Coast Guard or Sheriff. Patrol and the lines that go with
safety 'Me kioRtHom.

coal condition of the wiring
and the presence of safety
equipment such
tinguishers. life

fire expreservers,

as

Page 9

ropes and anchors.

THESE. ARE mum some
tips. There are many
The boats are to be brought
more the boater should be - in to a designated area at the
acquainted with before Sposts Chalet either by trailer
taking the family out on .the or on top of a car, said Zubasic

Plaines Park Unifies Lake
Park parChree course this
year. Dalbke shot his hole -inone on June fi on the 70 -yard
15th hole using a nine -iron.

know how to react with proper
rescLie procedures. If someone
falls. overboard, swing the

stem away from the person,

lakes.

with a home run and a triple.
Also collecting mules far the

Matra.

THE ORIOLES collected

10 hits off of three Met pitchleague -leading
Gulls were ers for three runs in the fourth
Mark Kane, Steve Mamie& inning ands 10 in the fifth. The'
and Bob Nolte.
final score. of the Oriole -Met
game was /3-0 for the Orioles
THE BULLS lost a dose as Paul Olson was credited
game to the Gulls by a score of with the win and Jim Connelly
10-9. Marko Castillo rapped for the loss for the Mats.
with triples for the Gulls.
The Angels carded a 15-9
The Rockets were soundly loss to the Astros in the Centrounced by the thitd-place vat Major League Sunday.
Bulls, 9-0, with John Oliver Home runs went
Bill Janthe winning pitcher and Brian kiewicz and Rick Palmer of
Sander the loser.

losing

pitcher for the Twins also hit a
bonier.
The Twins took another
beating at the hands of the Ori°Ica Again, Steve Vend ham -

mend out a home run along
with one by John Mertens for
the Twins. Paul Olson hit a
threen home run for the
Orioles.-ru Jeff Teschner was

credited with the win while
Doug Nattrgss was given the

an important aid. The Sioux
also semen victory over the
Gophers by a score to 104.
Steve Fantuzzi was the hitting

opposed to a grand slam by the

North Green Junior motion
shw the Sioux score 12 runs to
the Arrows' seven with Buddy
Berg's pitching for the winners

Twins' John Merlins.
THE ASTROS of the Centhe loser in that action.
tral Major league earned 10
ANOTHER VICTORY for runs in the first inning of their
the Sioux came over the Steers game with the Twins and went
in an I1-7 romp. Both Jeff on to e 16-5 rout with Rick
Looft, the winning pitcher,
and Jeff Smitheern, the losing
pitcher, gave up seven hits for
the opposition.
The Bombers defeated the
Steers in a hard hitting game
12-11. Harry MitrncoPouMm
singled to the

loss.

The Astros gained another
win, this time over the Phillies,
with a score of 4-3. Brett Erase
was the winning pitcher while

Phil Lotz took the defeat be fore being relieved' by Bob
Butts.

THE ASTROS went on to a
12-2 romp over the Meta with

Mao Zakula given credit for
the win. That was the fifth

Thursday,

SP

drive in the winning run.
Bob Caner led. the Steen to
a 64 win against the Gophers
who were led by the pitchingof
Todd Edwards.

16

Sox' victory over the Rebels,
4-1. Greg KOIIMS for the Rebels collected one of their two
hill with a home run off of Po-

Rebel's five.
The Blues edged the Badg-

leagues have not been return lug these sheets to us, and
therefore, their results have
not been printed M The Day.

ers,

nen Both trek and last names
of ell persons to be mentioned
in The Day must be included
or they cannot appear in the

Mike Caruso couldn't save
the Titans from a 5.2 beating
at the hands of the Stags and
was credited with the loss. Bob
Whitler was the winning
pitcher and was relieved by

paper.

Paul Christianson.

their dual with Bob Butts driv-

ing in the winning run. The

win ni ng

pitcher, Marty
Schultz, 'gave up one hit while
striking out 13 batters.

The Twins were led toe 94

victory over the Orioles

by

their pitcher and catcher, John

Mentos and Ron Riba,

re-

spectively, who collected three
him each.

THE FIRST -place -ChieM
added another victory to their
long string with a 14-5 romp
over the fourth -place Broncs.
Mark Henze homered for the
Chiefs While Dean Marchini
matched the feat for the

Bronx.
The second -place Comets

tori.. Bob Reents

Dragons

led the

against
the

McCommon

first

Gary
time

while Bill Start took over on
the second day against the
Dave Tuhreded Pythons.
The Dragons met their

match in the Bullets, led by
Mike Welton, Dan Lewis was

the winning catcher as apposed to Dave Cool, the losing catcher. and Glen Mosio,
the losing pitcher in the 11-2
victory for the Bullets.
THE BULLETS went an to
the Muskies.
154.
Ralph Pirtle was the winning
pitcher with Art Dice c taking
defeat

soundly trounced the sixth place Pioneers by a score of
194, Losing pitcher Glen Na-

the loss. Dan Lewis hit a home

gel gave up 20 him to the Pip -

three
Th

run while Mickey Asnumen
and Gary Batg each collected
i'ry
ag.
Colonels,
,Chhott 1

Leopardskcdi

"'THr.'Eft'l..A".NCERS' 12-7

tory against the last -place Cal-

tim put them in third place in
their league. Jim Kelly IS the
Lancers against Mark Cinrely,
ilie losing pitcher. John Robinson op rho Lancers hit a
grand slam homer followed by

with a 9-1 score. Bruce Harry
was the hero for the Colonml.
with 0 single, triple and a home

run. Jim Davis hit a triple tot
the Leopards while Dave Emwall matched the fool Mr the
Colonels.
The Braves rapped IS hits

a two -run homer by Chris Swi-

for 12 runs as they rank the

for the same team. Scott
Kuykendall hammered a three
run homer for the Celtics.
John Tappet, backed by a

Cubs 12-5. Mike Finely tripled
to help guarantee himself the
win.

have

Mounties, 8-2 in their six -inning duel in the North Orange
Intermediate League. A home
run by Steve Finngneh of the
Doves helped Mike Mertes to
that victory while Mike Buell

CRAIG KENNEDY

led

the Braves. to another victory
OVa theCubs by ascote 641.
Mike Schell, the losing pitofi-

couldn't top the
shutout pitched by Kennep
or,

rA thtohrefera-rudn' homer by miati.
Fogel in thu
e third inning lung
the Giants in the lead over ffip
Cardinals in Me 3-2 Giant Ma
Winning pitcher Stuart Rent
gave up six hits to the Cade -

Even discarded four to the
ants.

Chris Smith helped his C4.

dinals to a 10-7 win over t*
Dodgers by strong pitehiitt
last week. Larry Bruck gave pp
eight him to the Cardinals b4-

being credited with tit
loss, Doug Zahour tripled. :k

e room of 12-7
''Slle(lbeers"eebythfore
THE CARDINALS agiip
witn'ha

duel. Mike Crain° had two hits

ed a double and a triple.

Pythons twice on cortrOCOltre
and 6.3 v.
days with an /

als while losing pitcher Pg.i

13-12, in a high scoring

and drove in the winning nn
with two out in the bottom of
the sixth. Jim Murphy collect.

The Dragons defeated the

against the Angels none in

the

kuta.

agers, sent Id the league and
then given to The Day. Some

respectfully,

rather stayed home than ac.
mot a 21-2 beating by the
Grizzlies. Mike Healy was the
winning pitcher over Norman

losing pitcher.

filled out by the team man -

winning pitcher and addict'.

for

run off of Rick Guilford, the

TWO DAYS later, the Re.
bets played a 6-6 tie with the
Badgers. The Badgers collected eight hits compared to the

Zakula

The Phillies scored one run

ahome
Blades mould
The 'a.

Bruce Pokula smashed a home

Bruce Pokum farmed

third win for
against no losses.
the

any -trouble as hr led the Cadetstoa 13.0 North Pod Intermediate league victory over
the Hornets. The Cadets' Bob
Fox and John Tappet each hit

Fasth pitching for the winners_
Paul Lundstedt pitched the

batters to lead the way for the

1970

strong defense, w. never in

'THE BOXERS lost to_tho
Rebels, 4-3, with Mark Davis S IM losing pitcher and Jim III

If the results of your town's
link league baseball program
do not4ppear regularly in The
Day, it is became we do not
receive the reports. Inquiries
should be directed to your
league Offieials rather than to.
The Day's sports department.
The Day provides baseball
report sheets, which are. to be

June 18.

stmight win far the Athos and

shortstop to

League results
will be printed
when received

print the results of each league
which turns in the baseball re.
port sheets or which organizes
its reports in some other man.

Steve Venti,

The Phillies scored seven
runs on a many hits to defeat
the Twisns' five mos on eight
hi.. Tim Jollieffe was credited
with the Win while the losing
pitcher was Mike Chraska.
Bob Butts doubled and had
singles for the Phillies as

Sox to a 6-4'victory over the
Boxers. Lundstedt tripled and

The Day will be happy to

Palmer, the winning pitcher,
hitting two home runs followed by another from Brett

the Astros.

pitcher and Jeff Barone was

Birdies highlight NWS 'Y'
twilight golf league news
Riley, Steve Stadniek. Harold
Petersen and Len Franklin all
birdied twice and Max Pemoller. Ed Remus. Bob Rohrbach

Tree knocked

boat. Also, watch those high
wakes and waves and know
on thew ater, just as on the what to do with them, keep a
highway.
'wary eye out for submerged

the Wolves who were led by

steering wheel in the opposite

,

let the boat pull you.
There are rules of the toad

allow the time needed for a

n°ence"shrrytt rnakpea'surentlYe;

,

the dock. Arrange
your gear on the pier so you
tened to

One important safety tip is
to always stay seated in a small

John

Full slate keeps AH Little Leagues busy

check for the even distribution

Above: Lightning was the culprit here. Don

straight. Don't lean forward.

Boating Chairman

;Wright and their group will be
looking for will be proper boat
net
mgiumtion, prom.
power for the size of the boat,

THE LIGHTS, brakes and
license have to meet the requirements of all the states in

boat M firmly secured and
locked on the transom and

Dykstra of 559 Lyman, Des Plaines, watches as
tree surgeons cut away limbstestIng on his home.
Dykstra wee one of many homeowners who lost
trees in yesterday's storm. (Photo by Dan Batas).

make sure it is semrely fat-

throw your motor shni into

grees has the right of way.

Some of the things that ZuVice Commander
Charles Slack, Flotilla Safe

mar es

on, sit on the back of them in

make sure the motor on the

ret

WHEN BOARDING, have "hit it" and . you rise, keep
somebody steady the boat or your legs bent and mom

Joseph Zumares.

ren Firm of all, no part of the
boat or trailer (except the
hitch) should contact the car
during the maximum turn.

which the boat is hauled. Also,

Left: Lightning left this ominous trail down a
TV aerial wire at the home ofSalvalon Maggi, of
804 E. Central In Mount Prospect yesterday. Al.
though no fire ensmd, the electrical jolt left the
carpel Inside smoldering.

-

safely equipment, signalling devices, horsepower, gas tank and battery ventilation,
life preserve, the exthsguishers and other items important for safe boating. Neat
week is National Safe Boating Week.

Safe Boating Exhibit, working
in two -man shifts, according
to Flotilla 22-31 Commander

bies

ly''the'Steehlr-

Won, this time at the PiratkSI
score

ai,sms

epr'i g h'ei rm. contributingP'ut'rho

theirwinning

'17a'ulbyEve

rh

Tnirlgu.p,ril:herperafogarr.insnt

wqrk.

dt:wnaBiblf:Lvi;:orYledonth:erMh:Rh'itts.

Lund was the losing
pitcher with Mark Ahrens the
Pete

striking out

mut,,

I I

twolji --

Todd

in the Set fnqt

The Dodgers were het Phsp1
along to a victory of live-fitur

Jack McGarth of the Adington Height gleam pitched Ids

team M a 20-1 who over the Gophers, hurling a no-hitter while

IsTIll"E''Mh'O'HAWKS

fanMirg 16.11e also hit a pair of doubles and a pair of singiea The

again with the defeat of the

Bison captured the lIrstsludf cluunpionship in the North Green

over the Piratesby a threektM
homer by Mark Hagler. POSH

Mounties by a 94 score. John
Miles and Kovincmy were

Brune was credited with the

divisions

won

Thursday June 18 1970
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The Uptown Below, a cotfo: house run by the Arlington

By Tom Hamilton
and Juergen Rususk

Happening'. b a
weekly listing of activities ter
''What's

rundown of the
current mimic seem. The no.
thity may be sponsored by a
club, church, school or pork,
or it may he a commenter
youths and

event.

Send information on wirers
happening or send any opinion, you may have on any subject to What's Happening, Hay
Publications, 117 S. Main SI.,
Mount Prospect 60056..11 lee

and 'Tla Day will tell others
what's Imppening with you.

.

Heights Park District. offers
live entertainment to young
and older every
weekend. The coffee house is
located in Ow Recreation Park
people

field Iwo, SIC. E. Miner.
Admission is 51 and refresh.

manta are free. The cotTee
house O open from 3 p.m. to
midnight Friday and Saturday
and front 8 to 11 p.m. Olt Sunday.

ROLLING MEADOWS:
The Rolling Meadows Concert Band is holding int rehear-

lathe=

to Trinity
Church, 12111 Meadow Dr..

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Tuesday nights from 7:30 to

Friday sides the Cellar
-piesents Lee along with Opte.

913.0. Everyone is invited.

group "into

ihsT
'Sfunduiyn':night

Collar

.t. ho

pallidly presents Corky Deg.

el, Happy Year Band with
'pint Schwan and Sam lay with
his new bend. all for 53.

CHICAGO:
Friday night
American
Tribal Productions presents
Traffic featuring Stevie Wi
w ot/J. SRC, Illoonsbury
People and Edmonds &C7urley

at the Ranges Ballroom. The

ab

pital. which is free to all chil-

provides talented young mini.

A DAY IN 711E LIFE

dren regardless of race, creed
or national rigin.

cLans from Chicago and its
suburbs an opPortunity to ex-

TiCkets are available at all
licketron and all Stereo City

Triangbc Theatrical Pro ductions has announced its

sixth annual :slimmer of Slam

Earth.
REO
Speedwagen.
Smith and many others Will be

yard their r11117i Poi experience
in symphonic music in both

Music Stares.

chide:

playing nine 27 and 25 at the
Courage County Fairgrounds
for the benefit of St. lode Hos

traditional and contempo.
rary =mical art forms.

CHICAGO:

"". "d

crssiorisrlll
.

.

WHEATON:

The Ides of March. Ram

IF

sals

The final concert of the

Assisting in

A group of more than 20
students front

Prospect and
high schools

,Form View

- me with Mayor Rotten Tei-

the

analysis

and planning for a program
is Dr. Robert Willford from
the

Fore,'

Hospital

Post-

graduate Center for Mental

Health Education.
shell at Mount Prospect
Dr. Willford said that
'Village Hall, recently to be- eventually more and mo re
girt initial Manning on a cam - people will be brought into
mutiny action program for, the discumiom and on.
education on drug abuse.
they gain an understanding

The mayor asked the students

to work with him as

.
snide..

representatives

with

other

speak

awl

Meng P.N. in the commanitY to Sather ieththmtim

an their

for

ideas

pro-

a

gram.

Following the

hoer. of

discussion,
Trichert
told
the students that now that
he
have established

among themmlves tits, there
is a drug situation in the
coinnunity they can take
action
a plan for educating allthe residents.
The
students
spent

a

large portion of the meeting
discussing the drug sivation
from their point of view.
They explained many of the
Mesons for students
drugs and expressed

of their 0a0.

using
some

One Nudan told the mayor that whether the people
take good or bad dope it is
their decision. But, he said
when people take any form
of drug they should know
what they are wing.
Some discussion was held
on setting up a center where
people CM 8 bad trip or
information
on
drugs can go far help. The

needing

of what the actual problem
is they can begin to formulate a program.
Becausr some of thestudents
present at the meeting said they
had never used drugs and were

not able to actually participate
in the programs they suggested

that more of the students to
volved with the situadon
should he brought into the

Nonni,

Willford love Inc group a
four point outline to work

George R. SC:hon. national

treasurer and Illinois Mc director of the Danny .111011133.

Saturday at

p.m, la the Grant
Park Bandshell.
Attendance is frcc. The

Suite"

or

City -Wide Youth Symphony

Kickapoo, but will be a controlled pop music festival of
the highest caliber where our
young People mov go to a joy
M artistry of celebrated performers expounding their tal-

mm and Finale" from 'The

Orchestra is sponsored by the

Firebird" by Stravinsky..s ar-

St. Jade Children's Research

Hospital. said, This will not
another

he

Woodstock

.4hssful

the
people would
feel safe that the
:police Mould not interfere.

They added that a should be

Tun by young people with the

am limited at about college

tt, Cornell Colt, Meant
V root,. Iowa. freshmen.
sophomores and juniors who

have Iven named to the Dean's
List for the 1970 spring semester.

210 S. Burlington. Arlington
Heights: Nancy Baran. junior. 1946 Durham Dr.. Palatine: Mark Powell. junior.
139 S. Cedar Sto INIatine. all
of whore recetved honors.

with 3.75 and 3.99 averages n-

from Me pros to encourage
ihr to speak openly on the

to students with 4.0
(straight Al grade point
ages fort
for the semester. Stull.,

aive high honors.

a

members

from

the

conduct

both

111139166

and

Open trials. as well . trials for
Utility class dogs.

TRY

EF

icapped youngsters.
Following School

DES PLAIN .SILLY2TOIS

semi -private instrumental music kssons is illegal, the board
unanimously agroed to stop
charging for such lessons.
Approval
$5.645 feder-
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Jimmy Denude
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No cover or min mum
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too l
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HOUSES RAISED
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412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
CENTRAL & N.W. HWY.

14Personals

Sewer & SepliC Work

.

MERION BLUE SOD
YINOLESAVE

43,5685

956-0003

pro. of

CARPENTER
CONTRACTORS

banquets, receptions.
As you might guess, a
specialty of ours.

MECHANICAL
$165-$185

f g 6 12
1/2 g
ond Wall Wo1/2ing

.39.619'
Landscaping

DO YOU SEW???

includim

ELECTRO

o

Special Package Plan
Luxurious room Cocktails Dinner and floor
show Horseracing Golf Swimming. Health
club Per day per person

DRAFTING JR.

1

e.

,,,,,V,...=.My.

P5361166 or 69
or F,°e Eromore

FULL BASEMENT

Country and Western in
music and motif

the yil-

25

9t6Pot

FINE INTRICIR.EXTERIOR

Concrete Cement
Expert

Building a Remodeling

all in

E=ltrn,

McENEELY PLED. CO.

9.1j1 I1/2101:*, institWe's'L'itWee

FULLY INSURED CALL 552.1976

ESTIMATES CALL 391-3,127, you

LET THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY WITH

LAUNDRY mil DRY CLEANING

c=c1',nhnt7dns.r"

1.11111111U & Decorating

P

Ea cloys...

Carousal Restaurant
Steaks prime rib seafood
a most pleasant setting

29B-2770
LA SALLE PERSONNEL

'"LEV4Aut17,:tY7:
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senience al your name. 628.1/285

ice u1/261.

Hug',
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PAINT, OR FIX IT MAN
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REFERENCES
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The Sterling Gate
Our new discotheque

W,m pambeet

Plumbing

kattainal Instruction
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are going to
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12.Lost and Found

CALL ACCEPTED
DAY OR NICE
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FIG.

CANADA or PHONE 613.679-1110$

DAN KRYSH

"RI.

.

299.8,10

Inn,

or, Tins. 3.

CHAPA'S CONCRETE

Dinner from $550

Lt. tree

INCLUDING BROCHURE WRITE TO CAMP BELLEVUE P.O. CARILLON, COUNTY ARDENTFUL, QUEBEC,
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Hoye Trowel Wil0roveI
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.

IXEDALZat

ANCE.

EstawW area
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,,ATZT,4
FLOORS SANDED, REFINISHED,

MM.

Real

Export Inning 6 repo, 965-0156

NERAL PARLORS, RESTROOMS,

,

FOR DIRECTION AND FURTHER INFORMATION -

HAVE YOUR P1ANOTUNED
ny RAY PETERSON

VATE HOMES, CHURCHES. F.

'L.°. L.:

L°°°

d

Booting

OABPARK AURORA. HINSDALE
Special Service Far Shut-ins - Home Hearing Test & Demonstration

°L.L°L

FULL MAINTENANCE
RESTAURANTS. OFFICES.

,

-

seven languages

warm'

Reel Estote
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SerViC0

L S°°.
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.

Piano Toning Services
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r.I.CTREZ

115 E. DriviS,

dinner and parka. afterwards The food is great
and there s dancing too

rz,,,,

.°' °Mt
L.. PL°L°°°.
Coll: 396470

AU -SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
967.9742
593-7208

WINKELMAN'S

Tack Room
Happy fresh last-peced entertainment
along wtth danCtog

'L

77677,777 ,07p.

ja4rprol,P,'CLI.

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

deo

REASONABLE RATES $55.00 PER WEEK
ABSOLUTELY ALL SUMMER ACTIVITIES INCLUDING RIDING AND WATER SPORTS

' ' j0:67'::*[;: AL
'n

Momtenance

H.RINGAIDS FOR RENT

PATIOS, STAI66,GARAGES

Ports 6 Accessories.

The Nole-Ables a stangin
musiCal group play during

SUMMER VACATION ACTIVITIES AT MOST

CS 3.1/26

i

jl.,c,lew,.. s

Gutters

CEMENT WORK

FIRE.

MATES. CALL FLO.6913

etc,
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WAHLQUIST

Top of the Tom.

16.strom monsiog with lts own Chapel,. Egon

Pets

046.9016

°66ILL41..66L "t1/2 6664,

...S6,140611140.
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A MOST BEAUTIFUL CAMP
ON THE LAKE OF TWO MOUNTAINS

.
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8114637
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ram CHAIRS

CANE 6 RUSH
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11 Summer Camps
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IST IN CEMENT
CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.
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SIDENNA,S SIEPS

WILL TOW CARS

Towers Lounge

(To 00011
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EDMOND GRAY
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wo,'Free Blimoles.253.3058
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mar or 959.50B

in

gormonteed.3.963159
.

'Onge Mrs Go -

Hume Furnishissrs

596 No jab too small. all work

ALL TYPES . FREE ESTIMATES
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Park Towers
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SCHAUMBURG..

Bicycles 8 Repairs
Board

DA,
ICO HE RING ID CENTER
109 5.11iiaiii (Rt. 83)0 t. Prospect 0 392-4750

COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTE MEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
SERVICE AS EARLY AS 7 A.M.

hest

396.91.2.3210

Auto Service

there is not/Mr/ler oh/War/dn. Call today for full information.
ROBERT 0. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES
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COMPLETE

I1013

Student.

Could he

N,PMet, ago*.

campus corps

Suburban Small Engine

REPAIRS BY H.S

FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL

*UN Body Repair

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS
APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. if not, your only investment is the rental chmge. and

tThe mayor told than that
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BOYS AND GIRLS
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cited children under Title 11
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The E. Arthur Radtke family of 309 W. Pork Place Arlington
Heights were among many families in the village that displayed
their flags Sunday in commemoration alike Day. Here the Ong is
framed between the honor roll In the Arlington Heights Memorial
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...,,,,,,, ,6,...717n. , ,

cores are under the direction
of Arthter
conductor

Coes Bowl plays

0116 their owe. were rrtedwith Me mayor the alti-

'Another

Inge.
solos 57,16 Carper moving a

ON ALL Gmazg 6 COATS

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

L_

it

pre.seoson

SPECIAL

Fencing

or wit,Corp,

1/2

Air Conditioning

,o, o6d

aid can give you - vinhont

Carpet Cleaning

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Alterations

Deadeye roads in Dcs Plaines.
The trial. with beams
9:30
9:30 ant. is open o Mo public.

many

!nester.

their parents have.
One student said that if
the situation Were reversal

Ilikt

concerts at 1.10 and 6.10 p

Accounting

Thew concerts of light classfinal music.
In jam, show tun,
and the.
pop. en -

ji 14

The move followed a study
by beam members of the Malloy school's program for hand-

membership of 250, including

at least three courses in the sec

sometimes

be

1

The Lincolnwood Training
Club for German Shepherds
will hold its 30th annual Obedience Trial Sunday on their
field located at Central and

The club. which boasts

tittered for the Dcan's tie. a
student must have conipleed
and received loner grades for

several
stuto discuss the

would

Shepherds
obedience
trials slated

schools

In the honors classification

mme about from fears that

Buie

will be provided by the Drexel
Ice Cream Co.. lbw bidder for
the contract.

are students with averages bewe
3.5 and 3.749 To be con -

hits began

that

Ice cream for the schools

Village,

p.m.

of the

didblerns

iveries, if necessary.

and invit some of the other
students tom eet main with
him next Wednesday at 4

rt'Ithe course of the disRedden

meetings

Park Cl.. Rolling NIwidows
high honors: J. Robert Jensen.
ens 535 Kasper, Arlington

mums

withheld

arrangement for nighttime de-

ors: Mark Thompson. 3006

after holding private disgussions for about an hour,
pm mayor assured that all
be

to

schools. each
Deenk
milk to districttract
Milk will delivered daily during the day, with an alternate

dents hold meetin. amens
the

The Four Tops. at X p.m.

It

100

The Music Shoop° in Whochnj

394-5405

358.1383

Brieschke

oeived

He suggested tier the em at

p.m. July 5 and 6. at the AMR corium.

sulated Sidi,.

1 THE HOME -

Boots..

Marino Suppli
Boot Storage
Business Opportunities
Business Sorvien...
Cord of Sympathy

Vinyl Aluminum

CARPEPTRY REMODELING

ADDITION, ALUMINUMSIMNG
RUC, GOLDEN 1SB

Cemeteries 8 LoN.

the early prior

Blood-W. and Tears. in
two concerts at tt:311p,,Aug.
20 and 3 p.m.. Aug. 30 at the
Auditorium.
Sammy Davis Jr.. in two

111

109
107
103

AuurmtiV;at

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Will rep,. Window

Duone's Dairy Serdce

he said.
themselves

Young. in two con.rts at

hog:then Humperdinck. in
twos...et:mat 7 p.m.. Aug. 14
and IS. at the Authloriuns

tive menu.

will be representatives of all
the factions in the

Auditorium.
lire Who, in two cosiccrts at
8:30 pm..hily and 4, at the
Auditorium
Crosby, Stills. Nash and

creasingly varied and attrac-

Prospect Heights. highest hon-

only

would

these

end 11:30 5.111. dune 27, at the

They are: Frederick Hudson. junior. 20N S. Parkway.

Highest honors are given

age,

prob-

procedure which
will involve all residents of
the community.
Teichert said that several
more meetings will be held
for an exchange Of ideas.

Earicia lone, 935 S. Bestudents told the mayor ill. verly.
Arlington
14010110:
lop such a center to be sue- Michelle Wilcox, sophonn,
:tsve

the

plan

to

Era will he broadcast every Sattoday Owning at X over
WFMT 194.7 Fh11 through

vided.
Brieschke said that the company Plaints
lunch offerings
are vconstantly itnProyiPet"
and they will be offering an in-

The Enal poet is the ac-

Included

Concerts than the 19711 sat -1

said. but funds will be pro-

lem.
the
second
is
to
analyze it and then examine
alternate trategie.

tion

Harold

School,

goals for the program.
the

Benton, in two concerts at 8

20

Aviation
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Trailers 6 Compors

son of the Boston Po. Orches-

prepackaged hot lunches for
Iroquois Junior High School
and Plainfield and Cumberland Elementary Schools. The
program will be installed at
!daple School to begin next
September. Some alterations
will be needed at Maple

from to develop ideas and
of

Brook

11,1. with ton McCann. Eddie
Harris. Nettie Mann. Can tumble Adderley and Roberta
Flack in two concerts al 8 and
I 1:30 p.m.. Aug. 14.011N:0p
era Home.

for two years at Monday
night's meeting.
1110 company has provided

hood diseases set St. Jude Hos-

Identification

and

V,.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

TICKETS ARKuvai table at
all Ticketron outlets.

S1/2106261751

Mass

fight leukemia agd all child-

is

Hayes

in

THE NEWPORT Jam F.-

I

District 6211 contract with
Feeding Corp., Elk
Grove Village, was extended

fered
substantial amount of
the entire proceeds to help

point

from the "Swan Lake Ballet"
by Tchaikovsky. and the "Ha-

Isaac

Performances'

kii

Air CeadIllen11111. ... .35
akdetawastei8c;a .71
Ads and Andarled.
34

Sept. 27, at the Auditorium.

Mass feeding
pact renewed

Aldon Productions, staging
this two-day concert has of-

runt

selections

Bi21511

c -up.

Aug. 8 lit the Auditorium.

i

Ililutitmt Senna,

I m !oolong fora couple
of frame homes on your
area to drsplay our new

Consult
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

u

ents."

The

by

Chicago Park District, Which ranged by Iseuc.

7 from NW area
on Cornell honor fist
Seven northwest suburban
area residents are among the

The program will include

1969-70 season of the City- the comphne Beethoven Fifth
Widc Youth Symphony Or- Symphony:
'Conceristuck"
chestra, under the direction of by Weber. with Marina BowFanny Hassler will be given man. soloist: the "Carmen

eital.

Urge cengra§ dispatching
of area pcdice curs
By Maureen McNamar

gehb

Ufik[71112,012,

What's happening?

BlIutiantkertostit

Pan, II

DAY's

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

a to

....low*. owns...tic]

(shop -

* 01113331310 *

widow Wash' ^9
Experienced Window Washers
Open For Business: HON, Apt.
BoIrdWoliCer. CALL 209.7195

0

a re

okiD HOLIDAYS * NO LAYCIFEV

Secure(*r Future**,

ffeNlliFfIBURO

7nr'r3'921R;"5r87.799;'

sh

OUTSTANDING COMPANY BENEFITS
* 31.111311033 ir PENSION PLAN k PALO VACATION

"Hello Mary?
I found real
bargain in the
Day's WANT ADS

583 3838

ACE FASTENER- CO.

Page 12

1 heads, funs 18 IWO
29 -Employment Agenciet Women

24 Help Wanted Men

2611elp Wanted Women

2611elp Wanted Wenn

29 Employmeot Agencie, Women

Service Station

BABY DOCTOR S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

SECY-$650

'Attendant.

439-1334

26114 Wanted Women

Goad hobo nor for o small chrl
dren on Thursdo, end EITIBbt

PART TIME' PRACTICAL NURSE
WNEELINGAREA

Lady

26114 Wanted Women
26 Help Wanted Women

537 "552

150 1690

TYPISTS

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!

Trl'967,n7rVerl'Ab=
297.3535

Intl Reception

componlon Sor 6 Sun

BUS DRIVERS

tyWo7".117'N7t/PYEZIEFI7E1
treegIVY, 1496 Miner, Des

298.2770

V 6 G PRINTERS, Inc.
159-3553

940

Eves, Sat. hy Appt.

BELL It HOWELL SCHOOL

Two sale. execotices have a need -tat ene
secretary to work in anew modern office. Al
least five years of secretarial experience remitred. Excellent company benefits. Please

teach kids new
games -arts -crafts

298.2770
La Salle Personnel

EX G.I.'S WHO
900

dgdy

y

$140 WE FREE

5OCIA,

N0b

ne

199.2106

ly

3

DES NAINES

i

b.

BACKGROUND

827-9919

545-4301

of

anyiNng

BABY DOCTOR

$590 MONTH

NO NITEN NO SATS, NO UPI

k / 65

Call Nra. Duck*

312-455-3600

OPERATOR

efits.

.77747t77,Tit 77:,,i3741'77167.

n=g21
TOP

FLUOROCARBON CO.

3660 Edison Place
Rolling Meadows,

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

kb. Age

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
9 5 Denton

391 0880

COPY TYPIST - NO SHORTHAND

KEYPUNCH

STAFFING BRAND
NEW SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

BOOKKEEPERS

we arose..., mAluPE gals to perfforo

ESSES61.

74 -To

y

It

eed

"ra

7

[BEEN

FRAN KLEIN'

'westing

"'"I'ingrIge°n"'

targ4,:ots

location Monnheim 6 Nohy

071173303

86 RealEstate-Houses

Mt P

oronc==;:noi'" "-

girls who iype or

$500-560

;:!:'1211ref'd htt.'71.riLY

=t,7.

439-8500

394

&Help Wanted Women

PLASTIC

INJECTION

080

2,

hada.

Irff ;Ina tM .d;6=0'1
90Intestment Propedy

$190 537.2090

FOR OUR SERVICE DEPT.

Golf Mill ',roe

DES PLAINES

3 BDRMS.

Tory job for sheep secretory to our Custom Relatons Man who takes shorthand, types wen, can

handle general office mark and answer the
phone. Minimum of three years experience desir-

o troin 6 oppIng 6170.mo,

. INSPECT TO.
21alks So./Gall.

TS -Apartments To Exckange

Nrs

Apply Personnel Departmeet

Chicago

81 8-6400

s

if

10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, III.
An Fowl Opporryniry Emproyer

vomiting lull rime opening IN Secretary en Purchasing Agem

MAI Type SO 60 w.p.m. Nothalhaad necostory Ewell...,

efereed he. nor necessom Top eatery...* DamPons
fiendish

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

681-5700

SHIPPING 8,

STINEWAY

RECEIVING

FORD HOPKINS

;1' 2rgt'

-

Lni, Is%

;WO, 111 RE,

a7

Talc .....,

4' .. -.'Z'

W

ISM.

iyping ski/ls reneked for cesIgnmonf in

-METHODE.

GLAMORIZED WAGON
TONGUE!

seseei9eeeeer....6..,

4 ,
lq,1,
,

iliEL

''';.

TODAY,

p %/: .._.

TAV71

/S;trre;e2

, 501.1-1,41.
5,4_ ,64,s4_12

REGISTER NOW

359.611D

Suburban Nnt'l Bonk Bldg.

620, white holtywood met bort
520, 259-8027

wagon tongue and divide the dis-

tanee by three, giving you the

Ea...wet core can be painted
a different color so that, as an example, red, white and blue could
Au used for Independence Day.

Other tubes with other color.=
be prepared foe other occasions.
There can be a collection of interchangeable colors.
Figure I shows how to prepare

Mit the Ott. from one end to the
other. Apply the color you mud,
using poster paints. When the

PROGRAMMER

t 0..

5.

paint has dried, gently spread the

Great Jobs:

Mothers!If you need mu -ideas
to entertain your children's scout

Call now:

meetings and birthday parties.
you'll Ted 450004 ones in Cappy

656.9922

Dick's "Birthday Party Stun..
booklet. To get a copy, send 50
cents in coin,

plus a self-addressed, stamped envelope na

P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen Park,
III. 60642.
'

dy!

'66 Panties Drone, Prix

Northwest Day

I

I

Ir.

tr7171:"-"""?..,:i
timed, whitewall tires, low, .;
.16 ef 'f..1°.'

IrSt,T2'00"71, sal7T4or'ptr'

'-`.. Pl'0.-'"44

,

Illinois Bell
Ae 5 pit, Opponent, bmproyer

$2695

rnents.3511.2927

'69 Chevrolet
Station Wagon

,4 Olds 9S.

Spm.8orn, Call 593-6384, if no

325

a se, P. OGPES

HP.

owno.

$1995
'67 Mercury

offer C43-8499

excel. Cond.,

956.0233

Arlington Day

$1095
,,,, ,1,,;:, e.,724J,',.27

-

'66 Volkswagen
2 Dr. Sedan

er

p.m.

a

Call

We specialize in quality

UPRIGHT PIANO

IMos.ngt Good condbon 1150.
537-1180

Nursery

fee

Canal

2 d cars under $1000.
We will buy your clean

slams

Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill
296-6127

1000 Or ci ,,,bereree,

6100. 02,0259 oft 5.15

Man 527.136B3

h

n

Phone 529/5022

rtpl 24,P

supro,flot Teo, jumbo/guitar...-

42 -Wanted To Buy

Rod.,

ansri

IBDOWNIContral Rd

392,765

CASH
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Ludwig

SDper

Classic

edrurns,

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS,

'crt r3'.Feb9/7"11. "".

255-1900
speed elec fan Coll

44 -logs, Pets & Equipment

ornp, demonstrator. 6250. Used
1

.17

2591435 or 0023872 oft. 5,30
GALAblE

'62

autorBolle

500,

MUSTANG.

Modern facility located
erring work for

Des Plaines hos inter

i

a PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
ASSEMBLER
a CABINET ASSEMBLER

qM-F
Blue,

F
,TR, iii:

radio,

DAY
,...).' 1

253.22,I5, 31500

Save

itINryt255s.7200
ADS

roof. WO

OP

'66 Chevrolet Caprice
9 passenger wagon

`T

bun °Nor. Call of.

er e P.N.S...1M

8824.

ttZTV:ant't`trZtt:

h. offer. 253.1716

Bravos Olds

2,4' Peg Based
64c each

.

f.

CL 5.7.1
POOL Tr/kr...REGULATION

FREE PUPPIES, TRI.C'OBOR

7 ft. solid slate top. 6350. Phone

'66 BUICK
SPORTS WAGON

Lil=nissids
!molded rugs 12x 15 6 9n1G. 10.
bles 6 accessories. CL 9.0289

PHONE 297-5320

mower. excellenicondirion,
old, k300. 359-2153,

yrs.

..

'60 Corvair

io gat complete

'is

MUST SEE!

AAink jacket. Hardly used. Cost
635.774.0572

Bravos

Des Plaines

An Equal Opportu ity Employer Mff

ea NIT/1131e. 356-102Y

'gre.anS'OT.56

full power,
radio heaMr.

s1595

3tRummage&Gar0geSale

B°P tr,'"Goo'd

..c'oc'dc;

a9n.

for experienced seeress, to

Gar. Sale, June 10.19,20, 10 am,

age 35, to week in sales office

437

Des

Plaines:

hike,

Brand new chino

P..

P/mt,

elothes,10V.murb.'

TV. 392.6343 alter 4prn.

DIN Clothing, toddlers to ry. 20.

nels, 60 W.. t5T /enter, FReaFeb
Good can, $60. CL 3.3943

Gar. saleblune 10-19.20, 10 om
to

7

pm, 563 Amherst,

Des

Plaines Cumberland area.
Gigantic Sole. Tune 16, 17, 11,11
till dual,. ClaIN4 Wigs. much
IDS N. 910,611. N.

Ix=

"Old 3:2.09:4

For sole,

II' bond saw,

B

10"

elle sew and drill prea. gall

HosKin

Special

Cornet

Barrington,'

V-8,auto. rod a, heater

$795
s

SOO, 2 Dr, HT, buckets,

975, auto P/S. $995
,

/

)

Hoskins
CHEVROLET INC,

66-Buriness Opportunities

4PM

We Schnauzer. AIPC-F1, yrs.
Use. brae.. SIES.
cropped. shwed.eff.

when ethers can't

F'1

9,9' tent, $35, 3 air mattresses
M pump, SIS
827.8323

$396
SIPS

We Give

4400 E. Main St.

DU 1-3400

09j

'895

'66 Dodge

5

'64 Olds 4 Or. NT
'64 Rambler HT

2 Dr. HT, 0.8 auto. P/S,
radio heater.

'65 Buick

(

SIPS

4 door 6 cyl. auto. one
00515'

LeSahre

$795

$005,

64 Chevy...

7to.$

Wagon

WAN's
AEC COLLIES, ire UP
Champlan sired iMer.
209.2291

hrieeod,,erV-8

'66 Buick

Olds

40

weeks old. Call

394..1

9.5, 117 S.WilSorns, M.P.

Barracuda

'65 Falcon
6 cyl, auto P/S

EVAI,F,1,0:ART PERSIAN

.63 Pn, ea Wagon
61 Olds olr cond.

$495

.

6000 BTU air cand's 12613 rust
,o,pr nylon rug, Both used 01.,V

'

'

FROM

'63 Valiant

4 Dr. HT, V.8 auto. P/S,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SPECIALS
MAWS 1-00100PP

'65 Plymouth
3

'66 Chrysler
Imperial

'65 OLDS

TRANSPORTATION

OUSTER DEAO.ER
1°d.iT°;on",e.°'"

Yeoff otd ABC 675

Pah forks s

Lance,

$1395

THE

$$$$$
439-1172

ITT

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

ow...

i

0

6100 corno 439 9253

Experienced or Will Train
Good stoning solory with automatic increases.

PP22180

-

......

0

a CABLE FORMER

manufacturer. Mut,. e

'67 Chevrolet Corvette:.

Orig. mice MP. atNng alit D
ner tra.ned $85 CI

Melo Wonted women

$1795

-

1

'rerse'SlItC 2'9°6 5670*'

h

&AA

dio.1150. 253 9442
196B

$795
o Or. HT

MO

4

I

owner

'68 Chevrolet Impala

la Ft Frherglas speed boas 40

Des Plaines Day

Meant Rroep441.111.

X

I es Call alter 6 pm . 024.7403

Prospect Day

Equal opportuniry employ,

W20 W. Foster
Chicago

.-

2 Dr. HT

'''. NC.

cc I.

PENGUIN.

AND

'tt7t

Package Machinery Co.

1

2 Dr. NT

Two 1965 Cheyies. 6500 or best

,Ileyge. MOO. CL 3-2369

117 S. Main Street

FOR INTERVIEW, CONTACT

I

1895

1964 VW.

55-Musicallnstmments

cellent company benefits.

19t/MONROW.
A
marbl
game with pieces of wrapped can-

2 Dr. HT

Radio, heater, tpeed ban,

=deer.

difverant'sigalat

rIcoerltn?';'enqu'=

:

824-2175

310nats and Mai Me Supplies

SECRETARY

BOOKLET

BOOKLETS,

at Olds 080, 4.ds Hdtp,,ArtC,.

5 d../ 263.5760
TTT'...d ``'nd'

n"troct'lne'rqns

GAR, SALF: Roper gas stove, 620

HELPFUL PARTY STUNTS

'69 Chevy Camaro

ID -Automobiles For Sale

OFF

6700 sacs 6200. 837-9039

253.6600

$1595

299.3240

ri."IL'j"laj"5975'0;9"'

40% - 60%

eole. 253-1591

Personnel

coroBery
LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

Bier

I

To

kngth foicach of thc threctoreS.

CAPPY DICK

recenT War cc, card

-.

R/H. 250 dr, Sett eINT After 6
call 259,361

Secretary

$600 Mo.

ear.

-

at 600 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines, Ill.
296-6127

PU=SUIrggING

Bess. ammo... es, Pl.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

around the wagon tongue.
If you want to use three colors
and the tongue is not long enough
to accommodate three towel
cores, the tubcu may be reduced

to go around the tongue of the

STONE SPORTS CYCLES

290.6901

WILLIAMS LIQUORS

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

tube open and snap it in place

wagon as in Figure 2.

purorino
, ,,, Idle,

7°°"'=,;;;;;,,,,,

. CS 3,100.

800 F. NW It, Palatine

...unable length by cutting the.
off. Measure the length of 'the

studro

$20,

bunkbeds

= rodirq, in?,,. Ga:4=
,675. cr. 3.5667

THAN SUZUKI. COSTS
LESS THAN BOTH. See
the new line of BRIDGE.

CARPETING

COLLEGE STUDENTS

TOWERS HOTEL

1

preparing some paper towel tubes

around the wagon tongue. Simply

newest pets:max

0,

VIn.4%11'13Bri.="

OP2ehrIZ.S'n7=l1

ARLINGTON PARK

Young Hobby Club

a towel core so it can be fitted

1"t=l770212,11.14,,.,

way beds .$136, trundle beds

one ow., Fec'firrry womanly:

II. Re,?

"'

LOOKING

BETTER

seweesourfeare

rootrgo

-1ZWiirucraties

S

Anew touch of color can be

...to start your
application by
phone. Call
656-9922

,4 sal e

'q"ot

oFdorTyi,i",nt

P7PTOPIBENEFITS

Centex Executive Plaza

NAIR

By Cappy Dick

STENO

-

DA.

automohc

359.5264

OUT PERFORMS HON-

S"rr*M"n"rd:se.4

Nem Faith Nursery, G mtle west

This Summed

-

BIter

'gra
$165, model home furniture up

Southern...

Be A Blair Tempo..
'

2:0Cr .el40.on4"4

="n171"0 p: 'cern

PR RO ONNEL. INC.

x ,it.,,,,,

,

added to any coaster wagon by

Good sharihand

Ocryer nig.

2S5.3647

N JUDY STALLONE,

En0440444g!

-,
'...--,---,

n.

hooter,

'1711=Ii=ToZ neZe'

1963 THUNDERBIRD,f ull power,

1963 ARIEL.

o'r,11""1;."r"1 "pin

by Coker & Penn.

.".t,,,x7,,,,,,,N;

9,41_696,25i, offer 6 P.:

25044. $200.437-0133

PleoSe.

7-11elp Wanted -Men & Women

DISTRIBUTORS

SECRETARY

SERVICE PLASTICS

Burry Sole 916 N Wspas

SHEET META BACKGROUND

A4, 437-5161

1,2075

MID SOUTHERN TOYOTA

GRANT HOSPITAL

yd. DeLUXE PLUSH $3.95

P.1,.yr

Excellent salary and all company benefits. Apply
in person or call Mr.. T. Santoro at 455.13500 fora
conlidentiol interview.

EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY.
MANY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.
PERMANENT POSITION.

551 Groot Place

s's

21-1/nip Wanted Men & Women

Rte. 53 6 Pude)

LANCELOT

'm.7=15616

SP P

ed.

EXPERIENCED PREFERRED

:PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

g

emneen
Doll Sale lone IS Niro 20 An

"7=1;274

894-4560
West/Milw,

d ibl

22"

21, S. Arlington Ills. Rd.

After 5 PM. 259 4017

6200 027.1093

g

2 Dr. Sedan

KODEL SNAG CARPET $4.95 q.
PM.

l'ten '17.blrls'rMr

ACCOUNTING MICE

Rent Apartments

Yolks

Radio.

Hts. lune

e

LAND INVESTMENT

392 6598

74 -To

713 S, Mitchell,

DE WILL PEAT MD PRICE

7.1.7bVelle't:E7CtIr'd'rry'rbet.'..s!'

$240, 9561957.

1966

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

r

NO.1 I

SECRETARY

SHARP SECRET RY

line of

All Positions 10(e Free
1

537.0962 eller 6 PM.

6t

Salol

006101 CARPEV

hest of les On 5407.

RECEP. $475

0

381-3990

basemen,

StZ7E'' '""a''t APX:
pd

4

sti'e'ZIIT rqX'17qlr'S'S'I;B'

=,?,t7rzt.:tmktit'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MORTON GROVE

E.K.G. TECHNICIAN

FIRM

DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES
297.7160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 Algongurn 437-5090

26 Help Wanted Women

room

339.900 8.22.2.107

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

100% Free Positions
1400 X Devon

CALL OR COME IN

.259.1093 alter 7.30 D.M.

split.

EMPLOYMENT

rzt'Utr^:47
open fres

pl

y

II

Moole

$2.0.

Call Jane Osborn

4

KOERNER REALTORS

WOLF AND °AXTON

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

'th

torn mode coser.

NI. Prom..

brio, apt Cpid.

P

I

'69 Chevy It Nova
259.3704

252-6600

SECTY. $600
fenced 0,3,201296-3901

437.4039

Call any time, 299-0439.

2S1.6600

1,6 1,3

p

=

'

1960 Pormenn Gear good run.

392.177'17.'nel'tn=pin

724-6006

LeJTIPARKER PERSONNEL
2II,000

6

1968 G Id Op

For

m't'rJr-

CALL 439-8020

5 ppl

'[rEEldEl7.51.115;OVll7

t'srt?7,2re'sh7onter:ddore

7,,t7.7L!,tt

Rent Apartments

1967 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX en

c.'f" t q.,,,,,

ol;e,EI,L1.1 16 NO

hl

Novo

1964 VW.
296.6901

insp.-ma.

so

ESTATES

RoO;

TST.711Vr"'"'

FOR APPOINTMENT

r':alas'Ir.'lli*)-70iiE*EY':

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER
SYCAMORE
BINGOS THE ROAD

We are looking for a gal

We offer a loll

.6"

equipped.439-5114

STARCRAFT

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

rude necessary. Several
years office experience.

Girl Friday
Run the Office

HOFFMAN

pa Nona

RECEPTION

11Ig

592-3922

yrs. old. 2, haNt.

392 .12

HOWARD SPROAT E. CO.

211

FRONT DEE(

Clerk

'""n'tnttnt

$46,500 537 OAS

rrn.

enrpaoneCnlou

Roll. Mdws. 1

65/A,tbg gold

ryth' OD

OPERATORS

f apiece.

350 sq
Colonial.

ABoi17.1. 593.7167 aft. 5
9

Work -In -Process

/700 Hicks Rd.

Wiwi;

4
I

TNinfea appiormenlnoll Overby Shwa

Degreaser Operator

MFG. CORP.

pp'l

II

MAKE ME AN OFFER to

86,53, 827.7777, rye 390

FOR

.13, 5500

b

140'

Real Estate

plat many [Maldive ag Company) benefits.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

1850 W. Touhy
Elk Grove Village

felonry',

2b

80 -To Rent Office Space

The best

i'anrgnrl:=XelenIV=11961:er=

holmes & assoc.

and

ringuished

PALATINDROSSING MEADOWS

It= -

chrs ,

NO LAYOFFS!

INSURANCE
AGENCY

.,

.=:,,n;

le.

Truck Campers 6 reeee,e

El= rl!Mryors.

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

July 1.82,4902

pl hG

0

ped

ST

robed wish...

ITHome furnishings -Furniture

2E12-81577

4334100

S.

P

3. 0464

394.4845

company benefits. Vicinityn. of Cicero and Peter-

73-T0 Rent Furnished Apartments

Wear lea, 4, WPM occurotely BEN FRANK. STORES

$450 to $675

1444 S. Posse Rd.
0

IDEAL POSIT ON FOR MATURE WOMEN
DESIRING CONTINOUS EMPLOYMENT

SECRETARIES

392-8090

mg lab

Franklin Park, Ill.

tt'c'tergt13=7:.t?f,.,'"

$2572

PERMANENT

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Must have 3 to 5 years

2801

675 5150, p
ame forms,

537.1930 ,

Woman To Run

86-RealEstate8ouses

Ap

d

537-5751

yr D

for a small 3 girl offce.

329900 After 6 PM. 39.2.16

Timberlake Village

It
If
0o/1392.3718

62000

CI

1968 OPPS SPORT SWAPS

6,

MT PROSPECT

0

439 8535

experience an operating
water dispersion and
sateen, coating equipment. Goad starting
salary. All fringe ben

oft.

965 3030,

Doys

1712 S. Highland, Ad. Mts.

d

Vacant
76 -To Rent Houses

43,6390
J1-411.114 Rooms to Share

tr:a7eTti,*.rttt",tVz

Rent Apartments

$1050.CL 5.1736

BOY'S JACKETS

437-6676
593,436

62,0873

D'es'll'EI

Assist
Veterinarian
$135 Week

ELK GROVE VIGAGE

Excellent benefits and wages.
efill be trained for 6 weeks In Franklin Pork
Must have own transportation.

WILL TRAIN

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

COATING
MACHINE

ta172,:n=:,
't11 ::

work an

$ GEN. OFFICE

The Desk Set, Inc

Lighr simple o
74 -To

ggy.$200 392.2224

1967 VW gee, Runs goad.

$

OFFICE

RECEPTION
70-floonts-Board-Ilousekeeping

It

'spl"[1:1Foit1117ir:4" XL'.

64 Ford Truck 34`on.

GENERAL

297 2400

Real Estate C_JASS F -ED r
.Commercial

dun

f

102.Truchirollars

2, Ton. Like now/either 6 polns

I(EY TAPE OPR.

4'1!CENLI.

central telephone company of Illinois

eResidentia

'62 VW, lane rebuilt eng..radry

224-1000

op, 027.2215 or 296,656,

Wheeling.

259.4000

br fffIL:

ieh,g opporlani,

top, vinyl top, P IS, P/S1, 0./C. Al ter

A. GOODMAN & CO.

l'o'h'Ith7hTo;

r

CALL

INSPECTOR
ELGIN

Lots of everAbin91251 E, Donnls.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK
-rks Porn,. ks"'"

PHONE MRS. JAY

69 RAWLS ROAr

;on ...loan 22.23, 24. 9 AM.

STE SAIllwoultee

A.H. ROBINS CO.

TRAVEL

OR

Permanent

China: Took buffos 3 pc. corner
grout, tem crib 6 dresser/ Plot,

=c:C.T,Li::T7 =it

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

send your resume or ea II for an appointment

beer'' 'Week Plainer

Availobre immediately, C. be

Ch 3.566P

593.7227

TELLERS

Equal Oppertuniry Emptoyer

UM, 1::te nolil go

FEU, 110 vollizt;cond, 175.

'IMO"

progrOM. CTA to front door. Excellent apportenit.
6s f or advancement.

ee peat. .se psins super

4,4' insulated On° Da4.4...Pd

Soo us iiernediaTely.We,M1ove

Excellent Salary, Company Benefits
and Working Conditions

Them are ideal working condition.. Goad manna salaries with an outstanding fringe benefit

66 Chevelle 5,196 160 HP a

CLEANING PLANT

6 co111.53-2402.

regreP,FlotBegr

GENERAL CLERIC

E)(ECUTIVE SECRETARY

'91'51030

112 Automobile, For Sale

103-AutoTrallets 8.01,05e10

(Operators)

For posting work. No previous experience neces.
sary. Ideal for mature housewife.

Rip Nee

SornethIng for
new. 1916 E.

Pf.°ReOP.394-3.542

392 3500

iron hut To downtown Des Plaines

WO 6 0o,on, Dos Plaines

19, 20

usair.maggia

66-Doeneas OppoilunDas

$ TYPISTS
$ CLERKS
$ STENOS

IXo"68cell'oders

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

$600.00

WANT TO

MFG. CORP.

cords up to date, WE WILL TRAIN.

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Send resume a:

NERVE

Vcr=onc;''xi7reiET"'"

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

S days per week Encellenr make,. him..
for %Sher Inhumation come In of cal
Otv.aOEn.e.e nil
OurN/e1Nistee

Ookian. flk Gtove

ViL11,:zora,4,p .00lts1Lnpl.z.LO,

Temporary

GIRL FRIDAY

WANTED

Should be able to type 40 w.p.m , but will consider less. Must be capable of answering phone
and taking messages intelligently. Primary responsibility -will be to keep employer entered in.

www. *sow. kernekesolo044h.w.k

Exec. Sec. PERSONNEL

Of C

213MI

`,1n7x

Our mointenance du, a soaking a fellable

297.3535

g

June 18,

r;:X7cc

Skokie

"Adam olluounT.

Bern.-0-Matic Corp.

o3r 49

has immediate openings in the following positions.

03.03 TO START

r '"t1,';rt,rtg

IR

d

Newer]. Oh kterees AnAnnos

APC.FOSS. 470

CLERIC - TYPIST

Z7,7:::":7W.thtno'C:

ZurYSItir 'lleorAvDon W1A/ben'

De Wry Institute of Technology

MATRON

$525 MO.

RECEPTIONIST ART GALLERY

SECRETARY

record pleb/or miry borss

Page 11

411211 Pet, & Equipment

1214weellaneous lidera andise

BARGAINIP

Sanford Chemical Co.

Due to continued expansion

OR 5-3500

TRADINES

11 Rummage& GarageSale

Olnn with 2 weeks paid

Interesting varied work in new apagency. Must
hove good typing skills. Willing to train. Small
congenial air conditioned office. Hours 9 to 5.
Salary commensurate with ability plus liberal
company benefits.
Call Mrs. grembacher

RESERVATION

leetr'w"rs ;Nines

26 Help Wanted Women

EXC SALARY

2 BOOS offer 5P/1

G:er121"Iralaon!n

8201 Skokie Blvd.

TRAVEL

La Salle Personnel

Thor,duc tune 18 1970
26 Help Wanted Women

gusl 12 2.1P112711

GERALD MOTORS

T

26 Nein Word Women

6115 MEN $0 START

W.1"xe:O=clo,

NV Prospect

126 IleM Wanted Women

PuPPie,

Get Out of Gat Rutll
Gel into an exciting business of

Pnur own. Pot ar fans..

goll2W.INS

622 E. Northwest Hwy. 298.4420 Dec Plairns, Ill.
Open WEENESAS 9.9 SAP. 9.5 CIOPEO SUNDAYS

lirO4iriFirs'on"
439-0900

W...+ 4-1.

V

Incorporated

BOB DUNCAN
invites you to come in and get acquainted. And .to
see our new facilities. So we may serve you better in
the future.

President

4i i96.
Pat O'Malley
General Sales Manager

tik

Warren Johnson

Bob Shimek
Sales Manager

Sales

Gene Phillips

Jerry Holmes

Sales

Sales

Jim Hoak
Service Manager

NEW 1970

DODGE DART:
1910

SWINGE
With FREE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Vinyl Roof, White Sidewalls, Tires, Deluxe Wheel Covers, Deluxe Vinyl Trim, Rim Blow

Steering Wheel, Mirror Left Outside Remote Control, Carpets, Vinyl Body. Side
Molding, Bumper Guards Front And Rear, Belt Molding, Wheel Lip Moldings.

JUNE SPECIAL
1968

1969

WILDCAT

dustom 4 door, har, Everything Bu ick has to offer
BUICKdtop

plus air conditioning, power steering, power brakes,
vinyl roof, tilt wheel, white sidewall tires, AM radio,

radio, extra sharp.

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
.

ing, power brakes, vinyl roof factory air conditioned,
vinyl interior, radio, white sidewall tires, wheel covers,
factory warranty available.

1967 PONTIAC FIREBIRD 400

2

Hardtop. This black on black beauty has bucket seats,
console, automatic transmission, power steering wide
., ovals, with raised letter, extremely low miles. Only

$2046

1967 PLYMOUTH V.I.P.
4 door, hardtop, factorY air condition edow
per steering,
power brakes, whitewall tires, automatic transmission,
vinyl roof.

$888

Compare this Price

$2065
..,..

Automatic transmission, radio, whitewall tires.

$ 1978

$2525,

.

1968 CHEVROLET NOVA SEDAN

Hard top, big 6 DODGEcylinder, Torqueflite transmission, AM

vinyl interior, An exceptional saving at

4 Door, 383, V-8, Torqueflite transmission, power steer-

SPECIAL

DART

1970 CHARGER TRANS -AM
340, 6 pack hurst, 4 speed, bucket seats, sport console,
sure grip differential, power steering, power disc brakes,
vinyl roof, sport slats, New price.Over $4500 when new,
1900 miles ago. Now

$1666
1968 BARRACUDA
2 door hardtop, vinyl roof, air conditioned, power steering, automatic transmission. Radio.

$3677

,,

.

1967 DODGE CORONET
.: Deluxe, 2 door, regular gas, V-8, Torqueflite trans- mission, power steering, AM radio, air conditioning,
-, white sidewall tires, second car special

1966 DODGE DART WAGON

1969 DODGE DART SWINGER

Radio, big 6 cylinder, vinyl interior white sidewall tires,
factory warranty available.

1968 MUSTANG

340

6 cylinder coupe, three speed, radio, whitewall tires, A

.

9098

Real Buy.

.

4 speed, radio, vinyl roof, wide ovals.

$1033

,

.

1055

.9514.

.

1111

IncorpOlated

,OPEN DAILY 9 tO9 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 tO P.M.
SUNDAY 11 to $ PM.
SERVICE HOURS: 8-A.M. to 5 P.M:DAILf

.

in DES
MANNH 0:111A.NORT171: OF bAKTON),

.We service all
hryfler Products
'r appOiatment phone
rvice Mgr:JIM HARK,

8-4430.

Fieetransportation
to commuter lines.

t"-riN

C

4%

. ... - .

- .,

,a

. .... .

.

WEATHER

Tel e p ho ue

naught Fair, low in lower
50's Tomorrow: Sunny,
not much change in temp-

255- 7200

ature; high in.70!s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 5, Number 45

Friday, June 19. 1970

To Our Readers
Beginning next Monday, The Prospect Day will have a new owner and
publisher. Paddock Publications, Inc.
has purchased this newspaper from
Field Enterprises, Inc.

Home delivery subscribers of The
Prospect Day will receive the Mount
Prospect Herald, which will include
features of The Day.'The Herald will
be delivered to you in the morning,
rather than the afternoon. The price,
35 cents per week, and the method of
delivery and service by your neighborhood carrier boy, will remain the same.
Field Enterprises founded Day Publi-

cations in 1966 as an experiment in
suburban journalism in the belief that
this area provided a unique opportunity for daily newspaper service devoted
entirely to local needs. The acceptance
of the Days has been most gratifying,
and we thank our dedicated staff and
you, our readers and advertisers, for
this development.

In 1969, Paddock Publications, which
has served this area for' nearly a cen-

tury with high -quality weekly newspapers, expanded its service to daily
publication. We believe that continuation of the present situation is not economically feasible and could be destructive to the best interest of the community. For these reasons we have accepted

the proposal of Paddock Publications
to assume ownership of the Days.

We wish every success to Paddock
Publications in giving you the best possible local newspaper service. Field
Enterprises also pledges its continuing
dedication to the interest of this com-

munity through the best possible
service of its metropolitan newspapers,
The Chicago Sun -Times and The Chicago Daily News.

By Jan Bone

would lease Catholic schools,
so that parochial children
overwhelmingly last weekend could remain on Catholic

Catholic parents voted

Such a plan would be legal,
under certain circustances.

The sale of the four daily
newspapers of Day Publications, Inc., to Paddock Publications, Inc., was announced
today by Bailey K. Howard,

transaction, Howard said:
"Several years ago, Field
Enterprises felt there was a
need for improved local com-

papers for nearly a century.
responded with courage and

tices and to look to the future
with broader insights and new

foresight in greatly expanding
its service to its communities.

perspectives."

munity journalism in the Chicago suburban area. We then
acquired Tri-County Publish-

We therefore welcomed the

ing Co. and later founded Day

Day

In addition to the Day pa(Arlington Day, Des

Publications and the Metropolitan Printing Co. and in-

Plaines Day, Prospect Day and

troduced daily newspapers
serving the unique local needs
of a number of suburban areas.
" W e believe our ex-

president of Field Enterprises,
and Paddock President, Stuart
R. Paddock Jr.

Northwest Day), the sale to
Paddock included the TriCounty Publishing Co. of
Lemont, Ill., which publishes

The Metropolitan Printing
Co. in Elk Grove Village, a
subsidiary of Field Enter-

these communities. Many suburban publishers, and the Chicago' metropolitan newspapers
as well, have improved and increased their service to subur-

prises, was not involved in the

ban 'readers.

sale.

"Paddock
Publications,
Inc., which has published distringuished
weekly
news-

IN

ANNOUNCING

the

schools as a protest against not
receiving state aid.
Instead, more than twothirds of them voted to explore

By Joanmarie,Wermes

as

public schobl pupils.
Pastors throughout the Chi-

A neat brick bungalow with

yellow trim is located on a
shjsiv tree -lined street in Arlington Heights. Until a month

cago Archdiocese met with
John Cardinal Cody Thursday

to discuss the findings of the

parent questionnaire,

dis-

tributed last weekend at many
of the masses.

NEXT. STEP: A public
hearing Monday at St. James

in Arlington Heights to hear
parish school boards and get
public opinions on the Catholic school financial crisis. This
is one of six regional hearings
throughout the Archdiocese.
And one June 29, the Arch-

$12 million deficit and possibly to make decisions about
the future of Catholic schools

Dual enrollment, or shared

The Rev. Robert Clark, superintendent of Archdiocesan
schools, has suggested a plan
by which public school boards

a

AM
A musical swing through 20 European cities began yesterday for 95 Prospect High School band
and symphonic, jazz band members and school chaperones. The entourage boarded buses at
O'Hare Int'l Airport and flew to New York and then Rome, Italy via Trans World Airlines. They
will return stateside, on Saturday, July 11. (Photo by Dan Balas)

sitil convention in Arlington
'Heights. Sept. I to make public

,its position on the new state
.constitution being grafted by
ConConstitutional
the
vention.
The specila state conference
:to be known as C -Day will take

:place at the Arlington Towers

Hotel. The Arlington -Mount

fluential statewide organizations whose position can work
for or against voter approval in

pected

the referendum.

stitutional alternatives.

THE MEETING will be an
event of the greatest importance in the campaign to get
Illinois citizens acquainted
with the new constitution and
getting approval at the state
referendum, that will be held

At the Sept. CC -Day meeting, the League is expected to
announce its approval or disapproval of each 15 to 17 articles expected to be in the new
constitution.

or

in either December

prospect League and the Pala -

January.

".tine League will serve as hosts.
",.
Several hundred women,

Along with the Illinois State
Chamber of Commerce, the Illinois League of Women Vot-

fered to the voters on as many
as 10 or 12 propositions such
as lowering the voting age

is one of the most in-

from 21 to 18 years. It is ex-

representing the 10,000 members of the League of Women

ers

corporate features of The Days
in. his Herald newspapers and

ropolitan community city and
suburban. In particular we will
concentrate our efforts on The
Chicago Sun -Times and The
Chicago Daily News."

former Day subscribers will
receive the Herald beginning
Monday, June 22.

Paddock will continue to
operate the Graphic weeklies
with their present staffs, and
expansion of news and advertising coverage is planned for
the near future.

-

Paddock

said

his

news-

papers would continue to "adjust to new conditions, to
change old concepts and prac-

that the League will

also make known its endorse-

drafting work may continue
until Sept. IS.

ment or rejection of the conThere is some question as to

whether the new constitution
will be in final form on Sept. 1.
Con -Con was scheduled to
complete its drafting work by
Aug. 8.
President Samuel Witwer of
Con -Con

has

estimated

as

wrong turn in the lower level
of Michigan Av., had driven
across the bridge and, realizing their mistake, had tried to
make a U-turn and went into
the river. The search proved

Not yet having given up
hope, John B. Rynak, Mrs.
Andrews' brother, said he has
declined the offers of three astrologers.

"Though we're at a dead
Rynak

said,

"some-

Grip
Of The
Day

k.

,/,.

out of the library's magazines.

recently as June
that from
two weeks to a month of additional convention work will be
necessary,
indicating that
1

D.H.

ASKED WHETHER

a

large vessel could have drag-

He described the Andrews
as a pleasant couple who en-

the car further down- joyed working in their flower
stream, Barry said that be- garden.
cause of the angle of the bow, a
"They wouldn't have put in
ged

He said two ships had passed

St. lawn two times a week, and

through the channel on May
16. At 3:05 p.m. the 500 -foot
Hennipan went into the chan-

Driscoll said he subconsciously looks 'over the Andrews' house, "hoping beyond
hope that they'll come back."

said there has been no vandalism.

walked away," he said.

Panel's recommendation on aid
to private schools unsettled
By Richard Crabb
(Third of Three Articles)

"Frankly, I don't know at
this stage," Repb. Schlickman
said. "Our inquiry is not complete, though it is well along. It
is entirely possible that the
commission will recommend
that no public effort be made

authority on state con-

...
:._.;_'..-il5.

A former FBI agent and

into the river with its windows neighbor, Ray Driscoll of 728
up, it could have floated to the S. Vail, said he has believed
middle of the 2I -foot channel from the beginning that the car
before it sunk.
went into the river.

Rynak manicures the Vail

land, University of Chicago's

d ,-,

the Andrews' car did indeed go

a new patio and then just

to assist our private schools.
"In that event, Dr. Kur-.

4s.e

William Barry, deputy port nel and the 300 -foot Lawendirector at Navy Pier, said if doe went out at 9:54 p.m.

ship would have driven the car
into the mud.

sure."

Keim, of 733 Vail, said the Andrews had a patio built a week
What will the commission
before they disappeared.
headed
by Rep.
Eugene
Arlington Heights police Schlickman
(R-Arli(5 L.on
say they have exhausted all av-- Heights) recommend to the Ilenucs of investigation. They linois General Assembly of
instigated the search of the Feb. I, 1971, regarding use of
Chicago River on the theory public funds to aid private
that the Andrews had made a grade and secondary schools
in the state?

People who tear articles

IT IS ALSO expected that
there will be alternatives of-

PADDOCK' WILL in-

terprises pledges to continue to
devote its resources to our met-

where we'll get a break, I'm

A neighbor, Mrs. E. W.

the Sept. I conference on the
new state constitution.

.

"FOR OUR part, Field En-

seen leaving a cocktail party in
ohe Sheraton -Chicago Hotel.

this computer age, it is possible
for two persons to vanish,
seemingly without a trace.

Voters in Illinois, will attend

recognition.

end,"

Women Voters to give views on constitution
The Illinois League of
_Women Voters will hold a spe-

gard', the communities served
by Day Publications have been
well served and owe a debt of
gratitude to this pioneering enterprise."

he will continue to maintain
standards of local service
which have earned national

Mhy 15 when they were last

perhaps wondering, how in

time, plans may rise some leosii
problems,

feasible.

County in the knowledge- that

fruitless.

the silence of the Elm -arched
street is broken by a few playful youngsters and a few times
a day, according to neighbors,
curious drivers pass by slowly
to glance at the empty house,

School Board will
meet to discuss the estimated
diocese

whether or not a plan to enroll
Catholic students part-time as
public school pupils would be

cause of the contributions of
Day Publications. In this re-

ago it was the home of a fun loving, semi -retired couple,
the Edward P. Andrews, both
of whom would have been 63
years old this summer.
The Andrews have bben
missing from 738 S. Vail since

EVERY ONCE in a while

EACH
SUBURBAN
school board would have to
make its own decision as to

to assume ownership of
Publications and Tri-

n empty house stands waiting

.4

possibilities of enrolling

llteir children part-time

proposal of Stuart R. Paddock

"Our suburbs are better
served today, and will be even
better served in the future, be-

Jr.

periment has contributed to
the progress and growth of

the Graphic Newspaers, weeklies circulated in the suburban
area.southwest of Chicago.

But problems could come
(Continued on page 2)

not to close parochial grade school premises.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

ay newspapers
sold to Paddock
pers

John E. Stanton
President and Publisher
Day Publications, Inc.

Catholic parents against
closing parochial Schools
the

20 Pages

man commission will recom-

finally to the U.S. Supreme

mend at least some public help

Court.
"Backed by the Schlickman
commission recommendation,
legislation is not likely to be seriously challenged in the
courts. If private schools are to

for private schools. Graham
said the recommendation will
be accompanied with a convincing statement on constitutionally.

"I don't think the private
schools lost any time in having

their bills for public aid defeated this spring. Any of those

bills would have been at once
contested in the courts and the
results
would
have
been
months, even years in coming.
"The issue could have been
taken to the state appellate

court then appealed to the Illinois Supreme Court, then to
a federal appellate court and

commission's
recommendations." said Sen. Graham.
"Furthermore, the legisla-

ture is going to the influenced

Fy the Schlickman commission report. We are spending
$100,000 to get it. You can be
sure we are going to take the

time to study it carefully with
interest and an open mind,"
said Graham.

District 59 budget parley

stitutional law, will not have to
advise on the constitutional aspects of using public funds to
assist private schools."

District 59's budget committee will meet Monday to

SEN. JOHN Graham (R -

take a look at next year's tentative budget.

Barrington), basically opposed
to public aid to private schools
in all the forms it has been proposed to now, said the Schlick-

get help, they will get it more
quickly by waiting for the

room at 2123 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
An executive session of the

District 59 board has been
scheduled at 7:30 p.m., immediately before the budget meet-

The 8 pan. meeting, open to
the public, will he in the board

ing. This session will not be
open to the public.

Area's fledgling anti -war groups to test strength
By Leon Shure

The strength . of fledgling
peace groups in the Northwest
suburbs may'soon be treated by
-an attempt to place an anti -war
:referendum before Illinois votrs:

Area groups are awaiting the
'so -ahead of State Rep. Robert
:Mann (D -Chicago) to begin
-collection of signatures to help
:place a recently defeated bill of

Mann's onto the November
ballot.
This bill, defeated 88 to 60

last spring, would have forbidden sending Illinois servicemen to another country in an
undeclared war. This bill, like a
similar law passed. recently fn
Massachusets,

is intended to

force the U.S. Supreme Court
to rule on the constitutionality
of the Vietnam war.

TEN

PER CENT, or
550,000 signatures will be
needed, statewide, Rep. Mann
told the Day, to get the bill before the voters.

Mann said he is expecting

much support from the Northwest suburbs. He bases this expectation on the number of letters he received from these sub-

, orbs last spring in support of
his bill.
Of the 40,000 letters he received statewide, more came
from the Northwest suburbs
than from any other area in the
state, he said.

"I FELT this was very encouraging," he said. "It is so
much more difficult to write
off substantial, affluent suburbanites as hippies."

Mann's observations support what many peace group

THE LARGEST group
claims 700 active members in a

representatives have been saying: there is increasing anti -war
sentiment in the suburb's.

Cook County area of more

He attributes this sentiment

to what he called "a greater
awareness of the effect of this

illegal, immoral war," and its
"dividing and demoralizing"
effect on every family.
In the past two years several

groups have formed in the
Northwest. Most of these are
extremely small groups with 15
to 30 active members.

than one-half million, with its
main support in the more liberal

North suburban areas of

Evanston and Skokie.
They admit that their follow-

servative can be for peace too."
As recent successes, the

peace groups they count an
anti -war petition with 25,000
signatures presented to Sen.

Charles Percy during the November Moratorium. "

ing in the heavily Republican
and conservative Northwest
suburbs has been extremely
limited, but they believe there
is a trend in their favor.
"After
said Quin
McLoughlin, president of

ANOTHER SUCCESS, according to Dr. Herbert Hazel-

Pachem in Palatine, "a con

McDougall, in the congres-

sional democratic primary.
Though McDougall lost, Hazelkorn said that this was the

largest independent vote.

The groups are currently
seeking signatures in support
! the Hatfield -McGovern anti Cambodia amendment being
debated in Congress. About

korn, chairman of the 13th Dis-

7,600 signatures have been col-

trict Politics for Peace, were
the number of votes, almost
6,000, for the group's suppor t e d candidate, Curtis

urbs.
The groups are also supporting a speech bylSen. Peicy at 2

lected in the Northwest sub-

(Continued on page 2)
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The day's prospects

Area's fledgling, anti -war groups to test strength
[Continued/mei hero i)

with most of its support in the
eastern section of the district.

p.m. Sanday, June 21. at Niles
East High School.

Man. says it has an

The Coalition. which has

film. 'The Year of the Pig;
which netted 11.000.
One of the constitutcnt
grasps is thenWean for Peace.

orpnimil

i

1908.. 11

,wee

thine a membership ol about
50 women and is affiliated
with four Chicago and suburban chapters. with 2000 mein.
hen. decal, she
rag to Mrs. Lillian
and
of theme
hops and an organizer of the
area soup.

17S BIDDERS - mothers.
hods:wives, teach. and other
worn wmen - ha ve stagd
e
recekintdgemoons trations

at !Lund

rally last October.
where Dr. Benjamin Spook and

they handed ma -.Send our
Troops Horne Now" rags on
Mothers Day, and distributed
prow postcards to President
Nixon before Memorial Day,
The Palatine A roil Citizens

for Enlightened Ni *dries. or
Pachem E a year old. Like the

other croupy II dues not support a particular political party.ll has approximately 30 ac live menthe,. and its focus is
not limited just to peace' acits president.

cLoughlin.
About a month ago. Poch,eco

members collected about DO
signatures

in support of the

dons. spoke.

Board IDI and 102, of the approximately 03,000 man regis-

Anti -war 'moves by Northwest suburban youths have

tered in the Northwest suburbs,
between ages 18 and 7.6, only

been non-violent. and °mania:Won has been sporadic and
weak, rarely reagbilla Prig,.
notice.
But some in the area think
that this will be changing.
One of the reasons cited for
the lack of pcace activity is the
character
suburban youth.

IM are delinquent. Only a few
have been outright resistors.

THE PEACE Coalition is
allied with the
Thirteenth Dist rim Vold= for
PG., u four year old group

imprisonment rather
than induction in the past few

he inducted because no 'one
would sign it promise that he
would not be forced to break

Ray Sklenker. former head
of the Human Rights Chill of
Harper College. described area
youth as "extremely con .'who
have
thought much -about

and who are living out mornmys.ond daddy's viewpoint."
Others praise the patriotism
and intellectual capacity of the
area youth who have 'looked
al the liberal chores and found
them lucking."
an national

officer of the Young Americans for Froalom described

kids respect
process.

dallOgratic

the

Mast of the Mull counselors
contacted ftsel that Northweet

alive. 1. with my two sons, had
been driving through the land
of the great big sky in western
Nebraska.

I

heard the no,

hen we got home. Last night,

when

I

go home?"

"Hurray," sato someone
else, 'my folder is empty."
That brought forth a chorus
of "empty folders in the top
right drawer." And then there
were the persons who looked
back and remembered. Little
things, big things, people par.
sing -what about The Day
Golf Tournament -remember
when --what was his namw-we
were going into Elk Drove on
August I --Hoes the announcement and story in llmc
magazine when wc
So life goes on without The
Day. 1 would like to have had

more time to think about the
most wonderful people in the
world --our readers -we'll miss
them. We lived with them and
their happy. sad, bitter, quiet.
proud, lovely days for the 4th
years.

I came into the office for the

I LOVED EVERY minute

Ism as a Day columnist. 1 had

and 1 love everyone one stmt.

to write about the Of course, we'll mt again.
long, lonesome Nebraska The office is rapidly e
intended

385
we
where
Highway
now. The gals at the Friden
stopped in the dead of night to machines arc making their
help a car full of Indians.
usual racket and it all seems
We drove one woman to the normal enough. 'Call me
nearest telephone, a distance some time. Let me hear from
of 32 miles. She was so grate- you." "Don't bother looking,
ful, and we drove off feeling so you're draft bait anyway." 'I
pleased with ourselves. We
were completely enchanted

was so sure -7

with the great plains of this
great country. 1 had a column
for Monday -I thought.

and when it is answered Derek
no one on the line.
liThele are the ghosts of atm

ployes were astonished would

said.

be only partially true. There

They'll put the baby to bed
tonight for the last time.

The phone keeps ringing

To say that The Day em- rise yet to be told," someone

was much bravado end much
mu.
sadjhking
arid.
baby odeuch
yeen,s'

., T

hcolthy oend so beim)))

subsidy

The Ogilvie administration
bill has been filed in the Son.

ce Co.'s Oak Brook agency,

ate. It will lw heard Monday by
Senate, sitting as a committee

Ehnitursh sold more than $t
Dion of company business
I.t year. Skinner, married, fa,her of CO children, has been

of the whole. This eliminate
the mark, or vending the bill
be eommio,

with I'd..." since

For me and for all the amishoo,

of The Day,

please

know thot working with all of
death' was unexpected. In its you Was been our pleasure.
Mort Megan, it had nude WO miss y. very much.
thomeds of *lends who !opt
Goodbye, so-lOng and 30.

Difarborn.

other issues, hesaid,and helped
to get' a stoplight put in
meeMIY.

trained thOmands 01 can scion far community plops

member Human Rights Club
was founded at Harper tinting

over a 13 state area.

They helped in getting an
anti -war film show In some
high schools. But there wes
great difficulty in getting the

student togethor, ... ,0,,knu.or
transportation

and

interests

heing drawn in other d

Students for Peace have hen
inactive recently. according to

a mernbm m 14. 3..,
MehlOsar, 17.

Sen. John Graham (R-13.-

ing out a plan to provide funds

enough to solve the affront
Mee and then immediawlYa7Inhlishing a commission to en-

plot ways to develop a Chi ca. Area Mass Transit MI thority of, which the CIA
Mould become a major part. In
this way ang localNate
L`D.

cal funds provided would be
aiding ull means of mass tran-

sit in the Chic:moue.

REP. DAVID J.

Regner
Prospect) mid

(R :;Mount
Thursday, "Our people in the

On the college level.. 25
the gloratorium It

pon.

soled lectures on the outland

AS FOR providing drab
Title doesn't
counseling.
think this is thejob of anethicadonut counselor. and a CO Mselor at the school said Ire has
received no questions about it.

On ecology. It wns involved in a

the lowering of the nap after

caption. The closest part-time
connseling is at the Leaning

One other inication of the
01 thcoe a.re.a.Ziavy

h.laek

Chicago has 15 and the sub -

orbs have .11. The Northwestern suburbs am the =-

non-violent controversy about

Tower YMCA in Niles. The

closest full dm hat the Evans :011....Penee....Cconnter. 95p Chi -

and interest in anti -war move 'mots may result in the arca be of President Nixon's
April 23 executive order which
abolished all new college defer-

SE V E R A L YEARS, a

accepted by many commu-

aloft aerating group. haft

ments. This could bring the
*aft home to high school stu-

nitio. As TuchInsky said. "it Is

did not pm community support.

dents, they uni.

clergymen's group tried Boleti

Draft counselom have been

Dolores

Some of those iMerviewed
increased participation

feel

inability
.arringps to set up draft coun-

by

the Kent State tragedy.

Haugh

t

'-I

gene

There will be two bill, he fore the Illinois General As -

F.

Schlickman

board of directors so that four.

lington Heights). It has three

or nutierity. of seven tMmpeople living in the CIA ser-

City of Chicago to provatkihe

the CTA and other MPS tran-

funds it requires to operate.

cT

bill,

bets would be elected by the

-The CTA would' MVO: siee area,

cial session on Monday to help

-In event the Chicane tefused to provide the no.essallt
funds. the CTA would he given
authority to levy :a special real
estate

tax within thenrca it

The hill'has 'thy buking of
'Dr. John 'Bailer/. head of Ifie

Schbol of Transport.ien'Ig
Northwestern
carded as perhaps

the

out -

systems

sso

$500 scholarship

Edirottion DISSE0)
"partially - sighted"

scheduled to meet at 4 p.m.

The Elk Grove Village tn&stria/ Lions Club will

Special

Mrs. Jack Keske, 1106 E

district
slam

present the grant al their noon

watchdog group is expected to
speak against the bill In the

Northwest Hwy., is a student
in the Northwest Suburban

eeting. Thursday at the Sal
Creek Country Club.
Gerald, the son of Mr. and

an Monday, The House

is

MOntlaY.

Catholic parents against
closing parochial Schools
(Continuer/)a Page

aid can be claimed for them.
And unless the parochial

up If Catholic schools wanted

their present Machos to be
hired by public school dim
THOUGH " NEARLY all
Catholic grade school teachers
in suburban parochial schools

either have state certification
or could easily get it ---perhaps

on a provisional basis -- the
public schools may not be able

to come up with extra funds

'

children are enrolled as part.
hire oublic.school student. by
Sept. 30, districts will net be
able to file supplementary state

aid claims for them.
1n addition a district can

the

Senate can by the amendment
process greatly improve the
not um the CIA. They depend hill before sending it 10 the
largely on the railroad. Fares House," said Rep. Chapman.
are raised front time to time
Rep. Eugene F. Sehlickman
and for people who use the (R. --Arlington Heights), who
train to coalmine to Chicago has his own bill before the apchave to pay the fare increases. ciul session of the le islature
If the state is to subsidize mass Rid the CTA without a subsidy
transportation. It should be on is douNful if the gas ma bill
a rider bash." said Renner.
can pas,
Rep.
Eugenia
Chapman
Schlickman does not regent

"Our 3d District alms do

cent gas tax for state aid to
CTA and downstate transit
agencies and systems. Theca,
crnor is logical in his con elution that the state has a vital
concern for the continued op rat i o n of local transit
agencies. But these agencies
must have a source of revenue
beyond fires and shun °Estate

Bright bride's inspired the Infra -club show entitled "Love in
Intuits" bringing blue ribbon awards to participating members of
the Garden Club of Mom. Prospect, Clam I, an artisific design
staged in a tryptych won first place for Mn, Ronald Farina, Her

fications on its growth rate.

LEGAL CUT-OFF dates

.

EVEN IF suburban public
school boards want to work
closely with the Catholic

4

arrangement of mock enrage blossoms and pink Peonies was placed

against draped, pastel eqn lingerie fabric. Mrs. G. Allen Jelin

aid which they can depend

won second place, Mrs. Arthur inehnke third.

upon."

pulsed.

MSC students

w

n.

Mated into Beta Beta Rota, 11

biological science honor
society at

University

Western Illinois
at Macomb. Il-

linois.
Initiated ut Western's Kibbe

Biological Field Station were

Glen Eldoe. sophomore of
1505 N. Kasper in Arlington
Heights and Peggy Loebach,
sophomore, appointed recording secretary, of 891 E. Grant

du

Mond

Amp, DI., by
by Day Palesry
',Dopey,

in Des Plaines.

tl

S.

Main. Mao.

60056. Branch el -

Dam 215 , Arlington potable
M., /ramekin heights. ILONA

Front Mount Prospect in
'lades were senior Raymond
Hinkle of 000 S, Albert and
James Work, sophomore, of
415 S. Wilk.

and lig Center. Des Dolne, IR
60016.

Students must have an inter-

est in the field of biology. an
overall grade -point average of
2.5, ID hours or more in biolo

Subooriallan totes' DS cents a

Class II entitled The Stan Party naturally tended toward the

week, loom degrereol. Out of
Iowa
I.
row, am
enc.: sax
womb.
tunwpand prke: t o mt. a

tastes of the masculine partner In the bridal twosome. The buffet

table for six arranged by Ma. James Tiger received the blue
ribbon. The mute grey -green tablecloth was accented by tall brass
candlmficks while yellow day Mies in an unusual crystal and wood

bas
,

liquor container was the focal point of the table. Three beautiful
Oyer encrusted wine books, amber tumbler, a heavy wooden
meet oMpg hoard and bowl completed the Prim aiming arnnge-

gical sciences, and at leas,
grade -point of 3.0 in biological
sciences to he a member.

4../4111616._

menL Mrs. Edward Nixon placed second, Mrs. L. K. Laird, third.

OSCO'S
COLOR
PORTRAIT
SPECIAL:

gAIDE:Yi

99c

Dolores Flaugh.Womans Editor
Friday, Jun 19,1970
j0001100900e000111112.901/00 Depot" 0000000000_11

Graduation seals
landmark's destiny

A

Public school

district
boundaries do not always coimide with parish lino.
District 59

Paul Herbert Morath was

School in Elk Grove Village.

This Week Only atJ ewel-Osco!

But some also are at St. Zachary's School in Des Plaines. at
St. Raymond School in Mount

Save now by taking advantage of this
special onetime offer. Osco is offering

Prospect, and at Our Lady of
Wayside in Arlington
Heights.

These children "belong" to
District 59,

And D. Plaines District
62, Mount Prospect District
57, and Arlington Heights
District 25 ( the public school
districts primarily responsible
for St. Zachary, St. Raymond,
and Our Lady of the Wayside
pupils)

cannot

legally

a full 5"x7" natural color photw
graph of your children for just 99c
per child. And for that ox f ra-nice touch, we mount each portrait
in a handsome feathonedged presentation folder. Just stop
in while shopping.

*Children 10 Years of age and older, '2.95

HURRY! 3 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO

use

money from their fax funds to
pay for the District 59 children
who attend those parochial
schools.

Similar overlapping situations existib other districts.
One thing is certain: many
details need to be worked out
before either public school ad m' 'sisters
or
parochial

school heads can make firm
plane for Miptomber.

b\i NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS
BANK

ghat

are problems.

instance,

ing pink roses and columbine optured & deserving first for Mrs.
Guy Courtney, Mn,, Russell Moore, placed amend and Mrs. 54.
Kaiser third lathe Class III "Our First Breakfast" category.

Page 3

tIt'vte-

For
Foot.

A table for two with sparkling champagne glasses on line white
rot -work placemals accented with crysMI decanter container boast-

)r-ZtVilir

schools, Bowesr, harp still

gesupplementary stale aid
school children atonly if it meets certain quali- tend Queen- of he Rosary

and rules also apply to budgets
for such a proposition.
of public school districts,
And with the present eacher though a budget can be
surpliw, the public school dis- amended of proper procedures
trics may not want to hire the
followed.
C,atholie teachers.
areIt is possible, then, that ppb.State aid, it is true, could be lie school districts might not
claimed for the extra parochial rece
extra state aid funds
children if they were part-time foraCatholic children, even it
public school students.
they Were enrolled part-time.
BUT TIMING here is ex- Much depends on the dates
tremely important to suburban such enrollment could take
school districts.
place.
State aid claims are filed by
A report to the Archi.
public school districts in June, doecsan ,School Board from
and arc based on the average Dr. Martin J. Lowery, its
daily attendance (ADA) dur- chairman, discussed the parting the best six months of the time public school enrollment
preceding school year, The exand what it might mean in
act amount districts receive is Wrms of the Catholic deficit.
worked out from a com"A system of internal equalplicated formula, which vari. ization would have to be
ap' from district to district.
plied."
Since the parochial children

during the
aehool year 1969.70, no state

"IT IS MY hope that

SCHLICKMANICTA bill

hearing. The Federation yesterday asked Schlickman to
withdraw 010 hill.
If Schlicknain bill is given
"do pas, recommendation
by the Comity and Township
Affairs Committee, it will be
taken to the four of the House

Gerald Koske, lune gradeale of Elk Grove High School,
was recently awarded 5500
college scholarship no study
electrical engineering at Bradicy University, Peoria.

students

use gas tax funds.

and Mrs. Charles Pease of the Plum Grove Garden Club. (Photos by Dolores Haugh)

DOD

'of u half

the state.

ship Affairs. The Civic Federation of Chicago. real estate

school

transportation in tho Chicago
rca. It should apply to all
(nom

Ogilvie 's proposal

-In making use of the taw will be given a hearing at noon
ing power. the CTA would be Monday in the Houle Comobligated to reorganize its mit.° on County and ToWn-

p

how been full-time Catholic

Is to he a state subsidy for Mass

Mn. Emmett Boyles, through the use of deep orange glediolta placed on a daverie f antique table.
The second place award was memnted to Mrs. Anton Glowacki and third to Mrs. David Teeppen.
NalMnally Aredited Dower Show Judges were Mrs. Joseph Koenig Of thb Arline on Garden Club

standing non-partemn author ity on city mass transportation

scree *Chicago, Evanston.
Oak Park and other suburbs.

state finals to the CTA. If there

his bill as an ant:man. Id the
Ogilvie administration bill.
"My proposal, de not con finite a substitute for Gov.

dons, Ince

(R -At.-

major provisions:

of the northwest suburbs. arc
at Interested in presiding

3 join biol ogy society

before General Assembly
By Richard Crab])

"The Newt,. Enteriain", Class IV staged on small tables was depicted by first place winner,
(D. --Arlington Heigh./ admits the need for rnaimaining
the CIA service. but objects to
some: poems of the °cloth: administration bill that would

.1.1 District, that includes most

THE PROSPECT DM

2 mass transit aid bills

-me DAY THE Day died

Fie

group. the Midwest Comnittm
Counseling has
on Draft

CIA. Graham prefers work-

time to tell it so in letters and

to

whbalso works downlownwith
the American Friends, 407 5,

cumwelom like Lynn Weisz,

elation of 3.000. The students
ere eativelY eencerned rillOut

A majority of the members
in the General Assembly from
the northwest suburbs wIl oppose Gov. Richard

phone calls.

words from a poem wmten by
William Butler Yeats.
"Now what will my deg say

tion,, the,axd,rsoft itTshci,s,itkh7

peace group during the Moratoriums last year. They jOined
with students front other high
schools in 1110 Noel/D.1DM
Suburban Students for Peace.
which is allied with the North western Suburban PeaceCMIldoll.

ringtoin opposes setting up
contimmus subsidy for the

White, Des Plain., a special
agent of the Prudential limn,

sored in behalf of the Ogilvie
administration. To he heard in
the Senate. it provides for increasing the state to on gasoline a half tent tt. gallon.

for his sorrow by explaining
that he had made a play of

There am several independent

peace activists in a school Poe -

By Richard Crabb

NH gets to the House, which is
doubtful,

Ore will be the bill spon-

cracked a totigh.nut reporter.

makes he story come

ly every high school inthe mar
Ms some peace activists. The
situation nt Hersey High

sit syn.. in the state.

dad won the newspaper war. It
was just one of those things.

that

peace groups don't exist. Near-

ripal Pete Tithe at Hersey.
there ore only about a dozen

Blue ribbons to ',love in Bloom

gist as appropriate that an
young Man have reliable geld -

SITMENTS FORMED a

ibis does not mean that t ions, to other groups - and the

Edward C. Skinner 51 1691

nimbly when it no...hasp:-

,

seas sad, sad day," one of the
young editors said and covered

story. it's the hunant touch

of the Mid -West Committee for
Draft Counseling.

proposal invoi ving a half -cent increase in
the state's gasoline Mg
the

"naive. and only exposed to
one point of view"

The Day, the blackout began
four hours earlier. It was then
Thal they learned that their
"baby" had died. The Beds.
ling Day, born just 41/2 years
mgt
Id cease publication
today. Paddock Publication,
lime competitors in the area.

AS "IN EVERY braking

cording to Joseph Tuclansay.

CIA

hard suburban youth es being

went out around p.m.
Bill for he employees of

new concept in suburban publishing. It's brief existence.
Paddock said, had with i
itiative, innovation and determination served to upgrade
with the quality, depth, and
breadth of all suburban news.
papers, That
did. So much
the announcement which
Junk everyone by surprise.

recognixed. Fairly reliable estiawes indicate that about
40.000 have fled to Canada....-

According to Assistant Prin.

Legislators oppose gas tax hike

By Catherine O'Donnell

that it would live again in the

Des Plaines.

of Des Plaines - who termed to

The final edition

They bought The Day from
Geld Enterprises with mortis to from Publisher Stu Paddock

cobs, government appeals
omit for 01 board, located in

JERRY BORKENDAGRN

Day by Day

It was dark in Arlington
Heights lam night. Dia lights

School in Arlington Heights
may be typical

To aid CTA

emerged.

MIDICALL.
Harper student and former
head of the Young RepublicanL said simply that Ihese

suhject.

facing

Of those nulled ho the Day menthe. of draft hoards, draft
counselors. students. drab resist orsors - a conflicting image

(DLLEEN

will meet this summer to disems an education era political

ciosel y

lion of Comnittnity Orgtniw-

area youth.

Hatfield -McGovern
amend)
yarn. he said. Thoorpinisation

ACCORDING TO Draft

CT. Vivian. head of he Coati -

international law -charcter-

berg Shopping Center.wherc

Mord i ng to

not fell seriously challenged by

peace

a

several consfitutent groups in
:its MCIllberthip, WaS formed
.last Deccinher in the emits: of
'the Vietnam Moratorium. It is
Ws lugsest stmccas so far.
Maleja add. yeas its mccessful
showing of an anti -Vietnam

mem-

mats. according to William Ja-

bership of 700, with ,Igniting the draft.
*
This is well below ay:nationEst of 7,007. It has grown dmLimit recent draft changes. al average for draft resiStanCe.
matically, he said. from its there scented to be ample winch o low in itself. About
founding, when it had only 15
void being drafted. 20,000.000 men arc draftable.
to avoid
members.
Defense department figures Of these. only about 700 have
It was a leading sponsor of show that only I0 Per cent of Dam imprisoned, and the mathe Chicagoans Against the college graduates nationwide jority of these am Jehovah's
ABM rally hot Stay at Orches- are drafted. with only IS per Witnesses who are trying to
tra Han. It also helped sponsor cent enlisting or joining the re- luve their ministe vialstatus

Suburban Peace Coalition, organized under the guidance of
Richard Marcia. who is also on
the steering conintittee of
Wheeling Township Independent Democratic r

now in the process of rcorgani.

cure because of. their college
student efrments, and ,?ave

D. liaaelkorn, is chair -

SID: LARGEST local organization is the Northwestern

.

=bort.. Yea,. Hive V....

819 ELMHURST RD.

'

he last student to receive a diploma front Central School.
Last Friday night, in Cen-

to receive the mementos from
Harold Gullikscn. Centralb

PTA president. Mrs. Sinner

ad the distinction of being the
school's last gMcluation class.

said that the omaniaation was
most grateful for the cuntributios and pointed out the ohm
or such items.
Bruce Melee spoke for the

Onc hundred and forty-nine

students and compared the

youngsters walked across the
stage to receive diplomas from
School Board President Hernson Hanson.

problems of 1970 to the prob.
lems of 1895. the year educedon Bat started at the south-

ral's sweltering and jammed

uditoriuno the Claw of 10

vie0 cornr
,s of Emerson and

Paul Wrath was the very last.
He and the entire class e-

Central
Mount Prospect
He pointed O M the value of individual teachers and the last-

ceived a thunderous ovation.
Central Schtiol has been

dents.

And handsome. tow -headed

sold and new owners will be
taking over the old schegdhouse Aug. 1. Lincoln Junior
High is being enlarged to no-

ins effect they have on stu-

DES PLAINES
MON. JUNE 22
TUES. JUNE 23'
WED. JUNE 24

10 A.M. to 7 P.M.

along with the school's Mien-

of you"

can flag, to the Mount Pro,

Superintendent of Schools
Eric Sahel berg was present and

Society. PTA

too.
were
record hooks,
presented to the society.

Mrs. Victor grater of the
.HblorIcal.Sodety ens present

Stephanie

Judit

Stein,

the old building. He old rho
graduates, "We are all proud

remarked that he was happy to
share the moment with the students --Unique one. in that
is was the lest."

Ann

Scoma.

Mrs. Louis Scema Jr. of
Mount Prospect, conlIones the
tradition of "S.S." imthils.
Her sisters are Sharon. lie 5,
Sherry. 9, and Shelley. 7. Step.

hanic was born May 30. Lutheran General Hospital with
a birth weight of 7 pounds

o.n.s.

Realm Sr. of Palatine lad Mrs,
Bernie Smith of Haskell. Okla.
are the grandparents.

as diplorims were
about to be awarded. Said he.
"If there was a graduation
class here in 1895, then this is

of Mount Prospect.
Brother Erick is 5, sister Erin
is ID Grandparents of the children are Mr. and Mrs. John
Determann Jr. of Chicago and
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Pennick of
Gresham. Ore, Great grand-

tonnieres. The girls werelglamorous with new hairdos, fancy
dresses and wrist corsages. The
patents were beaming.

pital. She is the new daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James J. De -

It was ow of the best classes
Central hatlever graduated.

And, it melba hon.

iS

ENTER OUR

ANNIVERSARY CONTEST

'Ankh. 5 at St. Alexius HosA

1st Prize

22" Weber Cooker

2nd Prize

18" Weber Cooker

5 - 3rd Prizes

Betty Crocker's
"Outdoor Cookbook"

parents Mr. and Mrs. John Determann Sr. reside in Chicago.
Eden Elissa Brown, first
baby for Mr. and.Mrs. Michael
Brown of Mount Prospect,
r born June', at Northwest

Community Hospital weigh-

ing an even 8 pounds. Her
There was no doubt about it.

A

Mr. and Mrs. Louis

Melissa Ann Determann
weighed an even five pounds at

Ferguson

,s

11/2

The eighth grade chorus,
too, sang a Wet "The Sound
of Si knee."
Best continent of the night
came front Principal Robert

Harrison 'Hanson, proident
of School District 57, ad- the 75th class. One thing for
dossed the group and spoke 0100,0." this is one of the Pest!"
The students walked out to
the larger, more flexible Neilkg that would now be available the recessional, "Pomp and
The
at the one large Lincoln Junior
Circumstance
boys
High. He praised the Central wore colored 'shirts and bright
staff for its excellent work in ties under suitcoats withbou-

' summedme all junior high students in School District 57,
Ccntral's blue and gold banved
neowas dramatically
from the stage walh during the
Fragrant and was presented,

pect His

and

I

foth daughter of Mr. and

Nocturne" and "Fuguerest:
Making up the quartet won
Jeanne Freyman, A. Geoff)
Jahnke

CABIN $ $ $ $ $

Bassinet set

In keeping with the mood of
the occasion, clarinet quartet
played two fairly sombe
pieces, beautifully
"Amlw

Terri!

$$

GUESS HOW MUCH
MONEY IS IN THE

grandparents are Mr, and Mrs.

Edward Brown of Chicago
and Mr. and Mre. Ism Stein of
Westmont.

Each demos,. insured to 520.000 by Ina Rama] Deepen Murano Cognomen

4-4. sireM91,941, A

One day at a time
111

onlbarrossi as.

tbalk

what it is. Who needs Fathers
Day? Certainly none of the fathers I know seem able to cope

shirt? I sate this groovy tie
eigN inches wide with nine
colors in
Dad?"

with n gracefully. As a father
for a long. long. long time.
speak with some ex parienee.

"How about a Peace hard,

.GEE, ITS nut that I don't
sympathiac with your cause.
hk just that I don't think I'd

"Hey. Dad, what should I
buy you for Father's Day?"

"Nothing. son. Can't think
of a single thing need."
"Come on, my gosh. there
must he something. I ham to

get you something fm Sunday."

.110W ABOUT some bell
bottoms. or maybe a raspberry

fear -inch. braided hell for

your pants?Can you use any of
hose?"

seem to think Of a thing."

"Well. maybe there is one
Thing you could do for me.

les twordingir
it for me. and then piny it when

Me old min one day of the
year. After Wilk he's on his

o

"YOU LIKE musk. Dad.

"Well. that isn't exactly nw
kind of music. You could holy

or some peace beads; or maybe

"GUESS Fin stuck. I can't

How about Me Woodstock al hum, or maybe Ihe latest Beat-

don't Mink

I

Right now, the ads am everywhere. Don't forget father
on Father's Day. Rementber
father this Sunday. If its not
too much trouble. be good 10
own until next Pather's Day.

"I'm not making soup, dummy-I'm tie-dyeing
my overcoat!"

it. Any of those.

"Thanks. hut

Child welfare next CBMC program

By Ron Swans

Ice,."

"Hon about a T-shirt with
STRIKE primal over a fist?
Couldn't you use that?'
"Yes, probably I could wan it to clean the basement. m
maybe as a nightshirt. But I
really don't need it. and I hate
to put you to any trouble."

children in Christian hones,

I don't Minh I'd want to do
ANL men for Fathers Day.

You:re putting me on."

bought you a maw for the

"VI:alp. I ant, Tom. Iii
pool your funds end buy me
another kerosene lamp."

"Grove. Dad. Well

do

afford the tapes."

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

On the surface one might
This principle is ...cloy doubt, determining the cause
suppose Met a person would rewinding when you must is more important than relievfeel pain in proportion to the have a tooth treated or deliver ing the pain. Drugs to give
severit
injury to a pain
In such situations. the
relief may interfere
Thatnis act always (actby.
nerve.this
that you believe Wat the with
with finding one
so ml
seen in the ease of a endurance of the pain is the cause. For this reason, the
small boy who catches a punch serving a good purpose or part sniallest dose of pain reliever
on the nose in a fist fight. He of an important event will help needed to mak, the pain barely
reacts with ATIUCT .ind renewed you stand it. Often when you toleraMe should he taken until

-- Marsha Held III
Page 4
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John E. Mamma /:iii

ondruhii,ho.

afeatergereEditor

R.E.Ilutehlnam.Vire-President

aggression and feels pain only

The

I am trying to clarify some
of the misunderstandings of
Mrs. Gordon Hafer about the
Peace Movement Ice: A Ma -

Urges support
of anti -noise

Movcment is

war.

corporation

The other pay will

nO0

Editor:
NOISE.

NOISE.

.

NOISE! Not "whet hath God
wrought,' hut rather. what in
heavens

they Win

lechnolegy and modern nein
unknowingly bought?
it becomes more and more

In America.

-rimy Hinrichs

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find the word
using all seven of these letters.

confounding to us that with
each passing hour and with
ouch passing jet nirlker Ithose
screeching. iinwelcomed in-

truders who soul u hii of lire
from ench . ml we connnue
to allow this to happen.

A Goad results with this
drug have been reported in se-

kcled

660,1e e,

S

psoriasis.

MAT OS VEHICLE

MS OAS

PM MILE

MAWR.

S.

0

SMUT.
MUSTANG

.31

(sem*

RIP

MINTS

SAO

°ASSAM

sivtitil retest°.
weekend,,Wvidelow.

10 00

SUP. VAN TRUCK

I. 3-S000

JULY 1st .

4 1t4

...July 1 lth

dent. his cabinet members. our
congressmen.

dm

Feder.

Avintion Adolf...radon,
Board, the
officers of private airlines Personally
experience
the
MCTOTEAMiCS

FREE DRAWING

to our problem!

NAME
ADDRESS

Dear T.K.:
I do feel your grades going up next term and I do feel you'll

CITY

PHONE

complete college. You're going through a brief cycle. You have
the capability, all you need is the concentration.

ZIP

YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
What do you see in the Ware for my husband? He is giving up
his job in August or September. His job requires a lot of walking
and traveling and he couldn't lake any more of our cold winters
and all that snow. He wants to move to another state where the
is warmer. bit a wise rnove!Do you we him gaping a job
Then? I :tin concerned about' this big change wc are about to
there?
make. Will we havea hard 1ilrle selling our house? I also have
stomach trouble. Do you ace any improvetnent?

R""°""

"""`"s sea woes, isnsis °la
""""" eo

open to as whereby we must
Try wain to react effectively so this problem: ono &Mends the intelligent use of Me
ballot box. and the other holds
to

the support fora newly

formed'corporation 0,11,0 Hatioml Organization to Insure a
Soon d-cantrolled Environment U. hest NOISE ye, and
-God's speed)!

-

R.D. Wirdclhake

nan.

Education in revolution

HOUSE CELEBRATION

IN OBSERVANCE OF OUR 1st ANNIVERSAY, JULY 1st
THROUGH JULY I I th
,

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

MT PROSPECT
1074 ,Mt. Prospect 'Plaza
TELEPHONE 269-9466

t

tits

BANK Ot
EN ELMHURST

Des Plaines 60016,

St. Mark 'neighbor' theme
year's

those who have just completed

vacaLion church School theme

kindergarten from 0 to 11130
am. Classes for children

-Neighbor"

is

this

YORK RD. at GRAND AVE.

ELMHURST
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

pules l-6will beheld from 9

h..

ducted June 22 -26. The theme
has been selected to challenge

Mc pupil to a favorahle reeponse in his relationship to
other people.
The c.it, , c i.nes for

a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Recreation will be In the
new St. Mark Center. All chit-.
dr
are invited to attend. For

tuft.- information or lo reachildren who will he eligible inter. all; the church office,
lb,_forkinderearten in rhelkil and_ P -17D64.
1

the Reformation and the Ana-

Dr. Charles G. Hurst. presi-

dent of Malcolm X College
will be appearing under the
espites t,r the Cosmopolitan
Jh s guest

C,0111.11..11.3nii,1,3;

its nn

Minix

Day Sunday, June 28. at 10:45

am. at the church. 5249 S.
Wabash. Chicago,
Dr. Horst. I dynamic in-

ovtor in education, will ad.
dress Meech' to the subject:
"Education in a RevolutionThis block
educator has bonded Malcolm
ary

Society...

Dole re-elected
to Home board

David W. vole. 110 Sirstford Rd.. Des Plaines. was m -

elected recently to the Board
of Directors of the Presbyterian Home in Evanston.
Dole is a vice president of
the Lou Burnett Co. -He has
been assigned to help with the
publicatiors, ,,nd advertising
of 'The' Hot .0'. during his

pot!, [800 Ballard 00,. Dos

rte.

withhair

Iowa. Mr. KeP-

r1 a9 e t17 .

churches in

Minneapolis, Minn.: ClIdano-

ma City and Marietta Okla:
'Chicago, Addison and Frank -

r...70,,,,t ,,,,mvP; of Sumn

Mennonite Nester Service.

1:106Ms: since then he has writ-

ten and lectured widely.
Some of his works arc mgt..

lady used as religion texts in
St. Viator High School today.

He is currently on leave
frons his post

:IS

Scott

McEwen.

Mailer. daughter of Mr. and
Martin Maher, 3147
Hanison, Glenview. Rebbi
Mm.

lay Rouen will officiate and
dative,. sermon.
Ruud Ravin. son of Mr. and.

font, ill.

For the past several years

called to the Torah in henodof

Rev. Kepler has served mthe

conree
ninc statistician of

his hot mitzvah. tomorrow et
9:30 am. The celebrant will
Chant the entire Shachrit se vice. read front the Torah and
perform the Haftorah. A
luncheon will follow the reli-

t he

Northern Illinois Conference.
He is also a member of the

Conference Board of Evan,
lisni and recently attended an
area coaching conference in
Springfield sponsored by the
General Board of Evangelism
of the United Methodist
Chetah.

gious service.

The Rabbi's Talmud class

professor of

X College 'for the pen several
years and his instituted creative programming that has
moved the school toward 1110re
effective confrontation with
The demands of an
urban
society.
Other notables to he present

7:45 ona by
e
afternoon service. Sladosh
Scuds meal and Maarivallava
&Rah.

former Dorothy Dies who is
graduate of Oklahoma College
for Women. The KeplerS have

1:17tstoblcmv0C11Zentont

three children: Kent If. Kregg
and Karon Kaye 6.
in December, 1960. the Kw

be guests at the Cubs baseball
game that day.

the

tu-

and active. The group will
,

lens were one of three couples
from the Northern Illinois
Conference to attend the

rrn.FIRgir

Christmas Conference in Bal.
timore. Md,. which marked
the founding of the Methodist
'Episcopal Church.

BAPTIST

-

CHURCH

"CRIME AND
CHRISTIAN
CONCERN"

City. His most recent books
am "Credibility of the Chinch
Today'. and "Mao Ikecm-t-

Sunday ASe s,hinull
g

Listen this Sunday to ihe

'The Foshan

Christian Science Rode
inter.

Series

Eveninf,,S;)rvices:

ening insights on this

Kathy
Sundquist. Eileen Gustafson
and Jeff Kairschuck.

Piehn. Jeff Richards.

question.

B

It's on 36 Illinois 'lotions
Father`

including.
7,00

St. John

Lutheran Church

.m. WAD

tlealls

W11/3

8901is
8201is

104.3,

10:30 a.m. W.1.10 FM

P

al

BIBLE

Tot. 4.17.3223 . 4:)9-011:

Arlington Heights

TO YOU

'"Tioratr".
communiona310

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

7

431 S. Arlinnton Hts, Rd. -Arlington Heights

..

Sunday Worship: 8,00,9,15 & I0,45 A.M.
Nursery Care et 9tI5 & 10.45 A.M.

Theodore
Chades
noted baritone.

Sendai, School: 9:15 A.M. loll ages)
10:41 A.M. lakes 3-71

Nome:

C. David Stuckmeyer
Telephone 253-4839 ,

,nularzl.acutc:.-unarin.,:ncentt

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

i'mdm ',meet.. of
Smereinn Order or

312.652.0920

Str'n's'aleUr

STREET

PASTORS

Trinity United Methodist
' 605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect
Or'
Mathews

SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

..0::rmiremmonsoonr.t......omm.eimumme
F.'

MOUNT

L9micrb

''''"1=°,°;:9'4,1,:;:".."

R"39'L

PROSPECT

hringon Day School-Kinde,gagen Muu ei1.

Rev. Hervey R. Neuman

Stone,

CL 5-0332

62,0463

The. public is invited to
present.

ed

Church School 9:30

S..44,

siss am. Ass11/4491,1M

Muir llama.

4,314 AsAlasi

01108.

The group meets monthly.
Synagogue -Temple
Ea c h
sends two representatives to
the dinner -meetings. Official
delegates

are

the

presidents

first threele, term 00 The

said spiritual leaders of each

board..

member
cortgregeNM.
.
.

or too a Mocker

STAFF

Des Plaines, III.

Ray. A. Fackler

$t. 'amt (thumb
841 H. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

sun,* Mosses:
6,45, 8:00, 9:15,
10.30, I I 45, 1.00,

iyrinsi pal

81,

Biblend7la's'shi7 "4'5 a

Christian Gay School

824.3652
824.5081

813,

l'aM AdeCounseling

A

FeSwunRdeafylectSieo""nsdo; 'Europe"

Pastor Fedder

Perish Center
RectorC13-y

9:30, 10:45, 12,00

re. lore emagregations in the

northwest aea.
Rabbi Laurence Scheindlin,
of Blnai Emunah, Skokie. wdp
also elected secretary-treamrcr. succeeding Rabbi Jay Karam. of Maine Township Jewish Congregation.

The Downtown Church

I

numnpumonosompolonwnnumuRmwr:n...
fellowship is composed of all
the Rabbis of the northwest

ILFirst Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 18551
N.

000

4

Vernon It, Scheldt.

10:00 A.M.

are: A. R. Leak. Postmaster
Henry McGee. Irwin France.
Model Cities Director. and

I

'Ike Hopeful life"

(Builders Ilah

The blob Rea

1211 W. Campbell I

.t.t,one: 392-1712

SPEAKS

'LlaawstvaoSAi's!"'"

6

p

CL 3.2407

THE

Pastor

Nursery Provided for
All Services

_6 Poston Alban A.Lcuchi

Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

CennetterTvem
In Union WiM

p.m. InntOrtiOW

lohe et

'The Synagogue will honor
Junior Congregation.
Monday, June 22. Record -

theology at St. Michael's and is
studying at the New School for
Social Research in New York

Tont

Ma. Howard Ravin. M36
Grecnbriar. Glenview, Alfa

Kepler+ chief duties in his
new assignment center in the
fold of evangelism.
In 1838 Kepler married the

"The
Ecumenist,"
a
bimonthly journal devoted to religious unity, Al Rome during
the
Vatican Council.
he
helped 00:0: resolutions for
presentation to the assembled

services

Sabbath

!rein bAhpeldkEwriisdhaycaot,,Mmo.aBle

Trawled
tbrp,thwah°

,Cable tads

Fellows hip elects
The Rabbinical Fellowship
of the northwest suburb: has
elected new officers for the

Family

, re. the good nob,

jl

'The Synagogue Council of
Dear Mr. DeLottise,
Rabbi Jay Konen, Maine
I would like to know what you dank abbot my husband going Townshlb lowish Congrega- Thenorthwest ,.suburbs hot
into the service station business. Do you think he will mike a go. non. Gm Plaines. is the in- elected new alio:n.50,0 Pfeffer of Beth Hine]. wilmette
of it?
coming president, succeeding
M.E..Stisarnwood Rabhi Mark Shapiro. I3Mai e- has been elected president of
the group, succeeding Max
hoshun-Beffi Elohim. Glen Dear MX.:
of Weal Emuneh.
I feel good FMK
w. Rabbi Robert Hammer. ItaNn.
Skokie.
Beth
Hillel.
Wilmette.
was
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nntionalbt known psychic, wig ans.
Pfeffer will assume leadsecretary.treasurer,
shoals/ elected
n.
wee the questions of Day readers In CALF
ership of the council which is
succeeding Rabbi Karats:. The
be *Reed, but names are be omitted if the writer retrests
comprised of the 15 leading
DeLanise in care of Day Publications, 722 Center Sr.,
Bente
traditional. corvative and

at St, Mark which will be con-

PHONE 833-9700

i s' e

al -Ihdi e:

d' whoOh, wRaos'aGs s7g0n0e0de

Men's Day topic

year.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND OUR OPEN

The Amish and their Bible -

Holy Family Mission

Rev. Gregory Baum

.

/

Howes scholar end

ston, as

'diet

Ruth Weidlich. Mark Straessic. Sue Schmidt, Robin Anderson, Cindy Benson, Kel.
ly Chindberg. Bonnie Drake,
Diane Hartman. Don Maclen-

No Name, Rolling Mork.

Se,

associate pastor

ger. Linda Kehr, Lynn Kieffer, Robert Scott. Kurt Vitch.

Dear No Nome:
I feel goad with your husband's decision in leave the area I
also feel your health 041 benefit from the move. I feel your Ileum
win be sold and Si! will be well. Don't he concerned.

,

she

tthcch.Frcirbst oll, ibit,e,d Fltit.17-,.

Youth who will he con-

Dear Mr. DeidITUM,
I can a sophomore in high school and until this year I was an
average student. This yen, however. my grades have begun to
drop. Do you See my grades ping up real do you see my pinto
T.K.. Mount Prospect
college?

a TAPE RECORDER

12 INCH MOTOROLA

There are a w
kavenues still

Keeler as

I

ler grew up in Fairfield, Iowa,
where he graduated from high
school to class salcdietorian.
After graduation (cunt laude)
front Parsons College in Fairfield. Mew. he entered Garrett
Theological Seminary in Em-

firmed include: Lynda Blaney.
Kathy Brill. Don Charles,
Tom Dembinski. Connie Han

BANK OF ELMHURST

PORTABLE TELEVISION
AND PORTABLE CASETTE
TAPE RECORDER

lik" --- until these people are
required to live each and every
day in our car -pounding, norm
shattering environment --- until this happens. wc will receive
Only sonte sympathy. auk understanding and no resolution

is

Family
Sabbath
tonight

orientated kith date back to

24 confirmed

I do feel a change of schools for your daughter will he benefi.
dal. I feel the ring k gone. I don't see your hatband going into
bminess for hinwelf. I do feel good with a job for you and I am
feeling the selling field would be good. I feel you will remain itt
this arm for some INN to come.

this effort.

New pastor named
to DP Methodist

ihventy-four area youth will
be eontirmed al Grace Evanlancet Luther. Church. Pm -sSunday
peck Heights, this

Dear RM.:

PORTABLE TELEVISION AND

REGISTER FOR FREE

iipildare dominated way of

good time to visit with these

chael's College. Toronto. in
1962. Father Baum launched

She has.alSo lost a ring in school. Does someone 13000 it Or is rb

COUPON FOR TELEVISION

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (NI D I or
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be filled
in the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

There will be a breakfast stop

While teaching at St. Mi-

gone. MY husband may go into business for himself eventually..
Do you feel this advisable? WouN it be good foe me to work or
not? If so, what kind of work would suit me best? Do Atom. MY
move for us out of state
8.M.. Roselle

PERIENCE! Until the Prod'

III. Saturday afternoon

vited.

Dear Mr. DcLouisci
My daughte r, who is note mjanier NMI. has become more o a
problem than ever. For several months there has been tem In
constantly, Because of her attitude and behevior. We don't know
whet to do any more. Do you think a change of schools mink

EXEX-

,

from the church parking lot.

The Rev. Gregory Baum.
0.S.A.. noted North Ameri-

any future marital happiness or the prospect of ever going into a
home ditty own again? My future seems very empty to me.
Mrs. E., Arlington Heights
Dear Mrs. E.:
I feel 1971 win he the year That brings big changes into ye r
life. You do have especial talent. Everyone does.' feels new j I,
will be your selvedon and bring about some of thme big charm,.

in which the :twiny: eilitten

PERIENCE,

AMISHLAND Is boded a
few miles north of Mattoon,

Theologian to discuss 'keeping balance'

I feel Moro,* incompetent and unnecessary. Do you s e

FREE GIFTS

I

A bus will leave at 6:30 a.m.

in my late 40s and have no special skills for any particular kind f

REFRESHMENTS

word taken from our hag of eft.
cuscs and used to explain away
the problems of today.
If really are to admit it --

Arcola. III., tomorrow.

in AD"nrnatnivt iollf

11m

rip has donated his time to

shop.

try surrounding Arthur and

Page 5

Dear Mr. DeLouisc
I have been divorced for keven yEers. I sold my home and
moved into an apartment. also changed jobs and still cane I
seem to find any complete peace.of mind. My one son decided
he'd rather be with his father. My other son lives with me. I am

IT'S OUR FIRST

I

. COMCOMPLEXITY! And here vat Owe
Ilan much abused. bin" type

the

group

adult
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At the annual conference of
the United Methodist Church
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III.. Bishop Thomas M. Pryor
appointed the Rev. Charles L.
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due to she lick of qualified

can theologian and student of
interfaith relationships. will
speak at the St. James Parish
Center. 820 N. Arlington
Heights Rd., this Sunday night
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The present regime in South
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Dam.
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discovers

in his shoes. it is difficult for
most of us to realize the Ire mendous responsibility which
man such as Merlin ernes

5s for cancer?

It is practically imposeible
to tell from a person's behav-

Offer's clarification of the peace movement

doctor

luncheon Tuesday. June 23, at
Nielsen's Restaurant.
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ACE
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.farm his nose or when his over the pain. A headache may
mother arrives on the soot- disappear when you fends
mmok him.
or enjoying a. chat with frind
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These children are usually
the product of broken homes
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faiths.
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Adult Christian Education
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problems connected with the
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more than
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elation session on Me Bethel
Tligalweek study program

Kris. Jan and Becky could
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Faith pastor

Their case workers arc active
I n
the lield of professional

Rev. Vernon R. Schreiber

tell you. Maybe you and Jim,

"Radio seems to play well
when it's working. Don't see
much need for anything else.
I

titled organization has been
placing orphans and foster

nAW, COME on Dad. You
mat be kidding. Cut my hair?

car?"

Besides.

For 21 years this state macre-

Ilte Meer you could visit

play your neords what Ent

The R.. "Bob" Merlin, cago ere. - and not always

about

God and man in
the Chicago area.

the barber shop and ham your
hair cut. That would be quite a

not here."
-Gauche. O.K., VII try
again. How'd it he if Mont and
all the kids went top.nher and

heard

to

"Where that. Dad?'

I'm not here Howd den he?"
'No. Dad, you don't .stem
In understand. I want 10 gel
something you'd enjoy."

never

director of ECWA. will be the
ECWA lEvangefical Child' speaker at the Northwest
re
WelfaWelfare
Agency; and whin it is Christ i a n Business MOOS

Might talk your brother Intel!.

"WEILL. I enjoy having Yee

really get any use out of those
things."

Them arc many people who
have

"='sMarn

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Sleights

Height

FATHER'S DAY

'The Providence of God"
Reception of New Members

01111

_SH31,2P314.

1903 E. EUCLID, C45-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9,00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11140 A.M.
MINISTERS: Pool Louis Stumpf D.D.

Leone, HorIngdomes D. Eby

Nun, Camas all Services
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Board hears review
on school curriculum

Enda), June 19, 1970

'LW a real light

Dr. Richard Percy, assistant

Superintendent of curriculum
for School District 57
reported to the school board
on pupil achievement and cur-

I

rieOlum.
Percy

By Catherine O'Donnell

In some of the neatest controlled acting men in

INS area in a long time. Along came Faith
Quabius playing the wife of Milt proving once

There stood Harry Berlin, dressed like a bunt

on the railing of a bridge ready to jump. Who
should happen to be passing at that precise

I

Milt Manville. So Harry, played by Noonan

Rice, allowed himself to be dissuaded by Mill.
played by Frank Loverde in what has to be one
of the great spoofs in theatre. The play was
nanny Schisgal's "Lev" which opened last
week at Country Club Theatre. at Old Oretrard
Cduntry Club ut Rand and Euclid in Mt.

times, the characters resembled did

Prospect,

The play is a take-otTon nil of thc avant garde
plays so dear to the hearts of the off-Broadway
crowd. Ross and Invade were beautifully mated

oblivion. There are some very funny scenes.

pa night out. the Country Club Dinner inexpensive
Theatre
is indeed. bargain.

This play is highly recommended for' anyone

whilelike ID bc entertained. It is also perfect

la.

to heseen byanyone who has etrer welked

vo

comedy the avant-goyaw are-given has

our on an anintiarde play. I. thoroughly enjoyed
it.

serious viewpoint.

sik

Diana Sands opened ars newly -formed Rockford College Summer Theater, skrring in the two -character rarce,"The Owl and the
Persyeal," Wednrsday, in William Arthur Maddox Theater on the
camposof Rockford College, at the east edge of Rockford, Ill. Miss
Sands hes delighted Broadway critics with her versatility and zesa
Tickers for subsequent per
are available through the hoe
office of Rockford College Summer Theater.
J.J. Johnson Plays the
role ore policeman in the

Five appointment. were
rently approved to fill fa-

med= el Berner College'for
the 191041 academia year,'

Robert Moriarty, 29. a DeKalb resident, is expected to
join the college counseling

Neff pending receipt of

his

doctoral degree from Northern Illinois University.

nrsatery-comedy, "Remains to Be Seen" sew.

ring Micky Dolenz

Michael Oester, 29. now Eying in Madison,' Wis., was

Pheasant Run Playhouse

through Jane 20.Doleak
eine or the Monkees, is

hired as an assistant professor
of chemistry and mathematics.

making hit awe debut
in the play by Howard
Lindsay and Russet

He will finish doctoral studies
at the University of Wisconsin
in September.

Crouse M the St. Charlrs
dinner -theatre. Performances are presented
nightly Tuesday through

A YOUNG WOMAN with

Gerald Tapp, 43, a Park
Ridge father of three children.
ex I enssecretarial ex- will join the business odminispatience anti a masters degreetration shift as an insinictor,
in business education Was He has 14 hours of study to hired man instructor of secre- Wards a ...ars degree/ four
tarial science. Miss Mary Ann Years //knot/m.9e
9
Mickina, 26, rd. Chicago will " hibutive education coordinajoin the Harper business divi. to, and
years comuhing
skin.

The trustees disagreed on a
$12,690 to $14,500 salary

appointment of a graphics dodge coordinator.
Candidate for the position is

would

not

teach.

STARTS FRIDAY
A

ON OUR WIDE

high for a techninal job that

rently completing a masters

dividualiaing instruction."

to determine
whether the student is learning
those things that he should be
learning at the rate his in-

telligence would indicate. he
can learn them"

ShisProgrom
is Rated GP

Percy added, "The average
1.0, in District 57 is from 14 to
16 points higher than the nrs
tional average (which is 100)
end from 4 to 6 points higher
than that which is considered

Another woman. Mom
Elisabeth Pewit*. 2Z, of
Itasca. was hired to Mach dental hygiene. She recently received her bachelor's degree

Elizabeth

Mill 551 2111M52 DEAMP

TAYLOR

Warren

from

Marquette University
where she alto completed a
dental hygiene certificate.

A

NOW The finest Ova,

WEDNESDAY MATINEE 34.15
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THE ONLY

THEATRE

calculations that iudgd, ,,,r..
simnel not in the classroom, he

students in Mount Prospect
score from four to seven
months above grade level."

from June I I -14 at the Univers

oily of Illinois in Champaign.

Chief Monte, who is the
president of the Illinois Fire
Chiefs Assn., addressed the

opening session of the Fire

the board should not seek to

College June 1 land then acted
as an instructor in the college.
Moore taught classes on

provide only an economy education. It is important to spend.
the funds wisely, he added, and
to hhve some measure of what
the spending accomplishes.

He urged the district to iMate a program of human re-

lotions and public relations.
Reside. should be encouraged to be involved with the

resoures at the new school.
Conccentrating on quality

rather than quantity, said Bo-

and

IN ADDITION SO periodicals will be available for students' use. Most will be microfilmed to save space. This as-

//Ventilatio."

sortment shortly will be ex-

lege thls year was the honest in

tions. Borowski said.

its tummy.

inns APR 30.

a Xerox microprinter, a television camera and mood, with

a black and white television

Emphasis is on building a
comprehensive program with

bids will be requested.
Instructors at the
heir

own

new

asingle-concept

films" for use by their sta
dents, Borrrorski said. A single-

oncept film concentrates on
ne topic.such as the life -cycle
oft, frog. Copies will be kept in
the center so students can view
them

...at Gall and Milwaukee Olds.

eurtain time. Da

a\\

Wednesday there is a
Wednesday
at 2/30 p.m. !W-

SIT. in 225055MM P.M.
Completely oat,&pH

decor- accommodation #0 550
Allgoods traditional quality food

hining a AGO p.m. lunch.
For information call
.S61.1454 or the Chicago
number 261-7913.

I la ,RE

in Niles, Illinois

%C\°

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS Trrscaorr 027.0700 Bhicagoih 7615510

in the month plans

All firkin
$125

,

From

$3.00

'l°_10:ovo.

Spacial attention lemon.

the college.

. The center also

jean

system

iMaNibemY loam,
which will allow it lo borrow

hooks from almost every 'brary in the United Stales.
While this service will be of
most benefit to the faculty. stu-

who must be familiar with library procedures. He also will
have secretarial and clerical
duties.

2 named

dean's list
Grace A. Derain. 620 S.
Kennicott, and Christine J.

tat, 622 S. Patton, Arlington
Heights, are among the 231
snide. named to the Dean's
List for the second semester at

St. Norbert College, Wool De
Pere, Wis.

To be named to the Dean's
List a Student must earn a 3.5
grade point average or better.

The new
MILL RUN THEATER

JAMES STEWART
HENRY FONDA

Mart. 666 Lake Shore Or.,
Chicago will maintain regular
busMess hours from 9 a.m. to 5

pm. daily.

'THE CHEYENNE

N, Kennicott, 302-9744, President, Dave Patterson,' 0220
Champlain, 392-8775, vies
president, Natalie 02101, 1706
Roanoke, 255-9291, secretary

furniture market solve specific

SOCIAL CLUB

Arlington Park.

weekdays tsgto Pra.
Sal. and Si:n.1:30,3010,

5:50, 0.00, 10:10 PA.

and Don Miller, 1914 Knoll
They are: Jerry Keller, 2007

Where the
great ones run.

con, 255/3332, treasurer.

v1"
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RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

ILIMMIAOK

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Mario
THOMAS

By MURRAY SCHISOAL

Alan

vrstrarahqrsdraus,Nramain

WeekEnd

ALDA

ark bveNe
Directed hy Norman Rica

JENNY.

Performances., evening except Monday
AESOP'SCNISDPEN551AIINEE
FABLES

11:;17.':°."."

cell Lots Carlson 298-6876
Bes,how Buy in the Area

THE PIZZA PAN
A heavy welcome barn the Day Papers to Angelo.

the new owner of the PIZZA PAN in Westgate
Shopping Center in Adiradoe Heights. Angelo is
well known in the area and set on making IM
Imo In ratrysout foods. To dart his tasty plans In
motion, he is offering, as an opentnil sPadei, Hen

half fried Miriam with all Ma Miming. for only
$1.35. Notice, I said one half...and that's let of

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

chicken) Stop by soon and get acquainted!

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WeckEnd FunFare
Din i rig...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

THE BRASS RAIL
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

fj

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

have it on good authority that Karen of KAREN
AND CHUCK is a molly pretty gal. Plus she and
Chock set in motion pleasant piano arrangements
alone with winsome tunes eosh night at the Mass
Roil Cock.' Lounge in the Shemton O'Hare Inn,
Theyll be swinging ill dare 27th. Plenty of time
for vo uto enj acme fine musical renditions and
I

arp%.

mgirtg15,

READ

SWING

good wk.:.oy

1/2 FRIED CHICKEN

(4bigi

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

zapper

HAVE A

HAPPY FATHER'S DAY

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

PARTY

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

Endo, fr.
430.7pin

Don't Miss Floyd's . ._
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Mite inn

.r1

5150071 law BBC!.

Orsconsersta

IF YOU DONT SEE IT

CELEBRATE FATHER'S DAY

-

service and food,. great. Fast, convenient,
yet Batnaby's is not impersonal. Quite the
contrary. I know -I will be back there soon
again and I'm sure you would, tool Try it.

Don't forget, MOMS and Kids, to take Dad

HAWAIIAN LUAU

l'1411,1,111111EVe..

giChard
kNi(Or
COUNTRY CLUB
Y4H

I

I

I,

Monday thin Friday

worth taking the
ning out.

go on tonight and tomorrow night in the
Forest View High School.

eve-

GOOD FOOD DRINK
Roost Turkey
and Dressing

`SHEBBIE'
RP5M715100.1

Widens Chareonlad Steaks
&Meaty Lobster

Help us
to

SonsloY Ohm..

Serve You

CL$ -2025

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

253 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

Facilities For

Annlversarles/Birthdays
Ear MIlevahs

SERVING 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

a Bowling Banquets

Special prices for Children

Business/Club Meetings

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Showers

'Banda House

A New Sophisticated Group our Friday & Saturday Evening
LATE EVENING

at the most MODERATE PRICES
Try our Special

out and treat him on his special day. He

Caned Roast'

and Her Scalars

OFFERS:

&Great Casektoils

certainly deserves ill

Pules Are Our Pleasure!

Arrange your Special
Parties with us Soon!

'

Swedish Meat Balls
Baked Cod in
Lemon Butter Sauce

Luncheon Buffets

(NIGHTLY)

DANCE RECITAL TONIGHT

Kassel Studies of Dance in Rolling Meadows
is presenting a dance recital...reall/ creative
children with Sharon Kassel's skill and -technique as part of their.training. The show will

Scando House
Chicken

503

Gourmet Dinners

ASK FOR IT

A bit of the Islands right here in Chicago
suburbs. The Mt, Prospect Holiday Inn on
Rand is celebrating the native touch every
Monday night...complete with music, Hawaiian cocktails, and a buffet fit for a
Hawaiian king, It's a truly different night for the
area, and" one well

treat him and the family
to dinner at Stands House

4

where you shop

Sc BEER FOR ALL OF JUNE

day and stayed all afternoon. The manager

ON DAD'S FACE
21 7 TrriAl

Across from 0 Hare Field
6475N MANNIMItyli0 .ROSEMOliti

PUT A SMILE

/2,71.anduzimukas 5s11\1,1.`SaS

FREE PARKING

Reliable Emmons.. Inc Distributors

is one of the friendliest people, and the

Fos, Service
ar Delivery

every
week!

Relief in 5 Minutes "It really works!"

For Reservations Phone 7I2.426'-3446

DONNA DAY

CL 5-2441
Pi.

Arlington He' Iona, Illinois 60005

Try *mina Afta

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLEa

group of us went over for ludch the other

WAYNE

2001 South Arlington }1,10,15 Rad

HANGOVER?

mple Parking.

0111°

DONNA

394-0450 '::dr :7'7:,,t'r."==r:

ffeeHors d oeuvres
thankoodhsPndor

lo iS°

Yes, you read right) 5c beer is on tap with
your sandwiches at Bornaby's on Rand in
Arlington Heights. And, to tell a secret...a

with
DAY

WESTGATE SHOPPING cENTER a ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PH:

NIELSEN'S 827-18,9 e

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

-];111rum,
41/2

$135

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAYI

ENTERTAINMENT

a

'LEON BERRY
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAC

Luncheons and Dinners from 11.30 Daily
asno,fit Roo.. lo, Gros/.

WITH

frier,

'PIZZA PAN

ENJOY THE LATE SING-A.LONGE

\

°TGIF

BLACK FOX

lain.

RESTAURANT

dq4,

JOIN OUR

WITH THE

Coach

MOUE

(COME TONIGHT -TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Open for Luncheon
and Dinner daily
with the finest in
steaks and lobsters

253.3300

Entertainment -Jain us.

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.{
Mt. Proxpeet.

.

Ste Georg 4 the Dragon
ibt USSR PLut tar Tom amd Tot

8632W. DEMPSTER
RAND 8. DUNDEE FM,
DES PLAINES, ILL
PALARNE, ILL
298.4846
tacarloeo
358.3232

.

to St. Norbert

freight, warehousing and vy-

Plus

7:30 p.m. The doors
open for dinner applaud merely two hours before

Parts of the public libraries'.
collections would be loaned to

dents also will be able to use it.
The trustees approved
firowski's request to hire a
teaming resources assistant

(Post -time 2:00 Mon. thru Sat,)

NOW SHOWING

000-

and one at IrsSOp.m. On

Sunday the curtain is al

Co-operative arrangements
also will be made with libraries
in seven other nearby commnities, Borowski said. He
added that the main demands
on these community libraries
would be for students. recrers
tioval reading, rather than re -

Breakaway today.

'5.95

sbnwsrsone at 630 p.nL

resources.

searth.

school will be able to matte

AltlitteOlt

ernmental regulations.
Problem Solvers, located in
space 432 in the Furniture

Problem Steven. a Deems.
The Greenbrier Civic Aka
fidentiol consultation service_ dation of Arlington Heights
brings together evens In a Iva announced the officers
ahoy elected for the year begin-

ment of film and slide pr jactors, a' tape recorder and
headphones, a small press and

this

conferences

added.

Civic assn. elects officer
My :mailers

In addition to an assort-

will be written shortly when

a minimum of expenditure, he

wide range of business areas to

week with officials at the Des
Plaines and Skokie libraries to
work out a system for sharing

d.

to 5.000 volum'es by next June,

rowski, a library of 2,000 to

Attendance at the Fire tel-. panded to include 100 publica-

grams for teachers' I.o.W.:a
training should be tainted, he

needed go get the center mart-

now.Plans call for expansion

"Pump Operations"

Bill Darras of Weber Markin addition to Darras, who
ing Systems, 711 W. Algon- will consult with retailer. on
quip Rd., Ariinglon Heights is benefits of various marking
one of the experts particioat- 'systems, experts will Met.
ing in the "Problem Solvers." specialists in advertising. perprogram at the American Fur- aortal recruitment and trainniture Mart during the Juno ing, credit. interior and exfinancing,
1970 Market. through June odor displays,

business problems.

Imes Board of Trustees at its
Tuesday meeting Sy Joseph
Borowski, director of learning

BOROWSKI aLso has
scheduled

2,500 books is being assembled

`Problem Solvers' give
free advice at market

the

lege were explained to the col/

Borowal submitted to the
a
list of equipment

!suttees

command decisions and problem solving,

shops with Chief Moore and
he also attended two classes

district and teachers should he
given more
in planning
curriculum, he said.
More and different pro -

FULL step In a program to

develop a kerning remora=
center at Oakton Junior Col-

set, have been requested,
Specifications
for
this
equipment and other matedaLs

the regular sessions and work-

said that District 57's ratio is
obtained strictly by the num- mid.

//travailing

College library plans outlined

"Officer Leadership" dealing
with administrative functions
For officers, report writing.
Fireman Liebach attended

Page 7

.0..".20,,t,f*".,471

from

MIMI available anywhere

is

Of the achievement tests he
said, "On a composite average

GAME IN TOWN

(includes Luncheon)

normal range (which
from 90 to 110)."
.11m

BEATTY

OINVER'\

Percy outlined what he said
are the outstanding points and
areas where mom curriculum
work should be done. He
said that the district has
done an excellent job of
maintaining o low teacherpupil ratio.
Explaining that in many distrim the ratiois determined by

lar rintervals
A

BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

could be done try a less qualified person.

degree program.

programs continue to develop.
School district funds should
be accounted for, he' said but

"Second, a battery of testa
taubeen administered at rap -

rk.

Several

trustees said the sum wrs too

as educational methods and

teats taken in the Mount Pros-

Student's native ability, which

illiefeNEAPPE 69<

mop for the coordinator who

Alfred Dunikoski. al. Bloomington, Ind., who Ls cur-

turn provides the leacher

expressed in terms of an /intelligence quotient' or, as conk
manly designated, IQ.

experience.

7Arnneonmerhrarhr>ene ha, olovay, moon/ polity...

Friday at 0:30 p.m On
Saturday there are two

trustees tabled approval an the

II S. 14805. 43

continue plans for expanding

with a guide to where that Ira.

educational counseling and in-

Norrh MaMe Fire Department
and North Maine fireman
Richard Leibach attended the
annual Illinois Fire College

HE URGED the board to

in

"It identifies both talents

THE DAY
Friday, June 19, 1970

Dale Moore: Chief of the

student's achievement, which

and limitations for each student, which can be helpful in

the

ber of classroom teadhets.

I la e e 1 e in en t a r y libraries
throughout the district because they will be neededinore

.1 impressions and, tuggersPons on curriculum.
Showing charter results of

"First, tests have been given
to determine the individual

Harper appoints 5 to staff vacancies

dent in specific learning areas.
" 1 t identifies specific
weakenesses in the individual

dent needs help.

been designed to secure two
kinds of information," he said,

\fiffet:'

the

MIligence and achievement;
the second dealt With his gen-

beard that Distrsa 57 students
on the average are above -no,
Mal students in basic intelligence and achievement.
He said that the district has
administered
a
carefully
planned testing program over
a period of years.
"Basically this program has

.1

-

pre-

peat schools, Percy told

Norman Rice not only played in "Luv", he
directed it also. For anyone who would like an

is eatablished bat "Laudepoints out how close

I

rail of the bridge ready to plunge into

an old

bee will never be Ole same Direction of ../ko
American Dream" could have made that a hi}
Dious put-on, too. Unfortunately it's reputation

/

Hotly
manulation of words and action, Milt winds up

fashioned melodrama but thty did exactly what
Schism( wanted. 'Avant -grade' play maker Al-

his

sensation into two parts. The
first involved testing of in-

;

who had deteriorated from the bright hope of Ms
one
college he
the road by pointing out.
that all he needs is "luv'' and Mill just happens to
have a wife he's willing to give to Harry. In ere.,

again that she is talented, unusual and a match
for the company she keeps in "Luv".
Skillfully destroying the old saw that three's a
crowd, Rice, Loverde and Quabius gave broad
and masterfully satiric interpretations of three
mimes, the in contact with lifeh big problems. At

moment? No one but his old college best friend.

rY

Welt. tAlkgryventatkasuicideof Heald friend'

.

divided

HE ' SAID THAT

achievement tests attempt to
measure the growth of a sot-

Attend state
fire college

smorgasbord

Why we feel better when pollution is low

THE DAY
Page 8

Friday June l9 1970

Clues as to why a person
feels better on days with low
air pollution levels 0,11 be ex-

plained to Des Plain.

resi-

dents Thursday and Friday,
when Me Breath of Dfe" exhibit will be at the rowel Food
Stors 1444 9 Lee St
It shit he open to the mdthe
from 1 8 p ni on both days.
specially

air condihoned unll horn The Tuberculosis In 1g10 of Chicago and
Tho

Cook County (the Christmas
Seal agency) is now b., featured at community centers

gases in Or pollution affect a
persons rispiratory system
The dust is trapped by the toy,
hair -like cilia of the bronchial
with pollen,
-

offered O this s,cial

throughout Ch -ago and Cook
County
Featured displays in the unit

learning laboratory. From the
displays 01 11100 m n readily
compare a darkened lung taken from a former smoker With

tell how dust and noxiuous

those of a non-smoker.

Scouts to aid in project.
Throe Mount Prospect Eagle
Scout, will supervise traffic

control for the summer at the
intersection of She Boni, and
!mimed Roads Mount Prospect Their main job ism assist psthstrians going to end
from the swimming pool at
Lions Park

Moth!, Realty ( o of 67111 ee St 01... Plaines has propostd
Manse building mingle, tote bull hilween I te and rsoterSts

and the rust F.eral Sampson the north end Immanuel Luther
ut ( Minh en the south

John Martin 16 al 433. S.
Elmhurst Dennis Cyr, 16,
of 908 S Emerson and Steve
Alley 16 of 921 See Gwun,

how smphyserna muhs the

were appointed to the gob by
Mount Prospect Police Chief
Newell Esmond.
Chief Esmond odd the dame

link Scouts, now Explore.
in Post 319, will split-up the
12-h011.sevendays-a.week job
for the whole summer, and Mil

I, af situation that
caused Mount Prospect some
trouble last fall, when wet
cold, snowy
leaves, early
The

weather and lack of enough
combination leaf pickers slow-

ed operations, should not be
The village board Tuesday
night voted for the purchase of
one 1,01 niachine, two leaf box

plete one of the twory presently
owned machines.

connectors and an additional
agitator from the R.H. Lyons
Co, for the low bid of $6,737.

en explained. wet leaved cannot be picked up.

This low bid exceeds by

Increased stect Costs and
general inflation:try 00111 were

$537 the budgeted amount for
this equipment, but its pm-

hase was recommended hy

Igo Tho 1 end for tha fin Lin

The North Maim f in. Pt,

lam is porehasod trom the
Chap, in.hohou.so m Coop

on D. will hold tha ter
nal dada tom urtmonas for
its now lire him, it 2 p m
low

the. annu d tIltstmo of Lam
hamons Mutual LITYRIIV CO

tk board ol

Ind Amoncan Motorists In
kur moo Co hold rocontly In

of On bird of trout, son

now moon, night, Ire tho flu

11,4 in Robert W Bon

than. 1110 k motkos Ind tho

J15111415 build will k tht non

tin Onion on Pater Rd will

and

loam onplimod
In Addition

trust*, innouneod 199 tho

Hann Coopm ins proodan

miles

IssociTO011 noontlk un

unablo to itiond

Ind

1 hi. Old nr...tin1111,b1+0011.

e.

itemn

oho stoond ind fourth Tao

Who tho hood is pl mning

to main John Nov d Cods

d rye m n the month iho 00010

M tha mown, will nut nn

midwett

assurnwl his

moon as ...ant ...rotary in
1969 Ind o now manager of
the Mokkost Dnlncl Claim of

Goorgi.

E Rork. +12 E hnoh Hill

Rude Dr
souclay

ipponitod 00451M

Banter toms! tho

pill

hamrdn slut, hours will In
kid fat ohdolon hotwoon ws
and LI

AocoMmo in Mn rtes,
tha nadir, progrim will boo
I vox thght thomo nob L oh

child.. 0,60 ntordtd on
prism show!, spree

i

son and Chuck Fill and getting

44

Home Office Bodo. Under
oaring once 1967

Arlington
D
Heights
eights

zonereadingld

0 National Select. Morticians

North Drive In Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

TONI
CONS
JCS.

2

Vikings
Chergers

Falcon

3

I

MAJOR
Teem
Yankees
Tigers

Min

O

CU

has tma isostim mann,
of Midwest Mond Claim
Ihrbort we omplosed 45

140MITED

Mah

Twins

Breves
Cuba

17.

funk

w

Team

Angeh
Itriyals
Orloka

unlike
any

Canu

Epx

it

MINOR

,) A

Teem
Athletics

The Orioles opened play M
Heights Boys
Intermediath Divi-

Prospect

Buchant

sion laseek/with
w
a 8-7 win

REPAIRS
REMODEUNG

Expos defeated the Orioles.
12-5. Canny Valisek had two

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Race Track,
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.

GIVE DAD A NEW IMAGE
FOR FATHER'S DAVI GIVE HIM
MANHATTAN® "CUSTOM LIMITED"®
SHIRTS WITH THAT HANDSOME
CUSTOM-MADE LOOK!

Then, when you nail for the menu,
another feast begins. Entrees from
around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining.

Give dad tne elegant richness of Manhattan®
shins with those exclusive cos
for tailoring details 10 enrich his fashion Image!
He II go for the wider hi fashion collar with guar
"Custom Limited

ter inch stitching, the longer 7 button body end the
new stand -out colors to set him above the crowd
And, Manhattan® Custom Limited is mom's On
wane too because of the rich BO% Dacron® polyes
$700
ter, 20% cotton Ten fashion colors

In the Towers Lounge, Coes Bennet
plays guitar and snags in seven languages.

A Most entertaining
background for cocktails

OP

J. SVOBODA SONS

:17Prt

77114tAt 5.tote..

0101410.R woiTEJR,Sairmon

12 S Denton
I.

411.:
OWEItS

C'C'lyplisSed
DAT POSLICATIMISRIC.

'Ado, lune lit MD

trairanrrntrnts=ass'"koteL
ArMastonMenente.buoiss

Inorreirervadona.nall394-2000

the Rams posted a 6-0 triumph
over the Pilots.

hitter and John O'Malley a

the glen' 13-5 win over the

round4riE3,1'1n a toeing cause
as the Pelicans scored an 11-7
win over Schell's Raiders.
In the Varsity II Division,
lim Burger's heavy hitting
backed up John Lerchenfeld's
pitching as the Crusaders top-

homer against the Vikings.
The Packers edgettihe Hob-

,Bea.y.t.lefo...T6he...,Spathrtee osExbe4 tihe,.

pled the Packers, 10-5. Mark
Larson struck out nine and hit
a homer in another Crusader

DAN MICHELIN lumen-

The Browns came home
with a pair of wins, 5-0 over
the .Hawks and 5-4 over the

dared just three hits In the
Cougars' 4-2 victory over the
Redwings. Kurz picked up his
second win of the week as the

win. this one a 9-3 decision

Indians. Ed Carpenter hurled a
four -hitter in the bob pole

Rams rallied for a 4-2 win over
the Redwings.

the Mavericks, 9-1. and the
Vikings, 4-0. Tom Scherer

Tom Teuchert survived a

honor by oppofing pitcher

and Bob Marzec's RBI single
in the sixth proved to he the
dffkrence in the second matest,

.

6-1

Dodger

win over the Astros.

Kevin Kelley and pitched the
Redwings to6-1 win over the

over the Vikings.

cats,

on Tony Naples

8-7,

clutch single in the sixth. Kurt
Schram held -the Bobcats to

two hits and the Mavericks

laRDMANN the Dodgers,
WARREN
Tom Bolin doubled and got 7
had 15 strikeouts m the Mets
clobbered the Braves,

IN THE SOUTH

Eagles heal the Greyhogods,
5-2. The Falcons won SWIM.
9-5 over the Vikings end 5-1

tripled to lead the Buckeyes to

thumping of the Jets.
Dave Mamie. doubled and
16-5

a 13-7 win over the HurdGUM.

01 el the AB Braves t o a n 8-4 win

PhThillie's, 1C"4-517aslo'c Sck'dhneidd'er

Rh

In-

earEcoa"h all

Yanks 7.6 win over the Twins.: at -

behind Mike Stoiber's
two -hit pitching. Mitch Kilo

THE ORIOLES defeat...11,-

:At

pitched a three -hitter and Curt

Pethley a grand -slant homer
anion the Mavericks end
Moro Greise also had dux.

Jacobs homered as the Chinks
walloped the ClilteS.
Steve Peterson 161 homer W

ton an

Dave Mayercie
spun a One -hitter and Bob Sut-

Dave O'Neil eat two

,hoini, ,awpieAce...m. 4.athe Buckeyes

11-6,

as

..,r.str

Piazza, bested Danny Gurgirf 1'
on the mound. Bob Lauderwilk won hid first game of the

two year as the Twins shut out the
doubles and Bob Urbain and ' Orioles, 7-0.

Mid pitcher Dave Bohn&

Tom Stoiber one apiece as the
Marlins topped the Tartans.

15-1 decision over the Ravens
as Chris Caldwell hurled a no-

13-7.

Angels,

the

lasted the Swords. 12-11.
Mike Stoiber had

pounded circuit clouts its the
Wrens out -muscled the Bulldogs.

Ur' hissU Birn*dt'hre. .1-. .......

iteir stiapt,LdDivItisoionBl.rthor..Mdlr;

12-3. The Marlins then condi,
ued their heavy hitting with a

IN TIDE SOUTH Red WriMark Trocki
pitched a one -hitter and John

stopped the Uanks cold in the
middle innings and the Tigers
scored a 13-5 victory. Chris JP.

:.

cobsen struck out 15 as the In-'
dians scalped the Senators. 14

-

hitter and struck out 10. 3.. -111

Scott Jones held the Chargars to fouj hits and one walk
to pace the Ravens to a 5-1
win. Rich Stover hurled a nohit game and Gordon Kaisca
backed him up with a homer
lhe, Chargers re
011,(ilr
triple
dip:h, r,an.
.'whipped

The Senators rebounded tee',...

beat ths Orioles. 74, as Rociit,
Jay picked up his second will
of the year. Torn Walsrud
struck out 16 and Ron Dudley
hit a grand -slam home run as
the Sox heat the Angels, 94.

Inc double drove in the veins

:IlleMaII:!IdiEawnls ciobGbeonreTTyd 't'llvt1e:Se"d"0:.1

June 19,

ors, 19-1. Scott Koehler hit ,. l
two grand-slammers in a Sena-.
tors' 25-7 win over the AngeLs.
The Twins beat the Indiana

lied for a 12-9 triumph o ver

'

9-7, in a game that featured
great pitching by Jeff Sctelk

his own pitching with three
I

Dons also nipped the Stars,
6-3, behind the mtra-base
Clothing of Mike Downy,

Greyhounds

0

I

P hillies

0

3

Blalmriklco

Scott Noble's fine pitching.
The

3 school
libraries
approved
District

57

5.8 triumph over the

THE BRAVESt

ting of Marty Drazba, Rich
Konrad and Brett Burkhardt.
topped the Symons. 6-2, in a
South White Intermediate Di vision. Allen, Lam hurled a
ms -hitter and. Bob Reincit

homerod and tripled W the
Huskies. 8-1 win over the Terriers.

Supt. Eric Sahlberg mid
that real libraries were never
built at the schools. He said
that the remodeling will include removal of m.onry
walls, reconstruction of. the
Union 76 Division, Union
mills and building additional Oil Company of California,
doors and shelves.
donated $2,000 toward WilWork at Busse and Lions liam Firmed High School staPark is expected to begin won, dium lights, part of a $6,000

lighting three high
school stadiuun in the North west(

N.

Unior's executive dining

Director of Planning
for Union 76, prmented the
donation to William Hodge,
Preside., and Dan Thomson,
Chairman of the Lights Committee of the Viking Boosters

.Creek, President of the
Boatel of High School District
211, made the pledges on behalf of the local delvers and

employees of Union 76 at a
board meeting last fall. The

Club, at a luncheon in

pledges launched fund-raising

suburbs.

Robert

Cask,

the

campaigns for stadium lights
by the districts hrec b
clubs. The other booster clubs
involved are the Conant Coo gar Booster Club and the

V.I.P. (Very Interested

Emst had a homer for the win-

,. The Rambleo won

bounced.

back to shut
the Diana,
4h, as Scott Green pitched hit
third straight shutout. The Braves beat the Sox, 5-2, behind John Thullen's heavy hit-

some lusty haling by Dan
Pormainski,

lip

Marries.

GaryMiller and Doug Lyle.

Downtown Arlington Heights
CLearbrook 5-2595

Open Monday & Thursday Evenings

A SENIOR Division encounter saw the Beham whip
the Vikings,
ae Mark

Krause doubled and tripled
gm Nem
added g Iwo-

In the Major Division ifwas
the Cubs 3, the Dodgem 2 any

4-3

1

!. 1

.

The Cubs came hick W..'

oPor the &arms of ter playing a 6-6 tic With the

whip the Yanks, 9-5, is Dom

same team.

Olsrewski stole four bases.

smicek

For, ... Heller flames and I larder.

erns) Club of Palatine.

single by Ernie Wegener and

District 214 pos is summer bus. schedules
Five buses each will serve a

Ma for District 214 summer
school students, W.L. Randle
has announced.

John Mitchell won the gamete
relief ofm John Panicola in the

31.
Buses

will arrive al the
seboob W time for 8 cm.
returning for pickup
at noon.
Drivers have been instruct-

Heffernan went the rote andcontributed

ad to stop for students at co,

three
a triple and a homer.
The Reds shut out Ito
Phillies, 1241, on a one -hitter

ners along the route. Students,
who have registered for trans-

ROUTE

(Wheeling
Prospect Heights area):
Start: Wheeling High
School (rear) Right on Buffalo
Grove Rd. to Dundee Rd.
I

-7:05 a.m., Left on Dundee
Rd. lo N. Arlington HIS. Rd.

Right on N. Arlington Hts.
Rd. to Bernard - 7:10 am:

to

Wheeling HS. Left on Rt. 83
to Dundee Rd. Right on Dun dee Rd. to Wolf - 7:25 a.m.

East an Central ba St. Env
ilye ChuMh Turnaround 7:00 am. Right on Central In
Mt. Prospect Rd. Left on Mt.

ROUTE 3 W. Mt. Prmpba
& Elk Grove)

Rt. 83 Right on

111.

83

Westgate - 7:35 a.m. Left an
Westgate to Kensington Right
on Kensington to Wheeling

wInehlgeld

Left on Alderman to Lee .7.30

a.m. Right on Ise to Euclid 7:33 a.m. Right on Euclid to

only run wined on Jim Novara double in the sixth in-

Dist. 214 identificadm and
route numbers will be dis.

ning.

played.
Bus passes, which have been

Wheeling to McDonald - 7:45
am. Left on McDonald to Rt.

THE ATHLETICS nippeOC issued to students registered
the Indians. 6-5. on a hese,' for one or both summer sesloaded double by King Stobel sion, must be displayed. Stu-

83 Right on Rt. 83 to Willow
Sefton Willow to Hersey High

brandt. Ishrandt also got the

at lease 10 mimed before the

distance win.
The Pirates scored six thins

bus is scheduled to arrive.

Rd.

-

7:40 a.m.

Right on

School.

ROUTE 1 (Arlington Hts.
& Rolling Meadows)

If a route doe not accommodate a registered sumer

Hintz & Arlington

in the third inning tom. a 9-6
victory over the Reds. Rick

student, Randle said

his

Sts. Rd. Wouth on Arlington

Robin went all the way 'and got

should apply fora refund to

hitting support from James

the summer school clerk.
Each bus will begin its route
at 7 a.m. School starts All .M.
and ends at noon.
The five Ins routes are:

1-10. to Cypress Slop at Arlington Hts. Rd. & Campbell
(Train Station) - 7:10 am

Bolek and Rick Bury.

The Indians won the final
contest of the divisors, IOC
over the Greyhounds with

parm

.

at Arlington H.S. - 7:35 am.
ROM 4 (B. Mt. Prospect
Left on Ridge to Oakton Left & Des Plaines)
on Oakton to Yale - 7:40 ant
7:45 a.m. Left on Kennicott
ro Rand Right on Rand toWillow Left on Willow to Hersey
High School.

BUSES WILL be clearly
a

Right on Euclid to Ridge Stop

Start:
Central

Right on Wolf to Alderman

with

on Kirchoff to Wilke Left an to Willow Rd. Left on Willow
Wilke to Euclid - 7:30 am. to Hersey High School.

Right on Yale to Thomas
Right on Thomas to Kennicott

Right on Bernard to Buffalo
'Grove Rd. Right on Buffalo
Gr. Rd. to Dundee Rd. -7:18
am., Left on Dundee Rd. to

portation, am advised w hail
the
Ran by waving their
arms, Randle .id.
marked

Central to lay - 7:20 am. jRd to LonnqUiest Right on
Right on Jay to Meadow Right Lonnquin to Rt. 03 Left on 83

Start:

Right on Cypress to Walnut -

Nonlevest Hwy &

Pros,ct Rd. to Rt. 62 - 7:10
am. Right on Rt. 62 to Clark7:15 Right on Clark to Dem,ter Left on Dempster to Mary
shall - 7.20 a.m. Right on Ma,

Start: Northwest Hwy. &
Central West on Central to shall to Golf Left on Golf to
Busse Rd. Left on Busse to Rt. 83 - 7,30 a.m. Right on Rt.
Lincoln Right on Lncoln
'7:10 to
83 to Council Trail Right on
Arlington Hts. Rd.
Left Council Tr. to Emerson - 7:35
on Arlington Hts. to Land- am, Left on Emerson to
Intl on Lbndmeir to Gregory Left on Gregory to

Left on Meadow to Jay Left on
Jay to Central - 7:35 a.m. Left

on Central to Arlington His.
Rd.

Arlington to
Golf Left on Golf to Goebbert
-7:45 a.m. Right on Goebbert
to Forest View H.S. continue
South on Goebbert to AlgonRight

BLOOMIN,

THING"
In Rolling Meadows

Algonquin Left on Algonquin
to Wilke - 7:20 on, Right on
Wilke to Kirchoff Left on Kirchoff to Meadow - 7,30 am.

on

thbatigh our
GIANT

GARDEN
CENTER
GREATEST CHOICE

GREENHOUSE-FREW
AlEVL-GUARANTEAROI
FREE DELIVERY!
ASK MIX HASTEN-INII=V6113

quin Right on Algonquin to
Arlington Hts. Rd. Left on Arlington Hts. Rd. to Elk Grove
Blvd. Left on Elk Grove to Elk
Grove HS.

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

Still time for
basketball
registration

Tonne, Right on Tonne to De-

Prospect

von, Right on Devon to Ar-

prospect Manor to
H.S.
ton Slop
H.S. 7:45 a.m. Left on Kensington
to Dryden Right on Dryden
Thomas Right on Thomas to

The Prospect High School
Booster Club elected
o
can for the 197071 season last
night.

Hersey H.S.

elected to the presidency. and
Gene Trandel will be vice pres-

IN ROLM° MRAPOTSS

ROUTE 5 (Dm Plaines &

ident in charge of member -

Rolling Meadows)
1,
Start: Rt. 83 & Lonnquht
Lonnquist to School St.
Right on School to Golf (cross
Golf to Marshall) continue

ship. Vice presidents in charge

255-6310

South on Marshall to Dation
Right on Oakton to Rt. 83 7111 a.m. Right on Rt. 83 to

The club secretary will be
Busse and treasyrer

lington Heights Rd., Right on
Arlington Heights Rd. to Kennedy Blvd., Right on Kennedy
Blvd. to Elk Grove Blvd., Left

on Elk Grove Blvd. to Elk
Grove High School. Continue
on Elk Grove Blvd. to Ailington Heights Rd. Right on Arlington Heights Rd. to
quin Rd. Right on Algonquin

Rd. to Goebbert Rd. Left on
Boebbert Rd. to

on
on

7:15 ant Right on Wow to

High School. Continue
Goebbert to Golf Rd. Right en

Central 1.7117 a.m. Left on

Cato Meir Rd. Left on Meir

Manor

Bight

on

Robert Lundstedt was

re -

of banquets arc Mrs. Norm
Klein and Mrs. Richard Foe.
Red

repeats at vice enddent in charge of publicity.

will be Jack Matthews.

t

ting.
Dan Jordan hurled a no -hiller and struck out 20 as the Giants clobbered the Yanks, 9-1.

Par -

two bits by Billy Deal. Bob
Kcetrini was oho winning

r

Larry Williams pitched a two-.
hitter and struck out 10 and
Chris Sieber hit a grancbsknmer as the Sox beat the Cut,'

THE SOLONS burely gel
pan the Barons. 76. as Jerry

Fremd accepts Union donation

finished before the

Sox beat the Indians, 4.1. as
Dan Charnotti knocked In the
winning ma

Eckstein, and tin Rangers beat
the Seals on n forfeit.
,
The Bearcats. led by the hit-

School

opening of school.

Braves, 52, as Dave Thorstenson bested Ray Petterson. The

Kings. The Royals clobbered
the Stars. 14-11. behind the
hillihe of
bad

B oard approved spending

he

and Chris Jacobsen. Dave Bo
hack hit a grand-slammer and
struck out 10 as the Tigers rip
pad the Angels, 4-3. The Roc
11-10
heed.
dropped an

heelers and the Dons wiped
out the Rangers. 20.30. The

3

3

June 22 through Friday. July

by Chris Sharp In a defensive
it was the Pirates over
the Greyhounds. 1.0. on one hitter by Scott Swanson. The

'

1.1neturat.

Friday,

tra downed the Royals, 111-14.

final gas of the division.
In the Minor division, the
Giants opened with a 9-5 victory over the Huskies. Brian

s'..

had four straight hits.- In the
American Lague,

John Ott and Bill Grabitz

for Division,

,

Dahm pitched steady ball to

k the South White Junior
Division. Scott Holfdd hit a and Steve Sliest had three hits
pair of homers "and was the mach . the Wolverines outwinning pitcher in the Atoms'

t,

the win in relief.. the Cuba
nipped the Mets, 5.4. Ricky

17-3.

14-2,

blasted nine in a 10-1 victory.
Tom Scherer and John
O'Malley got the big hits as the

over the Packers.

THE EAGLES walloped

13.

The Braves came back with a :: i'
15 -strikeout performance by
Tom Hopkins ins 1-0 win over : 3 ..

Page 9.

ant then a hit by John I, dents should be at the corners

nap
There's
nothing quite like it anywhere

renirng =1,1ta:

a four -hitter in the Pelicans'
11-0 win over the Colo. Jeff
Kurz yielded only one hit as

Colts. Ward Schell oho bib a

moyers ripped a twown
double against the Indians.

IN A royal slugfest, the As-

hitcludig

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for dancing. Starting
at 0:30, they blend music,.
song and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.

an

The MUnangs Picked up
two other wins. 4-0 over the
Warriors and 0.3 over the Indians. Mike Cook held the
Warriors to two hits and Ron

The Ritzenthaler Bus Compony will transport summer
students beginning Monday,

hits for the winners.

Your gaze will take in a stunning
interior, a feast of color wherever
you luok.

ldnirb:PC'n'T: =101;72

.

.1Luthe and Jamie Hermtedea

Fred Huss

Terry Reed went the distance on the mound a the

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

t:Z01:412Oii:nit5ti;L°;'

out 12 as the Giants topped the

Orioles open season with 8-7 win in PH boys baseball

re"

Mitchell and John
Penicola each connected far
the Awes.

geed

'eV to .533 and Paul Wilkinson and Ron Swanson pitched

will
3

Geroge

Me Car Holt 3

In the Varsity I Diviairm,
Joel Fantuzzi boosted hie aver-

lie mid, so that the narks ,dge from the company lo-

havered for the Orioles and

Legal
Notice 1

four hits as the Stars look the

combined for a

"EVER!

Top
of the
Towers.

in

537-6020

National

Parliachools am using regular.,
sloe classrooms for libehles

White Sts
INTERMEDIATE

Experts

Wheeling, Ill.

a

pand three ele$6,899 to
mentary school libraries Men day.
Busse, Fairview and Lions

over the Astros.

045 N. Wolf Rd.

-

The

Dodgers

1411w
Chiesgo
Brunch Claim offices In 1970

PLUMBING PRO,

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

in

Reds

the

No Job
Too BIG or small

9.1. as Jim Stull had two
'doubles and a single.

Dimes
Giants
'Huskies

SENIOR

WW1, In 1954 Ho wood in
of
CI nut in 19fi1

stomped on by the Mustangs,

Indians

LEE AT PERRY STREET. DESPLWHES 824'5155

,.ism

managor

Braves, 5-1,

the Daggers. The Swords
edged the Chargers, 8-6.

STANDINGS

Funeral Home

Bee

Ha has hem moms, ot

THE SATELLITES admin.
istered a heartbreaker to the

.

Jets. 14-7.

David Pulford, Stan Beaky. Lelthe game,
lighfed by excellent deceive..
Wayne 0,100 socked anti
ploys by David Williams and and Sean Oswald homentd In
Rich Lind. Mike Cook had a the Zephyrs' 16-15 win over of doubles in the Phillies 2-1
triumph over the Gianh. Gary
perfect day at the plate with the Meteors. Bret Smith Mock

1970

LITTLE LEAGUE

THOMAS J. DONOVAN, POBLPT E.
6111111111116

triple and o homer in a 200
blitzing of the Comets. The

piR

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

.Oehler

BANK
Mom Office
One N Dunton

.

oreti hanged out two doubles,-a

Ashes, 15-14, in a game high'

Bob Gustafson backed up

calL OUR

11170'heiha.liould.

single. Mike Gaon, picked Up
the pitching victory.

S

other.

md Mot tok

Two of the Warriors' firstinning mos tallied on Russ
Kirchoffs long flyball and the
third time in on Toni Good's

Over a Nall Ceniury of Respected 4er vice

restaurant

with moots wan,

A

indicates, you may with absolute confidence realize
that every wish will be carefully cared kir:

A new

program which
that.
WodniAd n stork kin for
four flea and so yon olds

League.

Browns. 10.1. behind a co.bleed threekitter by Jim Wil-

Ind Minna molt, kfon.

R,111- Won Mr 116 Bunteron 11610 6,16aen earth ind
ohildron k maims. prop ire
th. moon
him 22 to Aug IS a rho Ar
linglon Huila% Ishmand I
brtry .lilt 0 in 0,1 Mond.o,
4ccordi, to NIP. tonne. 1 tr
Cleldron from t -r id, ono
through ms no oloblo fm tho

vision of the Arlington Heights
Boys Baseball League.

robe competent and reliable.
.. Our service is all inclusive and, as experience

p mos in Mileauku. ea a claim

Library's summer
program registration set

childrais Iiktnm

coasted to a 5-1 victory over
the limas in the Senior I Di-

uniforms, and will be under supervision of the police.

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

present pn

oil

Lemma

91000

Fla

The Warriors put together a
tint inning and

three -run

tho stme poiation in Madison

pm

Catholic Archbishop 01 Cho

the

sl urn munger

ohor 2600 N Cannel doct

Thin wts donsto ri.duu Dr promoted iron ttnetetnt
tonflice. with other munaipil +tenni) to singed tax post
tnd shad distnid emu% dont limn C FlII 2012 N

Coopinans .dots it thi. HIS
OM plans to inktto t loot! rib
bi and a past provolont al tho

&mint an opor M

of

she month

bo anon to the publio

state

tod Munk Mond la

Chad,.

gamy department amistInt
dmetor of cl4m training and
OxIstant to

Remove The Worry
Of Service Detail

ond straight as John BHah

Hollatt Masted

Arlington Heights Boys'. Baseball results

blamed .0 the muse 101 the
higher -than -budgeted cost.

the Meteors, 11.1,
Glen

as

.

MtitMA

Mass in 1951 He has 0103
st.rvod
a claim examiner

as

M 1,0 -a Menlo*,

15.9.

boys will wear Civil Defense

FRI `til 8 SAT `NI 4

mon hoo bran prominul

Rockets toppled the Zephyrs.

DAILY 9 to 6

chain adpotor in Brockton

Boys Baseball action.
The Rockets vain their sec-

Hughes

THE BENGALS 09111 500
other gasOc4. creaming the

promotes 3
Hotglits

Without the agitator. %m-

Davis

pitcladecomPkw Pl.'ll.

pick-up program...
Barnett said that the purchases would in effect give the
public works department three
leaf pickers. The
agitator is necessa
to cam-

r

Ed Rivet led a robtot al-

lack' and

... The disquieting Mal of funeral detail may be greatly
lessened when one can turn it over to those you know

Lumbermen's Insurance
Arlington

Village Manager Virgil Barnett, 0because of the importance -Jo the village's fall leaf

R Rockets clobber Zephyrs,15-9

complete

repeated this fall.

be paid by the villa,. The

6 -DAY BANKING

I lino

'

!may as well ar how Winne
los. &sums lung tissue.

machines to be in shape

FULL DAY FULL SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Dedication of a Maine
firehouse slated June 28

small animas to lose their epos

"1" Mt. Prospect leaf .picking

and other
At the same time gases like
sulfur dioxide are changed
into tiny droplets of acid
which irritate the tender lining
of the bronchial tree and cause
the victim to sneeze anh gasp
for breath.
Visual evidence of lung
damage caused by smoking is
aIsis

Other specially proem,'
cross sections of lung mg, tell

Cli ICAGOLANITS LARGEST
GIFT CENTERS

FLOWER GARDEN

'

Tbe Dap

Pape 10

TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

AY PUBI I( ATIONS

Friday, June 19,1970
5.10901041.

OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
HEIVHEUr BERES A keirrlec
Prer-TLER TO ANSWER TOR
INT° -NIAT ARGUMENT:

ta.'47214:ZTZ°

" '" ""' "

5

New.

,,gor4t17;-5,t,

',Joni,

CI

II

ZZIUTzVAT4,%',":

..0

II NET Jame

gklon

32 Reaward

5
7
9

The Sound

.12 the Maarten:

32 Truth or Con-

rAkd-errs

auf A50 YouR

MARK TRAIL

in the World.

coned women who

past,

High Chaparral

Jean Simla., An.
Dela

Flying Nast
Reran. "My Sister
1)ostoe,7
Of Lands

mow:sups:airs in this

comedy set in New
York City.
I I NET Festival

Lanshury and

Lea Masseri.

Remo.
-Wake
SC" F. took at the

II NET Playhouse
Rome. "America.

1105

9

CroodeCtvele

and

2

Late Report

32 Movie
T h e Foreman
Went to France." A

2

Meditation

factory foreman is
trapped in France by
the onrush of Nazix.

9

mas
Twilight Zone

34th Biennial in ye 2:10

32 BIg Valley

26 Red
Moos

land

0:30
NOW MN F12091.12A IS

11011.141011'(05W

T I m Conway

2

Style

Resur,Love and
Pickup." &Id

Skov:

Spud and Herbert
set up a restaurant in

the

the Lucky Linda to

moon Love aid the

win the business of a
gourmet club.

P roposal."

Brady Booth
"Eenic.
Rem.
Mommy.
Nletuie.
Daddy."
II Washington

B yrnes. Dorothy La -

Berlinger:
and

26 Lola Cadre Um
7:30
Hogares Heroes

Remit. The Ger-

00"7`Wa goo ^'10400

try

mans

UNLEASHED

stands a good chancels( heing

cleared up this Saturday. Du
your pen toward straightening
things out.

CANCER thane 22July
231: A Hide learning goes a
long way, today if you're deal.
ly members may have much to
say about things.

Clifford Evens

3:05
9

minas.

Theurer

Brackett. World

Gun." Diane War-

Home." British families living in Borneo

5

"Focus on a

ing falls in love with a
gangster
9 Perry Mason

Nagy: The Fall of

Klink.

Hungary."

Neese 1.r the

Science

to prison camps by
Japanese

7

Rerun. 'The Fordo image."
7
Here Come the

Championship

but

cul-

tured officer Semlie
Hayakawn takes an
interest in nuthoniss
Claudette
Colben.
With Patrick Knowl-

vs.

U.S. Open Golf

es and Florence Desmond.

Highlights of the
first two rounds from
the Hazeltine Na.

5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

Fiction

305
9

News

Sea oftt

during WW2 are sent

9:30

Game

Brides

ingwith children. Older fami.

7'.011:t=

12:00

system by rePleeMS
5

2:15

and Consume Cann

2 Mode
-Three Came

proof their security

leak-

nel.

9:00

32 Men is Crisis
"Khrushchey

In

cope across the chan-

gem. Maridte Hanky.

ibe show

2

the

Hol

joins with two Tornado and a girl to es.

Warren
"Love
Fighting

Couple." Dick Sol

Week to Review

BUGS BUNNY

Love, American

7

7

LEO (July 2

Marilyn Monroe

Suzanne. Pleshette.

and

in Athens. with di group of people holed up in hotel
under attack, David
Nivea. Ben Genera,

wife vacations. and

of his prior life. With

7

"Conquered., Cit-

y." WW2 story set

Itch." Toot Ewelfs

as.

Boom. "Bad Day
kir a Bud Man."

7:06

GEMINI 1May 22
lune
21): A misondeolood incident

meeting

1.00

Monte
"The Seven -Year

9

might have been port

Afilmtriptolm.

TO LEAVE THE 0006E...
GRAB HER, ULY!

FOR SATURDAY

News

Miele

Show

plot

with lames Garner
trying to fall in his

32

12135
9

Sons

I TWOUGHT I TOLD YOU NOT

horoscope

Budd..

ing."Anmesia

.i,md to follow Sim.
on the Likable, the
m ost lovable murk

tic

Friday Irons 19

Arthur Kennedy and
Luther Adler.

Dick Covell

7

"Miser

Get Snort

5

Ships." Two

-

guard men light over
Wanda Hendrix.

With John Den*.
Walter Brennan and

Richard Riedel.
5020

9

Blegesphy

EEK & MEEK

- nag. 03):

Signs point 10 argument un the

home front do morning. You
can eircunivenl real dissension
by weighing words well.

VIRGO (A0u, 24

-

Sept.

238 Enter into only Mow as.
tivilies with which you are
thnilar and for which you

Custis-Lee Mansion

seem to have a real aMnity.
LIBRA (Sept. 04 - Oct. 23):

Those who Ore unaware of
your background may he tor prised at your actions today.
Others will take things in their

of

stride,

22r. Luck of knowledge could
land you in hot tearer this. at

lemon. Make an effort to
Amon
the facts heron, this day it.

SAGITTARIUS Won. 23 Dec. 221: Promdures of the

''6110.F.MANA MEAN, A h-.)-

present project must he followc d in correct order: uthonvise,

4M 00(014 F0

you may find you forfeit past

Alice in Wonderland
ACROSS
1 "The March

A-MDIPH PAIT 15 THAT

,,,

5 "The -

11115 COMPANY.?

r""1

gains.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

Turtle"

-

12 Ageing
apparatus
13 Wings
14 Alkali
Alkali
15 Alice's avian

friend

to turn down m chance for
PIKES Welt. 20 - March
PISCES
21 Y. Tatoe care den you dont
try to give advice on a subjeo

upon which you ore in reality
ignorant. Tort your wings only

16 "The Sleepy

CAPTAIN EASY

18 Producer
20 Dance step

aZZregvITZekSt,-,
us.

21 Snake

ArcTIA- Z°01.7°,22r

24 Altair, for
example

ARIES (March 22 - April

27 College

20): Seek your happiness close

treasury

al hand. The Aries who looks
far and wide cm vAtilis right ut
home is holli wasterel and um

30 Gaze fixedly
31 American

humorist

Wise.

32 Feminine

TAURUS (April 21 - May
214: It is the how and why of

relative
34 On this side

the present project that is more

(prefix)

important mthe moment than
the 106. Keep calm.

Answers to
Hideaword
MIRACLE
RECLAIM

mire
Mat:

real

. rile

emir

ceil

eclair claim

MOIll

rime
rale

mare

ream clear 'liar

mice

earl
cm

clime
conel

tile- mil
la rl

male
mail
mare
race
Ace

lair
care
rearm crinv lace
realm cream lice

uric:
aril

awn lime

acre

calm

darn lame
acme came lira
iced

MUMMMO MMWOOM
OMUMIAP
MOMM MMIMMMO
MMIMM
0010 UMM
11000
OMO MMMM
DUO
lIMOS MOMOM OUM
OMO
MEMB
OMMLOMMM
MMO 12100
0000
MUIQU

60 English
princess
DOWN

35 Beverage
36 Lively dance

37 Superlative

CAMPUS CLATTER
TAGGING HOST BASE
TAKES A SPECIAL 500.1

-...THROM
P. BALL!

ME

suffix

IT'S NOT 090001.110
TO00.1795 BASS-.COACN
0190000 WANTS US TO

000605ND:71

38 Weird
40 Pacify
42 Cut
43 Of the moon
44 Corrkpass point

46Hinged metal
strap
48 Sponger
51Norse god
55 That man

56 Ouse tributary
57 Solitary
58 English river
59 Belonging to
that woman

4 Eats away

MMIOMMEM
5 Manufactured MMUMWO
[210141000 MISM
6 swan genus
7 A uto
8 Fur fiber
25 Awn (bot.)
45 Greenland
26 One who
refuse
vi loge
9 Lobster, for
reposes
46 German title
28 Narrow in et
instance
of respect
0 Roman bronze 29 Sharp bark
47 Greek god
11 Article
30 Calyx diviof war
e,
sions (bot.
7 Hops' kiln
98 That womasr
9 Citrus fruit
33 Mountain pass 49 Stir
21 Decreases
39 By itself
50 Hasten
2 Irishman's
52 Put on
(Latin)
41 Small blast
.53 Hostelry
23 Dismal
furnace
54 Born

MOMMO MMMUMM

-

MAMA ©....OM

WM
WM
MN= AM
AMAMI
MAMMIAMM
MUM.
MEMO

MENEM& MEMEM
MEM MIMI NM
iii.. AIM AM
MUM MINNIMME

AM.
AMU
MEM UMEM

MAIM=
A= MEM mum
NM
iii.. WM..

WNW

posterity the atmosphere of gracious living, typical of a romantic age of American history.

es. The second story is also divided by a
central hall on either side of which there

are two bedrooms and accompanying
dressing rooms. A small room used as a
linen closet is at the end of this hall. The

tic. The grand portico facing the Potomac, with its eight massive Doric columns, is 60 feet wide and 25 feet deep.

1817.

At the rear two buildings used as servant's quarters, smokehouse, workroom,
and summer kitchen form a courtyard.
Photograph and Story courtesy of:
National Park Service
U.S.Dept. of the Interior

All savings in by the 10th earn, from theist.
CERTIFICATE

ANNUAL RATE

719%

.

7.50%

ACCOUNTS

can be increased

during first

MIN. BALANCE

6.18%

6.00%

$5

5092%

5.75%

1,000

5.39%

-5.25%

'500

p

days of any

quarter

PASSBOOK
ACCOUNTS

MIN. TERM

/00,000

ONE YEAR

000

TWO YEARS

ONE YEAR

.

the

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

s intPrest
The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
byTederal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

002910S
In the heart of Bee Town

.

4algVgiValUm

can be added

to at any

Homes

purposes and remained an unfinished at-

Bell Federal Compou
ANNUAL YIELD

Great
American

third floor was used only for storage

center section were not finished until

wide central hall. A large formal drawing
room with two fine marble fireplaces lies
south of this hall. To the north can be

cial

1 Possessed

seen the family dining room and family
parlor separated by a north and south
partition broken by three graceful arch-

The central portion is divided by a

MMMUMM UalgUOM

9 "The Cheshire

Jan. 208 Criticism may sown
to be coining from all quarters
today. Only ,onic of it is vital
to your Maim. however.
AQUARIUS flan. 21 -Feb.
19): Discrimination is essential if you arc to choose your
work sensihly. Don't hesitate

at home.

Arlington National Cemetery,
Virginia

Answer to Previous Pottle

THE BORN LOSER

Today Arlington House, as it was formerly known, furnished with appointments of its early period, preserves for

George Washington Parke Custis began building Arlington in 1778. The
foundation stone and timber came from
the estate. The bricks used were burned
from native clay. The portico and large

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SCORPIO Mo. 24 - Nov.

WOOF publicalion.

prison break led by
William Bendix.with

Tonight 5how

IS

2 Made

Ronan. Max is as-

1Trar09,7

sieburbx filet,: ray

Show

ADO
2

in the grinier aorllaresi

Mode

"Crashout."
Interesting story of

Mery Griffin

2

61.00

:"

5

10:30

sequences

26 Quiz

,23 ea 9

12:30

26. A Mask's View
at the Non
'32 Iloneyinowers

II On Am

6:25

32 Newt. Final

MOO
News
News
News
News

2

Lake.

26 Spanish News

Buyer's Guide.

Comments

Speaks (ow Moor

4trthur

and

Pout Harvey

32

Rerun. "Whd

Moyle

bor on the ConstrIMdon gang. Penny Sin.

and Man.
h s s Game

12:15

Chaska. Minn.

. Jackpot." Dogwood
muffs big construction deul. finds hint.
self serving hard la-

with ,bilircal Ouch p ,
ain"

L

Princess."

Illondie Hits the

hl:9 k Douglas
e W s include
004(1 Sieinberg and

TriE BARGEMEN RHO

clonal Golf ChM in

9

7 Non

10 RATHER TRY TO
STOP A TANK RATH A
POTATO THAN STEM

YOUR REAVERS, ACE :rF A

2

6(00
News

Reaching more families

R 1,t111. ..UOIC
Brown and the Black

5.13°L

,

5.00%

NONE

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (0.,,Pgly)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 651.03
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Lake stocked with catfish
in Elk Gr ve Village Estates

Builders hammer home
hazards of hN,tuseh ld upkeep
W

1e

smashing

your

thumb with hammer is always good far a laugh in
vaudeville mt. it's no laughing
matter to the real -life victim.
ttSmple as the use of hammet and nails rooms to be.
there are rules to follow to do
the job safely." advises Irving
L. Missner. chairm n. safety
committee. of the Builders'
Assn. of Chicago. u 180.mcm.
her node organization of genoval contractors that wages a
constant crubde for safety in

"In careless hands, even a
hammer and nail an be 'the
source of painful injruies and
even death. Nails flying from
the hood of a hemmer have

here's what the Builders' AlsoMallon capons advise:

mused blindness and many a

fatal infection." Mimic, ad.

nails and loose lumber. Hammer down projecting nails or
pull the
out 'entirely. Scrap

rites.

lumber with projecting nails

rusty nail has been the cause of

in a 50 -Tear building."

Whether your project b as
basic OS atirdhouse or us chsl-

Plans announced
for Golden Gate complex
Plans are being drawn by
the
architectural firm of

sedated

&trek, Jayne and New Delman

detuble %notion of reducing
none. The panels will climf-

for the first please of a multiillion dollar apartment nom
plex to he known as Golden
Gate wawa. near Addison. Ill.

with

polyurethane
panels which will serve the

face and handle of the hammer
free from grease and oil to prevent it slipping from your
hand.

I. Before you start work, reemsc the Inwards of projecting

disposed of.

2. Use the right kind of hamtrier for the job and drive nails
safely so they won't 1y. Using
the wrong land of hammer is
what cuases smashed fingers

wi

,-

shim overhead. When you
when several people are work,
mg together driving nada

wear goggles to protect your

most frequently. Use a claw

eyes.

hammer, not a ball peen hammer. Select a hammer of the
proper

6. When you want todraw a
piece of lumber.
frombl
k of wmd under the
u

sham's
'''t'oho' light0t tihseaf

and inefficient as one times

head of the hammer to in-

tim heavy either is hard to con-

crease the leverage and reduce
the strain on the handle.

tool.
3. Clow hammen should
never be lead to strike cold

Mated co ,t of the two towers is

6N°1ment, throe swimming pools.

51.7503.0.

each ,nwtes

010 Olflerin a

nun of 494

unJ

pan -

menu. Entre,. to the's:states
will be at Illinois Rt. 53 and
Byron Av.

BARRY NEW Delman...
shill, said the masonry and
steel buildings will be in-

or your new room nifty.

memos
for mob
..55r rind completeintindrY

fecilities are a few of the many
special features in the
the plan
ning stage, the
said.

The mechanical engineer ing firm of Bryan Berg and As -

mciates, Elk Grove Village,
and Dickerson 'and
Chimp. electrical engineers,

companion

Sponged
Both natural and synthetic
sponges ere great' for main-

Rd., Arlington Heights.

The 1970-71 directory of
the Society of Industrial Realtots, listing the names, ad-

members in virtually every
state, Canada. and Puerto

drosses and telephone numbers

industrial properties and meet-

clean with a few drops of
bleach in a small amount of

announced by J. D. Sawyer,
Middletown, Ohio, society

the fabulous Piccadilly recreationalt facilities. Piccadilly is by
Kassubn, the apartment people.

ing

industrial real estate specialists
throughout North America,
has just been published, it was

synthetic

The society is a professional

sponges; try to get once with

affiliate of the National Awn.

reinforced edges.

of Real

Estate Boards.

a record of at least eight years

industry%

real

estate

edgeof the field to the society's
Admissions
by
Committee
passing an examination.
Salesman affiliate members
are individuals with creditable
records for at least five years in

The new 148 -page directory
includes both geographical
and alphabetical listing of
members

&a trial mortgage portfolio.

for th, w,.ek end!, lune
Pen p indimad by Sloe
sl net revenue st imps
cub
she

icrivx members of the
argenization are Realton with

1005

SI 0113 of nt trkct 11111.
DO Planes 2364 MIg

-

Industry executives may oh -

lain a free copy of Me direct:,
ry by writing to the Society of
the industrial real moue 'h&j Industrial Realtors, 1300 Con who ere essociated with arrive tlecticut Av., N.W., Washing members. Associates of the ton, D.C. 20036.

-

415 Bromide. Oran S
Was to Robert S McWhorter
517 50 /01 W Tangle -wood
Dr Barkky Square Co to
Humid A Clams 517 50

Mang randoWhbeli, man

smoiety

dustrial districts, and insurance companies with major In -

nolo, Darrell R. Didier to
Merrell D. Revise, 529; 2978
Craig Dr., Elmer a tairrence

Peale Or,. Dennis R. Boo

ard D. We rope, 538.50; 825 E.
Davis St., Walter W. Slaughter

kenhagen to John W. Fitsgen

Jr. to Richard A. Osten, 514;

old Jr., $30.50; 545 Lyman
Av., Michael McCormack to
Keret Zgrablfic, SA; 1137

1103 N. Mitchell, Harry F.
Gales to Mitchell K. Mark-

ings and Loun Assn. to Wil-

ovich Jr., 532, 5114 S. Cleve-.
land Av., Herbert J. Schneider
to 'Herbert J. Schneider Jr.,

liam C. RohNns, 525.

521.50.

n- .l.

,

PALATINE
IN ALL NEW WILLOW WOOD

5,0ce

for a beautiful toning. Large living

cck, 532: 1634 Howard, James

ego 10 Thomas S. Kasherger,

:Transportation: Chicago and NorthWestern trains reach the
Loop in 42 minutes (29 minutes express) with bus service blso'

J. fteville to William H. Davis.

542; 504 Garwood Av Rob-

available.

'

44y.

separate dining room, well
planned spacious kitchen. Paneled family
room with fireplace, 2 -car garage & base-

Possenion.

ing countryside. SHARP! Just nee in and
enjoy this exquisite home.

garage . CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. Cen-

I

12....A.2.,r02,15

01

PROSPECT

1,58000

3927150

MAINTENANCE is minor

Anderson to Wesley J. Blom,

Jeffrey B. Home, 534.50; 441
S. Dwyer St., Anthony A. Mar-

531,50.

and generally consists of little
more than cleaning.

1617 DogWood Ln., AlMidge Construction Co., Inc.,

air conditioner is basically a

,---

450 N. Northwest Hwy., Palatine-

to Ebner F. Bornmstn, 532;
528 S. Evergreen, Ruth M.

The Ameriain Homeowners
Assn.. a national organization
funned tee protect and serve
the Millions of homeowners
mound the country, has opened a branch office fur Chicago

---,

Palatine 350.5900 Arlington Heights 392-3900
Barrington 381-3900
Mt.Prospeet 255-3900 Elk Grove Village 773-2800

3594600
Member of MAP Multiple List Service

-

and north suburban home.
owners at 2640 Golf Rd.,
Glenview.
The purpose of. the asspciation. =cording to Ronald Le Vine. director of the Meal of-

\
Serving Chieogo,ENorthwest Suburbs

-

Did You Know:
cross between country town and oily
suburban living. The central village has a peaceful
Palatine

WALK TO SCHOOLS, SHOPPING
patio, reasonable taxes, extra lot adjoins and
is available.° purchase,

$27,500
728 E Northwest Highway
358-5560
Julio

_- ii,emmerly
I

REAL ESTATE

is

appearance. Palatine celebrated its centennial as a
"real home town" in 1955, during the decade of its
182% population growth. There are some new light
industries and a new industrial pork in town, and all
signs point to steady increase in the expansion rate
of this growing northwestern suburb. Neatly 1,500
people moved to Palatine during 1968. The majority
of homes in town were built during the 105,10 years,
and prices range From 019,000 to $70,000 with now
hornerstorting at 128,000. A full One chief, and 32
volunteer firemen work out of 2 stations, and 33 full
time policemen are satiated by 13 deputies.

3 good sited bedrooms, (dormitory on top
floor) FULL DRY BASEMENT, mature landsoaping, 11/2 car garage with large cement

Palatine, Illinois

Z5 b C

-

Oatil

-3.

-

ARLINGTON DAY
DES PLAINES DAY

PLUM GROVE COUNTRYSIDE
3 Bedroom Raised Ranch with 2 baths, Panel led and Tiled Family Room, Built-in Oven and
Range, All Under -ground Utilities, Storms and
Screens, Beasetifol Carpeting, Drapes and

PROSPECT DAY

Curtains. 2 Window Mr Conditioners. 1Cor
Anached Garage, with Heated Room. More

NORTHWEST DAY

In
Palatine
.
and thruout the
Northwest suburbs,
people rely on.The Day

oi

..

'

Pegekte
Red*,

6 NOM A, CONIMNIENT 000000 -0001 PIM '9 TO 9

Off ices also in Ar/inglon,

PrOspec.eight Yfelfrnan.Schoumburg

masa finaminl anelyst with InMinerals
and
? 10..101101
2 'Chemicals in Skokie, says it
the vast majority of

.

'

434 E. Northwest Highway
.11

358.1800
Pa aline, Illinois

more liTne.

L

t cybyand aggravation than neCos.

tsry7o take care of their home
repair end service neede.

.4

"Homeowners an over the
country.7 says LeAeine. :CV
tonin ii increasingly difficult
get these services. Even if
t
they are successful in finding

4

10 do the work, there

7.

still is very little they. as indi-

I

$36,900

Remember that although an

refrigeration unit Chet
cools and dehumidifies the Mr
small

it candor you Mlle good .sloe
air circulates through it.

O'Neill to Thomas A. Toped,
$40.001 204 N, Elm, William
C. Taber to William H. Becknun. $21.

oration unit there is rho blower
a fan that drawsuir from the

Prosper Heights: 210 N.

mom into the unit and then

So in addition to the refrig-

The filter on your air condi-

door serves the purpose of

"By uniting. we are able to
keep lid on rising prices, provide homeowners with home

cialiae in bilking homeowners

Age of Fmcdom - the time in

Buser. This second fan gels rid

life When people have passed

the major responsibilities Of

CLEANING is an absolute
must to keep the air condi-

of the heat thrown off by the
condenser. If the unit can be
pulled from the window, get it

it you know the filter needs

phced. Replacement units are
available at hardware and department

stores. The
or washable

per-

liken

should t be vacuumed and then

depending on manufacturer's
instructions.

steals
home.

of the association."
Homeowners who arc mem-

MEMBERS MAY purchese

bers of the OSOCiali011 hove the

convenience of being able to
call just one number, dny or
night, for help with any home
problem. They receive prompt.
vice,

usually

ai

eubstantbl

avings. "Anu they never pay

for 'travel lime."' Kids Le Vine.

through the association at a
substantial savings. They also

may shop at stores affiliated
with the association and receive
pecial, legitimate
discounts (not available to the
general public) on everything
from carpeting and furniture
to jewelry, hardware and pro Sedation drugs. All of these

purcses are

chargeable

to

association ac-

EVERYONE of our servicemen is Wily -insured, bonded

and pledged to maintain our
rigid suandards of quality,"
LeVine says. "Members nev-

er pay Them directly, either,
but are billed by the amok,
don. And they pay only when
they are completely satisfied

count.
Free estimates, without any
obligation to have the job
done, is another association
benefit. as is guarateed emergency service. Thenassociation

the

member

service

T, Wduals, can do so condeit the
rising costs of these service,"

credit, which entitles them to

force a member to vacate hes
home, the aasociation provides

According to LeV inc, the
homeowner can relieve himself of these problems by be 'coining a member of the

sociation account. Additional
credit --up to 13.000 or more

him with emergency

- is available.

in addition to any other tour-,

"WE ARE, in a sense, e
of end for homeWria.- he explains.
nylon

.

.

Members

etre

given

charge all services to their ne-

to the arrest and conviction of

anyone Who breaks Mto or
the

Two overhead cranewim
nerve live and ten ton capacities. Complete design. cngiawing and construction eva,
through Gold Seal Builders of
Lincolnwood. Expansion land
will permit :e future addition of
10.000 square foot.

member's

Roger Baum of Gladstone

For
qualifying
homeowners, the membership fee is

ding M the land purchase, In
cooperation
with
Hansard

fu

Free accident insurance,
e, paid

By having one reliable and ono he may have, is another of
professional source to whom the many benefits each Memthey can turn for any home re- ber receives.
pair a, service need, mambas
A DISTINCTIVE decal,
of the asseeintion are pro-.
Meted against those who ape- Which the member can put up

Nelson staff

movers,

SIB a year. The first year, the
MC member also pays a onetime registration fee of $5. In

Krafsur of Bennett & Kah-

operation for two months, It
already has mom tban 2.500

ims. Everything here will be
Wilt and it will be Wilt in rime

for our feel residents lo enjoy."
.

TM display room, alone, is
worth a visit to the new condominion, even for that
people who aren't planning to
buy one of the apartment
homes. Cambridge On -The Lake is located on Dundee Rd.
across from the Arlington

Country dab betwmn Route
83 and Arlington Heights Rd.
Buffalo Grove. Model
apartment horns can be seen
daily from 10 a.m. until dark.
M

-...

No,

0

..M.

you can move
4,0

t!

---alir
these

into

McCabe homes now!
JUST LISTED
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SCARSDALE
3 BEDROOMS
COLONIAL
gab Wood

Robert L Nelson. Real Esannounces the appoint-

tate

\

ment of Bob Wood to the Robert L Nelson, Real Estate Rides

$26,900

force. Bob Wood will Male
residential sales from the Nelson

Real

Estate

Adingon

Heights office.

Wood was Ihrmcrly sales
manager for Peterson Home
Buikkre of Adingon Heights,
a ',coition he held for 10 years.

Realty represented Rode Wel-

Good living is un um of
judgment by which we show
preference for those things

e
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE
ills AIR CONOMONED COLONIAL Ito: a bed.
rooms, 24s, baths, corp., and o breakfast nook

wcllcr
'Centex.
Bann was sale broker in the
that arc agreeable to tam over
bhi I d -t oou t transaction those that do not have this
which totalled in excess of quality.
$300,000

'41,500
410

Homes Designed For A Lot Of Living!

$31,900

AND

*

PLUS LOT
BEE Quit OTHER MODELS

FULL BASEMENT

Sensdde Tent Rohm

If fire, wind or lightning

-

ation for information leading
from

and Louis St. in the Cenlen Im
Mistrial Park, The 24.000
square foot building is situated
approximately
66.000
on

'

a.....,.............%

: Call the

comer of Lively Boulevard

pays for the first half hour of
antees

Another wall shows the con.
veniences in both the imam&ate area and M the general

Wood joins

Rode W:ting pervice. Inc.
now octopi its new facility
in Elk G
tame. at the

emergency service and guarwithin one hour after he cans.

with the work performed."

around the

Rode Welding
mores to Centex

Split laves
Georpktne 3.4.58edrooms

$300

American Homeawners Awn.

on his back door and other

owner spends each year on

major appliances directly

baths. health dub :end yearround swimming pool to the

dime area closed

square Met of land.

them money on many of the
necessities of life. Actually, a
homeowmr is losing money
every day hc is not a member

pockets of gypsters0

Here Me visitor cm locate

everything from the mil.

cleaning.

with a mricty of "he= im- critical prime of entry, offers a

home repairs may go into the

into the room and wipe off the

The west wall shows large il-

hobby, card and billiard rooms.

The general theme of the
project revolves

grill. Otherwise you will have
month, more often under very Itfo'get at it by way of o ladder
dusty conditions.
tom the outside.
While air conditioners vary
in design the filters on most of
IF YOUR air conditioner is
them can be removed easily. an older unit without sealed
Some filters slide out the side bearings, check instructions
or top. Others can be lifted off for lubricati. procedure.
after first removing a plastic or
Your unit will work better If
metal grill.
well soled in the Naming In
Hold the filter up ID a bright the Window. Keep other win lien. If you met sm through down in the room and imme-

cosh reward from the associ-

dollars go further and save

the filter out, clean dirt off all
exposed parts: coils, grills, in

the outside of the air condi-

provement'. offers and phony
sales pitches. (It is estimated
that a, much as two-thirds of
the 0300 the average home-

repairs and services whenever
they're needed, make thei5

!Lineations or the Recreation
Center which siloat the north
end of a scenic 24r acre lake.

down.

umehed in detergent and water,

roy Palmer, 08.50.

e!ete from the planning sum
to finish. The in
of the

lightingeffects.

Winder.. $25.50: 20 Redwood

Tr.. William R. Vallee. to Le-

The -Lake.

terior surfaces.
At least a couple of times a
year get to the fan and grill on

SOME FILTERS can be
cleaned: °them must he re-

Honer.

protium!! 24 -acre community
yia nn elaborate display room
which took six months to cam-

that enters the air onditioor.
Dirt also causes the retiesNation unit to become overloaded as the ale flow is cut

Waannan. Paul M. Everding dmuletcs it info the room after
le Kenneth J. Voss, 536.50; it is cooled.
202 Chester Ln., John H.
Dykes Jr. to Raymond V.
SLOW DOWN that flaw of
Clow, 131
air which should be contim
Wheeling: 394 Mom Av., uous and you Rut down on the
Walter L. Moos< to Donald B. efTsiency of the air condi-

dependable, professiool sen

LEVINE, WHO formedy

Than Ample Storage Space. Close to Every thing. Lovely Area.

.

.,

fice. re to help homeowners
with the many problems they
Ewe in maintaining atul pm! tenting Mutt is. -for many. the
largest single investment

they'll comae:He.

NEWSPAPERS

-

.

donor with a vacuum. With

American homeowners organize

5 OFFICES IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS

Amos from Palatine Plaza611

-

-

,
t2-.1.. -_ -

to Stanley 1. Cie:, 545.5012 N.
Emerson, James P. Common
to Amber F. Russell. 527;
1407 Barberry Ln., Thomas D.

old A. Coffer:MI to William L.
Gammons Jr, 032; 543 N.
Kennicott Av., Sauro Pighini

NELSON
REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE

es is

BAIRD &RUM
Wen= SOW

lel,a, ad ,.44 A.../ 150 5. Mole

M enor.Arliah0Oelic.
BOOMSd.

Must I Mu
Ask

.

N. Fairview Le,. Edward C.

to Charles E Follett.

unit. 1101 this is a mixed blessing because as the filter fills up

with dirt it can down on the air

idea behind Cambridge On-

largo 27 -by -45 -foot room has a
total outdoor feeling, front
plush green shag carpeting and
Ficus trees, flown in from
Florida, to special "airy'

The -Lake.

Commenting on the line mof pm
way of life
his and ev- al display room. Brown said.
ersthing a offs, from con- 'We've put a lot of time, eon ebnisnew lo lun
'sides
and effort into this
An aushbow looking ft -by- dimlay. We wanted to show
91 sot lc model of the entiee our visitors exactly what were
cornett., Ott, in the onto of offering here at Cambridge
the room. As visitors study the On -The -Lake. We areffit makmodel, they can pick up one of ing any 'pie -in -the -sky' prom -

Buffalo

in

vicinity of Cambridge On -

&spiny room itself hilly ex-

' Gram are introduced to the

condominium

Clem the grill work and all
openings into the air condi-

r ffienb a tomb and can now
COPS his to the fullest. The

the telephones at hand and Listen to a message hone Drawn.
discussing his Age of Freedom

Visitors to the retormtylc

keeping dust and dirt off the
coils and other parts of the

timer working properly. Inspect filters at least once

Arlington Heights: 533 S.
Phelps. Don A. De Spain to

ROBERT'. L.

REGAL

-1

running like new.

Conley to Nnnald D. Peters..

MAKE YOUR MOVE WITH

"'""g

Wm -Bile
Home
Builders,
Inc., to Ted Barkaw, 546; 701

$34.50, 1718 Lilac Terre Ham

meets. Walk to schools. $58,900

con - BOB WALTERS

.

odic care will keep your unit

$32.50.

Krumsee to Robert L. Monnem, 037.50; 2517 Walnut.
Jerry L. Lambert to Rotten S.
Labatt, 035.50.
707 N. Stratford. Paul L.
Thomas to Joseph Takaroff,

tealvoe uum system pies many fine appoint -

$45,500

$58,500

$49,900

al, $2050; 1747 Boulder Dr,

536; 1011 N. Fernondes Av.,

Well planned 5 bedroom home offering the
ultimate in spacious living. Huge carpeted
living and dining room. Family site kitchen,
completely equipped. 25' 1st floor family
room with fireplace. Full basement. 21/2 ear

ment. Reduced to

en le Deja to Joseph N. Ham-

ward J. Wier. 022.50, 418 W.
Hackherry Dr., Amen J.
Schuette. 10 John T. Grimm,
S8; 2732 N. Ridge, Richard H.

PIN with a panoramic vista of the surround-

room,

13211 Earl Ave Helen M.

Staab to John E. McFadden,

cucci

PALATIAL COLONIAL

While constant atbittion is
1101 necessary (most unite, for
oample, have permanently
sealed bearings so that luhricadon is not needed) some pen-

Walter K. Bineehner to Ed-

Storybook 2 BR Ranch on gorgeous Ws acres
ot highest point in Cook County. NEAT AS A

handsome

with Built-ins Dishwasher, Disposal -Includes
Carpeting, Drapes -CENTRAL AIR -Nicely
Landscaped -21/2 Car Garage -June 00

1135

Moon F' Prospect: 1008
Hemlock Ln.. Jean F. Room-

activities for children and adults and operate 3 outdoor swim-

PRESTIGE INVERNESS

. real accent to this well planned

and Swimming Pool -4 Bedroom Colonial.
2Ve Baths -Paneled Family Room -Kitchen

rya'

ming pools.

liam C. Robbins. $32, 1717
Mannheim Rd.. Frederick J.
Shadier to Joseph A. Hone-

Parke The park district operates a year round proprom of

't

Perfect fora growing family, close to Schools,

Lt;Iii4

neglect.

e

2 -story home. Four master sized bedrooms,
21/2 Laths. Recently sodded lawn contributes

Today% room air condi-

George K, Degnon to John A.

e

A BEAUTIFUL HOME!

Aire onditioners need
summer attention

famine. 522.511:1029 W. Villa
Dr., B. James Alcoe to Wil-

...

__

Mr bueldm Richard
Brown's new' Cambridge OnThe-Lake, however, is a ft:win

Efficiency, however, drops in
direct proportion to owner

........
_

room

Hammer to Ronald N. Durban, 525, 306 Terrace Pl.,

Churches; All of the major denominations operattim the village.

k
- __

elly look Ilk, tht. afterthou,ht,
th st the, we
The dopl is

Kober, 035.50, 115 S. Drury
Ln., Robert D. Grant to Rich-

1776 Stockton Av., Alhort
Baumgartner to Charles In -

High

All Houses of worship hold Sunday schools.

Let us show you today's top home values!

mask Const.mantle they enu
Stow -

tioners are easy to install, easy
to tan and amazingly efficient.

I

School.

Palatine

Ind utilmirisn whicks Ind
en.
oftvn we up long
ter all other plan, le tor been

Buffalo Grave: 439 St.
Mary's Pkwy.. Herbert E.

Schools: Their are 7 elementary schools, 2 Junior High,

INDEX

E. Pak St

n rooms for sax
building prow.ts an cleo,anry

Bechar to Alphonw .1 Hubert
529 50
1210 N Mitchell
Henry K. Freed to Kenneth G.

to 'ample Sala, 528.511r 2697

Facts of Life in PALATINE

ESTATE

Display alone makes
a visit worthwhile

$17

eremite',

orgenizations with
par_ a viral interest In industrial deand ethics
formance as industrial proper- vetopeen b such as railroads,
ty brokers who have demon-- pa bl i c utilities, manure,
strated their technical knowl- Mims, established private in

needs.

Its

Cook County Recorder lad
ney R Olwn listed the hollow

Webster en. 8011 Federal Sav-

I00.4110
ItFAL

--ern

Property transfers
increased last week

introduce their luxurious one.and Mu -bedroom apartment, and

Rico specialize in marketing

president.
be

Roof. 55 (Stevens Eepressmy) and 83, was held recently to

Realtors release new directory
of more than 1,100 qualified

When

Heights

Although Beefeaters are usually found guarding the crown
jewels in the Tower of London, here's one clicking his heels
about the super new Piccadilly Trace apartment community, a
little hit of swinging London in suburban Clarendon Hills. The
grand opening of Piccadilly Trace, located at the junction of

taining cleanliness in the lime
Fit the size and kind of sponge
to the job at hand. Fake care of
your sponges and keep thern

water.

Township office or P.m &

eat.

me-

er day.

Under the 1970 homestead
exemption ace the deadline for
filing is July I. Forms
be
obtained at the Wheeling
Co.. ''101 Arlington

bobby -pin

chanic will live to learn anoth-

Homestead
exemption

have been assigned to the prole

at

least the handyman and his

..c.nics for

hmpitality

TIe c, project will

Nally cover 21 aeon with six

I

And while blowing these
simple rules won't necessarily
make your birdhouse beautiful

-

Nicosia is president.

11,

Se,'"es

fhms spacoms living room belongs to The Remo," the argent of Cambridge On- he -Lake
umetmeenhomeq Featunotwo bedrooms and a study which easily serves.. a guest mom or den,
the mace erne Rowe, ranges hone $44 190 In 044 990. '

apt

they may chip and cause in$trubtural Products which is
jury.
d by- National Diversified
Investment Corp., developer
4. Ba
c
he vIzrmeiris in
ofGoidon Gate estates. Joseph
oil condition

letlon dale In 0-tuber.Esti

dolly from 10am log pm

work under such condition or

Midby
Go

C4'.444'44-s
start
in
ummer on the
firm of two 74 -apartment towwith

111

5. Flying nails have been
known la pierce the eyeball,
destroying sight. This ha:aid
is greater when you're driving
nails in an uncomfortable po-

sounds between apartchitels or other hardened amid
ments, front corridors and the
tools, because the hanuner
outside. Polyurethane panels
heads am so tempered that
are manufactured
Thermo
nate

A bent. of Elk Grove Estates is then 35 mem-Mich:I lake which recently was stocked web mer
20 000 ontlish The new townhouse community of Elk Grove EsMtm offers one, two and Meet
bedroom cyntnilly air conditioned lownhousm, priced from $31,400, including Innumerable fee
tyres of Imum It also offers a "total community will: excellent schools, shopping mine, houses
of worship, all cultural, social, medical recreational Mellitus
The fates °Met b located on Arlington Heights Road, south of Higgins road
72) and. open

that won't By off. Keep the

just as high at home as they am

lensing es renovated room.

all kends of constructeon.

that won't splinter and a head

hould be promptly and safely

"AND THE hazarde am

Page 13

*Ranchos,

Ron 3 geed Co bedrooms, 2 baths. em
landscaped Moo. Imen4doto
ewe.

Schoolthstetet 155 and 47
'Qua%
Controlled

Hms.

Buy Your Haman.
Now -Build Later
From $1500 Down

AP.

Phone

(815) 459.2430

utiLltITSTAL LAKE

ESTATES
US 14 Northwest to111.31
I Nide North on 91

ea

7 $49,900

s

Paved Sleeve.

Holt Acre Wowed
and Unweaded bts

,

Radiant hem mtlen limehed hmement. teemedRec

SALES
POSITION

OPEN

S

259 E. Rand Road, Mount Prospect,111.

CL 3-7600

olb 0 ID

:

0111 OS:
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Enday lune 19 1970
THE DAY

The gardener's dilemma

Garden

The battle with the weed.
Can it be won, safely?

ten bkcoma mot; thin snouts
an ittrat.lisk uRpti, for OIL
hoerst. it surrounds( Mon. And

mon Iim16as an bonsAnng

do sadmastamaonolth in
door ham, souk A cold id a
for vowunkning this
nor inn ha to plodt Co out
door gankruom
lieu I sod of pia an.d sou

dimbn will &mind ot count
on ths str, at soar I milk rod

Mit= mon d

sort el hethrt onmhni

rival, too, iris,'

II you
Ilse tor

Incurs. ate ass Ind Wt.% ilk
pinto it am IWu hhhoma
hulabo trd court II sour

SomL

musestions hem tin. Amtn
i..I Assn to Nurskrkrn, ma
maim your plwirom.,ons.

sr suraying his blossom,
nowt, and nkll man erred
I wn

k,,thu

ss

gambit.

went. inch A lour foot
huh, surrounding tin ploy

clothes two tts brow and dire
onlkddsd lingsrn ols As on

nonwill k in ittractom

ons who hos err coddled
Roam Ind Loons 'anima% is

to tin s cord wink n pro

work

n.ts n i sound harmr

Thu month of tuns is in
avant/rig one tor Inand gar

I or IF. piths Unbitten and
flu. Mulls in the. Lundy son.

&our Ths hhmd uses burst
into lull glory and pros ad to

sow. hold k s t nid for

spew their 'sods in an atkmpt
to multiply
Naturally noon of dam
se dltngschoo,Ltogmweeths
gardener s fresh', rulloated
tnd spring out in siaggs.r

should hg 1/d11) 14, arta
kommh

temosed Irom thu
list of Mt. outdoor its ing

Outdoor decks

mom

for new dimensions in living!

ing numbers under the rose

Use one of the can
grasses designed for heavy

bushes. around the norigolds
and through tho daisies.

tragic to provide a good turf
for lawn games. Badminton.
volleyball. croquet and other
aimilar sports. con utilize the

t ,41,3.tritat

do, but
W"T ELSET°77

N

than by hand (which 144,..
gardener's knees) or reeME'

HaTMU,
bushes have gotten
over their reproductive frenkY
this battle ends.
S9fTl

summer -long pleasure for the
whole family.

Not so with the continuous
battle

the

summer, Follow
simple precautionerY

Since stinging inreedmeasu

moving ONCet,

don't flail
widely al 0 bee or wasp. Keep

A Western Wood patio is a party room, living room
rr and Olayroom...all rolled into one. And your yard can
be 'fresh, unexpected space for family Fun, too, when
you landscape with Western Wood.

Western Red Cedar Lumber
2 x 6-25c

.1

calm and walk :may slowly.
Wear ,vhite or light-colored

1

clothing which M Kw provoca-

keep the sheep in and the cattle out.

Modern homeowners look to fences to enhance landscaping,
ensure privacy, serve as a wind break and sovide a backdrop for

---

Stop in for
your free
booklet

.p

On decks

a

§

t r.

s

from your skin as

quickly as possibleandapply a

toothim lotion
rein.

eme the

Garden charmer

t-

A lovely blue for the garden
Bonn cornflowers. If
you
You will scatter the seeds
among your spring -flowering
barbs, dm growing pleats will

HELLER Lumber Co.
24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

help hide the yellowing bulb
leaves.

block N. of Kensington., lalneli W../ Arlington Market

Mon. Mar Fri. 7:304, Saturday 7130

311

Aboit the time leaves have
distippegred. you'll have new

392-4224

.RIVNIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;111111111111,1111RAINNUMOMM

crop of blooms.

IIIIMIIIIIRRIVIllt1111111111111111111111

"flood fences," Robert Frost reminds us, -make good ncluhbor." The days of "don't fence me in. have long since passed,
and with them. the notion that the sole purpose do fence was to

tive to bees and avoid using

If. despite these precautions

all andoot activities. The nationwide trend in recent sera has
ban toward increased outdoor living, both dining and recreation, and thoughtfully contrived knees will outline the perfect
setting for such activities.

After considering individual requirements in fencing

-a

-

wind break, noise barrier, keeping children and pots in or out
the homeowner must determine what material he should me Co
construct his fence
fences. A good fence design, coupled with
good placement, deserves good materials. The best fences are
built of redwood --- and an assemblage of grades of redwood is
available combining economy, durability and versatility.

BASICALLY, redwood grades fall into und of two general
classes --- finish grades and construction grades. Finish grades

ani Moe from knots and are used for high quality interior end
catesior

Construction grades, which are more economical.
contain knots and other distinguishing marks Depending on the
desired effect, whether rustic or simply elegant. the right glide of
redwood will do the job.

Mal. grades (Clear All -heart, Select hem Construction
heart) of redwood mum be used where the fence is in contact with
the ground. The heartwood of redwood contains a natural rush.lanosto decay and tin-mi., all woods' 00001 enemy.

th

SPREADING
YEW

REG. $2.39
10-12In.

Reg. $7.49

$1.59

$5.49

IE SAVE SAVE SAVE

VE SAVE SAVE SA

$7.95
$3.98

2 A193

Sons an. to, ...flush Cu
LIII pewInd moths
am

by C011...11C,

Gown toiled
that about three out of svery
four herbtmdes are umuitablc

TRIMMER

don t necesmnly meet herb,
Wel safsty standards SW forth
mIhi Fulcra' In...nude
Act.
They found that many of the
remaining products were "appallingly toxic" - some so

loetch, or complement, the house exterior. Stains and paints lest
nger on redwood than any other wood and redwood takes an
excellent bleach.

wired by law in many are.). privacy

semen,. garde. Mel.n,

deeks, benches, raised beds, planters, trellises and any number or
other uses contributing to the overall landscape theme.

The days when a fence

is looked at with irritation by neigh.
hors are no longer With ILs. Rather the fence has become an
extension of the haste plan for bringing the outdoors into the
hoincowner's design for living. Fences of redwood not only
beautify hrt ilICMISC the worth of any home. Good fencer do
indeed make good neighbors.

ell

pie, off la e cost
healthy

9

$2.39

SctLuintam, Ill.

si

elude GNOiligld Preen.

as unacceptable by CU.

toxic and all might he dangerous ,if the NINIdd pre cautions. limitations, and diructions fm Use are not follow ed to the immr.

There aro three types of
killers. pre-ernerymnt.

weed

forgets to water

jungle00''lime,lo ang
t

to

lave

survive our iti-

low temporaturvs.

The philodendron is as determined to please us with its
beaOly as with its hardinms,
The Society of American Florits reports that there arc two

can't. trims around trees, close to house
fence. Swivels easily to become edger

and with edge gelds, follows roam of
sidewalk or driveway, Special Dumb
witch shuts oft automatically
en pressure is releases!.

alaw'muoscopleetreshWatglaRYWAs.P.4,...grAiaimaissr,

Stream Weed Bonsb. Antral
let Stream Wood Killer, An Squeeze hi Weed Dan-

Mika families in cuptivitm
he climbers and thc mlf-head'rig philodendrons.

WON HOURS: Mon. than f I. 910 9.
Sot 0 to 7. S Sun. 10 to 6

1.11

delion

'and Chickweed Killer. Antrol

of Arlington Heights
121 E, Wrist Arlington Heights. CL 34316

Fri 9-9
Sat. 9-6

Son."

Ivy

Control: Tom Ell de

Wide -Stream Chickweed and
Clover Killer, Farmingdale
2.4-0 Plus 2,4,5 'IT gibers

ondm Wool Control and Rico

Dandelion Killer, Greenfield

sod

Seers

its

forms, is so easy to grow
should be in everybeginner.
garden and will he ouch a fawrite that it will condone to
lance the yard year after year.
There are two different

types: a four to six feet
.
la cy-foliagcd form with Pink,
rose or White flowers about
form with fernlike (eave, and

yellow or orange two inch
bloom,.

Sensation Strain, blooms in ten
weeks from the time seeds are

,

selected varieties.

Mandarin is a very double,

sown where the plants are to
grow. It is an excellent choice

brigs; orange variety; Gold

for the back of a border or

Crest is new and extra-carly

wherever Its height will be use-

with golden -orange bloom,.
The most spectacular

1.1. Flowers are fine for cutheel.

THE SECOND form

is

known as Klondike and is
available in a mixture with

walk end should not be used
nelr shallow rooted plants or

bush,
The ponrolaum chstilldle
produM which was gained ac-

The silvex products. used
for chickweed, white cover.

Nonselective

Contact Weed

Killer. This should be used on
annual. ,and:114.11,1,ov-r000dLe.d

rael7nLysvonLe day tr:',.ifek and

the ground is then safe for other planting.

Weed°. Poison ivy' Killer
was the only AMMON Precinct
found acceptable. Other than

ivy it can be used far
shallow and deeprooted perennial weeds.
poison l.

DuPont Ammante X Weed
and Brush Killer was the only

ennial weeds.
Two
Dalapon

taaht Dowpon Grass Killer
Bar and Sears Grass Killer
annual and shallow rooted per -

,/

Null 10 to 12:30

259-2210

FLOWERS and GIFTS

Elm SE g Evergieen Ave., Mt. Prospect

1025 Dempster, Mt. Prospect
1 Mile West of Rt. 83

rain has fallen. Wear plastic
and cuffle0 trousers

gloves

when applying them.
Never use a herbicide spray
on a windy day. Use :11 much
of the product as possible in a
single season as many of them
deterio rte when stored. Nev
mhum unwanted herbicide to
dispose of it as the fumes may
be poisonous.

is

ns Jost imagine myriad
Suet.
blooms of vermilion on wiry

ON ALL

GERANIUMS AND
BEDDING PLANTS

Geimer
Greenhouse
Dundee Rd. Half -Way
Between Arlington Hotel. Rd. g Buffalo Greve Rd,

stems, dancing in the sunlight and you have the picture. Blosms of Mis type, too, are excellent as cut flowers.

Hate crabgrass?
You'll love CLOUT!
Just spread CLOUT un your lawn and k's good-bye crabgrass. The ugly stuff starts to curl up and disappear with-

in days. One or two follow-up applications at weekly
intervals will polish it off completely.

k

Yet CLOUT is kind to good grass-lets it grow merrily
on M fill in whore the crabgrass was. Result? A thicker,
handsomer lawn - without ugly crabgrass.

INSECTFREE LIVING WITH AN AERO-DYNE MODEL 500 INSECT FOGGER

Don't Let Mosquitos Bug Dad!
For Father's Day buy him one of our
Aero.Dyne insect Cogger. Mt Powered
Outdoors Sr Indoors the
Cordless
Aare -Dyne Insect Fogger is unmatched co spectacular Insect -killing
power,

$3995
Hours:
Gaily B to S:30

GREENHOUSE

precautions should he follow cd. Children and pregnant
women should be kept off the
treated area until a substantial

In thejUnglek shade is more
plentiful than bright sunshine.
drenching rain eon be followed

thrive in these condi-

LEIDERis08

Tarnalo41

NO MATTER what type of
weed killer you MC, certain

ings.

lions.

Gnmlums

precincts

megtgl plum at homes, apartmeets. and commercial WIN-

ehd"rdto

Another one for

rooted and deep-rooted per-

hTer

by sudden droughts, and the

and get

This product may be used
to destroy the annual. shallow -

andernt

s tAe

of our
Beautiful Plantings

ableNI.

the1, jungles of Central

"cupdliv5e'd

Buy Any One

AS product judged accept-

than the philodendron, It Is
ideal
suited to both s wild
inly

Inn new collection from Salanni, designer Joanne Bud.. tikes o WraMinFdrnaF, aPPraari. Ihi
nen montegoSM-Out group Tabletop is completelt weather resistant fiberglass Chair, combine a
bamboo effect of the tubular steel frame wall the simplian of colored vinyl straps

ceptable by CU is Dottnnol

m rates Natus
re' anraMg

life

-

CLEARANCE SALE

both yellow and orange mmidouble flowers and in certain

Thu first, called the Early

with They we postwurrrLhot
end art to Ix applud on (Alb
twine weeds They art usually

comsat weeds.

Bat.

of

gm Mon It Gums in =Had

Bar. These are to be used for

Killer and Wades Wonder

in both

NOMSELCCIIIVE

der:. (Mho Wad-B-oone.

Killer. Ferti-Lome [lac:Mille
Weed Killer. Pinelawn 2.4-0
Weed Kilter. Garden Care
Products. 2.4-D Lawn Weed
and Dandelion Killer, Oahu
..wced.B.Ljone mom had. PMtersoe, 2.4.D Amine Weed
Killer. Pop -In Weed Control
Spray Packets. Raid Weed

Cosmos.

11113

hkrlukad, 1,110 ans and all kt.

were listed. They are Green

elude: Black Leaf Spot Weed

Cosmos are indispensable

.

row

Dandelion
and
Broadleaf
Weed Killer (ammo( and granulesk New Era 'Squeeze Woe.

THE 2,4 D PRODUCTS.

It's not too late in pima cosmos seeds os they require only Mn weeks to bloom. Platnts are also
available at most ann.., The Klondike type is left, Farly Sensation, right.

low n ChIckwyed Killer Ortho

deist

Al°,1111,`Z.

Noun;

Plantain -Poison

used fw dandelion. uleMoin.

It's not too late .. to make
your beautiful setting ...
with our annuals,

oitiumilte

1

fruit Ies. near ornamental

Fast- Blonkets lorge areas whin

Bowen

r

trees and shrubs and on Dichondra lawns, include Green-

ORTHO GREENOL'

$159

Lum's)

Dipheriamlel products. to be
used for vegetable plate. near

due, Fogged areas can be occupied
immediamly Ron -staining

Liquid Iron

delions. plantain, curly dock.

should be used In flower plots
and near ornamental trees and
shrubs. is Stauffer Chemicals
EFTAM 2.3 Granular.

field Dyntid Grass and Weed

post -emergent and non-selec.dve. Pre -emergent herbicides

combination
products -with dives - for dan12-4-13

chickweed, whim clover. knot weed
and
most
broadleaf
weeds, Acme Weed -No -More
Lawn Weed Killer, Ando°
Dandelion
and
Broadleaf
Control, Antral Ict

The EPIC product. which

OF THE 46 products which
mceived an -acceptable' rating: alien regarded re slightly

were:

he

Weed Proventer; Security Eer
Garden Weed Killer.

Chick

ownerit

'dire either dry or humid air,
igh

Judged accqtable by CU

mental 11000 end .staubs. in -

could kill you, others so much
thut a spoonful taken by a
child would he lethal.

gds..,

adaptability more dramatically

mors.

. madam, Finally, it will en-

edging Metairie, Bowel Protected

No house plant

well emablished lawns for best
results.
It will not kill crabgrass.

near

NOW $1299

PH: 529-6102
(Ara post Roselle Rd .Nent

pl.

penetrating insect -killing fog Flies,
gnats, mosquitoes, moths
none
can escape the all -enveloping cloud.
Safe - Leaves no hocardoue resi-

1 QT. 98C

26 W. Golf Road

p1040010

and newel broadleaf weeds, in-

four inches across: worn hush

p.

other vegetation. Use only en

fruit
trees. flower plots. nee orna-

highly toxic that just a taste

4 Ft -Reg. $15.99

REG.

ORTHO UP -START
get

TRIFLURALIN

j.

Redwood lends a harmonious. yet practical. continuity to
home landscaping. After the fence has been completed, dm same
redwood patterns and styles rimy be used for other garden wogcations. Redwood is the natoral choice for pool enclosure:. (re-

Ti1i11(7,

hing
eavy.dulymetur. Goes where lawn mower

$2888

Iran A it will definmly Nom

which should he used only on
vegetable

troll for the

should on!,

WHEN PLANNING,, redwood fence. it is necessary to con.
eider the m ing architectural scheme Redwood is highly adaptable to
architectural styles, and while it needs no treatment
to withstand weather and irisects, it can he easily finished to

taught

4 Ft -Reg. $12.99

athr

The booklet also covers suggested redwood specifications end
advantuges, making n one of the most useful booklets on the
subject. A copy may be obtained by writing the California Redwood Assn.. Department FC-5, RIO Montgomery St., San Francisco. Cal if. 941 1 1. A ID cent handling charge.covers all coats.

If its

Now, a dual purpose Daimler Edger Mal is
designed to tough service in daylong trim

'sTV

Spolsots Crabr

botemilt. is apphyd (pant)
tm. ibawlthan rcyonamodcd on
ic.
roar h
grass It

Misr ['moist

Fungicide and Rodenticide

PINE TREES

cANDORRAV
JUNIPER

to

Squirt

46.'

folio Adis wasds bat are up mid in noes whin no s kg,
Ind wowing If this tspe0 of con n desirsd I driveway or

Lawn Weed Killer.

The California Redwood Assn. has an illumined booklet.

dim

EDGER

HEMLOCK

NOW $849

.1

bastaned

Airy
Wit Glnh.n %Cud Prmsntsr
Scam., Gordan Wufisr old

Loaf

Cluckwud god Clover Killer
and Wer.doni.Cluckoud Kdl

A POST EMPITGLNI used

likukr Minim., Hank Gar
dot Mad Prasiints.r

Black

phts 10 Suluron Wood hiller

hr plots nhgr orn mental tress
and shrubs n Wm.dons
tr
din Wi.sdhr

Proknkr Sp is Rim Girder

19 lacked USDA maim.mn
numbers which msans they

Farm/fled to

tosd tor scut tbl, plots floss

and shrubs old on grass lawns

include

Censer and Chickweed huller r
wood and Clover MILT Flit

and Rohl land Crabgrass Pee

Acns G trdin
Pr.
wirdis Minn Gordon Mad

for use by the home gardener
Out of the 174 emote, tested

car Dent mot d

sum, "V with Tuners in
The tills
produm

atisi.pt tbk.

P
which age In
ussd tor msstIlde plots floss
hr plots
oi naming! nu.,

RESEARCH DONE recently

need.

lam includes Dupont Tu

pn. cmkry.nts which

LIU rod,tal

nuts buds and huh

plus -

5-15-5

'kW MIL% as wall is grnnndt

knawied and mon twoudle

tn..s and shrubs and on gm,

Palo Wcedkill

"Redwood Fences," which presents fine fences by leading lend scope architects, complete with details and tissue overlays. to
help the homeowner build his fence.

well in towns and cit ies. Indrum it will live healthfully in
rs:a uk sunny locations, or la

CANADIAN

1/2 PRICE SALE

to a chemical %red killer.

grins I owns

in, ousts

tin nn to wands

Dishondra

%farm produkts mad for

hts cm bL, Lill nn 'sods sit flowArs or

more harmful to mmutd Ida

Ir

Asioreslangly, it door

HETZI JUNIPER

the gardener can attack with
his bob hands or leave thejob

Liquid
Weed Control

ustd k Intuit, as llas 051

ussd

CAREFUL planning by the homeowner, particularly With the
assistance of a landscape architect, building contractor or local
redwood lumber dealer, can rcsult in the type fence and grade&

Philodendron shows
nature's adaptability

GALLONS OF

db.

Ht.rinculks stole!

Snide

sprint. or III 1 ill Thy mud

redWocal hest suited to individual tastes and needs,

For fence elements not in direct contact with the ground. the
0sapwood grades of redwood may be used. The varicolored char.lulu:les of these grades can give the mood unusual and attracive built-in patterns, or it may be stained or bleached to suit the
preference of the owner.

lb.

lovingly care for.. In this brittle

Fences can make good neighbors

peribmes and cologne. the
it of which attracts insects.

you
you get stang remove the

Nom

better than the %we.

Curl and entre a redwood fence and bring pleasnre to your neighbor. The redwood slats used here
reflect the motif of stairway Win and cantilevered patios.

this

ects aore likely to attack

CAREFREE ROOMS WITHOUT WINDOWS

gardener

present and I hare yet to Boum
msp why they grow
much

Don, he fairisome for insects

the

aguinst weeds. They are cm,

Bee -careful

I

ht.&

hihproducts
th ore rmteW

With u link bit of planning
end not too much effort your
outdoor gameroom will he a

Lt

4x4-300

Mums st-atnItamt6 4w -d`
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NOM pO.14-r th....1t10. of till
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t
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Create an outdoor
gameroom for summer fun
A t, ird or cordon those d lss

F nay lune 19 1970

hade trees ready fo
planting

leaves no unpleasont odors.

lowest Operating Cash
Gene,esOODO cu. tam of irritteddot

`.!jauthorieed

fog for less than one cent.

'load and potter tools, tool
SWEEPS LARGE AREAS CLEAR OF FLYING INSECTS

Kersting's Garden Center, Inc.
621 N. MAIN ST., MOUNT PROSPECT

Ck 3.61333

(5Crott,

KLERltpRSERY
Algonquin (RC 02, And Arlin.. Ms, Rd,

Arlington Heights

437-2880

Swirl

Vake

ASO ',RESTORES °

HANSEN
retailer

a

BOWELT,rz,...
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COUNTLESS...

teacher turnover next SAW.
No expkinat ion was given cat

'

members Monday approved a
list of tear her. not returning
next year. The group includes
42 teachers leaving by choice:
receiving leaves of absence
and IS other who were not offered I900-71 contracts.

mlimate at she varied window treamears available ut

Di.. 59 has

Palatine Tallared Drapery...
and the many other bersiNes
we offer.

June Only -Labor Not Included
DRAPERIES SLIPCOVERS SHADES
DRAPERY HARDWARE UPHOLSTERING

SHUTTERS

.

Telephone ]186050 !or '1mho-Home

AFTER

Internallenal Poly -Flea Inc., Is bringing to Me conorlonof the
public on amazing resurFaeIng appaccinon or prices never heard
of before...solve CARPS,- Of STONE.
A completely PATENTED system now make% 11 possible le nonn,
face floors, walks, drives, pallos,etc.,
beautiful solid gums

stone. Con be hod in a choice of cdors and Is Meaner:el with
Fiberglass. DO 001c00NAFWITH EPDXY,

WALL PAPER

reilutleandtratheaniffehiF
sees and 'Into r-4 0,e
"Where Elegance Doesnt Just Happen

-

Created"

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

298-6170

INIRNFIONAL POLY-FLEX,INC.

rvne

965 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016

icy matures, The whole plan

5()2 teachers

quirt

payrilenla while she
strange, to Med. clothe and

THERE IS a much more

ririntstert'lIn'ci.:::141:16110ntd'no:1-

learning center teacher who

of that line. it pinto off in a

last year served as president of
the Dist. 39 Teachers Council,

°lentos° i I will also pay a

True. the bank won t mail a
riodic reminder Igo way Mc in,uronce company does. but

dollars into a rvings account.

someone else la ;mottle will

an hour. The

Power.

sus $1 00 I0 "'" an

the

District hoard approved and

Osther toms of the agree-

sinned an agreement for park
Mad development and use of

ment,

lump ourn. This will help feed
and clothe the youngster. as
well as provide a fund for col-

that will pay a lump sum at

The primary aim
of all life insurance is to re-

"Maxim,"

The Ones you have now? peal,
aWy every time a good article
: comes out in an Osneyouddn't

haps take a few home to read.

One of my favorites to mad

week we're giving away hun-

This is where my husband and

I go when.we want to and
place

more. Anyone can win. You
.

HERE'S HOW:
Just send a postcard. with your name,
address and phone number to: Daily
News Golden Golf, P.O. Box 3445,

Merchandise Mart, Chicago

60654.

eat out.
Thto
ere are coo parts to this
action- award winning res
taurants and dining Weenieres. The first category Is goner ally expensive, but all excellent.

The second varies in price,
but h includes more different
restaerants - those you might

try in an adventuring mood
and at your own risk.
My husband and selected

Every day 20 cards will be selected

some of their award wiming

at random and published 81 the Daily
News sports pages. If you spot your
name, all 321-3020 and you will win
a real
all,in

restaurants.

decal and

a chancegolf

weeklersonalized

sweepstakes drawing for golf mar
chandise worth over $1,000.

Grand prizes will be awarded, too
including gift certificates and

...
a

and of golf with a famous

personality.

°You can also register of the Daily
News Public Service Bureau, 401
North Wabash.

.d

tables to personally thank Us
for coming, and to inquire
about our meal,. Wine is
served, or you may bring your
Beef Wellington is a regular
an the menu. and what I ordered myself. would recom-

enjoy

this

or

some good ideas here for these

After dessert we were served

parties, if you want somewhere
special to go.

to

5. You might also find

after -graduation dinner. and

City gets OK to buy

scores are computed by CGH,

you are already entered in Golden
Golf.Watchthe Daily News sports

clew more water from Chi-

vice was completed at well 7.

stonth as now required by the
ale health department.
Estimates of such work
done by established late were

need it."

RO, Box 3440 Merchandise Marl
Chicago 60654

In addition to the Chicago
water, city wells 4, 5 and 6

Name

were pumping 3.3 million gallons a day, Bowen mid, for a
Mal of 10.3 million gallons.

Address

A new motor will be installed in well 3 this week.
while the motor. pump and
pipe has arrived for repair of
well 2, and pump and motor
for well ale on order. he reported.

ter, Mount Prospect; vice presFOURTEEN ST. Viet or seniors
ed National Merit
letters of commendation at the
graduation breakfast. They

ml, all of Arlington Heights;
James P. Bateman, Palatine;
George J. Halos Jr., Mount
PrOspect, John A. Quinn, Elk
Crone Village, John M.
8...ski, Wheeling and John P.
Wynn, Park Ridge.
Patrick Bosshart, Arlington
Heights, was cited for placing
ninth in state competition in
netion-wide mathematics examination.
Other seniors receiving academk or service awards'at the
graduation breakfast includ-

e:

From Arlington Heights -

Patrick Jenkins. mathematics: Gary Wenzel, Jeff Girard,

ident Gary Wermet, Arlington
Heights;

Dennis

secretary

"r

a

alderman,

don't have to be a charts: or

lington Heights, and class representatives John O'Neil, John Andrew Schlickman, James
McGovern, William Hits

man and Kevin Jordan, Ar-

CHAIRS

bar, Mount Prospect, Mark
Browning, Prospect Heights;
and Larry Quinnett, Dm

Cement Work by Vila Pelagio
Specialize In nom., driveways,

garaR Naar, Mo.,. stair,

graduates who received special

academic and service awards'
at an Honors Night banquet

CEMENT WORK

RESIDENTIAL 6 COMMERCIAL

bl'alTo=ens's.c;77,;747'
Awe Body Repair

COMPLETE

EXPERT BODY WORK

Baker, social

RoiaraGE

WAHLOUIST

268 W. Golf Rd.
Xhaumburg
329.9071

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

work. Tim. 39,4716 oft. 5.

alp end water pallOon wit
°me care products.297-2729

anowaxama

an

rnalnt Qualhied College
Cement worli.yr,Sewl7 walks.

'plott°.

'°"'"'

CL 3-0349

metle'vzzzz

Call Johan), MeV.'
92.3229 Prospect Hu. Uphl-

EXPERT CARINN1ER
CALL KEN AFTER 5 PM

Curt Felke, audio-visual.'
From Schaumburg --Robes

439-5681

824.5440

B,94,341
NEAT CARPENTER WORK

STNIRSWINDOWS, PORCNES
IAS. ROOM ADD. ETC. ER
ESTIAAATESCALL 394.3427

REC.

wow..
024-7222 or 394,5216

.1

POODLES & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING
255-2570

.4870
*HUMUS
STONE

DECORATIVE

SOD

Egger and

Palatine -George
Martin Money,

Prospect

Heights --

Becker, chemistry;

Mike Koch, audio-visual,' and
Torn Harrison, newspaper.

From Des Plaines -James
Perrone, social Mabee

A Out

Experienced col.

Woltma beano. Ca,

MN. Remodeteg
on

FOUTNRIER deligNeg and :rd.

PAINTING.1NT. A EXT, law prices,

r

work. Expert

0001 HOME IMPROVEMENTS
ME/STORE FIXTURES
KITCHEN BATHS
ROOM ADDITIONS-NUMPUS
ROOMS

Coll

=

TNT °`"'"Irl .,.

Building & Remodeling

Drywall
job too
or too
all. Customer
C
mall.
satisf ocean is
our goal. Call Ken -3920105

259-05

Air cond., dryer, rel,

utets.

litr.fime,s,hunnag. No lob

,

,

four'Icgdap4.

Re modeling

,tee Emma,.

Sewledu
392.34S0

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING 6 DECORATING

P

ant
passages,

ELFOTRICiAN

Wire

addblon, wmbsts,

LER DECORATING

sumd. 24hr. sem No lob too

OroWer 2r:7,55eS'actr4V
.r ninlzan99

nr.tronc,'..m:-.

*gear sma112.59-0091

Fencing

osnorotrooloron000k rower

rano roNtillIrm. Re,

derMal 6 commercial. 255-5185

,Lam Maintenance
PERMANENT DOG RUNS.

INANCING AVAILABLE
ENEEESIIMPIES 2960255

g 6W lipope ,

I

t

Tutoring
FINN. Professional
will mop ov ssno Pl

ea'cher

FINDYOUR

school. Cali after 7 prn. 299-7885

TV alma

0.

N

Reasonable Rotes
CALL
958.5259

5

RON FOSTER TV, Ins.

1171 S. Elmhurst Rd. Ow. Pl.
Bring you

See la reir
5915071

Upholstering
6

Satisfaction
CALLNOW FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 2961636

Eeono/Quality

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Tree

1-1APPINE%

til'e's'f of; 2,1Z7Z Or ;Tr=

Wallpapering
specialize In hanging wall,
EMI workmanship guaran

trtel)e:,eZTaV3'776.17''''
AARON ELECTRIC Licensed. In-

r.

TV Service

R`.;3y.,,,

nee esti

BA D DECORATING.

Da

G

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating

'pp Eiulonhwe,°Nwy, Ziet2,,

R4, Vk ml. soon N.62

diniodolinnaddoon.

',Lys/774.541906

OLS. TUCK..

Tuskpointing and shirnney.
ban
poofing. Fullemeod, Call

work. Clean prof.work at reason.
cost Soillf slogan gum,.

358-9658

TILE MAN
WALLS AND FLOORS
392-4623

Mama.

DECO RATING

do all
allmy own inter/ester.

I. KOTTKE d. SONS
LANDSCAPING

9 Shagbark Rd

CALL 3940074

J.R. MOSKALA

For free est co11493.5526

EINNvall oonivoNinglarge
hangMg

Berosze-t-Mortic'Corp,

CERAMIC 6 VINYL TILING

Palming, pope, hangIng 6 art

LANDSCAPE
Sonic°

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
RUUD/NAM
4374093

EXPERT WORK -EINE ESTIMATES

K

51100 NOMEREDAPS

CorsontorWorkrits Floors
Call or Eslimate

yl

CL 3-7374

15.3991

Complete

0849

DICK'S TILE SRVICE.
3

DEl04

lears svzginzin'a`te!'

N.

right

Tailoring

Tile

F,ee nn

Lo od415.00
hart ANYWHERE

..13'0

MOWN

4"X:rol
2541434'. tits. aemonaN.

GUALIF/ED

A'rs. co d.

.SALFanZ:VICE

CL

"EXTERIOR PAINTING"

rms.cap(3sy.,293

SOD DEPOT

Electrical Work
MI.0240160

et

273-660 4

192=2=7";Vel

airirgniair.Lezuz

DO YOU SEW???

Rooms
Ron

Sh

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

at, Free esti...,

33

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

439-1334 r

Sump Pump

pert dressmaking k olterakom

pan

1ROWNl BLONT'

359-4113

HOUSE PAINTING

dd.

35

Free Est

RICH YERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

andharst Lorena. 255-0348

mamhlp at moder

acre
rims

n2, ream

FILL

'Near

CONTRACTORS

k evenIngs,

Complete se,

Ily

F

Attendant.

Nom., otter omo

Sheet Metal Work

LEO'S

TOPSOIL
SAND
GRAVEL

Dressmaking -Sewing

CARPENTER

From Hoffman Estates -

From

sh-p.

k

InieriorGET

ing Reasonable prices...1k

°nuveos

teed 5,;aregmet.
Service Station

0 8J CONTRACTORS

394,1445

vgatraget

Vrir:t'arbetrZnk 'ft

aft 5:30pm. CL3-3721 Also

SPRING CLEANUP

CH0CKJONES IA.NDSCAPING
537.1411

LINGERIE for the lady YOU are
fashioned by Gloria.

rn"%VarRczr-

Have Nor.' Aka on handl

Joh ,

ld

All odd jobs around

Trimming

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Free Estimate,

alternate.

yrry

824.5461

pe t . By th

P

Free estimate.

24.1Ielp Wailed Men

Sewer g SepticWork

FINE INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

439.3269

DAY CARE FAciums Leen,.

etc.

od-

i'ini:r5:ialt7:Ne'ear'

k.'"hme Eck sh.a.

THE BEST

Local Carpenry. Porches, bunts.

Sylvester. science.

Gregory Maine, Spanish. and
Raymond Kerr, social studies

WALL WASH -

P

110.11r. VING' 'WANTED:

Hangover,

NO. Reliable, insured. Free est.
o overhead. 299.1706

Dog Service

35,1459

est,

ipoe

296.5793

255.0071

Problems

EXTERIOR7NtERIOR

Power Raking, Trimmling 6
Preening, Fertilizing. All phases

h

-

General work or housekeeping 2

ensed, handed, Insured'

Merlin Habegger. 358-4872

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

40 Years exgrience

Plumbing

678 1455

Painting & Decorating

122 -Situations Wantad-Wamen

tnin
io
g, furnace. g
19I. one

Stot'eltd''rerM77335

Remodel
Cabinets Trim Work Rec. Rooms
Cat otter &PM 3924E92

yo'urh

e

"2'57.2' 4'37b19?'
Landscaping

ARL NTS. DAY CARE CENTER

;fr:Zrsol7r''sra"Oln

patching.
ob mesmall.
,10EORT=1.
824-7S10

Cement work. Service walk,

Childcare

stery Camp McDonald Rd. Pros.

,ALL 98-5274.

43,90

d. Side cu
wins end screens. .at uphol. 9560048

very.

.74=172ne

EXPERT PLAMERING
RFNIODFUNG

raUnertgann tn -11.e

CHAPA'S CONCRETE

Canvas b at cowri made A re

21 -kakis WanteaMen

'"'"255.3822

Repairs, trodeling,

PAINTING. By school teacher.
Insured. Small jobs welcome.

=T4

oaw,m'e cant ;Ilan

725W Dundee Rd 5274220

Will Travel

McENEELY PLI3G. CO.

Ge'el=g9n:03

Concrete Cement
Expert

Pons A Accessories.

Music Shoppe
Wheekag
Instructions,SaNs.M1 Instruments

r

Musical Instruction

FULLY INSUREOCALL 562-1975

WORK WANTED

sac

r.r.tr:rzar. gv;

RUSSMENIVISS-0408.

re,alr .965-0152

seV, rs=e,rtit.

OR
,0 OAV OR

EPEE ESTIMATES """

students. Free est 394-246B

Will TOW CARS
ANY CONDITION
Col/ 027-8283

6 attics finihed. Repairs.

XVii?it
CNN A
299

CARPENTRTNEMOINUNG-

ADDITIONS...UNIX. SIDING

Ceilings,alls

tA

FIGHT BALKH!

Auto Service

studies;

John Moran, social studies;
a'me s Karlovitz, Latin;
Thomas Harcharick, French;
John Martin, Spanish, and

donal tobacco Ems.

6 L CO NCRETE

Patios, floors, sidewalks, drive

N ame Mainte na rice

From Arlington Heights Patrick O'Leary, scieme;

biology.
From
Richard

Brick, cement, pointing A tree

Expert tuning

DAN KR,%7''

'4g11/0:1r122'lligl'ar

Improve your Property Value. Let
us do your home improvements.

1327.75.130

Proscpect.James Smedinghoff,
hemstry; Andrew Donner and

James P. Cullman, 703 N.
Thomas, Arlington Heights,
has been ambled Evanston
Branch manager for Stiversr
',Remmers, Me., leading 84
prier of temporary office help.
Cullinan vim PreviumlY
wilt sales manager for a na-

993.7208

967-9742

=01.1R=0 MEN

RESTAURANTS.-.0iFICES. .PR/
VATE HOMES, CHURCHES, FU-

1.'C'hVtl'ICIAN'gtDN,

II -Business Services

ALTERATION. DRESSMAKING
DRESSMAKING
1.24521

naves

5ms...ob. My Specially

Service

Home Improvement

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

NOS N..

Nlingkm HN. Rd. AN

Have In

FULL MAINTENANCE

109 S.Main,Mt. Prospect
Coll:392,4750

MATSRSANIMAL 9FMXLIER

Th

Brad's Maintenance
94-1560

BegInners. Classical N Pop. Rees.
rates. Call oNer 4211 ;PIA

42,9417

Plastering

work

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

FOUNDATIONS. ERRE.

.n A etc.. Wad.

t

Maintenance

Heanng Aids

Asphalt Sealing

included:

fo

Torn aneer,Vist

gpOPiION

FOR

Piano Tuning

e tends gssaria

CUSTOMFLOSearnlew

.11 one

lime
Spetal rote Ihro Aprils

istrowarrems,cona27-2947

FULL BASEMENT

ST, V IA TOR under-

MATES. CALIEL86913

mon plc.. Coll even,. 6

Gutters

Painted. for Home or

Pleines,

PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ESTI.

lis

Murata

CL 3-4769

PETS

ireplace, flower boxes, interior

Ad Services

Collp

OCU

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE-

r. Mr. G.Mane.894-4030

Free estimates

All types &Fireplaces
CL 3,5964

Furniture Refinishing

home In HoffmWan Est. 32 per Va

LO,WCOSTZUM LcESSOr.

Pets

BRICI=ONRY

Tember Wakes io Nem mINs

25972781.

'Rene.

7 yrs.

EINACtrall'n.'" 27.1637

C"'"f 'ADDINGTON

lington Heights; Thomas De-

From Mount

of a city lab facility. Al the

then an incubator, adding

Steve Carley, Mount Prose.;
secretary Frank Sectors, Ar-

Chimneys R;paireldc,Rebullt

au
rates,ee eshotes.
20 vs,.

ready to verL,K,n4okrls 52.

est.

too sract1. all ...nark

pepering, etc.
college students, Insured.

53,12/4

Sanding Lefinishg. Reason.
experience. CL 54247

sKiliTSASSsimaTSP

her, audio-visual.

cost estimate for esrablislunont

present time 5 or 6 samples
month are taken.
"The test consists of putting
the samples in sterile dishes.

treasurer

399.r No

HILTYPES -FRU ESTIMATES

mer. I will come to your home far

Building &Romedelio9

Richard Vimig, science alternate; Virnig, French; and
John Nelson and Seal Gang.

ter was delivered in sterile....
tainers by the city.
He also told of researching

told

2,r on,

Free

15-lastadian

mown.. !mom

L

3 wer op size bedrms.

Masonry

econamicalprice Is low.
Floors wax cleoned-polished.

etc.

HearIng Nd Repair Ate.
vice on all make, Free looney.

RIMS MASONRY

Havoyouroloihdroodyld sum.

MAN
COMMERCIAL ARTIST
SEEKS FREE LANCE . EVENINGS

AAA

392-8333
E

BUD

ongsssorsomsm ;

Watson&
Rental plan. 3924750

A-1 Floor Polishing Samoa.

Foreman, Arlington Heights,

'Heights;

5211211

FOUND: S,:f ESE CAT

campus corps

Ecklund Floor Snake
d

Per'n:InaN7.Zret:n Vrteto

289-1088

358-3172

Floor Refinishing
fnIshed, 524.95

ems,

CV:. em.rt:174;

pait 6 labor
Satisfaction guaranteed
Free wlirnates

LAWN MOWER REPAIRS BY H.S.

MIN CONCRETE

Hrs.

Terry

One was for S2 a sample if wa-

neer

In We mornIng entertain In the

$25 points average an.,

WEST GARDEN CENTER

,

Ilets t Ise f
961 F d
Hoffman Estates. Please. rows
rnoil, valuable nano.
arm-

R & M DECORATING

lawn Mowers sharpened and tee
palm.. On Milwaukee Ave. S. of
Eushd/Lake Ave. next to Tollway
bndge.132461/6

Suburban Small Engine
283 Kirchoff Rd. Palatine
350-0845

Boating

claw president, Mark Tram -

CALL 297-2266

LOW COST DRY CLEANING Rug

Cement

From Elk Grove Village Speical honors for SMdent

FINANCING FRU ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL ANDCOMMFRCIAL

Window wash...11662-0422.

nsiidwe preventives in sampoo.
6 HJANITORIA1141-740.5

t.:7"""7,,V;_grirr""*".

Lawn Mower ROM.

shampoo In your home. Cleaned

rare r°.

Lost yellow Honda MMI.Treg.

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

2230352 if noon. 392,8763

Lawn Mowers -Outboard.
Repair onds7arPen

afternoon. .lor brighteneNiA

From Palatine -Torn Bruck,
John Quinn, debate.

Pal types, all seasons...cations
onlY.
COOPERATVE ENTERPRISES

rUTHINUM
COLORS
PRIVACY

Rugs/Corpol cleaned. Mors
tosubbodiwowd. won. washed,
mitt saner rortiovod bY
!Metier 6 exterior palming.

WINKELMAN'S

UMWrsity in Peoria useful'.

being acquired. Bowen aid.

der a microscope." Ihe

Merlon,.
59262

man.

.Council service went to Senior

create a laboratory facility for
testing or61 water samples a

substance, then placing

WM repair Window
a. Conditioners.

paper; James Lanus. Ger-

of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene N.
Delray, will mend Bradley

-

of 7 million gallons of water

Deily NeusGelden Golf

Ragrhond's parish and the son

There is a possibility thm
the city wafer department may

9 million gallons a day if we

""".'

Stony. sP9-1>N

humanities.

A new 220 volt electric ser-

officials nearly
"panicked.. during a recent
; dry spell when the maximum

ceived permimion to use up to

Carley.

lington

et

The city asked for and has
been granted the right to pup

Mail to:

Steve

Mork S. Scheidt, Richard Vandendolder and Gary J. Wen -

as they are sometimes very dif-

about six entrees that change
daily.

said, "We gm a bit edgy
during Friday's dry spell, so
we called Chicago and re-

1967.

book;

Other Student Council service awards went to Council
president Dan Kivlahan, Ar-

2

Electronic Air Cleaners. Furnaces.

Painting It Decorating

Lawn Care

CHAIN LINK FENCE

up. Expert woh.69.4.9111

Yetonews-

Ibmweiler, Terrence J. CMlen. Michael Giffillan, Lionel
J. °cadet, Kevin P. Jordan,

you'd

.SERVICE CO.
ondIlloners. Hurnidilers.

r7.15!n'S=:ea=119751

Bicycles & Repairs

mske sure you make rincrvatiom well enough in advance.
think

fiEg..7.7.611

Prospect -

and treasurer Tom TA111116",
Mount Prospect.

They're open weekdays 9 to
9, Saturday M 5, and Sundays

City Engineer Robert Bow -

From Mount

were Guy C. Anston, Michael

phere were extrembly continental, and service vim excellent. The menu consisb of

were used.

ate. of St. Victor, died of let
Dubay, a resident of

mathematia.

mend it: If you Wan to go.

1

golfer or female golfer whose

Enter Go/den Golf today.
FIR tut the coupon below
and mall.

who

Near Me end of the meal.
the ehef,camc around to all the

more water f rom Chicago

winners.

CHRISTOPHER,

would have been a 196g gradu-

St.

I

npnval

Height a -Mark Browning
Martin DeLorenzo.

libmiu in Oak Park Hospital In

NOTE: If you are a male CDGA

pages for daily listings of prise

linglon
who donated
the trophy in 1968 in
of their ,on, Christopher.

and a small continental village
restaurant type of informality.

"Biggs" on Dearborn.
Waiters, foods, and atmos-

after

studies.

FROM PROSPECT

Mount Prospect library am
help you get more out of living
in this community.

cago

social

Schlickinan,

Mr. and Mm. George Erd. mann, 827 N. Haddow, A,

vegetables. dessert.

general price range of the
specialties, need for
reservations, and atmosphere.
It's just another way the

a bowl of fresh fruit and a dish

End -

bate; James Nelson, audio-visual, and Raymond Repedet Lionel Goa let and Richard Orolet, band.

ficult to

101512. cored moving
installing. Wall washing. Net Pl.
Sem 2966365.

Air Conditioning

John Andrew

Christopher and the living
Tradition of St. Vimor."
Tile presentation was made
at pre -graduation breakfast by

months. The result was that we
found three plat eS we liked so
well, we may never get around
to the others on he lire.
was

the

Steffens,

es the ancient legend of

them over a period of a few

My favorite of all of them

received

vid

nate winner: George Scheel;
humanities; Lionel Goulet, de-

method of restaurant selection. The descriptions include

frequented

ate.Dubay

neatly to to the boy who "best ex -

andof dignified formality

t.= it the, restaurant section.

gift certificates and lots

St. Victor High School gradu-

Gary. Wieklinski, Patrick Jenkins and Paul Gorman, yearbook; Patrick Rosshart and
Patrick Jenkinsn, physics; Da-

by Me same management m
the noted Paris Maxim's. Hem

vvas "The
[Jittery." The atmosphere is a

cago," and one of its beg fea-

dreds of prizes -golden golf
balls, golf carts, bags, clubs,

Thomas A. Dubay of 302 S.
Pine
Prem
wea
named this yearount outed,
slending

three discoveries

at the library is a bi-monthly
nailer magazine called 'Chi-

card and a little luck! Every

Mount Prospect
youth named
outstanding
with Gan KivIkhan an alter-

coffee. and all other side dial=
arc priced extra. and run quite
high. The meal is well worth it
though, as long as youhe not
bargain hunting.
The most unique of our Oral

ing through their selection of
current magazines, and per-

Golf? All you need is a post-

Aster

work of art,

Mount Prospect library brows-

hower and John Muir schoob

Omen trophy, :which goes

Salad,

ProVevti'COo7tc7..... ;;;Zi

school

Tower Hotel, is staffed and ran
everything is also delicious.
and their baked Alaska was a

It pays, I think, to. spend a
few hours -a month at the

good golfer to win Golden

the

in

Fencing

g In resld. driveways,

for washing.

to

a

Io go

herd

of European chocolate. which
was followed by finger bowls

have.

can, too.

District 23 residents to partici-

will have a

wrong

How nmny limes have you
wished you subscribed
particular magazine, but it's
all you can do to keep up will,

Who says you have to be a

The Complete Evening Newspaper

loss

By Laurie Rossi

GOLDEN GOLF

Chicago Daily News

power

boyls ready to go off to school.

tt s

Carpet Cleaning

ACCOUNTING. SERVICES

x.

tricts.
The agreement will allow all

That wny.

Amounting

they

borrowed against, when the

Spend time
at the library!

Just mad a post card or coupon and play
Chicago Daily News

DON'T PUTT AROUND...ENTER THE
GOLDEN GOLF GAME TODAY.
Full details and rules in the sports pages.

earning

The Park district will now

the policy can be cashed in. or

doubt. insure the breadwinner.

kk7-6SIT

park distriPt use of the %NOW
buildings for the programs.

The Park district board will
not proceed with the development of the land at Eisen-

The wile here is oric you
should remember in all.insuranor purchases, When in

of all

echool facilities. last week,

lOST: eyeglasses In blue crae,
near Fallegron Hts. train ...°-es

LOS, 'White genakeet

included granting the

be used jointly by both dis-

it

255-7200 OR 296-6640

rates.

IF THE father doesn't die.

cash value of about 52.500.

oemsicken with grief WA not

Perk

the park district paid ran to
District 23 for use of the

At that point.

timc of death.
But what, the point? When
pchild dies, the family is

Heights

Wallowed to develop lands adjacent to the schools in District
23 as park sites. The parks will

lege.

plan. 11 is also life insurance

place

Dist. 23, park dist. OK
park land use agreement

If the father dies before his
son reaches college ,cage. the

icy is mine than just a savings.

A share of209000 in prizes
is waiting for you!

posit boxes.

coverage.

BIM AN endowment pol-

0101190

and as a national bank is a qua-

pate in the Prospect Heights

that's paying a stiff erica logo

will range from $1,89 to $4.01

fer a complete line of service,

commercial loans, personal
loans, modernization loam,
aMomobile loans and wife de-

Prospect

moll ton corder, boo

CALL

Bank services will inaldm
Checking accounts, savings
accounts, certificates of degas.
i
collections,
travelers

park district programs foe rest -

policy will pay the $15.0(10 in n

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

s
cheques,
Christina's Club,

THE NEW BANK will of-

In-

sulated Siding. If Interested Coll Mr, Moore.
545-0507

your community... CALL ONE NOW!

a.

School District 23 board cad

can be done far

approved a clerical staff salary
schedule that calls, Asst. Supt.
Richard Vlasak said, for about
a 10 per cent increase. Under

loge.

in

Vinyl Aluminum

tY'ES

Corporation insurance up to $20,000 each.

The Prospect Heights

Amt. leis look ut the purpose. if Me aim is simply 10
better by plunking the Rent

Tonne Rds, in Elk Grove Nil.'

offered by reputable business people in

Bank of Elk Grove accounts
will carry Federal Deposit

They discover that the seine
amount, put into a whole -life
policy on the 2S-year.old Tether, will buy 15,1100 worth of

-

save money.

crucial rime and will province
large measure of protection in

icy on a 2 -year -old that would
produce 53.300 when he H 17.

ance on a baby that will pay for
his education 17 years later?
Severai th' t

In other action the board

surance

month into an endow mat poi.'

What, wrong with insur-

Sum, Al Waltinen, who will
step down as the dinners

The Suburban Nadonal
Bluth of Elk Grove is expected

hod been planning to put $16 a

lumpsum in case of death.

"Thanks, Al" lapel label ncl
LI warm tone for the mating as
colleagues
saluted
Acting

of the FaleMI Reserve System
and all Suburban National

Shopping Center at Devon and

Consult this daily guide of reliable serviceV:

131ast and Found

for the first national bank to be
established in Elk Grove
Township.

will yield a lump sum at the

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes In your
oreo to display our new

siofficial agency of the United

The bank will be a medher

sensible way to use insurance
to accomplish the mine goal. It

Mc method isle hay life inswami, 001 on the child but
on his father.
Lefs say a young couple

Swims Swim Dino-tog

States Treasury.

has approved an application

to open within six months at
the Devon Avenue Market

the

lungs sum.

the local affiliate of the Illinois
Education Assn,

United States Comptroller

of Currency William Camp

house the hunily.

IF YOU Niven't guessed by

Among those awing is
Harlan Michels, Salt Creek

1969-70 rates

might go awry if the Wang
widow cannot keep up the pro.

men. policy. Yon pay i1110
foe a spidified nutaber of
years. like 15 or 11. Al theend

the new scale, clerical wen=

ther should die before the pol-

unniistakahly an insure=
policy. The caption reads:
"Darling. weep just bought
our son a college education."

headman July I.

NO OBIJGATION - PHONE

viously a efinv father and moth-

Hosing: Fermis

Page 17

Township will have
first National bank

And what if the child's fa-

Clutched tightly in thulny's
Wild of paporthat is
t11111 11

additional classroos.

BEFORE

worry about in this regard.

asleep in a crib.

and the openinmg °par 20

20% OFF
ON ALL MATERIALS

You've probably seen such
ails In magazines. 'Hey show*
young nmn and wonum. ob-

er. peering Italy at a baby

and so far has said it does not
intend to expand the staff next
year desnite increased enroll -

-

through death. No child under
17 produces enough Income to

Monday's meeting us hoard

REINFORCED WITH FIBERGLASS

window's. Most people hong
a drape and that is that. Why
not let our decortiMr give 000
a no obligation, in -the -bowie

a

By Richard Prall

Elk Grove School District
59 will have a 10 per mat

A CARPET OF STONE

pre the ways to drape your

Build College Fund
By Insuring Dad

10% turnover
expected in
District 59

Afilt0411411

Friday,June 19,1970

Foronbest

results use

Day Wont Ads

=:Tfi'ah

teed. Free estimates. Call lames
E. Undoule 439.0706

i*d We

customers are
B-2000

Ulu.", Elm,

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495

Water Softener
FENIGENIIURG

Water softe ner-Re.,
make 2924018
281.2997

R

Window Washing
Expedensed Window Washers

For a... Houses, Ave,
ewes Oik.s.CAll.
orastidas

RIGI4r

HERE!

Page 18

THE DOT

Friday lune 19 1970

I rid sv lum IP 1970

141Ielp Woolen Men

24 help Planted Men

25imployment Agencies Moms.

Pov.t.r Plant Opr
11 Summer tamps i

Homer College needs on
ator n Me power

CAMP-BELLEVUE
A MOST BEAUTIFUL CAMP
ON THE LAKE OF TWO MOUNTAINS

"' pease

o

i

dap.

V & G PRINTERS, inc.
Mt. Prospect

Ig7f=717

ofsb
oil
co

Ma

&Help Wanted Women

'-

Miner,

1396

16 2

PI

lo

Golf M -II A

'

COATING
MACHINE

rbn..oCen

abut

Coll oiler I:00

''...

disperslon

olatf All

efits.

EX G.L'S WHO

fringe

TRAVEL

3660 Edison Place
Rolling Meadows,111.

$140 WK FREE

392-8090

SEAMSTRESS

nera I tAllre. oures are vori ed and inmr4s5ng Prefer

BARGAINIII

7:5.°";7:5VIIVt'

en Central to

RY

Many happy families
now live.here.
Join them in the
Country Club Set.

MATRON

re

New 1,, 3, bedroom
rental apts.
right in
in the Village
of Arlington Heights
move doty M. diviirdim

$3.03 TO START
Call Gory Mikes. El 5-0200

Ext. 356

Production Steel of Illinois

PLASTIC

5dersperwsyle Excellent employ.heria.

INJECTION

A...discount.

Division of Whittaker Corp.
OEM W. Roosevelt Rd.
BetweAen 25th Ave. & Mannheim Rd.
au.,Opporlicni, EmPIover

a.malmmo"ee dept. is cooking rellable
minion weh bode hausekeeping Aiken*

1-1

For I ertNr

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW
FOR PERMANENT JOBS WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

*MACHINE OPERATORS
for Plastic Bottle Production

FIRM

'meian coma es or .11

0.6% Sas.

25021161.00 MI

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

=Z=7: "`

er=i2rViiel7Zerqn

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

SERVICE PLASTICS

Zirde=7'etr,c=e'nfiTl'"'
7.10

Tu'lq'fnA re /AM
AM to 4;30 PM

PLASTIC BOTTLE DIVISION

CONTINENTAL CAN

COMPANY INC.

C,

Estes & Elmhurst Eds.

Elk Grove Village

439-2680

69 RAWLS ROZ' '''''''''''''''''''''''
299-2206

INSURANCE
AGENCY

COPY TYPIST - NO SHORTHAND
IDEAL POSITION FOR MATURE WOMEN
DESIRING CONTINOUS EMPLOYMENT

a

392 -3921
FOR APPOINTMENT

We ars seeking MATURE gals to oqrforrn irm611

cr:MitnyrMaryVe=nii/v. N9=Valell

BEN FRANKLIN'

Experien

not necessory,

CONVENIENCE
chicom loop

ELK GROW VILLAGE

SONY HAS PERMANENT OPENINGS co our bro. new air
conditioned So
in Womb. US. COMPANY BENEFITS
INCLUDE WEEKLY BONUS PLUS PROFIT SHARING fife
major medical Imuronce PAID HOLIDAYS, VACATION AND

h

DES PLAINES

m. Southwest Mt Pros,
be, ref ed. Continental

CALL MR. MESCERI TODAY 647-9784

cesi-like

Lot

noIl pro duct in

corn mato needed for

I

bdrm.

ant, 89010 5350 month

MODELS OPEN
FOR INSPECTION
Models ore open doily from

S nd yf

9

cos...dim

bedrrn, opl In downtown Arl.
s.

312-455-3600

3150 Retired cmple,we.
Is, Coll

rred. Possession
rt, pm. 259.4901

For Deals and Appointment

Md.. I barn Opt: CPM.

1

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

II

cia.

You may call for appoint.
men,

(312)255-1990

PN.5wirnming 0001 5165 m

THREE FOUNTAINS
IN PLUM GROVE

bedroom renal..

ON ALGONQUIN ROAD

9.1090ofter MOP..

.

/RFT

yasd end cenn, air.

CAL ne-Mos

fi,r TgR:

(V4 mile east of Route 53)

,'Erlt/wel

BARRINGTON Brick colonic

on wooded site. 4 BR

ttT'.

eluding

master

sviie)

WHEELING Want to

Bed,.

grArr

L.
ttrlento*,.
:SVOTY

INVESTMENTS
PALATINE 11411 be, brick

'Or':Xist.tt?rin9VOr/

me

LONG GROVE. Met a

or:*

..DON HAGER
REALTORS

trZ.

Bravos

1'7'"'052555."a-'7:0
up.

Min. My Poodle pups. Good

Olds

comp. Excel. cond. 2965274
SELLING OUT FURNITURE

in

4

model homes. WM separate. We

4400 E. MaM St.

Barringtot
tom made cove, 320. Maple
Hammer noble,

asking 075.259.3371.

112Anleniehilles For Sale

[halm, bench,

350.392.1021

1111oftemphiles for Sale

112SALT11313¢5 be Sale

DU I-3400

1124solomehiles fa, Sale

MORTON PONTIAC

ifkr,TireiTie,

t7v7"'A'7.

1970 LEMANS HARDTOP
V-8, turbo hydromotic
transmission, radio, herder,

350

vinyl top, whitewalls, power
sieering, power brakes,

Lots of everythingl 25/ E. Denni

near

1011t,

Have more summer fun
1969 FORD

009 s.Ad. inter

ARUNOTON1115.

590.6080

lune 19 6
10 MA, 348 Melinda Les

.peeel, power sre

Suburban Beard./ Realtors

'

e

June 17Mro 2Ist, Till dork,

Soup ion.,

SAVE

$1745

1969 FIREBIRD 400

1968 FORD

1967 PONTIAC GTO

,h1,,,N0STANO_

.1

$2695

Timms 6 everything. No junk

1969 CHEVY
CAMARO

'CI"odris'..":";d7dnu'TZI"otot"-i
541.1779

$2045

headinds,

children,

rf

awe

2095

1968 FIREBIRD
Hardtop coupe.

q,
055;

rnis

o,

ro

,

e

$2345

$1995

YOU MAY STAY FOR

1969 CHEVY Z28
,e, fa

ofit.

460. Ar1.1.0.. lune 19
6.30 ie 9 P.M. lune 20, 9. to
PM,

power. Wont somet0ng

1967 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT

ttr,F,;°,°' °B..

s'c'lc'CP:itnd'Peria' "0"

°

ETing"rtgl7rarp;

mis

$1145

$1395

1968 PONTIAC

. 1965 PLYMOUTH

LEMANS

FURY II

.1966 FORD

Moricopa, Hof f. Fates. 0967962 -

4 speed slick, hord. coupe, BIG.

$1595

1966 MERCURY
PARKLANE

V -I3, vinamatio

priced to mi.

dress 6 veil, new ireins & much

LIFE!

CONVERTS

1967 PONTIAC
CATALINA

cank

2601 'Raker En. Roll.Mdws.

tbla

Ep7rEir

$74

$2545

II7S.School.Mt.P

Lot. Goodies, .5c to 350 Bring
mqney
husbands. You'll love

Hzdiep [On, 350 VA, automatic

sharp 6 hot. Must see.

'1895

COURT SALE Appi., /urn., cloi0

7,

'a

7,,,

'

$995

"°
io,

"
e

XI.

conGA.LAXIE SO°

ie

$1195

Mg, much misc. Free coffee 6
coke. 1/15, 20 27. 9-5. 2139 W.
Berkley PI., Heilman Est

666 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

32Miscellonemis MerchonMse

ARLINGTON HTS.

"Z,'1!", .................................. 7

1823C1S1101018 SIMIDEIBLIE1
22,000

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1965 OLDS F85
ormo

r

Rolling

ST.

Elcor bora, V-1,

2

13

Gar. Salo lune 2023, 9 to 5. Old
.dresser to weights to you name

Gut New Addison Electronic Switching System, Mom needs
bright, capable men and women for permanent, interesting

Western Electric

1967 CHEVY

1969 CATALINA

17120. Highlond,A.I.

Open 10 A.M. to 4.30 P.M.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
TO WOMEN!

... Choose one of these top values from

MorIon's Showcase of Fine Used Cars.

Ming. June I, 20, 21, 10 to 7.

7 p.m. 2608 Dave
Meade. 253-0585

Exceptional Opportunities too
for Elestronic Technicians and
Electronic TesteN at our Chicago and Suburban locations.

'2950

slightly used.

Moving Sale:desks, youih bed, 6

-misc. bargains. 413 S. Prindle,

L

Member MNIiMultiple point, Sonia
miser

AK, mot,q113:5

439.1172

booting.

16 Ph Colhivell
Pe4TING
359-6050

5 pc,inette set. 375, dresser

ARC.FDS13, 070

c.d. 3.0

i5V

cr 'a ter rai=

wer

503-7227

Stad's Juno 18, 204 W. Bran
wood. Des P. 12 sucsge shot°.

PAY US A VISIT

b

Mr..0no. Lonely vd...535.900

°mane frple...4.38,900

Wroughi iron porch Turn. Chaise
10Ungo. setee, table 6 4 choirs.'
3100 comp. 439-9253

pint E. Lillian M. Arl. His.
CloMes, toys, china, mim.

work.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
6.7X4

'65 OLDS

Gookends woh mum

h.g.m. Hrs.

wibit

'grdrorrrintsIn ierAinerrirr
DES H AINES . Tidy

rrr

26 ober 6 P.M.

TO Rent Apartments

Spr

SClIc:nar71%!
seen) 355,900
pinNemnBeseMeSodiEe.

bole rponitip iverneedmore

=one.. 1".333

900

find you In this love!
deled Classic for

8

31-Rummege&GaregeSale

ALL KINDS OF OPENINGS!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU FOR A VARIETY
OF EXCITING ASSIGNMENTS!

Trode possible.
Home too small9 4 BP Col, in

BARRINGTON

PEOPLE

ope

Franklin Park, III.

MOUNT PROSPECT

3 BR

aIL to

le

MUST SEE!

Words

Be, KIrchaff &Campbell

PAIATINE
short
PO°.

639 BS3S

Excellent benefits and wages.
Walluitrained for firreeks ie Franklin Park.
Must hove own transportation.

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.

P

Amts. arid Rooms to Share

amen or woman wiM I child to

ARLINGTON HEIG

1

DISCRIMINATING

593,7436

INSPECTOR
ELGIN

-

12 rein,.

CREATED FOR

vely

eakfo0 Call biw 3 6 7 pm

.

only

0-Rooms-Roard-Housekeeoing

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SICK DAYS

"Secure Your Future or SONY"

Aka. in

enh, 30

61

I

°I.301,. 3903542

An

Reasonable 298601

live in

Also Open Monday IL Friday Evenings

oasmememsabaseP94NAasesommesx...ratmerem
Col.

d

21-1Ielp Wonted4Men & Women

Through Saturday June 27

LOCATED FOR

INCENTIVE BONUS PAID WEEKLY
RADIO TECHNICIANS (Solid State)
TV,BENCH TECHNICIANS

or

unr HEIGHTS

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP

edl Inspector work ors
ilugzoz,i.n,nE
FOR

TO SEINE WW1

MA 8'7044]60

INCREASE AFTER SEPTEMBER 1.

CALL 625-3737

-

ecluttIol"fIllles

POWER BRAKE SETUP MEN

Free Life Insurance plus Hospitalization.

810e01 Estateitousus

Imo Mr these Imurio
In o prestige suburb

Woman To Run

For Ireen/kNe appolnlmiMpsilDarothvSlesen

lune 15 W. 20,

.

f r o small 3 girl office.

282-8677

New Addison Plant has Light,
Clean,Interesting Factory Jobs

°

wice
well
main.

GOOD STARTING SALARY WITH GUARANTEED

Ask for Ruth [Meson

$$$$$

47 -Home Furnishings -Timbre

Call Jane Osborn

20005. Wolf Rd.
Des Haines
An Equal Opportunity Employer MJF

WEATHERSFIELD COMMONS
SHOPPING CENTER
CORNER OF SCHAUMBURG RD.
AND SPRINGINGSGUTH RD.
IN SCHAUMBURG -

SCHOLZ

3 Imi nelife.

WOLF AND OAKTON

3E1-3990

DESIGN BY

rype as least 45 WPM accurcoely BEN FRANKLIN SNORES

437-6076

PUNCH PRESS SETUP MEN

KOERNER REALTORS

IN PLUM GROVE

II. -

an

Coning.

handicapped mars Medical exp.

VISIT OUR MOBILE
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE AT

894-4560

FOUNTAINS

S

320; whim hallpvood 'win bed,
320.259.3W

Ad. Hts.,June TB lima 20.

roe Addl.:anal
lalannotionC11

g and rape, Many
valuable emras, Landscaping

DES PLAINES

W

16,

.027.7537 afiS pm.

son.

apothem Noridni

THREE

off roc.; (Big Corr

0":1'.71,:74

Prosoect,uoliry built 3 a,

43,3500

299.22M, Ext. MI

Modern Manufacturer Located in Franklin Pork
hos immediate openings due to expansion and
promotion km

wet

bedroom lace brick RANCH in

wee3s

092-0994

ofterIP.M.

Palatine

Ref FIR., port.a.crib 6 commercial

company benefits. Vicinity of Cicero and Peter-

Western Electric's

t

q_model.

---

01 .6mo

.:d

t.

1616 Norman Dr.

Kinens.

537-3,14

s Pros.

bed.dolls .1 ys,

FREE

pup. Female. 5 weeks

tt7,.

LAND INVESTMENT

RLI Rd. tO

1950 W. Touhy
Elk Grove Village

,&H. ROBINS CO.

I

hlg

wills., Mr 350.3903454

We ore looking for a gol

'4,7e,ree4T44

Open Daily, I T AM -6 PM

WE WILL TRAIN YOUI

2141e4p1IntalMen & Women

0I18estment Properly

hi P

SPORTS WAGON

no, nee..., 30,5894

RENTALS START AT $205
em. Ams. Avoluble Now

Phone 394-2577

'66 BUICK

GE dis,17.0,11,ttil be=

Typing and a figure aptitude necessary. Several
yews off ice experience.

Des Plaines hos inter-

358-1b00

An=

two :ales executives have a need for one
secretary to work in a new modern office. Aileen /kw years of secretarial experience required. Excellent company benefits. Please
send your resume or call Foran appointreect

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

BROS.

Lori 5n4 shift

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

27Help 44entedMen & Women

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PikurheinHorl Bankery Bldg.

PHILLIPE6500

Pixy imxv

Bravos Olds

7

6 Blau Montle g

G

ITT

BOO F.NY/ liPalotine
Coly 33

Dachshunds AKC, F. red, 0 6

359.6110

leraperaiel

axes.

9

Ohed. school. MI Mon. Pd. 3150.
F
g
dh
y d,

Vans r.ge vo504;e 6 5

PHONE 297-5320'

REGMTERNOW

lodrrns;

2. baths; basement, fireplace,

block.

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Your Dream Come

al/ no/5046,500 537,8985

Males,

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

NMI
A

Linens

blood lines. 359.1308.

Wheaton

Experienced or Will Train
Good starting salary with automatic increases.

329900. Afler 6 PM 392.1916

Colonial.

4411ass, Pets & boligneet

from, a.

Niles

CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER

lk

A Whole Lot of Love A Little Imagination...
tondo/G..0n odm oddeisoo.

Special price over 100.s.

X perm

112 Mantles Tor Sale

gos dryer

to 33.9B ea. Thousands

OFFICE

ASSEMBLER

92 Earner Ave.
Elk Grove Vil.
956.0660

OWNER. 5296047.

tinguished

ZrcZ't;,i'll=o71:7 ttr "

GENERAL

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

259-4000

'1gra';'.

s

,

blacks Cropfgamwd,shots.

Fils.2.55-360

We offer a full line of

VILLAGE REALTY

297-2400
R

53mit beauiim4 helm.

t

r

FREE.

AKC

0 II

esting work for

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

we bemm, 2coraL, Looded

Oualiry Builders Since 1924

PH ONE MRS. JAY

N

Modern facility located i

Woods

'Llttrnood of ci;;Xll
Mosl gitowinliCelciPmry
°P

M

SCHAUMBURG:I yr, old, 3 bras,

Key Poach e

Skokie

21 -Help WontedMen & Women

Huge 4 BR Col., 1, bo., in

Windsor
KEY TAPE OPR.

GERALD MOTORS

956-690

MT PROSPECT. Illuilderis

suburban seaing
in established
community

945 Tonvr.,=437-353

company benefits.
Call Mrs. Brombacher

TOP PAY RATE op. 04.20 pr hr.

charming

paid

OWNER

Min. Schnauzer, AKC, dm,

3475

,

Sears 14 ft. Whirlwind soil, boot

6,

03n,P.M.

(137.9039

POOL TABLE, REGULATION

007,94

647-8755

7400 N. Crownome Rd.

TELLERS

ile ginger Mk
Upper 040.s.

h

pl

724-6006

eidro capaciry ges

Kenmore

fl. solid slate MR. 3350, Phone
2962175, oher 020 pm.

BROOK MOTOR CORPORATION

TRANSFERRED

Sanford 1 Chemical Co

have good typing skills. Willing to train. Small
congenial air conditioned office. Hours 9 to 5.
Salary commemorate with ability plus liberal

T PERMANENT POSITIONS

Contact Mr. Rayner

92 Turner Ave.
Elk Greve VII.
9500060

IM

EXC. SA

Day or Nig.

It. PENGUIN, excel. cond.,

,

...CAMPER TOR RENT.

5torcroft. 61BCPS
equipped. 4305114
Lge.

Washer

I

PERMANENT

enced vd, 031,200 296901

le ft. Runabout, 75 h.O. Johnson.

Houm. Go.

VILLAGE REALTY

2536500

TII","E"q7 1=7'4

plo

8201 Skokie Blvd.

2536600

2,500. 524-1640

OR 5-3500

MAINTENANCE MEN

ot. park

Ktit.?t.'74.1r.j.t

with iroiler,pricad lac immediate
sale 2501594
41

S

Ger Shepherds, 8 wks, ch line

DeLDIO PLUSH 33.95 .a.

Rr. 53 64u111

,7=1;
Prennied

by

1633 P

h

KODELSHAGCARPET 34.95 sq.

3475

ft.

12

DARLING PART PERSIAN
KIVENSZO;071,RAINED.

bike, CL 34326

Signature pork ,dishwoshe, od

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

MPovEW0lmINen.E *rye We000010.

TOWERS HOTEL

-.

Interesting varied work in new car agency. Must

* IMMEDIATE OPENINGS *

12 gold rug.
1905

.

025,900

Westgate Apartments

k

Hordes

NEW CARPET

255.0656

Id WO

;oho SlueVialet

OPERATOR-

ARLINGTON PARK

LeT;ur"': "-

824-2175

37Aoats end Marine Supplies
B

a

o sty

Grem,Olteclly behind

diver .1126,5396 friday Mar

=12;::!ItX°:,.===f;A::=47and
ENJOY YOUR
SUMMERS

4.

9560233

S

131

pans ,N wnM1 lie Hovel and

BARealEstot4houses

/0

MT. PROSPECT

nes 391 S033

TYPISTS

°iPPOn, 7662920

g requi

1501350

394.5730

eoma=

Multilith Operator

METCALF PRINTERS

d

III.

MACHINE

CALL 439.8020

)

SWIMMING POOL
Models Open Doily TO -e
SOO Dogwood Lane; Mt. Prosp.,
,1/2 blk W. of Wheeling Rd.

28 Help Wanted Women

_....,......,,,,

259.3553

Assist
Veterinarian
$135 Week

BOOKKEEPING

sq.!

3:MM1111.r"

FridgE67.71re"5 dIt'irtIrndTe
m an.3.91.3831

.

Shodhond and s

OFF

wise:PrL'oe'c7."4,;-=

Open 7 days, 9 to 6.
Delano Surplus Supply Co.
2015 Old Higgins Rd., kik

Redo., sieve, air conditioner;

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

253-6600

40% - 60%

Schnouser male puppy, 8

Gov't Pa., Surplus

"d

EKCO PRODUCTS, INC.
777 Wheeling Rood
Wheeling,

ACCOUNTING OF FICE

Gime Village
blExk, inn of ,f,eg.

Randwood Apartments

280:1 ,Wesligot

Mt. Prospect

iols to keep21. organized.

CARPETING

8,0.111

cover 03; formica kit. MI 010;
dour ...wood.. legs 32; power

App.einsente scheduled mgEssPs.....

PUNY CP,RPETED

-, .........., ,,... ,,,,,, req.md te.S.IlleMeM in

uni74n
V & G PRINTERS, inc.

WM

O263,13 after 4pm

MT. PROSPECT

"TilETt.l; rl=

STENO
our

4014

k

da

"Yt'ontrAZ

the Office

SECRETARY

Vs."cit"fa

holmes & assoc,

DMnnnnemR,

T&F

Run

"""'''

1,1,=.7.0.0,1.:::4°,1`w"

6

good

Used nolo.. 0 pc. Tenon IMAM
Pd MOO, mll for $525. Roy elec.
gultar, 320. CL.01223

Now Surplus Siore

Electric range 309 deluxe, notismerle, renskterno burner, Gook
f
uto r me 3125 or la c

FrIden Calculotin0 machine, 10

Alter 5 P.M. CI, 54212

a

FORD HOPKINS

FLUOROCARBON CO.

.HM537.1996

D.Mn,

set or one Mot con be refinished
Mr young girl. 259.292.

poce,a,

Installed, service, whomsole io

ch

Picnic 'aisles with attached ben.
hes, unpainte
M 325 each.

249 glel, bike 310; deep f ryer, no

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL

110To Rent 'Office Space

Call I in,rsiiatilat:mrnt

RondhumliElequnt It 2

WANT TO

New

h more. 918

47 Home_FurnishmgFrumiture

ON6

9.1ontMAPPn Would bedroom

'3'Zlc"E'llgtZidnrg"1"e'c'htl.
EverphIng like new. 2503704

Call Mr. Lost or 537-1100 Eat 234
VAM040=1,10,31E

SPARE ME AN OFFER for 350 sq.

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

STINEWAY

ben-

359-4676

394.3557

PERSONNEL MANAGER

Girl Friday

,cej'ELP"'bVi"prnecnri."

681-5700

solvent Clang equip.
ment. Good skirting

M, Peters 394-5910

Wel Rte 83

r"""drrirr"'"r

BOOK

CALL
DR. WILLIAM BECKER

Prench.M0 C.F., items.

't

Ms.

594-157,I

f urn. French Prov. and Coon,

SECRETARY TO

Thin is a great rob Ms like havNV,. own office. Be Glri

350.1400

PHILIPPE BROS,

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOW.
SECRETARIES

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

and

92 Turner Ave.
Elk Grove ViL 956.0660

1/ To Rent, Stores, Offices

...re.

Must have 3 to 5 ye
experience on operating
water

44 P's

type 50 edi mem. No Mortheind mon., ...non
PO., bin net accessory. Tap sob, mony Como.,

OPERATOR

VILLAGE REALTY

school 5100 On' nv6ik.

SECRETARY

OR INTERVIEW, CONTACT

Best off er. 8940113

APO

EVIInnot,

4386100

Promising lull Pm opening he seam, reliveshesing Agent.mud

Prirrtit:

s,

pp

lineage

Chomp

so( a, MoMog washer. dishes,

CL 07141

rigidoire Porto. diMwashon 3
nivild. 3115. Go. cend.

°).RPMPect
2536600

IMMEDIATE

Timberlake Village
Buss e Rd.

P

9902100

r

i

den

rO rice

9420 W Foster Ave
Chicago

LADY PAAEIIPERSONNEL

OCCUPANCY

297.5535

an n

Package Machinery Co.

cellent company benelim.

MT. PROSPECT

'2. 'SP= "B:s.7001illt

24 Help Wanted Men

Public Relations Pep.

ales end

U:2,,=.71°,t1.

Chicago

DI 8-640

To

Great simc for beginYcl

e conolorr 6 convenience of
fl, 'wing. your own yord
ronchene, INSPECT TOUAVC. (Phone:

551 Grant Place

em

®Illinois Bell

$600 Mo.

827.4902

DAY, 9,1 G.
05!1 Pe

Experienced

Personnel

3ES
BDRMS.
o

GRANT HOSPITAL

Secretary

Morgage.

No peta. 3133 Mo. Avail.
DES MAI

HELP IN OFFICE TOO
COMPLETE TRAINING

\g,T196tinTr,Des7line:.
24 Help Wan teo Men

..

0175 6

becirre

games -ens -crofts

FOR DIRECTION AND FURTHER INFORMATION -

CANADA or PHONE 613.674-2865

A sum

Near Rand

n'd. Nr. Golf Mill shag.

Apply Personnel Department
INCLUDING BROCHURE WRITE TO CAMP BELLEVUE P.O. CARILLON, COUNTY ARGENTFUL, QUEBEC,

16 lo Pent houses

Dental Receptionist

Ml

ANL

Zre'Vr's,

"'"647:a"crrd

Page 19

44 -Dogs Pets & bpepment

seo blue Used 1 month moved

Men, Golf Clubs. 4 wood, 9

Lady, companion So/. EL Sun.
mornings. Wheeling ere°
2720085 after 5P.M.

°

656.9922

Thermo plass deers Geed*

392-6481
Des

EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY.
MANY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.
PERMANENT POSITION.

Crop 1.101.9

Des

teach kids new

EXPERIENCED PREFERRED

His. FL 03375

3501690

V"°'"

12 -Miscellaneous MerchartUse

3244fiscellanenus Merchandbe

pet odor, 12,16

1

wonifr 1900. 5937896

SECRETARY

'SST!

flew family room,

me

lew,

/ 6 2 bdrm. apt, 11006

12AlisceltaneouS Merchenthse

126 Help Wanted Women

d balaysocer for 2 smell chil

:1.7M".,.

BUTNfEXPIRIENCF1

ry

26 -Help Wanted Women

LEE

oded 115 x500..31ses6

aa.

Hee Me1890

164telp Wanted Women

Arl Nis Cpen Heme

75Aportments To f xchaoge

,

uwire. r Lae, eat

2t Help Wailed Women

lune.. 11 IM6PP.

After 5 PM., 017

fermis cc.
593.7167 ayft 5

Avail

geter. Welcome all Me kds,

E.K.G. TECHNICIAN

REASONABLE RATES $55.00 PER WEEK
ABSOLUTELY ALL SUMMER ACTIVITIES INCLUDING RIDING AND WATER SPORTS

bed., poet coon

868ealEstate Houses

to hum 6 shopping 3170 mo

867,17 827 7777 eat 390

Well.liked Baby Doitor will
TRAIN yo to b hi
d 3

F

SUMMER VACATION ACTIVITIES AT MOST

p ct
rn Condo Apt
Avoil Pep, 1st WolkIng d stance

Des PI.

.

BOYS AND GIRLS

-311861INTAPT
lacoi on Mannhe Fr 6 Muhy

594200E0 216

259.3553

14 To Rent Apartments

BABY DOCTORS
RECEPTION TRAINEE

I

Letterpress Printer

11 Sinner Comps

74 To Rent Apartments

BTU,

oh

conditioner,

slIghtly used,. big for
.0200 559098.4

eve mon, on name brand
d

-rumple, sr. 7 to 16. By

opm. 8271215 or 9,661656.

illa,CP451

392-6660
Closet! Sundays

Page 20

Friday, June 19, 1970
112 -Automobiles For Sale

55 -Musical Instruments

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'

Used twice 8 pc Trixcon Drums
Pd $800, sell for $325 Kay elec
guitar, $20 CI 5-1223

for dune buggy, $200 392.2224

OUT PERFORMS HONDA

BETTER

LOOKING

THAN SUZUKI COSTS
LESS THAN BOTH See
the new line of BRIDGE -

-

'65

V-6, automatic $250 Call - after 6 - 824-2432

AT

Two 1965 Chev:es $500 or best
offer each Good condition 1201
Rand Rd Arl Ht.
'67 VW Bus, Sun roof, excellent
condition, gas heater, radio,

NOM D

at 600 E Northwest Hwy ,

1960 Karmann Ghia - good run
ning condition $250

Supro, Tat top, lumbo, guitar, excellent condition. $100. Call

437-4039

'68 Chevy!! Novo 6 cyl NT, P/S,
radio Exc cond $1495

Classic

Super

drums,

296-6901

amp, demonstrator, $250. Used
National elec. w/cose, $47.50. El
Rey, CL 3-0180.

1964 Chev. Impala, 4 dr., auto
P/S, P/B
best offer.

trans.,

'66 Mustang 6 cyl. Sprint, Ziebarted, auto. trans., excel. cond.

elec.

Get Out of that Rut!!

.

your own. Part or full time.
Call 259-1985

CLEANING PLANT
Operating in Palatine. Modern

equipment. Good

business.

Available immediately, Can be
financed.

A. GOODMAN & CO.
224-1000

255-3797

C.l., turbo glide, 3 deuces, fue
blocks, offenhauser alum. valve
covers - more. Both for $125 o

'69 Ambassador 4 door, 6 cylinder, air conditioned, power steering. Like new. 824-0577.

'64 Ford Truck 3/4 Ton.

Utility body. Pipe rack.
253.5760

1960 Chevy tow truck, series 60.
214 Ton. like new rubber &

Spare & dollys inc. 627-9891 or
627-8873

auto. radio, heater. Good transp.

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER
STARCRAFT
SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

Tent Trailers -Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E. of
McHenry
815-385-6333
110 -Sports Cars

1968 Gold Opel Ralley. 4, spd.
Good cond. $1100 or best offer.
Call any time, 299-0439.

1968 Torino GT, Bkt. seats, console, fact. air, 390-4 sp.
MUST SELL -MAKE OFFER

Coll 394.5621 - After 6 p.m.

take

away

LESS OUR huge trade in allowance
conditioned Maverick we have many in stock for
immediate delivery.

air cond., cantering
lamps, Cruise Control, tint
ed glass, deluxe wt !
covers, tilt & tele. wheel,
power trunk latch, Con.'
Fact.

venicnce

Group,

AM/FM radio, remote mirror, deluxe sear belts, front
and rear floor mats, power

'64 Ford Galaxie 500 XL. P/S, P/B,
Auto. V-8. Buckets. Console. Vinyl

LIST

$659614

PAY

$4850

roof. $450 or best offer. Call after 6 P.M. 253-1035

THE

Tempest

'65 Plymouth

1955 FORD, dual carburetor,
chrome wheels, oval tires, $200.
537-1747 aft. 5pm.

2 door, 6 cylinder, automatic transmission, under full factory war-

Barracuda

'64 Dodge "330", 4 -door, good

ranty.

259-1435 or 882-3872 aft. 5:30.
'62

GALAXIE

automatic
transmission, power steering, radio.,$150. 253.9442
500,

$1195

4 door 6 cyl. auto. one
owner.

call 259.4361

$395

2 door, hardtop, 6 cylinder, automatic trans-

2 Dr. HT, V-8 auto. P/S,
radio heater.

mission.

'66 Dodge
Cornet

'67 Mustang, 6 cyl, stk, A/C, like

new tires, exc, clean, aft 5:30

$895

1969 Pontiac Firebird'
Blue beauty, stick, vinyl top and sharp

$895

transmission, AM -FM radio.

$2395
1969 FASTBACK
Automatic transmission,

....

$2495

/195

2 door, hardtop, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, vinyl roof etc. A
real desirable beauty

$1895

$1895

44

1968 FASTBACK

WEEK
4c
* BRAND NEW *
ix
'70
'*

Radio, heater, whitewalls.

$1795
1969 VOLKSWAGEN
Sedan, automatic transmission, radio, heater, white-

F-85

1

**

-

walls.

4(

Stock # 1 736
FULLY

-Pot

FACTORY
EQUIPPED

4(

$1845
1969 VOLKSWAGEN
Sedan, radio, heater, whitewalls.

$1745

537-2923 all day Sat & Sun.
Sale!

For

1966

Volkswagen

"Bug" Body Slightly Bent! Good
for Dune Buggy or Parts. Excel!.
Me Sr etc., new tires. Car is complete. Ph: 394.3547.
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

1968 Olds model 98 4 dr. Town
Sedan. R/H, P/S, P/B, A/C. Low

1968 Chevrolet Impala

mileage. $2200. CL 3-2369

roof and beautiful

Coupe, V-8, automatic, P/S, black vinyl
S

'66 Chevelle 55396, 360 H.P. 4
speed. Hurst. '69 paint. Super
clean. 259-2482 after 6 PM

1969 Chrys. Newport, 4-dr., hard
top, vinyl top, P/S, P/B, A/C. After
6 call 253-2482.

1963 ARIEL.
.250 cc, $200. 437-8133

'68 Volkswagen

622 E. NorthAst Hwy. 298-4420 Des Plaines, Ill.

$1895

$1595

Turquiose finish and like new

Open WEEKDAYS 9.9 SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAYS

1968 Plymouth Fury III
4 Door, hardtop, like new, With v-8, P/S,
P/B, factory air, vinyl roof, one of a kind...

eel??

align

$2095

1968 Chevrolet
with this "6" automatic.

d

$2293

$1795

0000000001

DEMO*
o SALE
®

10 IN STOCK

0

Example:

Ake

taI2

'69 Galaxie 5000

Dr. HT, #1125, auto.
trans., whitewalls, radio,
heater, vinyl roof, wheel

*covers, body side mIdg.

3

rear window defogger.
Ask for
Norwood's
'

Low Pricel

3333330
1967

1968 VOLKSWAGEN
Sedan, radio, heater, white -

$1545

'Vag. READY

INA

CATALPONTIAC

4 Dr., Radio, Heater, Fac. Air.

$1569

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

USED CARS

2 dr. sedan automatic transmission, radio, heater, whitewalls.

'70 TORONADO

$1645

Stock #70-1872. Loaded with
all the luxury extras, including
Comfortron air cond. and stereo tape player. Very low miles.

1967 VOLKSWAGEN
Sedan, radio, heater, white-

Exec. driven.

6 passenger station wagon, economy plus

$1 40

AM.FM radio, gas heater.

Radio, heater.

*

1968 Ford Torino

2 door, hardtop, V -B,
500, 2 Dr. HT, buckets,
automatic transmission, power steering1.559,5 v-8, auto P/S. $995

offer CL 3-8499

1969 SQUAREBACK
Sun Roof, heater, automatic

* SPECIAL
* OF THE.

to
Price Range

LeSabre

.$ 950

VOLKSWAGENS

01740,

select from, Many in the

MAVERICK

OF USED

1968 SQUAREBACK

'66 Buick

'65 Fury 111

1967 IMPALA, power steering,
power brakes, low mileage, best

GON ROW

Over 60 used cars to

$495

Belvedere

1962 Chevy Impala 2 dr. hdtop,
R/H, 250 dr. Best offer. After 6

$695

4 Dr. HT, V-8 auto. P/S,

$1595

- SELECTION

OVER

Yes! Many with
Trailer Towing Packages.

'63 Valiant

'66 Plymouth

'64 Olds 98
4 door H.T. Good cond.
253-5760

STATION

'66 Chrysler
Imperial
full power,
radio heater.

'68 Buick Electra H.T.
Low mileage. Extras.
Must sell. 537-8985

'VISIT OUR

Red, V-8 auto. radio,
heater WW's

A FINE

SA Oe

SUER IDEAR,ER

'67 Pontiac

1970

ALSO

stereo

CL 5-8032.

'64 Mercury Comet station
wagon, R&H, automatic. Best offer. Coll after 6 pm - 824-7483

NEW

SATURDAY 9 to 5

windows, 6 -way seat, luxu.
ry
defogger, whitewall
tires, air pollution control.

1962 Cutlass coupe, V-8, auto-

BRAND

9 to 9

EXEC. DRIVEN
Stock #70-1873

E.
Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
296-6127

good, $250 or offer.
394.5287 after 5 pm.

LINE OF NEW
VOLKSWAGEN
WEEKDAYS

TORONADO

Be it a standard transmission, Maverick or air

101519 AFTER now

We specialize in quality
2nd cars under $1000.
We will buy your clean

TEST DRIVE
OUR COMPLETE

970

$1

car. 600

'62 PONTIAC CATALINA, runs

'65 Ford Fairlane 2 dr., R/H, low
mileage, best offer. Call after 5.

You

need work on o

FORD

SEE AND

ports. 259-1435 or 882-3872.

,$675. Cl. 3.5667

'62 T -Bird Landau. All power.
Fac. air. $375. '58 Chevy, come &
.get itl Runs. 253-1118

condition. BEST OFFER over $250.

103 -Auto Trailers & Canners

$50 each.
All -Runt All

1967 Ford Falcon 2 dr. 6 cyl.

matic, $195. After 6 p.m. call
f 253.3240

102-Trucks,Trailers

C.1., Auto. trans. '58 Chevy, 348

1963 THUNDERBIRD, full power,
$550 or offer. must sell
359-5264

66 -Business Opportunities

Get into an exciting business of

'64 Ford Galaxie "500" w/390

Call 696-2571 after 6 P.M.

Clean. Rebuilt engine. Air cond. 6
cyl. 259-5029

rand New '70 Mavericks

359-6725 aft. 7.

'64 VW Convertible. Needs new
top and a little fixin'. $450.

'66 Mustang Vs. Radio, heater,
white walls. 3 spd. stick. $595.

$900. 439.-2685 aft. 6.

1964 Rambler Station Wagon.

guitar amplifier
w/reverb. model # GA -55 RVT.
Orig. price $429, asking $200 or
best offer. 253.3716
Gibson

1962 Ford Squire, 10 passenger,
auto. trans., P/S, like new battery
& tires. $200. 827.1893

259-8790

New $450 National accordion

'69 Chevelle SS 396 convert.,
325 HP, 4 spd., Posi, P/B,P/S,
AM/FM, tape, full inst., Huggar
Orange $2395 or best offer.

Good condition. $600

offer. CL 3-8499

convertible,

ments. 358-2927

Day's WANT ADS

1964 VW.

blue sparkle, excel!. cond. best

Buick Special

clock, $200. & take over pay-

112 -Automobiles For Sale

DAY WANT AD!
Ludwig

P/S, P/B, P/seat, other extras excelcond $595 359 5079

537-0962 after 6 PM.

392-7765.

.

1967 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, ex-

(Moving) Good condition $150
537-1180

296-6127

ONLY

cel cond, $1650 or best offer
255-1761

before 5 PM

VOLKSWAGEN

'63 Olds 588, 4 dr Hdtp, A/C,

STONE SPORTS CYCLES
Des Plaines, III

DES PLAINES

1969 Chevy 11 SS396 375 H P 4
speed
Mags
Ovals
Extras
259-9095 before 3 P M

UPRIGHT PIANO

Allen T-44 spinet organ Cherry,
Early American Coll 682 6206

'59 VW
$150
299-3240

like new bait, salvage, perfect

Large

Gilmore upright piano
Painted antique green $75
Call 259-4810

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'62 VW, 14 mo rebuilt eng , radio,

1967 FORD LTD
4 door, hardtop, dark
blue, vinyl top, air conditioning, full power.

$1595

walls.

$5447

$1345
1966 VOLKSWAGEN

ARE YOU AND YOUR CAR OVERHEATED LOOKING FOR THE

1968 Chevrolet Nova

BEST DEAL?? WELL COOL DOWN AND COME SHOP IN OUR AIR

2 door, blue, automatic, stereo radio, new
car trade

CONDITIONED, CARPETED SHOWROOMS, WE'VE GOT THE

'70 TORONADO

COOLEST PRICESP

$1695

1966 Country Squire
Wagon with full power and factory air
Needs some love and cam

$1095

1966 Chevrolet Wagon
V-8. automatic, P/S, factory air and ready
for summer

$1395

1965 10 Passenger Country Sedan

$995

V-8, automatic P/S, in excellent condition

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED
D.-4".:.4e4141..!;:rras.,o,s,

'67 PONTIAC

Factory a:r, power steering,

4 door, hard top, factory air
conditioning, V-8, automatic,
power steering, power
brakes, radio, white wall

power

brakes,

radio,

BONNEVILLE
V -B,

automatic, white wall tires,
luggage rack. Ideal family
car.

tires.

$2295
'67

Automatic trans-

$5151

MANY OTHER
USED VW'S
TO CHOOSE FROM

mission, radio, heater,
whitewall tires, slightly

'68 CADILLAC

ALL;USED VW'S
COMPLETELY AND

COUPE DE VILLE

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED
FOR 30 DAYS

Stock # P-1052. Fact. air cond.,

Candy Apple Red with black
vinyl roof, auto. trans., power
steering and brakes, power

'66 CADILLAC
SEDAN DeVILLE

2 door, hard top, V.8, auto-

4 door, hard top, gold ex-

matic, power steering, radio,
white wall tires., Sharp condition.

terior, white interior, white
top, full power, air conditioning.

$1595

'2587

Convertible, V-8, automatic,
power steering, power

brakes, radio, white walls,
power top.

2 door, hard top, V-8, auto-

console,

$3995

tinted

matic, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof, white wall
tires.

$1795

$1195

$1669
1965
MUSTANG
Convertible, automatic
transmission, radio,
heater, whitewall tires.

$869

$1295

FAIRLANE
2 door, sedan, stick, 6
cylinder.

door sedan, automatic
transmission, radio, heater,
power steering, V-8.
4

???
$695

1965

Trade -Ins
1968 TEMPEST
CUSTOM

$469

$1595

STATION

1968 VOLVO 144S
door sedan, automatic
transmission, tape deck.

WAGONS

4

1965 Plymouth Fury Ill

Many To Choose From
1966 Country Sedan

$795

1968 OPEL KADETT

2 door hardtop, V-8, automatic P/5 and
factory air

2 door sedan, radio, heater,
whitewalls.

$1195

COMPLETE

$1.195

'65 LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

INSURANCE

1969 RENAULT R-10

AND
FINANCING.
AVAILABLE

4 door, radio, heater.

$975

4 door, It's just nice!

$1295

Tautly Awn..

Factory air, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater,

DEVON'

white wall tires.
S

$1395

used.

of Good!

$1595

INSTANT DELIVERY, NO

Hard top, factory air, vinyl
top, v -e, automatic, power
gloss.

Special Selection

PAYMENTS TR SEPTEMBER
'66 MERCURY
MONTEREY

steering,

ALL PARTS & LABOR

gloss. Like new.

Stock #P-1050. Red, with fact
air cond., auto. trans., power
steering, power brakes, radio,
whitewall tires, buckets and

1965 Olds "98"

Come See ... Come Save

'67 MUSTANG

GALAXIE "500"

radio,

Cutlass Hol. Cpe.

1965 Plymouth Fury
'67 FORD

seats,

4 door, V-8, standard transmission, radio, etc.

4 door, V-8, automatic transmission, full
power, luxury for only

150 NEW CARS IN STOCK

$2395

and

heater, whitewall tires, tinted

console. Like brand new.

Less without air conditioning.

COMET
CALIENTE

MAVERICK

Late Model

tioning and many, many morel)
ROTO
PRICED AT

1970

heater,

$1145

'68 OLDSMOBILE

SPECIAL
'68 FORD CUSTOM "500"

Inc: White Wall tires, Deluxe wheel covers, all
syncro transmission, carpeting, Ford safety features, full factory equipment including air condi-

$1895

Radio,

,

MERCURY 2 DR. H.T.

'68 CHEVY
IMPALA WAGON

Roof,

whitewalls.

Stock #70-1874. Loaded with
all the luxury extras, including
factory air conditioning.

windows

1970

Sun

1

$995

,4 NORWOOD FOLD
ILA.. Caret

ore
E *et

"A...

'1

1/

NORWOOD

IFORD *Used Card
Kennedy Expressway

Chicagolands Largest
Lincoln-Mercury
Dealer

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5700
Chicago -SP 4-2121

JP3

..
1I

0

GMO HEADQUARTER

II

IN PARK RIDGE
530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Corner Northwest Highway
Greenwood and Busse

Mon., Fri. 9-9
Saturday 9-5
- Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774-8177

.

CLOSED SUNDAY
0

NORWOOD
FORD INC
6333 N. HARLEM
RO - 3-1500
DAILY 9 to 9;
SATURDAY 9 to 6
,SUNDAY 1 to 6
1

